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- The Word in........ .. .. .. ..
78
- Twenty Years in. . . .
78
- Years' Growth in..... . . . . . . . . .
959

Union Churches in Far Eastern Ports (a),
E. A. Wicher . . . . . . . . .
847
United Free Church, Jewish Missions. ... 69
- - - of Scotland, Crisis, Editorial. ... 779
- - - - - Income. . . . . .
631
865
- Presbyterian Mission Work. . .
- - SemiCentennial. . . . . .
949
- - Synod in Egypt........ .
717
United States (America) . ........... "
46ti
Universities Mission to Central Africa. 719,631
Utah (Mormons), Christian Forces in .... 307
- for Christ, The Importance of Winning 66
Vacation and Missions, Editorial.. .
622
Vice, Society for the Suppression of ... "
865
Volunteers of America.... . . . . .
948
Waldensian Church, Italy. . . . . .
. . 150, 232
Warne, F. W., The Call of. . . . .
800
Warszawisk, Hermann......... .
226
War and our Devoted Missionaries (al,
A. J. Brown .................... " 241
War,. The Christian, in the East, Editorial 379
Washburn, George .................... 632
Washington, Booker T., on Negro Education ............................ 300
Wesleyan Achievement in South Africa. 719
- Missionary Society Hefuses $35,000 ... 229
West Indie"
(Cuba, Haiti, Jamaica,
Trinidad, Porto Rico) ............ " 629
Widows, Hope for Hindu ............ "
153
Wilkinson, S. H., in America. . .... . . . .
784
Willard, Frances, of Alaska. . . . . . . . . . .
387
Witnessing, Faithful, Editorial. . . . . . . .
221
Wolff, Joseph ..... '. . . .. .
903
Woman's Work in India .. " ........ '" 551
W orne"" ~fri.can, A. Conference of. . . . . . .. 317
- ChnstlaD m IndIa ......... " .' .. '" 471
Women, Filipino........ . .
719
- in India, Exceptional. . . . . . . . . . . . .
711
- - - Progress of Ca), MiRS Austi~~
Abbott ....... " . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
- - Japan, First College for. ...
316
- - Syria, Hope for.. .... . . .
311
- Moslem, Is there Hope for-:- ..... 'J'o'hn" 311
- of China and the Gospel (a),
Hind ............................ 216
- - - Then and Now ................. 315
Women's Summer School for Mission
Study ..................... ' ..... 480
Working Classes in _ London, A W oful
Picture ....... " ...... ' .......... 548
World Evangelization, A Passion for. . . .. 560
- The Church and the Spirit of Enterprise (al, A. T. Pierson.. . .
801
Yale Mission to China ................. 956
Young Men's Christian Association and
the Japanese Army. . . . . . . . . . .. ... 555
- - - - - - Railroads.
225
- - - - in Calcutta. . . . .
791
-----Cuba............
227
- - .- - - St. Petersburg. . . . . . . . .
469
- - - - Jubilee, Brooklyn. .. . . .. .
148
- - - - Needed at Chefoo .. ' . . . .
236
- - - - Progress in India. . .
953
- - - - Railroads. . . . . . . . . .
465
- - - - - Branch.. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 625
- - - - Sixty years of the,. Editorial.. 542
Young People's Missionary Movement (a),
H. O. Dwight...... .. . .
755
- - Conferences ..................... 400
Young People's Society Christian Endeavor in India ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 792
Young, Sir W. Mackworth, on Missions ... 152
Z-enana, Bible and Medical Missions
Report.... . . . . . . . . . . .
952
Zululand,.Self-Support in. . .
718
Zulu Mission Growth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78
-- Missions, Present Conditions in C~)',
C. W. Kilbon .................... 655
Zulus, Gospel Among the .............. , 396
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STATISTICS OF THE MISSIONARY SOCIETIES OF THE WORLD FOR 1903
This table includes only Missions to non-Christian and non-Protestant peoples, and so omits work done in non-Catholic Europe, while covering that in behalf of
Indians, Chinese, and Japanese in the United States. Tbe figures are derived almost wholly from annual reports, and relate in the main to 1903, tho sometimes the year
includes a part of 1902.

Thp. aim lIas been to leave the fewest possible blanks, and hence where the la'est official figures were not at hand, conservative estimates have

been made, based upon former reports.-REV. D.
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Countries in which Missions
are Sustained

'0

.Q

r1J

~

A.merican Board ............................... 1810

$740,777

1176,439

169

22

170

183

544

27.5

956

1,500

1,394

59,585

5,902

158,806

1,368

66,263 Sout h Afti~a. Tu~key, India, China, Japan,

Saptist Missionary Union ..................... 1814

722,':'58

114,062

181

23

116

185

505

289

8,306

3,811

1,665

113,418

7,553

127,857

1,406

37,844 Bur rna. India, China, Japan, Africa, France.

Southem Baptist Convention ................. 1845

218,513

15,376

54

2

16

67

139

G7

192

331

3BB

8,880

1.790

25,000

62

Free Baptist ................................... 1833

23,245

783

8

0

8

2

18

6

66

84

14

904

107

2,000

100

lipain. Philippines.
1,350 China, Japan, Africa, Italy, Mexico, Brazil,
Cu ba.
3,860 India (Southern Bengal), Africa.

ChrisUan (DisciplE's) .......................... , 1875

182,142

25.567

83

4

87

19

9J

47

290

882

92

3,289

581

10,000

89

2,199 India~s~hina, Japan, Turkey, Africa, Phllip-

American Christian Convention............... 118S6

10,386

@

0

4

8

15

7

12

27

35

420

43

1,500

1

Chrlstian and Missionary Alliance............ 1897

211,316

1,748

70

50

70

80

270

426

100

2,800

772

3,500

80

489,119

22,527

58

16

39

84

142

°

151'

Protestant Episcopal. ......................... 1835

75

526

668

240

5,8,9

467

20,000

188

Soclety of Friends ............................. 1871

68,927

6,013

24

30

23

31

108

8

193

301

2,120

885

5,112

87

Lutheran, General Council .................... 1869

26,287

2,190

7

0

8

5

15

3

254

269

22B

3,860

890

. 9,285

180

5,216 India (Madras), Porto Rico•

Lutheran, General Synod ..................... 1837

61,278

1,300

12

9

82

0

506

588

629

8,586

900

85,525

;US

6,886 India (Madras), West Africa.

Scandinavian Alliance......................... 1891

29,7(i()

5,000

45

68

0

108

0

55

168

98

570

62

1,500

4

lIethodist Episcopal. .....•...•................ 1819

1,314,000

16,289

257

°
°

11

34

243

233

767

510

8,608

4,376

904

84,480

4,847

250,000

1,181

ethodist Episcopal, South ................... 1846

839,728

26,452

80

5

79

8

172

95

246

318

312

12,906

1,198

35,000

25

°

°

71

Mit·ronesla. MeXICO, Spain, Austria.

pin

5 Japa n (Tokyo, etc.).
2,200 Africa, India, China, Japan, South America,

etc

4,622 Afri

ca, China, Japan, Haiti, Mexico, Alaska.

1,716 Mexi co, Alaska, Jamaica, China, Japan.

150 Japan, China, India, Africa.
39.666 Chin a\ Korea, Japan, India, Africa, Bulgaria,

MeXlCO, South America. Philippines.

2,212 China,Korea, Japan, Mexico, Brazil, Cuba.
885 Japan (Yokohama).

lIethodist Protestant .......................... 1888

16,045

662

6

1

7

14

6

15

29

85

469

107

1,0()0

2

Presbyterian .................................. 1837

1,064,119

19,690

262

12

268

164

706

192

1,988

2,694

1,529

46,540

5,227

125,000

764

27,370 India , China, Japan, Korea, Africa, Syria,

Presbyterian, South ........................... 1861

168,425

10,727

60

15

56

82

165

15

132

297

246

5,270

890

12,000

25

1,260 China •. Korea, Japan, Africa, Italy, Mexico,

Cumberland Presbyterian ...................•. 1820

29,079

1,427

9

2

7

7

25

7

28

58

14

850

85

1,500

4

Siam, Persia, Spanish America, Philippine,.
Brazll, Cuba.

250 China, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Indians.
611 India (Northwest Provinces).

29,555

31iO

8

1

9

10

29

1

41

70

16

316

2.~

1,000

18

1859

193,000

87,318

88

10

40

49

137

46

798

935

403

16,293

1,G97

88,810

312

Reformed (Dutch) ............................. 1832

158,895

16100

32

5

29

29

95

33

589

634

270

4,717

304

15,000

307

Reformed (German) ........................... 1878

66,305

2,000

11

2

13

6

36

10

55

91

64

2,100

350

3,000

4.

German Evangelical Synod .................... 1883

20,915

1,200

9

0

5

1

15

0

108

123

48

2,263

124

4,999

80

United Brethren in Christ ................... 1858

34,393

2,750

16

0

16

0

32

9

105

137

76

2.700

400

6,000

16

700 West Africa, China.

Woman's Union Missionary Society .......... 1861

50,000

2,000

0

58

58

25B

16

600

400

22

4,700 Indi a, China, Japan.

66,103

1,683

24

21

20

66

°

200

Canada Baptist .•...•....••.................... 1873

9

317

:183

70

5,291

673

6,532

107

Canada Methodist ............................. 1873

139,347

8,916

56

110

36'

86

197

245

8,814

792

25,000

49

1,450 Japan (Tokyol, China, Indians.

Canada Presbyterian .......................... 1844

186,809

10,276

49

°
°

0

18

64

45

176

10

177

858

114

4,102

221

6,000

92

6,517 China, India, New Hebrides, West Indies.

Othe~American

358,700

47,500

418

132

287

212

887

2,OM

282

24,843

1,350

69,000

615

1,492

1,149
5,740

15,842

21,484

9,598

Reformed Presbyterian (General Synod) ...... 1836
United Presbyterian .................

.........

Societies ....•................

Totals for AmerIca .........................

......

------~,964,976
$611,245

1,999

1

54

-----485
1,7GB

°

1--.::.
1,741

- -432,765
--

°

37,487

---'-1,000,426

7,136

21,694 Egy pt, India (Northwest Provinces).
7,089 Ind'lB, China, Japan, Arabia.
361 Japan (Tokyo, Sendal, etc.), China.
1,877 India (Central Provinces).

1,804 Ind'lB (Telugus), Bolivia.

Formosa.

16750

- -267,007
-19,086 India, China, Palestine, Africa, West Indies.

Baptist Society (England) .................... 1792

480,045

35,590

141

5

te9

66

815

29

1,105

1,420

1,046

58,910

3,290

150,000

780

London Society (L. M. S.) ...................... 1795

853,2.~5

100,655

172

88

170

65

445

94.3

6,462

6,907

945

69,607

4,891

11l6,026

1,940

92,686 China, India, Africa, Madagascar, Polynesia.

Church SOCiety (C. M. S.) ...................... 1799

1,751,450

154,325

418

152

883

877

1,330

379

8,076

9,406

5SO

81,652

9,687

299.553

2,37R

121,541 Persla, .Chlna, Japan, India, Africa, North

Propagation Society (S. P. G.) ................. 1'001

760,000

28,640

356

0

820

80

676

192

3,140

3,816

3,700

68,800

6,520

230,000

870
146

88,000 IndiIt, China, Japan, Malaysia, Africa, West
Indles, etc.
5,079 Africa (Lake Nyasa and Zanzibar).

AmerIca. etc.

Universities' Mission ..•......•.......•........ 1859

147,410

4,445

27

21

0

48

100

17

224

324

75

4,322

817

12,000

Society of Friends ....•......•..•.....•.•.•••.. 1867

92,455

12,000

0

35

29

30

94

0

Il78

1,072

249

2,932

170

27,685

255

16,677 Palestine, India, China, Japan, Natal, Mad·

Wesleyan Society .............................. 1816

560,450

47,945

227

190

180

0

552

43

1,136

1,683

403

64,614

2,072

175,000

950

42,289 India, China, Africa (West and South), West

Primatlve Methodist .......................... 1870

24,270

6,500

q

4

12

0

27

3

7

84

41

1,466

55

8,500

22

agascar.

Indies, Italy, Spain.

275 West, South, and Central Africa.
2,064 India, China, Malaysia, Formosa, Syria.

Presbyterian Church of England ....•.•....... 1847

132,390

12,r.oo

25

18

28

29

100

33

670

770

261

7,844

591

20,000

112

Presbyterian Church of Ireland ..•••..•....... 1840

99,875

8,900

32

24

29

29

114

5

419

582

116

2,796

140

5,000

185

1,870 Chin a, India (Gujeratl, Syria.

Welsh Calvinistic .............................. 1841

48,810

2,820

18

2

14

7

41

10

101

142

41-1

5,104

674

20,340

879

7,698 N.E . India, France (Brittany).

China Inland Mission .......... , ............... 1865

358,830

2,000

50

250

186

248

734

18

741

1,475

509

7,774

1,0'26

12,000

90

Established Church of Scotland ............... 1829

267,495

14,200

28

22

36

62

145

10

642

787

217

8,789

774

11,988

225

11,595 India, East Africa, Palestine.

United Free Church ........................... 1843

541,545

~,235

146

57

118

89

410

65

2,115

2,524

827

39,644

2,813

75,000

915

57,680 Indi a, Africa, Arabia, Palestine. New Heb-

......

885,062

53.480

366

120

176

290

952

16

1,201

2,153

875

6,500

852

15,000

210

15,260

34,322

1,158,087

9,527

4-'12,832

Paris Society .................................. 1~

282,058

46,000

74

35

64

33

208

48

1,095

1,303

259

29,126

2,500

120,000

690

8wiss Romande ....•....•...................... 1875

43,250

2,300

18

5

15

15

58

68

116

58

1.193

143

2,500

,59

Basel Society ... , .............................. 1815

313,325

51,410

182

76

148

16

422

88

1,265

1,687

566

24,372

2,102

60,000

.Q35

21,880 South India, China, West Africa

Berlin Society ................................. 1824

15:~,387

5,000

95

15

89

18

217

4

924

1,141

331

21,978

575

48,240

331

8,301 Afr'Ica (East and South), China.

Breklum (SChleswig-Holsteinl ...•............. \1877

39,o.'l3

250

14

3

25

107

78

748

220

8,741

39

68,451

8,220

48

I>

25

1

69

°
°

84

Gossner's Society.... ,....................... lS'16

°

8

24

1,145

1,214

250

19,547

830

83,287

210

5,793 Indla (Ganges, Chota Nagpore).
7,418 India, South Africa, Persia.

Other British Societies •................•.•....
Total British Societies .....................

- -1,74U
-6,035
- -1,763
----2,017
- - 988
------- -27,017
- -9,255
- --- -33,051
$6,957,842
1,340
420,754
S882,235

°

1,082 China (Sixteen Provinces).

rides, China, Japan, West Indillll.

- . - ----

HermanDsburg Socie~y...... . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . ... 1854

112,003

13,877

59

0

55

1

115

223

343

168

24,000

663

51,000

124

Leipsic Society ................................ 1836

183,671

8,750

61

5

42

7

115

30

-650

965

284

9,280

866

21,815

218

lIoravIIlDChurcla .............................. 1732

224,763

190,162

168

32

183

11

394

23

47

441

839

32,687

1,198

98,599

230

42,300 Africa (South, East and West), Tahiti, Mad·

a lI:ascar.

1,870 EastAfrica.

1,088 Indla (Telugus).

9,844 Sou th India, Burma, British and German

North Oenua.a Society ........................ 1836

48,434

13,000

18

2

12

10

42

'3

98

140

68

1,986

148

4,500

62

E a.t Africa.
Africa, Australia, South America,
WestIndies. Eskimo.
2,024 West Africa (Slave Coast).

RheniM &ciety (Barna~ ..................... 1829'

181,527

28,477

140

11

117

17

285

27

1,562

1,817

291

40,288

4,278

91,124

388

17,926 Af llica. Borneo, Sumatra, New Gum.,a, China.

......

180,840

5.000

72

13

48

107

340

6

258

598

115

7,100

920

15.000

52

$1,400,434

S319,146

8Q2

11,300

472,306

2,189

Other GermaD Secieties .. _........ _...........
TGtai German Societles .. _. __ ..............
NetheriaDda Societies... _................. _....
Scandinavian Societies .........................

......
......

Australasian Methodist Society ...••.....•.... 1855

7"~7

Totals for

--

850.

---99,313

128,450

25,000

58

12

25

3

98

8

205

306

160

4,920

81

18.000

445

11,700

483,740

8,500

159

84

125

77

895

98

2,096

2,491

1,136

55,285

4,730

125,000

872

84,670

121,985

45,000

26

11

18

10

65

84

4,132

4,197

1,554

40,525

1,570

1:11,526

1,601

- 158
- - 939
- 620
- - 126
- ---5,820
- -6,759
- -------- --- -2,300
...... ---$;'35.650
391
188
247,840
$76,000
------- 4,259
- --.-'--------FOR CHRiSTENDOM ...............
3,318 15,557
4,610
• $17,114,383 $1,955,426
5,863
4,28-3 62,681 78,554 27,800
1.414.176 96,860
1.800

Totals for Asia, Africa, the Islands, etc....
TOTALS

- - - --- --- ------ -2,024
- --- - - 191
155
8,483
2,485
154
6,461
181,881

24,189 Sou th

..

---1902· ........ · .................... . $16,310,424

12,837,675

4,6971t.m

4.409 12,879

--- - ----13,282
4,337 71,458 84,740 24:070

~5,544 \ 9~,607

81,414 Flj I, Samoa, New Britain, New Guinea.

-1,764
- ---68,400
---------989,506
8,824,065 24,283
1l'T2,t81
4,046,503 \25,583
685,220

,-
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l VOL. XVII.

SOME GRAVE MISSIONARY PROBLEMS
BY THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

One chapter in the Second Book of the Kings * contains a brief
epitome of the greatest reformation recorded in Hebrew history.
Josiah found at least ten forms of idolatry and iniquity polluting the
Temple and people: Worship of Baal and Astarte; Asherah, or Phallic,
abominations; Sodomites; Tophet, or Moloch; Chemosh of Moab;
Milcom of Ammon; Bethel with Calf Worship, and the consulting
of Familiar spirib, and the offering of incense in high places. He
destroyed all existing relics of idolatry, defiled idol altars and sites,
and degraded priests of Jehovah who had corrupted His worship.
Turn, now, to confront the evils of our own day which call for a
new reformation, and the problems which demand practical solution.
First looking at the Orient, we find three generic forms of false faith:
1. ANCESTRAL-Worship of deceased ancestors, including all human
heroes lifted to Divine honors.
2. ASTRAL-Sun, moon, stars, including the natural forces of the
universe, and the material creation.
3. ANIMAL-Various forms of animal life, originally probably used
as symbols of Divine creative power, etc., like the Egyptian Apis.

Under these three forms all false faiths may be arranged, as, for
example: Under Ancestral, Confucianism, Mohammedanism, Buddhism; under Astral, Parseeism, etc.; under Animal, Brahmanism,
Fetishism, etc.
For convenience in stndying the great missionary problems, we
may divide the world field into two parts-the Orient and the Occident; the one representing the territory where the dominant false
faiths prevail, and the latter the territory of at least a nominal
Christianity, whence must come the missionary forces for the great
campaign of the Kingdom of Christ.
In Oriental lands we find several gigantic obstacles to the spread
of the Gospel, and, while various systems of heathen religion have
certain features in common, like polytheism and idolatry, each has
some one or more conspicuous characteristics which differentiate it
from the others. For instance, Fetishism, the lOWEst form of idolatry,
is one of the grossest forms of the worships of nature, as Parseeism, or

• u. Kings, xxiii : 1-24.
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fire-worship, is the most refined. Brahmanism is specially marked by its
iron system of caste, and Buddhism by its essential deification of man,
in Buddha. Mohammedanism is comparatively a pure system of belief,
but corrupted by sensuality, and moder~ Judaism is a pure religion
perverted into denial of the Messiahship of the very Christ which it foretold. Confucianism is a lofty ethical system tainted with the worship of
ancestors. Thus, every system has one or more distinguishing features
which render it specially difficult to meet and overcome by the modern
missionary forces.
In the Occident, even among the nominal people of God, more or
less exact counterparts to these errors are found, constituting the
main hindrances to missions at home, if indeed they are not more
formidable than those encountered abroad. For example:
The virtual worship of nature in scientific materialism and naturalism.
The Oaste Spirit, in race prejudice,clasR antagonism, and social hatred.
The Rejection of Ohrist's Deity ir. Unitarianism and philosophic
skepticism.
.
The Oounterpart of Oonfucianism in dependence on ethical systems,
tradition, etc.

Modern idolatry, as it appears in Christian lands, may be classified,
therefore, substantially under three main heads:
1. Worship of matter-materialism.
2. Worship of Mammon-wealth and worldly enterprise.
S. Worship of wan-self-interest and self-indulgence.

In Christendom there is the Self Life as a principle and motive,
with this world as its field of ·operation, and present time as its period
of opportunity; while, pel' contra, God commends unselfish love as the
principle motive of mission&, with the whole race of man as its field
of operation, and with all eternity as its harvest hope and reward.
It is a remarkable fact, which should be emphasized as most significant, that, when we turn to these Occidental lands and study the
hindrances which, among so-called Christian peoples, impede or prevent the missionary conquest, we thus find every obstacle, confronted
abroad, to have its almost exact counterpart at home. The worship of nature corresponds to materialism, sometimes gross, sometimes
refined, as in scientific skepticism; the caste system is reflected in race
prejudice and class antagonism; the deification of Buddha, in hero
worship; the sensuality of Mohammedanism corresponds to the awful
corruption of sensual vice; Judaism, with its rejection of the Messiah,
to the Christless creeds of a nominal Ohristianity. Ancestral worship
has its counterpart in blind reverence for tradition; and idolatry
generally, in the worship of Mammon. It is as though Christendom
had imported the idols, superstitions, and debasing practises of
heathendom, modified them, and called them by other names, still
giving them'a shrine and throne in the temple of God, as the Jews did
with the strange deities of the heathen. It is another example of the
repetitions of history. There is nothing new unger the sun. The
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human nature which is in the heathen and pagan reappears in the
Ohristian, and, so far as unsanctified, brings forth similar if not' essen·
tially identical fruit.
Some heathen obstacles are peculiarly formidable. Mohammedanism, called also Islam, Resignation, is theoretically entire submission
to the will and word of God; practically it is fatalism, not faith. It
has two fundamental cre<1al statements: "There is no God but God,
and Mohammed is God's apostle." God has no offspring-"begetteth
not, nor is begotten." Jesus Ohrist is a great prophet, and will come
again to establish Islam everywhere. Angels are mediators between
God and man. There are four archangels: Gabriel, Angel of Revelations, the Holy Spirit; Michael, Guardian of the Jews; Azrael or
Raphael, Angel of Death; Uriel, the Trumpeter of Resurrection.
The duties are four: prayer, almsgiving, fasting, and pilgrimage.
Prayer, five times in every twenty-four hours; almsgiving, legal and
voluntary; fasting, during the whole month of Ramadan, from sunrise
to sunset (they may eat from sunset to sunrise), and pilgrimage
to Mecca.
.
Oaste is a term applied chiefly to class divisions in India-" a system
of cellular structure, where the cells do not penetrate or communicate." It makes subdivision of labor so rigid that to go outside of
the limits of one's employment is a forfeiture of social rank. In
some cases even the touch of a lower caste defiles, and some sorts of
food are defiled when the shadow of an inferior caste passes or falls
over them. In India t~e principal castes are four-priestly, military.
mercantile, and servile, with numerous subdivisions; and so stringent
are the caste rules that Dr. Judson declared that to get a convert to
accept Ohrist and come out for Him was like pulling the eye-tooth of
a live tiger!
Some Obstacles at Home

(1) 'fhe calc~tlating or mathematical spirit, that coolly calculates
whether or not missions pay financially. It puts in one scale the
money annually spent and in the other scale the number of converts
annually gathered, and weighs one over against the other. Such a
method applied to a work commanded by God is itself close akin to
blasphemy. Money it is possible to weigh, but who can weigh a soul?
On the triple doorways of the Oathedral of Milan are graven three
inscriptions. On one side, with all the emblems of plenty and pleasure: " All that pleases us is but for a moment!' Opposite, with all the
symbols of pain and anguish: " All that affiicts us is but for a moment." In the middle, over the fadeless crown: "That only is
important which is eternal." All temporal good, however desirable,
is still temporal. The earth and the works that are therein shall be
burned up, while he that doeth the will of God abideth forever.
The story of inissions is a sufficient answer to such financial
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arguments. Take one example-Livingstone's body-guard, Susi and
Chuma. When they found him dead on his knees in that grass hut at
Ilala, they took out his heart and buried it under the moula tree, as
the inalienable property of Africa; then rudely embalming the body,
wrapped it in bark and canvas and lashed it to a pole, and undertook
that greatest funeral march on record, running all manner of risks
for forty weeks by day and night. They had to pass through hostile
tribes nearly every fifty miles, involving new risk. That journey of
fifteen hundred miles demauded all the patience of indomitable love
and the sagacity of the most competent generalship. Yet, depending
on God, the deed was done, and so the remains of the great missionary
general, statesman, and explorer were laid to rest in England's grand
Abbey. Do missions pay? That. black man, Susi) whose hand was
upon the pall, was fully the equal in nobility of any of the noblemen
that helped bear that sacred load; yet Susi was the fruit of missions;
and had all the life-blood and treasure spent on African soil wrought
no oth~r result than to give such a hero birth, it would be a full
compensation.
(2) The Gaste Spirit. This as really exists in such countries as
Great Britain and the United States of America, as in India; it may
not be as rigid, but in some cases it is as unquestionable and insurmountable. The cellular structure of society is such that cells do not
interpenetrate.
Two great facts which are both obvious and conspicuous are
sufficient to prove this. The intense race prejudice and hatred which
exists toward the colored inhabitants of our country and toward the
Chinese emigrants on the one hand, and class separation and antagonism as between poor and rich, capitalists and laborers, everywhere
exemplified in society-these are sufficient illustrations both to vindicate and illustrate the affirmation that the spirit of caste is by no
means confined to the East Indies or Isles of the Sea. We have our
"tabu" system as certainly as the Cannibal Islands of the Pacific.
One of the most startling proofs of the malignity of this spirit is
found in the amazing growth of lynching and similar acts of violence,
especially among the people of the South, in this great republic.
In a letter to The Springfield Hepttblican the eminent Harvard
psychologist, Prof. William James, described the lynching spirit as a
profound social disease that is so rapidly spreading that "we shall
have negro burning in a very fflW years on Cambridge Common and in
the Boston Public Garden." Professor James' letter was hardly published before the report of the lynching in Danville, Ill., afforded a
lurid verification of his prophecy in a Northern town-the home of the
man who has been selected by the Republicans as the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, a town that has hitherto been regarded as a
center of light and leading for the eastern part of Central Illinois.
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No doubt at the bottom of this lynching there is much latent
race hatred, as most of the victims were blacks. But in connection .
with this is undoubtedly a still more dangerous defiance and contempt
of law. The old triangular contest is upon us: infidelity and irreligion at the opposite angles of the base, and the common apex in
which each naturally culminates-disregard of both human and Divine
law. The evil is deep-rooted, and the appetite for cruelty in connection with these acts of violence grows, like the tiger's taste of blood,
into a maddening fury.
Mary Cowden Clarke, in her book, "The Iron Cousin," represents
her heroine as retiring from Christian work among the the slums
because she" can not stand the poor smell." Mrs. Rhea, formerly of
Persia, has graphically told how, when she first went into those Persian huts and sat down on the earth floor among those filthy and
ragged women, she was thankful for the almost naked condition of
the children, because the less clothing the less room for vermin to
hide. . . . She tells how she went home, threw herself down on the
floor of her room, and said: " 0 my God, I never can work among these
women without a new baptism of love for them." Thousands of
people are kept from Christian work at home by the repulsion which
they feel toward the ignorant and degraded, the poor and the unclean.
More than this, in at least two cities where the writer has lived he
has known Christian people of intelligence and culture who have
been so influenced by what may be called ideas of aristocratic locality
that they would not pass the line of certain streets, even to engage in
Christian work or attend a missionary meeting. Vain is it for us to
remonstrate against the caste spirit abroad while such narrowness and
meanness exists at home, often under the guise of piety. If we are
going to carryon world-wide missions we must learn more sympathy
with the immaculate Christ, who was the most "pedect gentleman"
who ever trod the earth, and in comparison with whose refinement
and delicacy our finest tastes are coarse; yet who, nevertheless, passed
his human life in the closest contact with the poorest and lowest and
filthiest classes of Palestine, yet who never once betrayed any repulsion, save from hypocrites and formalists.
(3) I . et us look a moment at the Oarnal Sp£r£t, which means the
spirit of self-indulgence in all its breadth and length. This may be
illustrated in two ways. First, by the comparative cost of missions
and of other expenditures, even in Christian communities. Taking
$1,000 as the basis of the estimate, it is reckoned that we spend
annually on schools, $30; on footwear, $60; on cotton goods, $65;
on woolen goods, $75; on meat, $100; on breadstuffs, $150; kid
gloves and feathers, $20; on tobacco, $200; on drink, $300. To state
it differently, out of every $1,000, we spend for food, $218; clothing, $250; ostrich plumes, $2; education, $30; tobacco and rum,
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$500; missions, $2. Our gifts to missions are, therefore, but $2 out
of $l,OOO-as much as the ladies give for ostrich plumes! If this
does not reveal appalling extravagance on the one hand, it certainly
does show appalling parsimony on the other. And, if expenditure for
God's work is to be estimated by comparative ontlay, this is a reproach
and a shame. It may be said that this is an estimate of money as
expended not by Christians, but by society at large in Christian lands.
Yet no disciple of Christ can prayerfully consider this tabulated statement· without being impressed that even devout believers can not
exculpate themselves from responsibility for such conditions of things.
If they do not in this case always lead the way, they are too prompt
to follow where others lead.
Another illustration of the carnal spirit is suggested in the following relic of one of the most godly men and ministers of the Scotch
Church. Dr. Andrew Bonar once made a quaint analysis of the zeal
of the preacher. He reckoned that out of one hundred ounces, personal ambition had twenty-three; love of praise, nineteen; denominational pride, fifteen; pride of talent, fourteen; love of authority,
twelve; bigotry, ten; while love of God might claim four, and love to
man as man, three.
The late Dr. A. J. Gordon, of Boston, was studying the subject of
comparative expenditure, even in the churches. He made careful
investigation as to the conditions of churches within, say, a radius of
twenty miles from the Clarendon Street Church in Boston, and he
found that the amount of money annually expended for organs,'
choirs, and other musical performances averaged ten times as much
as the whole sum given in these churches to missions-and published
his own statement to that effect ! We have personally known facts in
our own observation that fully sustain this' statement of Dl'. Gordon's.
(4) The Secular Spirit. By this we mean the constant tendency
and temptation to magnify what is temporal and visible over that
which is etel'llal and invisible. This seems to be the special form of
temptation against which we are warned as that which comes through
the world. The flesh seems to represent innate depravity and carnality.
The devil seems to stand for lies and wiles, or denial of truth und a
delusive and subtle evasion of duty, but the world represents the
temporal and visible order, good and desirable, but oftentimes an
obstacle and hindrance to the clear vision of things spiritual and
Divine.
Nothing is, perhaps, more fatal to a true missionary spirit than the
Becular spirit. For example, the spirit of what we call modern
enterprise has never yet found its way into missions, certainly not since
apostolic times. There have been what we might call spurts and
starts in this direction, but no steady, faithful, onward, and upward
movement. For example, it is now more than fifty years ago since
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Dr. Angus, of London, made the proposition in his famous missionary
sermon, that the Ohristian Ohurch should put men enough in the
field, and set apart money enough for the work, to evangelize the world
in the course of the half century then remaining. He demonstrated
mathematically that the Ohurch was strong enough numerically to
supply the men and women by giving one out of a hundred to the
direct work, and financially abundantly able to supply all the money
by giving one out of every hundred dollars of income. His proposition was not only never seriously followed, but it was laughed at as
an impossible scheme. Yet it is perfectly obvious that there was
nothing in it either unreasonable or impossible.
In the time of Esther, when Ahasuerus wished to reach the uttermost part of his empire in the shortest possible time, in order to save
the Jews, the queen's people, from destruction, he had a proclamation
translated into every language of his empire, and the swiftest posts
carried it to its bounds within nine months, and yet he had none of
the facilities of the printing-press, steam transportation, or electric
telegraph; and his empire was probably fifteen hundred miles in one
direction by three thousand in the other. There were three such
proclamations successively sent forth by him in his empire, and this
fact seems to be recorded that a lesson might be put permanently
before the Ohristian Ohurch as to the possibility of the" evangelization of the world in a single generation."
(5) The Scientific Spirit. We do not mean that there is anything
necessarily antagonistic between science and Ohristianity; of course
not. True science is as truly Divine truth as revelation, but scientific
theories and facts are different things, and scientific inferences are
sometimes strangely delusive and misleading. For example, there is
a tendency in our day to carry Herbert Spencer's philosophy of evolution into Ohristianity and even Ohristian work. The basis of evolution is, of course, development and survival of the fittest, and the
effect of this, when carried into Ohristianity, is to make the Bible
nothing but a book which marks a peculiar stage in the evolution of
revealed truth; to make Ohrist only a personal factor, representing
also a stage in the evolution of manhood toward perfection; and to
make all heathen religions steps and stages in a final evolution of a
perfect religious system. With this philosophy permeating Ohristian
missions, the heart of Ohristian endeavor is paralyzed. We may let
the heathen alone, Why not? They will come out all right in the
end, and it is not probable that we can do much even to hasten this
slow process which, like other evolutions, takes ages to accomplish.
The beginning of a new year is a good time to take our bearings,
and to look seriously at the whole question of our attitude toward a
dying world, and at the hindrances in the way of our performance
of duty.
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There are certain grand incentives and inspirations to missions
which must be steadily and prayerfully cultivated.
First: Christ's command and promise. It is a question, at bottom, of submission to Divine authority, or, as the Duke of Wellington
said, of « obedience to marching orders."
Second: There must be love for man as man. We must remember Robert McAll's two sentences with which he began and upon
which he built up his great mission in France-" God loves you" and
" I love you." Nothing can take the place of a passionate devotion to
Christ on the one hand and to human souls on the other.
Third: The principle of self-sacrifice, which is born of love and
which is identical with it, must become the law of our life. We must
have the spirit of John Maynard, the martyr pilot on the Great Lakes
of the North. Standing at his wheel on the burning steamer, seeking
to beach the boat in time to save the passengers' lives, removing his
right hand from the wheel when burned to a crisp, he placed his left
hand on the wheel to be burned, and sacrificed his own life cheerfully
that he might save the lives of others. We need the spirit of
« Ohinese" Gordon, whose principles of life began and ended in
utter absorption to the will of God and utter oblivion of self.
Fourth: We need a revival of stewardship. We must learn anew
that holy lesson that all things helong to God, and, hence, that man
owns nothing. What he has is simply committed to him in trust, to
be rendered back to the original Owner. We have long since outgrown
this apostolic principle. Men consider that what they have is their
own; that it was got by their own industry and sagacity and economy
and frugality, and they deny the claims of God upon their property;
and this is true even of many devout disciphis.
Last of all, we need the revival of spiritual sensibility. Our
faculties must be exercised to discern invisible things, and we must
come anew under the powers of the world to come-Ohrist as Leader;
the Holy Spirit as Administrator; eternal realities as the hope and
inspiration of the Ohurch of God.
When such conditions as these are fulfilled, we- can understand
such words as those of Rev. Hunter Oorbett: "I may have' buried
my life' in Ohina, but this I know: that at this moment there are at
least two thousand converts there who are daily praying to God for
me." Dr. H. H. Jessup, of Syria, when offel'ed a missonary secretaryship in New York City, which would have multiplied his salary
fourfold and lifted him to leadership in his own land, sent a letter
of declination which was itself a grand missionary document. He said,
in SUbstance, that his American friends, in asking him to forsake his
Syrian work and converts, were suggesting a self-denial for which grace
had not yet made him equal. Such identity with the work makes
even self-sacrifice a joy.
o
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THE REDEMPTION OF THE CITY
CHURCH FEDERATION AND EVANGELISTIC WORK IN CITIES
BY REV. WALTER LAIDLAW, PH.D.
Secretary of the Federation of Churches and Christian Organizations in New York City

The Bible, opening with a tale of the ruined association of two
people, closes with a vision of the rapturous association of a countless throng. The wretched pair, departing with a curse from Eden's
closed gates, give place to the ecstatic myriads of the Holy City, within
whose ever-open gates there is no more curse.
The country, tho glorious with the fresh, creative touch of God
upon it, was the scene of man's seduction by the serpent, Satan; the
city, though first men:tioned as built by Cain, the murderer, and
though we read that God interfered with the building or one whose
selfish people were harmonious only in speech (Gen. ii: 6, 7), becomes
at last the seat of the throne of God and of the Lamb, while the
nations, severed by speech and sick from sin, are healed by the leaves
of its Tree of Life, and walk together in its light and glory.
The city is thus represented, in the general outline of the Bible, as
capable of being transfigured. There is in the program of redemption
not only a provision for the fellowship of men with God the Father,
but for the fellowship of His children with one another. The cell
which shelters an individual ascetic is not the richest place for the
revelation of God, but the city, where souls' echoes flow to other souls.
God enriches the individual not only by what He directly gives to
him, but by what He gives to him through others. Not the isolation
of country life but the association of city life is the final prophecy of
the Bible. The pessimism of the "fear-full" is discredited. They
see only evil in the modern trend of population to the cities. God's
enmity to cities includee only those built for selfish purposes, and
whose plans include a tower of escape from the fate and the need of
the rest of men. God's glory may flood every avenue and alley of
the cities that will cooperate with Him for the good of all humanity.
The general optimism of the Bible concerning urban life receives
especial support from the history and teaching of Jesus. He spent
the greater part of His life and ministry in Galilee, which in His time
was an urban rather than a rural community.* The Gospels
themselves bear witness to the multiplicity of the towns of Galilee,
and to the influence of its urban make-up upon the plans of the Master. He sent seventy forerunners, in groups of two, into every city

* Josephus may exaggerate when he says that there were two hundred and fifty towns
above 15,000 in population, but archeology is justifying the claim that from a mountain
height" the land must have looked like one continuous town." The ruins of three hundred
and sixty-five towns have been marked in northern Galilee alone. There can be little doubt
the Galilee of the days of Jesus was densely populated-as much so as almost any part of the
world in our own urban age.
w. L.
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and place whither He himself was about to come. He calls cities
as well as souls to repentance, Chorazin and Bethsaida, as well as
Matthew and the Magdalene. He wept over the sorrow of the home
of Bethany, but He wept also over the shame of Jerusalem. He bade
HIS disciples wait for the coming of the Spirit not on the Mount where
He was transfigured, but in the city where He had been crucified.
'rhe devil had tempted Him in the wilderness; the Spirit would come
to them in the city. Soon every city, even to the capital of the empire,
received the Messianic message needed to complete its life-wisdom
for Ephesus and Athens, righteousness for Rome, sanctification for
Corinth, redemption for Jerusalem. Paul's letters to Rome, Corinth,
Ephesus, Philippi, Colossre, and Thesalonica, especially those last
written, are letters to the chnrches, 101' the Christianization of those
cities; and the heathen of early Christianity are the heath-men, the
countrymen, untouched by the apostles in their sanguine march to
_ the strategic centers to claim the associated life of humanity for
Christ.
The foregoing'has minute relations to the question of church federation for evangelistic work in cities of to-day. Church Federation
is necessary:
(1) To revive that purpose and expectation of the Ohristian conquest
of cities which characterized early Ohristianity.
(2) To compact the churches into the Ohurch, and to acquaint them
with the nature of the campaign.
(3) To assist them in conducting the campaign.
(4) To conserve the results of foreign missionary campaigns elsewhere.
(5) To restore to the Evangel of the Church its original inclusiveness,
and to dower her with purpose and power to fulfil the Messianic prophecies of the relationship of Ohrist to cities.

The illustration of these claims will be drawn from the experiences
of New York's Federation of Churches.
The Restoration of the Conquest Spirit of Early Christianity

The expectation of conquest gave substantiality to things not yet
seen when John was a prisoner on Patmos, and when his great vision
helped to cheer the persecuted Christians to stand firm to the end. The
pathetic voice of an illextir.guishable hope sounds out from Paul's prison
cell in Rome when he says: "All the saints salute you, especially
they that are of Cresar's household" (Phil. iv: 22). In his bonds he
rejoices that the Christ has claimed the homage of some who live at
the court of the empire which sentenced Him to death. His name,
Jesus (Savior), is yet to be above every name-even that of Cresar
or Czar. He shall yet triumph. Rome, supreme among the cities,
shall yet enthrone Him.
The Curia on the Tiber is not, indeed, an embodiment of the lowly
Nazarene; but neither is it Anti-Christ, as last-century Christians
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were wont to maintain. Nor is it as difficult to believe that Christ
shall yet control the cities of the Christian world-London, New York,
Chicago, San Franciscoas-it was unlikely that Paul's dauntless hope
should be realized. The house where the Crnsars glutonized, as well
as the prison where Paul. suffered, have had to be recovered by the
archrnologist's spade; but the Fisherman's Ring, or its equivalent, has
outlasted Crnsar's crown. Conquering and to conquer, the Christ,
whose personal triumph only gives value to Rome, to Geneva, to
Canterbury, and to Heidelberg, with all their varying views and ways,
survives the disappearance of the Roman empire even as He survived
its cross. Paul's hope has been justified, for he walked by" faith and
n.ot by sight. If our hope is any less than his it is because we walk
by doubt and not by faith. A subtle agnosticism which resolves
Christ's resurrection into a subjective vision, or explains Christianity's
history by hypnotism, has been stimulated by the march of worldly
knowledge and the dwarfing of the earth in space since Paul's day.
But those who accept the historicity of the resurrection and the verdict of the jury of twelve aposUes, who were transformed from Jews
into cosmopolitans and who sealed their verdict with their life-blood,
need have no fears from science or from sociology. They can say, with
Pressel:
"
"0 earth, thou grain of sand upon the shore of the universe, thou
Bethlehem amid the princely cities of the heavens, thou art, and thou
shalt remain, the chief among ten thousand suns and worlds, the chosen
one of God. On thee the Son of God has a great work to complete. Thou
didst once drink in His life-blood, but Thou shalt yet give Him the crown
that is His due."

rrhe conquest spirit of early Christianity, in other words, must
possess everyone who believes Ohristianity's own account of its origin.
This must mean, in turn, the conquest of cities, as Rome, slipping
from the Crnsars, has held to the name of Christ. He who directed
His disciples to attack and attach the cities does not despair of
redeeming New York or London. He incites the true successors of
His apostles to capture for Him even the most powerful cities, as He
incited Paul to capture Rome. Not many wise or mighty had confessed His leadership in old Corinth, but those who do homage to the
Christ to-day are among the wisest and mightiest of the world. The
Christian conquest of cities will appear possi"ble to all who have not
lost Paul's faith or who have not closed their eyes to the results of H.
If our age is as urban in its trend as was Galilee in the days of Jesus,
the Master-the" same yesterday, to-day, and forever" in purpose and
power-bids His disciples not to sU13cumb to the difficulties, but to
meet them, and give to Him, even in this, the preeminence. If modern Christianity will devote itself, faiLh-filled and faithfully, to this
task, the Master may speak again the words which He spoke on the
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return of the Seventy: "I beheld Satan as lightning fall from
heaven."
This, again, must mean church federation. Paul's letters to the
churches were letters to the Ohurch, and the consciousness of conquest
can not come to Methodism, as such, or to Presbyterianism as such, or
to Episcopalianism as such; but it is held by Methodism or any other
"ism" that is not self-idolatrous only as it devotes itself to the
upbuiIding of the Kingdom of God. One of the noblest expressions
concerning federation as yet formulated by a religious communion in
this country is the following:
We desire to renew the expression of onr profonnd interest in the
current movements toward the federation of churches and Christi,an
workers. We firmly believe that the vast and perplexing problems confronting the Christian Church in the cities can be met triumphantly only
when the Christians of the various denominations give a practical evidence of the essential oneness of the Church of Christ by unselfish cooperation in federative efforts to reach the unchurched multitudes in the
congested centers of our population. *

To stimulate the expectation of conquest in every city of the land,
its churches should be federated into the Ohurch. Without such
federation the" isms" are in danger of being more interested in their
own surviving and thriving than in the conquest of the city for
Ohrist. In other words, without federation the churches are not the
Ohnrch as they were in early Ohristianity.
New York needs, at this very hour, an expression of invincible
hope and desire for a city whose builder and maker is God. Such
expression it might have in a federation of all its churches, which
would work back into the faith of all its Ohristians, and forward
again, from them and by them, into a Ohristian Oitizens' Union.
II. Compacting the Churches into the Church

There are some cities whose federations are little more than a rallying-point for the hope that maketh a Ohristian worker not ashamed,
the hope of the final Ohristianizing of his city and his kind. Evangelical alliances and ministerial associations which attempt no active
federative work, but which at least help to bring the Ohurch to the
conciousness of the churches, are of this nature. But when attempt
is made to compact the churches for active work federation is more
dynamic and more like early Christianity. It is a great mistake to
think that early Ohristianity was absolutely homogeneous in belief
and methods of work. Peter was a conservative, and had followers who
adhered to Hebrew ritual; Paul was a radical, esteeming it almost a
sin to adhere to old forms. J ames, brother of the Lord, differed from
* .This resolution was adopted by the National City Evangelization Union of the Methodist
Episcopal Church at Pittsburg some years ago, and it not only asserts that the problems incident to the Christian conquest of cities can be solved, but that church federation is the
method to solve them.
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CHART SHOWING PROPORTIONS OF
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CHARTS PREPARED FOR TH E FEDERATION OF CH U R CH ES

both, and idelltified religion with social service to such an extent that
Luther repudiated his writings. John, who had leaned upon the
Master's bosom, was a mystic, at once conservative and radical-a doer
and a dreamer. There was unity between these men, but there was
not uniformity. Their unity lay in their common, intense devotion
to bring the world to Ohrist and Ohrist to the world, but there was no
uniformity. There was federation rather than organic union even in
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the apostolic band, or, rather, there was organic union with admitted
diversity,
It is a long way from the homogeneous communions of to-day to a
.
widely inclusive organic
unity with admitted diversity, tho there are
those who are working
fo r this ideal. Bu t the
com pacting of the
churches into the Ohurch
ill any city is a much
shorter step, inasmuch as
it involves, not the changing of the customs of a
ST. CORNELIUS C HAPEL
whole communion, but
ThIs was formerly the home of Faith Presbyter ian Church
(419 West Forty-sixth St reet), but was bought by the
only
the quickening of
Episcopalians. 8 8 a resul t of the recomm endation oJ the
Federation, because of the number of that communion
the Ohristian consciousIn the dIstrIct
ness and the engaging of
the Ohristian consecration of the chnrches of a single city. If there
is any message in the Book of Revelation, for instance, to the churches
of New York, to what churches does it come? To the Methodist
alone, or to the Methodist and Presbyterian? Nay, surely to all the
churches; that is to say, to the Ohurch of New York. A proper honor
to the Bible will, therefore, tend b " the compacting of the churches
into the Ohurch if they
have an ear to hear what
the Spirit saith unto the
churches. If that message
' addresses t hem to redeeming
the city, a federation ll111,st
be effected which will acquaint them with the nature
of the campaign.
Lutheranism, for exam" pIe, may know how many of
its own churches survive
OF THE ARCHANGEL
,and thrive; it may know
Episcopal Church h ad been abandoned ,
how many new churches they TblsbutProtestant
in a fe w months became self-supportin g, as a
result of the Federation's canvass of the district
ought to have and where
they could be placed advantageously ; but if the city is to be saved, the Ohurch must know where
the churches ought to be placed, or to be specially supported, or to be
reduced, that nothing be wasted.
Some such work as this has beEm done by the New York Federation in jts seven years of history. It hilS gathered lists of the churches
C~URCH
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NATIONALITIES IN MANHATTAN BOROUGH. NEW YORK
The population of Manhattan includes foreign born (789,342), native
colored (34,497). native whites of foreign parentage (713,947), and native
whites of native parentage (312,307). in separate tables. The foreign
born are divided into two section", non-English speaking and English
speaking, and peoples of cognate languages are placed contiguously.

FOREIGN BORN

ESTIMATED
AFFILIATIONS

ENROLLED IN
CHURCHES

ESTIMATED OUT
OF CHURCH

NON-ENGLISH

-----------165,548 Germany ..
60,683 Austria.. . . .
21 Luxembourg ..

28,007 Hungary ..
Bohemia ..
Russia ..
Poland ..
Finland .
95,~33 Italy . . .
10 270 France. .
700 Belgium. .
1,509 Holland ..
4,914 Switzerland.
9,453 Roumania .
860 Spain. . . . .
97 Portugal.. . .
570 South America .
558 Central America.
179 Mexico ..
1,443 Cuba ... _. __
1,452 French Canadian
1,999 Norway.
10,936 Sweden . .
1,790 Denmark ..
865 Wales.
1,100 Greece ..
1,070 Turkey ..
4,500 China .

13,448
128,136
19,930
1,883

----- -- ----- -----

rI

24,832 107,607 32,109
3.035 42,478
15,170
. 11
10
2,800 19,604
5,603
6,726
5,378
1,344
2,563 10,250 115,323 l
2,296 16,535
1,099
1,883
2,878
959
92,096
3,081
6,674
515
350
280
70 }
829
302
378
1,230
3,684
9,453
36
818
6
97
570
54
504/
35
144
d62
1,081
363
1,089
1,919
80
11
318 10,607
1,610
162
18
865
990
110
1,070
4,500

r

Africa . . . .
Asia, unspecified. . .
Europe, unspecified.
Atlantic islands. . .
Pacific islands.
Unspecified.
Born at Sea.

52,534

4,000
3,000
4,600

1,400
1,085
1,575
875
962
3.076
1,179

90,650
10,000

73
84
23
26
87
102

177

6,262

l

1,603
2,378
*938

r

t

1,446
*1,368

2,000

55,073
3,035
11
1,400
5,641
8,671'1
1,421
921
*198'
1,90'03
280
829

3,684

1 *6,786

10,000

(;
54

J
409

10,909

224

865
1,350
962

195

131
251
589

~

J

)

~~~ f~Ei~~:

251
737
168
223
51
175
203

33,750

*911
80
318
162
110

ni

75

84

25
88
-101

302
1,386
*360
108

4.500

34

84
2.3

35
362
363
1,510

161
131
251
589

23
26
87
102

177
25
88

2,751

91,81,9

101

---------1----------------569,988 Total Non-English. .

160,751 169,298 239,939

158,000

77,439

ENGLISH-SPEAKING

-----------1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,540
644
2'J: Iues~~!li~~e.s :
65 2,1~
iai
32,446 England. . .
4,841 25,982
1,623
914
7,767
458.
9,139 Scotland.. .
166,066 Ireland . . . .
150,954 14,944
168
9,258 Canada (Eng.). . . . '
2,314
6,944 . . . .
713,947 Whites, For. Parentage 285,579 304,368 124,000
312,307 Whites, Nat. Parentage 62,462 234,230 15,615

---------1-- ---------------

1,243,424 Total English.
34,497 Colored Native

507,129 594,300 141,995
698 33,799

370,930 415,292
3,000 33,625

136,199
*2,302

179,008
174

1,850,093 TOTAL POPULATION. .
789,342 TOTAL FOREIGN BORN.

668,578 799,581 381,934
~19,839 227,184 242,319

531,930 527,000

136,648

272.581

* ;Excess of estimated affiliation c4limed to he enrolled.
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of every Ohristian name in each of the seventy-seven subdivisions of
the city. It knows the districts which are abundantly or superabundantly supplied with churches; it knows, too, the districts where dense
populations have been passed by. By house-to-house religious censuses it has discovered to some churches, ministering to special classes
or nationalities, that their days of service are over, and that other
districts of the city could be better served by them, while, on the
other hand, it has brought new churches into other districts adapted
to the nationalities and classes within them.
One of the most recent studies of this Federation has oeen a computation of the religious adherences of all the nationalities of New
York. From the studies made we can measurably teIl what percentage
of a group of Russians in New York are Jews, how many Roman
. Catholics, and how many Protestants or Greek Catholics. By tabulating the membership of all the churches of the city, and subtracting
the population represented thereby from the number of each nationality, an estimate can be made of the number in each nationality who
are churchless. Thus guidance can be given as to the forwarding or
abandoning of special churches.
The figures for the Manhattan section of Greater New Y or k show,
for instance, that no more churches are needed for Welsh, for the membership claimed by the Welsh churches equals the entire Welsh
population of Manhattan. On the other hand, the parallel figures for
other boroughs show a considerable Welsh population in Brooklyn,
and as there are only two Welsh churches in New York, and these
both in Manhattan, within two blocks of one another, it is certainly
true that the Welsh church properties of the city are not being used
to the best ad vantage, either of the Kingdom of God or of Welshdom.
In every large city, and especially in such heterogeneous cities as
New York, the Church needs to study population, environment, institutions, etc., to plan her campaigns. Jesus knew that His disciples
would enconnter at a certain street a man bearing a pitcher of water
on his shoulder; He directed Paul to the very street and dwelling
where he would be shown what he should do. But the servants of
Jesus in New York can not know all the facts of the city's composition
without investigation, and if they desire to Christianize New York
they must equip themselves with a larger and larger measure of the
knowledge of .J esus in order that His love may be a larger blessing.
III. Assistance in Conducting the Campaign

When fishermen go after fish, they mayor may not be certain that
fish are in the waters where they cast their hook or drag their net. A
large part of the charm of fishing lies in this uncertainty. The fisher
of men, on the other hand, if he be sympathetic with the desire of the
Christ to draw all men unto Him, must know where men are. He
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has no time for mere outings, tho in a city like New York the results
of many of his" pastorial visits n might be classified under that head.
Since ninety-five out of every one hundred families in New York lease
their dwellings, and so are constantly on the move, it is an advantage for
a clergyman to know where men live to whom he can minister, and this
the New York Federation can tell him. Bya cooperative district
system each church annually visits, say in the autumn, every family
within certain blocks. It notes especially the newly arrived families.
When the district has all been visited it sends the directory of the
families to the Federation's office, and the Federation reports the
families according to their creed. Adjacent churches do the same
thing, and so a bridge of approach is built to every family threshold.
More important still, the
out-of-church population,
without special creed, are
given into the charge of
churches supervising the
blocks in which they live.
The churches, unfederated, concern themselves
only with those families
which they can attach to
their tenets, while the
churches federated on a
cooperative district plan
WEST INDIAN NEGROES PLAYING CRICKET IN NEW YORK
seek to draw all men unto
A building formerly used as a home for .discharged COllvicts is now rented by the Third Moravian Church for
Christ. The cooperative
these negroes, and bas 187 communicant members
district plan ii a confession of their common Leader. Isolated church activity brings so
me families to Christ; federation brings Christ to all families. In
three assembly districts of New York this kind of work has been successfully done for several years, and similar organizations are to be
effected this autumn in many others.
IV.

Consenl'~tion

of the Results of Missionary Work

It took many years to arouse the churches of the last century to
acknowledge the imperativeness of the Great Commission in its ethnic
aspects-preaching the Gospel to foreign nations. It may take as
many years to educate the churches to acknowledge its imperativeness
in its domestic aspect-teaching the nations not only to believe the
things Jesus revealed, but also to observe the things that He commanded. One thing is certain: if there is anything in foreign
missions beyond a mere "witness" to Christ, church federation is
necessary to conserve the results of fidelity to the ethnic aspects of the
Great Commission.
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The Moravians, for example, early instituted missions in the West
Indies. Economic causes are to-day producing a large emigration
from those islands, and many Moravian blacks are now New York
citizens. The Federation of Ohurches encountered some of them in a
house-to-house canvass of 1897, and when the First Moravian Ohurch
of New York, desiring to provide a religious home for the blacks
who were crowding out the whites, asked the Federation's advice in
locating it, the answer was at once ready. The West Indian negro,
unlike the American negro, is neither a Baptist nor a Methodist, but
a Moravian, and whenever the Federation in future discovers a
churchless West Indian negro family it knows the church whose net
is adapted to hold him. In other words, the results of foreign missionary effort elsewhere are being conserved. The Federation has
just been asked to advise concerning a similar Moravian work in
Boston.

v.

Purpo,e and Power to Fulfil the Messianic Prophecie,

The early Ohristians preached repentance for social sins as well as
for personal sins. Take infanticide, for instance. Gibbon tells us
that it was "the prevailing vice of antiquity." What removed it?
Gibbon, skeptical as he was, was obliged to confess that it was mainly
due to the protests of the apostles and their successors, and their revelations of the value of human life. But it took over three hundred
years, after the birth of Jesus, to make infanticide a crime in Rome.
Are there social elements in the teaching and activities of Jesus which
the Ohurch of to-day is neglecting? Jesus says that it is not the will
of the Heavenly Father that one little child should perish. The parable
of the Ninety and Nine in Matthew is a parable on child-saving.
Who framed and toiled for the Ohild Labor laws enacted at Albany
last winter? The churches? To a certain extent; for the Federation
of Ohurches spoke in favor of those laws on behalf of the two hundred
and seven churches in its membership. But where were the other
one thousand churches of the city, and their moral and material
power i' Far less potent certainly than the settlements, which many
call irreligious, but which, for this at least, are certain to receive the
blessing of Him who said, "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these ye have done it unto Me."
To catalog all the social elements of the Gospel to which the
churches are giving inadequate attention would require an article by
itself, but meantime it may be pointed out that some churches are so
far estranged from the inclusiveness of the early Evangel that they
twist the very words of Jesus to excuse their neglect. A prominent
Presbyterian minister of this city, in a sermon two years ago, said that
Jesus does not mean the physically hungry, naked, sick, etc., but the
spiritually hungry, naked, sick, etc. (Matthew xxiii). A Baptist
divine of eminence more recently said that Jesus gave attention in
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His miracles to physical wants mainly in the early part of His ministry, but that He virtually abandoned this at the end. His intention
was to inject the inference that the Ohristian who gives atten~ion
purely to the spiritual needs of men is nearer to the Master. In some
such fashion the Rheims
(Roman Catholic) Bib 1 e
renders "Give us this day
our daily bread," "Give us
this dllY our supersubstantial bread," adding a footnote to say that the bread
Jesus refers to is the sacramental bread. And is this
orthodoxy? The day will
come when such teaching
will again be regarded as
heretical- when men's orthodoxy, in other words, will
A HARTLEY HOUSE KINDERGARTEN
not only be judged by their
Tbis settlement was located by tbe Federation at 413
conception of the person of
West Forty-sixtb Street, in tbe densest district on Manhattan's West side. It is denser than any part of London
Jesus, but also by their consecration to His purposes.
Federation is necessary to the coming of that time. The religious
communions of the world stand naturally for their peculiar tenets.
But Federation elevates before them the ideal of the Kingdom of God,
to whose extension and perferring their tenets and their activities are
to minister. The Kingdom of God is not indeed meat and drink, but
neither is it also only" joy in the Holy Ghost." It is also" righteousness," something that Christians could promote if they were but more
closely united, and "peace," something which has been so little in the
ideals of the denominations that Christ speaks concerning it to the
modern world, in the main, through the Society of Friends. To bring
righteousness and peace to kiss each other in the State is the mission
of a Ohurch which follows the inclusiveness of the early Evangel.
The indifference of the Church to physical wants has wrought
injury to her success in her spiritual mission. Mr. Jacob A. Riis, the
"most useful citizen" of New York, in President Roosevelt's estimate,
says in "The Battle with the Slum":
The Church, which once stood by indifferent or uncomprehending, is
hastening to enter the life of the people. I have told how, in the memory
of men yet living, one church, moving up-town away from the crowd, left
its old Mulberry Street home to be converted into tenements that justly
earned the name of "dens of death" in the Health Department's records,
while another became the foulest lodging. house in an unclean city; and
of how it was a church corporation that owned the worst underground
dive down-town in those bad old days, and turned a deaf ear to all remonstrances. The Church was" angling for souls." But souls in this world
live in bodies endowed with reason. The results of that kind of fishing
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were empty pews and cold hearts and the conscience-stricken cry that
went up, "What shall we do to lay hold of this great multitude that has
slipped from us?"
The years have passed and brought the answer. To-day we see
churches of every denomination uniting in a systematic canvass of the
city to get at the facts of the people's life, of which they had ceased to be
a part, pleading for parks, playgrounds, kindergartens, libraries, clubs,
and better homes. There is a new and hearty sOlind to the word
" brother" that is full of hope.

The wider and wiser Evangel was well expressed by Rev. G.
Campbell Morgan in the Homiletic Review of December, 1899, when
he said:
The sorrows of the city are most keenly felt in the heart of God.
He has abandoned no part of what He Himself created. All the physical
disability has His sympathy: the dwellings of the poor, the drainage of
the city, the workshops of our men and women.
The Church of Christ exists to reveal God and to act in concert with
Him. God is working for the city's regeneration. How is the city to know
that it is not Godforsl1ken.? Through the Church. . . . We must know
our city, pray for it, vote for it, and preach to it. Jonah was angry
because God would forgive Nineveh. Jesus wept over the sins of the city.
I am in sympathy with Jesus rather than with Jonah. Christian am I if
I am Christlike; Christlike am I if, like Christ, I weep over the city and
give myself for it even unto death.

When Christ reaches and touches our cities, as He desires and
designs to do, all who live in them shall flourish "like grass of the
earth." '1'he Federation of Churches and Christian Organizations in
New York City rejoices, therefore, over the improvement which it has
brought to the pbysical welfare of its people.

THE PRESENT OUTLOOK IN CHINA
BY HENRY B. FERGUSON, TS'ING KIANG FU, KIANG SU
Missionary of the China Inland MiSSion, 1895-

China's greatest need, for the life that now is as well as for that which
is to come, is the full Gospel, the full revelation of Himself which God
has graciously set before us in Jesus Christ; for not only is there
" none other name under heaven given among men whereby we must
be saved ," but also only the full light of the Sun of Righteousnes, a
true and full knowledge of God as revealed in Jesus Christ, can dispel
the dense darkness of superstition which invests the whole land of
China, burying out of sight even the law of cause and eifect, crushing
out the intellectual life of the people, loading them with burdens
grievous to be borne, binding them to the past, and making progress
difficult almost to the point of impossibility. What the friends of
China wish t() see is a nation enlightened andiree, ieMing a.nd Joving
God, and, while living for God and the life to come, enjoying all the
good that enlightenment brings within the reach of man in this. While
as heralds of the Gospel our greatest desire is for the salvation of souls,
we can not but be moved with compassion at the sight of the present
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distress and be concerned· for its alleviation. Do the signs of the
present time indicate that this need will soon be met and this desire
fulfilled, or do they lead us to look for further delay? Will China go
straight forward to her goal, or will she continue to wander indefinitely
in the wilderness? What are the signs, and whither do they point?
Looking out upon China as it is, we see the great mass of the people now, as always, engaged in a hard struggle for a mere existencea struggle which, in most cases, absorbs all their energy and all their
thought. "What shall we eat? What shall we drink? Wherewithal
shall we be clothed?" After all these things do the heathen seek,
and these pressing present necessities overshadow in their minds the
affairs of the nation and the infinitely weightier matters of the life to
come. Now, as always, they are exposed to calamities which sweep
multitudes of them into untimely graves-flood, famine, pestilence,
disorder. They are, however, a people of very great capabilities, tremendous endurance, and tremendous patience; wonderful power of
recuperation, and of making the best of untoward circumstances;
splendid working power, both physical and mental, and, withal, remarkable for court~sy. Yet through lack of enlightened direction
they have not realized their capabilities, neither are they now doing
so. This physical and mental stamina is their greatest national asset.
Government and Gods Discredited

We see also the government weak, discredited, and bewildered.
Scorning to receive enlightenment from abroad, it has striven to
maintain the traditions of the past, and every effort has ended in total
collapse, making its weakness and insufficiency more apparent to the
nation and to the world. Its military power and prestige have been
shattered, and parts of the national inheritance have passed into the
hands of strangers. The army is great only on paper, its administration is thoroughly corrupt, and it has very little either of courage or
patriotism. It is of little use either for aggressive warfare, for defense,
or for the maintenance of order at home, and is often itself an
element of public danger and public dread. So great is the distraction
of the government that Manchuria, the ancestral home of the dynasty,
containing the ancestral tombs, is being allowed to Blip from its grasp
without an effort to retain it and with scarcely a protest. The
empress dowager and her advisers were so ignorant and superstitious
as to believe in the Boxers, and, confident in their invulnerability, they
defied the world. The collapse of the Boxer hope only added to their
bewilderment. But tho the government is discredited, there is no
present alternative.. Its overthrow would mean anarchy and foreign
interference. What the people most desire is peace, in order that they
may devote themselves to their struggle for existence without distraction. So the government is tolerated and even maintained, and it
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clings to power, concerned far more for its own continuance than for
the country's good.
Also the gods of China are discredited. The Boxer movement was
an appeal to the gods, particularly to the spirits of departed generations, reverenced in ancestral worship. The movement was idolatrous
throughout; its votaries looked to the spirits whom they worshiped
to make them invulnerable. Its defeat may have far-reaching effects,
altho the Chinese mind but slowly r!3sponds to the stern logic of facts.
China is, moreover, a nation drugged. l'he use of opium has
spread to all parts with the most direful results. It is undermining
and threatening to destroy that physical and mental stamina which is
the greatest asset of the nation. It intensifies the struggle for existence by undermining the working power of millions of workers,
transforming productive laborers into indolent, self-indulgent parasites, much more inclined to encroach upon the labor of others than
to labor for the benefit of others. Through this habit, multitudes of
bread-winners gradually cease to be bread-winners, shirk responsibility,
become burdens to the families to which they belong, often abandoning
wife and children to shift for themselves, or, in the extreme-of poverty
to which the vice brings them, evell selling them to procure the means
to assuage the insatiable craving which relentlessly drags them down
to ruin. This also diverts much land from the production of foodstuffs, in a country much affiicted by famine, to the production of
poison. It is doing more than any other one cause to weaken and
destroy the nation. The present helpless condition of China and
indifference to her fate are, without doubt, largely due to the effect of
the drug through the great multitude of officials, high and low, civil
and military, as well as common people, addicted to its use. One effect
of opium is to take the reliability out of a man, making him like a
wooden pillar which has been infested by white ants: it retains its
form, and may retain an appearance of strength, but no dependence
can be placed upon it. As the malarial germs in the blood, through
unfitting many corpuscles for the 'duty they have to perform in the
body, make the body weak ahd unable to bear its burdens, notwithstanding the greater number left unimpared, so the opium in the
uation, by destroying or curtailing the usefulness of a multitude of
individuals, makes the whole body weak and unable to perform the
functions of a nation. There are no signs of this evil abating.
The form of national pride prevailing in China, especially in
government and official circles, has proved a most serious and everpresent obstacle to China's betterment. She has been the proudest of
the nations, accustomed to look upon herself as the height of perfection
in government, in doctrine and morality, in literature and culture, in
customs and manners. So far from having anything to learn from
foreign nations, she considers herself fit to teach the world the princielectronic file created by cafis.org
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pIes of right and decorous conduct. U nUke Japan, scarcely less proud,
she has never humbled herself to take the learner's place. Though
compelled outwardly to lower her lofty pretensions toward other
nations, in her heart she retains them still. Her unreasoning pride has
led her to the fatal mistake of closing doors and windows against the
entrance of light, while making no effective effort to prevent the
diffusion of moral pestilence. But God, in his all-wise providence, has
brought Ohina down into the valley of humiliation; she is descending
deeper; humiliations are being heaped upou her. Yet she is still
un humbled, so may have to dwell long in the valley, until she learns
the lesson of her experience, and comes up out of it, perhaps by the
way of the Valley of the Shadow of Death, a regenerated nation.
The Ohinese nation, in its attitude toward progress, may very fitly
be symbolized by a locomotive with its boilers fiiled with tepid water.
There is great latent power if only heat can be applied; the locomotive, symbolizing the nation, and the water the mind of the nation,
thought, which is a movement of mind as heat is a movement of the
particles of matter, is the heat required. The Ohinese as we find
them are not progressive becaMe not a thinking people. But through
contact with the West, especially with the heralds of the Gospel,
thought-heat is being communicated to the cold, inert mass, and a
pressure is being created which tends to movement. As the application of heat continues the pressure increases; and there is a possibility
that it may become strong enough to move the engine, causing it to go
forward. But that is not the desire of those who have their hands on
the throttle-the rulers of Ohina; they wish to keep it standing still.
As they are powerless to prevent the application of heat and its gradual dissemination throughout the mass, they endeavor to prevent its
effect by refusing to open the throttle and by steadily holding down
the safety-valve, to prevent any expression of the gathering pressure
within. (To this end the government has recently evinced a very
strong desire to get its hands on certain native newspaper editors.)
What will be the result? Will the restraining force be thrown off, or
will the engine go to pieces, or will it be taken control of by outsiders?
The Ohinese mind is a slow conductor of thought-heat, yet this heat
is slowly permeating the mass and opening the eyes :of the people to
the possibility of better things, and creating desires therefor.
The Real Remedy

While the nation pursues its chosen course, and difficulties and
dangers thicken about her, a sovereign remedy is being applied.
That remedy is the truth-primarily, the truth of God as revealed
through Jesus Christ, and, secondarily, that emancipation of mind
which knowledge of God accomplishes, leading to the recognition of
God's ways in the world of men and matter. It is through poverty of
truth that Ohina is weak and distressed. Ohina is now in contact
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with the nations of the West, who are, in a sense, the repositaries of the
truth that China needs. But that contact has not been an unmixed
blessing; for while she has been exerting herself to make it ineffective,
her efforts have been more successful against good than against evil.
While she has received and applied but little of profitable knowledge,
the opium habit, undcr foreign pressure, has spread to every corner of
the empire, and tens of thousands of her sons have been corrupted
and tens of thousands of her daughters sacrificed in palaces of sin and
dens of iniquity that flourish under foreign license in Shanghai. It
is not truth alone that Western nations bring. To depraved minds
our boasted liberty is an opportunity to plunge headlong into sin.
When will China have her" senses exercised to discern both good
and evil?" And when will she" know to refuse the evil and choose
the good?" But the truth is God's remedy for a sinful world. In
His hand it is a force that never ceases to operate. Though refused
and thwarted a thousand times, it still persists. "The eternal years of
God are hers," and the truth of God in Christ shall conquer even in
China. Already it has penetrated far. Those who have received
Christ are a goodly company, though .few compared with the great
mass of the population. But they do not represent the whole result
of missionary effort. The seed of truth has been very widely sown
where 'no fruit is yet apparent. The esential truths of the Gospel have
been planted in minds hostile or indifferent, where curiosity, or a
desire (they know not for what) has led the individual to listen to the
preacher or read the printed page. '{'he Spirit of God watches over
the buried seed. He will cause the living truth to triumph in the
coming conflict, when China is aroused, over the dead traditions of the
past. Very wide doors of opportunity now stand open before the
Lord's servants, and the cry for more laborers to enter these doors continually reaches our ears. The present is a critical time, fraught
with tremendous possibilities. Who will go?
What answer must we give to the question as to the present outlook in China? The prospect is bright only to the eye of faith which
looks beyond the present. The present" vision is to them that hate
her and the interpretation thereof to her enemies." China is still in
the wilderness, wounded, helpless, bewildered, drugged, surrounded by
enemies and doubtful friends, and failing to recognize her true
friends. She needs help from beyond herself, help which is available
in God, but she does not yet recognize her need. In the truth of God
we have the assurance of the final triumph of righteousness. Whatever vicissitudes the nation may still be called upon to pass through,
the hand of God will not be withdrawn. He turns not aside from his
purpose of grace. The kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdoms of our Lord and of His Christ, and China shall not be lacking
among the number.
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THE PROTESTANT LITERARY MOVEMENT IN
CHINA
BY REV. J. T. GRAOEY, D.D.

A movement has already begun to take shape for the observance,
three years hence, of the one hundredth anniversary of the inception
of Protestant missionary work for the Ohinese, dating the centennial
observance from the arrival of Robert Morrison in Ohina, 1807. This
work was of necessity for many years largely preparatory, aud, for
that matter, the whole century has been one of preparation. The
foundation work was chiefly of a literary character, and the scholastic
work occupied its representatives for the first half of the century, and
for the first third of the period was operated from a base outside of
the territory-the whole archipelago of southeastern Asia.
In dating the centennial anniversary from Morrison, in 1807, there
is no design to underestimate the beginning of Joshua Marshman in
1804, three years earlier. It is difficult for a man to acquire two reputations, and Marshman has been so long classed as· one of the great
triumvirate-a Oarey, Marshman, and Ward "-and thus with the great
worthies of India missionary beginnings, that the tendency has been
to obscure the colossal work he did looking to the evangelization of
Ohina. If that were accorded its proper weight, the centennial might
easily have been observed in 1904. Fortunately the proposal is to
begin now, and continue for the next three years, the preliminaries
required for a becoming centenary celebration. The appeal has been
issued for activity in a a Three Years' Enterprise" before the Morrison
date, that all Ohristendom shall join in thanksgiving, confession, and
prayer for reinforcement all along the line till it doubles its present
numbers, and secures a great increase of the Ohinese Ohristian community.
The First Sixty Years

In reviewing the century of laying foundations, it is well to
emphasize the first sixty years of Protestant missionary literary work.
In pursuing this investigation, one is struck with the widely separated
beginnings, which seem now a special coordination of an overruling
power.
Joshua Marshman began the study of the Chinese language under
the tuition of Mr. Johannes Lassar, an Armenian born at Macao, who
had been engaged by Rev. D. Brown, Provost of Fort William Oollege,
Oalcutta, to commence a translation of the Scriptures into the Ohinese
language. Marshman gave himself to this work with great perseverance, till he had" succeeded in producing the first complete translation of the entire Scriptures in Ohinese," published at Serampore,
India, 1822. As early as 1809 he published his bulky quarto of seven
hundred and twenty-five pages of translation from the original text of
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the works of Confucius. This same year he issued a dissertation on
the characters and sounds of the Chinese language; also elements of
the Chinese language, a grammar growing out of the" Dissertation"
known as the" Clavis Sinica."
The interlacing of the providences which connect remotest parts
of the earth in the accomplishment of the work of God finds a striking illustration in the fact that an Englishman and an Armem'an
from Macao should cooperate in India to translate the Scriptures
into Chinese; and that Morrison, the accredited. founder of Protestant
missions in Ohina, grandson of a Scotch farmer, should commence the
study of Chinese in London, tutored by young Sam-tak, a Ohinese
who just happened to be in England, and that he commenced this
study only one year later than Marshman did in Calcutta. Each of
these men translated the Scriptures into Ohinese, Marshman completing his work, published in India, in 1822; and one year later Morrison his translation, in twenty-one bulky volumes, published at
Malacca. Marshman was born four years before Morrison, and survived him by ten years; yet Morrison died in the Danish Hong, at
Oanton, and Marshman was buried in the Danish settlement at
Serampore, where thirty-eight years before he had begun his missionary work. Marshman wrought alone. Morrison had Milne as coworker on the Bible translation. The same year that Marshman
issued, at Serampore, his complete Scriptures in Ohinese, Morrison
published his monumental" Dictionary of the Chinese Language," in
six quarto volumes, at Macao, the one being aided indirectly by the
East India Company, the other in its official employ as translator.
Morrison's Dictionary of the Ohinese Language was pronounced by
Professor Julien, of Paris, "without dispute the best Chinese Dictionary composed in the English language." It cost the East India Company, who published it, $75,000. Morrison was the author of ten
other publications, large and small, in Ohinese, and of fifteen separate
other works in English, besides those already mentioned_
William Milne came next, the author of twenty-one publications in
Chinese and three in English; following him came Walter Henry
Medhurst, who was the chief in the production of another edition of
the Bible. The enormous amount of literature furnished by these
earlier missionaries laid the foundation of Chinese missions. They
were, for the most part, shut up to this avenue of reaching the people, .
and a prodigious part of it was done outside of Ohina-in Macao,
Malacca, Batavia, Singapore. There lie before the writer now the titles
of nearly a thousand pUblications in Chinese, and as many more in
English, with Malay and other publications, all of which were issued
within the first sixty years from the arrival of Marshman and Morrison in their separate strategic points of labor for the conversion of
the Chinese.
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It may interest some of the women working in foreign missions,
and others of the home workers, to know that at the inception of the
work in China, Mrs. Medhurst translated "Lloyd's Scripture Catechism" into the Malay language, which was lithographed at Batavia
in 1832 and printed in Roman characters the next year, in order that
"an extensive population of professing Christians in the Moluccas
might be furnished with a system of doctrine and preeept drawn
entirely from Scripture, which may prove widely and lastingly
beneficial." *
The Roman Catholic missionaries have wrought greatly in their
literary productions in China, but Protestant missionaries never have
been indifferent to the power of the press. Of course, the modern
titles are not countable, but the earlier missionaries as well, were
keenly alive to this avenue of reaching nationals who pride themselves
on being a preeminently literary people. In the memorials of Protestant missionaries to the Chinese, published in Shanghai, is a list of
literary publications by missionaries in English, German, Dutch, Chinese, Mongolian, Malay, Japanese, and Siamese, prior to 1867.t
Of those fonowing Marshman, Morrison, Milne, and Medhurst
Giitzlaff is credited with sixty-one Chinese titles, two Japanese, one
Siamese, five Dutch, seven German, and nine English; Dr. Legge with
eighteen Chinese and two English, and Dr. Hobson with the same
num ber; Dr. Muirhead with thirty Chinese and three English; Dr.
McCartee with thirty-four Ohinese; Dr. Edkins with fourteen Chinese,
seven English, and one Mongolian.
Since 1867

Of the intervening years there is no space now to write. Within
the past twenty years the literary glacier of China has exhibited some
indications that it may move with a rush. Twenty-six years ago the
"School and Text-book Committee" was raised by the Shanghai Conferenee. It was supported seven years later by "The Chinese Book
• Miss Aldersey is credited as the first unmarried woman to do missionary work for China,
but Mrs. Medhurst's sister, Miss Sophia Martin, lived with the Medhurst's in Batavia, and left
for Singapore in 1829. She assisted in conducting a Chinese school, and was the author of a
little work in Chinese called "Three Character Classics for the Instruction of Females."
She afterward married a Dr. Little in Singapore. Miss Aldersey did not go to the East till
183,', in company with Dr. and Mrs. Medhurst.
t These embrace twenty-eight translations of the Scriptures or portions of the Script~res;
thirty commentaries on portions of the Bible; two hundred and thirty-two theological works;
twelve works of sacred biography; thirty-seven catechisms; seventeen prayer-books; eighteen hymn-books; eleven educational and linguistic works; eighteen histories; three works on
government; fourteen geographies; eight mathematical works; six astronomical works; thirteen medical works; two botanical works; four works on physics; twelve almanacs; twelve
serials, and thirteen miscellaneous works-giving a total of four hundred and ninety, on a
wide variety of subjects, from the little child's primer to such profound and noble works as
Dr. Martin's translation of Wheaton's International Law, Dr. Hobson's medical and physiological works, Mr. Wylie's translations of Euclid's Geometry and Herschell's Astronomy, and
Mr. Edkin's translation of Whewell's Mechanics.
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and Tract Society." In 1892 this was followed by the "Uhl'istian
Literature Society for Ohina."
The Fourteenth Report of "The Society for the Diffusion of
Ohristian and General Knowledge among the Ohinese "-a title cumbrous enough to have strangled it-shows that the aim of this society
is the circulation of Ohristian literature. The dissemination of this
will, perhaps, solve the problem of future Ohinese government, the
future history of Ohina being in a sense the future history of the
world. The society hopes to influence the Ohinese government to see
that Ohristians propose nothing but what every patriot in Ohina must
recognize to be working for the welfare of the people and their government. They hope also to bring them to see that the granting of
free religious liberty in the public schools and government positions
will make for advanced civilization.
This forward literary movement has been a great factor in the
modern reform movement in Ohina. The chief of the reformers and
the prince imperial himself were identified with it, and it became the
target of the empress dowager. All this only points to the influence
and power of the literary form of evangelization in an empire every
official of which is admitted only through the door of literary examinations.
This "forward movement" groups itself around a few names preeminently, among which are Rev. Timothy Richard,* secretary of the
Diffusion Society; Dr. Griffith John (Richard's fellow Welshman), and
Dr. Young J. Allen, of the Southern Methodist Ohurch, America.
Dr. Richard is still on the staff of the English Baptist Missionary
Society and is supported by them, but assigned to this literary work
as secretary of the Diffusion Society. In this great national move-'
ment he is ably supported by his fellow officers, of whom are: Sir
Robert Hart, Bishops Moule and Moore, Dr. YOl1ng J. Allen, Dr.
Griffith John, Dr. Ashmore, and Dr. J. Edkins. That this movement
has grell.tly impressed leading Ohinese mandarins and merchants is
manifest in many quarters. A Ohinese official, at the last anniversary
* Timothy Riehard-or Li Timotai, as the Chinese call him-was born on hia father's farm
in 1845, but prepared for a professional career. He became a pupil of Rev. George H. Rouse,
who has been missionary in India for thirty years, and is now putting through the press in
Calcutta the revised Bengali Bible. Richard determined to be a missionary, and went to
China, landing at Chefu 1869. He settled at Tsing Chou Fu, the only European among its
SO,OOO inhabitants. In the Shansi famine, which is supposed to have carried off twenty million
people, he gained great influence with leading men of the empire by his efforts to relieve the
suffering. In the eighties Chang Chih-tung sent to ask him to accept a position for developing
the iron and coal resources of the province. In the winter of 1895-6 he was invited to hecome
permanent adviser of the Chinese government. He was sumrilOned by imperil,l decree to the
consultations of atate to consider the problems relating to the peaceful prosecution of missionary work in China. He is President of the Sh&nsi University, and was asked to organize the
University of Tai Yuan Fu. At the close of the Chino-Japanese war Dr. lllchard was chosen
to draw up a statement of the Christian religion, with the memorial to the thrcne, which was
signed by leading missionaries of all denominations in China. Since the BO:l!:er troubles no
less than three governors of provinces have applied to Dr. Richard to aid in settling their diftlculties of iIldeuulity, lUll! also for modern books.
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of the society, bore strong testimony to the influence of this literature
in enlightening the Ohinese and raising their esteem for foreigners,
and to cultivate friendly relations with them.
China's Protestant Centennial

In connection with what has been written about this Protestant
literature during the past hundred years, we take from Gracey's
"Ohina" (levised 1903) the following condensed statement. about the
proposeu observation of the centennial year-1907:
A mass-meeting held in Kuling, China, August 7, 1003, had for its
central thought a three years' enterprise, looking to the celebration by
some fitting movement of Chinese Protestant centenary year, 1907.
From this meeting went out an appeal to all Protestant Christendom
throughout the world to join them in thanksgiving, confession, and
prayer; the special object of prayer being that they may get reinforcement all along the line. The proposition is to secure in the next three
years:
A large increase of members.
More Chinese workers.
Double the present missionary force.
A movement was inaugurated at Shanghai, July 1,1003, looking to
a proper memorial of the Protestant martyrs of all China. The form of
memorial suggested is a great connexional building at Shanghai.
This will commemorate the martyrs and perpetuate their testimony.
It will be a perpetual witness to the world that China has a martyr
church. The essential unity of the Christian Church will manifest itself
in this united effort as a concrete example of how to honor the dead and
bless the living. The committee having it in charge are composed of
leading ministers and laymen; such as Rt. Rev. Bishop Graves, Canton;
Bishop David H. Moore, Shanghai; Drs. Griffith John, Timothy Richard,
Young J. Allen, A. P. Parker, and others.

THE GREATEST LITERARY ENTERPRISE OF THE
CHRISTIAN ERA
THE WORK OF THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY
BY F. KLICKMANN, LONDON, ENGLAND

One of the most important religious events for the coming year is
the centenary of the British and Foreign Bible Society. This Society
originated in the desire to supply Wales with the Scriptures in the
language of the people, there being a positive famine of Bibles in the
principality at the beginning of the last century. Rev. ::I'homas
Oharles, of Bala, appealed to the Religious Tract Society of London
for a grant of Scriptures in the Welsh language. He showed the need
and the eagerness of his people by telling of a little Welsh girl, who
had come to him from a distance of between twenty and thirty miles,
over the wild mountains, to purchase a Bible. In consequence of this
appeal a thought suggested itself to Rev. Joseph Hughes, Secretary of
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the Tract Society, that" if such a society were likely to prove useful
to Wales, why not to the other countries of Europe-to the whole
world ?"
This thought was destined to result in what has been called the
greatest literary enterprise of the nineteen Christian countries. The
idea appealed to the little gathering of the Tract Society with singular force, and Mr. Hughes was appointed to embody their views in a
paper entitled," The Excellence of the Holy Scriptures: An Argument
for Their More General Dispersion at Home and Abroad." It had for
its motto these words: "Let us be the first institution that ever
emanated from one of the nations of Europe for the express purpose
of doing good to all the rest." On March 7, 1804, as the outcome of
much careful deliberation, the British and Foreign Bible Society was
born. Its purpose was the spreading of the Gospel of Peace, yet it
sprang into existence in one of the darkest and most tumultous periods
in modern history. In the autumn of 1803 Napoleon had formed an
immense camp at Boulogne, and prepared to invade England at the
head of the army with which he had conquered Italy. The Battle of
Trafalgar had not yet been fought, and Waterloo was still further in
the future. Judging by external circumstances, it would be difficult
to name a year in the last century when the national outlook was less
propitious to the launching of such an undertaking.
'rhe men who founded the Bible Soeiety understood little enough
of the strange new movements stirring round about them, but they
brooded over the miseries and evils of mankind, believing profoundly
that for these ills there was no remedy except the Gospel of incarnate
and atoning Love. By a splendid act of faith they formed a society
for the purpose of giving that Gospel to every human creature in his
own mother tongue.
The financial support which enabled the Society so quickly to take
shape came from that group of "holy and humble men of heart,"
sometimes designated" The Clapham Worthies," who, by their pure
lives and untiring devotion to God's service, shine out as beacons in
the dim light of the struggling century. Granville Sharp, Charles
Grant, William Wilberforce, Zachary Macaulay, William Alers Hankey,
and Joseph Reyner, men of great and diversified attainments, were
united in this movement for the wider circulation of the Scriptures.
At that time the evangelical revival, tho deep and genuine, had
kindled only a fraction even of religious England. But this spiritual
minority displayed an astonishing ardor and self-sacrifice for the salvation of mankind. The Baptist Missionary Society was nine years
old. Both the Church Missionary Society and the Religious Tract
Society were five years old. Some of the stanchest adherents of these
earlier organizations gave their hearty encouragement to the new
venture.
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From the first the object of the
Bible Society has been to issue the
Bible as cheaply as possible to all
tongues and all peoples, without
note or comment. In consequence,
it has proved the broad platform
on which Ohristians of the most
diverse views meet and work in
unison; and it is the chief religious
institution that is able to associate
and unify all Ohristian communions.* It endeavors simply to
obey the Master's command and
give the Gospel to all nations.
The Society has been singularly
fortunate in its presidents. The
first was Lord Teignmouth, who
had been Governor-General of
THE LATE EARL OE SHAFTSBURY
India
from 1792 to 1798, and who
Third President of the British and Foreign BIble
for thirty years devoted the best of
Society (1851-1885)
his energies to the cause. Lord
Bexley followed Lord Teignmouth, and during his !Jeventeen years of
office the Society accomplished its splendid scheme of giving a copy
of the New Testament and of the Psalms to every emancipated negro
in the English West Indies who coUld read. This links, in a striking
manner, the liberty of person and
the liberty of conscience for which
such men as Granville Sharp and
William Wilberforce prayed and
strove and prevailed in the early
days of the Society. The Earl of
Shaftesbury became president in
1851, and he writes.of it as follows
in his private journal:
I should have been grieved had
* The founders recognized that the man-

agement must commend itself equally to all
denominations; therefore, three secretaries
were appointed to represent respecti,ely the
Established Church, the Nonconforming
Churches, and the Reformed Churches of the
Continent. It was also resolved that the committee should consist of thirty-six laymen,
fifteen of whom must be members of tbA
Church of England, and fifteen members or
other Christian communions, the remaining
six to be foreigners resident in London. The
same representative character has been
faithfully adhered to through the hundred
years of the Society's exiotence, and to-day
a balance of denominational interests is
THE MARQUIS OF NORTHAMPTON
maintained both in the committees and in
tbe official staff.
President of the British and Foreign Bible Society
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circumstances prevented my elevation to this high post. It is the
headship of the greatest and noblest of societies, and I am not indifferent either to the honor or the utility of the position.
He was president for thirty-four years, and the Society owes mnch
to his wise administration. The Earl of Harrowby became president
in 1886. As a cabinet minister, versed in public affairs he brought
ripened experience to bear on this work, and gave the Society fourteen
years' devoted service. The vacancy by his death, in 1900, was
filled by the Marquis of North
ampton, who has already proved
himself a worthy successor to
these men of illustrious name
amI deed.
Translation and Revision

The work of the Bible Society
is connected, first, with the
translation and revision of the
Scriptures into the various langnages of mankind; and, second,.
with the printing and circulation
of these books. The first volume
issued by the Bible Society was
St. John's Gospel, for the Indians
on the Mohawk River.
One of
the earliest entries in the Society's books is the following:
" AND FOREIGN BIBLE "To the Mohawk nation 2,000
HEADQUABTERSOF THE BRITtSH
SOCIETY, 146 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,
.
copies of the Gospel of St. John
LONDON, E. c.
(bound in calf), £204 98 ·6d."
Since that small edition was sent forth to convey the glad tidings
to afar-off people in their own tongue, oyer one-hundred and eighty
million copies of the Scriptures have been distributed by the Society.
The following facts, will convey some idea of the immensity of the
work accomplished during the hundred years of the Society'S work.
At the beginning of the last century the Bible was current in about
forty different languages; to-day some parts of the Bible has been
issued in over four hundred, including every great vernacular of the
world. And toward this result the British and Foreign Bible Society
has contributed more than all other agencies put together. Its list of
versions now includes the names of three hundred and seventy distinct
forms of speech. Eight new names-Fioti, Kikuyu, Shambala,
Karanga, Nogogu, Laevo, Baffin's Land Eskimo, and Madurese-have
been added during the past year.
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The work of translation and revision is usually supervised and
financed by the Bible Society, generally through committees organized
in the country where the language is spoken, and composed of representative missionaries and native assistants. Such work is usually
laborious and often expensive. For example, the actual revision of
the text of the recently completed Malagasi Bible (apart from printing) cost considerably over $15,000. But this sinks into insignificance
when compared with the expense of translation work at the first. The
Society's grants to Dr. Morrison and his assistants, for producing the
first Chinese Bible, amonnted to $50,000; while to William Carey

SELLING BIBLES F OR COWRl& SHELLS IN UGANDA

and his associates, in the various Serampore versions, the grants of
In contrast to this, the
money and material exceeded $150,000.
revision of the Lifu Bible (for the Loyalty Islands), altho it took
three years to accomplish, and involved fifty-two thousand three
hundred and ten corrections, entailed no more expense for the six
natives who assisted the revisers than an annual grant from the
Society of six suits of clothes.
One who is accustomed to find the English language sufficient for
all his needs in the world's great centers, seldom realizes how limited is
its scope. Scores of tribes in Africa, for instance, speak languages,
the very names of which are scarcely known to us. The Lolo language
is spoken by ten millions of people on the equatorial tributaries of
the Kongo, and Galla is the language of a fierce tribe of about six
lDillions. There are also vast tracts of country where different languages or dialects are met every ten or fifteen miles. A hundred years
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THE FIRST BIBLE CART IN MAXCHURIA

ago the Scriptures had been printed in but three African languages:
Coptic, Ethiopic, and Arabic; to-day the British and Foreign Bible
Society publishes the Bible, complete or in portions, in eighty of the
languages indigenous to Africa, apart from those needed by the European or Asistics who had taken up their abode in the Continent.
Tht: diversity of tongues to be found in one country is often a
matter of surprise. Last year the Society's agents sold the Scriptures
in fifty-three languages in the Russian Empire, in twenty-eight
languages in Burma, in over thirty in South Malaysia, in fifty-three in
the Egyptian Agency, while in Capetown the Biblewoman alone sold
copies in fourteen different languages.
One of the Society's ideals has been not only to produce the Bible
in every tongue, but to secure one accepted version in each language
that shall be as correct as careful scholars can make it. 'I'here is a
constant demand for revisions of versionEl already made, so that the
great task of translating and revising the Scriptures never ceases.
Of the Bible Society it may truly be said that the sun never sets on its
labors. At the present time about a thousand representative missionaries and native assistants are at work in different countries under the
Society's auspices and mainly at its expense.
Important and engrossing as is the work of preparing the Bible in
all languages, the Society is content with nothing short of actually placing these same Scriptures in the hands of the people for whose supreme
need they have been provided. The distribution is accomplished by
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the Society's agents and sub-agents stationed at depots in the principal capitals of the world. Over eight hundred and fifty colporteurs
were employed by the Society last year to carry the Scriptures even to
the very outposts of civilization. No country seems too distant and
no journey too hazardous for these men.
Many modes of conveyance are necessary to carry the Gospel to
the ends of the earth.
The Society's su b-agen t
traverses the desolate
plains of Mongolia with a
small caravan of camels,
visiting the nomad tribes
in their tents. In this
benighted region, where
no other Christian organization is at work, he recently made a tom of
about two:thousand miles,
taking with him all the
prOVIsIOns he needed,
utensils for cooking, halfbarrels for carrying water
in the desert, leather for
men din g the camels'
shoes, etc., since nothing
can be bought in Mongolia but mutton. The
Mongols have no money,
so that he had to trade
the Bibles for sour milk,
rotten cheese, pieces of
silk, or fuel. Another
COLPORTEUR ROHRSETZER I" lmLlVIA
colporteur has recently
completed a fourteen months'tour in the equally neglected country of
Bolivia. Only last year two of the Society's colporteurs suffered martyrdom rather than deny their faith. One, a converted Moor, was
murdered by fanatical Moslems in Morocco; the other, an aged Chinese,
who had been for many years in the Society's employ, was brutally
massacred by Boxers in Szechuan.
Among the convicts and emigrants in Siberia the colporteurs labor
indefatigably. We also find them scattering the seed among the opium
dens in the East, the lumber camps in the far West, the negroes on
the slave coast, and the miners of Klondike-in fact, wherever
humanity stands in need of the One Changeless Hope.
On account of the large proportion of women in Eastern lands
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who are doomed to spend their lives in the unnatural seclusion of the
zenana, the Society supports over six hundred and fifty native Christian Biblewomen, who not only read the Scriptures to their neglected
sisters, but who patiently
teach any who may be willing to learn to read for
themselves. These devoted
women work under the supervision of the missionaries
in connection with nearly
fifty different missionary orThe Society
ganizations.
also contributes to the support of European Biblewomeu in Canada, Brazil,
North Africa, the Cape,
France, England, and elsewhere.
The British and Foreign
Bible Society has been called
the handmaid of missions.
From the first it has been
linkcd with all the great mis
sionary societies in the
closest and most cordial
.A COLPORTEUR IN MADRID
relations. The bishop of
Liverpool has said: "If, owing to some great disaster, the British
and Foreign Bible Society were blotted out of existance, it is no exaggeration to say that the missionary work of English Christianity
would be utterly paralyzed, if not destroyed." The aim of the Society
has ever been to provide all missionaries with the Book which is the
fundamental basis of their work.
As a rule, Scriptures for the foreign field are granted on "missionary terms "-that is to say, the Bible Society sends out the books that
are needed, free of cost and carriage paid, to the missionaries at their
different stations; in return, the missionaries remit to the Bible House
any proceeds arising from the copies which they sell, after deducting
the expenses of circulation. . At ber;t, only a small fraction of what
the Bible Society expends on the preparation and delivery of these
missionary versions can ever come back to it as the result of such
sales, while the missionaries obtain all the Scriptures they require
without any cost whatever to their own societies.
Another interesting section of the Society's work is the providing
of Scriptures in Moon and Braille types for the blind-not only in
Europe but also in India and the East, where there are a far larger
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proportion of these unfortunates than in our own country. Her late
Majesty Queen Victory took much interest in this work, as is evidenced
by the following letter addressed to one of the staff:
Her Majesty is gratified to find how much is being done for the
education of the blind in India, and also to know that these useful
efforts were initiated chiefly by you. The Queen congratulates you on
the admirable results of your labors, and trusts that you may be
blessed with health and strength to continue them.
The Bible Society often acts as the pioneer, or, "the ploughshare"
of missions, sending its colporteurs into new countries, and opening
up the ground by means of a dispersion of the Gospel, so that when
the missionary arrives he sometimes finds the people prepared beforehand and waiting for his teaching. Moreover, the Society can often
work in countries that are closed to ordinary missionary enterprise.
For instance, in the empire of Russia, Church and State alike give the
Society's representatives encouragement and assistance, granting them
free rail and steamer passes and free carriage of the Bibles. In the
Sudan, also, since the defeat of the Mahdi by the British, it has been
deemed inadvisable, for political reasons, to permit missionary work
among the Moslem population, but the Bible Society has been allowed
to establish a depot at Omdurman, in the market-place, just .opposite
the door of the new mosque. There for more than three years it has
been selling the Scriptures in a dozen different
languages, while native
Ohristian colporteurs are
also at work on the Blue
and White Nile. The
SOCiety's work, which was
inaugurated at Khartum
in 1866, is thus restored
once more. The experiences of the Arab colporteurs are of absorbing
interest.
One recently
penetrated the Eastern
Sudan as far as South
Galabat on the Abyssinian frontier. He writes:
There I found some
Abyssinians who had
A BLIND BIBLE·READER IN ALLAHABAD
apostatized under the dervishes, and offered them a
New Testament in their own tongue. They took it, and then burst into
tears. "Wherefore do you weep?" I asked. "Will Christ receive us
now?" they cried. " Yes," said I, "at any time He will receive you."
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Thereupon I read to them from St. Matthew. Then they were glad, and
bought three Testaments, two Falash Gospels, and nine Amharic
Gospels.

Abyssinia is another country that is closed to the missionary but
not to the Scriptures. The Emperor Menelek has not only accepted
copies of the freshly revised
Ethiopic New Testament, but
requested that a consignment
might be sent him, adding,
"and I will see that they are
distributed and a good price
paid for them."
Even the mysterious city
of Lhassa comes within the
scope of the Society's operations, for altho the highlands
of Tibet have been sealed for
centuries against Europeans,
the New Testament has been
translated into Tibetan, while
at Ghoom, on the slopes of
the Himalayas, 'ribetan Ohristians are at work printing the
books for the Society. These
are bought by traders, who
carry them back to the impenetrable fastnesses of that great
unknown land.
Nor does the Society lose
THE: BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETylS COLPORTEURS WHO ARE DOING PIONEER WORK oN THE NILE
sigh t of the claims of the
The pillar commemorate. the Battle of Omdurman
English people.
Generous
grants of Scriptures are made
to public and philanthropic institutions at home, schools of all denominations, orphanages, hospitals, asy lu ms, theological training colleges, barracks, prisons, etc. On this department of its work the
Society spends $50,000 annually. Large consignments are also frequently sent out for special objects. For instance, in times of war
the Society spares no pains to put the Word of God into the hands
of those who, at any moment, may be summoned to eternity. And
in this no distinction is made between friend and foe.
In the Russo-Turkish struggle of 1877, 478,000 copies, together
with the expenses of transit and colportage at the seat of hostilities,
involved an outlay of $120,000; while during the late war in South
Africa over 133,000 Bibles, Testaments, and Gospels were distributed
in 1900 and 1901 to belligerents on both sides, prisoners and families
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in the concentration camps, without counting the supplies provided
for the contingents from the antipodes and Canada.
One great factor in the Society's success has been its policy of
decentralization. Whereas most large organizations seek to focus
themselves at one point, its aim has been to spread self-governing
auxiliaries all over the world. In England these auxiliaries and
branches number about 5,800, and 2,000 more lie overseas. In Australia,
Canada, and New Zealand the Society's powerful auxiliaries not only
defray their own expenses, and themselves undertake the printing and
passing through the press of certain versions) such as those for the
New Hebrides and New Guinea, but they also remit substantial contributions annually to the parent Society.
The American Bible Societies

The example of the British and Foreign Bible Society first took
root in the United States in Philadelphia. The Philadelphia Bible
Society was established on December 12, 1808, and the London committee at once voted a donation of $1,000, and as the supply of Scriptures required in Welsh, Gaelic, French, and German could not be
obtained in the States, consignments were sent out from England at
cost price. Six years later the number of Bible Societies and kindred
associations in the States had increased to sixty-nine. In May, 1816,
a convention of delegates from the different societies in the Union
was summoned by the Hon. Elias Boudinot, LL.D., President of the
New Jersey Society. Thirty-one organizations were represented by
sixty delegates, including Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Baptists,
Reformed Dutch, Congregationalists, and Friends. But among them
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all there was not a dissentient voice; and so great was the Ohristian
harmony and love, that some of those least affected could not help
crying out: "This is none other than the work of God!" Thus in
its appointed season the American Bible Society was established, and
Dr. Boudinot, tho prevented by ill health from being present, was
elected president-the man who, three-~nd-thirty years before,
as President of the Oongress of the United States, had signed the
treaty of peace which established the independence of the American
people. The tidings of these events were received with great joy and
thankfulness by the British and Foreign Bible Society, who testified
to their good wishes by a donation of $1,500 and a duplicate set of
stereotype plates for the French Bible.
Despite the vast amount of work already accomplished, the needs
of the nations are still unsupplied. The committee ofthe British and
Foreign Bible Society therefore call upon all branches of Ohrist's
Ohurch to make its centenary the occasion of reconsecration in the
work, which in the providence of God has been so manifestly committed to its charge.
The Anniversary Celebrations

It h~s been decided to celebrate the centenary not only by great
public meetings, but also by the observance of March 6, 1904~the last
day of the Society's century-as Universal Bible Sunday. The several
convocations, unions, and conferences of the churches in England
have with unanimity and cordiality recommenhed the adoption of
Bible Sunday in their respective churches as a day of thanksgiving
for the possession of God's Word, and by emphasizing in sermon and
addresses the duty of its wider dissemination among all peoples. The
observance of Bible Sunday will not be limited to the British Isles.
On the Oontinent of Europe, in Africa, in the East, in British North
America, the United States, Central America, Brazil and the Argentine, Australia and New Zealand, Protestant churches have promised
to cooperate in this universal celebration. And in order that the
Society may be enabled to respond to the many imperious claims that
are pressing upon it from every side, it is proposed to raise a special
centenary fund of 250,000 guineas ($1,312,500), which is to be devoted
to the enlargement of the Society's work in all departments. All
who have received help and comfort from the Word of God are
asked to give, as a thank-offering, whatever sum they can afford to aid
in sending to the millions of people who sit in the Shadow of Death
this Book whose leaves are for the healing of nations.
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THE RELIGIOUS AWAKENING IN JAPAN
BY KlICHI KANEKO
New York Correspondent of Yorozu, Japan

A year or two ago there were some discussions among the more intellectual classes in Japan on the subject of the religion of the new age.
What is the future of the existing religions? What will become of Ohristianity? What can Buddhism or Confucianism do for the coming generation? Is there anything to be preserved in Shintoism? Such were the
subjects of discussions, treated rather in an academic way by professors
of various universities, 8cholars of high standing, and prominent writers.
As the result, there were many pUblications on similar subjects, two
of which are noted as representing strongly the two opposing sides. One
is from the pen of Dr. Tetsujiro Inoue, head of the schools of philoso·
phy in the Imperial University. Dr, Inoue's point of view was that of
an ethical teacher, that the religion of the future must be based on
ethical principles. Humanity is the only consideration in determining it, and this opinion was advocated by many other scholars as well
as average public men. The other side was represented by Dr. Sensei
Murakami, a Buddhist scholar of high reputation, who once held a
chair on Buddhism in the Imperial University of Tokyo. '1'ho he had
published no book on the subject, he wrote many articles, in which he
insisted that the new religion can not be founded on ethical truth
only. To be a· religion, he asserts, there must be some sentiment in
it-that is, it must have some object to be worshiped, it requires
authority.
Thns the discussions ended as such; yet the tendency to seek after
the new light did not stop, for the degeneration of national morality
appeared to be the most serious defect of the country. Mammonism
was worshiped by the great majority, including prominent politicians,
educators, and even among the clerical circles of different sects, many
of whom have changed their sacred career for the profession of money
making. It was thought at one time that if this tendency continues
for a while there will be no one in the ministry. Many Japanese
Ohristian ministers who have had some English training went to the
government schools to teach English instead of preaching the Gospel
of Ohrist, because hig~er salaries could be obtained; other prominent
preachers lLbandoned their ministerial services and went into banking
business, where they have been treated with great hostility on account
of their familiarity with Western manners and methods.
These and other tendencies have compelled the nation to think
about the future of the national morality. A voice from the midst of
the darkness was heard, crying: "Rise up to save the corrupted nation!
Lift up your hands to fight with the degenerate influences of the
times I" Such voices were heard here and there and everywhere, and
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simultaneously a party named" Risodan "-01', " The Ideal" Societywas organized by the effort of editorial writers of the Yorozu, assisted
by men of all ranks and professions. This organization secured immediately hundreds of thousands of members throughout the country.
Its aim is to elevate the moral tone of the members in general and to
apply the principles to their every-day life, regardless of their religious
beliefs. It is decidedly an ethical and practical effort. Many local
branches were formed all over the country, the main branch being
located in 'rokyo, which sends lecturers wherever required. This is,
no doubt, one of the most remarkable features of the religious awakening in Japan. '['he society has had, and still exercises, great influence over the younger generation. On the other hand, Christianity
and Buddhism began to be studied with great enthusiasm by the students in all schools. When Christianity was first introduced it was
studied with some enthusiasm, as now, but the motives were entirely
different. Some, in former days, studied it merely for curiosity's sake,
while others thought it a good chance to study English and to obtain
Western knowledge (as Mr. Ransome boldly stated in his most admirable book, " Japan in Transition "), but very few had faith to follow
the teachings of Christ.
This is not, however, a matter of surprise, for the time when
Ohristianity was first introduced was one of transition and conflict.
Everything was upset, and one could have hardly a chance to think
of the deep question of life. Men simply wanted to know something
about new things-the new civilization, of which they were absolutely
ignorant. '1'0 knoUJ was everything then, and to think was entirely
unnecessary; they were busy acquiring and adopting new things. In
this way the Japanese introduced many systems from the West, paying
slight attention to the fact that there were many vicions elements in
the systems. The time has come when Japanese ought to think of
what they have done in the past forty years. Now they find their
statesmen corrupted, their educationalists depraved, and their family
life destroyed; in short, they have become conscious of their condition. Japan really needs to be evangelized. The religious development must always come foom its inner side, just as men can not be
forced to believe this or that creed unless his mental condition is
ready to accept it. So with regard to a nation and to a country.
Japan needs the new light, the new life, that will save her by reconstruction from the very foundation. She needs the same light which
shines over the Western nations in this great century. The awakening of religious spirit in Japan to-day is the very consequence of her
having walked down slowly the path of natural evolution. May Japan
prepare herself for her future great spiritual awaking as she did in
political and material things in contrast to her sister countries in the
Far East!
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THE RELIGIOUS CONDITION OF ITALY
BY THE REV. ALEXANDER ROBERTSON, D.D., VENICE

It is extremely difficult for people in England and America to
form any accurate conception as to the religious condition of Italy,
and as to the influence of the Roman Catholic Church upon that condition. Even those who come over and travel in Italy imagine that it
is a real Roman Catholic country; that its inhabitants are sincere, if
not bigoted, believers in their Church; that they attend church. They
think that the priests are well-educated men; that they have a powerful influence over the people, and guide and direct them; that the
people reverence them arid obey them; and that they l'lok up to the
Pope as a being apart, representing the Savior on earth, and entitled
to be revered almost in a spirit of worship.
Now, what do they find? If they study the conditions at all they
find that Italy is a Roman Catholic country only in name; they see
that its churches are almost empty of worshipers and filled with sightseers; they find that the priests outside of Rome are comparatively
few in number, and are men of the lowest appearance-even outwardly
dirty and repulsive; they find that the Italians they meet in their
hotels, and whom they employ as guides, coachmen, gondoliers, speak
in the most contemptuons manner of them; they find an entire lack
of reverence for the Roman Catholic Church and all its doings; and
they find that even the Pope is not particularly esteemed.
Let me state the cause or causes of this attitude of the Italians
toward their Church and priests. Then we shall see whether or not
they are justified in assuming it.
One cause is political. Italians see that the Church is the enemy
of their country. Before 1870 it did all in its power to prevent the
formation of the union. Again and again the pope brought in foreign soldiers to fight against the Italians. Then, since the union of
Italy, the Church· has never ceased to make war upon it. The pope
claims the temporal power. He never speaks of King Victor Emmanuel
as the King of Italy, but as the King of Sardinia. Pope Pio IX. spoke
of him as the wolf of Savoy. So did the organs of Leo XIII. The
Vatican is a great center of conspiracy. By the papal guarantees it
can not be entered by the Italian police, and, therefore, it is the headquarters of a political agitation hostile to Italy that has its ramifications in every quarter of the country, and in foreign countries, too.
It fomeuts disloyalty. It subsidizes newspapers at home and abroad
that will speak evil of Italy'S king and government. It employs the
priests to agitate against useful legislation. It is now fighting the
new proposals regarding the regulation· of marriages. The riots in
Sicily, at Cararra and elsewhere, were all indirectly the work of the
Vatican. Because, then, the papal Church is the enemy of the
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country, therefore the Italians assume an attitude of hostility toward it.
A second cause is ethical. The Italians feel that the influence of
the Ohurch is on the side of immorality. Wherever it exercises power
it brings about a low moral tone of life. They look upon it as an
assurance society which guarantees salvation in another world, no matter how men may live in this. It is looked upon as an arrangement
between man and man for immunity in evil. A paper published in
Rome which I saw had a picture of a priest sit.ting at his writingtable with a" Tariff for Sin" card before him, making out accounts.
Before him stood a gentleman who confessed to have done certain evil
things, and the priest was making out the bill. Each sin was expiated
at so many masses, and each mass cost so many francs, and the total
masses were twenty, and the price of each 2 francs 50 centimes.
Thus the man had to pay 50 francs to clear his conscience, in order
that he might begin again his evil courses. In this way the papal
Ohurch is regarded as inciting to and encouraging evil, while seeming
to prevent it. So, also, its system of indulgences is regarded as having
the same object and tendency. An indulgence is defined to be "the
remission of the temporal punishment due to sin which the Ohurch
grants for some good work," which good work generally is giving
money in one form or other to the Church. Thus people are encouraged in evil doing; thus Italians regard it as not only not a Ohristian
Ohurch, but as the antithesis of Ohristianity. Wherever Christianity
goes people are made better. Life is exalted. Materially, intellectually,
morally, and spiritually there is advancement; but wherever the
Roman Oatholic Ohurch goes, life is degraded-poverty, ignorance,
and immorality abound. Italian thinkers are accustomed to contrast
Roman Catholicism and Ohristianity, and to hope for the coming of a
day when Ohristianity will destroy it. Oharles Dickens once said in
regard to the Protestant and Roman Oatholic cantons of Switzerland,
that in the former you found" neatness, cheerfulness, industry, education, continued aspiration after better things," while in the latter
you found" dirt, disease, ignorance, squalor, and misery."
Another cause of the hostility of the Italians to their Ohurch is
that it is simply a shop. They call it the pope's shop, in which everything can be got for money, and nothing without it. "Give! give!
give!" is the cry. When the pope had power in Italy every one had
to pay heavily to keep up the Ohurch. No will was valid in which
there was not a legacy left to it. No one ill could see a doctor till he
had first called a priest. In Italy, at the present time, as I have
shown, sins are all expiable by fines for masses. The worship of the
Madonna is only a. source of gain. There is a Madonna in every village, and there are madonnas for "all the ills that flesh is heir to,"
and these madonnas can only be approached for the securing of their
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help by money gifts. Saints' days are priests'" market-days." Saints'
relics are shown and sold for gain. ~eligious services for the dead
and the living are all sold ~Jr so mnch. A funeral may cost ten
francs, or it may cost twenty, or, as it dId in the case of a friend of my
own, a thousand. The Roman Catholic Church fleeces its sheep. it
does not feed them. Italians know that. They were poor when the
Church had power, now they are becoming rich, as a nation and as
individuals, because they have cast off the burdens of the Church.
This explains also thcir hostility to it.
Now in Italy there has been a change of pope, and some people
have hopes that there may be also a change of policy. 'I.'his, hO'Neve':,
is impossible, for the pope is only the nominal ruler of the Church;
the real ruler is the general of the Jesuits, who is called the Black
Pope. He it is who really directs the policy of the Church. Guiseppe
Sarto, the new pope, is a contrast to Leo XIII, his predecessor. Leo
XIII. was of good family, was educated, had traveled much, had held
high diplomatic posts, had seen and spoken to princes and kings.
Pope Pio X. is of peasant family; his father was the messenger of
the municipality of Riese at a wage of eighteen cents a day, his
mother was a tailoress, and his family now keeps the village inn and a
shop. He is uneducated, altho he was a good student, because he
only attended Roman Catholic schools; he has no university education; he has never traveled, and knows nothing of etiquette in
good society. At the same time, he is a better man than Leo XIII.
Leo XIII. was a miser; thousands of pounds sterling of gold Were
found in his bedroom; he never was known to give a penny in charity;
he was a cold, unloved, and unlovable man. Pio X. is kind, generous, warm-hearted, obliging, self-denying, and is liked by all. But all
the more his influence is to be dreaded, because he will be nsed by the
Jesuits as a means of disarming Protestants against the papacy.
They are already saying that he is a "religious" pope, and that, therefore, the Church will now be less political and more religious; bu t
in fact it will be nothing of the kind. It will always be the enemy of
Italy, of liberty, of education, of a free constitution, of human rights
everywhere. Papal power rests on human fear, superstition, ignorance,
and sin, and these it must encourage. Where truth goes, and liberty,
and learning, and the Bible, and Protestant Christianity, it disIt.ppears.
Americans should therefore be on their guard when they visit
Italy agaiRst papal intrigues. When in Rome they ought not to go
to see the pope, nor ought they to attend his services in St. Peter's.
Great mischief is caused by their doing so. Their recognition of the
pope is an insult to King Victor Emanual; it is a betrayal of Italy
that is giving them hospitality. The liberty they enjoy in Italy they
owe to the Italian government. If the Papal Church had its will,
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their liberty, as Protestants, would be cut down. Lastly, their going
to see the pope and their recognition of the Church is chronicled not
only in Italian but in American newspapers, and thus American
Roman Catholics are encouraged, and American Protestants are perplexed. So and so, who in his native American town is a good Protestant, a Sunday-school superintendent, a helper of good works, an
influence in politics, went, when in Rome, to see the pope, and he
attended the services in St. Peter's. "Surely," they say, "it can not
be such a bad Church after all, since he did that." Or they say:
"What is the good of fighting against clericalism here at home when
Protestant champions encourage it abroad?" Those thus weakly, perhaps from a false sense of liberality, yielding to the fascinations and
attractions of the Papal Church when in Rome, damage themselves,
damage Italy, and damage their own country and countrymen.

MISSIONARIES GETTING TOGETHER IN HUNAN *.
BY REV. GEORGE L. GELWICKS, SIANGTAN, HUNAN, CHINA
Missionary of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America

The years have passed into centuries since Xavier, standing before
China, cried: "Oh, rock, when wilt thou open to my Master?" It
is but little over five years since the "closed" province of Hunan
was opened in answer to prayer and persistant knocking and a Protestant missionary ventured to reside there. Less than three years
after the first herald of the Cross began to live within the walls of the
capital city, whose proud boast was that no "foreign devil" should
ever enter its gates, the first conference of Christian missionaries met
in Changsha (that capital), June 19-21,1903. We went about the
Father's business with perfect security and freedom ata time when
crowds of visitors were attending one of the chief celebrations. The
streets were thronged with the gorgeous processions of the great idol,
and we were forcibly reminded of what God hath wrought.
This large, newly opened field appealed to many mission societies,
so that an unusually large number began work within its bounds. This
led to the conviction among many missionaries that a conference
should be held to consider economy and cooperation in mission work
in Hunan. The call thus stated its purpose:
In certain older mission fields the attainment of results sought by
this conference has been impossible, because the work has become so
fixed that any change involved considerable sacrifice. It is, therefore,
deemed wise to afford the Hunan missionaries an early opportunity for
consultation and cooperation.
• Tho this conference was held six months ago, its importance and the example it sets
)Dakes it worthy of particular attention.-EDITORS.
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Twelve mission societies have resident missionaries in the province:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Ohristian and Missionary Alliance.
Ohina Inland Mission.
Oumberland Presbyterian Mission.
London Missionary Society.
Mission of the Presbyterian Ohurch in United States of America.
Mission of the Reformed Ohurch in United States.
Mission of United Evangelical Ohurch.
Mission of the Methodfst Protestant Ohurch.
Wesleyan Missionary Society.
Finland Missionary Society.
Norwegian Missionary Society.
Ohurch Missionary Society.

Ten of these missions were represented at the conference by thirtytwo foreign missionaries. '1'he plans of another society to be represented were unavoidably frustrated, it being in full accord with the
conference. The American Church Mission, which has only Chinese
workers in the province, expressed regret at its inability to send a
delegate. The missionaries present represented Australia, Canada,
England, Finland, Germany, Norway, Scotland, and the United
States. The spirit of love and oneness that characterized the entire
conference bore testimony to the presence and sanction of the Spirit
of God. On Sabbath afternoon, in a memorial service, the delegates
all united in the observance of the Lord's Supper.
The work and results of the conference, perhaps, can best be stated
briefly by reviewing the subjects considered and the resolutions
adopted. 'fhe paper on "Affiliation or union of Ohinese 'Churches
with respect to name, government, and statement of belief," led to the
following resolutions:
Reoolved, That the members of the conference pledge themselves to
do all that they ca;n to further the outward expression of the real inward
unity that exists between the churches represented here. We advise
that the Ohinese terms for names held in common be, as far as possible,
unified, and that matters in which we differ be emphasized as little as
possible; and,
Resolved, That the conference recommend the following nomenclature: For Ohristianity, Ohi Tu Ohias (religion of Ohrist); for Protestantism,Fu Yin Ohias (religion of the Gospel); for street chapels, Fu Yin
Tang (Gospel hall); for churches where Ohristians worship, Li Pai Tang
(worship hall).

The discussion of the subject or " A permanent organization representing Hunan missionaries to deal with questions of comity and general mission interests" resulted in the resolution that the secretary
of the conference be empowered to request each mission working in
Hunan to appoint a member upon a committee to prepare a plan for
a permanent advisory committee, representing all the missions in the
province.
After consideration of "Converts and the civil power," the resolution was adopted "that this conrerence of missionaries at present
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working in Hunan wishes to record its opinion that the Church of
Christ in China should seek in every way to avoid all intermeddling
in Chinese litigation of any kind whatsoever."
As a result of the paper on "Mission interrelations regarding
enquiries, members, and native workers," this resolution was adopted:
Resolved, That inasmuch as the Chinese are entitled to freedom of
choice, previous attendance at other services should be no bar to membership in the churches of any mission. But no baptized or communicant member or Chinese worker of any mission '3hould be received or be
employed by any other mission without consultation with the first mission. Further, we suggest that when any unbaptized person transfers
his attendance to a different mission, the missionaries to whom he comes
inquire as to his antecedents. And it is considered a brotherly act for
the missionaries from whom he goes to volunteer such information even
if not asked.

After the paper upon "Division of territory for the. purpose of
making each mission society responsible for a given section," members of the various missions laid before the conference their present
plans for the occupation of territory. Tho no formal action was
taken, strong emphasis was laid upon the facts that the true principle
of divisiou is not a seeking to exclude others from a field, but a seeking to lay responsibility for a definite region upon a particular mission,
and that our duty is to cooperate in evangelizing Hunan as speedily
and thoroughly as possible, and to avoid the overlapping of forces in
certain districts to the neglect of others. Already, as a result of this
discussion, two missions have practically decided to yield two cities in
favor of other societies and occupy more needy centers. And the other
societies expect to adjust their work in accord with these principles.
As a consequence of the discussion of " Cooperation in educational,
literary, and medical work," a resolution was adopted, extending an
invitation to the Yale University Mission to establish an educational
center in Changsha, and recommending the missions working in
Hunan to entrust the higher education in the province in sciences, arts,
and medicine to this mission, and to confirm their primary education,
as far as possible, to the plan of higher education that may be adopted
by the Yale Mission. This action was taken in answer to a request
from the Yale Mission regarding the advisability of its locating in
Hunan. A resolution was also adopted providing" that the committee prepare a plan for a permanent advisory committee be instructed
to recommend at the same time a union hymn-book and union Lord's
Prayer."
Will not all Christians in the home lands cooperate in all that
helps to realize the Master's prayw "that they all may be one; as
Thou Father art in Me and I in Thee, that they also may be one in
Us: that the world may believe that Thou hast sent Me."

..'i!
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THE CHRISTIAN AND HIS MONEY *
BY REV. G. CAMPBELL MORGAN

This title is capable of two interpretations-a false and a true.
Everything depends upon the significance of the personal pronoun. In
the highest sense of the words the Christian has no money. Himself
being now utterly devoted to his Lord, all the power by which he gets
money is Divine, and all the money he obtains in the exercise of that
power belongs to his Master. If the pronoun indicate absolute possession,
the idea is a false one. If it indicate the possession and responsibility. of
stewardship, the thought is perfectly correct. That there is a vast
amount of carelessness among Christian people on this subject of their
relation to money can not be denied. This arises largely from a failure to
recognize certain important principles. To understand these wiU be to
correct much that is wrong. They may briefly be stated:
1. The Christian belongs to God-spirit, soul, and body-in all powers
and possibilities.
2. All that the Christian has is to be used with a single eye to the
glory of God in the accomplishment of His purposes.
These things being granted, the method of getting will be safeguarded.
No person devoted to Christ will be able to follow any ca11ing, or take up
any business which is harmful to himself, or to others, merely for the
sake of obtaining money. The method being thus conditioned within
the sphere of loyalty to the will of God, the use of money will also be so
conditioned. It is at this point that so many mistakes are made. Very
much money that is properly obtained is improperly spent. The purpose
of spending is too often that of ministering first to the desires of the selflife, then occasionally-and, alas! too often, meanly-gifts are made to
God. This is wholly wrong. Another method, far better, is that of
devoting a percentage-say, one-tenth-to the work of God, and then
using what remains for the necessities of life. That is, however, far
from being the highest ideal for tho Ohristian in dealing with his money.
The giving of the tenth under present conditions of life does not work
out righteously. A person with an income of a pound a week, out of
which two shillings are devoted to the work of God, is giving with a generosity that far exceeds two hundred pounds a year out of an income of
two thousand pounds, or ten thousand pounds out of an income of one
hundred thousand pounds. And yet the man who would give ten thousand pounds out of an income of one hundred thousand pounds would be
looked upon as a princely donor, while he who gave his two shillings out
of a pound would be considered as one of " those who are not able largely
to help the cause."
Applying the principles before laid down, how should a Christian
deal with his money? Of whatever incOIne he obtains, he ShOlild say,
H This belongs to the Master.
I am to discover by honest calculation
how much I need for the proper maintenance of my life and home, that
both may continue to glorify God. All the rest is to be devoted as He
shall direct for the extension of His kingdom among men."
Thus, upon receipt of income, the following items should be carefully
and prayerfully considered:
1. Necessary for food to the glory of God.

* From the

Illustrated Missionary News.
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2. Necessary for clothing to the glory of God.
3. Necessary for shelter to the glory of God.
4. Necessary for mental culture to the glory of God.
5. Necessary for recreation to the glory of God.
6. Necessary for ministering to poorer members of my household to
the glory of God.
7. All that remains for God's work.
Such a distribution of income would make a great difference in eating
and dressing, in home, in mental culture, in recreative indulgence, in
sympathetic ministry; and the church would no longer have to beg for
assistance for its missionary enterprises from those who are living in
rebellion against the Kingship of Christ. Spasmodic giving would be
impossible, and the high and glorious ideal of partnership with God
would become an every day reality. This method, moreover, would maintain the ideal of stewardship, and would demand a periodic readjustment
of expenditure, according to the rise or fall in income. Here, as everywhere, no outside interference must be permitted, but there must be a
constant and unceasing submission to the direction of the King. This
will be carried out or not, according to the power which rules by love in
the heart. If the love of the Lord be dominant, the delight of devotion
will be permanent. If the love of money hold sway, theshameiul meanness of giving will continue.

•

TEN YEARS' PROGRESS OF WOMEN IN INDIA *
BY MISS AUSTICE ABBOTT, BOMBAY, INDIA

Member of the American Board, 188B--

Our days fly as a weaver's shuttle. Ten years! What are they in the
long web that has been spun in the loom of the ages? The dark, heavy
web that has been turned out for thousand of years in conservative India
-so dark the colors, with but a glint of gold here and th£l'e, and a gay,
tiny spot at long, irregular intervals that we must bdieve that the
prince of the power of darkness has stood at the head o~ the loom-the
shuttle weaving forever and forever its woof of misery, ignorance, and
shame, into the warp of superstition and wrong. How could the pattern
change, darkness guiding the dark threads through the dark ages?
Yet the pattern has changed. Fifty years ago new shimmering lines
began to appear in the fabric, the lighter shades have increased, the
designs are purer and more effective. The Designer has not changed.
The Divine Designer of the ages remains unchanged, but the hand at the
loom has changed. Some one is carrying out the God-given patterns in a
truer fashion. It is the beginning of a new fabric-dainty, strong.
light, and serviceable; the fabric of women that the Indian looms ttlrn
out.
The past ten years have seen the greater change. That the condition
of women has improved in some places is universally conceded. It will
be profitable to know in what parts of India the change has been more
rapid; in what direction improvement has been made, and the trend of
these improvements.
Improvements are under the heads of: 1. Marriage. 2. Education.
3. Industries. 4. Christian work.
• Condensed from a paper read before the Bombay rdissionary

Conferen~.
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1. We take Marriage first, because marriage makes the woman of
India. Her birth is an incident; the life she lives is merely an outcome
of her marriage; the wedding is the pivotal point.
Twelve years ago the infant of ten years might enter the marital
relation! In 1892, after great seethings in the vernacular press and boilings in the political pot, the age of consent was raised to twelve years!
Two years more of child-life, two years more for physical development;
how meager it is! And yet it was a change for the better.
The agitation of 1892 has, however, done more than this. Individuals and communities plead for fourteen years as the limit of the age of
consent, but government headed the majority, which was mostly the
mass of the ignorant conservative. The leaven of progress began to work,
however, and is still quietly pervading thought and action in this direction. In the north some castes have not given their girls in marriage
until fourteen, and in the south the Mysore State has led in this respect.
Other states have already made or are considering the making of fourteen
years the limit. There is agitation everywhere in the social congress,
in states, communities, and individuals; and the leaven will work, we
hope, until the whole is leavened, and the brides of India are women
instead of babes.
Progress can be reported also in widow remarriage. Individual cases
are increasing. In the Bombay Remarriage Hall weddings have occurred
between high caste Hindu widows and widowers. In Ahmedabad also
there have been remarriages. From 1860-1891 there had been sixty-six
of these in the Bombay, Bengal, and Madras presidencies-in 1891, during the year, eleven remarriages; during the decade, 1891 to 1901, there
were seventy-two remarriages. The agitation goes on feebly, but noble
spirits are not deterred.
.
According to general opinion, the educated young men are not averse
to marrying a young widow, but are prevented by the censure and threats
of the women of their families. The women are ignorant, and stand in
the way, a,lso, of raising the age limit of marriage. They are ignorant
because they are married too early to have an education. The late Justice Telang put it well when he said: "We seem to live in a vicious circle
-we can not raise the age of marriage for girls among any large portions
of the community without a widespread of female education; and, on the
other hand, any considerable spread of education was hardly possible
until the age of marriage was raised." There has been no great change
in the last ten years, since the people are not ready to step out of this
vicious circle. In large cities, however, there is a growing indifference to
the e~tering wedge. A year or two added to child-freedom might create
indignation and opposition, but months more or less are winked at. A
remarried widow is looked at askance, but only for a while.
We believe that the telling influence upon child marriage will be more
and more the adult marriage of Christian girls. As the famine and
plague have greatly swelled this number of Christian girls during the
last seven years, we believe that physical and mental improvement
among the Christian women will appear to be so great that the Hindu
can not but follow their example. There is no greater influence even now
at work than the Christian home-the wife and mother a partner in the
home, and not merely one of the servants or playthings of the motherin-law.
2. What has been done, then, in Education the last ten years? Among
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Hindus very little has been accomplished in general education. A year
or two more of schooling is something, even tho not yet generally
adopted, but it has not made itself felt in any appreciable way-no
change to speak of in the Mohammedan community; among the Parsis,
the percentage of literates has somewhat increased. The widows' homes
and the orphanages for girls, however, which have brought thousands of
women and girls under Christian influence, to say nothing of the natural
growth of the Christian community, have raised the number of female
literates.
The number matriculated or in college courses has but slightly
increased, as far as we can judge from statistics returned. The number of
women who are properly called educated women have increased 100 per
cent., and yet the aggregate seems inflnitesimally small in comparison
with the Christian female population. The number of women in the
professions increased in the Bombay Presidency 100 per cent. Of these
65 per cent. are in the Christian community. The increase under other
religions is mostly in that of the Parsis, while there ani some notable
instances among the Hindus. Of women holding responsible positions,
the increase is not only in numbers but in quality; for instance,
the appointment of lady educational inspectors in Madras and in
Bombay.
The increase in Hindu female education can only be spasmodic and
individual until early marriage is a thing of the past. While we maybe
thankful that education is on the increase, yet this ability to read and
write is not in itself an unmixed good; complaints have already been
heard that many of our boarding-schools educate the girls beyond their
station. They have just enough knowledge to despise work, and few,
comparatively, can be used as teachers. It is for this reason that we see,
with great hope, the tendency to teach women industries.
.
Ten years ago a Christian girl had, with but few exceptions, only
three avocations before her: that of a wife, a teacher, and a Biblewoman.
Now, for a bright educated girl there is open for her, besides the professions of nurse and doctor, lawyer, author, editor of magazines, inspector
of schools, etc. Ability and perserverance seem to be the only limit for
woman's honorable professional career.
3. Industries. For the thousands of girls who would have made
third-rate teachers and Biblewomen there is something better adapted
to their capabilities-work that will encourage self-respect, not self-conceit; activity, not indolence; prosperity, not poverty. Ten years ago
industries for women were scarcely thought of. Lace-making ill the
south was giving employment not only to widows but also to the wives
of Christians. In the north needlework wAs taught in some zenanas
and in one or two homes for widows. Plain sewing and crocheting was
taught in many schools and to a few Christian women-not so much asa
means of support as a means of furnishing spending-money. Gold thread
embroidery in the Madras district was an industry also ten years ago.
The great army of women and children whom the famine brought to the
missionary door has necessitated a serious consideration of the question
of their support. And while necessarily dependent at the first on outside help, the obvious thing to be done was to provide for their self-support. With this aim in view many industries have sprung up: Rugweaving, embroideries in silk and linen, drawn thread work and lacemaking, weaving sarees, field-work and gardening, plain sewing, basketelectronic file created by cafis.org
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weaving and chair-making, chick-making, embroidery of shoes, ropemaking, and bead-work.
Most of these are employments indigenous to the country, but taken
from the men who had nearly the exclusive right and transferred to the
women. In most cases the outcome will be natural and stable, and the
income better assured if men and women fit their work into each other's
hands and not each woman work independently for herself. Progress in
this direction has not meant merely that so many thousand women and
girls are learning things they did not know before, nor even that they
are relieving their parents or husbands or the mission of the burden of
their support by the annas of their daily wage. These industries keep
them from the gossip of the street or the veranda of the chaw!. It
enhances their self-respect, in that they find themselves capable of doing
things, and in being able to bear their own burdens and help bear those of
others. Last but not lea;;t, this independence has often saved a widow
from selling her soul and body for a piece of bread.
We consider the general opening of industries to women as one of the
greatest signs of progress in the decade. It is still but an opening, a
start; but it is in the right direction.
4. Our next inquiry would be whether there had been tangible progress in the line of what is ca,lled mission work, teachers, Biblewomen,
nurses and assistants in hospitals? No general statistics are available;
of those received from different parts of India, the rate of increase has
been over 200 per cent. While the rate shows progress, still the most
hopeful thing about it is that the quality has greatly improved. In 1891
the report was that many of the Biblewomen were untrained, now they
are mostly trained; the grade of the teachers is higher in nearly every
report, while trained nurses and assistants doing Christian work in hospitals are almost the product of the last decade. Bible schools, trainingschools, and medical schools have more than quadrupled in the last ten
years, which shows that while the increase in numbers is very hopeful,
the efficiency is greater in proportion. The same state of things is true
in regard to female education among all religions in India. The aggregate increase is encouraging, but the increase of those in professional
avocations, and especially of those in places of responsihilityand power,
gives great hopes for the future of women in India.
After all, it is the spiritual progress of the women in which we are
the most -interested. Has it kept pace with the physical and mental
progress, or has the growth in these directions had a retrograde influence
on the spiritual? This last we can not believe, altho some missionaries
have expressed this fear for their own women. It is life that gives
growth; what is the new life that has quickened India? It can be no
other than the eternal life, which is the Son of God. If this Power is
working through head and hand, it can sureJ..y be doing no less through
the Spirit, which is of its own substance. There may be less of Bible
language freely used, but we believe there is a greater abundance of the
fruit 'of the Spirit, a steadier flow of spiritual life in the heart and the
home of the women, and a greater dignity of character horn from the
love of the truth that is in Christ Jesus.
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ATTEMPTS TO ENTER HAUSALAND*
BY THE REV. A. E. RICHARDSON, B.D.

While the civilized world still shudders over the horrors and atrocities which yet abound on Africa's coasts, calling forth in our hearts
eager ambition to adequately" take up the white man's burden "-while
the man-of-the-world's complacency over the heathen's" primitive simplicity" and "childlike innocence" is rudely shaken by names such as
Benin, Ashanti, and Aro, which bear, burnt into them, the memory of
hitherto unheard-of abominations-the kingdom of Satan is being
attacked at another almost impregnable quarter.
What pen can fully depict the great land of the Hausas-a land so
unlike anything met with before? Looked at upon a map there is nothing to indicate a state of affairs differing much from that of surrounding
lands. The mighty rivers, the Niger and the Binue, sweep down-the
one from the northwest, the other from the northeast-and meet at
Lokoja, three hundred and fifty miles above the sea, forming a majestic
stream, even here five miles across. Embraced, as it were, by these giant
arms, the Hausa country lies, bounded on the north by the Sahara Desert.
Well-watered, undulating, thickly populated, richly fertile, it affords
It unique and heretofore unoccupied field for missionary enterprise;
for the Hausas are the most remarkable people in the whole of that vast
continent. As individuals they are fine, strong, healthy men, full of
resource and of great ability-capable of enduring hardship and privation. Instead of a scattered, meager, heathen race dwelling in forest
haunts and mountain caves, they form a mighty Mohammedan nation,
comprising 15,000,000 people, living in vast walled cities, some of which
contain 200,000 inhabitants, And they are as remarkable as they are
numerous. Their cities are very bee-hives of industry, their land well
cultivated. The noise of the looms, where their far-famed cloth is woven;
the roar of the blast-furnaces, where their iron is smelted from the native
ore; the countless little lakes of indigo, where their cloth is steeping; the
fertile fields; the fine herds of milk-white cattle-all alike witness to the
flourishing condition of the country.
The streets and market·places are thronged by well-dressed, stately
people, who are courtesy itself, and move to and fro as tho they owned
the very world itself. Nor do they lack culture. The babel of their
schools is heard on every hanil, for these marvelous.folk possess a literature of their own. The boys are taught to read and write, to shoot and
sew. There they dwell, the red turretted walls of their cities towering
up toward the fieckless blue sky, their merry laugh and cheerful song
ringing out in street and mart, in field and plain-a clever, intelligent,
witty race, dwelling in the garden of the world.
But having said this, we have said all that can be said in praise of
this people. " Are they not' happy enough as they are' ?" " Ought we
to disturb so fair a picture by carrying religious controversy and strife
into their midst?" "Is it right to make good Mohammedans into bad
Ohristians ? " Oh, the utter folly and blindness of such delusive queries!
Good Mohammedans? The mention of only two of the curses of humanity which Mohammedanism not only tolerates but teaches-slavery and
polygamy-ought surely to draw down condemnation upon that lifeless,

* Condensed from

The Spirit of Missions.
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paralyzing creed. The demoralizing, degrading effect of slavery upon
master as well as man can only be felt by one who has dwelt in a slaveraiding country. There are probably 10,000,000 slaves in Rausaland, and
who can estimate the suffering that this implies?
The people are so perverted that nothing appeals to their hearts and
consciences. Tell them of the crucifixion of Ohrist (as the writer once
did at the dose of a sermon to 200 men) and a roar of appreciative
laughter greets the description of the pains of the cross. Torture? I
dare not recount the barbarous methods of killing victims in which the
Hausas delight. There is dire oppression, and there is utter lack of
redress. Their consciences are seared-nay, almost utterly destroyed.
Instead of seeking good, evil is delighted in. Yet you would call them
"religious"; bnt what an awful travesty of the word! If you secure the
candid opinion of any thoughtful Hausa, he will tell you that the nation is
corrupt, from the lowest slave to tbe bigbest Mobammedan priest. "Our
hearts are as black as our skins" is the frank and frequent confession.
If ever a nation needed the cleansing Blood of Ohrist-if ever a
nation needed tbe power of the Holy Spirit-vf a truth the Hausa nation
does. "We have those ten commandments which adorn you,r religion."
said a Hausa priest to me; •• but there is this difference. You Ohristians
have some power which enables you to keep those commandments. We
Moslems have no power to resist breaking them."
As long ago as 1857 Samuel Orowther endeavored to r3ach Sokoto,
.he religious center of Hausaland. He was wrecked five hundred miles
up the Niger-a fitting type of the failure which almost every succeeding
attempt to reach the country has met with. Of these many efforts
space will not allow a recital. Early in 1900, however, five of us, under
the leadership of Bishop Tugwell, were enabled to penetrate into the
very heart of the Hausa states. The journey was one of extreme interest,
and fraught with most important consequences; for failure probably
meant many years' delay, wbile success would act as a spur to missionaryeffort throughout the wbole of tropical Africa. No one can gauge the
far-reaching issues of a flourishing mission among Africa's premier race.
We reached the great city of Kano-a city of two hundred thousand
inhabitants, who confidently declared that at a week's notice they could
put 10,000 mounted warriors in the field. The king, fearful that the
advent of the ,. praying men "-as we were named-would abolish that
most awful of all trades-the slave traffic-refused to allow us to remain
within his territory. "Seven days is given you by the king in which to
leave his city" was the message delivered to us, after a very stormy
interview.
So our six hundred miles march was futile, our hopes were vain, our
efforts t4rown away? No; that can never be. True it is we were compelled to retrace our steps and reluctantly leave that field ripe unto harvest. A brief stay was made at Gierko, tbirty-four miles south of Zaria.
One of our party died there, and another was invalided home. After
eight months' residence in that small town of five hundred people an
event took place which completely checked further work for the time
being. One night a cry rang out on the still air-"Wuta! Wuta! Wuta!"
Bishop Tugwell sprang to his tent door. He took in the whole situation
at a glance. The midnight sky was lighted up by the glare from the
burning mission house. "Fire! Fire! "-the alarm rang out again, calling to action the stupefied sleepers.
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Burnt out of the mission house, our hope of remaining at Gierka was
shattered. A retreat was necessary, and Hausaland was again without
a messenger of Christ. In February, 1902, however, Dr. Walter Miller,
one of the bishop's former party, again obtained permission to reenter
the country. Accompanied by the Rev. G. P. Bargery, he journeyed up
to Zaria and secured the necessary sanction from the king to resettle at
Gierka. There he is to-day, fighting that superhuman enemy, Mohammedanism. In December, 1902, the British sent an expedition against
the King of Kana, and captured the city. How this will affect the mission we can not yet tell. But one thing is certain: There is need for
earnest, continuous, believing prayer on behalf of these Christless millions, and on behalf of the pioneer missionaries holding the fort against
insuperable odds-nay, not insuperable, for .. If God be for us, who can
be against us?" Men are also needed. There is not an angel in heaven
who would not gladly sweep down from realms of glory to, preach the
good tidings to the Hausas. That which is forbidden to them is allowed
to us. ~hall we refuse to come to the help of our God?

SOME SIGNS OF PROGRESS IN CHINA *
BY REV. A. J. BOWEN, NANKING, CHINA
Missionary of the Methodist Episcopal Missionary Society, 1897-

Since the utter failure of the Chinese to overthrow foreign influence
by obliterating the foreigner in 1900, the people seem to have lost faith not
only in the government's power to crush out foreign influence and to check
the spread of Christianity in their country, but in their own ability to resist
it. The result is that they believe Christianity will ultimately prevail,
because back of and supporting it are all the forces of the modern world.
The Chinese consider Christianity as the religion of the foreigner, and they
feel quite certain that the foreigner is invincible. Believing that the
Church represents the national and political strength of foreign powers,
the people seek to join the Church in order to avail themselves of its prestige and power in their country. Thus in all sections numbers of people
seek admission into our fold. This does not indicate greater spirituality
on their part, but it does signify that the people believe there is irresistible
power in the Church. To the Chinese it is quite strange that the missionaries do not open wide the Church doors and take them in. So again
they are caused to realize the Church's power, inasmuch as it is independent of thenl, and they find themselves unable to use it for their own
selfish purposes,
T!I-ey are checked, and the shock causes them to reflect, and ask what
this peculiar doctrine is and what these missionaries and their Churches
really mean. There is thus afforded an opportunity to present the spiritual and moral side of our holy religion. So the people are becoming
indoctrinated with the truths of Christianity before they enter into the
fellowship of the Church. One of the sublimist spectacles of history is
that of the unity among all Protestant missionaries in their desire and
purpose to prevent the Christian faith from becoming parltlyzed by the
mighty tide of worldliness and sin tha' would otherwise flood its bounds
and destroy its spiritual influence upon the people.
Another change taking place is, the Chinese themselves are recogni:z;• Condensed from The Review oj Missions.
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ing the difference between the methods of Protestants and of Roman
Catholics. The Catholic Church has never scrupled to take under its care
the characters who have sought its folds through selfish motives. The
magistrates in all provinces have had great trouble with Roman Catholic
Christians. The contrast between the opposing methods of Protestants
and Catholics is so marked that the Chinese quite clearly and justly separate the two. The Chinese authorities, together with the more intelligent people, are quite well aware of the fact that the two branches of
Christianity do not represent the same thing.
Again, great progress is being made iIi educational affairs. During
the last year the people have come to realize as never before the imperative need of knowledge which they do not possess. They are conscious
that the present situation demands modern thoughts and modern things.
It is not a spiritual thirst that moves them, but a feeling that they are
now face to face with a superior force, if not a superior race or races, and
that their very maintenance as a nation depends upon a complete change
in the prevailing regime; hence the great cry that is heard on all sides
for foreign or modern education. The more intelligent students in
schools and colleges condemn the ancient system of education as a thing
of the past and tota,lly insufficient to meet the present needs of theircountry. Our mission schools are overflowing with students, while the governors and magistrates take pleasure in urging on this work of education
among their people. Two years ago it seemed that all efforts were about
to fail through the destruction of school buildings and the slaughter of
their occupants. In place of the former have risen, and are still
rising, larger and more beautiful structures; while ten times the present
number of modern teachers could find employment in this country.
The people seem to have but little confidence in one another, but they
are willing to risk the promise of the missionary to almost any extent.
We seem to have completely won the confidence of the Chinese merchant and banker in our financial ability and integrity. They appear
willing to risk both their money and their children in our hands.
In political affairs much has been already accomplished, and there is
a steady movement that is driving this nation along the line of political
reform. The alliance between England and Japan brings to China and to
all of us a feeling of security from foreign aggression that is truly encouraging. England's treaty with China will tend greatly to help relieve
many of the hard and oppressive poliCies of this government.
In conclusion, let me refer to another encouraging feature of Protestant missions here-viz., the organic union of the various branches of the
Protestant Church. The Presbyterian bodies have already agreed upon
a basis of union, so that, if they are not forestalled in their efforts by the
Church at home, there will be in the future but one Presbyterian Church
in China. The Baptist divisions are earnestly seeking a similar basis of
union. The Methodists are uniting their interests and moving along the
same line. In fact, this spirit prevails and must eventually triumph in
this country; the necessity of the situation demands it. Not only is
this true among the different branches of the denominations, but there is
also a spirit of fraternity and adjustment among all Protestants that
causes them ~o rejoice in each other's welfare. It is the wish and prayer
among all Protestants that this spirit of Christian union and church
fellowship shall continue to move and inspire until the highest hopes be
realized.

"
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EDITORIALS
The Condition of Home Churches

Christians generally are agreed
that home churches are far from
taking the interest in the spread of
the Gospel that J e~us Christ would
have them. Few real sacrifices are
made for the Master's work, and
comparatively little attention is
given to the subject by a vast
majority of those whose first aim
in life should be to "seek first the
Kingdom of God and His righteousness." It is sometimes especially
helpful to know the impression
made upon one who has been away
from the home land for a number
of years and returns to visit the
churches. Dr. J. P. Jones, of India,
a man of clear judgment, high
ideals, and practical service, recently returned to America on furlough,
and traveled 20,000 miles, speaking
in nearly 200 churches. He calls
attention to the following facts and
impressions which deserve prayerful consideration:
First is the appalling fact that so
few of the members of the churches
have any knowledge of, or take the
slightest interest in, foreign missions. That there is not more giving
commensurate with income is not
due necessarily to penuriousness.
The financial support and substantial benevolence of Christian people
has largely passed out of the channels of direct churchly activity.
Ecclesiasticism, with its direct calls
and claims, is held relatively much
in less esteem than formerly.
Second: The old doctrines upon
which the missionary movement of
acenturyago was constructed have
been either swept away or have lost
their emphasis. The missions of
to-day are not based upon our belief in the hopeless depravity and
lost condition of the heathen so
much as by loyalty to the last
commission of our Lord and by a
conviction that Christianity is
essentially missionary in its character. The old motive having ceased
to grip the Church of to-day and
the new motive not yet having be-

come a working power upon the
mass of Christians, the Church and
her missions face a difficulty.
Thirdly: Americans have become
great travelers; as such their examination of missionary activity is
superficial or wanting altogether;
and on returning home they hide
their ignorance of what might have
been seen by cool assumption that
the missions either do not exist or
are practically doing nothing. The
blasting influence of these traveled
people uron the missionary cause
at home is much greater than many
think.
Lastly: Anti-missionary spirit
has been fostered by the seeming
ingratitude of alien peoples responsible for maSl;lacres of missionaries
sent to do them good; moreover,
the growing belief in evolution
carries in the mind of many an
argument against missions to nonChristian peoples.
These say,
"Why do you not let peoples with
ethnic religions gradnally evolve
their own religious destiny rather
than thrust upon them a foreign
faith and introduce a revolution of
religious life and conceptions
among them ?"
Doubtless a great deal of the commercialism of the age has entered
into the Church of America, and
this spirit is impatient with the
remote and not very articulate appeals of the missionary in foreign
lands. Much of the trouble lies in
the ignorance of the church-members. The apathy and indifference
can in part be traced to the indifferent-and sometimes worse-advocacy by missionaries of their
cause among the churches.
On the other hand, there is a
vastly better attitude of the clergy
toward foreign missionaries than
there was formerly. This is due
largely to the changed attitude of
the theological seminaries.
The educational aspects of the
renaissance in interest in missionary enterprise are most encouraging, such as the preparation of
manuals and text-books for study;
the annual conferences of officers of
va,rious denominational societies;
the Student Volunteer movement
and the Y. P. S. C. E. movement,
which have enlisted intelligent
and consecrated youth as never
before.
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We have seldom seen any scheme
The Anti-Sl\(oon Movement
The cause of temperance is in- for the reprebsion or suppression of
separably connected with missions strong drink marked by more signs
both at home and abroad; hence of a great uprising. It has long
we call attention to a movement in been a mystery to the best men of
this direction which has spead the community that there should
rapidly in America and Great be such general apathy with regard
Bri tain. One of the most remarka- to the ravages of strong drink. It
is said that African slavery has
ble manifestoes ever issued has recently been published in Great caused the death of a sufficient
Britain, signed by over 200 prom- number of victims, directly and ininent men from all classes of so- directly, to make a double row of
ciety. The signatories include 18 human bodies around the earth at
bishops of the Established Church the equator. Yet even this is small
and 1 Roman Catholic archbishop,
in comparison with disaster caused
as well as leading men of various by drink. This is well known to
professions, heads of universities,
the community, and yet both
prominent politicians, statesmen,
Church and State seem hitherto
journalists, and editors. Such a
to have been absolutely unable to
body of signers naturally calls atcope with this tremendous and
tention to the contents of the mani- growing evil, which Jills prisons
festo, which is an attempt to start and hospitals, asylums and insane
a new temperance reform, and the retreats, not to say drunkards'
program is definite and positive.
graves and accursed homes, with
For example, it is emphatically the trophies of its satanic tl'iumph.
stated that" the present expendi- We pray God for the success of any
ture on alcohol can not be main- measures looking to the correction
tained except at a cost to the com- or amelioration of this awful curse.
munity, which imperils the progress and well-being of the nation."
The Need of a Native Ministry
Then, for correction of this obvious
Rt. Rev. James T. Holly, Bishop
evil, suggestions follow as to radi- of Haiti, West Indies, writes as
cal measures. First, a great re- follows on this important subject
duction in the number of saloons; as related especially to his own field
and in order to prevent needless in- of labor:
jury to those who would thus bJ . Neglect to raise up a well-predriven out of the business in which pared native clergy as soon as
they have previously engaged, it is possible, to whom the propagation
of the missionary work should be
proposed that the money paid for entirely
confided among their own
licenses shall be diverted from other race, I think, is the real cause of
purposes of the treasury, and use it the superficial results obtained by
European
missionaries among
to compensate saloon-keepers dethose people of a different branch
prived of licellses. At the same of
the human family.
time it is proposed to fix a date
Old Africans, seeing the ruling
after which withdrawal of licenses clergy all white men, say openly
that the religion of which those
shall be without compensation,
missionaries are the ministers is
Another measure proposed is to the "white man' B religion," and
grant to all communities local that their African traditions, comoption, so that the liquor trade ing down from their forefathers"
may, in any local section, be entire- are those of the "black man's religion." They insinuate those ideas
ly suppressed or conducted by into their children. Hence, Romunicipal authorities, so as to pre- manism here, kept up as it has been
by white priests from France, has
clude private or public gain.
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not been able to root out those
African superstitions which the
natives practise, along with the
Romish religion, as their real religion, and regard Romanism as a
mere French embellishment that
they observe to be thought Christian and civilized!
Racial self-respect demands that
ministers should be of the same
race as those to whom they minister. In the work which I and my
colleagues are doing here, we have
succeeded, under God, in converting
a voodo priest, whom we have employed to convert others as lay
missionaries, and we count over 20
of them solidly converted to Christianity; 25 of their mystic temples
have been destroyed by the hands
of these converts, and their grisgris burnt up. So far as I can find
out, no other denomination here
has done as much to make inroads
upon the African superstitions,
. and we could have, under God's
blessing, done vastly more of this
kind of work if we had not been
confined to an annual pittance of
about $7,000.
The central fact of the incarnation justifies this idea of a homogeneous racial ministry of the Gospel. Our Lord took not upon Him
the nature of angels to convert
men, but our human nature. The
apostles ordained ministers among
their converts everywhere, and left
them charged to carryon the work
of the Gospel among their congeners. A great mis.take in this respect has so far been made in our
modern missionary operations, and
this mistake is responsible for what
is to be deplored in the faulty religion of onr converts, not only in
the West Indies, but everywhere
else where the Gospel has thus been
persistently kept up among undeveloped races by a ministry of a
different branch of the human race
among them.
Dr. Jessup's Advice
V

We commend the" words of the
wise" in the November issue, by
Dr. Jessup, * not only to all ont-

* There are such demands tor a reprint of
Dr. Jessup's admirable paper that a reprint
is issued for wider circulation. Copies may
be had at 5 cents each-2 cent. by the half
hundred, with corresponding reduction when
a still larger number is ordered at once.
Application may be made to the Editors. or
to Funk & Wagnalls, 30 Lafayette Place, New
York.
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going missionaries, but to all workers for God, as worthy of a modern
Solomon. We could wish to lay
stress on Dr. Jessup's warnings
about common sense and care for
bodily health. In God's eyes, piety
often runs into fanaticism and folly.
It is not a "zeal," accordi ng to
knowledge, that leads anyone,
through absorption in "the Lord's
work," to treat plain laws of health
with indifference.
.MI'. Stanley
thinks most fatal diseases among
missionaries and travelers in Africa
have been due to ignorance or wilful violation of such laws-eating
food, wearing clothing; or persisting in habits unsafe in that climate.
They walk miles in the hot sun, or
build dwellings in deadly districts,
and wonder that the fatal fever
cuts them down. Faith trustfully
says, ".My times are in Thy hand,"
but it is presumption that exposes
a life to needless peril. Our Lord's
first temptation was to distrust His
Father's providence, but the second
snare was to presume upon mirac\llous power in an act of virtual suicide. He who promises to keep
what is committed unto Him, forbids us to" tempt" Him by putting
Him to unwarranted tests. It is
the devil who says, "Cast thyself
down."
Mrs. Charles Spurgeon and Her Book
Fund
The messenger of death has been
very busy of late, and some who
have been called home have been
among the conspicuous leaders of
the Church militant.
Mrs. Charles H. Spurgeon's work
was for God and men. .Mrs. Spurgeon was taken away in comparatively the prime of life, and her
friends had hoped that many years
might be added to her period of
service. Since her husband's departure in 1892 she has suffered
much from ill health, and has been
more secluded and sad. .Mrs. Spurelectronic file created by cafis.org
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geon's life, we hope, may be written for the sake of the many lessons of great value which it would
suggest to the living. What is
known as her peculiar work is,
perhaps, the most conspicuous and
the most extensive. She conceived
the idea of collecting and redistributing useful volumes, booklets, and
tracts among needy ministers, missionaries, and theological students.
She carried on this work for many
years over increasing territory
and enlarging usefulness.
The so-called "Book Fund" of
Mrs. Spurgeon originated in 1875 in
a very simple way. After reading
the proofs of her husband's first
series of "Lectures" to his students, he asked her how she liked
it, and she said, "I would like to
place it in the hands of every minister in England" "Then," said
he, "why don't you do it? How
much will you give?" She had a
little sum laid aside which she decided to use for this purpose, and
which paid for one hundred copies.
This led to the organizing of a definite work. She made known the
need and her purpose to supply it,
and the public response was such
that the next winter she made extensi ve grants of "The Treasury of
David" and of her husband's sermons. Within a year she had received about $2,500-enough for
over three thousand books. Correspondence disclosed the need, especially of country pastors with very
small incomes, which she had never
previously conceived, and this led
to the enlargement of effort. In
ten years over twelve thousand
ministers from all Christian bodies
hftd been helped with useful books,
covering a much wider range than
her husband's publications. In
1886 Mr. Spurgeon declared that
his wife's strength was no longer
able to cope with the growth of
this work unaided. Around the
main fund there grew up one for

the translation of his sermons into
foreign tongues, called the "Fund
for General Use in the Name of the
Lord"; so, likewise, a "Pastors'
Aid Fund." Mrs. Spurgeon's motto
was: "Just do a thing, don't talk
about it."
India's Missionaries
We have received a quiet rejoinder from George H. Hamlen, missionary of the Free Baptist Conference, with regard to the statements
in the September (1003) REVIEW,
page 698, which he thinks calculated to injure the work in India.
They are quoted from James Monro, Esq., but, he says, "are likely
to mislead, and need qualification."
Some missionaries may be carried
away by Higher Criticism, but he .
thinks very few. "As a whole,
Indian missionaries exalt the Bible,
and wisely use it fully as much as
the ministers at home; and they
know it far better and practise it
much more perfectly than the majority of Christians in the home
land."
He refers also to the statement
on page 712, as to "What India
Need!! "-namely, to see a Christian
life-where it is stated" that there
is not so much difficulty in the acceptance of Christianity, but that
India is in need of seeing a multitude of Christian lives in her
midst."
Mr. Hamlen rejoins that "no
more Christian Ii ves can be found
than in the ranks of the missionaries and among native disciples,
and that the native Hindus would
not recognize Jes!ls Christ Himself
as an embodiment of holy living if
he were again incarnate among
them. It may be true that the mis·
sionaries need more Christlikeness,
but Hindus need the open eye and
the !lnprejudiced mind."
Donations Acknowledged
No. 286. Industrial Evang. Mission ... $25.00
No. 2$7. Pl\indjta Ramabai ..... ,. , ... , 5,00
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BOOKS FOR THE MISSIONARY LIBRARY
THE NEW ERA IN THE PHILIPPINES.

By Ar-

thur J. Brown, D.D. Illustrated. 12rno,
314 pp. $1.25, net. Fleming H. Revell
Co. 1903.

Dr. Brown, the able secretary of
the Presbyter~an Board of Foreign
Missions, who has recently returned
from a tour of the Asiatic missions,
has given us far and away the best
book yet published on the Philippine Islands from a Christian and
missionary point of view. He rightly considers the advent of American rule in those' islands as the
dawn of a new era, with great opportunities for progress, but still
uncertain in its outcome. He wisely says: "It is not a time for nation. al glorification or for appeals to
greed or passion, but for thoughtful, solemn consideration of our
duty.
The real issues of
the new era in the Philippine Islands are not so much political and
commercial as moral. It is a grave
errol' to imagine that they can be
settled right without the active and
prayerful cooperation of the Christian churches of the United States."
This quotation gives the spirit
and purpose of the book, but it
scarcely shows its wide scope.
After giving a brief sketch of the
early history of t·he Philippines and
the story of how the United States
took possession, Dr. Brown describes his own tour of the islands
and the many interesting things he
saw there. In separate chapters he
discusses also the Labor Problem,
the Chinese Problem, the Character
of the Roman Catholic Church and
its Relations to Filipinos and Americans, Protestant Missions, Education, the Real Philippine Question, etc. In describing the Roman
Church Dr. Brown frankly acknowledges the good they have
done, but as frankly states their
evil influence and failure to really
Christianize their converts.

Dr. Brown's style is clear, candid.
and convincing. His narrative is
brightly told and full of interesting
incidents; his facts are important,
and. we believe, trustworthy; his
suggestions and conclusions are
such as to command respectful consideration. We heartily recommend Dr. Brown's book, not only
as instructive, but as entertaining,
and of permanent as well as present
value. It is essential to all who
would understand the religious
conditions and need for Protestant
mission work in the Philippines.

*
By William
Eleroy Curtis. Illustrated. 8vo, 524 pp .
$2.00, net. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1903.

TO-DAY IN SYRIA AND PALESTINE.

This book is made up of letters
to the Chicago Record-Herald written during a tour to the Holy Land
in the spring of 1001. The writer
went through the land from Beirut
to Jaffa and Jerusalem, and gathered an amount of information
which is remarkable. He says in
the Preface that he dictated on an
average 2,500 words a day to his
son while on the journey.
He devotes 28 pages to the" Protestant Mission Work in Syria,"
and speaks with admiration of the
Christian missionary institutions
in Beirut and vicinity. It is refreshing to hear from an old newspaper correspondent such glorious
language with regard to the Mission
Press, the Syrian Protestant College, and the medical work of Dr.
Mary Pierson Eddy. He says:
If any gentleman in the United
States h'ts a few thousand dollars
he would like to invest in a noble
and useful enterprise that will pay
him bigger dividends than the
Standard Oil Company, he may apply to the president of the board
of trustees, Morris K. Jesup, of
New York. for a block of stock in
the Syrian Protestant College.
Yet on page 53 Mr. Curtis uses
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. an expression which is liable to
mislead the reader. In speaking of
the non-sectarian character of the
college, he says that, while the
students are required to attend
chapel daily, public worship, and
Sunday-school on the Sabbath, and
Bible study as a part of the curriculum, "no evangelical work is attempted."
He probably means
proselyting work.
The whole
spirit and work of the college is
evangelical and largely evangelistic. The professors and teachers
believe in preaching the Gospel,
living the Gospel, and leading their
pupils to a saving knowledge of
Jesus Christ. Yet there are no
special favors granted to one professing Protestantism. All are free
to accept or reject the Ohristian
faith, and the result is that the
majority of the graduates are
men evangelical in sentiment and
belief.
MI'. Ourtis is wide of the mark in
his statement in regard to Moslem
converts in Syria.
There have
been many, but most of them have
been obliged to leave the country.
I have, however, the names of at
least a dozen now living in Syria
known as Ohristians, and of not a
few others who are Ohristians in
secret. Owing to the espionage of
the government, it is extremely
difficult for a Mohammedan to
profess Christianity.
There are a few other errors
in the book which would have
been avoided by greater care on the
part of the author and proof-reader.
For example, besides misspelled
words, the writer speaks (page 38)
of the possibility of "seeing Mount
Hermon, 30 miles away," from
Beirut, whereas the range of Lebanon hides it completely from view.
He probably meant Jebel Sannin.
He errs in making the number of
Mohammedans in the world 300,000,000 01' 400,000,000. There are
not over 200,000,000.

He speaks of the Maronites as rejecting the dogma of the "resurrection of the body." This is
incorrect. The Maronites claim to
accept all the creeds of the Roman
Church.
On page 95 is a curious errol', in
which the Moslem population of
Damascus is put at one-third. It
should be four-fifths.
.
The author accepts Mount Tabor
as being, without controversy, the
Mount of the Transfiguration, al
tho Mount Hermon was probably
the place. On page 379 Mr. Ourtis
ventures thf: statement that the
Moslems of Silwan carry water in
pig skins! An ordinary Moslem
would prefer death to touching a
pig skin!
But the book is worth reading,
and above the average. The au·
thor's good humor, kindly charity
toward all, quick discernment of
shams, his honest and cordial appreciation of the good being done
by Ohristian missions, and his
habit of close observation have
made his work one of the best
books of the pilgrim literature on
the Holy Land. Those who have
been there will be glad to revisit
the Land with such a keen and
genial guide, and those who have
not been there will be impatient
to go.
J.
By
Rev. C. C. Creegan, D D. Illustrated.
12mo, 313 pp. $1.25 American Tract So·
ciety, New York. 1903.

PIONEER MISSIONARIES OF' THE CHURCH

These sketches of prominent
pioneer missionaries are scarcely
more than appetizers. The character and main events in the
lives of 26 men are outlined in
300 pages. They are really too
brief, for there is scarcely enough to
give any adequate idea of the importance of the work of these men,
much less to show their character and the influences which
molded them. Dr. Oreegan has,
however, shown much discriminaelectronic file created by cafis.org
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tion in selecting the main point in
each career, and has succeeded in
including a number of interesting
incidents which mark the lives of
these great men. Most of the material in the volume is not new, but
it furnishes a source from which
much information can be gathered
by those disinclined or unable to
read more extended biographies.
"\Ve hope they will serve as an introduction to lives that have already furnished inspiration to
multitudes at home and abroad.
Among the heroes whose lifestory is sketched are Reginald
Heber, the missionary bishop and
hymn-writer, who studied Latin at
six and wrote poetry at seven.
Robert Morrison, the first Protestant missionary to China, as a lad
was pronounced a dunce, but could
repeat Psalm cxix without an error
when he, was twelve .. He became a
renowned Chinese scholar and
translator, and labored amid innumerable obstacles, having gained
only one convert after seven years
oflabor. We read also of John Eliot
and David Brainard, apostles to
the American Indians, one dying at
eigthy-sixand the other at twentynine, but both accomplishing a
great work. There are also Luther
Halsey Gulick, missionary to many
lands; Martyn, Duff, Scudder,
Miller, Murdoch, Clough, and
Schwartz, of India; Hamlin, Bliss,
Wheeler, and Riggs, of Turkey;
Verbeck, Brown, and Davis, of
Japan; Parker, Gilmour, Taylor,
Williams, of China, etc. If one
could master even the facts here
briefly set forth they would furnish
him with a great amount of missionary information and inspiration to courage, energy, faith,
patience, and spiritual living. *
A HUNDRED YEARS OF MISSIONS. By Dr. D.
L. Leonard. Revised edition. 12mo,
448 pp. $1.20. Funk & Wagnalls. 1903.

We welcome a new edition of
Dr. Leonard's book. In the ten
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years since the first edition was
prepared many changes have taken
place. The facts and figures have
been brought more nearly down to
date, and a chapter on "One Hundred Years Ago and Now" has
been added. There are still some
corrections that need to be madee.g., "until within a decade Korea
continued to be a hermit nation"
(page 426), and a few similar
changes that have been overlooked,
but as a whole the revision has
been carefully made. The book is
valuable alike for reading, study,
and reference. The Index might
have been enlarged to advantage.

*
PROGRAMS FOR MISSIONARY CIRCLES. Arranged
by the Ladies' F. M. S. of the First Pres·
byterian Church. Augusta, Ga. No. XI.
1904.

These programs are designed for
the use of any society, and contain
Parliamentary rules (not, however,
all in parliamentary praseology),
suggestions to leaders, a missionary
creed, constitution, etc. The program proper takes up varIOus
monthly foreign missionary topics,
with suggestions as to hymns,
Scripture passages, order of service,
sub-topics, and references to the
subject of the month.

NEW BOOKS
CHINA'S BOOK OF MARTYRS. By Luella Miner.
Illustrated. 12mo, 512 pp. $1.50, net.
'l'he Pilgrim Press, Boston, and the West·
minster Press, Philadelphia. 1903.
TRE WOMEN OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM. By R.
L. McNabb. 12mo. 75c., net. Jennings
& Pye, Cincinnati; Eaton & Mains, New
York. 1903.
TUFTS AND TAILS. By Archdeacon Moule.
Illustrated. 12mo, 72 pp. 18. Church
Mi.sionary Society. 1903.
EVOLUTION OF My MISSION V,EWS. By Rev.
T. P. Crawford. 12mo, 160 pp. 75c. J.
A. Scarboro, Fulton, Ky. 1903.
INDIA, PAST AND PRESENT. By C. H. Forbes·
Lindsay. 2 vols. 8vo. $4.00, net. Henry
T. Coates, Philadelphia. 1903.
HIGHER

HINDUISM

IN

RELATION

TO CHRIS-

TIANITY. By T. E. Slater. 8vo. 68. Elliot
Stock, London. 1903.
ISABELLA THOBURN. By Bishop J. M. Tho·
burn. 12mo, 873 pp. $1.2.'i. Jennings &
Pye, Cincinnati. 1903.
THE NEW ERA IN THE PHILIPPINES. By Ar·
thur J. Brown, D.D. Illustrated. 8vo.
$1.25. Revell. 1903.
ADAORA. The Romance of a West African
Girl. By nlary E. Bird. Illustrated. 12mo.
50 cents. Revell. 1903.
CHILD LIFE IN MANY LANDS. Edited b~' H.
Clay Trumbull. 12mQ. $1.00. Revell.
1903.
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AMERICA
President
Our Chief ExecuRoosevelt on tive has recently
Home Missions made this declaration:
It is such missionary work that
prevents the pioneers from sinking
perilously near the level of sa vagery
against which they contend. Without it, the conquest of this continent would have had little but
an animal side. Because of it,
deep beneath and through the national character, there runs that
power of firm adherence to a lofty
ideal upon which the safety of the
Nation will ultimately depend.
Commenting upon these words,
The Outlook adds:
No armies ever achieved so thorough or so speedy a triumph as the
American pioneers dId. And among
the pioneers none were more courageous, none were more steadfast,
and none more in earnest, or, on
the whole, more successful in atattaining their purposes, than the
men who went not for the sake of
extracting wealth from the soil,
hut for the sake of establishing
righteousne$S in the new communities.
New England Dr. E. M. Bliss,
as a
New England field
Mission Field secretary of the
Arne ric a n Tract
Society, says that New England
has become in a large degree missionary ground. Somewhat more
than half the entire population of
the six New England States is of
other tha,n native New England
stock. In the cities the proportion
is fairly startling. In Boston the
percentage of foreign parentage is
over 70; in Cambridge. 69; Fall
River, 86; Holyoke and Lawrence,
83; Hartford, 62; New Britain, 74;
New Haven, 63; Providence, 70;
Woonsocket, 83. It does not, indeed, follow that all may fairly be
called alien, as out of the total foreign-born considerably more than
one-fourth are English and Scotch,

or English Canadian, While if we add
71,831 Germans and 59,415 Swedes,
not to speak of Finns, Norwegians,
and others of high grade, we find
that not far from one-half are
of a character that easily accepts
American ideas. In the remainder,
however, there are certain elements
of anxiety. Thus there are 387,570
Irish, 299,712 French - Canadians
(thrifty, indeed, and by no means
dangerous, yet not entirelysympathetic with our ideas); 61,297 Italians, 16,701 Portuguese, 42,916 Russians, 35,739 Poles, and so on.
Baptist Home The Baptists of the
Missions
United States are
making proclamation of the Gospel in nearly two
dozen tongues-that is, to so many
nationalities. The IIlen and the
money expended are divided as
follows:
Americans .................... $177,185
Swedes. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . 20,260
Germans..... . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . 17,\lO6
Mexicans............. ........ 11.3.34
Porto Ricans ............ , ....
9,908
Cubans.. . .................... , 8,082
French.. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .... 6,014
Negroes ....... '" . " .........
6,287
Indians........................
6,078
Norwegians........... ........
5.090
Danes.. .. .. . . ..... ............
5,841
Chinese.. .. . .. .. . .. ... ........
4,707
Italians. .......................
4,115
Jews.... ..... ..................
1,033
Poles ... , .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .
871
Japanese ....... , .. . . .. .. ..... .
683
Bohemians ............... '" .
440
Hungarians.. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .
390
Portuguese. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. ..
346
Russians.. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .
300
Finns.................. ........
273
Total for Home Missions, ... , ..... $227,152

Where the
Many things are
Monnon Mischief said and penned
Centers
about Mormonism which have
but slight relation to the weighty
facts in the case. But every word
in the emphatic allegation which
follows is based upon the bed-rock,
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Professor Richard T.

The Mormon organization is the
most nearly perfect piece of social
mechanism with which I have ever
in any way come in contact, excepting alone the German army.
It moves with the impact of trained
regulars and with the zeal of fiery
fanatics. It moves to Western
coasts, to Eastern capitals. Its
hypocrisies blindfold a nation,
while it chases, paralyzes, and
strangles. With what easy indifference we regard its advance! If
we were told that there were two
thousand men going through the
country, every Clne of them infected
with smallpox, the nation would
flee or would grapple with the danger. But to be told that there are
two thousand men abroad trying
with the deftest tact to infect a nation with a religious system that is
blasphemous, and with practise'>
that are subversive of social morality and destructive of the national
conscience, is to awaken a mild protest here and there, or even to call
forth as an apology: "Are not
Mormons industrious? Look at
their schools, their irrigating ditches, their commercial prosperityl"
We go to sleep while their system
spreads and its apostles hasten toward their avowed goal-the control of the western states and territories, the ultimate holding of the
national balance of power."
The Impor- After personal connection with the
tance of
Winning Utah work of establishing Christian instL
for Christ
tutions west of the
Mississippi River from 1858 to the
present, and during those 45 years
dealing with Mexicans, Indians,
Mormons, Eskimos, and whites, of
many nationalities extending over
an area from Mexico on the south
to Alaska on the north, and from
the Mississippi River to the Pacific
Ocean, the matured judgment of
of my life and experience is to the
effect that relatively Utah is the
most important, needy, and urgent
mission field in the United States
-the storm-center of home misliiions, the plague-spot of the re-
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public.
All enlightened public
sentiment may modify and cause
to be concealed the grosser practises of Mormonism, Congress and
the law may lop off polygamy, but
only Christian mission schools and
Christian academies, and a Christian college, baptized with the Holy
Spirit, can destroy Mormonism and
change its deluded followers into
happy Christians, and prosperous,
law-abiding citizens.
*
SHELDON JACKSON.

The financial history of the American Board is an
interesting study.
With marked regularity dark days
have appeared when the Board has
suffered from the general financial
conditions which prevailed ill the
country. Afterward the receipts
have risen to a higher plane not to
go back again. It has not been unusual for men to predict the limit
of receipts for foreign missions;
in fact, this occurred as far back
as 1837, and has been prophesied
many times since. The average
contributions by decades for the last
ninety years, in round numbers is as
follows: $16,000; $66,000; $168,000;
$255,000; $298,000; $451,000; $462,000; $645,000; and the last decade,
including the financial embarrassment of 1893-1895, $701,000. For
the past few years the question of
whether there &hould be a debt has
depended upon the receipts from
]egacies.-Congregational WQ1·k.
American Board
Receipts for
Fifty Years

The report of the
A. B. C. F. M. shows
that it has in foreign mission lands 535 native
churches under the care of 275 native pastors and 519 native assistants (unordained). The additions
to these 535 churches were 5,902
new members, an average of more
than 110 to each church. Can we
find 500 churches in any denomioa,·
Do Foreign
Missions Pay?
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tion in this country which report
more than 100 accessions during
the year?
The Episcopal This body of ChrisChurch and tians now contains
the Negroes 85 negro clergymen-that is about
1 in 58 of the whole number, ministering to 15,000 communicants.
In all, 146 colored men have been
admitted to holy orders in the
Church, 2 of whom are the present
bishops of Cape Palmas, in Liberia,
and of Haiti.

The Christian AdMethodist
Recruits for vocate of NovemForeign Fields ber 11th reproduces
the faces of 60 missionaries recently gone, or soon to
go, to the foreign field. They are
about equally divided between the
sexes. Of this number, 16 are
destined to India, 11 to China, and
the others to Burma, Korea, Mexico, South America, etc.
Bishop Thobum This is what this
on What Ought eminent authority
to be Done
says with exclusive
reference to his own
Church, the Methodist:
If asked for an estimate of the
men needed, I should say that we
should enlist at least 250 missionaries within the next twelve
months. Do not be startled in that
this number seems large. If you
had the view which I possess of the
actual extent and imperative demands of the work, you would
wonder at my use of so small a
number as ~50. The painful fact is
that we' have become accustomed
to figures which are altogether out
of proportion to the vastness of the
work which we have in hand. We
should send 75 new missionaries to
southern Asia, 75 mOI'e to eastern
Asia, 50 to Spanish America, and
50 to Africa. I say nothing of the
women, in addition to the heroic
wives who would go out with these
men. Our woman's society should
send a force of at least half as
many more-that is, 125 unmarried
lady missionaries. Of course, a
statement of t,his kind will occasion
more surprise than approval. It
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will seem to many entirely wild
and impracticable, but I do not use
these figures lightly. I have become somewhat familiar with the
condition of things in the missionary field, and I feel quite sure
if the above large reinforcement
should be sent abroad, it would not
at all suffice to meet the present
demand.
The Lutheran
C h u r c h Almanac
for 190!, authorized
by the G e n era I
Council of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the United States,
presents the following summary:
The Lutheran
Church in
America

Synods in the United States •. ,.".
66
Ministers, ..... , .. ". , ......... ,. . .
7,290
Congregations. .. . .. . . . ... .......
12,221
Communicants" .... " ..... ,.....
1,689,385
Sunday-schools ........... " . .. . .. .
6,072
Officers and teachers ......... , , , . .
58,894
Scholars ......... ". ... .. . ... .....
541,659
Contributions for missions, etc., ,$1,684,005.56

The following is the growth for
the past year:
Ministers ... , ......... , , . , .. , ,
135
Congregations.. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . ..
245
Members. , ............................ , 97,896

The Almanac gIves also a table
of Lutherans (by countries) in all
lands. The following are the totals:
Pastors ...... , ... , ...... " ......... ,
35,868
Churches ... , ......... , ... "' .. , .... ,
56,170
~fember3 .. , .. , , ....... , . , .. , ....... , 6(J.16(J,8f?1
E. L. TUCKER. *

The Industrial A United States
Evangelistic council of this misMission. India sion Was recently
formed to forward
and control the interest of the
work. There is already a council
in Great Britain. The members of
the American council are: Mr.
Frank H. Marston, president; Rev.
Dr. Le Lacheur, vice-president;
Rev. C. C. Cook, 150 Nassau Street,
New York, secretary; Hugh R.
Monro, Esq., 156 Fifth Avenue,
trea~urer; Rev. W. J. Mosier and
D. L. Pierson. Mrs. J. C. Lawson
is this year acting as field secretary
in America, Mr. Lawson having
returned to India to take <;:harge of
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the work there. One hundred and
fifty famine boys are now being
taught trades at the same time
that they are learning Christian
truth. They are thus being developed into industrious self·
supporting Christians.
*
Anti-Protestant The American Bible
League. Brazil Society has recently
recei ved from Brazil the following information in regard to a proposed Bible-burning
which is announced in A Provincia,
one of the daily papers of Pernambuco, Brazil. From this we translate a, few extracts:

Occurring on the 27th of the
present month the first anniversary of the Providential inauguration of the League against Protestantism in the Penna Church of this
capital, and desiring to celebrate
it with the greatest pomp and religious devotion, the Central Directory and its respective council
in extraordinary session have resolved to observe the following program (here is given the order of
the celebration of the mass by
the bishop the diocease, etc.).
There will be on a table under
the majestic dome of the same
church a considera,ble number of
false Bibles, books, tracts, and
papers rotten with the grossest
errors and revolting Protestant
heresies, that were voluntarily delivered to those reverend Capuchin
missionaries by many Catholics, to
whom the ministers and pastors of
this new sect sold them fraudulently, or offered them gratis, as
the true ""Vord of God!-and which
are already destined to the flames.
It is respectfully requested of
Catholics who may have in their
possession such little books and
cards, that they send and deliver
them at once to the said missionaries in order to give them tlreir
proper doom, seeing that they can
not continue to possess them without incurring the canonical penalties thundered by the Holy Mother
Church.
There are invited to attend this
religious festa, besides the illustrious members of the council, all
the distinguished members of the
league and all true Catholics of the
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great Pernambuco family, without
distinction of class or sex. Recife,
FREI CELESTINO.

September 20, 1903.

This proposed Bible-burning was
telegraphed to the daily papers in
Rio de Janeiro, and the authorities
were appealed to to put a stop to
it. Several excellent articles by
competent and liberal-minded men
have appeared in the papers, strongly denouncing such proceedings.
The utterances on the subject
which have made the profoundest
impression of all were in a speech
made before the House of Federal
Representatives bya member from
the State of Rio Grande do SuI.
He aJ;gues that the existence and
work of the league against Protestantism, and especially the Bibleburning, is a violation of the Brazilian Constitution, which guarantees perfect religious liberty and
protection alike to men of all

*

~eeds.

EUROPE
This organization,
which dates from
1795, has now 275
European missionaries laboring in foreign lands.
There are 106 in India, 72 in China,
31 in Madagascar, 31 in South
Africa, and 35 in Polynesia and the
West Indies. The official summary
which has recently been issued
shows that in addition there are
943 ordained native ministers, 3,672
native preachers, 1,579 teachers,
and 268 Biblewomen. The churchmembers number 69,607, and there
are 196,026 native adherents. Over
£29,000 was raised in the past year
at the mission stations, the Bum
including medical mission receipts
and school fees.
The London
Missionary
Society

A Nob.b1e
Bequest to
Missions

Some months since
I' u mol's
weI' e
abroad, which now
are found to have
been founded on fact, to the effect
that a Welehman, Mr. Robert
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Davies, had bestowed upon the
Welsh Oalvinistic Ohurch no less a
Bum than £135,000 ($675,000). The
inoney consists of debenture stocks
in two of the great English railways. These stocks were originally
of the value of £118,000, but they
are now quoted in the market for
£17,000 more. There are 12 trustees, all of them being deacons of
the Oalvinistic Methodist body,
and, in pursuance of the terms of
the document, resident within a
radius of thirty miles of Bangor.
Another stipulation is that the
money is to be exclusively confined
to the Khassia mission, to which
Mr. Davies has already devoted
several thousands.
His present
benefaction is reported to yield an
income of £5,020 annually.
A Worthy
Mission in a

Its name tell s
where its field of
Barren Field operation is found.
The North Africa
Mission has 6 male and 20 female
missionaries in Morocco; 5 male
and 13 female missionaries in
Algeria; 5 male and 20 female missionaries in the Regency of Tunis;
2 male and 4 female missionaries in
the Dependency of Tripoli; 5 male
and 6 female missionaries in Egypt
-altogether, 23 male and 63 female
missionaries. This includes wives
of missionaries.
A
company 0 f
Ohristians in England. organized in
1896 under the name of the
"Friends of Armenia," in a multitude of ways have rendered valuable assistance to the orphans in
Turkey. The money collected has
been distributed quite largely
through our missionaries, or by
those with whom our missionaries
have been in happy fellowship.
Since their work began, in 1897,
they have forwarded over $220,000
to the distressed districts. and during the last quarter not far from
The Friends
of Armenia
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$10,000 represent their contributions.
A Saturday "midnight" service,
Service
from 11.30 P.M. to
1.30 A.M., is the
latest departure of a mission attached to Holy Trinity Ohurch,
Oloundesley Square, Islington. It
is held in the church mission hall,
and a hearty invitation is extended
to "the homeless, destitute, despairing, and sorrowful." Describing one of these interesting seances,
the Daily Chronicle says:
On entering the hall each visitor
is handed a cup of coffee and some
cake, and while attention is being
paid to this a party of lady vocalists sing some of Moody and Sankey's well-known hymns. There
was a large gathering after 12
o'clock. For the most part the audience was made up of men of the
humbler class. If their walk was
unsteady they were assisted to
seats by the stewards, and quickly
waited upon with refreshment.
A Queer
Midnight

United Free About 600hristian
Church Jewish agents are directly
Mission
employed by this

Ohurch in the work
of the Jewish Mission, of whom 7
are ordained. During the last year
1,296 boys and girls (in the proportion of about 1 to 2) were enrolled
as pupils in the schools, besides 236
boys and young men in evening
classes, or 1,532 in all (which implies a daily attendance of probably 1,000 young people), who receive, along with the elements of a
sound general education, a knowledge of the facts on which the
Ohristian faith is based. In some
60,000 cases opportunity was given
to the medical missionaries and
their assistants to apply the healing art and to minister the Word
of Life under favorable conditions.
Hundreds of Jewish men and
women attended the places of public worship and evangelistic meetings.
M.
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The work among
the Jews in Kishinef, Russia, which
has been carried on by Probst Faltin uninterruptedly since 1859, has
ceased to exist, because Probst
Faltin has removed to Riga to enjoy a well-deserved rest in his old
age. Many Jews have been led to
Christ through the instrumentality
of this devoted servant of the
Master, among whom are found
the well-known Jewish missionaries Gurland, Friedman, and Rosenstrau.ch (the able writer of tracts
for Jews), Pastor Ao R. Kuldell, of
Allegheny, Pa., and the faithful
Pastor E. E. Gruenstein, of Monticello, Iowa. Thus Kishinef, infamously known through its massacre of Jews in 1903, is left without
a missionary worker among its
40,000 Jews-at least, at present!
However, we understand that
Peter Rabinowitz, the son of the
unforgotten Joseph Rabinowitz,
was in England a short time ago to
interview friends of the Jewish
work with regard to its future. M.
The Jews in
Kishinef

As a fine illustration of the splendid
stuff of which missionaries are commonly made, it is worth while to
note carefully the following incident. Late last September Mr.
Leishman, American Minister at
Constantinople, sent a letter to the
American Board calling attention
to Macadonian conditions, and suggesting that it would be wise for
the missionaries to withdraw from
that region until quiet was restored,
because safety could not be aS8ured
to American citizens in that part
of the country. A copy of this letter was sent to the missionaries at
Monastir, and Rev. Lewis Bond, a
missionary, replied as follows:
While appreciating the interest
thus manifested by our Minister,
we sincerely hope the missionaries at this station may not be reA Heroic

Facing of
Deadly Peril
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called simply because they are in
danger. .. Absolute security," for
that matter, can not be guaranteed
to anybody anywhere. We missionaries are fully persuaded that
we are just now at the post of
duty, and therefore the safest place
for us-if safety be an important
consideration-is this particular
spot. It is possible, of course, that
we may be massacred-very much
against our personal desire-but
we indulge a strong hope that for a
while, at least, we may comfort
and strengthen the hearts of many
native friends who are in a measure
depending on us. Besides, t.he
two boarding-schools for girls
which are reopened-one here and
one in Kortcha-and the prospect
of participating in relief work for
more than 50,000 starving, naked,
homeless refugees, forbids the
thought of flight.
We would
rather perish in Macedonia, if it be
the Lord's will, than to prolong our
days outside somewhere and be
ashamed of ourselves.
Mis sEll e n M.
Stone, who was released from the brigands of Macedonia
by American Christians, has written to The Christian Herald, appealing for help for the Macedonian
refugees who have been driven
from their homes by the "Unspeakable Turk." She forward" an
appeal from the Bulgarian Evangelical Society, which is, in part, as
follows:
An Appeal
for the
Macedonians

The present assassination of
thousands of Christians, and the
destruction of hundreds of villages
with their Christian church buildings, is a triumph of Mohammedan
fanaticism over the Christianity
and Christian civilization of the
twentieth century. Will God's
people all over the Christian world
remain silent and irresponsive to
the bitter croies of the dying ones in
Macedonia?
Dearly beloved in Christ, through
the native Bulgarian Evang~lical
Society, which for twenty-eight
years has been a power for good
among the European provinces of
Turkey, the Protestant churches in
Bulgaria pray you most earnestly
to take such timely measures as
electronic file created by cafis.org
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shall put a stop to the horrible
atrocities and the rapid extermination of the Ohristian population in
Macedonia.
ASIA
Dufferin
Oollege,
Schwifat,
Mount
L e b a 11 0 n ,
was
founded by Miss Louisa Proctor
and Mr. Tanius Said (a native gentleman) for the education of the
youth of Syria, in memory of the
benefits derived from the wise and
statesmanlike conduct of the late
Lord Duiferin, by which the district of Lebanon enjoys greater
freedom than any other portion of
. the Sultan's dominions in having a
Ohristian governor. The school
was opened in 1895 with 20 boys;
now aver 100 are educated within
its walls. Among the pupils are
Mohammedans, Druses, Greek
Ohristians, Maronites, and Protestants. Side by side they study
God's Holy Book. The fame of
the education given has spread
throughout Syria, Palestine, and
Egypt, so that last year there were
over 150 applications for admission.
A.t the present time, 45 who have
been trained in the schools are
teaching for other missions in
Egypt. Palestine, and Syria, giving
satisfaction to their employers.
Light on
Lebanon

Dr. A. J. Brown, in
the course of a tour
through Asia, was
deeply
impressed
with the value of medical missions.
He says:
Medical
MiJSions
in Syria

Healing the sick is an important
phase of mission work in Syria.
The antipathy of Moslem and
Oatholic to the Protestant preacher
does not bind them to the fact that
the medical missionary can cleanse
their ulcers and set their broken
legs. Thus as the educational work
opens up wide avenues of influence
among the children, so medical
work opens up equally wide avenues
of influence among the sick and
injured.
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He visited Tripoli, and there saw
Dr. Harris, one of the missionaries
of the Presbyterian Ohurch, who
had charge of a large hospital in
which good work was being done,
as well as outside its walls. He
continues:
In the ancient city of Hums I saw
the sick flock to Dr. Harris as of old
they flocked to Christ. He had
with him only a pocket-case of
medicine and a few instruments.
The receiving-room was our little
church, the operating-table a board
laid across a couple of benches. But
amid those primitive conditions,
the missionary gave such relief to
scores of sufferers that their gratitude knew no bounds, and men who
would have stoned a preacher
reverently listened to the doctor
while he talked to them of Ohrist.
The work of Dr. Mary Eddy among
women and children is also representative. Tho hithert'? nominally
a member of the Beirut station,
she has itinerated throughout the
entire mission field, and even beyond it. With her Biblewomen
and her camping outfit, she journeys on horseback to some outlying
village and pitches her tent. A
surprising number of the sick and
injured speedily appear. It is pathetic to see the trustful confidence
of that diseased and crippled
throng, some of whom are plainly
beyond all help that man can give.
The Persian government has recently prohibited
the introduction of
Bibles into Persi~. A number of
cases of Scripture are lying in the
custom-house at Bushire, which
the officials will not release. They
also stopped a number of Persian
prayer-books sent out by the
Ohurch Missionary Society, but
they were afterward released.
Even the Turks are better than
that, for they permit Bibles to pass
the custom-house-provided they
have been properly "expurgated."
The Koran enjoins the reading
of the Bible, altho Mohammed was
uneasy when he found that one of
his chief disciples was devoted to it,
Bibles not
Allowed to
Enter Persia
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"laying to him: "It may be dangerous." The subterfuge of the
modern Mohammedans is that
Christians and Jews ha ve corrupted
the Scriptures, altho the Koran
makes no such charge.
The Persians, altho accounted
heretics at Mecca, being Shiites instead of Sunnites, are in some respects more intolerant than the
Sunnites. For instance, the Sunnites adllJit Christians into their
mosques, but Mr. Benjamin, formerly our minister to Persia, says
that there, if a Christian should
make his way into a Shiite mosque,
no rank and no considerations of
policy would save him from
death.
t
Industrial
Rev. James Smith,
Training for
0 f
Ahmednagar,
India's Orphans thus answers the

question why he
believes in industrial training for
orphan children in India:
1. Because for nine years I have
tried it and found that in general
my most intelligent and resourceful pupils are those who have had
a simple course in lllanual training,
in addition to their other work.
2. Because it fits boys and girls
for life.
3. Because it saves many" blockheads," turning them into men of
ability, much to the surprise of
some of their teachers.
4. Because it seems to develop
faithfulness and truthfulness better
than arithmetic and spelling and
other forms of mere book-work (in
which crl',mming and whispering
make der,eption and superficiality
so easy)
5. Be~ause it makes boys more
self-re.iant and manly.
6. Because it developes originality. There is no class where there
is so much independent and original
thinking done as in the class in
mantlal training.
7. Lastly, because working men
and working boys must have an
education suited to their future.
They must be fitted for earning
bread. If we simply give them
book-learning they will despise
manual labor and be unfitted for
such occupation.
..
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A Hindu
The great comThanksgiving munity connected

with the American
Board Mission in Ahmednagar observed June 20th and 21st as days
of thaksgiving for God's care during the recent epidemic of plague,
from which at least 3,500 deaths
occurred among the popula tions of
the City. There were but 11 deaths
among the Christians of the American mission and the same number
from among the handful of Christian] in the Salvation Army. If the
Indian Christian community had
lost their share of the 3,500 who died,
210 Christians would have been the
number instead of 11. "They were
about nineteen times as immune as
the other communities." If we include those from the Salvation
Army, the Christian community
lost 22, or "ten times as immune
as the rest of the community."
Certainly there was sufficient
ground for the thanksgiving meetings. The reasons are easily discovered, Among the Christians
cases were promptly reported, and
they maintain better sanitary conditions.
Books for the The n u mer 0 n s
Blind
friends of the late

Miss Annie Sharp
will be interested to learn that her
lamented death has caused no interregnum in the management of
the North India Missionary Institute for the Blind. She had worked
for many years at Amritsar with
her sister and Miss Hew lett. The
latter lady was with Miss Sharp
when she died, and without delay
has taken control of the work, and
is now resident at Raipur. One of
the latest efforts of the departed
worker was to draft a letter to The
Christian, giving details of progress in the adaptation of the Braille·
type for the blind. At the close of
the letter she says:
I can not sufficiently thank my
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faithful band of Braille writers and
other helpers, and I would ask
them and others to note these four
facts: (1) On our shelves to-day are
some 70 English books, also the
whole Urdu Bible, almost triplicated, and many copies of the Gospels and Psalms; also a few good
Urdu story books. (2) At Rajpur
we shall number (excluding EUropeans) over 70 souls. About 5 of
these will be sighted boys and
women helpers; the rest are, for all
practical purposes, blind, and 7 of
them mentally defective. (3} We
have sent out 9 workers-2 Bible
women, 2 preachers, and 5 teachers
of the blind. (4) There is not one
pupil (except the sick ones) who
does not work according to his or
her ability.-The Christian.
Giving by
A few years ago I
Hindu Christians investigated carefully the economic
conditions of the most prosperous
and largest village congregation of
the Madura mission. I discovered
that 5 rUI}ees (that is, $1.00) was
the average monthly -income of
each family of that congregation.
And that meant only 33 cents a
month for the support of each
member of a family!
We have
congregations whose income is less
than this. And yet the Christians
of that mission contributed over
2 rupees (75 cents) per church memher as their offering for 1900. For
all the Protestant missions of South
India the average offering per
church member during 1900 was 1
rupee and 9 annas (52 cents). For
South India this represented an aggregate sum of 248,852 rupees ($83,·
GOO), or about seven and onp-half
per cent. of the total sum expended
in the missions during that year.
An American can easily realize
how much this offering is as an absolute gift; but he can not realize
how much of self-denial it means
to that very poor people, nor how
hrge an offering it is as related to
the best offerings of our home
churches to-day.
REV. J. P. JONES.

The Church Missionary Soc i e t y
probably to a larger
extent than other missions, is developing self-support on sound, ago
gresRive lines. The Madras Diocesan Record informs us that all the
C. M. S. congregations in Madras
and its neighborhood are financially independent of any foreign
aid. The affairs of the church are
managed by a council consisting
wholly of Indian clergy and laity,
and the bishop's testimony that
this state of things has grown up
on very sound and solid lines, will
very much encourage these Indian
pastors and people to renewed efforts for their own spiritual growth,
and for the extension of the Kingdom of God. The C. M. S. has
paid much attention to native
church organization, and it is a
great encouragement to have so
clear and valuable a testimony
gi ven by the bishop of the diocese
to that system as it is at work in
the Telugu mission.
Self-support
in India

For some time past
we have received
from India disquieting letters as to the relations of the
Indian government with Tibet.
There are constant rumors of impending military operations, an
army of Nepalese being stationed
on the frontier. Some years ago a
commercial treaty was arranged
with Tibet, Sikkim being taken under British protection, and a line of
boundary was fixed upon. Herein
lies the source of the present
trouble, it being alleged that the
Tibetans have not fulfilled their
part, but have repeatedly displaced
the masonry pillars erected on the
boundary.
The Indian government, after
negotiating with China. appointed
a commission to treat with Tibet,
and the members by appointment
entered the Chumbi Valley some
Trouble in
Tibet
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months ago, but have waited in
vain at Kamba .long for Ohinese
and Tibetan officials with proper
credentials to meet them.
Preparations have, therefore,
been made for a forward movement, a large supply of military
stores having been collected in
readiness. Whatever the true inwardness of the situation may be,
it is a call to the people of God to
intercede at the throne of grace
that a peaceable way may be found
out of the impasse, and that we
may not become involved in another of our "little wars." We
remember, too, that brave and devoted missionary, Miss Annie R.
Taylor, who is in that eountry
alone, as the representative of the
Tibetan Pioneer Mission. - The
Christian.
An article appeared in this REVIEW for April, 1903, giving an account of the missions to Tibet.
"
Missions and In Article 13 of the
the Treaty with English treaty with
China
Ohina of September
5, 1902, Great Britain agreed to join in a commission
to secure peaceable relationships
between converts and non-converts
in China. In the American treaty,
signed Oct. 8, the question has been
dealt with more fully. This is of
such interest that we give it below in full. There is no doubt but
that all Protestant missions will
heartily approve of this article:
The principles of the Christian
religion, as professed by the Protestant and Catholic Churches, are
recognized as teaching men to do
good and to do to others as they
would have others do to them.
Those who quietly profess and
teach this religion shall not be harrassed or persecuted on account of
their faith nor in any way discriminated against. Any person,
whether citizen of the United
States or Chinese convert, who,
according to those tenets, peaceably teaches and practises his religion and the principles of Chris-
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tianity, shall in no case be interfered with, or molested in person
or property on account of his teaching or his religious belief. No restriction shall be placed on Chinese
joining Christian churches. Converts and non-converts, being
Chinese subjects, shall alike conform to the laws of China, and
shall pay due respect to those in
authority, living together in peace
and amity; and the fact of being converts shall not protect
them from the conseqmmces of any
offense they may have committed
before or after their admission into
the Church, or exempt them from
paying ~he legal taxes levied on
Chinese subjects generally, except
taxes levied and contributions for
the support of religious customs
and practises contrary to their
faith in which they shall not be
required to take part.
Missionaries shall not interfere
with the exercise by the native authorities of their jurisdiction over
Chinese subjects; nor shall the native authorities make any distinction between converts and nonconverts, but shall administer the
laws without partiality, so that
both classes can live together in
peace. Missionary societies of the
United States of Americl1, shall be
permitted to rent and lease in perpetuity, as the property of the sl1,id
societies, buildings or land in all
parts of the empire for missionary
purposes, and after the title-deeds
have been found in order and duly
stamped by the local authorities,
to erect such suitable buildings as
may be required for the carrying
on of their good work.
*
In view of the unfounded c h a r g e s
sometimes brought
against Christian
missions in China,
without discrimination between
Protestl1,nt and Roman principles
of action, the following extracts
from a recent Protestant manifesto
deserve careful reading. The manifesto has been sent, in Chinese, to
all officil1,ls throughout the empire.
It reads:
Chinese Christians, tho churchmembers, remain in every respect
Chinese citizens, and are subject to
Missionaries
and
Magistrates
in China
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the properly constituted Chinese
authorities. The sacred Scriptures
and the doctrines of the Church
teach obedience to all lawful authority and exhort to good citizenship;
and these doctrines are
preached
in
all
Protestant
churches. The relation of a missionary to his converts is thus that
of a teacher to his disciples, and he
does not desire to arrogate to himself the position or power of a
magistrate.
Unfortunately, it sometimes happens that unworthy men, by making insincere professions, enter the
Ohurch and seek to use this connection to interfere with the ordinary
course of law in China. We all
agree that such conduct is entirely
reprehensible, and we desire it to
be known that we give no support
to this unwarrantable practise.
On this account we desire to state
for the information of all that: (a)
The Protestant Church does not
wish to interfere in law cases. All
cases between Christians and nonChristians must be settled in the
courts in the ordinary way.
Officials are called upon to administer fearlessly and impartially justice to all within their jurisdiction.
(b) Native Christians are strictly
forbidden to use tlIe ,name of the
Church or its officers m the hope of
strengthening their positions when
they appear before magistrates.
The native pastors and preachers
are appointed for teaching and exhortation, and are chosen because
of their worthy character to carry
on this work. To prevent abuses
in the future, all officials are respectfully requested to report to
the missionary every case in which
letters or cards using the name of
the Church or any of its officers are
brought into court. Then proper
inquiry will be made and the truth
become clear.
*

Not a
Divine grace bears
" Rice Christian" the same fruit in
all
lands
and
among all peoples, crowding out
selfishness, and installing self-sacrificing love. So that we wonder
not when we read that one of the
Chinese teachers in Pekin University, who was receiving a salary
of $15 a month, was recently offered
$100 a month to go into commercial
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life. He replied: "I believe I
ought to be helping to prepare
young men for the ministry, and
ten times the salary you offer
would not take me from my work."
A committee has
been formed in
China to raise a
fund of $250,000 to
erect in Shanghai a Chinese
"Exeter Hall" and Missionary
Union in memory of the foreign
and native Christians who gave
their lives for Christ during the
Boxer outbreak. Rev. D. MacGillivray, the secretary of the committee, writes as follows:
A Martyrs'
Memorial
for China

The movement is taking hold on
the China missionaries. Instead
of some dead stone, we purpose
erecting a building which may be
a great evangelistic center, a place
of unions, a house which will in
many ways serve the cause for
which the martyrs died. Some
would rather see the money expended for living agents. But we believe that living agents will be sent
out in large numbers by the various
boards. The missionary body could
not as a united body administer
any fund for the sending out of
missionaries. During the century
some 209 died (not counting natives)
from 18 different societies in Amer·
ica and England and elsewhere.
The whole idea in this movement
is a fascinating one to us who are
situated at the door of China. The
hand of God has been seen in its
progress, and we go forward in hope
that He who began will finish.
This movement is heartily endorsed by missionaries of all the
societies in China, and a number
of contributions have already been
received. The hall is to be built on
a prominent site, and used for rrligious mass-meetings of natives or
foreigners. It is hoped that it may
contain the offices of the Bible and
tract societies, a missionary library
and museum, and many would like
to see a missionary guest-bouse
added. The chairman of the comelectronic file created by cafis.org
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mittee is Bishop Graves, and the
treasurer E. S. Little, Esq.. of
Shanghai..
False Chapels In the course of an
in Hunan
800 miles' trip in
Hunan
Province,
last summer, ILbout half of it made
on foot, Rev, W. H. Lingle discovered considerable spurious work
doing in the nlLme of Christianity.
Heathen men had set up chapels
bearing the sign "Presbyterian
Mission," and, in that name, would
appeal to the courts with their
lawsuits. Mr. Lingle says that he
closed more chapels than he ever
opened in his life. The Chinese are
keen enough to appropriate terms
of the Christian religion whenever
there is gain to be squeezed out of
them, and, for this reason, Protestant missionaries are careful to
avoid interference with courts of
justice even in behalf of Christians.
-Woman's Work/or Woman.
Then and Now
in Korea

The" two pictures"
given in the following lines were written by Rev. D. C. Rankin, December 15, 1902, during his visit to
Pyenyang, and are nearly the last
words he penned.
Then
In early summer of 1896 Messrs.
Moffett and Lee first undertook to
preach to Korean women. He had
previously had only men in the
first little building. The women
had often stood outside and listened
through the key hole.
Mrs. Lee
came in 1896. The" kitchen" room
was opened into the church by rcmoving the wall and hanging a curtain. Mrs. Lee came in with foul' or
five women, who had been" keyhole
listeners," and these sat very
quietly beside her; but a number
of others in dirty clothes would
keep walking about and talking.
As Mr. Moffet preached he would
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clap his hands and say" keep quiet
while J talk to you," and the elders
would call out, "Shut up!" Such
were the circumstances under
which the Gospel was first preached
to Korean women.
Now
But how chlLnged now! Yester..
day I, with Mr. Moffatt interpreting, preached in the great new
church to 600 women, besides 900
men, all respectful and quiet, and
of the 600 women, 550 sat on the
raised seats just outside the platform. Nothing I have ever seen in
heathen lands impressed me more.
Among this wonderful company
was a former sorceress, II> brave old
woman of eighty-six years. Six
unkept, dirty women si:s: years ago;
now 600 Christians.
'J:'he latest report of
this movement received by the American BOlLrd in Boston is, in brief, as follows:
The results of the Forward Movement are not by any means limited
to the number already received
into the churches, altho that is a
most gratifying and encouraging
result. There are, in addition: 1.
The new attention which Christianity has awakened among all
classes. 2. The union of heart and
hand (all nations and denominations) in prayer, and purpose, and
work. 3. The quickened life of the
Church, so that it feels its responsihility to evangelize the empire
as never before. 4. The workers
have received a wider view and
have a deeper realization of the
immense work to be done in Japan.
5. A new consecration of pastors
and Christians, a new sense of the
power of the simple Gospel, and..o.
new assuranc)e of victory. 6. Many
are led to examine Christianity.
and many thousands, especially of
young men, are studying the Bible.
7. The value of thorough preparation and method have been empbasized. 8. An impulse toward selfsupport has been given. 9. It has
given new courage and hope to the
churches in the home lands with
reference to the work.
*
The Forward
Movement in
Japan
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Japanese missionaries have united
in the production
of a union hymnbook which is about to issue from
the press of the Methodists. It was
promised for use October 1st. Congregationalists, Methodists, Pres-·
byterians, Baptists, and Disciples
all took part in its compilation;
and it expresses the common faith
and common hope of the universal
church. It will contain 450 hymns,
125 of which appear also in the
newly revised Episcopal Hymnal.
A Union
Hymn-book
in Japan

In Yokohama is a
large ChI' i s t ian
printing company
which has 220 persons in its employ, and all these are
gathered every Monday morning
for a religious service before beginning the work of the week. The
manager is an elder in the Presbyterian church, and the company has a large business, not
only through Japan, but in Korea,
China, and the Philippine Islands.
Japanese
Christian
Printers

AFRICA
A Loud Call The missionaries
from Egypt in Egypt of the
United Presbyterian Church of North America
have sent an appeal to their home
church for 280 more missionaries.
The church to which this appeal
has been made has a threefold
record in foreign missions for the
year: the largest foreign mission
offerings, the largest missionary
party sent out, and the largest ingathering of souls in any single
year of its history.
Great Britain The British policy
and Missions of
exclusion of
in the Sudan Christian missionaries from the Sudan was recently defined by Lord
Cromer, British agent for Egypt
and the Sudan, as follows:
Let me testify to the special
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pleasure which it afforded me to
visit the admirably conducted establishment of the American missionaries on the Sob at and that of
the Austrians on the White Nileone Protestant, the other Roman
Catholic; but I make no distinction
between the two. Both are admirably conducted. I entirely concur with Sir Reginald Wingate,
and with, I believe, every responsible authority in this country, in
thinking that the time is still distant when mission work can be
permitted among the Moslem population of the Sudan. But such
efforts as are now being made
among the pagan tribes in the
southern provinces deserve. and
shall certainly receive. any reasonable amount of encouragement and
assistance which can be afforded to
them.
It is less than two decades since
Khartum, the Sudanese capital,
was abandoned to savagery and
Mahdist tyranny. It was reconquered by Lord Kitchener in 1898.
According to Lord Cromer, we
suppose that the northern Sudan,
strongly Mohammedan, has not
yet recovered sufficiently from the
ravages of war for the spiritual
onslaught of Christians. This is
not the case with the natives of the
Bahr-el-Ghazal and others of the
southern tribes who are not Moslems. It seems strange that this
southern field has been occupied by
hut two agencies, one of which, we
are glad to remember, is American.
-Outlook.
*
The African
as a Beggar

A missionary write"
that the native African is decidedly
fond of begging, and will beg at
every opportunity, and for everything upon which his eyes may
rest, from a pin or nail to the very
clothes you weal', and under any
pretense whatever he will ask for a
gift. If he points out the road to a
village, it is: "Fundis. 'ngi tuse"
(Missionary, give me a present).
If he shows you a stream of water,
or comes to your meeting, it is the
same thing.
electronic file created by cafis.org
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A certain traveler tells about a
native who was saved by a; missionary from being killed. He came to
the mission later, not to thank the
missionary for saving his life, but·
to ask for a piece of cloth because
his life was saved. This would not
be unusual for an African. 'Ve
have had natives to ask us for
presents because we had done them
some service. We suppose they
thought that one good turn deserves another. This shows their
sim pIe childlike mind. In order to
have any peace along that line, one
must let them know at once that
no presents will be given, except
in exchange for presents. To exchange presents is a sign of friendship.
The statistics for
the last year of this
m iss ion of the
American Board make an excellent showing. The native force,
consisting of 531 preachers and
teachers, draws no part of its support from the Board. Of the 23
churches in the mission 18 are entirely self-supporting, and the other
five are provided for from the home
missionary fund gathered by the
native Ohristians. The membership in these churches is 4,298,
against 3,555 reported last year.
Of the 67 day-schools in the mission, 18 are self-supporting, and
the others are supported by private
funds or government grants. The
total contributions from native
sources to the work of the mission
were $7,964, while the total appropriations from the Board for the
same purpose amounted to only
$4,300.

Growth in the
Zulu Mission

The love for the
Bible is one of the
most marked traits
of the people of Uganda. A missionary writes: "A chief who has
gone to build a church in a distant
part of the land, where one is much
needed, will receive no earthly reward for his. labor, but I promised
him that when he had finished I
would give him a Bible, the better
The Word
in Uganda
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to teach his people, and he was
overcome with joy. Friends at
home would be surprised to know
how much they deny themselves
clothes and other things that they
may get books. Two of the porters who were with us on a recent
itineration, when they received
their well-earned wage, returned
the whole of it to me, that they
might buy a testament, prayerbook, etc.; and this is no uncommon case."
The Growth of Within the Uganda
Two Decades British Protector_
ate a recent census
shows 1,070 church buildings with
a seating capacity of 126,850, and
an average Sabbath attendance of
52,471. It is only twenty years
since the first Ohristian baptism
took place in that country. Verily,
this is a wonder-land for the spread
of the Gospel, and bids fair soon to
outdo even Hawaii or Madagascar.

ISLANDS OF THE SEA
A missionary's experience at his first
wedding in New
Guinea is described in an interesting way by the Rev. J. H. Oullen,
of Port Moresby:

A Wedding in
New Guinea

It was Wednesday, and we had
our usual service at six o'clock.
Service ended, Ruatoka sent the
non-church members outside, while
he inquired of the church whether
they thought Ikua Laka was a fit
woman to make a v rife for Deacon
Kevau. There was quite a chorus
of assent. He ask ~d several other
questions to the sa me end, and the
answers being s.ttisfactory, the
public was readmitted and the service proceeded. I had not been in
ths country six weeks, but everything I had to say, Scripture,
prayer, and all, was printed, and
having got it up well the night before, I managed finely. Kevan
wore a black cloth waistcoat and
trousers, and the bride a somewhat
dirty red frock. They bot h stood
stolidly at the table, answered the
questions readily ap,d distiuc;;tly,
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and took the whole thing as the
most ordinary business.
John
G.
Paton
Progress
writes as follows:
in the
New Hebrides "The converts at
the Illission stations
in Malekula have built a Christian
village in which they live. All are
clothed. They begin and close
every day with praise and prayer,
and are very happy with each other,
giving a daily object lesson to the
heathen of the joy and peace of
Christianity. To their village they
welcome all new converts, teach
them and help to protect them; and
if they re"solve to live there, all
unite and assist in building a new
house for them after a given plan
on straight streets running parallel
with each other, and with streets
at right angles. All houses are
built on strong wood foundations,
wattled, plastered with lime, and
whitewashed.
The cottages are
neat, and Itre all kept clean~a great
contrast to the heathen villages.
The village is on a healthy site,
bought for the purpose near the
mission house, so that they may
have the help and advice of the
missionary in all difficulties ~aised
by the heathen, and may also help
the missionary in his work, and receive his constant teaching and
care.
I tap pea r s that
the s e Ohristians
have a foreign mission in Fiji, and
when recently an appeal was made
in its behalf this is what occurred:
One after another of that great
gathering rose up and made promises of money, ranging from $1 to
$20, and,' in one case, $50, each
fresh offer being received with
great cheers, the cheers being
changed to hughter when some
would-be wit announced his gift as
100 centIS, followed by another who
promised its English equivalent of
48 pence; and not to be outdone,
th~ "G~rJ1lau" SamQan called out
Samoans
Giving to
Missions
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his subscription of 400 pfennigssounding a large su)'}'l, but in reality
being, if anything, less than the
others; and. to crown all, one man
announced his offering as a "kini "
(guinea), his wife's itS 4 marks, and
his child's as 12~ cents! For two
hours at least we sat, busy recording the names and itmounts promised, and in some cases receiving
the cash. At last we had to close,
owing to the lateness of the hour.
But next morning still more promises were made, sO that before
our meetings closed we were assured of the success of Kuresa's appeal; for more than £300 was promised or given.
MISCELLANEOUS
Rev. Henry H. Jessup, D.D., the veteran missionary to
Syria, gives the
following as the
lessons that he has learned in his
missionary life. They are worth
noting:
My first lesson is one of gratitude to God that I have been
enabled to live so long in such a
blessed work.
The second is that, if I could live
my life over again, I would choose
the missionary work above all
others.
The third is one of sorrow and
humiliation at my many mistakes
and failures, and of strong desire
that I might try again with new
purpose, new wisdom, and new consecration.
The fourth is the inadequacy and
worthlessness of the human element in themissionitry work unless
vitalized, inspired, and controlled
by the Divine.
The fifth is the vantage-ground
occupied by the new missionary of
to-day, over those who went out
fifty years ago_
The sixth is that the great convulsions, wars, and massacres which
desolate mission fields such as the
Syrian massacres of 1860, and the
Chinese Boxer outbreak of 1900,
are the ploughshares upturning the
soil for the good seed, and prepar·
ing the way for reconstruction, regeneration, and reformation.
The seventh is that the Bible is
hound to supplant. the Koran, the
Vedl,ts, and the books of Oonfucius.
The eighth i~ tlla.t the world
Lessons of
Forty-eight
Yean'
El<perience
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needs the Gospel and will not be at
rest until it has received Jesus
Christ.
The ninth is that the most precious service of the missionary is
the oral preaching of the Gospel. *

The Missionary
of the
United FreeChurch,
of Slow Growth has these sane ca utions:
The development of independent
native churches is one of the most
difficult problems of foreign missions. The aim is clear enoughto establish in every separate field
a self-supporting, self-governing,
and self-extending church. The
difficulty does not lie only in bringing the native churches to the point
of independence; it lies also in this,
that when they seem to have attained self-support, the result of
granting independence has often
proved disastrous. ThE; London
Missionary Society found it so,
years ago, in the South Sea Islands;
the American Board has made a
similar experience; and now the
\Vesleyan Methodist Conference,
at its meeting at Cam borne in July,
has had to confess to a similar result in the case of the West Indies.
In 1884 the Yearly Conference constituted the mission districts in the
\Vest Indies into two independent
conferences-the Western, including the Jamaica and Hayti districts, and the Eastern, including
the Antigua, St. Vincent, and British Guiana districts. The West Indies were the first mission field of
the Wesleyans. The extension and
success of their missions there form
one of the brighte::;t pages in the
history of the expansion of Christianity; and it seemed as if now
that enterprise had reached its goal
in the starting of the local churches
un an independent career. But the
step has proved premature. At
the moment it was taken these
churches were not absolutely selfsupporting; it was affirmed, however, that self-government was the
one thing needed to make them so.
Notwithstanding their independence, repeated grants have had to
be made to them. And now, after
nineteen years' experkmce, the

Self-support
and
Independence

Reco1'd,
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West Indian Conferences have felt
constrained to ask the Yearly Conference to abrogate the constitutions granted them in 1884, take
over again the work in the West
Indies, and place the several districts under the immediate charge
of the Missionary Committee. It
is painful to add that this involves
the liquidation of a debt which has
run up to £62,000. The independence of the native churches on the
mission field is a most desirable
end, but it ought not to be formally
determined until the life of the native churches is tested and proved
equal to the task.
OBITUARY

'Colonel
Henry H. Hadley,
H. H. Hadley of New York, died
at the Colorado
Sanitarium December 2d of consumption. He leaves a widow and
a son, an Episcopalian clergymen
at,Richmond, Ind. Colonel Hadley
was a native of Ohio, and during the last fifteen years has been
well known as a mission worker
and lecturer. He was educated in
the public schools, and in 1862 became a private in the Ninetieth
Ohio volunteer infantry. He was
mustered out as captain and brevet
lieutenant-colonel in 1866, and in
1875 -he was graduated from the
National Law University at Washington. He became a member of
the New York bar and also of the
bar of the District of Columbia.
In 1888 Colonel Hadley was converted and began mission work,
He organized 60 rescue missions anl
several total abstinence societies,
and raised over $250,000 for their
support.
It is said that he addressed over 5,000 audiences on the
subject of total abstinence and
rescue work. His brother, S. H.
Hadley, is the Superintendent of
the Water Street Mission, New
York. Many friends rejoice in his
life and mourn his loss.
<-
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THE NEEDLESS SACRIFICE OF HUMAN LIFE IN
MISSION WORK
BY THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

There is not a little fanaticism and folly that goes by the name of
piety and consecration. The appalling sacrifice of life and health, on
the part of foreign missionaries, strikes us as possibly due in part to
imprudence and, in some cases, to wilful disregard of danger-signals,
and, therefore, as demanding careful investigation and consideration.
It has been truly said, for example, that Africa is the" burial.
ground of missionaries." Probably not less than eight hundred or
nine hundred of these valuable workers have been buried in the soil
of the Dark Oontinent, and there has been a similar, tho smaller,
sacrifice of life in India and Ohina, and in some other missionary lands.
Without doubt God may call His servants to labor in countries where
the influence of climate and surroundings is hostile to health, but
this only creates a demand for greater precaution. There may be a
needless sacrifice of life, either from ignorance or wilful violation of
the laws of health, which God has impressed upon the human body,
a,nd which He has laid down in His Holy Word.
The recent paper of Dr. Jessup in the pages of this REVIEW
(November, 1903) has revived and strengthe'1ed.in our minds impressions, long since made, that much of the ill·health and the short career
been led to careful
of missionary workers is avoidable, and we h
study, not only of the human body but of tl- Word of God, to see
what light the Scriptures throw upon this whole question.
There are several laws which have to do with health and long life
which are laid down plainly in the Scriptures.* In almost all such
passages of Scripture the dominant thought is the necessity of a
surrendered wm-obedience to authority-whether the authority of
God, or the authority deputed by God to parents in the sphere of the
family, or to magistrates or rulers in the sphere of the State, or to
the anthorjties which He has instituted ana constituted for oversight
in the Ohurch. A venerable physician of New York State, who has for

* Compare Exodus xv: 20; Proverbs iii: 1-2;
jj : 13-14,

Ephesians vi: 1-3: Hebrews xiii: 17; I. Peter

etc.
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many years been in control of a sanitarium, has left it as his testimony that he has never known a case of disease which could not be
traced to disobedience of the laws of Almighty God, of children
toward parents, or of wives toward husbands, or of citizens toward
constituted rulers. This may be regarded as extreme, but it serves
at least to show that there is a connection between an obedient
heart and a submissive will and the health of the body. Wilfulness
begets unrest, and unrest is fatal to any healthy action of the human
organism. A disturbed condition of the inner life betrays itself in
the respiration, circulation, digestion, and in all nervous functions.
Excitement quickens the breathing and the pulse, and causes nervous
agitation, all of which are hindrances to assimilation of food, rest at
night and calmness by day, and adds an element of unnecessary
exhaustion to work which otherwise might be comparatively easy and
restful. Hence insanity, which by its very term implies an unhealthy
menta.l condition, is almost invariably accompanied by an abnormal
wilfulness. Insane people are determined to have their own way,
their insanity largely consisting in such determination, amenable to
no argument from reason and no persuasion from affection. Hence
the question arises whether, if the will be thoroughly surrendered to
God, and broken as something laid on the altar of sacrifice
to Him, it will ever be so obstinately and abnormally self-assertive
in its attitude toward human beings. We can hardly imagine a child
whose will has been absolutely given up to God, and has learned to
merge itself completely in His good pleasure, ever resisting stubbornly and violently the reasonable commands of parents; nor can we
imagine a wife as insanely determined to oppose the will of a reasonable and loving husband if she has ever, to her Oelestial Bridegroom,
yielded absolutely her whole being. If there be any forms of insanity
that are free from this abnormal wilfulness and unreasonable obstinacy,
they must be very few; and the question has therefore arisen more
than once whether obedience to God, absolute and implicit, is not, in
the majority of cases, a preventive of ill health, and especially of
insanity.
A second law of bodily well-being is the Law of Faith, by which
is meant trust, both in the power and wisdom of God, and confidence
in His fatherly love.* The depth of meaning in the nin~ty-first
Psalm probably no reader has yet penetrated; there seems to be some
inner chamber of close communion and fellowship with God where
the darts of the adversary do not reach, and into which the most of us
do not enter-where a thousand fall at our side and ten thousand at
our right hand, but calamity does no~ come nigh us. If there be such
an inner chamber, it is that whose door is unlocked by implicit,
unhesitating faith. "My times are in. Thy hand." Weare accus• Compare Psalm xxxi: 14-15: Psalm xci: 15-16.
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tomed to say that men go forth, taking their lives in their own hands,
but this is not true of any humble, trusting worker of God. Our
times are in God's hands, and when it is so, as John Wesley said, "I
am immortal till my work is done."
Nothing can be more reposeful to a true disciple than the conviction that God is taking care of everything that pertains to his life.
And, while a rational and intelligent care of health is a positive and
imperative duty, we must remember that, with all such care on our own
part, our ultimate dependence is both upon His provision and His
protection. This conviction, when it lays hold of our deepest nature,
both promotes and insures health and long life, so far as it is possible.
Freedom from Anxiety

Thi;dly, the Law of Freedom from Anxious Oare is closely allied
to the others, already mentioned. * There are few things that so
burden and shorten human life as the carrying of care, whatever be
the source or cause of anxiety. It is not work but worry that kills.
And, if a true epitaph were written for many a Ohristian worker who
has died prematurely, it would bear witness that the life was ended by
anxiety, not by activity. Oare, anxiety, distress of mind, unsettles
the whole man. It prevents, as has been said of disobedience, all
normal activity both of bodily organs and mental faculties. It has
been found that many of the tumors and cancers which afflict
the race may be traceable to inward unrest, domestic discord or business perplexities. It seems as tho even the blood will not properly
circulate when care burdens the mind. Oertainly food becomes incapable of digestion, and the stomach, of its assimilating office, under such
conditions. Hence, all hurry and flurry-which are connected with
"worry" by rhyme of thought as well as of words-tend to shorten
as well as burden our human life. God is never in haste; His servants g~nerally are. He kept Mnses waiting forty years, after he
thought the time had come, before He permitted him to undertake his
great work of leadership, and he kept Paul three years in Arabia
before he entered upon his great tours of evangelization. Even Jesus
Ohrist Himself was in retiracy thirty years, before He undertook the
tliree years of His public ministry. These are all lessons to us on the
risk of undue haste. We are not, like Moses, to hurry into even our
ordained work for God. Quantity is of no consequence in comparison
with quality. Hence, God often keeps us many years in His preparatory school of education and discipline before He permits us to
enter upon His work. We, on the other hand, are 'prone to hurry
precipitately into activity, as if with an insane impression that God's
work can not get along without us; and oftentimes we find that we
have come to the work without the fitness for it, and become dis.. Oompare Isaiah xxvi: 3-4; Philippians iv: 6-7; I. Peter v: 7.
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couraged and disheartened. A missionary who recently died in India
has written a letter in which she said: "Do not go to any foreign
field until you know beyond a doubt that God is Himself sending you
to that particular field at that particular time."
,
A fourth law is the Law of Common Sense-the avoidance of fanaticism and folly, and the temptation to run to extremes. "Be not
righteous over much; neither make thyself over wise; why shouldst
thou destroy thyself? Be not over much wicked, neither be thou
foolish: why shouldst thou die before thy time?" (Ecclesiastes
vii: 16, 17).
This is a striking passage of Scripture. Whatever else it means, it
meallS that there may be excesses not only in wickedness but in
righteousness, and that both kinds of excess are folly. Of excess of
wickedness, we need say nothing-it is manifestly suicidal; but that
there is danger of being righteous over m'uch few people really think.
'rhey talk about the needs of the" Lord's work," and that familiar
phrase degenerates oftentimes into mere cant and rant. Men and
women apologize for unreasonable and excessive exertion, and carelessly sacrifice life and health, as tho they were not intelligent and
reasoning beings, for the sake of so-called « service to humanity."
Mr. H. M. Stanley has testified that from half to two-thirds of the
lives sacrificed in the Dark Oontlnent are needlessly brought to a close.
He says, for instance, that 'People go to Africa from England, and in
a tropical and equatorial climate eat bacon and such like substances
which they could use with impunity only in such climates as that of
Great Britain; or they risk prostration by a torrid sun by long walks
in midday, or make their dwellings or pitch their tents in deadly,
malarious districts, and expose themselves before sunrise and after
nightfall to these fatal climatic influences, and then their friends
wonder that they so soon fall a prey to disease and death. The Livingstone College in London was established by Dr. Harford, with the
little magazine that he publishes, called Climate, mainly for the sake
of acquainting outgoing missionaries with climatic peculiarities and
the laws of health in tropical regions. We believe that a large portion of the lives that have been sacrificed might, humanly speaking,
have been prolonged, had it not been for gross ignorance of the laws
of health or wilful transgression of those laws that were known.
We insist that whenever there is physical weakness that is constitutional it should go far to determine the field to which missionaries
should go, or whether they should go at all. l'hose who are weak in
the pulmonary system should not go where pulmonary diseases are
especially prevalent. And so on with regard to other peculiarities:
they may become largely signs of the will of God, making other tokens
unnecessary. God does not call dumb people to speak, nor deaf people to hear, nor palsied people to walk. Part of His leading lies in the
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physical and mental aptitudes required ~or a particular field of work;
and, if any of His servants are engaged in work for which they seem
permanently or temporarily disabled, that is all-sufficient reason for
cessation from such work-at least, for a time. To prosecute activities
which are exhausting and killing is madness, and can not be pleasing to
God. It is not needful to be a fool because one is pious, but there is an
immense amount of pious fanaticism and foolishness. We have known
scores of men and women who have undertaken work for which they
had been pronounced absolutely unfit, or to continue in work at a
time when they were incapacitated, and we believe that such a course
is indirect and virtual suicide, and is, in ordinary cases, without adequate apology. Sometimes it even seems to us that such Ohristian
workers are guilty of a sort of practical atheism; they seem to think
that God will put them iu circumstances where it is ·necessary to do
that which is contrary both to common sense and to intelligent conviction, aU of which is assuming that somehow God has either had no
control over circumstances or has in some way lost such control. Wewould not have any child of God care for life or health for its own
sake; he should count not even his life dear unto himself; but we
believe that a true piety demands that every care should be put about
hU!llan life and health for the sake of-the Master and of the work in
which we are engaged.
We have in mind a dear friend, greatly used of God, who has been
multiplying his activities beyond the limit of human strength, and has
grown rapidly aged during the ten years past. When once we took occasion to remonstrate with him upon his undertaking more work than _
was consistent with his stewardship of his own body, his answer was
that he would rather "wear out than rust out," which drew forth a
rejoinder that it is never necessary to tear out, which it seemed to us
he was doing.
Men and women who have been for years growing in grace, and in
knowledge and -experience, have become so enriched, and equipped
in such measure for service to God, that one year is often more fruitful in real power than ten years at some previous time of life. Impulses become sobered, impetuosity gives place to deliberation, and
unwisdom is corrected by further communion with God and with men.
God means ordinarily that a life shall so accumulate power as it
advances, and become a reservoir filled with knowledge and experience;
and it is a pity, to say the least, to make impossible such larger, fuller,
wiser, nobler service in maturer life by premature sacrifice of self, not
on the divine altar of service to God, but on the human altar of excessive, fanatical, and imprudent exposure. There is need of devout prayer
for a new era of greater carefulness and circumspectness even on the
4iart of disciples, that they shall value the opportunities of usefulness
1ll tbis world too highly to run needless risks, and shall consider it a
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part of piety to look well after all condition.ll which secure health,
prolong life, and fit one to be so strong as to bear the burdens of the
weak.
We commend to special study a valuable health primer in the
Long Life Series, on Brain-work and Overwork, by George Black, M.B.,
of Edinburgh. He brings out with unusual clearness and practical
power the primary principles of construction and action which govern
brain-work, and strongly emphasizes a fact of vital importance-namely,
that, when the brain gives way, the fountain of vitality to the whole
body runs correspondingly low. It is of the utmost consequence that
brain-work shall not be so incessant as to prevent this organ from
replacing the process of waste during the night's sleep and the
weekly rest of the Lord's day (or of some other day kept as a day of
rest when the Lord's day is one or labor), so that construction shall
keep pace with destruction. If the outgo is greater than the income,
even slight losses ultimately tell in serious results. The brain ueeds
but to lack day by day a thousandth part of its normal recuperation to
drift toward ultimate bankruptcy. The brain, merely tired, may
re-form a million of atoms in a night, but, excessively exhausted,
may build only fifty in the required time, and poor in quality as well
as deficient in quantity.
Morever, if the brain be normal, it supplies even the diseased organs
of the body with recuperative energy. But, if the fountain of energy
run dry or low, every other function of the body suffers as well as the
brain itself, and because the drain upon this central source of supply
is so incessant for vital force to liver and heart and lungs and stomach,
the brain itself is slowest to recover from all abnormal conditions.*

THE FORCES WHICH ARE MOLDING THE FUTURE
OF CHINA
BY REV. TIMOTHY RICHARD, D.D., LL.D., SHANGHAI, CHINA

For the first time in the history of the world we see the combined
forces of Eastern and Western civilization meeting each other in full
force, and when we are asked to say what are the forces which are
going to mold the future of China we naturally conclude, on mathematical grounds, that it will be the resultant of the present forces in
operation. Then what are the chief forces operating on China to-day?
The most conspicuous Ohinese ones at present seem to be:
I. Multiplication of the species faster than the means of supporting them; in consequence of which four millions die of starvation
annually!
II. Refusal of all light except reflected light from the distant sages
of antiquity; consequently their direct light from moon and stars

i.

, See Dr. Black's primer, pp. 51)-52.
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very dim, having no rays direct from the great sun of universal
modern knowledge; so the people wander in the dark among perilous pits.
III. Arbitrary power of the authorities overriding law or any
enlightened principle. 'l'he emperor is looked upon as the only infallible vice-gerent of God on earth, and the magistrates are his vicegerents, whose voice is the voice of God.
IV. Ohinese custom is the standard of morality without any progressive principle to help them, and all the world must follow Ohina
or perish. They fought like uncivilized savages. 'rhus the yellow
race, Ohina and Japan, has formed an alliance to resist the rising
power of the white race, with the purpose of crushing it under foot.
H is true that the Ohinese have high ideals of universal peace to be
attained by following the good customs laid down by the sages thousands of years ago. But they forget to make these customs keep pace
with the progressive nee Is of man; consequently they have become
dead fossils, while the new needs of men are left unprovided for.
Forces from the West

To the Ohinese in this pitiable plight comes Western civilivation,
and some of their chief factors are the following:
I. Unbounded means to preserve people from abject poverty and
starvation, if just distribution can be secured. God, when He created
this world for man, created the world with infinite treasures and forces
which are superhuman, yet to be under the control of His children.
With steam and electricity, with modern mining and new industries,
with railways and modern conveniences, there open up endless
resources for the support of man. In the absence of anything to compete with these, we shall find in a few years the whole land tlooded
with these material advantages which will be like a new creation to
China. Will present Ohristendom show the way to a just distribution
of this property?
II. Light from all quarters of the earth, ancient and modern,
with books on the sciences, on government, on education and
religion, and laboratories of which the Ohinaman ha-s never dreamed,
is pouring in like a flood over China. An intelligent Ohinaman
has only to walk through the classrooms and lecture-halls and
laboratories cf our universities, and he at once feels that their knowledge is only the groping of children. There can not be any weighing in the balance as to the comparative merits of the two systems of
education, for he at once feels that one is like electric light while the
other is only a dim tallow-candle light. Hitherto mission boards
have been satisfied with starting elementary schools. II they had
founded only one grand university instead of the hundreds and hundreds of petty primary schools, Ohina might have been almost won to
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Christ by now. Even the translation of Ij, few books, and the starting
of a few daily papers with news of the rest of the world, have produced wonders in creating a desire for r8form among millions of the
most intelligent. We want more light for the leaders of Christ to save
them from the perils of half truths.
III. 'l'he study of sociology is a new world to a Chinaman. In all
lands the Western statesman comes with the experience of all lands
and of all time to deal with the new problems confronting him. lIe
knows the numberless social gatherings which are working out some
good for their fellow men. He knows the incalculable benefit derived
from the liberty of the press, from getting the views of good and
enlightened people made known, from a survey of the growth and
improvement of international law. But all these things are danger.
ous experiments to the Chinese statesmen who will not tolerate the formation of societies, the publishing of any newspaper without the
. sanction of the government, who regards mandarin authority like the
emperor's authority, and the emperor's authority Divine-not the Pope
of Rome, but the Emperor of China as the only representatiue of God
on earth! Here is a field where the Chinaman will contest Western
civilization at every point, and only after a fierce struggle will he ever
yield. China, like Rome, dreads new light. It shatters the theory of
finality.
IV. Intercourse with God becomes a new force in the formation of
character. While the yellow race alliance is formed with hatred as
its chief motive with organizations throughout non-Christian Asia to
instil this poison of hatred for the destruction of a race that has something else to guide them than mere blind following of past custom,
there are those who have love and good will as the mainspring of their
life, and they are organizing themselves into little societies all over
China. Besides following the custom of a country which is good so
far as it preserves the well-being of the country, ~hey have a Divine
model to go by-monotheism versus polytheism-our Father in Heaven,
Who is perfect rather than any sages, however good. The highest
character must be grafted on the Divine to bring forth immortal fruit.
The immanent in China as well as in Asia generally is also divine.
- When we use the modern method for the development of material
resources of China, when we bring the strong brain of the Chinese to
look at things from a universal point of view and with a view to universal good in th'~ individual, in the nation, and in the world as a
whole, then shall China be redeemed by the power of an endless life
brought to them by the followers of Jesus Christ.
The foreign governments are pressing for political concessions.
The foreign merchants are pushing railway, mining, and other concessions. The Roman Catholics are urgent in persuading the Chinese
that medieval Christianity had reached perfection and finality. Many
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Protestants are equally urgent about the perfection and finality of a
Sacred Book more than the mind which was in Ohrist Jesus.
These are the main forces. And the resultant win not be the
annihilation of any of these and the supremacy of any single force.
Out of all the contrast between East and West and out of the excellencies of each of the forces there will arise a Kingdom of Heaven which
the Ohinese sages and the Hebrew prophets outlined, and which Jesus
Ohrist came to fulfil. When enlightened Ohristian leaders fully understand the magnitude of the task committed to their care, the gathering up of all truth, Eastern and Western, ancient and modern, and when
they are prepared to free themselves from medieval and Reformotion
narrowness as well as from Asiatic exclusiveness, and from everything
that is temporary or local, it will not be something less than the kingdoms of this world but far greater-worthy of the homage of all rulers,
the glory of the whole earth, that will stand out revealed before men
as the great resultant-viz., the great work of redemption wrought by
God's providence over all mankind.
If we want Ohina delivered from itself and from injuring the world
the mission boards should have a few advanced statesmen also on each
board; then even the present forces at our disposal could be made to
be tenfold more effective! teJzfold more ~tJective!! TENFOLD MORE
EFFECTIYE ! I !

OUR OPPORTUNITY IN CHINA
BY REV ..JAMES SIMESTER, FOOCHOW, CHINA
Methodist Episcopal Mission, 1896-

Ohina is the center of the world's thought to-day. Oapitalists,
merchants, statesmen, and warriors are all looking to that land as
being of vital importance to their various interests. Railroads and
mining, buying and selling, diplomacy and war-ships seem to· have
the right of way just now.
What interest has the Ohristian Ohurch in Ohina, and what should
be our attitude at this crucial moment? In addition to the command
to go into all the world, the Ohurch has obligations in this land which
must be met. True progress results only when Ohrist leads. Ohina
may be covered with railroads, honeycombed with mines, the greatest
commercial country in the world, with a government as good as any,
yet without Ohrist these blessings would prove a CUTse. Twentiethcentury civilization is the result of Ohristianity. To give the results
without the cause would be unnatural and, therefore, unprofitable. In
advance of Western learning, improvements and inventions, must go
the Gospel.
The achievements of Ohristian missions in the past make the obligation still more binding. Experience has shown that the Ohinese
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can be saved. One hundred and twenty.five thousand baptized Prot·
estant Christians, with as many more probationers or inquirers, attest
the success of past efforts. The loyalty of the native Christians during the Boxer uprising of 1900 attests the thoroughness of the work
done. Schools of every grade have been established, and have everywhere surpassed the expectations of the most optimistic. Printingpresses are paying their own way, and hospitals are everywhere a welcomed blessing in a land where disease is common and the art of healing practically unknown.
But every converted Chinese means half a dozen awakened,and
every church built means several new fields opened. The schools
have awakened a more general and more intense desire for learning,
and the presses have created a desire for literature impossible to
estimate.
Some

Speci~l

Opportunities

1. Four hundred and six millions of people open to the Gospel.
Ten years ago there were nine hundred walled cities of China the
missionary was forbidden to enter, and in five whole provinces missionary work was practically unknown. Now the missionaries have
entered every province, and the gates of every walled city swing wide
open to the messengers of God.
This vast population is practically a unit. There is no North and
South in China, no race problem or intermingling of different nationalities. The Ohinese, whether found in Pekin or Canton, in Kiangsu
or Sz-chuan, are fundamentally homogenous. Intellectually and morally the Chinese are the best people in the heathen world. The mis·
sionary of the Cross may go anywhere among this people, great in
numbers, in attainments, and in possibilities, and deliver his message
unopposed.
2. Two hundred and fifty thousand people who might be reached
within a year if we had the men to reach them; that is, in every land
where missions have be_en established there are those who have given up
their faith in heathenism and are open to conviction, but are not yet
sufficiently enlightened to accept Christianity. A conservative estimate of this class of men in China is two hundred and fifty thousand.
3. Schools. The desire for Western education is becoming wellnigh universal. The government wants Confucius schools, but the
people evidently want Christian schools, for the government schools
are poorly attenlled, even tho the students are paid for coming, while
the Ohristian schools are crowded to their utmost_ capacity, even tho
students have to pay all or part of their expenses. During the past
five years more students have been turned away from the Christian
colleges in China than have been admitted, and this because of the
lack of buildings and teachers. Intermediate schools are many and
crowded, but the demand for more is far greater than the possibility
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of supply with our present force of workers. Ten thousand dayschools could be opened within a month if we had enough teachers
and the money to support them. The Church of Chrjst bas the opportunity of educating the next generation of Chinese. If neglected now
the opportunity may never occur again, and the evangelization of China
will be incomparably harder.
4. Medical work. China's millions, covered with diseases loath-"
some to the eye and painful to the sense, have begun to realize the
efficacy of foreign medicine, and welcome the medical missionary to
shop and home.
5. Literature. The desire for literature has grown to such an extent
that every Christian press has more work than it can well do, and
twice the num ber is needed, or the present plants should be strengthened and enlarged.
•
6. Work among women. While all that precedes refers as well to
the work among women as among r,nen) the degraded position of
woman in Eastern lands makes the opportunity for her elevation all
the more important. Fathers are sending their girls to our Christian
schools in large numbers, and the women who go into the homes with
the Gospel for women were never so welcome as now.
The greatest field in the world is white to the harvest. "Pray ye
therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he would send forth laborer's into
his harvest," Perhaps he will send you, or will ask you to help him send.

BABISM: A FAILURE-I
BY REV. S. G. WILSON, TABRIZ, PERSIA
Author of ., Persian Life and Customs"

Babism, or Bahaism, proclaims itself a new revelation, and has
been heralded by some as a great reform. What has it revealed either
of truth or of law? What has it proposed or accomplishea in the
way of reform? An examination of Babism will show that neither as
a revelation nor as a reform does it deserve a high place among the
world's religions.
Theologically Babism is a chaos of Divine manifestation. It has
developed and set forth certain doctrines of Shiahism-as, for example,
that of the Imams-as manifestations of the Divine attributes and of
the Mehti, and certain tenets of the Ismielis and Sufis as to the incarnation of the Divine Will or Reason. In the course of sixty years
!!everal claimants to the rank of manifestations or incarnations of God
have risen among them. The original founder, Sayid Ali Mohammed
(1844), was for three years only the Bab (or Door) of communication
with the absent Imam. He then became the Imam Mehti or the
Imam Hussain, then the N1~kta or Point of Divine Unity, the center
of the circle of existence. After his martyrdom in Tabriz, his
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appointed successor was 8ubh-i-Azal or Hazreti Azal (the Dawn of
Eternity, or the Lord, the Eternal). In his day there was a "chaos of
Divine manifestations," viz., Hazreti Zahib and Janab-i-Azim and a
number of others. Later (1864) Mirza Hussain Ali was" manifested"
under the title of Baha-Ullah, the" Splendor of God," and supplanted
his half-brother Azal, who has lately died in Cyprus. The rank
assigned to Baha is evident from a remark made by one of his friends
to me: "He is very God of very God, the everlasting Father." An
enemy has said: "Baha is not content with being God, he must needs
be a creator of Gods." Since he "ascended"-that is, left his mortal
body (1892)--his son Abbas Effendi, not content with being" the Son
of God" * and with posing as the Master, Jesus, to Christians, and as
the Imam Hussain to Shiah Moslems, is forcing a new schism by int.rodncing a new revelation and announcing" I am the manifestation of
God. My paps are full of the milk of Godhead; whoever will, let him
come aild suck freely." In these quickly succeeding dispensations,
salvation-said to be-is by faith in the manifestation.
We are also asked to believe that the holy angels and prophets
have come to earth. One of my acquaintances is the angel Gabriel,
another is Abbas. Baha says: "Four pmphets come with me,"
namely, his sons, of whom Abbas Effendi is Jesus, Mirza Mohammed
Ali is Mohammed, and the other two are Abraham and Moses. Alas!
that these prophets hate and curse each other. Alas! that" Gabriel"
should be cursed tmd persecuted because he refuses to accept the
latest emendations to the revelation.
A Kaleidoscope of Revelations

Of this new revelation i.t may be said, as Jacob said of his wages,
"You have changed them seven times." Not only has the Bab
altered his declaration regarding himself, but Subh-i-Azal made
further changes. "In the hands of Baha," says Professor Browne, of
Cam bridge, t "Babism has undergone important modifications, and,
indeed, has become almost a new religion." Abbas gives the kaleidoscope another whirl and puts ,many of the books of his father out of
sight. For example, take their relation to Shiahism. The Bab
in the Beyan declares "the substance of truth 'Was confined'to the
8hiahs." Baha declared that ·the Shiahs were always heretics, but
Abbas says the Shiahs were true till they gave the decree for the execution of the Bab; after that they became infidels.
The books of revelation succeed each other so rapidly as to be
bewildering. The Beyan and many volumes of the Bab have long
since been laid aside. Manuscript copies of it can be procured
• See" Sacred Mysteries," p. 74. Chicago, 1902.
t Author of "The Episode of the Nab" aud "The New History," and a special authority
on Babism. The quotatious of this article aud citatiouB of historical facts are mostly from
Professor Browne's translations.
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only at a high price and in expurgated recensions. Baha wrote
many books, and a number of
them were printed in Bombay.
Now all, except the "Ketab-iAkdas," are let alone, and their
readiug is not specially recommended. It is rumored that Abbas
is now preparing a new revelation
for his followers. This will probably be adapted for exportation
into the United States!
The Bahais profess to recei ve
the previous Scriptures, the Old
and New Testaments, and the
Koran. They are very familiar
with them but use a system of
ABBAS EFFENDI
,
•
(Gusn-i-Azam) or Abdul-Baha_ By Persian Bablsts
allegorical interpretatIOn whereby
he is looked upon as an Incarnation of HUBslan,
they can be made to mean any::~:~hAmerlcan followers as Christ returned
thing. Thus, the day of resurrection is interpreted as the day in which a founder of a new dispensation was manifested. The resurrection of Jesus is called the time
when the mission of Mohammed began. The prophecy that Christ
will "come in the clouds" is interpreted to refer to His humanity, which conceals His divinity
as in a cloud.
What the Bahais believe about
the futnre life is a puzzle. I have
asked several men who have known
the Bahai manifestations. and
who have read their revelations,
and one said: "In the last analysis
they reject the future life." Another said: "They believe in the
transmigration of souls." A fervent Bahais of the old school
said: " We believe in a future state
so unthinkably ecstatic that if its
joys were now revealed to men
MIRZA MOHAMMED ALI
they would commit suicide to
(Gusn-I-Akbar), a younger son of Baha U llah, wb o hasten their entrance into it."
maintains bla fsther's supremacy
The subject remains obscure to
European investigators. After twenty years of questioning them, I
believe they have no definite teachings on the subject. Some believe
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in a future paradise, Qthers in" rijat," Qr return, to. earth as men.
Oertain it is, hQwever, that they reject the dQctrine Qf the resurrectiQn
Qf the bQdy and Qf the day Qf judgment.
Babism nQt Qnly dQes nQt claim fQr its fQunders the PQwer to. wQrk
miracles, but they reject thQse Qf Ohrist and Qf the prQphets. One Qf
their preachers strenuQusly argued with me that Ohrist did not give
sight to. physical eyes, but simply Qpened the eyes Qf their understanding. He did not raise the dead, but simply" awakened the dormant
spiritualities Qf mankind." A sectiQn Qf the Tarikh-i-Jadid is
devQted to the denial and refutatiQn of miracles. A blind man in
Teheran sent to. Baha, praying that his eyes might be opened. He
received answer that it was fQr the glQry Qf GQd that he remain
blind. The Bab, at his examinatiQn in Tabriz, was asked to. restore
the sick MQhammed Shah to health. He replied: "It is nQt in my
PQwer, but I can write two. thQusand verses a day. Who. else can do.
that?" Thus he appealed not simply to the quality Qf his PQetry,
as did MQhammed, but also to its quantity as a prQof Qf his manifestation. He is said to. have cQmpQsed a million verses, but critics find
them faulty in style and grammar, and painfully obscure. In like
manner manes, in Qld times, painted pictures in his book, and appealed
to. them as a prQQf Qf his inspiratiQn.
Nineteen the Sacred Number

This new dispensatiQn makes much Qf the symbQlism Qf numbers,
especially Qf the number 19, which is the sum of the numerical value
of the letters Qf the Arabic wQrd vahid (unity), and is also. the number
Qf letters in " Bism ullah 'ir rahman ir rahim" (In the name Qf God,
the cQmpassionate, the merciful). Had the fQunder been content with
making a new alphabet of 19 letters, and a new script which nQbody
uses, and with chQQsing 19 chief disciples, whom he named by the 19
letters, and with dividing the new revelatiQn into. 19 bOQks Qf 19 chapters each, we shQuld have regarded it all as a harmless fancy; but
when he builds the calendar Qn this number, it makes us certain that
the GQd Qf Babism is not the GQd Qf Nature. A month Qf 19 days
cQrresponds to nQthing in heaven abQve or Qn the earth beneath, and
19 such mQnths still leave fQur Qr five intercalary days to. make up the
solar year. Nineteen new names are revealed fQr these days, each
being an attribute Qf GQd, the same serving for the months. A sacred
cycle is 19 years, after which periQd the furniture Qf every house
shQuld be renewed. According to. this rule, I saw a strict Bahai dispose of a carpet softened with age and buy a new Qne with glaring
colQrs. The year is made to. begin with the vernal equinQx, in accQrdance witllthe sensible habit of the fire-worshipers, and frQm this date
the Bab and Baha bQth fix their manifestations. Lately the number
9 (the sum Qf the letters of Baha) is being treated as mQre sacred than
the number 19.
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Such are some of the doctrines and peculiar ideas of the Bahais.
Where is their superiority over Christianity or Islam? In what are
they even original, and where is their utility? The number 19 was
already regarded as the number of the Divine Unity by the Persian
mystics, and especially by Sheiph Muhiyyu-i-Din, a Sufi teacher of the
twelfth century. The Zoroastrians had named the months for the
angels. 'rhe titles, "Bab" (Door) and "Baha" (Light)-have
been frequently used. Not to speak of Him who said "I am the
door" and" I am the light of the world," there are four celebrated
Babs of the Imam Mehti in Shiah history, and a pseudo Bab was
put to death in the tenth century. The symbolism and incarnations,
or manifestations, are nothing new in Persia. They are found
among the Ismielis, Assassins, Ali-Allahis, and others. The veiled
prophet Mukanna and Bubak and numerous pretenders have declared
themselves God. Persia never lacks for an incarnation or two.
One of these, of the Ali-Allahi sect, arrived in Tabriz some years
ago, and made an appointment to visit me at three o'clock in the afternoon. My samovar was set to boiling, and I awaited his arrival. But
he failed to keep his engagement because the governor-general, the
Amir-i-Nizam, heard of his presence in the city, and this God fled,
forgetting to send word that he could not fulfil his engagement. The
Mutazilites rejected miracles, and some of them taught, as do the AliAllahis, the transmigration of souls. In the denial of the resurrection
the Bahais have many predecessors. The Persian Mani, the founder of
Manicheism, announced his mission at the age of twenty-four, as the
Bab did, and on the Festival of Noruzako he invented a new script
and named his books after the letters of the alphabet; he also objected
to miracles. Thus, Babi ideas have no more a claim to originality
than to truth.
Babism's Ritualistic Spirit

If we tUrn from doctrines to rites and ceremonies, we do not see
any adequate reform of Moslem ceremonial law. The outward forms,
such as prayer, fastinf:. pilgrimage, circumcision, etc., were explained
allegorically by the Bab, but Baha has laid down a ritual on the same
old lines. In most ceremonies there is only a slight modification, bui
no essential difference, from Islam. Like other Oriental religions, it
prescribes rules and minute regulations, instead of stating principles
of worship like Christianity and leaving their application to the
believing conscience.
Babism appoints three times a day for prayer with 9 Rakas
(sections) instead of the five times a day of Islam with 17 Rakas.
There are no public prayers, and no prayers at funerals. In Islam
devotion is a strong point, formalism is its weakness.
Babism
lessens the amount of devotion, without getting rid of the formalism.
'1'he Bahais wash the hands only before prayers, not the arms and
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feet, as Moslems do. The Moslem rosary has 100 beads, the Bahai
only 95 (19 X 5). On rising the Bahai should say "Allaho Abha" (God
of lights, the title of Baha) 95 times, hoping to be heard for his vain
repetitions. The same words are prescribed to be said on beginning a
meal or any business, or as a greeting, just as the Moslem says" Bism
'ullah" (In the name of God), or "Salaam alakum" (Peace be to
you). A prayer is also prescribed to be said at the time of washing
the hands and face.
As a fast, Babism substitutes the last month of their year,
named Ala, of 19 days, for the 30 days of Rainazan. As Christians
have carnival week before :tent, following by Easter rejoicings, and
Moslems have the Oruj Bayram, so the Bahais have five days of feasting before the fast, and N oruz following. N oruz is consecrated, and
its ceremonies prescribed with religious sanctions. The ordinance of
fasting says: "Thus ordaineth the Lord of men: abstain from eating
and drinking from dawn to sundown." This abstinence includes
smoking, as among Moslems. The same exceptions are made as in the
Koran-that the traveler, the sick, and pregnant 01' nursing women
are excused. The question naturally arises: if obligatory fasting is
good, why reduce the time from 30 days to 19; if reform is the watchword, why not have the liberty of the Gospel?
Pilgrimage is retained in this so-called new revelation, and its
devotees are encouraged to seek a local sanctuary. Accho (Acre), in
Syria, by an undesigned ordering of the Sultan of 'Turkey, becomes
the shrine. Here Baha was in exile, and is buried, and his tomb, I
understand, is in the custody of Mirza Mohammed Ali, a younger
brother and rival of Abbas Effendi. Hence the latter, not to be behind
in this, has transferred to Accho, under his own charge, the body of
the Bab, which was thrown to the dogs in Tabriz, and afterward carried to Teheran and buried there for more than half a century.
Besides Accho and the various mashads or martyr-places, the Bab's
house in Shiraz and Baha's in Bagdad, as the places of their manifestations, are held sacred.
Babism and Woman

Let us pass to the test question of how Bahaism treats women. It
is not gr"eat praise to say that in this there is an advance on Mohammedanism, tho it is far behind Christianity. I have seen no evidence
that Babi doctrine teaches communism of wives. Incidents leading
to this conclusion may doubtless be credited to the sinners among the
Babis. Babism forbids temporary marriage and concubinage and
polygamy, which are allowed by Shiahs. It allows bigamy, however.
Baha had two wives at one time, by each of which he had children.
When Abbas' mother died, he again joined a "partner" to his remaining wife, thus being a bigamist twice over. The" branches" (broth.
ers) who are now quarreling are from. different mothers. Marrhtge
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among Bahais is on a low Oriental plane. Divorce is allowed at the
option of the husband, even for frivolous cames, such as a quarrel.
. The parties are recommended not to marry inside of a year, that, if
possible, their hearts may be reconciled. The dowry d the divorced
wife is a mere pittance of 19 miscals of gold (about $50) in the
city, and 19 miscals of silver ($2.00) in villages. If the husband
leaves home and neglects to send word or means of support to his
wife for one year, she is free to marry another man. Early marriages
are discountenanced.
Women are secluded in the harems and from the society of men, as
among ordinary Moslems. The historic case of Kurrat-ul-Ayn, of
Kasrin, is a solitary exception. She has had no successors. Even she
ordinarily delivered her lectures from behind a screen, and only occasionally let her veil fall aside in the presence of men when carried
away by her enthusiasm. Bahais do not seem to approve of her conduct. Several Bahai families with whom I am acquainted are allowing their daughters to grow up without learning to read, tho the
fathers are 'teachers and are educating their sons.
Bahaism, from this view of its doctrines and rites, appears to be
simply a Mohammedan sect, with no special superiority to other
Mohammedan sects of past ages.
(To be concluded)

A NEW SECT IN INDIA
BY

J. MURRA Y MITCHELL, LL.D.
Author of "Hinduism, Past and Present"

"Vides t1~mult1tm indies t1tmnltuosius tumultuentem." So said
Luther in quaint but vigorous Latinity, when his hot battle with Rome
was threatening to become still hotter. Even so may we now say
regarding evangelistic work in the mission field of the East.
There is at present a great and growing restlessness among the followers of the chief Oriental religions. Even Buddhism, which seemed
until of late quite asleep, is, in Oeylon at least, arming in self-defense.
Still more distinctly is Hinduism awaking. We have the BrahmoSomaj in its various branches and offshoots, and the newer and' more
active Arya-Somaj. We have also a new departure in the case of those,
not few in number, who seek a purified religion, but who for the most
part hold that they·can sit at the feet of Ohrist, drinking in His pre·
cious teaching, and yet remain in the Hindu religion. " Oome out,
and be ye separate." This is, to a Hindu, perhaps, the most startling
of all the Divine commands. Mohammedanism is not less agitated
than Hinduism. The Babi sect in Persia is by no means extinct,
altho for a time it seemed as if the creed had been quenched in blood.
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In Northern India there has sprung up, of late years, a remarkable
movement which has gone on steadily extending-at least, in the
extreme northwest. In this paper we restrict Qurselves to a. notice of
this sect.
The leader is Ghulam Ahmad, chief of the village of Qadian, in
the Punjab. He is a man of considerable education, and generally
receives the designation of "Mirza." He is about sixty-five years old,
but is still full of activity, both bodily and mentally. His family has
been noted for its attachment to the British government, and during
the mutiny of 1867 his father and elder brother did valuable service
in its suppression. The Mirza has been known as a religious teacher
for at least twenty years, but of late he has pushed himself forward
more energetically than ever.
His surname is Ahmad. This word has the same meaning as
Mohammed, and the coincidence has probably had an influence on the
Mirza. He calls the sect which he has founded the Ahmadiyyahafter his own name.
Altho Ghulam Ahmad never mentions the name of Mohammed
without invoking the blessing of God upon him, yet on very important points he abandons the doctrine oaf the Koran, and in the eyes of
a true Moslem is no mo.re than a pestilent heretic. He has had many
disputations with mollas and manlavis, and in any Mohammedan
state would speedily lose his head. In regard to Christ, he flatly contradicts the Korau in many points. The Koran itself unhappily
denies that Christ was crucified, maintaining that he was taken up
into heaven without dying; but its language regarding Him is always
in the highest degree respectful. Very, very different, in many
instances, is that of the Mirza. He denies Christ's power, His wisdom, and even His moral perfection. -His divinity the Mirza passionately rejects. He admits that He was crucified, but maintains that
He did not die, but after the crucifixion was restored to life by the use
of a wonderful medicine. He says that Christ then traveled to the
East, and finally died in Kashmir, where His grave can still be seen!
To a Mohammedan, even as to a Christian, all this is gross heresy.
Mohammed said that before the end of the world a truly remarkable prophet called the "Mahdi" would appear, and that finally the
Messiah would descend from heaven and come to the help of the
Mahdi, overwhelming all opposition. The expectation of the Mahdi's
coming is deeply implanted in the Moslem mind, and the great political movements of the world have only increased the hope. We have
had already several self-styled Mahdis-the one who perished at Omdurman perhaps the most remarkable, and others are doubtless still to
follow. The Mirza maintains that he, and he alane, is the true ¥ahdi;
but he adds that he is also the expected Messiah. He does not mean
that he is in propria persona the literal Christ, but he affirms that he
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is Messiah in the sense that John the Baptist was Elijah-that is, he
comes in the spirit and power of Elijah.
But, it will be asked, what proof can the man give in support of
his amazing pretensions? He sometimes quotes the Christian Scriptures in their support. We shall give no examples. We have no heart
to repeat his shocking misrenderings and misunderstandings of sacred
texts. But he professes to have various proofs. One of these is his prophetic gift. He foretells; he foretells sometimes good and sometimes
evil. In many cases he has predicted the early death of individuals
obnoxious to him, but as his anticipations have sometimes proved
false his ingenuity has been sorely taxed to show how he had mis-·
taken the Divine will. He has also predicted blessings as about to
descend on the heads of his favorites. In particular, he has foretold
the birth of sons; but when daughters came instead, and the disappointed father's disgust was great, the Mirza, clever as he is, was perplexed, and we may suppose that he has now become more chary in his
vaticinations.
The Mirza vehemently assails the monogamy which Ohristianity
enjoins. He does not seem to be aware that some other systems of
belief-Zoroastrianism, for example-restrict a man to one wife. He
asserts that the practiso of monogamy is the occasion of many fearful
evils, and he points triumphantly to polygamy as practised by Hebrew
saints of old. He also dwells with terrible earnestness on the fearful
evils which he sees both in the Ohristian and the Moslem communi·
ties. In this he would have much sympathy from all true Ohristians,
if the condemnation were not made in such tremendously sweeping
terms. Thus he dwells on the drunkenness, the gambling, and the
uncleanness which exist; and we h:ilve U great thoughts of heart" as
we read his burning words. But, with characteristic rashness, he goes
on to reason thus: Christ can not be alive, or He would never allow
His religion to sink so low. The argUl'll.:mt is naught; but alas! that
this man should have been able to employ it!
The Ohrist.ians in the Punjab are discussing the question: Is the
Mirza a conscious imposter, or does he really believe in himself? Or
is he insane? So far as we can see, he does believe in himself; but no
man could speak and act as he does unless he were .partially insane.
Meanwhile, his efforts to propagate his creed are earnest and incessant, He has a press at Qadian, and he publishes in Arabic or English a vast number of books and tracts. Here on our table, ~or example,
are a good many numbers of a monthly magazine in English, extending to full forty pages Bvo, which is called the Rem'ew of Religions.
,Hois thirst for notoriety seems insatiable. He is anxious that his
claims should be acknowledged in America; and it is said he has challenged, or is about to challenge, Dr. Dowie, of Ohicago, to a discussion.
A singular form it would be of the immemorial struggle between East
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J,tnd West. Dares would beat Entullus black and blue, and so would
Entellus, Dares. 'fhey would demolish each other. So far well; but,
on th8 whole, the spectacle would not be edifying; and as Dr. Dowie
seems the less mad of the two, he will probably refuse the challenge.
What is to be the final issue of the movement? It has done harm;
how long wi1l it continue to do so? Dr. Griswold, of the Forman
Oollege, Labore-whose very useful tract lies on our tabie-believes
that in all India the followers of the new sect may amount to about
ten thousand, illc}uding men, women, and children. The leader himself would rate tuem at a much higher figure.
The Mirza is about sixty-five years of age. He may live for ten
years-perhaplil more, Wben he dies, what then? His claims are at
once exploded, his name becomes a byword, and the movement collapses. What will becom3 of his followers? Probably some will
return to Islam. Dr. Griswold, however, informs us that, among
those who were at one time under the Mirza's influence, several have
found their way into Ohristianity. That transition will be far more
easily made when this extraordinary man is finally dead and gone.
Only one word more. In these perilous times, when false prophets
. are so eager in spreading abroad destractive error, what is the duty of
the Ohurch of Ohrist? Surely a new departure is needed-fresh
energy and effort in proclaiming Ohrist. When, when will the Ohurch
lay to heart the great words: "Preach the Gospel to every creature" ?
~

CHURCHWITII A MISSION TO THE NEGLECTED

BY J. TAYLOR HAMILTON, D.D., HERRNHUT, GERMANY
Member of the Moravian MiSsi,m Board, and author of " A History of Moravian Missions"

When the University t)f 'Prague ranked after Paris, Oxford, and
Bologna, then Bohemia and Moravia were lands of larger significance,
than now. It was in that era, in 1457, that certain followers of John
Hus, weary of the appeal to anns, sought opportunity to live out the
principles of their national reformer in the quiet of obscurity, content
to ignore the political issues for which their compatriots had been
contending. Tho their pious aims involved a practical break with
Rome, King Podiebrad was at fiJ;st disposed to toleration, for the land
needed rest, and toleration at first suited the crafty primate-elect
Rokycana. Thus the Unity of the Brethren was enabled to perfect
its organization. In 1467 Stephen, a bishop of the Austrian Waldenses, imp~rted episcopal consecration to certain ministers of the
Brethren at the request of their synod, and they steadily gained in
numbers through the attractive power of unfeigned piety, simplicity
of Scriptural doctrine, and fidelity of discipline.
Prior to this the king and the archbishop had already changed
front. Gregory, a nephew of the latter and a leader of the Brethren,
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had been stretched on the rack in Prague. Now arrests became frequent, and conventicles were inhibited. With the closing of their
churches, the Brethren betook themselves to the forests-even in the
depth of winter, the last man in parties that sought the rendezvous
dragging after him a branch to obliterate their footprints in the snow. "
Under following sovereigns persecutions were repeatedly inaugurated.
The periods of respite were brief. Yet the Brethren persisted-nay,
they throve. Men and women of rank became identified with them.
Gindely, a Roman Oatholic historian, with reference to this period
writes: "The B;ethren hung together like an unbroken chain, from
the royal palace to the humblest cottage." Moreover, after the promulgation of the Edict of St. James, in 1508, which aimed at their
utter extinction, God interposed so markedly, bringing their foremost
persecutors to an untimely and violent end, that the saying arose: "Is
anyone weary of life? Let him lay his hand upon- the Picards "-i.e.,
the Bohemian-Moravian Brethren.
Growth of the Moravian Church

Thus originated in what are now Austrian lands an evangelical
Ohurch of German and Slavonian stock, whose history was to be
broadly comparable to that of the Lollards, the Huguenots, the Wal/ denses, and the Salzburger, tho possessing distinctive features of its
own. By the year 1517 it numbered more than four hundred parishes, with a membership of from one hundre-d and fifty thousand to
two hundred thousand souls. Noble families like those of Kostka,
Pernstein, Krajek, Waldstein (Wallenstein), Sternberg, Zerotin~ Boskowic, and Kaunitz, took pleasure in placing financial resources at its
disposal. The product of its presses testified to the diligence and
scholarly ability of its clergy. Of the sixty works of importance published in &hemia during the years 1500 to 1510, at least fifty were
published by the Brethren.
Meanwhile they sought to fraternize with evangelicals everywhere.
Waldenses from &andenburg entered into correspondence with their
Executive Council, and, subsequently migrating to Moravia, joined
them to the number of several hundred. Two of their leaders as deputies visited- the Waldenses of Italy and France, at Florence becoming
sorrowful witnesses of the martyrdom of Savonarola. An intimate
correspondence was afterward maintained with confessors in Italy and
, France.
Naturally they followed with keen interest the movement in Wittenberg, and welcomed with gladness the light kindled there, and in
Strasburg, and in Geneva. Frequent deputations were sent from
Bohemia to Luther and Bucer and Calvin l\nd their coadjutors.
Friendly relations were established. Luther consented to write a
Preface for the German translation of their Confession of Faith of 1532,
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printed in Wittenberg in 1533, and similarly prepared the Preface for
their Confession and Apology, which appeared at Wittenberg in 1538.
The Strasburg reformers, Calvin then sojourning in that city, displayed
special friendliness to the deputy who visited them in 1540, and on
his return to the special sphere of his labors the Genevan embodied
in his discipline features which he had admired in that of the Bohemian-Moravian Brethren.
But dark days supervened for this Church, devoid as it was of legal
status in the lands of its origin, owing its safety, indeed, largely to the
independent jurisdiction enjoyed by its nobles in virtue of tbeir feudal
prerogatives. The disastroUliI issue of the Smalcaldic War furnished
King Ferdinand I., their bitter enemy, with the pretext he desired.
During the war a league had been formed, having in view religious
liberty, the rights of the aristocracy, and a diminution of the royal
power. The disaster at Miihlberg left these confederates at the mercy
of their king. Some were condemned to death, others were stripped
of their estates. Leitomischl, the chief seat of the Brethren, and
Turnau, Reichenberg, and Brandeis on the Elbe, other important centers of their work, were transferred from the dominion of nobles
favorably disposed, and bec.ame property of the crown-to suffer
accordingly. A royal edict interdicted the worship of the Brethren.
Confiscations, fines, and ill treatment drove Plany into exile, Prussia
and Poland in particular being sought by the refugees. By a dastardly treacherous scheme the person of Bishop John Augusta, who
stood at the head of the Executive Council of the Brethren, was
seized. For sixteen years he languished in prison under particularly
cruel treatment, being several times subjected to exquisite torture.
Persecution spread the Church instead of suppressing it. Where
the exiles gathered, especially in Poland, new centers of influence
arose. Polish magnates, after conversion, extended to them powerful
protection. Thus a thirrl province of the Brethren's Church came
into existence, and the Brethren became a factor in the religious de·
velopment of the Polish kingdom. Here they sought to foster unity
among Protestants, and an approach to federation was achieved at the
Synod of Sendomir in 1570. With the Reformed they stood jp close
fellowship.
Meantime the accession of Maximilian II., in 1564, aroused new
hopes in the Bohemian and Moravian branches of the Unitas Fratrum.
But his was a vacillating course, and their hopes failed of realization.
Yet the Brethren remained steadfast in the fulfilment of their oolling,
steadily gaining in numbers a.nd in influence, and in 1593 giving to
their country the literary work which constitutes their most enduring
memorial-the Kralitz Bible, translated from the original tongues of
Holy Writ, and still the standard Bible for Bohemia. Not until the
Bohemian Charter was wrested from Rudolph II., in 1609, did their
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Ohurch obtain a legal status. Bohemia was now overwhelmingly
evangelical, not more than one-tenth of the population adhering to
the faith and practise of Rome. But the counter-reformation had
been set on foot. Jesuit influence was already fermenting. Rudolph's
successor, Matthias, was encouraged to ignore the rights of the Evangelicals. He foisted upon the Diet as King of Bohemia his cou.sin,
Ferdinand of Styria, who when but twenty years of age had vowed in
the Chapel of the Virgin, at Loretto, to extirpate Protestantism
throughout his hereditary dominions, and had kept that vow. Repeated violations of the charter followed. Inevitable revolution came to
a head with the hurling of Ferdinand's viceroys from the windows of
the council-room of the Hradschin at Prague. Then followed the
ill-advised election of Frederick of the Palatinat~, Bohemia's" winter
king." The awful catastrophe of the Thirty Years' War was precipitated upon the German Empire.
After the defeat of the Evangelicals on the White Mountain, three
miles west of Prague, in November, 1620, Bohemia lay at the mercy
of :Ferdinand 11., and his mercy was implacable severity itself. A
systematic uprooting of Protestantism in Bohemia and Moravia, which
has its parallel only in the story of the Huguenots, together with the
miseries of the war, reduced the population of Bohemia from about
three millionI) to about eight hundred thousand. Moravia suffered
similarly. Industry and enterprise were blighted for centuries. The
nationallife suffered degeneration. By the operation of the dragonade, confiscation, and banishment, Protestantism seemed to have
been -suppressed. When the Treaty of Westphalia made provision
for the Evangelicals of the empire in general, Bohemia and Moravia
were left unconditionally in the hands of Ferdinand IlL, a man after
his father's own heart.
This outcome was a terrible blow to the exiles, who had hoped
against hope that some day their fatherland might accord them .a welcome. It almost broke the heart of Amos Oomenius, now their leading bishop. Their chief seat at this time was the town of Lissa, in
Poland. Nor was this the end of sorrows. In 1656 Lissa, which had
been occupied by the Swedes, was taken and burned by the Polish
confederates. After the loss of their ecclesiastical center, the Brethren, even more than other Protestants, were made to feel the heavy
hand of General Ozarniecki. Their ministers were subjected to cruel
tortures. 'fhousands of their members fled-to Silesia, Saxony, Brandenburg, and Holland. Tho Lissa rose from its ashes, and altho their
episcopate was maintained in hope against hope, their Polish and
Prussian congregations for the most part gradually lost denominational identity, being merged with those of the Reformed. Only a
few survived to the eighteenth century-chiefly in Posen.
However, the counter-reformation had not absolutely eradicated
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this church of reformers before the reformation in Bohemia and
Moravia. A" hidden seed" survived, consisting of such who cherished the writings of Hus and of Oomenius, and who secretly perpetuated the memory of their fathers by holding conventicles and
i-mplanting in their children loyalty to the Bohemian Bible. Their
number, like that of the faithful in Israel who refused to bow the
knee to Baal, in fact exceeded the common estimate. For when, in
1783, Joseph II. issued his Edict of Toleration, granting religious
liberty nnder certain restrictions, one hundred and fifty thousand
Bohemians and Moravians came forward, desirous to be known as
members of the Unit as Fratrum. These, however, were by special
decree excluded from the benefits of ,the edict. Not until 1880 were
spiritual sons of Luke, of Prague, and Augusta and Blahoslav and
Oomenius granted liberty of worship in Austrian lands.
Meanwhile, in the providence of God, a wonderful provision had
been made whereby a remnant of this persecuted Church might fulfil
its special calling in a manner serviceable to Ohristendom.
Christian David and Count Zinzendorf

During the latter part of the second and early in the third decade
of the eighteenth century a powerful revival of religion was experienced by the families of descendants of the Brethren in a group of
villages of Moravia known as The Kuhlandel. It was precisely for
the "hidden seed" of this portion of Moravia that Oomenius had
prepared a catechism, which formed one of his last literary works, in
the hope of thereby promoting the fulfilment of his own fervent
prayers for the resuscitation of his Ohurch. 'rhe chief human agent
in this revival was Ohristian David, a converted Roman Oatholic carpenter, who had found a home in Silesia, but who repeatedly risked
imprisonment and worse, in order to minister to his own countrymen
in Moravia. Priestly tyranny applied the argument of the dungeon
and of fines, but in vain. Yet altho the renewed life was not to be
suppressed, it longed for free expression.
At this juncture Christian David met the pious young Oount Zinzendorf, whO', on attaining his majority, with the acquisition of a
landed estate in Saxony, desired to effect a work in Upper Lusatia
patterned after that of Francke and his associates in Halle. Tnese
plans of the young nobleman were, however, providentially diverted.
In response to the pleas of the evangelist, he promised a temporary
asylum to religious refugees from Moravia. Of this offer the family
the Neissers, a party of ten in all, first availed themselves at Whitsuntide, 1722. Fleeing on foot, under yover of night, to elude the
vigilance of their oppressors, they reached Saxony in safety. Their
new home was reared beside the highway from Lobau to Zittau, when
it passed through what was then an unimproved wilderness forming
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part of Zinzendorf's· estate. During the ensuing years several hundred of their awakened compatriots joined them, abandoning the
comforts of a modest competence and remunerative occupations for
conscience'sake. Their incipient town received the name of Herrnhut
(The Lord's Watch). Hither many p,arnest men and women were
also attracted from various parts of Germany, adherents of various
creeds, but alike seekers after righteousness. Meanwhile the pious
aims of their patron were thwarted. On the other hand, the responsibility he recognized in relation to his new vassals, and the pain he felt
at the disagreements which arose in regard to faith and discipline, by
reason of tha diverse elements which met in the population of Herrnhut, led him to resign his office at the court in Dresden that he might
devote himself wholly to the spiritual welfare of this people. Removing to Herrnhut during the first half of the year 1727, he devoted his
time and energies wholly to this task. By laboring personally with
individuals, he induced agreement to rules and regulations for the
ordering of religious and municipal life. Much study was given to
the Scriptures, especially the First Epistle of St. John. A spirit of
fervent intercession characterized the early summer. Honest recognition of spiritual pride and of mutual lack of charity was followed by
unfeigned self-humiliation and a drawing together of hearts. These
experiences culminated in a gracious revival, whose climax was reached
in a celebration of the Lord's Supper at Berthelsdorf on the 13th of
August. Thenceforth the people of Hernnhut were a changed people.
Descendants of the old Brethren's Church and representatives of other
confessions were fused together in one spirit. Personal assurance of
acceptance with God, throngh the atoning merits of the Redeemer,
wrought a profound conviction in these men and women that their
lives should be placed unreservedly at the Lord's disposal to work out
His will. Zinzendorf came to realize that his life-work must be identified with them, that essentially the spirit of purposes cherished by
him from childhood was meant of God to receive realization through
the abandonment of his own plans for activity in conjunction with
these people. His recognition of God's leading cost him exile, and
involved the subordination of family life and of the private interests
of his family, as well as the placing of his property, in addition to his
time and talents, at the disposal of the Church.
Reaching Out Into Regions Beyond

It was impossible that a city set on a hill, as was Herrnhut, where
all phases of life were dominated by a joyous religion.-for cheerful,
not ascetic, industry characterized the place-should remain hidden.
Affiliations were established with those who longed after a betterment
of religious life in various European lands, especially where Pietistic
institutions had prepared.the way. Student organizations in personal
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touch with Herrnhut, especially at the University of Jena, deepened
the significance of the movement set on foot by the flight of the
exiles from Moravia. Moravian evangelists were welcomed in various
lands, the more so because they aimed at promoting spiritual life
without detaching any .from membership in state churches. The
work thus inaugurated yet remains an agency for incalculable good.
Many more persons are to-day ministered to by the Diaspora missionaries of the Moravion Church on the Continent of Europe than are
carried in the lists of its communicant members. Moreover, the
reflex influence of this contact with and labor for other divisions of
evangelical Christendom has caused the modern development of the
Brethren's Unity to differ in various respects from the Unity as it
existed before, altho its essential spirit remains very much the same.
With the Danish court, Count Zinzendorf stood in relations of
personal intimacy. In the month after the culmination of the revi val
at Herrnhut he sent two Brethren to confer with pious members of
that court, and on returning they brought with them a manuscript
account of Egede's labors in Greenland. Even in his scho~ days
Zinzendorf had contemplated the inauguration of missions to the
heathen. In February, 1728, a memorable day of prayer was characterized by intercessions for Turkey, Africa, Greenland, and Lapland.
Twenty-six unmarried men thereupon made it an object of study how
they should prepare for service among the heathen when the Lord's
call came. The indication of His will was given in connection with
Zinzendorf's visit to Copenhagen in 1731, to be present at the coronation of King Christian VI. Returning with the story of Hans
Egede's comparative failure, and presenting the needs of the negro
slaves in the West Indies, he powerfully moved the hearts of many
in Herrnhut on July 23d. Next day two young men volunteered
to go to the negroes, and their example was followed by that of two
who volunteered for Greenland. In the event Leonard Dober and
David Nitschmann set ont for the West Indies on August 21, 1732,
and Matthew and Christian Stach and Christian David left for
Greenland on April 10, 1733.
Some Notable Features of Moravian Work

Within ten years from the sailing of the pioneers, Moravian missions had been attempted also in Dutch Guiana, Lapland, at the Cape
of Good Hope, among the Christian slaves in Algeria, among the
Samoyedes of Arctic Russia, and in Ceylon. And in 1735 pioneers
were sent to the Indians of North America (Georgia). Not all these
missions attained permanent success, but even in these years of experiment several features are exceedingly suggestive.
First, a revival of vitaJ evangelical religion gave birth to the enterprise. The vitally evangelical is evangelistic in virtue of inner neces-
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sity. With the restoration of the joy of salvation came an irresistible
impulse to teach transgressors God's way. Herrnhut numbered about
six hundred souls. Many of the people were very poor. The means
of communication were meager. Nevertheless, obstacles were surmounteu in God's name, in recognition of the obligation of the
Savior's last commandment.
Second, the message they brought was a simple but comprehensive
one-redemption through the atoning life and death of Jesus. Philosophizing was avoided. Details of confessional creed were not
imposed. The love of God in Ohrist Jesus was magnified, with the

MORAVIAN MISSIONARY R . SCHNABEL AND SOME TIBETAN CHRISTIANS A'I' POO IN
BASHARK, INDIA

completeness of salvation and the obligation of manifesting grateful
love to Him through obedience.
Where failure followed, in the third place, it was due rather to the
opposition of nominal Christians and obstacles they placed in the way
than to the heathen's lack of receptiveness or to the essential impracticability of missions.
Fourth, this was an uprising of ardent young men to meet their
recognized obligation. Zinzendorf himself was only 32 years of age
when he sent the pioneers; Dober was 26, Nitschmann, 35; Frederick
Martin, Dober's successor in St. Thomas, 31; Matthew Stach, the first
volunteer for Greenland, was only 20, and his companion, Frederick
Bohnisch, 21. Ohristian Henry Rauch, who began the mission among
the Mohicans of New York in 1740, was 22. Spangenberg was 34
when he led the colony to Georgia. George Schmidt, the first to carry
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the Gospel to the Hottentots, was only 27, tho he had spent six years
in an Austrian dungeon for conscience' sake.
Fifth, the majority of the pioneers were luoravians by birth. It
was the" witness spirit," brought from lands of martyrdom and persecution, that gave impetus and persistence to the movement. It is
. impossible to resist the conviction that God had wonderfully preserved
and brought forth a remnant of the old evangelical Ohurch of Reformers before the Reformation, and had then endowed them with renewed
life from on high, for the express purpose of recalling Ohristendom to
It sense of its obligation to carry out the last command of the Lord
Jesus Ohrist. The Moravian Ohurch must be a missionary church. It
has no option here, and finds no merit in recognizing the law of its
existence.
Indeed, to its missions it owes its perpetuation as a distinct
denomination in respect to its outwarq as well as its inner life. The
success of its missionaries in the West Indies confronted it with the
problem of securing a ministry whose status others would recognize as
conferring upon them the right to administer the sacraments to converts and perform other ministerial functions. Herrnhut itself had
not yet been wholly separated from the Berthelsdorf parish of the
State Ohurch of Saxony, tho its lay elders preached and exhorted and
administered discipline. In 1735 the difficulty was obviated by the
voluntary transfer of the episcopate of the old Ohurch of the Bohemian Moravian Brethren, which survived in the persons of Daniel
Ernest Jablonski, court preacher at Berlin, and Ohristian Sitkovius,
of Thorn, Superintendent of the United Reformed and Brethren's
congregations in Poland. Jablonski had beeu watching the rise of
·Herrnhut with interest, and for a' number of years had been in personal touch with the Moravians there. Satisfied that they were representatives of what had been best in the old Ohurch, with the consent
of Sitkovius he consecrated David Nitschmann, Dober's companion,
to be bishop-primarily for the missions. Two years later Zinzendorf-who had already been admitted to Lutheran orders, after advising with the King of Prussia, whose theological examiners closely
scrutinized the count's theology, and expressed their approval, and
after conferring with Archbishop Potter, of Canterbury, who cordially
advised the step-was himself consecrated a second bishop by Jablonski
and Nitschmann, with the approval of Sitkovius.
During the fourth and fifth decades of the eighteenth century the
Moravian Ohurch, as it came to be popuhirly known and was denominated in the Act of Parliament of 1749, which recognized it as an
ancient Protestant and Episcopalian Church, fully established itself
in England, Ireland, Wales, and the American colonies, Bethlehem
in Pennsylvania becoming the headquarters for the latter. Scotland
became a field of operations at a slightly later date. In the colonies
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prior to 1756 Moravian evangelists effected affiliations with earnest
men and women in Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, North Oarolina, and Georgia. Indeed, scarcely a
colony was overlooked in their itinerations. Yet the establishment of
the denomination as such was avoided rather than sought. As on the
Oontinent of Europe,
so among Englishspeaking peoples, ministrations were freely
rendered for the promotion of spiritual life
among existing denominations, not for
the. spread of a new
sect, and in America
the conversion of the
heathen Indians afforded peculiar scope
for the expenditure of
energies. Successfully
A MORAVIAN MISSION HOUSE AT RUNGWE, EAST AFRICA
inaugurated at ·Shekomeko, on the confines of New York and Oonnecticut, near the Stissik
hills, in 1740, the Indian mission, tho repeatedly thwarted by the opposition of whites, nominally Christians, and tho sadly hampered by the
wars of the late colonial period and by the great struggle for Independence, prospered in Pennsylvania and in Ohio, and demonstrated
the capacity of Delawares, Mohicans, and kindred tribes for Ohristian
civilization, until in the closing operations of the war the d;portation
of the converts from their villages along the Tuscarawas by the British,
and the massacre in cold blood of a remnant of the peaceable people of
Gnadenhutten by American rangers, in 1782, gave a fatal blow to the
undertaking. It survived, indeed, but never regained its former proportions, however persistently efforts were renewed at various points.
Meanwhile, Zinzendorf's decree of banishment was revoked in 1747.
In 1755 he returned to Saxony, to make his permanent home at Berthelsdorf.Even in the darkest days, when the purposes actuating
himself and his brethren had been most completely misunderstood,
and in consequence had drawn down upon him and them obloquy and
derision and something akin to persecution, he had unfalteringly persisted in what he knew to be his calling-the heralding of his Lord's
free grace and the efficacy of His all-availing atonement. Repeated
failures of plans here and there could not dampen his. zeal, nor that of
his Moravian coadjutors-men of indomitable persistence.
He and they suffered providential developments to shape their
policy. While a lad at school, in founding his "Order of the Grain
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of Mustard Seed," Zinzendorf had covenanted with like-minded comrades in after life to labor for the conversion of the heathen, and
espernally in behalf of those for whom no one else cared. Nevertheless,
when shaping the missionary policy of his Moravian Brethren, he did
not remain blind to the strategic value of gaining a foothold for missions among the more advanced races of heathenism. His acute perception early recognized the desirability of winning China and India
and Persia for Christ, and accordingly he made efforts to establish
missions in those great realms. Egypt and Turkey attracted him,
and more than one negotiation was set on foot in Constantinople, and
missionaries went to Egypt. But the fulness of time had not come
for those lands. On the contrary, as a rule success attended the
inauguration of efforts in behalf of the most degraded and neglected.
So it came to pass that when Zinzendorf died, in 1760, successful
missions were in operation in Greenland, among the Indians of North
America, among the negro slaves of the Danish and English West
Indian Islands, along the Rio de Berbice in Guiana, South America,
and in various parts of the Dutch colony of Surinam. Schmidt's mission to the Hottentots had been fruitful, but had been prematurely
brought to a close by white opposition.
Since Zinzendorf's death the experience of the Moravian Church
has intensified this conviction of her specific calling as a missionary
Church, to minister to those whom others would otherwise neglect or
pass by. Meanwhile it is fully realized that this is not the part of
worldly wisdom, and that in various respects, especially in connection
with the development of the native church and its achievement of
self-support in men and means, this apprehension of a providentially
assigned duty involves peculiar difficulties. It imposes a financial
burden which would be entirely beyond the strength of the Moravian
Church did it stand alone, or did it receive assistance only from those
associated with it in the Diaspora circles of the state churches in
Europe. It compels members of the Moravian Church to recognize
that their missions must remain in the highest sense a work of faith.
'rhat faith God has never put to shame.
Repeatedly heavy deficits have marked the annual closing of
accounts, but after a while supplies came in. During the Napoleonic
wars the home congregations were sorely impoverished. Then friends
in England of every Christian name came forward and voluntarily
organized" The London Association in Aid of Moravian Missions,"
which still maintains its marvelously liberal activity, contributing
$475,000 during the ten years preceding 1899. Repeatedly unexpected
legacies have been received from friends identified with other households of faith, coupled with conditions like the. following: no contraction, no retrogression, for new work, for the erection of outposts
into permanent stations. The very large bequest of the late Mr. J. 'r.
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Morton, of London, for example, which is now becoming available in
annual instalments, was designed for the last named of these purposes.
Up to the year 1900 the Moravian Church· had sent out 2,604
missionaries, male and female, exclusive of a number of men dispatched in connection with the management of trades and industries
undertaken for the support of the work. Since the commencement
of operations, in 1732, attempts have proven unsuccessful, or after
partial success have been suspended in the following fields: Lapland,
among the Samoyedes, among the Calmucks, China, Persia, the East
Indies, Egypt, Abyssinia, Algiers, and the Guinea coast of Africaalmost all of these suspensions dating back to the eighteenth century. During the summer of 1900, by exceedingly amicable negotiations, the transfer of the Moravian missions in Greenland to the
Danish Lutheran Ohurch was effected, in order that thus a homogeneous native Ohristian church might develop the fullest measure of
self-support. By a similar process the Moravian Ohqrch had a few
years before taken over from the London Missionary Society its enterprise in the German colony of East Oentral Africa.
The Moravian Mission Fields

At present the operations of the Moravians are carried on in
Labrador, Alaska, among the Indians of North America and the
negroes of the West Indies, in Nicaragua (the Moskito Ooast),
Demerara, Surinam, Cape Colony, Kaffraria, German East Equatorial
Africa, Australia (Victoria and Queensland), and among the TibetaDspeaking peoples of the Western Himalayas. Besides, a Horne for
Lepers is maintained near Jerusalem, its management, however, being
administered by a Board distinct from that which directs the affairs
of the missions. The latest published statistics give the number of
missionaries in the field-exclusive of members of the Board, secretaries, financial agents, etc., and those engaged in the Home for
Lepers-as 397, with 47 ordained native ministers and assistant ministers. Oommunicant members of the first grade, and not under discipline, number 32,028, the total membership, reckoning in the children of communicants, the adult catechumens, and those temporarily
under discipline, is reported as 96,877 -and it may be added that the
methods of keeping church registers are exact. Attention is everywhere paid to education, 234 day-schools being maintained, with
23,998 scholars in charge of 524 teachers. Sunday-schools are conducted as a matter of course. Normal schools exist in four mission
provinces, and theological seminaries are maintained in Antigua and
KafIraria.
It is recognized that while the immediate aim of all Gospel preaching is to reach the individual, the ultimate object of the evangeliza-
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tion'of the heathen is to so affect the national life that it may come
under the sway of Christian faith. Hence the formation of independent, self-supporting congregations is sought, administering discipline for themselve;, and served by men of the native race. As a
step toward this goal, the members are at an early stage urged to assist
in the management of the spiritual and temporal affairs of the congregations by electing officers from their own number, and are taught
to act as elders, teachers, and voluntary evangelists, assistants to the
the missionary. In the erectiou of its missions into self-dependent
churches, the Moravian Church has to face peculiar difficulties inherent in the racial peculiarities of her converts. In some fields she is
ministering beside the death-bed of a race slowly tending to extinction.
Everywhere the native pastor must prove superior to his moral and
mental environment, but must, nevertheless, so identify himself with
those to whom he ministers as to remain in the truest sense a man of
the people. Even where the requisite moral and mental endowments
can be found, it is not surprising if heredity has failed to endow him
with precision and system of method so essential for the administrative functions of the pastorate and for successful leadership. In the
West Indies a measure of success has been attained in this respect.
Certain of the native t:"aits of the Kaffirs also hold out prospects of a
happy solution of the problem in their land. Yet everywhere patience
is demanded on the part of the home Church.
Moravian missionaries are drawn from any of the four provinces
of the Moravian Church on the Continent of Europe, in Britain, or in
the United States, special training being afforded in the Mission Institute at Niesky in Germany, and in the British and American theological seminaries of the Church. The call to service in any case comes.
from the Mission Board, and the great majority of the men and women
in the field are Germans. According to the, stage of development
attain'ed, each mission province enjoys greater or less autonomy within
the limits of the annual budget. In some instances conferential management, largely representative in character, exists, while elsewhere a
superintendent possesses complete executive powers. In every instance,
however, the Mission Board reserves the right of the initial call to
service, the dismissal from service, the grantiug of furloughs, or of
permission to retire on a pension, decision with regard to founding or
. abandoning stations, and the prerogatives of a court of appeal.
The Government and Cost of Moravian Missions

In its personnel the Mission Board, elected by the General Synod,
meeting decennially, and constituted of delegates cho!Jen by each
province of the Ohurch, represents the entire Unitas Fratrum, fOI'
at least one German, one Englishman, and one American must be
nominated by the respective national divisions. The remaining
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members may be ex-missionaries of any nationality. The General
Synod, which carefully reviews the missionary operations of the
entire previous decade, receiving a detailed report from the Board,
besides formulating general principles and giving specific directions
for future guidance, elects an advisory committee of business men to
assist the Mission Board in financial administration,· and makes
provision for annual audits of
accounts. Extraordinary audits
and, examination of cash balances
and securities also take place from
time to time. Furthermore, the
Mission Board confers with the
executive boards of the four home
provinces of the Ohurch, and obtains their decision for its guidance in affairs of importance.
Thus the administ.ration of the
missionsis brought into close touch
with the life of the Ohurch as such.
To meet the cost of its undertakings - for salaries, traveling
expenses, erection and maintenance of buildings, educational
activity, pensions, education of
BISHOP CHARLES BUCHNER
PreSident of the Moravian Mission Board,
the children of missionaries, the
BertheJsdorf
training of candidates, and administrative expenses, annually amounting to a total of about $422,lOO-the Board depends on several classes of resources. All members of the Moravian Ohurch are expected to statedly contribute
in proportion to ability; a pledge so to do is embodied in "The
Brotherly Agreement," which forms a bond of union linking all the
congregations, and assent to which constitutes a condition of
reception into fellowship. Many friends beyond the limits of Mora·
vian communicant membership annually employ this Ohurch as a
channel through which to do their part toward the evangelization of
the heathen. Without this aid, rendered liberally and appreciatively,
especially in Britain and on the Oontinent of Europe, and measurably
also in America, the task undertaken in obedient faith would exceed
the powers of this little brigade of the army of the Oross. The inter.
est of certain funded legacies has been designated by benefactors for
definite phases ot the work; in other instances the income of funds
thus created is wholly at the discretionary disposal of the Board. The
annual grants of auxiliary associations constitute a very important
proportion of the sources of revenue, associations within; and others
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beyond, the pale of the Moravian Church. The denominational auxil- iary in Britain is especially identified with the support of the mission
in Labrador; that in Holland interests itself in the work carried on in
Surinam; that in the United States is specially charged with the support of the Eskimo mission in Alaska, and with the missions among
the Indians. Reference has already been made to the noble beneficence of the London association, constituted of Christians of almost
every name. The Australian mission presents the features of a pleasing partnership, being Moravian in respect to the workers and Presbyterian in respect to the defrayal of current expenses. Finally, a
considerahle part of the income is derived from the mission fields
themselves, and in a threefold manner. As early as possible the converts on principle are taught the obligation of systematic support of
the Gospel and the privilege of free·will offerings. Hence, on the
one hand, church dues are required, and, on the other hand, gifts for
the evangelization of "the regions beyond" are encouraged. But, in
addition, in certain fields trades and traffic are maintained for the
benefit of the missions, and to assist converts by promoting habits of
steady industry and by inculcating the dignity of labor. The industrial branch of the work is in charge of men who hold no position
involving spiritual activity in the primary sense, but who are, nevertheless, appointed by the Mission Board, and are understood to have
consecrated their business ability to the Lord for the furtherance of
His kingdom.
Moravian Missionary Ideal.

We may add in closing: Moravians do not regard their own as the
ideal missionary activity. They are not wholly blind to its defects.
Some of these defects they seek to rapidly remedy; perhaps certain
other defects they are more cautiously trying to remove, believing that
- the processes of a constructive reformation necessarily require the
element of time. When others laud their missionary zeal a sense of
shame can not fail to be induced, for they know how much of the
praise is unmerited. Nevertheless, they would be untrue to the Lord
Himself if they failed to give Him glory for so marvelously preserving them among the families of God, when they appeared to be nearing extinction, or if they were blind to that manifestation of His
providence which has so unquestionably marked out for them their
missionary calling. They have no option but to joyfully heed their
Savior's last command, and it must continue to be both their cross
and their crown to labor especially in behalf of the neglected. If
they ceased to do this, not only wonld they lose their self-respect
in accepting aid from others for the discharge of their own special
trusts, they would deserve, and must expect, to have their candlestick
removed.
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SIMILARITY AND CONTRAST-CHINA, JAPAN,
KOREA
BY REV. GEORGE HEBER JONES, SEOUL KOREA
Methodist Episcopal Mission, 1887-

East Asia present~ to th!) Ohristian Ohurch a mission field second
in importance to no other. Ohina, with four hundred and six millions,
Japan, with fifty millions, and Korea, with ten millions of people, gt-re
us agrand total embracing about one-third of the human race. '1'0
put this fact in another way: every third babe that opens its eyes in
this world looks up into the face of a yellow mother and toddles about
in a heathen home. Every third grave on earth is dug in yellow soil,
while yellow men gather about it to grieve and lament over a soul that
has gone out into a future unlit with a single ray of Ohristian light
and hope.
This vast field, continental in extent, possesses some things in common. The people are one in race, o.rigin, history, civilization, and
religion. In. a large sense the principles underlying the varied conditions confronting Ohristian missions are the same; that is, we find
certain prevailing race characteristics, in spite of very pronounced dissimilarity in many things. It is impossible to write accurately the
history of anyone of these three empires without frequent reference
to the other two. They cherish in common the principle of filial
piety as the corner-stone of their civilization. Oonfucins, Gautama,
and the nameless myriad priests and priestesses of Shamanite spiritism have been their religious instructors. Throughout this great area
the position of woman, reduced to its final analysis, is much the same.
The spirit which animates law and custom speaks in the same tone,
and the philosophy of life which controls individual conduct is the
same. The hopes, fears, Itlld aspirations of the people are projected
out in the same general direction morally. The great yellow race is
ill with one malady, and it will find recovery through only one remedy
-the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Now, while this is true as a general proposition, at the same time
the individuality of the three empires is so pronounced and developed
that they stand as distinctly aloof from each other as England, France,
and Russia do in Europe. Note the contrast in the respective governments. In Ohina it is patriarchal in form, with the family as the
model, and the action of the sovereign in the empire can not be controlled by written laws any more than it would be possible to regulate
the authority of a father over his family by a written constitution in
that family. Among the people the idea of equality, based on brotherhood and modified by the elements of education and native talent, is
held so that the humblest Ohinese boy--:-born, it may be, in a coolie's
mud hut, or cradled in a house-boat on the Yang-tse or the Min-may
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rise, in spite of these, to be a Minister of State or a Viceroy. This is
not true in Korea. While the Ohinese model dominates, the Koreans
have added the idea of caste to their governmental system, so that the
ruling class and their families enjoy privileges and powers not held by
the correspondiug class in Ohina, and which are submissive of the
common people's right to life and property. Japan stands to-day in
sharp contrast to the political organization of her neighbors. Her
government is a copy of constitutional monarchy as it prevails among
white nations, and her people enjoy that peace and security which
comes from law equitably administered in the empire.
Another contrast is found in the general spirit of the people. The
Ohinese from the dawn of history have been commercial and industrial
in their character. They have been manufacturers, to supply the
needs of the vast continental hordes under or adjacent to the dynastic
rule. .They have been inventors of curious implements and laborsaving devices. They have been traders, carrying out of Ohina its
products and returning with the wealth of other peoples. '1.'he cast of
mind is commercial. They are a nation of merchants. On the other
hand, Japan has ever adored the sword. It is the soul of the Samurai.
Their history is a record of battle. The greatest national heroes are
Yoritomo, a Japanese Oharlemagne, and Hideyoshi, a Japanese
Napoleon, albeit both pansed short or the imperial yellow. The
national sports are martial. Modern Japan, in the midst of its abounding and increasing development, preserves the graces, the spirit, and
the impulses of Japanese knighthood. They are a nation of warriors.
Korea is neither the merchant nor the warrior. Secure in her hills
and valleys, just bending her energies sufficiently to produce enough to
eat and wear, she has remained a 80rt of recluse. Study and meditation, the poetic frame of mind-these specially charm her. The
national ideal is the scholar. The civil or literary nobility take precedence over the military nobles, and both are far above the merchant
class. The Koreans are a nation of students. Doubtless when these
peoples shall have become welded into one, it will be for Ohina to
produce and conserve the vast wealth of the East, ffapan to protect
and defend Oriental prestige, and Korea to preserve its literature and
literary traditions.
It is to be expected that this diversity will show itself in the history of missionary propaganda in these empires. In Ohina the Ohurch
has had to meet the conditions growing out of patriarchal customs
complicated with intense materialism. In Japan one of the controlling factors in the situation is that esprit de corps inseparable
from militarism. In Korea the prevailing characteristic proves an
element of strength in the native Church. Two hundred and :fifty
thousand Ohinese converts, under the banner of evangelical Ohristianity, presage the :final conversion of the empire; and if I might assume

-
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the role of a prophet, it would be to say that Ohina redeemed will yet
lay on the altars of Ohrist the largest offering of material wealth, the
most magnificent gift that history will ever know. In Korea the
progress of evangelical Ohristianity has been rapid. In fifteen years
the Ohurch has grown from a handful of about one hundred souls to a
host of thirty thousand converts. Several things have contributed to
this more rapid growth in Korea than in the neighboring empires.
The successes of Ohrist in Ohina and Japan were not without their
effect in establishing the prestige of our religion in the eyes of the
Koreans. The Korean Empire is smaller in bulk than either of her
neighbors, and has, therefore, gotten in motion Ohristward earlier.
There has been an absence of all competition in the way of taking on
the outward garb of Western civilization to the exclusion of imbibing its
spirit, so that the only thing to challenge attention in Korea has been
Ohrist and His Gospel. Ohristianity is the only living thing in sight.
In the midst of hopeless despair there has burst into view the star of
hope. To the Korean, lost in the cold, dark, arctic night of heathenism, it has come as the dawning day; therefore, he has thronged the
doorways of the Ohurch, first single individuals, then in groups, and
soon in throngs.
The work already done in Japan is of a lasting character. It possesses length, breadth, and depth, and is at once a presage and a
preparation for the final victory. In estimating the movement of
Ohristian forces in Japan, the solidarity of the Japanese nation should
be reckoned with. The Japanese in great crucial tests like to mo\'e as
a nation. There is a wonderful power of unanimity among them
which puts them into contrast with the Koreans. One of these days
Japan, as a nation, will deliberately take the final step Ohristward
and accept His truth as her religious faith. Ohina awaits a Ohinese
Oonstantine, and when God's purposes shall
have ripened He will
\
appear and fill Ohina's laws, institutions, and customs with the spirit
of evangelical Ohristianity.

. THE BIBLE AND THE MISSIONARY
BY J. T. GRACEY, D.D.

The Bible is in a strict sense the only universal book in the world;
the only ecumenical one of all human history; the only one with a
world motif. This statement is formulated on two definitions of the
Standard Dictionary-" Ecumenical: of or pertaining to the habitable
world; universal." "Motif." subject, theme, dominant idea, or sentiment"; possibly this is included in the secondary definition of motive" having power to move, tending to move, causing motion." Thus it
is a sort of dynamic force operating on all men, in aU the world, con-
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taining within itself the power of propulsion over all peoples of all
time.
The sublime solitariness of this position may possibly be challenged
in favor of the Koran. It would carry us beyond present limits to
dispute this here; so with a recognition of it, it must be passed at the
present writing. But the genius of the two in the matter of their
dissemination to all the inhabitants of the world differs totally in
favor of the Bible. At its earliest inception, whether by a miracle of
tongues or a miracle of ears, the fundamental conception of the day
of Pentecost was that in some way the Gospel was to reach men by
translation into their vernacular, and everyone "hear in their own
tongue the wonderful works of God." It is the motif of the Bible
that within the past century has expanded the translations of the
Bible from fifty to four hundred, till all the great languages of the
world have the whole Bible, defining "a great language," as Canon
Edmonds does, as one spoken by not less than ten millions of people.
In distinction from this, the practical eXI-osition of the Koran for a
thousand years has shown that the men who ,have drunk deepest of
its spirit hold that its text is untranslatable, and any attempt to put
it into writing in any other vernacular is a folly and a crime; its very
motif is prohibitive of translations. The primary evidence of its
inspiration is that it is written in Arabic of such perfection that no
mortal can produce the like. The miracle of the text is the evidence
of its divinity-evidence necessarily of no avail to the bulk of mankind. It also carries with it the assumption that the Koran is the
least translatable book in the world, which is the fact, while the Bible
is the most translatable book in the wQrld.
The modern movement in India which antagonizes this centuriesold Moslem orthodoxy now demands translations of the Koran as
essential to competition with ecumenical Christianity. It is discerned
that the Christian concept, that all men must have the most hallowed
things out of heaven in ~'the tongue .i.n which they were born," has
in it the essential elements of final triumph over all competitors. It
is worth emphasizing that the movement toward world translations of
the Bible, is an evolution of the book itself.'
•
It is remarkable that this dynamic force should create literatures
in which these translations should find a channel. Considerably
more than one-half of the languages into which the Bible has been
translated within a century were reduced to writing for the purpose
of the translation of this Book into them. Canon Edmonds formulated the underlying base and inspiration, the motif, if one may once
more style it so, when he wrote: "To give men the message of God on
lips touched with a live coal from the altar of God is the first true
greeting of the ideal missionary as he lays the foundation of a living
Church!' This, he asserts, was the policy of Christianity il'om the
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start. But that is not all of it. "To hand to his people God's written
revelation, plain, permanent, perfect, as far as anything partly human
can attain to be perfect, is when his work is over, his ideal farewell."
That is his way of stating that the foundation of the future Church in
every land is the Bible in the vernacular of that land, and the vernacular has been defined to be a language" understood by the women
and the children, the old and the ignorant, as well as the young, enterprising men of business."
The indebtedness of science, of philology, of commerce, of governments to the impulse that precipitated these translations is a quite too
extended theme, however fascinating, to touch on in this connection.
It is far from our heart not to emphasize the work of the great universities and lear;ned societies in tbis linguistic expansion of literature,
but for most of what we know of the two thousand or more forms
of human speech we are plainly indebted to the missionary impulse.
This does not ignore the initial literatures produced by commercial
agencies, such as the East India companies; but even there the inspiration of the men who did the stoutest service was evangelistic. Marshman and Morrison were dominated by the missionary idea.
The Bible translations were, with rare exceptions, made by missionaries. It was with them, in most cases, original work. They endured
conditions which required the spirit which martyrs exhibit to effect
this result. It was not to win money, nor distinction, nor place. At
risk of too great length this quotation from Mr. Cust must be suffered:
Who were the translators? No university, no State Department, no
learned society could have supplied men willing to conduct such operations or capable of doing so. It was not abstract knowled&,e heaped up in
the study that was required, bub the gift of conversing wIth and understanding the people; it was not a city of Europe or North America in
which such work could be done, but the mission stations in the midst of
half-coverted natives; it was not earthly honor or high remunertion that
would tempt capable men to dwell in noxious climates, often far from
the civilized comforts of the age, but the wondrous desire to save souls,
the entire consecration of talents, health, and life to the spiritual welfare
of their fellow creatures. • • . The work when done" might be rugged,
be unpolished, but it must be intelligible and real."

In many cases they proved their work on the spot; the natives
who were to use it stood at the compositor's desk and operated the
hand-press to produce it, and native pastors or a native Christian flock
put it to practical test on the spot. Some of the best translations are
entirely indigenous productions.
There has been scant courtesy shown to popes or parliaments in
much of this work. It was simply done, and there was no power that
could undo it. A Madagascar king fulminates against it, but it is
hidden in caves and survives the king and all his edicts. In Tahiti,
in Mexico, in Peru, priests have tried to banish, have burned, and
anathematized it, but hid in the hearts of the people they preserved
the letter of it at the peril of their lives, till, as Mr. Cust says: "It is
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beyond the power of a Coosar or a pope to arrest the magnificent
progress of the Bible over the world; they might as well try to stop
the sun in midheaven. This unequaled book will roll on in its
majesty until earthly tongues cease and language has had its day."
Throughout the thousand-tongued Babel of the earth at this hour,
to seven out of every ten persons, the Scriptures in whole or in portions is available in speech which they can articulate and comprehend.
The American Bible Society alone, which dates its beginning more
than a decade later than the British and Foreign Bible Society, has
kept tally on its circulation till it enumerates within a fraction of
seventy-one millions of its issues. Half of the intelligent readers of
its report would be puzzled to tell the meaning of all of the very language-titles given without delving into those of Oceania and Africa.
How many, for instance, are familiar with the terms: "Lettish,"
"Lithuanian," "Reval Esthonian," " Biscol," or " Arrawak ? "
A remarkable feature of this work of Bible translation is its democracy. It literally expunges race and sex, as well as literary distinction; black or yellow or white, living in hut or palace, with a coat of
heraldry or unable to name his grandfather, bond or free, male or
female, the one standard to which the person is amenable is the efficiencyof the work done in bringing others into touch with this Book.
Mr. Cust renders tribute to the women who have contributed to this
great world-work. He says:
It is also a subject of fervent rejoicing that women have not been
behindhand in this work of love. . . . It has come under my knowledge, and it gladdens my heart to record it, that the Bible societies
have instances of the sweet yoke-fellowship of the son and the widowed
mother, the father ani the daughter, the husband and the wife, in this
most precious consecration of intellectual capacity united with spiritual
devotion. Single ladies and widow ladies have not been slack in seeking
a blessing by being zealous in this service, and at their death they leave
behind something more precious than the garments which Dorcas left
behind to her weeping friends, inasmuch as they have helped to clothe
the Word of Life in a new vesture of words and sentences which will
never wax old, nor require change, nor perish, but will be fresh and
profitable to generations still unborn.

Of the uplifting force of these many-tongued Scriptures none but
a master may write. They purify the very language which they preserve. They constitute the strongest earthly bond of a brotherhood,
the existence of which they irresistably furnish the proof. Stronger
than any political or commercial forces to establish a universal fraternity is the giving of this one Book to the whole human race. "So
deep a Book, and yet so simple; so human, and yet so Divine; so localized, and yet so world-embracing." It proves, as Dr. Charles Cuthbert
Hall says, that there is no such diversity of races as prevents a heartto-heart talk among all peoples and tongues. Its very divinity is
proven by the fact that Hindu or Hottentot, Eskimo or Fijian finds
here a revelation each of himself to himself, a prophecy written ages
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ago of what he would be and think and long for-" tI.e law of his
present life, the hope of his future life."
There have been those who questioned the self-interpretive power
of the Bible to the human heart. But instances can be multiplied to
fill scores of volumes in which the Book, without the aid of any
expositor, has proven to be a key fitted to all the wards of the human
heart. '{'he late Bishop E.W. Parker, of India,was wont to illustrate this
by an instance of a young Mohammedan teacher in a government school
of India, who, feeling" out of sorts," said to a fellow Mohammedan
teacher: "I wish I had something to door something to read." His
Moslem companion said: "Read this; this is the Ohristian's Bible;
perhaps this will do you good." That young Mohammedan teacher
took the Book and began to read it. He got over his dull feeling, and
read all night. The result, Bishop Parker'said, was that" he stands
among the leading preachers of the Methodist Ohurch of North
India," Numerous cases are recorded where a stray volume found its
way into remote regions, or communities, where it was read, and years
later a missionary found in the place a quite considerable community
who had met regularly to hear it read, and studiously endeavored to
govern their lives by its precepts as best they understood them.
These cases are not confined to any class or clime.
It was accidentally that Joseph Neesima, in Japan, read in a
Chinese Bible: "In the beginning God created the heavens and the
earth," which led him to say: "This is the God I must know."
It was an English New Testament, accidentally found floating in
the Bay of Nagasaki, that led Wasaka to search for its Ohinese counterpart, and led him to Ohrist and to baptism by Verbeck. This Book
has won its way to influence, to recognition, and to power, where prejudice awakened abhorrence to the missionary and the organized
forms of the Ohristian Ohurch.
The very literary currents of the world have been reversed in its
interest, and largely through the forces which itself created. A hundred years ago the flow of literature was from Ispahan to Oalcutta,
now it is from Bombay to Ba.gdad, and the Bible moves along channels itself has dug.
What the Bible is to the missionary and what the missionary has
been to the Bible would furnish a theme for a masterful symposium,
with contribuj;.ors from pole to pole.
The Protestant Ohristian world will observe with gratitude the
one hundredth anniversary of the British and Foreign Bible Society.
The American and the Scotch younger sisters will clap their hands,
but all will recognize what the venerable Dr. Gilman wrote for the
Ecumenical Oonference in New York:
"THE BIBLE WORK OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY IS BUT A BEGINNING. AND IT WOULD BE DISASTROUS TO SUSPEND IT AT THE POINT NOW
REACHED.
LET THE TWENTIETH CENTURY CARRY IT ON TO PERFECTION."
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MISSION STUDY CLASS

BY BELLE M. BRAIN, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

There are three ways of diffusing missionary iuformation iu use
at the present time-the missionary meeting, the reading circle, and
the study class; and the greatest of these is the study class.
The missionary meeting is, and ever will be, the best agency for
reaching large numbers and sowing broadcast the seeds of missiouary
enthusiasm. But the information presented is, almost of necessity,
fragmentary and iucomplete, and so little iu the way of individual
effort is called forth that the knowledge gained is likely to be the
acquisition of the few who take part rather than of the society as a
whole. The reading circle is, in some respects, better than the missionary meeting, but it is defective in that it requires but little exercise of the mental faculties, and fails to stimulate individual research.
The knowledge gained is rarely a permanent acquisition; like all
desultory reading, it seldom makes a lasting impression on the mind.
_The study class stands preeminent in that it requires systematic study
on the part of every member of the class. Its great value lies in the
fact that it possesses the rare quality of producing missionary leaders.
Some one has called it the" best of all manufacturies of missionary
workers," and such, indeed, it has proved wherever it has been tried
under -favorable circumstances. '1'he quantity of seed sown is not so
great as in the missionary meeting, but a larger proportion bears fruit.
If a church lacks missionary leaders-and where is the church that
does not ?-the best remedy is to organize a study class, not to take
the place of the missionary meeting, but to supplement it, very much
as classes for Bible study supplement the devotional meeting and the
pu blic preaching of the Word.
The Origin of the Mission Study Class

The mission study class, in its present form, is of comparatively
recent origin. In reaEty, however, it dates back to the students of
Andover College, nearly a century ago, who, stimulated by the Haystack Heroes, made the study of missions a prominent feature of
their meetings. Their example was followed, to a limited extent, by
students in other colleges throughout the century. After the organization of the Intercollegiate Young Men's Christian Association the
idea became more prominent, and in the year 1891 an impetus was
given to it by the publication of a series of ou tline mission studies in
the organ of the association.
The honor of establishing organized work in systematic mission
study belongs, however, to the Student Volunteer Movement.. In
February, 1893, when the Student Volunteer, the organ of the movement, was first Issued, a series of foreign mission studies was begun,
and the formation of classes in every college urged. A year later, the
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outline system having proved unsatisfactory, the use of text-books was
adopted, and the office of educational secretary created. Since 1895
this office has been filled with rare ability by the Rev. Harlan P.
Beach, formerly a missionary to China. The growth of the work in
ten years has been phenomenal. Twenty-six courses of study have
been prepared, and missionary libraries, costing tens of thousands of
dollars, have been introduced into the colleges. An average of five
thousand students a year have been enrolled in study classes, and textbooks have been called for at the rate of ten thousand copies a year.
'rhe result has been not only the volunteering of a considerable number of young men and women, but an increased intelligence in missions on the part of candidates offering themselves to the various
Boards.
The great success achieved among the students led to the adoption
of systematic mission study by several denominations, the text-books
being those of the Student Volunteer Movement, with special denominational features added. Next the women took it up, and at a conference of all the Women's Boards of the United States and Canada,
the course for women's societies, known as the" United Study df
Missions," was decided upon. The sale of more than fifty thousand
copies of the first two text-books of tue series speaks eloquently of the
favor with which they have been received. Early in 1902 the Young
People's Missionary Movement fell into line, and announced a series
of text-books for young people, to be known as the" Forward Mission Study Courses." Stimulated by the Silver Bay Conferences of
1902 and 1903, and pushed by the denominational hoards, the work is
growing with great rapidity. During the first year ten thousand young
people were enrolled in classes, and within two months of its publication Mr. Beach's biographical text-book on China reached a sale of
nearly twenty thousand copies. Such a vast army of students, young
people, and women, concentrating time and thought on mission study,
certainly argues well for the future. Gratifying reports of increased
interest and enlarged giving are already coming in, and should the
work continue it will undoubtedly usher in one of the greatest
revivals of missionary enthusiasm in the history of the Church.
Steps Preliminary to Organization

In organizing a mission study class, especially where such work is
attempted for the first time, there are many points which should be
thoroughly discussed by the committee in charge before the matter is
publicly announced.
Time. Experience proves that it is unwise to combine the study
class with any other meeting. Wherever possible, a separate session
of from sixty to ninety minutes should be devoted to it, the day and
hour to be determined by local conditions. The result will be smaller
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classes, but more efficient work. The sessions should be held weekly
until the completion of the course, rather than fortnightly or monthly,
as this brings the meetings close enough together to sustain the
interest, yet far enough apart to admit of thorough preparation. It
will be found easier to secure members for a class that meets once a
week for a brief period rather than once a month during a large part
of a year.
The separate session, held weekly, tho eminently desirable, is not
absolutely essential to success, and no society should give up the idea
of organizing a class because ideal conditions can not be secured. The
Advance Club of Rockford, Ill., an undenominational association of
Christian women, organized for missionary study, has achieved magnificent success with meetings held once a fortnight, and many a
woman's society has done good work by devoting six of the regular
monthly meetings of the year to the United Study of Missions lessons.
Witness also the notable work accomplished by the Baptist Young
People's Union through the use of the Conquest Missionary Courses,
which provide twelve lessons a year, to be used once a month at the
regular meeting of the young people's society. Good work has also
been done in a few instances by devoting the church prayer-meeting
or the young people's meeting to the work for a period of six or eight
consecutive or alternate weeks.
Place. The place of meeting can best be determined by the size
and character of the class. For small classes a private house, centrally located, is undou btedly best. For large classes the church is
better, especially if a well-lighted, well-ventilated room is available
If possible, the class should be seated around tables to facilitate the
taking of notes.
Membersltip. If the class is too large, actual study is next to
impossible. Experts declare that the enrolment should never exceed
ten or twelve, and that if more apply, it is better to start another class.
Some of the most successful classes have had from three to five members only. It is well to remember that quality is better than quantity,
ana. ~dmit only those who are thoroughly in earnest. It is a fatal
mistake to urge anyone to join on the plea that little or no work will
be required. In order that the nature of the class and the requirements of membership may be fully understood, some pledge, such as
the following, may be used:
1. I will be present at every meeting of the class, unless prevented by
unforseen circumstances.
2. I will secure a copy of the text-book to be used.
3. I will endeavor to devote not less than - - minutes to the
study of each lesson.
4. I will prepare the special work assigned me to the best of my
ability.
5. I will pray daily for the spread of Christ's Kingdom in the earth.

The Leader.

One thing essential to successful study-class work is
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a competent leader. The necessary qualifications for this all-important
office are three:
1. A deep and abiding interest in missions. "Let him who would
move and convince other"," says Carlyle," be first moved and convinced himself."
2. Ability to teach, rather than to lecture. The class will profit
by the work in direct proportion to their own intellectual effort.
3. Willingness to devote time to the necessary study. An extended
knowledge of missionary history and a wide acquaintance with missionary literature are not essential, but a good leader must have a
thorough knowledge of the text-book chosen. To give opportunity
for thorough preparation, both text-book and leader should be chosen
long in advance of the organization of the class.
The question of leadership is often a perplexing one. A common
error is that of asking the pastor or some prominent church official
who is not specially qualified for the work to undertake it. No
matter how broad his previous knowledge of missions, unles the
leader has teaching ability and time to master the text-book, the result
will be a lamentable failure.
Course of Study. For beginners in systematic mission study a
text-book should invariably be used. The lists of questions, references
to other literature, and outlines of study which they furnish simplify
the work both for teacher and class. With experienced leaders and
mature classes, especially those having access to large libraries, a syllabus may be used instead of a text-book. Excellent text-books have
been prepared by the Student Volunteers, the Women's United Study
Committee, and the Young Ptlople's Forward Mission Study Committee. These treat of great mission fields; great missionaries, periods
of missionary history, medical missions, and other phases of missionary work at home and abroad.*
With such a wealth of text-books available, many classes will be
perplexed to know how to make a wise selection. For those who have
never before attempted systematic mission study, a short biographical
course, such as Beach's" Knights of the Labarum," or Taylor's" Price
of Africa," is by far the best. These are less difficult and take less
time than the study of a mission field or a period of missionary history, and require no previous knowledge to make them interesting.
Biography is the most fruitful of all missionary literature, and is calculated to develop interest and arouse enthusiasm more quickly than
any other form of study.
Organizing the Class

Having fully discussed the foregoing points, the next step is to
secure members for the class. Perhaps the best way to do this is by
* For further information, inquire of the Student Volunteers, 3 West Twenty-ninth Street,

New York; Mrs. N. M. Waterberry, Tremont Temple, Boston; and Mr. S. Earle Taylor, 150
Fifth Avenue, New York.
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personal invitation to those who give promise of future usefulness.
Another good plan is to devote one session of the young people's
society to a mission study rally, the program for which should include:
1. An address on the value of systematic mission study, with special emphl!>sis laid in the fact that such study not only raises those
who pursue it to a higher spiritual plane, but also develops them
intellectually, and brings them into touch with those lands where the
most important political changes of the present day are taking place.
2. A review of the proposed text-book, preferably by the one who
is to lead the class.
3. A detailed statement, by the chairman of the committee having
the matter in charge, of the plan of study, the time involved, and the
work expected of the class.
4. The enrolment of those who are ready to join the class.

The organization of the class should follow at once, and the work
be taken up as promptly as possible. In addition to the leader, a secretary will be needed to keep the records of the class, announce the
meetings, look up absentees, secure prompt and regular attendance,
and increase the efficiency of the class in every way possible.
A class artist to draw maps and prepare charts and diagrams is
most useful. Maps are the best of all mediums for fixing missionary
information, and are a necessity. Each class should have, not only a
large missionary map of the world, such as most of the mission boards
have on sale, but also a series of smaller maps of the fields or parts of
fields under consideration. Many of the latter can be easily made at
home. A blackboard is necessary for diagrams, illustrations, outlines,
references, spelling of difficult words a!ld pronunciation of unfamiliar
names, and should be freely used both by the leader and the class
artist. Large sheets of paper and crayons are better than a blackboard for some purposes. Bound together, they have a permanent
value and are useful for reviews.
A class librarian is well-nigh indispensable. The best work can
only be accomplished where the members have access to other literature in addition to the text-book. The duties of the librarian should
be to secure reference books bearing on the general topic of the textbook, and to keep a' watch out for articles pertinent to the subject in
current issues of magazines and papers, both secular and religious.
The members should be asked to be on the lookout for photographs,
curios, or other objects that would illustrate the lessons and add
interest to them.
Order of Exercises

The program for the lesson hour will depend largely on the length
of the sessions, the experience of the leader, and the ability of the
class. The following plan, prepated by Dr. '1.'. H. P. Sailor, Educational Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, and
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an acknowledged expert in study-class work, is probably the best yet
devised:
1. Scriptut'e Reading.-Select a brief passage that brings out some
one thought connected with the lesson.
2. P'raye'r.-Let the member, who should be notified in advance, seek
to be brief but definite.
3. Assignment of the Ne,ct Lesson.-Let the leader state clearly the
subject of the next lesson, and the pages of the text-book to be studied.
Let him indicate the subjects of most importance, telling upon what to
concentrate, and, what to skim or omit. Let him give out questions
requiring independent thought. Assignments to individuals (see Nos. 4
and 7) should be made as largely as possible in writing, and given out
either before or after the meeting.
4. Review.-Let a member, previously appointed, give in not over
three minutes (a) a brief review of the last lesson, mentioning only the
points of the greatest importance, together with a conclusion to be drawn
from each; or (b) a still more condensed review of the course from the
beginning, giving one or two thoughts, rather than facts, connected with
the lesson.
5. Personal Imp'ressions.-Let each member mention in a sentence
what was personally most impressive in the last lesson.
6. Questions on the Advance Lesson by the Leade'r.-Upon the skill
with which this is done success in teaching depends. The assignment at
the previous lesson should be closely followed.
7. Pape'rs.-Have two or three (never more) papers or talks by
members previously appointed, introduced where most appropriate.
8. Debate.-If it can be ascertained by a show of hands that members have differed in opinion on any point in the lesson, an impromptu
debate might be arranged.
9. Closing Imp'ressions.-Let the leader sum up and try to leave a
seUse of individual responsibility.
10. Closing Prayer.-A number of sentence prayers may be called
for.
A Notable Mission Study Campaign

During the winter of 1902-3 the missionary committee of the
New York City Christian Endeavor Union carried on a mission study
campaign which produced great results, arid is worthy of imitation.
In his annual report of June, 1903, Mr. W. L. Amerman, the efficient
chairman of the missionary committee, tells of the work as follows:
Last year's successful effort for the "unanimous" reading of several
selected missionary books afforded encouragement and preparation for
something far more difficult-a campaign for the study of a single book,
"The Price of Africa."
To supply the first requisite, teachers or leaders, plans were made
immediately after the return of our delegates from the Silver Bay Conference, in August, 1902, which resulted in the formation, in October, of
six normal classes, practically one in each district, led by expert teachers.
The executive committee of the Union made a liberal appropriation for
printed matter and other helps, and for compensating any of these teachers in cases where the use of time was involved w.hich could not otherwise have been available.
An average number of fifty-six students attended each of the eight
or more sessions of these normal classes, twenty-five of whom, after J anuary 1st, organized in their own societies a second series of classes, and
pursued the same course, enrolling nearly two hundred students, and
generating widespread interest. Many details of this campaign, for
which we have not space here, may be found in a disseminating article
in the June number of the Assembly Herald, published by the Presbyterian Board.
The work of the Sixth District will serve to illustrate that in others,
and certainly deserves a special paragraph. 'rhe leader of the normal
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class was Miss Miriam L. Taylor, who had formerly been missionary
chairman of the district. Six of the nine members of the class later
organized circles of their own, teaching the same course, the attendance
averaging eight per session. The interest and diligence shown were very
gratifying. In two cases these latter students have begun to lead study
classes on the same lines, making the third series, popularly known as
"the grandchildren." Commencement exercises were held by the
normal class with good effect, and another gathering celebrated the completion of the course by the second set of circles. Individual societies
report much increased interest in the cause of missions as a result of
this work.
Next year's campaign will be upon similar lines. Normal classes
may not be required, but two general series of circles will be arranged,
one beginning in October and one in January.

Such a mission study campaign could be conducted anywhere.
The work of the Sixth District, as outlined by Mr. Amerman, shows
how well the plan can be adapted to small cities as well as large ones.
There are few places where the service of an expert teacher could not
be secured to lead a normal class of the representatives of the young
young people's societies or the women's societies. These in turn
could organize classes in their own churches or societies.

TRAINING-SCHOOLS FOR MISSIONARIES *
BY REV. J. W. CONKLIN, NEW YORK
Field Secretary for Foreign Missions of the Reformed Church in America

Every young man and woman who is physically fit to be sent to
the mission field has, upon a life insurance basis, reason to expect at
least twenty-five years of active service. How to make everyone of
these years most effective is the problem both for the individual and
the society which commissions him. His preparatory work must be
done partly at home and partly after his arrival at his station. The
whole of his equipment can not be secured before reaching the field.
But it is surely advisable to gtlt in the home land as thorough a
training as possible in those subjects and methods which are essential
to the best work.
Adequate Preparat'ion is a needed watchword in the missionary
movement. His easily conceivable that a year of special training
may double the missionary's power in everyone of those twenty-five
or more years of service; two years may quadruple it. To neglect or
belittle this truth is foolish and hurtful. That it has been too lightly
esteemed in the past is admitted by those most skilled in the science of
missions and most experienced in their operations. Dr. Gustav
Warneck said in a communication to the Ecumenical Conference
of 1900:
What we need beside expert mission directors is, above all, missionaries really capable for their great work. . . . The petition that the
Lord of the harvest should send forth laborers into His harvest has also
reference to their quality.

* Written for the revised" Encyclopedia of Missions," which is soon to be issued by the
Funk & Wagnalls Company.
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If appeal be made to the missionaries now in action most of them
will complain that, however much general education they may have
received, they laoked training to meet most effectively the conditions
existing in their fields of labor.
In order to raise materially the standard of missionary qualifications two things are essential-stimulus and machinery. The former
must be furnished mainly by the societies which decide upon the
qualifications of candidates. These may, at will, raise the sta,ndard of
requirements for obtaining commissions. The latter must consist of
schools managed and equipped according to the best science and
strength of the Christian Church.
Missionary training-schools are numerous. A comprehepsive list of
them may be found in Dr. Dennis' "Oentennial Statistics." * Most of
these are of great service to the men and women who seek their aid to
qualify for mission work-city, home, or foreign. Do these meet the
requirements of the time and the cause ? No invidious distinction shall
here be drawn, nor dogmatic opinion expressed. A noted secretary of
one of the largest American foreign mission boards writes: " The ideal
school that we have in our minds has not as yet been realized. .
We feel the need of some institution that will train our young women
and laymen satisfactorily, and also give some opportunities ior finishing off young men from the theological schools."
An attempt is here made to indicate what" the ideal school" must
give to.those purposing to join the missionary ranks. All will agree
with Dr. Warneck when he says: "Spiritual equipment is, of course,
the chief consideration." This is a matter that can not readily be
included in a scheme of subjects. In· one sense too much emphasis
can not be placed upon the preparation of heart; yet this further
statement from the same eminent authority is no less weighty: "The
experience of more than a hundred years should prevent us from falling into the mistake of thinking that this alone suffices without a
thorough training."
•
Quality of the Preparation. The special training needed by
missionaries is indicated by the abnormal conditions of the masses of
the people to whom they are sent. Asia and Africa are the great
missionary continents; most of the world's people inhabit them. In
what respects are the people of these continents abnormal-differing
from the masses of Christendom?
(1) They are religiously misguided, debased, and lost. They can
not find the way to their Father and their Home; they can not find
righteousness.
(2) They are socially dwarfed and demoralized. Tested by their
treatment of the weak-women, children, the aged, the sickly-and by
• We append some of the more important names from this list, with corrections and addi·
tions.-EvI'l'ORS.
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their domestic, civic and international relations, they are in or near
barbarism.
(3) They are educaUonally illiterate. Leaving out Japan,probably
not five per cent. of the population of Asia and Africa can read books.
Their science is false, their minds warped.
(4) Medically they are ignorant . .rr'heir treatment of diseases and
wounds is distressingly inadequate.
(5) Hygenically they are unsanitary. Oholera, plague, and smallpox run along avenues of uncleanly living.
(6) industrially and economically they are backward. Famine is
a common condition. Poverty is the general state, because the land
is overpopulated, improved methods and machinery are lacking, and
thrift is very feebly possessed.
The true missionary can not help striving to cure all of these
abnormal conditions. In his preparation he should take them definitely into account, and fit himself as far as possible to handle them.
These conditions indicate generally the following requirements for
the missionary candidate. He should have special training in1. His own religion and non-Ohristian religions. (1) Oompre_
hensive Bible study, including introduction. (2) The Ohristian system
of theology and evidences. (3) History and comparison of religions.
Is there any sufficient reason why all women, male physicians and
other lay workers should not, as well as ordained men, obtain a clear
knowledge of these subjects?
2. Elementary and practical Sociology. A study of the origin ana:
growth of society, with its various institutions; of the perversions of
marriage, family life, social intercourse, labor conditions, government,
etc., and of the remedies for these ills.
3. History of Missions, and the established principles on which
they are conducted.
4. Psychology and Pedagogy. Most missionaries teach or supervise schools. Many must train native teachers. There are 100,000
pupils in mission boarding aud training schools, most of whom are
preparing to be teachers. They should have the best training. All
who deal with the abnormally ignorant classes have special need of
acquaintauce with the laws of mind and of teaching. Kindergarten
training is most helpful. Rev. J. L. Barton, D.D., Secretary of the
American Board, has said: " I heartily believe in a pedagogical course
for the most of our missionflries."
5. Elementary medicine, surgery, and nursing. There are special
schools for regular physicians and nurses. The missionary trainingschool should give to all other students such training as will fit them
to render intelligent" first aid" to the sick or injured.
6. Principles of Hygiene or health lectures.
7. Technical Orafts and Business Methods. Women should learn
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domestic economy; men should have training in carpentry, photography, stereopticon management, agriculture (or, at least, gardening), book manufacture, and even in blacksmithing. Both men and
women should have drill in bookkeeping and in modern methods of
filing correspondence and other documents.
8. Music.
9. Language of the people to be 1'eached. It is not practicable to
teach many Oriental vernaculars in the home schools. But such
comprehensive. languages as Arabic, Ohinese, Hindustani, and Turkish
might be given.
As showing that such a scheme is not impracticable, two actual
courses are here given-one for men, the other for women:
A. The Ohurch Missionary Society Training College at Islington.
In addition to a regular university and theological course, instruction is given in(1) Elementary Medicine and Surgery.
(2) Principles and Practice of ~reaching.
(3) Vocal Music.
(4) Oarpentering, Book-making, Printing. Tinsmithing, and Blacksmithing.
(5) The religious systems of the pagan world.

B. The Training Institute for Women of the United Free Ohurch
of Scotland, Edinburgh, gives instructions in(1) The Study of Scripture.

(2) Ohristian Doctrine.
(3) Introduction to the Bible.
(4) The Hindustani Language.
(5) Theory of Education, Kindergartening Principles, Nature Studies
Class Teaching, and School Visiting.
(6) Voice Oulture and Singing.
(7) Account Keeping.
(8) Drill Exercises.
(9) Nursing.
(10) Oare of Health.
(11) History of Missions.
(12) Non-Ohristian Religions.
(13) Sociology from the Missionary Standpoint.
(14) Evangelistic Theology.

"Missionaries must be weighed, not merely counted," says Dr.
Warneck. "Thorough training" is his prescription for their need.
The vital question presses: Have the missionaries in the foreign mission service the weight obtainable through a practicable preparation?
The ordained men number more than 6,000. Has the theological
school given a training specific enough for their needs? The physicians, men and women, are more than 700. Have they been fitted
most effectively to minister to the darkened spirits in the sick bodies?
Unordained men, not physicians, to the number of about 3,500 are in
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the ranks; unmarried women, an equal number; married women, more
than 4,000. How many of these are lamenting the lack of a" thorough
training" ? The best preparation is none too good for the missionary; it will not be wasted upon the Master's work for the heathen.
Missionary Training Institutions in America and Great Britain
LOCATION

DESIGNATION

DENOMINATION

Canada

Toronto ......... "" ..... Ewart (Women's) Missionary Training Home .. Canada Presbyterian.
Toronto .................. Bible Training School.. ........................ Independent.
Totonto .................. Deaconess' and Missionary TrainingIIome .... Church of England .
. England

Burgh .................... St. Paul's Missionary College ................. Church of England.
Clapham ................. PreJlaratory Institution ....................... Church Miss. Society.
Great yarmouth ......... Deaconess' Missionary Training Home ........ Church of England.
London ................... East London Missionary Institute............. Regions Beyond M. U.
London (Ley ton) , ........ Livingstone Medical College ................... Independent.
London ................... Zenana Medical College ....................... Independent.
London (Islington) ....... Church Missionary College .................... Church Miss. Society.
London (Highbury) ...... Highbury 'I.'raining Home for Women ......... Chnrch Miss. SOCiety.
London (Bermondsey) ... Medical Training Home for Women ........... Chnrch Miss. Society.
London ................... Medical Students' Training Home ............. Medical Miss. Associa'n
London (Clapham) ....... Friends' Missionary Home .................... Friends' Foreign M. A.
London (Upton Park) .... RedclyfIe "'omen's Miss. Training House .... Universities' Mission.
London (Barking) ........ Training Home ................................ North Africa Missio n.
Warminster.............. St. Boniface Missionary College for Men ...... Universities' Mission.
Scotland

Edinburgh (39 Cowgate) .. Livingstone Medical Mission College .......... Edinburgh Med. M. S.
Edinburgh ................ Woman's Missionary Training' Institute ...... Free Ch. of Scotland.
Glasgow .................. Bible Training Institute ....................... Independent.
Glasgow .................. Med. Training Home for Woinen Missionaries. Independent.
United Statea

Atlanta, Ga .............. Stewart Missionary Foundation for Africa
(Gammon Theological Seminary) .......... Methodist (South).
Berrien Springs, Mich .... Emanuel Missionary College .................. Industrial Institute.
Boston, Mass ............. Gordon Missionary' Training School. .......... Independent.
Boston, Mass ............ Oriental Missions Seminary .................... Independent.
Brooklyn, N. Y ........... Union Missionary Training Institute .......... Independent.
Chicago, Ill .............. Moody Bible Institute .......................... Independent.
Chicago, Ill .............. Training School for City, Home, and Foreign
Missions .................................... Methodist.
Chicago, IlL ............. Missionary Training School. ................... Baptist.
Hartford, Conn .......... School of Religious Pedagogy ................. Independent.
Hartford, Conn .......... Special Missionary Courses.................... Hartford Seminary.
Herkimer, N. Y .......... Folt's Mission Institute (for Women) .......... Methodist (North).
Kansas City, Mo ......... Scarriet Bible and Training SchooL ........... Methodist (South).
Los Angeles, California .. Training School for Christian Workers ........ Independent.
New York, N. Y .......... Deaconess' Home and Training School.. ...... Methodist.
New York, N. Y ......... Training School for Deaconesses .............. Protestant EpiscopaL
New York, N. Y .......... Bible Teachers' Training School. .............. Independent.
Nyack, N. Y ............. Missionary Institute ........................... Christian and Mission
ary Alliance:
Northfield, Mass .......... Bible Training School.. ........................ Independent.
Philadelphia, Pa ......... Training School for Christian Work ........... Baptist.
San Francisco, Cal ....... Missionary Extension School .................. Independent.
Wooster, Ohio ........... Bible and Missionary Training SchooL ........ Presbyterian.
Xenia, Ohio .............. Training School for Christian Workers .....•. Independent.
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THANKSGIVING AND PRAYER FOR CHINA *
BY REV. GRIFFITH JOHN, D.D., HANKOW, CHINA

In 1907 the Protestant Churches will celebrate the hundredth anniversary of the sending forth of Robert Morrison, which was the commencement of their mission work in China. Following on the lines on
which the Church Missionary Society was guided to prepare for the celebration of its centenary year, the missionaries of China desire to bring
before the home churches a three years' enterprise in preparation for the
right commemoration of the China missionary centenary. The past history, the present circumstances, and the pressing need of the Church in
China forId an imperative call for thanksgiving, confession, and prayer.
A Call to Thank God
1. For the many great and good men God has sent to follow in Morrison's footsteps. Some of these are with us to this day, others have ceased
from their labors, leaving names that will never be forgotten, and enriching the annals of the Church with stories of the faith that removes
mountains, of consecrated devotion, and of the love greater than which
hath no man-for many of them laid down their lives for the Chinese.
2. For the Church in China-a Church which, when called in the last
year of the nineteenth century to drink of her Lord's cup and to be baptized with His baptism, furnished hundreds of her sons and daughters
who sealed their witness with their blood, and thousands more who bore
"trial of mockings and sc,ourgings, yea, moreover, of bonds and imprisonment.
. being destitute, afflicted, evil entreated (of whom the world
was not worthy) wandering in deserts and mountains and caves and holes
of the earth."
3. For the opening up of the whole of China. Even Hunan and
Honan are no longer closed against us. It is now a fact that there is not
one of the nineteen hundred odd counties of China and Manchuria from
which we are shut out, and before the hundredth year of our work we
can say that if the Gospel is not preached to every creature in ChiDa, the
reason must be sought outside China.
4. For the opportunities of work, varied in their kind, vast in their
extent. Never before have men crowded to hear the Gospel as they are
crowding now-in the open air and indoors, in our chapels and in our
guest-rooms, we have opportunities to preach Christ such as can scarcely
be found outside China. Never before has there been such an eager desire
for education as there is now: our schools, both of elementary and of
higher grades, are full, and everywhere applicants have to be refused.
Never before has there been such a demand for Christian literature as ,
there is now: our Tract Societies, and all engaged in supplying converts
and inquirers with reading material, are doing their utmost, but are not
able to overtake the demand; and the demand is certain to increase, for
it comes immensely from the largest number of people in the world
reading one language.

A Call to Humble Ourselves Before God
1. Because of our shortcomings and mistakes.
2. Because that too many of the members of the Chinese churches are
"carnal" and not -" spiritual"; "babes in Christ" and not -" full grown
• Condensed from The Christian and Missionary Alliance.
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men": through lack of use they have not" their senses exercised to discern good and evil."
3. Because the large increase of wealth in the home churches has not
resulted in even a proportionate increase in the contributions to the work
of GodJn other lands. Sometimes, indeed, a larger sum devoted to foreign
missions proves to be a smaller contribution per member than was given
when the church was smaller and poorer.
The Need for Prayer
Let us look first at the colonial possessions, which occupy a vast area
but are thinly populated. They are included in the fields practically
unoccupied, and themselves include Tibet-the one citadel and stronghold
of heathenism that still keeps its gates shut and barred against the missionaries of the Cross. We suggest as one definite object of prayer, that
during the three years Tibet may be opened to the missionaries that are
waiting the Lord's good time, on its eastern and southern and southwestern frontiers. We ask for prayer for these missionaries. We ask
for volunteers to join them and their too few fellow workers who are
scattered in far distant centers in Mongolia and Turkestan.
Such volunteers must needs be strong in body and stronger in soul,
and well able to endure hardness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ.
The eighteen provinces are what we mean when we speak of Chinathe real home of China's millions. It is hard to grasp the area that is
covered by those eighteen provinces-1,300,OOO square miles; it is harder
still to grasp the numbers of the men, women, imd children who live in
those provinces-400,OOO.OOO. What is the force which we now have to
evangelrze these millions, and how is the force diposed over the whole
field of China and Manchuria? From the most recent statistics as given
in Beach's Atlas we learn that the force is made up of 2,785 missionaries
and 112,808 communicants, of whom 6,388 are picked men and women
more closely engaged in the work than their hundred odd thousand
fellow workers.
Some of the missionaries and some of the converts are to be found in
everyone of the provinces both of China and Manchuria. But in the
1,900 odd counties into which the provinces are divided, each with one
important town, and a large part of them with more than one, there are
but some 400 stations. That is to say, at least four-fifths of the counties
of China are almost entirely unprovided with the means of hearing the
Gospel.
The Need for Reinforcements
1. Reinforcement of the members. This is at once both the end of
our preaching and the start of our reinforcement. We preach that our
hearers may believe; when they believe they in turn tell others of the
Savior they have found. So that the more believers there are the
stronger is our force for evangelizing China. Here, then, lies the first
object for prayer: pray for an increased membership.
2. Reinforcement of Chinese workers. We read that before the
Savior chose the twelve He spent the whole night in prayer. This
teaches us the close connection there must be between reinforcing the
workers and prayer. There IS a crying need for more Chinese workers;
if we act hurriedly because of the need and select men without waiting to
pray, we are in a worse condition than we should be in without workers.
Most earnestly do we ask you to join us in prayer for more Chinese
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workers. Pray that God will raise up in the Chinese churches those
whose whole hearts shall be aflame with the desire to preach Christ to their
fellow countrymen. Continue to bear them up when your first prayer is
heard. Whenever you remember us in prayer, remember with us our
beloved Chinese colleagues, whose ministry is indispensable.
S. Reinforcement of missionaries. As with Chinese workers, so with
missionaries-reinforcement must be preceded by and continued with
much prayer. Otherwise we may get additions but not reinforcements.
If men be sent whom God has not sent, they can but hinder God's work.
What manner of men are needed as reinforcements? For the old
stations, those who can train others; for the newer, those who can lead
others; for the unoccupied parts, pioneers who can seek and save others.
Who ·is sufficient for these things? Certainly not the man who has
failed at home; neither the man who is confident that he is sufficient o-f
himself to succeed abroad. We want men and women strong in faith,
strong in hope, and, above all, strong in love-men and women "filled
with the Holy Ghost."
For what kind of work are these missionaries wanted? For every
good work that the Spirit of God leads us to enter. Some forms of work
which are the outcome of the love that God has poured into the hearts of
Christians, and which are often met with in the home lands, are almost
unknown in China. There is no home for incurables, and only one asylum for the insane; only one school for the deaf and dumb, and only a
few schools for the blind, and a few hospitals for lepers in all China.
The need of such institutions is great. With what infinite distress must
our Lord see any of Risfollowers possessed of wealth and yet having no
sense of responsibility for His suffering poor. What a unique opportunity all these institutions present for displaying before the Chinese the
symmetry, the fulness, the perfectness of that life which Christ has
bestowed upon us in revealing to us the secret of the love of God.
Again in the e4ucational, literary, and medical work we want more
men and more institutions. There is not only the actual work in these
departments that needs men to do it, there is need to train Chinese in all
these branches. For such work the Church should send us the best
teachers and the best scholars, the best doctors and the best nurses.
Just as no offering is too great for this work so no man is too good for it.
But above and before all we need preachers of the Gospel of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Men who will preach it in chapels and guest-rooms and
city, and carry it from village to village. Men who will preach it in
chapels and guest-rooms, or in the open air. For, ohl the number of sinners in China and the greatness of their sinsl And only Christ can save
them from sin. With all prayer and supplication, pray in the spirit that
God will send forth men who can say with St. Paul: "Christ sent me to
preach the Gospel."
In view of the vastness of the field that lies open before us, and of
the immense opportunities for good which China offers the Christian
Church-opportunities so many of which have been quite recently open
to us, and which were won by the blood of the martyrs of 1900.
Is it possible in three years to double the missionary force? Without
prayer it is absolutely impossible-as impossible as the enterprise that
Morrison commenced in 1807 would have been. But with prayer the
entprprise is as possible and as reasonable as was Morrison's. Lift up
your eyes and behold our Risen and Ascending Lord standing at the
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right hand .of GDd tD make intercessiDn fDr us. Remember that He hilS
entered intD that hDly place as .our FDrerunner, and that we have bDldness tD enter with Him and jDin .our prayers tD His. Remember that He
has sent anDther Intercess.or tD help .our infirmities whensDever we knDw
hDW tD pray as we .ought. Then say, Is what we ask in acc.ordance with
GDd's will? We believe it is.
And this is the bDldness that we have t.oward Him, that if we· ask
anything accDrding tD His will, He heareth us; and if we knDw that He
heareth us whatsDever we ask, we knDw that we have the petitiDns
which we have asked .of Him (JDhn v: 14, 15).

INDUSTRIAL MISSIONS IN INDIA *
BY REV. EDWARD PEGG

"The .only perfectly blameless way .of helping a man is tD put him
in a pDsitiDn tD earn an independent livelih.ood fDr himself."-BIRJAMEs
LA TOUCHE.
The last few years have been years .of SDre trial fDr India, with its
tWD famiIl£s, attended, as all famines are, with the sister evils .of dysentery, chDlera, fever, and .other malign diseases. FDr years the peDple have
been living in the very shadDw .of death. In all their dire distress the
missiDnaries have ministered tD their temp.oral needs by feedingthefamishing, by healing their diseases, by starting industries and SD finding
them wDrk, and by taking intD their variDus .orphanages s.ome thirty
thousand destitute .orphans. Here these children are, rescued frDm starv/LtiDn; and nDW the further respDnsibility rests up .on U3 .of training them
up nDt .only tD be gDDd Christians, but alSD tD be useful members .of the
cDmmunity. Famine has a habit .of cramping the intellect, and we find
that in the majDrity .of cases a famine waif is abs.olutely unable tD gD
bey.ond the mDst elementary stage .of instructiDn. " What are we tD dD
with them when they grDW up ?" is the CDnstant questiDn the missiDnary
is asking himself, and the .only satisfactDry sDlutiDn .of the prDblem seems
tD lie in industrial training. They must be taught tD wDrk with their
hands. Thus it has CDme abDut that the prDblem .of industrial missiDn
wDrk is .one ·of the burning questiDns .of the present time in missiDnary
circles. The "hDur" has indeed CDme; GDd grant that the "men" may
be fDrthcoming t.o.o. The" dull, hard stone" .of many hearts has been
melted, and they are ready tD gather rDund the strangers WhD ha ve lifted
them .out .of their physical misery, and .one can but pray that the gratitude and cDnfidence which s.o many .of India's peDple have at this time in
the Christian missiDnary may becDme faith-however rudimentary'-:"in
his LDrd.·
We must ever keep befDre us the th.ought that these children are
fDrming the fDundatiDn .of many a native Church in India t.o-day; and if
the fDundatiDn be nDt well laid, it may cause endless difficulties in the
future, and in many cases be the means .of hindering instead .of drawing
men tD the feet .of Christ. If these children are nDt trained up tD manual
labDr. the majDrity .of them will beCDme mere l.oafers, and .our very purpDse in gathering them in will be defeated, fDr, as Dr. PiersDn says,
"GDd wants a clean Church, nDt merely a crowded .one; He weighs, and
d.oes nDt .only count."
One .other reas.on why this industrial question has bec.ome s.o pr.omi* CondellSed from the Church Missionary Intelligencer.
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nent is because of the great increase in the number of converts of late
years. According to the last census report, there are now some 2,600,000
native Christians, the total increase in the decade being about 30 per
cent. This increase has brought the missionary face to face with another
problem. "No sooner," as Gordon points out, "are communities quickened by the new life in Christ, than a desire at once manifests itself to
improve their surroundings, and hepce some industrial training becomes
almost a necessity." The influence of Christ not only produces a newness
of life in things spiritual, but also in temporal matters, and His Church,
if she is to retain her hold upon men in whom this new life is bursting
forth in varied directions, must' concern herself not only with their spirituallife, but also with all the conditions and surroundings amid which
this spiritual life has to be lived.
In many countries the people among whom the missionary works
have only the most elementary ideas of smithing work and carpentry,
and hence the missionary is obliged to take up industrial work; but while
this is not true of India to-day, yet we are confronted with the everpresent difficulty of caste. Caste is a combination far more potent than
any of the most powerful trades' unions, and it exercises the most absolute control over each of its members. To become a Christian often
means for a mau loss of work, or, what is almost as bad, loss of a market
for his goods. Few can realize the difficulties that often beset the way
of one who openly professes Christ in a land like India, so that not only
on behalf of all our famine children, but also on behalf of the younger
members of our ever-increasing Christian community, we appeal to the
members of the home Ohurch for their sympathy and help in this branch
of our mission work, which provides employment, often at a very critical
time, to the followers of our 'Lord and Savior.
For example, on a young man professing a desire to be a Christian,
the missionary must have him for some time under his personal supervision; but if during this time he is doing nothing to earn his own living,
the good which ~he personal influence of the missionary might have had
is often entirely destroyed by the idle life which the youth has learned to
love; if, on the other hand, such a youth be sentto some industrial institution, he is not only under the eye of the missionary, but he is learning
habits of industry at the same time. Again, there are many AngloIndians who view with grave misappr'ehension the ever-increasing class
of educated natives for whom no suitable work can be found, and the
missionary is often accused of "spoiling them by education." Perhaps
the solution of this difficulty lies in educating our Indian youth less in
letters and more in industrial and practical work. Then, thirdly, it helps
to take away at least some from the "land," which is a very necessa"y
thing to do, for the future prosperity of India depends, to agreat extent,
on inducing more or its people to engage in manufacturing pursuits.
There are many other reasons for the urgent necessity of industrial
education. There is, for example, the popular contempt for manual
labor among not only the educated but even the semi-educated classes.
It is quite true that many of the existing methods of doing work in India
do not inspire one with a sense of the dignity of manual labor. To see a
couple of men loading a barrow with stones, one laying hold of the
shovel, the other helping him by pulling at a piece of string attached to
the lower part of the handle, does excite ridicule. Neither does the ordinary village artisan strike one as being very workmanlike in his methods.
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It is for this reason that we need men, experts in their own line, who, for
the love of Christ, will come out and take this work off the hands of the
clergy-men who by their skill may be able not only to make our industrial concerns pay, but also to raise the standard of the various handicrafts, and improve generally the methods of the various industries along
the lines already existing. If industrial work is necessary, then as Christians we ought to do it as well as possible, and to appeal in Christ's name
for the men who are best fitted for this work to "come over and help
us."
In India, again, we have gained the experience that industrial training is just what is required to develop the Christian character. Mr.
Smith, of Ahmednager, says: "As dependents, they can rarely develop
the higher Christian virtues, and can never become a self-respecting and
respected community. There never was a community of people who
have mlYre to overcome than the poor Christians of India. Weare bound
to give them a helping hand, and the only way to help any man is to help
him to help himself."
There are some 457,000 boys and girls receiving literary instruction in
mission elementary schools throughout the world, while only 5,000 odd
are receiving an industrial training. In India there are but 167 industrial schools of all kinds. This shows how great is the need of such
schools.
What is Being Done
At the last meeting of the United Provinces Conference of Missionaries, I was requested to visit some of the chief industrial institutions,
with a view to picking up any hints which might be useful in the working of our C. M. S. industrial school at Secundra. I visited a good many
stations and gleaned much valuable information.
There are scattered over India many mission institutions where
industrial training is taught. They may roughly be divided into three
classes. First, we have a number of stations where the missionary in
charge is endeavoring, alongside of all his other multifarious duties, to
teach a few of his converts some industry, generally without any idea of
financial profit. The industries engaged in are generally carpentry, elementary smithing work, weaving, or lace-making. In some cases conspicuous success has attended the laborious enterprise of the missionary,
but in the majority of cases it seems but a waste of time, talent, and
money. One can not help but admire the enthusiasm and the amount of
work done by our missionaries in this direction, but an outsider is at
once struck with the woful lack of organized effort. From such small
concerns the spirit of competition is absent, the apprentice is apt to grow
conceited and discontented, believing most assuredly that the missionary
is gaining a great deal by his labor, and the missionary himself gradually accumulates a lot of ill-made goods which he vainly endeavors to
sell, and in despair he is glad to get rid of them at any price.
The second class of industrial institutions are those where not only a
goodly number of apprentices, drawn from the surrounding smaller
stations, are being trained, but where also numbers of skilled Christian
workers are employed in factories, worked on business principles by
business men. Attached to such factories, there are generally hostels
where the young unmarried men live, and these are under the control of •
some particular missionary, whose duty it is to try, by any and every
means, to influence the youths for good. This appeals to most people as
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the ideal plan. For each missionary district or conference to have a
central institution, superintended by qualified men, to which each individual missionary can send those whom he wishes to have trained, is
surely better than to expend his own time and labor in doing that which
might be so much better done by others more fitted for the purpose. Of
the institutions worked on these lines; perhaps those connected with the
Basel Mission are the best examples. The mercantile branch pays interest on capital, but all profits over and above a certain percentage are
used for spiritual purposes. Last year, I was told, they paid to the
spiritual work some $50,000. Then mention must be made of the excellent Industrial Mission Aid Society. Founded in 1897, it has already
earned the gratitude of all missionaries. Its object is "to assist the work
of foreign missions by the establishment of industries to be carried on in
close connection with ordinary missionary operations, but financially
separate." Many a missionary's burden has been lightened since the
founding of the I. M. A. S., for not only is it ready to step in and take a
"going concern" altogether off the hands of the missionary, but it has
established depots, both in Bombay and London, at which goods made
at the various mission stations are received for sale. This society has an
excellent carpet factory at Ahmednagar, which has met with the warmest approval of Lord NOl'thcote, and we hope it will receive the support
it so well deserves, for it is to it that most missionaries must look for
help to solve these industrial problems, unless they are able to start factories of their own.
The third class of institutions which have to do with industrial training are the hostels attached to the large railway workshops. In connection with the various railways there are central workshops, into which
youths, irrespective of the creeds they profess, are admitted as apprentices, and in some cases Christian hostels have been built in the vicinity
of these shops, in which Christian apprentices may live. This plan is an
excellent one so long as the lads are really under a good spiritual leader,
but unless the head of such an institution is a firm, spiritually minded
man, the risk of congregating a number of young fellows together in
such a country as India is a grave one. It appears, too, that the native
non-Christian foremen often put obstacles in the boys' way of gaining
any real knowledge of their trade.
Just as formerly supporters were backward in realizing the importance of "edueation" as a missionary agency, so they do not yet seem
to have grasped the necessity of industrial training for our more illiterate converts. Dr. Hall, who lately visited India, says of this work:
" All that I have seen commands my full confidence. So far from look~
ing upon industrial missions with distrust, I believe that the introduction of the industrial element into missions is as truly a work of the
Holy Spirit as preaching or healing the sick."
The first resolution of the Industrial Committee of the recent Decennial Missionary Conference in Madras urges upon the several mis5lionary
boards the necessity of giving such work a recognized, place among their
agencies in India, and of affording it adequate support. We look for- •
ward earnestly to the day when" industrial" will be as integral a part
of the society's work as is its "educational" and "medical" departments.
I would emphasize, then, the need of industrial centers for each conference or district. Not only wonld such institutions save the trme of
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individual missionaries, but the training would be of a higher order. If
all the energy, time, and money so lavishly expended by individual men
could be centralized, the success of our enterprises would be assured.
Having, then, established such central institutions, our next step
should be to place them under properly qualified business men-men
whose skill will enable them to impart instruction upon lines that are
adapted to the circumstances of the people, men who will see that the
best way of helping India is not by wholly sweeping away Indian
methods, but by improving them.
Again, the standard and quality of our work ought to be of the
highest. Many complain of the want of a market for their goods. The
fault seems to lie rather in the quality of the things made; for ill-made
goods it is not easy to find a market, but for all well-made articles we
now have, through the medium of the I. M. A. S., the opportunity of
selling them in Bombay or London.
There are, however, two very widespread difficulties. First, the difficultyof insuring that the lads and others will follow in after-life the
trade they have been taught. In one industrial school it was found that
only nine per cent. were following the handicrafts they had learned in
the school. It is evident, too, from the government returns of reformatories, etc., that quite a small percentage earn their living by means of
the trade learned in youth. I suppose the remedy lies in more care being
taken in the choice of trades, especial notice being taken of hereditary
callings, and also in exercising more care in the general education of our
industrial youths. They should, too, be made to begin to learn their
trades much earlier in life; indeed, this must be done, if they are ever to
successfully compete with their non-Christian neighbors.
The other difficulty is the alleged tendency of industrial enterprises
to deaden the spiritual life of our infant Church. One meets with many
who say that they have observed this tendency. Almost everything, of
course, depends upon the kind of men at the head of affairs. Many complain of the difficulty of running a business on a mercantile as well as a
reJigious basis. In the former case the work is of prime importance,
while in the latter the worker is first thought of. I suppose the educational missionary might also say the same. Industrial work there must
be, and it is incumbent upon us to see that the spiritual life of our industrial communities does not suffer.
Surely here lies a call to the business men of our home Church-a
call to go out to India and do for the industrial classes what others have
done for the educated classes. Are there no business men ready to sacrifice some of the love and sympathy, which is, alas! too much locked up
in all our hearts, for the uplifting of these poor souls who have been
given into our charge by Christ Himself ?
Dr. Zwemer well says: "The whole problem of industrial missions,
which lies at the back of that other problem of obtaining a self-supporting native Church, will have to be solved by men of business. The cause
of foreign missions needs the help of business men in its administration.• business men who will give their time and talent to this important work,
and make it their business to do the Lord's work in a businesslike way."
NOTE.-An Industrial Missions Association has recently been formed in America through the
instrumentality of Mr. W. H. Fry. This has the hearty approval of such men as Dr. Charles
Cuthbert Hall, Dr. C. C. Creegan, Dr. James S. Dennis, Mr. Robert E. Speer, and-others. A
further notice will be found on page 146 of this number of the REVIEW.-EDlTORS.
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cases, their time, talents, and
Higher Education in India
energy to the cause of the Master
The Gospel invariably brings a
in tbe mission field.
desire for enlightenment. Where
This girls' high school in CalChrist is proclaimed and accepted,
cutta
i,s founded on the Word of
there schools, colleges, and universities spring up. The mind is God, and its hightest and chiefest
awakened, and, if a truly Chris- aim is His glory. From the first
Miss Gardner intended to turn the
tian education can not be had,
school
ultimately into a college as
many will go to non-Chril'tian
schools and graduate with ideas too well. Year by year this purpose
often destructive of their Christian was strengtbened as she saw her.
faith and life. It is for this reason girls matriculating from the high
that many missionaries are urging school and joining Bethune College
the necessity of higher education to pursue their studies further,
for the future leaders of nations there being no other door open to
them. Bethune College is the only
just emerging from heathenism.
The Bengali principal of the college for girls in Bengal. It is a
Woman's Missionary Union High government institution, entirely
School in Calcutta, Mrs. Shrome, is under non-Christian management
an earnest Chdstian and a rarely and influence. By far the majority
gifted woman. She has taken her of pupils are non-Christians. To
M.A. degree in English and in send girls of fifteen or sixteen years
philosophy in the Calcutta Uni- of age, before their Christian charversity. Of educational work in acter has had time to mature, to
such an institution, is, to say the
general, Mrs. Shrome writes:
People, both in Great Britain least, far from conducive to the deand America, feel, to a great extent, velopment of Christian character
that the only work worth doing in and spiritnallife.
heathen lands is that of direct
In connection wi th this high
evangelization. If one's aim in
school,
Mrs. Shrome has started a'
imparting education were the fulfiling of an end and not the adop- collegiate class on a small sca.le,
tion of a meane, and one of the and they use the same building
very best of means toward a desired bo~ for school and college. An
end, such a view of the work of
evangelization would certainly be American missionary lives in the
school; acts as a mother to the
correct. But, so far as I know,
the aim of the Christian education- girls, and holds daily classes for
ist is to bring his pupils to the feet Bible study. The school has also
of Christ, so to train the young
that they may become .. vessels its prayer-meetings, its Christian
sanctified and, meet for the Mas- Endeavor Society, its Young
ter's use." Tbat tbe work of the Women's Christian Association
educationist has born fruit is most branch. At the last meeting of
empbat~cally emphasized by the
converSIOn of hundreds of men in the Woman's Union Missionary
Society Board in New York, it was
India who to-day are wielding a
mighty influence for Christ, and voted to make of this high school
who first learned the truths of and college for Christian girls a
Christianity while students in
Christian collegejl. Considering memorial to Miss Gardner, and
the sbort period during which Miss Edith H. May has been approper attention has been paid to pointed to take up the Calcutta
girls, and higher education im- work upon her return to India next
parted to them, they have shown
their appreciation of advantages fall. Help is greatly needed to carry
received by devoting, in most on this branch of work, which is so
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necessary in the training of OhrisDescribing Things As They Are
tian women to become leaders
both in their own Ohristian comIn our Book Reviews in the Sepmunity and in evangelistic work; tember (1903) issue we published a
and leaders are needed when we con- brief noticeof "Things As They Are,"
sider that there are only 1,000 Eu- by Miss Amy Wilson Oarmichael,
ropean women missionaries to and we now wish to add a few
reach the 100,000,000 women of In- words of still more emphatic comdia. And, as Miss Gardner so often mendation. This book is one which
said," The women for Christ means is, we ,think, unequaled in its pecul·
India for Christ." In order to iar line. It presents the actual
continue 'the work of the school conditions of things in India with·
during the coming year, $2,000 is out undue plainness-not to say
needed at once. But to secure the coarseness-and yet with such skill
future of the school a fund of $50,- and tact and suggesti ve reticence
that the reader feels that he has a
000 is needed.
It may be reme,mbered that this ,deep insight into Indian social life
is the mission to which the edi- without experiencing any offense
tor's daughter, Miss Louise B. Pier- to the most delicate sensibilities. It
son, gave her life.
*
is a book to instruct and arouse
missionaries and supporters of missions to pray and to give. There is
No Money for Missions?
no false veil drawn over facts, and
A missionary, an esteemed cor- no false halo put around the work.
It will help to send out workers
respondent, writes:
I lectured before a Ladies' Mis- wi th open eyes and open hearts, to
sionary Society attached to one of make others feel the wants and woes
the wealthiest churches in B--- which the Gospel alone can relieve
not long since, and while they or remove. We again urge all diswere conducting the "business"
part of the meetiug I estimated the ciples to read this book, which
worth of the jewelry worn at not has been pronounced by one critic
less than ten thousand dollars. A to be the best missionary book in
plea came from a mission church in the world.
the West for some money with
Miss Carmichael's book contrasts
which to build a little wooden
in one respect with another book rechurch. After much deliberation,
ten dollars was suggested, and after viewed in April last: "By Order
more talk that was etd down to .five of the Prophet." We have' read
dollars! They had asked me to offer
a prayer and to close with the this story with considerable inLord's prayer.
Each one said terest, but it impresses us as, in
" Amen" at the close. They pray- one or two cases, violating the
ed "Thy kingdom come," and sub- principles of modesty by introscribed five dollars toward that
work, while at the same time they ducing the heroine of the book
wore jewelry worth ten thousand into situations which are described
dollars! Do you think the Gospel so as to offend good taste. These
is preached in that church?
passages prevent this story from
At the latest valuation, the Pres- having more unqualified praise.
byterian churches of New York There are many books in which the
Oity alone are estimated to rep- general drift is good, but in which
there is a needless introduction of
resent a cash value of ten and a
half millions of dollm's! and to profane or coarse language, or
''''that material wealth in real estate scenes which are in bad ,taste, and
the present generation has contrib- which mar any book intended for
miscellaneous readers.
uted but a very small per cent.
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BOOKS FOR THE MISSIONARY LIBRARY
THE LIFE OF EDWIN WALJ..ACE PARKER, D.D.,

MIssional')' Bishop of Southern As,.. ,
forl;),-one years a missionary in India.
By J. H. Messmore. With an Introduction by Bishop James M. Thoburn. 832
Pl'. $2.00. New York: Eatou & Mains.
Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye. 1903.

This will be a welcome contribution to missionary literature to tens
of thousands in India and America.
The author lias done a fine piece of
sensible construction work. He
was competent for the task. For
over forty years he was associated
with Bishop Parker in every phase
of work and worship. His precision and sympathy with the subject, as well as his grasp of questions involved in portraying BishoJl
Parker in situ, commend the production. It is Bishop Parker, not
Dr. Messmore, that is outlined.
It will be many a year yet before
the Christian world measures
Bishop Parker-the cubits of the
height, and of the breadth, and of
the depth. Plainly, here is a practical biography within the limits
of a hand-book of a many-sided,
practical, devout, broad-visioned
"man sent from God." The development from a Vermont farm
boy to a bishop, wise in administration, at a formative period of
missions in northwest India, the
loving" Great Heart" among all
missionaries and native Christians,
can not be summarized in 300 words
with the 300 pages of an honest
biographer before us cramped to
severity to make an etching. We
will return to this at another time.
There are ten illustrations, well
selected and well executed.
**
A MEMORIAL OF HORACE TRACY PITKIN. By
Robert E. Speer. 12mo. $1.00, net. Fleming H. Revell Company. 1903.

"This is not simply a story of a
life. It is a meeting-place, where
many who knew and loved the true
man pictured here may gather and
compare their recollections, and
confirm their purposes to follow

more faithfully the Master whom
he served, even unto death." These
words from the Preface of the book
are true. The memorial of Horace
Pitkin was a difficult one to write,
because the material was neither.,
large nor, for the most part. of
unique interest. But the book
affords a meeting-place where his
friends will gather to ~hink again
of the courageous and consecrated
man they loved.
Pitkin was emphatically his
mother's son. President Eliot
writes that he retains" only ageneral impression of his sweet and
sincere character and manner when
a boy." His work in academy and
college and seminary was good, but
not extraordinary. After a year
of immensely influential work
among our American colleges, he
sailed with his wife for China. He
reached his field of labor at Paotingfu in the spring of 1897, and was
killed by the Boxers in the awful
summer of 1900. The memorial
preserves for us, to a remarkable
degree, the spirit of the man. Here
are his breezy characteristic letters
to his chums, with their goodly
repertoire of college jokes and
slang. Here are a number of ideal
missionary letters written to his
home church-letters diffuse, descriptive, telling the things that
people at home want to know.
They show Pitkin the worker,
frank, genial, intense, filled with
ideals, yet practical to his fingertips.
Nothing so perfectly reveals the
man as his last recorded words,
spoken to his Chinese' helper while
the devilish crowd were swooping
down upon the mission: " Laoman, tell the mother of little
Horace to tell Horace that his
father's last wish was that when he
is twenty-five years of age he should
come to China as a missionary."
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No mere man ever spoke more
heroic words. The man who, under
those circumstances, could say that.
had livedalifewhose~tory is worth
writing and worth reading.
H.
A FLIGHT FOR LIFE. By James H. Roberts.
Illustrated. 12mo, -402 pp. $1.50. The
Pilgrim Press, Boston. 1003.

Dr. Roberts fled from China during the Boxer uprising in 1900, and
was one of ~ party of missionaries
who escaped overland through Siberia. He here tells the story
• graphically. and gives besides It
large amount of information about
Mongolia and the Mongols. The
experiences of the missionaries
must have been thrilling to them,
and as a record of travel the story
is readable, but in no way remarkable. The most valuable part of
the book is the incidental information about the country through
which the party passed.
*
CHILD LIFE IN MANY LANDS. Edited by H.
Clay Trumbull, D.D. lllustrated. 12mo.
215 pp. $1.00, net. Fleming H. Revell
Co. 1903.

This series of articles, descriptive
of child life in various countries,
was for the most part contributed
by some twenty-two writers to the
Su.,nday-School Times. They are
interesting chapters, but disappointing from a missionary standpoint. A splendid opportunity has
been missed to give us a vivid picture of child life in heathen lands,
and the difference which the Gospel makes in the home and child
training. Dr. Trumbull in his Introduction strikes a key-note which
should have been found in all the
succeeding chapters. The descriptions bring us into closer touch with
the children of other nations, but
most of them do not' throw much
light on their condition from a
Christian point of view. Mrs. Ballington Booth writes picturesquely
on" Baby Footprints in the Slums,"
and there are other chapters on
Immigrant Children, American In-
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dians, Porto Ricans, Brazilians,
Japanese, Chinese, Syrian, Per,sians, Africans, Alaskans, etc.
There is still room for a book descriptive of children at home and
. abroad, with and without Christ.
This would be a great boon to Sunday-school workers and leaders of
junior missionary societies.
*
INDIA'S PROBLEM: KRISHNA OR CHRIST. By
J. P. Jones, D.D. Second edition. 8vo,
374 pp. $1.50, net Fleming H. Revell
Co. 1903.

This second edition of a very valuable book contains, besides many
corrections to the text, several
valuable statistical tables, religious
and missionary. It is an excellent
reference book on all subjects connected with the land, peoples, religions, missions" etc.
*
THE LAND, THE PEOPLE, AND THE BOOK. An
illustrated Hebrew-Christian quarterly.
B. A. M. Schapiro, editor; Robert
Cameron, D.D., associate editor. Pp.64.
260 St. James Place, Brooklyn. New
York. $1.00.

This 'magazine has now existed
three years, and every number has
contained valuable information
concerning Israel, its Holy Book,
and its land. Such a magazine as
this is useful, and deserves the support of the Christian public. To
the Christian reader it will prove
helpful and stimulating by making
him better acquainted with the
Jews and the Bible, while to the
cultured Jew it may possibly bring
the truth as it is in Jesus without
offending him. as do so many of our
modern tracts for Jews. An excellent facsimile of the scroll of the
Law in Hebrew is given with each
subscription.
M. '
LEAFLETs.-Comparatively few
realize the wealth of information
and interest that there is in the
leaflet literature of the various
missionary societies. They cover
a wide range of topics by the best
writers, and make excellent reading
for young peoples' and women's
missionary meetings.
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with appropriate and excellent
contents. These are the titles of
The General Com
mittee of the some of the articles: "A Historical
World's
Stndent Sketch, 1803-1903," "Serampore
Christian Federa- and the Pioneers," "From this
tion have appointed February 14, Storied Height" (a view of progress
1904, as the Universal Day of made in Burma, Assam, South InPrayer for Students. All the dia, China, Japan, Africa, Europe,
Christian student movements be- and the Philippines, each article by
longing to the World's Student a missionary in the country
Christian Federation have official- named), "American Reminders of
ly endorsed and adopted this day Judson," ., How the Work Grows"
for united intercession on behalf of (charts indicating the increase in
native
workers,
students. These movements em- missionaries,
church-members,
and
contribubrace over 1,600 separate Christian
student societies, with a total mem- tions).
It appears that two other names
bership of 89,000 students and professors. What a source of spirit· preceded the present one, The Massachusetts Baptist
Missionary
ual blessing and power such a
world-wide concert of prayer . Magazine, 1801-17, and The Amerishould be, provided the opportunity can Baptist Magazine and Missionary Intelligencer, 1817-36. Curibe wisely improved I
.
ously,
the second number appeared
Never has there been a greater
need of definite, fervent, believing not uutil May, 1804, or eight
prayer for students. The growing months after the fil'st; in 18Q6.-7
numbers of students in the differ· they averaged three annually; in
ent countries, the disproportion. 1808-10 they attained to a quarterly
ately great influence which they estate. The number for Septemare to wield in after life, the prev- ber, 1809, contained that epochalence and activity in student com- making sermon of Rev. Claudius
munities of the forces of evil, the Buchanan, "The Star in the East,"
remarkable success of the Christian which so tremendously stirred the
student movements, the opportu- soul of Judson and many more.
nities on every haud for extending
American
This society susthe helpful influence of these moveBoard
tains in Turkey 8
ments, the urgent call of the
Medical Work dispensaries and 6
Church for more students to dedihospitals; in India
cate their lives to the work of and Ceylon, 16 dispensaries and 11
Christ at home and on the mission hospitals; in China, 10 dispensaries
fields-all these and other consid- and 7 hospitals; in Africa, 7 diserations constitute an irresistible pensaries and 3 hospitals, and in
appeal for prayer for students. *
Japan 1 dispensary and a missionary physician in a Japanese hosCentennial of The Baptist Mis- pital. This makes a total of 42 disa Missionary sionary Magazine pensaries and 28 hospitals in which
Magazine
celehrates its cen- were treated last year 253,800
tennial in its De- patients. When we bear in mind
cember issue, and pre"ents its read- that these patients are under Chrisers with a number most attractive tian instruction while in the hosto the eye, as well as overflowing pital, and that few come to get
A Day of
Prayer for
Students
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medicines without carrying away
with them a word of Christian
truth or a printed page, and when
we also bear in mind that for the
first time many of these people experience Christian sympathy and
tenderness, we can get some conception of the wide influence of
this work. Many of these hospitals
and dispensaries are entirely selfsupporting apart from the salaries
of the missionary physicians in
charge.-Congregational Work.
Departure of A delightful misAlliance
sionary
farewell
Missionaries service was held
November 30th in
connection with' the departure of 7
missionaries for India, namely,
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers and their 2
children, Mr. and Mrs. Eiker, of
Altoona, Pa., and Messrs. Greengrass, Carver, and Turnbull, late
students in the Missionary Institute of Nyack. This party will
form a valuable accession to our
brethren in that great and needy
field. The Alliance has now nearly
80 missionaries in India. The number may seem great to us, but as
one of the outgoing missionaries
remarked, it seems very small to

them.-Christian and Missionary
Alliance.
The Foreign Christian Missionary Society, which represents the Disciples of Christ, is
sending a band of 3 missionaries to
try to gain an entrance into the
exclusive land of Tibet-Rev. A.
L. Shelton and wife, of Kansas; and
Dr. Susan C. Rijnhart, of Canada.
Some years ago Dr. Rijnhart and
her husband explored a part of
Eastern Tibet, and the husband
lost his life in the undertaking.
This is one of the "closed lands,"
and the Tibetans can only be reached by border missions. It is hoped,
however, that the British expedition may open the way for misMissionaries
for TIbet
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sionaries. The society named has
just closed its twenty-eighth year
with receipts above $200,000 and
contributions from more churches,
Sunday-schools, and individuals
than ever before.
Its largest
'single gift of the year was $6,000.
It has recently sent additional workers to Japan, China, and the Philippines, and has a number of men
in preparation to go out next year.
Presbyterian During the last
Mission Work year no less than
5,227 church-members were reported added to the
roll. The previous year there
were 5,241, this being the largest
number, with a single exception,
in any year in the Board's history.
The native membership now stands
at 46,540. In 1833 there were only
7 American missionaries under the
Board. Thirty years later there
wete but 99 native workers. In
1903 there are 781 missionaries, and
1,988 native workers. These figures indicate a steady growth.
To-day there are 127 stations, 1,402
outstations, 764 schools, 27,370
pupils in schools, 38,342 Sunday
scholars, 693 churches, 122 students
for the ministry, 10 printingpresses, which last year printed
107,938,713 pages, and 91 hospitals
and dispensaries, which treated
during the year 290,103 patients.

Steps were taken to
win friends for this
mission in America
at a meeting in the
United Charities' Building, New
York, on December 8th. Rev.
Charles Cuthbert Hall, D.D .• was
in the chair, and addresses were
made by W. H. Fry, Esq., Dr. C.
C. Creegan, and others, on the urgent necessity for the systematic
development of industrial mission
work on the best possible commercial basis. The existing missionary
societies are not constituted for
this purpose, and it is not desirable
Industrial
Missions
Association
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that their missionaries should be
involved in commercial work of
this nature; so that- the Industrial
Missions Association of America
is established to give employment
to native Christians seeking to
enter industrial pursuits, and aims
to become self-supporting on a
Christian commercial basis. The
association has received hearty
support from secretaries of mission
boards, missionaries, and others interested in the development of
strong, self-supporting Christian
communities in India and elsewhere.
..
One-tenth of the
Hartford
Seminary
graduates of this
and Missions s e min a r y have
found their work
in foreign lands. A continuous
course of instruction in foreign
missions has been provided. The
library, now numbering over 82,757 books and 45,977 pamphlets.
contains the Augustus C. Thompson collection on foreign missions,
which numbers 7,275 volumes. The
reading-room, with its more than
400 periodicals, is supplied with all
the leading missionary magazines.
The missionary museum contains
240 different missionary versions
of the Bible. Opportunity is furnished for the study of various missionary languages. The seminary
has arranged for a number of lectures on the different non-Christian
religions, to be eventually developed into a complete course in
comparative religion. Some of the
special lecturers for 1904-1905 will
be Rey. G. W. Fiske, of Auburn,
Maine, on "Business Methods in
Mission Work"; Rev. W. B. Forbush. of Charlestown, Mass., on
"Mission Work Among Young
People"; Rev. C. J. Ryder, D.D.,
New York, on "The History and
Growth of the American Missionary Association," of which he is
secretary.
..
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A little steamyacht called the
Sentinel, under the
auspices of the Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society for Seamen, has recently been
dedicated by Bishop Potter. In
addition to ministering to the
spiritual welfare of seamen in
New York harbor, it will act as a
sort of watch-dog, seeking to prevent shanghaing, protecting sailors also from land-sharks, crimps,
boarding-house runners, and the
like. It will also aid in bringing
about more farewell religious services than are now held on ships
starting out on long voyages.
The boat is attached to the floating mission at the foot of Pike
Street, and will make four trips
around the harbor each week, distributing tracts and inviting seamen to attend the mission. It will
make special trips on Sunday afternoons, gathering sailors on boats
lying along the rivers and in the
bay and bringing them to the mission for supper and religious service afterward.
..
A Mission

Yacht
Dedicated

New York's Chinatown is one of the
worst sections of
the city. In it is
but one church •. a
Roman Catholic, but several mis.
sions are doing excellent work.
Among them is the New York
Foreigners' Mission, with Miss
Helen F. Clark as director. For
several Sundays this institution
has held an open-air service in the
heart of Chinatown, and a conservative estimate gives the number of listeners one Sunday as 5,000.
Not only Chinamen attended, but
Jews, Italians, Germans, and Irish
were present in large numbers, and
different speakers at the meeting
used all the languages of these
people. The steredpticon was used
to show pictures of biblic'll scenes;
Chinese
Open-Air
Service in
New York
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and to display the words of hymns.
The meetings are remarkable even
in this city of big things, and are
so successful that it is planned to
continue them into the fall, and to
hold similar gatherings in Mulberry Park, the breathing spot
made through the efforts of Jacob
A. Riis from the notorious Mulberry Bend.
*
Presbyterians and.. the Southern
Mountaineers.-The Presbyterian
Church, North, sust,ains evangelizing work among the mountaineers
of the South at some 60 points: 6in
West Virginia, 9 in Kentucky, 12
in Tennessee, and 32 in North Carolina. The work of teaching is
mainly in the hands of devoted
and self-denying women.
A Tuskegee
Student's
Achievement

John T. Hollis
writes thus from
Armstrong, A I abama:
The schoolhouse at this place
was burnt down the year before I
came here, so when I came there
was no place in which to teach. I
was determined to begin the school,
however, and so I opened in one of
the rooms of a dwelling-house in
the community. The rapid increase in number of students made
. it necessary to move to an old log
house, which would have served
for a while had it not been for the
fact that cold weather was on, and
there was no way to heat the house.
I moved into another dwellinghouse, where I taught until I was
able to build a schoolhouse. There
were so many children that the
boys had to remain by a fire outside
of the house, and come in only to
recite their lessons. I did not have
money to buy lumber for the schoolhouse, but I gave my note for it,
and after the neigl:!bors hanled the
lumber, with the assistance of several of them, I framed the building. One of my more advanced
pupils taught the school while the
schoolhouse was being built. but I
would hear several of the recitations each day. I built the stove
flues and the blackboards myself,
and in this way the whole building, which is 30 x 20 feet, only cost
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$75. There are about 150 children
enrolled, and the daily attendance
is 76.
The Young Men's
Christian Association of Brooklyn,
N. Y., has recently
celebrated its fiftieth anniversary,
and among other things rejoiced
over the raising of a fund of $425,000 for the erection of three new
buildings and the paying off of
mortgages. About" $600,000 more
is needed. The Association conducts work at 12 centers in that
city, including the Navy Yard, and
the barns of the leading street-car
company. It has 6 buildings valued at $1,000,000, 5,600 members,
900 of whom-are in the Bible classes.
Mr. George Foster Peabody, who
as a poor boy obtained most of his
education while attending the evening classes of the Association, has
given large sums for the' erection
of its buildings at Greenpoint, N.
Y., Columbus, Ga., Salt Lake City,
and other places. The finest naval
branch building in the world was
erected by Miss Helen Gould at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard.
BrooklYn

Y. M. C. A.
Jubilee

A Christian A unique and pracHealth Farm tical form of Chrisin Colorado tian work is the
Association Health
Farm near Denver. It is fighting
tuberculosis among the very large
number of young men who go
there, and are without home influence, without the touch of
mother's or sister's hand, and of
father's love. The establishment
of the Denver Association Health
Farm marks the latest development in Young Men's Christian
Association work. First suggested
by the crying needs of a mliititude
of young men seeking the Colorado
climate for physical reasons; it was
quickly and practically approved
by generous friends, and to-day the
farm idea is an accomplished fact.
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The patients live in cottage tents,
because they have proven most
desirable for men seeking health.
Twenty to thirty dollars per month
is charged for tent cottage and
board for each resident, determined, as far as possible, according
to ability of the resident to pay
for accommodations.
Employment will not be guaranteed until
the physical condition of the applicant is fully understood. Some
employment can be secured on adjoining nursery and vegetable
farms.
*
There is an interesting condition of
things in Hawaii.
The Chinese are excluded, and the
fear of overcrowding has practically shut out the Japanese. The
result is a great scarcity of laborers,
particularly
farm-hands.
The
farmers have, therefore, invited
immigration from Korea. Not
long ago 80 Koreans shipped on one
vessel for Hawaii, of whom it was
found that 31 were Methodists. A
Methodist church was organized on
shipboard, which had 50 members
when they landed. After reaching
Hawaii they sent back to Korea for
a pastor.
There are now 600
Koreans in Hawaii, of whom 300
are members of the Methodist Episcopal Church. The American
Board has decided not to enter it,
and the members of their churches
who take letters to Hawaii are advised to unite with the Methodist
Church.- Western Christian AdvoMethodists
in Hawaii

cate.
This imperial realm
includes about half
of South America,
and contains about 18,000,000 inhabitant who are all practically
either Catholics or out-and-out
heathens. And among this great
host only 200 Protestant missionaries are to be found. Of these, 45
are Presbyterians, 45 are German
The Gospel
in Brazil
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Lutherans, 44 Methodists, 25 Baptists, South, 10 Episcopalians, with
several smaller missions supplying
the residue.
EUR.OPE

GreatBritain The Christian
and the
Union for the sevOpium Traffic erance of the connection of the Bri tish Empire with the opium traffic
has issued a letter with a view to
arousing public feeling against the
government's connection with the
trade. The official returns show
that during the l.ast four years the
opium manufactured by the Indian
government amounted to 29,155,200
pounds-a yearly average of 7,288,800 pounds. About 600,000 ~cres of
the best land of India are used for
its cultivation. The letter expresses the hope that knowledge of
the facts will lead to a "general
determination that a trade so unjust and dishonorable shall no longer be carried on in the name of
our country." Many leading Free
Churchmen sign the appeal, as well
as the Archbishop of Dublin and
the Bishops of Durham, Liverpool,
and Norwich.

Among the more
prominent features
of the work of the
Baptist Missionary
Society during the past twelve
months has been the occupation of
two large spheres of work in India.
among the aboriginal tribes of
the Chittagong Hill tracts and the
South Lushai country. The number of conversions in India has been
large, and the native churches are
growing. In Africa the last links
of the "complete chain" of missions right across that country
from west to east are being forged.
The churches in the West India
Islands, the Bahamas, San Domingo, and Trinidad, havenowbecome
entirely independent and self-supBritish
Baptists
Aggrenive
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porting. The Baptist society has
also got a new mission steamer, the
Endeavorer, on the Kongo.
The C. M. S. Simply because of
Forward
the necessary enMovement largement of its
work, this great
organization is threatened with
a serious deficit, and, to avoid this,
calls for an increased incom'e of no
less than $443,500! And not only
calls for it, bllt proposes to secure
it. For this purpose Dr. Herbert
Lancaster has been put in charge
of the Home Organization Department -jointly with Canon Flynn.
Concerning the method of procedure, he says: "I propose, with
tbe cordial cooperation of my colleagues, to collect at least 1,000,000
shillings before February 29th, and
-this can only be done if large numbers help. I am issuing three
sheets of small receipts. Sheet A
contains 100 for one shilling; B,
20 for one shilling; and C, 60 for if ve
shillings, 20 for three, and 20 for
two shillings."
The Waldensian The field which this
native
martyr
Church
church, "The Israel
of Italy
of the Alps," is
called of God to occupy, is one of
unique importance. The evangelization of Italy means a wonderful
blessing to the whole world, because Italy is the stronghold of
the papal hierarchy. America is
peculiarly interested in Italy's
evangelization, because of the -immigrants from that land, 136,000
coming to us in one year, almost
all of them from southern Italy,
where illiteracy, superstition, and
lawlessness have been preeminent.
W.hile all over Italy, Walden sian
evangelists are meeting with most
encouraging success, it is in southern Italy, and especially in Sicily,
that the greatest results have been
achieved; whole communities turning away from Romanism to the
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evangelical
faith;
Waldensian
chapels and schools being overcrowded, and everywhere thel e
being a hunger for a Gospel of
love and grace. In Sicily alone
the Waldensian Church has 30
churches and missions.
Now, as never before, is resting
upon the Waldensian Church the
opportunity and responsibility of
giving the Gospel to the 33,000,000 of
Italy. This band of Waldensians,
poor in the world's goods and few
in numbers, but giving liberally of
personal service and material help,
is looking with prayerful hope to
America for a large part of .much
needed pecuniary aid to enable
them to prosecute the great work
so wonderfully opened up to her.
This is the day of opportunity for
Italy.
Everywhere, under the
liberal laws (If the land, there is an
open door for missionary work. *
Interest Among The correspondence
Jewish Rabbis with Jewish rabbis,
to which reference
was made in THE REVIEW for December, 1003, as one of the encouraging signs of Jewish missions, is
beginning to develop in a remarkable manner. Mr. Gelbert, superintendent of the Wanderers' Home
in Bristol, England, was from the
beginning the assistant of the Rev.
J. M. Eppstein in editing the periodical and is issuing correspondence with Russian rabbis, and since
Mr. Eppstein's death he has been in
sole charge. Some time ago he attended a congress of rabbis at Cracow, where he met several of those
with whom he had been in correspondence. Opportunity came for
conversation with 48, and he was

* A contribution of $125 will support the
whole band of 145 missionary workers for
one day. $1,000 will, in many cases, "ecure a
hOllse of worship fo'f<-one of the missions.
$150 a year will support a student in the
Theological Hall in Florence. The salary of
a colporteur or evangelist is from $20 to $-30 a
month, and of a pastor from $500 to $800 a
year. A Bible woman can be supported for
$10 a month, and a teacher for from $10 to
$20 a month.
*
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permitted to preach to them from
Matthew v : 3. After his return to
England an invitation was received
from one of these rabbis to meet
himself and 5 others in conference
during the Zionist Oongress in
Basel (August, 1903), and he reports
a profitable time with these and
other delegates at the congress.
One of the numerous questions put
to the missionary was, "Why did
not the contemporaries of Jesus
recognize His Messiahship?" In
answer, Mr. Gelbert simply quoted
1. Corinthians i:22-24:-" The Jews
require a sign," etc.
M.
Sunday-schools The Rev.
Dr.
in Hungar)" Moody writes from

Budapest: According to statistics just collected by
Mr. J. Victor, for the Sundayschool Union, there are in Hungary
128 Sunday-schools. Of- these, 22
are in connection with the Reformed Church, including thl;l Scottish Mission, 8 are in connection
with the Lutheran Church, 92 are
in connection with the Baptists, 1
is in connection with the Methodists, and 5 are without special
Church. connection. The number
of teachers is 398. The number of
scholars in attendance varies from
about 4,200 to 4,900. The number
of schools into which the group
system has been introduced is 67,
and the number of groups is 343.
The number of schools In connection with whieh a teachers' preparation meeting is held is 50. In 94
schools the "International Scheme
of Lessons" is used. In 94 schools
the language of instruction is Hungarian, in 29 German, in 2 Hungarian anil German, in 4 Slavonian,
and in 1 Rumanian.-Missionary
Record of Church of Scotland.
Turkish Fiends As a fair specimen
in Macedonia of the widespread
butchwy and abuse
inflicted by the soldiers of the
Porte, read these items from Rev.
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E. B. Haskell's report of his canvass
of the vila yet of Monastir: Burned
villages, 17; burned houses, 1,700;
houseless people, 7,330; unarmed
men killed, 87; families injured,
1,336; women dishonored, 38; 4
churches and 1 monastery torn
down; 14 churches gutted and defiled.
A Prayer
for the
Oppressed

The Bishop of Gibraltar has authorized the use of the
following petition

in his diocese:
A

PRAYER FOR OUR CHRISTIAN
BRETHREN IN MACEDONIA

o Almighty God, Who art a most
strong tower to all that put their
trust in Thee, behold, we beseech
Thee, the afflictions of our brethren
in Macedonia. Deli vel' them from
injustice and misrule, and from the
many other miseries by which they
are compassed. Heal their divisions. Keep them from the I!Ipirit
of revenge, and from whatsoever
else is contrary to the Christian
name and profession. Especially
we commend to Thy merciful care
and protection their wives, daughters, and' children; preserve them
from cruelty, outrage, and dishonor; comfort the mourners; succor the widows, ~he orphans, the
homeless: restore plenty, quietness, and the voice of joy into their
dwellings. In this hour of their
sore need, wrong, and peril, be
Thou their Savior and Mighty Deliverer, because there is none other
to succor them but only Thou, 0
God. Give ear, Lord, to the cry of
Thy suffering people, and save
them for Jesus Christ's sake.
Amen.
ASIA
Medical Work The medical work
in Syria
of Dr. Harris in
Tripoli w.as temporarily suspended by"his furlough in
the United Sootes. Dr. MaryPierson Eddy has continued h.er clinics
at Junillh and itinerated in the interior, being everywhere welcomed
boy the people. No more in1!eresting
sight can be seen in Syria than the
medical camp of this American wo-
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man, thronged by men, women,
and children of all ages and sects,
and even priests, monks, and nuns,
emirs, and sheikf'!, eager to receive
medical and surgical treatment at
her hands.-Assembly Herald.
In a city known to
us, 15 or 20 Moslem
women, even 50
upon occasions, assemble regularly in prayer-meeting. In- another city, ladies of
high rank, upon whom Ii, life of
pleasure palls, read the N e IV Testament with joy. Here, a military
man believes. There, a servant.
A humble man addressing his countrymen says, fearlessly: "Your religion is the same heathenism your
fathers practised. They worshiped
golden idols, you a stone in your
pockets (holy earth from a shrine).
They prayed to an image, you to a
dead prqphet. This is the last word,
'Come to Jesns, who is called
Christ.' " Only a year ago, at the
close of a communion service under
.Mt. Hermon, a Mohammedan present quietly begged that he might
carry home a bit of the bread. He
dared not eat it in the public meeting, but he would eat it alone and
would believe that the Savior communed with him. No, Islam is a
mighty foe to Christ's Gospel, but
it is not impregnable.- Woman's
Work for Woman.
The Gospel
Touching
Moslems

Drawbacks to Rev. F. W. March
Work in S,ma writes in the Assembl]J Herald from
the Tripo1i field:
The evils of poverty, oppression,
robbery, and bad government are
greater and greater every year, especially in the northern part of our
field. A prominent church.member at Hamath, a successful merchant for man¥ years, has given
up and moved away because he
finds there is no longer any money
to be made. Beggars are more
numerous than ever. Our pastor
said he could go ont at any time to
the market-place and hire 100 men
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at a bishlik (11 cents) a day, and
most diJ,ys they can not find work
at any price.
Emigration is the only relief,
and our churches are losing their
best young men and many even of
the pastors. and teachers. In the
Presbyterian church of South Bethlehem, Penn., are 55 communicants from the village of Amar in
the Tripoli field, of whom 30 were
church-members in Amar and the
remaining 25 were received in South
Bethlehem upon profession of faith.
On an average, one-third of our
church-members are abroad, .most
of them in the United States, and
from the United States comes a
large part of the income of those
who are left in Syria.
The report of the
Arabian Mission
mentions its medical work as of primary importance.
The number of patients treated at
Bahrein has been 15,400, and 8,003
at Busrah-23,403 in all. To the
Mason Memorial Hospital, at Bahrein, a present has been made in
the form of a windmill, an adjunct
much needed, and which will be
gratefully appreciated. By the
missionaries and colporteurs 11
tours have been made, occupying
224 days, and covering 3,300 miles.
The sales of Scriptures amounted
to 4,059 copies, in 17 languages. Of
these, 3,362 were sold to Mohammedans, or 82 per cent. of the
whole number. Steps have been
taken to occupy Kuweit,.an im·
portall't strategic position near the
head df the Persian Gulf.
The Gospel
in Arabia

A Statesman's Sir. W. Mackwol'th
Testimony to Young, K.C.S.I.,
India Missions 1 ate Lieutenant-

Governor Of the
Punjab, recently made the following statement in St. Michael's
Church, Cornhill, London:
Possibly you mary have some
doubts whether
the methods
adopted in the mission field are altogether. worthy qf approval, and
whether the agents are worthy of
trust. Is the money which is contributed at home to the mission
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cause being properly applied? Do
the missionaries work on right
lines? Are they really self-denying
and devoted? Are the results at
all commensurate with the efforts
made? Is the Kingdom of Christ
being really promoted by those
efforts?
I give you the assurance, from
some observation of mission work
in India, that all these questions
and many more of a similar character may safely be answered in
the affirmative. If the work were
altogether a work of faith, going
on underground, but not showing
itself in the open day, this would
be no reason for abandoning or condemning it. For how many years
after the death of Christ was not
the cause of Christianity in an apparently hopeless minority? Certainly much longer than the Gospel
has been preached in India. Yet
it bas triumphed in Europe, and it
will triumph in Asia.
And,
triumph or no triumph, woe is to
us if we preach not the Gospel!
But, as a business man speaking
to business men, I am prepared to
say that the work which has been
done, by missiOllary agency in India
exceeds in importance all that has
been done (and much has been
done) by the British government
in India since its commencement.

*
A recent number of
Work of
Healing Under In d i a's Women
Diffi~ltie5
and Chi n a's
Daughters, the organ of the C. E. Z. M. S., contains
an account by Miss Blandford of a
visit paid by her early in the year
to a place called Koni, about eighty
miles from Trevandrum, where
there was no medical practitioner
of any kind. The people were for
the most part poor, and many were
suffering from malarial fever, debility, and anremia, so with the
medicine-chest which she had with
her, she was able to do something
for the relief of those who came to
her for treatment. She tells of the
difficulties sometimes encountered
when visiting or' trying to visit
patients in their own homes:
The houses are generally surrounded by high walls with no

gates or means of access other
than by a ladder of six or eight
steps, which brings one to the top
of the wall, and a good jump is
needed to reach the ground on the
other side; sometimes, however, a
notched bamboo pole takes the
place of the ladder aforesaid, and
then the climb is an impossibility
to anyone wearing shoes. One
patient I very much wished to see,
but found no means of entrance to
ber abode, except by the bamboo
just descriBed. I was told, however, I might reach the dwelling by
going through a neighbor's compound, but here again I was foiled
by a very deep ditch with steep
crumbling sides separating the two
gardens; into this I declined to
scramble. When the sick woman
was told of the difficulty she came
out, and, standing on the edge of
her side of the gulf, shouted mit
her symptoms to me on the other
side, with the result that I was
able to send her some medicine.
In the hospital at Trevandrum
Miss Blandford says there have,
during the past year, been 62 patients, 30 of whom were children.
The out-patients numbered 2,595.
Hope for
It is a sign of the
Hindu Widows times that the number of Hindu widow marriages in different parts of
India is increasing by leaps and
bounds, the brides in most cases
being virgin widows. This shows
that the resolutions passed year
after year at the different social
conferences are not meant to be
nominal ones, but are intended to
be carried out in practise. It is,
indeed, gratifying to find that the
Hindus are becoming more and
more alive to the importance of
social reform and the pernicious
nature of some of the social evils
which exist in their midst. We
are accountable to God for our
treatment of our womankind, and
unless we treat them with greater
consideration God's curse will always'rllst'""on us, and our sufferings
will never cease. The prevention
of early marriage, the education of
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our women, and tb.e remarriage at
least of virgin widows, should receive the first care of all those who
wish our country well.-New Dispensation (Brahmo-Somaj).
Shoes for
In view of the fact
Mohammedans t hat Mohamme-

dans ought to wear
only sandals to please the Prophet,
and that Hindus abominate dead
animal skins, it is interesting to
note the growing Indian taste for
boots and shoes of foreign make,
shown by the steady increase in the
imports of these articles year by
year. In 1900--1001, the number of
pairs imported was 709,059; during
the succeeding year the figures rose
to 746,099; while last year they
jumped up to 853,358 pairs.
*
A remarkable article appeared lately
in a Bengali magazine.
The writer
was a Brahman of extensive reputation as a scholar and a writer.
The subject of the article is " Jesus
Christ of Judea," and from a translation of it which appeared in the
August number of the Missionary
Herald, organ of the Baptist Missionary Society, the following quotations are made:
The adorable Jesus Christ was
born in the hamlet of Bethlehem,
situated in the well-known province
of Palestine.
The religion He
preached is what is now called the
Christian religion, and those who
believe in and obey Jesus are called
Christians.
As we contemplate
His unique moral beauty, incomparable wisdom and learning, His
marvelous and mighty words, His
spotless character, meek and loving spirit, His deeds of mercy and
words of love, His mighty miracles
wrought by Divine power, the
heart refuses to admit that this
Jesus is a mere man, but feels that
He is Divine. By His wonderful
works of love wrought for the help
and the relief of the poor and needy,
by His exquisitely tender sympathy
with the afflicted, by the light,
moral and spiritual, which He shed,
A Hindu's
Testimony to
Christ
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by setting men free from the torment of sin and also from the thraldom of sin, by giving knowledge to
the ignorant, both women and men,
in simple terms that all could understand, Jesus had won for Himself a unique place (may we not
say it ?) in human hearts. He is a
sea of beauty, a bottomless mine o:e
moral and spiritual wealth, a store
of mercy, an ocean of knowledge.
If you will cast off all the fetters of
superstition, and look upon Jesus
with holy and earnest intentness,
you can not but be fully persuaded
to believe in His deity. His whole
life was actively employed in doing
good to others, in bettering the
condition of the world, in making
earth as heaven.
A notable Brahman scholar of
Dacca is quoted as having expressed
himself regarding this article in the
following terms: " We did not expect all this from a Brahman high
priest who is a bigoted Hindu and
a recognized preacher of our religion. The writer seems to me to be
a great lover of Jesus Christ, altho
he is not a Christian. The article
is the first of its kind in this country. I do not know if any Bengali
Christian could write a better."
The Medicine An
old Chinese
Needed for
woman once came

China

into a missionary
hospital,
saying
that she would like to see the doctor. On his asking what she wished, she replied: "The mayor of
our town has lately been here with
you. He was a very bad man; used
to cudgel his children, wasted his
money at play, and had so foul a
mouth that all the waters of the
world could not have made it clean.
But since he has been with you
the tiger is transformed into a
lamb, and his wife is full of joy and
astonishment. He no longer gives
her an unhandsome word, and they
live in peace together." "Good
news," replied the doctor; ," but
what now do you wish, my good
woman?" "Well," said the woman,
" you are to tell nobody, but I too
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have an unhappy mouth. and I am
afraid my daughters-in-law find it
none too easy to live with me.
Therefore, I have come to beg you
to give me some of the medicine
that has cured our mayor."Monatsbltltter.
t

to and fro to evade the writ of
ejectment that was ever ready to
be served upon the then 'heirs of
the empire, and yet inmates of
"Hog Lane," as it was then called
by the Chinese. Nowhere else were
they allowed to rest the soles of
feet. .A few others had come to
help Morrison and be his residuary
Two recent events legatees, if he ever got anything,
Chinese
but they were not a whit bet,ter off.
Opening
in Kayin, among They had everybody against them:
Their Eyes
the H a k k a s 0 f
Chinese mandarins, Chinese scholsoutheastern ars, and Chinese common people,
China, illustr~te in a forceful way and, worse than that, even their
own country now looked upon them
the interest in Western learning as
crack-brained enthusiasts. The
which is universal throughout powerful East India Company. then
China. One of these is the opening in existence, scourged them and
persecuted them. Men like Sydney
of a free public reading-room in a
Smith cracked their jokes at the
portion of the Confucian Temple,
expense of the cobbler Carey in Inwhere dailies can be seen from dia and the bobbin-boy Morrison
Swatow, Hongkong, Shanghai, and" in China. No man of .Macedonia
Japan also other periodicals in beckoned the~n to come m, no man
. •
of the Cornehus type sent for them
Chmese, and a few books. The to tell a message from the living
room is a city institution, being God. They had converts-s~ only
supported by the wharfage rates.
after a generation of pioneering.
There are many who are regular Friends in Chjna they had none.
patrons of the place, and keep well
Christian
One of the most ininformed regarding leading events
Japanese
t ere s tin g items
throughout the world. A recent
in China
from Japan is the
visit of the missionary brought a
missionary w 0 r k
flood of questions from the Chinese now being done by the Japanese
present regarding such matters as Church in China.
At Tientsin
the
Venezuelan trouble.
the there is a Japanese colony of upPanama Canal, etc.
The other ward of 1,400 residents. There
event is the completion of a hospital are a few Christian Japanese in the
by a native society organized for number. They have organized a
the purpose, where it is proposed to ,young people's society and a
have two resident physicians, with primary school, and have taken
other helpers.
Doctor Witten- steps to organize a church. This
berg, of the Basle Mission in Kayin,
church is attached to the Tokyo
has been asked to give two forePresbytery. The first missionary
noons a week .for the treatment of is Mr. Dentaro Maruyama. He is
eye and surgical cases. The project to work principally amor.g the
is entirely a native one.
Chinese, but in connection with the
Rev.
William
AshChurch. 'l'hey have also decided to
China Only
send a suitable man as pastor of the
Sixty Years more puts the matchurch.-Assembly Herald.
ter in this startling
Ago
way:
Shall the
Nothing could be
Missionaries further from the
The missionaries had the promise
of all China as a portion, and yet,
Withdraw
truth than to imagafter trying to edge themselves in
from Japan? ine, because there
for'thirty-five years since Morrison
are so many difficame, they were allowed only an old
out-of-the-way lodging in a dirty cultie5 in propagating Christianity
laRe in Canton, and had to dodge in Japan by foreigners, suggesting
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the importance of a large employment of well-trained native helpers, that therefore the foreign
missionaries ought gradually to
withdraw. In the present state of
things the missionaries ought not to
be recalled, but to be increased, as
has been rightly recognized, especially by American millsionary circles. For a long time to come-for a
century, aji least-foreign missionaries are indispensable for Japan.
It is their business to watch intelligently over sound doctrine, to see
to it that Christianity shall not be
too deeply Japanized; that especially it shall not suffer by intermixture
with
ancestor
and
emperor worship; that it shall not,
through Buddhist influences, acquire a pantheistic imprint, or,
through Confucian influences, suffer
infringement of its purely religious or supernatural character.
They must, moreover, for long
years to come, remain to give the
example of a genuine and holy
Christian life in a land where most
of the Buddhist priests, even up to
the highest prelates, live in oP!ln
concubinage; where marriage is so
easily dissoluble; where women is
still so lightly esteemed; and, finally, they are still indispensable for
the training of the native preachers,
not only in theology and philosophy, but also by giving them an
example of zealous practical missionary labor.-PAsTOR SCHILLER,
in Zeitschrift fur Missionskunde.
1"
Eminent
The Christian comChristians
munity in Japan
has already furin Japan
nished a Cabinet
Minister, two Judges of the Court
of Correction, two Speakers of the
Lower House, and two or three Assistant Secretaries, as well as a
series of members of the administrative courts, Judges of the Court
of Appeals, etc. In the present
Parliament, 13 members (of the
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Commons) and the Speaker are
Christians; one of them was chosen
by a majority of 5 to 1, and represents a strongly Buddhist district.
The Christians are likewise repre-.
sented in the navy, where the two
chief men-of-war have Christian
captains. Of the great Tokyo
journals, three are in the hands of
Christians as managing editors.
The most important Df asylums
of various kinds are controlled
by Christian directors. - Evange·
lisches Mission Magazine.
t
The Forward Two years ago there
Movement
was an advance
in Japan
movement, which
gave promise of
large results and also new courage
to Christian workers in various
parts of the country. The final ingathering has not been what was
anticipated, and it is a matter of
much thought and interest why
more fruit is not manifest. One
reason is that many of the inquirers had a wrong conception of the
nature of Christianity. While
they were quite willing to accept
the teachings of Christ intellectually, they were not {'eady to become as little children and open
their hearts to the Divine Spirit to
be their sanctifier and guide. Others
were ready and willing to humbly
follow Christ if only there had been
the proper persons to instruct them
and help in the new way.
It has thus been demonstrated
that there is an imperative need in
Japan of persons who are fitted to
care for inquirers, and direct them
in the right course. The Chritltian
Church needs not only to be planted, but to be trained and nourished.
Efforts are being made in some
places to prepare Christian workers
who will be able to give the desired help. With a supply of
efficient leaders, the gathering of
converts will be speedy and large.
REV. H. LOOMIS.
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A Conference Unless war between
of Missionaries Japan and Russia
in Korea
interferes to prevent, there is to be
a week's conference of missionaries
in Korea next September (18-25) to commemorate the beginning of Protestant missions in
Korea. In 1884 Dr. H. N. Allen
(now United States Minister) entered the land from China, and by
his medical skill made a way for
the foreign teacher of the new doctrine. The general committee having the conference in charge is now
actively engaged in pushing forward the plans for a gathering that
shall be helpful both to Korea and
to the wide world of missions. The
conference looks to a gathering not
only of all the mission force in
Korea and many from near-by
lands, - but notable speakers and
workers from abroad have been invited to attend and take pa.rt. Historical papers are to be presented,
showing the growth of God's Kingdom in Korea, and questions of
practical import are to be discussed.
The study of God's Word and the
culture of the spiritual life are also
to receive large attention. Among
those who have already promised
attendance are John R. Mott, Dr.
J. Ross Stevenson, Dr. Hunter
Corbett, Dr. Sheffield, of Peking,
and Albertus Pieters, of Japan. *
AFRICA
Pushing in The Lutheran General Synod's misfromJhe
West Coast sion at.Muhlenberg,
West Africa, has
at length made an opening into
the interior, having completed the
arrangement for a school 65 miles
distant by paths. It is proposed
to place a succession of new missionaries at Muhlenberg, to remain
there a year and become acclimated
and acquainted with the field, and
then go further inland and establish new stations. This plan is to

be pursued indefinitely, as the
region is absolutely unoccupied.
It is understood that the country
becomes more healthy as one goes
farther inward. The Lutheran
movement has the sympathy of
the Liberian government, which
will make an annual grant of $50
to each new school established.
The Loss of
a Mission

Not many months
ago, at great cost,
the
Presbyterian
Steamer
Church, Sou t h,
placed the steamer Samuel N.
Lapsley upon the Upper Kongo for
the use of the flourishing Luebo
mission, and now comes the sad
news that it has capsized, that Mr.
Slaymaker and 23 of the crew were
drowned, and that Mr. Martin and
Mr. Vass had been saved. Of the
details nothing is known as yet.
Rev. W. H. Sanders of Kamundongo, writes in the
Missionary Herald: .
To the thought of the _Ovimbundu, as to ours, the spirits of the
departed are alive. They, howewr, think of no supreme power
restraining them from participation in men's affairs. While dimly
conscious of such a power, they
conceive of Him as far off and indifferent. They strongly believe
that the daily affairs of mankind
are influenced and shaped by
spirits, and that these are persons
who have lived on earth, known
them, and are toward themfriendlr
or unfriendly. The spirit's attItude is not supposed to be determined by disinterested benevolence. The native line of thought
seems to be this: "Death comes
not by chance. Apart from the
doings· of the living, only a spirit
initiates the chain of events result.
ing in death. Disease, accident,
madness, or wild beast are but the
agencies used by it in accomplishing its purpose. It acts because
offended. Some just claim is unsettled. Perhaps its will is unknown or ignored. Trouble will
not cease until the spirit be satisfied." Such a spirit, with just
claims unmet, is an ocWulu" It
Spirit
Worship in
West Africa
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will surely cause trouble or death.
After a long time, when relatives,
or whoever are responsible, have
given in its rightful dues. it changes
to one of a benevolent disposition.
It is then an ekisi. The akisi are
guardians of the community. The
important ones, spirits of chiefs,
will seek the welfare of all territory over which they ruled.
England's
Gift to
Uganda

The report of the
Uganda Railway
Committee for
1902--3 has been issued, and shows that the earthworks of the line are nearly finished, that 27 large viaducts wen
erected during the year, and that
all the bridges and culverts' for a
distance of 948 miles have been
completed. The station buildings
throughout the line are all finished.
There are 43 stations, including'
Mombasa, the terminus at the
coast; Port Florence, the terminus
on the lake; the headquarters, and
4
engine-changing
s tat ion s.
Twenty-two small and worn-out
locomotives have been retired, and
18 new ones, built in part in the
United States, have been fitted
with automatic brakes. All the
passenger coaches and a portion of
the freight cars are also supplied
with the same brakes.-Zion's
Herald.
The Deadly
Sleeping
Sickness

Notwithstanding all
efforts on the part
of the British authorities, there is no
abatement in the ravages of the
•• sleeping sickness" in Uganda.
The disease appeared in Uganda
between two and three years ago,
probably coming from the Kongo
region. It prevails on the islands
and shores of Lake Victoria, and
inland from these shores fol' a dista.nce of a dozen miles. From the
lint outbn!ak no less than 68,000
persons have died, some 10,000 of
them within the past five months.
A commission sent from England,
headed by Colonel Bruce. has de-
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cided that the disease is scattered
by a fly called kivu. but no antidote has as yet been discovered.
Another commission is said to be
in prospect to see what can be done
to prevent the spread of this alarming plague. Segregation seems impossible, and no relief is in sight.
The first symptoms of the presence
of the disease is headache, with
swelling of the glands of the neck,
followed by protracted sleeping on
the part of the patient. It runs its
course in from six weeks to two
years.
ISLANDS OF THE SEA

Manila, in many
respects,
has
a
growing attraction
for Americans. In it are being
worked out a number of interesting
experiments in trade, government.
finance, and education. It is responq.ing in an encouraging degree
to American ideas. It is a seat of
power and influence in all that
pertains to our distant possessions.
But to Christians its moral and
religious improvement is of first
concern, and it is cheering to note
progress in this direction. Favorable reports reach us of religious
activity and revival. Before our
government came into control,
Roman Catholicism was the sole
religion recognized, and the priesthood ruled with a high hand and
great intolerance. Now a different state of things is observable,
and it looks al3 if Protestantism
would in no very distant day be
the dominating force. According
to the Madrid El Christiano, there
are now 17 Protestant chap3ls in
the city and the suburbs against
22 Roman Catholic churches. This
paper also concedes that, from
present appearances, the Romish
organization will, likely, before
very long, be' in the minority.
We are also assured by it that
Protestant worship is being held
Modem
Manila
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in private dwellings as well as in
the largest theaters, in which the
attendance at times has been as
high as 3,000.
Rev. R. Wardlaw
Thompson reports
the death of Ruatoka, who was one
of the first band of Hervey Island
(Cook Island) native teachers to go
to New Guinea for pioneer work in
1872, and of whom the Rev. R.
Lovett, in his history of the London
Missionary Society says: "No
reader of Mr. Chalmers's thrilling
books needs to be reminded of
Ruatoka's wonderful career. No
higher praise can be afforded him
than that he is probably the noblest
of the long succession of Eastern
Polynesian teach«:trs who have done
such grand service for New
Guinea." Mr. Thompson said that
Ruatoka had maintained an unblemished reputation all through
his missionary career, and had
been held in honor by all the mission. His death meant the removal
of a great landmark from the mission.
After Mr. Ohalmers was
murdered, one of the first offers
received was from Ruatoka- to go
and see the people who had killed
Tamate and Tomkins and try to
do some work in their place.
Death of
a Native
Evangelist

MISCELLANEOUS

The latest statistics, given in the
Allgemeine M i 8sions Zeitschrijt, represent that of
the 1,544,510,000 inhabitants of the
earth, 534,940,OUO are Christians
(Roman, Greek, Oriental, and Protestant); 10,860,OOC are Israelites,
175,290,000 are Mohammedans, and
823,420,000 are heathen. Of these
last the Confucionists (if theirs may
be called a religion) are the most numerous, having fully 300, 000,000. Of
every 1,000 human beings, 346 are
Ohristians; 7 Israelites; 114 MoReligions of
the World
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hammedans, and 533 heathen. It
may be affirmed with confidence
that the Christians increase more
rapidly than the adherents of the
other religions.
t
In his address as
What the
chairman of the
Twentieth
Century May C ongr e ga tional
Union of England
Behold
and Wales, Dr.
Robert F. Horton said:
It is calculated that the sporadic
efforts of the eighteenth century
produced 70,000 converts. Warneck estimates that as a result of
the nineteenth century there are
11,000,000 Christians won from
heathendom. If we may work out
it proportion: as 70,000 is to 11,000,000, so is 11,000,000 to 1,650,000,000;
that is the probable population of
the globe in the year 2000 A.D. Yes,
all the kingdoms of the earth made
the kingdom of the Lord and of
His Christ. That is assuredly His
design. In a little island of the
Southern Seas there is the grave of
a missionary, and an epitaph:
" When he came in 1848 there was
not a Christian; when he left in
1872 there was not a single heathen."
So it will be said of this island
planet in the ocean of the universe
which was visited by the Divine
Missionary.
"When He came
there was not a Christian in it;
when He left it there was not a
heathen."
At the Conference
of Christian Workers in Brummana,
Syria, each of the 200 delegates
was asked to write on a paper on
the "three most important characteristics of the ideal missionary." The following are some of
them:
The Ideal
Missionary

Sound in body and mind.
Able to eat all'kinds of food.
Prepared to rough it if necessary.
A natural gift for languages.
Bible study, heart study, language study.
A student of the problems of his field.
The gift of humor, in being able to laugh at
yourself and begin again.
Able to preach Christianity and not laugh
at the superstitions of the people.
Earnestness in prayer and soul winning.
An overflowing, spirit·filled life.
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Believer in the possibilities of human
nature.
Tact. courtesy. and kindness to other mis-.
sionaries and the people.
Common sense.
The ability to set others to work.
Interest in everyone he meets.
A warm heart, a hard head, and a thick
skin.
Selflessness in accepting the station as·
signed.
One who lives up to what he preaches.
Of a single purpose.
Baptized with the Holy Spirit.
A witness of what God has wrought in him.
Much in prayer and intercession for others.
Of unfailing faith.
Holds on, tho seeing no fruit.
Belief in God, that he will have all men to
he saved.
Sure of the ultimate triumph of the gospel.
Constrained by the love of Chsist.
Perfectly surrendered to God.
Willing to efface self and exalt Christ.
A Christlike humility.
A bond-servant of Christ.
Emptied of self.
A keen ear to detect God's whisper.
Gentle to all.
Apt to teach.
An unadvertised self-denial.
A firm belief in the people, ever striving to
find the angel in the rough block of marble.
A life laid down at the feet of Christ.
A Cbrislike lo"e for souls.
Sanctified common sense.
Able to understand the people and win
their confidence.
All things to all men.
Patience.
'Power of living at peace with all men.
A Divine sense of proportion, putting things
Jlrst which are ilrst,
*

Every once in a
while I hear some
one growl against
foreign
missions,
- because the money and the strength
put into them are needed at home.
I did it myself when I did not know
better, God forgive me. I know
better now; and I will tell you how
I found out. I became interested in
a strong religious awakening in my
own old city of Copenhagen, and I
set about investigating it. It was
then that I learned what others
How to
Believe in
Missions
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had learned before me, and what
was the fact there, that for every
dollar you give away to convert
the heathen abroad, God gives you
ten dollars' worth of purpose to
deal with your heathen at home.
JACOB A. RIIB.

The Best
Missionary

" Appeals to give to
missions in general,
Appeal
to missionary societies. 'to the cause,'
should be made to mature minds,
and made without cant or hypocrisy. If too great emphasis is
placed upon the fact that it is 'the
Lord's work' the logical Christian
will be tempted to say 'Then let
him do it.' That is not where
Christ placed the emphasis. He
laid the responsibility on the
Church. Missions are no more God's
work than politics or trade or
sCience or art. Missions are the
work of the Church, and the Church
will be held responsible for results."
The truth contained in the above
extract is frequently overlooked by
the average church-member and
sometimes by the average pastor.
Brethren, get into line! Get hold
of the rope and pull together.Messenger and Visitor.
OBITUARY
Rev. Dr. Stitt. The Rev. Dr. Willof New York iam C. Stitt, Secretaryof the American Seamen's Friend Society, who
died in New York last month, was
for years literary editor of the
New York Evangelist. He was
born in Philadelphia, April 23,
1833, and was a graduate of Princeton University. He had for some
years devoted himself to the spiritual welfare of the Seamen, and
edited the Sailors' Magazine in
their interest.
*
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OUR MISSIONARY RESPONSIBILITY *
BY ROBERT E. SPEER, NEW YORK
Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions

It is not enough for a Christian to study the Bible in order to
know God's will. We must know also of the condition of the world
and the mighty workings of the Spirit of God in heathen co·untries.
We must read not only the Book of Acts, but the modern acts of the
apostles also. Of course, no one needs any other book than the Bible
to show the duty and privilege of missionary sympathy and effort. It is
enough that there is written the story of salvation-not for me alone,
but for the whole world, and with this, the last message which Christ
gave His disciples: "Go ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel to every creature." We do not need to read about the people of
China, Japan, or Africa to show that it is our duty to make the Gospel
known to them. Any Christian who loves Jesus Christ, and has read
of His love, and what He has done for the salvation of the world, has
read all that is really necessary to show the duty of doing all in our
power to fulfil His great commission. Yet this knowledge is not
enough for our love. Weare always bound to know as much as we
can about the people whom we love; and if our hearts are to feel
toward the whole world as Christ's heart felt-somewhat of His great
pity, love, and compassion-we are bound to know all we can of these
people from that point of view.
Our knowledge will stimulate us to meet their spiritual needs. If
we love only across the street, that is as far as our knowledge will go.
lf we love around the world, our knowledge will go around the world,
and we will seek to know the condition of these multitudes to whom
we are charged to briI!g the best and most priceless blessing that ever
came into the world.
How are we going to pray fervently without knowing intelligently?
We might as well pray in blank for these multitudes unless we
know their sins and temptations, the difficulties they need to overcome before they can come out in the liberty of Christ.
A missionary meeting was held in a little town in New Jersey.
One of the richest men in the state was there, worth millions of
dollars. During the meeting he went to sleep. Before it closed the
* Condensed from the report of an address given at the Moody Bible Institute, Chicago,
D/leelllber J;, 1903.
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pastor got out some photographs, which he invited the congregation
afterward to come up and see. This old man, waking up when the
benediction was pronounced, went up to look at them. He saw the
picture of some Chinese men and women, showing their poverty and
need, and this was his only exclamation:
" Well, ain't them queer looking folks!"
The pathetic thing about it was not his poor English, but that all
the photograph awakened in him was an exclamation of surprise and
'curiosity at their dress! He had no real knowledge of their condition, yet some day he will have to give an account for neglect of
them. . The meeting could awaken in him no real sympathy that
would draw out from his heart a prayer for them.
We need to know about the world also for the confirmation of
faith, and the strengthening and purifying of character. No Ohristian need have any doubt of the power of the Spirit who knows of the
triumphs of the Gospel in missionary fields. I look back to the
earlier years of my college course, when the stimulus supplied by missionary information began to work on our lives. Next to the Life of
the Son of God, Blaikie's "Personal Life of David Livingstone"
stands foremost for its influence upon my life.
If you have neglected the study of the world, you do not know
what inspiration and power you are losing out of your life. It is surprising in Ohristian gatherings, when asking how many have read certain missionary books with which all ought to be familiar, to find how
few have read them, It would be a great thing if all of us might become
thoroughly informed as to what the Spirit of God is doing throughout
the world. Intelligence on this subject would give us a wealth of
illustrations, and make everyone of us more earnest, sincere, and
faithful to Ohrist. Let us first of all determine to kno1v a great deal
more.
As to giving, it is very easy, when we have not much means, to lay
the responsibility for giving upon those who have wealth. But God
really pays less heed to what amount we give than to what proportion
we keep. The poor can give more in the sight of God than all the
millionaires are able to if their hearts are in taeir giving. Everyone
of us can give largely from that point of view.
I remember when that idea of the ability of a disciple to please
God first came to me. It seemed the most glorious thought possible,
that we might make heaven more happy for God if our lives were but
obedient to His will, and if we would more perfectly show forth His
glory and His purpose in the world.
In a meeting in Philadelphia lately, a rather poor young man,
interested in Ohristian work, said:
"Mr. Speer, after all, Ohristian giving is not how much you give,
but how much in proportion to what you still have. I had about fifty
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cents to spend for a scarf, and I did not see how I could get money to
spend for such purpose for some time to come. I went into a tent
where the Salvation Army was holding a meeting, and the Spirit of
God seemed to say to me: 'You can do without that scarf a little
longer.' I gave the fifty cents, and came away with a new joy in my
heart."
Twelve years ago I heard a paper by Horace Pitkin on "tithe
giving." I had never thought seriously of it before. I tried to break
the force of the reasoning, but found the only thing to do was to yield
and obey. Have we learned to make the glory of Ohrist our first
interest?
.
There died lately in Indianapolis an eccentric old man, Simon
Yandes, a graduate of Harvard, who had acquired a considerable fortune. His estate was found to have dwindled to about thirty thousand dollars. During his lifetime he had given to the Presbyterian
Board fully one hundred thousand, and to the Methodist and Baptist
Boards like large sums. He had made provision that the work of several home missionary superintendents in the State of Indiana were
cared for by endowments. During the last years of his life he would
go to a restaurant and pay only twelve cents a meal, to have so much
more to give towald spreading the Gospel of His Savior around the
world. It is not a matter of giving much or little, but how far we
regard all we have, even what is least, as not ours but His.
Praying and Giving

We are in no mood to pray as we ought until we have fulfilled
these conditions. A little while ago there was a "carnival" where Ilive
for the benefit of a Jocal hospital. One morning was given up to the
children, and my own were much interested. When we arose that
day my little five-year-old boy bega:'l to count his money that he was
going to spend at the fair. I said: "Do you not think you had
better put some of that in your missionary bank?"
« Oh, no," he said, « I need it all."
"But would you not have a happier day if you shared it with the
other children?"
" No, I don't think so."
"Well, let us say our prayers."
He confined his prayers that morning to OUI' immediate family
circle-father, mother, sisters, and the little children he played with.
I said: "You are not going to leave out the little children on the
other side of the world?"
He replied: "Now, father, I am saying this prayer."
"But don't you think you ought to remember them?"
"I am going to the fair," was the reply.
But the lad's conscience was tender, and by and by he prayed for
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the other little children-" 0 God, bless these other children as much
as you have blessed me I"
When he got up from his knees, he said: "Father, I think I will
put some of that money in the missionary bank."
His little conscience was still sufficiently unpolluted to realize
that he was in a condition to pray for heathen children only when at
least he shared with them the little he had. He could not pray
where he would not give. What effect will our prayers have for the
world if not connected with working with Christ in making His truth
everyw here known?
I attended a prayer-meeting at Yale University recently. There
were about one hundred students present, and the young man who had
charge said: "Now, I am not much of a man at this kind of thing."
He began the opening prayer in a sturn bling fashion, and his last
sentence, as if the words shot out of his mouth, was: "0 God, help
every man of us to live as he prays,'-' and then he led in the Lord's
prayer with its petition" Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done on
earth." Are our lives lived as expressed in prayer? We pray the
Lord of the harvest to thrust forth laborers into His harvest. A
friend of mine told me he found to his dismay that he had been saying in his prayers, "Who will go for us? Lord, here am I; send some
one else." I am well aware how much easier it is to say this than it is
to live it.
We will never do our duty in prayer for the world if we do not set
about it in a very practical and real way. Do you pray day by day
definitely for any missionary by name? or for any particular aspect or
field of missionary work? Th€re is published by the Presbyterian
Board a year book of prayer for foreign missions, and a similar one
for home missions, and as these are too large to carry around, I have
made a note in my little engagement-book of the missionary to be
prayed for each day. Unless we have· such simple and practical
reminders as these, we are sure to forget.
How many of us have answered the question as to giving our own
lives to the work of making Christ's name known where He has never
been preached? How can God honor us in His service in the world
or give us blessing in our homes if we have not told Him we would go
anywhere? A life must become powerless in Christian work if it turns
away from a divine call. Let us set ourselves down at Jesus' feet
for use anywhere and tell Him our great desire is not to build on some
one else's foundation, bnt to go where Christ has not been named. If
we had half a dozen lives to spend, we might perhaps venture to spend
one of them in some inferior way, but we have only one. Let us put
that one little life in that work in which it will tell the most, be most
satisfactory to the heart of God, and do most for the sin and weariness
of the world.
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PIONEERING AMONG THE GARENGANZE
THE WORK OF FRED S. ARNOT IN AFRICA *
BY THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

From the time of his conversion, Fred S. Arnot yearned to carry
the Gospel into the destitute districts of the Dark Continent.
He therefore went to Natal in 1881, and started for the chief town of
~hoshong-now deserted. Khama helped him to learn the Bechuana
language, and then put at his disposal his own ox-wagon to transport
him as far as the tsetse fly would allow oxen to go. In the long, trying zigzag course across the Kalahari Desert wandering bands were
found, remnants of peoples living in the adjoining countries.
For wild men, their facu1 ties are very keen; they "read" the path
a1most instinctively, can tell even what animals have crossed it during
the night, and have a kind of scent for water. After Khama's wagon
returned, Mr. Arnot traveled on, with bushmen and pack-donkeys, to
the Chobe River, tributary to the Zambesi, meeting on the way lions
and leopards, as well as herds of antelope, buffalo, giraffe, and troops
of baboons. He pushed on to Shesheke, traveled up the Zambesi to
King Lewanika's capital, and, selling his donkeys at the trading
station, he packed his goods in loads suitable for native carriers.
At this point Mr. Arnot suffered from his_ first attack of African
fever, but, after a few weeks, was able to :continue his journey, and
reached Lialui in December, 1882, where his first few months were
tainted with recollections of mildew, fever, rats, and snakes. The
day after arrival there was a trial for witchcraft right in front of his
door, the poor wretches being compelled to dip their hands into boiling water and lift three stones from the bottom. If the skin came
off the hands within twenty-four hours it was considered proof of
guilt. Mr. Arnot pleaded in behalf of these "witches," urging that
the accuser be put to the same test as the accused, and compelling
Lewanika to acknowledge that the test was cruel and unfair, and to
promise that he would try to abolish it.
The king was in a very unsettled state of mind. With enemies at
home and rivals abroad, it seemed mockery to him to bring him mere
"weak words" when he wanted "strong arms." He had from the
King of Matabele offers of help in war, but Mr. Arnot ·urged him
rather to cultivate the friendship of the Ohristian chief, Khama. So a
letter was sent to Khama, asking for his daughter as proof of his friendship. Khama sent a horse instead of the daughter, giving Lewanika
to understand that if he wished an alliance with him it must not be
• Notwithstanding Mr. Arnot's published record of his twenty· one years of pioneer work
in Central Africa, it is, we fear, but little known. A new edition of his book, published in
1902, once more brings his self·denying and effective missionary service to the knowledge of
the Christian public, and this narrative, made more attractive by personal intimate knowledge of the man and his work, prompts this paper.-A. T. P.
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against the white man, but against the white man's drink. The king
refused to listen to talk about God as not worth his attention, but
sent his son Litia to Mr. Arnot's hut every day, with a few other sons and
nephews and their little slaves, to be taught. He lived in state with
a high priest and a state barge, and the Barotse had great faith in his
power to bring rain and protect his people from lightning. The laws
and customs in vogue among the Barotse give support to the theory
that the Bantu tribes came from near Palestine, and that these are
relics of the Jewish customs.
In 1884 a letter from FranQois Coillard left Mr.' Arnot free to pursue his original plan of going into the hilly country north of the
Zambesi, and he determined to visit Benguella, on the west coast, and
return with fresh supplies. Following a route north of Barotse, he
found the footsteps of Dr.. Livingstone, and many evidences of the
deep impression that this great missionary general and explorer had
left behind. The tribes between .the Barotse Valley and the Bihe, still
unevangelized, seemed to him to have a special claim upon Christians.
Everywhere in Africa the women were found to be the most conservative, and difficult to persuade into receiving anything new. But he
had access to the men; and he told them of God the Creator, of IDlI-n's
sin, and the sending of God's son as Savior, and His commission of
messengers to go into all parts of the world and preach the Gospel,
and the Gospel message was welcomed with the clapping of their
hands. A chief said, on one occasion, that he could not tell how
happy these words had made them, and that he believed in a great
God who had made all things, and wanted to know that God, that he
might at all times pray to Rim. At times, also, Mr. Arnot's camp
was crowded with people eager to hear his message. The tribes he
passed through seemed to have a common religion. They believe in
one great Spirit, who rules over all other spirits. They also worship
and sacrifice to the spirits of ancestors, and have a mass of fetishes,
medicines, and enchantments. The hunter takes one kind of charm,
the warrior another. For divining, they have a basket illled with
teeth, finger-nails, claws, seeds, or stones, which are rattled by the
diviner until the spirit comes and speaks to him by the movements of
these charms. When the spirit is reluctant to respond, a solemn dirge
is chanted.
The journey to Benguella was by way of Bailundu, where he found
that the station of the American Board had been plundered and the
missionaries driven to the coast. From the account of the natives,
the Garenganze country seemed to lie north of the Barotse kingdom,
and he determined to journey thither, depending on God's direction
of his steps day by day. His route lay through the country of the
Baluimbi, who divine with the skull of a small antelope poised on a
stiff grass stem. Then he came to the hilly country of the Bachielectronic file created by cafis.org
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bokwe, who seemed more advanced in legal matters, but had a remarkable faculty for picking flaws in travelers, and making charges against
them. Then he came to Baluvatue, and found superstitious fishing
tribes living along the tributaries of the Zambesi.
December, 1887, marked the real beginning of missionary work
among the Garanganze. After returning to England in 1888, the
following year Mr. Arnot had the joy of acting as-guide to a large
party of brethren and sisters whose hearts were bent upon work in
the Dark Continent. One member of the party, Mr. R. J. Johnston,
their most experienced evangelist, caught the coast fever, and died as
the steamer entered Benguella Bay. At Benguella the real difficulties
of the journey began, foot-paths presenting the only way of traveling
into the interior. AU baggage was carried on the heads or shoulders of
native porters, many miles of the route being wild and mountainous,
and carriers very scarce. On the journey two of the party, Mr. Morris
and Mr. Gall, died. Mr. Morris, who had already learned a little
U mbundu, with his dying breath witnessed to the carriers: "Eternal
life is what we bring to you in the Gospel." One of them challenged
him: "You offer us eternal life, but you have not got it yourself, for
you will die just like us." "Yes," said the dying man, "my body
will go down to the earth, but my soul will not die; it will go up to
God." Thus early God taught the missionary band to make more of
the message than of the messenger.
The little party, diminished to seven, were joined at Bihe by Mr.
Orawford, who had preceded them. When they pitched their camp
at Quankualljulula the size of the party gave the chief a great fright,
for he was afraid to allow so many white men in his country.
Mr. Orawford had seen a slave-caravan, numbering eight hundred, which had been months on the road, among whom were aged
men and women (whose poor shriveled forms told of the welcome
release death would shortly bring), mothers with babies on their
backs (one just born), and young women and girls bearing heavy loads.
One slave. who had fallen behind from sheer weakness and fatigue,
was unmercifully beaten, and scores of children were crawling along
naked, many of them not over four years old. Mr. Crawford found
the porters carrying on in secret an infamous trade in slaves; among
the victims was one little girl who had been carried off from her home,
but was redeemed at a heavy cost by her father.
The travel-worn party arrived in Garenganze, November 7, 1890.
Apart from occasional itineration, from 1892 the Bihe, Luvale, and
Garenganze countries became the chief sphere of labor. Mr. Arnot's
health broke down, and he was obliged to return home after three
happy years, his wife also giving tip her promising school at Bihe.·
But the constant village and school work bore fruit, and there were a
few cases of conversion-among others, Sanje, a big, strong porter, and
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Njimbi, who was delivered from epileptic fits as well as converted.
One of the workers, Mr. Joseph Lynn, the first to take up the book
and store keeping work at Bihe, was bitten severely in grappling with
a mad dog, and died from the effects.
As to Luvale, Dr. and Mrs. Fisher took their station there, arriving in January, 1894. On their way they met a caravan of four hundred slaves with loads of rubber and ivory. They found Mr. Bird and
Mr. Smith busy, building. In Africa, roofs are the great concerntornadoes, tropical rains, white ants, and rats having all to be guarded
against. The work of learning and writing the language was, of course,
the important preparation for service. The difficulties of the language
were peculiar, as the African native speaks in sentences rather than
words, and the sentences have to be analyzed and broken up into words
at the risk of many mistakes. Mr. Arnot mentions some instances of
these blunders. To illustrate: suppose that a foreigner, landing on a
British isle, hears a drowing man call for" help," and concludes that this
word must be agood equivalent for the Greek word" saved" in Romans
x: 13, and so translates" Whosoever shall call upon the name of the
Lord shall be helped." A longer stay would show him that the word
used by the drowning man was not the best, but was used because,
when shouted out, it would carry farthest.
To indicate the position of Garenganze, Mr. Arnot supplies a map
as a frontispiece, showing that, about at the point which the tenth
degree of latitude south of the equator crosses the twenty-first meridian of longitude, Garenganze is situated, near the exact center of the
continent, midway between the two oceans, and about as far above
Benguella on the west as below Zanzibar on the east, and nearly midway also between the upper end of Lake Tanganyika on the north and
Victoria Falls on the south. Very near is the place where Livingstone
.
died and his heart lies buried.
Some Interesting Facts

Msidi was a great chief in the Basanga country south of Garenganze
whom a young officer of the Belgians, connected with Captain Stair's
expedition, shot in his own court, and who was succeeded by his son,
under the name of Msidi II. The death of the father was followed by
a period of prolonged uncertainity and confusion. Many of the
Ba-Garenganze regarded the conquest of their country as a clever piece
of strategy and generalship from the time when the first missionary
arrived in the country, and the servants of Christ had to live down
such suspicions by self-denying kindness. Mr. Crawford so overcame
native distrust as to be ca11ed (( The Gatherer of the People." He was
known also as the guardian of Livingstone's grave, as he first acquired
and fenced in the ground around the place where his heart was buried:
In July, 1894, he moved on to Lake Myeru, with about one hundred
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and thirty men, women, and children, to build a sort of a city of refuge.
Chipungu was their first site, as it was safe from the raids of Arab
plunderers. He hoped thus also· to be nearer the trading stations on
Lake Tanganyika, and so help to forward supplies to Garengenze
When Mr. Crawford reached Lake Myeru he recognized a young man
who was one of Msidi's juuior executioners who, by his own confession,
had been a very wicked man, but who tremblingly confessed Ohrist.
He said he had often attempted to do so before, "but that Satan had
snatched the words out of his mouth by telling him that if anyone
had sins he had, and that it was all very well for the white man to
talk about the blood of Jesus cleansing from all sin, but such a black
sinner as he was could never say so; but ·that now he knew that the
blood of Jesus was equal in strength to the washing away of his ~ins
as well as those of the white mau's." The after life of Mishi-Mishi
proved this confession to be real. The story of how he got over the
difficulty of having five wives is most interesting. Finding that Mr.
Orawford was not prepared to advise him, only assuring him that God
ltnew, and by His Holy Spirit would enlighten him, he went home and
did not come again for advice. Calling his wives together, he said
that if one were willing to remain with him, he would divide all his
property between the other four. One chose to abide as a poor man's
wife, aud the others gladly carried off their portions to thflir paternal
villages. Mrs. Orawford taught Mishi-Mishi the' elements of ambulance work, and of cleansing and doctoring ulcers; so, with a linen bag
over his shoulder, he visited the many villages around, reminding the
people of what he was at one time, when they would have fled from
him, but now that he was" a Ohristian, and was willing to wash out
and bind up their sores."
Mr. Orawford found Chipungu too small for his bqjlding purposes,
so at the invitation of a chief he transferred his site along the Luanza,
which flows down from the Kundelungu range, a vast table-land too
cold for natives, but safe for Europeans.
About this time Mr. Arnot was obliged to leave for home, on
account of an old illness which had returned. On the way he met
Cecil Rhodes at Cape Town, who had much to say about the Garenganze country, and his hope that young men would there be trained
as telegraph clerks, etc., so that they could earn good wages and be
used by commercial companies and European governments. Mr.
Arnot informed him, however, that the ambition of the missionaries
was rather to stimulate home industries and preserve African village
life, where natives would be less exposed to temptations that come
with civilization.
The two native converts already referred to-Njimbi and Sanjeproved valuable coworkers, Sanje being gifted as an attractive preacher
and a most self-denying man. "A lady wrote to Sanje from Scotland,
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offering to give him so much money if he would devote his whole
time to the preaching of the Gospel. He had no difficulty in refusing this kind offer, lest his message be greatly weakened in the eyes
of his own people. Mr. Swan and Mr. Lane were b01h struck with
his straightforward answer, and thought that, seeing he had refused a
stated salary, they would be justified in sharing with him any gifts
that they themselves received. One day they gave him sixteeu yards
of calico to clothe his family with; but he did not feel happy about
taking it, and asked permission to consider the matter, promising to let
them know on the morrow. -On his way home Sanje shot an antelope,
which, when cut up and sold, brought exactly the value of the sixteen
yards of calico. This to him him was a final and decisive answer from
God, and without hesitation he returned the gift, saying that 'it was
God's will for him that he should preach Ohrist to his people without
even the appearance of taking pay from the white man.'''
The preacher Njimbi went to the Ondulu country to try to fill
up the gap left by the return of Mr. and Mrs. Nicholls to England.
He met with a tragic death, but under circumstances of great interest.
He had gathered some young men to read to them the Word of God
when the lamp exploded, setting fire to the thatch of the hut. The
door would not open, and Njimbi had to use an ax. He got all his
visitors out, but he and his servant were fatally burned. This native
convert had proven the hero, sacrificing his own life to save others.
"In connection with this early stage of the work in the Luvale
district, two cases of conversion stand out brightly. The first,
Pokanwa, was originally in the employment of an Arab trader, and
was himself a strict Mohammedan. He was sent by his master to
Benguella to buy guns and powder. When he arrived at Bihe he
found the country 'hot' with war, so he and his companions took
refuge beside the missionary encampment until the roads were safe
for travelers. After a delay of some months, Pokanwa sold his ivory,
but on his return journey to Garenganze with guns and powder he
was attacked by the natives living along the Lualaba River, who
claimed the right to stop all supplies of powder. He managed to
escape with his life, and hearing that a white man was camped close
by, fled to him for refuge, and fOllnd himself in our brother H. B.
Thompson's camp, and for the second time under the protecting care
of a Ohristian. Mr. Thompson could not protect Pokanwa for long,
and advised him to flee to Kavungu, which he did. He remained
true to his Mohammedan superstitions for some time, but at last the
light of the Gospel began to dawn upon him. He was baptized -at
Kuvllngu along with Papusu shortly after dear Mr. Bird's body was
_ committed to the grave, and his conrse has been singularly steadfast
ever since.
"Another case of conversion was that of Mwewa, who is now
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Pokanwa's wife. She was the daughter of King Msidi. When her
father was killed she happened to be visiting her mother's relatives in
the Sanga country. 'rhe mother and child fell into the hands of
Msidi's enemies, and Mwewa was sold as a slave to a company of Bihe
traders, like Joseph of old. The poor child, unused to hard work and
long marching, soon fell ill, and her owner, seeing that she could not
survive th!J long journey to the coast, took her to the missionaries at
Kavungu. When they heard her story they decided to redeem her,
altho some thought that, perhaps, they were being taken in. Her
story turned out, however, to be quite true. Mwewa recovered from
the effects of her hardships, and her conversion some time afterward
seems to have been very real, for it has stood the test."
IJuanza, the station at Lake Myeru, became the most important
center of Garenganze work. By the end of 1896 there was a town
with streets a mile in length.
Days of Persecution

Persecution sometimes bares its right red arm even where European
influence has crippled the despotic power of native chiefs. Kapinala
had passed through much from his relatives, and another lad, Lupili,
was threatened with banishment. Another little boy defied all opposition, saying: "You may tie me up and sell me, but I will go and learn
about the Word of God." Another said: "They will beat me, but
they can not take the words out of my heart." At times the conversion of natives was not only rapid but in groups, waves of blessing
sweeping over all the stations in a given locality, crowning years of
prayerful and patient sowing. At one time over twenty professed conversion through the preaching of young native converts who went
about among the villages, and a number of slaves took their stand for
Christ, tho one slave-owner threatened to hang all such to a tree and
pour boiling water over them. "One evening Miss Skinner was
thinking over the four years of apparently unprofitable service
just completed, and lamenting the fact that the Lord had not
used her to bring one African to Christ. So she gave herself to continued prayer the whole night through. About six in the morning
she gathered her girls together, and began the usual morning reading
with singing and prayer, when almost to her own surprise first one
girl and then another spoke of being under some convictioI.1 of sin,
and before the day closed nearly all the young people in the station
had come under the influence of the movement, some shedding tears
and confessing to have sinned in different ways."
Polygamy is a serious obstacle. When these poor converts came
out of heathen darkness their difficulties seem only just to have begun.
When one Sangave was converted he told his wives that he could no
longer live as before, and urged them to go and hear the good news,
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and three of them found a savior in Christ. After their conversion
more than sixty persons professed faith in Christ, as tho special blessing attended the conduct of this young convert in solving the question of polygamy.
It strikes the reader as very sad, in reading this little book by Mr.
Arnot, that there should be recorded the frequent death of missionaries-almost as tho every other page were occupied with a record of
tragic deaths, and the consecration of others who step into the places
so rapidly made vacant.* Africa has earned its name: "The graveyard of missionaries." Nothing would sustain the faith and courage
of His servants were it not for the occasional and often frequent evidences of God's mighty working. The British Administrator, Mr.
Codrington, in his official report for 1900, speaks of the amount of
order and respect obtained at Kavungu and Kazombo by the moral
influence and example of the missionaries."
Mr. Crawford held on to his post without a break for fourteen years,
and wrote most encouraging letters of the progress of the work, tho
or·· there were many trials for their patience. Mr. Arnot returned to his
work last spring. No work now being done in Africa is more selfdenying in character, and conducted by a more devoted group of
missionaries than the Garenganze work.t

QBSTACLES TO CHRISTIANITY IN THE
,
PHILIPPINES
BY THE REV. JOHN BANCROFT DEVINS, D.D.
Editor of the New York Observer

"The Spaniards were Christians," said a leading Filipino, "but
we like the Americans better because they are not Christians."
"I do not care to go to church," said an American girl in Manila,
"because one meets such an indiscriminate gathering there." The
young lady had been to a cock-fight on the previous Sunday afternoon, but she showed plainly the irritation she feIt at being invited
to attend a religious service.
If the question were asked: "What is the greatest obstacle to
Christian work in the Philippines?" probably every clergyman in
that archipelago would say:
" The Example of Americans"

The gross violations of financial confidence by Americans in civil,
military, and business life, resulting in newspaper exposures and
terms of imprisonment; the indulging in customs which offend the
• Out of a total of about sixty names of missionary workers mentioned in connection
with this sphere of labor, we find fifteen-about one·fourth-have already died.
t We hope that this brief notice of Mr. Arnot's work and books may at least serve to
enable many readers to follow intelligently the accounts of the work as they will appear fortnightly in Echoes oj Service. published at Bath.
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Filipinos, and which fill the society columns of the newspapers, lead
the natives to reject that form of religion which the Americans represent. A trusted employee arrested for embezzlement, a soldier leaving his Filipino wife, or mistress, when his regiment sails for home,
or a Sunday house-party in the country with a cock-fight as an attraction, leads the Filipinos to wonder whether their islands have gained
in morality by their exchange of owners and armies. The friars do
not let an opportunity slip for deepening or creating the impression
that the Spaniards, and not the Americans, are the real Christians.
The attitude of the American government is strictly non-partisan

THE MAIN STREET IN MANILA

Any man may worship God as he pleases. A Roman Catholic, an
Aglipayan, a Protestant, or an infidel will be proteoted equally in his
worship or non-worship. At the same time, there is an impression
among the American teachers and civil government employees that
their superiors will be better pleased if nothing is done by Protestants
which serves to emphasize their religious tendencies, such as the entertainment of missionaries or Bible agent.s, or the attending of Protestant services.
The writer was asked to preach in one of the provinces on the
Sunday morning following an address on "Character," which had
been given on Saturday evening in the Normal School building.
" Of course, we can not have the Sunday service in the school building,
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nor for that matter in any government building; it would never
answer," was the explanation given for securing an empty house for
the religious service. Memories of Sunday services and Sundayschools and prayer-meetings in the little red schoolhouses among the
Vermont hills, in the valleys ofNew York State, and on the prairies
of Minnesota rose 'involuntarily, but no mention was made of the
American custom. Governor Taft is a broad-minded man, and if an
appeal had been made to him permission might have been given to
hold, the Sunday service in the same building that had been so freely
offered for the one on Saturday evening. At the same time, it is
generally known throughout the American colony that a former member of the Philippine Oommission compelled the Superintendent of
Education to withdraw his acceptance of an invitation to speak at a
meeting held under the auspices of the Young Mens' Ohristian Association. Governor 'raft assured me that he had never heard of this
act of his colleague, and added that he had just accepted a similar
invitation, and intended to make it clear that every person em'ployed
by the government in the Philippines had absolute freedom to wors'lip God when and how he pleased. I called the governor's attention
to the fact that American teachers and other employees do not hesito say -that they are e.xpected by their superiors not to entertain
tate _
missionaries or to attend the services which they hold, but I assured
him that I had never heard anyone say that he was responsible for
this.
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"Well," said Judge Taft, "there are two sides to most questions.
Let me give you the other side, as it came before me some days ago.
A teacher went to a town in one of the provinces and began his work.
The padre was greatly pleased, and helped him in gathering in the
children. Soon there were one hundred and twenty scholars in the
school. Everything was going on swimmingly. The teacher was
popular, the padre was happy, the people were pleased to have their
children in school learning English. One day two missionaries came
to that town; perhaps they were not missionaries, but colporteurs or
Bible agents. At any rate, they were friends of this teacher, and were
entertained by him, and made his rooms their headquarters, and from
them they distributed Bibles and tracts throughout the town. As a
result, the padre was angry, and used his influence in keeping the children away from the school and finally in breaking up the school. The
teacher was obliged to go to another town, all because of his entertaining these Protestant colporteurs. What do you think of that?"
"Under similar circumstances, I should have felt as the native
priest did," I replied. " If the conditions were reversed, and a Roman
Catholic teacher entertained Catholic colporteurs who disseminated
from his rooms Catholic literature and emblems, I should use my
influence against both teacher and colporteurs. There are other buildings in town which may serve as headquarters for Bibles and tracts.
Both the American teacher and his guests showed a lamentable lack of
tact."
.
« So it seemed to us, and yet no notice of it was taken publicly
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At the same time, we felt that our school work should not be broken
up in this way."
Aside from the attitude of the government, whose non-Oatholic
representatives have not been openly in favor of Protestantism, the
social customs of many Americans do not aid the missionaries, who
ought to be assisted by the people from the home land. The Filipinos
drink their native wines, but seldom to excess. After weeks of travel
throughout the provinces and of residence in Manila, I have seen only
one native who seemed to be under the influence of liquor. As he was
going home from a fiesta in a country town after a cock-fight, I could
not tell whether his ju bilance was due to a too liberal use of vino or
to the fact that his side had won in the pit.
"I do not know what your custom is," said our American host in
a provincial town, as we were on our way to call upon the Filipino
priest, "but unless you are strongly opposed to drinking wine or beer
I hope you will not refuse it. The priest will not understand your
refusal; but if on principle you can not take anything it will not matter so much, as I will take a glass of everything that is offered." Not
only did he keep his word, but his wife also took both beer and American wine, and gave each of the children a sip or two from her glasses,
and later, at another home, took a cigarette, when they were passed,
not to smoke, as she admitted, but because she was afraid to offend
her neighbors, whose customs meant so much to them.
"You are no gentleman to leave my table as you are doing," said
an English host to Mr. Moody, when the wine was flowing freely.
"I don't want to be if I have to get drunk in order to be one,"
was his characteristic reply. It seems pitiable that Americans consider
it necessary to sacrifice their own sense of right in order to conform
to the customs of those whom they should teach Christian principles.
When a Filipino calls upon another native, the host never thinks of
offering him beer or whiskey, but these are considered necessary when
an American calls.
The church-going habit by Protestants seems to have been wellnigh forgotten. With thousands of Americans in Manila not Roman
Oatholics, the three small Protestant churches are never full. '1'he
Methodist, Presbyterian, and Protestant Episcopal bodies all contemplate the erection of new church buildings, but not because the present
ones, seating from one to two hundred each, are ever crowded. On a
recent Sunday, at the second service, fifteen persons were in the audience, including eight who were in some way connected with the
church and its official work. The sermon would have done honor to
a Philadelphia or a New York audience.
It is not infrequent to hear a person say: "I have not been to
church in a year, or more than twice in two years," adding, as if there
were some virtue in the confession, "I would never think of staying
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away from church so long at home, nor would I have supposed it possible that I could do so before I came to tho Philippines."
In the provinces, outside of one or two cities and army posts where
there are chaplains or association secretaries, there is practically no
church attendance on the part of the Americans, Protestants or Oatholics. A mission to the Americans in the Philippines is quite as necessary, perhaps more so, than a mission to the Filipinos. The clergymen in Manila and Iloilo, and in one or two other places, are doing
all that they can to help their countrymen who are' willing to be
helped.
The Climate and the Languages

Olimatic conditions and distances form serious obstacles to religious activity in the Philippines. The weather is often called upon to
bear blame for which it is not responsible, but a good deal may be laid
at the door of a temperature which struggles to record three figures,
and seldom fails to get within four or five degrees of its goal for days
at a time, even during months not in the so-called "hot season."
When one has been wilting and withering for six days, a Sunday in
the country or an opportunity to " lie around" in his room, presents a
temptation not easy to resist. Again, if his conscience backs his early
training, a walk of a mile or two or three miles to the nearest church
in a blistering sun does not appeal to one with much force. There
are street-cars in Manila, but they are not used even on week days by
Americans when dressed for business, and in a Sunday dress there
would be even greater objection. If one hires the cheapest carromatta it will cost him at least half a dollar for each church service, and
one runs considerable risk in riding in a carriage of this class. But many
people overcome both the weather and the distances, and are in church
at least once every Sunday. Several army nurses-young womenwalked more than three miles to attend one of the Sunday evening
services at which I was present. People living within a block of the
church found the atmosphere too oppressive to venture out, and I
sympathized with them, as the perspiration rolled from my back,
seemingly, in a constant stream. How the missionaries live and labor
as they do year after year is one of the marvels of missions. It is
true that many of them are not strong, and' that the ladies especially
find it necessary to go to Japan once in two or three years. If any
missionary seeks a hard field, let him or her apply to one of the boards
for an appointment to the Philippines.
The questions of language and race also form serious obstacles to
mission work in many parts of the islands. This has been obviated
somewhat by the plan of comity adopted when the Amerrcan missionaries came here five years ago. There are five denominations carrying
on work among the natives, altho the Episcopalians are concerned
chiefly with the Americans. Their work among the natives consists
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largely in settlement work, but in some districts which the Roman
Catholic Ohurch has abandoned they are working among the Filipinos.
Tiley do not recognize flny division of territory offioiaUy, but have
been careful not to interfere with that already covered. The Methodists occupy northern Luzon and the Presbyterians the southern part
of the island. Manila is common
ground for both denominations.
The islands in the south-Pansy,
Negros, Cebu, Samar, and Leyte
-are shared by the Presbyterians
and Baptists, while the Congregationalists are at work in Mindanao. This division of territory
will be modified somewhat this
year, and the Methodists will
probably receive more provinces
than they now have.
The Bible and Gospel hymns _
are being translated as rapidly as
A ROKAN CATHOLIC VILLAGE CHURCH
possible into the leading languages, and especially into the
different dialects of the Visayan language. It. is somewhat difficult
for a missionary who learns Pampangan to reach the majority of his
people, who speak Ilocano; the latter is a more virile language, and is
displacing the Pampangan; but until it does so, he must learn both, if
he would reach all the people in his district. The same thing is true
regarding Visay'an. Of course, the Tagalog is spoken by the greater
number of Filipinos, but it is not understood by people outside the
provinoes where jt prevails.. This fact means a large amount of Bible
translating, and a great many men employed as missionaries.
No denomination in the Philippines has anything like the number
of missionaries that it should have. A thousand American teachers
are considered all too few to start a new school system for the Filipinos. There were schools here with teachers having certificates from
the Spanish government long before Dewey sailed into Manila Bay,
but neither the schools nor the teachers were deemed sufficient or
satisfactory, and the best talent that could be secured was brought
here. The entire Protestant force from America does not number
fifty men, including missionaries, physicians, teachers, association
secretaries, and Bible readers. Every denomination should have at
least fifty ordained men in addition to te:.chers and nurses, first to
gather oongregations and then to instrnct the native preachers.
It is the belief of many here that the Philippine Protestants will
have soon not only self-supporting churches, but also self-propagating
chllrches; men are in training now who are willing to give a part or
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all of their time to the work of the ministry, depending solely upon
the converts gathered for the erection of the native churches and
their own support. What is needed is a volunteering of men and
means from America to occupy the field at once. While the Aglipay
movement is disintegrating the dominant Church, it has nothing to
offer its converts. The cry" Away from Rome! " may be good so far
as the cry goes, but along with it there must be some better goal to go
toward. Aglipay, the deposed Filipino priest, who calls himself an
archbishop, and has appointed two or three bishops where his work is

THE l'HILIPl'INE NATIVE Sl'OltT-l'ltEPARING FOR A COCK-FIGHT

prospering, is now advising his people to study the Protestant Bible
and large quantities of the Scriptures are being sold to them.
In addition
the work of the Protestant missionaries among
Americans and Filipinos, and the army chaplains working primarily
for the soldie:,rs, the agents of the American Bible Society and the
secretaries of the Young Men's Christian Association, are doing much
to hold Americans true to the principles with which they started
from their homes. They are also helping to win others of their fellows to the Cross of Christ. Great as are the obstacles, Christ and
the representatives of the Christian Churches are able to overcome
them. This can be done sooner and with less loss of men and means
if more adequate support is now given by those who desire to see the
Kingdom of God established in the Philippine Islands.

to
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CATHOLICISM IN THEORY AND
PRACTISE *

BY W. W. McCONNELL, SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA
Missionary of Central American Mission, 1891-

It is a source of grief to us, as workers on a field where Romanism
is seen at its worst, as we realize the absolute hopelcssness of the multitudes, and our inability to reach them with the Gospel with so few
workers before they pass into eternity, that there is so little interest,
so little apparent care for their souls, on the part of the Christian
people in the home land. Africa, China, and all heathen lands far
away across the sea appeal to the hearts of Christians at home, and call
forth men and means to give them the Gospel; but here at our door
are five republics whose people are, for the most part, as ignorant of
God as revealed in Christ as are the heathen across the sea, and a vast
majority of God's children take no thought as to the responsibility
laid upon us to evangelize them.
The causes of this indifference we believe to be the notion that
Romanists are Christians, and are therefore numbered among God's
people. A people who may be saved through the religious systems to which they belong naturally do not appeal, as do the Africans
and Chinese, to the sympathy of those who have some sense of their
responsibility to obey Christ's commission. With the profound conviction that the great mass of true Romanists in this and all lands
are without a saving knowledge of Christ, and have as much need of
the Gospel as any heathen, and with the hope of leading some of God's
people to realize that these Romanists need the Gospel, I have col·
lected some quotations from Roman Oatholic theologians, showing
what all true Romanists must ~eIieve, under pain of anathema.
Seven Sacraments of the Roman Catholic Church t

I. Baptism.-A sacrament which takes away original sin, and
makes us Christians, sons of God and the Church. It takes away all
voluntary sin committed before receiving it. It remits all punishments merited for sin. It is impossible to be saved without being
baptized.
II. Gonfirmation.--A sacrament which infuses in 'us the Holy
Spirit, with all the gifts, and makes us perfect Ohristians.
III. Eucharist.-A sacrament which contains truly, really, and substantially the body, blood, soul, and divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ
• We publish the following article without assuming responsibility foraH the writer'sconelusions. Whatevel" Roman Catholicism may be in some other I1wds, it is without doubt in
Central and South America a very corrupt system. It seems to us that an e'<perienced mis·
sionary like Mr. McConneli has a right to be heard, and that if he puts his case with any
extreme emphasis it is the result of long contact with this system as it exists in the country of
his adoption.-EDlTORS.
t According to Gaumes' Catechism. No scripture references are given!
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under the species or appearances of bread and wine. It gives us the life
of the new Adam.
IV. Penance.-A sacrament instituted by our Lord Jesus Christ
to forgive the sins committed after baptism. No sin, however great,
remains unremitted when this sacrament is properly received.
V. Extreme Unction.-A sacrament instituted by our Lord, for the
spiritual and corporal relief the of the sick. It purifies the different
senses anQinted, and takes away the sins of which they were the
instruments.
VL Orders.-A sacrament which gives power to exercise ecclesiastical ministry, and the grace to perform it holily. These orders
confer upon the priests two powers: one over the natural body of
Jesus Christ and the other over his mystical body, which is the Church.
VIL ~iJ1atrimony.-A sacrament instituted by our Lord Jesus
Christ to sanctify the union between husband and wife.
Canons of the Council of Trent *

"Canon 1 (p. 90): If anyone says that the sacraments of the new
law were not all instituted by Jesus Christ our Lord, or that there
are more or less than seven-that is, Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist,
Penance, Extreme Unction, Orders, and Matrimony, or that any of
these is not a sacrament in all truth and propriety-let him be
anathema.
" Bapfism.-Canon 5 (p. 94): If anyone says that Baptism is not
arbitrary-that is, not necessary to obtain salvation-let him be
anathema.
" Eucharist.-Canon 1 (p. 134): If anyone denies that the Eucharist contains truly, really, and substantially the body and blood,
together with the soul and qivinity, of our Lord Jesus Christ, and
consequently all of Christ, but shall say, on the contrary, that He is
only present in sign or figure, let him be anathema. Caucm 5: If
anyone says that the principal fruit of the Holy Sacrament is the pardon of sins, or that no other proceeds from it, let him be anathema.
" Penance.-Canon 6 (p. 175): If anyone says that the mode of
confessing in secret to the priest is foreign to the institution and precept of Jesus Christ, and that it is an invention of men, let him be
anathema. Canon 7: If anyone says that it is not necessary, by
Divine right, to confess in the Sacrament of Penance, to obtain the
pardon of sins, all and each one of the mortal sins ,,:hich, after due,
diligent examination, can be remembered, altho they be hidden sins,
and committed against the two last precepts of the decalog, or that it
is not necessary to confess the circumstances, which change the species
of sin,.
or that it is not necessary to confess venial sins, let
him be anathema. Canon 10: If anyone says that priests, who are in
• Following are quotations from the third edition (Spanish) of "The Holy and Ecumenical
Council of Trent," translated from the authentic Latin edition, published in Rome in 1564.
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mortal sin, have not power to bind and loose, or denies that priests
alone are ministers of absolution .•. let him be anathema. Canon 14:
If any o'ne says that the satisfactions with which, through the grace of
Jesus Christ, penitents redeem their sins, are not the worship of God,
but human traditions, which obscure the doctrine of grace, the true
worship of God, and even the benefit of the death of Christ, let him
be anathema.
"Extreme Tlnction.-Canon 2 (p. 179): If anyone says that the
sacred unction of the sick does not confer grace, nor pardon sins, nor
alleviate the sick, . , . let him be anathema. Canon 4: If any
one says that the presbyters of the Church, which the blessed James
exhorts to be taken to anoint the sick, are not the priests ordained by
the Bishop, but the elders of any community, and that therefore the
priest is not the only proper minister of extreme unction, let him be
anathema.
" Orders.-Canon 1 (p. 267): If anyone says that there is not in
the New Testament a visible and exMrnal priesthood, or that there is
no power to consecrate, and offer the true body and blood of the Lord,
nor to pardon or retain sin, but only the office and mere ministry of
preaching the Gospel, . . . let him be anathama. Canon 6: If
anyone says that there is not hierachy in the Catholic Church
established by Divine institution, composed of Bishops, Presbyters,
and ministers, let him be anathema.
" Matrimony.-Canon 1 (p. 297): If anyone says that matrimony
is not truly and properly one of the seven sacraments of the evangelicallaw, instituted by Christ our Lord, but invented by men in the
Church, and that it does not confer grace, let him be anathema."
Extracts from Ripaldes' Catachism. *

"Who is our Lady the Virgin Mary? She is a lady full of virtue
and g~ace, who is the mother of God, and is in heaven. Our Lady the
Virgin Mary is the only descendant of the sinner Adam, who was conceived without a spot of sin (p. 126).
"The Church has always condemned as heretics those who at any
time have declared against the veneration and worship of the sacred
images . . . the Council of Trent says that we ought to have and
preserve, principally in the temples, the images of Jesus Christ, the
Virgin Mother of God, and the other saints, and give them the honor
and veneration due them (p. 128). Are we to pray also to the angels
and saints? Yes, Father, as to our mediators (p. 131).
" Priestly Dignity. -The dignity of the priests is such that, according to the expression of St. Augustin, the Son of God incarnates
in his hands as in the bosom of the Virgin. The priest making Jesus
Christ come into being upon the altar, by virtue of the words of COD• Eighth editiQn, Spanish.
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secration, becomes as his father, and as the husband of his most holy
mother. The Son of God has put in the priest's power the keys of
heaven, and in his hands has deposited the treasures of the faith, and
into his care has delivered the flock, which he bought with his life.
All the spiritual and eternal interests of humanity, all the value of
the blood of Jesus Christ, all the work of sanctification and salvation
of men, is in the priest's care. Jesus Christ has put himself, so to
speak, at the disposition of the priests. Be stupefied with astonishment, 0 Heavens, be terrified, 0 earth, be confounded, 0 hell, at contemplating the immense dignity which God has given to the priest!
Ah, if angels were capable of envy, they would envy none but the
priests! Oh, the dignity of priests! Oh, my beloved priests, of how
much veneration you are worthy! Angels reverence you, dominions
venerate you, and princes in humiliation attend your sublime ministry! Oh, Christians, with what veneration, with what respect ought we
to acknowledge these agents of God, these visible gods, who represent us to the invisible God, these gods on earth who take the place
of God of Heaven! But the priests are not only worthy of our veneration on account of their sacred character and elevated dignity, but
also for the multitude and ,greatness of the blessings which they dispense to us (p. 390)."
Extracts from Liguoris' .. The Glories of Mary"

This is a very popular Roman Catholic book, many editions-having been published, fully approved by the Church, and especially
recommended by the cardinals Wiseman and Manning. Quotations
are from the sixth edition, Spanish, Paris, 1883:
"She (Mary) is . . . the only hope of sinners (p. 69). In
Judea, in olden times, there were cities of refuge, in which the criminals who there sought refuge were exempted from the punishment
they merited. These cities are not now so numerous: there is only
one, and this is Mary (p. 407).
"No one can be so suitable as Mary to detain with- her hand the
sword of Divine justice, preventing it from striking sinners. Before
Mary came to the world, God lamented that there was no one to detain
Him in the punishment of sinners; but the Virgin having been born,
she appeases Him (p. 72).
"We will be heard and saved sooner by going to Mary, and
invoking her holy name, than that of Jesus our Savior. We will
find salvation sooner going to the mother than going to the Son
(p. 82).
"Many things asked of God and not received are asked and
received from Mary (p. 82). All obey the precepts of Mary, even
God (p. 115).
" The salvation of all consists in being favored and protected by
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Mary. He whom the most holy Virgin protects is saved; he whom
she does not protect is lost (p. 107).
"Whatever Mary says, the Son does (p. 11 S). Mary is called the
door of heaven, because no one can enter that happy mansion who
does not enter by Mary, who is the door (p. 99). Jesus Ohrist said:
. No one comes to me, unless my Mother first draws him by
her prayers (p. 105). Having with God, 0 Mary, the authority of a
mother, secure the pardon of the most obstinate sinners (p. 119).
"It is impossible for a devotee of Mary, who faithfully waits upon
her, and commends himself to her, to be condemned (p. 147).
"He who does not serve the Virgin will die in sin; he who does
not go to thee, Lady, will not get to heaven (p. 148).
" Mary says: He that comes to me, and hears what I tell him, will
llot be lost (p. 149)."
Testimonies from Missionaries in Central America

All consistent Roman Oatholics serve and worship the creature
more than the Creator. To them Mary is the sinner's hope, the door
of refuge. Their confidence is in rites and ceremonies, images, saints,
and men, and not in the only Savior. If salvation is of faith, then
it is not of works; if of works, then not of faith. "Being justified
by faith, we have peace with God. For by grace are ye saved, through
faith, and not of yourselves; it is the gift of God; not of works, lest
any man should boast." Among all the converts from Rome which I
have met I never have encountered a single one who had any conception of the finished work of Christ while they remained true to
the teachings of Rome.-A. E. BISHOP.
The devout Roman Oatholics in Oentral America are idolaters, and
we are told that no idolater shall inherit the Kingdom of Heaven
(1. Oorinthians vi: 9, 10; Revelations xxi: 8). It is a well-known fact
that in every community in this country the most religious or devout
persons are those who have the greatest number of images in their
houses, who most frequently bow down to these images, and who give
the most toward the idolatrous processions which are so frequent.
Salvation is not secured only by faith in Jesus' atoning blood. Paul
had lived in "all good conscience," but when the light of Heaven
shone into his heart he saw himself as the" chief of sinners." Oornelius was a "devout" man, yet it was necessary for Peter to go to him,
and tell him words whereby he should be saved (Acts x: 1, 2; xi: 14).
The Roman Oatholic Ohurch positively denies the sufficiency of the
sacrifice of Jesus Ohrist for salvation, and constantly and persistently
puts good works and human merits in place of faith and the merits
of Jesus Ohrist as the means of salvation. I do not remember having
ever met a Romanist who as such had any conception whatever of
Ohrist's perfect work for the sinner.-J. G. OASSEL.
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After having worked for six years among Romanists, I have never
found one who even pretended to be saved, and as for trusting in the
merits of the Son of God, it is always through the hands of Mary.
Rome teaches that the priest brings Ohrist down from above by the
mystery of the words: " This is my body." (Romans x : 6.-A. B. DE
Roos.
Romanists are not taught the perfection of Ohrist's work; they are
taught that they must supplement the work of Ohrist by their own
meritorious works. 'rhe priests come between them and God, and
God has said: "There is.
one Mediator between God and
men, the man Christ Jesus." - R. H. BENJJER.
Roman Catholics put the creature before the Oreator, giving to the
Virgin the place of intercessor, which belongs to Ohrist (Romans i : 25;
I. Timothy ii : 5; Acts iv: 12). 'l'hey rob the sacrifice of Ohrist of
its atoning merits and power to save, and save completely, all who
believe (Hebrews ix : 15, 27, 28; vii: 25).
A lawyer expressed his belief in the following terms, and it is the
faith of every true Roman Catholic: "The sacrifice of Christ atones
for our original sin, but th~ actual sins of our lives need to be purged
by good works, obedience to the Church, and at last by the fires of
purgatory, which are more or less severe and lengthy, according to the
circumstances and actions of the person in this life, from which he is
ultimately liberated by the intercession of Mary. "
They deny the possibility of anyone asking for and receiving the
assurance of pardon and eternal salvation in this life, which fact they
declare can only be known when one stands in God's presence, when
pardon will be given on merit, thus denying John iii: 36; Ephesians
v: 9; Romans x: 13.-EvA RIDGE.
Here in Nicaragua the great mass of people have no clear idea
whatever of salvation. Those who understand a little more, invariably
tell you that by good works, penances, and purgatory they pay the
debt of sin and thus buy salvation, coming in as auxilliaries, images,
Mary, masses, baptism, etc. They thus place salvation on their
own efforts as the foundation instead of upon the finished work of
Christ. Salvation impossiblej the foundation is false. I have never
found a Romanist in Oentral America who had any conception of the
pedection of Ohrist's work for the sinner. " -ETA AVILES.
I asked the girl who lives with me, a native convert from Romanism, whether one can be saved in the Ohurch of Rome, and she replied:
" It is impossible, because God says that all idolaters shall have their
part in the lake of fire; and in II. Oorinthians vi :16, 17, that· the
Spirit of God can not have communion with idols, and God promises
His Spirit to those who separate themselves from such things. And to
live in the Ohurch of Rome, it does not matter what other qualiti~s
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one may possess, he is an idolater, and is occupied in everything under the sun but obedience to God's Word. "-CALLIE HAM.
The doctrine held by Roman Catholics of Transubstantiation
is entirely anti-Christian, and substitutes the sacrificial work of the
priest in the place of Christ's sacrificial work on the cross as the ground
of pardon. Every Roman Catholic must believe that baptism is God's
way of cancelling sin, and that only those baptised will be saved. This
destroys entirely the efficacy of Christ's work, and substitutes for it a
mere ceremony.' Confession to the priest, and believing that he has
power to forgive sins, perverts the whole plan of salvation. 'l'his every
Roman Catholic believes in.
During my ten years in Costa Rica, I
have not met one Roman Catholic who could give a clear and simple
testimony of the plan of salvation, as given in the Scriptures. I have
met many thousands who believe that the saints, and especially Mary,
can and will save them. One text describes Romanism as I know it,
"They have taken away my Lord, and I know not where they have laid
Him." Take away Christ, and what have we left but dry formalities
and ceremonies which never did and never can take away sin. Christ
says: "lam the way, the truth and the life; no man cometh unto the
Father but by me." This means put Mary, good works, or some creature in the place of Christ, and you can not come unto the Father.JAMES HAYTER, Missionary oJ the Jamaica Baptist Missionary Society,
Oartago, Oosta Rica.
Romanism has not the slightest idea of the efficiency of Christ's
redemptive work. As well ask heat of the moon as ask this of Rome.
Neither priest nor people know or experience it. We have a proof of
this in the sickness and death of Pope Leo XIII., invoking the Virgin,
asking for the blessings of the priests, seeing shadows and phantoms,
and having to be tranquilized by worldly men.-F. G. PENZOTTI, a
converted Romanist, Jor many years a missionary and agent oj the
American Bible Society in South and Oentral America.
We were greatly impressed [in Italy] as never before with the
need of Protestant missions in Roman. Catholic countries. Whatever
truth the Romish Church conserves is buried under a mass of rubbish,
both ecclesiastical and doctrinal. We saw even in Dublin, on a Roman
Catholic church, the blasphemous inscription, 'Mari(13 Peccatorum
HeJugio,' '(Mary is the refuge of sinners); and on many a church in
Italy the notice that in her name full indulgence for sin might there
be procured."-DR. A. T. PIERSON.
May God graciously awaken His children to the condition and need
of the Roman Catholics, and raise up men and means for their
evangelization. .
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Zulu Mission, A. B. C. F. M., 1873--

South African life is full of problems-political, social, industrial,
and religious. The settlement after the war has called for England's
best statesmanship, and there still remains much more to be done.
The Boers naturally desire to secure all the national advantages pdssible in matters of language, religion, and political influence. Their
agitation taxes the skill of those responsible for the permanent adjustment of political affairs. The federation of the several colonies in a
United States of South Africa will follow, but must wait meantime.
The scant labor supply exasperates mining companies, with their
costly machinery yielding only partial returns for lack of sufficient
help. The war and other causes have disorganized the native labor
market, and even if all available natives in South Africa were in
service, it is doubtful if requiremeuts would be met. The question is
where to turn. White labor is expensive and otherwise impracticable.
In desperation, Asia is likely to be resorted to, and, under stringent
conditions, Chinamen or East Indians imported. People generally
think that the thousands of East Indians in the land already make
the business and social outlook sufficiently menacing.
Of all the problems, none is weightier than the native question.
This is a many-sided difficulty, but it reduces itself to this: What is
to be the status of the black man under the influence of the European
and his civilization? The several colonies-Cape Colony, Orange
River Colony, Transvaal, and Natal-are now cooperating in a "South
African Commission on Native Affairs," in order to frame a policy
that shall govern them all uniformly. Matters political, industrial,
educational, and moral will be considered. Perhaps a wiser policy
would be planned if a native member were on this commission, but it
does not seem to have been thought of, or, rather, desired.
The sense of manhood is rapidiy developing in the natives.
Civilization, education, and religion are making existence mean more
to them than formerly, and their aspirations are stirred into activity.
This activity is not always most wisely directed. This, however, is
not surprising, considering their antecedents, their limited experience,
their immature jUdgment, and their limited knowledge of the great
world's conditions.
'rhe native popUlation is far in excess of the European. In Natal,
for instance, the natives number about eight hundred and fifty thousand and the Europeans seventy-five thousand. European immigration is destined to greatly increase, and the natives will also go on
multiplying. When the land is overfJlll, how will the surplus be diselectronic file created by cafis.org
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posed of? Who will be crowded out? Europeans will say, "Not we."
Natives will say, "Not we." How to prevent the settlement of this
question by brute force later is a proper part of the problem for consideration to-day.
An opportunity of the ages presents itself to the white man to
show, on his part, justice and magnanimity to an undeveloped and
unfavored race; and this sallie inexperienced race is called upon by
the circumstances to exhibit characteristics that have never been
brought into exercise in all its previous existence. There is no solution of this problem without the application of Dr. Booker T. Washington's rule-viz.: "Each race must work for the well-being of both
races." The inspiration of Gospel principles in each race will insure
a right solution, and all attempts without the active exercise of these
principles will fail. Mutual aversion needs to be overcome, and dissi milar characteristics need to be harmonized. The basis of a sound
and lasting policy must include justice to both parties. Each has its
rights and its obligations, which must be fairly estimated by each for
itself and by each for the other. In this difficult adjustment of relations the heavier responsibility rests on the more favored race. True
superiority is condescending. It possesses the greater facilities for
adapting itself aud for assimilating the cruder element.
The Opportunity of the Church

It is an opportune hour for the Church in South Africa. Heathendom is being shaken and its system shattered. The demand for
laborers, created by the commercial and industrial centers, is massing
natives in these centers from all parts-north, south, east, and west.
These natives do not go back to their homes the same men they were
when they left. The wide world has opened to them. They have learned
much that is good and helpful, probably more that is bad and baneful.
At any rate, they have many wonderful things to relate to their less
favored friends and neighbors. If, among these wonderful things,
these myriads of returning natives could tell the story of the Cross, of
the grace of God in Jesus Christ, how effectively Africa's benighted
millions would be ~nlightened! The vantage-ground for God's
ambassadors to the heathen is the centers like Kimberly, Johannesburg, Pretoria, Barberton, and other places of equal or lesser size,
now established and to be established by the fast evolving events.
God has summoned hosts of natives to these places for the Ohurch
to instruct, and thus make light-bearers to the places whither they
will soon return. What Ohristian, watchful of God's providences,
needs a louder or more enticing call than this to give himself, or
abundantly of his possessions~ that a dark land may be flooded with
Gospel light ? Missionaries in South Africa would be glad to expand
their work at these centers. They have churches, schools, and a missionary literature in the native language, but they need more missionaries and m01'e money.
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BY REV. W. E. HOPKINS, SECUNDERABAD, DECCAN, INDIA
American Baptist Missionary Union

The summer of 1895 will not be forgotten by residents of India.
The southwest monsoon failed to bring the usual rainfall. Drought
followed swiftly, and before the uninitiated realized the situation the
country was enshrouded in the pall of famine.
We were at Palmnr, in the dominions of the Nizam of Hyderabad,
during the furlough of Rev. and Mrs. E. Chute. This field (the largest in the American Baptist Telugu Mission) extended south from the
capital city-Hyderabad-to the British frontier, and aggregated one
hundred miles square, with a population, chiefly Hindu, of two
million.
We were assisted at headquarters by (Miss) Dr. Graham,. in charge
of the mission hospital and dispensary; Miss M. Smith, matron of the
boarding-school, and three efficient and experienced native assistants.
Our district pastors, evangelists, and teachers were organized into a
field staff. While we were on the outskirts of the famine area we faced
starvation, and our relief works and experiences were the same in kind,
if not degree, as recorded by those who labored in the more affected
districts-whose works, with our own, form the subject of this paper.
It is stated in the census returns for 1900 that four-fifths of India's
295,000,000 are engaged in agricultural pursuits. Rice is the staple
food, but the country also produces one-fourth of the world's wheat
crop, besides large quantities of cotton, indigo, different varieties of
millet, corn, peas, beans, and smaller grains; also many kinds of vegetables, fruits, nuts, and spices. The rainfall is not distributed over the
seasons, but is confined to the monsoon; therefore, the farmer depends
chiefly upon irrigation. Even the wells and streams are fed largely
by the rains, so that one year's failure results in famine unless there be
some artificial water-supply. This is secured by storing the rains in
reservoirs, usually called tanks in India, enlarged in some districts to
the size of lakes. Experts now tell us, after careful investigation,
that these reservoirs can be increased to a five-year capacity, thus averting famine even through long-continued d.raught.
To this end the British Indian government and, more recently, the
native states, are expending large sums on great irrigation schemes.
A remarkable example of such works is the Peryar tank in the Madras
Presidency, South India. The Peryar River, draining several ranges
of wooded hills where the rainfall was heavy, had for ages poured its
waters into the sea, unused by the farm lands through which it flowed.
The shifting. leaky tanks of the villagers frequently gave way before
the rains and left the populace in partial famine. The Madras government finally constructed at the foot of the lowest bench of hms
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the greatest reservoir in existence. Six years were required for the
work, and an outlay of $2,780,000; but it is a momument more worthy
of a government than is the Taj lVIa.hal. A darn was raised 173 feet
above a foundation of lime concrete; a tunnel 5,740 feet long by
7ix 12 feet was cut through a hill to connect two basins, and from
these were laid thirty-eight miles of distributing canals and fifty-five
miles of irrigation channels. This tank, forming a beautiful lake,
irrigates one hundred thousand acres of the richest rice land where
drought and famine are now impossible.
Public Famine Relief Works

1. Under the pubhc division we must first mention irrigation
works. District committees in British provinces and native states at
once undertook the repair of old tanks and the construction of new.
The abnormal rainfall of 1892-3 breached scores of tanks (in the Deccan, particularly) while many had been out of repair so long that they
were overgrown with jungle. Gangs of men and women, drawn
chiefly from adjacent villages, were employed to repair these broken
dams, clear away the brush and trees from the beds ,and deepen -the
tanks. This was the most common form of relief work in our district,
and, when the rains finally came, thousands of acres of the best lands,
which had lain idle for years, were planted, and yielded large harvests.
The construction of new tanks was more difficult, and involved
larger expenditures. The site required a broad watershed converging
to a moderately narrow outlet, with solid ground for the dam. If the
upland was jungle 01' grazing land it were better, as the soil from
cultivated fields washes into the tank until it must be cleared out and
deepened or abandoned. The foundation to the darn must be of
stone masonry laid deep in the earth, the framework of the floodgates must be chosen timber firmly embedded in the masonry; the
dimensions of the darn embankment and cover are determined according to engineering exactnl'ss, and in all is a work of skill. Superintendents' engineers, carpenters, masons, ditchers, graders, teamsters,
and coolies of every class-men, women, and half-grown childrenare employed.
This class of work was executed by camps of from several hundred
to thousands of laborers. A town is planted on the plain or on the
outskirts of a jungle, where these multitudes live for months in
booths and tents-from the leaf-covered shack to the large tent of the
British engineer. The laborers are dividlld into gangs of fifty or
more under an overseer, and these in turn are in charge of superintendents.
Subordinate officials, both English and native, have
charge of departments, but over all, inspecting and directing, stands
the chief engineer in charge. He is responsible for the character and
progress of the work and the daily pay-roll; the food kitchen also
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where the aged, infirm, sick, blind, lame, and the children of this vast
army are fed, and the rows of hospitals, too, while nnder the care of
the staff doctor, are his general charge. It was in such camps that
cholera and other diseases became epidemic and wronght with fearful
results. It was here that missionary and British official alike gave
their lives for the helpless.
Irrigation canals were cnt through new tracts of tillable land, irrigation wells were dug in remote corners and fruitful gardens planted.
These wells vary in size from 12 x 16 to even 60 x 80 feet, and from
twenty to sixty feet deep. One or more sides are walled up with
masonry, and on top are placed pulleys over which great leather or
iron buckets are passed to draw the water. The workman in charge
empties the bucket, and the water is conducted into cisterns, and
thence, by means of canals and channels, to the gardens, fruit groves,
and fields. The large buckets, containing half a barrel, are hauled
np by oxen, while the smaller sizes are worked by men and women.
Pumps ana windmills are seldom nsed, save by foreigners or the rich,
and in the cities.
Then there was road-making through frontier and jungle districts,
raUroads were begun in affected states and provinces, bridge-building
was undertaken on very important trunk roads. For all of these
works, hundreds of camps were employed at quarrying, hauling, and
crushing stone. It must be remembered that machinery is but little
used in India, and that all classes of work represent hand labor chiefly.
No form of relief work appeals to one's sympathy and even pity as this
last. The sight of thousands of men, women, and children, with little or
no shelter from' the burning sun, hands lacerated by stone and hammer,
bodies emaciated, drove many an officer almost from the field. But
what would you do? Better that than starvation. It was on these public works that from two to three million were emp10yed and fed and
housed and cared for every day during long, weary months.
Industrial Employment for Famine Children

II. It became necessary in the early stages of famine to supplement this form of relief with industrial work more adapted to the
children. Analyze the Hindu as you will, the fact remains that when
drought robbed him of his means of support, self-preservation became
his law. Very many parfJllts sold their children outright and so fed
themselves, altho they knew that the boys were sold into practical
slavery and their girls for houses of prostitution. A great number
abandoned their children and the infirm of their household to the
mercy of fate while they sought work. Some returned, but more did
not, whatever their plans or intentions may have been.
The children were sent out by the aged grandparent, very often
blind or otherwise dependent, to beg for the snpport of both; but the
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community was little or no better off. They wandered out of the village in search of food, into field or wood, and many were lost, or,
overtaken by the nigh t, were destroyed by dogs and wild beasts. Some
were stolen by the agents of vile resorts in the cities. Tens of thousanus were rescued by government officials and missionaries, and placed
in homes, hospitals, schools, and orphanages. Many children were
placed in these institutions by parents and guardians, who were too
poor or infirm to care for them during famine. Widows, most of all,
sought suoh help.
It was not enough that these ohildrefl should be rescued, fed, and
olothed. They must be taught and occupied, and trained for future usefulness and self-maintenance. This necessity became the mother of
invention to many a worker. • Scientific farming and gardening, with
the gradual introduction of wisely selected Western implements, have
been successfully developed. Workshops have been opened, where
blacksmithing, carpentry, and the wheelwright's trade are taught;
also cabinet-making, both natirc and imported designs, for the general market; shoemaking, harness aUfI saddle making, tent and cot
making, and other field supplies, as well as utensils produced for home
use; brick and tile making, sewer-pipes and improved pottery, limeburning, stone-cutting, masonry, and practical building; there are also
large weaving establishments, where a v~riety of fabrics, laces, draperies
and rugs are manufactured.
All of these industries are operated on improved methods, introducing, as rapidly as conditions will warrant, such Western equipments
and appliances as are besL suited to the people, employing boys and
girls in their respective departments and in accordance with the customs of the country, and are rapidly developing a trade in superior
goods that must soon be taken into account by Eastern merchants.
The economic, educational, and moral value of these institutions, and
of the technical schools which are being established in connection with
them, can not be estimated, and emphasizes our obligation. This
famine bequeathed to missions a host of these children-some twentyfive thousand to American missions alone. Shall we be true to our
stewardship? If we are we shall euucate, train, and equip this strong
army and marshall it with those forces which are fighting under the
banner of Jesus-the banner of love, truth, progress, the best, life-to
wrest India from bestial idolatry, superstition, poverty, death.
The ·Village Relief Work

III. Village relief work forms an interesting contrast to these.
Rural homes are unknown in India. All classes reside in hamlets,
villages, towns, or cities. In our parish there were some two thousand
snch settlements. From hundreds of these came applicants for aid.
Many were unworthy ; more deserved help, and received to the limit
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of our resourclls. They came singly, by families, and in groups,
usually representing a caste section of their village. Our chief effort
at relief lay in this direction. We inspected the villages as they
became affected. The most needy belonged to the farmer caste, the
weavers, artizans, and coolies.
We began to help the farmers before they had sold their oxen,
carts, and implements to native merchants at one-half (or less) their
value, and before they had mortgaged their real estates at thirty,!'ixty,
and even eighty per cent. interest in exchange for food at four times
ordinary prices. If a man, or several together, owned an irrigation
tank or well that had dried up, we employed them, with their teams
and families, to clean them out and deepen them until a season's supply of water was obtained. We provid{ld them with seeds for garden
and field, and with food until they harvested a crop. Some farms
which were irrigated from a breached tank that could not well be
repaired were given a good well and planted. They were thus
employed at improving their own farms while supporting their families and preserving their homes.
At such a time the demand for new clothing is so small that whole
villages of weavers are thrown out of work: We supplied them with
cotton, wool, and all materials for an order of ordinary clothing, and
helped them with rations while weaving. We J-urchased the goods,
when completed, at regular market prices, and with this money they
wove a second lot, and repeated the transaction during the entire
famine. The goods were sold where there was demand, but they
were chiefly given out to the sick, the aked, widows, and children when
the rains came.
The heat is so intense during a drought that thatched houses often
burn from combustion. l'hose thatched with grass are often djsmantled to feed cattle, the mud walls crumble, wells fill up and get
out of repair-the whole village degenerates. We employ artizans to
set things right. Brick, tile, lime, timbers, and all materials are
manufactured and prepared by the villagers at horne for the permanent improvement of their towns. Their homes are most unsanitary,
and we take such a time for cleaning wells, placing sewers, cleansing
their houses, and in every -legitimate way employing every needy person to perform that work which will keep him and his family alive
through famine, and accomplish the greatest possible good for his
future. We look back upon this form of work, whereby thousands of
families were preserved, as the most satisfactory of our experience.
India has been stricken low. In many districts men and women
were hitched to the plow in place of the oxen which perished. The
The population increased from 1881 to 1891, 11.2 per cent.; but during
the next decade, covering the famine. the total increase was but 1.49
per cent. Her gods and priests were alike impotent to help. In her
death struggle she grasped the outstretched hand of Christendom and
was saved. She has been profoundly moved by this manifestation of
Christianity. From relief camp, orphanage, and town have spread
the reports of this unselfish ministry. The story of Jesus has gone
out as the inspiration and motive of this service. Multitudes-some
openly, many secretly-responding to this first touch of the heavenly
love, are casting away idols and confessing-" My Lord and my God! "
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BY REV. ROBERT F. HORTON, D.D., LONDON, ENGLAND
Chairman of the Congregational Union of England and Wales, 1903

But if thou forbear to deliver them that are drawn unto death, and
those that are ready to be slain, doth not He that pondereth the heart
consider it? and He that keepflth the soul, doth He not know it ? and
shaH He not render to every man according to his works?

Ohristianity is an Evangel; it is the announcement of certain tidings,
and the message is essentially directed to all the world: "The grace of
God appeared, bringing salvation to all men." The Church exists
simply and solely to deliver the message, to deliver it to all men. The
expansive movement, therefore, is not accidental or occasional, but
permanent and essential. Only as the banners move forward does the
army remain in discipline. It can know' nothing of barracks or of
winter quarters, for its purpose is to move on, and always on, until
the message is delivered to all nations, and the Evangel is the common
property of humanity. From this it follows that whenever, or if ever,
or even so far as, the host forgets its functions, plants the banners,
and settles down, it falls into disarray; it becomes disorganized, it is
found to be ineffectual for the camp, as it was unequal to the march.
When Ohristianity ceases to be a message, a world-wide message, and
becomes a system, a polity, it rapidly declines, it loses its tone; the
shout of the King is no longer in the midst. The demoralization of
the arrested banners in the van rapidly spreads to the rearguard.
The first work of the Ohurch, the indispensable preliminary to all
efficiency, is to resume the march, to ad vance the banners, to get the
host in motion, to recover the watchword. If we would have the
Church effective for her simplest work, she must be true to her foremost work. She must inscribe on her ensigns and write in her heart the
old word of God, "Speak unto her that she go forward." What is
called the missionary enterprise must be frankly and enthusiastically
avowed to be her primary concern. And whether by Ohurch we mean
the whole body of the faithful throughout the world, or the local
society of Ohristians in any given place, the Ohurch must be acknowledged to exist in the first instance simply to pass on the Message of
the Redemption to the peoples that have ll'Ot known.
What is this Truth of the Gospel with which the Ohurch is entrusted
and for which the Ohurch exists? It is the brief and definite
announcement of a. fact-a. fact, shall we say, in history. Yes, but a
fact, also, of the spirit-a fact which lets in the eternal light upon
the course of time. It is so brief and so definite that a compendium can be made in a sentence. The whole is told at once: "God so
.. Extracts from an address delivered in the RichmoIld lii1l CoIlgregatioIlal ehurch.
Bournemouth, OIl Tuesday morning, October 13, 1908.
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loved the world that He gave His only begotton Son, that whosoever
believeth in Him shall not perish, but have everlasting life." 'fhat
is the whole of Christianity.
Why did Christ call His disciples" apostles"? The whole truth
was wrapped up in that word. They were men who were" sent" with
a message. They were not philosophers or schoolmen, not theologians,
nor even orators. They were voices proclaiming a fact. There is no
indication that the apostles were to be an order. All who heard and
received the fact were to be "apostles," and to pass it on. Our
Evangel is not a system to answer all our questions; it is supremely a
message, a spiritual, a supernatural message, a point at which God
reaches the soul, and the soul regenerate em braces God, a reconstruction
of life and thought from that central point, but also, for that reason, a
truth which must in fairness be given to all mankind, which can not
be held in any exclusiveness, which knows nothing of the elect,
except that each believer is elect to declare it to those who have
not heard, and manifest it to those have not seen. When a man
receives it he is already commissioned to declare it to all mankind.
Refusing this, he loses it. "From him that hath not is taken what
he hath." Its law is that of communication; its final cause is universal diffusion. We can, therefore, understand the astonishment of
men in very varied parts of the world, when they hear the message of
the Gospel that we have not brought it to them before.
The Evangel. an Announcement

The Evangel is so obviously a message to be delivered, a telegraphic
despatch to mankind, that it is impossible no! to censure a Christen. dom which, like an idle telegraph boy, is found playing marbles in the
street with the undelivered despatch reserved for her own private use.
And yet the Evangel is so delivered to us that its application to mankind is unmistakable, and no man can truly take it to himself without at the same time observing that it is directed to mankind. No
man can reserve it for himself, bu Lit will become like the putrid manna
which the Israelite in the desert gathered in an excess of prudence.
As this fact dawns upon us, we see how a great part of nominal
Christendom is in the position of Hannibal's army, which went into
winter quarters at Capua, and there became enervated. The conquest
halted, and the power vanished. We are an army that ought to be on
the march, and but for a flying column, insignificant in numbers and
and equipment-only seven thousand from the vast British Empire*we are gone into barracks, and we sing barrack-room ballads and suffer
from all the nameless demoralization that barracks always breed.
This army should be on the march, set on the conquest of the world.
* The £3,000,000 which we give to this primary work of missions, in itself a large sum,
shows very paltry when we are told by Sir Robert Giffen that the aggregate income of the
people of the United Kingdom is £1.750,000,000, and that of the empire is £3,130,000,000 per
annum. We give one·thousandth part of our income to the work which Christ deems first.
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What is it doing? Oonquering the tiny island which was evangelized
thirteen centures ago? Apparently not. It seems impotent to convert the inhabitants of this island, baffled by a growing infidelity, by
an amazing indifference, by a surging animalism, by" the howling
sense's ebb and flow." Why? Because it should be an army on the
march, aud it is in barracks.
If the duty of setting the missionary enterprise in the forefront of
our Ohurch work is proved deductively from the very nature of the
Gospel, as it was given by Ohrist, and as it is experienced in our hearts,
it may be verified inductively by marking the general lines of ecclesiastical history. The law to which such an inductive observation
leads is this, that the quality and efficiency of the religious work of
the Ohurch have always been determined by the degree and the progressiveness of the missionary enterprise.
The Ohurch of the Apostles was an entirely missionary church.
The New Testament is the bound volu/1Ie of the missionary magazines
of the first half-century. St. Paul's method of governing his churches
was to be always planting new ones. He knew well the one condition
on which the religion of the Gospel can succeed; strange that with
the New Testament in our hands we can ever forget it 1
The Missionary Claim Rejected

Why was the England which Whitefield and Wesley evangelized,
the England which Bishop Butler declared had practically renounced
Ohristianity-why was this eighteenth century England so gross, so
brutal, so godless even in its godliness l I find a sufficient answer to
the question in the one fact that the Ohurch, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Dissenting, had renounced the principle of the missionary
claim. When Oarey attempted to enforce that claim, it seemed
strange, incredible, absurd, and even blasphemous. Not only did Sidney Smith sneer at the consecrated cobbler, but the Baptist Assembly
itself frowned upon him. "Young man," was its response, "when
God wishes to convert the heathen, He will do it without you." "Sending out of missionaries into our Eastern possessions," said the Board
of the East India Oompany in 1'193," is the maddest, most extravagant, most costly, most indefensible project which has ever been suggested by a llloonstruck fanatic." The clumsy pile of adjectives
proves that the surprise and indignation were in a sense genuine.
"Such a scheme is pernicious, imprudent, useless, harmful, dangerous, profitless, fantastic. It strikes against all reason and sound
policy; it brings the peace and safety of our possessions into peril."
Fury, without fact, runs into adjectives or blusters into oaths. Uhristian England was in that condition of miud when the proposal was
made at the 'end of the eighteenth century to obey the definite commandment of her presumptive Lord and putative Savior.
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Nor was it much better even in Scotland, the nursery of mISSIon·
aries. When a proposal to evangelize the heathen was brought before
the Assembly of the Scotch Church in 1796, it was met by a resolution that" to spread abroad the knowledge of the Gospel among barbarous and heathen nations seems to be highly preposterous, in so far
as philosophy and learning must in the nature of things take the precedence, and that while there remains at home a single individual
without the means of religious knowledge, to propagate it abroad
would be improper and absurd." This was the temper which had
produced a cold and dying Church, and a population callons, vicious,
and blasphemous. And then Dr. Erskine called to the moderator:
"Rax me that Bible," and he read to the Assembly the words of the
great commission, which burst upon them like a clap of thunder. The
trumpet-call had come. ., Rax me that Bible" awoke Scotland, and
produced the splendid line of Scotch missionaries-Burns, Duff, Livingstone, Moffat, Chalmers.
The first great century of Protestant missions dawned. How partial and fitful has been the effort,- bow frequently the impulse has
almost died away! Still, England is indifferent or hostile. Still the
Church is apathetic, and only a few are in earnest. But the missionary century has been a period of unexampled progress at home.
Fetters were struck from the slave; mercy entered into our criminal
law and reformed prisons; national education made a hesitating commencement. Province after province was added to the missionary
nations. The borders were enlarged, the blessing was given out of
all proportion to the effort made. It has become evident that if ever
there should be a Christian country such as Cromwell conceived,
wholly set on bringing the world to Christ, that nation would inherit
the earth. How that missionary purpose in the hearts of a few has
wrought miracles of transformation appears from this simple
statement:
It is calculated that in three centuries, the first Protestant centuries,
the Christian population of the globe doubled. In 1500 it was 100,000,000,
in 1800 it was 200,000,000. But in the first missionary century, from 1800
to 1900, it sprang from 200,000,000 to 500,000,000. A little study of the
map and of the extension of popUlation will make this law of God's dealings plain, that God enlarges the countries which nurture in their hearts
His great purpose for the world, and in proportion as they water others
He waters them.
An Army of Conquest

We must make it clear to ourselves as well as to others that we
are an army of conquest, and that the world in its entirety is the field
of our operations, and that every church, every minister, every Christian, exists to make that me"ssage known to those who have not heard.
Captain Mahan, the great authority on sea power, recently said: "No
war was ever yet won by mere defense, least of all a war of conquest,
which that of Christianity is" ; and he added that the only thing
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which can cause the decadence of the Church is "the failure of Christians to present Jesus Christ as He is to those who are not Christians."
'fhat is the cause of our apparent failure; the vanguard banners
are not sufficiently advanced, the host is not kept sufficiently aware of
the onward march, the news from the front tarries because it is not
expected and prayed for, and the camp grows listless because there
is not news from the front. But if this is to be corrected, our missionary work must be undertaken in a new spirit of conviction; the
scandal of our apathy must be removed; the inefficiency of our War
Office must be cured. The work must not rest upon the frothy waves
of transitory emotions, but upon the firm ground of a solid reasoning.
We must be proof against the captious criticisms of missionary work
and the irrelevant argument of failure. We must escape the childish
attitude of being interested when there are stories of lions or cannibals, but flagging when the dull routine yields but scanty results, tho
we may well give attention to our missionary literature and breathe
into it the profound interest of a commanding faith and glowing zeal.
Our missionary work must be part of our faith, wrought into the
texture of our life, a part as integral as the conviction that we are
pardoned and saved for Ohrist's sake; it must act on our minds like
the categorical imperative of conscience, nay, like the clear and
authoritative word of Ohrist, which it is, that we, all of us-we as
churches, we as men, women, and children-are entrusted by Him
with the commission to carry the tidings of His saving love to the
II ttermost ends of the earth, to preach Him among those who have
not heard.

KATAOKA KENKICHI-A CHRISTIAN JAPANESE
BY REV. J. D. DAVIS, D.D., KYOTO

This eminent soldier and statesman has passed on to higher service, after a remarkable life. His memory and influence are a price1ess legacy to the Japanese Christian Church and nation.
Kataoka Kenkichi was born in Kochi, December, 1843, the same
year as President Neesima. His grandfather, a man of remarkable
force of character~ exercised great influence over the boy, and taught
him to cultivate not the temporary physical courage of an excited
moment, but the true moral courage which is founded on right principles and convictions. As a consequence, Kenkichi would never
begin a fight, but if forced into it, he would fight until it was ended,
and ended righteously. He was especially trained and taught in
horsemanship and the sword exercise, after the manner of the Samurai
of those days.
Kenkichi's father and grandfather both died before he was twenty
years old, and he was left the head of the house. When twenty years
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old, the daimio of the province appointed him to an important office
over three counties. He took part in the struggle at the time of the
Restoration, in 186':', and in Aizu, under Count Itagaki and Connt
I wakura, had command of one-half of the Tosa troops. Later he was
appointed drill-master of the 'rosa soldiers, and received the commendation of the emperor for the proficiency of the soldiers under his
drill. In 18n he left Japan, and spent a year in study and observation in America, England, and Paris. On his return home he entered
the navy, and was made lieutenant-colonel.
Mr. Kataoka early espoused the principles of constitutional government, and in 1887, at the time of the Satsuma rebellion, was imprisoned for one hundred days because he was suspected of sympathy
with the rebellious party. With others of his province who were in
Tokyo, he advocated freedom of speech and of the press, and they
were ordered to leave the city, but stood upon their rights as loyal
citizens, and refused. In consequence, he was again thrown into
prison, and remained there over a year.
Two years later he was elected Speaker of the first provincial
assembly in his native province, Kochi. On the first opening of the
Diet, in ]890, Mr. Kataoka was elected a member from Kochi, and
was successively reelected, so that he held the place continuously until
th-e time of his death. lIe was four times elected Speaker of the
Lower House. This was especially remarkable, because of the changing and coalescing of parties during this time.
Mr. Kataoka was ready to welcome the preaching oE the Gospel
from the first in his native province, and he was interested from the
beginning. He was baptized in the Presbyterian church in Kochi,
in May, 1885, and in October of the same year was chosen an elder
in that church. This office he held until his death, and his Christian
life was one constant and consistent witness for Christ.
The first time I met Mr. Kataoka was when he came to my house,
in Kyoto, with Mr. Sakamoto, another of those who were imprisoned
with him in 1887, and told of his experiences while in prison. During the first few months he was not allowed to have his Bible, but
after that he enjoyed reading God's word and prayer, so that his
prison became the very gate of heaven to him. He learned to love to
pray for his enemies even, and those who put him in prison, so that
his joy was unspeakable. But he said that he had. just passed through
the exciting scenes of thc second parliamentary election, in Kochi,
where a desperate effort was made to defeat him, and which nearly
succeeded, and he had to use all his power and influence, day and
night, for weeks, to prevent bloodshed and civil war in his province.
Said he: "I did not enjoy reading my Bible and prayer during those
weeks as I did in prison. I could not keep my mind concentrated on
what I read, and my mind wandered off in prayer. I fear something
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is wrong with me, that my faith is not really genuine, that there is
sOIUething deficient about my Christianity." As he told me this experience the tears rolled down bis cheeks. "Alld/' he added, " 1 hear
that you were in battle many times during the Civil War in America,
and I want to know what your experience was at such times of excitement." I told him my experience, and he was greatly relieved and
thanked me most cordially. That was the beginning of a long
friendship.
He was known everywhere as an earnest Christian, and never
entered the hall of Parliament and took his seat to preside without
bowing his head in silen t prayer for God's presence and guidance·
For some time he opened his official residence, in Tokyo, on each successive Sabbath for a Christian service, and sent postal cards inviting
men of rank and influence in the capital to attend. H() secured the
most able and earnest pastors in the city to speak- at th~se meetings.
It is sald that, a few years since, when Mr. Kataoka's friends wished
to see him elected Speaker of the Lower House, some of them advised
him to resign the eldership in his church, as holding so prominent a
place in the Christian Church might prevent his election. His reply
was: "If I am to choose between them, I would rather be an Elder in
the Church than Speaker of the House of Parliament."
Two years ago Mr. Kataoka's name was mentioned for President of
Doshisha, but when he was approached on the subject, replied that he
was not fit for the position. Finally, after repeated persuasion, and
on the unanimous request to the Faculty and the Board of Directors
of the school, he consented to accept the office. When he met with
the Board of Directors, in Kyoto, and took the oath of office, as we
were all standing around the table, he said: "I want to pray," and
offered one of the most touching prayers to which I ever listened. I
do not think there was a dry eye in the room.
At the reception given for him an evening or two later, he said, in
response to the words of welcome, that he prayed every day for months
that he might not be obliged to accept this position, but every time he
prayed and decided not to accept it a feeling of unrest remained in his
heart, and this feeling grew upon him, so that he felt that it was God's
voice calling him to the place. He had two small rooms built adjoining the modest office of Doshisha, and there he slept and ate. his meals.
Only occasionally would he accept an invitation to one of our tables.
He wished to be among the students, where all the teachers and students could have free access to bim. His powerful influence was felt in
the school from the beginniug. At the close of the school year, the
end of the first term of his presidency, he addressed the students, telling them that from the opening of the next school year attendance at
morning prayers would be compulsory, as was formerly the -ease in the
school, and that strict deportment in the dormitories would be
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required; that the students would be expected to be and to act like
Ohristian gentlemen always and everywhere; that these rules were not
marle for tbe purpose of punjsbjng .any onef but for the sake of the
students, and to restore and perfect the spirit of the school. "But,"
he added, "if anyone feels that he can not come back and loyally obey
these rules, we do not wish to see him back next September; still we
earnestly hope that you will all return." Since that time chapel
attendance ha.s been more general and complete than for fifteen years,
and the discipline and the spirit of the school have greatly improved.
Last autumn, after a severe illness from indigestion, Mr. Kataoka had
a fourth attack of appendicitis, and was too weak to endure an operation. The last days were days of very great suffering. When, however, he was told ~hat some of his friends had said that his Jesus God
could not be a very good God to allow one who had been so faithful
to Him to suffer so much, he replied that, since Ohrist had suffered
so mucb for him on the cross. how could he complain at what he had
to bear! He passed away on October 31st. J nst before the end came,
when his children and grandchild.ren with his wife and pastor were
gathered about him, he asked to have sung a song, the sentiment of
which is "The thought of Jesus' love cheers my heart." After this
his pastor led in..prayer, and soon after one of the little grandchildren
went and took his grandpa's hand, and he pressed the little hand,
called the child by name, heaved two sighs, and was gone.
He had requested that a plain pall should be prepared to cover his
casket, and that after the funeral it should be presented to the church,
to be used at other funerals. The casket was covered with this, on
each side of which was a large white cross.
The emperor sent a present of one thousand yen and three pieces
of rich white silk. He also sent a decoration, the Third Olass Order
of the Rising Sun. '['he funeral services were held In the large
Presbyterian Ohurch, which was packed until there was no standingroom above or below, and a large crowd stood outside. The leading
men of the Kochikoll~ including one or two from Tokyo, acted as pall':
bearers. It was a perfect, cloudless day, and it seemed as if the whole
city was out a.s they lined the streets f.or a mile and a haH in serried
ranks on each side. All the schools were out in orderly ranks, and
all stood with uncovered heads as the casket, covered with a wreath
and crosses of flowers, was carried by. All stood bowed in silent
grief.
Mr. Kataoka, "being dead, yet speaketh." His faith and' love
and truthfulness, his loyalty and unselfishness, his modesty, and, above
all, his life of hopeful service, speak to this nation: to the statesmen,
to the educators, to the Ohristian workers, to the Ohristians, and to
the whole mass of the people. He himself has passed on into a higher
service, in the more immediate presence of the King, but his life, his
influence, his zeal, his character live on, an undying and priceless heritage to the Ohurch of Ohrist, to Doshisha, and to the whole nation.
Let us thank God for such a life, and such a death, and such a rich
heritage.
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SAVING THE SAILORS
THE WORK OF THE AMERICAN SEAMEN'S FRIENDS SOCIETY
BY THE LATE W. C. STITT, D.D.
For some years Secretary of the American Seamen'" Friend Society

Seamen are generally passed by in the work of the gre8t home and
foreign missionary societies, and are entrusted to the care Of interdenominational missions. Consequently, multitudes of Ohristian people
remain ignorant of the work among men who live on the deep.
At the beginning of the effort to reach seamen it was evident that
it would be difficult, if not impossible, to get these wandering birds
into an ecclesiastical nest, for they are mainly on the wing. The mis_
sions in which they are brought to Ohrist urge them to unite with
the Church of their choice, but they like their spiritual birthplace, and
are not apt tOlltop attendance on its services until they quit the sea.
Even when a mariners' church, affiliated with some d~nomination, is
dedicated to their use, they have little cOllsciousuess of the affiliation,
and do not easily catch the denominational idea. They love the
familiar but stimulating services of the mission, where they count for
much as witnesses of the transforming grace of God. Their testimony is often used by the same grace to bring shipmates to
repentance. The churches should realize that seamen's societies are
essentially both home and foreign missionary societies, and entitled to
their prayers and gifts.
The American Seamen's Friends Society was organized in 1828,
and it has therefore reached the ripe age of seventy-five years.
During all this time it has aided in the support of chaplains
or missionaries in ports the world over.* From the beginning
the effort has been made to secure for the many missions
chaplains who have had a sound conversion. Many of them have
been and are converted sailors. As these audiences come and go,
and some members of them may never be met again, it is n.atural and
desirable to preach the foundation truths of repentance and faith, and
to let simple testimonies add their weight to the preacher's appeals for
immediate decision. This kind of preaching and testimony comes
naturally from those who have shed the penitent's tears and know the
believer's peace. The trophies won by Divine grace in seamen's
bethels have been the joy of their work the world over, and the record
made by many of the rescued men of the sea no Christian can read
without emotion. Many of these seamen have yielded to gross

* At present it is aiding the following foreign ports: Hel.lnburg, Stockltolm, Gottenhurg,
Copenhagen, Hamhurg, Antwerp, Genoa, Naples, Bombay, Kaca<lbi, Yokohama, Kobe, Valpa·
raiso, Bueuos Ayres, Rosario, Montevideo, Barbados, Funchal, Manila. In this country: Glou·
cester, New York, Brooklyn, Hampton Roads, N-orfolk, Wilmington, Charleston. Pensacola,
Sava.nnah, Mobile, Galveston, New Orleans, Pottland, Astoria, Tacoma, Seattle, Port Townsend.
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temptations, and have defied law, human and Divino; and when they
find _themselves new creatures in Ghrist Jesus, they are, most of them,
ready to testify in sailor meetings to the power of God to save and to
keep, in the spirit of the words" Love I much, I'm much forgiven;
I'm a miracle of grace." In the midst of forbidding conditions, in the
face of many failures, these remarkable conversions keep the feet of
chaplains in the thorny path of duty, and make them sing the song of
victory when defeat has seemed inevitable. In other words, they
know from their own experience that the Gospel is the power of God
unto salvation, and they preach it with the accent bf assurance.
Of course, to men coming ashore after long voyages, for whom
men and women were lying in wait in every port to give them carnal
pleasures for the sake of money profit, it is proper to furnish a safe
shelter and pure entertainments. Hence, the sailors' homes and rests,
and in these the concert, the reading-room, the innocent games and
diversions, to counteract the devil's spell in saloons and low concerthalls. The American Seamen's Friends Society for sixty-one years has
owned the Sailors' Home at 190 Cherry Street, and has just lost it
because it was taken by the City of New York as the anchorage ofthe
Manhattan Bridge. In this home it had a good reading-room and
chapel, and maintained chaplains, an apostolic succession of godly
men, who did great work and reaped abundant fruit, especially in
earlier years, when the river fronts were lined with sailing vessels. To
this home shipwrecked or destitute seamen were sent, boarded there
at the society's expense until they could reship. and then supplied
with a bag of sea clothing for their next voyage. The loss of the
Sailors' Home will not suspend for an hour the work of charity in
behalf of the shipwrecked and destitute, who will be cared for as
hitherto, both with shelter and clothing.
From the beginning in 1828 there were spasmodic efforts to furnish
good reading-matter to vessels. In 1858 began the systematic loan
library work of this society. For forty-five years,-counting only the
working days, on an average two loan libraries a day have been put
on vessels leaving the port of New York. These libraries each contain forty-three volumes, besides tracts and leaflets, books of travel and
adventure, of biography, popular science, history, fiction (about Olle·
third of them religious).. and into all go a Bible, atlas, dictionary, and
books in three or four languages, to meet the polyglot needs of seamen. On its return, at the end of one, two, or three years, each
library goes to sea again, the life of each being determined by its circumstances, being from one year to twelve, twenty, and, in rare cases,
even to thirty years. These libraries are given, at a cost of twenty
dollars each, by churches, especially by Sunday-schools and societies
of Christian Endeavor, and by individuals in their own homes, and
sometimes in memory of deceased kindred and friends. These lihra-

a
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ries are also put on United States vessels, in naval hospitals, life-saving
stations, and lighthouses. They relieve the tedium of sea-life; improve
the ship's discipline; promote the observance of the Sabbath; foster
a taste for good reading; build up the moral life, and advance the
cause of temperance. The religious books quicken the spiritual life

THE SEAMEN'S TXSTITUTE AT BUENOS AYRES, ARGENTINA

of Ohristian seamen, and are made the means of bringing men to
Ohrist in all parts of the world, reaching them when they are most
"open to serious impressions. They are often accompanied by the earne~t
prayers of the donors.
Besides the libraries, a " Seaman's Manual of Worship," for use at
sea, is furnished to vessels, and the Seamen's Friend, an evangelical
pape~ meant solely for seamen, is distributed to them by the society's
missionaries, and the L1fe-Boat is published for Sunday-schools, fifty
copies per month for one year being given to such as give $20 for a
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loan library. The Sailors' 1lfagazine is a monthly publication, intended mainly for the general public, and it stands not only for this
society's work, but for the world's work in behalf of seam~.
Is the sailor's life any of our business? Yes, if we are our brother's
keeper. A brother sailor happens to be a toiler who helps us very
much. At a cost to him of absence from home, society, and the
church, at the cost of health, character, and often of life, he keeps
commerce active, and that means the necessaries, comforts, and luxuries of life to many nations, to say nothing of his promoting the
brotherhoo,d of man, and of his defense of his country in war. '1'he
man who serves us to a great degree ought to be served by us in_3ome
degree. Taught by experience, he is learning to get a few things
from Congress. The law now dictates the quantity and quality
of his food; it begins to issue orders in regard to the size and ventilation of his forecastle; it forbids corporal punishment; it requires
his vessel to be seaworthy; it requires a supply of life-boats in case
of disaster at sea-these things, and a few others. There is a system
at sea, and it keeps both officers and seamen under a yoke made
necessary by the conditions of sea life. On land the yoke is off.
It is vacation time, and vacations, relaxing to landsman's characters, are especially dangerous to seamen, not only because of the
fierce hunger of a social nature, deprived for many months of social
and bodily satisfactions, but also because the devil's agents, the
rumseller and the strange woman, are organized to give him the
worst pleasures at the greatest cost-his money, his self-llespect, his
soul. His money is soon gone, his companions throw him off, and
the necessity of shipping again stares him in the face.
Conceding the difficulty of doing anything for a man who drinks,
who. squanders or loses a year's wages in a night's debauch, there is
much that the Church and State can do. There are seamen who do
not drink, sailors that drink and long to be free from the curse, seamen who long for home love and family life. If the State can not
protect her salt-water citizens from the harpies that prey upon them,
the State had better go out of business. If the Church can not continue its work for seamen in spite of a hundred antagonisms, the
Church had ~etter go out of business. Thank God, the Church has
dope much, and the record of saved seamen for a hundred years is a
record that blends heaven and earth in songs of salvation. All around
the stormy sea of sailor life there are life-saving stations, throwing
out the life-lines. For seventy-five years the American Seamen's
Friend Society, 76 Wall Street, New York, has been catching men,
like the fisherman St. Peter. Who will help it to cast the line, throw
the net? It needs helpers with large sums and small. The great
catch of three-quarters of a century is our plea both with God
and man.
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BABISM: A FAILURE-II
BY REV. S. G. WILSON, TABRIZ, PERSIA
Author of ., Persian Life and Customs"

In the tract published by the Bahai U Board of Counsel of New
York" a dark pictnre is given of "lands filled with churches, schools,
and colleges, where science and civilization reign, evil and crime prevail and are more current than in benighted countries; civilized countries overwhelmed by fathomless superstitions, fabulous beliefs, chimerical ideas, false teachings, mammon worshifl, idolatry, and heresies
-a most heinous, shocking, and lamentable state of affairs." This condition is further described by enumerating the works of the flesh.
What is the remedy proposed by the author? It is the Divine revelation of Baha. Let us examine this so-called "Light" in the light
of truth; fol' since the light that is in it is darkness, how great is that
darkness!
Baba and the Moral Law

I. Babism has used assassination as one of its instruments. After
Subh-i-Azal and Boha-ullah quarreled at Adrianople, they were sepa. rated by the Turkish government, and sent respectively to Cyprus and
Accho. Baha supplanted Azal in the leadership, and his followers
were largely in the majority. But some of the Bab's eminent and
faithful disciples adhered to Azal. The Babis got rid of these leaders of the Azalis by secret assassination. This means was employed
in a dozen or a score of instances.*
Professor Browne writes: "One by one the friends of Subh-i-Azal
disappeared (1868-1870), most of them, as I fear can not be doubted, by
foul play on the part of the Bahais.
. They were stabbed or
poisoned." Professor Browne is a friendly critic who started his investigations with a prejudgment in favor of the Babis, and he reluctantly
admits the truth of these charges. He shows in extenuation that
assassination is a trait of Eastern religious devotees, and not as abhorrent to their consciences! He calls to mind, also, that Mohammed,
according to Arab historians, ordered the secret assassination of his
enemies. For some of these assassins at 'Accho, Abbas Effendi, the
present" master," apologized and interceded, and Baha, in the Ketabi-Akdas, complacently ascribes the assassination to God, saying, U God
hath taken away him that led thee astray; thy Lord is merciful." As
the Babis believed him to be God, they would understand this as a
condoning of the crime.
II. The Babist leaders are guilty of the sin of cursing and reviling.
I have a Persian friend who was an inquirer concerning Babism at
the time that Azal and Baha were at Adrianople. He had given con• See Professor Browne's works, "The Episode of the Bab," pp. 848,359-361,370, 871, and
the "New History," p. xxiii., in which he narrates the facts.
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siderable money to the cause, and went secretly to Adrianople to learn
more of the faith. The two leaders were in adjoining rooms of the
same building, and the quarrel between them was at its height when
my informant, with his companion, approached. They were startled
to hear loud disputings and cursings. Mirza Yahya (Azal) was reviling Baha, and said: "Oh, Hussani Ali, do you not remember your
sodomies? Your wife is a vile one, too, and an adulteress! You are all a
bad set!" Baha answered, in uncontrollable anger: "Oh, damned
one, you are an ad uIterer and sodomite! Your son is not yours, but
the son of a certain Sayid!" These inquirers were shocked beyond
measure, and said to each other: "What is this we hear? If Baha is
true, why does he talk in this manner? How foolish we are to have
come so many miles to hear such revilings from a divinity." They
turned, and left in disgust. The narrative is from one who saw and
heard, and while writing I have called him again and cross-questioned
him to be doubly sure. Similar was the conduct of Baha's predecessors
and his preachers. The Bab called Hadji Karim Khan, the leader of
an opposite sect," the quintessence of hell fire" and" the infernal
tree of ZokkU1n " (" Episode," etc., p. 242). He addressed Ali Khan,
his warden at Makll," Oh, accursed oue!" A Bahai preacher at
Mianduab reviled the spotless Jesus so vilely that a common Moslem
,knocked him down.
Impurity and Lying

III. Baha had a reputation for impurity of lire as a young man,
so that the epithets applied to him by his brother were not idle
words. Let him who wishes, ask his contemporaries, and he will find
that Mirza Hussain Ali had a hazy reputation. I have heard it from
a number of bId men. I shall not defile this page with their testimony, but I see no reason to set it aside as the slander of his enemies.
IV. Another moral taint on the Bahai system is the permission of·
tagia, or lying-denial of one's faith. This is taken over from the
Shiah system. Shiahs continually pretend to be Sunnis for their
safety, and adopt the religious rites of the latter when in Turkey or
Arabia. So Bahis are taught that tagia is admissible, not only to
the extent of concealing their faith by conforming to the religious
customs of the Shiahs, attending their mosques, keeping their fasts,
saying their prayers, performing their ablutions, or pretending to do
so, but even by denying their faith if questioned formally before a
judge, and saying: "I am not a Bahai, I am a Moslem." Some even
go so far as to curse Baha before the judge, having a tradition that
Baha said: "If your heart is right, your lips may say what is necessary for you." It is true that there were many heroic martyrs among
the old Babis, tho the remark of Lord Curzon that "in but one
instance has a Babi recanted under pressure," is very wide of the
mark. 'fhe Bab himself saw nothing incorrect in commanding some
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of his followers to deny him and curse him before the Persians, that
they might escape death, in order to convey to a safe place some of his
manuscripts.* What we are emphasizing is this: that Babism commends ktgia, and this religious deception is a fruitful seed of a great
crop of Persian lying. It undermines all principles of truthfulness.
V. It is to the credit of Babism that it prohibited slavery, opium,
wine, and tobacco, but Baha removed the prohibition from wine and
tobacco. Now probably a large proportion of Babis use intoxicating
liquors.
Babis often obtain office under the protection of some
high official. In such positions they are as dishonest and bribe-taking
as other Persians.
VI. One remarkable fact about Babism is its lack of attention to
sin. In Professor Browne's two volumes the words" sin," "transgression," ., forgiveness," "expiation," a~d such words find no place in the
indexes. The Moslem appeal to God the compassionate, the merciful,
seems rarely made. In the chapter on prayer, in "Sacred Mysteries,"
there are no directions for the confession of sin, no humble petition like
"forgive us our trespasses," no cry of the prodigal-" Father, I have
sinned." There is no atonement, no reconciliation, no forgiveness.
The" daily sacrifice" of the Book of Numbers is explained to mean
"Divine bounty." To a question, What is meant by "the blood of
Ohrist saves us" ? the blood was explained· to mean" His spiritual
teaching and love which saved His disciples from the ruin of ignorance and heedlessness."
'rhe stages of travel toward God are said to be (1) research, (2)
affection, (3) knowledge, (4) union, (5) content, etc. There is no
mention of hatred of sin, turning from it, and apprehension of the
mercy of God for forgiveness. Religion is knowledge, not a changed
life. Salvation is faith and devotion to the manifestation without
works of repentance. Babism fails as a system of salvation.
VII. Since the death of Baha, in 1892, there has been a new manifestation of wrangling and persecution. The brothers, Abbas and
Mehemet Ali, have been quarreling bitterly, all intercourse between
them is broken off, and their women folks reviling each other. Lawsuits about the property and pensions have come before the Turkish
government, in which Abbas has triumphed by his large fees and
bribes. Besides this, the younger brother refuses to acknowledge the
spiritual leadership of Abbas. He accuses * him of concealing part
of their father's will; of changing verses in Baha's revelations; of
inserting others which were not in the original; of taking some letters
• An interesting incident is related of Baha's trial before the Turkish court at Accho.
The judge asked hinl: "'Vho ?-re you? " He replied: "I am not a carpenter's son," meaning
Jesus. Again the judge asked: "Whom shall we write you down?" He replied: "I am not
a camel-driver,ll Jneaning IVlohammed. "yvell, who are you?"
"Give me time till tomorrow." His case was adjourned, and before the morrow he had gained over the jndge
with a bribe, so that he need not further appear.
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written by Baha's amanuensis, and inserting verses and calling them
revelations; of-forging a new tablet, called the" Lawh-i-Beirut," and
ascribing it to Baha (in this spurious tablet Abbas is greatly
exalted). He accuses him, further, of certifying to the truth of Shiahism, which Baha had declared false; of belittling the books of
Baha and of the necessity of reading them, and telling his disciples,
"Look to me as the living Word," setting himself up as an independent
spiritual authority, and even proclaiming himself the Messiah, the
Lord Jesus, in the American papers, whereas Baha has frequently
reiterated that, "all the Manifestations have, indeed, ended in this
most Great Manifestation, and whosoever lays claim to a Mission before
the completion of one thousand perfect years, he is an imposter and
-.
liar."
Anyone who has read an.account of the visits of American
pilgrims must have noticed the arrogant claims of Abbas; his posing
as the Master; his establishing a Lord's Supper, with pomegranate
syrup and bread as a sacrament of his new Kingdom. Because of these
innovations and assumptions, some Babis have refused to obey him,
and there are two factions throughout Persia, about nine-tenths following Abbas. Abbas has answered the millority with the curse and the
boycott, putting under a curse even his brother and some of Baha's
oldest and most faithful disciples. The curse has been proclaimed in
their gatherings throughout Persia, and the sects are exceeding bitter
against each other. In some cases, Abbas' adherents have excited persecution against the old party.
In spite of losses, the predominant party try to keep up their courage by bragging of their numbers and of their great increase. It is a
noted characteristic of their propaganda to pretend that they are
carrying everything before them, and that victory is with them. Of
this trait, the Bahai preacher referred to above said to me: " I used to
protest against this lying exaggeration concer.ning our numbers. I
said, why do you report thirty thousand in Teheran, when there are
barely a thousand? Why do you say that Resht is half Bahai, where
there are only a couple of hundred?" I have had a letter from
l'eheran (population, two hundred and fifty thousand) in answer to
an inquiry. Jamal-i-Din, an old Bahai, who has stood persecution
for the cause, replies that 'known Babis in Teheranare a thousand,
perhaps less.' In Tabriz, the second city of Persia (population, one
hundred and eighty thousand), there are, all told, three hundred; in
Maragha, one hundred; in Mianduab, fifty-five; in Khoi and its villages, forty; in Ardebil, less than a dozen. Five thousand Babis is
probably a fair estimate for all Azerbijan, the most populous and
warlike province of Persia, with one-sixth of the population of
• These accusations are taken from a letter issued by Mirza Mehemet Ali to his foliowerE
in Persia.
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Persia. Information from other parts of Persia leads one to the conclusion that the estimates sometimes made by travelers are greatly
exaggerated, and that one hundred thousand is the limit of the number of the Babis. The same spirit of lawless exaggeration leads them
to represent the Bahais in the United States as thirty million instead
of the three thousand they possibly have in a few cities. If they hire
a hall for an hour in a building like the Audit0rium, its pictnre is
shown in the bazaars of Persia as a Bahai meeting-house. If a orowd
of people assemble from curiosity to hear this new thing, their photograph is paraded before the astonished Shiahs as new converts in
enlightened America.
It is probable that this spirit of exaggeration has led to the renewal
of persecution, for they have represented their numbers so falsely as
even to mislead Abbas Effendi. The agitations which were directed
against foreign control of the oustoms, foreign languages in the
schools, wine-shops, etc., have included opposition to the Babis in
some places, and a number of them have suffered at the hands of the
mob. Some ninety are reported as killed in Yezel and Ispahan, where
some of their bodies have been burned. In these troubles they have
doubtless suffered bravely. But even heroism in suffering can not
make wrong right, nor a lie truth.
.

WHY EVANGELIZE JAPAN NOW?
BY REV. DAVID S. SPENCER, TOKIO, JAPAN
Missionary of the Methodist Episcopal Mission, 1883-

The duty of the Ohristian Ohurch to evangelize the pagan world,
is fully comprehended in the command of the Master to" Go." In
this unsaved world Japan is included, and hence her redemption in
due time might be regarded as sure. But emphasis is intentionally
placed upon the" Now." The world knows that from 1883 to 1888
the work of the Ohristian missionary to that people was most inviting.
A pro-foreign party was in power, the people hopeful, and it seemed
as if the masses might soon be won to Ohrist. But the terrible failure with which the government met at the hands of foreign powers
regarding the revision of the treaties resulted in lifting the conservative party into power in 1888, and opened a reaction which in its
attitude toward things foreign was strongly opposed to the rapid advancement of Ohristian propagandism. The strength of this nationalistic spirit of the Japanese and its effects upon missionary work have
often been overlooked by writers and speakers on this subject. But a
sucoessful war withOhina lifted Japan into prominence, and oaused
the leading nations to feel that the matter of the revision of those unjust treaties could not safely be longer delayed. England first, then
other nations, hastened to approve revised treaties. From the Ohurch's
standpoint it burst from the missionary his traveling-passport fetters,
and set him free to roam at will up and down the empire, preaching
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Jesus Christ and Him crucified. It changed the feeling of the government and people toward the foreigner and his creed. It stirred the
native evangelist with a desire to see the people converted. It gave
the patriot an additional reason to make his country worthy-to march
with the nations of the Occident. Then came the successful work of
the Japanese troops in the march to Peking and its relief, and the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance, events which have imposed upon Japan still
greater obligations and inducements to measure up to her best in
every way.
And all this has apparently led the Japanese to another line of
thought. From the beginning of the present, or Meiji era, Japan had
depended upon general education to solve her difficulties and lift her
into a stable national life. In pursuance of this policy she has developed her school system to a state of great efficiency. With vehement
determination, however, she has divorced religion from her schools,
and attempted to keep up the moral tone by text-books and lectures
on morals. But it became clear" that education pure and simple had
not bettered the morals of Japan," and this" led the emperor, in 1890,
to issue that famous Imperial Rescript on Morals in Education. But
as the edict supplies no power to live the life it recomends, it
became only a moralization." '1'he young men are alarmingly skeptical. Digusted with the general ignoranceand moral degradation of the
priesthood, cut loose from the religion of their fathers, and thrust into
social, political, industrial, and commercial conditions all new to them,
these young men are religously and morally adrift. The waves of
skepticism, rationalism, and agnosticism have been rolling over Japan,
and by many leading Japanese this failure of their moral system is
keenly feIt and deeply lamented. Of the students in Japanese colleges
but one in seventy is a Christian communicant; of the colleges of the
United States and Canada, one out of every two is a communicant.
Hence men of prominence, like Baron Maejima, Count Okuma,
Count Inouye, and the Hon. Sho Nemoto, M.P., have recently made
strong public appeals in favor of the Christian religion as the only
means by which the wretched moral condition can be cured.
This is the Church's opportunity in .Japan. Now, while her leading men stand favorable to, the inculcation of Christian principles;
while the minds of the people are open to receive the truth; now,
_ when God has, through a victorious war, through improved international relations, and through the failure of their moral system, flung
wide open the doors, as they haye not been open before in all her
history, this is the Church's supreme .opportunity in Japan.
Not only do conditions within the empire emphasize the importance of speedy evangelization, but recent relations of Japan to China
should awaken interest. '1'he little island empire is rapidly gaining
influence in China, and her ability to lead the progressive elements of
that great land .along the lines of Occidental civilization can not be
doubted by those who know the real conditions in the East. With
prominent Japanese in positions of influence in China, and with their _
own government strongly supporting their efforts, the turning of
China's millions into the path of progress, the bringing them in touch
with the Gospel, is no dream; it might soon be an accomplished fact.
It is of the very greatest importance to all the Far East-nay, to the
entire civilized world-that the evangelization of Japan now be pushed
with all possible earnestness.
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THE SUDAN AN UN EVANGELIZED LAND *
BY MRS. KARL KUMM

A call from the Western Sudan has recently been sent out in four
appeals frem Bishop Tugwell, Canon Sell, the Rev. J. D. Aitken, and Dr.
Miller. This call presents what Oanon Sell calls" the most urgent work
of the Ohurch of Christ at this time." It is as if the man from Macedonia
stood in real life before us, and with eyes perplexed, not only with life's
sorrows, but with the long culpable neglect of our delay, he came with a
definite time limit, and crying to us, "Oome-come over and help us," and
added, "Oome very soon, or
THE SUDAN CROSS.
your coming will be useless.
Oome now, at Once, before it
is too late." Bishop Tugwell
writes:
The Rausa and Nupe
countries are now open to the
preachers of the Gospel. For
many years earnest prayers
have ascended from the lips
of God's people that the d001'
to these countries might be
opened. Thank God, their
prayers have been answered,
and the door stands now, not
ajar, but wide open. Oppression, tyranny, and the slavetrade have received, we be........
,
lieve, their death-blow, and
-n.-.-.1.. .....
·an oppressed people are now
free. But where is the army
of occupation? The British
force is in effective occupation; but what of the army of
the Ohurch of Christ? . • .
...... _ ......_ ...........
-", GQ.u.._.4_
.
There are large heathen tribes
;:..=::::.....":..:........ _ ... r ....... _
in the Hausa countries who
are lO1!ging f01' the advent of
the Christian teacher. The
Guarris, with whom I came
into contact three years ago, begged me to send them teachers. Their
lribes will become Mohammedan if they do not become Christian.
From the piazza on which I am sitting, at Lokoja, I look down upon
the graves of John Robinson, 'Vilmot Brook, and Charles Watney. They
counted not their lives dear unto them. They labored and prayed at the
threshold, and laid down their lives, confidently believing that the
armies of the Lord would press onward over their graves. What was
denied to them is granted to us. We may enter in. Pray that the
Ohurch of Christ may prove worthy of her trust.
_1, _ _ _ '

........ -".

00 "·

---~

................
of 1M

-

Canon Sell writes in his plea for Northern Nigeria:
Certain parts of Africa form now, in military language, the objective, and are the strategical positions of the great mission field. . , ,
Parts of Africa in which the Moslem advance is imminent have for the
present a preeminent claim. 1'he absorption of pagan races into Islam is
so rapid and continuous that in a few years some may be quite lost to us.
I believe the Ohurch has very little conception of the real state of the
case. The call to immediate and more extended operations is loud and
clear. The conscience of the Church needs rousing to the very serious

* Condensed from

lVork and Workers.
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condition of affairs. For many centuries it utterly neglected the Mohammedans. It has allowed Islam to gain a vantage-ground in Africa. It is
not, however, too late to save some of the as yet unoccupied territory.
Soon it will be so.
The facts thus referred to in general terms are expressed by Mr.
Aitken, writing from Lokaja, the western door to the Sudan, in the
words of an eye-witness:
I have just visited Kporo, where they are waiting for their longpromised teacher. They told us that they spent each Sunday in gathering together and talking over what was said to them by our agent on the
previous Monday. They also added: All the people behind them have
ceased working on Sunday, because it is the Sabbath day of the white
men who have kept the Fulani (Moslem slavers) from coming to their
country. To honor the white man they cease from work on the white
man's Sabbath day.
Are not the fields here already white unto harvEst? At present they
are open to us. They hate Mohammedanism because thousands of their
friends and villages have been enslaved under its direct laws. If, however, we do not quickly step in, from constant intercourse with Mohammedans under English rule, they will soon forget their old wrongs, they
will embrace the religion of the false prophet, and be no longer open to
us as now.
When I came out in 1898 there were few Mohammedans to be seen
below Iddah. Now they are everywhere, excepting below Abo, and ttt
the present rate of progress there will scarcely be a heathen village on the
river-banks by 1910. Then we shall begin to talk of Mohammedan missions to these peoples, and anyone who has worked in both heathen and
Mohammedan towns knows what that means.
The children of the Sudan are standing at the crossways, with a bent
to follow the white man's path. But the white teachers do not come.
Islam, with strong, swift strides, arrives instead.
Dr. Miller, from the midst of the West Sudan, writes that under
Islam men not only seem to deliberately choose evil and delight in it and
stop others from seeking good, but to be so perverted in their souls that
they can not even have a conception of holiness, and no picture of such
a state appeals to them or even touches a chord. Mohammedanism is
Satan's greatest masterpiece, and only God's greatest masterpiece can
conquer it in Africa. He adds:
Islam has spread in North Nigeria very little in modern times by
conversion, but by (a) wiping out huge populations and then rebuilding
and repopulating the wrecked districts with Mohammedan towns and
communities; (b) by so harrying the heathen people, by capturing their
women and children, while in the farms outside the fortified towns, that
to avoid this the heathen tribes accept the Mohammedan rule, pay tribute, but retain their heathen customs; (c) through the desire on the part
of some of the chiefs and wealthier and bigger men in the heathen tribes
to acquire prestige and curry favor, Islam is adopted outwardly by them;
a malam (teacher) is sent down, and he makes proselytes en masse of all
the king's household, retainers, and other prominent people.
Under British rule there will be an inrush of traders, malams, and
all sorts of Mohammedans into these countries. Cruelty, feuds, oppression, will be soon forgotten, obliterated, and I foresee a very great
revival of Islam in all this country by purely peaceful methods. . . .
I wish to plead specially for the country immediately south and west
of us, extending one hundred and fifty miles, a beautiful, comparatively
healthy country, containing almost every kind of supply for food, high
plateaus, frequent large towns and villages of peaceful, prosperous people,
all heathen, but bound to become Mohammedans in the course of a
generation.
There is no time to lose.
These facts constitute a crisis in the history of the Church, a crisis
which will never return. Never again will the gates of the Sudan be
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thus flung open; never again will these lands, newly conquered by the
great civilizing powers, wait as they do to-day for the message of the
Gospel.
To rightly appreciate the facts of the case, focus them in a single
section. Take out of the whole Sudan (a congeries of lands as large as
Europe, excluding Russia) one section only, the Benue district of
North Nigeria, the recently acquired .British sphere of Eastern
Hausaland, with British and German Adamawa. These lands are:
1. Newly conquered and thus
opened; Moslem opposition can no
longer preven~ missions there, as it
has done in the past.
2. The slave shackles have
fallen from whole nations. Delivered from slave raiders, the
heathen peoples, now free-and safe,
ask for and welcome white teachers.
3. The governments of Great
Britain and Germany (which control, in the western Sudan alone,
areas larger than their home countries, and thirty-five million nonOhristian peoples) both welcome
Ohristian missions.
4. The upper Benue district
especially is comparatively high
and healthy, probably in this reA SON OF THE SUDAN
spect the best part of the whole
Sudan, and
5. Within easy reach by steamer communication up the Niger and
Benue rivers.
6. Finally and chiefly, these lands are temporarily in a state of religious solution. The heathenism of the past can not endure. Islam. is
arriving-has arrived. Shall Islam prevail ?
This combination of circumstances is unique. It is swiftly passing
from us. Every day, every hour, as it slips by, leaving these lands still
unevangelized, lessens the possibility-the glorious possibility-of their
being speedily won for Ohrist instead of for Mohammed. It is a solemn
season for the Sudan; deeply solemn for the Ohurch called to be Ohrist's
witness.
Alas! with one exception (that of the Ohurch of England), none of
our Ohurches apparently have heard the call of the Sudan. None is
attempting any answer. Presbyterian Scotland, with all its wealth and
means, its heritage of godliness and grace, is doing nothing for the eighty
millions of the vast Sudan. England, Ireland, and Wales are doing
nothing. Independents, Wesleyans, Baptists, Friends, Methodists, and
Brethren, like the Presbyterians, are in the same condition. None of
them have any work yet in the Sudan.
No excuse for neglect can be found in the fact that neglect is universal. Naturally, we all feel justified in the continuance of a state of affairs
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that those we love and hono;r seem to accept without compunction.
Your denomination does nothing for the Sudan, eTfJO it must be all right
somehow. If it were so very important, surely something would be
done, but rnypastor, my fellow-Christians, all silently concur in doing
nothing.
. Hold up to the light of God these pitiful, contemptible excuses!
What will it avail us at His judgment-seat to say, in answer to His q nestion, "What'did you do for the 80,000,000 souls of the Sudan which in
your day were put within your reach, to'whom Christ was not known?"
What will it avail us to answer to that question, "Oh, Lord, my church,
my denomination, my pastor did nothing"? Would He not reply,
" That was why I put yon in that church, in that denomination? Could
you not have spoken to that pastor, to those friends, or wealthy acquaintances? Could you not have done something yourself? "
Must we not see, after all, that these worId-needs are a personal
question? That God does choose the weak things to do His mighty work?
That He does call you and me to carry the Gospel to the Sudan?
Hold to the light! Read from the other side. Read this opportunity and your actual response to it, as you one day will read them in the
presence of Jesus Christ. We shall not always stand as we stand nowin the shadow. We shall see Him face to face. The Church is at a crisis
she can never reach again. Called by the command of Jesus Christ and
by a mighty and unmistakable providence to evangelize' the Sudan.L" a
host of heathen nations "-will she, or will she not, obey? We also meet
that crisis. Christ meets its question in us: "Lord, what wilt Thou have
me to do?"

THE WOMEN OF CHINA AND THE GOSPEL
BY REV. JOHN HINDS, LOA-LING, CHINA

Missionary of the English Methodist Missions, 1879-

In China, woman occupies a higher position than in most heathen
countries, but still one of inferiority. What are the teachings of the
Chinese classics in regard to woman? "The I-ching tells us that the
celestial principle becomes the male, and the terrestrial principle the
female." Chu Fu Tzu, the great commentator, appends this remark, "It
is most manifest that heaven and earth are one and the same principle
with father and mother." Altho woman, from a Chinese standpoint, is
regarded as a human being, she is of a lower state than man, and can
never attain to full equality. As death and all evils have their origin in
the yin, or female principle, and life and prosperity come from the subjection of it to the control of the yang, or male principle, it is regarded
as a law of nature that woman should be kept under the power of man,
. and not allowed any will of her own. Only as the mother of a son can a
woman escape from her degradation, and become in any degree equal to
her husband; but even then only in household affairs. She is bound to
the same laws of existence even in the next world. She belongs to the
same husband, and is dependent for her happiness upon the sacrifices
offered by her descendants.
This idea of inferiority comes out in the treatment accorded to the

* Condensed from Gleaning.. in Harvest Fields.
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woman, and the names used at present to designate her. One of the
commonest names by which a husband designates his wife in the country
districts is "shao huoti" (fire lighter). The educated man may use the
word" chia hsia," still a depracatory term, meaning the one that occupies
the under or meaner position in the household. The same line is pursued
in the sacred edict; for descanting on relationships, it says: "If your
wife dies you can get another, but where- can you get another elder
brother? "
Her being cantin ually treated ,as inferior has had the inevitable effect
of lowering the woman in her own estimation, and leading to her subsequent degradations. Persistent depreciations can have no other outcome. Man is superior and must be looked up to with respect, and his
smiles or blows taken as a matter of course.
A lady at Hong Kong, begging her amah, or nurse, to point out to a
Chinese neighb0r thc impropriety of domestic squabbles, the maid replied,
in broad pigeon English: "Hai ya! How my can talkee he? He flog he
wife, that belong China custom." Which, being interpreted, means that
the man beat his wife-was justified in so- doing by Chinese custom.
How conld she interfere? "Yonr husband never beats you!" exclaimed
a Chinawoman in astonishment, when so informed by a missionary lady.
"I should not like that; if my husband did not beat me sometimes, I
would think that he diP. not love me." An evidence of love on which
emphasis is not ~sually laid!
Many of the men we have to deal with are ignorant, but this is even
more characteristic of the women. Men, even when lIneducated" learn
from a wider experience of men and things; the women remain at home,
and have not, therefore, the opportunity of learning in this practical way
from contact with the world. Very few of the women can read-only
one in ten thousand, it is said. Their vocabulary is very limited, and is
confined, for most part, to things of everyday life; once you go beyond
these, they can not understand you, nor can they follow any line of
reasoning: so it is hard to reach them. It requires great patience, and
you have to begin at the very beginning, and it must literally be "line
upon line, precept upon precept, here a little and there a little."
They are very curious, however, and sometimes this curiosity is mistaken for interest. A lady friend used to relate that on one occasion she
was addressing a meeting of women, and one old lady seemed to be paying great attention. " She is being impressed, at any rate," thought the
lady teacher; but to her surprise the old woman, a minute or two aftel'ward, exclaimed: "I wonder how it is that Miss S. has lost so many
teeth!" On another occasion, while praying with the women, she thought
she heard a movement, and opening her eyes, a strange sight met her
gaze. They were moving along on their knees, examining the various
objects of interest in the room.
It will be readily understood that to impress them with a sens/:' of
their own sinfulness is no easy matter. Even when they do realize something of their true state before God, they carefully safeguard themselves
against being regarded as sinners. A woman in Mrs. King's hospital in
Tientsin wanting to be baptized, was asked if she knew herself to be a
sinner. "Oh, yes; but I'm not near so great a sinner as some others. I
am not near so big a sinner as my mother-in-law."
The customs of the country make it somewhat hard for men evangelists to reach and influence the women. In Tientsin and other large
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cities it is practically prohibitory, but.in the country districts the peo 'Jle
are freer in their intercourse. They are not so much tied down by the
conventionalities of society, and so are easier of access. And it is possible to do considerable work among the women in these country-places
without the help of their own sex. Still, the work is circumscribed, and
requires care and tact among a people of low mural attainment, lest the
motive be misconstrued, and so harm result rather than good.
Even when the women seek to enter the Church as inquirers, or
members, there is sad lack of instruction. At one of the stations some
women presented themselves for baptism, but their knowledge was so
very imperfect that it was considered advisabfe to postpone their reception into Church membership until they should receive further instruction. Twelve months later one of these women seemed not to have made
the slightest. advance in religious knowledge, and had to be put back.
The mode of instruction is very simple. The women are taught to
sing a few of the easier hymns, especially those with repetitions or
refrains; and they learn the catechism. The teacher reads and expounds
a parable or narrative, and will probably be interrupted by remarks
more or less relevant as s,he proceeds. The women are also encouraged
to pray, and as a rule their prayers are affecting in their simplicity.
They know very little of theology; but they learn to know Jesus, and
that is no small thing. Said a, woman in Peking, who was being examined, and evidently thought herself unsatisfactory, "Whether you baptize me or not, I know that Jesus loves me."
We can scarcely exaggerate the importance of getting the women
and girls into the Church. Woman's influence in the home as wife and
mother is undoubted. The children, during their tender years, are
almost entirely under the mother's care, and we know that the impressions then received for good will go with them all through life. As the
years go by, influence in the home becomes paramount, extending not
only to domestic concerns, but to all their social and religious life. Many
of the men engage in no important business transaction without first
consulting the mother or wife.
In the Church, woman also becomes a potent power for good. The
same subtle, irresistible influence seen in the home is fully as conspicuous in the Church. Some of our churches in Shantung consist entirely
of men, but they are never our best churches. They lack the stability
and the indefinable something always associated with woman's presence,
Our best, most flourishing, most spiritual churches are those in which we
have female as well as male members. On the Yang Rsin side, where
our church has been the most flourishing, some of our best workers are
women, hringing into the church not only their husbands and children,
but others, women principally, but occasionally men also. One woman
in Yang Rsin has brought some fourteen or fifteen ot,hers, and of seventeen persons received three years ago at Wu Ting Fu, twelve were
brought in by the wife of the evangelist, Mr. Ting.
At a village out on the west of the Grand Canal there was a church
which fell upon troublous times, and was almost wrecked by the obstinacy of one man, who developed a grievance. But the fire was kept burning on the Divine altar by the loyalty and love of a devoted woman.
Some of our churches have been founded by women. Years ago an old
woman came to the hospital at Chu Chia to be treated, and while there
came under the influence of the 'truth. On her return to her distant

.
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home in Rai Feng there was no church near that she could attend, but,
Lydia-like, she opened her house for the preaching of the Word. The old
lady died a year or so after, and her son left the village to look for work,
and the place was closed. But the seed sown during those few months
did not die. Another place was subsequently offered to us in the village,
and when I removed from Shantung a nice little church was being built
up at that place.
The sacrifice which some of these women make who have come out of
heathendom and em braced Christian truth is very great. Severe beating
from some of the male members of lhe family is the smaUest part of the
trouble, for there are a hundred ways of making life thoroughly miserable without open and violent persecution. Cases have occurred where
girls betrothed have been repudiated owing to their having joined the
Church, and the engagement broken off without such redress as they
would have had in ordinary cases.
In persecution the women have been every whit as loyal as the sterner
sex. One woman in Tientsin was appealed to to desert the Christians,
and even threatened with dire consequences if she continued steadfast in
the faith; she was told that all the foreigners would be quickly expelled
or exterminated, to which came the calm reply, "If all the foreigners are
to be driven out or killed, there is all the more need for me to do what I
can." A poor blind woman at another place was threatened that if she
persisted in speaking of Jesus, they would take everything she had from
her and send her out of the village. She replied that the most they could
do was to kill her body, but she meant to tell everyone who came within
reach of her voice what a Savior was Jesus; and if they killed her it
would do them no good, but for herself she was sure to go to heaven.
But how many have suffered in obscurity, perhaps in silence, cruellest insults and irreparable wrongs we shall never know here. The gr'eat
day alone shall declare it!
No wonder the Chinese women are thus ready to make sacrifices for
this noblest of all causes; for Christianity has done much for them.
Row dark the life, how sad the lot, spent under such debasing conditions
as are necessarily incident to heathendom. A Biblewoman, speaking of
her own experience, depicted the condition of very many in China to-day.
"I experienced neither joy nor sorrow," she says; "my mind was unenlightened, and my heart was inert; I reasoned no more than the animals
around me." If we go into the homeE. of the wealthy, what do we see?
Women living a dreary, purposeless life, without any brightening
gleams-almost worse than the poor, for the monotony of their lives is
at least broken by daily toil. And by bringing this salvation of Christ
into their personal possession, it not only gives them a lively hope of the
life beyond, but of the life that now is. It brings a new element into
their lives, higher and better than anything they have previously experienced or conceived; a refining transforming influence; cutting them
off from the old iife, with its gloomy and painful associations, and introducing them into a new life, with nobler aims and objects higher. One
can often see the difference in their faces-the bright, composed expression, as compared with the old expressionless, hopeless look; and this
becomes more pronounced as they advance in·years.
It must be our endeavor to reach the women and girls of China, for
until we succeed in doing so our work in that landis only half done.
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The Martyr's Memorial in China
Over two hundred Protestant
missionaries have given their lives
in martyrdom for Christ in China.
Is it not eminently fitting that
some permanent monument be
erected to their memory, and as a
testimony to the loving loyalty of
those who remain at home while
their comrades fight at the front?
It is proposed that this memorial
take the form of a building in
Shanghai, the chief port of China.
The memorial will thus be a monument which may be shown to coming generations as the reminder of
those who sacrificed their lives for
Christ in China, and at the same
time will be in perpetual use in
preaching the Gospel and carrying
on various forms of mission work.
As we have before stated, it is proposed to use the hall for general
meetings, and as the headquarters
of various interdenominational societies. Already the missionaries
have shown their sympathy with
the project and their belief in the
need of such a building by contrib'uting very generously to the fund.
Rev. D. MacGillivray, of Shanghai,
is now in this country on furlough,
and is ready to present the plan of
the enterprise to those who are
interested. Surely there are many
who would welcome this opportu·
nity to raise such a useful memorial
to the dead, or to give a thankoffering for lives spared in China.
We believe it would be a wise
plan to make this memorial also the
headquarters of the Y. M. C. A. in
Shanghai. This could readily be
done without sacrificing any vital
interest, and the building would be
still more largely used in promoting the Kingdom of God among
foreigners and natives in China. *
• Contributions to this fund may be sent to
the REVIEW, 1515 Pacific Street, Brooklyn,
N. Y., or to Rev. D. MacGillivray,250 West
Forty·fourth Street, New York.

David Baron and the Jews
If there is any work now being
carried on for the Jews which is
on a better basis than that of David
Baron, in London, we are not aware
of it.
The work of this mission has been
• heavier than usual during the past
summer, as there have been such
numbers of men of all sorts and
·conditions in attendance at the
reading-room and at the Biblereadings, which are carried on by
Mr. Baron and his beloved colleague, Mr. Schonberger, in the
way of discussions. The Jews who
attend are welcome to ask any
questions, and these good brethren
patiently reply, giving them Bible
prool's of their positions.
There have been many cases of
conversion, and some of them have
been of a very pathetic character.
One, of a man from Kischinef, who
had been forced to leave by reason
of the massacre, and who was of one
of the rich householders in the
place; the mob had destroyed his
dwelling, and left him in a very
bad condition, suffering the cruelest injuries. By the help of the
London Committee he was enabled
to come to that city, and, the day
after his arrival, was taken to Mr.
Baron's mission house by a young
Jewish friend, who had himself
come from Kischinef three years
before, and who is now a constant
attendant at the mission.
This old man eagerly dmnk ·in
every word that he heard about
true Christianity, and was very
much affected, even to tears, as the
story of Jesus and his life was recited in his hearing. He asked the
question, How could followers of
Jesus cause such trouble to the
Jews of Kischinef? and it was explained to him that they were not
true Christians who were persecuting the Jews. He then remarked
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to the young man who had brought
him to the mission house that
these missionaries were angels of
consolation to his afflicted soul.
We commend this mission to the
special prayers of God's people at
this time.
Lord Curzon in India
Lord Curzon has, in many respects, made an excellent Viceroy
of India. It seems unhappy that
toward the end of his reign he
should take occasion, as the representative of a Christian emperor,
to censure the endeavor to extend
"one faith" by a movement
"against other faiths," on the
ground of one or two sayingl3 of
Christ. When a man so far from
Christianity as Ernest Renan declares Christianity the uniquely
perfect form of religion, it is highly
unbecoming to coordinate it with
"other faiths." When a scholar
like Max Miiller describes it as one
of the three religions which are intrinsically missionary religions, it
is very superficial to speak as if its
missionary work was merely a literalistic obedience to one or two
texts.
The viceroy has also, as we see
by the Bombay Guardian, commanded certain native princes as
showing their faithfulness to India
by their "faithfulness to their own
religion." Surely the deputy of a
Christian nation might have taken
some other than an official occasion, if he wished to reproach
Europe for having exchanged the
worship of Jupiter or Woden for
the worship of God in Christ. t
Faithful Witnessing
The editor has a letter from a
very prominent Christian missionary, who gives him a fact which
would be of interest and instruction
to many readers. We quote, leaving out names. He says:
I called on the widow of one of

the richest ship-owners in Great
Britain some years ago. His wife
sent for me, and I found her in such
great anxiety of soul that she was
wringing her hands with anguish,
altho living in a palace. On my
third visit her husband came in
and nearly kicked me out of the
door. But God had done His work
-the worldly woman was converted. She sold her jewels, a,nd
lived for God in the midst of much
persecution. Now that her husband is dead, I felt free to call
again, and what an afternoon we
spent of praise and prayer I She
believes that her husband died in
Christ, and now her oldest son professes Christ and has Bible readings and prayer in the old ballroom.
'Vhat a testimony to God's blessing as following faithful witnessing for Christ.
Concerning Werahiko Rawei
The Editors are very sorry to be
compelled to say that previous intimations about the "Rev. Werahiko Rawei "are more than justified
by fuller and more careful correspondence. Weare in possession of
letters from persons of high position and unqualified authoritymissionaries, educators, and others
-which leaves us in no doubt that
Mr. Rawei is a fraud and an
impostor, "gaining money in
America and England under false
pretenses" -the exact language of
the letters received. He seems to
have gone from place to place,
driven out of one town into another
by the decay of confidence in him
and his methods, and we feel that
it is a service to the community to
say that any money sent to him
will probably be used for his own
private benefit.
We would have no hesitation in
giving the names of the parties
whose letters are before us if there
were any need. They have laid
upon us no injunctions of secrecy,
and we shall be ready to furnish
further particulars to those who
wish them.
Donations Acknowledged
288. Pandita Ramabai. ............ $ 5.00
289. Missions in Africa............ 19.00
290. In<lnstriaI Ev. Mission........ 15.00
291.
1000
8.00
" 292.

No.
"
"
"
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THE HIGHER HINDl.TIS!f IN RELATION TO

By T. E. Slater. 8vo.
liot Stock, London. 1903.
TIANITY.

CHRIS~

68.

El-

Whether from the standpoint of
the missionary or from that of the
student of the religions of India,
few more helpful and enlightening
books have been published in recent years than this, by the Rev. T.
E. Slater, of the London Missionary Society. Higher Hinduism is
more a philosophy than a religion,
and it needed a man of philosophical mind to catch its spirit. On the
other hand, to make clear its utter
insufficiency to meet the world's
need, and to present forcefully the
contrasted truths of Christianity,
called for a man of deep religious
convictions and of personal experience of the controversies of India.
Mr. Slater's qualifications in the
one direction had been thoroughly
proven by his able" Studies in the
Upanishads," and those in the
other by his faithful service or
nearly forty years in Madras. His
success, therefore, in the work
under review comes as no surprise.
The book was written, as the late
Dr. .John Henry Barrows in his
Introduction tells us, in response to
a caIl for an essay that would "instruct educated friends of missions
at home in the true genius of the
Hindu religion and its fundamental
distinction from Christianity, as
well as aid the missionary abroad
in his conflict with Hinduism."
The latter aim has been so prominently kept in view that the work
is almost stronger as an enforcement of Christianity than as an
exposition of Hinduism. It is in
itself, moreover, an almost perfect
illustration of the way to present
Christian truth to the Hindu. For
while there is absolutely no compromise of truth, and only a hint
at the acceptance of the nowadays

somewhat popular notion that ultimate Oriental Christianity will
need to adapt to itself some phases
of Hindu thought, yet the mode of
presentation is always conciliatory,
always appreciative of the adumbrations of truth to be found in
Hinduism, always leading up from
common groupd to the complete
revelation in Christ.
Mr. Slater uniformly adopts the
more conservative and safer dates
as to Hindu literature, referring
the Brahma,nas, for instance, to the
period 800-500 B.C., and the earliest portions of the Mahabliarata
to the second or third century B.C.;
and as to the Bhagavad-Gita, he
quotes authorities, none of whom
place it earlier than 300 A.D. Incidentally, he hints at the often-lostsight-of fact that Buddhism, so far
from being an unaccountable and
even supernatural phenomenon, is
IJ, perfectly logical development of
the Sankhya philosophy, Kapila's
interpretation of the upanishad.
The book is not, of course, wholly
free from weak points. The sequence of thought, for instance, is
not quite clear in some places, especiaIly in the passages from one
chapter to another. A brief summary at the close of each chapter,
leading up clearly to the next, and
a general resume of the entire argument at the end, would greatly
strengthen the book. Many of the
sections could easily stand alone,
and are gems in themselves. Three
of the finest are those on "The
Bhagavad-Gita." "The Doctrines
of Karma and Redemption," "The
Doctrine of Transmigration." The
last is peculiarly characteristic of
the method of the entire book: the
underlying truths in the doctrine
are brought out fully, the overwhelming objections to it are forcefully presented, and finally the
heart-satisfying doctrines of parelectronic file created by cafis.org
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don through Christ and of eternal
conscious enjoyment of God are
earnestly set forth.
c. J.
CHINA'S BOOK OF MARTYRS. By Luella Miner.
12mo, 500 pp. $1.50. Pilgrim Press, Boston, and the Westminster Press, Philadelphia.

This book is dedicated to those
who, in the summer of 1900, waited
in an agony of suspense for tidings
of their loved ones, who were involved in the Boxer revolt in China.
It is finely illustrated, and we
have found its contents, notwithstanding the number of books that
have been written upon the martyrs' experiences of 1900, to be most
satisfactory. In the writing of this
book the author secured help from
some of the best authorities, both
native and foreign, and the volume
is very comprehensive, and no
doubt perfectly trustworthy. It will
be a valuable treasury of incidents connected with the latest experiences of the martyrs of the
Church. The book is permeated
by a deeply devout and Christian
spirit, and demonstrates the true
piety and Christian endurance of
the native converts during the
great uprising. It vindicates the
Providence of God in permitting
these massacres, as they have forever proved to the world that the
Christian converts in China are not
" rice Christians."
PASTOR HSI: ONE OF CHINA'S CHRISTIANS. By
Mrs. Howard Taylor. 8vo, 401 pp. Illustrated. $1.50. China Inland Mission,
Philadelphia and Toronto; 38.6d. Morgan
& Scott, London. 1903.

We can not too highly recommend this biographical sketch of
a modern Chinese apostle and
"Demon Conqueror." In beauty
of style, interest of the narrative
and in inspiration, it leaves little to
be desired. Those who have read
" One of China's Scholars" will not
need to be urged to read the sequel,
and those who begin this story
will of necessity complete it.
Pastor Rsi (pronounced Shee) was

converted through the instrumentality of David Hill, the well-known
missioriary. He was a Confucian
scholar and a confirmed opiumsmoker, but after giving his heart
to Christ, became a Christian of
beautiful spirit, a preacher with
apostolic power, and a founder of
many opium refuges, where thousands found relief from China's
curse and from the dominion of
Satan. The story of Pastor Hsi's
life is more fascinating than many
novels and more instructive than
many sermons. The man was not
perfect, but he was a power among
his neighbors, and was a living evidence of what the Gospel can do
for the "Celestials" who have
been under the power of Satan.
The interest of the narrative is
maintained to the end, and the
charm of Mrs. Taylor's style makes
the reading delightful. We are
confident that these two volumes
will win many friends to the cause
of Christ in China, and will prove
even to the most skeptical that the
hope of the Celestial Empire is the
native transformed and empowered by the Holy Spirit.
*
A HANDBOOK of MODERN JAPAN.

By Ernest
M. Clement. Illustrated. 12mo, 395 pp.
$1.25. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.
i903.

This will prove a useful handbook to those contemplating a journey to Japan, or desiring compact
information about the country and
people. The volume gives us little
or nothing that is new, but puts
old facts in a form available for
reference. Prof. Clement speaks
appreciatively of the missionaries
and their work. "They are vivid'
and impressive object-lessons of
the ideal Christian life-' living
epistles, known and read of all
men.' They are, in general, welleducated men and women, a noble
company, respected and loved by
the Japanese." Be also speaks
highly of the Japanese Christians,
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and rightly calls attention to the life of the missionary and the
fact that they exercise an influence native in Central Africa.
The
out of all proportion to their num- author has the faculty of seeing the
bers. The book shows Japan to picturesque, ludicrous, and romanbe a growing force in world poli-. tic situations, but at times he
tics, and offers good material for a
may have drawn somewhat on his
imagination in his narration of inmissionary sermon.
*
cidents. The book is well illusFIFTY MISSIONARY STORIES. By Belle M.
trated, and has some excellent
Brain. 16mo. 225 pp. 6Oc. net. Flewing
H. Revell Co. 1903.
maps.
*
These selections from various
missionary volumes, and some
NEW BOOKS
from this REVIEW, make available
PASTOR Hsr. By Mrs. Howard Taylor. 8vo, 400
some of the most stirring swries of
pp. $1.50. China Inland Mission, Phila.
3s. 6d. Morgan and Scott, London. 1903.
missionary experiences and native
PAST AND PRESENT. By Edward H.
converts that can be fou~d in liter- CHINA,
Parker. 8vo, 425 pp. $3.00, net. E. P.
Dutton & Co., New York. 1003.
ature. They are brief, well told, and
telling. Nothing could be better for HANnBooK OF MODERN JAPAN. By E. W.
Clement. 12mo, 395 pp. $1.21). A. C.
missionary programs in women's
McClurg, Chicago. 1903.
societies, young people's meetings,
BRIEF HISTORY OF TH'" INDIAN PEOPLES. By
William W. Hunter.
12mo. Henry
Sunday-schools, or the home. Some
Frowde, New York. 1903.
of the best in this volume are: "A TOM FORD: A BRITISH Boy IN SOUTH INDIA.
By R. A. Hickling. 28. 6d. London MisTalking Chip," "Litsi's Visit to
sionary Society. 1903.
Missi's Land," "Digging Through
PINCHURALA. By E. S. Karney. 12mo, 51 pp.
to England," "A Search for a
6d., net. Paper. C. E. Z. M. S., London,
1903.
Word," "Hamlin the Baker,"
PIONEERING IN CENTRAL AFRICA. By S. P .
.• Doctoring in India," "Kim of
Verner. 8vo, 500 pp. $2.00. Presbyterian Committee of Publication, Richmond,
Korea," etc.
*
Va. 1003.
F AMons MISSIONARIES OF THE REFORMED
CHURCH. By James I. Good. D.D. 8vo.
410 pp. Illustrated.
$1.50.
Sunday·
school Board of the Reformed Church
in the United States.
.

The missionaries whose careers
are here sketched do not all belong
to Dr. Good's particular branch of
the Reformed Church, but are all
worthy of a place in the volume.
The names of Vanderkemp, Cosalis, Mabille, Coillard, La Croix,
Scudder, Chamberlain, Abeel, Verbeck, and Zwemer are, or ought to
be, household words. Their lives
and characters are here sketched
briefly, but well.
*
PIONEERING IN CENTRAL AFRICA. By Samuel
P. Verner. Illustrated. 8vo, 500 pp.
$2.00. Presbyterian Committee of Publi·
cation, Richmond, Va. 1903.

Mr. Verner was for six years a
missionary of the Southern Presbyterian Church, and was stationed
in the center of the Kongo Independent State. He has given us an
interesting narrative of the daily

SOUTH AFRICA AFTER THE WAR. By B. E. F.
Knight. 8vo, 356 pp. $3,60. Longman's
Green & Co. 1903.
PIONEERS PARMI LES MA-ROTSI. By Adolphe
Jalla. 8vo, paper. JlDprimerie Claudienna, Florence. 1903.
SUNSHINE AND SHADOW IN

THE

SOUTHWEST

(Spain and :I'Iorocco). PalDphlet. 18., net.
H. R. Allenson, London. 1903.
PIONEERS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

By

[~~~~;~ S'lro~~lowes. 12mo. Elllot Stock,

lfAMous

MISSIONARIES

OF

THE

REFORMED

CHURCH. By James I. Good. 8vo, 410 pp.
$1.50. Heidleberg Bros. 1903.
HORACE TRACY PILKIN. By Robert E. Speer.
12mo, 310 pp. $1.CO, net. FielDing H.
Revell CO. 1903.
SEVEN HEROIC CHILDREN. By Ada Lee. 8vo,
159 pp. 28.6d. Morgan & Scott. 1904. .
F,FTY M,SSIONARY STORIES. By Belle M.
Brain. 16mo, 225 pp. 60c., ntf. Fleming
H. Revell Co. 1903.
MISSIONS AND WORLD MOVEMENTS. By Bishop
C. H. Flower. 12mo, 103 pp. 25c., net.
Jennings & Pye, Cincinnati. 1903.
THE RoMANCE OF THE BIBLE. (B. and F. B. S.).
By Charles T. Bateman. 28. 6d. Partridge & Co., London. 1903.
HINDU SACRED BOOKS. 3 volumes. Christian
Literature Society, Madras. 1903.
LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF ABBAS EFFENDI (The
Bab). By NyroI\ H. Phelps. 259 pp.
$1.25. G. P. PutnalD's Sons. 1903.
M,NUTES OF THE Jl'IRST HEBREW,CHRISTIAN
CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES. 15c.
Pamphlet. 1003.
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AMERICA
A year ago Chris·
AWeek of
tians in the United
Prayer
for Missions States and Canada
were asked to join
in a week of special prayer for
missions.
The response was so
general and cordial that the Eleventh Annual Conference of the
Foreign Mission Boards, in January, decided to repeat the call for
the week beginning March 27 and
closing April 3, 1904. Dr. Andrew
Murray says:
The missionary problem is a personalone. No sacrifice can be too
great if we can only get the Church
to take time and wait unitedly before the throne of God to review her
position, to confess her shortcomings, to claim God's promise of
power, and to consecrate her aU to
His service.
The following subjects are suggested for praise and prayer:
Praise: For t,he unspeakable g;ftof GOd's
love.
For our share in His work.
For those delivered from the power of
darkness and translated into the Kingdom of
His dear Son.
Prayer: For a realization of the need of
the non·Christian world.
For a truer conception of the mission of
the Church, and for a full surrender to the
leadership of Christ.
For missionaries, that they m8,V have a
continual sense of Christ's presence, and
may have greater access to the hearts of the
people.
For the native Church, that it may grow in
faith and love and fruitfulness.
For the elevation of woman.
For religiou" liberty and peace.
For the establishment of the Kingdom of
Christ in the whole world.

This stirring appeal appears in
the Bible Society
Record for January, to which also every friend of
the Kingdom may well give good
heed:
The receipts for the year closing
March 31, 1903, were less by $74,000
than for the preceding year, and
considerably less than the average
Bible Society
in Financial
Distress

receipts for the preceding decade.
The decrease was mainly in legacies, but not altogether so, individual gifts being more than
$ll,OOObehind. WehaV'e, therefore,
watched with keen interest and
growing anxiety the receipts for
the current year. ,Ve are now
compelled to state that up to the
first of December they are only
about $10,000 in excess of what
they were la·"t year. We are facing,
therefore, a most serious question.
This question affects not only the
society, but Christian missions,
which are absolutely depending
upon its aid. Must we dismiss our
experiellced agents, whom it would
be hard to replace, in China, in
Turkey, in the Philippines-or, if
not, what is the alternative? But
let all our members, friends, and
constituents realize that if they will
come promptly to our relief now,
and put into our hands the needed
funds, in place of retrenching we
may advance all along the line, as
we ought to do. In the name and
for the sake of Christian missions,
therefore, we appeal for enlarged
gifts immediately.
The Y. M. C. A. The railroad deand the
partment of the
Railroads
Young Men's Ohristian Association is
in the midst of phenomenal development, having no lells than
62,348 members, and 301 secretaries
in charge. Some 75 per cent. of
the milage in the country contributes to its support, the various corporations giving $250,000
annually. Thirty-three new buildings have been erected within the
last two years, and these are never
closed, being open both day and
night.
Ail waS stated in
A Postage
Stamp a Week: the REVIEW last
month, the English
Why Not?
Church Missionary
Society is pushing a campaign to
secure a million shillings for a
special purpose. And now, as if to
match it, in the last Home Mi8sionary (Oongregationalist) Rev.
E. B. Allen makes a plea for "A

a
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Postage Stamp a Week" from
every young person in the denomination. When the matter of giving
is put in this definite, practical,
common-sense. businesslike way,
how ridiculous the plea of inability
is made to appear! A postage
stamp a week from every churchmember in the United States would
aggregate more than $20,000,000 a
year for the world's evangelization!
Friends of Israel,
and those who have
known anything of
Mr.
Hermann
Warszawiak's checkered career,
will be interest.ed, if not surprised,
to learn that he has sought a refuge
for his mission under the patronage
of Dowie's ,. Christian Catholic
Church in Zion." Warszawiak is
now Dr. Dowie's representative in
New York, and has been guaranteed one year's support from Zion's
funds.
*
Warszawiak
Goes Over
to Dowie

Looking over the
Methodist
YearBook for 1004, we
were glad to see
that, in the last three years, the
membership of our Church has increased by 100,000. Nearly 1,000 new
churches-with a valuation of over
$13,000,OOO-have been built; nearly
000 parsonages, with a value
approximating $3,000,000, have
been erected; debts have decreased
nearly $000,000, The oontributions
for aggregate benevolences for 1903
were $2,884,688-an increase over
those for 1000 of $584,878. The total
membership of the Church is 3,018,296. It is estimated that the average contribution to benevolences
per member in 1903 will be found
to be 'upward of 00 cents as against
78 cents in 1000. We have enrolled
3,106,271 Sunday-school people, and
last year founded 695 new schools,
with 3,307 officers and teachers,
and 58,255 scholars. During the
What the
Methodists
Are Doing
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year 130,855 scholars were brought
into the Church on profession of
faith.- Western Ch7-istian Advocate.
How to Reach A fewweeks since at
the Foreigner the Massachusetts
Baptists' Association this was the key-note: "Preparation for adequate evangelization of the home State and for
Christian labor among the incoming emigants from Southern and
Eastern Europe." The situation
was discussed in a sanguine, hopeful mood, and it was clearly pointe<..
out by Dr. Horr, of the Watchman, in his paper on "The Reevangelization of Massachusetts,"
that no good will ever be done so
long as Christians of the old English Protestant stock feel that the
newcomers are a necessary evil, so
long as they are patronized, or not
met on the plane of essential manhood and womanhood. "If we
have any knowledge or tradition
or privilege, we have no higher
duty than to make them partakers
of it," says Dr. Horr. He also
sees~ as does Dr. Emrich, our new
home missionary secretary, that
"the resemblances between the
better types of Roman Catholicif'm
and a true Christianity are such
that there are unusual difficulties
in supplanting Romanism by Protestantism .. among the newcomers.
"Just now,'" he 'adds, "those who
are contemplating the absorption
of Romanism into Protestantism
are not addressing themselves to a
p r act i c a I end. "-Congregationalist.
Accordin~

to the
Presbyterian, the
numb€!!' of foreign.
ers in the Keystone
State is not less than 725,000, who
also come principally from southern and southeastern Europe. The
largest aggregation of them is to
be found in the Presbyteries of AIForeign Born
in
Pennsylvania
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legheny, Pittsburg, Blairsville, and
Redstone. About 240,000 were reported, chiefly Italians and Slavs.
These Presbyteries have 8 men missionaries, 7 women missionaries,
and 4 colporteurs at work among
them. The United Presbyterians,
the Reformed Church, the Congregationalists, the Methodists, and
other denominations are at work
also among this people in the above
regions, but none nearly so extensively as the Presbyterians.
Y. M. C. A.'s J. E. Hubbard, one
Cuba
of the members of
the New York West
Side Branch of the Young Meu's
Christian Association, sailed recently for Havana to establish a
branch of the Y. M. C. A. in
Havana. Several business men of
New York, who are interested in
the work, have subscribed sufficient
funds with which to defray the
expenses of the organization. It
will be the first branch ever established in Cuba.
*
Work for the According to the
Spanish in Ram's Horn, agood
California
work is in progress
among the Spanishspeaking thousands of Southern
California. There are Spanish
Protestant churches in Los Angeles, Azusa, and San Gabriel, with a
total membership of 142, and about
500 adherents. They carryon 4 Sunday-schools, 2 Women's Missionary
and 2 Christian Endeavor societies,
and have a Spanish Home for
Girls in Los Angeles. The entire
work is under the management of
the Rev. A. Moss Martin, with the
aid of 2 Mexican helpers, licensed
to preach. Services at regular intervals are held in 5 stations in as
many towns, and irregularly in
several others. Open-air meetings
have been carried on in tbe plaza
in Los Angeles and at the Mexican
camps of the Southern Pacific Railway. An extensive tract distribu-
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tion is also carried on in connection
with this work. There is a little
company of 16 in Los Angeles who
who have taken the name of "Obreros de Cristo," who pledge themselves to special prayer and effort
to win their fellow Mexicans to
Christ. They hold open-air meettings, visit from house to house,
and bring many to the services in
the church or the mission station
in the suburb Sonoratown.
Problem of The Missionary
Self-support Record of the Uniin Jamaica ted Free Church
quotes from the
West Indian correspondent of the
London Times a very interesting article on self-support in the
churches of Jamaica. The general
rule has been, when the native
Church was capable of supporting
its own ministry, it should be
thrown on its own resources. "At
various periods," he writes, "when
the outlook seemed promising, they
were one by one, wholly or partially, severed from the parent
churches." After pointing out how
unfortunate has been the result of
a premature independence'in the
case of the Wesleyan Methodists,
the United Methodists, the Moravians, the Congregationalists, and
the Baptists, he adds:
The Presbyterians, as the result of several deputations from
home, have acknowleged the inexpediency of granting independence
and lessening financial support, and
arrived at the conolusion that for
some time to come the island must
remain a mission field. This is the
only body which seems to have
studied the matter from all
points of view and put its idea into
practice.
Publication of the
correspondence between Ge ne ral
Reyes and Secretaryof State Hay has made clear
the respective positions of Colombia and the United States, and the
Religious
Liberty in
Panama
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irrevocability of our action. A
heated debate in the Panama Oonstitutional Oonvention resulted in
a compromise, and the adoption of
a resolution, which, while it recognizes freedom of choice and practise of all religions, yet also recognizes that the Roman Oatholic
faith is that of a majority, and
that the state should aid in founding a Roman Oatholic seminary
and in support of missions to the
savage tribes.-Congregationalisl.

*
Christians and Three newly apPagans in
pointed
missionaries of the PresbyGuatemala
terian Ohurch are
just beginning work in Guatemala,
Oentral America. Last week the
Roman Oatholics celebrated their
feast of the conception. The morning of the day opened with the
hammering of church beI1s all over
the city, accompanied with fireworks. This din of noise was kept
up all day. A part of the celebration of this feast consists of a street
parade, for which the Oatholics
must pay the city a license fee.
The procession is led by an old Indian who plays an old fife, regardless of time or tune. Then follow
several idols, gorgeously dressed
(like ballet girls), to imitate angels.
After the angels comes the image
of the Virgin Mary, dressed in
costly and beautiful clothes,
adorned with rich laces and expensive jewelry.
In San Francisco we were at the
greatest temple service of the year
among the heathen Ohinese, and
we fail to see any difference between the worship of the heathen
Ohinese and the worshiping of
images which we see here daily.
After several centuries of Catholicism, these poor people are in
dense spiritual darkness. They live
on a low plane. Immorality here
is indescribable. The real blessings
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and joy of Ohrist seem never to
have entered their lives.
A good beginning has been made
here by Protestant missionaries
and Bible agents, but the need of
the pure Gospel, on the part of
these millions of people in Oentral
and South America, can not be expressed.
w. B. ALLISON. *
The first Y. M. O.
A. convention was
held in Rio, and
brought ministerial
and lay delegates from all Brazil.
General Secretary Myron E. Olark
has opened associations in the following centers: Rio, Sao Paulo,
Porto
Alegre, Ourityba, and
l\iaranhiio.
The organization, in Sao Paulo,
of the Evangelical Alliance of
Brazil. All denominations were
represented, and a distinct advance
in missiou comity was made. Rev.
H. O. Tucker, of the American
Bible Society, was named as the
first president.
The organization, in July, of the
Independent Presbyterian Ohurch
of Brazil, under the leadership of
Rev. Eduardo Oarlos Pereira. *
Signs of
Progress in
Brazil

The Bible
in Brazil

A new revision of
the
Portuguese
Bible is being made
by an interdenominational board,
and which promises to be to Portuguese-speaking peoples what the
King James version has been to
the English race.
The American Bible SOciety,
under the direction of the Rev. H.
O. Tucker, has put into circulation,
during the fifteen years ending
with 1002, 401,346 copies. During
the first twelve months of this
period, 6,000 copies were distributed, and during the fifteenth
year, 69,513 copies left the Biblehouse in Rio de Janeiro. In addition, the British and Foreign Bible
Society has sent out. during the
last twenty-five years, 520,000 volelectronic file created by cafis.org
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umes, making a total of over 921,346 copies now in use.
The Italian .Jesuit Frei Celestino
has, for the second time, burned a
considerable number of Bibles in
the public square of Pernambuco
(Recife). The outrage has aroused
a great deal of sentiment, and the
Bible has received some valuable
advertising.
*
EUR.OPE

It was on the
second day of .January, 1804, that the
and Now
C. M. S. Committee
interviewed the society's first two
mi&sionaries, Renner and Hartwig.
They had some months before been
accepted as "lay catechists," but
now they had just returned from
the Continent, whither they had
been sent to obtain Lutheran orders, in deference to some of the
society's friends who strongly deprecated the sending out of laymen.
They sailed a few weeks later, under the protection of an armed
convoy, in a vessel belonging to a
firm of woollen drapers. Application had been previously made for
a passage in a slave-ship regularly
fitted up for the trade, but it was
refused. It is well that we should
at this juncture recall the discouragements and difficulties against
which the
society's founders
bravely and faithfully wrestled:
Episcopal sanction withheld, English candidates not to be had, missionary spheres mostly closed,
means of reaching the few that
could be entered rare and costly,
and indeed scarcely to be obtained
for money. To their faithfulness a
hundred years ago in a very little,
is it not in large measure due that
we enjow now, by comparison,
.. authority over ten cities" ? Contrast with the above conditions the
ease and speed with which our
well-nigh 200 missionaries have
been conveyed these past few weeks

A Hundred
Yean Ago
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to every quarter of the globe; and
contrast the fervent episcopal appeals in connection with the observation of the Day of Intercession.
-C. M. S. Intelligencer.
'35,000
This novel phenomGoes Begging en on is presented
as follows in the
Wesleyan Work and Workers:
Some of the daily papers have
been wondering recently that a
sum of £7,000 is allowed to go begging among the missionary societies, both the China Inland
Mission and our own society having
declined the offer of it. Our readers will be interested to know'the
ciI'cumstan;>es of this singular
superiority to the attraction of
pounds sterling. The British government having received from the
Chinese government £7,000 by way
of .. compensation" for the murder
of two missionaries of the China
Inland Mission, placed the sum at
the disposal of that mission. The
China Inland Mission, however, declined to accept "blood-money";
the vengeance it exacts from the
Chinese for the lives of its many
martyrs is to lavish upon them
more lives of loving and heroic
labor. On this refusal the British
authorities have sought some way
by which the £7,000 could be applied to the benefit of the Chinese,
and have naturally thought that it
might be spent to most advantage
in connection with the beneficent
activities of some missionary society. The chairman of our Wuchang District was therefore approached by the British Consul
with the suggestion that we should
accept this sum, and use it for the
extension of our medical, educational, or social work in that district. But the December Committee adopted, by a large majority.
a resolution courteously declining
to receive the money.
It is not easy to
grasp the length
and breadth of the
Society
work of the British
and Foreign Bible Society. These
three items, chosen from many,
will help to an appreciation of the
value of this great organization as
a factor in the world's rede.ption:
Britain's
Great Bible
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Its list of versions includes the
names of 370 distinct forms of
speech and 8 new names-Fioti,
Kikuyu, Shambala, Karanga, Nogogu, Laevo, Baffin's Land Eskimo,
and Madurese-have been added
during the past year. Last year
the society';; agents sold the Scriptures in 53 languages in the Russian,
Empire, in 28 languages in Burma,
in over 30 in South Malaysia, in 53
in the Egyptian agency, while in
Oape Town the Biblewomen alone
sold copies in 14 different languages. Last year it issued nearly
6,000,000 copies, complete or in
parts, a total which surpasses all
earlier records by 870,000 copies.
The society's 850 colporteurs ,old
over 1,830,000, and the society's
grants for colportage during the
year amounted to £43,282. It also
supported 6.'>0 native Ohristian
Biblewomen in the East, in connection with nearly, 50 different missionary organizations.
An important feature in the work of the
society is the way it has assisted
Ohristian missions. As a rule,
books for the foreign field are
granted on such terms that they
cost practically nothing to the missions which receive them.
No
missionary society's request to
print and publish a properly
authenticated version of the Scriptures in a new tongue has ever been
refused.
A Missionary In the Chronicle
Appeal to the (London Missionary
Eye
Society) for .Tanuary, mention is
made of a " Missionary Notice
Board," 22 x 17%, inches in size, for
hanging in the church lobby or lecture-haIl for the display of missionary notices, striking facts and
figures, cuttings from magazines,
etc. In the hands of an enterprising secretary such a board may do
most effective service, the not.ices
and pictures being changed at fre-
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quent intervals.
The society is
now prepared to supply these
boards, free of cost, to any church
which will agree to display them
in some prominent place. It is also
intended to issue, from the New
Year, a monthly sheet of letterpress and illustrations for use in
connection with the notice bo;trds.
This important
gathering, the first
of its kind upon
English soil, was
held at the Ohurch
House, Westminster, London, October 21st and 22d. A large number of representatives of English,
Scottish, Irish, Dutch, and German
, Jewish Missionary societies were
present. The papers and addresses
were of a very high order, and the
subjects discussed were of greatest
importance, including such as:
" The Future of Israel in the Light
of Holy Scripture," "What Oan Be
Done to Improve the Oontrol of
Wandering Enquirers and Proselytes?" "Methods of Work in J ewish Missions," and "Results and
Prospects." The paper of Rev.
Lukyn Williams, on "Educated
Jews, and How to Meet Their
Difficulties," seems to have been
especially impressive.
M.
International
Jewish
Missionary
Conference

After months of
careful thought
and planning, an
organization bearing this naine has
been launclled. The object of the
society now proposed is not to provide industrial training; that is a
department of educational missions.
Indirectly, however, the
society may furnish important aid
in this direction. But the primary
object is to provide a means of industrial livelihood for the famine
orphans who are DOW growing up
and passing out of the stage of
training, and for others whom a
Ohristian profession has deprived
of their former means of subsist-

Scottish Mission
Industries Co.
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ence. The society will be conducted on a strictly commercial basis,
entering only on such businesses as
hold out a prospect of financial
success. The nominal capital will
be £10,000; but at present only six
thousand shares of £1 each are
being issued. It is proposed to
begin operations by taking over
the mission presses at Ajmer and
Poona, and developing these, the
Foreign Mission Committee having
cordially agreed to the transference. All profits, after payment
of 5 per cent. per annum upon the
paid-up capital, and after the formation of a reserve fund equal to
one-half such capital, will be paid
over to the United Free Church of
Scotland for missionary purposes.
-Record of United Free Church of
Scotland.
Scottish Work The Church of Scotfor Isra-el
land Committee for

the Conversion of
the Jews was the first Church to undertake this work, occupying 5 stations in the Orient-Alexandria,
Beirut, Constantinople, Salonica,
and Smyrna-for sixty years. The
evangelistic work has been extended, and to the medical mission at
Smyrna, with its very complete
equipment, has been added the
medical mission at Constantinople.
The educational work is carried on
with the help of the Women's Association for the Christian Education of J ewesscs. In the 10 schools
of the mifssion there were enrolled
1640 seholars of Jewish birth. The
teachers are largely composed of
Jews and Jewesses who have been
trained in the mission schools, and
who, if not all baptized Christians,
yet show by their character and
conduct that they live under the
power of the Gospel.
M.
Plotestant Christianity is making
head way in France.
The Reformed Church has apProtestantism
in France
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pointed a special committee for the
securing of "absolute respect for
the rights of the religious conscience," and this body will immediately endeavor to obtain political
recognition of Protestant rights and
privileges by the passage of a bill
to that end. Aggressive work was
planned at the Congress of Evangelization which met at Nimes in
December. Representatives of the
Reformed and the Free Churches
were appointed to plan and direct
an evangelistic campaign. Pastor
Hunter, of Marseilles, was commissioned to speak in theaters,
casinos, concert-halls, and other
public places where hitherto only
the advocates of atheism and the
worship of reason have been heard.
Recognizing the opport,unity of the
hour, Rev. Theodore Monod has
begun a series of Sunday afternoon
"Instructions on the Gospel" for
persons who are inclined toward
Protestantism.-The World Today.
*
In Leipsic there
has been found a
"Buddhist MissionGerman)"
ary Union for Germany," which is intended to pr(lpagate the Buddhist religion among
the people of the West. For this
end auxillary unions are to be
organized, discoul'ses delivered,
seminaries established, libraries
and reading-rooms opened, intercourse maintained with Buddhist
societies in the Orient, and Buddhist conventions held. This, after
attempts have already been made
to pl'ocure Islam entrance into
Christendom, is a further attempt
to transplant Asiatic heathenism
into the Christian Occident.Evangelisches Mis/!ions.Magazin.
A Buddhist
Mission in

Schopenhauer's and Hartmann's
philosophy has been, of course, a
mighty pioneer for Buddhism.
Where atheism comes, of necessity pessimism follows.
t
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Free Church The Waldensian
Union in
Church at a recent
Italy
Synod considered
the proposal for
union made through the Commission of Evangelization by the Committee of the Italian Evangelical
Church, and having heard the explanations given by the President of
the Evangelization Committee, and
the statement that the workers and
congregations of the Italian Evangelical Church are willing to be receivedinto the Waldensian Church,
in accordance with the laws which
govern the ecclesiastical life of that
Church, took steps to conclude negotiations with the Italian Evangelical Church. This will unite
into one the principal evangelical
Christians of Italy.
*
What the Greek In view of the
Church Believes awakened interest
in Russia, the principal home of the Orthodox Greek
Church, it is well to note that Dr.
Beth (in the Zeitschrijt jur Missionskunde) thinks that we are
wrong in regarding the Creek
Church as a stagnant and petrified
body. In various points it compares
advantageously with the Roman.
It is much less hierarchical in its
instincts. Confession is practised,
but it is not turned to the account
of sacerdotal domination. The invocation of the saints is more temperate, and these are viewed as
needing to be prayed for. as well as
to. Mary, however, is treated
almost as a member of the Godhead. The kissing of the holy
images is discouraged. Monasticism is not much accounted of,
and, indeed, Eastern monks have
never amounted to much compared
to Western. Dr. Dietrich, however, thinks that the Roman
Church has succeeded in establishing a much more intimate connection than the Greek with the
inner life of the people.
t
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The latest- reports
from the relief centers in Macedonia
show that in the Monastir vilayet
alone there are between 52,000 and
53,000 people who are homeless and
without means of support for the
winter. The Turkish government
is affording some relief. Nine relief
-centers have been opened in the
vila yet, and the work is going on
satisfactorily. Over $15,000 worth
of blankets have been provided,
but at the present time the relief
has assumed the form almost exclusively of doling out flour in
small quantities to those who are
destitute. The Christian Herald,
of New York, has sent $12,000 to
this relief work. Relief committees
in New York and Boston have issued urgent appeals. Up to the
present time the largest sums have
come from England. Probably in
other parts of Macedonia the people in distress will eqnal in number
those in the Monastir vilayet, so
that a conservative estimate places
the number of those needing aid at
not less than 100,000. There Is fear
on the part of those upon the
ground that unless some decisive
steps are taken during the winterthere win be another political outbreak in the spring, which will increase the distress of the entire
district.-The Missiona'f'y Herald.
News from
Macedonia

*

Not many achieveWork of
ments made in nnRobert College evangelized lands
can match for significance Robert College, on the
Bosporus-that monument to the
faith, and zeal, and dogged persistence of Rev. Cyrus Hamlin. It
is a most wonderful center of light
for both eastern Europe and western Asia. The income last year
was about $50,000, of which $22,000
was received for tuition. Or 314
students in attendance last year,
274 were Armenians, Bulgarians,
The Great
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or Greeks. The best oration at
commencement was given by a
Turk. As showing how far the
fame of the institution has penetrated, to the graduating class of
the Kiev (Russia) Theological Seminary the theme was recently assigned: "The influence of Robert
College in the development of Bulgaria."

place, and his successor did not arrive till several weeks afterward.
The locum tenens was the judgea young, frivolous fellow, wholly
unfitted for the place, and a tool in
the hands of evil men. Just at
this juncture four Martini rifles
were found in the house of one of
our neighbors, a poor, inoffensive
man. They were in a room which
is under the care of the Turkish
ASIA
owner of the house. The Turk was
Girl's College American troubles
not arrested, but the Armenian tenin Armenia have
at Erzerum
ant and his young wife were imbeen serious enough
Burned
prisoned. Both were tortured to
at Van, Harput,
make them confess that there was
and elsewhere. Erzerum is now a conspiracy against the governadded to the list. The American
ment, and that such and such perCollege for Girls at the latter place sons, prominent men, and among
has been recently housed in a fine them Professor Tenekejian, were
modern building, valued there at members of a revolutionary com$10,000. This would correspond to mittee. The wife was released
about$SO,OOO here. The building has after two days, but she was conjust been destroyed by fire, which, fined to her bed for two weeks from
according to the despatch from Con- the beating and other ill treatment
stantinople, is believed to have which she received. Her husband
been .of incendiary origin. The was beaten so badly that the police
school was attended by about a
thought he was dying, so they
hundred and fifty girls, under the threw him from an upper window
charge of Miss Agnes Lord.-The
expecting that it would kill him,
Outlook.
and they would report that he had
The Trouble During the last few thrown himself from the window
months the Ameri- in an effort to escape. The poor
at Harput
can papers have man did not die, but both his legs
freq uently mentioned troubles at were broken, and he is a cripple
Harput-the arrest and imprison- for life. He is still in prison.
ment of one of the professors of
The finding of these guns was
Euphrates College, Itn attempt to used by some of the enemies of the
burn one of the college buililings,
vali and the enemies of the college
the general presence of fear, etc. here to try to prove that there was
What is the occasion of all this?
a genuine political conspiracy here,
The Harput district has generally that the vali neglected his duty,
been regarded as one of the most and that the college fostered revoluquiet parts of the empire, altho tionary schemes. Men were beaten
the outlying portions are full of to make them declare that I furKut'ds. About the 1st of June the nished funds to the committee
governor of this province went on through Professor Tenekejian.
a tour of inspection to some other After ransacking the Armenian
parts of the vilayet, and left in his houses of the region, not more
place a military officer who had no than a dozen or fifteen weapons of
experience in civil administration. any sort have been found, while
At the same time the governor of the houses of Turks are well armed,
the city was transferred to another and Turks carry weapons openly.
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As for Professor Tenekejian, if
there is anyone thing against
which he is particularly severe it is
the idea of an Armenian revolution. He has used great care that
no such sentiment should find a
place in the college. Every possible effort has been made here and
at Constantinople to secure his release upon bail, but in vain.-H.
N. BARNUM, in The Outlook.
*
Medical Work Dr. F. D. Shepard,
in Eastern
of the A z a ria h
Turkey
Smith
Memorial
Hospital at Aintab,
says:
The work is highly appreciated
by all thoughtful people of the
region. When I was about to leave
for a year's vacation, after eleven
years of service, representatives
from the Moslem, Jewish, and
Christian communities of Aintab
waited upon me and presented a
silver coffee-set as a token of their
appreciation of my services; and
upon my return, a year later, a
concourse of more than 1,000 people came out to welcome me. The
city council, military commander,
a representative of the governor,
and the leading men of the Christian communities were of the number. This kind of influence helps
us in many ways. I will cite a
single instance. Many years ago I
performed, what was then unheard
of in this region, a successful operation for abscess of the liver upon
the son of a rough and wicked
Turk living four days' journey
/l>way. Years afterward our preacher in the place was being stoned to
death by a mob when this Turk
happened along and rescued him.
The enemies of the preacher appealed to the governor of the place,
who sent word to the Turk to hand
the preacher over to his persecutors. He sent back the reply
that the man was his guest, a friend
of his friend, Dr. Shepard; that he
had ten sons and serving men all
well armed, and if anybody thought
they could take his guest, let them
come and try it.

The Holy City Miss Landau, writing
a Pauper
upon the economic
Colony
condition of Jerusalem, says: "Briefly, the state of things among the
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Jews may be summed up in the
single work 'distressing.' There
are some 60,000 inhabitants in all40,000 Jews, 14,000 Mohammedans,
and 6,000 Christians. Of the 40,000
Jews, 30,000 live on charity. Twenty thousand of those in receipt of
assistance depend in the main upon
that huge system of outdoor relief
known as the Chalukah, by virtue
of which the doles which are piously sent from various places on the
Continent are distributed among
those of the Jerusalem Jews who
originally came from those parts.
Thus, the Jews in Jerusalem who
hail from Pinsk would receive the
money from Pinsk; the Jews from
Minsk would obtain the money
sent by the good people of Minsk,
and so forth. What it comes to,
in fact, is that the Holy City is
really a great pauper colony qnar"tered on the rest of the Jewish
race-a vast workshop, for which
the Jews of the Continent assess
themselves in a voluntary poor
rate.-The Jewish [Jhronicle.

Le
Missionnaire
gives the following
"Declaration 0 f
War" from a
Sheik of Bagdad, member of a
"Holy League of Mahometism."
We translate the introduction:
Islam's War
Against
Christianity

Christian Peoples:
The hour is come to listen to us.
The hatred of Islam against Europe
is irreconcilable.
After ages of
efforts for a mutual understanding,"
we arrive at this decisive result:
that we hold you in horror more
than at any other epoch of our history.
Understand, then, able men of
Europe, a Christian, whatever
otherwise may be his position, by
the sole fact that he is a Christian,
appears to us a blind man who has
completely lost the dignity of man.
For us, we know very well what
we are, and for you we must needs
at length persuade you of this
fundamental truth: that the whole
edifice of Islam rests upon the doctrine of the Unity of God, who is
electronic file created by cafis.org
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infinite, incomparable, eternal,
who has in no wise been engendered
nor has engendered. This article
of faith is directed especially
against the Christians. By this
sole fact the Christian doctrine of
the Trinity becomes the sworn
enemy of Islam. The contrast between these two fundamental
dogmas is for every Moslem soul a
burning and terrible test.
You Christians, brought up from
youth in the doctrines of your
Church, you absolutely can not
represent to yourselves what terror, what repugnance overcomes
us at the mere mention of your
Trinity.
Consellt, then, to grant us this indisputable truth: between us and
your belief in the Divinity of Jesus
there is an abyss eternal and impassible. Understand that, penetrated as we are with a faith unbounded in the Unity of our God,
it is to us an utter impossibility to
admit, to support, to pardon whoever it may be, who, from far or
near, is capable of offering insult
to the absolute Unity of our God,
incomparable, eternal, infinite.
We have not forgotten the Crusades. They continue to-day under forms a hundred times more
accursed. You have combated and
humiliated us by all the means at
your disposal. You have, at all the
points of the globe, caused the
frontiers of Islam to recede, and
by your diplomats as well as by
your missionaries you seek constantly to break asunder that
which remains of us. Your plan is
well laid out.
You. pursue it
openly, systematically; lit signifies
the ruin of Islam. You have no
other pretext than the accusation
which you hurl against us of being
rebels to your civilization.
Ah
well, we are that indeed-rebels
even unto death. But you alone
are responsible for it. Responsible,
apparently, by the fact of being
Christians. We see by this that,
few as are the visible gains as yet,
the Cresent already begins to tremble before the Cross.
t
Caste
As an evidence of
Conquered by the fact that ChrisChristianity
tianity is able to
conquer caste, as it
can overcome all other prejudices
. in time, may be mentioned the
fact that in one Christian boarding-
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school in the Madura American
Board) mission there are pupils
representing 16 different castes,
who sit upon the same benches and
eat of the same food. Fifty years
ago such a thing in India wouIa
have seemed impossible. But the
world does move, even in Indiathat is, when the Gospel supplies
the motive power.
Chrisiian
Endeavor
in India

The Christian' Endeavor Convention
held in Ahmednagar last autumn
was probably the largest Christian
convention ever held in Western
India. Nearly 2, ()()() Christians went
in a procession through the streets
and held held a mass-meeting in the
Indian theater; it being the largest
building in the city. Something
like 1,800 people crowded into this
building, while others stood outside. The conduct of this meeting
was Indian; the audience was Indian, with the exception of perhaps
a dozen foreigners-visitors and
missionaries; the language was
Marathi; the hymns in Marathi,
tho translations of Western hymns
with familiar music, led by 3 of our
missionaries; prayer was offered by
Marathi clergymen and laymen, and
3 converted Brahmans addressed
the gathering.
All of the addresses, with one exception, were
delivered in Marathi, a large proportion of the speakers being Indian Christian leaders and pastors
from different parts of the presidency. The small number of missionary speakers was remarkable.
-Missionary Herald.
Ongole Mission In the December
Then and Now number of
The
Baptist Missionary
Magazine, Rev. W. B. Boggs tells
us what marvels have been wrought
in the Teluga mission within a
half-hundred years. He says:
As we survey the field, these
are some of the features which eselectronic file created by cafis.org
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pecially arrest our attention: 26
regular stations, occupied by 82
missionaries, 64 ordained native
ministers, 312 unordained preachers, 621 village school-teachers,
152 Biblewomen, 131 churches, and
50,235 church-members. In the educational work: 574 village schools,
boarding-schools at most of the
stations, both for boys and girls, a
number of normal and training
schools, a college with 392 students
in all departments, and a theological seminary with 119 students.
In the medical department 5 hospitals and 1 dispensary.
United States Consul at Che-foo, John
Fowler, who is
spending a furlough
in America, is seeking to raise $15,000 before his return, with which
to establish there a Young Men's
Christian Association building.
The Asiatic Squadron of 15 ships
and more than 4,000 men was stationed at Che-foo during the last
summer, and it is proposed to rendezvous the squadron there regularly during the summer months.
The business and professional
men of the city united in sending
an appeal to the general committee
of the Chinese associations for a
Young Men's Christian Association
building. The privileges of the
place will be opened to seamen of
all nations.
There is now an association
among the Chinese and Japanese
young men at Che-foo supported
at a cost of $1,000 a year by the
city. Last year a committee consisting of the United States Consul,
two business men, and two missionaries opened a temperance sailors'
resort, called the" Columbia Club,"
which paid expenses. The committee would transfer this to the
association.
..
Y.M.C.A.
Needed at
Che-foo

Woes Manifold Rev. W. M. Junkin,
of the Presbyterian
for a
Church, South, who
Missionar)'
is stationed at Su·
chien, China, writes thus of a.
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strange series of bodily afflictions
which befel him:
My horse fell off a bridge upon
me and broke a rib; subsequent exposure brought on a case of tonsilitisj a little one was born in our
home, with no doctor present. A
few days later the child died of
pneumonia. My wife had an abscess at the root of a tooth, but no
doctor to relieve her. I next suffered a considerable period of illness; then followed a second severe
attack of tonsilitis, and a third
mild attack. A bottle of tansan
hurst in my face, necessitating sewing up of the lip. My front tooth
was broken oft' and the filling driven
up into the gums. Then I went to
the hospital and had the doctor
take out both tonsils, and as the
cocoaine did not work on one side,
the treatment was rather heroic.
These and anum ber of other details
have made the year a rather trying
one, and has indisposed me to communicativeness. I am now waiting
for a dentist to come over, after
which I hope to take a little rest
from bodily ailments.
Missions and The war between
the War in Russia and Japan
is being watched
the East
with interest, not
only in commercial and political,
but in religious circles. Japan has
recently emerged from paganism
and is not yet nominally Christian,
but is eager for advancement in intellectual and spiritual as well as
in material things. She has taken
the best that the Western nations
can offer, and some of her leading
statesmen-including the naval
commander in the victory at Port
Arthur-are intelligent Christian
men. Russia is medieval and only
nominally Christian. She has
failed to educate her masses, refuses them liberty of speech and of
religion, and grinds them down
under commercial, judiCial, and
political oppression. Russia is at
least two centuries behind Japan.
and is chiefiy characterized by
brute force and governmental
machinery.
Thus far the progress of the war
electronic file created by cafis.org
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has been in favor .of the Japanese,
who have sunk several Russian
warships and have landed a large
number of troops in Korea.
The missionaries in Japan, Korea,
and Manchuria are reported safe.
Those in Japan will probably suffer
only from the general excitement
of the people, and the hindrances
which come in war time.
In Ko~ea, where the Presbyterians and Methodists have most of
the workers, the missions are likely
to suffer, as it is expected that the
country will be the principal battlefield. In Manchuria, where the
Irish and Scotch Presbyterians are
laboring, the presence of the Russian troops will be a disturbing
factor.
The "Powers" have agreed to
Secretary Hay's note limiting the
field of conflict and guaranteeing
the integrity of China. We believe
that the outcome of the war will
be for the advancement of the
Kingdom of God, but it is time for
Christians to pray for the missionaries and native Christians in these
mission fields.
*
There are 4 Presbyterian bodies laboring in Korea: the
Council
Canadian Presbyterian Church, the Presbyterian
Church in Australia, and the N orthern and Southern Presbyterian
Churches in the United States.
These 4 churches have organized
themselves into a council, which is
much like a Synod at home. By
the direction of the council 5 elders
have been ordained, and several
students are preparing for the ministry. Connected with the council
are 92 mlsslonaries, including
wives, and under its care are 164
nati ve workers, 369 regular meeting places, 339 churches entirely
self-supporting, 5,796 communicants, 1,164 of whom were added
last year, and 6,167 catechumens.

Korean
Preab"terlan
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Last year the contributions for all
purposes were $11,117.-Tke Missionary.
Christian Unity' Not the least part
in Japan
of the debt which
the hOllie Churches
owe to foreign missions is the lead
which these are continually giving
in the direction of unity. Two
beautiful illustrations of this are
found in the most recent tidings
from Japan. The Church of England missionaries have for some
time been working among the
Ainus, the aboriginal tribe living
in the northern part of the Japan
archipelago.
The Presbyterian
Church felt that more should be
done for that tribe, and sent workers of their own into that region.
Bu t they desired to avoid confusing
the minds of the people by setting
up a native Presbyterian Church.
alongside of the Episcopal Church,
and so they have adopted the policy of sending all their converts to
the latter Ohurch for membership.
The other fact is the publication of
a Japanese hymn-book, containing
450 hymns, in the production of
which all Japanese missionaries
have united, including Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Baptists,
Methodists, and Disciples.
Formosa: A

Dr. James Maxwell

Welcome Piece writes from Tainan

that a new law has
been promulgated
by the Japanese, by which footbinding is forbidden under a flne of
$200, and all children under six
years of age must have their feet
unbound. The Chinese women are
loudin their outcry, and the Church
comes in for a certain amount of it,
as one of the Chinese elders has
had a good deal to do in persuading
the Japanese to promulgate the
law.
For ages the bound feet have
stood for respectability, and the
unbound feet for slavery and disof Legislation
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honor. And yet what an enormous
blessing a few years of this rule
will bring to the womanhood of
Formosa! It will give a wonderful
impetus to their physical wellbeing. Before long it will lead the
way to mental quickening, and a
far higher estimate of the value of
female education.
..
AFRICA
Opposition Mr. George C. Reed,
in Morocco of the Gospel Union
Mission, writes that
there has been a decided change in
the government's friendly attitude
toward foreigners and missionaries.
Last autumn most of the sultan's
foreign attaches were dismissed,
and his relation to the others was
less cordial.
In November the
acting Basha of Fez requested the
missionaries to call and see him.
The British, French, and German
consuls had been called to be witnesses, while he requested the missionaries to discontinue speaking
with people on the subject of religion, lest in such troublous times
some fanatic kill them, to discontinue wearing native dress, and to
refrain froID going outside the city.
None of these things would they
promise to do, but the government
evidently desired to relieve itself
from responsibility as much as possible.
..
Missions and The mission 0 f
Robert P. Skinner,
Commerce
Consul-General at
with
Marseilles, to the
Abyssinia
court of King Menelik, of Abyssinia, has attracted a
good deal of attention. His business was to advance the interests
of American commerce. A treaty
was signed on December 31. The
importance of this trip may far
exceed the commercial end to be
gained. Abyssinia has been practically closed to the missionaries,
and Menelik and his people have
been satisfied with the very inferior
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form of nominal Christianity. It
is hoped that this mission will also
open the country to the pure Gospel of Jesus Christ.
..
Good News
The government
from
has commenced a
Eastern Sudan monthly service of
passenger steamers
between Khartum and Gondokoro,
the northern Nile post of the U ganda Protectorate, distant 1,081 miles
from Khartum. The voyage to
Gondokoro and back is scheduled
to occupy 28 days. Fashoda is
reached on the sixth day from
Khartum - 469 miles.
The late
French post, established by Major
Marchand, was built on the site of
the old Egyptian fort. The headquarters of the Shilluk tribe is near
Fashoda. Tewfikia, 56 miles south
of Fashoda, is the headquarters of
the troops on the Upper Nile. Five
miles farther the steamer reaches
the junction of the Sobat River
with the White Nile. The Shilluk
district extends about 30 miles up,
after which the Dinka country extends for 45 miles; then follows the
country of the Nynaks and Nuers.
An American mission station was
recently founded at Doleib Hill,
about 5 miles up the Sobat. At
Lake No, 611miles from Khartum,
the Bahr el Gebel joins the Bahr el
Ghazal to form the White Nile.
Here the marshy regions of •• the
sudd" are entered. The Kongo
Free St.ate Administration reaches
to the river, a few miles north of
Kiro (1,056 miles). After passing
Lado, the principal Belgian station
on the Nile, the steamer comes to
anchor at Gondokoro, 1,081 miles
from Khartum, and 350 miles from
Mengo, the capital of Uganda.-

C. M. S. Intelligencer.
The Synod of the
D u t c h Reformed
Church, Transvaal,
decided at its last
meeting, held at Pretoria in June,

Work for the
Jews in
South Africa
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1903, to recognize the mission to
Israel, which has been ·carried on
by the Presbytery of Pokhefstroom
in Johannesburg, "as part of the
organization of the whole Church."
Thus the work which hitherto has
been very promising under the efficient leadership of Mr. Philip
Cohen, who was at one time in the
service of the British Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel, has
been put upon a .. olid basis, and we
may look for still better results in
the near future. The Jewish population on the Rand and elsewhere
in the Transvaal is estimated at
about 20,(){){), and a letter has been
addressed by the Presbytery of
Potchefs-:;room to all Englishspeaking churches, inviting cooperation in an attempt to bring the
Gospel to this extensive Jewish
population.
M.
David C. Hamilton
gives an interesting
incident in the
South African Pioneer, showing the difficulties with
which missionaries have to contend
in cases where heathen are looking
for temporal blessings:
For some time there have been
indications of drought, and our
people became alarmed. They were
not in actual need, but had hoped
for a large crop from which to
make Kafir beer. One morning,
after a long spell of dry weather,
an imposing procession, consisting
of the chief, his leading counciIlors
and followers, appeared at our mission station. Their object was to
ask me to pray for rain, but I informed the chief that I could not,
as our people were well off com{jared with others, and I knew that
they want",d not food but beer.
The chief pretended to agree with
me, yet the company still kept
their seats in our little church.
The fact is, they had come .. to steal
rain. " After this they came regularly for some time. They thought
that in some mysterious way their
presence would so influence either
the missionary or his God that He
would give them their deSires.
Previous to this scarcely one "red"
vraying for
Rain in
South Africa
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man came to church, for the girls
were sent" to do" chtlrch for their
parents. They enjoyed the day's
outing, as they had a dance after
the services. These girls are the
most unmanageable portion of our
audience. One who is a leader had
bells, or their equivalent, tacked to
her bhnket skirt, and the effect
produced as she marched up the
aisle was not helpful. We fancied
that the advent of rain would stop
all this, but they continued to come
for a short time with the object;,
we believe, of keeping t4e rain.
Now the rain has come in torrents.
flooding and filling the pools and
rivers, the people have ceased to
come to church.
*
Protestant
Missions in
Madagascar

The
missionary
work of French
Protestantism in
Madagascar is the
most interesting, and, perhaps, the
most successful one undertaken by
the Paris Missionary Society.
When in 1897 France came into
complete control of the island, the
700,000 French Protestants inherited a great part of the work of
the powerful English and Norwegian miSSlOns.
They had to
provide 500 schools and 500 churches
with teachers and missionaries, to
prevent the loss to Protestantism
of that immense field that the
Jesuits were coveting and seemed
near getting.
The Protestants have succeeded
thus far in holding their own. But
they need all the support they can
get, not merely from home, but
from such Christians who are interested in the triumph of the
Protestant Christianity over Romanism. A new college has been
erected in Antananarivo, in which
the most promising young Havas
receive education from Protestant
university graduates. Prof.. Andre
Chazel, a graduate of the University of Paris, and a distinguished
writer, is at the head of this college called L' Ecole Paul Minault.
He has already trained distinguished and Christian nativelil who
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exercise an excellent influence
wherever they go. An appeal has
been made to raise $10,000 for the
purpose of giving this college a
new buildIng which will enable it
to compete successfully with the
Jesuit schools. Those who are interested in seeing Madagascar remain under Protestant influence,
and are willing to help the work of
civilization, may send their contribution to the Maison des Missions
of Paris, 102 Boulevard Arago.
OTHON GUERLAC.

ISLANDS OF' THE SEA
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since 1856, have built four vessels,
each bearing the name Morning
Star. During these forty-eight
years these four vessels have served
the work; two of them have been
wrecked and two have been sold,
after they had survived their usefulness. For these four vessels
the children have contributed the
sum of $114,593.33. The Board
has now in hand from the proceeds
of the sale of the last Morning Star
and from other sources which can
be applied to the building of a new
vessel, not far from $18,000, and it
is believed .that the new vessel required can be built for about $38,000. The Prudential Committee is
confident that the children of the
Sunday-schools of to-day will respond to this call for $20,000 as an
extra amount for the building of
the new vessel.-The Missionary
llerald.
*

Prudential
A New Vessel The
for Micronesia Committee of the
American Boa r d
has decided that the time has come
when a new vessel must be secured
for missionary work in the islands
of the Pacific.' In view of the fact
that the Gilbert Islands have passed
under the control of Great Britain
A Good Hint Rev. J. M. Hoover,
and the Carolines have come under
from a Rubber the Methodist misthe sovereignty of Germany, the
Merchant
sionary in Borneo,
question was raised two years ago
resides at the vilwhether it might not be possible to lage of Sing Chu An, which conturn over the work in these groups tains from 60 to 70 Chinese, and
to the care of British and German from this point visits the five other
missionary societies. Neither the principal settlements. A school
London Missionary Society nor the of 30 scholars has been opened, in
German societies are ready to as- which the missionary teaches half
sume financial responsibilities, and of each day. He writes: "I learned
the American Board can not cast a good lesson from a Dutchman
off its children in Micronesia with- who had been three months 100
out provision for their spiritual miles farther up the river buying
rubber, and 100 miles from any
needs. Work in. Micronesia has civilized person. I said: 'Isn't it
been served very inadequately by lonely up there?' He answered,
two schooners, The Carrie and ·after a shrug of his shoulders:
'Yes, but that is the place for rubAnnie and latterly by The Vine.
ber.' So, if you ask me if I am
Something b3tter adapted to the lonely, I may say: 'Yes, but this
necessities of the mission must be is the place for the missionary
work.''' The Chinese settlements
now secured. Instead of having a
are made up of immigrants from
vessel like the old Morning Sfm',
China, and about 300 of them bewhich should make an annual voy- long to the Methodist Episcopal
age from Honolulu through the church. There are many Dyaks
groups in Micronesia, it is proposed in the vicinity, and it :is proposed
to build a vessel not to exceed 300 to send out some of the Chinese
Christians among them, who are
-(ons burden, with auxiliary power, now studying their language and
to remain in Micronesian waters. who are desirious of giving them
The children of the United States, the Gospel.
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HON. HORACE N. ALLEN

The Japanese commander in the fight off
Chemulpo. He is a confessing Christian,
and was educated at Annapolis Naval Academy.

The United States Thlinister to Korea. Dr.
Allen was the pioneer medical missionary
who, by his skill and tact, opened wide the
door of Korea to Protestant missions.

REV. H. G. UNDERWOOD, D.D.

REV. GEORGIi; HEBER JONES

A pioneer Presbyterian missionary in
Seoul. He has been instrumental in establishing self -supporting churches in Korea.

A leading Methodist missionary in Koreaone who has done much for the literature and
educational work of the Hermit Nation.

FOUR CHRISTIAN LEADERS IN THE FAR EAST
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THE WAR AND OUR DEVOTED MISSIONARIES *
BY REV. ARTHUR JUDSON BROWN, D.D.
Secretary of the, Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions

In common with the whole civilized world, Ohristian people are following, with absorbing interest, the progress of the war between Russia and Japan. But as the supporters and friends of missions, we have a
deeper and more personal interest than the general pu'blic; for we
have in Korea relatives and friends, to say nothing of a considerable
amount of property, while some of us have learned to love the Korean
Ohristians, who are in greater danger than anyone else. A war which
makes Korea the battle-ground of the land forces places all these sacred
interests in jeopardy.
The attitude of the boards and the missionaries toward the contending parties should be the strictest neutrality. Of course we have
our personal sympathies, and, perhaps, we have a better right to
express them than others, for the issues of this war may vitally affect
the work and the workers very dear to our hearts. Nevertheless, as
noncombatants, as citizens of a neutral nation, as those who wish to
minister to the sick and wounded of both armies, and as those who
expect to remain and prosecute missionary work under any government that may be established, we should, in our official relations, care-fully refrain from taking sides. Missionary interference, one way or
the other, would count for absolutely nothing in determining the
issue, while it might imperil the workers, and, perhaps, subject our
work in Korea to hostile and restrictive measures for generations to
come.
Should the missionaries remain in Korea, or should they leave the
country until settled conditions are reestablished? Of course our first
solicitude should be for the women and children. They are placed in
special jeopardy at a time of excitement and lawless violence. They
are peculiarly defenseless, and they can not so easily get away in case
of necessity. Accordingly the Presbyterian Board has both written

* From all over the country letters and telegrams from anxious people inquire as to the
safety of those who are dear to them, and w' -t policy is to be pursued by the board. I do
not profess to speak for any board but our own, nor, indeed, have I been officiallJZ; authorized
to speak for that board, but as one who has visited Korea, who personallyknowR mRny of the
Prote&tant missionaries there, and who has received great kindness from multitudes of Korean
Christians. I comply with the request of the Editor of THE MISSIONARY REVIEW to write afew
words on the snbject.-A. J. B.
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and cabled to the Korea mission to take such prompt and effective
measures as prudence may dictate for the safety of women and children. This, however, does not necessarily involve their return to
America, except in the case of those whose furloughs may be due or
whose health may require it. With the exception of those at a very
few interior stations, most of the missionaries in Korea have easy
access to the sea. The new railway between Seoul and Fusan is nearly
completed, and will aid those in the southern part of the country in
reaching Fusan, a port but fourteen hours by steamer from Nagaski,
Japan. Missionaries in the center of the country would have no difficulty in reaching Ohemulpo, which is connected with Seoul by railway. The great station of Pyeng Yang in the north, where there is a
considerable force of Presbyterian and Methodist missionaries, is on a
river down which a stern-wheel steamer runs regularly to the port of
Ohinampo-a trip requiring but a few hours. Nearly all the missionaries in Korea could reach one of these three ports in a short time.
It is but twenty-four hours by steamer from Ohemulpo to Ohefoo,
Ohina, and but eighteen hours farther to Tsingtau, while the latter
place is only thirty-six.hours from Shanghai. In all these places there
a~e American and European warships, and women and children would
be as safe there as at home. However, so far as present ad vices are
concerned, it may not be necessary for the women to leave the country. The missionaries themselves, in conjunction with the United
States Minister, can most wisely determine that question.
But what should the men do? Of course, we first ask: What is
the advice of the Ministers and Oonsuls of the various powers? It
may be urged that, from their position, they are more apt to be disinterested, and, therefore, to be wiser on this subject than missionaries,
who are naturally eager to remain with their homes and work. :Moreover, we are under moral obligations to attach great weight to their
judgment. If missionaries receive the beuefits of their citizenship,
and if their acts may involve their governments, they should recognize
the right of the authorized representatives of those governments to
counsel them. The presumption should be in favor of obedience to
that counsel, and it should not be disregarded without clear and
strong reasons.
But we can not ignore the fact that, whatever may· be the personal
sympathies of individual Ministers or Oonsuls, diplomacy as such
values only the secondary results of missions and not the primary
ones. Government officials, speaking on missionary work, almost
invariably dwell on its material and civilizing rather than its spiritual
aspects. They do not in their offici!!l capacity feel that the salvation
of men from sin and the command of Ohrist to evangelize all nations
are within their sphere. Moreover, diplomacy is proverbially and
necessarily cautious. Its business is to avoid risks, and, of course, to
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advise others to avoid them. The political situation, too, is undeniably uncertain and delicate. The future is big with possibility of
peril. In such circumstances we must expect diplomacy to be anxious,
and to look at the whole question chiefly from the prudential view-point.
But the missionary, like the soldier, must take some risks. From
Paul down missionaries have not hesitated to face them. Christ did
not condition His great command upon the approval of Cresar. It
may not be perfectly safe for foreigners to reside.in the interior of
Korea. But the work must go on. Devoted missionaries have
accepted the risk in the past, and they will accept it in the future.
We recognize the importance of worldly wisdom. We must exercise
common sense. And yet this enterprise is unworldly as well as
worldly, and when the soldier of his country boldly faces every physical peril, when the men of the world unflinchingly jeopardize life and
limb in the pursuit of gold, when the Roman Catholic priests stay in
their remotest stations, shall the Protestant soldier of the Cross be
held back?
If the diplomatic representatives of the powers should insist on the
missionaries leaving their posts, their wishes must not be lightly disregarded, and if the missionaries remain in such circumstances they
must, of course, be prepared to accept the)esponsibility for the risks
involved. The Presbyterian Board has informed the Korea missionaries that if any man feels that there is undue risk in remaining, and
that he ought not to stay, he is fully authorized by the board to go to
a place of safety. We do not wish any missionary to feel that the
board requires him to run any risks that are contrary to his own judgment and sense of duty.
The Effect of the Withdrawal of Missionaries

But, on general principles, it seems to us that for all the missionaries in Korea to be withdrawn at this time would be calamitous. The
property abandoned would probably be looted if not destroyed. Even
in America abandoned buildings are apt to suffer from thieves, and in
such a country as Korea it is probable that little would be left. Moreover, the missionary is urgently needed for safe-guarding the interests
of the work and for the moral effect upon the Korenns. As we are
going on with our work, it is desirable to avoid, if possible, a demoralizing interregnum.
Consider, too, the lot of the poor Koreans. Neither RURsians nor
Japanese are apt to concern themselves particul~rly about the unhappy
people who are between the upper and the nether millstones of contending armies, while at such a time lawless and turbulent men are
almost certain to find their opportunity. Even in Christian America,
when a destructive fire was raging in Baltimore, thieves and scoundrels took such advantage of the general panic that the police were
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unable to cope with the situ~tion, and a strong military force had to
be called out. What, then, is to be expected in such a country as Korea
in time of war? Those poor Koreans in this hour of need will look
to the Protestant missionary as to their only friend and counsellor,
and if he leaves them, they will be scattered abroad as sheep having
no shepherd. Now is the time for the missionary ministry in Korea.
To leave the field to the politician, the soldier, and the trader would
be to dishonor Ohrist, to fail to utilize an unprecedented opportunity,
to abandon the helpless native Ohristians in their hour of sore need,
and to prejudice missionary influence at home and abroad for a generation.
I am astonished by the occasionall'emark that a missionary can do
so little in Korea at present that it would be wise to anticipate or prolong furloughs home. True, it may not be practicable to keep open a
school or to make long itinerating tours. But is missionary work
simply institutionalism? Oan a missionary do nothing because he can
not superintend something?' There was never more urgent need than
there is to-day for loving, personal work, and the opportunity is ample.
If one can not remain in his own station, let him help some sister station of his own or another board. Even if the whole interior should
be closed, there are enough Koreans who have never heard the Gospel
outside the zone of military operations of foreign armies to keep all
the Protestant missionaries in Korea busy for a year, and still the proportion of Ohristian workel's to the popUlation would be less than in
New York and Ohicago. Dr. Lillie E. V. Saville, of the London Mission,
who reopened her dispensary in Peking shortly after the Boxer outbreak, wrote afterward: "I have never had such rich opportunities
for sowing the seed, and I am sure in many hearts the ground has been
prepared during the past months of disorder and suffering." Other
missionaries gave. similar testimony. This is not the time for the messenger of Ohrist to hold his peace, but to preach with new zeal and
fidelity.
More than two months ago, in anticipation of the outbreak of
hostilities, the Presbyterian Board adopted the following as the expression of its policy:
Careful consideration was given to the situation of the missionaries
and mission work in Korea, in view of the possibility of war between Russia and Japan, which might make Korea the battle-ground of the land
forces. It is voted to advise the Korea mission by cable if necessary:
First-That all missionaries and mission property not already registered at the United States Legation be so registered at once.
Second-That the American flag be hoisted over such mission property and the residences of the missionaries, in order that all may know
the nationality of the owners and occupants.
Third-That in the event of war being declared, such measures be
taken for the safety of the women and children of the mission as may be
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deemed prudent in consultation with the United States Legation and the
commanding officers of the United States naval forces.
Fourth-That the men of the mission be advised to remain at their
posts as far as practicable, but that any member of the mission who feels
unwilling to remain be authorized to go to the nearest place where he
would regard himself as safe (as, for example, Tsingtau, Shanghai, or
Japan), a return to America being, in the judgment of the board,
unnecessary except, perhaps, in the case of women whose furlough may
be nearly due.
Fifth-That, in general, the mission be authorized to take such
steps as the majority of the mission may deem necessary in consultation
with the United States Legation and the commanding officer ofthe United
States naval squadron, the board to be consulted by cable or otherwise
if possible, but in case of emergency, the mission to be free to act withont consultation with the board.

In sending this to the field, however, we were careful to explain
that the board's action was not mandatory, but only advisory. We
do not deem it wise to attempt to control too far the freedom of
judgment of those who are on the ground. I can testify from personal knowledge that there are no wiser, abler, or more devoted men
and women in the world than the Protestant missionaries in the" Land
of the Morning Oalm." There is no~ the slightest probability or even
possibility of their failing to meet the stern test of war. They entered
Korea when there was bitter hostility to all foreigners. In the early
days of mission effort, they unhesitatingly braved not only physical
hardship, but imminent risk of personal violence. They penetrated,
unarmed and alone, to the remotest parts of the country, undismayed
by opposition and the fear of robbers. During repeated insurrections
and tumults, and amid deadly pestilences, of cholera, they stood. heroically at their posts, tho death repeatedly stared them in the face. In the
dark days of carnage during the Ohina-Japan War, the splendid devotion of the missionaries did more than anything else to disarm prejudice
and to open the hearts of the Koreans to the message which was exemplified with such fidelity. Such men can be trusted to do what is right.
Anxious relatives should remember that the missionaries have the
cooperation of an exceptionally capable, sympathetic, and experienced
United States Minister, the Honorable Horace N. Allen, who was himself formerly a Presbyterian 'medical missionary. From our relations
with the Government of the United States during the Boxeroutbreak,
and from more recent communications with the Secretary of State
touching our interests in Korea, it is evident that our Government at
Washington is cordially disposed to do everything in its power for the
protection of American citizens in Korea. There is a squadron of
United States warships now in the harbor at Ohemulpo, and numerous
other warships are within easy reach if needed. The friends of the
Korean missionaries may therefore be assured that the missionaries
themselves, in consultation with the United States Minister and the
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commanding officer of the United States naval squadron,will not hesitate to do what is believed to be wisest and best.
We need not add that at such a time the whole Church at home
should unite in earnest and importunate intercessory prayer that the
missionaries may be given all needful wisdom and strength in this
time of great need; that the poor Korean Christians may have the
spirit of fidelity, and may be able to endure all long-snffering with
joyfulness, and that the God of nations may overrule the strife of man
to the furtherance of His Kingdom..

PASTOR OBERLIN AND HIS WONDERFUL WORK
.. MIRACLE OF MISSIONS," No. XXXIII
BY THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Pastor Oberlin's kingdom, like that of his Master, came without
observation. ,The story is one of the most remarkable that has ever
been written, tho very little is known about it in the Church at large.
Johann Friedrich Oberliu was born in 1740 and died in 1826, very
nearly having completed eighty-six full years. He was distinguished
by active benevolence and wide usefulness. The special field of his
labors was Waldbach, in the Ban de la Roche, or Stein thaI, a wild
mountainous region of Alsace.
His work in this district began in 1766, and therefore covers a
period of twoscore years. We question whether any similar period
has been passed in work more thoroughly apostolic in character, more
unselfish in spirit, or more permanent in substantial results. Oberlin
was ,a philanthropist in the very best sense, and has been called "The
Apostle of Alsace." Altho it was a home field as to locality, it was,
in all essential respects, virtually a foreign missionary work, for even
the South Sea Islanders were scarcely more heathen or uncivilized
, than the inhabitants of that isolated district.
Nearly a century before Oberlin went to Waldbach it had been
annexed to France, but in feeling, faith, and language the people
were still alien. They were cut off from their neighbors in a double
sense: they had practically no communication with outsiders, and
their abode was almost inaccessible. They had not even proper roads
for travel or transportation.
Tho they were marked by some of the substantial characteristics
of the Germans, and were not much given to crimes or violence, they
had a reputation for a savage disposition which kept others from
intruding upon them. Their mountain fastnesses were like fortresses,
into which there was little desire to attempt an entrance.
The people were professedly Protestants, but it did not seem worth
while even to the most rampant Papists to carryon a crusade against
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them; they seemed to be too uncivilized and unapproachable to be
worth the risk of a conflict.
When Oberlin first went among them they were already reverting
to their original barbarism; they no longer built houses, or even tilled
their fields. They lived on the wild products of the ground, and such
wild.animals or game as their forests supplied. They had no books,
and their very language was degenerating into a mere jargon. They
were victims of superstition, immorality was prevalent, and deadly
feuds were frequent among them. Oberlin understood the character
of the people, but applied for the position as pastor to five widely
scattered villages of the district. He had lived all his life at Strasburg, where his father was a professor in the university. His own
scholarly attainments might well have secured for him an exalted
position there, but the destitute and neglected condition of the inhabitants of Waldbach so appealed to his missIonary motives that he was
not deterred from taking up his chosen task of humanizing and
Ohristianizing this people. His affianced bride, Salome Witter,
encouraged his purpose, and could not be persuaded to let him go
alone. She had a spirit like his own, and the misery, poverty, and
wretchedness of this people rather attracted than repelled- her.
Oberlin went to his chosen field of labor and took up his abode in
a half-ruined stone hut, which he undertook to make comfortable.
The people looked with surprise at the labors of the new pastor; what
more could a man desire than to have a roof over him with a hole by
which to carry off the smoke! He secured doors and windows, built
a chimney, separated the hut into four rude rooms, cleared a little
space about it and planted a garden. All this he did not only for his
own comfort, but because he felt that these wild people needed an
example of decency and order. Oonversation upon spiritual themes
were not comprehended by intellects dulled by neglect, but the presence of a well-regulated Ohristian home among them proved tO'be
8.»e of the first conditions of a Gospel witness.
Salome's friends were appalled at the prospect of her sharing in this
work, and tried to dissuade her from the marriage. In fact, Oberlin
himself was ready to release her, but she would not forsake him. On
the contrary, she insisted on going with him to his mountain home,
over a long and perilous journey. fording rivers on slippery stones
which were frequently covered with deep water. When, with garments torn and dripping, she reached the door of her husband's hut,
even this brave and good woman almost despaired of ever making
such a place habitable. But with her woman's wit she soon turned
the dreary hut into the semblance of a humble home.
Oberlin felt that one of the first things necessary was to construct
roads to connect the villages with each other and with Strasburg.
He met only obstacles in this undertaking, as the people were prejuelectronic file created by cafis.org
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diced against such innovations, and thought that roads would be attended by ill luck and possible invasions by their enemies. Their
resolute pastor, however, was willing to risk the ill luck, and with
pickaxe and spade he and his wife set to work to build a road to
Strasburg. Finally the people who had not been affected by his
words were shamed into helping in the work.
Oberlin planned to construct a bridle-path, as most of the inhabitants of the district had never seen a cart and did not even understand the use of such a thing. How could any wagon get over the
river on the slippery stepping-stones? This primitive people could
not be persuaded into building a bridge until some ye'ars later, when
their pastor himself had nearly been drowned by falling into the
stream at flood-tide while returning from a visit to a sick parishioner.
He undertook to persuade them to till the ground ami raise potatoes, and when he had raised a crop their astonishment was unbounded. As the family of Oberlin and his wife grew, their children
took part in their agricultural work, so that the whole family was a
standing rebuke to the idleness and sluggishness of their neighbors.
The Coming of Louise Scheppler

Perhaps the most important event at this stage in Oberlin's life
was the taking into his family of a young thirteell-year-old girl by
the name of Louise SchepplEJr. At that time his wife had four
children and was borne down by domestic burdens, so that help became
necessary. There was no one in the district who was fitted to become
an inmate of the pastor's houset , ,Their sympathy was, however,
awakened on behalf of Louise, who was left an orphan by the death
of, her father. After much consultation and prayer, they took her into
their family. The same care which had turned the wilderness into a
garden was blessed in turning this little waif into a helper and friend.
She was by nature patient and industrious, humble and gentle, and
rapidly became not only a capable servant but a faithful companion
and wise counselor. After the death of Oberlin's wife in 1886, she
became like a seconli mother to the children. At this time Louise was
twenty years of age, and had the care of this family of seven children,
the youngest a mere infant. There were also the fields to till, cattle
to tend, food to prepare, clothes to wash, and, in a sense, the whole
parish to guide.
Oberlin himself was almost overwhelmed with grief, and Louise
became virtually the pastor of his afflicted people. This young
peasant girl proved not only unselfish and heroic, but she developed
a genius for missionary work, and became the guiding figure of the
family group. She became also the adviser and counselor of the
parish, and active in labor and aggressive in counsel, but unobtrusive
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and free from self-con"sciousness. She had that rare quality of tact,
combined with perfect simplicity and gentleness.
In the family her great aim was to keep the memory of the dead
Salome green in the hearts of her children, and so to conduct herself
toward the pastor as never to make it possible that there should be
any word of reproach or any suspicion of wrong.
It is remarkable how God raises up servants and adapts them for
the work He has for them to do. Louise Scheppler proved herself to
be created in Christ Jesus for gootl. works. For example, Oberlin had
set up schools for boys and girls, and Louise became the teacher. She
instructed the girls in useful domestic arts (sewing, ironing, and cook_
ing), as well as reading and writing, while Oberlin sought to train the
lads not only by books bnt by nature studies. He established a book
club and lending library, and set up a kind of branch Bible society.
Having no little knowledge of herbs and simple drugs, he also put a
dispensary into working order.
The Genesis of Industrial Exhibits

Other forms of useful public institutions were the fruits of Louise's
invention and observation. She noticed that the humble villagers
were, like children, easily stimulated by praises and prizes, and it
occurred to her to establish a little agricultural exhibit where year
after year they could show the progress in agricultural implements,
and the improvement in vegetables and fruits produced. Prizes were
given to stimulate competition. This idea, first evolved from the
shrewd brain of a rude Alsatian peasant girl, was the starting-point
of all the great international competitions and monster exhibitions in
history.
The disorderly and quarreling community was thus gradually readjusted to order and peace; the people lived in decent houses, and
cultivated the potato and flax, as well as other vegetables and fruits.
Their" material wealth increased, and they opened trades with neighboring countries, in return for their exports receiving money, the use of
which had not previously been known among them.
Oberlin himself acted as a kind of agricultural agent, procuring
for them tools for their work, and giving them lessons in the practical use of them.
At this time the population, which consisted of eighty households
when Oberlin went to the district, had increased eightfold, and the
industries of the people compared favorably with those of the best
parts of France. They carried on cotton-spinning, weaving, and dyeing, straw plaiting, clock-making~ etc., and in 1816 a ribbon-making
plant was established. Louise Scheppler not only interested herself in
all these various employments, but became an adept that she might
instruct others.
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Another idea was now evolved from her active brain. It occurred
to her to set up a public nursery, that the little children might be
cared for while the mothers were engaged in necessary work. She
secured an empty cottage, fitted it up with cradles and cots, as well as
pictures and toys, selected to amuse the little ones. Here she took
care of most oi the little ones, who would otherwise have been neglected.
The great principle of the nursery was that the children should be
made happy, and their instruction was in the guise of amusement.
It is remarkable that this young girl; taken from a half-savage family
and community, should have become, in a sense, the originator of
three of the great enterprises: the industrial expositions, the day
nurseries, and the kindergarten.
When pastor Oberlin died his funeral was attended by not only
his own flock, but by many dignitaries of Ohurch and State from other
parts of France and elsewhere. He had obtained a. world-wide reputation as pastor, reformer, counselor, philanthropist, and for unequaled
self-denial.
At this time Louise Scheppler was past sixty years, and in his will
he left his children to her care, giving a noble tribute to her unselfish
life of service. In his last legacy he informed his children that she
had always refused to accept any wages, or even her own clothes,
meeting her necessary expenses with the proceeds of her own toil.
The family unanimously desired her to accept a daughter's share of
the property; this, however, she absolutely refused, asking only to be
allowed to hold the position which for so many years she had kept as
a sort of foster-mother in the family. To the day of her death she
<tevoted herself to the public nursery, which she especially superintended.
M. Ie Baron de Montyon had left a legacy providing for prizes to
be annually awarded for" acts of virtue and heroism in humble life:"
The great career of Louise Scheppler was brought to the notice of
the administrators of this trust, and they unanimously voted a prize
of 5,000 francs ($1,000), in recognition of her exalted character and
life-long ministry of civilization and Ohristianization. But no
amount of money, or even the encomiums of the French Academy,
could represent a proper tribute to a life of such devotion and rare
self-sacrifice.
This story shows the power of a well-regulated Ohristian home,
the effect of personal industry on a sluggish and idle population. It
shows clearly the connection between Ohristianity and civilization, and
the true place of industrial education and wholesome competition. It
suggests methods by which rude and barbarous people may not only
be won, but may be led up into the higher paths of prosperity and
Ohristian advancement. It is one of God's great· lessons to the
Ohurch of all ages.
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MORMONISM, AND HOW TO MEET IT
BY REV. GEORGE BAILEY, PH.D.
President of Westminster College, Salt Lake City, Utah

In religion,
What damned error but some sober brow
Will bless it, and approve it with a text,
Hiding the grossness with fair ornament?
-Mm'chant of Venice.

A great many people, ordinarily well informed, reveal a strange
and striking ignorance concerning the origin, wonderful growth, and
present power of Mormonism in
the United States. A distinguished professor in Johns Hopkins University recently asked the
writer, in all seriousness: " Why
does not one of the great Ohurches,
like the Presbyterian or Episcopal,
for example, make a specialty of
this Mormonism and stamp it
out? Why does not some university like Princeton or Yale
showup the absurdity of its monstrous claims and practises, and
in this way root out the awful
superstition? "
Without stopping to indicate
the peculiar difficulties incident
to a movement such as that suggested by this medical professor,
it is sufficient to say that no
JOSEPH SMITH, JR.
attempt to solve the Mormon
The Founder of Mormonism
problem can achieve conpicuous
success until the average church-member and citizen of our country
has become better informed as to the genesis, the wild ambitions, the
social and political menace of this latter-day religion.
Joseph Smith, the originator of Mormonism, was born December
23, 1805, in Sharon, Vermont. Some ten years later his family moved
to Palmyra, New York. By his contemporaries Smith was spoken of
as an idle, ignorant, and tricky youth. He believed in witchcraft,. and
pretended to locate hidden treasures by the aid of a fantastic "peekstone" of peculiar shape, which had been found while digging a well.
He soon reached the conclusion that human credulity would accept
almost anything masquerading in the name of religion. The time
was one of great and widespread religious excitement, and Smith
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determined to take the tide at its flood for the launching of his
" Latter-Day" superstition and the exploitation of his plagiarized
"Book of Mormon." To resort to half measures were worse than
folly, so with brazen effrontery he declared to his simple-minded
neighbors that on May 15, 1829, John the Baptist, as a messenger
from heaven, in a cloud of light,
had appeared to himself and
Oliver Cowdery. "Having laid
his hands on us," says Smith, 0& he
ordained us, saying unto us:
, Upon you, my fellow servants, in
the name of Messiah, I confer the
priesthood of Aaron, which holds
the keys of the ministering angels,
and of the Gospel of repentance,
and of baptism by immersion for
the remission of sins.''' Smith
was directed to baptize Cowdery
and then Cowdery to baptize
Smith. A handful of believers
were gathered, and the little company migrated to Kirkland, Ohio,
thence to Jackson County, Missouri, from there to N au voo,
Illinois, and finally, under the
BRIGHAM YOUNG
leadership of Brigham Young,
The OrganIzer of MormonIsm
they crossed the plains, scaled the
Rockies, and sett18<1 in the valley of the Great Salt Lake.
In each place they encountered difficulties and opposition, but in
spite of it all the community increased in numbers and strength.
In Nauvoo the Mormons became so obnoxious to the neighboring
farmers, as a result of their depredations and offensive practises, that
the State Militia was called out to protect property and preserve peace.
The Nauvoo Legion (the Mormon guard) opposed the State Militia, and
in consequence a number of Mormon leaders, including Joseph Smith,
his brother Hyrum, Taylor and Richards, were arrested and confined
in jail at Carthage. A mob gathered, however, smarting under a sense
of their wrongs, and attacked the jail. While leaping outof the window, in an attempt to escape, Joseph Smith was fatally shot. Hyrum
Smith also met his death at this time. Feeling ran so high that the
Mormons concluded it expedient to 'trek' to Utah, away from the
exasperating restraints and annoyances of civilization. It was at this
juncture that Brigham Young, the great genius of Mormonism,
asserted his leadership, and was proclaimed "prophet" among his
people. He gave strength and solidity to the organization, and by the
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sheer force of his animal magnetism and iron will banded the confused
and dissatisfied elements into a compact following. Under his administration in Utah the Church became all powerful, and entrenched itself
so firmly in the fastnesses of the mountains and fertile valley regions
that to the present moment it presents a practically unbroken front to
evangelical Christianity.
The Mormon Paganism

While Mormonism claims to be "The Ohurch of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints," it is, nevertheless, un-Christian in character and
positively pagan in its teachings. That such a statement is within
the truth will appear from a glance at the teachings. The quotations
which follow are from their own standard authors, for we deem it not
only fair but incumbent upon us to judge Mormon doctrines by their
own writings rather than by what outsiders say concerning them. Let
it be remembered also that the Mormon teachers claim to be Godinstructed, and, in this particular, free from human limitations. Mark
the statement of Mr. Brigham H. Roberts, in his "New Witness for
God:' page 22(,! :
The doctrines which our Prophet teaches as the revelations of God
must be perfect in every particular; for since he claims to have received
them from the Lord Almighty at first hand, by revelation, there is left
no room to plead the error of historians or of translators, and certainly
the Lord would not reveal erroneous or untrue doctrine.

Thus it will be seen that a "revelation" once given through the
Mormon" prophet" is infallible and binding for all time, for "certainly the Lord would not reveal erroneous or untrue doctrines," nor is
it possible to conceive of the Almighty making any mistake in time.
For the reasons herein given we declare that Mormonism is rather
pagan than Ohristian.
1. Mormonism is a Polytheistio System.-Under "Plurality of
Gods," in the Mormon catechism, the question is asked: "Are there
more gods than one?" Answer:" Yes, many." Oould polytheism
be more plainly taught than in the following extracts from official
writings?
In the beginning, the head of the Gods called a council of the Gods;
and they came together and concocted a plan to create the world and
people it. When we begin to learn in this way, we begin to learn the
only true God and what kind of a being we ~ve got to worship.Journal of Discourses, vol. vi., p. 5, Sermon by Joseph Smith.
A General Assembly, Quorum, or Grand Council of the Gods, with
their President at their head, constitute the designing and creating
power.-Key to Theology, p. 52.
Gods, angels, and men are all of one species, one race, one great
family.-Same, p. 41.
By consent and authority of the Head, anyone of these Gods may
create, organize, people, govern, control, exalt, glorify, and enjoy worlds
on worlds, and the inhabitants thereof.-Same, p. 43.
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The head God called together the Gods, and sat in grand council to
bring forth the world.-Journal of Discourses, vol. vi., p. 5.
And you have got to learn how to be Gods yourselves, . • • the
same as all Gods have done before you.-Same, p. 4, Joseph Smith.
They shall pass by the angels, and the Gods, which are set there, to
their exaltation and glory in all things. . . • Then shall they be
Gods.-Doctrine and Covenants, Sec. 132: 19, 20.

It was given to Brigham Young to reveal the iltartling information
that Adam, the forefather of the human race, is our God in the present
world. Take this from a sermon by the" prophet," in the Tabernacle,
April 9, 1852:
When our father, Adam, came into the Garden of Eden, he came into
it with a celestial body and brought Eve, one of his wives, with hini.· He
helped to make and organize this world. He is Michael, the Archangel,
the Ancient of Days, about whom holy men have written and spoken.
He is our father and our God, and the only God with whom we have
to do.

IL M01'monism is a Priest-ridden System.-It is everywhere and
always taught that authority to officiate in the Gospel is vested only in
the Mormon priesthood, which is infallible, and the only medium
between God and man. This priesthood is invested with the very
power of God himself, so that when it acts and speaks, it is God who
acts and speaks. All who refuse to submit to this priestly power are
to be damned.
Men who hold the priesthood possess divine authority thus to act for
God; and by possessing part of God's power, tliey are in reality part of
God. . . . Men who honor the priesthood in them, honor God; and
those who reject it, reject God.-New Witness for God, p. 187.
He that rejects it will be damned.-Pratt's Works, paper 1.
When he [Joseph Smith] spoke, he spoke by the power of an endless
priesthood, which was upon him; and that is the power by Which Brigham speaks. . . . When a man of God speaks, let him speak what he
pleases, and let all Israel say, Amen.-Journal of Discourses, vol. i.,
p.348, President Jedediah M. Grant, the speaker.
Men holding the keys of the priesthood and apostleship after the
order of the Son of God, are his representatives or " Embassadors to mankind." Indeed, such Embassadors will be the final judges of the persons,
rulers, cities or nations to whom they are sent.
This priesthood holds the keys of revelation to man upon the earth;
the power and right to give laws and commandments to individuals,
churches, rulers, nations, and the world; to appoint, ordain, and establish
, constitutions and kingdoms; to appoint kings, presidents, governors, or
judges, and to ordain or anoint them to their several holy callings, also
to instruct, warn or reprove them by the word of the Lordl- Key to Theology, chap. viii., p. 70.

President George Q. Cannon, in the Tabernacle, Salt Lake City,
April 5, 1897, alluding to doubts regarding the priesthood, said:
I would just as soon think of heaven entering into chaos and of the
throne of God being shaken to its foundations as to think that the priestelectronic file created by cafis.org
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hood of the Son of God had gone wrong in its authority or that the Lord
would permit such a thing.

III. Mormonism is a Polygamous System.-The doctrine of polygamy inheres in the very warp and woof of the system. The principle is believed to be as eternal as God himself. No Mormon authority
has ever said a word against it or professed to receive a "revelation"
revoking its practise. It is stated that Joseph Smith hesitated about
introducing t4e system of plural marriages among his followers, realizing, no doubt, how abhorrent it would be to the cultivated conscience
of mankind. Notwithstanding his scruples, however, in the biography

'rHE MORMON TEMPLE IN SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

of Lorenzo Snow, written by Eliza R. Snow, it is stated concerning
the" Prophet " Joseph, that: "A-n angel of God -stood by him with a
drawn sword, and told him that unless he moved forward and established plural marriage his priesthood would be taken away from him
and he would be destroyed."
All those who have this law [plural or celestial marriage] revealed
unto them must obey the same. . . . And if ye abide not in that covenant [plural or celestial marriage], then are ye damned; for no one can
reject this covenant, and be permitted to enter into my glory. . . .
As pertaining to the new and everlasting covenant [plural or celestial
marriage], it was instituted for the fulness of my glory; and he that
receiveth the fulness thereof must and shall abide the law, or he shall be
damned, saith the Lord God.-Doctrine and Covenants, Sec. 132: 3,4,6.
And, again, as pertaining tothe law of the priesthood: if any man
. . . have ten virgins given unto him by this law, he can not commit
adultery for they belong to him.-Same, verses 61, 62.
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That this so-called principle has not been abrogated or annulled,
witness the language of the Manifesto by President of the Church
Wilford Woodruff, September 24, 1890: "My advice to the LatterDay Saints is to refrain from contracting any marriage forbidden by
the law of the land." No" revelation" was claimed to have been
received by President Wilford Woodrnff abrogating this cardinal doctrine of the Church, nor did he even command his followers to cease
the practise of polygamy and polygamous cohabitation. The present
attitude of the Church leaders is correctly indicated in the utterance
of the late President Heber C. Kimball, October 6,1885 (Deseret News,
vol. v., p. 274): "If you oppose the spiritual wife doctrine, that course
will corrode you with apostasy, and you will go overboard. The principle of the plurality of wives never will be done away with." (Italics
ours.) The idea of natural generation and polygamy runs throughout
the whole of Mormon theology. It is no exaggeration to say that this
strange delusion of nineteenth-century origin has practically deified
the power of procreation!
Wisdom inspires the Gods to multiply their species.-Key to Theology,
p.52.
Each God, through his wife or wives, raises up a numerous family of
sons and daughters; . . . for each father and mother will be in a condition to multiply for ever and ever.--The Seer, vol. i., p. 37.
When our father Adam came into the Garden of Eden, he 'came into
it with a celestial body, and brought Eve, one of his wives, with him.Journal of Discourses, vol. i., p. 50.
I wish to be perfectly understood here. Let it be remembered that
the Prophet Joseph Smith taught that man, that is, his spirit, is the offspring of the Deity; not in any mystical sense, but actually. . . .
Instead of the God-given power of procreation being one of the chief things
that is to pass away, it is one of the chief means of man's exaltation and
glory in that great eternity, which, like an endless vista, stretches out
before him! . . . Through that law, in connection with an observance
of all the other laws of the Gospel, man will yet attain unto the power
of the Godhead, and, like his Father-God-his chief glory will be to
bring to pass the eternal life and happiness of his posterity.-New Witness for God, p. 461. *

After all the efforts of the federal government to uproot it, the doctrine !l-nd practise of polygamy are as tenaciously held to to-.day as ever.
It is taught in public and private; many of the apostles and leaders.
are living in polygamous relations with their plural wives in utter
defiance of law, and in face of their solemn pledges to the nation that
polygamy should be forever abandoned when the territory was crowned
with the sovereign dignity of statehood.
IV. Mormonism is a Political System.-Its leaders aim at universal dominion, at the snbjugation of all earthly governments, and
* "New Witness for God," by B. H. Roberts, a work issued in 1895, was approved by a
committee appointed by the First Presidency as" orthodox and consistent with our teachings."
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the inauguration of temporal and political authority under the rule
of the Mormon priesthood. ,
Our ecclesiastical government is the government of heaven, and
includes all governments on earth or in hell. It is the fountain, the main
spring, the source of all light, power, and government that ever did or
ever will exist. It circumscribes all the governments of this world.BRIGHAM YOUNG, Discourses, p. 14.
The Kingdom of God (Mormon Church) is an order of government
established by Divine authority. It is the only legal government that
can exist in any part of the· universe; all other governments are illegal
and unauthorized, and any p~ople attempting to govern themselves by
laws of their own making, and by offices of their own appointment, are
in direct rebellion against the Kingdom of GOd.-ORSON PRATT, Kingdom of God, Part I.

In 1889 a number of persons, having come to this country as Mor-"

MORMOR POLYGA.MY IN LoW LIFE IN UTAll

A household of .. Latter·Day Saints" In a rural dIstrict of Utah. A man with his five wIves
and five children at home

mons, applied for naturalization papers in the Third .J udicial District
of the 'l'erritory of Utah. Objection was made before the Court, for
it was commonly reported that those who had passed through the
Endowment House were required to take solemn oaths of hostility to
the government oithe United States. At that trial John Bond's testimony under oath was as follows:
As far as I remember, I took the obligation; pressed their thumb
with the index finger; that is the Aaronic or lesser priesthood; this confined me to believe every doctrine that was taught by the Mormon
Church, especially against the government of the United States, as I
understood it. The penalty of divulging that-I was to have my throat
cut from ear to ear, and my tongue torn out. I was required to hold my
hands to high heaven in the presence of those there, that they might see
that I granted this act to be done.
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The second one (oath administered by President Woodruff) I was pnt
under was to avenge the blood of the prophets against the government
of the United States, teach that to my children, and my children's children from generation to generation, and everlastingly keep after them.
The penalty was that the heart or the bowels would be torn out. I consider, from what I was told there, that I was to support the priesthood
in all things, religiously, socially, politically, dom'estically, and finan. cially, as far as I understood the question.
One of the most important witnesses was Bishop Andrew Cahoun.
He had been a Mormon for about forty years, and a bishop eighteen
years before he left the Church. He was asked, on his oath, whether
he had taken any obligations in passing through the Endowment
House. He replied: "Everyone has to do that-I did. As near as I
can remember, I was sworn to avenge the blood of the prophets.
That was understood, indirectly, to refer to Joseph Smith." Questioned as to the obedience to the priesthood that was required, he
replied: "Yes, sir, the idea was that they were to yield implicit obedience at all times, in every respect to obey the priesthood." Questioned as to the penalty for making known any of the secrets, he
replied: "Well, the understanding was that they forfeited their lives
by divulging what they saw or heard."
The Court finally decided that the applicants were proven, byoverwhelming testimony, to be enemies to the government of the United
States, and therefore incompetent to claim citizenship. The points of
proof may be summed up as follows:
1. That the most fearful oaths of secrecy were exacted in the Endowment House.
2. That property rights of non-Mormons were not respected.
3. That the members of the Mormon Church were to be held in absolute subjection to the priesthood.
4. That the Mormon Church, called the Kingdom of God, must rule
the State.
5. That blood atoning, killing apostates to save their souls, was
practised as long as the priesthood dared to execute their murderous
doctrine.
In January, 1896, when Statehood was finally granted to Utah, it
was made a part of the Constitution of the new commonwealth that
Church and State should be entirely separate. Up to that time the
Church had dominated territory and people with a tyrannous control.
After Statehood was obtained, a manifesto was issued at the very next
Conference (April, 1896) which practically places political affairs again
under Church control. This document unblushingly declares:
It shall always be observed in the Church, and by every leading official thereof, that before accepting any position, political or otherwise,
which would interfere with the proper and complete discharge of his
ecclesiastical duties, and before accepting a nomination or entering into
engagements to perform new duties, said official shall apply to proper
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authorities and learn from them whether he can, consistently with obligations already entered into with the Church, upon assuming his office
take upon himself the added duties and labors and responsibilities of the
new position. To maintain proper discipline and order in the Church we
deem this absolntely necessary.

In the same year, at the October Conference, the subject is reverted
to again, when President Wilford Woodruff announced: "The day
has come when the mouths of
Wilford Woodruff, George Q.
Cannon, Joseph Smith, and the
twelve apostles should not be
closed. God Almighty requires
you to unite in your temple work
and unite in your politics. You
should unite to elect your city
council, and also all of your State
officials. You must put aside
your Democracy and Republicanism, and, as Latter-Day Saints,
unite, and you will not be taxed
to death."
The Mormon leaders are
shrewdly locating their people in
states and territories contiguous
to Utah, with the avowed purpose
of obtaining political power.
Several years ago, Bishop Lund,
speaking of this policy, said:
A few months ago President
JoSEPH F. SMITH
Snow, of St. George, set out with a
The present President of the Mormon Church.
prominent
witness in the Smoot case
a
band of priests for an extensive tour
In Washington
through Colorado, New Mexico,
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, and Arizona to proselyte. We also expect to
send missionaries to some parts of Nevada, and we design to plant colonies
in Washington Territory. In the past six months we have sent more than
six thousand of our people down through the Sevier Valley to settle in
Arizona, and the movement still progresses. All this will help build up
for us a political power which will in time compel the homage of the
demagogues of the country. Our vote is solid, and will always remain
so. It will be thrown where the most good will be accomplished for the
Church. Then, in some great political crisis, the two present political
parties will bid for our support. Utah will then be admitted as a polyga·
mous State, and the other territories we have peacefully subjugated will
be admitted also. We will then hold the balance of power, and will dictate to the country. In time our principles, which are of sacred origin,
will spread throughout the United States. We possess the ability to
turn the political scale in any particular community we desire.-San

Francisco Chronicle.
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This program has almost been literally followed, and it vividly
tells the whole story of conditions as they are to-day. To many minds
this phase of the Mormon propaganda is the most menacing of all.
The red flag of danger is unfurled by the haughty domination in
temporal and political affairs of a so-called infallible priesthood. As
free citizens of a great republic, it is our first duty to safeguard those
glorious liberties, purchased at so great a cost, and resent in every
part of our beloved land the arrogance of any churchly power which
would dare to thrust into our federal legislative assembly its exclusive nominee and son of choice.
The Battle Against Mormonism

What can be done to meet the issues raised by this pestiferous
aggregation in the body politic and body ecclesiastic, this imperittm in
imperio, this psuedo-Church which is contra bonos mores?
(1) Every loyal American citizen should work for an amendment
to the Federal Constitution, making polygamy and polygamous cohabitation an offense against the government of the United States. The
• regulation of such matters would then be placed in the hands of federal officers who would be independent of Mormon votes. If we ever
hope to carry this measure into effect it must be done now, for the
Mormons are woding with might and main to gain control of sufficient votes to defeat any drastic legislation looking to the extirpation
of their darling sin.
(2) The great Christian Churches of our country must awake to
the imperative need of evangelizing Utah. Scores of villages in that
region have never had the Gospel of Jesus Christ preached in them;
thousands of Mor~ons have never heard the thrilling story of redeeming grace as nianifested through the Cross. While over two thousand
Mormon missionaries are making" converts," or perverts, throughout
Christian communities in America and Europe, at the rate of from
40,000 to 50,000 a year, the great Protestant denominations, with one
conspicuous exception, are simply playing at missions in Utah. 1'he
clarion call of the Gospel to repentance for sin and reformation of life
in the Rocky Mountain belt would meet with a glad response from
tens of thousands who are now enthralled by a moral darkness and
superstition as dense as can be found anywhere on earth.
(3) A Christian college controlled by a broad and progressive
policy needs to be established, in order to energize and conserve the
beneficent results of missionary teaching and preaching. The Christian college has fully proven itself a mighty factor in moulding the
character of pioneer populations and shaping the destiny of commonwealths. What this agency has done for older communities it will,
under the blessing of God, do for Utah. Just think of it: in a region
fifteen hundred miles in extent there is not one Christian college,
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save Westminster College. of Salt Lake Cityrl This institution was
founded in 1896 by Dr. Sheldon Jackson, and, while" under Presbyterian control, is absolutelfnon-sectarian in policy. It is doing a splendid work with the poorest equipment. It has a magnificent site of
twenty-two acres, a fine college, chapel, a strong preparatory department, and a good working library, but no college building proper.
Patriotic and Christian people could not give to a more worthy cause
than this. It is the only institution provided in that vast region to
take hold of the many young men and women who aspire to a higher
education in keeping with truly American ideas and conceptions of
home life. The faithful and liberal application of Christianity on
evangelical and" educational lines to these people would, we believe,
infallibly secure the disintegration of Mormon domination and power
inside of ten years.
Will the noble freemen of this mighty republic see to the speedy
enactment of a Constitutional Amendment prohibiting polygamy in
all places within our jurisdiction; will the Churches unite as n~ver
before to send preachers and teachers on a campaign of thorough 'a nd
unflagging evangelization; will Christian men give of their money to
strengthen and develop a great Christian college in the very citadel
of Mormonism with its powerful system of vicious teaching? The
toiling servants of our risen and triumphant Master, keeping watch on
the picket-line, patiently await the answer.
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THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING COMMUNITIES OF THE
FAR EAST
THEIR RE!"IGIOUS CONDITION-A STATEMENT AND AN APPEAL
BY REV. EDWARD A. WIeHER, B.D.
Pastor of Union Church, Kobe, Japan

There has been one great deficiency in the missionary enterprises
of the evangelical churches, and especially of the American evangelical churches, operating in Asia-they have utterly neglected to provide for the spiritual needs of the large English-speaking communities
which have sprung up in the ports. These communities apparently
are not embraced within the sphere of operation of any missionary
society. They are beyond the scope of the Home Mission Boards,
because they are not in a Christian country, and they are beyond the
scope of the Foreign Mission Boards, because they are not heathen.
Yet there they are-numbering tens of thousands of people of our
own kindred, who speak our own language. Neglected in a religious
way, they are rapidly becoming de-Christianized and denationalized.
It is more than time that the home churches should seek to understand the conditions of religious life in the East and consider what
ought to be done.
The facts have neve~been systematically investigated, no statistics
have been collected, and consequently any statement of conditions
must be general. Most briefly stated the situation is this: With the
exception of Hongkong, Shanghai, and Kobe, there are no clergymen, other than those of the Church of England, serving the Englishspeaking residents in the Far East. There are many important centers
of population, containing large numbers of British and American citizens, without a single evangelical minister among them. In Yokohama there are twenty-five hundred foreigners and no evangelical minister. In'Nagasaki there are five hundred foreigners and no evangelical
minister. In Tokyo, Seoul (Korea), Newschwang, Port Arthur (Manchuria), Chefoo, Hankow, Tientsin, Peking, and many other cities,
reaching all the way from the Hokkaido to the Malay Peninsula, t.here
are many foreign communities of greater or less importance, not one
of them supplied with a Union Church pastor, altho in each place
there is the Union Church building. Besides these, there are larger
English-speaking communities scattered up and down the whole East
-as, for example, in the American-owned mines in Korea, where there
are some eighty young men employed in important work as managers
and engineers.
Everything points to an immense developement in the East in the
near future. Since the ports of Antung and Mukden are to remain
open, there will be settlements there, and at Taku, Wei-hai-wei, Kiatschon Bay, and many other points of strategic commercial importance.
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China has scarcely even begun to awaken. Her commerce is destined
to grow enormously, and with every increase of trade there is certain
to be a corresponding increase in the number and extent of the foreign
settlements.
Chief among the influences which operate toward the disintegration of the Chri~tian character of the foreigners in the East, is the
constant and unvarying action of heathenism, which has no ten commandments, and, in some places, nothing to correspond to them.
There are gods many and lords many, invented for all purposes, even
to protecting the thief from detection in his crime, none of them
expressing any high moral aspiration; there is no Sabbath, and even
commercial morality is still in a rudimentary state; and the feelings
of repulsion with which the Christian conscience regards the sin of
adultery are incomprehensible to the heathen mind. Divorce is common, and may be procured practically at the whim of the husband.
The wife is at the mercy of her husband. Under these circumstances
it is not surprising that the Japanese woman should prefer living with
the foreign man on any terms whatsoever to having a husband of her
own race, and should even feel herself honored by being chosen as the
object of the attentions of the foreign man.
The Danger to Young Men

When the young man, fresh from his pure. home in Great Britain
or America, first arrives in the East, and sees the materialism, the hollow pretense, and the moral rottenness of much of its life, he is nat··
urally horrified. But it is the saddest of all sights to watch the
change that gradually comes over him as his enthusiasm gives place
to cynicism, and his purity to the knowledge which ends in death.
Could the newcomer be isolated until his Orientation is complete,
until he knows his way about in his new surroundings, and has gathered some reserve of moral strength, the terrible tragedy might be
averted. But no sooner is he arrived than he is taken in hand by
some accomplished man of the world, possibly his own superior in
office, and instructed in the way he must go in order to prove himself
an acceptable comrade in the gilded company. The first steps in vice
are made as easy as they could be made. Everything irregular is concealed, if there be any wish for concealment. 'fhe young man can
lead a double life without his most intimate friend knowing anything
of the shady side. Later he may feel that concealment is superfluous,
and rather prides himself upon his freedom from moral restraiut.
He looks upon his acts as the marks of"his distinction as a citizen of
the world. He will soon smile loftily at the innocen.:le of the next
arrival, and scoff at the narrowness of the religion of his old, simplehearted parents in the home land. Conscience has now lost alI power
of distinguishing the true from the false, and the pure from the
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impure. Later he may come to realize something of the value of the
purity he has thrown away; but then it will be too late to recover it.
His life may end, as the life of many of the East has ended, in a cynical despair or in the suicide's grave.
In reference to the relations subsisting between the white men and
the native women, there is one established convention of Eastern
society which works a particularly grave injustice. If the foreigner
marry the native woman, he is ostracized forever. But if he live in
concubinage with her, fashionable society simply affects to know
nothing about the matter and receives him in the ordinary way. It is
even said that some of the smaller communities do not contain one
man who does not support at least one native woman. I do not believe such a statement, but the fact that it can be made and believed by
many is in itself a striking testimony to the gravity of the situation.
Of course, what has just been said applies more particularly to unmarried men, but there are also serious defects in the ways of married
people in the East. There are husbands who live too much in the
club-houses, who gamble and drink to excess. There are mothers who
turn their children over to the tender mercies of the nurse, while they
occupy themselves with frivolity and social pleasures. Beneath the
forced gaiety there is a sorrow and a weariness which sometimes finds
expression in an outburst of rebellious tears and sometimes mutely
suffers, waiting for the night and sleep.
In spite of all the temptations and pitfalls which lie all along the
path of the young men, there are not a few who preserve their integrity and purity, and come out of the mortal struggle with a clear, vigorous, and sympathetic manhood glorious to behold. And among the
married people of this city there are those of undoubted social position, who use their advantages and abilities for worthy and unselfish
ends. Some of the best men whom I have known are officers in Kobe
Union church. There are such men in all the settlements of the
East. But they, too, need their pastor. They have their difficulties
in the interpretation of God's Word; they have temptations, and they
want the consciousness of the fellowship of Ohrist in His Ohurch to
help them to be strong; they have sickness, and they want the visits
and the prayers of the man of God; they have their sorrows, and they
want the comfort of Ohrist's Holy Ohurch. And all are lonely to
some degree, and they need something of the home land-the gentle
touch, the light and hope of the Ohurch across the seas. They have
every need of a pastor that is felt by religious men at home, only their
feelings are intensified by reason of their isolation from their kindred
by blood and their brethren in the faith.
The dire results of the Ohurch's neglect of the foreigners in the
East extend also to the natives. Even in Japan, which is doubtless
the most enlightened of allnow-Ohristian countries, the average man
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has only a hazy idea of what .Christianity means. But he knows
something about Christians; he has seen them, perhaps had business
dealings with them; certainly he has made up his mind about them.
It is small wonder that his opinion of the foreigner and his religion is
not always favorable. If he is a serious-minded man he may conclude,
with Count Ito, that after all there is not much to choose between the
religions, and that an individual or a nation could get along very well
without any religion.
But if he is not a serious man, if he is consumed with the one ambition of being up-to-date, of being as much like the foreigner as possible, he will copy them, vices and all. It is the opinion of missionaries of China and Japan that, judged solely from the standpoint of
foreign missions, it wou'ld have been a most paying investment if,
years ago, the boards had appropriated a sum sufficient to provide pastors
for the foreigners living in the ports until such times as the latter
would have been able and willing to pay for them.
There are ~ome foreign residents-not the best informed, but usually the most self-assertive-who stand in open antagonism to the missionllJ'Y and the missionary's message. They often prejudice the
mind of the stranger passing through the land by giving him an unfavorable account of the missionaries' work-a work of which they
themselves know absolutely nothing. Such an account is almost certain to be repeated at home, to the great detriment of the Church's enterprise. Indeed, the traveler is sometimes led astray. not simply in
his opinions, but also in his conduct, by his fellow countrymen living
in the East. Were the influence of Eastern life upon the officers and
men of the American Navy the sole consideration involved, this of itself should be sufficient to induce the Church to found an adequate
number of cha,plaincies in the ports.
What is To Be Done?

What will the Church do with these communities in the East?
First, let them send pastors for the union churches. Second, send
Y. M. C. A. secretaries, who are both athletic and spiritual.
The readiest solution of the problem may seem to some to be that
the foreign missionary who is living in the community shall attend to
this work along with his other labors on behalf of the natives. This
has been done in every community, and is still the case wherever there
is no Union church pastor. One missionary is appointed acting
pastor, and then becomes responsible for the supply of Church services. These missionary pastors have patiently and unostentatiously
done excellent service; they have founded every existing Union
church; they have opened their doors to receive their fellow coun. trymen when they wel'e ill or in trouble; they have helped scores
of young men to fight through the great battle of their lives and
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win; they have been living witnesses to the truth and power of
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. But the time when the overburdened
missionary can be the efficient pastor of a Union church is now long
since past. In a good-sized city the only way for the missionary to
be a pastor to his fellow countrymen is to give himself wholly to the
work of the Union church. Such a change is generally to be deprecated, because it calls a man away from a work, in preparation for
which he has expended years of earnest labor, and because it brings
him to a work for which his past activities have to some extent unfitted
him. Nevertheless, if the mission boards would allow suitable men
to become pastors in English-speaking churches, and retain their rank
as missionaries, the problem might be solved. The only objection
would be that the missionary of one particular denomination might
have difficulty in obtaining the adherence of all the people of the
Union church belonging to the other denominations.
If all the chaplains of the Anglican Church were earnest, sympathetic, evangelical men, the distinction between a liturgical and a nonliturgical church might be set aside in order that all the Christians
resident in one city might worship together. But, unhappily,
too often the chaplains of the Anglical Church are intolerant highchurchmen, who are chiefly concerned with assisting the preemininence'
of their own sacraments and the invalidity of their own orders.
In this part of the world, where life is reduced to its constituent elements, the only man who is going to lift a community into a higher
plane of living, thinking, praying, and loving is the man who has love
in his own heart, and an invincible faith in the power of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ unto salvation. The man who trusts in the efficacy
of a sacrament will find that in some way his doctrine lends dynamic
unto righteousness. But in any case the majority of the foreigners
living in these latitudes were born and have been reared in non-liturgical
churches. Their religious aspirations and their praises are best
expressed in the forms to which they have been accustomed. Is it
right that they should be asked to go to the Anglican Church for the
satisfaction of their deepest desires? Most of them will never go;
they will simply be lost to every Church.
Again, it has been affirmed' that when the foreigners constituting
any settlement want a pastor, they should, without waiting for any
outside assistance, themselves combine to form a Union church and
call a pastor. This is not possible for most of the communities of the
East. The population shifts too rapidly out here for there ever to be
the stable, permanent church life that exists in the churches of .the
home land. Besides, the average business man has no idea where or
how to look for a minister across seven thousand miles of Sea and
land. Reis rather dubious about the likelihood of 'his, proving the
right man when he would arrive.
'
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But supposing that a given community does not.want a pastor at
all; supposing that this community is one that had rather see all the
pastors deported two thousand leagues away, is it on this account to
be left to itself? No; whether men want the pastor or do not want
any, he should be sent among them. The only remaining alternative
is that the home churches should choose and send out pastors in some
such way as the Scottish churches follow in sending their chaplains to
continental Europe. The work might be supported by the different
Foreign Mission Boards making proportionate contributions toward
it, and appointing representatives to act together in its administration. Or there might be organized an entirely new society which
would be interdenominational and, perhaps, also international. This
latter method would simplify the business of making appointments.
The question of the finances should not be a difficult one if the
missionaries were wisely selected. There is scarcely one place among
all those that I have named where the foreign pastor, if he were a
suitable man, would not find most of his support, if not all of it,
within the community to which he was designated. Whatever defects
the East may have, stinginess is not one of them. A sober estimate
has convinced me that $10,000 per annum raised at home would be a
sufficient income for the supply of pastors to all the Union churches
from Yokohama to Singapore.
Every argument in favor of foreign missions is also an argument
in favor of the Union Ohurch; for every foreigner in the East,
whether hG will or no, is a missionary. He is a representative of
Christianity in the eyes of all the natives; alas, for the conception of
Jesus Ohrist that some foreigners convey! We can not do more for
Christianity in heathen lands than by helping our Christians to be
good Ohristians, and the Union Church might become a beautiful
model to the struggling native church of the way in which Christians
should sing, pray, and love.
Every argument in favor of home missions is also an argument in
favor of the Union Church. These fine, athletic young men whom
we are striving to serve are our own sons and brothers-flesh of our
flesh and bone of our bone. Most of them will go back home some
day. And how will they go? With wrecked bodies and polluted
souls, or pure with the purity that has been tried by fire and radiant
with the intelligence that has proved in the lonely struggle the fellowship of God? Your brothers need the aid which you can give them.
A few thousand dollars will establish this most important worlr. The
results will be apparent from the very beginning of the work, and they
will deepen with the passing of the days, until East and West shall
join in praises to our King. Hallelujah! for. the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth. The Kingdom of this world is become the Kingdom
of our Lord and of His Christ; and He shall reign for ever and ever,
King of kings, and Lord of lords.
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CHINESE PREACHERS AND THEIR SUPPORT
BY REV. F. A. STEVEN, SHANGHAI, CHINA
Missionary of the Chinese Inland Mission, 1883-

The missionary at home is sometimes asked such questions as:
"Are there not now enough native Christian workers among the
heathen to carryon the evangelization of their own people?" or " Is
it not better to employ missionary funds in supporting ten native
helpers than to use the same sum in supporting one foreign missionary ?" To both of these questions, the general answer must be:
"No." This is probably true up to the present of every heathen and
Moslem country, and it is emphatically true in regard to China.
To answer more particularly the first question, we would say:
(1) The number of native Christians in China is still very small,
relatively, to the vast heathen population around them.
(2) They are, for the most part, confined to comparatively few cities
and towns.
(3) They are usually drawn from the humbler classes of society,
for the literary man and the official turn away from the sacrifice
involved in becoming Christians. Tho saved by grace, they still need
constant and prayerful oversight, encouragement, and teaching.
They are mostly "babes in Christ," and need to be fed with the
"pure milk of the word" by experienced and devoted spiritual nurses.
(4) While the proportion of those among the native believers who
are fitted by capacity, disposition, and grace to be preachers of the
Gospel and spiritual leaders of their own people is probably at least
as large as among the church-members of Christian: lands, it yet provides but a very small and totally inadequate supply of real workers
for the districts immediately surrounding their homes, and leaves
scarcely any free, willing, and suitable men to go as missionaries ..
to the " regions beyond."
(5) The missionaries of all societies recognize that the natives
understand and are understood by their fellow countrymen much
more readily than is the case with foreigners, however long they may
have resided in the country and however well they may speak the
Chinese language.
(6) They also look forward to the time when the native Church
shall have so developed in spirituality and knowledge, and increased
in numbers, that it may send forth many of its members, to evangelize,
baptize, and teach, and to establish churches in new centers.
(7) For this, however, the time has not yet come. 'l'he native
. brethren have not, in the great majority of cases, come into such a
position of Christian experience and stability, and got so free from the
heathen influences that surround them, as to be able to stand alone
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under trying circumstances, and to act wisely and consistently when
they are faced by new problems in their work.
(8) The fact is that at present, and for many years to come, the
native workers and the foreign missionaries must work hand in hand;
neither can do without the other. The missionary needs the help of
his native brethren in managing the affairs of the Church, in caring
for and instructing its members, and particularly in carrying the
Gospel to those yet outside. 'fhe native workers need the help of the
missionary to instruct them in the Word of God, to illustrate the
application of Scripture principles to the practical circumstances
of Chinese life, to lead them in faith and prayer, to love and sympathize with them in their trials, and to guide their efforts to bring the
Gospel to their fellow countrymen.
(9) In Ohurch work we look for the best results, where most or all of
the active work, and as large a share as possible of responsibility, is
borne by the Chinese themselves, but where more or less frequent
visits are paid, and constant touch is maintained in other ways, by a
wise and godly foreign missionary. This is a necessary-and, perhaps.
a long-intermediate stage between the time when the missionary
stood alone among the heathen and gradually gathered a few followers, to whom he was the only representative of the Gospel, and
that other time, yet future, when the Chinese Church shall be wholly
self-supporting and self-propagating.
(to) In evangeUstic e.f{ort among outsiders, the most efficient work
is accomplished when a foreigner and a native journey together and
preach the Gospel by turns, or when a missionary lady and her Biblewoman visit the villages or the homes in the city, and together teach
the Gospel to their Chinese sisters.
Ten Native ;r One Foreign Missionary

In explanation of our negative reply to the sec()nd question, we
ad vance the following considerations:
(1) There is much that is attractive about the plan of supporting
large numbers of native missionaries whose needs are met by a salary
of, say, one-tenth the average salary or allowance of a foreign missionary. In this way many who are poor in this world's goods could have
the joy of giving, out of their little, enough to enable a native evangelist or Biblewoman to represent them in China or elsewhere, and the
bond of prayer between the two would be a source of strength to both.
(2) But (an awkward, yet necessary, word) any such large increase
in the number of native agents, paid with foreign money, is at present
impossible, because the men and women are not available. And, if it
were possible, it would not be expedient because:
"
(3) The aim of the missionary body in China is to raise up a strong
and pure Christian Church in China, which shall gradually undertake
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the whole of the service of the Gospel in their own land, and it would
seem to be a poor way of teaching self-support if large and increasing
amounts of foreign money were to be used for the payment of Chinese
Christians employed in preaching the Gospel.
(4) We seek to teach the Christians the duty and privilege of giving for the support of God's work. Their idolatry often costs them a
great deal of money, and it is in every way right and helpful for them
to be taught to give for the support of their new religion.
(5) It would not be right to ask them to support the foreign missionary, and it would not be within their power to do so. But the
Chinese preacher is one of themselves, desired and invited by themselves; he is prepared to live on an income no larger than that of
many of his fellow church-members whom he serves in the Gospel,
and it is both right in principle and expedient in practise to ask them
to face the responsibility of providing for his support.
(6) When it is first brought before them, some of the churches feel
that they can not do it; but the prayer and holy scheming, the sense
of responsibility, and the comradeship in sacrifice which the necessity
calls forth are very important factors in the spiritual life and progress of the young Church.
(7) In increasing numbers the native churches are counting it a
joy to support their own pastor, and in some cases also to support
another worker among the heathen in another district.
(8) It is generally felt among the missionaries that any man or
woman who it judged suitable for paid employment in the work of
the Gospel should be at the service of his own or sister churches, and
should only be put upon foreign pay in rare instances, and when the
churches are rIOt in a position to employ him.
(9) In addition to the great injury that may be done to the native
Church by leading it to rely upon outside financial support, we must
take into account the injury which may result to the man or woman
employed.
(10) It has often been noted that evangelists, Biblewomen, and
other helpers who worked with fervor and success as voluntary helpers, became stunted and withered in their experience and service when
a human employer and a salary came .between their hearts and their
Lord. This is by no means always the case, but it is sadly frequent.
(11) Besides all this, the Chinese heathen are very ready to discount the words of missionaries and native helpers alike by saying:
"Oh, it's all right for him to preach; he is paid for doing so." And
they will naturally listen with far more respect, other things being
equal, to the man who preaches the Gospel while he goes on with his
trade, or is supported by his fellow believers in the neighborhood,
than to the man whose salary comes from over the sea.
(12) For all these reasons the China Inland Mission desires to
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limit, very carefully, the cases in which foreign funds are employed
for the payment of native helpers.
(13) Weare not prepared, however, to decline to receive and forward such gifts to Ohina, for we recognize that, in special cases, the
the Holy Spirit may truly lead friends to send money for this object,
and in such an event He will also provide and indicate the right
person for the support to be allotted to.
(14) The great need, which is old, and the widely opened doors on
every hand, which are new, together form a loud appeal to the
churches of Jesus Christ in these more favored lands to send out as
quickly as possible every "willing-hearted" man and woman who is
found suitable for the work. A large present increase in the number
of foreign missionary workers will be the means of winning for Christ
and training in service a largely increased body of native laborers,
and these will, in their turn, carry the Gospel to the millions of their
fellow countrymen. In this way only can we speed the time when
the Ohinese Ohurch shall be equal to the service of the Gospel in the
Ohinese Empire.

SINCE THE WAR IN SOUTH AFRICA
BY W. SPENCER WALTON, DURBAN, NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA
Superintendent of the South Afl'ica General Mission

South Africa is at present in a deplorable condition. War'reactions are always serious, and all over South Africa business is about as
bad as can be imagined. Ever since the war thousands have been
flocking in from England, Australia, New Zealand, and not a few
from America. The result is that the streets of our large towns have
many unemployed men walking about, and there is a great deal of
poverty and suffering. This has been accompanied, of course, by an
increase in crime, and many who have been unable to stand a reverse
of fortune have become what are known as " wasters."
Both Natal and Oape Oolony are being tried in the fire of politics.
In Natal the two parties are almost evenly matched, and unfortunately
the feeling is so high that the welfare of the people is being sacrificed.
Much might be done to open up the country and improve the overcongested route from Durban to Johannesburg. This is much nearer
than the route from Oape Town. At the recent session of Parliament
very little was done.
In Oape Oolony the racial hatred is very bitter. The Bond, which
represents the Dutch party, is doing its utmost to strengthen its position, and, like the Irish party in England, will undoubtedly throw its
lot in with those who will give the most. There is a very strong
Dutch element in the colony; many of them took part in the recent
war, either as active combatants or supporters. The old Oolonial
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Party, which leans in a measure toward the Bond, is headed by Sir
Gordon Sprigg, who has been premier for many years. The other
side call themselves "Progressives," and have as their leader Dr.
Jamieson, who led one of the most iniquitous raids in our times. Of
course, he is acting like "a red rag to a bull," and the success of the
Progressives would do much toward increasing the bitter feeling in the
hearts of the Dutch.
At present our country is being visited by drought, which is causing a disastrous famine. A murrain among cattle, known as "tick·
fever" or " red-water," is following rinderpest with fatal results, and
we are constantly hearing of the depredations caused by the locusts.
Thus black clouds hang over South Africa, but there is a brighter
side. While the Ethiopian Church has caused sad havoc among some
old-established mission stations, we trust that brighter days are coming. Many old members are returning to their mother Church, and
the painful lack of financial ability, as well as moral backbone, prevent the Ethiopians from holding the ground they have gained by
their mistaken policy. I am convinced that their cause will die out
in time. The governments are opposing them on political g'rounds,
refusing to recognize their ministers or grant them licenses to marry.
The Brighter Side

•

In the South Africa General Mission we are especially cheered by
what God is allowing us to see in various centers. After patient years
of sowing, the harvest is beginning. When I visited Swazieland with
Rev. Andrew Murray, in 1891, the Swazies were wild, bloodthirsty
warriors, about as low and hardened as heathen could be. When the
Boer-British war began, eight years afterward, the South Africa Mission had four stations and four churches with schools in full working
order. The war closed the door, and our missionaries were compelled
to leave the country. For over three years all the stations were without missionaries. At the close of the war they returned, and found
that the native evangelists had been faithful to their trust: the services had been continued and souls had been saved. The Boer commandos had left the stations untouched, but one had been considerably damaged by the Swazies themselves. Some acts of Church
discipline were also necessary. Now we are hearing of blessings from
the four stations-Hebron, Ezulwini, Bethany, and Hermon. The
other day the first fruits of Ezulwini were baptized, and Hebron also
had a day of joy when some Swazies were received into the Church.
From Hermon we hear of twenty-three being brought to the Lord in
three Sundays, and interest is on the increase at Bethany.*
* The South Africa General Mission has also flourishing stations in Amatongaland, Basutoland, Bomoanaland, Gazaland, Pondoland, Tembuland, the Transvaal, Zululand, and British
Central Africa. There are many open doors, and God's blessing Is on the work; but there has
been a great lack of funds, which hinders the progres~ of the work. We shall be pleased to
receive and forward contributions for this mission.-EDlToRS.
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HINDU WIDOWS AND THEIR FRlEND*
BY DELA VAN L. PIERSON

India is a land watered by the tears and stained with the blood of
millions of innocent little girls, doomed to the pitiful fate of Hindu
widowhood. Burdened with such a terrible iniquity, it is a wonder
that the Hindu nation has not been wiped off the face of the earth.
Widowhood is considered the consequence of some dreadful sin
committed in a former state of existence. The widow is consequently
looked upon as a criminal, who has in reality caused the death of her
husband, and is, therefore. deserving of nothing but contempt and ill
treatment. As soon as the child widow begins to realize a little that
she has lost her husband, on whom depended all her hopes of obtaining happiness in this world and in the next, her near relatives do their
best to make her feel that she is an unwelcome member of the household. In their sight she is of no more value than a broken pot; but as
they must somehow or other tolerate her existence in the family, they
make her their drudge. She is practically a slave, and receives neither
pay nor kind words, and has not even enough to eat. If she happens
to belong to the Brahmin or to some other high caste she must submit
to the cruel laws of the priest. Her head is shaved once every two weeks,
and the barbers add insult to injury by frequently scraping the scalp
of the poor little widow until it bleeds, and by telling her that she is
the cause of all the misfortunes of the family.
The girl thus disfigured is deprived of all comforts-all nice clothing and the jewelry which she loves-and the very sight of her face is
looked upon as an evil omen. She is not allowed to take part in
family festiv8.ls, but must remain in the rear of the house, where no
one will look upon her. She must fast and perform penance and
mortify her body, in order to purge herself of the sin which caused
her husband's aeath. Words can not describe the cruelty of the treatment which these child widows receive. Is it any wonder that many
of them cast themselves into the river, or into a well, to put an end to
their wretched lives. Others resort to immorality as a means of obtaining liberty. They are very often forced into leading sinful lives by
the deceitfulness of their own male relatives. Very frequently these
male relatives tempt and even force the young widows to yield to their
evil desire, and then let the poor girls bear the consequences of their
sin and shame, while they themselves go unpunished. The woman
who has once slipped out of the path of righteousness is forever an
outcast from society. If she does not commit suicide, she finds the
gnawing pains of hunger so hard to bear that, with no home to go to,
no friends to care for her, and no opportunity for honest employment,
* The facts for the first part of tWa article were

furnished by Pandita. Ramabai for this

REvIEW.
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she seeks refuge from starvation in the house of ill-fame. There she
lives a miserable, degraded life, and finally dies the death of an outcaste. Many an honest widow lives a pure life, but her terrible suffering makes her wish herself dead, and when death comes she welcomes
it as the best friend to set her free from bondage.
There are nearly twenty-four milliou of these widows in Indianearly as many as there are women in the United States. Every fifth
woman in the whole female population and every third woman in the
Brahman caste is said to be a widow. The higher castes never allow
their women to remarry, so that the proportion of widows is greater
among them, and the lower castes are so strongly influenced by the
higher that the remarrying of widows is discountenanced in every
part of India.
A little girl born into a high caste family is generally given in marriage before she is ten years of age. Many of these little ones are
"married" while they are yet in their cradles. This means that the
religious c"eremony is performed. When the girl grows old enough to
perform a wife's duties she is sent to live with her husband under
the care of her mother-in-law, but should her husband die, even
before she ever met him, the little married virgin is considered a
widow, and a widow she must remain so long as she lives.
Nearly seventy thousand of the widows are under nine years of age,
and fourteen thousand are under four years of age. The number of
child widows is greater among the higher castes, and their suffering is
enough to move a heart of adamant.
The Story of Ramabai's Life

At dawn of day, one summer morning about fifty years ago, two
Brahmans went to bathe at the same place in the sacred river Godaveri. After the bath and morning prayers they hailed one another
and fell to talking. They were utter strangers, and" their homes lay
in widely distant parts of the country. One was a father on a religions pilgrimage with his' wife and two little girls. The other was a
widower. The father offered in marriage his daughter of nine years,
and in an hour a ~argain had been concluded. The next day the
wedding took place; the bridegroom carried the child bride to his
home, several hundred miles away from her former home, while the
father pursued his pilgrimage.
Ananta Shastri, for that was the bridegroom's name, sought to
teach his little wife Sanskrit and all the learning of the Hindus; but
his mother and the elders of the household set themselves against such
violation of ancient custom. To escape contentious tongues he took
his wife away into the jungle in the Western Ghats, built a rude hut,
tenderly cared for her. and diligently taught her. There they lived for
twenty years, and were blessed with a son and two daughters. Ramabai
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Barnu.l>ul f8 tlw smallest child, and seated between her father and her mother. Lskshmlba1.
Her brother and sister arc at her father's left

the youngest, was born in 1858. From far, pilgrims and students came
to the spot to sit at the feet of Ananta, the learned and holy teacher.
These students drank deep of the learning of their master, and ate up
his su bstance: for he kept open house for all.
When Ramabai was nine years old, poverty came upon the family,
the jungle home was broken up, and for seven years they wandered,
seeking fortune but finding none. Then came upon the land that
dire famine of three years, which culminated in awful distress in 1876.
The father, mother, and elder daughter died of hunger, while Ramabai and her brother were driven onward by the tortures of starvation.
In want of food, they would allay the pangs of hunger by swallowing
wild berries, hard roots, and tongh skins. In want of clothing, they
would keep off the intense cold of a winter night in the Punjab by
digging grave-like pits on the bank of the river and covering their
bodies, a11 but their heads, with dry sand.
At last they came to Oalcutta, and here Ramabai sprang into fame.
From childhood she had loved books and learning. Sanskrit was like
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her mother tongue. When she was twelve years old she could repeat
eighteen thousand verses from the Puranas. At Oalcutta she was
summoned before an assembly of pandits, who, after examina.tion,
conferred upon her the title of Sarasvati (Goddess of Eloquence),
and she was called Pandita-the only woman in India who has this
right. Her ~rother died, broken down by years of hardship and
hunger, and Ramabai was married. But in nineteen months cholera
carried off her husband., and Ramabai was left a widow with a baby
girl, Manorama (Heartsease).
The Emancipation of the Widows

It was not long before Ramabai's heart went out in compassion to
other Indian widows less fortunate than herself. Altho she did not
realize it then, God was calling her to devote her life to the emancipation and uplifting of these young widows of India. This was twentytwo years ago. Alone and friendless and penniless she left her home
with no one but the unseen and the then unknown God to guide her
footsteps. She journeyed to England, where for a time she was
lecturer in Sanscrit at Oheltenham Oollege, Oxford. Here she also
became a Christian, and was baptized into the Ohurch of England.
Later she crossed to America, and there found many friends to help
in the great work to which she had devoted her life. "Ramabai Circles" were formed in many cities, and money was raised to establish
and maintain a school for high caste widows in Bombay. On March
11, 1889, the school 8harada 8adan (Home of Wisdom) was opened,
with two pupils. One of them was a child widow who had attempted
to commit suicide, but was prevented by the fear that she might again
be born a woman and subjected to even greater suffering. Since that
time many child widows who have been subjected t.o most cruel treatment at the hands of their relatives have found shelter in this school
and home: III treated, star,ed, branded on the face and body with
red-hot irons, subjected to all imaginable humiliations and driven out
of their homes, never having known what it was to be loved by fellow
creat.ures, hundreds have found shelter and comfort in the Sharada
Sadan. Many also came out of darkness into the light of God. The
school was soon removed to Poona, and became, in truth, a home of
light and love to many who had been in darkness and despair.
The girls were educated and trained to earn their livelihood without being a burden to others. Some became teachers, nurses, assistants to missionaries, matrons, or housekeepers; others have been
happily marrilld, and are to-day living in homes of their own. The
Sharada Sadan, which began by having a class for learning ABC, later
became a high-school, with a regular kindergarten for children and a
kindergarten training-class for teachers. A beautiful stone building
was secured for its schoolhouse, two long dormitories, cook-houses,
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dining-halls, storerooms, a large garden, and nearly three acres of
ground-a property worth $50,000, withGut a cent of debt on it. The
girls were allowed full religiou s freedom, not being obliged to break
caste or study the Bible; but God's Holy Word, which stood on the
shelves of the school library, side
by side with the Hindu sacred
books, was the means of shedding
abroad in the hearts of many of
the girls the light of the love of
God. The Holy Spirit brought
many of the girls to accept
Ohrist, and they confessed Him
publicly by baptism. Many of
these converted girls became voluntary Christian workers.*
Salvation for Famine Widows

In the latter part of the year
1896, when famine had begun to
rage in Central India, Ramabai
felt {Jalled by God to undertake
the speCial work of rescuing
young high caste widows from the
famine districts. Hundreds of
them were made orphans at the
death of their parents by starvation. They wandered about,
hungry and destitute in search of
food. Thousands fell victims to
the terrible famine and its consequent diseases, and died lik e
rats-uncared for and unnoticed
by any friend. Others wandered
RAMABAI DISGUISED AS A MAHAR
in jungles, suffered unspeakable Dressed as a pilgrim, she W~llt to t il" city of
Brindaban to r"scne youn g widows from
Pain from hunger, were in danger
the clutches of human yultures
of being killed by wild beasts, and
fell down dead through sheer want of.strength. Hundreds and thousands of thin, starving young girls fell into the path of wicked men,
who took advantage of their helplessness, enticed them into ways of
sin, and sold them to a life of shame.
Ramabai; therefore, prepared to visit these poor people, for she felt
the command of the Lord laid upon her to rescue three hundred girls
from the famine district. With but eighty cents in her hand, and
Recently the Sbarada Sadan has been transferred to Kedgaon, in order that It might be
under Ramabai's direct supervision, and because tbe location is more hea lthful than Poona.

It is, however, still conducted separat.ely, and all of the widows are now Christians.
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no place in which to shelter the girls, she started out to find them.
God abundantly rewarded her faith by sending over three hundred
girls in less than one year, together with all the necessary means for
their su pport. But more than this, within two years over two hundred and twenty-five of them were truly saved by turning to Christ.
A primary school was established for their benefit, and a regular Christian church was organized, with a pastor and assistant pastor whom

SOME G1RLS RESCUED IN THE FAMINE

1'heshaved heads denote widows

God sent to the field. Many of these young widows have become
teachers, nurses, Biblewomen, and good wives to make homes for the
Christian young men of India.
For some years the farm school had no shelter, except a few temporary sheds, but several buildings have since been erected. Altho
there have been many days of hardship and privatioll, the Lord has
provided all necessary support, and Ramabai and her coworkers
believe that He will send it in the future. It is the hope and prayer
of the workers that thousands of these widows and children will
find salvation at Mukti, and that it may never be closed for want of
money or workers until the Lord Himself comes to claim the Kingdom
and-take His people Home.
A Visit to

~ukti

*

Rev. W. B. Boggs, D.D., describes a visit he made to Mukti ashort
time ago, 'and the impression which it made upon him.
"I had heard much about the great work there, but the half was

* Condensed from the Baptist Missionary Review.
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A WEAVING CLASS IN THE MUKTI INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL

not told. Here are about two thousand girls and.women in thIS home
of safety and purity and peace 1 Within these extensive grounds are
well-ventilated, comfortable dormitories to accommodate all: here are
dining-rooms (each one hundred and thirty-two feet long by thirty feet
wide), kitchens, storehouses, grinding-rooms (where sixty hand-mills
are at work)J oil-room, bakery, hospital, schoolrooms, rooms for industrial works of various kinds, plain dwellings for the Pandita and her
assistants, offic~s, guest-rooms, and a great church. Nearly all the
buildings are of stone with tiled roofs, well planned and well built.
Most of the building stone was obtained from the large wells, of which
there are five, with an abundant supply of pure water. And throughout the grounds are many beautiful young shade-trees and fruit~trees,
and gardens producing large supplies of vegetables. Five years ago
there was nothing here but an open field!
All the domestic work of this great settlement is done by the girls.
They wash their clothes, sweep the buildings, and keep their dormitories and bedding in order, grind the grain, bake the chapatties (substitute for bread), carry the water, cook the food (nearly a ton of rice
daily), keep the water and cooking vessels clean, and the brass dishes
which thlly use in eating, attend to the lamps, besides working in the
gardens, watering the trees, plants, etc.
The domestic and industrial work is so
All attend school.
arranged that all have time·for their daily lessons, and all have four
hours daily in school and three hours in industrial work. Among the
industries taught are: needlework, embroidery, lace-making, oilmaking, dairy work, weaving, making brooms, making ropes, wicker
work, making bamboo baskets, cane chairs, and door-mats.
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Ramabai is assisted by her daughter Manoramabai, Miss Abrams,
Mr. Gadre, her secretary, who is an elderly converted Brahman, and by
many others. There are fifty-two matrons, and about sixty teachers,
and all have their special duties and departments.
The central aim in the whole work is to lead those who are gathered here to a personal trust in Christ and a true experience of His
salvation. The Pandita and her assistants seek by personal conversation and instruction to lead each one to a definite faith in Christ. As
a result, upward of a thousand of the girls and women have been baptized or are now awaiting baptism. None are encouraged to take this
step until it is believed that they have definitely and deliberately
yielded their hearts and lives to God.
The big bell rings at 4 o'clock every morning, when all rise. At
4.30 a meeting is held in the church for a Bible lesson and prayerThis is usually attended by about four hundred of the older girls.
At 6 A.M. another meeting of the same kind is held, attended by
thirteen or fourteen hundred of the younger ones. Thus the day
begins, and all its hours are so skilfully allotted to prayer 'and study
and work and recreation that all in their turn have a share in each
part.
Other devotional meetings are held in different sections
throughout the day. All retire at 8 P.M., except some elderly women,
who keep watch in the dormitories all night. There are also watchmen outside the gates.
The church is a plain out sightly structure, designed to seat from
four to fiye thousand people. It is built of dark gray stone and roofed

MUKTI MISSION BOYS LEARSING CARPENTRY
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with Mangalore tiles. It is two hundred and forty feet long and fortyfive feet wide, and has two transepts, each one hundred and thirty-five
feet long. The floor is of teak-wood, beautifully smooth. The
fotindation-stone of the church bears the following inscription in
Marathi:Praise the Lord!
Not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord.
That Rock was Christ.
Upon this Rock will I build My church.
Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner-stone; in Whom all the
building fitly framed together groweth unto an holy temple in the Lord:
in Whom ye also are builded together for an habitation of God through
the Spirit.
That our sons may be as plants grown up in their youth : that our
daughters may be as corner-stones polished after the similitude of a
palace.
20th Sept em bel', 1899.
THE FOUNDATION OF THIS BUILDING WAS LAID IN CHRIST
UPON THIS DATE.

Some of the noticeable features which arrest the attention of a
visitor may be briefly mentioned.
1. The happiness that evidently reigns in the place. The little ones
are full of childish glee, and gladness appears in the faces of nearly
all the women-the gladness of those who have escaped from misery
and abuse and terror into ' this peaceful haven. In their times of
recreation merry laughter and songs of joy are the natural expressions
of the happiness which they have fOUl
2. The order and disciplinej so quiet but so effective. You do not
see the exercise of it, but the result. Everything seems to move on
like clockwork-without any noise or harsh commands. One quiet

RAHABAI'S DIBLE TRAINI~'G SCHOUL OF JlINDU WIDOWS
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but firm authority, exercised in love, is over all, and all are controlled
and swayed by it.
3. The sacredness of the place. Over the gates are the words in
Mahrathi: "Thou shalt call Thy walls Salvation and· Thy gates
Praise"; and a stranger is at once impressed with the fact that everything here is for the Lord. He is first in all things: He is recognized
and honored in all that is done; it is all His service, and for His glory.
One of the most noteworthy facts in this remarkable undertaking,
and one to greatly rejoice over is, that the ckief agent in it all is a
daughter of India. It is not the work of a missionary society, or of
European missionaries, but of an Indian widow, moved by the Spirit
of God. Herein is to be found great encouragement. It shows us
something of the possibilities of Indian Christians.

THE BIBLE IN INDIA
REV. GEORGE H. ROUSE, D.D.
English Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta

Four short words, but how much is in them! India-a" country" we call it, and think, perhaps, that it is simply a country like
France or Germany, with one people and one language; but really it
is as much a continent as Europe is, with many peoples and many
languages. A card has been prepared which gives !lon outline of India
on a map of Europe. In this card Kashmir is on the Arctic Circle
and Ceylon on Greece; Currachi is in Ireland, Calcutta near ~oscow,
and Rangoon near the Caspian Sea. An outline of India on the map
of America would show Kashmir at Winnipeg and Ceylon at Mexico;
Kurrachi is in the west of Dakota, Calcutta at Washington, and the
coast-line of Burma running many hundreds of miles south of Nantucket. India is as large as all Europe outside of Russia; its population is somewhat about as dense, and it has as many languages as are
spoken in Europe. If we include the languages of the various hill
tribes in India, the number is far larger than those spoken in Europe.
The .population of India by the last census was about 300,000,000
(three hundred millions I). Leaving out of consideration for the
present the languages of the hill tribes, those spoken on the plains of
India may be divided into two main classes: the Sanscritic languages
of the north and the Dravidian languages of the south of India.
Sanscrit, as is well known, is a language somewhat akin to Greek in
its inflections and in its phraseology. It has long ceased to be a spoken
language, and is important only as being the sacred. language of the
Hindus and the basis of the North Indian languages. The most
important of the spoken languages of India is Hindi. This is spoken
throughout the Gangetic Valley, except in Lower Bengal, and also in
Rajputana and the central provinces. When the Mohammedans
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invaded India this was the center of their authority. They therefore had to learn the language of the people; but while adopting its
grammatical structure, they introduced a large number of their own
Persian words, including many Arabic words which had been adopted
in Persian. This mongrel dialect was called "Urdu," and as it was
the language spoken by the conquerors, it gradually developed into
one of the most polished of Indian languages, and its literature is
probably more extensive than that of any other tongue in India. In
some respects it has become a sort of lingtta franca of Northern
India. It is specially the language of the towns in northwest India,
while Hindi, in one or other of its dialects, is spoken in the country
districts; it is also the special language of educl1ted Mohammedans.
As Hindi and Urdu have practically the same grammatical structure,
and differ only in phraseology, the two merge into one another, and
the common people speak something which is neither pure Hindi nor
pure Urdu, and is sometimes called Hindustani, tho by some the term
" Hindustani" is regarded as a synonym for Urdu. It is difficult, for
this reason, to say how many people speak one language as compared
with the other; but we may safely say that Hindi, in one or other of
its dialects, and Urdu are, between them, spoken by fully ninety million
people. In its composite character and its general hardiness, Urdu
reminds one of English.
The next most important language of India is Bengali, spoken in
the fertile and thickly populated country of Lower Bengal, the Delta
of the Ganges and the country to the north and east of it, of which
Calcutta is the chief city. Bengali is, in its phraseology, as near the
mother tongue (Sanscrit) as any other language, if not more so. A
large number of pure Sanscrit words are in constant use in Bengalieven many compound words. Porty million persons speak Bengali,
of whom about half are Hindus and half Mohammedans.
In the east of Bengal the Assamese language is spoken by between
one and two millions, and to the south Oriya is spoken by nine
millions. These languages are so akin to Bengali that sermons
delivered in one language will be understood by people speaking one
of the others, yet so different that separate versions of the Bible are
needed in each. On the slopes of the Himalayas to the north of
Bengal lies the country of Nepal, an independent state, but 80 friendly
that it furnishes SODie of the best troops in the British Indian armythe Goorkhas. For fear of annexation, no Europeans are allowed to
cross the boundary of Nepal, but the Bible can go there. The language of the people is akin to Hindi and Bengali, and active work is
carried on by the Church of Scotland Mission among the numerous
Nepalis who live in British territory.
On the northwest, beyond the Hindi-speaking population, lies the
Punjab, and the Punjabi language, akin to Hindi, is spoken by sevenelectronic file created by cafis.org
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teen million people. South of it is the small
Sindh,
where two and a half million people speak the Sindhi language. To
the southeast of Sin¢l.h, on the shores of the Arabian Sea, lies Guzrat,
and the Guzrati language is spoken by ten million. South of this
comes Marathi, the chief language of the Bombay Presidency, which is
spoken by eighteen miIIion.
All the languages thus far enumerated are more or less Sanscritic.
Coming now to South India, we have as the most northerly language
Telugu-sometimes called the Italian of India. This is spoken by
twenty million people on the coast of the Bay of Bengal, south of the
Oriya district, and inland in the native state, called the Nizam's
Dominions. South of the Telugu district comes that in which Tamil
is spoken by fifteen million, reaching down t·o Cape Comorin, the
southernmost point of India. On the western coast, below the Mahrati-speaking district of .Bombay, two other languages are spokenCanarese by ten and Malayalim by five million. All these SouthIndian languages are called Dravidian; they belong to the same family
of languages, with altogether distinct characteristics from the languages of Northern India. To the east of the Bay of Bengal lies
Burma. 'rhe chief language spoken there is Burmese, the vernacular
of five million; but various dialects of Karen and Shan languages
are also spoken in Burma, so distinct as to require a separate religious
literature, including, of course, separate Bibles. Ceylon is not part
of British India, but a separate colony; it is, however, naturally so
connected with India that we may include it in our present survey.
The Cingalese language is Sanscritic, and is spoken by about one or
two million. As we have already said, besides these important languages of the plains, there are a great many hill languages, into all of
which the Bible, or portions of it, need to be translated, if these tribes
are to be evangelized.
So much for the country" India." It will be seen how large the
country is in its area and in the vastness of its population, and what
babel of languages it contains. Now for the further subject," The
Bible in India." If we speak of "The Bible in America," we should
refer to what is simply a matter of distribution, and this would relate
almost exclusively to the English Bible. If that Bible needs revision,
the only difficulty in the way is to select the best scholars to do the
work out of scores of suitable men. "The Bible in Europe" is also
simply a matter of distribution; the Bibles would need to be in many
different languages, it is true, but these Bibles are all in existence, and
have been for centuries. But" the Bible in India" has meant for the
last hundred years a large work of preparation; and the men to do it
have been merely the ones and the twos who could with great difficulty be spared for the work out of the mere handful of missionaries
on the field. Moreover, they have almost all been foreigners, who had
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to spend many years in the study of the language they work in before
they could commence their labor; and that language is a heathen
language, with no words to express the distinctions of Christian teaching, and sometimes without even a word for "God" which is at all
suitable. Not only so, but all these languages are more or less in a
state of flux, being year by year considerably modified by the influences of Western thought and the increasing spread of the English
language. In regard to the languages of the hill tribes, mis~onaries
have found no grammar or dictionary existing for any of them, but
have been forccd to pick up the language as best they could, and then
put it in shape themselves, before they could even begin the work of
translating the Bible or preparing a Christian literature.
Be it remembered also that the translation of the Bible is no easy
matter. When we translate any other book we may add; omit, or alter
the matter as we deem fit, so as to represent the teaching of the book
in the way best suited to the people for whose benefit, and in whose
language, we are translating the book. "Pilgrim's Progress" in
Chinese, it is said, has pictures represen tiug a Christian as it Chinaman,
with his pigtail. Quite right; and the wise translator, in putting any
Western book in the language of the Eastern people, will put the pigtail into the letterpress as well as into the picture; that is, he will
adapt his matter to the people for whom he is writing. We have put
" Pilgrim's Progress" simply as an instance of a book to be translated,
but as a matter of fact it is remarkable how readily this immortal book
bears literal translation into other languages; this fact struck the
writer when revising the translation of "Pilgrim's Progress" into
Bengali; yet even this book should be adapted to a certain extent.
But we can not do this with the Bible; that sacred book, the authoritative declaration of God's will, and of the way of s~lvation, must be
rendered as literally as possible, On the other hand, we must not be
so literal as to be unintelligible. And it is also extremely desirable
that every translation of the Bible should be as far as possible idiomatic and sweet in sound, so as to reach the hearts of the readers or
hearers. How to meet these more or less irreconcilable requirements,
and to make a version at once literal, intelligible, and idiomatic, is a
most difficult work. Every first attempt is sure to need revision, and
that more than once. The Bengali version, for instance, has had four
clearly marked recensions, and the fifth revision is now proceeding.
The first Tamil translation of the Bible was completed as long ago as
1725, and still it is felt that the Tamil version is not altogether satisfactory. It is a cause for great thankfulness that the construction of
Hebrew, and to a large extent also of New Testament Greek, is so
simple that a literal translation brings with it generally a simple
construction.
What has been accomplished in the way of Bible translation in
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India during the last century? According to the report of the British
and Foreign Bible Society, the whole Bib1e has been translated into
nineteen Indian languages, the New Testament into nine other languages, and Scripture portions into eighteen more.
One of the chief aims of the Serampore missionaries was to produce
the Bible, or portions of it, into all the languages of India, and it is
astonishing how much they are able to accomplish in this line. But
their versions were necessarily very imperfect, and so often they were
altogether unaccompanied with the living voice. God's plan is that
the two should go together; and for the most part Bible translation
in India has proceeded on this principle. Translations have been
made only in the languages of those among whom missionaries are at
work.
The whole Bible has been translated into almost, if not quite, all
the main languages of India, and revised in many of them. One of the
hill languages, spoken by rather less than two hundred thousand persons, the Khassi, has its Bible, owing to the fact that the Welsh Presbyterians have a very successful mission among this people. Other hill
languages have the New Testament or one or two Gospels. Many
different branches of the Church of Christ have taken their part in
this work of providing for the people of India the Bible which all
sections of the Church alike reverence.
In all parts of India the distribution of the Bible is being carried
on by agents of missionary societies and by colporteurs. We may
safely say that fully half a million copies of the Bible or of Scripture
portions are being distributed every year in India. We have had
many instances of these scattered portions of the Word of God leading
men to believe in Christ and become members of the Christian Church.
We also have not unfrequently heard of men who never joined the
church, but remained in their Hindu homes, who, through a Gospel
which had been received, were led to see that the Jesus therein revealed
was the only one Savior, gave up idolatry, and told the people of their
village that they trusted only in the Savior of whom the Book had
told them. For every case of this kind of which we accidentally hear,
we believe there are many people of whom we never hear who in quiet
villages live and die with a simple hope in Christ alone, unknown to
any professing Christiau on earth, but who will be met with in heaven.
It is not very unusual to meet with people living in Hindu homes who
read the Bible daily, and regard it as the most precious book they
have. The Bible is doing a great work in India, and its influence is
growing year by year among those who are not professedly Christians.
The importance of supplying the Bible for Christians of every tongue
is self-evident; and there are no Christians in India who have not a
portion of Scripture, and hardly any who have not the Bible, or at
least the New Testament, in their own language.
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TIBETAN MISSIONS AND THE BRITISH ADVANCE
TOWARD LHASSA *
BY BISHOP B. LA TROBE

Missionary of the Moravian Church

The eyes of many a,re now turned toward Tibet, for a British commission has entered the" Great Closed Land," with a view to negotiating
a treaty for an open door. If the hermit nation can be induced to open
her gates to commerce, she may receive also the greater boon which the
Christian Church has long been eager to give her. When the Gospel
gains a foothold in this stronghold of Buddhism, it will be the greatest
event thus far in the history of the land.
Sikkim is a little native state, three hundred and fifty miles north of
Calcutta" which juts up into Tibet, between the two independent countries,
Nepal and Bhutan. In 1887 trouble began: by the Tibetans entering Sikkim. Remonstrances on the part of the Indian government, which has
a protectorate over Sikkim, were unheeded. The Tibetans assumed a
very threatening attitude, and caused much annoyance to the Sikkimese.
At last active measures were taken, and a military expedition was sent
which drove the Tibetans back into their own country.
The political 'negotiations which followed were extremely slow, but
after much delay Chinese officers (Tibet is tributary to China) met the
Indian commissioners, the boundary was settled, and pillars were erected
to mark the border-line. No sooner, however, did the Boundary Commission turn their backs than the Tibetans destroyed these pillars. The
Chinese declared that they could not manage these wild Tibetans, and
the Tibetan authorities said they also were powerless.
Meanwhile Lord Curzon, the Viceroy of India, has been watching the
policy of Russia in Central Asia. One filature of this has been the presence at Lhassa for a year or more of a Russian political agent, a Buddhist from the district of Lake Baikal.
With much patience the Indian officials have sought every means of
coming to an understanding with the proper authorities. It is only
after using every other method that at last Colonel Younghusband, a
man of mature judgment and wide experience in Central Asian affairs,
and Mr. Claude White, an officer with intimate local knowledge, were
sent to parley with the Tibetans and Chinese. For their safety and the
prestige of Great Britain it was necessary that a sufficient guard should
accompany them. A force of three thousand men. under Colonel Macdonald, has joined the three hundred m~n with Colonel Y ounghusband in
the advance to Gyangtse, ninety miles toward Lhassa. We hope that
the Lamas will be wise enough to listen to counsels of reason and peace.
Sooner or later the barriers, which the fears of the Tibetans have erected
around their mysterious capital, must fall.
This expedition will probably have little affect on the Moravian mission in the Western Himalayas. The missionaries have the confidence
of the Tibetans on both sides of the border. Poo, the most westerly
Moravian station, is only two days' march ,from tbe frontier village of
Shipke. So far into Tibet the missionaries frequently have been, and
the villagers know that they have no intention of forcing their way beyond. The penalty for this would be cruel punishments inflicted by

* Condensed from Moravian Missions.
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the Tibetan authorities on the inhabitants of Shipke for allowing a
European to penetrate into the country.
When I went up the Sutlej Valley in 1901, the Tibetans set a watch
at the frontier; but that guard never saw the visitor from Europe, whose
visitation of all our Himalayan stations involved mountain travel of
nine hundred miles without an attempt to penetrate into Chinese Tibet.
Indirectly the. political situation in the East has already had the
effect of bringing up the chief engineer from Simla to inspect the Hindustan-Tibet Road. The nearer the frontier, the more difficult and dangerous is this narrow bridle"path, which winds along the face of the cliffs,
often at tremendous heights above the great roaring river. A thorough
repair would be an immense boon to the missionaries at Chini and,
especially, Poo.
Altho the stations are so near theirontier of Chinese Tibet, they are
fully eight hundred miles from the scene of the present British advance
toward Lhassa. Native traders and travelers go to Lhassa, both from
Leh up the Indus, and past Poo up the Sutlej; but they have to pass over
the lofty plateaus, whobe population grows more and more scattered the
higher they mount. Beyond Shipke there are not many villages permanently inhabited, and the traveler only finds groups of tents. Gartok
(" the highest camp ") is an important center in summer, but in winter
no one is to be found there. The inhabitants go down to a village which
lies one thousand feet lower.
Nevertheless, more than twenty thousand Tibetan Buddhists are settled around the mission stations in Lesser Tibet. The number to be
reached from there would not be greatly increased if the treaty should
be made to permit missionaries to freely pass over the frontier. All
along the natives have crossed that border, and many have come under
the influence of the mission.
If an entrance into Tibet proper be gained for Christian workers who
hav" been waiting for it at Darjeeling, we will rejoice. Whoever may
he privileged to carry the Gospel into the heart of Tibet will use the
grammar and dictionary prepared by the Moravian missionary Jaeschke.
His Tibetan New Testament was translated, not into a local Western
dialect, but into the book language intelligible throughout Tibet. A revision of this New Testament by a committee at Darjeeling has recently
been published by the Bible Society. Portions of the Old Testament,
translated into Tibetan mainly by Redslob, have long been in use in a
lithographed edition, and we hope that these will soon be printed by the
British and Foreign Bible Society.
The Gospel for Tibet *
BY CLAUDE BALD, DARJEELING, INDIA

For many years Christian missionaries have been knocking at the
gates of Tibet, and have been demanding admittance at all available
points. Probably the first of these were the Moravians, who established
themselves on the northwest confines of India, at the extreme limit of
the semi-civilized country of Kashmir, ip the heart of the Himalayan
Mountains, where there is one of the principal passes into Tibet. Here
they studied the language, translated the Scriptures, and gave the good
• Condensed from The Faithful Witness.
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news to the Tibetan traders who kept coming and going through the
passes.
Members of the China Inland Mission have for many years been
striving to enter the country from the Chinese border, 'at a point which
can be reached only after an arduous journey of five months from Shanghai. Some of these noble and faithful men and women have passed
through much tribulation, and have suffered violence ~ the hands of the
fanatical Chinese from time to time. One of them, Miss Annie Taylor,
felt that some effort should be made to enter from the border near Darjeeling; so she went to the La-Chong Valley, within the independent territoryof Sikkim, and remained for some two years, studying the language
and customs of the Tibetans. Then, finding that an entrance from that
point was absolutely denied her, she went again to China, and entered
the forbidden country from that side, and so made her famous journey
almost to the very gates of Lhassa. After incredible hardships, she was
compelled by military force to retrace her steps.
Immediately after this journey she returned to England and raised a
band of men who proceeded to Darjeeling, with the object of preparing
to enter the closed land as soon as the way might be opened. This company, after a time, became scattered, some going round to the Chinese
border; one died in harness; some joined other missions, while one or
two returned home. Undismayed by the apparent hopelessness of the
outlook, when the British government subsequently arranged a commercial treaty with Tibet, and a nominal trading station was opened at
Yatong, on the borders between that country and Sikkim, Miss Taylo't
applied for permission to settle there as a trader. After much difficulty
this was granted, and for the past eight or nine years she has remained
at her post in that wild and almost desolate spot, the only European
there, with the exception of an official who represents Tibet. She sells a
few useful things to the tradcrs who pass to and fro, dispenses medicine
tp the sick, and, above all, preaches the Gospel and distributes portions
of Scripture.
Among the o,ther bands which are preparing to enter Tibet is that of
the Scandinavian Alliance Mission, which was organized ten or twelve
years ago by Scandinavians in America; most of the members are from
Norway and Sweden. These made their headquarters at a village near
Darjeeling, named Ghoom, which is occupied almost entirely by people
from Tibet. There the missionaries set up a printing-press, from which
was issued the revised edition of the New Testament in Tibetan, also
much Gospel literature. The missionaries themselves are scattered at
various points along the borders of Tibet and Bhotan, many living in the
most frugal manner, while teaching and preaching to the people, and at
the same time helping them by introducing better systems of weaving
and other industries.
These and other agencies are now prepared to enter the" Great
Closed Land." They are furnished with the Scriptures in the language
of the people, and they are acquainted with the manners and customs of
tbe country, so that there is nothing to hinder them in carrying the mes"
sage of peace and salvation, unless it be the opposition of Tibetan or
British officials.
This is a time for earnest, believing prayer that the Lord of the whole
earth may disarm every opposition to the peaceful conquests of the
Gospel in Tibet and Bhotan.
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The Tibetan Missionary Outlook *
BY CECIL POLHILL

Missionary of the China Inland Mission

After not a few years of discouragement and difficulty, loss and toil,
the outlook for Tibetan mission work has changed most suddenly, bringing in a period of hopefulness, open doors, removal of difficulties, and
prospect of yet more wonderful changes. After years of seclusion, the
gates of Japan were suddenly flung wide open; similarly the hermit
nation, Korea, opened her doors; and now it appears as if the missionary
were soon to be given access to t.his hitherto inaccessible country-Tibet.
Ta-chien-lu, the point of vantage on the China side, which was closed
for nearly three years after the Boxer outbreak of 1900, has now been
reoccupied by Messrs. Sorenson, Moyes, and. Edgar, of the China Inland
Mission. We heard that the attitude of the people had changed considerably toward the Gospel and the foreigners, and tho always more or
less friendly, they now seemed really desirous of learning Christian doctrine. They even sent a deputation to the missionaries on the plain
below, asking when their former teachers would return. Immediately
upon the arrival of our missionaries last spring these hopes were more
than realized. Merchants, teachers, and others began to attend the
services, and soon applications were made for enrolment on the list of
inquirers. The old Guest Hall, in former times never more than half
filled, soon proved too small for those who flocked in; the partition had
to be pulled down to make more room, and even then it was difficult to
find sufficient space. First, thirty men were desirous of baptism; then
sixty, one hundred, one hundred and fifty, and now two hundred, with
additions every week. Of course, great caution will be needed in testing
these men, but one can not but be thankful that week by week so many
are willing to listen to systematic Bible instruction. These men include
some of the leading merchants and teachers of the town, who exercise a
powerful influence over the Tibetans who throng to Ta-chien-lu. Among
the believers are a few Tibetans, and more can not fail to be reached by
the movement. Larger and more convenient premises are already
planned.
A further encouragement is, that the new Tibetan king of the district is very friendly with the missionaries, which will render work in
that district far easier. He let them have his summer palace for the
holidays, and likes to have them come to see him; this friendliness will
probably assist in removing difficulties in renting houses or land in his
territory.
God is also opening the country to the missionary farther west.
Twelve days' journey from Ta-chien-lu is Li-ting, a village consisting of a
Tibetan monastery and a Ohinese street. Until recently the monks at
this place were most hostile, and utterly defied any efforts of the Roman
Catholic or Protestant missionaries to open work there. A sudden rebellion of the Lamas against the Chinese broke out. with the result that
the Chinese defeated the priests and beheaded the leaders. Now the
haughty spirit of the Lamas is subdued, and missionaries are free
to enter•
• Condensed from Ohina'8 Millions.
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A VISIT TO SOUTH AFRICAN MISSIONS
EXTRACTS

FROM THE

REPORT OF THE AMERICAN
DEPUTATION

BOARD

BY REV. E. E. STRONG, D.D., AND REV. SYDNEY STRONG

Within less than threescore years and ten the Zulu language has
been reduced to writing by one missionary, the Bible, hymn-books, and
something of a Christian literature provided, schools of different grades
have been established for the youth of both sexes, a native pastorate has
been raised up, and there are at present twenty-three churches, with a
membership of 4,153, presided over by native pastorB. For the past nine
years no one of these churches has been independent and self-supporting,
aud they are organized under their chosen name of the African Congregational Church. They are also working for the heathen about them, and
with eyes open toward the unevangelized regions beyond the colony of
Natal. There are those who believe that had Natal been untouched by
colonial enterprise, and the Zulu race been left solely under the educational and Christianizing influence of the messengers of the Gospel, the
condition of the race would be better and more hopeful than it is to-day.
The large majority of colonists look with no favor upon missionary
work for the natives, regarding these natives as so inferior that they
ought not to be led to believe that they are or can be fit for any except servile tasks. The idea of giving them equality with white people before the
law is scouted. The statute-book contains two sets of laws (one for whites
and one for blacks), and no school or church can legally exist without
alliance with, or superintendence by, a white man. In most places the
Kaftir must keep to the street, leaving the sidewalk to those who
regard themselves as if an altogether superior race. The attitude of the
average South African colonist is entirely comprehensible to those who
understand the prevailing sentiment in our Southern States respecting
the negro. Race prejudice is strong, social equality is abhorrent. But
what the colonist does want from the native is service-obedient, steady,
unquestioning service of the menial order. This the Zulu, by natural disposition, is not ready to render. He will work when he pleases and as he
pleases. He has been led to think and to apprehend in some degree the
rights and duties of manhood. The colonist insists that all attempts to
elevate the native only unfit him for his proper sphere. Not much aid,
therefore, can be expected for the present from the white population of
South Africa. The missionary, while using all proper efforts to inform
and interest the white people about him as to missionary matters, must
expect to be looked upon with suspicion and dislike, as one whose work is
regarded as antagonistic to the proper social order as well as the commercial interests of the colonies. The Zulu is found in all Southeastern
Africa, and even north of the Zambesiand beyond Lake Nyasa .. The race
is worthy of all efforts.
Christian Zulus seem to have a peculiar tact in permeating the communities in which they are placed. If they come to the cities for work,
they seek out the people and churches they have known about in their
homes. It is a habit in almost every Zulu church for men and women by
the dozen or more to go out after a sermon, and either repeat it or give some
other Christian message in kraals or schoolhouses anywhere from two to
ten miles distant. There are a few dum b Christians among them. The
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esteem for and wide prevalence of their language gives to the Zulu people
a great advantage as evangelists.
Education is, and for some time will be, the chief work of the mission.
Of over thirty missionaries in Natal, all except three who have supervision of the churches, and one in medical work, are engaged in educational work. The missionaries are, with three exceptions, grouped in
several educational centers, viz.: Amanzimtote, Inanda, and Umzumbe.
The chief work of the mission to-day is to train leaders. To accomplish
this end there are four educational institutions, viz.: the Theological
School and the Boys' Seminary-both at Amanzimtote-Inanda Seminary and Umzumbe Home School. The work of Ireland Home has been
indefinitely suspended. Missionaries also have the charge of more than
forty primary schools.
All the education of the native children of Natal is in the hands of
misslOnaries. The government pays a certain sum for each child, aggregating enough to meet the salaries of the native teachers. The governmentalso inspects the schools. To the government a quarterly report is
rendered. But the missionary has to secure teachers, to visit the schools
for inspection, and to see that the requirements of the ,government are
carried out. The board miss!9n has under its charge more than forty of
these schools, with about three thousand pupils. The missionaries not
only have full liberty to introduce Christian training among these children, but have availed themselves of it in every school, which offers a
remarkable opportunity for Christian work.
The Ethiopian Church

The movement, which bears the name of Ethiopianism, has been a
divisive movement, and its direct tendency, if not its object, has been to
kindle a racial feeling, uniting the natives compactly, in entire independence of the white population. Starting a dozen years ago, in a defection from the English Wesleyan Church Mission in the Transvaal, it has
drawn from the membership of nearly all mission churches in South
Africa, until it is said that it embraces about twenty-five thousand churchmem bers, with seventy ordained ministers. The di visi ve character of the
movement is shown by the separation into parties which have little or no
agreement. What they have in common is a desire to be altogether free
from white control, and to carry out the motto, "Africa for the Africans." As a political movement it is utterly condemned, as well as
greatly feared by the governments. Its alliance with the Anglican and
the American M. E. Church, tho the latter be called African, take from
it any distinguishing national character. To the natives of South Africa
it is a foreign Church quite as much as their mission churches have ever
been.
The whole movement will fail of the end it seeks because of the
unwise elements within it, and its lack of a high moral and spiritual
motive behind it; and however much Zulus may desire independence in
action, they are too intelligent to think that this can be had by any sur.
render to hierarchical authority in their Church.
There are said to be a little over seventy-five thousand East Indians
in Natal, commonly called coolies, most of them having been brought
under contract to work on the estates. They do not affiliate witb the
Zulus. Christian work for them can not be conducted in conjunction
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with the established work of the mission. Only a small number, comparatively, of these coolies use either of the languages employed by
American Board missions in India. This diversity of tongues adds
greatly to the perplexities of the problem. Work for these Indians can
not be combined with the work for the Zulus. It must be a mission by
itself, with its own schools and evangelists. There ought to be such a
mission.
The flow of population to Johannesburg, .the metropolis of South
Africa, constitutes a special call to. the American Board. A Zulu
preacher, on his arrival in Johannesburg, could be understood by probably three-fourths of the native poupulation. The situation at Johannesburg constitutes a great appeal!
The difficulties under which the missionaries in Gazaland labor come in
part from their being located so remote from lines of communication. The
difficult task is to organize and maintain a Christian civilization far beyond
the pale of civilization. It took a year to get the traction engipe from
Beira to Mt. Silinda. The pioneer missionary must at once become onefourth farmer, one-fourth mason. one-fourth carpenter, and happy is he
if one-fourth of him remains to teach and preach. The Gazaland missionary even to-day must perform many labors for which he has had no previous training.
The uniqueness of the Gazaland mission is noteworthy. ']'he missionaries are practically Christian landlords. They have the authority to
remove any native from the mission farm. The natives on the farms are
required to keep in repair all the roads and paths, and also to construct
any new ones demanded. The missionaries have authority to "call out"
the natives to perform labors, compensation, however, always being
given-$2.50 to $5.00 a month, the usual wage in Rhodesia. The natives
are required to send their children to school-the boys and girls also rendering two hours' work outside of school hours. This landlordism also
involves protection of the natives from mistreatment or injustice from
the whites or other natives-a service which the missionaries have more
than once rendered. Residence on the farms is voluntary, but is gladly
accepted on the conditions mentioned. The fact that the native population on the farms has quadrupled during the past seven years-due
largely to immigration-speaks well for the administration of the missionaries. Another feature which makes the Gazaland mission unique
is the demand and opportunity for industrial training. This mission has
the most material for such work (the land, the water, the timber, and
population without a modern industrial knowledge) in a degree which
makes it perhaps unique among the missions of the board. It would he
a serious mistake if in Gazaland the' industrial feature in training were
not especially emphasized.
The deputation makes, among others, the following recommendations:
That the present policy of the Zulu mission be approved, concentrating its forces at the strategic points, making the oversight of the churches
more general, and committing the superintendence of the churches in
Natal to fewer men.
That the seminary at Inanda and the Bome- at Umzumbe be maintained as the two institutions for the higher training of girls, and that
as such they be especially commended to Christian women and the
Woman's Board for their continued and enlarged support.
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That the plan to occupy the cities, like Durban and Johannesburg,
in order to reach the people who are flocking in increasing numbers to the
large centers, be encouraged by such increase in appropriations as the
necessities of the case demand.
That the Zulu mission continue its policy of encoura,ging the native
churches in their efforts toward independence and self-support, and to
foster the missionary spirit that has appeared among those churches.
The white missionary should do nothing that the native can do as well.
Self-support, self-government, and self-extension, on the part of the
native couverts. should ever be kept prominent in mission policy.

A MISSION AMONG THE AFRICAN PYGMIES*
BY MRS. A. B. FISHER

On the western side of the snow-capped Ruwenzori Range, in Oentral
Africa, are "found a company of many tribes who have never yet taken
one step from their savagery and cannibalism. One can scarcely imagine
that there ever could have existed a more primitive and unenlightened
race than this which in this twentieth century is to be witnesed among
these distant subjects of the British Dominion. But even here, where
the world's clamoring voice has not yet penetrated, is to be heard" the
still small voice," and it might be written thus: " The Spirit of God
moved upon the face of the deep."
For nearly three weeks my husband and myself have been staying at
the furthermost of our Toro mission stations, and have been making
minute inquiries as to how far it is possible to reach these wild races.
As one stands on the brow of the mission hill no fewer than seven distinct tribes, each with its own peculiar customs and dialect, lie within
view, while at this particular spot are to be found representatives of
other tribes from more distant parts. Having fled from the hands of
plunderers and raiding tribes, they have come to settle down under the
peaceful rule. of the Christian chief, and many of them have not only
learned to read, but have been baptized into Ohrist's fold.
Stanley's Great Forest is within a few hours' march of the mission
hill, and within its almost impenetrable depths are to be found the Bambuba and the Batwa (Pygmies). The former is a strong and sturdy little
race that never reaches a stature beyond four to five feet. They live in
wattle huts, and have not yet learned the art of cultivating. FeIling the
trees and undergrowth, they sow maize and beans and potatoes in
rough, unprepared soil. Like the other surrounding tribes, their custom
of marriage is an exchange of a man's sister for that of his neighbor's,
or where this is impossible, goats are demanded. This latter exchange
is absolutely binding on the wife, and should she run back to her people
war ensues, which results in a big feasting on e9.ch other's foes who have
fallen. When one of their number dies, a deep pit is digged and he is
placed in a posture with hands crossed on his breast. They bury him no
further than the shoulders for six days, when the friends gather round
to take parting glances. At th~ end of that period the burying is completed, and his grave is swept daily till the relatives move into another
district.
'" CondellSlld from The Chu'rch Missionary Intelligencer.
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A number of these people are living here; five of them have been
baptized, and others are rea.ding as catechumens.
Their smaller neighbors, the Pygmies, lead a roving life through the
forest. They have no settled homes, but build tiny grass booths, which
only remain standing for a few days, and then the signal for removal is
given. Expert with the bow and arrow, they are thus able to keep themselves well supplied in meat, and the remainder of their spoil they ex_
change for the Bambuba's grain and potatoes, when they do not stealthilyappropriate these like the wild pigs. Very few of these little folk
will venture forth from their forest security; howbeit, no less than seven
are now under instruction here, arfd two have been already baptized.
The Bahuku are a cannibal tribe, living within sight at a distance of
about three miles. They live in the Semliki plain. and extend westward
to Belgian territory. Not only do they feast on their foes fiesh, but sell
their dead for four or six goats. Altho they have no scruples on eating
human fiesh, they bury their goats and sheep with due honor.
The Balega are a populous race inhabiting the coad and hills west
of the Albert Lake. They worship evil spirits, and build their tiny temples in the long grass. Only the men and very old women are allowed
to visit these shrines, but a horn is blown to inform the other women
when they perform their ceremonies. Scarcely recognizing the authority
of chiefs, practically each man is the lord of his own household, and as a
man's family often numbers 100, who do not leave the parental roof as is
the custom elsewhere, his one-roomed house has to be of considerable
dimensions, and his rule is not always of the simplest.· The church at
Toro has sent outto this tribe two Batoro teachers, who have been kindly
received.
In giving this faint insight into one of the dark corners of the earth,
I trust it will awaken the prayers of Christians, that from this center of
Mboga, where there are now over 200 baptized Christians. and sixty communicants, may radiate such a clear, irresistible light that the darkness
of the ages shall be rolled away by its brightness. "And God said, Let
there be light; and there was light."

PERSECUTED FOR CHRIST'S SAKE IN INDIA *
BY MISS GRACE STEPHENS

The "Nicodemus Cottage" of the Methodist Mission in Madras is
where women go who long to learn more about Jesus, and who are able
to reach this haven of refuge. There are terrible difficulties in the way
of these" Pardah ladies" openly conffissing Christ.
One native lady in the Zenanas whose heart opened to receive Jesus
said, "I must now put Jesus first," but her husband, and mother, and
friends were very angry. After a time she came to the Nicodemus Cottage, saying, "Jesus must be first; I must give up all for Him who died
for me." Her friends followed her, and besought her with wailings and
entreaties to come back; they scolded, they petted, they used every means
in their power to induce her to give up Christ, and return to them and
their foolish and abominable idolatries. But she kept firm, saying, gently,
" Jesus must be first," "I am a Christian, and Christ must be first." Then
• Condensed from The Bomball Guardian.
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'they put into the mother's arms her sweet little boy of three, her only
child; but as she clasped him to her breast and caressed him with kisses,
still she said, "Jesus is first." Then they tore him from her, and showered down oaths and curses and imprecations and insults upon her and
upon the Savior she adored. This was on a Thursday-just ten days
ago.
The next day they came again, and the missionary, not apprehending
serious danger, had them adwi::ted to the compound. Such a cr('wd
poured in that the police followed, but they were powerless to help, for
among the crowd were many Sepoys-some dressed in women's clothes,
but others in military uniforms. Then again, as this dear Ohristian
woman stood before them (for they demanded to see her, and threatened
to break down the cottage if denied), the friends called and entreated her
to come back to them. Finally, finding all their entreaties and threats
were unavailing, one among them held out her little son, bidding her come
and take him. Suspecting nothing, the mother stepped forward with
outstretched arms, and at that instant a dozen hands clutched at the poor
woman's throat and throttled her; then tore off her dress, threw her
against a pillar, and swiftly carried her off. The missionaries followed
down the street, in the'hope of recuing her as she was borne aloft on the
shoulders of the frantic crowd. No chance, alas! for rescue; for sharp
knives were flashing in the sunlight. Oh, that such a scene could be possible in a city like Madras, and in broad daylight!
Now let me give you over against this a bright picture.
The Convert's Home at Baranagore, six miles from Oalcutta, hasfifty~
two widows in it, who have come out from the darkness and dreariness of
heathen widowhood into the light and love of God. They are willing to
work hard to support themselves and their children, and to be trained for
Biblewomen and Bible teachers.
One day, some time ago, an educated ~engali lady came with her husband and little boy. The husband said, "My wife can not find any peace
in t.he Hindu religion, tho she has tried many ways; she says if she comes
here she knows she will get what she wants." This gentleman was agent
for a wealthy Bengali, but as he really loved his wife he was willing to
part with her in the hope that she might fio.d the peace she longed for.
Only a few days passed by before this Bengali lady found "joy and
peace in believing"; at once she sent the good news to her husband, and
kept writing to him. In a little while he came back tosay that his wife's
letters had made him. want to be a Ohristian. So we put them into a little mud-built cottage (very poor compared to his bungalow) outside the
compound, and provided a teacher to instruct him in " the Way of Life."
After a few days he came, saying, "I find I can not be a Ohristian and
tell lies or take bribes, so I must throw up my position." This he did
after some plain talks, for we had nothing to offer him except to go into
the brass workshop among the boys, and earn, when competent, four
annas a day. This Bengali gentleman who had never soiled his fingers,
cheerfully blackened them every day for some weeks for Christ's sake!
After this testing-time we put him and his wife as teachers in a mission school in one of the villages near, and there they, with their little
800., are still happily working. Praise Godl
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EDITORIALS
sympathies might lead them to deRussia. Japan. and Korea
sire it. In many stations the work
It is too early as yet to foresee
is at a standstill, and especially in
the end of the conflict in the Far
Korea and Manchuria the war will
East-a confliet between an Occibe a severe testing time. Pyeng
dental nation that is medieval in
Yang, one of the most noteworthy
character and an Oriental nation
missions of the Presbyterian and
modern in its views and attainMethodist Churches, is one of the
ments. It is even too early to
Japanese base of operations in
foresee the results that would folKorea, and the missionaries have
low the victory of one side or the
had to be recalled from Syen Chun,
other. But it is not too early to
another station.
pray that this struggle may not
God rules. Let us unite in prayinterfere with the progress of God's
ing for those who are passing
Kingdom in the East; that the
through this trial, and let us 'stand
native Christians in Korea, Japan,
ready to take the next step in adand Manchuria may not be drawn
vancing the Kingdom when the
into the whirlpool, but that they
time comes:
*
and the missionaries may be spared
to fight a good fight with the
Mormonism on Trial
"sword of the Spirit."
It is natural that the sympathies
The United States Senators, in
of progressive Protestant nations their examination of Joseph F.
should be with Japan. The char- Smith, President of the Mormon
acter of the Russian government is Church, in the Smoot inquiry, have
shown by the fact that she must learned something about the Mormaintain a large force at home to mons which has opened their eyes
keep her subjects from rising to the dangers of that system of
against the tyranny of the rulers.
doctrine.
President Smith conRussia stands not for enlighten- fessed to be living in polygamous
ment and freedom, but for oppres- relations with fiove wives (two or
sion and ignorance of the masses.
three of whom are sisters), and has
Commercially, she paralyze~ trade had eleven children by them since
and hinders progress by seeking to the manifesto prohibiting polyggrasp everything in sight. In spite amy was issued. He upheld the
of her being a nominal Christian na- so-called "revelations" to himself
tion, she is a hindrance rather than and his coreligionists as superior
a help in civilizing and Christian- to the laws of the United States.
izing Manchuria a,nd the East. In As late as last year President
practise, Japan has shown a more Smith preached a sermon upholdenlightened spirit than her rival. ing polygamy.
and is more Christian in dealing
The article on page 251 is a clear
with others. She also promises to statement of Mormon doctrine and
preserve the integrity of Korea,
practise, the menace which it is to
and to open the door of all her ter- Christian homes and governments.
ritory to freedom of trade.
and the way in which it should be
The native Christians and the overcome. Those who read this
missionaries in Japan, Korea, and article will have a practical knowlManchuria are in a trying situa- edge of the subject, which is now
tion. The missionaries may not commanding much attention.
take sides in the conflict, tho their
One of the Mormon methods of

•
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evading unpleasant revelations is
seen in the fact that a number of
the leading members of the Church,
who have been summoned as witnesses in the Smoot case,. have disappeared at the command of their
superiors.
It may ·not be generally known
that the Mormons of Utah are only
one of a number of sects of "Latter
Day Saints" who trace their origin
to Joseph Smith, Jr. These other
branches are comparatively insignificant in numbers and influence.
The" Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints" for example, numbers about 45,000 members, and
have as their president Joseph
Smith III., a son of the founder.
They have discarded the doctrines
of polygamy and blood-atonement,
but hold to the "Book of Mormon" and the "Doctrines and
Covenants." It began its independent existence in Beloit, Wis., in
1852, and now has its headquarters
at Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa.

*
Practical Negro Education

It is an accepted principle by
Christian educators that men and
women should be educated first
and foremost with reference to
the development of character and
usefulness. Any learning which
does not directly contribute to
this end is useless, if not harmful. Higher education does not
generally prepare men and women
for the ordinary occupations,
and is, therefore, not to be advocated for the masses. This is especially true of negroes in America, the vast majority of whom
must earn their bread by the sweat
of their brows. Industrial educatian is, therefore, rightly in favor
among those who have the interests of this race most at heart.
Some have questioned the value of
such schools as Hampton and Tuskegee, but their opponents are com-

paratively few and feeble. The
facts brought out by a recent in':
vestigation by BookerT. Washington have, however, done more to
silence criticism than any number
of theories. Mr. Was.hington sent
out questions to 136 white men of
the South, to obtain information as
to the practical results of education on the negro. The following
summary of replies speaks for
itself:
1. Has education made the negro
a more useful citizen?
Answer-Yes, 121; no, 4; unanswered,l1.
2. Has it made him more economical and more inclined to acquire wealth?
Answer-Yes, 98; no, 14; unasswered,24.
o. Does it make him a more
valuable
workman,
especially
where skill and thought are required?
Answer-Yes, 132; no, 2; unanswered,2.
4. Do well-trained, skilled negro
workmen find any difficulty in
securing work in your community?
Answer-No, 117; yes, 4; unanswered,15.
5. Are colored men in business
patronized by the whites in your
community?
Answer-Yes, 92; no, 9; unanswered, 35. (The large number of
cases in which this question was
not answered is due to scarcity of
business men.)
6. Is there any opposition to the
colored people's buying land in
your community?
Answer-No, 128; yes, 3; unanswered,5.
7. Has education improved the
morals of the black race?
Answer-Yes, 97; no, 20; unanswered,19.
S. Has it made his religion less
emotional and more practical?
Answer-Yes, 101; no, 16; unanswered,19.
9. Is it, as a rule, the ignorant or
the educated.who commit crime?
Answer-Ignorant, 115; educated,
3; unanswered,17.
10. Does crime grow less as education increases among the colored
people?
Answer-Yes, 102; no, 19; unanswered,15.

•
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11. Is the moral growth of the
negrQ equal to his mental growth?
Answer-Yes, 55; no, 46; unanswered,35.

the Revell,.Company. We know
no more thrilling story of missions.
3. Burmah in 1828. The ye.!tr of
the conversion of Kho Thah Byu,
the first of 50,000 Karens gathered
There was an average of over in 50 years.
100 replies favorable to negro edu4. The story of John Hunt in
cation, and only 13 were unfavor- Fiji, in 1838. This was a remarkable
year elsewhere-witness the work
able. Nothing is to be feared from
of William Kni b b in Jamaica; also,
a frank investigation of the char- in the same year, the work of Titus
acter and results of education on Coan at Hilo and Puna, in the Sandthe negro. The friends of the race wich Islands, and his two years'
are encouraged to hope for still camp-meeting.
5. 1848, the work of John Geddie
further progress in industrial train- at Aneityum, of whom it was said
ing in the South. It is a great that when he went there he found
need not only there, but in the no Christians, and when he left, 25
years after, left no heathen.
North as well.
*
6. 1858, the work of William
Duncan at Metlakahtla; a marvelous work among the Indian tribes
Themes for Missionary Addresses
of North America.
7. 1868, the coronation of RanaWe have frequent letters from
valona II., seven years after the
those who desire suggestions as to death
of Ranavalona I. The proper
the best themes for missionary ad- beginning of the governmental
dresses, etc. To those who desire recognition of the Christian Church
practical examples of the dyna- in Madagascar.
8. 1878, the work of John E. Clough,
mics of missions, we would com- who
baptized il,222 in one day in the
mend especially some ten or twelve Lone Star Mission in Ongole, India,
great narratives of mission work and 10,000 in that one year. The
which seem to us to stand out in same year was the jubilee of the
Mission, already referred to,
s p e cia I conspicuousness. They Karen
which was celebrated by the erecmight be made the subjects of a
tion of a memorial chapel to the
first convert, Kho Thah Byu.
series of addresses during theyear,
9. 1888, the work of R. W. Mcand would be found to be unusually
Call in France, which came to its
interesting and fascinating. Others climax, after 16 years, with conmight be selected, but we venture siderably over 100 "salles." Peri
to give this list, which we arrange haps the most remarkable work
among Papists.
by decades as follows:
10. 1898, t'he story of Old Calabar
1. The story of Pitcairn Island in West Africa, as told by Rev. J.
about 1798. Nine mutineers of the J. Fuller, an African, who labored
Bounty and l' Tahitians had landed there for 45 years.
from the wreck.
Drunkenness
11. The story of Japan, and the
and violence 'eft the colony in a
work of Neesimaand the Doshisha.
state of desolation. All the men
12. The story of Uganda. When
died but John Adams, the sole sur- Bishop Hammington died, he sent
vivor of the mutineers. With a
a message to Mwanga: "I have
Bible and prayer-book, rescued bought the road to Uganda with
from the wreck, Adams became a
my blood." There is even now in
convert to Christ, and the regener- progress there probably the most
ator of the colony.
remarkable work ever known in
2. 1818. From 1816 to 1823, the Africa.
work of William A. B. Johnson at
Sierre Leone, in West Africa. The
Donations Acknowledged
Life of Johnson" is out of print,
No.
293.
Industrial Evangelical Mission,
but the story has been reproduced
India ... . . . . . . . . . . $15.00
under the title of "Seven Y-ears in No. 294. Industrial Evangelical Mission,
Sierra Leone," and is published by
India . • • • • . • . • . . . 15.00
l{
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INDIA AND OHRISTIAN OPPORTUNITY. By Harlan P. Beach. Illustrated. 12mo. 308 pp.
The Student Volunteer Movement, New
York. 1904.

This latest text-book for students
of missions is an illustration of the
advance that has been made in the
quality of such books in the last
ten years. It is difficult to see how
the volume could be much better
for its purpose. Concise, clear, orderly, generally accurate, informing, interesting, and attractive in
appearance, it presents to those
who would study India a most excellent compendium.
The statistical tables and bibliography are
unusually full. The former reports the work of nearly 100 societies in numerical detail, show the
distribution of their workers, and
indicates the progress during the
last 50 years. The last chapter
deals with present opportunities.
Now is the acceptable time-the
day of opportunity. Missionaries
are calling for reinforcements, and
for funds to conduct and enlarge
their work. One can not read,
much less study, Mr. Beach's book
without feeling a tug at the heartstrings and purse-strings.
*
IN FAMINE LAND. By Rev. J. E Scott. Illustrated. 8vo,205 pp. Net, $2.50. Harper
& Brothers. New York and London.
1904.

This story of the awful scenes of
famine in India during the years
1899 and 1900 is by far the best that
has appeared. Mr. 'Scott was the
chairman of the Methodist Mission.
Relief Committee in Rajupatana,
and was especially concerned with
the famine sufferers and with
mea~s taken to provide food,
shelter, and work for men, women,
and children. He has given us a
,careful st,udy of the great famines
that have devastated India, their
causes, effects, the relief work, and
the means which are being taken,
and should be taken, to alleviate

suffering. The photographic illustrations are awfully realistic, and
must awaken sympathy and a desire to help even in the most selfish
heart.
The primary cause of famine in
India is the failure of the monsoon
and its accompanying rain. The
secondary causes mentioned are
the poverty and improvidence of
the people. Others might be added:
the lack of reservoirs and irrigating systems and the impoverishment of the soil by the growth of
the poppy. Perhaps famines in India cannot be entirely prevented,
but much can be done by training
the people in industry and thrift,
and by irrigation. One result of the
fap1ines is the gathering of large
numbers of orphans in mission
schools. Many people are learning
to appreciate something of the selfsacrificing devotion of Christian
men and women, and can not fail to
note the difference between Brahman indifference and Christian
charity. Pandita Ramabai's school
of nearly 2,000 is the outgrowth of
the famines. While the road is
hard, the end of these distressing
scenes may be the conversion of
India to Christ. The famine which
touches only the body is of small
consequence compared with that
which starves the souls of India's
millions.
*
KALI-DASSIE. By Josephine A, EvanR. Illustrated. Paper. O. E. Z. M. S., London.
1904,

Here is a striking story of a
Hindu girl, the servant of the Goddess Kali. It is not long, but is
touching and true. Kali-Dassie
was born in Allahabad, and was
named for the hideous black goddess who wears a necklace of skulls.
Her experiences make a graphic account of the life of a Hindu girl,
and are calculated to awaken interest in her people.
*
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TWELVE J.ITTLE PILGRIMS WHO STAYED AT
HOME. By Lucy J. Scott. Illustrated.
12mo., 271 pp. $1.00, net. Fleming H.
Revell Co. 1903. J

An excellent suggestion for Sunday-school teachers and others underlies this story of the way in'
which a wide-awake teacher interested her class in missionary work.
They took an imaginary journey to
Japan, Korea, China, and India,
which resulted not only in increased enthusiasm for carrying the
Gospel to the heathen, but helped
raise money for a church debt and
fired a congregation with missionary zeal. The book is written for
children, but the most valuable
part of it is its suggestions for mission bands.
*
Books on Japan. Russia and Korea. *
JAPAN

A Handbook of Modern Japan. Ernest ~
W. Clement. With maps and illustrations. 12mo. 1903 •.•........•.•. . Net, $1.40
t From Sunrise Land. Amy Carmichael
Wilson. 8vo. 1896. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.25
Japan in Transition. J. S. Ransome. Illustrated. 8vo. 1899 ........ ·... . . . . . . .. 3.00
Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan. Lafcadio
Hearn. 2 vols., 8vo. 1894.. . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.00
The Ainu of Japan. John Batchelor.
12roo. 1896. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 50
t The Mikado's Empire .. William Elliot
Griffis. 2 vols., 8vo. Illustrated ....... 4.00
The Religions of Japan, From the Dawn
of History to t.ha.Era of Meiji. William
Elliot Griffis. 12mo. 1895.. . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00
t Evolution of the Japanese, Social and
Psychic. Sidney L. Gulick. 8vo. 1003.
Net, 2.00
t Unbeaten Tracks in Japan. Isabella
Bird Bishop. Illustrated. 8vo. ... . . . .. 2.50
Japan and Her People. Anna C. Hartshorne. 2 vols. 50 photogravures and
maps. 8vo. 1903 ................. . Net, 4.00
Joseph Hardy Neesima. J. D. Davis.
16mo, 156 pp. 1899. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... 1.00
Japanese Girls and Women. Alice Mabel
Bacon. 16mo, 75 cents. Illustrated
edition. 1891 ........................... 4 00
t The Gist of Japan. R. B. Peery. Illustrated. 8vo............................. 1.25
An American Missionary in Japan. M.
L. Gordon. 16mo. 1892 ................ 1.25
Verbeck of Japan. W. E. Griffis. 12mo.
375 pp. 1900 ............................ 1.50
RUSSIA

The Russian Advance. Albert J. Bever·
Jdge. With maps. 8vo. 1003 ... . Net, $2.50
• These books may be ordered through the
RIllVIEW. t Especially recommended.
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All the Russias. Travels and Studies In
Contemporary European Russia, Finland, Siberia, the Caucasus, and Central Asia. Illustrated. 8vo. 1\102.Net, 4.00
The ExpanSion of Russia, 1815-1900.
Francis Henry Skrine. 12mo. 1003. Net, 1.50
t Asiatic RUSSia. Geo. Frederick Wright.
Illustrations and maps. 2 vols. 8vo.
1902 ............................... . Net, 7.50
Russian Life in Town and Country. Fran ..
cis H. E. Palmer. 12mo. l\lO2. Net, 1.20
Empire (The) of the Tsars and the Russians. Anatole Leroy·Beaulieu. 3 vols.
8vo ...................................... 9.00
t The Real Siberia. Together With an
Account of a Dash Through Manchuria.
John Foster Fraser. IlluBtmted. 12mo.
1002 ................................ Net, 2.00
Russia Under the Tzars. Stepniak.
12mo .................................... 1.50
t Siberia and the Exile System. George
Kennan. 2 vols., 8vo. Maps and illustrations. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . ..... 6.00
KOREA

Korea. Angus Hamilton. Illustrated.
8vo. 1904 ......................... . Net, $4.00
Korea from Its Capital. Geo. W. Gilmore. 12mo. 1895 ..................... 1.25
Corea: the Hermit Nation.
William
Elliot Griffis. Maps and illustrations
. 8vo. 1897 ............................... 2.50
Chosen: the Land of the Morning Calm.
(Korea.) Percival Lowell. Illustrated.
8vo ..................................... 3.00
t Korea and Her Neighbors
Isabella
Bird Bishop. Illustrated. 8vo. 1898 .. 2.00
t Korean Sketches; a Missionary's Observations in the Hermit Nation. James
S. Gale. Illustrated. 12mo ............ '1.00
Everyday Life in Korea. Daniel L. Gifford. Illustrated. 12mo ............... 1.25
The Vanguard. James S. Gale. 12mo.
1904 ..................................... 1.50
MISCELLANEOUS

The Peoples and the Politics of the Far
East: Tmvels and Studies in Siberia,
China, Korea, Siam, and Malaya.
Henry Norman.
Illustrations and
maps. Henry Norman.8vo ......... $4.00
The Awakening of the East. (Siberian
. Railway, Japan, and China.) Pierre
Leroy-Beaulieu. 12mo. 1900.......... 1.50
Problems of the Far East. Lord Curzon.
8vo. 1896 ............................... 2.50
The Educational Conquest of the Far
East. Robert E. Lewis. 12mo. 1003.
Net, 1.00
MANCHURIA

Mission Methods in Manchuria. John
Ross, D.D. 12mo. 1003 .......... Net, $1.00
China, the Long ·lived Empire. Eliza R.
Scidmore. Illustrated 8vo. 1000. . .. 2.50
East of the Barrier: Side lights of the
Manchuria Mission. J. M. Graham .
12mo. 235 pp ........................... 1.OC
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AMERICA
Sailed
Student
Volunteers

In the Intercollegian for May, 1903,

there was p u blished a list of 211
student volunteers who were reported as having sailed during 1902.
Since that date 219 volunteers are
reported as having sailed. They
went out under 40 different boards
or agencies. Of these, 23 will work
in Africa, 68 in China, 55 in India,
17 in Japan, 8 in Korea, 6 in the
Philippines, 10 in South America,
9 in Turkey, 8 in the West Indies,
and 15 in other countries. The
names of some of the voluntpers
who sailed during 1903 have perhaps been omitted, as the reports
of 7 boards have not yet been received.
*
Workers
Statements of the
Needed for
specific needs of
Mission Fields some of the mission
boards have been
printed in the Intercollegian, in
order that student volunteers and
others who are qualified may enter
into correspondence with the officers of the boards. All who have
finished their courses, or who will
do so during 1904, are urged to send
in their applications immediately,
and other persons who read this are
requested to bring the facts to the
attention of anyone who is in a
position to apply. According to
the list, all the larger boards are
calling for men and women of varied attainments and characteristics for teaching, preaching, medical work, industrial work, etc., in
Africa, China, Turkey, India,
Europe, Japan, South America,
the Islands of the Pacific, and elsewhere. Let no one hold back who
feels called of God to this glorious
work of carrying the Gospel into
regions beyond.
..

Problem of A large fraction of
the Foreign- the population of
bom in Ohio this commonwealth
is composed
0 f
Welsh, Swedes, Finns, Italians,
Magyars, Germans, and Slavs
(about 35,000 Bohemians, as many
Poles, and 6)000 Slovaks). Fivesixths of the Slavs are herded together in Cleveland, and are ministered to by Bethlehem and Cyril
churches and Mizpah and Madison
missions, with 8 workers, reaching
directly through 30 weekly services
about 1,500 people. A score of missionaries, home and foreign, have
gone out from Bethlehem church,
beside the larger number who have
been associated with it from the
Slavic Department at Oberlin. and
the Bethlehem Bible and Missionary Training School. Among the
children of Bethlehem are Rev.
John Prucha, now pastor there;
Rev. Bertha Juengling Harris. of
Storrs Church, Cincinnati; and
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis Hodous, of
Fu Chau. China.
A Blow at Both Houses of the
Berea College Kentucky Legislature have passed
a bill prohibiting coeducation of
the races in any of the educational institutions of the State.
An amendment kindly (?) permits
corporations to maintain separate
schools if they are at least 25 miles
apart. The measure is aimed at a
single institution-Berea, a college
which is perhaps working for the
betterment of Kentucky more
directly than any other.
Berea was founded by anti-slavery Southerners for the purpose of
affording education to negroes as
well as to whites. It was organized as a Christian institution, and
as such was" opposed to sectarianism, slaveholding, caste, and every
other wrong institution and prac
electronic file created by cafis.org
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tise." It has been doing its work
in the face of great obstacles, and
with the unflinching self-sacrifice
of consecrated teachers, for nearly
50 years; it has accumulated a considerable endowment and has
awakened great interest. It has
now on its roll 174 colored students
and 803 white students. a large
majority of whom come from the
mountain regions.
President
Frost has created a widespread
interest in these mountain population, numbering 2,000,000 of people, and more sorely in need of
education than any other white
population in the United States.
Both races have met in the classroom, but there has never been any'
attempt to teach the doctrine of
general social equality. There has
never been a scandal connected with
the institution.
The Legislature of Kentucky has
a right to forbid the teaching of
the two races in any institution
sustained by public funds.
But
Berea is a private institution; no
one goes to it unless he or she
chooses to go. It is a serious question whether the State Legislature
has a right to declare that young
men and young women of different
races shall not be taught together
if they choose. The· course of Berea
has been so conservative, its record
so stainless, its value to the State
and to the nation so great, that
the best friends of Kentucky have
hoped that better counsels would
prevail.
*
So much is written
General
(and so jus t I y)
Armstrong
Booker
and Hampton about
Washington and
Institute
his school, t hat
Hampton Institute, where he was
fashioned and furnished for his
splendid life-work, is in some danger of being left out of mind. Beginning in 1868 with but 2 teachers
and 15 pupils, then an anomaly and
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a hazardous experiment, it has now
attained to some 60 buildings, over
100 officers and teachers, and about
1,200 students in attendance,
mostly negroes, tho including 130
Indians, and representatives from
Porto Rico, Jamaica, and Africa.
With common school branches,
agriculture and the mechanic arts
are taught, and teachers are trained
for their work.

New Steamer Last November the
Southern Presbyfor the
Upper Kongo terian Mission on
the Kongo met with
a sad and severe loss through the
destruction of the Lapsley and the
drowning of Mr. Slaymaker. And
now a ringing call is out for $25,000,
in order that a larger and better
vessel may be secured.
Philadelphia's The C h r i s t ian
Christian
League of PhiladelLeague
phia, a most unique

organiza tion- wi th
Dr. George D. Baker (just deceased)
as president; Bishops Foss and
'Vhitaker, vice-presidents; and Mr.
John H. Converse, treasurer-has
been for a period of eight years
successfully combating the forces
of evil in that great city. The
results have been unparalleled. In
a quiet, persistent, practical way,
without blackening the good name
of their city, marvelous changes
have been effected, so that to-day
the old slum districts-notorious
for three-quarters of a centuryhave been completely transformed;
dangerous neighborhoods have become decent and orderly; defiance
of law is rebuked; certain temptations are removed from the pathway of youth, and insanitary conditions are promptly abated.
Among definite· works carried on
by this organization is the Chinese
mission, 929 Race Street, which
has been pronounced by experienced observers the best of its kind
in this country. Its influence has
electronic file created by cafis.org
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been instrumental in transforming
that peculiar locality into one
of law and order, and its religious
teachings have led to the foot of
the cross a large number of young
men who formerly bowed at the
idol's shrine.-Montreal Witness.
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Increaaed Gifts The Congregationfrom Students alist reports the encouraging fact that
the institutions of higher learning
in the United States and Canada
have given 50 per cent. more to
missions in the academic year
1902-3 than in the year preceding.
As proof and illustration of this
statement, a few weeks since. at a
special chapel service, $l,35li. was
subscribed by the students and faculty of Oberlin College for the
maintenance of P. L. Corbin as
missionary from this college in
Shansi, China. Mr. Corbin is at
present lecturing before the colleges of the country in the interests
of the Student Volunteer Movement, and will sail for China next
fall. He was a graduate of the
Oberlin Theological Seminary last
year.

Cabling a
December 24th the
Church to China secretaries of the
Board of Missions
of the
Protestant
Episcopal
Church had the satisfaction of
cabling a Christmas present of a
church to the Wuhu Christians.
One can imagine the sensation that
the message caused. There is Mr.
Lund, our missionary, anxious and
depres~ed by the delay of five years
in equipping the station properly.
He knows it is impossible to push
the work further, because, as his
Chinese helper has told him time
and again: "It's no use urging ,Christian Forces Doubtless, Utah is
or even asking people to come to
in Utah
to be set down
church, because we are unable to
among the most
find seats for them." When the barren and discouraging fields unnews of the gift reaches him on der the sun, rivalling India, China,
Christmas morning there is a lump or the South Seas at their worst.
in his throat, the tears will force And yet, in a single generation the
themselves to his eyes, and with a
various Christian denominations
sob he thanks God for the gift.
have planted no less than 73
And then there are the Chinese churches, with a present memberChristians, 100 or more of them,
ship of upwards of 5,300.
gathered in the 18 x 21-foot room
they call a church, for their Christ- British Mission Herschel Island is
Near the
in the far north west
mas worship. Mr. Lund tells them
that a friend in America, that
North Pole
corner of the diostrange and unknown country
cese of Mackenzie
across the sea, has promised to River. For a missionary to go
build them a church. The days of there is, indeed, to be a "witness"
worship in the little room on the for Christ in "the uttermost parts
dirty street are numbered. No of the earth." The island is as cold,
longer will Mr. Li, the Chinese dreary, and desolate a spot as can
clergyman, have to liv~ in unsani- well be imagined. There are no
tary quarters. One can hear strange trees on it, nor within 40 or 50
words sung l.ustily to familiar miles; a few stunted willows, a litmusic as the congregation breaks tle coarse grass, and a few lichens
out with: "Praise God, from Whom manage to grow, and in the shel.all Blessings Flow." That was a
tered spots a few wild flowers bloom
Christmas, indeed, for the Wuhu during the brief summer. In midChristians.-The Spirit of Mi.s- win,ter the sun is not seen at all for
nearly two months, and in summer
sions.
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the place is often enshrouded in
thick, gloomy fog. The natives retain their own native costume (altho some of them like to have a
European garment on the top), and
the missionaries dress in like manner. Indeed,. the cold is so intense
and the winds so cutting that ordinary cloth clothing would not be
a sufficient protection.
Mr. I. O. Stringer was the first
missionary to go there 11 years ago,
and when his bride joined him a
few yeal's later it became their residence, and it was there that their
little boy, Herschel, was born.
After doing excellent work, and
gaining the respect and affection of
the people, the smoky camps, the
cold winds, the unrelieved expanse
of ice and snow, etc., so affected
their eyes that they were obliged
to give up the work there, and
have been transferred to the diocese of Selkirk.-Church Mission- .
ary Gleaner.

EUROPE
This
conference,
which was held in
Edinburgh, January 2--6, was the
third by the Student Volunteer Missionary Union
of Great Britain.
The conference was not especially
remarkable, but was devotional,
purposeful, in.tense. The attendance of students included 424 men
and 285 women. The grand total
of delegates thus amounted to 709
students, of whom 190-115 men
and 75 women-were student volunteers. They came from 137 different colleges-48 men's, 51 women's,
and 38 theological colleges.
The most interesting group of
delegates was seated directly in
front of the platform. These were
the 94 foreign delegates, representing 22 countries: Holland, Norway,
S wed en, Denmark, Germany,
France, Belgium,
Switzerland,
International
Students'
Missionary
Conference
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Hungary, Russia, Finland, Austria, Italy, Spain, Turkey, United
States, Canada, West Africa, India,
China, Japan, and New Zealand.

*
The Growth of Fifty years since
a Half CentuQ' the average number of colporteurs
employed by the British and Foreign Bible Society did not exceed
150, and the average yearly circulation by colportage was about
150,000 copies. To-day the society's
colporteurs distribute by sale lout
of every 3 copies issued, and the
870 men employed throughout 1902
circulated no fewer than 1,833,000
copies, in over 200 different languages. Of these colporteurs, 29
were at work in Turkey and Greece,
47 in Austria· Hungary, 51 in
France, 51 in Korea, 88 in the Russian Empire, 150 in India and Ceylon, and 238 in China.
" John Bull" This specimen of
" the wisdom of the
and the
Bible Society wise" reminds one
of Syndey Smith's
famous diatribe against William
Carey and the Baptist Missionary
Society. The following appeared
verbatim in John Bull for October
29,1826:
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE
SOCIETY

We have with no small degree of
satisfaction witnessed the gradual
decay of this most dangerous and
hypocritical institution; we have,
upon principle, uniformly opposed
it, because we knew its real valueits real aim-its real object. We
confess we hardly expected the
consummation of its downfall so
speedily-the period, however, has
arrived; for, in addition to the
gross and flagrant proceedings
which have disgusted and detached
most of its branches, some circum·
stances have transpired relative to
a letter circulated by the society,
said to have been signed by their
secretary, which have given it the
coup de grace. We have been furnished with the particulars, but
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for reasons which we fuay hereafter explain we shall at present
say Damore. Lord Bexley is aware
of the whole transaction, and has,
we believe, expressed himself in
pretty strong terms upon it-the
exposure must come; and it may
appear false delicacy toward a
body for which we have ever entertained feelings of mingled con·
tempt and disgust, to postpone ita little delay may render the development more complete and the
annihilation of the faction consequently more certain.
New Quarterl After "everal refor the L. M. S. movals during its
career of more than
a century, the London Missionary Society is ere long to enter a
structure, commodious and reared
expressly for its use, at a cost
of about £30,000, toward which
£16,000 have been received from the
sale of the remainder of the lease
of the old house, and £6,000 from a
special fund which was created
some time ago for the work now in
hand. The memorial stone was
laid January 12th.

These figures relate
to the phenomenal
development of the
Church Missionary
Society since it launched out "by
faith" in 1886:
The Growth
of Si;x;teen
YearJ

Number of Stations ..... .
European Olergy ........ .
,
Laymen ....... .
H
Females ...... .
Native Clergy ........... .
~,
Lay Workers ..... .
Total Labol'ers .......... .
Native Chtistian Adherents.................. .
CommuniClints .......... .
Baptisms in the Year:
Adults ............... .
Schools .................. .
Scholars ................. .
Income .................. .

1886-87
280

1902-03

580

217
4U
22
255
3,505
4,108

418
152

7,697
9,406

182,382

299,553

44,115

81,652

377
879

2,634
9,637
1,859
2,878
71,815
121,541
£234,639 £353,164

Salvation Army Out of some 2,000,VB.
000 persons who
have publicly proDrunkenness
fessed coli version in
the public meetings of the Salvation Army throughout the world
during the last 10 years, it is estimated that at least 10 per cent.-no
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less than 200,OOO-have been converted from lives of drunkenness.
Besides the tens of thousands who
have joined churches, at least
100,000 converted drunkards are
to-day marching in the ranks and
devoting their lives to the rescue of
others.
Romanilt
English Protestan ts
Settlements in are planning means
Great Britain of resistance to the
settlement of the
" Congregations," recently exiled
from France, some 58 in number
having taken up their abode in
England, in addition to the formation of 7 Jesuit schools and 29 mission residences. The presence of
1,000 communities in England alone
of various religious "orders" constitutes a distinct menace to the
country.
J.

This society has
work scattered
through the entire
region lying b etween the Straits of Gibraltar and
the Nile, and is able to report the
recent baptism of 8 Moslems in
Tunis, 22 in Tangier with 24 others,
and through its hospitals and dispensaries is abundant in works of
mercy. And yet it is straitened
for funds; not through any falling
off in ordinary donations, but
solely to the lack of such legacies
as have commonly been received.
Gifts amounting to £2,000 would
afford ample relief.
North Africa
Mission in
Need

Probably the most
important religious
gathering statedly
held in Prussia,
judging both by the interests involved and the number of participants (running into thousands),
is the Annual Mission Conference of Province Sachsen, which
Dr. Warneck called into life 25
years ago. It has been characterized by steady growth, and tnis
The Mislion
Conference
in Halle
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year's assemblage partook of peculiar interest, both because Germany's colonial problems are now
to the fore, owing to the insurrection in southwest Africa, and because the program partook of a
peculiarly suggestive international
flavor.
The societies participating actively were the various missionary
organizations of Berlin, the Barmen Society, and the Brethren oJ:
Moravian Church, with headquarters at Herrnhut. The special international feature was contributed
by the presence of Director Boegner, of the Paris Missionary Society.
Professor Dr. Kahler, of Halle,
delivered the main address of the
conference on: "The Bible, the
Book of Mankind."
H.
German Work According to the
for Worldfigures for 1903,
Evangelization supplied by Pastor
Dohler, there are 24
German m'ssionary societies, with
an income of $1,509,746 ($1,492,743
in 19(2), 587 principal stations (576),
977 missionaries (952), 103 unmarried women (110), 152 native pastors
(150), 7,549 other native helpers
(7,215), 419,217 "baptized Christians" (397,746),2,327 schools (2,035),
102,260 scholars (93,738). It will be
noted that, except in a single item,
the one relating to unmarried
women, the last year showed a
gratifying increase, and that missionaries wives are omitted, these
by our German brethren being
counted as a negligible element.
Lutheran
Pastor von HarlChurch Work ing, the new Presifor the Jews dent of the Institutum Judaicum
Delitzschianum, has been ap·
pointed missionary and traveling
evangelist of this society. Since
Pastor von Harling served a number of years as missionary of the
Norwegian Central Committee for
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Jewish Work at Galatz. Roumania,
he is well fitted for his new position. The missionary of the central
organization, at Cracow, Galicia,
has been obliged, on account of the
bitter opposition of the Poles to his
German nationality, to leave that
place, and has commenced work at
Bukharest, Roumania. A school
has been opened, which is well attended by Jewish children, and the
outlook in the new station is very
encouraging. The work at Stanislau, under Pastor Zoeckler since
1891, is making rapid progress.
The edllcational work is especially
prosperous.
M.
Rabinowitz's .Lovers of Israel
will rejoice that
Work in
this work,
susKishinef
pended since the
death of its founder, is soon to be
taken up again. The trustees of
Somerville Hall, the building
erected for Rabinowitz, have
handed the property to the Mildmay Mission to the Jews in London,
on condition that it is used as a
preaching station for Jews. The
Baptist community in Kishinefhas
agreed to take the work under its
protection, that there be less danger of interferance frpm the Russian authorities, and the Mildmay
Mission to the Jews announces that
a suitable Hebrew Christian has
been found willing to accept the
post as pastor and preacher at
Kishinef. Thus there is prospect
that the work will soon be
reopened.
M.
How Russia When one is so
Honors
often compelled to
the Word
say uncomplimentary things about
the Russian authorities, it is all the
more pleasant to be able to insert
an item like the following:
There is a marked contrast between the Church of Rome and the
Church of Russia in the treatment
of the British and American Bible
Societies. Agents of the societies
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work freely throughout Russia.
The government remits certain of
their taxes, and carries a certam
amount of the Bibles free on its
railways. In one or two towns
the street railways give the colporteur a free ticktlt. The British
Society's sales over the Russian
Empire last year exceeded 560,000
copies.
ASIA
Is There Hope A book has re.cently
for Moslem
appeared, written
Women?
by Kasem Ameen,
a learned Mussulman jurist, which is described as
nothing less th!tn "epoch-making,"
in which the author makes a strong
and unprecedented plea for the
emancipation of the Mohammedan
woman, who is still considered a
mere chattel. ;He would raise her
to the level of man, and have her
declared his equal, both socially
and legally; he would give her a
fair elementary education, to start
with; he would reinvest her with
the rights accorded her by AIKoran; he would protect her by
legislation from the widespread
evil of divorce; he would check the
demoralizing practise of polygamy;
he would have her come in contact
with the outside world. Seclusion
he would do away with, and the
veil he would abolish, not at once,
but by degrees. And to effect all
these important changes, he brings
to his support, not only the traditional tenets of the Mohammedan
religion, but the Koran and some
reported sayings Gf the Prophet
himself.
When Dr. Harris,
Hope for
of Tripoli,. Syria,
Women
examined his first
in Syria
Moslem
woman
patient, it required 5 minutes to
get her tongue through a slit in her
veil. Last year 68% per cent. of
all his patients were women, and
it has'become the custom, at Tripoli, to boldly throw off the veil for
interviews with the doctor, except
when another man is present!

Recent
In the Bombay
Mohammedan Mohammldan MisConvenions sian News, a list is
given of IOMohammedan converts baptized within
the last 18 months, and some interesting notes concerning them. One
of these, the Indian doctor, Gulam
Saiyad Paul, the "Hakim Sahib,"
has been appointed to help in
spreading the Gospel in Persia,
and a "dismissal meeting" was
held to bid farewell to him. Before
sailing he was confirmed, together
with some Marathi-speaking converts, in Girgaum Church, by the
Bishop of Bombay. On Easter
Sunday a Mohammedan was baptized. He is about 20 years of age,
and had been living for five years
with Christian people and learning
the Gospel. On the following Sunday a Khoja Mohammedan, in a
good business position, was baptized. He had been a seeker for
about 8 years.

M 0 s t eloquently
and pathetically do
these figures set
forth the intellectual and spiritual needs of this
vast peninsula, containing one-fifth
of all the earth's inhabitants:
Darkness
and Light
in India

FORCES OF nARKNESS

30 centuries of Hinduism.
288,000,000 population.
246.000,000 unable to read or write.
40,000,000 women secluded in zenanas.
27,000,000 widows.
6,000,000 under fourteen.
2,500,000 wives under ten.
250,000 widows under fourteen.
14,000 widows under four.
50,000,000 outcasts (pariahs).
FORCES OF LIGHT

100 years of Protestant Christia.nity.
50 years of enlightened British rule.

25,000 miles of railroad.
25,000 miles of irrigating canals.
50,000 miles of macadamized roads.
03,000 mUes of telegraph.
5,000,000 students in 150,000 schools
30,000 university students.
122 hospitals, 164 dispensaries, 184 physi·
cians, 65 leper usylums.
84 translations of the Bible.
18,000 Protestant missionaries.
391 branches of Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.
397 societies of Christian Endeavor.
2,923,849 Christ.ius, Protestant and Catholic.
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Cities of India "'The Indian Witness
and
has been making
Missionaries
careful inquiries as

to the need for reinforcement in India, and prints a
table to show how far, even in this
oldest mission field, we are from
meeting the needs. No account is
made of villages, yet India is a land
of villages rather than of large
cities. These villages very rarely
have a missionary resident, but are
commonly classed as "out-stations." Only cities of over 100,000
population are mentioned:
Population MissionCITIES

Calcutta ...... , . . . . ..
Bombay ..............
Madras.. . . . . .. . . . .. ..
Hyderabad ........ ,.
Lucknow ........... ,
Benares ..............
Delhi. ................
Mandalay. . .. . . .. .. ..
Cawnpur.............
Bangalore ' . . . . . . . . ..
Rangoon .............
Lahore .............. ,
Allahabad .......... ,
Agra .................
Patna .......... , ....
Poona.............. ;.
Jaipur ...............
Ahmedabad ..........
Amritsar . . . . . . . . . . ..
Bareilly.. .. .. .. .. ....
Meerut ...............
Srinagar .... . . .. .. ....
Nagpur.... .... . .. ....
Baroda...............
Surat ................
Karachi. .............
Gwalior ..............

in 1901

aries

844,604
770,843
509,397
448,466
263,951
203,095
208,38.S
182,498
197,000
159,030

150
75
76
6
16
14
31
7
10
24
38
22
23
28
2
80'
3
14
25
6
14
12
16
6
5
8
3

232,3'~6

120,058
175,748
188,300
185,172
111,385
159,550
180,683
162,548
117,433
118,642
122,536
124,599
103,782
118,364
105,407
104,083
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the government officials of the
Punjab in selecting settlers for the
newly opened country, made the
experiment of referring to a representative of each missionary society the choice of settlers for a
given tract of land. Each missionary body naturally chose its men
from its own body of converts, and
thus it happens that Martinpur is
settled by converts of our mission
and may be fairly called a Christian
village. It is most interesting to
visit this village, where the principles of Christianity have a fair field
in which to work themselves out
in the social and communal life of
some 700 people. Conditions here
are a full hundred years in advance
of those prevailing in the villages
out of which I knew these people
to have come. Poverty had given
place to comfortable living, and
both men and children looked i'nore
hopeful and bouyantinspirit. The
very dogs of Martinpur have lost
something of that cadaverous and
sneakish look which marks the
common street dog of India."
Souls Thirsting The Rev. A. T. Fosfor th~
ter, of Pareychaley
Water of Life (Travancore), in an
account of a recent
tour, says:

We visited three churches,
spending a day and night in each
Martinpur,
Rev. C. R. Watson place. It was a most encouraging tour. How the people manthe Christian writes from India: aged
to get a holiday from their
Village
"In September, masters I do not know' As we
1800, some 25 men passed the fields on our way to
came to near the present site of the church most of the congregawere up to their knees in Ulud,
Martinpur, altho without bringing' tion
transplanting rice. By the time,
as yet their families with them, however, that the service comand they hurriedly got through the mended they were all in the church,
task of sowing their crops. It was clean and smiling, with no trace of
recent occupation about them.
April, 1901, before the present vil- their
How they listened and drank in
lage of Martinpur was definitely every word! It was refreshing to
surveyed and assigned. To-day it see such thirsty souls, and to know
has a population of about 700. The that the Water of Life would
quench that thirst and send them
point of interest about it is tha,t it away
satisfied. Just as a mothel'
is a Christian village. The govern- rejoices to see a healthy appetite in
ment, working ordinarily through her children, I rejoiced to see that
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room full of hungry faces, and to
see the people taking up the Bread
of Life so eagerly. Poor folk! their
spiritual bodies are as poorly nourished as their natural bodies. It is
difficult to get good men to work
among them. as the country is so
feverish and so remote from civilization. "-London Chronicle.
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of t\le plague. These handbills were
very helpful to the people, for they
get from them a clear conception
of the character of this disease and
its remedies, consequently they
came in large numbers and called
the workers to their houses that
their sick might be treated. By
this treatment a very kindly feeling toward the mission and its
workers has sprung up in all parts
of the city. In one village, before
the native preacher received the
handbills and remedies, the villagers were very distrustful of him
and threatened his life, so that he
came to Cawnpol'e with his family,
to be in safety. After a little persuasion he concluded to be inoculated, and returned with his family
to the village and rendered all the
ItSsistance to the sick he could; he
distributed the handbills freely,
and in a day or two his enemies became his friends, and whenever
there were plague-stricken patients
he was called to give the remedies.
Never before in the history of our
work have we so completely gained
the esteem and love of the people.

Some Needed The Indian ProgReforms
ress is advocating
in India
a national organization for the promotion of social reform. The objects for immediate work are suggested to be the following:
(1) The raising of the age of
betrothal and marriage, both as
affecting our sons and our daughters; (2) the maintenance of caste
relations with those who have
traveled abroad-provided they
continue to be Hindus in religion
and conform to Hindu ways of living; (3) the promotion, as far as
possible, of inter-marriage and
inter-dining bet,ween the various
subdivisions of the four widely
recognized castes; (4) discouraging,
A Great
Dr. Frederick B.
as far as possible, illiterate and
Awakening
Price, a missionary
immoral priests; (5) the education
of our girls as well as of our young
in Bunna
in Burma, says that
women in agreement with the
many signs encournational life and aspirations of the
Hindus; and (6) the prohibition of age the belief that Buddhist Burma
the acceptance of any money con- will soon witness an awakening tosideration by the parents of the ward Christianity such as recently
girls as well as of the boys that are visited Japan. He reports that in
united together as husband and
wife in the Hindu religious cere- Rangoon the Burmese G irIs' School
is steadily growing. Many of the
mony of betrothal.
*
A Missionary Says Rev. Dr. Hos- children, with the consent of their
Fighting the kins, of Cawnpore, parents, and after careful instrucin his last annual tion, have received baptism, giving
PJaguC!l
clear evidence of saving faith. One
report:
Early in the year the plague be- little girl, eight years old, was so
came virulent in the city, so that urgent that her father gave conin October the deaths weekly sent to her baptism, and tho a lifeamounted to about 800. The peo- long Buddhist, he, with his wife,
ple seemed to be unable to avail
themselves of proper medical care, attended the service. Afterward
for the disease was unknown to our he expressed the hope that his
people, and they greatly feared to family might not be divided, but
go near any pla$'ue patient. We all become Christians, adding that
secured the ParlIamentary report
on plague and made a thorough " Prayer to Guatama is like taking
study of it, and prepared in Bom- one's case before the bench-clerk
bay 2,500 plague pills which, with and not the judge." The SundayEpsom salts, we sent through the schools are well attended, and
workers to the people. We also
published handbills containing the Scripture portions are easily sold
history, symptoms, and treatment in the bazaars and other quarters.
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China as the Can this statel!1ent
Land of Slaves be true? If anybody has knowledge to the contrary, let him speak
out:
China is undoubtedly the greatest slave country in the world. Of
a population of 400,000,000, over
one-fortieth are slaves.
Every
family of means keeps itt; girl
slaves, a.nd a man's position is
gauged by the number of slaves he
keeps. At any age from 3 to 15,
girls are sold, 7 or 8 being the age
at which most of them change
hands. The unfortunate slaves
~ary in price. The average is from
£2 to £4. Much depends on the
girl's appearance. The girls are
mostly purchased to do housework,
it being cheaper to buy than to hire.

The Boxer uprising
in 1900 seemed to
endanger the very
existence and continuance of Christian missions in
many parts of China. But by the
end of 1002, 25 new mission stations
had been opened in that land, most
of them in the provinces of Ho-nan,
Hu-nan, Shan-si, and Sz-chuen.
Such is the Christian reply to
human edicts for the overthrow of
the truth. Up to the close of 1002
no fewer than 373 new missionaries
had entered the field since the persecutions. The body of Protestant
workers in China stands about as
follows:
Missionary
Progress
in China

Men
British......... 602
American...... 460
Continental.... 171
1,283

Single
Wives Women Total
419
462
1,483
347
102

810
77

1,117
850

868

849

2,950

With all this band of workers,
which includes wives, there is only
1 foreign missionary to about 125,000 persons.
*
A grand review of
missions in China
the ancient; China
the isolated; China the mighty;
China the weak; China the land of
the multitudinous living; China
China in a
Nutshell

[April

the land of the far more multitudinous dead, her valleys flecked
with tombs, and her hillsides honeycombed with graves; China on
the top of the wave a century ago;
China in the trough of the sea and
almost a derelict to-day; China
that will be on the top of the wave
a century from now; China the
"carcass" of the nations to-day;
China the awe of the nations tomorrow, like the book of John,
sweet as honey in the mouths of
those who devour her substance,
and awfully bitter when they come
to digest it; China the land of the
most respectable heathenism that
has existed since the Sabeism of
Nebuchadnezzar, the greatest single camp of heathenism in the
present generation, and the greatest recruiting-ground of Christianity in the generations to come.
REV. WILLIAM ASHMORE.

Gospel Forces In his last report to
Operating in the American Bible
China
Society in China,
Rev. J. R. Hykes
gives the followiilgfacts and figures:
" .No less than 67 regular societies
are represented in the Celestial
Empire, 25 of which are American, 19 are British, and 22 are Continental, not including 3 Bible and
3 tract societies, a mission for the
blind, a refuge for the insane, the
Y. M. C. A., and the Society for
the Diffusion of C4ristillon and General Knowledge."

The year 1903 was
the best the Presbyterian Mission
in Cant{ln ever saw.
Not only were the largest additions
made to the churches, and the
largest contributions received, but
in many other ways. it was a period of unusual progress. The 20
churches received 1,089 members,
an average of nearly 55 each, and
contributed more than $8,000 for
local expenses. The high school
Remarkable
Progress in
. Canton
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and theological seminary are full;
the hospitals are full; doors for
preaching are open one very side;
scores of invitations have been recei ved from large villages with requests for chapels, and multitudes
listen gladly to the Word.
The Native Rev_ James WebChurch in
ster, of the Scotch
Manchuria
Mis s ion, writes
hop e full y from
Kai-yuan of the conditions in Manchuria before the beginning of the
Russia-Japan war. He says in
part:
Many villagers have, since the
persecution, ceased to identify
themselves with the Church, but
those who remain-and they are
the vast majority - are more
heartily Christian than before. It
seems to be a characteristic of the
work in Manchuria just now that
the women's department is more
flourishing than the men's.
I have visited all our main stations in the southern provinceHaicheng, Liaoyang, Mukden, and
Kaiyuan-and the conviction has
grown that never before were the
fruits of Christianity more abundant in Manchuria than they are today. With all its weakness and
imperfection, the Church of the
living God is here in Manchuria,
called from among their brethren
by God's providence and grace, influenced themselves by the Spirit
of Christ, and capable of exercising a powerful influence upon the
whole life of the community.
Nevertheless, the mass remains
unmoved. What constitutes the
life of the country is still untouched. Nothing has been changed
nationally as yet. Much has been
done in the individual. The whole
being of thousands has been
changed. They are new creatures
in Christ Jesus. But we want the
nation.
*
Chinese WOlDen The minds of the
Then and Now native preachers,
like those of the
early Church, having been imbued
by heathenism with the idea of the
inferiority of the female, as naturally as water seeks the level they
consign the women to a back seat.
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At Tung Ping the women occupied
a small room at the back of the
church, and going into an evening
service at An Chia Chuang I saw
only men, and was retreating, when
a faint voice behind said, .. Here
we are! " and in the extreme back
corner, in the dark (the few lamps
being all monopolized by the men),
sat the women. I learned also
that the common practise 'in the
country churches is to administer
the sacrament first to all the men
communicants and then to the
women. By laying the situation
before the preacher in charge at An
Chia Chuang, I led him to see how
ridiculous it was that his wife, an
educated schoolgirl, his daughter.
also a schoolgirl, Wang, whostudied in the training-school at
1'ientsin, and myself should sit in
the back of the room in darkness,
when 3 out of every 4 of the men
who were in front with lights
could not tell one character of
the lesson and hymn from another. On the Sabbath he placed
the little girls of the day-school in
front, opposite the schoolboys, and
the women behind them, and let
the men occupy the back sea~s after
their side of the church was fuIl.Woman's ltIissionory Friend.
According to the
How the
Gospel Spreads Missionary, it is
scarcely possible to
in Korea
realize at a distance
the great progress made by the
Gospel in the" Hermit Kingdom."
A prominent missionary, standing
in front of the church where he
labored, said to a friend:
Twelve years ago 3 Koreans and
I began work on this very spot.
There was not a Christian church
in this whole region. Now we have
in this district between 65 and 70
independent congregations of between 2,500 and 3,500 Christians.
Several years ago one could travel
from Haju and find no Christians
in all that region of 380 Korean
miles. Now if one were to lift a
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flag at Baju, they could lift flags in
sight of each other on Christian
chapels tl;te whole distance to Seoul.
Two Cheering A missionary exSigns in Japan change gives the
following
fa c t s
about Japan: "Missionaries pub:fish 15 of the 17 newspapers and
magazines printed in Japan. In
no other mission field is the printed
page sb honored and blessed. The
work of women is more conspicuous in missionary work in Japan
than in any other country. The
ordinary Japanese will agree with
almost everything you say about
the Gospel, but he has no desire to
apply it to his own life. Christianity has made its greatest progress in this land among the intellectual classes.
Education and During the past two
years there has
Religion
been considerable
in Japan
discussion in educational circles in regard to religious instruction in the schools, and
the Department of Education
issued a regulation that it was not
to be allowed. This, of course, put
an obstacle in the way of the spread
of Christianity, as it applied to all
institutions having government
sanction. But the agitation which
has. arisen has resulted in calling
the attention of the people to the
subject to such an extent that the
result is likely to be helpful in the
end. In connection with the discussion, the leading political party
adopted the following resolution,
In view of the constitutional provision guaranteeing freedom of
conscience, there ought to be abso
lute religious liberty in schools, the
faculty and students being left to
observe whatever forms of religion
they desire.
H. LOOMIS. *

The first college for
women in Japan is
only two years old,
yet it already has
more than 800 pupils.
Of this
Japan'. First
College for
Women

[April

number many come from the furthest parts of Japan, girls and
women of all ages, from the youngest pupils of the high school
(twelve years old), students in the
university classes of more than
thirty-five years old. Some have
been teachers themselves for years,
others are looking forward to a
long career of usefulness as such,
and many hope to visit England
and study for a time at one of the
universities before returning to
Japan to become lecturers and literary workers in their turn. The
college is undenominational-all
religions are tolerated, none are
taught. There are three departments-English language and literature, Chinese and Japanese
language an~ literature, and the
domestic department, in which
sewing, cooking, the tea ceremony,
flower arrangement, and similar
things are taught.
AFRICA
Evangelizing According to the
Forces At Work Lovedale Christian
in Africa
Express, 104 Protestant missionary
organizations· are at work in this
eontinent, and are using the Word
of God, which has been translated
in whole or in part into 117 languages or dialects. In the line of
education there are 8 colleges, 59
theological training-schools,
83
boarding and high schools, 63 industrial institutions, 2 medical
schools for training nurses, several
kindergarten, and some thousands
of primary and village schools. In
the line of medical missions there
are 43 hospitals and 107 dispensaries, where, ouan average, 150,000
patients are treated each year.
There are 3 leper hospitals, 23
homes for rescued slaves, and 13
orpharmges; there are 33 mission
presses, and 31 mission magazines.
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A Conference Can it be possible!
of African
Native African
Women I
women thus e ngaged! It is even
so. And, as the Congregationalist
suggests:
The recent Woman's Conference
in the West African Mission of the
American Board is the first of its
kind among these' tribesmen, and
means a great stride in Christian
lines for these women. It is difficult, held down by native customs
as they are, to lead them into any
active form of Christian service.
This conference is to be held annually, and is to be composed of
and conducted by the native women
themselves. Their reports on their
return surprised the missionaries
by their excellence. It was noticeable as showing the great change
Christianity has wrought that the
husbands were willing to aid in the
preparations for the journey, and
to care for the children and the
fields during their wives' absence.
The Labor One of the serious
Problem in problems confrontSouth Africa ing the people of
South Africa is the
supply of labor, not only in the
mines, but in all other departments.
The present demand for workmen
can not be met by the native population in the Transvaal and Rhodesia, and the colonists are looking
in all directions for help. A large
number of Zulus have gone from
Natal to work in the mines, and at
the same time thousands of coolies
from India have come to Natal and
find remunerative employment
there. It has been proposed to
seek more of this cheap labor from
the East Indies and from China.
Sir Harry Johnston has suggested
that South Africa might be supplied from Central Africa, and
specially names Uganda as able to
furnish what is needed. But Bishop
Tucker strongly deprecates the
plan of enlisting the Baganda. thus
taking them from their equatorial
climate and their life as a plantaineating people into conditions which
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would be unendurable by them.
He predicts that should such enlistment be permitted, disease and
death would soon demonstrate the
folly of the attempt. The British
colonial secretary, Mr. Chamberlain, has said since his return from
South Africa, that every means of
securing a supply of native labor
should be tried before recourse is
had to Asiatics. This whole question of labor supply in South Africa
may seriously affect missionary
work in all regions south of the
Zambesi.-Missionary Herald.
How to Teach We should aim at
Manual Labor teaching the digin South Africa nity of manual
labor by making it
an integral part of the curriculum,
and by having it taught by the

same 'I'nIln who conduct the literary
studies. It is perhaps hardly
necessary to point out the importance of this. From those interested in missionary work, as well
as from others, we hear the same
complaint made again and again,
that the effects of education on the
natives is to create in them a contempt of manual work, and to foster the notion that for an educated
man to work with his hands is degrading-a doctrine so false and so
detrimental to any real progress
that men such as Carlyle and
William Morris thought it worth
their while to spend their lives in
opposing it. The only way of uprooting these false ideas regarding
manual work, ideas which are in
part due to the evil influence of the
European, is for our students to
see the Plen who teach them science,
literature, and languages ready to
throw off their coats and show them
how to keep a garden, turn a lathe,
and build a house. We should
take every opportunity of inculcating. what we believe are right
views of life by bringing the pupils
into personal contact and inter~
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course with men whom they can
and must respect, not only because
of their position, but because of
their refinement, their intellectual
superiority, and the strength of
their moral character.-Christian
Expr·ess.
Work of the The Basuto MisParis Society sion, a jewel in the
in South
crown of French
Protestantism, has
Africa
now 14,168 souls in
membership, of whom no less than
1,492 were added during the year.
There are also 7,352 candidates for
baptism throughout the country,
and 12,734 children at school. The
whole population of Basutoland
amounts to 272,770. Last year, by'
the aid of the London Auxiliary
for the support of native Basuto
evangelists, no fewer than 27 new
out-stations were started.
Automobiles and The Lovedale ExSteel Boats for press supplies these
Uganda
s til' I' i n g new s
items:

Probably as a result of the recent
gold finds in the vicinity of the
Victoria Nyanza, anrl the increase
of trade generally in that direction, a number of boats are now
being dispatched from Mom basa.
Some 6 or 7 steel lighters are being
taken to pieces, and will be sent by
rail to the lake, where they will be
put together again, and doubtless
play an important part in the carrying of mining machinery down
to the gold-fields, both British and
German.
Before many weeks have passed
a motor-car will be running on the
so-called road in Uganda. Mr.
George Wilson, the euergetic deputy commissioner of that protectorate, who is on his way back to
Africa, is taking with hima25horsepower motor, which he intends to
make use in bis tours of inspection
throughout Uganda. There are
now nearly 600 miles of road in
country good enough to run a
motor on. The question of fuel
might seem to present a difficulty,
but Mr. Wilson has surmounted
this by arranging for a regular
supply of petroleum from Bombay,

[April

which can, of course, easily be sent
up country to Mombasa by the
railway. In the near future motorcars will probably be running from
Uganda to the head waters of the
Nile.
The report of the
Christian
Uganda ProtectorForces in
ate for the year
Uganda
ending March 31,
1903, was published as a Parliamentary paper in Christmas week.
The Commissioner, Lieut.-Col. J.
Hayes Sadler, gives t;he following statistics of the Church Missionary Society ,and the Roman
missions:
Some idea of the scope of the
work undertaken may be gathered
from the following statistics:
Church Missionary Society-32 stations, 24 ordained English missionaries, 9 lay missionaries, 17 lady
missionaries, 3 doctors, 3 nurses,
and 32 native clergy; native
churches, 1,070; 16 perma.nent
schools, 30 native school-teachers,
and 1,900 general native teachers;
baptized Christians, 40,056; adherents of t,he mission, about 250,000.
White Fathers-16 stations, 48 fathers, 9 brothers, and 9 sisters, 38
native schools, 797 native teachers,
and almost as many native
churches; baptized Christians, over
69,000; adherents of the mission,
about 126,000. Mill Hill Mission12 stations, 31 ordained clergy, 6
nuns; established schools, 12; baptized Christians, 13,000; adherents
of the mission, about 20,000.
Fruit Gathered \Vhat diocese in
in Uganda
AmericfL or Great
Last Year
Britain can report
such wholesale ingatherings as Bishop Tucker witnessed in Uganda during 1903. As
he writes:
This last year it is qnite evident
from the statistics thfLt have already come in that between 5,000
and 6,000 adults were baptized, and
during the last 12 months since my
arrival in the field I have confirmed
over 4,000 candidates. The labor involved in all this vast work is enormOilS, and I earnestly hope it will be
borne in mind next reinforcing season. . •. It was said recently by
one now at home that with" some
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of the missionaries in Uganda the
work is a fetish." This is not so
r~ally, but such an impression is
given because the overmastering
sense of the necessity of the work
being done obliges men to work
even to the point of. overstrain.
And of a single district it is written: ·''1.'he bishop confirmed 57 at
Kisalizi, 81 at Luero, and 158 here."
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Aglipay is the head of this move
ment, and-has enough of a following to enable him to maintain his
position.
*

Evangelical The annual meeting
Union in
of t.he Evangelical
the Philippines Union, held in the
Methodist church
in Manilla, January 7-9, was of
ISLANDS OF THE SEA
The
This Church, com- deep int( rest. The matter of territorial division among the various
Independent monly known in
Filipino
the Philippines as societies was open to be dealt wi th on
its merits, as the preliminary three
Catholic
the Aglipay MoveChurch
ment, is very much years' agreement was at its end.
alive. It has taken After very little discussion, it was
at least one million Roman Catho- decided:
(1) That matters stand as they
lics out of the old Roman Church.
Whole provinces have "gone are.
(2) That in future all questions as
over" to the new Church, taking
to the alteration of e:l!:istingspheres
with them their members, priests,
of influence be adjusted between
and Church property.
The new church lacks positive- the missions directly interested
ness, and is poorly organized. It where possible, the Executive Comis more like a vast mob of earnest mittee of the Union to act as a
Board of Reference in case of failmen and women than like a Church.
Its only positive effort is that ure to arrive at a satisfactory conwhich seeks to make the Scripture clusion.
The Methodist Church reported
the hasis of faith and the only true
to
the Executive Committee a failguide in morals. Archbishop Aglipay and his supporters have ure to come to a satisfactoryagreebought and put into circulation ment with the United Brethren reamong their people 30,000 Scripture garding the occupation of the 110cano provinces originally assigned
poryons since November 1, 1903.
Some of his bishops are prescrib- to the latter by the Union, but
ing the New Testament as the book neglected for over two years. After ,
which all candidates for confirma- a long debate, the Methodists were
tion must study until such time as allowed to enter this field, only the
two members of the U. B. missions
they have It regular catechism.
voting
against it.
The movement has drawn nearly
This settles the disputed question
all the thunder of the Romish
Chm'ch upon itself, so that Protes- of what constitutes a right to
"hold" a field that is not worked
tants have come off rather easily.
and
it opens to Methodist mission:
The new American bishops of the
Roman Catholic
Church
are aries 500,000 of the hlost progressi ve
*
amazed to find the current setting of the Filipino people.
so strongly away from the old
The
Bishop
of
BrisAustralia
Church. Archbishop Harty, from
NotWhoU,.. bane, who is in
St. Louis, arrived January 16th. It
Enlightened England just now,
is rumored that he is determined
is telling a story
to make terms with Aglipay' and which constitutes a powerful plea
win him back to the old Church. I
for more missionaries in his colofancy that will be a hard task.
nial diocese. One of his bush clergy,
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on one of his tours np country,
asked the child of an English squatte~ what happened on Christmas
day, or why the day was observed.
The child was unable to answer,
and its mother hastened to the
rescue. She told the clergyman
that he really must excuse their ignorance, as no newspapers had
come their way for a long time,
and they had not heard the latest
in telligence.
MISCELLANEOUS
How the
The Christian
Living Link Standard tells how
Plan Works this plan works in
the Disciple Church:
The Living Link plan of supporting missionaries on the foreign
field has proven its right to a prominent place in our missionary
operations. Local churches and
associations have provided the support of 36 missionaries,· and the
signs all point to a large increase
in the number this year.
This
method does what no other method
has been shown to do in equal
measure. I t immediately increases
a church's missionary contributions by large percentages. For
example, comparing what 10
churches gave last year with what
the same 10 churches gave year before last shows a great increase.
In 1002 ten churches gave $2,003;
in 1003 the same 10 churches, supporting a missionary each, gave
$5,446, a gain of $3,352, or 160 per
cent. Year before last the 10
churches neither assumed nor felt
any special responsibility. Last
year they shared with the Foreign
Society the responsibility for the
support of 10 missionaries. The
illterest grows. Three churches
are now supporting 2 missionaries
each, and 2 individuals are supporting a missionary each.

Be(mning,
Not Staying,
at Jerusalem

Rev. A. J. Brown
leaves not a single
shred of that wornout excuse when he

affirms:
The argument that our own land
is not yet evangelized would have
kept Paul and Barnabas in Antioch, would have prevented
Augustine from carrying the Gos-
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pel to England, would have pre
vented the founding of churches in
our own country, and would to-day
cripple every home missionary
church in the United States, since
there is no other part of the United
States more godless than the cities
of New York, Boston, and Philadelphia. I do not mean to undervalue the Importance of our work
at home, but 7,000 Presbyterian
ministers for our own constituency
of less than 5,000,000 in the United
States, and 262 ordained men for
our foreign constituency of 150,000,000 is not an equitable division.
OBITUARY
Rev. Wm. Moo, Lovedale has had
of
not a few laborers
. South Africa who have left behind them a noble
record, but none of them have exceeded in devotion the Rev. Wm.
J. B. Moir, of Lovedale and Blythswood, who died January 3d, at the
age of 57. Mr. Moir was appointed
by the Foreign Mission Committee
of the Free Church of Scotland, and
he reached Lovedale on August 2,
1873. In preaching, lecturing, the
conducting of meetings, religious
and literary, class teaching, the
editing of the Christian Express,
the general superintendence of the
mission during the absence of Dr.
Stewart, Mr. Moir could always be
relied on to keep the work going.
He never lost sight of the grand
object which the founders of Lovedale had in view-namely, the
bringing of the pupils out of
heathen darkness into the light
and liberty of the Gospel. Mr.
Moir was, by appointment of the
committee, transferred in the
spring of 1897 to the Blythswood
lnsti tution, which had been erected
and conducted after the plan of
Lovedale. He had not been very
long at Blythswood when indications appeared of a breakdown,
and about two years ago he was
compelled to return to Scotland.
He was a man of great lovableness
of disposition and saintliness of
character. He is sincerely mourned
by his brethren in the mission field,
as well as by manyin this country.

*
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PARIAH VILLAGERS OF INDIA COMING TO PLEAD FOR A CHRISTIAN TEACHER

'l'h!s photograph was taken near Jammalamadugu, in South India. The people came from Devigudi, some distance away, hut
owing to lack of fuuds the request could not be granted
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GOD'S WORD fOR GOD'S WORK
THE CENTENARY OF THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY
BY THE

EDITOR-IN -CHIEF

,

The great celebration, marked by "Universal Bible Sunday"
(March 6), and the great Albert Hall Meeting (March 7), with others
the same week, suggest this as a fitting time to consider some grand
facts connected with the Inspiration, Translation, and Oirculation of
the Word of God.
I. Its Inspiration.
That word, used by Paul, tlteopneustic"divinely inbreathed "-is in itself a whole system of theology. It is
plainly a reference to the record in Genesis, how, into the b<;>dy of dttst,
God "breathed the breath of life," so that man "became a living
son1." Even so, into the earthly form of human language, He breathed
His own spirit, so that the Book became God's "Living Oracles."
'fhis Djvinely inspired Life may be both seen and proven by
1. The Inherent Oharacter of the Biblej
2. Its Indestructible Vitality;
3. Its HistOl:ic Results.
The Book itself is its own best witness and argument. Like light,
which needs no testimony but its own rays, it proves its character by"
its beams. It is not a light-bearer, but a light-giver, imparting, but
not receiving, illumination. After all our excursions into the "Evidences of Christianity," we come back at last to Christianity itself,
which, when separated from all its foreign aceretions of tradition and
corruption, is its own complete evidence. Here is the true Aaron's
Rod, which alone has leaf-bud, bloom, and fruit, all at once, and which
swallows up all the other rods. If ever Truth came down from Heaven
to earth, to dwell with man, it is here found, without mixture of error
and evil. Here truth is imperial; it wears the star of empire on its
breast, and bears the crown of Heaven on its brow. Here Truth isinexhaustible. Men have been delving in the Bible in search of hid
treasure for milleniums, and as yet only begun to open its deep veins
of ore and discover its deposits of gems. As we study the Biblel the
field of search grows; the further we penetrate, the less we seem to
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have advanced; endless vistas and possibilities stretch before us, and
defy all complete investigation. It reminds one of the starry heavens,
where every new increase of telescopic vision only shows depths still
beyond our reach aud stars that escape all lenses. 'fhe Bible suggests
Infinity and Eternity. It is God's Book, and He is seen in it, and, as
we reverently examine it,..,e feel that we are .making a hopeless
attempt to take in Deity. There are mysteries that forever bame all
comprehension, and marvels that daze us.
. This living Book imparts light and life wherever it goes-. The·
witness of world-wide history is: "The entrance of Thy Word giveth
light." It has been tried on the highest and on the lowest alike, and
everywhere proves itself superior and supreme. It has shone where
men have prided themselves on their wisdom, and compelled them to
confess that" never man spake thus." It has shed light in the region
and shadow of death, and cannibalism, infanticide, polygamy, adultery,
robbery, tyranny, and every other iniquity, have run like" beetles to
their holes to hide before it. Where thorns and briers sprung up,
the fir-tree and myrtle have grown, the planting of the Lord. Wherever the Bible has gone and had free course, personal, family, and
social life have been purified and transformed. The purest civilization
never precedes but follows it; peace takes the place of war, and men
learn to love and serve one another. These are facts that need no
proof, because they meet no denial and permit no doubt. If anyone
were found to dispute them, he would be himself at the same time a
proof of them, for even" infidels owe to the Christianity they traduce
and oppose much of their own superiority to the lowest pagans, themselves indebted to the insensiole influence of the Bible. They are
bathed in the beams of the very Sun they would extinguish. And
hence the Bible is an indestructible Book :it has God's life.
Its extraordinary survival of all antagonism is the wonder of the
ages. This Book is essentially the eternal foe of man in his natural
and carnal state. It mercilessly strikes at all his evil doing, ~xposes
all his unholy motives, and makes war as a revolutionist upon all his
unrighteous and selfish habits and institutions. It makes no compromise, and will not even brook delay in demanding conformity to
righteousness. Whatever will not bear the searchlight of truth and
right must at once and forever be renounced, at any cost, even tho
life were the price. It lowers its standard to suit no one, as bold
against the vices of kings as against those of their meanest slaves.
Of course, the Bible has met resistance, and organized resistance.
The princes of the world have been confederate against the Word of
God. They have gathered themselves together against the Lord's
. own Book, .and taken counsel together to break asunder its bands of
resgaint and cast away its cords of truth. But He that sitteth in the
heavens laughs in derision. Men try to put out Ria Sun 'With
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their watering-pOt, but their streams oulyfallback to drench themselves. They try to plant their shoulders against the burning wheel
of the midday Sun and roll ito back into night, but the Orb of Day
shines serenely stilI, and moves on his way.
The Modern Gift of Tongues

The Bible has a strange predestination to universal sway. This
is seen, first, in its adaptation for transference into: all the tongues
of earth; second, in its fitness to meet the need of universal humanity;
and, third, in the providential preparation for its universal mission.
The centuries are cycles of God, and we should expect that He
would make them tributary to the triumphs of His Word. That Word
is the expression of His thought, and, to reach all men, must be given
to them in their own tongue. But such transference is no easy matter. Thought is not aiways flexible enough to accommodate itself to
new molds of speech. Ideas sometime take on new dress awkwardly,
and are not always recognizable in foreign attire. Particularly is this
true when the conception to be transferred into the new tongue is
poetic in form or scientific in substance. In the former case the linguistic dress is a part of the poetry, and in the latter case the new
language may lack any fit terms to convOey the fact or conception.
Now in a wonderful way God's foresight provided against both
these obstacles. For example, the poetry of the Bible, which constitutes at least one-half of its contents, does not depend on the rhythm
and rhyme of words, but the correspondence of thought-the poetry
of parallelism. The conceptions rather than the expressions are in
accord. When we read that" he that findeth his life shall lose it, but
he that loseth his life shall find it," there is nothing in the parallelism
that can not be translated into any other tongue without loss. If this
sentiment were dependent on a metrical form, it might be hard to find
words in Chinese or Japanese to suit the meter and rhyme. For
example:
Who shuns the cross his life to saveShall find but loss beyond that grave.

Were the thonght so expressed, it might be hard to find in the new
tongue rhyming words to take the place of "cross" and "loss,"
"save" and" grave." But in the parallel these hindrances are not
found.
Again, the Bible belongs to the simpler period of man's history,
when the sciences were yet in their infancy. The modes of speech and
the forms of.iIlustrationand parable are drawn from primitive customs and habits of life, and the language is that which universal man
understands and USes.' Observe· the illustrations used-the vine, the
tr.ee, the grasses and flowers, sheep and cattle, birds and fish, mQUll- ,
taiusand clouds; l'aJnand dew,-bread arid water. No -abstruse ideaS
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or obscure technicalities. A child can understand all that is essential.
The words are simple and the figures of speech familiar, and so no
language has been found in which the whole Bible could not be intelligently rendered. Of what other great book is that true? l'ry
Plato's Dialogues, or Milton's Paradise Lost, or Janet's Final Causes,
or Macaulay's Essays.
But, more tqan that, the matter contained in the Word of God
fits universal need. Man is everywhere a sinner needing salvation
and a sufferer s~eking solace. To man God has given one panacea for
all iUs, and the race never had another. No man was ever found so
good as not to need it, or so bad as to be beyond its help. If it is
God's Book by its inherent excellence, it is no less man's Book by its
adaptation to his nature and needs. It searches him, and is the universal mirror to reveal him to himself, but if it. is the mirror, it is also
the laver, and provides the water of cleansing. It reveals what he
may be as well as what he is.
There has been a singular historic preparation for its universal
translation. One has only to study history from the fall of Oonstantillople in 1453, especially, to see how the revival of learning and the
dawn of civil and religious freedom were God's advance couriers for
Bible translation.
Sowing the Seed in Many Land.

In the circulation of the Bible let us again note three facts: First,
its coincidence with the Reformation epoch; second, the thAology of
in ventions; and, last,· the singular need of modern missions.
The Church-needed to be made ready to give the Word of God to the
world, and hence the great reformation of the sixteenth century which
brought to the front the long-lost doctrine of justification by faith,
and purged the Ohurch of her idolatries. Then look at the way, at
that very time, invention seems to have had its eyes opened, and the
three great helps to Bible dissemination were given to the race-the
printing-press, to supply copies; the steam-engine, to help both to
nfultiply Bibles and to cheapen them, and to carry them swiftly to all
parts of the earth; and the mariner's compass, to guide vessels in safety
to other lands.
Then God led out His Ohurch on missionary lines, and this operated in two ways-first, to create openings, and, second, to create demand
for Bibles. Wherever the missionary found an open door, the Word
of God entered; but, more than that, He saw that His work could have
no permanence unless it was built on, and buttressed by, the vernacular
Bible. And so the hand of God is as truly seen in the translation and
diffusion of Holy Scripture as in its inspiration.
All these facts and thoughts give fresh interest and significance to
Bible societies. This great parent society has done a noble .work.
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Last year, at a cost of about £4,000 ($20,000), it carried forward its
work of translation, adding eight new languages and dialects to itB
list, expending for translating, printing, etc., £121,966, and making
grants to the amount of £132,000. Since 1804 the total issues have
been over 186,000,000 Bibles, Testaments, etc., and the total expenditures £14,000,000 ($iO,OOO,OOO); 8,000 auxiliaries and branches have
been established, and there have been issues of the Word of God for
the blind in 28 tongues; 650 native Biblewomen have been employed,
and 850 colporteurs-a total of 1,500 in 1903.
To put these facts and figures another way, the average for a century is five thousand copies of the Scripture (in part or whole) every
day, or over two hundred every hour! and at a cost 'of four hundred
pounds a day, or about forty for every working hour! and an average
of eighty auxiliaries a year.. It is interesting also to note that.a complete New Testament can be had for a penny, and a Ohinese New Testamentfor fourp'ence; and the average cost of the New 'festament in
anyone of the four hundred languages now represented in Bible translation is less than a shilling sterling! The society appeal!;! for a Centenary Fund of 250,000 guineas (about $1,250,000) for extension of its
work in every quarter, and about one-fifth this'sum was, in hand
March 6. There was a deficit of $21,000 on last year's work.
The society has had to contend with restrictions and prohibitions
on its work in Moslem lands, such as Per,sia and Turkey; the modern
Greek Testament can not be circulated in Greece, and from Austria
and the Tyrol colporteurs are excluded. Bible burning still survjves
in Baden and Franconia, Danzig and Oologne, in Spain, and in the
Argentine; public bonfires in Carneola,. Pernambuco, Peru, and in
Fiji, under the baneful influence of the Roman Ohurch; and some colporteurs have been robbed, beaten, and even slain.
When, over a century ago, Mary Jones trudged over those seven
miles and back every week, to get access to a Welsh Bible, how little did
she imagine that the story of "Mary Jones and Her Bible" was going
to be used of God to set in motion sllch a great movement to bring the
Word of God into contact with every living soul in the native tongue
and at such trifling cost; and scarcely more did Rev. Thomas Oharles,
of Bala. dream of the work of the century when he urged the formation of a society in Britain which should bring the Word of God
within the reach of the destitute. But so again it is true that "a
little child shall lead them," and as Rabbi Tarphon used to say. "It is
not incumbent on thee to complete the work; yet art thou not free to'
leave it alone." We have only to do the duty which lies immediately
before us, however simple and seemingly insignificant; and He who
knows how out of the minute mustard-seed to make to grow a great
tree with spreading branches, will take care that the humblest act of
obedience to His wiII shall not be in vain.
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BY REV. HENRY OTIS DWIGHT, LL.D., NEW YORK
Secretary of the Bureau of Missions

The appearance of a gulf of separation between thinking men
anywhere that seems permanently impassable is ground for disappoin:tment in this age of approach and of toleration between nations.
Some such feeling must have
shocked mauyon reading in
the current news .of thEl day
the story of the ceremonies
attending the dispatch oithe
sacred eikon, or picture of
St. Sergius, from Moscow to
Manchuria, as an e,ncourage~
ment to the Russian arm.y;
The sense of distaqcll b~ween
the religious ide~1:'\ of our own
environmentan,d thOi!6 ruling
in Russia was heightened, perhaps, when we read the words
ascribed to General Kuropatkin, on the eve of his departure
to . take comman<l in the Par
East: "We have taken measures
to assure that of the Japanese
who have landed upon the
THE CZAR OF RUSSIA
Oontinent not one wm escape
alive." But the climax of bewilderment as to the differences between
the Ohristianity of Russia and that within our own experience is
reached "hen we read of the scene just before the general's departure
from Harbin. After the usual religious service, the telegrams tell
us, the officiating priest held up the sacred picture which had just
arrived from Moscow, and gave his blessing to the great general,
prostrate 011 the groun:d b{lfore it and shaken with emotion.
It is not for us to condemn or criticize the rites of a Church which,
fluririg a thousand years; has represented to the Russian nation, asa
whole, the source of religious teaching and the guide to strength for the
burdens of life and for the supreme test of death. But if we would forecast the sympathy likely to be felt by Russia toward Protestant missions
found in territories which pass under its control,we must clearly
understand the nature of the differences .between our notions and
theirs respecting the essentials of Christianity. We have already misgivings that these differences are great ,if we have tried to imagine
President Roosevelt sending a picture to sustain the enthusiasm.oJ
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American soldiers in war, or Secretary Taft saying or doing any of the
things which the St. Petersburgh dispatches, unconscious that they
are unusual, ascribe to General Kuropatkin.
Russia received Christianity in the tenth century from that Byzantine Church whose patriarchs were in partnership more or less base
with the una"ttractive emperors of Constantinople. The reasons are
obscure which attracted Olga, widow of the Duke of Kief, to"Oonstantinople to be baptized. Bu t
with the baptism of her grandson
Vladimir in 988, when the Russian
prince married the sister of the
Byzantine Emperor Basil, Christianity became the religion of the
aristocracy, and so sifted down,
after a fashion; among the people.
Until long after the Turks overthrew the Byzantine Empire, the
Russian Church was a mere dependent of the Patriarch of Constantinople, who himself was a
dependent upon the Turkish
Sultan, with the rank of a pasha
of three tails. It is a strange
lineage for a Christian Church
which we discover in tracing the
beginnings of Christianity III
Russia.
Yet there was life there. In
GENERAL KUROPATKIN
1588 we find the Russians receiving
a patriarch of their own at Moscow, recognized by the Patriarchate of
Constantinople, but still dependent upon it. About a century later,
Nikon, Patriarch of Moscow, refused longer to recognize the supremacy
of the feeble Patriarch of Constantinople, and set about reforming his
own Church, using language as to that which he had to reform which
suggests a state of things like that which shocked Paul when he heard
from Corinth. Nikon fought for purity, and probably for spirituality,
but he was condemned by a general council, deposed, and sank out of
sight. It is to the honor of the Russians, however, that after Nikon
was dead his greatness was fully recognized; so that, as Stanley says,
" he rests all but canonized, in spite of his many faults, and in spite
of condemnation and degradation by the nearest approach to a general
council which the Eastern church has witnessed since the second •
council of Nicma."
When Peter the Great came to the throne he adopted some of
Nikon's ideas. But the great scandal of an innovator in the Church
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who could be 'silenced by nothing short of a general cou neil, affected
the Ozar's views of what a Ohurch in Russia should do and be. After
a few years Peter let the office of Patriach of Moscow die out. Then
(1721) selecting men on whom he could rely from among the bishops
and archbishops, he formed an ecclesiastical commission, known as the
Holy Synod, and charged with the care of the doctrine and discipline
of the·Ohurch. This is the present system of government in the Russian Ohurch. The Holy Synod, as constituted by Peter, is a regular
departIhent of the government, and, like all other government departments, has to submit all of its decisions to the approval of the Ozar,
who thus becomes in sense the head of the Russian Ohurch. One has
only to recall the violent, unrestrained, passionate character of Peter
the Great to realize what it "may mean to a Ohurch to have a Ozar for
its head. Yet the leading principle of such an organization of the
Ohurch is the absolute supremacy of the Emperor, the choice of
bishops being made by h'imself.
The Not·oye Vrernya, one of the' influential newspapers of St.
Petersburg, discussing the other day the question whether the Slavic
nations of the Balkan peninsula could be induced to come under the
Russian flag, remarked that they might do so if RussJa could be less
uncompromising in the matter of orthodoxy and autocracy, some of
the Balkan Slavs enjoying constitutional government, and some not
belonging to the Greek Ohurch. This remark touches exactly the
characteristic of the Russian Church in its dealings with the people.
It is the Czar's engine for securing uniformity among the common
people of the empire. The Russian Church uses the liturgy of the
Greek Ohurch in the ancient Slavic language, with some slight modifications. Its doctrine and discipline are the same as those of the
Greek Ohurch. It has all that is good in the Greek Ohurch, and some
things that are better. The records of the Bible societies abound in
references to tranlations of Scripture into pagan languages" made by
the Russian Bible Society." Russian missionaries are working to-day
in Alaska, and in Japan, and among the Mongols of Siberia. No one
can <;>bserve the religious worship of Russian peasants, or -witness the
fervor of Russian soldiers in camp or on the march in singing Psalms
and hymns ahd spiritual songs, without feeling that their religion Ilas
reached deep needs of their souls. But when we discuss the differences of feeling and sympathy between the Russian and Protestant,
we can not avoid seeing that in this union between autocracy and
orthodoxy, which aims to dominate the thought and belief of all men,
• we find ourselves in the presence of a relic of old Byzantium, whose
aims are as different from our own as the tenth century is from the
twentieth.
The Protestant missionary can not touch the heart of a man with.
out yearning to arouse in him the habit of free thought, so that Jw
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may be a fully equipped man, able to stand and to grow after his
teachers have left him to himself. The Russian Church organization,
under lead of the political notion of absolute and God-given authority
centered in the Czar, places the Parish priest, as has often been noted,
in the attitude toward the people of a military officer responsible for
the behavior of his company; it prepares ideas which the people
should accept, and it even opposes natural tendencies and abilities of
the people where the officials of the st&te are too narrow or shallow to
perceive in them a real value. Dissent is rigorously and even cruelly
repressed, as we well know in the case of Stundists, the Molokans, and
the unsavory Dukhobors. The Russian can not reconcile his view of
the nature of religion as a supporter of imperialism with the Protestant view of religion as a maker of men who walk under the law of
liberty.
The Protestants in Russia

Again, let us remember that we are discllssing the possibility of
sympathy between Russian churchmen and Protestant missionaries.
There are Protestants in Russia. I have met such who held high office
in the army. Protestant churches have the same rights as other forms
of recognized religion, and their ministers live in peace under Russian
rule so long as they do not attempt to .talk to others on theology or to
win men to their views. I have personal knowledge of the state of
the Armenian Protestants who passed under Russian control with the
cession of the Kars district of Asiatic Turkey in 1878. Those regions
were instantly changed from heing a prey to all marauders who chose
to call themselves Mohammedans into the sure enjoyment of peace and
justice, which should make the dwellers therein forever grateful to an
Emperor who knew how to secure an even-handed justice between rival
races.
Nevertheless, Finland and Transcaucasian Armenia will tell us that
the attitude of the Russian Church toward those who do not belong
to the State Church is "hungry-eyed." It seeks whom it may devour.
If anyone leaves the Church in which he is born he must join the
Russian Church. If a man and woman of different religious pedigree
-a Protestant and a Roman Catholic, for instance-marry, their
children must be brought up by the Russian Church. And latterly
the Russian Church has come into the church schools of the sects to
put away the language of the people, to forbid such schools from carrying scholars beyond the elementary stage, and to insist that no one
can teach in higher educational establishments except in the Russian
language and under authorization of the Russian Department of Public Instruction. Those who suffer thus from oppression of the mind
and soul often whisper to foreign visitors that they would rather go
to any country where oppression is of the body only. And if we sympathize with them in this feeling, we have one more assurance that
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there is small common ground on which the Russian official may stand
beside the Protestant missionary.
There is historical reason for such a lack of sympathy. One of the
episodes of Russian Ohurch history is its aid to the Greek Church in
proscribing Protestantism two hundred and fifty years ago. By one
of the curious developments of Divine Providence, a Cretan Greek
named Oyril Lucaris strayed awayfrom Turkey to Europe for an education, studied theology in a, Protestant college, became a hearty
Protestant, and then, returning to his own land, found favor as a
preacher, and finally became Patriarch of Constantinople in 1621.
The Protestant patriarch felt that he had a mission, and made a determined and persistent effort to introduce a Oalvinistic confession of
faith into the Greek Church. His brave struggle continued through
many vicissitudes until 1637, when he was deposed and probably assassinated. This narrow escape from the heresy of Lucaris aroused all
good churchmen to take arms against Protestantism, and out of Russia came the most crushing blow. Magilas, Archbishop of Kief, drew
up a declaration of doctrine intended forever to brand Protestants !\s
heretics so effectively that no orthodox Christian can righteously enter
into fraternal relations with them.
This Russian declaration of doctrine was adopted by a great synod
held at Jerusalem in 1672, as ·the creed of the Greek Church; and
when Peter the Great, in 1722, was looking about for statements of
doctrine which he might properly use as a Shibboleth for testing the
dignitaries of the empire, he chose this anti-Protestant declaration of
Magilas. It is now an authorized formulary of the Church in Russia,
and is known as "the Russiau Oatechism." When the Russian ambassador told Dr. Schauffier at Oonstantinople: "My master, the Czar,
will not permit Protestantism to establish itself in Turkey," he based
his remark' on something more than a passing dislike.
Russia and the Missionaries

It is a little singular that Russia, among all her conquests, has
uever yet had to face the question of how to deal with Protestant missionaries already established in territory that she has conquered. Russian officials have come in contact, of course, with the Scottish and
Irish Presbyterian, and the Danish Lutheran missionaries in Manchuria. During the Turkish war of 1877-78, the Russians encountered
. American missionaries at work in Bulgaria and in Asiatic Turkey. In
each case they were, on the whole, courteous, and made no attempt to
interfere. In Manchuria the Russian officers have been quite like
comrades to the Protestant medical missionaries. In Asiatic Turkey
the annexation of the Turkish province of Kars to Russia carried with
it the Armenian Protestants who had been taught by American missionaries. ,Perhaps 'this one case throws some light upon the course
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which Russian officials may follow toward Protestant missions found
in any land of their conquest. Kars was an outstation of Erzroum,
which remained a Turkish possession. The Protestants living at Kars
were recognized, tolerated, and protected by the Russians. By and by
the missionary from Erzroum
went to visit his flock in Kars.
He was allowed to pass once or
twice; but after the new administration was fully established the
missionary was met at the frontier
by a very polite official, who told
him in effect that Russia can take
care of her own subjects without
the aid of even so amiable friends
as the Americans. That ended
missionary visits to Kars.
As ta Protestant missionaries
who may seek to enter territory
already Russian in order ta work
for pagans or Mohammedans, the
policy of Russia is well defined.
.A BISHOP OF THE RUSSIAN CHURCH
In 1795 a little band of Moravians
took their lives in their hands and established a mission among the
Tatars of Daghestan, near the Caspian Sea. The Church of Scotland
in 1802 established a mission at Karass, between the Caspian and the
Black seas, and in 1819 the London Missionary Society sent missionaries to Selinginsk, in the region of Lake Baikal, with the. hope of
finding a door to China open on that side. Under the liberal reign
of the Czar Alexander 1, these missions to Tatars and Mongols were
highly favored. Prince Galitzin, the Minister of Public Worship, was
a pious man who took a deep interest in the experiment. Grants of
land were given to the missions, and they were aided in their attempts
to translate the Scriptures. All of these missions were in full and
successful career, with chapels, schools for both sexes, and printingpresses in operation, and many converts from both pagans ana-Mohammedans, when Alexander I. died. The Czar Nicholas would have none
of these things, and closed the Scottish mission and the Moravian
mission at once (1825). The London Society's mission, nca!, Lake
BaIkal. was favored by distance perhaps. At all events, it continued
without molestation until 1841. Then a rescript from the Holy Synod
was handed· to the missionaries which simply deolared the mission
suppressed, because" the mission, in relation to the form of Christianity already established jn the empire, does not coinoide with the
views of the Church and the Government."
At the present time no Protestant miuister not a Russian subject
can lawfully enter the Russian Empire without special permission from
iQe Czar himself. Perhaps we now have sufficient material for some
forecast of probabilities as to the future of Protestant missions in
lands yet to be conquered by Russia.
l
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FALSEHOOD AND TRUTH ABOUT KOREA
MISSIONARIES
A

REVIEW OF ANGUS HAMILTON'S "KOREA," AND
RECEN.T BOOKS *

OTHER

BY REV. ARTHUR ,JUDSON BROWN, D.D., NEW YORK
Author of "The New Era ill the Philippines"

Anyone who has visited Korea, or is acquainted with even ,the'
ABC's \of foreign missions, will read with curious interest the chapter
on the missionary question in Angus Hamilton's" Korea." He begins
by sp,verery criticizing the French Roman Catholic priests for their
"unnecessary sacrifices." He says that they" live in abject poverty";
. that" they promote a.,narchy and outrage, even encompassing their
.own deaths whenever the interests of their country demand it "; that
" thej have wooed the glory of martyrdnm"; that" the diffusion of
Christianity (by them) is not unattended with bloodshed and disaster"; that" in the case of Quelpart this feeling of animosity, and
the immunity from taxation which the French priests gave to their
followers, created an intolerable position"; that, in consequence,
" anarchy swept over the island, and some six hundred believers were
put summarily to death," and that "whatever may be the compensating advantages of this martyrdom, the reckless and profligate sacrifice
of life, which missionary indiscretion in the Far East has promoted,
is an outrage upon modern civilization."
Having thus paid his respects to the French Roman Catholic
priests, he calmly proceeds to criticize the Protestant missionaries
because their" comfortable existence" does not equal the" self-abnegatiou so manifest in the lives of the Roman Catholic priests." Mr.
Hamilton' appears" to be a difficult man to please. .
He expresses the rather remarkable opinion that the Protestan·t
missionaries are" .well paid," that, "as a class, American missionaries
have larie families who live in comparative idleness and luxury";
that" they own the most attractiv~ and commodious houses in the
foreign settlements, and appear to extract from their surroundings the
maximum of profit for the minimum of labor." As a matter of fact,
the salary of the individual>Protestant missionary in Korea is about
$600, with free rent and allowance of $100 for -each child. The wife
receives an additional allowance as a regularly appointed missi9nary
doing special 'work among women and children. The missionaries do
not own houses at all, these being the propE!rty of the mission boards,
and costing but a modest sum. Nor is it true that" servants are
provided free," while the vaunted" provision for the education of the
• "Korea," by Angus Hamilton, Scribners;"" The Vanguard: A Tale of Korea." by James
S. Gale, Revell; "Fifteen Years Among the Top-knots," by Mrs. Underwood, American Tract
Society.
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children" ($50 a year) is paid only when the child is in America and
both parents are on the field.
As to whether a missionary can live in "luxury" on $600, with free
rent and an allowance of $100 for a child, the people of this country
can judge as well as Mr. Hamilton. Korea does not produce the
food and clothing that an American needs. The missionary must,
therefore, buy in the United States, and pay the freight to Korea.
Tho he can purchase some supplies in the few foreign stores in Korea,
it is at what we should regard as exorbitant prices; so that he usually
finds it cheaper to buy in New York,Ohicago, and San Francisco. If
in such circumstances he can live in "luxury" on $600, he is a very
remarkable financier indeed. The average parent in the United State'3
can doubtless give Mr. Hamilton some valuable information as to
whether it is possible to feed and clothe and educate a child on $100
a year if at home, or $150 if at boarding-school in America.
Mr. Hamilton alleges that "American missionaries in Korea wele formerly closely associated with the more important export houses in the
leading industrial centers of America." He tells us that this practise
.is "no longer openly indulged," but he insinuates that such business
interests represent the spirit of the American missionaries, and that
they would be continued if it were not for" diplomatic representation." The simple facts are that when the first missionaries went to
Korea they found a people who were quite destitute of even the commonest conveniences of life as practised by Americans. Ohristianity
means much in civilization as well as in religion. To change a man's
heart and to give to him the great ideas of the Gospel are ordinarily
to beget in him a desire for a higher type of physical life. It was
natural that when a Korean caller saw the clock or cook-stove. or sewing-machine in the missionary's house, he should manifest an interest,
and ask the missionary to get him one, and· it was equally natural that
the missionary should comply with the request. This was done in
some instances by a very few of the missionaries, not, however, for
financial profit, but simply out of kindly interest in the people. Now
that foreign business firms are introducing American and European
goods, the missionaries ito not do such things at all, except in rare
instances. It is grossly unjust to represent the nearly two hundred
Protestant missionaries in Korea as doing anything of the kind, and
it is purely malicious to charge mercenary motives upon a body of
self-denying men and women simply because a half-dozen more or
less gave such friendly assistance in the earlier years of the work.'
'l'he .charge that the missionaries do " the minimum of labor," and
that their families live in "comparative idleness," if! equally false.
For example, the seventy Presbyterian missionaries, including wives
and mothers who have the same family cares as such women have in
America, have charge of three hundred and twenty-three congregaelectronic file created by cafis.org
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tions, seventy-nine- schools, five hospitals, and about thirty-five thou;:
sand communicants and adherents. When I visited Korea I did
what Mr. Hamilton evidently did not do-I took pains to inspect the
missionary work. I know what these missionaries are doing, and can
testify that they are among the hardest worked men and women in
the world. They are literally wearing themselves out in their efforts
to found and maintain churches, schools, and llospitals, and to qreate
in a heathen land some of the conditions of decent society. To represent such men and women as living lives of ease and luxury is an
outrage not only upon truth but upon common sense. I have no hesitation in setting 'my personal knowledge of Korea missionaries and
their work over against the ignorance of Mr. Hamilton, colossal as it
is, and I assert that the Korea missionaries are among the very beJlt
men and women I know, excelling in character, in devotion, and in
self-sacrificing labors for God and for man.
The missionaries in Korea to-day are exposed to no small anxiety
and even peril in the war between Russia and Japan. A part of the
region in which they reside is &lready within the zone of hostilities.
Everybody is advising them to leave in order to seek their personal
safety and escape the scenes of ruin and carnage which are imminent.
If they are the kind of people that Mr. Hamilton supposes them to
be, why do they not leave? Why is it that they are staying at the
post of duty? Many of them are in the interior. They are absolutely
unarmed. They are forbidden by their principles to fight, and they
are too few and too helpless to do so even if they were so disposed. It
takes more courage for them to stand their ground in such circumstances than it does to shoulder a rifle aud join a regiment. Yet they
are staying there to comfort and guide those terror-stricken Koreans
in their time of sore need .. 'It w~ld be difficult to characterize too
strongly the contemptible meanness of an author who at such a time
will attempt to arraign th()lle men and women as unworthy of our
sympathy and support.
'
Some people, indeed, to whom the missionaries are always wrong,
have just been criticizing them because they declined to leave Pyeng
Yang on the warship which the United States Minister had sent for
them. The engineer who stays at the throttle in time of peril is
called a hero. The physician who refuses to desert his cholera-stricken
patients is highly praised. The Roman Catholic priest who entered
the burning Iroquois Theatre in Chicago to administer the last rites
to the dying was lauded by the secular press the country over. But
the Protestant missionary who remains at his post of dutj is, forsooth, "a visi~:mary whose zeal is eating -him up," and regarding
whom, in the language of Mr. Hamilton, "it is imperative that certain measures should be adopted which will insureth-e 'safetYQf the
individual zealat -and be·agreeableto the general comfort of the com~
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munity." He sagely addflv that "these restraints upon missionary
labors will, of course, be resented," but that "if we wish to avoid
another such manifestation as the terrible anti-Ohristian upheaval in
China, it.is necessary to superint.end all forms of missionary enterprise
more closely."
And yet if the missionaries had run away on that warship, these
very people who are now criticizing them as zealots WOJlld have
sneered at them as cowards, and would have discanted upon the superior bravery of the engineer and the physician and the Roman Oatholicpriest.
.
After all that has been disclosed regarding the real causes of the
.Boxer outbreak in Ohina, the man who ascribes it to the missionaries
does so at the expense of either his intelligence or his honesty. It is
all too clear that that. outbreak was primarily caused by the political
and commercial aggressions of Europeans. It would, be ludicrous, if
it were not so serious a matter, to represent the missionaries in Korea,
who have to an extraordinary degree the confidence and the affection
of the people, from the emperor to the coolie, as a source of disturbance. The Koreans know well enough who their real friends are, and
they testify to the accuracy of their knowledge by loving the missionaries but by hating the "Puffsnaubers" and mobbing the" Wintershines," whom Mr. Hamilton would probably regard as congenial
friends and high authorities.
While Mr. Hamilton makes the remarkable suggestion that the
activity of missionaries ought to be limited by governmental authority,
it is significant that he does not propose that the activity of traders
should be so limited. But I received the very distinct impression
from my own long journey through Asia, and conversation and correspondence with hundreds of foreigners and Asiatics have confirmed
the impression, that the foreign trader has done ten times more than
the missionary to alarm and irri~ate",the Asiatic. While some of those
traders are men of high Christian character, it is notorious that the
typical trader in Asia is brutal, profane, intemperate, lustful, and
greedy, and that in his treatment of the natives and in his remorseless
pushing of his own selfish interests, he creates the very conditions of
hatred and unrest which Mr. Hamilton ignorantly ascribes to the missionaries.
Mr. Hamilton gives only eight and one-half pages out of three_hundred and seven to the missionary question, but .he has pa_ckeq. into
those eight and a half 'pages more ignorance, misrepresentfttionLand
maliciousness than can be found in an equal space in ~ny ot)1er book
of my acquaintance. It is quite plain that he knows practically
nothing at first hand regardIng the missionaries in Korea; tllat ne has
simply picked up the sneers and slanders currEmt among those foreigners who, for reasons best known to themselves\ find it convenient to
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slander pure, high-minded men and women who are not in Korea
for personal aggrandizement, but for the uplifting of an oppressed
. '
.
people.
Those who wish to know what Korea and the Koreans really are
shonld tnrn from Mr. Hamilton's overwrought pages to Mrs. Horace. G.
Underwood's" Fifteen Years Among the 'l'op-knots," and to Dr. James
S. Gale's" The Vanguard." It is true that these authors have not spent
any time at treaty-port hotels, drawing on their imagination for
f~cts to be sent to foreign newspapers. But they have lived in Korea
more than a dozen years. They know the language of the Koreans.
They have studied the country and the people until they have more
knowledge of Korea in their little fingers than Mr. Hamilton has in
his whole body. They know better than to tell us, as Mr. Ha)llilton
does, that filthy Seoul is "neat and orderly" with "streets clean and
well-drained"; that straggling Ohemulpo has "imposing shops" and
a "magnificent bund" ; that Korea," once the least progressive of
the countries of the Far East, now affords an exception almost as
noticeable as that shown by the prompt assimilation of Western ideas
and methods by Japan"; that Korea is "two hundred miles"
from Japan; that while the passage across the Korean Strait requires
fifteen hours, the trip from Fusan to Moji can be made in " four hours";
that" the cost of the journey (from Moscow to Dalny by the Siberian
Railway) is almost prohibitive, if compared with ocean steamer
charges"; and that several other statements are true which anyone
who has been in Korea will read in Mr. Hamilton's book with gasps
of amazement.
Mrs. Underwood and Dr. Gale have written with intelligence and
sympathy. Their books give a history of Korea of such vividness and
accuracy that one feels by the time he has finished them that he
really knows something about· the land of the Morning Oalm. They
have, what Mr. Hamilton has nQt, eyes to see and ears to hear the
mighty forces which are gradually inaugurating a new era in Korea.
They show us the real American missionary, not as an idle, luxurious,
mercenary individual, but as an educated, consecrated man or woman,
the embodiment of the highest type of American Ohristian character
and culture, going about among those people in the name and in the
Spirit of the Master, healing the sick, teaching the young, translating
the Bible, creating a wholesome literature, and, above all, preaching
those great trnths ,of the Ohristian religion to which Europe and
America owe whatever of trne greatness they possess. No one is perfect, not eve~a critic; bnt the man who can write only evil of such
men and women is not one whose judgment will be accepted by
sensible people,
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THE KOREAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
BY REV. J. E. ADAMS, TAIKU, KOREA
Missionary of the Presbyterian Church

Many prayers are going up for the Ohurch of Ohrist in Korea. As
men speak, it is a time of peril. With the moving of armies across
its territory, and the strivings of rulers for its·possession, much suffering must needs come to the people, and the possible results of the
victory of one party Or the other is an unknown factor of the future.
To the eye of faith, however, there is no question but that He who
rules in the affairs of men is accomplishing His purposes of ~demp
tion in these movements of men as truly as in the more direct outpouring of His Spirit.
There are four very marked characteristics of the Korean Ohurch
life: *
1. It is the simple Gospel of Christ which they have received. In
the early days of the mission's work the conditions were such that
the Gospel could be preached without hindrance among the people

* What I shall say with regard to the Korean Church does not refer so much to the entire
Protestant Church of Korea as to the Presbyterian Church, and more especially of the American Presbyterian Church, North. There are several other missions working in the country,
but the work of the Presbyterian Church, North, is the largest of any single Fociety, and
covers almost half of the entire Protestant work in the country. What is said of the growth and
methods of the work of this Church is, in a general sense, true of all. They have all partaken
of the same outpouring of grace, and in their agencies have handled it with the Same general
methods.-J. E. A.
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throughout the length Il:nd breadth of the land. There was no neceSsity of using secondary agencies for its introduction. The simple
Gospel was preached, and it is this which the Korean Christian possesses. Among the Christians the Gospel is the ordinary topic of conversation. The Scriptures and their instruction are their themes of
discussion. They apply the teachings of the Bible to solve the questions of daily life. The spiritual truths of the Gospel, in the great
themes of justification, sanctification, the indwelling of the Holy
Spirit, the surrounding providence of God, our adoption to Him, and
eternity with Him-these form the point of departure in the outworking
"f their Christian life, and to this may be ascribed a very considerable
degree of those influences which have determined its character.
2. Another noticeable thing is the simplicity of their Church
organization and their Church life. The gathering of themselves into
groups for the worship of God and the study of His Word has seemed
to be almost instinctive. The spirit of the communion of saints was
begotten in them with the entrance of the Gospel into their hearts.
At a certain period of this movement some years ago there were ontlying groups of from fifty to one hundred members, who formed
themselves into congregations, built themselves church buildings,
observed Sunday, and held meetings for worship. They had never
been visited by a missionary nor organized into any definite form.
This lack of formal ecclesiastical organization was largely necessitated
by the rapidity of growth of the Kingdom of God. The missionary
society was not able to thoroughly organize these grou ps, so rapidly
did they multiply, and gradually it became a fixed policy in the mission to impose such organization upon them as became necessary with
their growth. The less organized country groups even at the present
day have, perhaps, only a local unordained leader and deacon among
them, and they meet from Sunday to Sunday either in private houses
or ·in small buildings which they have secured for the purpose. They
have not yet an ordained pastor or elders, but their growth is steady
and their life virile and strong.
3. Another characteristic of the Church is its spontaneous evangelistic zeal. As the Gospel is the ordinary topic of conversation among
Chistians, in very truth" the glad tidings," so it becomes the ordinary
topic of conversation in their contact with those outside. The ordinary Christian preaches to every·one he meets along the road. If he
falls in with a fellow traveler, he will immediately begin to tell him
the news of salvation. A traveling tradesman will preach to his fellows as he tramps the round of markets. Two farmers, carrying their
loads of produce to market, will set their carrying-racks down on the
road, and as they take breath and wipe the sweat from their brows,
one will preach to the other in the truest sense of the word.
4. These three things have begotten a spirit of healthful indeelectronic file created by cafis.org
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pendence and self-direction in the churches. No more is it the
foreigners' Ohurch than it is the foreigners' Gospel, or the foreigners'
salvation, or the foreigners' God. Often as I have heard some Korean
Ohristian preach the Gospel to all outsider, in answer to the objection
that it was a doctrine brought by a foreigner, he would exclaim: "No,
indeed, it is the God that dwelleth in the heaven above Korea, not
above the Western land, that has sent down His Son to take away our
sins." And then, if sufficiently intelligent, he would clinch it home
with the exclamation: "And it was not to a Western, but an Eastern
country, that He sent Ohrist down!" While there is on the whole
the greatest love for the missionaries, and they will listen to his counsel and accept hi:l guidance, usually without question, at the same
time they look upon the Church as their own, for the support of whose
institutions they are responsible, in a way that would be difficult if
Ohurch organization had been imposed upon them with a more
developed form of Western ecclesiasticism.
e

The Presbyterian Mission and the Pyeng Y2Io.ng Church

The last annual report of the Presbyterian Mission gives 6,491
communicants, and 6,197 catechumens; or, including all classes who
are attending regularly upon the means of grace, a total adherence of
22,662. Throughout the land in the churehes connected with this
mission there is a total average congregation each Sunday of 15,306
souls. There are 240 church buildings and 372 places of worship, such
as are usually called "outstations." With but very few exceptions
these buildings have been purchased or erected by the Korean Ohristians themselves. For the most part they are not what Westerners
would call imposing structures, but are small, thatch-roofed, mudwalled buildings, suited to the present stage of the Ohurch's growth,
and meeting all the necessities of the case. Many of them will seat
from one hundred to three hundred, and one will seat 1,700. In connection with these churches scattered over the country, there are fiftysix self-supporting schools, beside some others, which for various
reasons are as yet partially supported by the mission.
The Pyeng Yang Oity Church is the most notable instance of
growth. Under the direction of Rev. Samuel A. Moffett it has
attained a membership of 727, with 442 catechumens, and in the
past year had ell3 adult baptisms. This is the church which has been
spoken of as seating 1,700. The average congregation is from 1,400
to 1,700. Two-thirds of its cost was paid by the Korean Ohristians.
It supports three assistant pastors, five evangelists, four day-schools,
and contributes to the support of the academy in the city which furnishes higher instruction to the Christian young men of the province.
Last year its total contributions were something over $1,000. As an
illustration of the spirit which animates this church, last year a miselectronic file created by cafis.org
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sionary from another station came into the city one rainy prayermeeting night. He scarcely thought it worth while to go over to the
church, on account of the inclemancy of the weather-no one would be
out. But on going over he found gathered a congregation of between
seven hundred and eight hundred. The peculiarities of the Korean
dress make this the more remarkable. They dress in loose, white
starched cotton cloth, and when rained upon simply melt down. Their
foot-gear also is ordinarily quilted cotton socks, with straw sandals or low shoes, and it is probable that many of the congregation
took off their shoes and socks and waded through the mud to the
meetiug. A sense of duty would never accomplish this in their lives
-rather, it is the joy of the Gospel that brings them to their gatherings. Last year the money gifts of the Church at large were $3,173.
Of this, $670 dollars was given to education, and $329 to home and
foreign missions. Altho this movement has been going on some ten
years, growing and increasing, last year was the best of the ten, when
1,436 were added to the roll of communicants.
The Causes of the Growth of the Church

In considering the causes of the truly remarkable growth and
character of this movement, it scarcely needs to be said that the first
and sufficient cause is the Holy Spirit of God. It hM pleased Him to
graciously pour out a blessing upon this land of Korea. It is interesting to notice, however, those secondary causes which have accompanied and influenced the character of the movement. For one thing,
the people are a primitive people, much more so than their neighbors
in Japan and China. They live a simple, agricultural life. They
have also been perfectly open to the preaching of the Gospel-there is
none of that intense antiforeign or nat.ionalistic feeling of their
neighbors.
The conditions existing at the time this movement received its first
impetous were favorable. There had gradually developed a perfect
carnival of corruption in the government until lawlessness, masking
under the appearance of law, threw off its mask, and the oppression
became intolerable. The Tong Hak rebellion, arising through religious
restlessness and dissatisfaction, ended in a political insurrection which
swept the country, and stirred the entire people in both their religious
and political life. This insurrection gave occasion to the ChinoJapanese war, which again broke up the old social lines and stirred
the people to apprehend more or less dimly the value of those things,
before unknown to them, which had made the Western nations.
Altogether the conditions were favorable.
Then the missionaries at work adopted the policy of wide itineration, not to any considerable degree establishing institutional agencies,
but putting their strength into the widespread preaching of the simple
\
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Gospel. The conditions and the methods used were favorable for letting the Gospel show its inherent power when it lays hold of the
hearts of men. It was the Gospel alone that was presented to them,
and it was this alone which they grasped. It literally became in
them a well of water springing up into eternal life, and flowing out
for the quenching of the thirst of others, and thus the movement was
fully inaugurated.
'fhe method of organization, supervision, and development has also
doubtless had somewhat to do with the matter. The mission has
sought to pursue thoroughly natural lines of development and organization, and to push it only as fast as the growth of the Ohurch permitted. It has also adopted such supervision as wouid give the largest
initiative to the Korean Ohristians themselves, and has constantly
inculcated the evangelistic spirit as one of the primary and essential
tests of real discipleship. In this way it has secured that spontaneity
of the Spirit's outworking which is the first essential of the truly
indigenous Ohurch. It is ,fail' to say that the credit for this is not
entirely due to the far-sighted wisdom of the missionaries, but it was
largely the result of the rapid devolopment of the work.
Probably the system in vogue in the Pyeng Yang station best illustrates the methods used for handling the situation and the aims for
the development of the Ohurch. The territory is divided into circuits, over each of which a missionary has supervision. There are
helpers, under the direction of the missionary, who are constantly traveling among the churches in the circuit. As rapidly as possible the
financial support of these helpers is assumed by these churches, of
which they have oversight. Already a large number are supported in
this way. They are the embryonic pastorate, and already they exercise many of the functions of the office. In each group there is a
local leader who has the local spiritual oversight and instrnction of
the flock in the absence of missionary and helper; a deacon will also
be appointed for the financial concerns of the church. The missionary himself will make the circuit, catechizing and baptising, and
administering the communion as often as he may be able with his
other duties. At the central station, twice a year, protracted Bible
classes are held. In the winter class as many as possible of the more
prominent and promising Ohristians throughout the country churches
are gathered in for ten days' or two weeks' instruction. The summer
class is more for the instruction of the helpers and local leaders, and
continues for about ten days. Besides these the helpers hold numerous similar classes in the various local churches throughout the country during the year. Last year 808 men attended the two general
Bible classes, and 4,000 were enrolled in 132 local country classes.
Similar classes for women are also held. The total enrolment was
6,437. The development of a more permanent and qualified leadership
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is being sought through a theological class which pursues a course of
study running through five years, and lookiug toward the ministry;
also another course of study, running through three years, which the
helpers pursue in connection with their work. Meetings and examinations are held in these from time to time. More than this the limitations of the missionary force have not permitted; but realizing its
urgent necessity, the work of this department is being pushed as
rapidly as possible. The general education of the Ohurch is also not
left out of sight. An academy for young men has been established in
Pyeng Yang Oity, with Mr. W. M. Baird at its head. An academy for
young women will also shortly be established. All the five years of
the academy's course are filled with classes except the fifth, and there
are something over seventy young men in attendance. Scattered through
the province there are forty-five lower schools, with a definite curriculum
preparatory to the academy, supported by the local churches to which
they are attached, and with 841 pupils in attendance. Once a year
the teachers of these lower schools are gathered in at the central station to a normal class, where for two weeks they are instructed in educational methods and what we would call the primary branches. They
are also given courses of study to pursue during the year.
The Koreans and the Apostolic Days

It is worth while to note the parallelism which exists along some
lines between this movement and the spread of Ohristianity in apostolic days. Some of the conditions are similar-the open field where
the herald of the Oross could travel and preach wherever he wished.
The religious unrest; the oppressed condition of certain classes; the
moral rottenness of society, at once mark a similarity of conditions.
The fact that what was preached was the simple Gospel without
incumbering attachments being necessary, and the way the people took
it to their hearts, and the manner in which it has worked out into a
joyous, zealous type of Ohristian life, can not but strike one also as
similar. Under these conditions, also, the results have been much the
same, and the Word has spread, and it is continuing to spread, in the
same blessed way.
At the same time, from the fact that a natural development has been
sought, and the process of organization not forced, the Church life
is as yet not perfectly crystallized. That power to resist strain which
comes from strong organization is not yet fully developed. This is
the point of weakness in the present situation. What the effects of the
war will be it is hard to foretell. Whatever the result as between the
two nations at war, it is the people of Korea that will suffer. Under
the sweep and turmoil of armies and of battles they will be as between
the upper and the nether millstone. Ohurches broken up, means of
living destroyed, the people scattered, the settled social order that furelectronic file created by cafis.org
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nished the means of the movement's spread overturned-these all can
not but be disastrous to the growth and solidification of the Church of
Christ. It becomes the churches of the living God in America, under
whose hands this gracious outpouring has been vouchsafed, to give
themselves to more strenuous effort and more importunate prayer,
that God may bring His Church forth out of these strivings of nations
more glorious and more fit for service. We know that He rules, and
that He will accomplish His purposes of grace. He that hath begun
a good work will perfect it unto the day of Jesus Christ.

Lev. W. D. Reynolds, Jr. Rev. H. G. Uudcrwood,D.D. Rev. James S. Gale. Rev. George Heber Jones
TRANSLATORS OF THE KOREAN BIBLE

A SI\ETCH OF GEN. CHARLES GEORGE GORDON
BY REV. CHARLES ELBERT HAMILTON, D.D., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Lieutenant-General Henry William Gordon, of the Royal Artillery,
the father of Charles George Gordon, had a most honorable military
record, and his mother was an Enderby, a family famous for heroism
and adventures on the sea. Both bequeathed noble blood to their
illustrious son, whose birthcry mingled with the din of the great
armories at Woolwich, on January 28, 1833.
The circumstances of Gordon's birth make it natural that he should
prove the hero, but raise the'''question, "How could he be a saint?"
To Christian thought, war is so repugnant that many conceive with
difficulty of the combination of saint and warrior, but Gordon was a
soldier not to promote war but to end it. He sincerely hated bloodshed, and fought only that it might cease. One of the great newselectronic file created by cafis.org
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papers said at his death: ., He combined the bravery of Lancelot with
the purity of Galahad!'
Trained for war, at nineteen Gordon received his first commission
as an officer of engineers, and a little later, having volunteered for
service in the Orimea, New Year's Day, 1855, found him.at Balaklava.
We will not pause for intervening years, which were delightfully and
profitably spent in helping to arrange: disputed boundaries bet wean
great nations. This duty called him for a considerable time to Asia.
Here he was ordered to report to the army, and was present and took
part in the burning of the summer palace at Peking, under orders
from Lord Elgin, and as a punishment to the Ohinese for the sufferings they had inflicted upon British envoys'while under a flag of truce.
This brings us almost to 1862, when he first heard of the Tai Ping
rebellion, which was destined to mean the first great chapter in his
immortal career, and to bestow upon him the name by which for ages
he will be best known-" Chinese Gordon."
The Tai Pings were led by the self-styled "Heavenly King," who
called attention to the great wrongs under which his people suffered,
and claimed direct revelations from heaven. He organized a great
force, and with keen genius placed over it several brave leaders known
as Wangs or kings. While the wrongs against which he protested
were real enough, his own rule speedily became a reign of t.error,
devastating fertile valleys, and spreading suffering and bloodshed.
The merchants in Shanghai became aroused to their peril and raised
money to support an army who should defend them. The army was
made up of Ohinese and of adventurers from many nations. The
relations between England and China at this time were rather strained,
and it seemed unlikely that England would interfere. The command
of this army, composed of such a motley people, was placed in the
hands of an American by the name of Ward, who displayed a good
deal of organizing power and of bravery. He was, however, soon
killed, and his successor proved utterly unworthy and incompetent.
Then an appeal was made to the British comIIander to furnish them
with a suitable leader. Knowing the record of Gordon, he was designated for the task. He declined at first to leave the task in which he
was engaged, but as the Tai Pings continued victorious, and great
interests were threatened, he subsequently consented, and so became
the head of the strangely composed army of defenders. This motley
crew had chosen for their name" The Ever-Victorious Army," a name
which would have proved a huge farce had it not been that Providence gave to them in Gordon the one man who could make the name
a glorious reality. Gordon's letter to his home at this time shows how
high were his motives in assuming this position. He soon brought
order out of chaos, so far as the army itself was concerned. He
insisted upon just and generous pay to his men, and that all promises,
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whether to friends or enemies, should be kept. This was something
unknown in the Ohinese code. There were never grea.ter deeds of
personal daring than those that Gordon displayed in connection with
this campaign. He rarely carr~ed even a revolver, but instead was
accustomed to have with him a little cane. This came to be regarded
as a magic wand, for its bearer constantly exposed himself with absolute recklessness to the most terrible fire of the enemy, and apparently
with no thought of danger. The tide of battle soon turned, and the
immediate issue was no longer uncertain.
At the capture, by the Ever-Victorious Army, of Soochow, an incident occurred which throws great light upon Gordon's character. He
had promised amnesty to the rebels and to their leaders. During all
this time Li Hung Ohang, who made a triumphal tour through this
country just before his death, and who for many years was the most
astute statesman in the Ohinese Empire, had control and command of
this province. Gordon was technically under his advice. Considering
it no violation of the Ohinese ethics, Li permi~ted several of the chief
rebels to be executed, and among them several of the Wangs to whom
Gordon has promised amnesty. When Gordon discovered this act of
treachery, it is said that, with drawn revolver and blazing eyes, he
sought to find Li, with the intention that his life should pay the price
for his perfidy. It was well for the great Ohinese statesman that he
wisely had eluded the presence of that true and fearless man, else his
name had never been written so large in Ohinese history. In disgl1st,
Gordon soon resigned his command, and only consented to his recall
because. of the consideration that, unless he did, thousands more of
precious human lives would be sacrificed. 'l'he rebellion was soon put
down, and it is estimated that Gordon saved from eighty thousand to
one hundred thousand lives. He insisted on generous and just rewards
to his faithful men, but when they tried to close his eyes to this by
offering great personal rewards, he drove them from his room, and
wrote to his home that he should come out of Ohina poorer than when
he went into it. It was ou his return to England from this campaign
that representatives of the Ohinese government came to the British
Minister in Ohina with a letter for the Queen of England, and accompanied by this statement: "We do not know what to do about Gordon.
He will not receive money from us, and we have already given him
every honor it is in the power of the empire to bestow; but as these
can be of little value in his eyes, I have brought you this letter, and
ask you to give it to the Queen of England that she may bestow upon
him some rewards which would be more valuable in his eyes." But the
Queen of England was as helpless in this matter as the princes of
China.
It is most significant that even the crafty Chinese Li had come to
appreciate the sterling character of this strange man, and had given
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his heart in complete admiration to Gordon. In later years, when
Russia and China faced each other armed to the teeth, when all the
world thought war was inevitable, Li, who was then at the head of
affairs in the empire, sent for Gordon, and told him that he alone possessed the power to avert war. This incident occurred in 1880.
Gordon left India for China on June 10th, and by August 14th he
was in Shanghai again with his work done.
Six years, beginning with 1864, were spent at Gravesend, where he
had charge of constructing the defenses of the Thames. How does
this man, who has been so conspicuous on the battle-field, bear himself
in times of peace? From eight to two o'clock each day he is engaged
at his military work. He has an insane appreciation of the value of
time. They have to construct new boats and man them differently, in
order to row him faster from one place to another. He is often kneedeep in the river, and requires the best work from everyone under his
command. What about the rest of his time? It is spent where people are ill and poor. He himself lives on the plainest fare, and
gives up his splendid garden to poor people to cultivate for their own
benefit. He goes into fever-infected homes where others do not dare
to enter, and everywhere he tells people .about the Christ and the
Divine life. His four principles of life, by his own statement, were:
First, entire self-forgetfulness; second, the absence of pretense; third,
refusal to accept as a motive the world's praise or disapproval; fourth,
to follow in all, things the will of God. His special passion was to
rescue from evil ways the boys who were employed or hung about the
river or the sea. He rescued many from the gutter, and kept them for
many weeks in his own house. He fQund for many of them good
berths on vessels. He had a map iu his room on which he stuck pins
to iudicate the courses of the ships on which his boys were sailing.
He moved these day by day, and it was his custom to pray for each of
them every day. Hating and despising all publicity and praise, he
cared for nothing but the approval of his conscience and his God.
He had, however, one decoration for which he had a great liking. It
was a g4)ld one given him by the Empress of China, with a special
inscription engraved upon it. Suddenly it disappeared. No one
knew when or where. Years afterward it was discovered accidentally that he had erased the inscription, sold the medal for £10,
and sent the sum to Canon Miller for the relief of sufferers from the
cotton famine at Manchester. So these six happy years passed by,
spent, as were his Master's, in doing good to all, and especially to
those who needed him most.
February, 1874, found him at Cairo, on his way to the Sudan. In
truth" God buries his workmen, but carries on his work," for on the
very day on which England was at last made certain that Livingstone
had really perished in Africa, Gordon set out on his mission of mercy
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to the blacks of the Sudan. By the consent of England, he was working nnder instructions from the Egyptian government. These instructions must have been singularly attractive to him, for he was to put
down the rebels, break up the slave-trade, win the confidence of the
native tribes, and conciliate them. He probably recognized at the
first what he came to know a little later-that the motives of the
Egyptian government were utterly selfish, and that they had no conscience against the slave-trade until it was for their own interest to
put it down. General Gordon was offered a salary of £10,000, or
about $50,000. Knowing that it must be wrung from the wretched
people he was to govern, he only consented to take £2,000, and this
he spent principally in relief of the suffering that was all about him.
We shall never know how much he suffered by his terrible rides over
the sands on the backs of camels, or from the piteons sights of agony
that he so frequently witnessed. It is pathetic to read his letters to
his sister, telling of the poor, starved, dying black women that were
thrown in hil'l pathway, and whose anguish he was constantly trying
to alleviate. He speaks of them as "your black sisters," and treats
them indeed as such. The troops that served nnder him were of
wretched material. He had no adequate support in his efforts to put
down the slave-trade, yet his success was most wonderful, and in
1879 he could say, at the end of his second expedition: ,< I have cut off
the slave-dealers in their strongholds, and I made the people love me."
In December, 1879, Gordon left Egypt-his physician said, not a
day too soon. Tho only forty-six, his strong frame had become greatly
enfeebled by the terrible strains to which it had been subjected. He
was now to have four years of respite before his endurance of his last
trial. Part of this time was spent in Palestine, where he reverently
followed in the footsteps of his Lord.
All this time, in Belgium, King Leopold was mapping out commercial designs for Africa. The project was very attractive to Gordon.
Meanwhile a new pretender, the Mahdi, like "the Heavenly King in
China," had arisen in the Sudan, and, like the Chinese impostor, had
gathered great numbers nnder his command, and with them threatened
every interest of humanity and all that Gordon had spent so many
weary years to accomplish. So it is not strange that at the snmmons
of duty he gave np his plans, and 1884 found him back at his old post
in the Sudan.
We have certainly before this time gained some mental picture of
the character of this man, whose blue-gray eyes flashed with the highest type of mingled heroism and devotion. He had common sense of
the best type. His judgment was keen and decisive. His knowledge
was accurate and scientific, and while in emergencies of a general
character he would not hesitate to sentence a mutineer to instant
death, in personal relations he was gentle and forgiving beyond almost
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the limits or human nature. And while he was sometimes imposed
upon and sometimes exposed to imminent danger by those whom he
had forgiven, and while his death was due at last to the treachery of
one whose life he had saved, yet, on the other hand, no one could estimate the number of people who, out of baseness and dishonor, were
raised to a life of nobility and self-sacrifice by the influence of his
forgiveness and the inspiration of his example. It is utterly impossible to understand the secret of his personal heroism and fearlessness of danger without coming to consider the most conspicuous trait.
of his life, and that was his Ohristianity. The heavenly world was so
real to him and the Divine Providence so certain, that earth had for
him no terrors. During his second campaign in the Sudan he was
the one sent on an embassy to King J ohannis, of Abyssinia. That barbarous king, who carried with him a train of maimed or blinded captives, said to him: "Do you know that I could kill you on the spot r"
Gordon replied that he was quite ready to die, and that in killing him
the king would only confer a favor on him, opening a door that he
must not open for himself. "Then my power has no terrors for you?"
said the king. "None whatever," Gordon replied, and King Johannis
trembled before him. Preaching in St. James Hall in 1888, Hugh
Price Hughes, the great Wesleyan, spoke on General Gordon's idea of
Christianity from the text, "Whosoever shall confess that Jesus is
the Son of God, God abideth in him and he in God." He shows how
Gordon believed, above all things, that God dwelt in all men, but only
those who had given themselves to Ohrist were 'conscious of His indwelling. It was therefore his supreme purpose to help those who
were unconscious of the Divine indwelling to realize it, and to the utmost he believed that any service rendered to the poorest or the humblest was rendered unto Ohrist. His trust in God was so implicit
that he said: "If we could believe it, we are as safe in the fiercest
battIe as in a drawing-room in London."
In this spirit he went in 1884 to the Sudan for his final mission.
He himself was uncertain of the result, for he said: "The Lord has
not promised that we shall succeed. All will be done to me in love
and mercy, for nothing can happen but by His will. Remember that
our Lord did not promise success or peace in this life. He promised
tribulation, so that if things do not go well after the flesh, He still is
faithful, and what we have to do is to bend our will to His in all
things." But his love for the poor people of the Sudan is shown by
his statement when he accepted the mission: "I would give my life
for these poor people of the Sudan. How can I heip feeling for them?
All the time I was there I used to pray that God would lay on me the
burden of their sins and crush tne with it, instead of these poor
people."
After many privations, whose details we can not pause to narrate,
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he entered Khartum for the last time in February, 1884. In response
to the enthusiastic welcome, he said: "I come without soldiers, but
with God on my side, to redress the evils of this land. I will not fight
with any weapons but justice. I will hold the balance level." He
felt that his government had not done its duty. lIe did not care for
himself, but it grieved his heart that his country should seem recreant
to her great mission of mercy and of justice. There were but few
Englishmen in Khartum, but the records made by some of them tell
.us of the affection and veneration in which, under this terrible strain,
Gordon was held. The poor natives would wait for him by hours,
compassionately kiss his hands and feet, and looked up in truth to
him as to a savior. His labors and anxiety were so great that Mr
Powers, one of his companions, after describing them, adds: "It is
only his great piety that carries him through." On September lOth
he permitted the last Englishman to go away. He did not_send them,
for he declared that he would not expose others to dangers that he
could not share, that he would not restrain them from going, for they
could be of no assistance to him, and they had not promised to stay.
As for himself, he had pledged the poor garrison that he would remain
with them, and remain he would at all cost. Khartum was not a
walled city when Gordon entered, yet it held out for three hundred
and nineteen days of siege. He tore down the quarters that had been
evacuated by those who had fled. He made entrenchments about the
rest. At daybreak he slept for a little time. All day long he went
about comforting, succoring, helping, planning. At night he ascended
a tower that he had built on one of the entrenchments and spent the
night, a lonely sentinel with no companion except his God. At last
the force that had been sent to relieve the beleaguered garrison had
pushed far on their way. They were only two days' distant from
Khartum, when Faragh Pasha, who for treachery had once been con-,
demned to death, but had been pardoned by Gordon's mercy, opened
the gates to the followers of the false prophet, and instantly the
doomed city was filled with howling dervishes.
We do not know exactly how Gordon died. Some who escaped
said that he was killed just as he was coming out of his house to rally
his Egyptian troops. Others reported that he was called on to become
a Mussleman or die, and so literally and absolutely chose the martyr's
death. One thing is certain-his life was given a willing sacrifice for
the bla0k children of the desert.
His body, of course, could never be identified. Even Kitchener,
fighting his way slowly onward until at last he entered Khartum
in 1898, thirteen years later, could not rescue and bring back to England that priceless treasure, but Gordon- could have said of his body
and its relation to his Lord as did St. Monica: "He will have no
trouble to find me." But tho England does not possess the ashes of
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this one of her noblest sons, a worthy sarcophagus, with effigy in
bronze, is located just at the left as you enter St. Paul's. Veryappropriate it is that the monument to the Orimean cavalry should be close
by, also that of Sir Herbert Stewart, who was in command of the
expedition sent to relieve the beleaguered garrison. Every verse speaks
of a chapter in this devoted career. Let us trace it again in the light
of his holy life:
"To Major-General Oharles George Gordon, O.B., who at all times
and everywhere gave his strength to the weak, his substance to the
poor, his sympathy to the suffering, and his heart to God. He saved
an empire by his warlike genius; he ruled vast provinces with justice,
wisdom, and power, and lastly, in obedience to his sovereign's command, he died in the heroic attempt to save men, women, and children
from imminent and deadly peril. Greater love hath no man than
this, that he lay down his life for his friends (John xv : 13)."

PROGRESS IN CHINA SINCE Igoo
REV. D. MACGILLIVRAY, B.D., SHANGHAI, CHINA

"First the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn in the ear."
Thus did our Lord enunciate the law of regular and orderly growthin His Kingdom. There will be setbacks, but the next wave of the
tide will reach a little farther over the desert sands. "The blood of
the martyrs is the seed of the Ohurch."
l. '1'he missions in the north have now, generally speaking, better
buildings than before the Boxer flames burned up the old. In some
cases, the sites, which could be obtained in the pre-Boxer days only
with great difficulty, and so were not the best, tho the best then possible, have now been exchanged for better. However much the mission
might long for a change of location, it was debarred, first, by the opposition of the officials, and, second, by the fact that expensive buildings
had been erected on the land which had no value on the Ohinese real
property market, and which could not be as easily disposed of as downtown churches in JS"ew York! The Boxers solved the problem by
reducing the buildings to brickbats, and the officials saw to it that the
next time the best site. was obtained. Several missions, too, have
much larger property than formerly.
The old buildings were, in most cases, erected by the missionaries
themselves; the Ohinese did as they were told (?) by men who knew little
or nothing of architecture. In at least one instance the walls fell
down before the roof was...on-Iuckily on It Sunday, when the work was
suspended. After the uprising there were so many buildings to be
erected that the boards sent out a Oanadian architect to plan and
build them all. Of course, those colleges, hospitals, schools, and dwell-
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ings are likely to be more sanitary and to last bettet than the work of
the amateur missionary builders.
2. The gathering together of the dispersed of Israel has occupied
the time of many workers, and so the records of 1902 may show a
smaller number of communicants through the enrichment of the
heavenly tables There was a mighty testing-time during 1900, and,
strange to say, even after the Boxer bubble had been smashed. A
Ohinese does the opposite of what you expect him to do. Instead of
holding back, multitudes pressed forward, to take the loaves and
fishes by violence. The older Ohristians, many of whom had earned
the title of " confessors," passed through a time of trial where many
were weakest-the love of money. One mission in Oentral Ohina saw
so much danger in this feverish desire to enter the Ohurch that they
almost shut the door for a while, lest too many wolves should get in
with the lambs! One pastor in Hunan closed more false" chapels"
than he had ever opened in Ohina in his life. The wily Ohinese saw
that godliness-or, rather, the form of it-was profitable in lawsuits.
This strange imitation of the Ohurch became so pronounced an evil
that the Ohina Missionary Alliance, a sort of federation of all churches
in Ohina, took action by issuing the manifesto on the subject oflawsuits
and Ohristians which was quoted in a recent number of this REVIEW.
One result is that the officials who received the document know more
of the true relations of Church and State than they did before, and
also more of the difference between the Protestantrs and Oatholics.
But it would be strange indeed if the Ohristians did not profit by
their trials. There is a purer Church and a more missionary Ohurch
coming on. Tho the martyrs had no amphitheater surrounded by
thousands of eye-witnesses of their fidelity, nevertheless the facts are
known and will bear fruit. The growth of the Y. M. O. A. and the
Ohristian Endeavor, now under the special charge of an organizing
secretary, should be noted among the signs of progress.
3. There has been decided progress toward unity among the workers since 1900. First of all, many brothers in adversity were assembled
in Shanghai in 1900-1901. They had their conventions, of course;
the Boxers had made them come together. '('hey formed the China
Missionary Alliance, which now has some eight hundred members.
So far it has not been much in evidence, but around it will center the
currents of union which will lead on to what Dr. Arthur H. Smith
calls" a practical federation of Ohristian churches in Ohina." The
Presbyterian mission press has long been practically a union mission
press for all missions, for there are few missions which have not benefited by its printing facilities. Now the Methodists have amalgamated the northern and southern church presses, and have set up in
Shanghai a union press, which will help the other press to cope with
the tremendous d~mands of a nation awaking from long sleep.
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In the tract and diffusion societies we have long had grand examples of united effort along one line. But the reconstruction in Peking
and Shantung gave birth to union movements among colleges, whereby
there will be a symmetrical educational system developed and duplication avoided. These movements are now nearly successfully completed, after long and delicate negotiations at home and on the field.
The Northern and Southern Presbyterians have now a union theological seminary at Suchau. But, more, the various Presbyterian
bodies in the empire have a weekly paper which has quickly established itself in favor far beyond denominational lines, under the editorship of Mr. S. I. Woodbridge, who was specially deputed by his
board to move to Shanghai and conduct the paper. It will be a great
help in bringing the Presbyterians of all the provinces together, and
so aiding the work of a committee on Presbyterian union which has
been at work two years on the union of all Presbyterian bodies in
Ohina, a consummation preparatory to one great n,ational Ohurch of
Ohina.
The movement to erect a martyrs' memorial hall in Shanghai is
also a sign and proof of the unity of the sixty societies at work in
Ohina, in so much that one keen-sighted veteran, when he heard of it,
cried: « Fifty years hence this building will be the feature of missionary life and activities in Ohina, and the wonder will be why it
was not thought of sooner! "
. 4. There has been great progress in literature since 1900. The
Bible societies have sold more Bibles than ever before. Formerly portions were most in demand. Now the Ohinese want the whole Book,
and will pay for good bindings. Dr. Griffith John's Oentral Tract
Society at Hankau issues more books than before, and even issues
some school-books. The Chinese Tract Society in Shanghai is helping
to supply the demand for pure literature in the homes of the Ohristians
besides tracts for the million. The Methodists are planning'to remove
one of their best men to Shanghai to take general oversight of their
denominational papers. The circulation of the Review of the Times,
under Dr. Allen's editorship, has at last reached the paying point.
But the development of the Diffusion Society, under Dr. Richard's
hegemony, has been the most outstanding feature of the 'years now
under review. Dr. Richard has succeeded in moving three societies
to set aside one man each for united literary work in Shanghai, to
assist Dr. Allen and himself in their great task. The latest acquisition
is Rev. W. A. Oornaby, of the English Wesleyan Missionary Society,
author. of "A String of Chinese Peach stones," and other works in
English and Ohinese. The saleil have grown from hundreds of dollars
to fifty thousand, and in 1903 new books and reprints reached the
grand total of 25,353,880 pages.
The Japanese are helping, in a way, the dissemination of knowledge
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in China; but, as the reports of the Diffusion Society have pointed out
this year with greater earnestness than ever, the character of most of

their books is materialistic, and detrimental to Christianity. Here,
then, is a new factor in the problem of missions which is bound to be
more and mOre vigorous as Japanese power waxes greater.
5. The edicts ordering the establishment of provincial colleges
provoked the liveliest expectations that the Chinese government was
about to begin a rapid progress along Western lines. Tho most of the
inland colleges are sorry affairs, there are some which give signs of
life, but probably in every such case a foreigner is the motive power.
Thus Shansi, Paoting-fu, Shanghai, Ningpo, have all had tbe aid and
fostering care of foreigners. The few capable Chinese instructors who
try to start schools of the new learning usually give up in disgust at
the corrnption which hampers the institution at every step. True,
the erlucational turnover of a many-mi11ioned nl:ttion is not as easy as
the" turning of one's hand" (to quote the sage). The first efforts
will be crude, and the new schools must wait for the man and the
hour. Meantime each fresh feint at progress made by China without
Christ provokes anew the undeniable chorus of her truest friends:
"Sp.lvation must come from without, by working a change within."

THE GREAT CHRISTIAN OPPORTUNITY IN BRITISH
EAST AFRICA
BY WILLIS R. HOTCHKISS, KAIMOSI, BRITISH EAST AFRICA
Author of "Sketches from the Dark Coutinent." Missionary of the Friends' Africa
Industrial Mission

Five hundred and six years ago (1498), Vasco da Gama sailed into
the port of Mombasa, East Africa, and described the place as a " great
city of trade, with many ships." He was treated with great kindness
by the Arab rulers, but unfortunately, in sailing out of the narrow
harbor, his ship was driven by the strong current toward the rocky
shore. Suspecting the native pilots of treachery, the friendly relations were broken off, and thenceforward the native name for Mombasa (battle) was justified by stirring events.
Two years later, Cabral, a Portuguese navigator, was sent out.
His orders Were to begin by preaching, and jf that failed, to proceed
to the" sharp determination of the sword." The latter method of
procedure evidently commended itself to Cabral, as was proved by his
subsequent Course. A. most interesting historical relic of those days
is the fort at Mombasa, which was built in 1594, was destroyed by an
Arab insurrection in 1630, and was rebuilt five years later. This fort
is still in an excellent state of preservation, and is being used by the
English authorities as a prison.
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Even at that early date (1635), Portuguese missionaries had worked
their way far into the interior;for a map of that period made by
D' Abbeville shows a mission station in the region of Mt. Kenia, more
than three hundred miles from the coast. But the work languished,
and for two centuries no voice was lifted np in Christ's name. Then,
in 1844, Lud wig Krapf began his heroic work at Mombasa. This man
of God, just bereaved of his faithful wife and new-born babe, uttered
these splendid words of faith and unconquerable hope: "Many missionaries will fall in the fight, but their survivors will pass over the
slain in the trenches and take this great African fortress for· the
L'lrd." He dreamed of a chain of missionary stations extending across

llBATHEN WITCH DOCTORS IN BRITISH EAST AFRICA

Equatorial Africa from east to west. His prophecy has been fulfilled,
and his dream is in process of fulfilment. For almost half a century
there seemed to be little prospect of such an achievement, but within
the last decade a remarkable series of Divine providences have opened
up East Africa to the world, secular and Christian.
Hitherto Africa has been a huge interrogation point-dark, mysterious, awful; a land that eateth up the inhabitants thereof. But
interrogation is rapidly changing to exclamation as the true charaCter
of this magnificent country is becoming known. With surprise and
wonder we are waking up to the fact that the interior of Africa contains some of the choicest land on which the sun shines. Its natural
advantages seem to me to make East Africa the strategic ground for
missionary operations in the Dark Continent. With its great inland
lakes, similar to those of North America; a river system unsurpassed
. in the world; high attitudes where Europeans can live as safely as at
home; fertile soil itching for the plow and the hoe-these, and other
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A BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE AT PORT FLORENCE, ON THE UGANDA RAILROAD

considerations, call upon us to fling a great force of workers into the
far interior from this point.
When the writer first entered Africa, nine years ago, there was no
road most of the way--"-only little tortuous paths. Two and a half years
later I stood in the very camp from which a lion had carried off one
of our tents, and looked along the glittering rails of the Uganda Railway, cleaving the jungle through which so short a time before we had
passed with much weariness and hardship.
In July, 1902, accompanied by two men (Edgar T. Hole and
Arthur B. Chilson, the first party of the Friends' Africa Industrial
l'rIission). I traversed the entire length of this railway from Mombasa
to the Victoria Nyanza, a distance of five hundred and eighty-four
miles. Only those who have experienced the difficulties of the old
caravan method of travel can appreciate fully wh'a t this meant. It is'
probably one of the most interesting and unique journeys in the
world. Passing in a few hours from the low-lying, feverish coast belt
up int~ the high altitude of the interior, we sped through the Taru
Desert, with its once grim spectre of weariness and thirst and death,
now happily but a memory, across the great Kapite plains, where rna)
be seen vast herds of antelope, from the pretty little Thomsoniand
Mpala to huge Wildebeest and eland, hundreds of zebra, scores of
ostriches, and occasionally a lion. Now and then a huge, ugly,
rhinoceros lifts his horned snout and gazes stupidly as we whirl past.
Still up and up we go, past Narobi. the headquarters of the railway, from which point European settlers are already shipping produce
to South Africa; on through lovely Kikuyu, which will one day be
heard from 'co~mercially; steadily upward until the highest point is
reached in theMau Escarpment, where the railway is nearly eight
thousand feet above the sea. Then we pass through Lumbwa and
skirt Nandi, where exclamations of delight are wrung from us at every
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turn of the winding road. Broad, fertile uplands, rich valleys, and
tumbling streams invite the arts of civilization. And they will not
ha.ve long to wait. God gra.nt that the missio~ary may precede the
settler!
At every station one is made painfully aware that man is sadly out
of harmony with his surroundings. In all this vast expanse, so
bewitching in its beauty, so inviting in its richness, "only man is
vile." The natives one sees along the railway are as hopeless looking
creatures as one's imagination could conjure up. They are neither
wholly savage nor yet wholly civilized. Having appropriated many
of the vices and a few of the clothes of civilization, with none of its
virtuas, these greasy, repulsive, thieving natives certainly do not look
like attractive material for missionary effort. But notwithstanding
this, somo splendid trophies of Divine grace and power are being rescued from this rubbish-heap of creation.
Reaching Port Florence, the Victoria Nyanza terminus of the railway, one is still further surprised to find a splendid twin-screw steamer
ready to take him across the lake. Two steamers were placed ' on the
lake in the spring of 1902, to work in conjunction with the railway,
both the railway and the steamers having been bum by the English
government.
These steamers are one hundred and eighty-five feet in length and
twenty-nine feet wide. They are lit throughout with electricity, and
are provided with electric search-lights. Single and double berth
staterooms, and lnxuriou'sly appointed saloons make it hard to realize
that one is really in the heart of the Dark Continent.
It would almost seem that God were getting impatient with our

nJE NEW STEAMER" wn.'IFREU " ON LAKE VICTORIA, CENTRAL A~ICA
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slowness, and were bringing the ends of the earth to our very doors,
so that no excuse could ever again be offered against our going with
the Living Word to a dying world.
Around the northeastern border of Victoria N yanza are the people
of the great Kavirondo tribe, for which the martyred Bishop Hannington prayed so fervently. Next to the Baganda, they present the most
hopeful field for missionary work in all East Africa. They are unusually industrious, a very large portion of their land being already under.
cultivation. They raise Caffre corn, beans, sweet potatoes, squash, and
bananas, and, what is most remarkable as well as encouraging, the men
work side by side with the women in the fields. They have large herns

HOUSE OF CHIEF ISiAU, BRITISH E.\ST AFRICA

The chief's wife and daughter may be seen in full dress in front of the house

of cattle, and flocks of goat and sheep. They have no villages whatever, single huts dotting the country thickly. That they are peaceably inclined may be inferred from the fact that very many of these
huts have no sort of barrier around them. On the whole, it is a
remarkably fertile country, well watered by several broad rivers and
numerous streams, but largely destitute of timber, except on the
extreme eastern edge, where the dense Nandi forest is encountered,
ten miles wide and fifty miles long.
The Friends' Africa Industrial Mission has taken up a tract of
land, comprising eight hundred and sixty-five acres, on the Kavirondo
side of the forest, twenty-five miles north of Port Florence and the
railway, and eight miles north of the Equator. The climate is delightful and healthy, owing to the altitude of more than five thousand
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three hundred feet. During over a year's residence there, none of our
missionaries have had any feverwhatever.*
As a race, the Kavirondo are only excelled by the Baganda in
intelligence and industry. In one respect, however, there is a marked
contrast, for while the Baganda are the best-clothed natives in Central
Africa, the Kavirondo are undoubtedly the worst. Neither men nor
women wear the slightest particle of clothing. As a result of this
nudity in such a high altitude, large numbers die of pneumonia and
kindred diseases.
The purpose underlying the industrial part of the work is to afford
employment to as large a number of natives as possible, in order to
bring them under continuous instruction in the Gospel. Instead of

..

MR. HOTCHKISS' HOUSE IN BRITISH EAST ~RICA.

The natives may be seen on the avenue in their usual heathen nakedness

attempting, with a little handful of foreigners, to compass the vast
need, we seek to train up, as quickly as possible, a strong native force
who can do the work of evangelism much more quickly and effectively
than could foreigners. Contrary to all my previous experience, the
Kavirolldo people at once showed a surprising readiness to work for
us, and, on the whole, have proved above the average in power of application and capacity for development.
Every man on coming to the mission to work is provided with a
shirt, a loin-cloth, and a blanket, with the understanding that thenceforth he is to keep himself clothed from his wages. The wages, small
at first, are gradually increased as the worker develops, thus giving
* The present force is composed of three men and two women: Mr. and Mrs. Hole, Dr.
and Mrs. Blackburn, and Mr. Chilson. Another couple (Mr. and Mrs. ReeR) is to sail shortly,
and Mr. and Mrs. Hotchkiss also hope to return befor, long.
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A. FRONT VIEW OF A. PREACHING SERVICE IN EAST CENTRAL AFRICA.

Mr. Hotchkiss Is preaching, and the clothed natives of the mission station are sitting In front

incentive to diligence. At present between forty and fifty are employed.
On Sunday the attendance at services averages over three hundred.
Two pictures accompanying this article will show the striking contrast
between the well-clothed employes of the mission and the raw natives
who have happened into the service. They also show, in some measure, just what the mission stands for-viz., not a Europeanized native,
a being on a pedestal apart from his surroundings, and therefore out
of touch and sympathy with his people, but a Christian native in
native surroundings, who will be able to influence his fellows by the
beauty and simplicity of a natural Christian life as distinguished from
a strained and foreign imitation of it.
This splendid country is just waking up from its undisturbed
sleep of centuries; the silence of its vast forests is broken by the
rumble of the locomotive; her great lakes are cleft by the keels and
churned by the propellers of many steamers. American locomotives
cross American bridges, bearing American and English missionaries
into the very heart of the Continent. The question for us to settle,
and settle quickly and settle aright, is, whether or not the new Africa
shall be dominated by Christ and Christianity from the beginning or
by the spirit of a selfish materialism and Godlessness. Th~re is no
doubt about the ultimate triumph of Christ in the world, but what
about the now I
We had a significant experience during our prospecting trip. At
one of our camps in Nandi country an old chief named Litongwa
came to pay his respects to us. He was accompanied by his son, who
could speak some Swahili, and through whom we conversed. Having
made the customary exchange of greetings in tangible form-on his
side taking the shape of a fine big sheep, on ours of cloth-Litongwa
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said something to his son, only one word of which I understood, that
being in English. The SOll translated it into Swahili: "Anataka
whiskey" (He wants whiskey). I explained, of course, that we had
none, and then went on to tell him who we were and what our purpose was. Then came another single English word-" Mission!"
Some C. M. S. missionary caravans had passed through here years
before, and he had learned that one word, and from somewhere or
other that other word, too, had come to complete the vocabulary of
the language of his conquerors. Only two words.. but they were representative of all that is best and all that is worst in the civilization
which his conquerors would bring to him. Which shall it be? The
Bible or the Bottle? Religion or Rum? Missions 01' Whiskey?
Be it said to the vast credit of the English government that in
her East African possessions both liquor and firearms have been absolutely prohibited to the natives. Unscrupulous whites will undoubtedly
evade the law for lust of gold, as was evident in the case of poor old
Litongwa. But it can never be the awful scourge that it has been o'n
the west coast if the Church rises to her opportunity and . holds up
the hands of the missionaries.
Back of the political schemes of the nations God is surely at work,
shaping tliings for the consummatiou of his purpose of grace for these
blasted, ruined lives. These multiplied facilities and wide-open doors
are a challenge to the Church to "go in and possess the land."

A. REAR VIEW OF AN EAST AFRICAN CONGREGATION

The naked condition of those who have not_yet come under missionary influence is in marked
contrast to the appearance of those who have been brought in touch with the Gospel,
and are now clothed and more nearly In their right mind
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THE STORY OF KANAYA, A HINDU CHRISTIAN *
A FIERCE PERSECUTION AND A WONDERFUL DELIVERANCE
BY BEY. JAMES MUDGE, D.D., JAMAICA PLAIN, MASS.

The incidents which we are about to relate took place between
thirty and forty years ago, in the districts of Gujrallwala and Sialkote,
north of Lahore, the capital of the Punjab. One of the many villages
of that region is called Jhandran, and was inhabited at that time by
some twenty-five families of Megs, a caste of Hindus who support
themselves partly by weaving and partly by farming. The lambardar, or head man, of this village, was named for Rama, the famous god
of Hindu mythology, and had a son called Kanaya. To this village,
in 1859, came Joahir Masih, a humble native preacher on his evangel.
istic tour. His simple message was so well received that the Rev.
Mr. Scott, of Sialkote, the principal town of that vicinity, was called
in to help, and a most hopeful work seemed to be inaugurated.
Almost the whole village declared their purpose to become Ohristians.
But when persecution arose, as is always the case at such time, the
love of the many waxed cold. But among the few who had been truly
converted was Kanaya, son of Rama, a man of few words, but very firm
and resolute when his mind was once made up. He was kind-hearted,
even-tempered, and full of courage. Rama had received only a little
schooling, but, combined with his subsequent persistent efforts, it was
enough to enable him to read. His wife, Ramdei, was of honorable
family, and a loving and loyal woman, endowed with intellectual and
moral qualities rarely found in natives of India. Of their five bright,
promising children, Lahnu and Gandu were boys, and Basso, Makhan,
and Rukko were girls.
The words of the preachers sank deep into Kanaya's heart, and in
November, 1866, with five companions, he received Ohristian baptism,
being at that time about thirty years of age. Then the storm of fierce
persecution broke upon them, and the little band, who had thus dared
the wrath of the Meg community, were made to feel its displeasure in
every possible way. At first they suffered from physical violence, but
complaint was made to the government, and some protection was given
them. They were then turned out of the village, and a secret league
was formed, especially against Kanaya, to prevent him having any communication with his wife or children, lest he should persuade them to
oecome Ohristians. The small company of Ohristians were forced to
make a new settlement on some rented land a mile or two from their
old home. This place became known as Scottgarh.
Months went by, and Kanaya, tho happy in his love for Jesus and
* This story is admirably told at great length in some two hundred pages of "Our Indian
Mission," by the Rev. Andrew Gordon, D.D , for thirty years connected with the work carried
on SO successfully In the Punjab by the United Presbyterian Church of North America.
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inflexibly firm in the new faith, pined for the sight of his wife and
children. He could see their village across the plain, but a continual
watch was kept day and night, and if he had ventured to visit it he
would have been arrested as a thief and his imprisonment secured
through the false witnesses always ready in such cases. The separation finally became so painful to him that he was no longer able to
sleep. One night, as he lay sorrowfully meditating, he resolved to go
up to the deputy commissioner at Sialkot and enter a legal suit for
possession of his children. His project was heartily approved by Mr.
Scott, and the preliminary steps were taken.
A native pleader was employed to carry the case through the
labyrinths of legal processes; but the man, naturally sympathizing
with his coreligionists, Kanaya's enemies, and being bribed by
them, worked in their interest. The case was thus postponed from
time to time, so that poor Kanaya made the journey on foot to and
from Sialkot, twenty-six miles, no less than seven times. At last,
strongly suspecting foul play, Kanaya told his troubles to MI'. Scott,
who at once wrote a line to the deputy commissioner, Major Mercer,
who had been kept in total ignorance of the course followed by his
subordinates. The major, immediately perceiving what had been
done, summoned Kanaya and Ramdei before him, and said to the
mother: "The four children must now be given up to Kanaya. The
ir.fant will remain with you until it is five years old. If possible, you
yourself should go to live with your husband; you can do so and still
remain a Hindu." The disappointed faction, on hearing this decision,
notwithstanding all their deceitful machinations and expensive bribes,
burst forth into loud wailings and lamentation, but made pretense of
abject submission. "Take, now, the children," they said, "it is your
right; as you desire, so do."
Kanaya went home with Mr. Scott for a night's rest on the mission premises, confident of seeing his children in the morning.
Hastening at an early hour to his old home, he boldly entered the
village, buoyant with the joyful prospect of once more welcoming his
dear ones to his fond embrace. What was his grief and astonishment
to find that his house was deserted, and wife and children gone. His
furniture;his household goods, and his abundant stores, such as are to
be found in a thrifty farmer's house, were all gone. There was absolutely nothing left but the bare clay walls and roof. All the village
people professed entire ignorance of the whereabouts of the missing
ones. Every trace of the family seemed totally obliterated, and no
clue whatever could be found.
Three months passed without anything being discovered. But much
prayer was made to God, and Mr. Scott and others expressed their
confident belief that God would in due time bring back the children,
then the wife, and, finally, the father, Rama. When this became known
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to the heathen, some of them laughed contemptuously, but others
were much impressed, and subsequently remembered the prophetic
faith.
Qne day, five months after the disappearance of the family, Kanaya
and some other Ohristians were away on a preaching expedition, and
found hy the roadside a family in deep distress. The little child was
. lying sick unto death. Everything the parents could do had been
done for it, but all without effect, and hope of recovery had been
abandoned. They sat there weeping, and waiting for the end. The
father's name was Kalu, and the mother was a sister of Ramdei. The
father, recognizing the Ohristians, besought them to pray for the child
and give it some medicine, promising that if it recovered they could
do with it what they wished. The child was cared for, and finally
recovered. Kalu's wife was then prevailed upon to disclose the fact
that the missing family were somewhere in Kashmir, the border of
which was a little less than forty miles away. Kalu himself, tho in
great terror lest some cruel punishment would be meted out to him if
discovered, was eventually persuaded to go to Kashmir and find where
the children were.
He discovered them in the village of Jandi, under the walls of the
fort of Salar Deva Singh, the most cruel tyrant of all that region, and
whose authority was almost equal to that of the Maharajah himself
Deva Singh, as fierce as a tiger, learned Kalu's errand in his village,
and said to him: "Go and tell Kanaya that if ever he come hither I
will shoot or behead him, and his blood will be upon his own head."
This did not look very hopeful, and gave an opportunity for the triumphant taunts of the heathen, when they learned of the expedition
and its result. " What can God do for you now?" they asked. " The
children will never come back; you will be killed if you make the
attempt to get them." But Mr. Scott and his companions continued
to hope and pray.
Three months more passed by when one evening, after the meeting, Kanaya arose and said: "Brethren, I think of going up to Jamu,
the capital of Kashmir, and presenting my petition to the king himself. What do you advise?" Some opposed this, being convinced
that this visit to the tiger's den would cost him his life; but Mr. Scott
and others approved, and Kanaya himself_ was firm in his faith that
God would bring him back alive. He set out with his friend, Kaude
Shah, who was still a Mohammedan, tho almost persuaded to become
a Ohristian. They traveled that day the forty miles on foot, entered
the Kashmir capital at ·sunset, and found lodging in one of the king's
stables, where the head man was a relative of Kaude Shah.
The next morning, after much prayer, Kanaya presented himself
at the court-house before Pundit Simbu Partab, the Hindu chief justice, and explained his case. He was received with a wrathful volley
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of abuse, on account of his having become a Christian. They challenged him to give a reason for the hope that was in him, and he proceeded bravely to do so, after begging them not to be angry. lie read
from his New Testament, and testified to the power of Jesus to save.
This made the judge and those around still more incensed, and he
was driven from the judgment-seat with strong threats and a most
vehement assurance that never, under any conceivable circumstances,
would he be permitted to recover possession of his children. lie was
commanded, under severe penalties, not to tarry a single night within
the city limits. Accordingly, after resting outside for the night, on
the next day he returned to his own company at Scottgarh.
The case, to all human appearance, now seemed more hopeless than
ever. But another expedient soon commended itself to them. 'fhere
dwelt in Sialkot a personal friend of one of the judges of the Maharajah's court, Kutab Din by name. Through a mutual acquaintance he
was led to take an interest in Kanaya's case, and readily gave him a
letter to the judge at Jamu. Armed with this, Kanaya and Kaude
Shah once more proceeded on their toilsome journey, and appeared at
court the next morning. When they presented the letter, the judge
answered: "This is no friendship matter; to get your children in this
way or any other is an utter impossibility-yes, even tho the heavens
should be turned upside down; nothing but a government order will
avail you anything." So Kanaya, with an agonized heart, turned
away, but as he did so he replied: "When God gives the order, then I
shall see them; all power and au thority belong to Him."
The next day they returned to Scottgarh, and all night the troubled
flock offered up prayer to God. Mr. Scott said that he adhered to his
former belief that "first the children would be returned, then the
mother would be won over and become such a Christian that by her
means mauy more would find salvation."
Kanaya's next move was to lay the matter before the deputy commissioner at Sialkot; for the Maharajah of an important native state
was practically setting at defiance a decision of the chief magistrate of
a district of British India. This, from a political point of view, was a
serious thing. Three months later the deputy commissioner called
Kanaya to Sialkot and said to him: "You can now proceed to Jamu
and claim your children." "But there is nothing in my hand,"
objected Kanaya-" no letter or order. How can I go thus with any
hope of obtaining a hearing?" "You can go boldly now," said the
deputy commissioner, "for an order from the English government
has gone before you to the Maharajah, the meaning of which is: Give
up these children to their father, and it will be well with you; otherwise, we will see who is able to stand, you or we." This, of course,
put the case on a very different footing, but for Kanay.a to go noW to
Jamu would be for him to thrust himself into a much exasperated
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hornet's nest. The opponents would not submit to the humiliation if
they could avoid it, and might, indeed, try to have Kanaya put out of
the way. He, however, resolved to go, and Kaude Shah once more
consented to accompany him, the brethren meanwhile pledging themselves to pray.
On arriving at Jamu they found the whole city filled with noise
and commotion, the court-house closed, all public business suspended.
The chief officers of the king were in close counsel as to what was best
to be done. A proclamation had been issued that if any man received
Kanaya into his house, that man, together with his children, would be
imprisoned. So the two travelers found a lonely spot in Ia deep ravine
near the river-bank on the east side of the city, and there, under a
large tree, proceeded to make themselves as comfortable as possible.
They read the Scripture and prayed, and continued their devotions
until midnight, being much encouraged by the precious promises in
God's Word. For two or three days, during which the king's counsellors were deliberating the weighty matter as to whether it should
be peace or war with England, Kanaya and his friend remained
quiet.
At length, greatly strengthened by prayer and by the success which
followed their witnessing for Ohrist to passers by, they decided that
the time had come to boldiy face the authorities. So they proceeded
to the hall of justice, where the court was now again in session. Their
coming, as might be expected, produced intense excitement, and cries
resounded on every side, as the multitude rushed together, "Is this
too very Kanaya over whom our whole city has been these four days
troubled, through whom our religion has been dishonored, and our treaty
with the English broken. Will he not renounce his Ohristian religion? "
It was to this latter point the magnates, on seeing him, at once
addressed themselves. They made him magnificent offers: that he
should not only have wife and children restored, but have two or three
villages with their rents, if he would only deny Jesus. Kanaya replicd:
"You have offered me many things of great price if I would deny Isa.
Now I ask you to give me but one thing. My precious Jesus has given
me salvation; if you will offer me something of more . value than this
I will accept." Finding him thus invulnerable, the pundit, after
acknowledging that the council had seen their inability to resist the
order of England, backed by the English army, and that the Maharajah's order was to give up the children, fiercely said: "Nevertheless,
the case rests in my own hands; I can postpone it according to my
pleasure." So he dismissed the matter, ordering Kanaya to appear in
court the uext day. The situation was now apparent. The judge,
while not daring to deliberately disobey the order, was arrauging to
evade it by wearing out the patience and resources of the petitioner,
in this way preserving somewhat the honor of the Hindu religion and
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maintaining the reputation of those who had given their oath never to
delive~p the children.
This policy he pursued for seventeen days, during which Kanaya
once appeared before the king, and there witnessed a good confession.
He read his Bible continually, and spoke courageously of Jesus to all
those that would listen. This made a deep impression on many minds
as to the truth of Ohristianity-so much so that several protests were
made to the judge that he was risking much in keeping the case so
long in hand, not only because of the displeasure of those higher in
authority, but because of the harm that was being done by Kanaya's
preaching. Still the time wore on without any apparent progress
being made. Their food and money were gone, and Kaude Shah
started for Sialkot to obtain new supplies and to report to the brethren
how matters stood. Again Kanaya went to the judge, saying: "If
you will not give me my children, please give me your refusal in
writing, and let me go." But the only response was further threatenings and an order, after he had waited all the day without food, to
appear again on the morrow. Now the morrow was the Sabbath day,
and Kanaya said: "I can not come then to court, not under any
consideration; we ought tb obey God rather than man." The pundit,
with a volley of loud and angry abuse, bade him begone, declaring:
" If you dare to disobey I will not only punish you, but will throw
your case out of court! Who is that God that can deliver you out of
my hands if you come not to-morrow, as I have ordered you?" He
furthermore took his Brahminical thread in his hands, and. swore
publicly and formally a solemn oath-" I will surely beat and imprison
Kanaya if he come not to-morrow."
Weak and fainting, almost exhausted, Kanaya staggered away, in
charge of a soldier, and again found refuge under the tree in the
secluded ravine. No refreshing sleep came that night to soothe his
troubled soul. He was alone; no human friend was near to carry tidings of his fate; everything seemed to combine to depress him. The
situation was indeed desperate; but he still had faith in God, and to
Him he looked, pleading in prayer until the break of day: "0 my
God, my compassionate Savior, 'rhou who dost pity Thine own servants, have pity upon me, have pity! I am poor and needy; I am
not able to do anything, and have no helper but Thee. Save me and
my children from the hands of those that hate me and oppress me.
My children! my children! 0 Lord, save them, for Jesus'sake."
He spent the Sabbath reading from his New Testament and talking
about Jesus with those who came near. Another night passed in the
same manner as the previous one, in earnest prayer to God, until
another day dawned.
As he dragged himself into the court-house on Monday, harassed
with dreadful forebodings of evil, he beheld the pundit sitting alone
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on the platform awaiting his arrival. Saluting him in a friendly'
manner, and glancing about to see that no one was near, the pundit
said: "Tell me, Kanaya, what you were doing last night." Upon
hearing this, overwhelmed with fear, and believing that he was now to
be -arrested on a false charge of theft, he answered: "I was doing
nothing at all, your honor. God, who is tbe living God, Him was I
worshiping the whole night long; besides this, was there aught else
left for me to do?" '['he punditl then summoning Kanaya to his side,
hurriedly and excitedly explained as· follows: "Kanaya, I am very
busily engaged preparing a great feast which I am giving at my house;
my court is, therefore, closed to-day; but I have come down solely to
attend to your case. Last night I could not sleep. When I laid down
upon my bed, behold two persons stood before me as in a dream, and
said, ' Arise, and give that poor fellow his children!' I immediately
arose from my bed and looked everywhere; but, lo! there was no one
to be seen. I reflected on this deeply, and laid me down again; but
before I had closed my eyes, and while I lay half awake, the two
strange visitors again stood in front of me as before, and said: 'Why
do you oppress that man? Give up his children! Have you not
received an order?' But it is not necessary for me to relate everything; it would take too long, and I am in a great hurry. There is my
oath, too; if people hear that I have broken it, they will close my
mouth. But, Kanaya, those visits were repeated over and over again
all night long, until the morning. I did not at all intend to be here
to-day. The court is adjourned, and I am here on this very businessto give you your children, and for this alone."
The pundit went on to state to the bewildered Kanaya, half stupefied at this sudden turn in his affairs, that his wife, Ramdei, and her
babe, and the father, Rama, were there in Jamu, in prison, being thus
detained so that he might have no opportunity to see them or speak
with them, and there it was best for them to stay a little longer. But
Kanaya himself he now proposed to send in charge of a soldier to
Jandi, where he could procure his children, and when the soldier saw
him and children safe over the line, within British territory, and had
returned to Jamu, then Ramdei and the rest would be released. "I
am doing this," added the pundit, "because of the suffering which I
endured last night on your account. What you were doing in the
night is a mystery to me; but if I delay giving you your children, it is
impossible to foretell what fearful calamity may happen. '['his also I
confess: He in whom you believe and whom you worship is the true
God."
The program thus outlined was carried through. The children
were found sick and emaciated, but the father, braving all difficulties
and conquering the remaining obstacles savagely put in his way at the
village of detention, carried the little sufferers all the way to Scottgarh,
where they were all received by the praying company with jubilant
outbursts of praise.
Ramdei, after some years, was soundly converted, and proved a
grand worker for Christ. Rama, too, was baptized into the Christian
fold, and the children all grew up to be strong Christians, most of
them engaging in mission work. Thus was importunate, believing
prayer gloriously answered, and the faithful Kanaya became a prosperous and exceedingly happy man.
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BY REV. J. N. ROBINSON, LUOKNOW, INDIA
Missionary of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1892-

Some years ago, in one of the comic publications of America, there
appeared two cartoons that were almost startlingly suggestive. The
first pictured a beautifully clad and smilingly attractive woman,
named Prosperity, holding out to a complacent, attentive Uncle Sam
a tray filled with all manner of good thi~gs, and urging him to partake liberally. In the background, seen over the shoulder of the
woman, and in view of Uncle Sam, were two specter figures representing ancient Greece and Rome, each warningly saying to Uncle Sam:
" Beware! she was once my mistress."
A fact that deeply impresses one who has been in a foreign country
for a course of years and then returns to the United States is the
remarkable prosperity of the people. Sav~ in places where crime or
unusual misfortune has touched, poverty, in the real sense it is seen
abroad, is ulmost unknown, and even our poorer classes have regularly
that to eat and wear which in other countries would be counted luxuries, while the ordinary people of the land are rapidly leaving behind
healthful simplicitly of life, and taking on those forms of luxury that
indicate the approach of the spirit of softness that led to the debaucheries and final ruin of the nations represented by the specters in the
cartoon.
If anyone lesson stands out clearly distinct on the pages of
history, repeated time after time with almost monotonous regularity among the nations of the past, it is that luxury, the offspring of
temporal prosperity, relaxes the moral fiber of a people and corrupts a
land to its undoing. 'fhat this same foe to national well-being is
beginning to show itself within our own nation is undeniable, and that
the same strange infatuation that led other nations to believe temporal
prosperity an unalloyed and unconditional blessing is getting possession of the mind and heart of the people, is a reality to be regretted
and corrected rather than a possibility to be feared. Accepted and
and used in the same way, prosperity will as surely bring enervating
luxury and final debauchery to Americans as it did to any people of
old. The hope for the nation is that the incoming tide of worldly
blessing will be met in a different spirit, and that wealth may be made
to become the handmaiden that serves rather than the mistress that
satiates.
The second cartoon represented how the dangers that always
attend prosperity may be, and to an extent are being, met. It suggested a difference between Greece and America-at least, in so far
as the philosophy of the use of wealth is concerned. As told in the
old story, so it was shown in one part of this second cartoon that the
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ancient Greek, having wealth and knowing its corrupting inflnence,
sought to escape the danger by carrying his bag of gold to the cliff
overlooking the sea and casting it into the deep. That was the philosophy of the Greek. The American was pictured as having wealth,
with the knowledge also that it would ruin him. But instead of
carrying it to the cliff and throwing it into the sea, he was represented
as transforming himself into Ii sower, with his dollars and his dimes as
seed, and as he passed through the world, scattering his wealth on
every side, schools and colleges and churches and asylums and libraries and other institutions, calculated to bless man, were springing up
wherever the seed fell. If America escapes the ruin that has come
to other nations through luxury, it will be because American philosophy sees the danger and averts it by the wise use of the wealth
that comes through prosperity.
"Some thirty, some sixty, and some an hundredfold! " And the
average American very much wants it to be the hundredfold in all of
his investments. When he gives his money it is not only with the
thonght that wealth hugged too close becomes a serpent that stings,
but he gives it with the thought that it will do good, and as a rule
he puts it where he thinks it will do most good. He endows a school
only where he thinks one is needed, he establishes a library where
there is room for one. But the fact remains that a small part of the
earth's surface is becoming very thickly sown with these endowed
philanthropies, while the great and possibly productive areas of some
lands are sterile because the seed has not been scattered there. Why is
this? No doubt the patriotic feeling that wishes the nation to profit by
what can be given has most to do with this. The explanation speaks
well for our love of country, but not for our religion. Some men
are so smaH as to be able to love only self, some to love only family;
many develop until they love a nation, but the Ohristian is large
enough to love a world and be interested in its salvation. To him it
is not only a matter of investing his mnney in a good cause, but he
wants to invest it where it will do most to help build the Kingdom.
It is strange that of recent years, while enormous sums are being
put into Ohurch schools and colleges in America, Ohristian philanthropists have almost entirely overlooked the fields that most need
their help, and at the same time promise the very highest returns;
Not at all intimfl,ting that our home schools and colleges should not
be well endowed and cared for, still it is hard to understand why the
great mission fields have been left to struggle along with almost no
help from wealthy Ohristians. The need in these countries is great.
As an instance, take India. During the past decade the popUlation of
the peninsular increased two and a half per cent., but the number of
Ohristians increased between twenty-eight and thirty per cent" and in
that land, where once Henry Martin said if he eyer saw a man conelectronic file created by cafis.org
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verted from Hinduism to Ohrist he should look upon it as greater
than a resurrection from the dead, now one man out of each hundred
is a Ohristian. But these Christians are from the poorest classes, and
they are scattered widely. The government schools are practically
closed to their children on account of the caste feeling of the other
pupils, who form the vast majority, and it is simply impossible for the
missions to furnish schools in one out of a hundred of the villages
where the Ohristians live. Shall these Ohristian boys and girls remain
ignorant? Such a course means decay and death to the young Ohurch
here. To make India Ohristian we must make her coming leadership
Ohristian, and that can not be without an educated body of young
people to draw from. John R. Mott, after visiting this land, wrote:
"More and more will India be governed and its thought molded by
t.he student class, and the burning question is, Shall this leadership be
heathen, agnostic, or Ohristian ?" It is ominous that one single mission
in northern India has of late thrown four thousand Ohristian boys
out of its schools simply because it had not money to help them
through, and this in spite of the fact that nowhere else in the world
will so small an amount of money accomplish so great results.
It is the hope of the missionary on the field that American Ohristians, in the scattering of their wealth, will see that enough of it
reaches foreign lands to endow the schools and colleges we need to
establish our work, and make it self-supporting and self-propagating.
As examples of what can be done with even small sums of money, a
few incidents are cited. In the city of Oalcutta a school for native
Ohristian boys was about being closed for lack of funds. A layman,
with some money to invest in the interest of Ohrist's Kingdom,
endowed it to the extent of $100,000. In America that sum would not
much more than endow a chair; but in this la.nd it not only endows
the chair, but one hundred boys yearly are helped through the school
who otherwise would have to remain in ignorance all their lives. In
_Gujarat the Methodist Episcopal Ohurch is having a marvelous work,
but up to the present has been hindered because of the fact that it
had practically no trained native helpers nor any way of training
them. A gentleman from Kansas, with an amount ~f money to invest
that in America would be counted inconsiderable toward the endowment of a school, has put it into a. training-school in that fruitful
field. and his investment will raise up and supply to the Ohurch a
sufficient number of trained workers for the next fifty years. In
Lucknow a school has had to dismiss, perhaps, a majority of its
Ohristian students because of lack of funds, but a gentleman in
Illinois, with $30,000 to invest where it will do most good, is planning
to endow the school to that amount, and that means that yearly between
eighty and a hundred Ohristian boys, who later will go out into the
ranks of the workers and become the teachers and preachers and
hishops of the future Methodist Ohurch, will receive the education that
would otherwise be denied them. Oan money be invested anywhere
to better advantage than this?
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A LETTER FROM A LAOS CHRISTIAN
One of our valued friends and correspondents, Dr. C. H. Denman,
now working among the Laos of Northern Siam, has forwarded to us
a translation of the interesting letter written by Ai Kao, the head
hospital assistant at Chieng Mai, to the church in America which supports him. The letter gives some idea of the peculiar idioms of the
Laos language. When Ai Kao first came to the hospital he did not
know Ohrist, and was not able to read or write. Now he is an earnest
Ohristiau and an able assistant. His letter is as fonows:
AT THE HOUSE OF DISEASES, CHIENG MAl,

Second day of the rising moon, first month.

The slave of God,* Ai Kito, the person who dwells at the Disease
House in the city of Ohieng Mai, have a word of greeting, happiness,
and prosperity coming to the father and mother teachers and the elders, all together, with the disciples of the sacred God who dwell in
Wheatland (New York).
'.ren years ago, it will be what day and month I cannot remember,
(I) the slave of God, with my eldest brother were diseased together,
both men. We assembled our hearts together, (determined) to go down
amI d w,ell at the Disease House at Ohieng Mai. At that time N ourishing Father McKean was the doctor. He took care of the diseases of
us two. When we two were well, good, already my eldest brother went
away to dwell at his old village. But body, the slave of God, (I), did
help the Nourishing Father take care of the work at the Disease House
in Ohieng MaL It was ten years already.
The work which I do is like this:
1. I take care of the instruments for cutting, and the instruments
for squeezing, and the instruments for washing the wounds, different
kinds, and give medicine to men diseased to eat at the right time.
2. Sick people who have relatives, or sick people who are not able
to find any relatives, I do <lare for and watch over continually. But
sick people who can not bring relatives, the slave of God (I) do seek
food, and carry rice and water nourishment, and give to the sick men
to receive continually until they are well again. t
3. (I) The slave of God do teach all the brethren who come to take
care of their bodies at this Disease House.
4. I do lead worship in the time when the nourishing father does
not come down every time.
5. I do sweep the chapel and the medicine house and the disease
house, and wash the medicine bottles, old and new, giving them to be
clean and clear.
6. When evening comes I light the lamps, and beat the gong to
proclaim to all men who are disciples honoring God, and the sick of
aivers diseases, to cause them to assemble together for worship, to hear
God's word of teaching, every night.
7. I desire to give all men to know the God who lifts away sin
and frees from punishment, in order that all men may have a heart to
bow before the Lord every place, every where.
I beg all the disciples of God who dwell in Wheatland to pray in
behalf of me, that I may take my heart and put it into the work of
God: I, serving in the hospital, pray in behalf of you all without
ceasmg.
* The Laos equivalent for the first personal pronoun, I, means, literally, " Slave of God."
t Patients usually bring some relative to care for them while in the hospital.
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A CHURCH: MISSIONARY AND ANTI-MISSIONARY
THE STORY OF A CHURCH THAT WAS DIVIDED ON THE SUBJECT
OF GIVING TO MISSIONS *
Five miles northeast of Lexington, Ky., is the famous Bryan Station
Spring, from which the heroic women carried water into the fort when
they knew the thickets and canebreaks all about them 'were full of savage Indians hid in ambush, waiting for an opportunity to attack the fort.
This incident has made Bryan Station and its spring famous in American
history; but an incident just as important in chQi;ch history has since been
enacted on the hill just beyond the spring from where the fort stood. Here
stands the Bryan Station Baptist Church. This church was
built early in the nineteenth
century, and was an anti-missionary church, where the
celebrated Thomas Dudley
preached for years; where the
Dudley family, and other prominent Baptists and wealthy
citizens of Fayette County,
had their membership. But in
the course of time the missionary spirit began to move
among them. All are familiar
'with this movement among
the Baptists - what contention, strife, and division it
produced, till finally the whole
denomination divided,
and the Missionary
Baptist's became a separate denomination,
which has greatly
prospered.
Bryan Station
Church was at
first about
equally divided on the
question, and
became two
congregations, one
missionary,
the other
anti-missionary. They
agreed to
di vide the
house and the
time; the
missionary
element took
the north
side and two
Sundays in
the month,
while the antis took the
south side of
the house and two Sundays. Things went on very well, the missionary
side growing stronger and the antis growing weaker, till the house needed
a new roof and other repairs. The missionaries endeavored to get their
anti brethren to join them in repairing the house, but the antis were growing constantly fewer in number, and would not join in the repairs, till at
last the missionary branch covered and repaired one side of the house;
and thus it stood for years, with a good tin roof on one side, and an old,
leaky shingle roof on the other. Finally, as the antis had grown so few
as hardly to meet at all, the missionaries, in sheer self-defense, to save
the house, covered the other side of the roof and otherwise improved
the house. Now the antis are all gone; the last member, a grandniece of
the great Dudley, passed away last spring, while the missionaries have a
good, active congregation. The spirit of missions and the opposite made
the difference .
.. From The Misffionaru Intelligencer. Cut drawn for The Baptist Missionary Magazine.
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CONFESSIONS OF A RETURNED MISSIONARY *
The relation of the missionary to the pastors and churches is a large
problem. Of course there are missionaries and missionaries, just as there
are pastors and pastors. I was repeatedly told, when asked to occupy a
city pulpit during the pastor's summer vacation, that nothing on missions
was wanted, only a regular sermon. Why is it that among our large and
wealthy churches there is a vague dislike to have a missionary speak on
those things most of all? The problems of the East are intensely interesting and of urgent importance. The missionary movement has become
a great.international or world movement, and the universities here are
quick to see this, while lIhe churches are falling behind in their interest
in such vital questions as "The Religions of the East," "The Philosophy
that Underlies these Religions," "The Success or Failure of Missions,"
and "The Relation of Governments to Religion." One city pastor said
to me, "You have the greatest philosophical problem of the world to
solve." and invited me to speak ten minutes in his pulpit.
Among ministers, I am sorry to say, there is once in a long time one
who attempts to use a missionary for his own selfish ends. He asks one
of the secretaries to send a missionary on a certain Sunday as tho he
himself would be present, and then goes off to fill some other pulpit fora
consideration, leaving the missionary to find out the fraud when it is too
late to retreat.
The Anti-Mission Christians
There are in some of the churches those who have read criticisms of
missions by writers who claim to have seen for themselves the uselessness and extravagance of missionary work in the East. They have heard
"from those who know" that it costs hundreds of thousands of dollars
for every convert. These church-members easily persuade themselves
that no more money need be sunk in that-hole. and so there is in a quiet
way a small anti-missionary body of Christians (?) who really think missions are a failure, and perhaps a fraud. Nothing but a pastor who
knows the face value of these criticisms, and has an intimate knowledge
of facts, can break the force of these criticisms.
Some forty years ago a young man in an Eastern port wrote an article that has been used ever since as a mine of anti-missionary literature.
This same man is to-day one of the best authorities on all Eastern problems, and his views command the respect of men in legations and cabinets. He has been for decades one of the best friends of mission work,
tho he knows well the faults and imperfections of the workers. "How
came you to change your opinions about missions?" I recently inquired
of him. " I simply didn't know anything about them at first, and wrote
my criticisms merely to make a little fun and to fill up a blank column in
that daily newspaper," WIl,S his reply.
The missionary spirit that is the dominating force in the preaching
and work of some pastors is one of the gladestexperiences of the returned
missionary. One whose daughter had just decided to go to the foreign
field, said: "I would be so happy if all my childr8il would make a like
decision." I sit at 'the feet of such men, learning of them, and wishing I
were more worthy of their holy friendship, and rejoicing that our
churches have many such pastors whose ruling inspiration comes from
• Condensed from The Congregationalist and Christian World.
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their vision of God's kindom as the greatest and most enduring fact on
earth.
Indeed, I was everywhere deeply impressed with the rich, deep, reverent, self-sacrificing spirit of the preachers of the Gospel of Ohrist,
and their prayers, so thoughtful, so comprehensi ve, so true to the spirit of
the Oross, putme to shame formy spiritual poverty, yet fiBedme with joy
that God had called these men for such a transition and progressive time
as this.
The depth and power of spiritual life was everywhere apparent. I
had heard of the materialism that is eating the life out of the churches
and that has come over our great nation. To'be sure, it is not difficult
to see painful signs of the false estimate of gold-the truly yellow peril
to our family and national life. But nothing of this kind could blind me
to the mighty forces that are fighting the glorious fight of faith.
One reads much of the rottenness of politics and of the bribery that
pervades business life. 'l'alks with legislators and master workmen are
spiced with one peculiar gesture that I never have noticed in former visits
to my native land-a backward curve of the hand into which a bribe
could be secretly put. Since when, I wonder, did this evil gesture become
common in conversation r But it is evident that spiritual forces exist,
and that they exist for victory over evil.
I go back glad I am a missionary, even tho I must pass through the
anti-missionary belt that pervades steamers and the open ports of the
East. But I know whom I have believed, and I know no reason for being
ashamed of the Gospel that has been an abiding blessing upon my whole
life, and that is of infinite, redemptive, and uplifting power. There.isno
need of pessimism.

REV. BOON-In. OF SIAM*
Boon-Itt, whom Dr. A. J. Brown pronounces one of the most remarkable men he ever knew, was born in Bangkok, Siam, February 15, 1865.
His father, a Ohristian Chinese, was the head man of his village. His
mother, Maa Tuan, was the daughter of the first Siamese to receive
Christian baptism, and she was the first among Siam's women to work
for the education of the women and girls of her native land. Educated
at the Presbyterian mission school in Bangkok, now known as the Harriet House Memorial School, after graduation she became matron of the
school. In 1880 Maa Tuan taught in the palace, one of her pupils being
a wife of the king. For many years she was an efficient and much valued
teacher in the mission schools, and a faithful witness for Ohrist.
This Ohristian mother committed her boy to the pioneer missionaries, Dr. and Mrs. S. R. House, on their return to this country in 1876,
and thus Boon-Itt's early years were spent in their home in Waterford,
New York. He soon won the affectionate interest of the people thel'&an interest maintained for over twenty-five years, and culminating in the
adoption of Boon-Itt as their own missionary by the Presbyterian Ohurch
of Waterford in April, 1903. Very early in his career here, Boon-Itt
became imbued with the American spirit, and "wanted to do what
American boys did." In vacations he secured employment and evinced
the spfrit of sturdy independence which characterized him to the end.
Four years (1881-1885) were spent at Williston Seminary, Eastha.mp• Condensed from a pamphlet of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions.
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ton, Mass., preparing for college. In the gymnasium and on the athletic
field, at baseball or football, his lithe and muscular body found few
equals. His swimming feats and records were never equaled. In the
classroom his work was always well done. In the literary society he
was one of the merriest and one of the most faithful. Everywhere his
good humor and hearty laugh were contagious, and his unselfishness was
a byword. The charm and winsomeness of his life on campus and in hall
was carried with earnestness and tact into the best and deepest of Williston's religious life.
Going to Williams College, he was an apt and conscientious student
of the languages, the sciences, and philosophy-biology and moral philosophy being his favorite studies. His biological notebooks, with their
accurate and beautifully colored drawings, were especially fine. He
was active in the Y. M. C. A., and influential in the Christian life of
the college. Socially he was ever a modest, considerate gentleman, the
soul of honor, above pettiness and meanness, versatile in his accomplishments, loyal and stimulating in his friendship.
A summer vacation was spent at Northfield, attending the Student
Conference and learning anew from Mr. Moody the way to win men to
Christ. Then he entered the Auburn Theological Seminary, from which
he graduated in 1892, and remained for a post-graduate year. During
these Auburn years he acquired American citizenship; he spent one
vacation preaching in Michigan, and one at Bergen, N. Y.; and he added
a large number of friends, who loved him and whose friendship he prized.
He became connected with the Presbytery at Rochester, and by this
Presbytery was ordained May 11, 1892. Upon his appointment to missionary service by the Board of Foreign Missions, the Young People's
Societies of the Presbytery pledged themselves to his support; this they
carried out for several years.
In the early summer of 1893, with a loving good· by to this land
which, in the number of years of residence, in the forces which had
molded him, in the friendships which were most precious to him, was
his real home, he returned to Siam, the land of his readoption, for which
he was to give his life.
His first task was to regain and perfect himself in the use of his
mother tongue; his English speech was faultless. Meanwhile he did
literary work for the mission press. He accOl;npanied Dr. Dunlop on
evangelistic tours to the peninsula by the station boat Kalamazoo, and
overland, making good use of a stereopticon to enlist the interest of the
villagers in the story of Jesus; he wrote to classmates how great was
his joy to tell it to multitudes who had never heard it before.
On September 23, 1897, he married Maa Kim Hock, who had received
her education in the Harriet House School. Soon after their engagement Boon-Itt was again offered a very large salary in gold by a commercial house if he would enter its service. On consulting his fiancee,
she at once said: "I think we would be far happier doing the Lord's
work on a little money than to leave it for this large sum." Mrs. BoonItt proved herself a true helpmeet to her husbltnd, aiding him in all his
efforts for the uplifting of their people. Three children were born to
them-a boy and two girls.
Most of their married life was spent in Pitsanuloke, a month s
journey up the river from Bangkok. Here he developed a boys' boarding-school which" has never had a dollar of foreign money. The land,
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an old palace ground, was given by the Siamese chief commissioner in
1889; the teak building cost over four thousand ticals, every tical of
which was secured by Boon-Itt in Pitsanuloke. In the competitive
government examinations the boys of this school gained the highest percentages over the boys of the government public school and the Royal
Survey School."
In 1902, Rev. Dr. Arthur J. Brown, Secretary of the Presbyterian
Board of Foreign Missions, reported that there was "neither missionary
nor church in Bangkok proper for the bulk of the population, for the
intelligent, well-to-do classes who are becoming eagerly interested in
foreign ideas, and for the thousands of bright young men who flock into
the metropolis. In the main part of the city are scores of young men
and women who were educated at our boarding-schools. Many of them
are Christians. Properly led, they might be a power for Christ. For this
great work a man and a church are needed at once. No other need in
Siam is more urgent. The man should be able to speak the high Siamese
like a native. He should be conversant with the intricacies of Siamese
customs and etiquette, and so understand the native mind that he can
enter into sympathy with it and be able to mold it for God. There is one
man in Siam who meets all these conditions. That man is Rev. Boon
Boon-Itt, already a member of the mission, and one of the most remarkable men I have met in Asia. At the head of his 'clan,' whose family
home is in Bangkok, he is widely and favorably known in the capital.
Young men like him and resort to him for advice whenever he visits the
city. The government has repeatedly offered him lucrative posts, and I
was told by United States Minister King that a trading corporation in
Laos is eager to employ him at a salary of $4,000, gold. As a minister
of Christ he receives $650 and a tumble-down native house, and he would
rather be a missionary on those terms than an official or a trader on a
high salary."
Accordingly, Boon-Itt was transferred to Bangkok.
At this juncture Phra Montri, an influential Siamese nobleman,
educated at Columbia College, offered to give the money needed beyond
what the other Christians could raise for a new church. Phra Montri,
being a great admirer of Boon-Itt, wished him to carry out this enterprise, which he did. A cottage prayer-meeting was organized and was
largely attended; Christian worship was instituted in many homes; a
movement was started to found a Christian community in the neighborhood of the new church and school buildings.
Boon-Itt felt most strongly the need of facilities for reaching and
helping young men, not only on Sunday, but all through the week-a
reading-room, gymnasium, etc. Tho heartily approving this, the board
had not the available funds to supply it. Two of his student friends
interested a few parishioners, and, accordingly, Brown Memorial Presbyterian Ohurch of Baltimore and the First Presbyterian Church of Ithaca
became responsible to the extent of $500 a year for this new work and
extra equipment.
But just as all these cherished hopes and larger plans were about to
be realized, and he "was standing on the threshold of a career which
would apparently make him one of the most influential Christian leaders
in Asia," Boon-Itt was suddenly stricken with cholera, and after ten
days'suffering, and in spite of all that the best human skill could do for
him, died on May 8, 1003.
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Boon-Itt's death is a deep personal sorrow to his lllany friends; to
Siam it seems an irreparable loss. This the lllissionl;l.ries on the field feel
most keenly. Their first thought was of what might be done to perpetuate his influence. They propose" the erection of a suitable building
for the work which was on his heart when he died, as a memorial to him,
for the highest good of his people. The plan is simply this: to secure a lot
central in Bangkok, and on it erect a building for Ohristian work among
young people, within which there would be library, reading-room, chapel,
etc., somewhat after the style of Y. M. O. A. rooms at home. This was
also Boon-Itt'splan." They estimate $10,000 in gold would be needed to
accomplish this.
On November 5, 1903, the board in New York approved of this
general plan, with the change that the memorial be an additional building
to the plant of the Ohristian Boys' High-School in Bangkok. There
" the board has the land, so that no expense need be incurred for that."
Moreover, "the cost of maintenance, after erection, will come out of the
general funds of the board." *

PROTESTANT MISSIONS IN MANCHURIA

MISSION STATIONS

Alchuka-fu .
Fa-ku-men . . . .
Fen-hwang-cheng
Hai-cheng-hsien
Hai-Iung-cheng .
Hsing-min-ting .
Hsin-pin-pu .
Hsiu-yen ..
Kai-yuen ..
Kin-chau-fu
Kirin
Kirin . . . .
Ku-yi-shu . . . . .
Kwan-cheng-tez .
Kwang-ning-heien
Liao-yang
MUkden .,
Mukden
Mukden .,
Niu-chuang .
Port Arthur
Sa-hoa· tsze .
Ta-ku-shan .
Tie-ling.

V.F.C.S.
P. C. I.
D.M.
V.F. C.S.
V.F.C.S.
P. C.I.

V.F. C. S.
D. M.

V F.C.S.
P. C.I.
B.&F.B.S.
P. C. I.
P.C.I.
P.C.I.
P. C. I.
V.F.C.S.
B.&F.B.S.
P. C. I.

V.F.C.S.
P. C. I.
D.M.
D.M.
D.M.
V.F.e.S.

1892
1899
lB99
1876
1897
1899
1894
1898
1896
1891

3
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

4
1
3
2

1
2
2
3
6

22
27

1894
1899
1891
1895
1882

2
1
4
2
4
1

3

22

22

6

6

7
3
10

26
27
17

10

24

11
16

9
4
2
5
5

1889
1875
1869
1896

1

4
12

;,
1
10
2

'4
17
1

1902
1896
1896

5
1
1

1

2
1

2

1

1

2

3
1
3
2

1
18
25
21
9

;, : ~: I:

10
5
15

131

225

...

5
5
4

16

2

8
1

10
22

22
2

I' ..
. ~~. . ~.~
12

.

16
4
21
8
1
1

1

3

1
8

1

8
865
73.')
300
356
13
838

2

171

'1

'115

1
1
1

300

170
119
650

79

2,281
110

33

8

138

The societies at work are: The British and Foreign Bible Society, Danish Mission, Vnited
Free Church of Scotland, and the Presbyterian Church of Ireland. (Statistics furnished by
t~Bureau of Missions; P. C. I. statistics from Beach's Atlas, 1900.)

"

• Friends are hereby given the privilege of having a part in the proposed memorial, and are
asked to contribute as generously as possible for the perpetuating of Boon-Itt's noble life· work.
Checks should be made payable to Howard Kennedy, Jr., Treasurer. It Is earnestly hoped
that this fund may be completed before May 8, 1904, the first anniversary of Boon·ltt's death.
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EDITORIALS
The Bible Society Centenary

The centenary of the British and
Foreign Bible Society has in a sense
occupied the whole year ending
with M~rch, 1904, and culminating
in a grand series of memorable celebrations. There was first areception of delegates, with the Marquis
of Northampton, the president of
the society, presiding. On Saturday, March 6, at 3: 30,.in Royal
Albert Hall, a children's demonstration, with a choir of 1,500,
presided over by the Lord Mayor
and Mayoress, and addresses by J.
L. Paton, Esq., and Bishop TaylorSmith. On Sunday a special service was held in St. Paul's, the
royal family attending, and the
primate preaching. On Monday
evening, at Alhert Hall, the centenary meeting proper, with addresses by the president, the Marquis of Northampton, by the Archbishop of Canterbury, Sir George
Smith of Travo, Sir Lewis Dibdin,
Dean of the· Arches, and Dr. John
Watson. On Tuesday, at Queen's
Hall, the Bible Society meeting of
the Foreign Missionary Societies.
It was one of the most memorable
celebrations of modern history.
It may be well here to put together, in round figures, the statistics of the B. and F. Bible Society's
last report:
Languages represented ........... .
New languages printed in 1903.... .
For translating, printing, binding,
Grants of Bibles, etc ............•..
Deficit on last year's work ........ .
Bibles issued last year ............ .
New Testaments issued last year ..
Portions issued last year .....•.•..

370
8

£122,000
£132,000

Japan and Ru.sia
For at least a decade of years
there has been a growing alienation
between these two empires. Russia
has been steadily advancing south
as well as east, the great Siberian
railroad being apparently intended
as a line for troops and supplies
when the crisis should come. Japan
has felt more and more that every
movement of Russia meant the endangering of her sovereignty and
freedom. Whatever advantage Japan gained in the war with China,
Russia tried to wrest from her, and
as Manchuria had been lost to her,
Korea was likewise largely dominated by Russian advisers. When
the Boxer uprising supplied an opportunity, Russia spread her troops
over Manchuria, ostensibly to protect her interests, but, after the
war was over, clearly planned to
secure for the Czar what had been
wrested frOID the Mikado.
To many this war has for years
seemed inevitable, and now that
it has come, we can only pray
God to guide the final issue, and
especially to protect the missionaries and native Christians who
may be in peril from the excitement incident to war. It must be
acknowledged that Japan has
shown herself both humane and
magnanimous in more than one instance, and has even put to shame
so-called Christian nations by the
moderation and humanity of her
course.

£Z1,000

998,000
1,492,000
3,455,000

Total.. .. ......•....••••...... 5,945,000
Excess over previous year.. • . . • • . .
876,000
Total issues since 1804. •....•...... 186,000,000
Total CO&t .......................... £14,000,000
Colporteurs employed last year...
850
Total sales last year..... .......... 1,830,000
Native Biblewomen employed.....
658
Weekly visits by Biblewomen to..
38,680

The Christian War in the Eaat
Weare interested in the war between Russia and Japan chiefly because we are interested in another
and a more important warfarethat for the conquest 6f the world
for our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. It matters not who wins
the petty battles of the nations if
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only the sovereignty of God is
recognized. Our antagonists are
not the established governments,
nor flesh and blood as such, but
we contend against ignorance
and oppression and sin wherever
found.
Our weapons are not
torpedo - boats and rapid-firing
guns, but the " Sword of the
Spirit," which is the Word of God.
Our soldiers are not trained in military schools, but in the Divine
school of prayer and faith, with
light and love. With brain and
body empowered and brought under the control of the Holy Spirit
Christ's soldiers are invincible and
invulnerahle.
The outcome of the Russian-Japanese conflict is yet unknown, but we
know that our war must go on until the kingdoms of the world be-'
come the Kingdom of our Lord.
Let us then take courage and gird
ourselves again to the battle; let
us watch and be sober and fight a
good fight, not only in lands beyond the sea, but against the foes
that are nearest.
*
China's " Ablest Viceroy" on Missions

Chang Chihtung has been recognized as a great official. For the
moment being out of office, Ts'en
Ch'un-hsuan is accredited by
Chinese as the foremost statesman
of the empire. He came prominently into notice of Western people after the Boxer rebellion, as
the successor of the governor before whose official residence 54 missionaries were murdered, some of
them by the governor himself.
Rev. W. Arthur Cornaby, writing
to the Methodist Recorder, London,
tells' us that Ts'en Ch'un-hsuan
threw himself heartily into the
project of establishing a Martyr
Memorial University.
In 1902 he Was appointed to quell
the Boxerism of the great western
province Sz-chuan.
In eight
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months he restored order and es
tablished radical reform measures,
abolishing the most active elements
of corruption in the courts. When
the rebellion, which threatened to
become a second to that of Taiping, broke out in the southern
province Kuangsi, he was appointed governor of that province.
Before leaving Sz-chu(>n province
he was presented with a superb
copy of the New Testament, similar
to that presented by the Christians to the empress dowager.
His reply was printed in the native
papers. It was as follows:
I have received and read a translation of the joint letter from the
missionaries, male and feniale, of
the English and American missions. I am both ashamed and
thankful. The contents of the letter were sincere and straightforward. I fear my virtue is only
ordinary, and that I am not worthy
of your praise. . . .
Nevertheless, I steal some pleasure from t,he thought that the
populace and the Churches are now
on very friendly terms. The officials of China are gradually acquiring a knowledge of the great principles of the religions of Europe
and America. And the Churches
are also laboring night and day to
readjust their methods, and to
make known their aims in their
propagation of religion; consequently, Chinese and foreigners are
coming more and more into cordial
relations. This fills me with joy
and hopefulness.
But, after all, the province of
Sz-chuan is an out-of-the-way
place, and ignorant peoJ?le are still
numerous. My hope IS that the
teachers of both countries will
spread the Gospel more Widely than
ever, that hatred may be banished
and disputes dispelled, and that the
influences of the Gospellllay create
boundless happiness for my people
of China. And I· shall not be the
only one to thank you for coming to the front in this good
work. . . .
May the Gospel prosper I
I herewith present my card,
TS'EN CH'UN HSUAN.

**
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OF BLACK FOLK.
By W. E.
Burghardt Du Bois. l~mo. $1.20 net.
A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. 1903.

THE SOULS

From title to finis this is a book
of compelling interest for all who
heed the thought currents of our
time or appreciate literary form.
It is a series of essays, sketches,
tales, and songs, all exquisite in
beauty and appealing in pathos,
while sustained by a foundation of
convincing scientific statement.
The reader feels the grip of a great
and passionate soul, but realizes
that behind the passion is an intellectual and moral power of a high
order. It is not exactly a popular
book-its appeal is to scholarly and
thinking people, and to such it
brings large satisfaction by its fairness, its grasp of the entire subject,
and its unfailing and peculiar ch~rm
of style. It is full of beauties at
the side, like the description of a
birth and the Milton-like setting
forth of the aim of education, but
it never wanders far from its main
theme and thesis-" The negro is a
soul."
Thoughtful people are beginning
to realize that another "irrepressible conflict" is possible between
those who, like the author of " The
Leopard's Spots" and" The Negro
a Beast," hold that the African
race is hopeless, and hence possessed
of no claim . for recognition, encouragement, or uplift-only alms
and stern repression-and those
who discuss the elevation of the
darker race as a hopeful enterprise
of patriotism and religion. The
"race problem," or the "Southern
problem," is not the negro problem
merely, but the question of the
attitude, and hence the moral drift,
of the superior race. Will the people of the dominant race become
leaders and benefactors or oppressors of their humbler neighbors?
The debate is already on, and it
becomes all who wish to place them-

selves on the side of right to give a
fresh study to the whole question.
A systematic effort for defaming
the American Indian, and thus disparaging Indian education, and
opening Indian lands to spoliation,
was recently brought to light, and
there is reason to believe that there
is a similar propaganda against the
freedman. At the same time there
are facts regarding negro life and
character, as shaped by slavery
upon the basis of original heathenism, which all must face and reckon
with. We wish to refer those who
seek information which may guide
them toward solid facts and principles to two other books on this
general subject: George W. Cable's
"Negro Question" and Kelley Miller's "Education of the Negro,"
published by the Bureau of Education at Washington. The whole
subject of "lower races" and the
improvability of man is fundamental to the work of missions,
and thus becomes not only a national, but a world question.
This book of Dr. Du Bois' is precious as coming from one who is
"within the veil," and because it
reveals to us both the bcts regarding the African race in America
and their spiritual significance. He
makes us feel the blind aspiration
of the slave, the groping of the
freedman, the disappointments and
fresh aspirations of 40 years' of
freedom, and, more than all, the
heart and feelings of the actors in
this great drama-the "old master,"
so much nobler than some other
Southern types, the "carpet-baggel'," the "since-the-war" broods,
and the "Yankee schoolma'ms, "
heralds of that" crusade of the sixties, that finest thing in American
history, and one of the few things
untainted by sordid greed and
cheap vainglory."
We attempt no epitome of a work
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which must be read by everyone
who would know the thought of
the time. It is not a book to be re
ported in a paraphrase or summary
any more than one of Tennyson's
poems.
The portion which will incite
most comment, and which may
need a word of explanation, is the
chapter in which, with the greatest
courtesy and deference, the author
criticises Mr. Booker T. Washington, "the man who bears the chief
burden of the leadership of. the
race." To llS it seems that Dr. Du
Bois has a less buoyant and practical spirit than the author of "Up
From Slavery," and that really Mr.
Washington is starting multitudes
upon the road which leads to the
recognition of the negro as a human soul. He takes a bluff Southerner or a Northern man of business, who recognizes mainly the
physical and material needs of the
si tuation, and says: "Well, if you
believe in industrial education for
the negro, Come on and let us provide it." This is a plain, practical
step; And it is enough that Mr.
Washington should enlist in this
enterprise a multitude who might
be unwilling to enter upon any
longer or larger program. That
there must be a longer and larger
program is, however, self-evident.
It is well that Dr. Du Bois has presented so forcibly those aspects of
race uplift which have not been put
in the forefront of late. w. G. F.
By
L. H. Underwood, M.D. Illustrated.
12mo, 271 pp. $1.50. The American
Tract Society, New York. 1904.

FIFTEEN YEARS AMONG THE TOP-KNOTS.

This volume has already been referred to on another page. It is in
marked contrast to Mr. Angus
Hamilton's volume, the result of
15 weeks (or was it 15 days P) among
these same" Top-knots." Mrs. Underwood went to Korea as a medical missionary in 1888, and has
ptssed thrOUgh some very interest-
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ing and exciting events. She tells
the story of her. life at Seoul in a
straightforward way, describing
things as they were and are with a
woman's sympathy and a woman's
insight. She passes over lightly
many of the discomforts and trials
to which she and other missionaries have been subjected in this
land of filth and stagnation, but
the pictures she draws are vivid
enough to enable one to fill in the
unpleasant details. Mrs. Underwood was on friendl~ terms wi.th
the murdered Queen of Korea and
with other members of the royal
family, but she only hints at
important parts that she and her
husband have played in many stirring events in the capital. She
tells however, most graphically,
of the "baby riots," encounters
with ruffians, attacks by robbers,
the China-Japan war, the Tonghak rebellion, the murder of the
queen, etc.
The whole volume
gives an unusually clear and fascinating account of missionary life
and work in Korea. It ill also a
conclusive answer to such puerile
and shallow-minded criticisms of
missionary work as those referred
to in Mr. Hamn ton 's book. Unlike
Mr. Gale, Mrs. Underwood has not
written under the guise of fiction,
but, like him, she has produced a
missionary book which can not fail
to capture and hold the readers'
attention, and which gives a clear
and correct idea of how an. able
and noble woman finds it worth
while to give her life for the
Koreans.
*
By James S. Gale. Illustrated. 12mo, 320 pp. $1.50, Fleming
H. Revell & Co. 1904.

THE VANGUARD.

This "Tale of Korea" is not a
novel as novels go, but is so much
the better on that account. It is a
vivid, stirring picture of presentday missionary life and work in the
land of top-knots. The author has
lived in Korea for over fifteen years,
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and under the guise of fiction describes experiences and characters
that he has met there. All who
have read his "Korean Sketches"
will make haste to read this latest
product of his pen. Dr. Gale has
that happy faculty of !;eeing both
the sublime and the ridiculous in
life, and of describing them in a
fascinating way that detracts from
neither profit 0'1' enjoyment. His
hero is a real man and a noble one,
and each character stands out in
an individuality which shows a
master hand. The plot itself is
of secondary importance and interest, but there is enough of action
and human interest to hold the
reader's attention riveted to the
page from first to last. Variety
and spice, point and purpose, love
and adventure, humor and sadness,
all are found in these pages. Besides
shipwrecks and rebellions, wild
beasts and wild men, the every-day
life of the missionary is described,
the printing-house, the hospital,
teaching, street preaching, itinerating and personal work-all with a
mingling of pleasantry and seriousness that makes it delightful. We
know of no better book to give a
correct idea of the hardships and
rewards of missionary service in
Korea. The author is able to speak
more plainly of opponents and
friends than would be wise if the
story of his experiences and observations were not in the form of
fiction.
*
THE PHILIPPINE!! AND THE FAR EAST.

By

Homer C. Stuntz. Bvo, 514 pp. Illustrated. $1.75 net. Jennings & Pye, Cincinnati, Ohio. 1904

Dr. Stuntz is a Methodist missionary in Manila, who was for
eight years in India. He has here
sought to "set down in order the
things which American voters and
American Christians ought to know
for their guidance in helping snape
the policies of our nation, and furnishing the support for our mis-
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sionary societies in the work God
has appointed each to do among
these people."
It is seldom that two such excellent books on one small country
appear in so short a time as this by
Dr. Stuntz and that by Dr. A. J.
Brown, but there is room for both.
This is, perhaps, even more of a
distinctly missionary book than
the other, but it deals in a broadminded way with the problems
which confronted the military, political, commercial, educational,
and religious leaders from America
who are seeking to regenerate and
develop the Philippine islands and
their people.
Dr. Stuntz deals kindly but candidly with such questions as "Why
the Friars are Hated," and "The
Government and Religious Conditions." He describes the work of
the Bible societies, Methodists,
Presbyterians. Baptists, Episcopalians, and others, and shows the
difficulties which confront the Protestant missionaries in their work.
Dr. Stuntz' book impresses us as
an accurate, fair-minded, Christian
account of the conditions in the
Philippines, and the need of an enlightened government and of Protestant missions for the temporal
and eternal welfare of the Filipinos.

*
My MISI!ION VIEws. By T. P.
Crawford. 12mo, 160 pp. 75c. J. A.
Scarboro, Fulton, Ky. 1903.

EVOLUTION IN

This volume is a series of letters
by the Rev. T. P. Crawford, D.D.,
setting forth his convictions regarding missionary methods. Dr.
Crawford went out to China in
1852 as a missionary of the Sou thern
Baptist Convention. In China,
Dr. Crawford became convinced (I)
that absolutely no money should
be used in mission work except for
the support of missionaries. There
should be no native workers.
schools, or medical work supported
by mission funds in whole or in
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part. Missionaries should preach
the Gospel, and let the native work
be self-supporting from the outset.
And (2) that there should be no
mission boards, but that the work
should be carried on by individual
home churches sending out their
own missionaries, "without the
intervention of outside committees,
associations, or boards." Dr. Crawford had the courage of his convictions, and about forty years
after his arrival in China he separated from the Southern Baptist
Board, and started out in an independent mission. Before much was
attempted, the Boxer troubles
broke up the work, and Dr. Crawford returned to America, where
he died in 1002. There is a large
measure of truth in Dr. Crawford's
views, but he was an extremist.
He twisted good principles into bad
ones, and while the ends which he
sought were desirable endsnamely, a strong, self-supporting
native Church, and an active, selfsacrificing Church at home-his
methods were futile to accomplish
his ends. It was a case of individualism carried to excess. The
same principles and devotion, tempered with moderation and good
jUdgment, would have produced
real and lasting results.
s.
THE CASE AGAINST THE KONGO FREE STATE.
Compiled from Official Documents and
Other Sources. 1d. Office of the International Union, Mowbray House, London.
1903
CONGO SLAVERY. By H. Grattan Guinness,
M.D. 2d. net. Regions Beyond Missionary Union, Harley House, Bow, London.
19().~.

THI!; NEW AFRlCAN SLAVERY i...0R~KING LEOPOLD'S RULE IN AFRICA . .tSy Jj;. D. Morel.
1d. Mowbray House, London. 1904.

These pamplets form a powerful
indictment of Belgian administration in the Kongo State, and should
be read by any who are not already
convinced that the atrocities and
abuses demand international intervention.
*
WHAT .Tl!;sus Is DOING. By S. F. Shorey. Alfred Holmes, London. 1903.

Mr. Shorey's narrative is a very
striking story of the conversion of

a man who was beyond fifty, and
had been for thirty years a slave
of drink. We know Mr. Shorey
personally, and have great confidence hi his piety and spirituality.
His narrative illustrates the saying of the late Sir Benjamin Ward
Richardson that "alcohol is the
devil i.n solution."
Mr. Shorey found Christ in connection with Mr. Moody's meetings in New York, in 1876, at what
was known as Barnum's Hippodrome. His appetite for drink was
at once taken away, and he has
since lived a truly Christian life
absorbed in the/' rescue of other
men tempted in like ways.
The book has nearly two hundred
pages, but only the first chapter is
taken up with Mr. Shorey's own
experiences. Subsequent chapters
treat of Jerry McAuley's life, William Lloyd, William Noble, the
work of Charrington, the work of
the Salvation Army and the Church
Army, and other forms of Christian and rescue and temperance
work in America and in England.
To those who are se1lking to save
the lost, these narratives will be
found instructive and stimulating
and helpful, and we have no hesitation in recommending this book
to all such warmly. We hope it
may have a wide reading.
NEW BOOKS
KOREA. By Angus Hamilton. Map. Illustrat.ed. 8vo, 316 pp. $2.00. Charles Scrib
ner's Sons. 1904.
THE VANGUARD. A Tale of Korea. By Jameg
S. Gale. Illustrated. 12mo. $1.50. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1904.
FIFrEEN YEARS AMONG THE: TOp·KNOTS;

OR,

LIFI!; IN KOREA. By L. R. Underwood,
M.D Illustrated. 8vo, 296 pp. $1.50.
American Tract Society. 1904.
JAPAN TO-DAY. By Alfred Stead. Illustrated.
12mo, 248 pp. E. P. Dutton & Co. 1904.
DIRECTORY OF PROTESTANT MISSIONA.RIES IN
CHINA, KOREA, AND JA.PAN.
60 cents.

Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai.
1904.
SIEGE DAYS. By Ada Raven Mateer. 12mo.
$1.25. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1904.
A CHINESE STORY-TELLER. By W. Remfrey
Hunt. Illustrated. 75 cents. Christian
Publishing Co., St Louis, Mo. 1904.
THE PHILIPPINES AND THI!; FAR EAST. By
Homer C. Stuntz. 8vo. $1.75, net. Jennings & Pye. 1904.
INDIA AND CHRISTIAN OPPORTUNITY. By Harlan P. Beach. 12mo. 50 and 35 cents.
Student Volunteer Movement. 1904.
SAMUEL CHAPMAN ARMSTRONG. By Edith A.
Tltlhot. 8vo. $1.50. Doubleday, Page
&Co. 1904.
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AMERICA
Cooperation The success of the
plan of Uni ted
in Mission
Stud)'
Study of Missions
proves that it has
met a real need. The fact that
since the publication of the first
book of the series in September,
1901, the publishers have actually
sold nearly 120,000 copies of these
three studies, and that 44 boards
are using the material, while each
year the sales are increasing, gives
us some reason for referring to the
"success" of the enterprise. We
have even greater reason, however,
to rejoice in the use made of some
of these books. In miSSionary societies in city and in country, east
and west, aud in Canada, which
was quite ready for annexation,
women and girls are studying missions with a thoroughness and
earnestness which exceed our
hopes. Some women's clubs have
ventured upon these courses. Certain professors in a great university
were willing to follow these outlines in a series of lectures before
the women's missionary societies
in an eastern town. Many public
libraries have added the preferred
lists of books to their shelves.
Study classes in such colleges as
Harvard, Vassar, and Mount
Holyoke have used these text-books
with great acceptance.-From the
Annual Report.
What the
According to a reTract Society- port recently given
Has Done
by the American
Tract S~iety, 89
new pUblications were added to the
list during last year. These were in
English, Polish, Bohemian, German, H1!mgarian, Spanish, Swedish, and Italian, and the total number of distinct periodicals added
was 180, making the grand total of
pUblications issued since the organ-

ization of the society, including
volumes, tracts, and periodicals,
749,315,572. The number of periodicals printed and distributed within
the last twelve months reaches
2,738,900, and the total number of
languages and dialects in which the
society has published is 158. The
number of family visits made by
the colporteurs
was
187,673.
Prayer was offered in the majority
of these visits; 61,581 volumes were
left in the homes. The total number of family visits made since the
organization of colportage is 15,386,699, and the total number of
volumes left in the families is Hi,495,936. The societ.y has expended
a total of $750,000 in creating and
circulating Christian vernacular
literature at the foreign mission
stations.
AmericanZion's Society for
Norwegian
Israel of the NorWork for the wegian Lutherans
Jews
in America, Minneapolis, was organized in 1878, and hence this society
can look back upon almost twenty-six years of missionary activity among the Jews in America
and Russia. Its secretary, Prof.
J. H. Blegen, of Angsburg Seminary, Minneapolis, has just published
a history of its work (" Zionsforeningens Historie," 400 pages), from
which the following facts and figures are taken. The society employs 2 mislilionaries among the
Jews in Russia.-namely, Pastor
Meyersohn in Minsk and Pastor
Gurland in Odessa - and 1 (Pastor E. N. Heimann) in Chicago.
Rev. Paul Werber worked in Baltimore from 1882 till his death in
1896, while Rev. A. H. Gjevre was
employed in Greater New York
from 1900 to 1903. The number baptized by the missionaries of this
society in Europe and America
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during twenty-five years is 409.
The total income was $80,640, while
167,656 copies of the New Testament, whole or in part, and 168,040
tracts were distributed.
M.
It is strange tpat
the persecutions to
which Prince Yee,
the second son of
the Emperor of Korea, has been
subjected to while a student at
Wesleyan University, Delaware,
0., and which have driven him to
Washington, have elicited so little
comment.
The prince and his secretary
were set upon and beaten by a
young farmer who exulted in the
name of Strong. Somewhat later
burglars broke into the apartments
of the prince and stole his valuables before his eyes, while a
masked man covered him with a
revolver. These are samples of the
unpleasantnesses to which he was
subjected. Can we "blame him and
his countrymen for not hastening
to accept the sort of Christianity
which he saw so dramatically illustrated in Delaware?
Had the tough farmer and the
greedy burglar and the other despicable tormenters of this imperial
visitor and possible future emperor
been " soundly converted" the
prince might have seen a great
Light at Wesleyan University, and
might have become a great light
to his native Korea, and thousands
might have followed Prince Yee
into the Kingdom of Christ.
There is a manifest relation between the redemption of our home
communities and the saving of the
Prince Yee
Persecuted
in America

heath~n.

*

The C a Ii for n i a
Chinese Mission of
the American Missionary Association
commenced work
among the Chinese of that State
in 1871, and has 3 departmentsCalifornia
Chinese as
Home
Missionaries
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namely, the school, the preaching,"
and the work for mothers and children. During these twenty-nine
years 40 mission schools have been
sustained for different periods of
time, and 20 of these are now in
operation. More than 19,000 Chinese have been reached. More than
1,700 have become Christians in
California since the work began.
These results have been reached,
not by public addresses and evangelistic meetings, but by steady
and faithful individual work. Individually the converts go home
to China and preach to their relatives and friends, doing what they
can to bring them to Christ. They
also organize free schools and help
to support the Gospel work in many
wayli, at all times working handin-hand with the missionaries of
the American Board. Aside from
this, there is organized work which
reaches across the ocean to China,
under of the name of the China
Congregational Missionary Society, the Booklending and Evangelizing Society, the Mothers and Girls'
Missionary Society, the Relief Society, and the World· Wide Missionary Society.
Gospel Progress Rev. Sheldon Jackson writes in the
in Alaska
Christian Endeav()r W ()rld:

I established the first mission
school in Alaska on August 10
1877, for the Presbyterian Church'
and a little later other schools wer~
established by the Roman Catholics
and the leading Protestant denominations. These schools proved to
be the foundation of churches, and
last year, 26 years from the start,
these Protestant churches report
1,866 native communicants, and
~rom 6,000 to 7,000 adherents, showmg the power of Christian education among the aboriginal population.
This great advance from
heathenism to Christianity from
barbarism to the commen~ement
of civilization, is difficult to comprehend.
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An Alaskan In the eighties
Frances Willard Frances Willard, a
you n g
Thlinget
girl, was taken into the mission
school at Wrangell, afterward was
transferred to Sitka, and then,
through the interest of Eastern
women, was placed in a boardingschool at Elizabeth, N. J. She
spent her years in that school, the
trusted and loved companion of her
associates, many oftbem daughters
of wealthy New Yorkers. Christmas and Easter vacations were
often spent, on invitation, in tbe
palatial residences of her companions in New York. She was graduated with honor, the equal of those
around ber. Since returning to
her own people she has been a missionary of more than ordinary success, and has latterly reduced the
ThIinget tongue to writing and
produced a lexicon of the same,
which will soon be published by
the United States Bureau of Education, and which is, I trust, only
the first of a series of books that
this talented young woman may
provide for her own people.
REV. SHELDON JACKSON.

For a number of
years the Canadian
Presbyterians have
sustained work in
Trinidad, largely in behalf of the
thousands of Hindu coolies employed in that island. The number
of missionaries is 6 men and 3
women, with 3 ordained natives,
45 catechists, and 14 Biblewomen as
associates. JI'he schools number 57,
with 7,648 pupils enrolled last year,
and the communicants 946. The
contributions were $6,343 from the
native Church.
Presb"terian
Mission in
Trinidad

Young People's According to late
Movement in statistics, the Brazilian Endeavorers
Bruil
have 45 societies
and 1,500 members. The minutes
of the Annual Epworth League

Conference of 1902--3 report the
number of senior societies as 13,
with 628 members; junior societies,
16, with 668 members-a total of 29
societieH and 1,296 members. Including both organizat,jons, there
are 74 young people's organizations,
with 2,796 members.
J. w. P.

EUROPE
The British As Dr. D. C. GilSociety's
man informs us in
Indian Bible his article on the
Centennial of the
British and Foreign Bible Society
in the March North American Review: "The first attempt of the
new association to translate any
part of the Bible into a foreign
tongue was to provide a portion of
the Scriptures for the American Indians. The decision was reached-to
translate the Gospel of St. Mark
into Mohawk, and a Mohawk chief
with the unmanageable name Tyonenhokarawen, or Tryoninhokaravin, passed several weeks under
Lord Teighmouth's roof, at Clapham, engaged in the work. Sometimes, we are told, he appeared, clad
in his war dress, at the table of his
host, and performed for the entertainment of the visitors the wardance of his tribe, tomahawk in
hand. This same warrior took the
part of the Englisb in the war of
1812, and gave up his unpronounceable patronymic for the simple
name of Major John Norton, by
which he was known in the army."
French Prot- The .French Society
estant Work for the Evangelizafor Jews
tion of the Jews,
Paris, was established in 1888, and supports 2 ordained missionaries-l in Paris, the
other in Oran. The work among
the more than 40,000 Hebrews in
Paris is very much hindered by lack
of means to rent and furnish a suit·
able reading-room where the Jews
could be met and publi~ meetings
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could be held. The work in Oran
is in a prosperous condition, and the
missionary is making frequent trips
to the Israelitish communities in
the smaller neighboring towns. A
reading-room has been kept in Algiers during the past years, and has
proved of great help in the distribution of the Old and New Testament and missionary literature, but
it seems probable that this must be
given up.
M.
Religious persecution in R u s s i a
grows more severe.
In its efforts to
crush out the ancient Armenian
Church, the government has just
taken the extraordinary step of
claiming the right to appoint the
pastors of all Armenian congregations, the teachers in the Armenian
theological seminaries and denominational schools, the prelates and
bishops, and even the abbots of the
monasteries. Hitherto every congregation has chosen its own pastor, and the principals of the
seminaries were appointed by the
Catholicos, the elected head of the
Armenian Church. The government, which stops at nothing to
suppress non-conformists, has determined to make all the Armenian
clergy mere government officials,
appointed an.d paid by the state.
As in the case of the Georgian
Church, the next !ltep will doubtless be to pay ouly those of the
clergy who will encourage their
parishioners to leave their own denomination and join the Russian
State Church.
The present arbitrary act is only
the latest of a series of attacks on
the religious freedom of the Armenians. A few. years ago the
government took possession of
their denominationl schools, and
claimed the right to dictate the
curriculum; last year it confiscated
the revenues of the Church, proMore Jewish

Persecution
in Russia
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posing itself to administer the
Church funds; and now it claims
the right to appoint the pastors.
It is well known with what
severity the Russian government
persecutes all new sects. But this
attack upon the time-honored Armenian Church, the oldest religious
denomination in the Czar's empire,
has excited unusual indignation.
Generations ago the government
granted the Armenian Church a
constitution guaranteeing it the
right to manage its own church
affairs; but it has no more kept
faith with the Armenian Church
than with Finland. Large numbers of the best and most learned
of the clergy are daily being banished. Great exasperation prevails
among the Armenians, especially
in the Caucasus, and the government is hu...rying troops thither in
fear of an outbreak.
*
Ani n fl u e n t i a I
political paper in
the north of Spain
recently reported
an interview with a monarchical
member of the Cortes upon his
opinion of the Protestant movement based upon his personal observations.
He reported as follows:
The influence of those missions
has been declared at times to be
political. This is a great mistake.
Those who really know them can
see clearly enough that their labor
is one exclusively of religious propaganda. I have seen them in many
places, and I can affirm that they
do not ever mix themselves up in
political questions, either natibnal
or local. They have followers because our clergy are inferior to
theirs, and because both the pastors and evangelists and their
·wives devote themselves actively
and intelligently to the teaching of
the people, and with kindly hearts
and ways are always ready to do
what they can for the poor. It is
lamentable to see the difference between the schools of the Protestants and the Catholic schools. Go
into any of the viIIages where there
A Spaniard's
Estimate of
Missionaries
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is a Protestant center, and you will
notice how inevitably the country
people who join the Protestant
ranks acquire a certain degree of
culture.
I have attended their
meetings for worship, and have
acquainted myself with their
schools, and I have noticed their
excellent manners and their intelligence. If they are insulted on the
streets, they let it pass. If persons implore their help or advice,
it is given ina kindly way, without
asking whether they are Protestants or Catholics.-1I'Iissionary
Herald.
Conditions Letters just rein Macedonia ceived contain serious premonitions
of yet further disaster in this unhappy land. For obvious reasons,
names ate withheld.
The first
writer is in Macedonia, and says:

Medical relief is meeting serious
difficulty. The Turkish authorities
fear apparently that if we are allowed to have hospitals, all the
other powers may claim the same
right. Strict orders are issued that
no more patients be received by
us; that the government doctors
shall attend to the patients we
have in hand until they are killed
or cured; and that our doctor must
. always be accompanied by the government doctor when visiting the
villages.
The government doctors are notably incompetent and inert. In
Kastoria, the Turkish hospital,
when visited by our agents, contained half a dozen forlorn patients.
For three days they had eaten
nothing but bread, and during this
time no doctor or nurse had been
near them. One boy had smallpox,
and no attempt had been made at
disinfection, isolation, or cleanliness. Our neat, homelike hospitals,
in contrast, are like heaven to the
sick and wounded.
Our lady agents are bringing to
light many heartrending cases of
outrage perpetrated by Turks.
Some of the girls have died, and
some have become insane. One of
the latter was kept for a long time
in a deep hole by her mother in a
desperate attempt to hide her from
the vile beasts who were attracted
by the child's reputed beauty.
The good Albanian governor was
enveloped in a political cloud last
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week; he was summoned to answer
grave charges of being too honest!
Fortunately, he is now reinstated.
It is said that a treaty has been
agreed upon between Turkey and
Bulgaria w'hich will settle some of
the difficulties in Macedonia, but
we look for no' satisfactory reforms
while the Sultan is on the throne.

*
ASIA
Power Resident At a recent ordinain the Word tion at Amasia, a
town some 100 miles
northwest of Sivas in Western
Turkey, a Testament in Turkish
was shown which was brought to
that place by an Armenian some
sixty years ago. Rev. Mr. White
reports that it was probably the
first copy of any part of the Scriptures ever seen in that place, in a
language which people could understand. The affair made a great
commotion. It was regarded as
hostile to the religious life of the
place, and a plan was formed to
kill the man who brought in this
Testament and he was obliged to
flee for his life. Such was the
darkness in that early day. Now
there is a church at Amasia with
over 40 members, and a congregatIOn several times that size. They
have a good church building, and
the people provide for· nearly all
the expenses, and the Bible is circulated freely in all that region.

The American Tract
Societ.y has received
a report from the
Rev. E. M. Wherry,
a Presbyterian missionary in Lodiana, India, in which he states that
there is a terrible siege of plague
in the Punjab just now, and that
the weekly deatp.-rate from plague
alone in Lodiana district is 1,500.
He also states that there is a great
movement going on in India among
the people, but especially among
the low caste population. The
Plague and
Baptisms in
the Punjab
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signs of it are seen in the increased
number of ruptisms.
Recently
some fifty or sixty persons were
baptized in a single village in the
Lahore district. In the Lodiana
district many persons are seeking
baptism, and so it is everywhere.
Another sure sign of this movement is said to be seen in the increased opposition of the adverse
systems. One sect of Hindus is
actually striving to receive low
caste people within their pale, in
order to prevent the Ohristians
from getting hold of them.
*
The American This
conference
Baptist
met in HanamaTelugu
konda, Dec can,
Conference
during the first
week in January,
with 69 missionaries present, representing 27 stations, 536 native
workers,245 Sunday-school teachers, over 9,000 scholars, 574 day
schools, with nearly 9,000 pupils, and
a membership in the churches of
over 50,000.
The mission has had a very prosperous year, tho the addition to the
churches have not exceeded 2,000
souls. Yet a great deal has been
done in Sunday and day schools, in
the college and seminary, in medical work, and in promoting selfsupport.
Things move slowly in India, but
that they do move was strikingly
shown at these meetings.
The
Hyderabad government, being Mohammedan, is against Ohristian
missions. The present Talugdar of
Hanamakonda was fanatically opposed to Ohristianity, and prevented the missionaries from procuring land or labor for building
their houses. When Mrs. Dr. Breed
came to this district at first, he forbade the people to call her, even in
their direst need. Finally he fell
ill himself, and in his fear and extremity he sent for Dr. Breed. God
blessed her efforts, and the lion be-
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came a Iamb. He made a short
tUldress atDllr cDnference, and said
he was glad to see us, and how
much he appreciated the good we
were doing the poor people.
The long-standing difficulty between the Baptists and pedobaptists in the Telugu country in regard to the translation of the
Scriptures has been, we trust, finally settled. The basis of agreement is as follows:
(a) That the commission (Matt.
xxviii: 19--20) be rendered as fol.
lows: Therefore ye having gone,
make disciples of all nations, baptizing them into the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost, teach them to observe
all things whatsoever I commanded
you.
(b) That the rendering of the
preposition lr (en) in all passages
relating to baptism be brought into
conformity with the rendering
adopted in Dr. Hay's version of
John i: 24-31 (in, not with).
(c) That the prepositions lz~ and
l.u (eis and ek), in passages relating
to baptism, be rendered as in the
English revision.
(d) That bllpti8manu be in the
text with or munchadamu (or
immerse) in the margin.
JOHN McLAURIN.

*

A " Shocking" Not long since in
Innovation
Delhi a Mohammedan family was publicly baptized. This step was Imfficiently radical and startling for
the husband, but how much more
for the wife. The Delhi Mission
News thus pictures the scene:
Until recently a wholly purdah
woman, who had never conversed
with any man, I suppose, except
her husband, she has now, without
surrendering one jot of her modesty, been led to more than tolerate-to evidently welcome-the intrusion of the male sex in my person, and her guiet, tl'anguil demeanor at her baptism, exposed as
she then was to the view of a COIlgregation largely consisting uf
males, without her chudder to protect her, was in itself a grand testimony to the Jiberflting powpr of
the Go; pel. One such example is
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enough to pulverize the contention
of those who would fain maintain
that it is ;mpossible for a genuine
pMrdah woman to break her pMrdah without loss of self-respect
and modesty. And now the ordeal has be'Olngone through, she
remains just the same quiet, gentle, lovable character, full of intelligence, as she was before, with
just that added something which
differentiates the Christian from
the Mohammedan.
Miracles of At the recent StuGrace in India dent Vol u n tee r
Convention Miss A.
H. Small narrated from her own
experience a telling illustration of
true success in missionary work.
After sixteen years of service in
India her health failed, and she
wal;l compelled to withdraw. Sitting down with the native church
for their last little communion
service, her eyes were opened to
the true significance of their
gathering. In the center sat the
pastor of the church, a man of
middle caste. On his right were a
Jew and a Mohammedan, on hi ..
left a Brahman and an out-caste.
As she watched the cup pass from
the Jew to the Mohammedan, and
from the Brahman to the outcaste, she realijled that she was
l(loking upon five modern miracles.
And there were others no less remarkable. In the front row sat a
Brahman lady, and next her an
out-caste leper woman whom the
lady had been the means of winning. Lower down sat another
lady whose life had previously beep
almost all spent in the seclusion of
the purdah, now brought into the
liberty and gladness of the children of God.
Idols Put to
Good Use

A missionary i n
Travancore saw,
one morning,
a
native coming to his house with a
heavy burden. On reaching it, he
laid on the ground a sack. Unfastening this, he emptied it of its
contents-a number of idols
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" What have you brought these
here for? "asked the missionary;
" I don't want them."
" You have taught us that we do
not want them, sir," said the
native; "but we think they might
be put to some good use. Could
they not be melted down and
formed into a bell to call us to
church? "
The hint was taken; they were
sent to a bell-founder, and made
into a bell, which now summons
the native converts to praise an,d
prayer.
Flocking to
Christ in
Burma

Miss Elizabeth Lawrence writes from
Rangoon: Last Sab·
bath Mr. Thomas
and 2 native preachers were very
busy examining and baptizing 60
Karens, coming out of heathenism
in Letpadon. Monday morning
they baptized over 40 more, and last
week, Tuesday, over 40 others were
baptized by a native pastor, so that
within a week there were 159 baptized from among the heathen.
Isn't that good news? We hear,
too, that in the region below Letpadon, at Okkan Station, there are
200 families about ready to give up
all their heathen ideas and bec~e
disciples of Christ. Praise the
LordI La'!t Sunday we attended
one of the Karen home mission
meetings, held in Vinton Memorial
Chm:ch, which probably holds 2,000
people, and I think some stood up
at the service.
'
In a tour through
the States on the
Bay of Bengal side
of Siam, Dr. Dunlap sold 8,700 portions of God's Word, Christian
books, and tracts. He had the joy
of baptizing in their homes two
Siamese noblemen, the elder sixtyfour years of age. This man was
converted through reading God's
Word, and led his fellow-nobleman
to Christ.
Progress in
Siam and Laos
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It has been the avowed purpose
of the Laos mission for some years
that every Christian Laos child
shall be able to read by the time it
reaches ten years .f age. Two selfsupporting primary schools have
recently been established.
Korat, one day's journey by rail
from Bangkok, is a strategic center
recently visited by the missionaries. Three hundred ox-carts ladened with many wares come into
Korat. The missionaries took a
IR,rge stock of books, but could
easily have disposed of double the
quantity. The chief commissioner
assured them that he and his people would help in erecting schools
and hospitals. There are no missionaries or colporteurs of any
. church in the Korat district.
*

Since the French
occupation of this
semi-Chinese country, the Paris Societe des Missions
Evangeliques has had its messengers there. Roman Catholics have
been at work for three centuries,
and their numerous missionaries
are settled in the most fertile
regions, but occupy themselves
with trading more than with gaining' converts. They baptize great
numbers of natives, but these socalled Christians do not differ from
others. Truly regenerated souls
are rare. In writing to the Journal des Missions, M. Bonnet, a colporteur, thus describes the condit.ion of the women of Annam:
Missions in
Annam

The young girls have no names;
they are designated by a number
and in the order of their birth.
When married, they are known by
the name of husband or son. They
do the hardest of the work in the
house and the field, and in the boats
they do the rowing while the husband holds the helm.
When M. Bonnet invites the inhabitants of a village to hear the
Gospel story, the men come; the
women remain at their work. Hav-

pray

ing never been the objects of any
attention, they do not imagine that
the invitation is meant for them.

•.

From Wan-hsien in
Chinese
Burning their Sz-chuen news
comes of 9 families
Idols
having burned their
idols, one of which was represented
by a man, formerly an exorcist,
who destroyed some 5,000 cash
worth of paraphernalia employed
in his trade, and gave his two
gongs to be melted down and made
into a new one to be used in his
own village to call the people to
worship God. Another, a wealthy
scholar who not long ago held
office in Ho-nan, burned his "Litai-chao-mu," a scroll corresponding to the Heaven and Earth tablet of the common people.
Baptisms by The venerable misthe Thousand sionary of the London Missionary Society, Dr. Griffith John, sends home
a most cheering report of the work
of the China Central Mission during 1903. He writes:
We have had a very good year.
I have just been visiting 2 of the
outlying districts, and have been
greatly encouraged by what I saw
and hflard of the progress of the
work. In one district I baptized
131, in the other there were 54 baptized. Our baptisms this year will
not be much under 2,000, the largest number we have ever had in
one year. The high school is doing splendidly, and the theological
school is turning out some very fine
workers. We have, indeed, much
to be thankful for.
A Need in
Chi-nan-fu, the proNorth China vincial capital of
Shantung, was the
cradle of Boxerism. After Peking,
it is the most important town in
north China, and has a population
of about 300,000. Commercially it
is in touch with all the important
cities of the empire, and has a
powerful body of "literati," and
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3,000 Mandarins. Three Confucian
colleges, the great examination
hall of the province, and the new
government college for Western
learning make it a great center for
students, to whom in a few years
the government of the empire will
be committed. The influence emanating from this center is now intensely antichristian, but Shantung missionaries are very desirous
of attempting to disarm this hostility by a systematic dissemination of truth in a way suitable to'
the literary characteristics of the
population. They wish to establish a museum and lecture-room,
with waiting-rooms, where evangelists could converse with vi~itors, a
library and a reading-room, a central preaching-hall, and a private
room where the missionary could
meet with any who showed special
interest. For twenty years they
have been urging the establishment of such an educational and
evangelistic plant at this center of
Confucianism. Fifteen thousand
dollars is asked for by the Baptist
Shantung Mission for this purpose.

**
In China, posters
have been circulated in denunciation of foot-binding. The upper
part of the poster is covered with a
series of illustrations intended to
depict the cruelty and resuts of
foot-binding, while the lower portion is occupied by a statement of
the Anti-Footbinding Society. The
work of this society has received a
great impetus by the action of the
dowager empress in issuing a decree against this ancient practise.
Foot-binding
is Doomed

In an article recently appearing in
The Pacific, entitled " Mis s ion
Reconstruction i n
North China," Rev. A. H. Smith
mentions these lilubstantial benefits
Incidental
Good from
the Boxer
Evil
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which already appear. The American Methodists in Peking have
been able to purchase extensive
properties immediately adjacent to
them, so that their compound now
embraces about 15 acres, while that
in which the Peking University is
situated' covers 25 acres.
The
American Board premises are probably twice their former size, while
those of the American Presbyterian
Mission have been consolidated
into a much better arrangement.
than the two situations formerly
in use. A similar improvement is
observable in the American Board
and the Presbyterian missions at
Pao-ting Fu. At Tientsin 4 contiguous compounds seem likely to
be exchanged-in part, at least-for
others better adapted under the
new conditions to reach the Chinese. The Canada Presbyterians
have had a unique opportunity to
retrieve previous errors of judgment in the location of two of their
stations in northern Honan, and
now enjoy the exclusive possession
of three large and populous prefectural cities directly on the line of
the great trunk route from Peking
to Hankau.
The cooperation in
educational lines of the American
Presbyterians and English Baptists
in Shantung, and of the American
Board, American Presbyterians,
and the London mission in Chihli,
with Peking as a center, are steps
in advance such as, but for the
great upheavel, would probably
have been out of the question.
The Kingdom Let Dr. William
Ashmore set forth
Growing in
the stu pen do u s
China
changes witnessed
in the Celestial Empire since the
first missionary attempted to set
foot upon its soil:
Instead of one man, Morrison,
and his wife, we behold 2,785 missionaries, men and women. Instead of one convert, Liang Afa,
we see 112,000. Instead of one
electronic file created by cafis.org
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preaching-place in a dirty out-ofthe-way alley in Canton, we see 653
preaching centers, and 2,476 subordinate places where the Gospel is
sounding out probably 10,000 times
a week, to say nothing of all the
wayside preaching that is done.
We see great cities occupied and
great audiences gathered-some.times as many as 2,000 at a time.
We see great school buildings going up, colleges and universities
being founded. We see great Bible
societies and great power printingpresses at work. We see numerous
hospitals, with 200 medical missionaries, who treat nearly 200,000
patients annually."
Medical
Chinese m ed i c a l
" Science" in science is Ii ttle betChina
ter than a parody
on what it professes. Surgery is practically unknown. Medicines are nauseous,
expensive, and for the most part
inert. Superstition vitiates every
kind of treatment. Nursing is a
"lost art" never discovered. Foods
for the sick are everything which
they should Dot be, and dieting is
both inconceivable and impossible.
Antiseptics as unknown as the X
rays, and in the absence of sanitation, ventilation, pt oper clothing,
isolation, and general common
sense, nothing but a strong constitution and the mercy of God prevent all patients from dying daily
of unconscious but age-long violation of all tho laws of nature. One's
faith in the germ theory of disease is much shaken by the unassailable fact that the Chinese
race still survives.
REV. ARTHUR.H. SMITH.

How Missions The story will bear
Entered Korea repetition. Protestant m iss i on ary
work in Korea was begun by the
Presbyterian Board, which, in 1884,
sent Horace N. Allen, M.D., now
the distinguished United States
Minister to Korea, as a medical
missionary. Korea was at that
time "a hermit, nation" in spirit,
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its first treaty with a Western nation having been made in 1882.
Dr. and Mrs. Allen found at first
much opposition. But December
s.-:-S, 1884, an insurrection occurred.
All the other foreigners at the capitol hurriedly fled for safety to
Chemulpo, the port. But Dr. and
Mrs. Allen heroically remained to
care for the wounded.
Among
those who were badly injured was
Prince. Min Yong Tk, a nephew of
the king. Hastening'to the palace,
Dr. Allen found the native doctors
about to pour boiling wax into the
wound. He persuaded them to
permit him to treat the case, and
he did it so skilfully that the life
of the prince was saved. The gratitude of the king was unbounded.
He immediately gave Dr. Allen a
hospital, and from that time more
favor was shown to missionary
work. In April, 1885, the Rev.
Horace G. Underwood joined Dr.
Allen, and was the first Protestant
clergyman to enter the empire.
In view of the large
number of Japanese Christians who
are members of the
Greek Church
(nearly 30,000), it is interesting to
note the advice which the Greek
(Russian) Bishop has given to his
branch of the Japanese Church.
He says:
'The relations of Japan and Russia having become somewhat
strained, there are not a few who
think that war may break out between the two countries; and
Christians point out how greatly
our work would be hindered by
such an event. In the first place, I
would say that the less we meddle
with politics the better. We hav.e
really nothing to do with the questions at issue or with the mode of
settlement adopted by the countries concerned. This it is the duty
of the pastors present to impress
upon their flocks.
I pray for
peace; but if war shOUld unfortunately occur, then Japanese Christians must show the depth and
The Dilemma
of RussoJapanese
Christians
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reality of their religious feelings by
fighting manfully in their country's
cause. Christ said that no greater
love can be shown than by a man's
laying down his life for his friends.
A Japanese Christian fighting for
his country is manifesting to the
full this Christian love. Tho you
and
many
of your fellowcountrymen have received your
Christianity from Russia, if war
break out, Russia will become your
enemy, and to fight against the
enemy of your country is your
duty. But, you will ask, Is not this
a violation of the principle that we
are to love our enemies? Not at
all. War can be carried on without hatred. If you fight against
an enemy, it is not because you
hate that enemy, but because you
wish t9 vindicate some principle on
which your country is now laying
emphasis and is bound to defend.
Salvation Anny The
S a I vat ion
in Japan
Army in Japan has
38 corps (stations)
and outposts, 90 officers and cadets
(all but 13 of whom are Japanese),
a home for discharged prisoners
with 40 inmates and a rescue home
for women. At Yokohama the
Army has a home for foreign seamen, where, according to the testimony of foreign residents, the
character of the district formerly
called Blood Town h"ls been greatly
changed. It has also a League of
Mercy, composed almost entirely
of Japanese women, who for several
hours each week visit th&poor and
sick. Experience seems to show
that Salvation Army methods are
particularly suited to reach the
Japanese. Government and people
alike appear to be sympathetic.

AFRICA
Converts from W r i tin g from
Islam in
Tunis, Mr. Arthur
North Africa V. Liley gives a
striking instance of

a Mohammedan's view of Christian
discipleship. "Most of the converts," says Mr. Liley, "continue
to give us great joy. One is most
zealons ill. getting the Arabs into
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the depot in order that he may
read and explain the Word of God
to them. Another has to be careful not to raise the anger of his
bigoted father. The other evening
the young fellow heard his father
praying: '0 Lord, why has my
son become an infidel? If he had
become a drunkard it would not
have mattered, or even got into
bad society. If he had stolen and
was imprisoned, I could set that
right with money; but why, 0
Lord, should this disgrace come
upon me by my son becoming a
Christian? ' "
The Germans have
been having trouble
in their possessions
in Southwest Africa. The native troops have revolted, have torn up the railroads,
wrecked many factories, and killed
some of the settlers. There is considerable agricultural and mining
wealth in this territory, which is
larger than Germany. A German
missionary has written, defending
the Hereros against the charges of
massacring women, children, and
men. Native Christians, the missionary adds, assisted a number of
women and children to reach the
military stations safely. The missionary further aSl!lerts that the
Hereros rebelled partly on account
of the oppressions of the traders,
partly owing to the cruelties inflicted on them, and partly on account of the disregard of the Germans for the sacredness of the
marital relations of the natives.
The atrocities committed by Prince
Prosper von Arenberg helped to
incense the natives. The fact was
forgotten by the Germans that the
mother of Willy Oain tthenative
brutally killed by Prince von Arenberg) was a sister of leading chiefs,
and therefore had African ideas of
princely rank. Finally, the missionary asks: " What German
Hottentot
Trouble in
Demara Land
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count or prince would leave his
sister's wrongs unavenged? " ,
The Rhenish mission of Barmen
conducts work in 25 stations in
German ~outhwest Africa.
*
The Gospel
Among the
Zulus

Writing from Aruppukottai s tat ion,
Mr. Hazen says in
the Herald:

You must not think of our work
here as confined to one church in
one place. Thi13 station covers a
territory of 650 square miles, and
is as large as one of the counties of
your State. It has 600 villages, with
a population of 24,000 souls. Of
these 4,272 are Christians. So far
from being in one congregation,
they are in 81 congregations. The
field is divided into 4 parts, with a
pastor to superintend each part,
and under him are 10 or 11 catechists and a few teachers. Altogether we have 4 pastors, 44 catechists, 50 teachers, male and female,and 13 Biblewomen. Althowe
have 4,272 pers:>lls who attend
church and have renounced idolatry, only 1,127 are church-members.
During the past year we have received into the church on profession
of faith 10<1. That means a steady,
hea.lthy growth, which is quite
gratifying. We are also much
cheered to see our people feel a
sense of responsibility in saving
their own countrymen. They have
given, during the year 1903, $761
for benevolent objects, which is 68
cents per church-member. This,
considering their great poverty, is
doing very well. It is $236 more
than they gave last year.
Christian Unity Three

mISSIOnary
in MadagasclU' soc i e tie shave
wrought lovingly
together side by side for years-the
London, the British Friends, and
the Norwegian Lutheran-with a
fourth, the Paris Society, recently
added. And the arrangement recently made by the London Society
with the Norwegian Missionary
Society for the division of work in
the "South Betsileo country is
another instance of that comity
which is so happy a feature of
Christian work in the mission
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field. Each of the two societies
agrees to retire from certain districts where there is not scope for
both, and in any case in which it
may not be clear which society
ought to withdraw, the question is
to be settled by arbitration. Has
England nothing to learn from
Madagascar in such matters?"
ISLANDS
Methodism
in the
Philippines

OF THE SEA
Concerning
the
work of Protestantism in t Ia e
Philippines,
Dr.
Homer C. Stuntz, superintendent
of Methodist Episcopal missions in
those islands, writes as follo}'Vs:
I confidently expect to see a
Philippine ministry of at least-50
men at work here within 10 years,
and in regular connection with the
annual conference. By that time
the number of local preachers and
exhorters in connection with the
district conferences will run into
the hundreds. We are very grateful to God that, while Rome is
wrangling about what kind of
priesthood she shall provide for the
Philippines, God is helping us raise
up a body of plain men who love
their Bibles and are willing to go
anywhere to do the King's business.
Only 7 of our 68 licensed local
preachers and exhorters and our
2 conference members receive any
money from America and they
are supported by special gifts and
are kept in evangelistic work. Not
one dollar of the appropriations of
the missionary' society has ever
been spent in the Philippine Islands
to pay the salary, traveling expenses, rent, or any other charges
in connection with the native
work.

Addressing the
Presbyterian Social
Union of Philadelphia, on "The Good
Which Protestant
Missions Can Do and Are Doing in
the Philippines," Secretary Taft
said that the time is not ripe for
proselyting, but that great good
can be done by sending to the
islands hospitals, schools, and
Secretary Taft
Speaks of
Philippine
Missions
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churches, "and, above all, highclass clergymen," who can set up
the standard for the people. 'rhe
hygiene of the islands is dreadful.
Ninety per cent. of the people live
in dense ignorance.
Selfgovernment must be postponed until this great percentage of the
people has been educated.
Dr.
Charles Cuthbert Hall said at the
same meeting that the progress of
Christianity in the East is constantly handicapped by the "selfaggression" of the West.
Romaniat
Rev. Francis Price,
Persecution at under date of DeGuam
cember 31st, writes
of an outbreak of
persecution incident to an unfortunate ruling of the governor, which
the Spanish priests interpreted as
giving them liberty to use force
against the Protestants. They
stoned the mission church at
Agana, and attacked the worshipers on the streets and on their way
home from the service. Protests
were made, and the governor admonished the priests, who were
obliged to cease their persecutions.
Mr. Price says:

On the whole, the tide is now
wholly in our favor, and altho we
may be temporarily restrained, we
shall not be the loser in the end.
The Protest:tnt faith has a foothold
such as we little appreciated until
we saw it challenged. For the
overruling Providence which maketh the wrath of man to praise
Him, for the successful closing of
the school year, for the increased
attendance on the Sunday services,
for the general favor and kindness
shown us by the American public,
and for strength and couragE and
faith which enable us tp look forward hopefully to the work of the
coming year, we ren@r hearty
thanks to the Father of., mercies,
being assured that the igood work
He has begun in Guam IJ~ will continue unto the end, and that in His
own time the longed-for and prayed-for times of refreshing shall
come from the presence of the
Lord.
*
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Rev. Mr. Turner, of
New Guinea, reports a great feast
held under Christian auspices, in which people
gathered from all quarters. There
were present 26 native chiefs, many
of them having been leaders in
wholesale riots and massacres.
They all bowed together fervently
in prayer, and after the addresses
the feast was spread, followed by
games and by many expressions of
good will. Mr. Turner exclaimed:
" And what a gathering! Who is
there that can look upon it without
saying, 'This at least is prophetic
of the dawn of a better day in this
part of the interior of New
Guinea' ?Think of it! Here is a
company of some 1,100 natives,
many of whom have not seen one
another before; if they have, it has
only been when facing one another
in battle array. And here are
gathered together representatives
from at least 45 different villages;
villages which, in many cases, have
left each other severely alone, or,
if they have had any dealings with
one another, it has been in terms
of war, bloodshed, terrorism, and
death."
Ex-Cannibals
Feasting
Together

MISCELLANEOUS
Missions Mean "It is a serious
More than
mistake to push the
Money
financial side before
laying the .foundations for a deep and abiding interest in the cause.
In too many
churches "m-i-s-s-i-o-n-s" spells
money. The people hear nothing
whatever of the work, save in connection with the contribution-box.
Mission literature, mission meetings, and mission preaching have
had so much of the ring of the
silver in them that people have
begun to shun them. We who
push the work must never lose
sight of the silver, of course; but the
sooner we learn to bait the hook
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so that people will not see the silver until they are on it, the better
it will Ite for the work. We should
have more mission sermons that
people do not know are mission
sermons, more missionary meetings without collections, more deepening of the spiritual life, more to
interest and instruct pleasantly
without bringing up the idea of
finance-until missions have such
a hold on the people that they will
not shrink from 'closing the bargain' when we name to them the
price."-fllustrated
Missionary
News.
A Fable
for Given

An American quartel' of a dollar, with
the figure of Liberty on it, is said to have looked
down contemptuously on a copper
cent. with the head of a red Indian
on it, and to have said: "Oh,
you dark-skinned, feather-trimmed
barbarian, do you call yourself a
coin? " "Well, whatever I am,"
said the copper cent, "I am oftener
found in missionary meetings than
you are!"
P.
Missions in the Hon. F. S. Stratton,
collector of the port
Eye of a
Business Man of San Francisco,
returning the other
day from a journey of three months
in China, Japan, and the Philippines, said to a representative of
the San Francisco Chronicle:
I went out opposed to the missionary movement in China-at
least, I had no sympathy with it.
All the stock arguments against it
are familiar to me. I, however,
have been converted by what I
have seen.
America leads all
others in philanthropic and religious work in the Orient, and the results, while slow, are, in my opinion, sure, and the foundation is
being splendidly laid.
Commercially speaking, the missionaries
are the advance agents for the
American commercial enterprises.
If business men only underseood
this better, they would assist

[MaY'

rather than discourage evange~istic
work in the East. The Chmese
know nothing about Admiral
Kempff's refusal to fire on the 'l'aku
forts, but they know all about
the eleemosynary work of the
mis::;ionaries, and are grateful to
America.
How
A recent writer in
a Church
The Missionary InFound Herself telligencer of the
Foreign Christian
Missionary Society tells the story
of a " Church that Found Herself."
It is the story of a Church that existed for 60 years without discovering any of her real powers and
capabilities-without learning that
she could live while helping others
to live, and that her own growth
was absolutely dependent upon the
development of an unselfish missionary disposition. And this is
what the old, conservative Church,
under the leadership of a young,
consecrated, and aggressive pastor
found: (1) that she could support a
foreign missionary, and raise the
money in advance; (2) that she
could support a home missionary,
and pay the money in advance; (3)
that she could have a state missionary, and furnish his salary in advance; (4) that she could also iucrease her pastor's salary onefourth, and besides make handsome
gains in all the other benevolences
of the Church. And she did all this
after finding that the old "omnibus" or "bunching" plan of giving
for missions had never permitted
her to know her real ability.

Serving God Dr. Alexander Maclaren says: "Giving
with
is essential to the
Mammon
completeness
0 f
Christian character. It is the
crowning grace, because it is the
manifestation of the highest excellence. It is the result of sympathy,
unselfishness, of contact with
Christ, of drinking in of His
spirit." Mr. Speer says: "We can
electronic file created by cafis.org
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not serve God and Mammon, but
we can serve God with Mammon."
Dr. Chapman urges Christians to
"give until it hurts, and then
keep on giving until it does not
hurt." ,. There is needed one more
revival," declares Horace Bushnell,
"a revival of Christian giving.
When that revival comes the King.
dom of God will come in a day."
The great Apostle Paul said: "As
ye abound in faith and utterance
and knowledge, and in all earnest.
ness and in your love, see that ye
abound in this grace (of giving)
abo." And He who glwe all, even
to the sac rice of His own life, said:
"It is more blessed to give than to
receive."
,OBITUARY

Rev. B. W.
Labaree.
of Persia

It is with a very

keen sense of sor·
row that we record
the murder of Rev.
Benjamin W. Labaree, by Moham·
medan brigands, in Persia, on
March 9th. A cablegram received
by his brother, Rev. Robert M.
Labaree, of Doylestown, Pa., reads
as follows:
Returning from Khoi prudently,
servant shot; Labaree taken to
hill, daggered. Motives obscure.
Sympathy intense. Government
active.
This seems to indicate that Mr.
Labaree was not traveling reckless·
lyon by-roads or at night. He was
returnin'g from escorting a lady
missionary to Tabriz. The mur·
del' took place near Salmas, 60 miles
frum Urumia, and was a deliberate
one. The motives for it seem to
have been more than simple rob.
bery. The people as a whole sym·
pathize with the missionaries, and
the weak and inefficient govern·
ment of Persia intends to punish
the offenders.
Mr. Labaree was 39 years of age
and was born in Persia, where his
father has been laboring for 50
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years as an exceptionally noble
and efficient missionary of the
Presbyterian Board. The son was
educated in America, and returned
in 1893 as a missionary to Persia,
where he was stationed at Urumia.
He was a most lovable character,
and had already been permitted
to do excellent service in Persia.
He leaves a wife and two children,
the former a daughter of Rev. Dr.
H. A. Schauffier, of Cleveland.
Details of the murder have not
yet been received, but a cablegram
announced that the murderer has
been identified as Si Jafa, a fanati·
cal bandit, who claimes to be a
lineal descendant of Mohammed.

*
When the Rev.
William
William Speer,
Speer. of
Pennsylvania D.D., LL.D., en·
tered into rest at
his home in Washington. Pa., February 16, 1904, it was the close of a
long and a useful life. He was
born at New Alexandria, Pa., April
24, 1822, and was graduated at Kenyon College, Ohio, in 1840, in the
same class with Rutherford B.
Hayes, and entered the Western
Theological Seminary in the fall of
1843. He was ordained June 16,
1846, with a view to foreign missionary work in China, and with
two colleagues established the first
mission of the Presbyterian Board
in Canton, China. Failing health
compelled his return to the United
States in 1850, gnd after two years
spent in the service of the Board of
Education, he went to labor among
the Chinese in California. For
five years he devoted himself with
unremitting energy to this work.
For several years he edited a
Chinese and English paper, built a
mission house, ol'ga,nized a Chinese
church, initia,ted and directed the
a,gitation which secured a repeal of
acts passed in 1854-5, excluding
Chinese from mines, visited the
electronic file created by cafis.org
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Sandwich Islands, and established
a Chinese mission in Hawaii.
In 1865 he was elected Secretary
of the Board of Education at Philadelphia, an office which he held
more than ten years.
*
Rev. Robert Rev. Robert LenLennington, nington, a veteran
of Brazil
missionary to Brazil, died in Jacksonville, Ill., on December 26th of
last year. Born in 1833, he was
ordained in 1862, on the completion
of his seminary course at Princeton. His first mission was to the
exiled Portuguese of the Madeiras.
He entered Brazil in 1867, where he
founded the Parana Mission of the
Presbyterian Church. He had the
rare privilege of seeing his son,
Frederick Lennington, take up the
same work.as he laid it down.
J. W. P.

NOTICES

The twenty-first
annual meeting of
the International
Missionary Union
will be held at Clifton Springs,
N. Y., June 1-7,1904.
All evangelical foreign missionaries are invited, and are eligible to
membership, and, as such, are entertained free. The general theme
for the June conference will be
" Christianity in Conflict with
Non-Christian Religions." As this
is the centennial year of the British
and Foreign Bible Society, special
emphasis and time will be given to
the Bible as the weapon in the conflict. A large number of missionaries fresh from their respective
fields will be present to give the
most recent intelligence of the missionary outlook in other lands.
New appointees will find it greatly
to their advantage to attend, as
International
Missionary
Union

[May

special classes are arranged for
them.
Further information can be obtained from Mrs. C. C. Thayer,
Olifton Springs, N. Y.
*
Young People's The dates of the
Conference. sum mer conferences of the Young
People's Missionary Movement are
officially announced as follows:
The Western Conference at Winona Lake, Indiana, June 17-26; the
Southern Conference at Lookout
Mountain, Tenn., July 1-10; and
the Northern Conference at Silver
Bay, on Lake George, N. Y., July
22--31.
The Winona gathering will be
the first of these conferences to be
held in the West; this will be the
second year for the Southern Conference and the third for Silver
Bay.
The purpose of these conferences
is to afford a practical trainingschool for missionary workers in
Sunday-schools and young people's
societies, and to combine with such
training the facilities for rest and
recreation that most Christian
workers are obliged to seek in connection with their brief snmmer
vacations. The list of speakers is
exceptionally attractive.
Missionary secretaries and other
leaders who are in closest touch
with church activities have come
to regard these summer conferences
as ·one of the most effective agencies for the better equipment of
young people for leadership in missionary work in the local church.
They have proved most enjoyable
and stimUlating.
Additional information conderning theie conferences may be had
by addressing the Young People's
Missionary Movement, 156 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.
*
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SOME WEST AFHICAN NATIVES AT HOME

A WEST AFRICAN RELIGIOUS CEREMONY-THE EOUN

This is a man dressed in animal skins. H e is said to be risen from t he dead, and no
woman dare say it is a man, on pain of death . The people worship him as a god, tho
they know it is all a fraud .

PICTURES OF WEST AFRICAN HEATHENISM
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HEATHENISM AS IT IS IN WEST AFRICA*
BY REV. ROBERT H. MUJ,LIGAN, LIBREVILLE, GABOON, WEST AFRICA
Missionary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions

In West Africa there appeared, not long ago, an extract from a
recent book criticizing Belgian misrule and cruelty on the Kongo, in
which the writer (I do not know his name, and have to confess that I
never heard of his bO'Jk before) classes the missionary with the '
nnspeakable Belgian, and asks: "What rel~ious furies, with unholy
rage, have demolished those weird gods, and disturbed fervent but
unobtruding piety in the exercise of its duties?" It is needless t!)
remark upon the unusual literary quality of this luminous passage. If
it seems to some to be the utterance of a frenzied mind, we may insist
that frenzy is akin to poetic genius. One wonders, however, at finding such passages as the above quoted in West Africa from time to
time, with apparent appreciation. For that journal is at present
making an earnest appeal to the world against the atrocities of the
Belgian on the Kongo, and the classifying of Christian missionaries
with Belgians is not unlikely to render that appeal ineffectual with the
public. For the dull public, notwithstanding that light is come (in
such anti-missionary inspiration as the above), is still so unenlightened and uncomprehending that they believe in the missionary;
and they will even believe in the Belgian if they find him regularly
classified with the missionary. Knowing something of the Kongo,
and having many intimate friends among its missionaries, I need
scarcely say that I wish the Kongo might be taken from the Belgians, and I deplore the public apathy and indifference to what
seems to me to be one of the plague-spots of the world. But I need
only appeal to the columns of West Africa for witness that the
evidence against the Belgians depends upon the testimony of missionaries more than upon anything else, inasmuch as, living in close contact with the people and speaking their language, they have the best
opportnnity for knowing the real conditions, and, besides, having no
trade interests at stake, their testimony is trusted by the public.
It may not be in good taste to apply to the language of sublime
emotion the commonplace test of facts, nor to suggest that even genius
.The illustration accompanying this article was not supplied by the author, and relates to
another district of West Africa. It has an interest, however, connected with this subject.
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is nnder moral obligation to tell the truth. Yet it is convenient to
take the words quoted above as a mere point of departure in saying
what I was going to say anyhow. The writer speaks of the" weird
gods" of the natives, and their" fervent but unobtruding piety." I
would submit (respectfully) the following exceptions: that the gods of
the natives are not "wierd," and are not" gods"; and that native
piety is not ,i fervent," not "unobtruding," and is not "piety." It
would be interesting to discuss the native religion in each of these
particulars and put it beyond doubt, but space permits me only to
offer a few suggestions to thoughtful minds.
The natives of the Kongo State belong to the Bantu tribes, of which
the largest division is probably the Fang, among whom I labor at
Gaboon and in the adjacent interior. The religious beliefs and
practises of all the Bantu tribes are so nearly uniform that to
describe those of one tribe is to describe those of all. The most
fundamental of the beliefs that affect man's character and conduct
is his belief regarding tlie character of God and God's relation to
man. This can not fail to influence his character and life. The
Bantu natives conceive of God as a personal being who made the
heavens and the earth, and created man. But they do not fear, love,
reverence, or worship Him. In certain of their fables He figures as
a being whose deeds are foolish, wanton, and wicked; it would be
shocking profanity to repeat some of these fables. God takes no
interest in the world which He has made. He looks down with
indifference upon all its cruelty, its sorrow, and its sin. If He interferes at all in human affairs it is, perhaps, to make mischief, or to confuse and distress men and women for His amusement. Such a god is
not" wierd," but wicked. The most that the natives desire of their god
is that he behave and let them alone; and to this end they let him alone.
We missionaries, in what the critic calls" unholy rage," have gone
into their towns far and near, and, sitting down quietly among them,
have told them that God always" behaves"; that He loves righteousness and hates iniquity; that He loves them as a father loves his children; that their sins grieve Him, and that He will surely punish their
atrocious cruelties. We have succeeded in changing their idea of God
so far that we have divested His character of all that is filthy and
wicked; and, presenting thfl life and character of Jesus, have taught
them that God is such a one as Jesus was while on earth. In this it
would seem that we have outraged the holy feelings of our critic and
his friends.
West African Fetish Worship

But I wish to speak not so much of God the Creator whom they
do not worship as of those so-called gods whom they actually worship,
and whom, according to our critic, we missionaries have" demolished."
We note, by the way, that most of our critics Bay that we ha.ve demolelectronic file created by cafis.org
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ished nothing and have accomplished nothing. The writer unwittingly
pays us a. distinct compliment, and directly contradicts his fellows.
A few weeks ago, in a certain town which I was visiting for the '
first time, an old man came and laid at my feet his most sacred fetish.
It was in a small cylindrical box of bark, made for the purpose of holding this kind of fetish. The
women, when they saw the
box, turned and fled for their
lives, first putting their
hands over their ears lest
they hear the old man's
words and die. They are
not supposed to know the
contents of the box, and tho
they do know they aTe ready
at any moment to take Ii
solemn oath that they do
not. This box contained,
first and chiefly, the brains
of the old man's father, who
had gained eminence and
success according to Fang
ideals. Immediately after
this man's death his son had
split his head open with an
ax, had scooped out the
brains, and had then mixed
them with dry white clay.
To this he had added one of
the old man's teeth, and a
bit of his hair and fingerTWO UGUMBA IDOLS OF WEST AFRICA
nails; also a strip of flesh
cut from the dead man's arm and dried over the fire. When the owner
of such a fetish is about to engage in any considerable enterprise he
ru bs a portion of these brains upon his forehead, and thereby possesses
himself of all the serviceable qualities of the original-his adroitness
in lying, his skill in cheating, his cleverness in stealing goods, capturing other men's wives and killing his enemies. If he is going to talk
a big" palaver" he places the strip of dried flesh in his mouth,
between his teeth and his cheek, and keeps it thel'e all the time he is
talking, that he may be eloquent and successful.
This is a specimen of the" gods" that we "religious furies" have
demolished. , That the influence of this particular god so morally
elevating nO man would suggest. It must be, then, because of its
esthetic vahie that the critic bewails its fall I If, however, he could
electronic file created by cafis.org
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only smell it I am sure that his esthetic regrets would be dispelled forever. '1'he man who gave me this fetish, if asked the reason for his
action, would reply that a neighboring chief (one whom I had instructed) had come to them, not to make war and kill, as formerly,
but in spirit of peace, and had stayed with them many days, in order
to tell them the things which he had recently learned. The chief had
said that he and they must stop making wltr with each other, that one
God was Father of all, who also loved them all; that they must throw
away their fetishes, entrust themselves to God's care, believe in His
Son, and do right; that even if they suffered for it in this world, there
was a life to come in which their faith and righteousness would be
fully rewarded.
But the most common fetish of this order is simply the skull of
the father, which the son keeps in a box and worships. The father
occasionally speaks to the son in dreams, and frequently communicates with him by omens. Those who have these skulls form a secret
society, the members of which, by the aid of the departed fathers,
have success in all their enterprises, good and evil, and tyrannize over
others with the utmost cruelty. They believe that the skull, after
receiving professional treatment by the head of the society, becomes
the residence of the dead father, who wanders about at will, but
returns to the skull as to his home. The son, in order to avoid the
wrath of the departed father and to obtain his help, will. keep the
skull comfortably warm and dry, occasionally rubbing it with oil and
redwood powder, and will feed it bountifully.
The process of feeding it is interesting. Before going on a hunting expedition the son will open the box, and, addressing his father
audibly, 'will ask his help, and promise that if he is successful he will
give him a goodly portion of the game. If he neglect this duty for
a length of time he finds that when he meets an animal in the forest
his gun will not fire, and he may even be helpless before his enemies.
If you knew the kind of gun he uses you would not think it necessary
to go so far for an explanation of the fact that it often fails him in a
critical moment. When the son returns with game he again opens
the box and places the meat before the skull. Then he closes the
house against all possibility of intrusion, and goes away while the
father eats. After a while he comes back, and altho he finds the meat
exactly as he left it, he imagines that in some mysterious way his
father has eaten it and yet left it-an ancient mystery. He then eats
it himself, or shares it with the men of the society. Since it has been
offered to the dead father it is now sacred, and he can not allow his
wife or children to taste it under any circumstances. You may be
sure that the men offer up to the father all the game that they procure, and if the women and children are left hungry they can at least
admire" fervent but unobtruding piety in the exercise of its duties."
electronic file created by cafis.org
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The women have no part in this religion. They are not supposed
to know what the sacred thing is which the men keep in those boxes;
and if they become curious or talk too much about it, they must expect
to become sick and die, as the result of the wrath of the departed
spirit. In such cases the truth probably is that they are poisoned by
the society.
A man frequently invokes the aid of this fetish to prevent secret
immorality on the part of his wife; not that he objects to the immorality, but he wants to know about it that he can collect pay. It is
only on this latter score that he deems himself wronged. He therefore compounds a certain "medicine," the ingredients of which
include a lock of his wife's hair, her saliva, cuttings of her fingernails and toe-nails, dirt rubbed from her arms, and other things which
it would be indecent to describe. This medicine he puts into the box
with the father's skull, and now, it is believed, if his wife keeps
immorality a secret from him, she will surely die. Sometimes she no
dou bt does die, as a psychological consequence of her belief in this fetish.
Fear frequently drives a woman to a tardy confession, which, however,
affords her but small relief; for everybody will tell her that she is
going to die "sure." " You're a corpse," says one. "You are failing every day," says another. So the woman is morally compelled to
die, and she yields to the inevitable.
The initiation of the boys and young men into this society lasts
several days, sometimes a week. In some tribes it is accompanied by
humiliating, degrading, and unspeakably filthy performances. Only
a few days ago one of my former schoolboys died as the result of this
initiation. But what are we to think when we find a class of men
working themselves into a frenzy of indignation over the loss of these
and similar exercises of "piety" that missionaries must not describe
because of their indecency?
If those tearful friends of fetishism desire these particular fetishes,
they can easily procure them, for the natives are giving them up
wherever the light of the Gospel has penetrated. There are around
me many young men and boys to whom all these things are almost as
repulsive as they are to me. I can also testify that ~hey are as far
removed from the heathen natives in morals and character as in their
beliefs.
Accused of Killing Her Husband

Not long ago Mba Obam, the elder of the Fang .Ohurch of Ayol,
which is under my care, died. For many years he and his wife had
lived a pure and exemplary life in the midst of the darkest heathenism. When he died they accused his wife of having made "medicine" to kill him. This medicine is not any native poison; it is supposed to act supernaturally. It is such a mixture as that already
described with which a man would kill his wife for secret immorality.

~
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As a rule, it does not even come in actual contact with the victim.
Mba died of a lingering sickness well known to them; but they have
become so unbalanced mentally by belief in magic and witchcraft, and
the consequent habit of relating everything to the supernatural, that
they have no real comprehension of the natural law of cause and effect.
Every death among them is attributed to magic or witchcraft, and if
they are not diligent iu punishing it, they believe that the spirit of
the dead will inflict disaster and even death. Mba had completely
broken with all these beliefs, had defended the victims of cruelty, and
had uharged the people, in case of his own death, not to touch his wife.
~ut tho they had regarded him with respect and reverence during his
life, yet at his death custom and belief asserted tyrannous authority,
and they charged his Ohristian wife Sarah with having killed him.
She had to bear this charge and its punishment, together with the
burden of her sorrow for the death of her husband, whom she truly
loved. The chief man of the town, having stripped her almost naked,
placed her on her hands and knees in the middle of the street, and
bound upon her back a heavy load of plantain stocks; then two men
sat on top of the load 6n her back, and thus all the men of the town,
in their "fervent but unobtruding piety," drove the woman up and
down the street on her hands and knees until they nearly killed her.
'rhis inhuman performance was repeated at regular intervals until
Sarah, from her town, thirty miles from here, managed to send a message to me. I went in all haste, and" disturbed" this exercise with a
strong stick. When. I had "demolished" it there was a mark of
blood on the stick.
It may not be altogeter aside from my purpose if I relate the sequel
of this story. The chief, Esona, who had inflicted all this cruelty upon
Sarah, announced a few days later that he was going to marry her. He
already had eight wives, and the thought of such a marriage was most
repugnant to Sarah; but she was compelled to marry him. Polygamy
is not always a happy iustitution, even in Africa. The eight former
wives were augry and jealous, and, being powerless to injure Esona,
they revenged themselves upon Sarah. One day, shortly after the
marriage, as she was walking along the street, they suddenly made an
attack upon her with knives, and might have killed her, but she was
rescued by some men after receiving several wounds. Then the wiv.es
tried another expedient. Four women from different towns came to
Esona and solemllly told him that they had had a dream regarding
him, all four of them exactly the same dream, on the same night.
They had seen Mba, Sarah's dead husband, and he was very angry
that Esona had married her, and said that he would trouble him and
even kill him if he did not put her away. A few days later this word
was confirmed when five houses in Esona's town were burned to the
ground. They knew perfectly well that the fire had been started a.ccielectronic file created by cafis.org
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dentally by a young man who threw live coals on some dried thatch.
Nevertheless, with one voice the people attributed the fire to Mba,
and Esona, in fear, set Sarah free.
If it be supposed that in this brief sketch I have presented the
lowest beliefs of the natives, and the exceptional rather than the ordinary effects of these beliefs, I may say that I have begun with the
highest, their belief regarding God, and have taken the next in order,
the worship of their ancestors, with its ordinary and invariable
accompaniments. After this one would naturally consider the great
mass of their more common fetishes, which are little or nothing more
than charms or amulets to inflict and to protect against evil. The
African does not conceive that a spirit resides in these fetishes, as
is commonly supposed, nor that they act intelligently. In their regard
for them one might compare these fetishes to the horseshoe which the
negro in America hangs over his door for luck, but the effect is much
more serious. Tho not so fundamental in the native religion as the
ancestor-worship, yet they occupy the attention of the native more,
and their influence is more constant. They are used also by women.
This form of fetishism is lower, more degrading mentally and morally,
and far more cruel, on the whole, than that which I have described.
It is don btful whether these fetishes, or even the ancestors' skulls,
ought to be called "gods," and it is certain that their attitude toward
them can not be called" piety." These fetishes are called" medicines,"
and are used for eyery conceivable purpose.
Still lower than this form of fetishism is the native belief in witchcraft, which in abject fear and diabolical cruelty has never had a rival
in the world. The story of the power which a remnant belief in
witchcraft has exercised in civilized and even Christian communities
is one of the darkest pages in their history. Imagine all the restraints
of civilization and the light of Christianity withdrawn from those
communities, and you may form an idea of witchcraft in Africa.,.
No moral man can defend the native religion of Africa or bewail
its loss except through ignorance, and such ignorance is most culpable in men who profess to know, who also undertake to inform the
public, and who indulge offensive criticism of all who differ from
them. Those who would drive out the Belgian without giving the
native the knowledge of religious truth would leave him subject to
a slavery more abject and a bondage more cruel than that of any
human taskmaster. They would throw open his prison doors, but
leave him bound to the ground in chains. They would give him the
vision of a freedom which is not for him until he knows the truth
revealed in Christ, which alone can make him free.
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A SERIOUS PROBLEM IN MISSIONS
SALARIES AND THE INCREASED COST OF LIVING IN ASIA
BY THE REV. ARTHUR JUDSON BROWN, D.D., NEW YORK CITY
Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions

So far as this problem affects the Christians of Asia and the parents
of pupils in mission schools, neither boards nor missions can give
adequate relief. Abroad as well as at home, it must remain the inexorable rule that a Christian man should live within his income and
buy new things only as he can pay for them. Any other policy would
mean utter ruin. Here also men must" work out their own salvation," and the missionary, while trying to lift men out of barbarous
social conditions on the one hand, should, on the other hand, resolutely
oppose the improvident eagerness which leads a blanketed Sioux Indian
to buy on credit a rubber-tired surrey.
But what is to be done about the native ministers, teachers, evangelists, and Bible women who find it ntterly impossible to live on the
salaries which they received a decade ago. The problem of the ordinary minister and helper is not so difficult. Springing from the
common people, accustomed from their childhood to a meager scale of
living, the small salaries which the people can pay either in full or in
large part are usually equal to the income which they would have had
if they had not become Ohristians. But some n&.tive ministers come
from a higher social grade. They are men of education and refinement. They can not live in a mud hut, go barefooted, wear only a
loin-cloth, and subsist on a few cents worth of rice a day. They must
not only have better houses and food and clothing, but they must have
books and periodicals ilnd the other apparatus of educated men.
These things are not only necessary to their own maintenance, but
they are essential to the work, for these men are our main reliance
for influencing the upper classes for Ohrist. It is not a question of
luxury or self-indulgence-nobody thinks of that-but of bare respectability, of the simple decencies of life which are enjoyed by an American mechanic as distinguished from the poverty which falls below
the level of self-respect for a cultivated family. But this requires a
salary which, save in a very few places, can not at present be paid by
the churches. "Our pastors," says Dr. Lucas, of India, "are supposed
to live as the middle class of their people do, but of late years, with
the great rise in prices, they are living below the middle class."
The consequences are not only pinching poverty, but sometimes a
feeling of wrong, and, in some cases, a yielding to temptation. One
Chinese pastor, for example, who was trying ·to support a wife and five
children on $10 Mex. ($5) a mouth, shipwrecked his influence by trying to supplement his scanty income by helping in lawsuits. Oan
we wonder that he felt obliged to do something-almost anything?
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But who is to pay the higher salaries which are now so necessary?
The first impulse is to look to the mission boards in the United States,
and accordingly all over Asia missions are importunately calling for
increased appropriations. But whatever temporary and sporadic
relief may be given in this way, as a permanent remedy it is plainly
impossible. If the conditions were simply sporadic and local, the case
might be different. But they are universal, or are fast becoming so,
and they will be permanent. It is quite visionary to suppose that the
income of the mission boards will permit them to meet the whole or
even the larger part of the increased cost of Ii ving among the myriads
of ministers, teachers, and helpers in the growing churches of Asia.
There are now seventy-seven thousand three hundred and thirty-eight
of such native pastors and agents, and every year swells the number.
American Christians can not reasonably be expected to add such an
er..ormous burden to the already large responsibilities which they are
carrying in their varied forms of home work and the present sCILIe of
foreign missionary expenditurQ. Even if they could and would, it
would be at the expense of all further enlargement of the work, and
at the same time it would still further weaken an already we~k sense
of self-reliance among the native ministers and helpers of Asia.
Moreover, the average Christian worker and giver in America is
feeling the same strain himself. The so-called" era of prosperity"
has given more steady employment to the mechanic and unskilled
laborer, has given better markets to the producer, and has enormously
increased the wealth of many who were already rich. But the men on
fixed salaries, who form the bulk of our church membership, find that
"prosperity" has greatly increased the cost of living without prol'ortionately increasing salaries. Consequently, hundreds of thousands
of American church-members are worse off than they were in "hard
times." Tables presented to the arbitration committee which
investigated the grievances of the employees of the Union Traction Committee in Chicago in 1902, showed that the pricc of thirtyseven necessary articles had gone up and fifteen had decreased, while
the street-car employees had worked for the same wages for sixteen
years. The average advance in the cost of living was given at forty
per cent. in five years.* In such circumstances it is clearly out of the
question for the Ohristians of the United States to meet these enlarged
demands for the support of their .own families, and in addition meet
them for multitudes of Christians in Asia.
If, then, the problem of the increased cost of living in Asia can
not be solved by increased gifts from America, what other solutions are
possible? As an experienced missionary says: "To ask for more from
• Percentages vary in ditl'erent localities. but nfter making all reasonable allowances, the
general and IncontestablE' fact remain, that the expeuse of living in America has seriously
Increased.
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America seems like a step backward; but to leave matters as they are
is to see our churches seriously crippled."
Four Possible Solutions

First. Stop all expansion of the work, and use any increase in
receipts to raise salaries. This is undoubtedly worthy of thoughtful
consideration. To what extent is it right to open new fields and
enlarge old ones when the workers now employed are inadequately
paid? Plainly, the mission boards should carefully consider this aspect
of the question. As a matter of fact, many of them have already considered it. The Presbyterian Board has repeatedly declined urgent
requests to establish new stations, on the ground that it could not do
so in justice to its existing work. But as a practical solution this
method is open to serious difficulties. A living work must gro)V, and
the living forces which govern that growth are more or less beyond
the control of the boards. The boards are amenable to their constituencies, and those constituencies sometimes imperatively demand
the occupation of a new field, as, for example, they did in the case of
the Philippine Islands, some boards which at first decided not to enter
the Philippines being afterward actually forced into them by a pressure
of denominational opinion which they could not ignore. Moreover,
the missionaries themselves are equally insistent in their demands for
for enlargement. Some boards are literally deluged with such appeals.
The missionaries who have most strenuously insisted on the policy of
no further expansion till the existing work is better sustained have
sometimes been the very ones who have strongly urged that an exception should be made in their particular fields, without realizing that
the argument from" exceptions" is so often pressed that it is really
the rule and not the exception at all. And the churches and missionaries are usually right. The argument that new work should not be
undertaken until the existing work is adequately supported, would
have made Paul and Barnabas disobey the call of the Holy Ghost to
leave the little church in needy Antioch to preach in other regions,
would have prevented the extension of Christianity into England and
Germany and America, and would now strangle all foreign missionary
effort, for we are repeatedly told that our land is not yet Christianized.
God is calling His people to go forward. His voice is frequently very
plain, and the boards, with all their care and conservatism, are then
obliged to expand.
Second. Diminish the number of native pastors, helpers, and
teachers, and increase their work. In some places this might be done
by grouping congregations and fields. But the places where this could
be wisely effected are so few that the relief to the situation, as a whole,
would not be appreciable, especially as the native Christians would not
give so liberally under such an arrangement. Their sense of responsielectronic file created by cafis.org
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bility would be weakened if they had only a half or a quarter of a
pastor's time instead of the whole of it. Besides, the native force is
far too small now. Instead of being diminished, it should be largely
increased. The great work of the future must be done by native ministers. If Asia is ever to be evangelized, the work will oe largely done
by Asiatic evangelists. To deliberately adopt the policy of restricting
the number of such evangelists and teachers would be suicidal. As a
solution, therefore, this method is quite impracticable, as it would be
a relief at the expense of efficiency.
Third. Expect native leaders to earn their own living, eithklr
wholly or in part. There is Pauline example for this method. Some
of the Presbyterian missionaries in Laos have adopted it by inducing
the members of a given congregation to secure a rice-field and a humble house for their minister. The Koreamissionaries have very successfully worked this method by insisting that the leaders of groups
shall continue in their former occupations, and give their services to
Christian work without pay, in some such way as Sunday-school
superintendents and other unpaid workers do in America. This
method is deserving of wider adoption. It would give considerable
relief in many other fields. It was probably the way that the early
church grew. "Two opinions," says Dr. J. J. Lucas, "have been held
in regard to the basis on which the salaries of native agents should be
fixed. One is that such a salary should be paid as would remove all
excuse for engaging in secular work, demanding all the time of the
pastor for spiritual work; another is, that acknowledging the salary
to be insufficient, the pastors be expected to supplement it by what
they can get from field and vineyard. If self-support is to be aimed
at, at all cost, then the Jatter plan is the only feasible one, with the
dangers of its abuse. There is no doubt, however, that a man who
loves the Gospel ministry, and is devoted to it can, without the neglect of spiritual affairs, do enough outside to materially lessen the
burden that would fall on the Ohurch in his support." But this
method of itself would hardly solve the problem. However well
adapted to the beginnings of mission work, it fails to provide a
properly qualified native leadership. To do efficient work, a native
pastor must giv.e his whole time to it, and to that end he must have a
salary which will make him" free from worldly cares and avocations."
We insist on this in the United States, and the reasons for such a
policy are as strong on the foreign field. The minister in Asia as well
as the minister in America must have a salary. The laborer is worthy
of his hire.
Fourth. Insist upon a larger measure of self-support. The native
churches must be led to a fuller responsibility in this matter. Grave
as are the temporary embarrassments which the increased cost of living is forcing upon them, and trying as is the permanent distress of
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some of them, yet as a whole the economic revolution will undoubtedly enlarge the earning capacity of the native Ohristians. Indeed,
the new principles of life which the Gospel bring!'! should make them
among the first to profit by the changed conditions, and as their
wealth increases, their spirit of giving should, and under the wise
leadership of the missionaries undoubtedly will, increase. For these
reasons, the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions took the following action July 2, 1900:
As having reference to the question of self-support of the native
churches on the mission field, and in view of the fact that some of its
missions are proposing to increase the salaries of native preachers and
helpers on account of the increased cost of living, the board is constrained to look with no little apprehension upon the prospe~t of continuing and increasing demands of foreign aid in proportion to the contributions made by the churches themsel ves. Increased intercourse of
Eastern nations with those of the West has led and will still further
lead to a gradual assimilation to Western ways and Western prices, and
unless the self-reliant spirit of the churches can be stimulated to a proportionate advance, there is a sure prospect that the drafts upon mission
funds will be larger and larger in proportion to the amount of work
accomplished. In view of these considerations, it was resolved that the
missions in which such increase is proposed be earnestly requested to
arouse the churches to the purpose and the endeavor to meet this
increased expenditure, instead of laying still larger burdens upon the
resources of foreign funds. The board deems this necessary not merely
to the interest of its expanding work, but to the self-reliant character,
the future stability and self-propagating power of the churches themselves.

There appears to be no alternative. And yet this policy, while
adhered to, should be enforced with reasonable discretion and due
regard to" this present distress." How can Christians, who can barely
live themselves and pay a half or two-thirds of their pastor's present
support, suddenly meet this call for enlarged salaries? For reasons I
have already given, it is harder for them to make ends meet now than
it was in the old days of primitive simplicity, while in many places,
notably in India, and some parts of China, a profession of Ohristianity is followed by a business and social ostracism, so that the Christian is impoverished by the loss of employment which he already
had. In these circumstances, both board and missions must simply
do the best they can, and neither allow the emergency to sweep them
into a mistaken charity which would be fatal to the ultimate interests
of the cause, nor allow a valuable native worker to suffer for the
necessaries of life.
It is idle, however, to urge as a reason for increasing the salaries
of native Ohristian pastors, teachers, and helpers, that a qualified
Asiatic can earn more in commercial life than in the ministry. Such
a.rguments often come to mission boards. But Christian work can not
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compete with business in financial inducements either at home or
abroad. It is notorious that iu America ministers and church workers
generally do not receive the compensation which they could command
in secular employments or professions. The qualitie! which bring
success in the ministry are, as a rule, far more liberally remunerated
in secular life. The preacher who can command $6,000 or $8,000 in
the pulpit could probably command three or four times that amount
in the law or in business. Men who are as eminent in other professions and in the commercial world as the most eminent clergymen
are in the ministry usually have incomes ranging from $20,000 to
$100,000 a year, and have no "dead line" of age either. As for other
ministers, the Rev. Dr. B. L. Agnew, Secretary of the Presbyterian
Board of Ministerial Relief, is authority for t~e statement that the
average salary of ministers in the United States does not equal the
wages of a mechanic. A missionary writes: "Practically all our native
pastors are underpaid." The same thing might be said of all the
home missionaries and of two-thirds of the pastors of the other churches
at home.
The churches of America can not, or at any ra.te will not, do for
the native ministers of Asia what they are ,not doing for their own
ministers. The world over the rewards of Christ's service are not
financial. rrhose who seek that service must be content with modest.
support, sometimes even with sore poverty. This is not a reason for
the home churches to be content with their present scale of missionary
gi ving, nor doe!! it mean that mission boards are disposed to refuse
requests for appropriations. The boards are straining every nerve to
secure a more generous support, and they will gladly send all they can
to the missions on the field. But it is a reason for impressing more
strongly upon the young men in the churches of Asia that they should
consecrate themselves to the Master's service from a higher motive
than financial support, and that while the boards will continue to giva
all the assistance that is in their power, still the permanent dependence of the ministers of Asia must be in increasing measure upon
the Christians of Asia, and not upon the Christians of America. Hundreds of native pastors are already realizing this, and are manifesting
a self-sacrificing courage and devotion which are beyond all prailie.
Said Mr. Fitch, of Ningpo, to a Chinese youth of fine education and
exceptional ability: "Suppose a business man should offer you $100 a
month, and at the same time you had the way opened to you to study
for the ministry, and, lifter entering it, to get from $20 to $30a month,
which would you take?" And the youth answered: .. I would enter
the ministry." He is now teaching in a mission school for $12 a.
month, tho he could easily command $30 a month in a business position. The hope of the churches of Asia is in such men.
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THE WORD "ISLAM"
BY CANON EDWARD SELL, OF MADRAS, INDIA,

1865

The Honorable Mr. Justice Syed Amir Ali, commenting on the
word Islam, says: "The word does not imply, as is commonly supposed, absolute submission to God's will, but means, on the contrary,
striving after righteousness." There seems to be some ground for
this statement in the text: "There are some among us who have gone
astray. And whoso is a Moslem he seeketh after the right way."
The word aslama (became Moslem) is interpreted by the commentators to mean" those who placed the neck under the order of God,"
"those who came under the order,"" those who sincerely accept the
dogma of the Unity of God." The word Islam is not found in the
early Meccan Suras. It occurs twice in late Meccan ones: "That
man's breast will be open to Islam" ; "Shall he, then, whose breast
God has opened to Islam? " It occurs four times in Madina Suras:
"The true religion with God as Islam"; "Whoso desireth any other
religion than Islam, that religion shall not be accepted from him ";
" It is my pleasure that Islam be your religion," and "Who more impious than he who, when called to Islam, deviseth a falsehood concerning God?"
A contrast between iman, or faith, and Islam is shown in the
text: "The Arabs say, ' We believe.' Say thou, • Y e believe not'; therefore say rather, 'We profess Islam,' for the faith (iman) hath not yet
found its way into your hearts." There are various forms of the
verb in the sense of embracing Islam, and the noun Moslem is also
used, but they are found for the most part in late Suras. The meaning assigned in Persian commentaries to Moslem is munqad and
hukmbardar, both of which words mean submissive or obedient to
orders given.
There is a verse which seems to be on the side of resignation:
., They who set their faces with resignation Godward and do that
which is right, their reward is with their Lord." Again in the same
Sura we have" I resign myself to the Lord of the Worlds." Islam is
defined to be outward obedience, and when sincerity is joined to it, as
shown by a belief in God, angels, Divine books, prophets, the last
day, and the predestination to good or evil, it makes a man a true
believer.
Sharastani, in the Milal wa Mithal, draws a distinction between
Islam, Iman (faith), and Ishan (devotion, benevolence) in the following tradition: "Gabriel one day came in the form of an Arab and sat
near the prophet and said: '0 messenger of God, what is Islam?'
The prophet replied: 'Islam is to believe in God and His propbet, to
say the prescribed prayers, to give alms, to observe the fast of Ramadhanl and to make the pilgrimage to Mecca.' Gabriel replied that
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he had spoken the truth, and then asked the prophet what Iman was.
Re replied that it was to believe in God, angels, books, prophets, the
last day, predestination. Again Gabriel admitted the correctness of the
definition, and inquirec what Ihsan meant. The prophet replied,
'To worship God as if thou seest Him, for if thou seest Him not He
seest thee.'"
Thus a Moslem, one who keeps the {>utward works of the law, may
be a saved man, or one under or about to come under condemnation;
but when he sets his face Godward and doeth that which is right, he
adds Ihsan to Islmn, and is a Muhsin-that is, one who, in addition to
performing the outward duties of the law, shows active benevolence;
and when to all this is added tasdiq, or sincerity of heltrt, leading on
to Iman, or firm belief in the articles of the creed, the man is a
Mumin, or a true believer, which seems to be the highest state of all.
"The true believers (Al Mllminum) are only those who believe in
Allah and his apostle, and afterward doubt not." Dr. Hirschfield
considers that" Syed Amir's definition of Islam as a 'striving after
righteousness' only reflects the theoretical and moral side of the question, which is limited to the initial stage of Islam." The meaning
which has obtained favor in the Moslem body at large seems to be the
one I have described-viz., the formal performance of certain outward
duties. The fact that the term is not found in the earlier Suras supports this view, for it was only as the system grew into shape that the
Arkan-i-din, or five obligatory duties of Islam, came to be fixed as
those which he would be a Moslem must perform. If there ever was
an ethical meaning attached to the term Islam, it seems to have been
lost in very early days, for it is difficult to fix a period in which it
was not used in the mechanical sense now universally accepted by
Moslem commentators. The very term Islam thus emphasizes that
side of religion which St. Paul so earnestly contended against in the
.Judaism of his day, and which he defines as "works of the law by
which no flesh shall be satisfied."
'rhe Mohammedan idea of the term Islam is quite in accordance
with Jewish thought, to which Mohammed owes so much, for Hirschfield quotes a Rabbinic precept to the effect that "it is not the study
of the law which is most important, but the practise thereof."
Tho this takes away from Islam the name of religion, and from
Moslem the name of the man who professes Islam, much of the beauty
which has gathered round the ethical idea of complete submission to
the will of God, and lowers both terms to the idea of submission to a
code of outward observances, one at least of which is compounded
largely of old pagan rites; yet it must be borne in mind that Moslems
have in the term Mum'in a word of higher meaning, which includes a
sincere faith in what they believe to be the fundamental truths of
their creed. Still, much of the praise European writers have bestowed
on the words Islam and Moslem is out of place, for these terms do not
connote a humble submission to God's will, but the attaining of righteousness by submission to the preformance of certain outward religious acts, which in Islam, as in other religions, tends to foster self··
righteousness.
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INTERIOR OF A. KENTUCKY MOUNTA.lN EER'S CABIN

BEREA COLLEGE AND ITS MISSION
BY DELAVAN L. PIERSON

The recent legislation aimed against Berea College by the Kentucky lawmakers recalls the thrilling history of the early days of
Berea, and the powerful influence which it has exerted on both the colored and white races of Kentucky and the neighboring States. This college is nnique in being the only Sou thel'll college where any considerable number of the two races have been educated together on equal
terms. It has been and is an important factor in the struggle to solve
the great "negro problem" of the South.
No problem can he said to be solved until it is solved rightly.
There may be many difficulties in the way, and good men may differ
in their opinion as to what the true solution is, but no unworthy compromise and no mistaken method will stand the test of time. Moreover, Christians will agree that in problems involving moml and
spiritual principles no solution is correct which is out of harmony
with the spirit and teachings of Jesus Uhrist. It is on this belief that
Be~ea was founded, and on this basis it has continued for nearly half ·
a century; for this belief her friends have been called upon to f.mffer
reproach, contumely, o£tracism, and sometimes even bodily injury.
In this little town in Madison County, Kentucky, there has been
waging for fifty years the noble battle of principle against prejudice,
the spirit of Christian brotherhood against physical, mental, and
spiritual bondage.
Berea was founded by Kentuckians who had bec.ome convinced of
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the sinfulness of slavery, and Rev. John G. Fee was called to be the
pastor of their anti-slavery church. Mr. Fee was himself an inheritor
of slaves, but he set them free for conscience'sake, and, in consequence, he was disowned and disinherited by his parents. When he
came to Berea he found it a wilderness, but a settlement gradually
grew up which stood for free speech and loyalty to the Union govern. ment. In 1855 a school was founded on the same principles, with
Rev. J. A. R. Rogers as principal and two young graduates of Oberlin
Oollege as teachers.
Mr. Fee stood boldly for freedom of mind and body for black and
white alike. His opponents resorted to mob violence-the usual
weapon of ignorance and error-to silence him, but they failed. Mr.
Fee's daughter says that in her childhood she thought no more of a
mob than of a thunder-storm-she supposed that "everybody had
mobs." But tho the fearless preacher was waylaid and threatened,
dragged from his pulpit to be hung, stoned, and on various occasions
seemed in imminent danger of being shot or drowned, he nevertheless
refused to flee or keep silence. The opposition finally culminated in
1859, when an organized mob, said to be composed of the" wealthiest
and most respectable" citizens of the county, marched to the homes
of Mr. Rogers and nine other families, and demanded that they leave
the county within ten days. After much thought and prayer, and a
fruitIest'! appeal to the governor, the demand was complied with: the
school was closed and the ten families left, confidently. declaring that they would return again. This
expectation was fulfilled after the close of the Civil
War, for in 1865 Professor Rogers reopened the school,
reorganized the board of trustees, and obtained a
charter for a college. It was a dramatic and significant event when a few years ago Hon. John D. Harris,
one of the mob, publicly shook hands with Principal Rogers, and told him that he was very glad indeed that he had
returned to the State.
Berea and the Colored Students

The school had been founded to "promote the cause of Christ"
and to "furnish facilities for education to all persons of good moral
character." Since this did not exclude colored persons, three trustees
resigned when that clause was adopted. Now the question took practical shape, for three young colored men, who had served in the Union
Army and wore the blue, asked to be admitted as students. They
were not turned away, tho it was evident that serious consequences
might follow. The morning when those three young men entered,
half of the students walked out. Oonsiderable excitement prevailed
for a time, and a state superintendent of public schools expressed the
enlightened sentiment that Berea was a "stench in the nostrils of all
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true Kentuckians." The storm blew over, however (as most storms
will), many of the disgruntled ones returned, and the number on roll
steadily increased. Oolored young men and young women began to
take advantage of the opportunities afforded at Berea, and at times
they comprised two-thirds the total number attending. Since the
opening of the State Normal School for Colored People, howeyer, the
proportion has decreased, until now they only number one hundred
and seventy-four out of a total enrolment of nearly one thousand.
Thus for nearly forty years colored students have been received in
Berea unchallenged by the State authorities. Now, after all this
period of successful operation, the bill has been passed by the legislature prohibiting the coeducation of the races. This bill is an evidence of the negrophobia which is sweeping Qver the South. It was
introduced by Oarl Day, of the "bloody Breathitt" County, and is
evidently a political moye to win the favor of those who desire to keep
the colored people in subjection, and also of those Democrats who dislike Berea's work for the education of mountain Republicans. It is
interesting to note that the college students voted practically unanimously in favor of the present system, and four-fifths of the white
voters of the town signed a testimonial and remonstrance to the legislature against the passage of this bill.
Many evils were predicted as the inevitable result of disregarding
the color-line in Berea, but not one of these fears have been realized.
There has never been any compulsion as to social intercourse. The
students of the two races do not room together, but when the two
races must live and work side by side in the South, it is dificult to
see what disastrous results should be feared from their working
together in the field or in the classroom. The prejudice naturally
brought by the white students is usually soon overcome. Perhaps the
most serious trouble which has arisp.n between the races occurred years
ago, when au uncultured white girl called a fellow-student "nigger"
and was designated in return" poor white trash."
All the influence of the college is against intermarriage, and no
scandal has ever been a blot on Berea's escutcheon; in fact, the Christian enlightenment of the two races is the surest way to prevent any
such thing. A Kentucky mother who wanted her son to go through
Berea, but feared lest he might lllarry a colored girl, admitted that he
was in greater danger of forming an illicit connection with negresses in
her own home city. Mulattos do not come from educated Ohristian
parents. When Southerners are filled with forebodings lest their
children take dark-skinned partners, it does not speak well for their
home influence or for the strength of character developed in their
otl'spring.
Right here it may be well to state briefly just what is Berea's attitude on this question of race coeducation. The college authorities do
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not favor this in pn blic schools, but claim that there may be exceptiuns to a general rule. It is well that some colored men and women
should have an opportunity to measure themselves by the standards
of the more favored race. We quote the following from Tlte Oitizen,
a weekly newspaper published iu Berea:
1. The first colored students were admitted in 1865. There has
never been any occasion for lowering the standard of scholarship to
adapt it to them.
2. Berea is not in any way peculiar in this matter. On the contrary, allY college of high grade which excludes the negro is peculiar.
Harvard, Yale, Ohicago University, Oolumbia, and all great State
universities admit negroes.
3. It is a matter of Ohristian principal with all these great institutions to treat a colored man exactly as they would treat a white man
of the same character. If he is dirty or immoral-white or blackhe is to be condemned; if he has made himself honorable and respectable, he should be respected. We should not despise or discourage a
man because he is lame, or because he is black.
4. In fact, a true Ohristian will take pains to help and encourage
any man who is lame or black, or who has any other misfortune for
which he is not to blame. Jesus Ohrist taught us that He cares for
all unfortunates.
5. The negro has abundantly earned recognitiou as a man. His
mind develops under education, and even untrained often shows large
ability.
6. This does not mean that we should favor intermarriage. We
do stand for moral purity and virtue, and there have been fewer
mulatto children born in the region which Berea inflnences than in any
other part of the South.
7. The course which Berea has pursued for so many years has
greatly benefited the whole commonwealth. The school has been of a
strictly high grade. Negroes have been encouraged to improve themselves, and taught self-respect. White people have been emancipated
from unreasonable prejudice. Peace and prosperity have been promoted. None of the bad results which were predicted have come to
pass.
8. While these are the principles held by all the teachers at Berea,
we do not require every student to see things exactly in this way.
Each student is perfectly free to select his own company and to hold
his own ideas.
Berea's way is sensible and Ohristian, and it is the way approved
by the great majority of the best people in the world.
In what striking contrast to this is the spirit breathed in the
remarks of Governor Vardaman, of Mississippi, in vetoing a bill to
appropriate $10,000 to aid a colored normal school in his State. He
said in part:
Literary education, the knowledge of books, does not sllem to
produce any good, substantial results with the negro, but serves rather
to sharpen his cunning, breeds bopes that can not be fulfilled, inspires
aspirations that can not be gratified, creates an inclination to avoid
bonest labor, promotes indolence, and? in tllrlll le~ds to crim(l."
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These statements can not be substantiated by facts. They have
been refuted again- and again. The colored educators all over the South
are a standing proof of what the negro can become when given even a
small opportunity. Kentucky has been glad to take every colored
student Berea could even partially train and set them up as models
and leaders for the freedmen. When the State sought for teachers fqr
their colored normal school they went to Berea for them. The leadership of Governor Vardaman will tend to make the negro a beast;
that of Berea will develop him into an intelligent, loyal Ohristian
citizens. The college is a mighty force in helping to solve the great
Southern problem-first, because it gives the negro an opportunity to
"find himself," and, aecond, hecause it enables the white man to
understand and sympathize with his dark-skinned brother.
Berea and the Mountaineers

But Berea's greatest field is among the mountaineers, who come
from the Appalachian range, stretching over. the "backyards of nine
States." There are 3,000,000 of these hardy Americans-" our contemporary ancestors," as they have been
Mountain Region
called; for tho the best of Anglo-Saxon blood
orlh~~
flows in their veins, the ideas of two centuries
South
ago course through ·their brains. It is a case
J
of arrested development due to isolation. No
whistle of the locomotive re-echoes in their
hills, and their wagon-roads are, in many
cases, the beds of streams. They date events
from" the year the bear went through," or,
more recently, from "the year the bicycle
went through." In large districts tongues
are the only news-organs, and papers and
periodicals are chiefly useful to paper their
cabin walls or stop the chinks between the
logs. Even their preachers are lamentably
uninformed and have very circumscribed
horizons. Some who are too lazy to work and too ignorant to teach
school, will undertake to "tend some churches." Is it any wonder
that when President Frost, on one of his mountain tours, asked a
bright young hunter whom he met if he could write numbers, he
received the guarded reply: "Reckon I can write some numbers."
On a piece of bark the questioner drew the nine digits. The
young man read them all. Next came the combination of figures,
including 1897.
" I don't guess I can tell that thar."
Dr. Frost explained it, and then asked:
"Do you know whitt 18!)7 Illeltns f"

$
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" Hit's the year, hain't it ? "
"But why is the year called 1897? It is 1897 years since what?"
" I never heard tell."
Bu~ these people are
made of sturdy stuff.
If they can only be rescued from the limitations
of their environment, and
can be given the advantages of a modern Ohristian education, they -may
yet help to solve the
present problems of our
country as they once
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S MOUNTAIN SCHOOLS-LUNCH TIME
helped to save the Union.
This is what Berea is seeking to enable them to do, and with marvelous success. The mountaineers are awakening to the advantages of "book larning_" 'fhey
are no longer content with scratching a scanty substance from the
soil, or with maintaining a precarious existence by means of a "mOOllshiner's still." They have discovered that mind is worth more than
muscle, and that to be quick at figures is better than to be quick at
triggers. Teaching and other professions loom up before them as
possibilities, and one lad recently walked one hundred and fifty miles
to enroll as a student. Girls frequently ride many miles on horseback
to Berea, 'and then by the modern alchemy of trade will transmute the
horseflesh into cash and the cash into brains. They manage to com-

A HANIHLlOM IN A ItENTI1CXY MOUNTAIN HOKE
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plete their college course amid many hardships and often after much
privation, but these trials only develop more fully the sterling qualities of character which fit them for responsible positions in business,
State, and Ohurch.
Some of Berea', Methods

The peculiarities of Berea are those which best fit the college to
fulfil its mission. The courses must be adapted to the needs of those
who have had few, if any, early advantages, and at the same time must
enable those capable of leadership to obtain a liberal education. Much
attention is given to normal work, and a large nnmber go out each

A MOUNT.AI~ SCHOLAR .AND HIS

H

UPRIGHT FARM"

year to teach in the district schools, and thus spread the blessings of
Berea in many an intellectual wilderness.
Industrial training is also a prominent feature of the curriculum,
so that this college is beginning to do for the mountaineers what
Hampton and Tuskegee are doing for the Indians and negroes.
This department serves the fmufold purpose of developing character,.
enabling the students to pay a part of their way, increasing the college
equipment by student labor, and preparing them for the life that
awaits them in their mountain homes. For the young women, domestic
sciences, nursing, and dairying are taught by competent and practical
instructors. The young men learn the science as well as the practical'
part of farming and forestry, blacksmithing, carpentry, and otherelectronic file created by cafis.org
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MANUAL WORK IN THE MEN'S INDUSTRIAL BUILDING AT BEREA

trades equally important for pioneers of civilization. The new men's
industrial building, when fully equipped, will offer rare opportunities
for them to learn the most practical of modern mechanical trades.
The brick-yard produces about Jwenty-five thousand bricks a day.
Perhaps a clearer idea of what Berea is undertaking may be had
from a tabulated statement of the cQurses:
For those who can not come to school:
I. Extension Work-Traveling Libraries, Lectures, Leaflets,
Stereopticon-a work that touches five States.
For those NOT sufficiently advanced to get a teacher"s certificate:
II. Trade Schools, Carpentry, Housework, Printing, Brickmaking,
etc.-two years.
III. Model Schools-preparing for Normal and advanced courses.
For those sUfficiently advanced to get a teacher's certificate:
.
IV. Farming-Gardening, Stock-raising, Forestry, etc.-two
years.
.
V. Domestic Science-Sewing, Cooking, etc.-two years.
VI. Normal Course for teachers-three years, with practise
teaching.
VII. Academy Course-four years, fitting for college and for life.
For those more advanced:
VIII. College Course-Classical, Philosophical, and Literary.
Adjunct dfJpartment:
IX. Music-Reed Organ, Choral (free), Vocal, Piano, Theory.
X. Berea General Hospital .....care of the sick-two years.

One unique feature of Berea is the number of small cottages rented
out at a nominal sum to families who wish to enjoy these privileges.
The younger children may attend the model school, the older ones
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the college, and even the parents are enlightened by the public
lectures, and stimulated by the atmosphere of the place. A father
who, twenty years ago, had been dissuaded from coming to Berea,
recently brought his whole family
and settled under the shadows of
the college. They support themselves by teaming and keeping
boarders. One after another the
nine children will be sent back to
teach in the mountains.
The system of university extension, or ." a Ohautauqua on
wheels," which is carried on from
Berea, is another very important
and infiuencial part of its work.
Not only are libraries of useful
books loaned out to families of
mountaineers wherever a reader
can be found, but each year a
number of professors from the
college make long tours into the
mountains, holding institutes,
cond ucting religious meetings,
and in general awakening the
people to a sense of their need
and the" glories of the possible"
which are theirs. Oue result is
seen in the inoreasing number of

applications for admission to the
college. In a recent letter President Frost says:
These are exciting days in
Berea, as we have "overdone"
the work of kindling a desire for
education, and can not turn back
boys who come in on foot one
A 8AJ[I>LJJ: BEREA )[OUNTAINEER
hundred and fifty miles! .Last
He 18 6 teet 2 Incbes tall, and atter 7 terms In
night twelve young men lodged
Berea taugbt two scbools of low grade. Tben
he returneil to the college to ftt blmself for ~
in my house. I have just bought
blgber grade of teacblng
the largest dwelling-house in
Berea, and shall turn it at once
into a men's dormitory. A party of three young men and two young
women arrived yesterday whose journey was interesting. They started
from Letcher County, Ky., riding thirty miles on horseback to Stonega.
There they found that a washout had cut off the train they had
expected to take. They walked ten miles along the railroad track to
Big Stone Gap, carrying their baggage, From that point to Berea
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they came by rail-about one hundred and forty miles. Two of them
had never seen the cars before, and only one had ever ridden upon
them before!
The President and His Coworkers

It is, after all, the" men behind the guns" at Berea who have made
the college effective in its campaign against ignorance and evil. No
one can visit the institution and come into personal touch with them
without being impressed with the high caliber of the men and women
who are devoting their lives to this noble work. It has involved much
self-sacrifice and faith for them to accept such a call to undertake large

THE BEREA STUDENTS AT MORNING CHAPEL

responsibilities with meager salaries in an institution which has often
been misrepresented and misunderstood. But they are Christians of
high ideals and attainments, who delight to lay their talents at the
feet of their Master in the same spirit that they would accept a Godgiven call to any other mission field.
When President Frost and his wife came to Berea from Oberlin
twelve years ago they found the college burdened with debt and
difficulties. He brought to his task rare ability as a teacher and organizer, and high talent as an orator and writer; she brought her peculiar graces and gifts, which have made her an ideal hostess to visitors
and a true friend to the students. Both of them entered upon their
work with self-sacrificing devotion and zeal which characterizes the
other members of the faculty. The result has been a wiping out of
debt, a broadening of scope, a deepening of impressions, and a widening circle of friends who have established the enterprise on firm and
lasting foundations.
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Some Results and the Outlook

As might be expected, the effects of such devoted and intelligent
endeavors can scarcely be overestimated. Leaders of the colored race
have been trained to bring their people out of the bondage of indolence and ignorance and sin into the liberty of industry, knowledge, and
love. Multitudes of the mountaineers are beginning to take great
strides in the seven-league boots of knowledge out of the seventeeth
century into the twentieth. Better still, boys who went to Berea

PRESIDENT WILLIAM G. FROST AND PROF. J. A. R. ROGERS

with revolvers have come home with Testaments, for t.he religious
influence of the college, while non-sectarian, is strong and deep.
The graduates are noted for their intelligence, friendliness, thrift, and
honesty, and the sections into which they return are steadily improving in industrial achievements, educational facilities, social purity, and
the safety of life and property.
Another result, of tremendous import to the nation, has already
been mentioned-namely, the better understanding and closer sympathy which has been developed between the two races. The one has
learned that a white skin may not necessarily indicate a domineering
prejudice. The other discovers that man made in the image of God
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includes the colored race, and that education and fair dealing makes
him not more dangerous but more useful. 'rhis is another case where
"mixin' lams both parties."
The outcome of Kentucky's hostile legislation is still uncertain.
The trustees of the college have resolved to have their legal and constitutional rights defined by the courts. A law which interferes with
academic freedom seems a dangerous invasion of personal liberty and

A MOUNTAIN SCHOOL

vested rights. The question is not a negro question, but one of tae
liberty of all men to use their talents and their property as they please
so long as they do not interfere with the rights of others. Whatever
may be the outcome, the trustees declare that they will not move the
college, and will in some way provide for continuing their good work
for both mountaineers and colored students. It is a time for the friends
of Berea to rally round her with'moral and financial support,* so that
the present crisis may be turned to her advantage and to that of the
hopeful but neglected classes, to whom the college has a God-given
mission.
• We earnestly hope that this may be a time when all wiII show their practical sympathy
by helping to supply Berea's pressing needs. Among these are scholarships ($40.00 a year),
better industrial equipment, and money for general expenses. Donations may be sent to the
REVIEW or to President William G. Frost.
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AN EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
BY REV. H. F. LAFLAMME, COCANADA, INDIA
Missionary of the Canadian Baptist Church, 1887-

The conditions that prevail throughout India in necessitating a
more general industrial education were the conditions that led us as a
mission, some nine years ago, to undertake the industrial training of as
many of our Christian boys and young men as offered for the purpose.
We found the community with which we had to deal lacked elasticity
and self-help. Except in one direction, and that the very lowest, the
people lacked any knowledge of how to do things. They had no
handicrafts, no indnstries, no enterprize, and no invention. The
utter absence of this last inspiring faculty from the minds of the people of India is one of the most amazing and lamentable drawbacks to
their material prosperity. The faculty of imitation is most highly
developed, but the faculty of original invention has altogether died
out, if it were ever one of their possessions, as it surely must have
been. 'l'he causes for this undesirable state of affairs are not far to
seek, but the remedy lies in the direction of putting them in the way
of doing, of stirring within them the impulse to accomplish and the
power to do so, and with this will come the long-lost faculty of
inventing the ways and devising the means.
This sameness of occupation and the strict limitations of what
occupations there are already leaves such a narrow margin that if the
fruit of that occupation fail then there is nothing but starvation
before the people. All India's eggs are in one basket, and that the
agricultural basket; and if a series of bad seasons upset that, then the
whole land is undone, for her people have no knowledge or capacity,
excep~ in a very small way, for any other calling. With these convic'tions in our minds as to the ueeds of India, we opened a school for
carpentry which is now running in this place. Into this school we
admit boys of over twelve and under twenty-five years of age. The
former limit is set because a preliminary education is a sine qua non
of the highest success in the lowest possible calling, and the latter age
limit was fixed to prevent the school from becoming the dumpingground for a lot of men who had failed in other callings, and by
desiring to enter this at a time in life when they were not capable of
learning to advantage what the school might be able to teach, would
thus stand in the way of other younger and more promising material.
A number of the older men are married, and when a lad reaches the
age of eighteen or twenty he is encouraged to marry a girl of his own
age and standing. But the single men have their sleeping-apartments
removed from the quarters of the married. All are accommodated in
about ten rooms, the married men being under the head carpenter,
and the single men under the oversight of the compound schoolelectronic file created by cafis.org
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teacher. 'rhese rooms are provided free of charge. An old woman
does the cooking for the single men, who pay her once a fortnight,
when their own pay ~omes. This amounts in the case of the single
meu to 2, 2t, and 3 annas, and for the married men Lo 3t, 4, and 4t
annas for the first, second, and third years, respectively, and for only
SIX days in the week, Sunday being given as a rest day.
Each boy on entering is supplied with an adz, a chisel, a plane,
and some bits. These tools are increased as hi's capacity to use them
increases, and when, after three or more years in the SChool, the man
graduates regularly, he is presented with all those tools, and, in addition, a saw, a square, a brace, a hammer, a screw-driver, and a number
of planes with the irons. Many of the tools he learns to make himself, and is made as self-contained as possible, so that when he goes
out to face his village world he will be independent alike of his fellow
craftsman and the town hard ware merchant.
'['he benches, lathe, saws, drills, taps, and dies, and other tools, are
supplied out of the annual grant from mission funds, which has for
some time come to $250. This also includes the erection of good tiled
roof-sheds and the supply of timber that is inevitably spoiled by so
many who come in without any knowledge of the work at all.
The work done comprises chairs, tables, boxes, doors, windows,
house-roofing, bookcases, all kinds of household furniture, country
carts, plows, wooden shoes, foot-stools, and repairs of all kinds, including carriages. They work chiefly in te~k, egesu, kamba, rosewood,
and mangoe. There is never any lack of work, and the order-book is
always away in advance of the delivery·book.
The attendance numbers about twenty-five, over whom there are
two master carpenters, one drawing a monthly wage of $5.35 and free
quarters, and the other a day coolie of about fourteen cents and no
quarters. '['he work hours are from six to twelve and from two to six
each day of the week except Saturday, when they get an hour off in
the evening for sea-bathing. One hour of each evening, from eight
to nine, is spent in study under the schoolmaster for five nights in the
week. All of them know how to read, and some have studied as high
as the second form.
Of the thirteen men who have taken a somewhat extended course
in the school d111'ing its short history of eight years, eleven are following the trades there more or less fully mastered. One who spent four
years in the school has become a noted plow-maker, and is now
engaged in building a bungalow, and is said to be making about $6.35
a month. One after eighteen and another after only nine months in
the school now have steady employment, and are making good livings
at sawing. Three others, with three years each at school, are now
making from twelve to sixteen cents a day. Most of them have steady
employment~ and &re in demand.
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The school has been established to meet the needs of a small community, and its sphere of operations has been necessarily limited to
that community. During the eight and a half years of the school's
existence, mission funds to the amount of $1,546 have been invested
in it. Of this amount about $546 represent the value of the school's
helongings, of which $217 are tools, $133 buildings, and $196 stock,
and the increase of value in mission property. The remaining $1,000
may be set down as the cost of producing twelve masters, or $83 for
each man. Is that man worth it? He has been raised by that sum
from a wage-earning capacity of say six cents a day to that of twelve,
which, in the working-days of a year, represent a total of about $20.
This sum, on an investment of $83, represents interest at the rate of
about 24 per cent., which, from a commercial standpoint alone, is a very
good showing indeed. But then there is much more than just these
twelve graduates of the school to be credited to that $1,000. There are,
besides, a large number of boys and young men who have taken a partial course, and tho not now following the calling for which the school
is designed t,o fit them, have been immensely improved by the education they have there taken on-an education in regular habits and
hours, in discipline and control, in handicraft and observation, that
has altogether widened and helped them, and made them of much
greater value than they ever could have been without it to the communities to which they return and to the mission which has thus
helped them.

SIGNS OF PROMISE IN INDIA
THE MISSIONARY SPIRIT IN THE NATIVE CHURCH
BY GEORGE SHERWOOD EDDY
Secretary of the Indian National Y. M. C. A.

The object of our foreign missionary enterprise is to establish a
Ohurch self-governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating, so that
we have ground for thanksgiving and for hope in the rise of the missionary spirit in the native Ohurch of India and Oeylon. This spirit is
certainly growing. In the older missions especially the demand for a
larger share in the government of the Ohurch, and the deepening sense
of obligation for self-support has been accompanied by the growing
consciousne~s of responsibility for the evangelization of the unsaved.
Among the scattered peoples of India, divided by languages and customs more than the nations of Europe, there is at last beginning to
appear a national consciousness, a sense of patriotism. Among the
Ohristians this shows itself in a zeal for evangelization.
Almost all the older and stronger missions of South India have
organized missionary societies in the native churches. In South Travancore, iu the LQudou Mi§sionary Society, the native Ohristians therqelectronic file created by cafis.org
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selves support three workers for the evangelization of the heathen, in
addition to their efforts to approach self-support. In the Arcot Mission of the Dutch Reformed Church the" Gospel Extension Society"
raises annually over $300, and supports three evangelists and three
colporteurs. In the Madura Mission of the American Board the
native" Evangelical Society," now
in its fiftieth year, raises annually some $4-71), with which they
help several weaker churches and
take part in the support of ell vcn
evangelists. A similar society iu
the Lutheran Mission at Guntnr
has been the means of establishing a number of Christian
among the heathen. "The Indian
Christian Workers Union," of
Bengal, is an attempt at an indigenous interdenominational movement among the young men for
the evangelization of their own
land. Tho small in numbers,
their work is voluntary, independent, patriotic, Christian. In the
South, "The Malabar Syrian
Christian Evangelistic Association," without conuection with
any missionary or mission, raises
annually over $300 for the evangelization of Travancore, and last
year over $1,500 was raised by
special collection. They sustain
some forty workers as evangelists SECRETARY OF THE INDIA MISSIONARY SOClETY
and teachers among the Hindus,
OF TUNNEVELLY
Roman Catholics, and others,
carryon a high-school 'of their own, and urge voluntary work upon
all their Christians.
Of still greater significance is the formation of missionary societies
that have a wider horizon than their own local fields, and that feel the
burden of evangelization for India as a whole. Among these might
be mentioned the "Jafi'na Student Missionary Society," established in
1901, which is supported and controlled by the Christians of Jaffna
themselves. Its object is "to send the Gospel to Tamil-speaking peoples in neglected districts of other lands." It is distinctively a
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jore£gn mission. The 2,000 members of the sixteen self-supporting
churches in the American Mission of Jaffna, after raising $3,400
(nearly $2.00 per capita) among their own members in 1902, and having already an "Evangelical Society" which has for fifty years been
controlled exclusively by the native Christians, and has given $300
annually to the support of three workers in the neighboring islands,
have now also established a distinctively foreign mjssionary society to
send missionaries to India and other lands. This society grew out of the
Student Volunteer Band of Jaffna College, and was formed among the
present and past students of that institution. Their first missionary
was a young native teacher in the college, a graduate of the Calcutta
University, who declined more than one large offer asa teacher in order
to go to Tondi, a neglected part of the Madura district, for $10 a
month. '1'he work has now been carried on for several years, and four
workers are supported by the society.
A Woman's Missionary Society has also been organized in Jaifna
as an auxiliary to this mission, with its branches in all the churches, .
each woman taking a missionary box and contributing" a coin a day·
and a prayer." At the end of last year the women had some $270 in
their treasury, after supporting their workers in Tondi. The native
women control the affairs of the society, and almost put the men to
shame by their devotion and ability.
Of yet larger possibilities is the new "Indian Missionary Society
of Tinnevelly." Among the fifty-four thousand Christians in the
Church Missionary Society Mission of Tinnevelly, many churches
are not only self-supporting, but pay the salaries of all the catechists
and teachers working in their district. In addition to this there has
long been a mission conducted by the Native Church Council, raising
some $270 a year for the support of a pastor, two evangelists, and eight
teachers, some of whom have gone to the hill tribes in other parts of
India. But in addition to all these, the new Indian Missionary Society,
which has been organized by the young men of Tinnevelly, "seeks to
develop," as their constitution reads," by an indigenous organization,
the missionary spirit of the native Church, in order to spread the Gospel in India and other lands." All Indian Christians of 'rinnevelly
contributing to the support of the society are considered members.
Other contributors may become honorary members. The society is
conducted by the officers and a committee of ten, composed exclusively
()f Indian Christians. The fact that the society is indigenous and
independent has appealed powerfully to the native Christians, who
have eagerly contributed to its support. One of the first to contribute
is giving over $3 monthly to the society, in addition to large gifts to
the Church itself. Some of the strongest young men have volunteered
for service, and are willing to go out into new districts, to learn a new
language, and to leave all for Christ. They are to begin operations
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soon in an unoccupied part of the Telugu field. If these men can
successfully wDrk in language areas other than their own, think of
the possibilities of the evangelization of India by Indian Christians
themselves!
A still bolder undertaking is that of the "Home Missionary
Society" of the American Baptist
churches in the Telugu country.
This was started in 1898, and has
already become a foreign missionAfter supporting
ary society.
two workers among the unevangelized jungle tribes in their own
district, sending a third to the hill
tribes of the Kurnool district, and
yet a fourth to learn another language and work among the hill
tribes of the Nilgiris, this society
has now undertaken the splendid
projec~ of sending one of their
choicest men to South Africa to
work among the thousands of
rrelugu and Tamil people in
Natal. This young man felt the
call to go in one of their missionary meetings, and after praying
and struggling for some years,
and at last obtaining the consent
of his wife to make the sacrifice,
he consecrated all to Christ and
sailed for Africa, sent out by his
Indian Christian brethren.
These are only a few of many
missionary movements in the
native Church of India. What
these societies can do others will
do. The missionary horizon is
bright with hope in India. :Let
us not despise the day of small
JOHN RANGRAH
things. The great Baptist socieAn India missionary to Africa
ties following Carey began with
only a few shillings and fewer men. The beginning of the missionary
movement in America seemed insignificant at the time. It doth not
yet appear what these native movements may become. In their reflex
action upon the native Church, and in their bearing upon the future
evangelization of India and other lands, they must be reckoned with.
Has not the time come to entrust more responsibility to the native
Ohurch? May not an advance in this direction be made all along the
missionarv line? The Ohurch in foreign lands will rise to its responsibility awl fulfil its high calling. Let us thank God and take courage!
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THE ETHIOPIAN MOVEMENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA
BY REv. FREDERICK B. BRIDGMAN, DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA
Missionary of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

To the question, "What are you doing?" missionaries in Africa
are familiar with the native answer: "Oh, I am just staying, just sitting." This reply characterizes the physical and intellectual attitude
of the African during untold ages. Three successive generations of
missionaries found the native still satisfied with his favorite occupation of "just sitting." That this condition should continue forever
in the face of the Gospel faithfully preached and lived was impossible.
But a pronounced change has come only in the last ten or twelve
years, and it has come with such suddenness and force as to surprise
even those most responsible for the transformation. Instead of the
don't-care, let-the-missionary-do-it-all spirit, there is now the disposition to say to the white brother: "Hands off; let us plan and do for
ourselves." The result has been the formation of native churches
independent of missionary control. 'rhe first of these named itself
the "Church of Ethiopia"; hence the term "Ethiopianism," as
popularly applied to all independent religious bodies under native
management.
While the importance of this movement as affecting the religious,
social, and political future of Africa is admitted on every side, of the
inner working of these independent churches very little is known.
The facts in hand relate almost entirely to externals, such as churches,
congregations, ordinations, and schools-things not easily hidden.
The Original Ethiopian Church

The original Ethiopian Church was organized in Pretoria during
1892. Its founder, Rev. M. M. Makone, had been a native minister
ot the Wesleyan Ohurch, and in doctrine and form of worship the new
organization continued to be Wesleyan. Its distinguishing feature
was that it is a racial Ohurch, composed of and controlled by Africans.
Several years later a man named Dwane also left the Wesleyans and
joined the Ethiopian Church. This man soon came to the front as a
leader. The movement did not attract much more than local attention until 1896, when the Ethiopians held a conference in Pretoria,
where the question of seeking affiliation with the Afrl'1an Methodist
Episcopal Church in America was raised. The outceme was the
appointment of three delegates to visit the United States, in order to
confer with the authorities of that Church, and, if possible, to bring
about a union. Only Dwane went to America, but he was so far successful that early in 1897 he returned under appointment as General
Superintendent in South Africa of the African M. E. Church. He
immediately set about the task of bringing the Ethiopian constituency
into the fold of this American negro denomination. The following
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year the colored American bishop, H. M. Turner, visited South
Africa, and toured the country from Oape Town to Pretoria. The
seal of approval freely given by the bishop did much to remove the
stigma of irregularity that had hitherto attached to the new movement. This gave great impetus to the cause, and before returning to
America the bishop declared the union of the Ethiopian and African
M. E. Ohurches to be complete.
But this union was more apparent than real. For scarcely had a
year elapsed when, in August, 1899, Dwane made overtures to the
archbishop of Oape Town, with a view to the reception of himself and
following into the Anglican Ohurch. 'l'his action, according to the
Anglicans, was prompted by Dwane's discovery that the episcopate of
the African M. E. Ohurch was not valid. Perhaps a more likely reason is that Dwane's personal ambitions failed of the rapid realization
for which he had hoped. Dwane stipulated that, tho received into the
English Ohurch, they should exist as a distinct order, with the right to
hold property, with power to ordain pri~sts and deacons for native
work, and that they should keep the title" Ethiopian Ohurch." The
outcome was that in August, 1900, Dwane was received into the
Anglican Ohurch, and was appointed Provincial of the Order of
Ethiopia. It had beeu agreed that the rank a,nd file of the African
M. E. Ohurch should not be received en masse, but only as individuals
should give proof of real conviction and apprehension of the truth.
Upon this issue of joining the Anglican Ohurch, the African M. E.
Ohurch now divided-one section, reported to number 10,000, following Dwane, and the other section, numbering several thous and, remaining true to its adopted mother.
The African Methodist Episcopal Church

The origin of this Ohurch is significant. In the preface of its Discipline we read: "In N ovem ber, 1787, the colored people belonging to
the Methodist Society of Philadelphia convened together, in order to
take into consideration the evils under which they labored, arising
from the unkind treatment of their white brethren, who considered
them a nuisance in the house of worship, and even pulled them off
their knees while in the act of prayer, and ordered them to the back
seats." Several pages follow, narrating the hardships endured, the
opposition encountered, and the litigation necessary before the persecuted secured their own house of worship and minister. This body
assumed organic form in 1816. It soon began missionary work in
Liberia and Sierra Leone, which is still continued. The Ohurch in the
United States has 5,000 ministers, 700.000 communicants, and holds
property, church and school, to the value of over $50,000,000.
This colored American Ohurch was invited to South Africa to
espouse the Ethiopian cause, and under the representations of the illelectronic file created by cafis.org
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treatment of native Ohristians by missionary bodies, glowing accounts
of the great missionary opportunity, it is not strange that the African
M. E. Ohurch should have given the matter serious consideration.
But certainly the course pursued by that leading bishop who investigated the situation on the ground was not complimentary to either his
sagacity or thoroughness. To go to a distant land, and in a six weeks'
tour receive members into the Ohurch by the thousand, ordain sixty
ministers and deacons on their face value, and then to welcome into
fellowship at a few hours' notice congregations and pastors seceding
from societies long in the field, all savors of the grossly superficial.
The general conference at Oolumbus, Ohio, May, 1900, to which the
South African branch sent four delegates, endorsed all that had been
done b! Bishop 'l'urner, constituted South Africa the Fourteenth Episcopal District, appointed Rev. Dr. Levi J. Ooppin, of Philadelphia, its
first resident bishop, and voted $10,000 to aid in the establishment of
a South African college. To-day this Ohurch has eighty ministers and
missionaries devoting themselves entirely to the work. The communicants number over 6,000. Their stations are scattered over all the
Oape Colony, and many districts of the Orange River and Transvaal
colonies.
From many quarters come bitter complaints that the African M. E.
Ohurch, like the Ethiopians, is building only upon foundations laid by
others. Their houses of worship are often erected in close proximity
to churches long established. Their" converts" are too often drawn
from disciplined or disappointed applicants for admission to other
churches, or from those who are ready for selfish reasons to forsake
their first love. Bishop Coppin says: "In opening new work we prefer, very much prefer, to go to entirely unoccupied fields; but occasionally we are called to places where other churches are at work."
Among such occasional places are: Oape Town, Worcester, Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage, Grahamstown, Graaf Reinet, and other centers long
prominent for missionary activity. It is to be feared that the preference of the African Methodist Ohurch for" entirely unoccupied fields"
can not be very strong. When the missionary organ of this Ohurch
declares that it "sees no reason why in the next three years 50,000
members should not be added to it in Africa," it is evident that these
numbers are not to be won from heathen£sm, but from the churches
who, by lavish expenditure of life and treasure, have brought the natives
to a knowledge of the truth.
The aspirations of the A. M. E. Ohurch are only surpassed by its
presumption. This same paper, The Voice of ).lfissions, published in
New York, and upon whose editorial staff are five bishops, advocates
the holding of a conference of all mission boards, with a view to the
transference of all their African work to the A. M. E. Ohurch. It
proposes this course on the ground of the acknowledged failure of
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these boards to prosecute work in Africa. Moreover, it states that the
founding of its South African college means the" solution of the great
problem that has baffled the most astute missionary boards of the
world."
Not so laughable or harmless were some articles in the Voice which
touched on the South African race question. These spoke of the time
when Africans would" whip" the British back to the Thames, as the
Afro-Haitians whipped the French; of the time when the whites in
Africa would be "bassed " by the Kaffirs, and of the founding of an
African republic. Such sentiments, published during the war and
widely quoted by the colonial press, not only intensified feeling
against the independent native movement, but increased local prejudice against missions generally. In contradiction of the above statements, the African Methodists at the Cape publicly avowed their
loyalty to the Crown, and the South African Conference passed reso·
lutions begging the editors of the Voice to cease dealing with local,
social, and political questions until after the restoration of peace.
While granting the African M. E. Church credit for pure motives,
yet the course pursued since coming to South Africa in 1898 has not
been such as to inspire confidence. Allying itself with a schismatic
movement of dOll btful character, exhibiting culpable ignorance with
regard to all missionary endeavor in this land, and guilty of the folly
of fostering race prejudice and disloyalty, the African M. E. Church
must answer to a grave indictment against its boasted fitness for work
in South Africa.
The colored Baptists of the United States alBo seem to contemplate beginning work in our midst-indeed, there is already work here
that claims to be under these auspices. Several years ago their
advance agent, Rev. Charles S. Morris, visited these parts, and in his
speech at the great Ecumenical Missionary Conference mentioned
that he received into the Baptist Church here one thousand two hundred members, representing seventeen different congregations. This
statement carries its own condemnation. Mr. Morris might also have
told his New York audience that he ordained to the ministry several
questionable characters. Let the colored Baptists take up mission
work in Africa and welcome, but let them strike for .virgin soil.
There is abundant room in one of those pestilential regions where
Mr. Morris asserts the American negro is alone practically immune.
But so far as we know, this gentleman himself carefully avoided the
fever districts.
The African Presbyterian Church

A third movement, having headquarters in Cape Colony, is led by
Rev. P. J. Mzimba, who was ordained to the ministry by the Free
Church of Scotland at Lovedale. For twenty-two years he rendered
faithful service as pastor of the Lovedaie church, but resigned, withelectronic file created by cafis.org
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out warning, early in 1898. His ordination vow to "maintain the
unity and peace of the church against error and schism" was deliberately broken, and he planned the disruption of the church while still
its minister. He persisted in retaining properties with whose custody
he had been entrusted, including buildings, title-deeds to land, £1,361,
together with the records and documents of the church. Only by
legal action were these restored to their owners.
Mzimba issued circulars, calling upon all members of the Free
Church in South Africa to join his standard. Two-thirds of the
Lovedale congregation followed him, and many other congregations
also divided, so that promising schools were ruined., A year ago
Mzimba claimed 6,500 communicants for the" African Presbyterian
Church," a membership not gathered out of heathenism, but gained
from a pioneer missionary church.
Joseph Booth in Natal

Let 'us now turn our attention to Natal, where Ethiopianism received an impetus from a most unexpected source. In 1896 Joseph
Booth, an English missionary from Central Africa, appeared as the
promotor of a scheme called the "African Christian Union." His
prospectus was remarkable for its visionary proposals, coupled with
consecrated ignorance. Mr. Booth's idea was to induce all of African
extraction the world over to unite in the organization of a semi-benevolent joint stock company for the commercial occupation of Africa.
Commercial power, he predicted, would eventually mean political control also. He estimated that if one-sixth of the civilized blacks of
Africa and America gave one penny a day, there would be available
£3,000,000 annually. 'fhis sum, invested yearly for ten years, was to
purchase and work great plantations of sugar, coffee, and cotton; it
was to buy and operate steamers not only on the African lakes and
rivers, but also oceanic lines to England and America. Mr. Booth
said: "Let the African be his own employer, develop his own country, establish his own manufactures, run his own ships, work his
own mines, and conserve the wealth from his labor and his God-given
land for the uplifting of the people and the glory of God. Let the
call b~.long and loud and clear to everyone with African blood coursing in his veins." The heading of the appeal was: "Africa for the
Africans." Mission stations, schools, farms, and all industries were
to be manned by Africans only. The one illustrious exception was to
be-Joseph Booth!
Such was the astounding proposition with which an Englishman,
in the name of Christ, sought to infatuate the native mind, and this,
too, in that crucial year of South African missions-1896. It was in
vain that missionaries warned and remonstrated. It mattered not to
Mr. Booth that repeated attempts to establish even a sugar-mill run
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by natives had all failed. In Durban he succeeded in gathering one
hundred educated natives from all parts of Natal. At an all-night
meeting these natives listened to Mr. Booth's proposals, and then proceeded to apply his principle, " Africa for the Africans," by demanding that he, too, should be excluded. Mr. Booth argued that without
him the scheme would fail,. and finally, at about dawn, most of the
natives left the room. The disappointed visionary then resorted to
the United States.
Tho this scheme was itself foredoomed, it can not be doubted that
the attendant agitation acted as a powerful stimulus on the schismatic
spirit. It was a wind fanning the flame. We would not unduly
emphasize Mr. Booth's propaganda, for restlessness and discontent
were already widespread. Nevertheless, previous to this date (1896)
there had been in Natal no really serious disaffection. To-day there
are some nine independent bodies whose boast is that in religion, at
least, they are no longer" under the boot of Europeans."
The Zulu Congregational Church

One of the first and most prominent of these factions was that
connected with the mission of the American Board. The stormcenters were Table Mountain (near Moritzburg) and Johannesburg.
At the former the main point at issue was the refusal of the preacher
to remove to another place at the request of the mission; at the
latter the difficulties related principally to the holding of property to
the purchase of which the people had contributed, and to the ambition
of the congregation that the preacher rather than the missionary
be their recognized head. The whole question was simply that of
control.
Two years of prayerful effort looking toward adjustment seemed
to show only a greater misunderstanding and an ever-widening breech
between the native churches and the mission. During this period the
Conference of Foreign Mission Boards in America issued a circular
letter to the churches of various fields, urging them to undertake
more fully self-support. The Zulu churches interpreted this appeal
to mean not only self-support but self-control, with emphasis on the
latter. They seemed to take the letter to be official notification from
the board that the missionaries were no longer needed. These misconceptions naturally complicated the situation. Matters went from
bad to worse until, in the latter part of 1897, the preachers at both
Table Mountain and Johannesburg withdrew from the mission, taking
with them fully half of both membership and constituency of their
congregations. The seceders promptly organized the "Zulu Congregational Ohurch."
In the questions at issue the seceders had the full sympathy and
moral support of practically our entire constituency, and it is probelectronic file created by cafis.org
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able that the secession was not undertaken without the sanction of
the American mission churches. The peril of complete rupture be_
tween the mission and its churches which had been built up during
sixty years was imminent. To avert this disaster God used at least
three agencies:
(1) He gave the missionaries grace and patience, tho slandered and
abused almost beyond belief, to discuss for days at a time the points
of difference.
(2) The fact of so large a proportion of the people being dependent
npon mission lands for a place to live, undoubtedly exercised a restraining influence.
(3) Perhaps more than all, an ill-advised move on the part of the
two leaders of the Zulu Congregational Church thwarted their confident expectation that all the churches would soon join them. Early
in 1898 these two seceders sought ordination, and obtained it in an
irregular way. The Zulu has an inborn respect, amounting almost to
reverence, for precedent, for law. The ordinations in question displayed so manifest a disregard for regularity in ecclesiastical procednre that our native leaders drew back. The secessionists then accused
the pastors and churches of broken faith in thus forsaking them in
midstream. Estrangement followed, and the time thus gained saved
the day.
The Zulu Congregational Church had gone so far that there seemed
no possibility of reconciliation. But at the earnest request of its
native pastors, the mission appointed a committee to cooperate with
the churches in a final effort to bring about reunion. After some hesitation the Zulu Congregational Church met this proposal half way,
-and the negotiations resulted in the reunion of the mission churches
and the Johannesburg wing of the Zulu church. We regret that the
less influential 'l'able Mountain section held aloof, and still continues
under the old name.
The immediate occasion of this movement in questions of property
and discipline, the inabilit.y of our best native Christians to comprehend the alms and motives of the missionaries, the deliberate secession, the irregular ordinations, and the utter disregard of the principles of Christian comity, are all typical of the various Ethiopian
bodies. The notable exception in the case of the Zulu Congregational
Church was the reconciliation, :tnd this was not attained without grave
but inevitable concessions by the mission. From the native standpoint the agreement then reached may be well considered the Zulu
Magna Charter in matters ecclesiastical. That agreement, with but
slight limitation, conceded the right to autonomy in accordance with
Congregational polity. It was the beginning of a new order in the
history of the American Znlu Mission.
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Other Ethiopian Bodies

In northern Natal the Free Ohurch of Scotland has experienced
serious trouble. The purchase by natives of tbousands of acres in
open competition witb Europeans (thus perhaps giving a sense of
superiority), the exemption, of mauy from native law, tribal politics,
questions of discipline and consequent friction with missionaries, were
all contributing causes to the. schism. This ({ Uhlanga Ohurch" (the
National Ohurch) is charged with preacbing political independence
and with abetting the Boers during the war; some of its leaders are
described as drunken and immoral, and quarreling and internal dissensions are rife.
In neighboring districts the Gordon Memorial Mission and the
Wesleyans have also suffered by split-off parties.
In the Noodsberg region the followers of 'Mbiyana, an ordained
man who left the American Mission in the early eighties, are still in
evidence. But they make little headway. Their morals are so low
that the heathen remark that such" Ohristians" in no way differ from
themselves.
In the coast belt there is a body calling themselves "Ethiopians,"
who have their headquarters in Durban. Near the southern border
may be found the " Amakusha" (Oushites), who are under the auspices
of the colored Baptists of America. These Oushites have themselves
divided, a number having left to form a Bect whose distinctive tenet is
the practise of foot-washing.
The Meaning and Influence of the Movement

What mean these phenomena in their relation to the Kingdom of
God? Let us first recognize the ground for hope underlying the restlessness of which Ethiopianism is but the manifestation. This hope is
that born of life, a life not superimposed but imbued by Him who
came that they might have life and have it abundantly. The primary
expression of this life may be crude. It is shown in the desire to be
. somebody, to do something, to initiate, to enjoy the sense of proprietorship in homestead, business, school and church, a desire which has
seized Zulu, Xosa, Basuto, Bechuana, and Bamangwato-in fact, all
such tribes south of the Zambesi as may be termed evangelized. Rip
Van Winkle in Africa is awaking from the slumber not of decades
but of centuries; he is feeling ~bout for his bearings. The African
blind man has only recovered his sight so far as to see "men as trees
walking." Shall we not trust Him who has begun the cure to complete it? Tho this new life is to-day marred by excrescent growth,
tho the distorted vision occasions many blunders, yet let us recognize
that there is growth, there is vision. A great race hitherto content to
grovel has at last begun to aspire. We emphasize this self-evident
truth because the lamentable phases of Ethiopianism well-nigh constrain us to overlook it. Had mIssionaries been quicker to grasp its
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real significance some of the evils might have been averted or at least
mitigated.
A conspicous lack in the whole movement is the absence of a genuine missionary purpose. Primarily the aim seems to be not to take
the Gospel to the unevaugelized, but to form new churches in the very
fields long occupied by mission societies. Paul's ambition "not to
build upon another man's foundation" is just reversed by all Ethiopian bodies. 'rhe very hope of existence is based on the expectation of
reaping where others have sown. It is difficult to conceive what good
can possibly come from the disorder, division, and destruction wrought
by these independent movements. Yet there can be little doubt that
henceforth Ethiopianism is to be one of the problems of missionary
endeavor in all Africa, whether on old or virgin soil. In future, work
begun in the remotest wilderness will not require two and three generations for the outcropping of independency. Tho slow to lead,
Ethiopianism is not slow to follow; witness its disquiefing presenoe in
the Barotsi mission, north of the Zambesi. This new ism threatens to
be the parasite of African missions. The orying pity is that just as
the Native Ohurch has reached the position where it could be mightily
used in pioneer evangelism, it should instead direct its new-born energies to the discomfo:t of those institutions to which its own light and
power are due.
Ethiopianism must also answer to the charge that its influence is
on the side of low morals. While the secession faotions profess loyalty to the standards of the Ohurch from which they withdrew, yet
testimony invariably shows that there is little adherence to those
standards in practise. Generally speaking, native churohes have not
yet that backbone which would enable them to perseveringly enforce
high standards of discipline. To the native Ohristian weakness in
discipline soon means license. Again, the leaders of secession in establishing their new cause have naturally been eager to secure as many
adherents as possible. Strict discipline would mean the alienation of
many coveted Suppol'ters, and would entail such financial loss as to
threaten ruin. The result has been a compromise with heathenism.
That profession and not repentance is the requirement [or membership
is somewhat indicated by the large numbers rapidly reoruited under
the Ethiopian banner. As nearly as can be determined, in the seven
years since the movement became prominent it has gained a membership of about twenty-five thousand. Oompared with the slow, laborious growth of mission churches in South Africa, this large number
is a doubtful compliment to the Ethiopian type of Ohristianity.
Remembering the scaroity of natives prepared for Ohristian service, it
would be interesting also to know the intellectual and spiritual fitness
of the more than seventy natives whom the African Methodist Ohurch
has within five years set apart to the ministry.
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In the face of these facts, what shall be the attitude of mission
churches to the Ethiopian? Shall they fellowship with him? Shall
Ethiopian baptism be reckoned valid? Shall he be received by letter? What shall be the reply to those schismatic bodies which ask to
be taken en masse into the fold of mission churches?
Ethiopianism and South Africa's Race Problem

The elements of this problem are three-religious, social, and
political. The prominence given to the occasional seditious act or
utterance is not merited as compared with the gravity of certain other
considerations, as: (1) The most unhappy emphasis given to the color
line, for Ethiopianism is nothing if it is not anti-white. In one
aspect, it is the reply of the native to the unfriendly attitude of the
colonist. Furthermore, the appearance of the American negro from
the bitter scenes enacted in the Southern States will hardly help to
allay the racial antagonism. (2) Then mark the aptitude of the native
for politics. During untold generations his training has been in the
line of turning every circumstance to political advantage. His life
depended upon ability for intrigue. On the other hand, religion is
with him a new graft. The characteristics of the old tree still predominate. Too often, trusted converts wofully confuse the things of
Oresar and the things of God. The oldest churches are rent by tribal
politics. It is feared that the native, possessed of this genius and
already estranged from the European in religion, is butastep removed
from organized resistance in matters social and political.
When, in addition to these considerations, we recall the striking
disparity in the populations of South Africa (in round numbers,
colored, 4,000,000; white, 800,000) we need not wonder at the apprehellsion of the pnblic on account of the spread of Ethiopianism. The
effect on the colonial governments has been to look with still less favor
upon mission work. In Natal this opposition was manifested, first, by
an abortive attempt to prevent all native ministers from acting in the
capacity of marriage officers. With snch a restriction imposed upon
the irresponsible and irregularly ordained preachers we wonld, of
course, sympathize. In the second place, the government has definitely
refused to allow the placing of native workers on the locations, and is
disposed to close work already established on locations. This policy
of the government not only seriously limits the field for mission work,
but it defeats itself. Instead of acting as a check on Ethiopian spirit,
the injustice of the ruling gives thoroughly loyal natives good ground
for feeling aggrieved.
The fear of a native uprising is largely mitigated by a well-known
defect in native character-i.e., his inability to cooperate, to hang
together. Even Ethiopianism, the native's most successful attempt in
extended cooperative effort, has itself been repeatedly the victim of
schism. The danger is that circumstances may arise which shall drive
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the native populations to stand together in self-defense. The anti-black
tirades in press and on platform on the one hand, and the anti-white
agitation on the other, may some day be the furnace, the .vacillating,
blundering policies of governments may provide the hammer, and the
struggle for racial supremacy may be the forge upon which the aborigin~l tribes shall be welded. Repression of life is hazardous. Let the
colonies withhold from the native the education and the opportunity
for self-improvement and advancement in civilization which he craves
and which are his right, let them try to suppreils legitimate religious
activity, and it will be not "Oom Paul" but John Bull who sits on
the safety valve" of South Africa's destiny.
(f

The Future Policy of South African Missions

What light does the racial Church movement throw upon tho
future policy of missions in South Africa? Does it mean that they
have so far reached their goal in establishing self-supporting, selfgoverning, self-propagating native churches that they can now wisely
transfer their force to other fields? Has the appearance of the selfassertive, independent spirit hastened or retarded the day of the voluntary withdrawal of the missionary?
With all the manifestation of a new life, with its ambitions and
aspirations, the native is,with noble exceptions, seeking for privileges
while he shirks the accompanying responsibilities. He is grasping for
the glory of achievement while he shuns the drudgery by which success can alone be won. He talks of building colleges and universities,
yet neglects the repair of his district schoolhouse. He dreams of
native doctors and lawyers, but has not the stamina to go through the
grammar-school. He undertakes to buy a farm, tho he is not ashamed
of an unweeded mealie patch. He has not yet learned to be faithful
in a few things, but he confidently expects to be ruler over many
things. If a youth going out to battle with the world still needs the
tender but firm control of a wise father, what shall be said of the
native Church in its present development? Is it not true of the native
Ohristian, as of the headstrong lad, that the disposition to throw off
all restraint only emphasizes his need of parental guidance?
Remembering the absence of a genuine missionary purpose, the
influence for lax morals, the impulse given to the racial proclivities
for schism and political intrigue, and it is evident that Ethiopianism
already add§ its current to the terrible undertow that makes for a
carnal Christianity. Such are the forces active within; without, the
vices of both civilization and heathenism are rampant. Left to itself,
has the native Church enough vital Christianity to inspire it with
that self-sacrifice which shall make it a life-giving fountain? Or will
it not rather succumb to that self-centeredness which will make it as a
death-dealing whirlpool r
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The three years' war has cleared the way for the settlement of the
feud between Boer and Briton. But wo to Africa if the far greater
problem of white and black is ever settled by other agency than the
Gospel pf Peace and Good Will. The outlook for such. an adjustment
is not reassuriug. Neither race is prepared or even disposed to seek
a solution based upon the teaching of the Sermon on the Mount. On
the native side, who is to lead the way in the application of the principles of Jesus to social conditions unless it be the missionary?
Such considerations seem to force upon us the question-not, How
soon may we go? but, rather, How long can we stay? How long will
the churches accept of our cooperation? Let mission extension be
pushed to the utmost; but to relax our hold upon the present work
would be not only to leave the churches to an uncertain fate, but it
would also involve the loss to the advance movement of its base of
campaign. That the churches still need missionary supervision will
hardly be disputed. But it must be a supervision that is sympathetic,
tactful, firm, ever considerate of the sensibilities of pastor and people,
blind to slight, callous to rebuff, divested of self-importance, and
infused with the spirit of the prophet when· saying: "He must
increase, but I must decrease." The Baptist spoke of Him whom he
recognized as his infinite superior, but the missionary must exercise
this spirit toward those who are beginners in the school of grace. A
more difficult and deeply spiritual service never has the missionary in
this field been called upon to render. For the helpfulness of such service the native Ohristian is ready and sometimes anxious. Despite
the differences of the past and the independent spirit still prevailing,
brotherly conference ana Ohristian forbearance are in some quarters
already resulting in the restoration of mutual confidence between
mission bodies and the native churches. Once it was a blind following of the missionary, now there is something akin to intelligent loyalty to him as a friend and counselor. No doubt the posts of privilege
are on the picket-line of the advance to the interior, but Ethiopianism
has emphasized the importance of the rear-guard, which has a part to
play quite as essential to the full coming of the Kingdom of God.

THE APOSTLE TO THE BAROTSIS
FRANCOIS COILLARD. THE FRENCH MISSIONARY OF THE ZAMBESI
BY REV. JAMES I. GOOD, D.D.
Professor of Church History in the Ursinus School of Theology of the Reformed Church In
the United States

One of the greatest of living missionaries, and probably the greatest missionary ever sent out by the Paris Missionary Society, is Franyois Ooillard. He is now seventy years old, having been born at
Asnieres des Bourges, in France, July 17, 1834. After being prepared
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at Paris, in the mission house of the Paris Society, he was ordained
and sent to South Africa in 1857.
Coillard began to labor at Leribe, among the Basutos in Southeastern Africa, where for about a quarter of a century he was greatly
,
assisted by his wife, one
of the missionary heroines
of the nineteenth century. Mrs. OoiIlard was a
Miss Ohristina McIntosh,
of Scotland, and her
brave self-sacrifice was as
notable as that of her
husband. Most nobly she
carried out her expressed
purpose never to stand
between her husband and
his duty. "Whereve(you
have to go, be it to the
end of the world," she
said, " I shall follow you."
But altho M. OoiIIard
was successful among the
Basutos, yet his greatest
success has been in the
mission to which he went
A~""'~'; h._
~
farther north, beyond the
--~-§
...
~__
Zambesi River.
The
Basu tos heard that there
was a tribe farther north, speaking their language, who were still
heathen. The question arose: Was it not their duty to give them the
Gospel? At first several evangelists were sent on a prospecting expedition. Among these was a prominent native Christian named Asher,
who came back with a most eloquent plea for the sending of missionaries to the new field. "Ah!" he exclaimed, "why could I not cut off
my arms and legs, and make every limb of mine a missionary to the
Banyai ?" His address was electric in its effect. The Basuto congregations began at once to collect money to found this new mission, and
finally $2,500 was raised. The council of the mission then decided
to send a missionary, and a recent arrival named Dieterlen was set
apart for the work. He started, but was arrested by the Boers and
thrown in prison, so that the mission was broken up. Ooillard's hopes,
however, rose with the dangel'. "The Gospel entered Europe by a
prison. Forward!" he &aid. Altho he and his wife had been expecting to take Il much-needed rest in Europe, after an absence of about
nineteen 1ear~ yet when the m.ission asked him to go on an exploring

~
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journey to the Banyai, he gave up his furlough and started (April, 1877)
on a perilous journey into the jungles, amOlig wild beasts and even
wilder men.
The first chief of the Banyai whom they met plotted to throw
Coillard and his wife over a precipice. Coillard snatched his wife
from danger, and with great difficulty they finally (;scaped. Another
chief would have murdered
Coillard had not one of the
faithful evangelists thrown
himself between the missionary and the knife. Then a
king of the Matebele tribe
carried them off and kept
them prisoners for four
months. He treated them
with kindness, but forbade
them to locate a mission in
his territory. Thus, having
been driven away from the
Banyai and the MatabeJes,
Coillard went on to the Barotsi
tribe. They received him
ki1':\dly, since Livingstone had
left the name of missionary in
good odor among them. Coillard tells how he often felt not
CHRISTINJjl HCINTOSH COILLARD
a little humiliated at being
continually called" Doctor" by them, as they had done to Livingstone.
"Thus," he says, "the first missionary that comes along is invested
with the boots of this giant." He did evangelistic work among them
at Sheheke, but his evangelists died one after the other, and when
they were about to penetrate into the Barotsi tribe, north of the
Zambesi, the wet season came on, and so he and his wife returned
to the Basutos, after an absence of two years.
The Paris Missionary Society felt itself unable at that time to
undertake the great work which invited them beyond the Zambesi, so
the ~oble missionary and his wife returnedto Europe, and for two years
traveled everywhere, pleading for money and men to found this new
mission. With great eloquence, yet with great humbleness, he spoke
to multitudes, while his frail body (apparently almost burned up by
the terrible Zambesi fever) added force to his appeals. In 1882
Coillard and his wife returned to South Africa, and after spending
some time in reviving his old mission at Leribe (during his absence
devastated -by a war) finally started for the north, and in October, 1884,
al'riv'ed at Leshoma, south of the Zambesi. FrOJt! this point he made a
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visit to the King of the Barotsis, Lewanika. The following year they
they went farther north to Shesheke, and again visited the king, whc
hau hitherto met only white traders, whom he had fleeced at hi~
pleasure. He asked Coillard for all sorts of things, such as candles.
coffee, medicine, etc. Eighteen months later they -penetrated three
hundred miles farther into the Barotsi country, and located a permanent mission station at Sefula, not far from the king's court at Lealuyi.
Coillard at once began preaching, and opened a school under a tree.
The first lessons in penmanship consisted of writing in the sand. The
school began with twenty scholars, two of them sons of the king, and
five of them his nephews. After the school had continued nearly a
year, it was broken up by the pupils leaving to go out on warlike expeuitions with the king. So great had been its effect, however, that the
king, tho still a heathen, held religious services while on his expedition. Two of the first con verts, however, who were forced to join the
king fell again into heathen immorality. After a brief interval the
school was again opened with forty-eight pupils, one of them, Litia,
the son of the king. A girls' school was also started. Litia gradually
lost his faith in heathenism, and showed great interest in his studies
and in the Christian religion, but did not become a Christian until
after he had gone to school in Basutoland. He was evidently
influenced thereby the example of the converted heathen, Chief Khama.
His baptism (May 25, 18!l1) was a source of great joy, especially to
Mrs. Coillard, whose health had been undermined by the severe sufferings through which she had passed in her travels and work. When
Litia made his public confession at his baptism, another young man of
the royal family burst into tears, and Mrs. Coillard said: "A Barotsi
weeping, and weeping about his sins! I thought they had no tears to
shed. It is a sight that I wonld have traveled three hundred miles
to see." Before another Sabbath had come she had passed to her
reward with the words: "I have at last arri ved."
Mrs. Coillard's courage, endurance, self-denial, constant labors,
buoyant faith, and cheering hopefulness combined to make her a noble
wife and a great missionary. After her death, dark days came to her
husband. Litia, alas! went back to the practise of polygamy, altho he
was no longer a heathen in belief. The king grew hostile in spirit, and
said, "What have I to do with a Gospel that gives me neither guns,
nor powder, coffee, nor tea, nor suga_r, nor artisans to work for me?"
He also induced the first convert to leave the mission. Nevertheless, in
spite of these difficulties, the mission grew, and after seven years of
labor a church was dedicated. Six months later Litia surprised every
one by publicly rising in worship and saying: "Henceforth I have
broken the bonds of Satan to become a child of God; I have sent away
my second wife, so as to obey God." He then made an earnest appeal,
which resulted in one hundred and twenty conversions. Since that

•
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time he has been a regular attendant at the mission services, and is its
strongest supporter. His father, Lewaniki, still remains a heathen, but
has introduced a number of reforms, having become a total abstainer,
and of his own accord has forbidden the manufacture or use of beer.
Ohristian nations might well learn a lesson from him in this respect.
He has also attempted to put a stop to slavery and infanticide, and
has become a comparatively enlightened king. His visit to England
at the recent coronation of Edward VIII. awakened great interest.
He wrote from Edinburgh to the Paris Missionary Society that he
, desired his country to be covered with a network of mission stations.
Ooillard's continued ill-health led the Paris Society to urge his return
to Europe, but he gave as a characteristic reply, "Send us first ten
workers, and then I will come and help you find ten others." He was
:finally obliged to return in 1896, and again in 1899, but now, altho
nearly seventy years of age, he is working without ceasing in this
remarkable mhsion.
Many years ago a black minister had invited Ooillard to
attend the festival of his church at Kimberley. As he was about to
leave, after a very enjoyable season, the minister put into his hand a
number of small diamonds, saying, "These represent a day's work of
my men; choose which you like." Ooillard turned them over a long
time (there were yellow, black, and white), and at last chose a black
one.' "Oh, but that is the least valuable," said the minister. "Perhaps so," replied Ooillard, "but I like black diamonds; they are the
jewels I am seeking for my Savior's crown."

A SUNDAY IN INLAND CHINA
BY MR. WILLIAM TAYLOR, KI-AN, KIANG-SI PROVINCE, CHINA
Missionary of the China Inland Mission, 1888-

Many an Occidental who has lived in the" Far East" may feel like
saying, "There is no Sunday in Ohina"; and it is true, especially of
interior Ohina. With the exception of the three great yearly feasts
in February, June, and September, respectively, business and labor go
on, day after day, without intermission. In most of the trades there
is a tacit understanding that workmen may, if they desire, absent
themselves from the workshop for three to five days a month, but there
is no common day of rest. To the foreigner coming from a Sundayobserving locality at home, this unceasing toil and noise is tiring and
oppressive. Many never get used to it. Ohina as a nation has yet to
learn that" lesson in Divine arithmetic," that seven makes more than
six, and nine more than ten--a lesson, by the way, that some Western
nations and communities, even with the historical proof before their
eyes, seem forgetting.
Protellta.nt mi~llion~riEls in Ohina are practically one in seeking to
<
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lead the Ohinese believers to abstain from labor on this day. In many
of our churches, reception into membership is conditioned on the person concerned arranging to "rest from labor" on the Sunday. In
others the rules are less strict, and the matter, while urged and commended, is not; compulsory.
Olocks and watches are not in general use in inland Ohina. Many
of the wealthier class who have such use them more as ornaments
than timepieces. As a result, the time of the Sunday services varies
with the season of year and the condition of the weather. In June.
and July we begin the services about 10 to 10.30 A.M. In December
and January often as late as 11.30 A.M. to noon. On a bright day the
people come proportionately earlier than on a dull one. Few churches
have bells, gongs are occasionally used, and in one instance known to
the writer a gun was fired off ten or fifteen minutes before the services
began.
The men and women assemble in different halls, and sit about in
groups drinking U unsweetened, milkless tea," learning catechism,
Scripture, or hymns, or conversing socially, until the time for the first
service. Some seven or eight members of the" Scripture Union"
meet together before the general meeting for review of the daily portions read during the week, and for prayer on behalf of the members
of the Union throughout the world. When the time arrives for the
first service, a hand-bell is rung in the courtyard, and all sit down, the
men in the church proper a,nd the women in their own hall, adjoining
the church. Then during the singing of another hymn the hand-bell
is rung again, and the women, who have been led by the missionary's
wife, or other lady worker, in a similar, tho still simpler meeting, file
into the church-some of them, tho these are principally the nonOhristians, " hobbling on their tiny feet."
The men sit on the left and the women on the right side of the
church, a11 facing the platform, and between them is a railing some
three or four feet high. This latter is in deference to Ohinese custom
which may take one or two generations to change. 'l'his united meeting is generally called the Ta li-pai (Big Worship Service), and lasts
about one hour or a little more.
~ box hangs in front of the pulpit, into which the Ohristians drop
their mon.ey offerings. It is divided into three compartments, marked
respectively, " Evangelistic Work," " The Poor,"" The Local Ohurch."
Over all, in large prominent characters, are the words: "Give Oheerfully."
After about half an hour's intermission the afternoon meeting
begins, the men and women together, as in the previous service. The
intermission is purposely short, that those coming from a distance
(some come five miles) and desiring to remain to the afternoon service may do· so, and yet get away in good time.
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The afternoon meeting, which lasts about one hour, is divided into
two parts-prayer_and then praise. About thirty minutes are given
to definite prayer for specific objects. Such subjects as " The Ecumenical Conference in New York," "The Indian Famine," "The Transvaal
and Philippine Wars," or other world subjects, are briefly referred to.
News or statistics are also discussed. Special prayer has been continually made during the last few months for a world-wide revival, according to the Keswick Prayer Circle suggestion. Our general plan, to
"pray indefinitely for everything or nothing," reminds us that our
Chinese brethren are as human as Christians in other countries. There
are often nine or ten short prayers offered. Following the season of
prayer comes half an hour of praise in singing.
What often strikes a foreign visitor in these services, is what
appears to be a lack of reverence. I say "appears to be," for the
Chinese are utter strangers to the form of public meeting in which
one person does the talking' and the others sit quietly and listen, and
this fact needs to be kept in mind when judging their conduct.
After the afternoon meeting there are generally some Christians
or inquirers waiting for private conversation and advice about some
home matter or business difficulty. There are also, probably, some
applicants for medicine, for whom a few simple drugs are kept. Some
non-Ohristians present may also be willing to converse regarding the
Gospel, and have a cup of tea with the Ohinese helper or the missionary.
In the evening, shortly after sundown, at "the time of the light...
ing of lamps" (as the Chinese put it), a meeting is held for nonOhristians~men only (respectable women do not come out after dusk).
The church is well-lighted, and, after a short prayer, one or two hymns
are snng, and the men begin to come in. Some sit only for a short
time, and then retire. Interruptions snch as our Lord had (Luke
xii: 13) are not uncommon. A pause to call the meeting to order
and explain" church decorum" is sometimes necessary. Some may
begin to smoke; some to parade listlessly up and down the aisles;
some, on a warm evening, may" stretch out" on an empty seat for a
doze. But a word or two is often all that is needed to assist the
ushers to quietly right matters. Two or three speakers-one or two
of which are Ohinese-address the meeting for fifteen or twenty minutes each, emphasizing simply the main points of the Gospel-" God:
His greatness, goodness, and nearness"; "the Lord Jesus: His deity,
death, resurrection, and power 'to save to the uttermost' (Chinese
translation is: 'S(WC down to the very bottom ')," and other topics.
Thus ends the work of a Sunday. The workers often retire tirecl
out, but rejoicing in the privilege of being Ohrist's messengers to
those who know Him not, eVE}Il WnE}u discQura~emE}nt ~Ild sorrQw pres~
bard upon the spirit,
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A NEW EGYPT*
BY REV. CHARLES R. WATSON, D.D., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Secretary of the United Presbyterian Board of Missions

Coming back to Egypt after an absence of fourteen years, I find so
many changes that I am compelled to recognize the existence of a .. New
Egypt" which was not known fourteen years ago.
Superficial and material changes are always those first to be noticed.
English is spoken now quite generally, especially along the main highways of travel. where before French was the passe partout and English was but slightly used. The plain and unassuming little white caps,
formerly worn by the street arabs and poorer boys, have quite given way
to the mOl'e pl'etentious tarboosh, or head-cloth. The oriental dress is
much rarel' in the cities, and European races are a more familiar sight,
even in out-of-the-way places, than they were fourteen years ago. Cairo
has been so built up that entire sections of the city are literally new
creations, and where "Old Cairo" was both a household word and a
technical phrase, "New Cairo" has hecome a familiar idea and a literal
fact. Cairo is no longer oriental, or is so only when it poses for the
benefit of travelers in love with the romantic East.
Back of such superficial changes are deeper changes. Education has
increased. An inspection of missionary work alone would lead to this
discovery, for the mission school which would have taken the educationallead in a town or village fourteen years ago would to-day scarcely
command a general patronage. The mission school has felt the influence
of this educational movement, and has had to strengthen its course in
order to hold its place. Thereby it has also been compelled to increase
the cost of its educational operations.
The government schools, both by their increase in number and in
efficiency, have contl'ibuted to this change, but the keenest competition
of the mission school is not so much with these as with the private
school. The youth of Egypt has become the prize for which rival organizations and faiths are competing. There has been at least a semblance
of a revival of learning in the old Coptic Church, and this Church, seeing
the inroads made upon its membership by the mission schools, has established schools of its own. The same is true of the Moslems, and there
has been a great influx of Roman Catholic schools. The battle for the
youth, and thus the future of Egypt, is keen as never before. A concrete illustration will give some idea of the forces which have entered
the field. The city of Tanta has in it the following schools:
Government school of 500 boys (Moslems).
Coptic school of 600 boys.
Coptic school of 150 girls.
St. Louis school of 150 boys (Jesuit).
St. George free school of 250 (Jesuit).
St. Mary school of 200 girls (Jesuit).
Greek Church school of 50 boys; same of 40 girls.
Moslem school of 120 boys.
Sayydain school of 80 boys and 50 girls (Moslem).
Union school of 96 boys and 70 giNs (Moslem).
Jewish school of 40 boys.
Twenk school of 40 boys.
Many Moslem primary· schools.
The great Mosque school of 4,,,00 (Moslem).
Presbyterian Mission boys' school.
Xresbyterian Mission girls' school.
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I think I am safe in estimating that more than half of these schools
do not date back to 1889 or even to 1893. This estimate is more than
borne out by the fact that throughout Egypt during the last ten years
the candidates for the government primary examination, coming from
private schools, have increased from 242 to 1,266, while those from government schools have only increased from 693 to 1,079.
The question may suggest itself, "Why not abandon the school as a
missionary agency. in view of the increase in the cost of maintaining
schools?" The reply is twofold. In the first place, so long as these other
educational institutions are surrounded by strong hostile religious influences (as they are), and are not purely secular, the mission is compelled
in self-defence to maintain Christian schools for the children of its Protestant community. The missionaries also regard the mission school, in
spite of the increased cost of its maintenance, as still the cheapest and
the most effective method of reaching the life of the non-Christian community for the purpose of evangelizing it. Street or bazaar preaching is
not allowed in Egypt. Meetings in a rented hall are not attended to any
extent by oon-Christians. Personal work through colporteurs and visiting evangelists seems to afford very slight and slow access to the life of
a community. and requires, in order to be effective, a tact and a training
which can not be found in any great number of the workers now available for Christian service. The chief method left for coming into actual
touch with non-Christian lives for purposes of evangelization would still
seem to be the mission school.
The most startling change which the past decade and a half has
wrought in Egypt is along the line of the increase of wealth and cost of
living. Indeed, it would be difficult to find a parallel to this anywhere in
our own country. A few figures, secured from an Egyptian land-owner
and verified elsewhere, illustrate the new conditions.
Ten years ago you could buy 12 to 16 eggs for' a piaster (5 cents); now
you can get only six. Ten years ago, native butter was 2 to 3 piasters a
pound; now it is five. Ten years ago meat was 1 to 2 piasters a pound;
now it is three and three and a half. A cook's wages, a decade ago, were
1 to 2 L. E. (five to ten dqJlars) a month; now you pay just double. A
common servant received ten years ago 40 to 70 piasters a month; now
you must give him upward of 120 piasters.
The greatest rise, however, is in land. In the Delta good farm land
sold a decade ago at about $325 an acre. The same land sells readily today at $600 to $700 an acre. Nor is the reason hard to see. In 1897 a
cantar of cotton sold for $7.25. In 1003 the cantar sold at $18 and the
yield of an acre of land is ten cantars. The cotton demand of the world
exceeds the supply, but, apart from this, the Egyptian cotton has no
superior because of its silky texture aud its long fiber. Other things
have also contributed to the increase in price of land. In Egypt the
middle class have become well-to-do, and the well-to-do have become
wealthy. They have not yet learned to invest in foreign stocks; they
wish to have their money invested in something visible and something
within reach. Land is their preference, and because everybody wants
land, the price goes up. If farming land has risen in price, building
land in cities, towns, and even villages has risen still more. Where cost
of living and price of land have increased, wages have necessarily
increased also.
I have thought it worth while to emphasize these changes which
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have taken place in Egypt in the past decade and a half, because it will
be seen at a glance that these changes affect vitally our missionary enterpri~e. They increase the difficulty of our task, and they make it unreasonable for us to argue against enlarging estimates on the ground that
at least the same amount of missionary work can be carried on from
year to year upon the same amount of money.
Changing conditions, however, operate in another direction also.
They increase the opportunity, and hence the need for missionat'y effort.
Egypt is rapidly waking from her sleep of centuries. Intellectually and
commet'cially a great revival is under way. Religious thought is undet'going great change. It is an opportunity to present anew the evermodern and the all-sufficient Christ to this people.

THE BRIGHTER SIDE OF DARKEST AFRICA *
BY REV. MELVIN FRASER, ELAT, WEST AFRICA

Missionary of the Presbyterian Board, 1895-

Africa has a bad name. The country is spoken of as the abode of ills,
forbidding, without a future as without a past. Notwithstanding the
scramble of ancient Phamicians, Chaldeans, and all modern Europe for
some coveted gold fields and other favored spots of. material resources,
the land is relegated to the rear. It is said to be subjectively out of the
race that nations run-the tag-end of the world, inhabited by the tag-end
of humanity. "I would not go to Afdca for $10,000," said an Illinois
lawyer to the missionary.
By common' consent, the contents of the
country is lumped, and labelled Darkest Africa-a large sign, that he who
reads may run, and pass by on the other side.
The time may not be yet to pull down the sign, for this evil repute of
long standing doubtless has some stubborn facts behind it; but we are
bound to discriminate, for not all parts of Africa are alike, neither have
the attractive, redeeming features always received due emphasis. It isa
pity for our missionary interests to suffer thr~ugh misapprehension.
Africa gets the credit of being torrid. When the writer was preparing to sail the first time for Africa, a lady in one of the cities said:
" What are you going to that hot hole for?" As a matter of fact, this
part of Africa (the Kamerun interior) is as unlike a:hole as a mountain is,
neither hot nor cold, but rather lukewarm, but deserves not to be spued
out. The humid low coast is uncomfortable enough, and often at midday in the interior the sun is trying, and one would better keep out of it
or wear a helmet to shield from the subtle power of the rays whic4 seem
to affect the brain more than the body. But at our interior elevations of
about two thousand feet there is not excessive heat. The writer helped
to keep a registedng thermometer three consecutive years in the shade"
,nd the highest point the mercury reached was 88° Fahr. Nights are
always comfortably cool, sometimes uncomfortably so. The missionary
on furlough in New York has been heard to say, "I never felt the heat
like this in Africa." Ohicago, not Africa, is the hot hole in summer. The
missionary whose heart is at all warm toward Jesus Christ, and who
remembers that He was warm and weary when He sat by the well at
• Condensed from The Assembly Herald.
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midday, and that He sweat drops of blood that night, pas not been heard
to complaiB seriously of heat even in exceptional places and times in this
region of Africa.
Men tell us, too, that there are no possibilities for the black man, that
miSSionary work in Africa is a waste of time, money, and life. So certain disciples spoke of waste when the alabaster box was broken and the
precious ointment poured out. True, the Africa heathen are very far
down in the horrible pit and the miry clay-there have been centuries of
sinking. Pen can not tell the sin and the ignorance of them. Even the
inspired penman in the first chapter of Romans did not overstate the situation for the Bulu. The native life by itself is shocking. The native_
unwritten law is eye for eye and tooth for tooth; at the death of any
man of repute, the custom has been to require atonement for the occurrence by human sacrifices, especially of women charged with the crime of
witchcraft; women and little girls are bought and sold as goats or gambled away. Aside from local restraints, governmental or Gospel, it is in
the main true: every man is a liar, thief, murderer, adulterer, and every
woman a slave and harlot by compulsion of circumstances and custom.
Oh, the pity of this seething mass 01" helpless depravity I
But can these people be made anything of? Yes, if history can be
repeated, and if first-fruits are any prophecy, and if the Gospel is the
power of God unto salvation. The native is not a bunch of avoirdupois
without brains or backbone in his intellectual and moral anatomy.
Under the dirt and nakedness of these black skins there is much to appeal
to and develop.
Observation of how the natives, shut entirely off from the world for
centuries, and groping in the dim light of nature, meet some ofthenecessHies of life, this begets hope for them. A man cuts down a plantain,
extracts the fiber, dries it, and twists a strong neat cord; then he is potter, forming a symmetrical clay pot for water, food, oil; with a jackknife he carves a cane of ebony or new gun-stock; without nail or saw,
he builds a house with parts fitly joined together. He is blacksmith,
constructing his bellows and making his charcoal and sometimes digging his ore, and produces an ax, a hoe, knife, pin, or spear. He sings a
senseless ditty, and has made the instrument, less or more musical, on
which he plays the accompaniment. The native woman weaves her
fishing-net, and is at home cooking the many products of ber garden. The
children in the streets build playhouses, and throw the spear skilfully;
they draw pictures upon the bark walls of the houses, or upon their
own bodies, of all sorts of beasts, birds, reptiles, and have a keen sense of
the ludicrous. The missionary who examines these products of the
natives' hand and mind is probably amused, but impressed with the
practical and artistic sense which they represent. If the natives can do
so many things so well without training, what might they not do with
instruction, with higher ideals and nobler motives and a broader field
placed before them?
The average native is nobody's fool. Tbe European learns, by humiliating experience, to look out for him in bargaining. He is a keen
observer, has a good memory, and is not lacking in imagination, tho
probably more imitative and mechanical-than constructive and original.
He loses his head in an emergency, and being of excitable temperament,
quickly flies of on a tangent. He is full of surprises that delight or puzzle, and of disappointments that distress or amuse. But he can be taught,
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and wants to be. He admits his ignorance, and is a docile learner and
willing follower into new fields of thought and enterprise.
The native children in school learn quickly an,d retain well. Boys
have been reading the Gospels within a year from the time of knowing
that there is an alphabet. Many a boy can tell in his own words, with
accuracy and fulness, many of the sayings of Christ, His miracles and
parables, circumstances and purpose of birth, crucifixion and resurrection, as well as rehearse teachings and doings of the apostles. The boys
and girls, in capacity and progress, compare well with children of similar
opportunities in the home land. Many are diamonds in the rough, pearls
in the mud-but they absorb like sponges.
The children have a desire to learn. Hungry people do not reach out
for food with more eagerness than that with which the boys have been
seen to scramble for a scrap of paper or fragment of book printed in their
own speech. They are glad to work thirty-seven hours to buy a Primer.
In this interior work the time is passed when pupils needed to be begged or
bought to come to school, and thought they were doing the missionaries a
favor by coming. The advantages of knowing how to read and write, and
of decorum and manly character, have become advertised and recognized,
so that a kind of love of learning has set in, and there is competition for
a place in the ranks. By mere advertising, a school of four hundred
came together at Elat the first term this year, and the records show an
average attendance of two hundred and fifty-eight for the year, an average of two hundred and three boarders cheerfully paying in work for
food and other necessary supplies. Boys came, and, finding the dormitories full, said, "Have mercy on us; let us stay; we will sleep in the sawpit and under the house, and live on sweet potatoes," and more than a
score did so. This desire and ability to learn, on the part of the youth,
gives wings to the school work and promise for the new generation.
The possibilities to be counted upon, and test of the value of the
work appear, perhaps, to best advantage in the religious life. The
native has a broad, susceptible religious nature ready to respond to the
ideals within his reach. He interprets whatsoever comes to pass in life
as the expression of an invisible something. To him, nothing either.
good or bad occurs but by the intervention of a mysterious unseen power
residing in witches, amulets, concocted" medicine." The native is constructively religious, and, knowing nothing else, worships fetish, with
all its inconsistencies and hideous cruelties. When the ideals of the
Gospel are plainly presented they appeal to his understanding and judgment, ~nd take hold of-his heart, and begin to command his obedience.
Since the opening up of the Kamerun interior work ten years ago.
hundreds of people have come to tell of their desire to be Christians.
By no means have all these proved steadfast or realized what they were
doing. There has been a deal of chaff in the wheat. But out of these
numbers, two churches have been organized, one at Efulan, one at Elat,
and material is in sight for organizing at Lolodorf. Hundreds of others
are in classes on probation and in course of instruction f('r membership.
When the Kingdom of Heaven has been preached faithfully, many have
pressed into it.
What kind of Christians do the natives make? The act of making a
public profession of faith in Christ and of entering upon the new life
involves an heroic break. A tremendous tide is to be stemmed of temp·
tation-often of persecution and ostracism. Not a little of these has beeI1
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endured for Christ's sake. Women have been flogged by their male masters for attending meetings, and confined days without food for guarding
virtue, and charged with murder by the occult power of a Christian
witch. A young man recently put away two of his three wives, and
received a brutal beating by his tribesmen because he would not add his
little sister to the other's plurality of wives. Many a Bulu house is today divided against itself, rent asunder on the Rock Christ Jesus.
There are those who have in them the stuff martyrs are made of, who
know whom they have believed, and would die rather than yield under
coercion and forsake their new-found Lord.
There are boys and young men and women whose records of years
show that they will not lie or steal or break the seventh commandment,
and this is saying not a little in recognition of the power of God's grace
to keep that which is committed to Him in the slums of Africa. With
this rising generation the groundwork of polygamy, with all its litter
of vices, and which gives occasion to nine-tenths of Bulu troubles and
sorrows, is beginning to crumble, and many a young fellow, tired of sin
and its wages, is stepping right out of the ranks of heathen society,
marrying one wife, and walking honestly in the marvelous light and
liberty of the truth that has made him free indeed and happy.
How anyone, while counting the cost, yet seeing the output, the
quantity and the quality of it, can say that missions to Africa do not
pay, is past understanding. If coming to Africa and being used for the
production of such sturdy, intelligent, useful Christian lives as so many
of them are, if this is being buried alive, then blessed be the burial.
We have not :;laid that Africa is not dark; she is dark, and for the
natives her unwritten history has been one long black night. But much
of the darkness is of a kind that light will drive away, and the servant
of God who brings that light can live here with all the comfort and
safety he needs, and discovers a Kingdom to live for. Come over and
help us. The missionary who comes with his lamp t,rimmed and burning in faith, hope, and love meets not a dismal task. Bearers of the
torch of Divine Truth find that, in personal experience and actual outlook, even in Darkest Africa there is not more night than day.

LETTER FROM AN EX-LAMA OF TIBET *
Our readers will be interested in the translation of a Tibetan letter
from the former Buddhist lama, Chompel. It is addressed to the members of the Moravian Congregation at Indianapolis, who support him as
their Bible-reader, or Christian evangelist, to his Tibetan countrymen in
Ladak. Owing to the breakdown in health of so many of the Moravian
missionaries in the Himalayan field, Kalatse, where Chompel was working under Missionary Francke, has had to be left unoccupied during this
winter, so Chompel writes-in pltrt-as follows from Leh:
LEH, via KASHMIR, IJecembe'l' 15, 1903.
My DEAR BROTHERS AND SISTERS,-I am sending you a greeting of
. peace. By the mercy of God, I am in good health. I can not comprehend the guidance of the Lord in calling me from the interior of Tibet to
preach His Word here. As it is very cold just now, it is really difficult to
.. From At the Threshold.
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go upon this errand. The river is frozen over, and the sheep and goats
cross it on the ice. But our Lord suffered even to giving His life for us
all, and I am pleased to suffer for my Tibetan friends.
Many of the people understand what the Gospel means, but they
answer me like this: "We like your tidings about salvation in Jesus, but
we also like the religion of our forefathers." I reply that a man can not
ride on two horses. If he tried, one leg would be carried off in one direc·
tion and the other leg in the other direction. You can not side with the
devil and serve the true God. Your gods are idols and they can not do
anything. I am a Christian, and therefore I do not trust in them, nor
in the Grand Lama, who professes to be an incarnation of Buddha. I
believe in the Son of God, who dwells in heaven. God is not in need of
riches or goods; what He wants is our hearts. If we love Him with all
our hearts, we shall live in accordance with His Word, and then we shall
love the poor, the widows, the sick, and also our parents. The greatest
sin is to bow down before idols. You say you believe in God, but tho
you may declare that you are clean, yet if you have not been cleam,ed
by God from your sins, then you are like a dirty hand. You know that
the hands will not keep clean; we have to wash them again and again.
Just so is it with ourselves; we have to pray God again and aga.in to forgive us our sins.
Now, my brothers and sisters, if I were alone in this work I could do
nothing. But our Lord God has given you to me as my helpers in it, so
I go and preach without fear. Altho I have neither home nor house,
you are my friends-yea, my father and mother. Therefore I will gladly
go out as an evangelist to tell the people the Gospel of our Lord.
Brother Stobgyes has been much abused by his father and mother.
They said: "If you become a Christian, neither the field nor the house
will be given to. you. There are nine other men in the family to do the
work, and they have to eat and drink. We can do without you." Altho
they have treated him like that, he has not fallen away. Please pray to
God "for the new brethren in this country. This letter is offered to all my
dear brothers and sisters (in America) with my greetings.
When Chompel writes that the love of God in our hearts will beget a
true love to our neighbor, he enumerates not only the poor and the sick,
but also the widows, who are greatly despised and neglected by his
heathen countrymen. It is not many years since he himself lay, deserted,
poor and sick, beside the road to a famous place of pilgrimage. There he
was found by one of his countrymen, who was a Christian, and who
became in every respect a "good Samaritan" to him: It will be noted
that he adds that if we love God we shall love our parents also. Nobody
in that Tibetan land would have more reason to thank God if a great
wave of love to Jesus Christ came over the country, than the aged fathers
and mothers, whose lot is only too often to be turned out of house and
home when their children grow up. He has learned that God is not like
the idols to be seen in those lamaseries, always demanding offerings and
gifts, but that He is the great Giver, who spared not His own Son, but'
will with Him freely give us all things,
The man whom he names Brother Stobgyes is one of the candidates
for baptism. Nowhere are our Lord's words more true than in Tibet,
about the effect of His Gospel in dividing families until all are united in
Himself, Stobgyes, being the eldest son of his parents, ought to inherit
the house and the fields, or little terraces on the mountain side, which
belong to it. But because he wishes to be a Christian his parents. will
disinherit him, and the other members of the family will be only too
glad to get rid of him, so that they may have the more. No, it is no
easy matter for a Tibetan to become a Christian.
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AN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY IN CHINA *
BY REV. WILLIAM DEANS, IOHANG, HUPEH, CHINA

Missionary of the Chnrch of Scotland

In connection with the "Appeal" to the home churches for an
increase of missionaries, formulated at Kuling, it may not be unwise to
draw attention to many districts in China which might be called" unoccupied territory." If such an "appeal" be answered, the new missionaries should not concentrate in present occupied territory. Why not
push out into new regions-some practically untouched, some very inadequately wro\lght?
The settling of missionaries in a district may be overdone. For
example, when a few years ago Hunan was opened to missionary work,
the cry was "To Hunan!" Existing missionary societies sent men into
the province, and new societies determined to oceupy the place also.
Many important places were thus neglected, and Hunan possibly in danger
of being overdone.
We would draw attention to three districts radiating from Ichangsouthwest, northwest, and northeast. These three dirtricts are unoccupied by any resident missionary, and are only partially reached by native
evangelistic agency.
1. The Southwest District.-A glance at the map of Hupeh will show
a triangular stretch of country with the Yangtse as base and ghi-nanfu
as apex, with Sz-chuan and Hunan boundaries as lines of the triangle.
This triangular district is unoccupied by any missionary society, and
to a large e~tent has no evangelizing agency. Protestant missions are
only touching its borders, tho in some parts of it the Roman Catholics
are strong. The district is mountainous and not very densely populated. Passing through it is It very important trade route between Szchuan and Hunan and Shasi. This route touches the city of Shi-nan,
but does not come near·Ichang. The imperial road from Ichang to Wanhsien and the west is through this part of the country.
A missionary settlement in Shi-nan would reach a hitherto unoccupied and unworked country, and would be well worth the consideration
of societies seeking a new field.
The following are the principal places in the district, with stages
from Ichang:
Shi-nanfu, nine days from Ichang and seven days to Wan-hsien, a
large town on the Yangtse in Sz-chuan. Wan-hsien is to be opened as a
treaty port at an early date, so either it or Ichang could he made the
headquarters and line of communication for the district.
Li-chuan, twelve days from Ichang and three days from Shi-nan.
The following hsiens are under jurisdiction of Shi-nan:
En-shih, incorporated in Shi-nanfu.
Kien-shih, one hundred and twenty li; Han-feng, two hundred and
forty li frClm Shi-nan.
Hsien-en, ninety li; Lai-feng, three hundred and sixty li from
Shi-nan.
Besides these places there are Chang-yang, two days distant by road
from Ichang. It can be reached in one day, going partly by water and
partly by road. Chang-Io, another town, is distant two days south from
Chang-yan'g, and Ho-feng five days from Chang-Io.
... Condensed from The Ohinese Recorder.
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It will be seen the district is of large extent, with abundant opportunities for work of all kinds. It is really virgin soil for any missionary
society that cares to enter in. Supplies could be had from Ichang. The
letter-carriers from Ichang to Chungking p~ss within sight of the walls
of Shi-nan.
2. The Northeast District.-This district stretches from the Yangste
to the Han River. The northerly part is hilly, the easterly a plain, with
many villages highly cultivated. Considerable evangelistic work is done
here by the Church of Scotland Mission and the Swedish Mission.
A very extensive district with abundant opportunities stretches
from Shasi on the Yangste through a vast plain to the hills near <the
Han. There are large villages and towns in this part, such as Ho-yung,
Tan-yang, Yuan-an, Kin-men, Yii-ki-ho, Kuan-wing-shih. Ideal places
for residences and more permanent work under foreigners would be Tanyang or Kin-men. Tan-yang is forty-five miles from Ichang, and can be
reached by road in two days. It has also water commnnication with
Shasi. Kin-men is two days farther on, and only one day from the Han
River. It.is a beautiful spot, surrounded by hills and with a supply of
the finest spring water. The telegraph passes through Kin-men en route
for Hsiang-yang and the north. We understand the Imperial Post is
soon to be established in the district.
The Sw~dish Mission occupies, with native agents, Ho-yung, Tan-yang,
Yuan-an. The Church of Scotland Mission crosses the line of Swedish
stations and works a district by Yu-ki-ho. which connects with the Wesleyan Mission's outstations around Kin-men and toward An-lofu.
In our opinion, this large, well-populated district should have some
resident foreign missionary, and if none of these societies intend settling
foreigners, it is an opportunity for some new society to enter in and
develop the field. Beyond Yuan-an and stretching northward to Hsiangyang, on the Han, is a district literally unoccupied and untouched.
3. The Northwest District.-From Ichangto KW'ui-fu, in Sz-chuan,
is a stretch of the Yangtse, reckoned about two hundred miles, with
towns and villages on the banks. This part is almost direct west from
Ichang. No evangelistic work is being done over this area. Beyond the
- river to the northwest is an inland district, mountainous and sparsely
populated, unvisited by any missionary. The China Inland Mission
occupied Kwui-fu and Wan-hsien, and work the surrounding places, but
from Ichang to Kwui-fu is a field open to any new agency. As usual,
the Roman Catholics are progressive and Protestant converts are few.
A station could be opened at Pa-tung or Kwui-chow, both in Hupeh,
and from these centers a good work could be done up and down the river
and inland from the river. With the opening of new treaty ports beyond
Ichang and a possible steamer traffic, the population in the river towns
and villages will increase. It seems a pity that such a stretch of river is
un worked by any mission. Present missions in Ichang can not undertake further extension for lack of workers.
It would be well if new societies hoping to send workers to China
could have attention drawn to vacant, unoccupied districts, and thus,
instead of overpopulating one district, and consequently overlapping in
work, could occupy an unrestricted field.
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HEDLEY VICARS read I. John 1: 7.
and, profoundly meditating on it,
he said: ., His blood clean seth me
from all sin. Then I will henceforth live as becomes a bloodwashed man."
Mr. F. S. Arnot
At Bristol, England, March 10th,
there was held a series of farewell
meetings, in view of the return of
Fred S. Arnot to West Afdca, already referred to in the March
issue. The exercises were of deep
interest, but all else paled beside
Mr. Arnot's simple, unpretent,ious
narrative of his former experience
in J arenganze and West Africa. He
told especially of his visit January
1, 1882, to the Bakuba tribe on the
Kushibe River, never before visited
by any missionary. They came
together in thousands, and the
chief, after hearing Arnot, declared
he was ready to take the new Feti
as his own, and burn all his own
fetishes; and actually a large number of fetishes were destroyed. Yet
this tribe has not yet one missionary! And there are fifty more in
the vicinity, between the Kongo
and Zambesi rivers, in the same
destitution. There are 1,500,000
square miles inviting-laborers, and
no means of supplying them.
When King Lewanika was in
Great Britain and met Mr. Arnot,
he introduced to him his prime
minister, and he proved to be one
of Arnot's converts! Another instance of the fact that it is not the
number but the character and influence of converts that tells on the
heathen and the work of God.
It will interest readers to know
that on the maps of the Royal Geographical Society, "Arnot's Route"
is the only traveler's course officially marked, and for the reason
that, before he went out, he pri-

vately qualified himself to take observations, etc.; and then as he
moved inward he carefully kept
notes of his journey and route and
the places visited, so that his notes
have been found exceedingly valuable scientifically, and the society
gave him $300 for a scientific outfit
of the necessary instruments for
further scientific purposes.
After some months spent in holding meetings on the continent, Mr.
Arnot is to take leave of his wife at
Lisbon, and will go to Africa to
look after the work on which his
heart is set. He will not return to
his wife and family under two
years. Let much prayer follow
him.

The Effect of Russian Rule.
Many wonder that Christians
who pray and work for the coming
of God's Kingdom in Asia should
be so strongly opposed to the spread
of Russian dominion. Perhaps they
will understand this more clearly
when they read the following article from the treaty recently concluded between Russia and Tibet:
Art. 3.-Entire liberty in what
concerns Russian Orthodox as well
as Lamaist worship will be introduced in Tibet; but all other religious doctrines will be absolutely
prohibited. For this purpose the
Grand Lama and the superintendent of the Orthodox Peking Mission are bound to proceed amicably
and by mutual consent, so as to
guarantee the free propagation of
both religions and take all necessary measures for avoiding religious disputes.
In plain words, Russia proposes
to exclude all religions except her
own and that of the country in
question. She no doubt does this
in the interests of unity, but not of
liberty. Russia is intolerant, and
acts on the principle that the State
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sciences of the people. The result
of her policy is seen in the ignorance of her common people, the
dissatisfaction of her intelligent
classes, and the wretched lot of her
political prisoners.
Another Noble Testimony to Missions

There is force in testimony which
comes incidentally. Many a noble
British officer in India has certified
within his knowledge to the excellence of missionaries and their
work. An accidental, so to speak,
word of endorsement of them
came in October last from Sir Andrew Frazer, R.C.S.I., the present
Lieut.-Governor of Bombay, on
board a steamer in the Gulf of
Aden. He had consented to preside at an extemporized social missionary gathering, and in his introduction to the occasion said, as reported in the Bombay Guardian:
I do not attach much weightnot to use stronger language-to
the unfavorable reports of mission
work brought to us by those who
have no sympathy with it, who
never have known a missionary,
who have never visited a mission
college 01' mission church, who
have made no effort to understand
those who have come under missionary influence. We Englishmen
are not accustomed to listen with
respect to jUdgments based on such
want of knowledge and want of
sympathy. For myself, I have had
ex.ceptional opportunities of seeing
miSSiOnary work and of testing its
value, and I honor the missionary
body as a whole, not only for their
purely "eligious work, but also for
their medical and educational work
and their cooperation in social improvement.
I also desire to confess my faith
in the Lord Jesus Christ, in the
Christian religion, and in that Holy
Book from which an extract has
just been read in our hearing. . . •
I sympathize with mission work
because of the need that exists;
people whom one learns to love,
lack the consolations of Ohrist; becaus,e we should pass on to them
the blessings which missionaries
brought centuries ago to our own
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island in the northern seas; and
because this is in accordance with
Christ's will so far as we can know
it. I may add that in this promise
of power from on high, I seem to
hear an encouraging echo of that
other saying of His, "Fear not
little flock "-despite weakness and
mistakes-" for it is the Father's
good pleasure to give you the Kingdom--for Me."
**
Work for Educated Spaniards
Mrs. Charlotte Fenn, wi'dow of
Albert Fenn, a well-known missionary in Madrid, has been
prompted to seek to reach the upper and educated classes in Spain.
The essentials of her plan are the
preparation and sending by post of
a series of well-adapted and neatly
prepared booklets, fitted to awaken
the interest of the reader in eternal
things, and lead to a clear understanding of the way of salvation.
The manuscripts are first to be
submitted to an educated Christian
Spaniard for sugge"tions, both as
to matter and style, and the bookl~ts will be printed in Spain, and
Circulated from various centers,
accompanied by slips printed in
England, inviting confidential correspondence.
Dr. Robert Fenn
will be associated with his mother
in the work. The booklets will
follow one another at intervals,
addressed to tbe same persons.
Tbe classes sought in this effort
have been but little reached by tbe
ordinary means.
Portions of
Scripture are being already circulated by post, and this will open
the way for other efforts. As the
postage rate on printed matter is
especially cheap in Spain, the expense of such work will be proportionately lessened.
Mrs. Fenn has the entire confidence of the editors of this REVIEW,
and tbe body of referees in England whose names are attached to
bel' circular is quite sufficient to
inspire the firmest assurance that
everything will be done according
to the will of God and the 'Vord of
God. There will be no trifling
with the Truth, and no lack of
frugality in the use of the funds. *
• Those who feel led of God to assist in this
work might send donations directly to Mrs
Charlotte Fenn, 44 Scarisbrick New Road'
So?thp,?rt, England. The editors of this mag:
azme Will be glad to act as mediators transferring funds without expense,
'
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BOOKS FOR THE MISSIONARY LIBRARY
A MANUAL ON MOHAMMEDAN OBJECTIONS TO
THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION.
By Rev. W.
St. Clair Tisdall, D.D. London, 1903.

silence our opponent, nor to gain
a mere logical victory, but to win
souls for Christ. The object that
we have in view in controversy is
merely to remove stumbling-blocks;
we must not expect it to convert a
soul; that is the work of the Holy
Spirit." No one can get a better
idea of the reai nature of the Moslem problem than from this book.
Every worker among Moslems
needs it; by mastering it the ·novice will become almost a veteran.

At the request of the C. M. S.
Committee, Dr. Tisdall has prepared this admirable, practical, and
concise manual for missionaries.
The author is eminently fitted for
the task. He is facile princeps
among missionary students of Islam in its literature, and has had a
large practical experience of the
Moslem attitude toward the Gospel in Persia and India. Such a
z.
band-book of apologetics fills a
SIEGE DAYS. By Ada IIaven Mateer. 12mo,
long· felt want not supplied by the
408 pp. ,1.25. Fleming II. ReveU Co.
1004.
history of Mohammedan controversy, as given by Muir and
This comely and fascinating volWherry, nor by the controversial ume relates to the nine memorable
works in Arabic and other lan- weeks of siege and semi-siege enguages which deal with special dured in Pekin in 1900 by 71 men,
phases of the vast subject. This women, and children. The plan of
book covers the whole ground fairly the work is quite novel and original.
well, and is interestingly written It is a book by, of, and (in many
in the form of a dialogue. In the respects at least) for women, and is
Introduction the author shows the composed of a multitude of exneed, purpose, limitations, and tracts from diaries, letters, and
abuse of controversy, and then fol- recollections, varying in length
low eight chapters on the subject from two or three lines to several
proper. The general objections of pages, largely taken from articles
Moslems are first considered; then published in various religious
their contentions regarding the papers and missionary magazines.
genuineness of Scripture, the Trin- The happenings of those days, passity, the Atonement, etc., follow in ed in sore trial and peril, are given
order. Even those miscellaneous. often by several witnesses, and so
objections hurled at· the bazaar- are seen from divers points of view.
preacher by ignorance or fanati- Tho the reader can not but realize
cism find a place and a reply. The what horrors unspeakable were entreatment is always succinct and dured, yet even more he is made
to the point, but especially worthy acquainted with the abundant
of praise is the argnment for the solace and comfort vouchsafed by
genuineness of the Bible. No place the assurance that the great Friend
is given to destructive criticism, and Father was continually presand the authority of the Word of ent. Certain of the Psalms took
God vindicated.
The Appendix on a new meaning, and the promgives a useful list of weapons in ises possessed a pertinence and
the battle for the truth, and indi- power never before so fully tested.
cates further lines of study. The It is more than doubtful if the
spirit of the book is not polemic average reader can find a volume
nor dogmatic, but irenic and sym- upon this theme which will impathetic.
"Our aim is not to press him more deeply than thi!;l
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one, or will picture more vividly
the thrilling scenes attending this
memorable passage in missionary
history.
***
THg WONDERFUL STORY OF UGANDA. By J.
D. Mullins. Illustrated. 12mo. 224 pp.
28. Church Missionary Society, Lonnon,
1904.

The story of Uganda is indeed
wonderful, but this account of it is
somewhat disappointing. It is too
brief, and omits too many interesting facts and incidents which help
to make the story marvelous. We
believe that there is a great opportunity for a larger history of
Uganda missions which will combine the best features of the many
books that have been written on
the country, its people, and
missions.
"The Story of Ham Mukasa,
Told by Himself," is appended,
and furnishes a concrete account of
how one man found the light. but
even his story does not prove especially unique or remarkable. It
gives, however, the picture. of
native life, and the transformation
of one character which is always
instructive and encouraging.
*
CHILD-LIFII: IN MISSION LANDS. Edited by
Ralph E. Dlffendorfer. 16mo, 180 pp. 5Oc.
Jennings & Pyr, Cincinnati. 1904.

These stories of children of other
lands are ex:cellent, and the book
is valuable from a missionary
standpoint. It was prepared by
several writers as a text-book for
the Forward Mission Study Course,
and while all the fields are not covered, enough are presented for the
purpose. Two of the children whose
stories are presented are Chinese,
one is Mexican, one African, two
live in India, one in Italy, one in
Korea, and one in Japan. These
delightful pictures of child-life also
show how much is lacking in their
surroundings and training which is
essential to right development and
a preparation for eternal life, *
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DR. BARNARDO. By J. H. Babb. S. W. Partridge & Co., London.

This is the life story of the great
friend of orphans and waifs, who
never turns away a needy case.
He began in a most humble way,
already set forth in these pages.
He, by a sort of accident. came to
know that poor boys were sleeping
out in the streets, in winter
weather, without a covering. This
led him to undertake to provide
shelter and food-at first for a
few, then more and more, until he
has cared now for over 52,000 boys
and girls, established over 100 separate homes, sent out 15,000 emigrants to Canada, and is maintaining and fitting for service over
7,000 daily. His greltt resort is
prayer, and his life story abounds
in singular answers and providential interpositions.
THg LIFJ< OF JAMES CHALMERS. By Richard
Lovett. 8vo. Religious Tract Society,
London. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1903.

This is one of the most inspiring
of all modern missionary books. It
is full of a strong, sensible, virile
piety. He was fully absorbed in
his work. His courage was exceptional and contagious. It emboldened disciples while it made cowards of foes. We have seldom met
any narrative so full of exposures
and signal deliverances. He impressed even cannibal savages as a
prince among men, and strange
chiefs obeyed him like slaves. We
recommend the perusal of this
book to all who love missions.
THE HYMNAL. Prepared by a Union Commit
tee, Tokyo, Japan. 1903.

This large Japanese hymnal of
nearly 500 hymns marks a decided
step in advance in the work in Japan. It was published by a committee through the cooperation of
the Protestant missionaries of variOllS denominations, and can not
fail to impress the Japanese with
the essential unity of the Christian
Ohurch,
,
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AMERICA
In the Review of
Beneficant
Reviews for April,
Giving for
Eleven Years G. J. Hagar gives
this table of American benefactions since 1893:
1893 ...•.•.......••••• OVer
1894. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . "
1895 ........ , .. . . ... .. "
1896 ..............•... "
1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "
1898 .................. "
1899 .................. "
1900 ......•.•......... "
1901... ..•. .. ... . ....."
1902 ...•..•.•..•...•.. "
1903 .....•.•••••...... "
Total.. .••.•.. ..."

$~9,000,000

32,000,000
32,800,000
27,000,000
45,000,000
38,000,000
62,750,000
47,500,000
107,360,000
94,000,000
95,000,000
$610,410,000

If the omitted items could be
gathered accurately. it would be
quite reasonable to assume that
this aggregate for eleven years
would be swelled by at leas't $250.000.000; but the known amounts,
while doubtless far short of the
real total, are monumental. The
annual average of givers was not
far from 400.

Railroads
Ten railroad comFostering the panies, centering at
Y. M. C. A. St. Paul and Minneapolis, have united in aiding in the establishment
of a Railroad Young Men's Christian Association for their employees at Midway Yards, between the
two cities.
A $30,000 building,
erected for a stock exchange and
never used, has been turned over
by the railroad companies to the
association and opened recently.
The General Manager of the Great
Northern Railway, in a speech at
the opening, said: "I look for the
rapid extension in the northwest
of railroad associations."
The
building was furnished from a fund
raised by railroad men and citizens.
Anti-L)'llcbing It is exceedingly
Crusade in pleasant to be able
the South
to record that an
anti-lynching crusade has been inaugurated by the
W. R. Barksdale Camp, United

Confederate Veterans, of Grenada,
Miss. The following significant
resolutions
were
unanimously
adopted at a recent and largely
attended meeting of the camp:
1. That we are unalterably opposed to the lynching of a human
being, save perhaps for the one unmentionable crime.
2. That as Confederate veterans
and law-abiding citizens of Mississippi and of the United States, we
are violently, vehemently, and
eternally opposed to the practise
of burning a human being for any
crime whatsoever.
3. That we appeal in thundering
tones to all Confederates, their
wives, and daughters, and to that
great and glorious organization,
the Daughters of the Confederacy,
one and all, to arise in their might,
and by precept and example, voice
and pen, moral force and influence,
help put a stop to this diabolical,
barbarous, unlawful, inhuman, and
ungodly crime of burning human
beings.
The Gospel Not thousands but
of Cleanliness millions of colored
for Negroes people are waiting
for the outstretched
hand of Christianity, the touch of
Jesus, the contact with intelligent,
sympathetic helpfulness. Where
can this touch be given and where
felt as in the home? A missionary
among the colored people, when
asked, .. What are you doing?"
replied, " Caring for immortal
souls in ebony houses." Y.'es, and
they are also caring for the houses
of these souls, for multitudes sin
and suffer because they know so
little about their bodies. The teaching of some of the missionaries
was characteristically emphasized
by the woman who exclaimed: "I
will, honey, I will look up to God
and clean up my ho-qse." She had
the right conception of the order,
Godliness, th",n cleanliness; as inseparable as faith and works. The
influence of a growing plant helped
to get one home in better condition;
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the introduction of a pretty pic, ture wrought a change in another.
In view of such facts, how numerous are the opportunities of Southern Baptist women to extend a
helping hand, and to influence for
good those who are at our doors,
looking to us for help!-Foreign
Mission Journal.
The John O. Martin
Educational Fund
was established to
help colored preachers, teachers, and
Ohristian workers in the South.
This is done by means of Bible conferences and lectures at central
points. Mr. Martin hopes by this
means to train true leaders by
drawing them from politics to
church work.
From June 1,1900, to November
1, 1003, the following excellent resuIts have been achieved: 00 Sunday-schools and young people's
societies have been organized, distributed as follows: Texas, 6; Louisiana, 16; South Oarolina, 36; Georgia, 28; Arkansas, 4; 77 lectureships
have been maintained, 19 in Texas,
8 in Louisiana, 37 in South Oarolina, 9 in Georgia, and 4 in Arkansas: 659 lectures and sermons have
been delivered; 1,639 preachers,
1,742 teachers, and 24,550 other people have attended the meetings; 11
libraries, 1,029 Bibles, and 549 other
religious books have been sold.
Nearly 300,000 tracts were distributed. Twelve libraries were sold
in other States.
*
A Fund to
Educate
Colored
Preachers

The Approach The numerous dito
visions of the OhrisChristian Unity tian Ohurch are
steadily and rapidly
approaching unity and federation.
Not to name other similar movements, the Oongregationalists are
earnestly canvassing the question
of organic union with the United
Brethren and the Methodist Protestants; and the Presbyterians with
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the Oumberland Presbyterians;
while the two great branches of the
1,Iethodist Episcopal Ohurch seem
more than likely soon to adopt a
common order of worship, a common hymnal, and common catechism.
The Rev. J. B. Lawrence, pastor of the
Baptist Ohurch at
Brownsville, Tenn"
had printed and distributed among
his members the following card, in
order to help him in his foreign
mission collection. The result was
a pleasing surprise to his members,
The church went up from $85.32,
their contribution in 1903, to $210.
Others to hear from makes the
church fairly sure of $250. This is
another illustration of what can be
done when there is "a definite aim
and a live pastor" :
How One
Pastor Took
His Offering

It takes $600.00 to pay the salary of a foreign missionary. This divided into months,
weeks, and days, is as follows:
One year ...... $600 00 Two weeks ..... $2500
Six months .... 300 00 One week ...... 1250
Three months. 150 00 One day....... 1 78
One month.... 50 00 One hour......
17
How much of his time do you WiS'l to pay
for?
How many days do you wish to work in the
foreign field?
I will pay $ ... _........ , which employs a
worker in the foreign field for_ ......... ;days,
_........... weeks, ............ months.

I

The total mem bership in the foreign
conferences of the
M. E. Ohurch (including probationers) has grown from 182,104 in
1899 to 216,476 in 1903-an increase
of 34,372, or 17 per cent.. The regions most fruitful in accessions to
membership have been: Korea,
from 3,897 to 6,915; the Philippines,
from a handful to 7,842; Northwest
India, from 34,469 to 42,672; Gujarat
district, Bombay Oonference, from
3,443 to 10,985. Th~ number of
Sunday-school pupils has grown
from 191,917 to 230,l58-a gain of
38,241, or 19 per cent.
Four Years'
Growth in
Methodist
Missions
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An Alaskan

In the latter eighties, Edward Marsden, a Tsimpshean,
was brought to the Sitka school,
where he forged ahead of all his
companions in all his studies.
From Sitka he went to Carlisle,
Pa., where he tarried only a
short time, passing thence to Marietta College, Ohio, then under the
presidency of the Hon. John Eaton,
former United States Commissioner
of Education. Passing through the
college, he wfnt to the theological
seminary itt Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, and while taking a theological course, in order that he might
be more useful to his own country,
he studied law. In the same season he was both ordained to the
work of the Gospel ministry, and, I
believe, admitted to the bar. Returning to his own people under a
commission. from the board of
home missions of the Presbyterian
Church, he secured, through the
contributions of friends, a small
steam-launch, of which he is captain, pilot, and engineer, and with
which he is visiting 18 villages
along the coast of Alaska, teaching
and preaching the Gospel of the
Lord Jesus Christ.
Evangelist

Walked One Two young men
Thousand Miles from the northern
to School
part of the State of
Sinaloa, Mex i co,
walked more than 1,000 miles, between their home and Guadalajara,
in order to join the mission training-school. One of these is a fullblooded Indian of the Mayo tribe,
and is now in preparation for
Christian work among his own
people. Ten other students have
come from the State of Sonora,
most of them walking over the
mountains for several hundred
miles to reach the railroad. At the
beginning of the present year two
boys, who had walked 100 miles to
come to .the school, were compelled

to walk back again, discouraged
because the school was too full to
admit more and with no funds to
enlarge.
*
Writing in the
Herald and Presbyter, Rev. E. Vanorden states that
there are 10,000 native Christians
belonging to the Presbyterian
Church, divided into 6 presbyteries fully equipped for the work, organized after patterns of the
mother churches, and having their
boards of home and foreign missions, church erection, education,
and publication. And there is another powerful army corps of 5,000
Methodists, and perhaps another
divi"lion of similar strength of Baptists, Episcopalians, and smaller
sects. In Rio de Janeiro and Nichteroy, across the bay, there are 3
Presbyterian churches which support their whole work and need no
help from abroad. The pastor of
the First Presbyterian Church publishes a weekly religious paper, and
is the author of several pamphlets.
The Young Men's Christian Association has a building of its own
and does good work.
Brazil's
Christian
Army

EUROPE
A Histol')" of William Canton, of
a Hundred London, has put
Years
the world underobligation by writing
the marvelous history of the British and Foreign Bible Society in
two large volumes.
Concerning
this volume, the British Weekly
makes this suggestive comment:
Most salient is the impression
produced from the beginning to the
end of the providential nature of
the long high labor. The Bible
Society was not a mere human conception, but a divine inspiration.
Like the wall of Jerusalem, it was
built in troublous times. In the
vivid and graphic introduction Mr.
Canton reminds us that when the
Bible Society was started in 1804
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there was dire need for a protagonist who should cope with the fury
of the revolution and shatter the
colossal power of Napoleonic
tyranny. In November, 1793, when
the Goddess of Reason. garlanded
with oak leaves, was being enthroned on the High Altar of Notre
Dame, William Carey was sailing
within sight of the coast of Bengal.
In the following year, when Robespierre was giving legal sanction to
the " existence of the Supreme
Being," Samuel Marsden, the
apostle of New Zealand, had begun
his labors among the convicts of
Botany Bay. Just at the time
when Christian missions on a large
scale were being established. there
sprang up the auxiliary that they
needed. Yet nothing could have
been more appal'ently uncontrived
than the commencement. The Recent Not many events in
Anglo-French l'ecent years mean
Treaty
more for peace and
the general progress of the Kingdom than the signing, a few days since, of a treaty
by these two gl'eat world powers,
whose projects and interests have
hitherto so often come into collision. The mutual concessions relate to Egypt, Algeria, Morocco,
Western Sudan, Madagascar, Siam,
and the New Hebrides, as well as
the Newfoundland fisheries. There
was just and generous yielding on
both sides, and as a result divers
bitter disputes, some of them existingfor centuries, have been brought
to an end.

During the week
ending March 12
over 2,000 remittances were
receivedat the Bible House, and when
the April Reporter went to press
the payments and pledges to the
Centenary Fund exceeded $500,000,
witb tbese incidents attending:
A gentleman called at the Bible
House March 4, and left a Bank of
England note for £1,000 from liis
wife and himself, declining, however to give their address. A vicepresident March 7 sent £2,000. The
Some
Centenary
Donations
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Upper Canada Bible Society, March
8, sent £2,000 by its president, Dr.
Hoyles, as "a special birthday
present to the mother society from
her biggest daughter." March 12 a
woman sent £1,000 to be acknowledged under the heading .. The
Word of the Living God." The inmate of a home for reduced gentlewomen sent lOs. A gold bracelet
and a gold scarf-pin were sent
anonymously. A boy sent 3d., his
"lunch money." Mr. R. A. Gorell,
of Norwich, who was born in the
same year as ihe society, sent a
chequ~ for £100, while 100 farthings were received March 7 from
" an elderly and poor woman, as a
thankoffering for the blessed
Bible."
New Medical In a recent issue,
Missionary Medical Missions at
Problems
Home and Abroad
says: The progress
of evangelization in Eastern lands
is raising, of necessity, ever new
questions and problems. for the
Church of Christ. All these are
provided for in the infiniteness of
the wisdom and power of the
Church's Head. It is for the Church
to recognize from step to step her
Lord's will, and to lay herself alongside of the new conditions and
claims. Recently, within a few
days of eacb other. two papersca,me
to us, one bearing on the education
in medicine of the Chinese-shall it
be, in any sense or measure, in Chinese hands? The other on the
future of medical missions in the
East-shall the native Christian
Church in due time take over the
mission hospitals and work them
as a permanent Christian agency 1
In either case, of course, the alternative is secularization; that medical education, and that the divine
gift of healing shall be wholly secularized.
More AntiThe struggle beClerical Action tween the governin France
ment and the
Church of Rome
reached a further stage a few weeks
since. when, after the entire supelectronic file created by cafis.org
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pression of teaching by the religious
orders, it was further ordered by
the Chamber of Deputies that from
every court-room all religious pictures, crosses, symbols, etc., should
be removed. It remains to be seen
whether these radical revolutions
will make for the advance of Protestantism, or merely for the furtherence of secularism and infidelity.
Rev. Paul de
Schweinitz has recently given us an
account of the plan
established by 14
German missionary societies for
practical cooperation in mission
work. The movement started in
1895, and has now attained to a
standing and influence which are
of great value in avoiding friction
at home and abroad, and in promoting harmony and fraternity. It
has also enabled the societies to act
as a unit in all negotiations with
the government in the German
colonies in establishing the rights
of missionaries. An executive committee of 5 constitute the working
force of the organization.
Church
Fellowship and
Cooperation
in German"

The history of modern missions in
Russia may be said
to date from about
the year 1825. Much had been done
before this time among the Siberian
tribes and others, and as early as
1714 a mission had been sent to
Peking (without permanent results); but the eighteenth century,
as in England, had been a period of
stagnation, and it was not till the
end of the first quarter of last century that a revival took place.
About that time the Archimandrite Macarius founded a mission
to Altai, in Western Siberia, and
by his literary and educational
labors built a strong foundation for
his successors. This mission is now
the largest of the Russian OrthoRussian
Foreign
Missiolls
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dox Church, and numbers 25,000
converts.
Work is carried on
in many parts of Siberia and the
adjacent countries, in Alaska,
Kamtchatka, Astrakhan, Kazan,
etc., and in China, Korea, and
Japan.
The number of Chinese
converts before the Boxer troubles
was only 700, and of these 400 perished. In Japan, where the work
was begun about 1860, there are
now 34 Russian missionaries, with
152 catechists, and more than 25,000
converts.
The latest financial
statement available is that for 1899,
in which year the expenditure on
the missions was $141,980.
According to the
Y. M. C. A.
in
Springfield RepubSt. Petersburg lican, the cordial
feeling which many
Americans hold for Russia as the
traditional friend of the United
States is expressed in an. offer of
$50,000, which James Stokes has
forwarded the society for the moral
improvement of young men in St.
Petersburg. One of the conditions
named by Mr. Stokes is that $100,000 more be raised in Russia for
this building. There is little doubt
but that this will be done, as many
of the leading men or" Russia are
backing the organization. The
head of the society is Prince Oldenbourg, who is closely related to the
Czar. Prince Hilkoff, minister of
the Russian railroads, is a deeply
interested member, and proposes
to organize railroad associations at
the division points on the Russian
railways. The Chamber of Commerce and banking institutions of
St. Petersburg subscribe liberally
each year to the association's support.
Conference of Last January 22-4
Christian
the first conference
Students
of Christian stuin Italy
dents was held in
Rome, and both in
the number in attendance and in
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the enthusiasm it surpassed all expectations. There were in attendance about 200 professors, students,
pastors, and. Christian leaders from
all parts of Italy and Sicily, making
it unquestionably the most representative assembly of Christian
young men that has ever been held
in this country. Among the delegates were students from 14 of the
17 government universities, and
from as many more of the state lyceums, technical institutes, normal
schools, and theological colleges.
The universities of Rome, Naples,
Florence, Pisa, Genoa, Bologna,
Turin, and Milan were represented
by students, as well as those at
Palermo and Messina in Sicily.
Steps will be taken to secure a
strong man, to be selected from the
Italian students, who will serve as
a national secretary.
The condition in
Bulgaria and Macedonia remains most
unsettled. Sam 0 kov and several border cities in
Bulgaria are under martial law,
and Bulgarian guards are placed
along the frontier to prevent insurgent bands from passing from
Bulgaria into Macedonia. In the
meantime the Turks are gathering
troops on the Turkish side of the
line. It is not yet evident whether
the two countries, Bulgaria and
Turkey, will use their best efforts
to prevent a clash of arms. In the
meantime relief work has been carried on by the missionaries and
their associates, funds for the same
having been supplied from both
England and America. While the
people are disturbed by the political situation~ opportunities have
been many for the missionaries to
put themselves into close, sympathetic touch with the people in both
countries, proving by their lives
and work their desire to be a real
help to them in times of peril. *
Pray for
Bulgaria and
Macedonia

[.Tune

ASIA
President C. C.
Tracy, of Anatolia
ColI e g e, reports
that the original 4
churches of Asiatic Turkey have
increased to 120, with a membership of 13,409. They contributed
$93,000 last year, in proportion to
incomes equivalent to at least
$500,000 contributed in America.
The colleges and the lesser schools
of the missions are the controlling
influence of-the region. There has
been a great revival in the central
mission, and 871 have been added
to the churches on confession. The
hospitals are another gl'eat source
of influence and helpfulness. Four
thousand children orphaned by the
massacres are cared for by American, English, German, and Swiss
missionaries. There is a total of
424 schools, 7 of them colleges, 3 of
them theological seminaries, having a total of more than 20,000
pupils.
Concerning
One Turkish
Mission

The Release of A dispatch from the
Professor
United States LegaTenekejian
tion at Constantinople reports the
termination of the trial of Prof.
Nicholos Tenekejian, of Euphrates
,College, at Harpoot, followed by
his release. This professor was
thrown into prison last May, upon
a charge that he was an active
member of a revolutionary organization. The trial was greatly delayed, and in the meantime effort
was made by force to compel him
to confess to the crime. Some
thirty others were arrestea at the
same time. As he was an employee
in an American college, our government requested that an early
trial be had, and that a representative from the United States consulate be present to see that justice
was done. The English consulate
at Harpoot was also represented at
the trial. No condemning or even
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compromising testimony was presented, while it was clearly shown
that the professor on trial had been
among the foremost to discountenance any revolutionary ideas
among students in the college and
elsewhere.-Missionary Herald.
R. M. Labaree Rev. Robert M.
Offers to go Labaree, a successas a Substitute ful pastor of Doy leston, Pa., comes forward to take the place of his
brother, Rev. B. W. Labaree, the
young missionary murdered in
Persia a few weeks ago. Particulars of the cruel death are just
coming to hand. Rev. Mr. Labarre
in his ability and consecration resembled Horace Pitkin, the hero
of Paotingfu, and tho the former's
death was not due to an outbreak
of heathendom against Christian
missions, it was practically a martyrdom, and he will have an honored place in missionary annals.
The government is following up
the murderers vigorously, and the
officials seem to share in the general sympathy and indignation of
the community.
Mrs. Labaree
writes afil only a true Christian
woman could. She says;
God is very close to us, and, oh!
His help is so real and so wonderful, and, as I realize more and more
what He is to me, it makes my
whole heart yearn to teach these
people of this poor, wicked land to
know Him. Do not mourn and
grieve too much for us, but play
that we may be able to bear it,
and that this overwhelming sorrow
may be to the glory of God.
Mrs. Labaree reports a wonderful and widespread sympathy
not only in the Christian community, but among Moslems, Armenians, Syrians, Englishmen,
French, Russians, and Germans.
In the nearly seventy years of this
mission no foreign-born person has
ever been killed in that part of
Persia, and many who heard of it
were stunned. In two days Mrs.

Labaree and her aged father-inlaw, Dr. Benjamin Labaree, had
more than 250 calls of sympathy.
The day of the funeral was one of
almost universal mourning in the
city. Nearly 2,000 people sought
to attend the services in the college
chapel, and as the bodies were carried six miles to the place of burial,
they were accompanied by many
all the way on foot, while crowds
from the villages en route fell in
with the procession. This genuine outpouring of grief can not fail
to bring the mission workers and
the populace closet' together, and
especially to cement the bonds between the native Christians and
the foreigners.-Congregationalist.
The Number By a typographical
of Missionaries error in our April
in India
number, the number of missionaries
in India was stated to be 18,000.
According to Rev. H. P. Beach
the number of male missionaries is
nearly 1,800, and the total foreign
missionary force is about 3,700, and
native helpers number nearly 2,500.
In Dr. J. P. Jones' recent volume on
" India," the statistics given for
India, Burma, and Ceylon are:
Foreign ordained, 1,113; lay, 201;
women, 1,373; and natives, ordained, 1,089; lay, 17,433; women, 6,555.

*
The Christian Increased appreciaWomen of
tion of the moral
India
blessings of Christianityand the ethical excellence of its devoted missionaries is a great andever-widening fact. Take, for instance, this
description of the Indian Christian
women, culled from a non-Christian
paper: ,. She has been the evangelist of education to hundreds and
thousands of Hindu homes. Simple,
neat, and kindly, she has won her
way to the recesses of orthodoxy,
overcoming a strength and bitterness of prejudice of which few outelectronic file created by cafis.org
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siders can have an adequate conception. As these sentences are
being written there rises before the
mind's eye the pictures of scores of
tidy, gentle girls, trudging hot and
dusty streets, barefooted, under a
scorching sun, to carry the light of
knowledge to homes where they
will not be admitted beyond the
ante-chamber, and where they can
not get a glass of water without
humiliation, yet never complaining, ever patient. To these brave
and devoted women, wherever they
are, friends of education all over
the country will heartily wish
'God-speed.' "
A School for In February was
the Blind
held the annual exhibition of Miss
Millard's Blind School at its home,
Love Lane, Magazon, Bombay.
This school was established by the
American Mission in October, 1000,
to provide for children made blind
from the prevailing famiue. It
opened with a boy and 2 girls; the
number has now grown to 26 boys
and 19 girls, ranging from two to
thirteen years of age, and from one
room to the present accommodations of two bungalows, one for
boys and the other for girls. Industrial work has an important
place in the course of instruction,
basket-making and the caning of
chairs being taught both boys and
girls. The exercises included songs
in English and Marathi meters by
the children, and an exhibition of
their skill in reading and solving
mathematical problems.
The
school band played on native instruments, to the delight of the
audience. Many of the children
have been received into church

membership.-Oongregationalist.
Concerning Interesting things
Things in Tibet about Tibet are told
in
The
Strand
Magazine by M. Tsybiko. Oommissioned by the Russian Imperial
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Geographical Society, he visited
Lhassa, and, strange to say, returned to Russia unharmed. He
was struck by the lowness of
wages. An ordinary laborer receives three halfpence a day; an
expert spinner, 3%d.; and a Lama,
5d. for a whole day's praying. If
well-to-do, a Tibetan invalid engages a Lama to read litanies to
him; if poor, he gets along with a
grain of barley which a lama has
blessed-he has more faith in it
than in medicine. On account of
the immense number of celJbate
priests in Tibet, women play a
greater part in business than in
any other country of the world.
"I can recall no occupation that
is carried on in the country in
which women are not actively engaged, and they often conduct
great undertakings quite independently of men."
The First
Newspaper
in Tibet

Bishop La Trobe
writes, in Moravian
Missi ons: "The
fi l' s t
newspaper
ever published in Tibetan lies before me. It is a little quarto sheet
of four 'pages with double columns.
The title at the head-The Tibetan
Newspaper-stands out in bold
Tibetan characters, such as are em
ployed in religious books, both
Buddhist and Ohristian, as also on
the stones inscribed by the lamas
with the sacred formula: Om mani
padme hum, and bought by the
peasantry to lay on their mani
walls near every village. The lithographed matter of the eight columns of this paper is written in
cursi ve characters, such as are used
in Tibetan letters. On the first
first page, the editor, our missionary Francke, tells his Ladaki readers what is the purpose of this
paper, and what it designs to
bring them: 1. News of other lands
and peoples;. 2. Short, instructive
tales; 3. Specimen letters, as a.
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guide to letter-writing; 4. Passages
of Holy Scripture, important for
this life and for the life of the soul
beyond the grave. Explanations
are added."
The American Presbyterian and the
Eng lis h Baptist
missbns in Shantung Province have agreed to unite
in organizing three colleges: an
arts college at Weihsien, a theological college at Chingchou fu,
and a medical college. The following provisions are agreed upon:
Union in
Educational
WOl'k

The aim of the United Oolleges shall be first
and foremost the furtherance of the caUSe of
Christ in China.
The purpose of the arts college shall be to
give a liberal education of a distinctively
Christian character to young men chiefly
from Christian famllies.
The purpose of the theological college shall
be to provide theological training for pastors
and evangelists. The instruction shall be in
accordanee with evangelical truth as commonly taught in the Presbyterian and the
Baptist churches.
Denominational instruction on the subjects
of church government and baptism shall be
sepa!"ately provided for by the respective
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slightly, or, rather, less hideous,
than most Chinese cities. It is on
the Min River, about 25 miles from
the sea. The mission now has
more than 100 churches and chapels,
with a membership of 3,082, and
7,000 more attendants. There are
11 native pastors, 150 assistants.
and 100 teachers. Eight churches
are self-supporting. A Ohristian
Endeavor Society, a Young Men's
Christian Association, a theological school, colleges for boys and
girls, 4 boarding-schools, a trainingschool for Bible women, kindergarten, women's classes,OO schools,
5 hospitals and dispensaries, all
within this mission, show how missions grow and the great work they
are doing. There are 36 American
missionaries in this mission.

The Future Dr. William Ashof China and more s u g g est s :
Korea
What the fi n a I
map of NortheastllllSSlOns.
The colleges shall be under the mana~e
ern Asia is to be is yet undecided.
ment of one board of directors, who shall be
elected by the two misSions, and responsible
What Russia's position is to be in
to them.
relation to the governments of
All the acts of the board ot directors shall
be subject to the review and control of the
China and Korea is now under fuBaptist Missionary Society In London, and of
the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyrious consideration. A smaller naterian Church in the United States of America.
tion has suddenly risen up to chalThe two missions shall be, as far as possible, equally represented on the teaching
lenge Russia's presumption, and
staff of each college.
The college plant at Weihsien shall remain
has thrown itself across her path
the property of the Board of Foreign Miswith a navy superior to her own,
sions of the Presbyterian Church in the
United States of America.
and with an army of 200,000 men,
The college plant at Chingchou fu shall remain the property of the Baptist Missionary
and more to follow. It is almost a
Society in London.
certainty that China will rise up
Any endowment shall be vested in the
Board of Foreign Missions raising it, and the
to save her own Manchuria. And
income thereof shall be applied to the expenses or equipment, for which that board is
now alL the world is looking on
responsible.
In the event of either mission desiring to . wondering how it will turn out, and
withdraw from the union, notice of not less
holding in abeyance movements of
than two years shall be given to the other
mission.
*
their own till they see how it is
What One The ·first missions likely to end. Meanwhile, Japan is
Mission Has established by the fighting not only her own battle
Wl'ought
American Board in but the battle of Korea and the
China was at Can- battle of China, and the battle of
ton in 1830; but the oldest mission England. and, to some extent, the
now in operation is at Foochow, battle of America, and the battle of
opened by Rev. Stephen Johnson civil and religious liberty in Asia,
and Rev. and Mrs. L. B. Peat in and indeed the battle of mankind
1847. Foochow is estimated to hold outside of Russia and France-and
1,000,000 people, and is more possibly Germany.
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Bibles in
The Bibie Society
Japanese Anny obtained per m is·
sion before war was
declared to distribute Scriptures
among the Japanese troops who
were likely to be sent on active service, and 50,000 Japanese Gospels
and 5,000 Testaments are now in
possession of soldiers at the front.
A similar work is being done in the
Russian army. The society makes
no distinction between friend and
foe; in the Crimean War 204,569
copies of the Scriptures were circulated among both the Russians and
the Allies; over 1,000,000 copies,
costing ovel.' $100,000, went to
French and German soldiers in the
war of 1870; and during the South
African war over 133,000 Bibles,
Testaments, etc., were given to
British and Boers at the front, in
the concentration camps, and on
the troopships.
Japanese
Baron Maejima, an
Statesman on ex-Cabinet minister
. Christianity of Japan, says of
Christianity: "No
matter how large an army or navy
we may have, unless we have righteousness at the foundation of our
national existence we shall fall
short of SUCCess. I do not hesitate
to say that we must rely up!>n religion for our highest welfare. And
when I look about me to see upon
what religion we may best rely, I
am convinced that the religion of
Christ is the one most full of
strength and promise for the
nation." Viscount Watanabe, a
prominent statesman and a Buddhist, warns Christians against the
idea that Christianity must be
modified to meet the needs of Japan.
One reason for the deterioration of
Buddhism, he says, has been its
modification to suit Japanese ideas.
His conclusion is a striking t.estimony to the religious decay of his
own faith: "I do not say that Budd·
hism is not a religion, but when I
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ask myself how many modern
Buddhists there are that have religious life in their souls, I answer,
None! "-Illustrated
Missionary
News.
AFRICA
Tangier has been
A Recent
Revival in worked for twenty
years as a station
Tangier
of the North Africa
Mission, but has proved hard soil
and yielded few convel.'sions. For
years no native convert has been
baptized, and there has not been
even the smallest gathering of
native Christians. Moslem converts thus far have not had courage
to confess Christ openly, or have
been scattered to other parts of
Morocco. The number of conversions has been small, tho the number of people dealt with both
physically and spiritually bas
numbered not a few thousands
every year.
During Ramadhan, last year,
the missionary band in Tangier,
having a little more leisure in the
mornings, arranged for a daily
prayer-meeting, at which several
converts were remembered by
name. 'Vithin a few days some
remarkable cases of conversion
occurred.
One Sunday evening a Moor,
dressed in European clothes, came
up after the service and said tbat
he wanted to become a Christian.
He knelt in confession of sin and
profession of faith in Christ. He
went home, and baving told the
message of life for the first time to
the man with whom he was livinga Berber from the Sus country-he
brought. him to the missionary,
and had the joy of seeing him enter
the Kingdom. Next day these t~o
ex-Moslems brought a Jew, who
had heard a good deal of Christian
teaching before and had been ini·
pressed. Jew and Moslem forgot
their bitter hatred, and became
" one in Christ Jesus."
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Four Algerian women living in
Tangier and able to read have been
converted, aiso three men who were
known to be murderers, several
who had been for years under
Christian teaching, and others to
whom the Gospel was a new story.
In all about twenty-five Moslems
have professed faith in Christ during the past three months. The
same number of Jews and Spaniards have also accepted the Gospel
message.
On January 20, 1904, a little company of missionaries and natives
wended their way on donkey-back
or on foot to a tank a few miles
from the town, and five Moorish
men and one Jew confessed Christ
by baptism. Such is .. the beginning of harvest" in Tangier. Let
all who have prayed for the conversion of the Moslem continue to
pray with new vigor and with new
faith for still greater blessing in
this most difficult but by no means
impossible work I
*
A band, calling
themselves .. The
Silent Ones," has
been making trouble in the southern part of this British protectorate. The native Christians, because suspected of sympathy with
foreigners, have suffered somewhat
and some mission property has been
destroyed, but the missionaries
made their escape. It is the intention of the authorities to make the
insurgents rebuild the properties
they have destroyed. Nigeria contains about 500,000 square miles,
and its ijopulation is esti:mated at
20,000,000. Over this vast area and
population there are btlt-170white
men, and this number includes nGncommissioned officers arid civilian
administrators. The British troops
are natives under white leaders.
Perhaps the British Empire never
made so great a conquest with such
small means as was done in this
Nigeria and
the Briti.h
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case under the energetic, aggressive
Sir Edward Lugard. But it was
accomplished through the divisions
of the natives. Nigeria is a country of large potentialities, according to reports, and, if Great Britain's hands were not so fully occupied in other fields, we might
expect to see a rapid development
of this new estate.-Presbyterian
Banner.
*
DarkPlace.in A mission ary
West Africa laborer connected
with the English
Church Missionary Society in the
Niger· Mission writes from Onitsha,
an important center of missionary
work on the west coast, as follows:

Even within sight of our mission
house at Onitsha on a clear day are
towns which are in a very real
sense .. dark places of the earth,
full of the habitations of cruelty."
At one, Ozobelu, scarcely 10 miles
from us as the crow fiies, I have
heard from a reliable source that
more than 30 persons have been
caught and killed, and in many
cases eaten, during the past few
months. At another town, Nnewu
Otolo. some 7 miles to the east, of
Ozobelu, I myself had to sleep
some months under a circlet of
43 human skulls, strung together
and hanging from the roof above
my head, and the chief would only
appear to greet me surounded by
som~ 150 young men all well armed.
The Kongo We have referred
Horrors Proved to the grave charges
brough t against the
administration of the Kongo State.
These charges appear to be So well
substantiated that the Britishgovernment communicated with the
Belgian government on the subject,
but only received a general denial
of any ground for interference. Before taking any further -steps, the
British government directed Mr.
Casement, the British Consul in the
Kongo State, to' make a tour
through the State, and ascertain
from personal observation the condition of the natives in the Upper
electronic file created by cafis.org
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Kongo. The tour was to have lasted
six months, but a two months' tour
rendered further investigation unnecessary, as it supplied ·conclusive
evidence of the most horrible outrages, and the maintenance of slavery in its most revolting forms
under the present regime. It wiII
rest with the Powers who constituted the Kongo State under the
government of King Leopold to
say whether a trust which has
been criminally abused is to be suffered to continue.-The Chronicle.
Fruit in Rich The Presbyterian
Abundance Church, Sou th,
continues to receive
most encouraging and inspiring reports from the Upper Kongo. The
report of the year at Luebo states
that there have been more than 500
additions to the Church, that several new outstations have been
. opened up, with great increase also
in church and day-school attendance.
Besides, Mrs. Sheppard
writes from Ibanj:
I wish the friends of the homeland could realize the vastness of
the work out here. If they could
only have looked into Lapsley
Memorial last Sabbath morning to
see the 1,200 people that crowded
and jammed the church, it would
have been an inspiring sight. The
Bakuba people are taking great interest going regularly to the catechumen class and church.
Last
month 150 were received into the
church, 120 on one Sabbath, besides
baptizing 30 children. Of the 120,
many of them were elderly men
and women. If I had been a shouting Methodist, I am sure I would
have startled the congregation with
a loud" Praise the Lord! "
The Cause of The Tse-tse fly has
Sleeping
been discovered to
Sickness
be a cause of the
mysterious sleeping
sickness of Africa. Mrs. H. T.
Stonelake, of Monsembi, Upper
Kongo, was bitten by one of these
flies three weeks ago. A recurrent
fever resulted which, after four
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months, compelled her to return to
England for treatment. She was
for two years a patient in the Hospital for Tropical Diseases, London. The microbe of the sleeping
sickness was found in her blood.
Sir Patrick Manson and his culleagues did all they could to extirpate it, but in vain. In spite of bacteriological skill the attacks of the
fever persisted till languishing lethargic attacks ended in heart-failure
and death. Tho Mrs. Stonelake
was withdrawn by this disaster
from a work on which she had set
her whole heart, she felt that a wise
and good heavenly Father had arranged it all, and hoped that her
case, thus submit-:;ed for a long time
to the highest medical skill, armed
with the best appara,tus known,
might be the means of leading to
such discoveries as would alleviate or even obviate the disease so
prevalent and pernicious on the
Kongo.
**
Chinese
We can not think
Coolies in the that the members of
Transvaal
the House of Commons who voted for
the introduction of Chinese labor
into the Transvaal really expressed
theirdeep convictions upon the matter. If they did, so much tbeworse
for them. The voting looks like a
party matter, with no conscience
behind it. White labor, under humane conditions, is now definitely
rejected, and the Chinaman is to be
imported under regulations which
resemble slavery as nearly as anything can. The conditions of his
work in South Africa are specifically fixed. They provide that he
must serve the master who imports
him, or the master "into whose
hands he is lawfully '~assigned."
He can not trade or hold any license
whatever, or have any economic
rights. He is bound to reside on
his master's premises, and he must
not leave them without a special
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permit. If he wanders away frDm
these premises any Po.liceman can
arrest him witho.ut a warrant. It
is humiliating to. think that a British Parliament has sanctio.ned this
Drder. New Zealand has vehemently prDtested against it, and has been
snubbed fDr making the prDtest.
We jo.in Dur vo.ice to. the cho.rus o.f
indignatio.n which has been aro.used
o.ver this matter. It is a stain uPo.n
British ho.nDr.-London Christian.
Rev. E. H. Ricbards, o.f the No.rthern MethDdist SDciety, says that 22
years ago. he spent his first Sunday
at a missiDn statiDn in Natal, So.uth
Africa, and that at that time every
Dne o.f the native pasto.rs was drawing his salary frDm an American
treasury. Three years ago. he visited the same church and fDund
every pastDr suppDrted by the natives themselves. "Little DutstatiDns begun here and there by SDme
untutDred but energetic and Christian YDuth had nDW becDme a hundred strDng-." Other Dutstatio.ns
were multiplying indefinitely, and
natives by the thDusands were
eager to. learn Df GDd. In his Dwn
missiDn statiDn Df Inhambane, the
entire missio.n field has do.ubled 6
times within the past 5 years.
Self-support
in
South Africa

Criticism of
A Basel newspaper
Missionaries in has availed itself o.f
Africa
the rising o.f the
HererDS in German
SDuthwest Africa to. fall furio.usly
uPo.n missiDns and missio.naries.
All the evil came fro.m them, say
these equally charitable and enlightened publicists. The missiDnaries had no.t the least nDtiDn Df
what to. teach savage in Drder to.
civilize them; they do. no.t kno.w
hDW to. teach them either decency
Dr neatness Dr Drderliness. This
means they have the audacity nDt
to. make Df them the dDcile servants
of the white settlers, and the ac-
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complices Dr the imitatDrs Df their
vices.
M. T. Iselin, in the Gazette de
Lausanne, rejDins:
Have YDU nDt heard that the revDlt was prDvDked by the explDitatiDn Df the natives by the settlers?
Has not a high German functio.nary lately been fDund guilty Df
grDss cruelty tDward the blacks?
Is it nDt CDmmDn to. impute these
excesses Df EurDpeans to. a pretended "trDpical rage" Dr "Africanitis ?" Has this strange disease
ever been Dbserved amDng the Basel
missiDnaries? . . .
Has nDt the internatiDnal Brussels cDnference declared against the
impDrtatiDn Df spirits and firearms
into. Africa, and against the sale Df
them to. the blacks? Is it the missiDnaries Dr the settlers that are
hit by this actiDn ?
Did YDU not knDw that long befDre the Brussels cDnference the
Basel MissiDnary SDciety had Dpened, Dn the West African cDast, establishments where the sale Df
spirits and firearms were vigDrDusly fDrbidden, but where the blacks
are taught various trade .. , so. that
it is, in this regiDn, mainly to. Dur
missiDn statiDns that YDU IDDk fDr
blacksmiths, jDiners, carpenters,
and masDns-fDr artisans who knDw
their business?
Were YDU ignDrant that the missiDnaries have been the first, and
thus far the Dnly Dnes, to. study the
native languages to. the bDttom,
and. to. fix them in writing, so. that
they have made pDssible the intellectual culture Df the blacks? That
a number Df Basel missiDnaries
have, Dn accDunt Df thDse labDrs,
received academic hDnDrs frDm variDus universities? HDW shall we
recDncile with these facts the CDntemptuDus estimates which YDU
have reprDduced teaching the civilizing and educating wDrk Df the
missiDnaries ?
t
The Testimony LesDthDli, the
of a Heathen King Df the BasutDB, lately attended
Chief
a Ohristian service,
held by M. Ramseyer, and after the
sermDn spDke as fDIIDWS:
All which the mi!lsiDnary has
spDken is true. All these threatenings Df GDd apply also. to meyea, I have deserved that they
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should be fulfilled on me. I am
your chief, and yet a heathen still !
I have heard the word of God, but
have not received it. I am on the
false way. Perhaps you will say I
had no right to talk with you of
God's word. And so it is indeed.
But just because I am a heathen, I
can and must say to you that this
is the false way. When I was going I might have become a servant
of God, but I would not; aud you
see me here as a dead man,
wretched and sick. Therefore, I
say to you all: I rue it, do not as I
have done. From my heart I wish
that you all to-day might so think
as I, for I see my wr9ng, and would
gladly become another man. I. beg
all Christians to pray for me. Oh,
that Jesus would have compassion
on me, forgive me, and convert me!
I hav..e lingered too long; I can no
longer convert myself. Oh, pray
for me !-Calver lWissionsblatt.
He has asked our prayers. Let
us not refuse them to him. His
fellow-chief Mofoka has lately been
baptized, and he is a centenarian!

t
The attack of the
hom e government
of France on the
Rom a n Catholic
"Congregations" and monastic orders is now affecting this colony of
the republic. The various Protestant missions laboring in the island
have made great efforts to comply
with the government requirements
with regard to higher education, and
at considerable expense have fitted
up workshops with complete appliances for teaching carpentry and
cabinet-making, and also laid out
jardins d'essai for instructing the
scholars in agriculture and horticulture. This has been done so
that large high schools may be
maintained, where religious instruction may be imparted and
Ohristian influence be exerted. For
two or three years the government
has given grants in aid of such
schools, where their educational
standards are observed, as it is evidently unfair tha.t missionary soMadagascar
and French
Education
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cieties should bear all the cost of
what, after all, is secular teaching,
and advances the material interests
of the colony, But the educational
department has lately notified the
various missions that after this
year all such grants will cease, nor
will any more help be given to
school-teachers who have obtained
the government brevet, It is openly avowed that the authorities do
not look favorably upou the large
number of scholars now le'l,rning
in high schools, and that they do
not see the need for a widely spread
system of education among the
mass of the Malagasy.
J, s.
The mi s Ii! i onary
work of F r e n c h
Protestantism in
Madagascar is the
most interesting,
and, perhaps, the most wonderful
one undertaken by the Paris Missionary Society, When in 1897
France came into complete control
of the island, the 700,000 French
Protestants inherited a great part
of the work of the powerful English and Norwegian mlSSlOns.
They had to provide 500 schools
and 500 churches with teachers and
missionaries, to prevent the loss to
Protestantism of that immense
field that the Jesuits were coveting
and seemed near getting,
The
Protestants have succeeded thus
far in holding their own, but they
need all the help they can get, not
merely from home, but from such
Christians who are interested in
the triumph of the Protestant
Christianity over Romanism',
French
Protestant
Work in
Madagascar

ISLANDS OF THE SEA
Heard the
A Sikh, a retired
Gospel in Jail arm y and pol ice

man, a weal thy
man, got into jail w:Qile on the
police force in Singapore. There he
heard the Gospel. On coming to
Penang he borrowed a Bible from
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a student in the Anglo-Chinese
school and studied it. He sought
out the presiding elder and received
instruction, and was baptized by
Bishop Warne. He has now gone
to the Punjab, India, his native
land, and there he is to visit our
churches, and he hopes to bring
back two teachers whom he will
support, to teach his own countrymen, of whom there are greatnumbers here. This is a noble example
of a man recently converted from
heathenism making a sacrifice for
Christ. He has met with some persecution, but being a wealthy man
he is not inconvenienced much by
it. He is very enthusiastic in
spreading the Gospel among his
()wn people. With his knowledge
of English he has acquired a great
deal of information, and in debate
he can answer arguments with
ease, as he knows the principles of
Christianity well and the teachings
of Sikhism even better than most
of the priests.
REV. J. E. PYKETT.

A Missionary Rev. H. L. E. Leuas a Colonizing ring, of the Perak
Agent
district, writes in
World-wide ltI issions: "In May, 1003, I was asked
by the Perak governmen t to proceed
to China at government expense
to introduce a colony of Fuchauspeaking agriculturists into Perak.
The government promised to pay
the steamer passages and to give
free grants of land to the cultivators. With the permission of Bishop
Warne I undertook this mission,
and as the outcome of the voyage
we now have the Sitiawan Agricultural Colony, with 2,500 acres of
excellent land, which is ready for
the occupation of the colonists. Of
the 363 colonists 50 are church members. Our church has a beautiful
plot of land (10 acres), centrally located, and I hope to be enabled to
build a suitable church in place
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of the thatched house which we at
present occupy. I have just organized a quarterly conference, with
4 local preachers, 2 exhorters, classleaders, and stewards."
J. B. Devins has
these e x cell e n t
things to say in the
Observer about
Bishop Brent, and his doings:
Soon after reaching Manila in
August, 1902, on looking over the
field. the bishop decided that the
first thing to do was to secure a
building site for a cathedral not
far from the Luneta. Here three
and one-half acres have been pur
chased, and it was expected to lay
the corner-stone early last fall.
The cathedral, exclusive of the
organ and other furnishings, is to
cost $100,000, and the organ is to
be one of the best that the bishop
can procure. When this structure
is dedicated it will not be possible
for natives to speak of the 'Fivec~nt Ohurch.'
The bishop went,
a few months ago, into the central
portion of Northern Luzon, scores
of miles from civilization, and hundreds of miles from the regular
lines of communication. Here he
found thousands of people, whose
outward appearance suggested a
washing as much as he knew their
inward condition needed regeneration. As soon as he reached mailing facilities he wrote to a soap
firm in America, telling what he
had seen, and asking for a ton of
soap.
As quickly as steamers
and express trains could cross the
ocean and the continent, the bishop
had an order for the soap. He
wants the outward cleansing a5
well as the inward change of heart
and habi ts. "
Fiji Islands Official announce·
Christian and ment is made that
Self.supporting the Fiji Islands are
no longer to be
cared for by the Wesleyan Missionary Society, since they have become nominally Christianized and
civilized, education, commerce, and
worship being carried on according
to Christian ideals. They contributed for missionary purposes
last year $25,000, and are doing

Episcopalians
in the
. Philippines
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very much to carry the Gospel to
the other islands of the South Seas.
MISCELLANEOUS
,
Distribution According to a
of the Jews rough census made

by Professor Haman, there are 19,000,000 .Tews in
the world.
Of these, he figures
that the United States has 1,000,000;
Europe, Il,OOO,OOO, and countries
outside of Europe, 8,000,000. He
gives this distribution of .Tews in
Europe: Russia, 5,000,000; AustriaHungary, 1,860,000; Germany, 568,000 ; Roumania, 300,000 ; Great
Britain, 200,000; Turkey, 120,ono;
Holland, 97,000; France, 77,000;
Italy, 50,000; Bulgaria, 31,000;
Switzerland, 12,000; Greece, 6,000;
Servia, 5,000; Denmark, 4,000 ;
Sweden, 3,500; Belgium, 3,000;
Spain, 2,500, and Portugal only 300.
Chaplain
Some one wrote to
McCabe as a Chaplain McCabe
Mine Owner and asked him to
take stock in a silver mine of astonishin6" richness.
As a reason the writer said: "Much
of the profits will be consecrated to
the cause of missions." The chaplain said: •• I am working two good
mines now. One of them is the
mine of self-denial, far over in the
valley of Humiliation. The other
is the mine of consecration, entered over on the heavenly side of
the brook Peniel. There are riches
enough in these two mines to convert the world."

Dr. W. A. Bartlett,
of the }<'irst Congregational Church,
Chicago, says: "Let
us have a revival among church
members who love clubs more than
church; who make Sunday a holiday and not a holy day; who never
come to the meeting of prayer;
who have plenty of money for theinselves, but little for the Lord.
Then will sinners come to a church
Revival
Needed for
the " Saints"
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that is sincere and Christlike, but
not before. "
NOTICE
A Missionary Under the auspices
Summer School of the Interdenomfor Women
inational Conference of Woman's
Boards of Foreign Missions for the
United States and Canada, a summer school.for women's missionary
societies will be held at Northfield,
Mass., July 11th to 19th. Each day
at {) A.M. students will have the
privilege of attending in the auditorium the Bible study class of
Rev. G. Campbell Morgan, D.D.
The Committee on United Study,
who have issued 4 of the contemplated 7 courses of study, will have
charge of an hour each day in
Stone Hall, where "Via Christi,"
"Lux Christi," and "Dux Christus," will be presented as far as
possible by the several authors of
these studies. The study of "Dux
Christus "-subject for the coming
year-will be presented by chapters under the direction of inspiring leaders.
An hour will also be devoted to
a training class for leaders of missionary meetings. The subjects will
include: duties of officers, programs, Bible readings for the year,
place of prayer, literature, current
events, Christian stewardship, systematic giving, proportionate giving. thank offerings, memorials,
legacies, and self-denial. One morning there will be a model session
of an interdenominational missionary meeting with "Rex Christus"
for the subject..
An· hour will be given to the
study of methods, including work
with the girls' organizations, their
talents and how to use them; work
with the children, through the
cradle roll, primary classes, junior
societies, bands, and circles; and
one period a model junior missionary meeting.
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Pastor of a church that supports two mission stations
(See page 498)
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THE CALL TO A NEW MISSIONARY CRUSADE *
BY THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

There is great danger, in the enthusiasm of public mIssIOnary
gatherings with their encouraging reports, of patting ourselves upon
the back, and going home with a profound self-complacency, when we
ought to be humiliated before God in penitence and shame. The
Christian Church, at"its best, has net'er yet done its utmost to help on
the cause of missions)' and in the name of God, and with profoundest
solemnity of conviction, I would press upon the readers the necessity of beginning at the foundations and building the structure of
Church cooperation with the mis8ionary work upon a very much more
solid basis.
Christ said: The first commandment is: "Hear, 0 Israel! the
Lord our God is one Lord: And thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and
with all thy strength; and thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself"
(Mark xii: 30). He taught, in those words, one of the grandest lessons in mental philosophy and moral philosophy and the philosophy
of spiritual life, to be found in any part of the Word of God. '1'he
ripest results of the study of the human constitution have been found in
the formula that man consists of intellect, affections, sensibilities, and
will; and we have never been able to get beyond that fourfold aspect
of man's nature. Is not that exactly what the great Master teacher
taught, nearly two thousand years ago? It seems very plain that in
this remarkable command, which is the Divine resume of the first
table of the law, Christ has taught us that true love to God must be
the joint product of the intellect or mind, the affections or heart, the
sensibilities or soul, and the will or strength. That is to say, the
intellect should furnish the intelligeuce and the conviction; the
affections should supply the sympathy and the love; the sensibilities
should stimulate the conscientious sense of duty and obligation; and
the wiH should add the necessary element of resolution and energy of
action. If the work of missions is ever to rise to its true level, and to .
be prosecuted with a true, aggressive spirit, we, in the Ohurch at home,
* Substance of an address before the Baptist Missionary Society in London, April 26, 1004.
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must make an entirely new beginning. The ignorance that prevails,
even among the more intelligent class of disciples, concerning the
cause and progress of missions is a shame to them. We have observed,
in society, that ignorance and indolence are the handmaids of vice,
as intelligence and'industry are the handmaids of virtue.. Just so, in
all church life and church work, intelligence is the invariable companion of all true zeal, and ignorance, of all apathy and lethargy.
Intelligence must awaken and nourish conviction, or there is no true
starting-point in any self-denying and aggressive service for God or
men. How few, even in the more intelligent gatherings, are familiar
with the history of missions, or even of their own denominational
missions! There is not one in ten, perhaps, who could answer twenty
primary and fundamental questions as to the history of missions. I
was myself early led as a minister of Jesus Christ to take a deep
interest in missions by the fact that the church of which I was then
pastor wa.1 a. most active and aggressive church in the department of
missions, having its own missionary in the foreign field, and keeping
up a living contact with him and his work by correspondence, gifts,
and prayer. I felt thus constrained either to resign my pastorate or to
lead my people in the matter of missions; and my education in foreign
missions began in a church far ahead of myself both in intelligence
and in enthusiasm about the work of God.
Let us all, then, ask ourselves the question," What do I know
about the great campaign of God throughout the world for its evangelization?" Most of us, I venture to affirm, know mOre about the
late South African war, or the present Russo-Japanese contest, than
we know about the history of God's world·wide war against the tremendous foes that are massed in front of the Christian Church.
Those who carefully study the whole history of modern missions find
it to be God's great" milky way," which floats its starry banner across
the firmament of history. There is no land where Christianity has
gone, where the Gospel has had a fair chance, where it has had a
fair fight in the field, where missionary operations have been properly
supported by the Ohurch at home; where Christianity has planted the
truth, and the native Ohurch, and the Word of God in the vernacular
language; where God also has not wrought, over and OVer again, the
miracles and wonders of the apostolic days! Let any de\Tout disciple
read the story of William Johnson in his" Seven Years in Sierra
Leone," or of the Neronian persecution in Madagascar for a quarter
of a century; or of William Carey's forty-three years of grand and
glorious work in India, giving to two hundred millions of people the
Bible in forty languages and dialects; or of Titus Ooan's three years'
camp-meeting in Hilo and Puna, or of William Duncan's Metlakahtla
among the North American Indians, or of Robert W. McAll's work
among the French Papists, or Joseph Neesima's Doshisha, the" Singleelectronic file created by cafis.org
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Eyed" Institution, in Japan, or of Judson's great career in Burma, or
the history of the Lone Star Mission among the Telugns. The largest
church of the world is not in the metropolis of the world, or in the
great Oity of New York in America, but in that same Lone Star Mission; for, belonging to that church to-day, there are from forty thousand to fifty thousand Ohristians! Let any child of God go systematically through the great fields of missions; read the story of James
Ohalmers in New Guinea, or that remarkable book of Amy Carmichael
Wilson, "Things as They Are in India," or Mrs. Howard Taylor's
"Pastor Hsi," or" The Wonderful Story of Uganda "-books which
are more fascinating than any fiction-and, when the readers have got
. intelligence and conviction, both as to the need of these peoples and
as to the willingness of God to bless the work of missions when prosecuted in His name, then they will be prepared to respond with their
whole heart to the call of God.
Our Gifts to Missions

And how about the giving of which we have all heard? We are
doing comparatively nothing! It is only, relatively, a mere pittance
that we bestow upon this grand world-wide work for God and humanity.
George Muller estimated that there were perhaps fifty millions of
Protestant Ohristians-or communicants- in America, Great Britain,
and the continent of Europe. By this time there may be, perhaps,
sixty millions of actual communicants. Now what were the average
contributions of the last year towards the direct work of foreign missions? Abou t three millions of pounds sterling, or about sixty millions
of shillings sterling, an average of only one shilling per year for every
one of those sixty millions of Protestant Christians-a shilling a year,
or a penny a month (2 cents)! I think they could afford that! they
might even dottble it; they might, under great self-denial, even treble
it! Of course, we all know that comparatively few of these sixty
millions are habitual givers; but ii only ten millions of them are contributors, it is still a yearly average of but six shillings, or sixpence a
month (twelve cents)! This is contemptible dealing with God! I do
not myself believe in the "healthiness of a debt J." at any rate, I have
preserved my own health best without any. But while I deprecate
debt, I can understand that where there is a growing work for God
there may often be a temporary deficit. When I was a boy I grew so
fast that it was all my mother could do to keep me in clothes! But
that was the fault not of weakness but of vigor. It was the penalty of
growth and health. Let us not, then, be surprised or find fault if
there is a temporary deficiency. Only let the temporary deficiency not
become an embarrassing debt, but at once let it be met, and give the
growing work
, a new suit!
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If any are inclined to find occasion for fault-finding in the fact
that the work of our missionary societies expands so as to exceed its
income, I could take such to see a mother, whose boy, tho twenty years
old, is still an infant, and can wear the same garments as ten years
since! But what mother would not gladly exchange such a poor cripple,
half-idiotic, for a heal.thy, roystering boy that it is impossible to keep
in trousers and shoes 1 Never let us com plain because God's work
perpetually demands larger supplies: that is the grand evidence of its
Divine progress and success. We must read the newspapers less, and
the literature of Ohrist more; we must interest ourselves in the biographies of heroic men and women that have gone to the field in the
name of Jesus Ohrist, and in the whole history of this great world-.
wide campaign. 'rhen our intelligence and conviction, stimulating
sympathy and affection, will reach down to the conscience and awaken
a new sense of obligation and duty, unloosing our purse-strings and
stimulating greater self-sacrifice and far larger gifts-gifts that cost us
something, and are the expression of self-denial, before Almighty God.
We must do, also, mighty praying as well as self-denying giving, and
thus keep up the line of communication between our friends who go
abroad and the Church that stays at home. Let us not forget that
that same great work, among the Telugus, owed its grand impulse to
the prayers of five disciples-a missionary and his wife and three
natives, who, on January 1, 1865, ascended the hill overlooking
Ongole, and earnestly prayed God to make it the center of a great
light to the whole country-a prayer so gloriously fulfilled twelve
years later.
What would be thought of a nation that should let a general lead
an army into the heart of an enemy's territory and lose his line of
communication with the people that sent him forth, so as to prevent
his having supplies of men and thc material of war! and what would
become of such a general and his army, when he was thus in the heart
of an enemy's country, if those at home should fail to keep up this
line of communication upon which depend all these new supplies of
men and money? So must we who stay by the stuff share the work
with those at the front; and when the Ohurch, intelligent in her conviction, warm in her sympathetic affection, generous and self-denying
in her giving, mighty aud prevailing in her praying, shall thus keep
in true and constant communication with God's missionaries in "the
field, we shall find there is no lack of response of men 01' of means to
carry the Gospel to the ends of the earth! Let us all seek to inform
ourselves of the whole history and progress of God's mission campaign;
then intelligent information wiII incite us to sympathetic praying and
self-denying giving; and, when God calls, to the surrender of ourselves,
going as well as giving and praying, or sending those who can go I
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PAST AND PRESENT IN THE PHILIPPINES
BY REV. HOMER C. STUNTZ D.D., lIANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Author of " The Philippine Islands and the Far East"

The most striking difference between the past and the present in
the Philippines lies in the fact that the rule of tlte friars is broken.
The Philippines were nominally Christianized by the efforts of the
friars. The work began under the leadership of one Andres de
Urdaneta, an Augustinian friar, who was sent from Mexico in 1564
with the expedition of conquest under Legaspi. These Spanish members of religious orders were chosen as evangelizing agents because of
their inexpensiveness, and their pledged obedience to any command of
their order. They worked for nothing, and hesitated at nothing which
was set for them to do. Within fifty years practically all the idolatrous Filipinos-fishermen, pirates, agriculturists, and mechanicshad accepted Ohristianity, tho the Mohammedans, or Moros, were
unaffected. Their conversion was accomplished by the substitution
of beautiful images of the Virgin and saints for the rude idols of the
Filipino tribes. Seen in the blaze of dozens of candles, and through
drifting wreaths of incense, the gaudily dressed images of Rome seemed
almost Divine" to eyes unfed by splendor." When the worship was
further enriched by the booming of sweet-toned bells, and the rich harmonies of European church music, the conquest was complete.
For religious instruction the" converts" were given Spanish catechisms to learn by rote, understanding no whit of the truths or errors
contained in them. Catechisms in the vernaculars came later, but
learning them by rote was still the demand, and no Oatholic was taught
" to give a reason for the hope that was in him."
Over a people so "converted" and so "taught," the rule of the
educated foreign priest was certain to be well-nigh absolute. Add to
this power which he had (1) as a foreigner, (2) as an educated man,
and (3) as priest, the power which the priesthood claims to possess, and the fact that he was a member of an order and was bound by
the most solemn of oaths to carry out without reservation the will of
its superiors, and you have a man who is as certain to lord it over
God's heritage as that human nature in priest and people is what it is.
Then add the appointment of this man as the representative of a
tyrannical government, and his power becomes such as should never be
committed to the hands of a mortal.
The rule of the friar became complete as generations passed. Governors crossed the path of archbishops at their peril. The friar in the
village ruled the village. If he were a good man, as was sometimes
the case, the village was blessed. If he were a bad man, as, alas! was
too often the case, the lot of the people was a hard one.
When the insurrection of 1896 broke out, there were eleven hunelectronic file created by cafis.org
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dred and eight Spanish frian; in the Philippines. After the awful
punishment wreaked upon them during 1896-7, and by withdrawals to
Spain and South America, that number was reduced by December I,
] 901, to four hundred and fifty-six. On December 1, L903, there were
but two hundred and forty-six friars left in the Philippines, and of
these about eighty were to leave soon, and thirty-two were aged men,
too infirm to endure the raw winters of their native land. With
American bishops at the head of every diocese, and an American archbishop over them all, the number of Spanish friars is certain to grow
less and less. Their power is broken.
"They used this power in three ways most oppressive to the people.
They were savagely intolerant. All the furious bigotry which made
the Inquisition a bloody possibility, and ordered Te Deurns over the
awful work of the Duke of Alva, was instinctive to them. Section
226 of the Philippine Penal Code gave statutory form to this implacable
hostility" to every form of heresy. That section makes it a crime
against the government to perform any act of propaganda of any
doctrine contrary to, or different from, that established by the state.
Whether it was a lad in school or a professional man in the privacy of
his own home, no one must hold any opinions not sanctioned by the
Holy Roman Apostolic Church. Deportations, imprisonments, death
by poison, or by mixing pounded glass with the food of the hereticthese were commonplace means taken by friars to stamp out heresy.
In] 889 Sefior Lallare, an ex-friar, and a Spanish companion, Sefior
Castells, came to Manila to distribute the Scriptures for the British
and Foreign Bible Society. Their books were held up in the customhouse. Their lives were threatened. Sefior Lallare was poisoned at
his hotel (the Oriente) within a weRk from the day he landed, and his
body lies buried in the English cemetery, while Sefior Castells was
thrown into prison, and only liberated on his giving a pledge to leave
the islands and never return. Pages could be filled with the names of
men who were deported for the crime of having a Bible in their possession. Rome boasts that all Filipinos are loyal Catholics. It is not
true, as witness the tens of thousands daily attending Protestant
services; but if it were true it wou ld only mean that "by forcfl and
cruelty" a whole people had been dragooned into slavish submission
to Rome. The element of loyalty is lacking where liberty is not
allowed.
This friar rule was poUtically oppressive. The friar was the chief
civil functionary in the city in which he served as parish priest.
Election returns were valueless without his vise. No man could
remove to another town without his consent. He was ex·officio at the
head of half a dozen boards, and had the welfare of every family in
his hands. If there was a man in his parish whose conduct gave the
government uneasiness, the friar made a secret report to the Manila
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authorities on his character and conduct. He struck in the dark.
He used this power to wreak his petty vengeance on fathers, husbands;
brothers, and property owners who stood in the way of his desires.
No man knew what moment he might be stricken down, and only by
a fawning attitude toward the friar could he ever hope for immunity
from persecution.
This absolute rule over the people was used to extort money.
Rivalry between the orders put every friar under whip and spur to
secure the last copper for his particular treasury. Marriages yielded
immense sums. Tens of thousands could not marry because the fees
were so high. Funerals gave rich pickings. Every stroke of the tolling bell cost a peso (fifty cents). Prayers at the house ran from three
pesos to a hundred, according to the wealth of the family. If the
body were taken half-way np the aisle toward the altar i~ was half as
expensive as to have it placed at the front. If the friends wanted a
"very solemn" service read, the charge was in proportion to the
prayers used and the robes worn, etc. Masses, shrivings, the sale of
candles, indulgences, relics, and domiciliary visits of toy images of
saints at a fixed rate per hour spent in the home-these and a hundred
other means were used to extort money from the people. But that
was in the past. In the present this absolute rule is broken. Protestant clergymen are authorized to solemnize matrimony (our own
mission has married over two thousand five hundred couples within
three years), and their gratuitous services are freely sought hy the
poor for the reverent interment of their dead; while the Treaty of
Paris guarantees, and the constabulary and new American courts
secure, religious liberty from one end of the islands to the other. The
friars rage, and the religious orders imagine vain things as to a fut.ure
resumption of the powers they so grossly abused, but the people
rejoice, and the wheel-!H:>f God's new order for the Philippines will
not turn backward. Liberty of conscience is so great a boon that the
poorer and more ignorant classes find it hard to believe that they may
freely enjoy it. An old man drew one of our missionaries aside after
a service a few months ago, and pulled a copy of the Gospel of St.
John in rragalog out from under his garments, and, after assuring
himself that no one saw them, he eagerly explained that he had been
reading in that book just such words as the missionary had preached
about. He had worn the binding out, and had rebound it with bark
sewed with thin threads of rattan, but he feared arrest every hour,
and carried it under his outer garment, suspended from his neck by a
bit of bark. Poor old soul! With what inexpressible gladness he
heard that he could read it openly, and that while the Stars and
Stripes waved over his head he would not be molested.
When one sees how the friars ruled these poor people, the words of
Ezekiel to "the shepherds of Israel" come with singular force: "Ye
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eat the fat, and ye clothe you with the wool, ye kill them that are fed,
but ye feed not the flock. The diseased have ye not strengthened,
neither have ye healed that which was sick, neither have ye bound up
that which was broken, neither have ye brought again that which was
driven away, neither have ye sought that which was lost; but with
force and with cruelty have ye ruled them" (Ezekiel xxxiv: 3, 4).
Spanish and American Officials Contrasted

In the past the Philippines were ruled by a set of short-term officials, who looked upon public office as a source of private profit.
Bribery was almost universal. Offices were filled with "favorites."
Taxes were "farmed out," or the right to collect sold by auction to
the highest bidder, who proceeded to cover his bid by shameless extortions. The governor-general who did not "clean up" a million or
so ill his two or three year term was deemed "slow." Provincial
funds raised for road-making, bridge-building, staying the ravages of
epidemics, or fumishing police protection to the people, went into the
pockets of a horde of officials and clerks, while diseases swept the
people off by thousands, and officials, already enriched by plundering
the funds raised for police protection, connived at thievery and protected it for a share of the gains. The judiciary was, with a few notable exceptions, utterly corrupt. It was either the tool of the friar
administration, prostituting its functions to the petty ends of the religious orders, or a means of gain to those who sat on the bench.
There was a public-school system (dince 1863), but it was a farce.
Friars controlled the system, and in.so far as it was carried out at all,
it was for ends and in ways subservient to friar ambitions.
Now all this is changed. A civil service board sits in Manila,
and no one can be employed under the government until he has run
the gauntlet of a severe examination and proven his fitness for the
desired post; and while such a system has its vulnerable points, it is
unspeakably better than the old spoils system which it has displaced,
both here and in the United States.•
No more perfect accounting system can be found in America than
that which the auditor and treasurer of the Philippines have devised.
Every check and safeguard which is thrown about the custody and
administration of the public money of the ntttion is also provided
here. Not only the accounts of the insular government, but the smallest detail of provincial and even of municipal expenditure, are scrutiuized by expert auditors sent to each provincial capital once a quarter, and then the entire account so audited passed in review in central
auditor's office in Manila. More than a dozen American officials, in
various positions of trust, have been tried and sentenced to from one
to twenty-six years' imprisonment within the last two years on evidence brought to light in such auditing of accounts. Every centavo
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raised for road-making must be spent in making roads! Every peso
raised for police expenses must be used to fight ladrones. Our governors are above the faintest suspicion of corruption; the very idea of
it in connection with the names of William H. Taft and Luke E.
Wright is repugnant to anyone who has the smallest acquaintance
with the men themselves. The judiciary has been recreated. At least
a dozen judges have been brought from the United States, and the
administration of justice in the Philippines is as honest and efficient
as it is in Maine or Wisconsin. Over eight hundred American teachers, assisted by three thousand one hundred Filipinos,1tll of whom
have been raised up within three years, are now giving free educational advantages to two hundred and forty thousand native children
and youths, and all this in the English language!
Manila harbor is being fitted for the immense shipping business of
a near future at an expense of over $5,000,000. A sewer system that
will cut the Manila death-rate in two a second time since American
occupation is being installed at an expense of $7,000,000. A thirtysix mile electric ·street-car line is being laid in Manila streets by an
American firm. A six-hundred mile system of railways on the Island
of Luzon is planned for, roads are being opened, bridges built, and the
system of postal and telegraph communication perfected. Improvement
is the order of the day, and that in all departments. Of course, criticisms can be made upon some of the projects. Much cheap criticism
is being expended upon the establishment of a summer capital by government in mountains north of Manila. But such wit is ignorant. It
- is not acquainted with the tropics. It does not reckon that dollars
should never weigh against life or even against working efficiency on
the foreigner who comes to the Philippines to help solve the great
problems of the Far East.
Christian Work in the Islands

Seven churches, two Bible societies, and the Army and Navy
Branch of the Y. M. O. A. are engaged in Ohristian work here. It
can not but be a mistake that so many denominations have rushed in.
Four or five well-manned missions would cover all this field, and do it
easily. The four principal missions are well manned, and seriously
grappling with their work. Two of the missions have one missionary.
each, and one only three workers. But thus it must be, I fear, until
some comprehensive plan of church federation is wrought out and
accepted. Named in the order of their missionary occupation, the
churches at work in the Philippines are: Methodist Episcopal, Presbyterian, Baptist, United Brethren, Disciple, Protestant Episcopal, and
Oongregationalist. All these are at work at the task of evangelizing
the Filipinos, properly so-called, except the Protestant Episcopal and
Congregationalist. They have gone past the Oatholic Filipino, and beelectronic file created by cafis.org
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gun the task of evangelizing the aboriginal races, the former in N orthern Luzon and the latter in Southern Mindanao. At the last meeting
ofthe Evangeligal Union, January, 1904, the number of ordained missionaries and of Filipino converts were as given below. Thilil gives
very little idea of the work which is being done. It entirely overlooks
the work carried on among Americans in Manila and Iloilo, and the
work of the two Bible societies, both of which are doing splendid
foundation-work in translating and distributing the Scriptures.
Church
Missionaries
Methodist Episcopal...................................... 10
Presbyterian .............................................. 14
Episcopalian .. ................................... ~ . . . . . . .. 7
Baptists ................................................... 5
Disciple ................................................... 3
United Brethren. . ... .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .... . .. .. .. 1
Congregationalist..................... .................... 1

Filipino Members
6,842
1,000
527

(No report)
(No report)

Beside these workers, both the Baptist and Methodist Episcopal
missions have opened work for women by women, with good results so
far as the work has been tried.
Such ripeness for evangelism has never been seen in any Roman
Oatholic field. The deep hatred of the friars, the natural curiosity to
hear for themselves what Protestantism really is, and the real hunger
for a better spiritual life, combine to make the people eager to hear
the message. It is not exactly a thirst for the Gospel. It is simply
thirst! 'rhey are restless, discontented, and ready to listen to the
story of a satisfying religious life begotten in the soul by the Holy
Spirit.
In our own mission we have about twenty-five thousand hearers
every week. This total could easily be ten times as great if we
had the speakers. Many hear and go away as soon as they find that
they must put away their mistresses, cut off their cock-fighting, and
"put away lying" if they come with us. But the earnest souls cut off
the right hand indulgences, and pluck out the right eye vices, and
enter into the peace which passes all und~rstanding.
A most gratifying feature of the work is its spontaneity. We have
never begun work in a city until we had been invited there. We
always find a little band of men and women who have been communing together and praying together for more spiritual light. In
Malolos, the provincial capital of Bulacan, we had prayed for months
for an opening. At last our Mr. Goodell heard of an old lady who
was ready to have Protestant services in her house. When he called
at her humble home, she received him" as an angel of God." Services were opened at once, and within five months a membership of
one hundred and eighty-five had been gathered, and a church seating
two hundred had been built with only $50 help from Ohurch Extension funds. Before this place was opened people who lived eight
miles away were converted ill the house-to-house services, and by the
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time the missionary visited them several had accepted the new faith,
and in less than three months a larger membership and an equally
large church grew up in this new place. Within one year this second
church" swarmed off" and the most flourishing church of all has
grown up with little help from the missionary in charge.
Sacrifices are cheerfully undergone for their new-found faith. A
month ago I addressed
an audience in Northern Luzon, and over
twenty of those present
had walked t wen ty
miles across rice-fields,
coming past six large
s ton e churches (of
Rome) to hear the
Gospel in a poorly
lighted bamboo-andthatch building.
One of Our members
near Manila gave · up
his cock - pits, which
GIVING BIBLES TO FILIPINO PRISONERS
were yielding about
$50 net income monthly, and is now cheerfully preaching for nothing
but the love of the work.
The eagerness of the people to read the Word of God and pure
literature is pathetic. A fail' percentage are literate, and we are using
Ollr best endeavor to create a literature for them.
It is truly a great contrast that presents itself when one thinks
that our lives would have been forfeited if we had attempted
such work in the Philippines seven years ago. God has a great work
for governments to do. Iniquitous laws must be repealed; righteous legislation must be enacted; abuses gray with age and fenced
about with custom must be broken up, and all police power exhausted,
if need be, to break up the robber bands which have terrorized the
provinces for a century. .
God has a great work for the churches to do. They must give
the people the Living Word. They must train converts in rational
piety. For both government and the churches let all readers of the
REVIEW make their prayer unto God, that they fail not.
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DOROTHY, THE COMANCHE MAIDEN
BY REV. FRANK H. WRIGHT, OKLAHOMA
Choctaw Missionary Evangelist of the Reformed Church in America

Dorothy was an Indian girl, the niece of Nahwats, a Mexican
Comanche. At the time this story begins she was about sixteen years
of age, and was a pupil in the government school three miles south of
Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Through the influence of the Sunday-school
which she attended and the religious services held by various clergymen she was led to the Savior. When I asked her how she came to
accept Ohrist, she simply said, "Through another girl."
The Comanches are a most picturesque and attractive tribe, but
until recently seemed to be indifferent to the claims of the Gospel.*
Among the pure-blooded Oomanches there were at that time but few
Christians-probably not over one hundred in the whole tribe of
from thirteen to sixteen hundred members. I had the privilege of
holding a series of services with these Oomanche children at the
government school, and Dorothy wanted to be baptized, so I appointed
a day to receive her with two other girls, Leora and Taweta.
In order to make the ceremony impressive and permit other Indians to attend, we built an arbor-as an impromptu church-out in
the open prairie, between the school and the agency. Rev. and Mrs
Walter O. Roe came to assist in the service. When the Indians had
gathered, Rev. Roe rose to explain the ordinance of baptism. After
he had finished, Nahwats, the uncle of Dorothy, rose and desired to
speak a few words. This old Indian chief presented a most striking
figure. He was dressed in true Indian style, with leggings of white
muslin with wide flaps running down the outside seam. He wore also
moccasins and a shirt, while his long, black hair was parted in the
middle and braided in two braids which fell across his shoulders and
over his breast. One braid was wrapped in red flannel, with charms
attached at the end. His face was painted, part a bright red and part
a sickly green, while a dark line of India ink was drawn diagonally
across each cheek, with a circle of ink on one side and a cross on the
other. A handsome red blanket was drawn around him and an aigret
was inserted in his hair attachec. near the scalp-lock. After a moment
of silence he said, with an expressive gesture:
"Dorothy is going one road and I another. It is not good. I go
with Dorothy."
Ooming forward, he presented himself as a candidate for baptism.
Then the annt, who is a full-blooded Indian, seeing her husband take
his stand, arose and joined them.
Nahwats had been a gambler, a leader in the Indian religion, and
• Rev. Carithers, of the Reformed Preshyterlan Church, has heen one of the most success·
ful missionaries among them. Also the Methodists had a good work among the little Wa.shita
Oomanches, where there are a number of Mexican Comanches.
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a mescal eater. The mescal bean is brought from Mexico, and, according to tests by scientists, intoxicates the imagination. It is a deadly
poison if taken in sufficient quantities, but the Indians gradually accustom themselves to its use. The mescal eating is accompanied by
the beating of the tom-tom, which
can be heard for miles. Their
worship generally begins on Saturday afternoon, about an hour
before sunset, and lasts the livelong night, closing about ten
o'clock Sunday morning. Nahwats has told me since that he had
determined never to accept Christianity, but, as he says, "he was
in the dark pit until the missionaries lifted him out and planted
his feet upon the solid ground."
'rhe step which he took that. Sabbath morning was a difficult one.
It cut him off from the past and
DOROTHY AT THE TIME 01.' BElt DEATH
isolated him from his friends.
After the baptism of Dorothy and three other Comanches we went
to Nahwats' house, where we talked with the other members of the
household. These were Dorothy'S stepfather, her own mother, her
two little sisters, and her three grandmothers. We found them all
ready to accept Christ. It seemed like a sudden decision, but we
found the secret was that Dorothy had been reading the Bible to them.
A Mexican servant said that" far into the night her voice could be
heard as she read the Bible aloud to the family." In her quaint English she said to me: "I do not know much, but what I know I try to
tell them." Only a little Indian girl, recently converted, and yet she
was doing what she could to bring others to the Savior! As I baptized
the old grandmothers I could not help wondering if they understood
the meaning of the step, but their subsequent lives have been a great
rebuke to my lack of faith. Two have passed away to be with their
Lord, while the other one still remains. She is a little, old, wrinkled
woman who speaks only Comanche, but claims to be white and was
probably captured when a child. Whenever she hears of my arrival in
the neighborhood she borrows a pony and rides six miles to the mission, She makes a little shelter of poles, throws over it a sheet,
strews long grasses on the ground for her carpet and bed, and her
home is complete. On Sabbath she attends service, and generally
says to me:
•
"I heard you were coming and I wlliuted to come. I pray to Pabbi
(Brother) J eSllS. I love him."
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One day when we were holding a testimony meeting at Nahwats'
house, Dorothy said that she had many sore temptations which she
was trying to overcome and asked our prayers. Some time later I saw
Dorothy and her aunt driving the big wagon going to the woods for
fuel. Dorothy seemed very sad and downcast, and I said to her: "I
want you to know that we are your friends, and if you need help,
come to us." Not long afterward, ope Sabbath morning when there
was no opportunity to preach, I had gathered my Bible and books
about me preparing to refresh my own soul, when my former helper
rode up to the tent and said in his Western way: "Dorothy is about
to make a die of it. Come at once." So I dispatched my helper for
a physician, and drove to the post for "!\Iiss Adkisson, a trained nurse.
When we arrived where the sick girl was we found the family gathered around her. She was very ill, and Miss Adkisson had little
hope, but we did what we could to relieve her agony. The doctor
soon arrived, and after working for an hour or two over her, he gave
up the struggle, saying that it was of no avail. She suffered intensely
with pains in her side.
After the physician had given up the fight, Nahwats said: "Mr.
Wright, has the doctor done all he can?" When I answered in the
affirmative, he requested us to retire and let the Indian medicine men
try their skill. I loathed to have them practise their miserable acts
on the poor girl, but as protests were useless, and they could not hurt
her, we reluctantly retired.
The medicine man took her in hand. He applied his mouth
to the sore spot, and by suction and expectorating-crying like some
wild beast-he pretended to extract the cause of the pain. It was
more than I could bear, and we left for the mission grounds.
But Nahwats sent for me again, and I came the next day. I
hastened in to find her gasping for breath. The medicine man sat at
her head kindly folding her hands, closing her eyes, and altogether
dealing very gently with her. The mother and aunt gathered her
things, and as they came across some cherished article they broke out
into uncontrollable fits of wailing. I asked her if she still trusted in
Jesus, and I can hear the plaintive answer still, as she gasped, with
a half sob, "Ye-e-e-s !" We prayed, and soon, with a gentle breath,
she passed away. Then the Indians broke out into the most terrible
wailing I ever heard.
A rude wooden coffin was made which we upholstered as best we
could. The Indians prepared Dorothy for burial-first a white dress,
then an Indian suit. When all was ready, Nahwats kneeled beside the
coffin, and, bowing down, spoke a few endearing words, and gently kissed
the cold cheeks of his beloved niece. Calling the little sisters, Jocksi
and Sanookooay, he bade them kiss her, and then, amid heart-breaking
scenes, we covered the coffin, and, forming a procession, wended our way
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across the valley to the hill that rises on the coast. The Indians who
were hostile to Christianity claimed that baptism was a bad medicine,
Would Nahwats now turn back? This was
and had• brought death.
I
a questlOn. At the grave I spoke of the resurrection hope, and we
sang ono verse of "In the Sweet
Bye and Bye." Then the coffin
was lowered, and all her belongings were cast iuto the grave,
except her Bible and watch.
When all was over I stood looking
westward across the darkening
valley, so desolate now. Nahwats
approached me, and said, in Comanche and the sign language:
"Mr. Wright, Dorothy is dead and
I am blind. Dorothy is dead, but
I will not throw Jesus -away; I
will hold on to Him." Pointing
to his house and lands and cattle,
and with one all-embracing sweep
of his hand, he said: "All this
is nothing to me ; Jesus only."
Now t.he sequel. Through his
sins and failures Nahwats is" coming up," as the Indians say. He
is growing in grace-praying Rnd
NAIIWATS AS HE WAS 13A.PTIZ!CD
laboring for his people. It is now
about seven years since Dorothy
confessed Christ and four years since her death. During this past
year we have baptized some thirty-two Comanches. All this I attribute to the influence of this one life. I have long prayed and sought
an entrance to the Comanches, but thus suddenly the work is growing,
others are thinking, and what the Lord has still b(,lfore we can not foresee. Those, once so hard, now seem to be awakening as from a deep sleep.
Remarkable answers to prayer and the continued spirit of prayer characterizes the work. Those who are saved are now praying and work·
ing for the others. Those who were converted last summer are standing firm and are anxions to serve, others are coming, and what
seemed so hard to accomplish before now seems easy becanse God is
working.
All the missions must feel the impetus of this work, and I pray and
hope this is the beginning of a work of grace that will extend throughout the tribe. Back of this work is the humble effort of one of God's
little one's. What wonders might be accomplished the coming year
if we all had the spirit of Dorothy, who said; "1 do not know much,
but what I know I try to tell them."
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A CHURCH THAT SUPPORTS TWO STATIONS
THE STORY OF THE CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. NEW
YORK. AND ITS MISSIONARY WORK
BY BELLE M. BRAIN, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
Author of "Holding the Ropes," etc.

On Sunday, April 29, 1900, while the Ecumenical Oonference was
in session in New York, it was the privilege of the writer to attend
morning worship at the Central Presbyterian Ohurch, on Fifty-seventh
Street. The preacher was the Rev. J. Hudson Taylor, founder of the
China Inland Mission, the sermon a never-to-be-forgotten one; yet
neither preacher nor sermon made a deeper impression than the offering made at the close-the annual offering of the church for the two
mission stations it supports: one in China, the other in Kentucky.
In the pews were printed statements with detachable subscription
blanks, giving the requirements for both fields during the coming
year, the whole aggregating $5,200. After a brief word of explanation by the pastor, the Rev. Wilton Merle Smith, D.D., the collectors
passed down the aisles. When they returned the great basins they
carried were filled to overflowing with subscription papers and crisp
new bank-bills. It was a goodly sight, one of the most inspiring witnessed during the conference. Wllen a count was made, it was found
that the basins contained $4,400 in pledges and money, and during
the day additional subscriptions brought the sum up to the required
amount. A few belated gifts afterward raised it to $5,444.72.
Since that day, which marked an epoch in the missionary history
in the church, the work at both stations has grown so rapidly that no
less than $10,000 will be needed for the coming year. Fortunately,
the growth of interest in the church has so nearly kept pace with the
expallsion on the field that it wiII not be much more difficult to
secure $10,000 now than $5,200 four years ago.
Ten years have now passed since Central Church began the experiment of maintaining its own stations and supporting its own missionaries under the auspices of the Presbyterian Boards of Home
and Foreign Missions, yet entirely without cost to them for salaries
or running expenses. The total amount expended during the ten
years aggregates $45,000, and the experiment has proved eminently
successful. At Hyden, in Leslie County, Kentucky, two men, one an
ordained minister, and five women, are at work among the mountaineers,
and at H wai Yuen, China, three ordained men, one physician, and four
women are breaking. the Bread of I-,ife to the unsaved miIIions in the
province of Anhni.
Meanwhile the church has not been unmindful of the heathen at
its doors. 'frue to the Divine program of missions laid down by the
Master in Acts i : 8, it began at Jerusalem, endeavoring first of all
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to give the Gospel to the uusaved masses in its own home city. The
mother church on Fifty-seventh Street not only reaches out to those
in its own vicinity who have no church home, but conducts missions
at two points in the city where the need is great and the opportunity
wide. One of these, Mizpah Ohapel, the oldest child of the church,
works among self-supporting, self-respecting bread-winners.; the other,
Wilson Memorial Mission, begun about twelve years ago, is a Gospel
rescue mission with a service every night in the year on West Fortysecond Street, near" Hell's Kitchen." The former is maintained at a
cost to the church of from $3,000 to $3,500 a year, while the annual
expenditure for the latter amounts to from $4,000 to $4,500.
Notwithstanding the great interest in the special work on the home
and foreign field, nothing connected with the mother church has been
allowed to suffer. The regular benevolent contributions, including
the annual offerings of from $2,500 to $3,000 each for the general
treasuries of the Home and Foreign Mission Boards, have steadily
increased, and there has been no lack of money for running expenses.
Not long ago, when it became necessary to make alterations in the
church edifice, the amount required for the pnrpose-$28,000-was
secured without difficulty. Thus, Central Ohurch is conclusively
proving that "religion is a commodity of which the more we export
the more we have remaining."
The Inception of the Special Work

The forward movement for home and foreign missions which has
been so blessed in Oentral Ohurch had its inception in the Ohristian
Endeavor Society, and owes its success in large measure to the indefatigable work of Mr. W. L. Amerman, widely known in Ohristian
Endeavor circles as the originator of the Tenth Legion and many
other novel schemes for advancing the cause of missions.
During the first four years of its existence the Ohristian Endeavor
Society did nothing for missions because the work of the women's,
young women's, and children's organizations, together with the Sundayschool, Waf! supposed to cover the ground. In the autumn of 1891,
however, a missionary committee was appointed, with Mr. Amerman
as chairman. The first work attempted was the raising of funds by
the "five-times-two-is-ten" plan, in which each one who participates
agrees to give two cents a week himself, and collect two cents from
each of fourfriends, making a total of ten cents a week. During the
first year nearly $500 was raised in this way, .and a great deal of
interest in missions resulted.
On April 29, 1892, at a missionary rally conducted by the committee and addrcssed by several notable speakers, Miss Margaret W.
Leitch, of Oeylon, suggested that the society support its own missionary. This ",roll sed great enthusiasm, and in the alltumn, when pledgeelectronic file created by cafis.org
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cards were distributed, monthly payments for the su pport of "our
own missionaries" were promised, aggregating more than $400. This
fund was popularly known from its object as the "0. O. M." (Our
Own Missionaries) Fund.
Shortly after this the idea was conceived of asking the entire congregation to join in the work. The plan met with the approval of
many, and in the summer of 1893 Mr. Amerman began to push for
definite action on the part of the church. Members of the session
were visited, one by one, and the facts laid before them. Finally, in
November of the same year, the session took formal action sanctioning the plan of the church supporting its own missionaries under the
auspices of the mission boards, and authorizing the appointment of a
general missionary committee representing all sides of the church life
to take charge of the work.
Here for a time the matter rested. 'The needs of other work were
so pressing that it seemed impossible to find an opportunity for
launching the new project. At length, however, the way opened, and
at the midweek prayer-service on March 14, 1894, a circular letter
signed by the pastor having previously been sent out, the whole matter was thoroughly discussed by the congregation. Tho the plan had
assumed far larger proportions than at first, and now included the
sending out of missionaries to a definite center in both the' home and
foreign fields, for which the church should ultimately become wholly
responsible, it met with hearty and enthusiastic support. Before the,
meeting closed the sum of $866 had been subscribed. This was subsequently raised, without solicitation, to $1,500, which, with the O. O.
M. Fund of the young people, made a total of $2,000 available for the
first year's work.
The Home Mission Station in Kentucky

The selection of a home missionary field, adapted to the development of a new work distinctively their own, proved at first a difficult
matter. But God, who had planted the purpose in the hearts of his
children, was preparing a field for them, and by and by the call came
to enter it.
In 1894, while the committee of Central Church were earnestly
seeking for guidance, the Rev. Donald McDonald, D.D., Presbyterian
Synodical Superintendent for Kentucky, visited Hyden, a little mountain town sixty miles from any rai.lroad, in the southeastern part of
the State, neal' HeU-for-Sartin Creek. For ten years the locality had
been the storm-center of one of the bitterest of Kentucky feuds, and
malice and revenge burned in the hearts of the people. Neither life
nor property were safe, and the prospects were that there would be
bitter strife for years to come.
With indomitable courage and rare tact Dr. McDonald began at
once to preach to these people. So greatly were his efforts bless'cd of
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God that nearly the whole town came to hear him, and many signified
a desire to lead a better life. Ere long a little chnrch was organized
with twenty-five members, and there began to be a desire for a church
building and a school. At the end of a few weeks Dr. McDonald left
them with a promise of assistance, but, alas! the Board·of Home Missions was heavily burdened with debt and could undertake no new
work whatever. But not long was the little mountain flock to be left
without a shepherd. In the good providence of God, Central Church
heard of the need and came forward with offers of assistance, which
were at once accepted.
At first it seemed impossible to find anyone willing to go to so
difficult and isolated a field, but at length the services of the Rev.

THE MOUNTAIN MISSION FIELD IN HYDEN, KENTUCKY

Alexander Lindsay, a young Scotchman about to complete his course
in Danville Theological Seminary, were secured. Early in January,
after a wedding journey of twelve hours' duration over rough mountain
roads in a mule wagon, he and his bride arrived in Hyden and entered
ponu the work with vigor. Preaching services were at once begun, a
Sunday-school and Christian Endeavor Society organized, and a little
day-school opened by Mrs. Lindsay, who was an experienced teacher.
Ere long the battle waged against violence and crime by the Bible
and the spelling-book was on in earnest, and as the months went by
evidences were not wanting that the forces that make for righteousness would ultimately triumph.
By 1896 the work had progressed so favorably that Central Church
undertook the erection, on ground furnished by the people of Hyden,
of a commodious cha-pel-school containing a large audience-room and
two good-sized classrooms. In October, Dr. Smith, pastor of the
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New York church, made the long and tedious journey to Kentucky
to dedicate the new building and conduct special services in it. The
erection of the chapel marked a new era, not only in Hyden, but in
Central Church as well. The visit
of the pastor resulted in a sympathetic knowledge of the needs of
the field that greatly strengthened
the tie between the church and
its mountain station. When Dr.
Smith gave his report on his return it created great enthusiasm,
and the bell, organ, . books, and
furniture required for the complete equipment of the building
were quickly promised.
On October 13, 1896, two days
after the dedication of the chapel,
TaE caAPEL.SCHOOLHOUSE AT aYDEN, KY.
another step was taken in advance
by the opening of a school in one
of the new classrooms, and the employment of a competent lady
teacher to take charge of it. At first there were many hindrances to
success, bnt at length the work came to be regarded with such favor
that in Beptember, 1897, the local 8chool trustees asked Mr. Walton,
the missionary then in charge of the station, to assume the care of the
public school. This
agreed to do, and since that time two school~
have been held, the
free school from
August to January,
the church school
from January to May.
The latter, known as
.Hyden Academy, is a
pay school, a small
t u it ion fee being
c h a r g e d for each
pupil.
Both schools an
often crowded to
their utmost capacity, and are deservedly popular.
In
SENIOR S1'UDENTS IN TaE HYDEN ACADEMY
1900, to meet the
growing demands for
education, Central Church found it n€.Jessary to enlarge the chapel by
the addition of a wing, providing extra class room. It has been neces-

he
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sary, too, to increase the teaching force, so that instead of one lady
assistant there are now three busily at work, besides the principal.
One sad incident connected with the school work was the death of
Miss Anna C. Giddings, a devoted member of the Christian Endeavor
Society of Central Church, who volunteered for work at Hyden. Tho
in perfect health at the time of her departure from New York, she
was stricken down with typhoid fever and died after three months'
service in the field. Her work, however, has not been in vain. So
keen was her interest in the neglected mountain girls that next Augnst
a boarding-school for training them in domestic matters will be opened
in Hyden, bearing the name" Anna C. Giddings Memorial Home."
Another important work undertaken by Central Church in connection with their mountain station is that of itinerating in the districts
surrounding Hyden. Since February, 1901, a special missionary has
been employed for this purpose. During the week he devotes his
time to carrying the Gospel to the people in their mountain homes,
and on the Sabbath to conducting services at thtllittle hamlets around
Hyden-Wooten, Flacey, Dry Ridge, Cut Shin, Hell-for-Sartin, and
Bull Creek.
The ten years' work carried on at Hyden by the devoted workers
of Central Church has literally transformed the little mountain town.
'l'hrough the influence of church and school a great change ,has been
wrought in the tone of public opinion, and the once lawless community has gained the reputation of being "one of the qnietest towns in
the mountains." There have been marked changes, too, in a material
way. A long-needed bridge across the creek, built during the first
year at the suggestion of the missionary, new board walks put down
soon after, the advent of steam-power, the manufacture of bricks, the
issuing of a weekly paper, Thousand Sticks, and the erection of a substantial new court-house are all indications of material prosperity.
Hyden is proving that the" Gospel has a promise for the life that now
is, as well as for that which is to come."
The Foreign Station in China

Less than a y'ear after the work was inaugurated at Hyden under
the Board of Home Missions, Central Church entered upon a similar
work in China under the Board of Foreign Missions. The neld cqosen
was Peking and the Rev. Charles Otis Gill and bride werecommissoned
as the church's representatives. A solemn farewell service which
deeply stirred all hearts was held on September 29, 1895, after which
the young ~issionaries, followed by the prayers of the church, set sail
for their distant field. On November 22d, just as the gates of the city
were closing for the night, they entered China's capital, to assist in the
stupendous task of evangelizing China's millions. Little did they
guess that one year later, .to the very day, they would again pass
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through the gates of the city, this time to begin the long journey of
ten thousand miles toward home.
On their arrival at Peking they entered zealously upon the study
of the language, and endeavored to assist the missionaries there in
many ways. All went well with them until the summer of 1896, when
Mrs. Gill contracted typhoid fever. Her life was spared, but her nervous system so completely shattered that recovery on the field was
impossible, aud there was nothing to do but return to America.
It was a great blow to the church at home, this sudden reversal of
their plans, and many friends of
missions who were watching the
experiment wondered anxiously
whether the interest was strong
enough to stand the strain. But
the hand of God was in it all.
There was a great work to be done
by his servants in Central Ohurch,
but before they could be entrusted
with it, the stability of their purpose must be fully tested. It was
necessary for them to learn, thus
early, that in every mission station
there are times when God says
" Stand still" as well as when He
says" Go forward," and that missionary money must frequently be
\
CENTRAL CHt'kCH MISSIONARIES IN CHINA
used in caring for broken-down
Rev. and ?\-'I rs. J ames B. Cochran, Rev. E. C.
.
Lobenstln e, Mt ss LobensUne. Hev. Du Bois
missionaries in the home land as
Morris, Dr. and !vIrs. "omuel Cochran .
. well
as for supporting active
workers on the field.
Most nobly did the church abide the test. Tho their missionaries
had been retlll'lled to them, and the future of their foreign enterprise
was completely hidden, they felt that the great commission had neither
been modified nor withdrawn, and patiently waited for the guiding
hand of God. Ere long their faith received a rich reward.
At the end of six months, Mrs. Gill being still too ill to return to
Ohina, and Mr. Gill being unwilling to have their furlough extended, '
these two devoted workers severed their connection with Central
Church and the Board of Foreign Missions, and took up home missionary work in Vermont, where eventually Mrs. Gill was almost completely restored to health.
Meanwhile continuous prayer was ascending to God from earnest
hearts in Central Ohurch concerning the future of their foreign work.
At length, early in 1898, the pillar began again to move forward, and
certain providential indications led to the· selection of two young men
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to represent the church in China-the Rev. Edwin C. Lobenstine and
the Rev. DuBois S. Morris, who purposed to go out unmarried, and
agreed to place themselves in the field if the church would sustain
them there. Owing to political complications, it was thought best to
send the llew missionaries to Nanking, a station of the Presbyterian
Board in Southern China, rather than to Peking in the north, the idea
being to have them remain in Nanking until they had mastered the

THE CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF HWAI YUEN

language, and then push on to Hwai Yuen, an unoccupied field in the
province of Anhui, where the foreign station of the church could be
established.
On September 12, 1898, Messrs. Lobenstinc and Morris, accompanied
by Miss Rose Lobenstine, a sister of the former, who went out at her
own charges, set sail for China, and were soon busily at work acquiring
the language at Nanking. As the months passed by, and the time
approached for opening the station at Hwai Yuen, the church began
to feel that for the safety of the missionaries and the good of the
work, a competent physician should be added to the force. For this
purpose an additional $1,200 was raised, and the services of Dr. Samut:ll
Cochran, a gifted and godly young physician, were secured. Through
the liberality of Mr. William C. Lobenstine, father of two of the missionaries already in China, Rev. James B. Cochran, a brother of Dr. Samuel
Cl)chran, who also desired to go to the foreign field, was added to the
little band.
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On August 19.• 1899, the two young brothers and their brides set
sail for China. In October, shortly after their arrival at Nanking,
Messrs. Lobenstine and Morris made their initial visit to Hwai Yuen,
where a beginning was made by leasing a chapel in which services
could be held. After their return, native helpers were sent out from
time to time to preach in this chapel and prepare the way for its permanent occupancy by the foreigners.
Early in the year 1900 a most notable event occurred-the baptism
of Mr. Liu, the first convert from Hwai Yuen. This man, who was
It leading apothecary of the place, had asked for baptism when the
missionaries were there some months before, but
knowing how disastrous it would be for the first
convert to prove unworthy, it had been deemed
best to defer it for awhile. At length, however,
when he came to Nanking and passed a search.ing examination before the native church, they
decided to grant his request, and on April 29,
1900,
the memorable Sabbath during the EcumenMR. LIU
First Hwal Yuan convert ical Conference, while the church at home was
dedicating itl'l offering for the work, Mr. Morris
was receiving the first-fruits of the mission at Nanking. Accepting
it as the seal of Divine approval, the little group upon the field and
the godly workers in the church at home, with glad hearts thanked
God and took courage.
It was hoped that by the autumn of 1900 Messrs. Lobenstine and
Morris, accompanied by Dr. Cochran, might make au extended stay in
Hwai Yu.en, but, alas! once more the faith of the church was to be
tested. The summer of 1900 brought the siege of Peking and peril to
the life of every missionary in China. Fortunately no harm came to
the representatives of Central Church, tho, in company with many
others, they were obliged to withdraw for a time to Japan. The
anxiety at home concerning them was very great, however, and the
church was moved to pray as never before, learning lessons that it
could have been taught, perhaps, in no other way. Toward the close
of the year the entire party returned to Nanking, and settled down
again to a season of work and study.
From this time on the work has progressed most favorably. In
October, 1901, the opening of the new station having been authorized
both by the Central China Mission and the Board in New York,
Messrs. Lobenstine and Morris arrived at Hwai Yuen, and took up their
permanent residence there. Not long after they were joined by the
Cochran brothers.
In the autum of 1902, under the escort of Dr. Cochran, the Cochran ladies and their three little children, who had remained in Nanking until the work was fully established, embarked on two houseelectronic file created by cafis.org
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boats for Hwai Yuen. A sad incident of the long and tedious journey
was the death of little Harry, son of Rev. and Mrs. James B. Cochran,
who was stricken with dysentery as a result of the drinking-water
becoming infected while their boat was caught in a jam on the Grand
Canal. Outside the city of Ching-kiang Pu, in a small bamboo-fenced
plot, already hallowed by thfl burial of the little daughter of another
missionary, the body of the beloved child was laid to rest, there to await
the resurrection dawn. Sore as the sorrow was, it served to form
another liuk binding the home church more closely to the workers in
the field. The lonely little grave in inland China has preempted the
territory for God and given a new incentive to effort.
At the present time the work of the station is in a most prosperous condition. From the very beginning there have been many evidences of Divine favor resting upon it. In February, 1903, the
medical work, which has been most successfully carried on by Dr.
Cochran, received a valuable reinforcement by the arrival of Miss Rose
Hoffman, a member of the Christian Endeavor Society of Central
Church, who resigned her position as head nurse in charge of the
operating pavilion of the Presbyterian Hospital in New York City
to take up work in Ohina.
The greatest needs of the station at the present time are a permanent building for the hospital, and comfortable, hygienic houses,
within a walled enclosure, for the missionary families. The entire
cost of the hospital-land;building, and outfit-has been promised
by Mr. William C. Lobenstine, and Central Church has been slowly
accumulating money for the missionary houses, but owing to the great
difficulty of purchasing real estate in China but little has as yet been
accomplished along this line. One piece of land has, however, at
length been acquired, and during the coming year the flrst residence
will be erected on it.
How the Interest is Maintained at Home

In the church at home, information has been the key to interest;
"prayer and pains through faith in Jesus Christ," the secret of success. The details of the work at both stations are kept constantly
before the people, and every item of interest at once reported to them.
This is largely accomplished through the monthly missionary concerts, where letters are read from the missionaries, and stereopticon
views shown, illustrating the work both at Hyden and Hwai Yuen.
In additiou to this, an annual report, most beautifully illustrated, has
been issued in April each year since the beginning, telling of the work
at both stations in detail. During the summer months, when the
congregation is scattered, interest is kept up by the sending out of It
bulletin supplementing the annual report, and taking the place of the
monthly concert.
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As far as practical, the church is brought into direct personal contact with the workers in the field. With this end in view, Messrs.
Lobenstine and Morris spent six months with the church before.going
to China in 1898, and three at least of the missionaries at Hyden
have been brought to New York by the missionary committee of the
church, to tell the people about their work. 'l'wice, also, representatives of Central Church have gone to Hyden-Dr. Smith in 1896, and
two delegates returning from the Nashville Christian Endeavor Convention in 1898.
Great stress has been laid upon prayer. In every report sent out
the church is urged to be instant in prayer, and the people are constantly reminded that the success of the work largely depends on their
faithfulness in the ministry of intercession. Prayer cycles are issued
from time to time, specifying definite objects for which to pray each
week, and small cards containing prayer topics for daily use are given
to the supporters of the "Our Own Mi&sionaries'" enterprise, with
the request that they be kept in the Bibles and used daily" when
thou hast shut thy door."
The remarkable financial results have been attained largely
through constant emphasis laid upon the matter of systematic beneficence. Money has been raised by the methods already referred tothe monthly pledge system (" O. O. M. Fund") and annual subscriptions. As a result of systematic effort to secure something from every
one, the giving has not been confined to the wealthy few, but almost
every family has had a part in it. This is one of the secrets of successful missionary finance.

THE MISSIONARY OUTLOOK IN NORTH JAPAN
BY REV. CHRISTOPHER NOSS, SENDAI, JAPAN
Missionary of the Reformed Church in the United States

Tohoku, as the northeastern part of the main island of Japan is
called, has been little visited by tourists, being too far away from the
ordinary route of travel through the Far East. To reach Sendai, the
principal city of the north, reqnires a tiresome journey of twelve hours
by rail from Tokyo, and there is really little to attract visitors, unless
it be Matsushima, a group of beautiful, pine-covered islets in a quiet
corner of the Bay of Sendai. The comparative seclusion of Tohoku
and its consequent inaccessibility to the reader of missionary literature may justify the appearance of this sketch.
Going north from the capital, the "Japan Railway," at a distance
of [~bout one hundred miles, crosses a watershed, and brings one into
the first of the six prefectures which constitute Tohoku; a hundred
miles farther it approaches the east coast and passes through the
metropolitan city of Sendai, whence it goes on still two hundred miles
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farther to reach its terminal at Aomori, the port at the northern end
of the island. North Japan is, accordingly, three hundred miles long,
or about as long as Pennsylvania. It is rather more than half as broad,
and its population, about five million, is about as dense as in the
southern part of that State.
The climate is damp and chilly. In the interior snow falls to an
extraordinary depth in winter, so that the peasants, both men and
women, have to wear trousers over their kimono. In summer there is
more rain than sunshine, and if the rice crop fails, as it did in 1902,
it is for lack of warmth, not for lack of moisture. Silk is a great
staple, and where the silkworm thrives best there the people are most
prosperous, and the church makes most rapid progress. The fishermen along the coast are a degraded class, and very difficult to reach.
As compared with the south, the economic development of this
region lags behind. Politically, too, North Japan has suffered for its
obstinate loyalty to the old regime in the revolution of 1867. The
northerners speak a wretched dialect, hardly understood by the
brilliant southerners, who have
made new Japan. They seem
slow and dull, but are characterized by remarkable constancy and
perseverance. 'l'here is reason to
believe that the north may yet
produce the finest type of Japanese character.
A resideuce of eight years in
this regiou has convinced the
writer that in some important
respects the Japanese govemment
has surpassed its models. It is
not necessary here to speak of its
diplomatic and military successes
abroad. But at home, in sanitation, in education, and in postal
organization it has been no less
.. THE KING OF OSHU"
successful.
The black plague, A statue of Lord Date, of Bendai, who sent an
envoy to Pope Paul V. in 1615. The Image
which even in British India
was made from life
claims half a milliou of victims
in a year, has been stamped out more than once in the heart of
Japanese cities, and other preventible epidemics, which even in America cause us such immense loss, are effectively quarantined. 'l'he postal
system, including universal free delivery, all telegraphs and telephones,
and the express business, serves the public better than we are served
by our limited postal facilities and our warring corporations. In
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Japan the government has the best of everything and attracts the
ablest men to its service. But too few capable men engage in productive business. The peasants, artisans, and tradesmen, working, as they
do, seven days a week, are, as a class, stupid and shortsighted, despite
all the schooling the goverument provides. They have no spiritual
resources, except the effete idolatry and superstition to which their
Buddhist guides have abandoned them. The Japanese themselves
have noted that where Buddhism is most flourishing immorality is
most rife. The only thing that holds the nation together at this time
is its intense patriotism, which prompts a desire to win the respect of
the most advanced Western nations.
In the last few years a great wave of ethical discontent has passed
over the country. The revival of moral feeling has been helped by
the educational scandal. When it was -discovered, two years ago, that
high officials had been systematically bribed by the publishers of textbooks used in the public schools, the government proved its efficiency
by punishing them without fear or favor, while the public, taught to
regard educators as the guardians of the national code of morals, and
influenced by the traditional contempt for money, was profoundly
shocked. It happened that many educators who had insisted on the
sufficiency of the nationalistic principle and conspicuously opposed
Christianity were disgraced, while Christian officials and those who
had shown sympathy with the Christian cause stood unscathed. This
has deepeued the impression, produced by the conduct of missionaries
and converts, that Christianity is the greatest of all moral forces. It
is not necessary to tell the people that Buddhism and Nationalism
have been found wanting. The positive preaching of the Gospel
brings out more responses than the Christian worker can properly
attend to.
The first Christian missionary movement to reach the north in the
present era was that of the Greek Church, which is now stronger in
the vicinity of Sendai than anywhere else in the empire. The Russian
missionary, Nicolai, has not sought the assistance of other foreigners,
but has chosen to work entire.ly through his native clergy. The result
is that the spiritual tone of his flock is low. The war with Russia
naturally involves distrust of the Greek Christians, but Bishop Nicolai's sagacity has minimized the loss. He has instructed the believers
to pray for Japanese victory, but told them frankly that during the
'war he would not attend services in the Tokyo cathedral, because as
a loyal su bject of the Czar he could not joiu in their prayers. The
Japanese are chivalrous enough to admire him all the more for this.
We are all indebted to him for the object-lesson he has given. The
government, in an order issued on February 19th, warns the [Buddhist] priests that while it is at war with a foreign government it is
not at war with fortligners as individuals, -or with their religion. Thl,l
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implication is that they must refrain from agitation against the Greek
Christians.
French priests are well distributed among the principal towns, and
their self-denial wins the admiration of many; but the traditional
suspicion so persists that the French mission has not been as successful as the Russian. A few nuns conduct an excellent school for girls
at SendaL
The Protestants are divided among eight or nine missions. Of
these by far the strongest is that of the [German] Reformed Church
in the United States, which denomination concentrates the greater
part of its foreign missionary effort on North Japan. Since this is
the writer's own mission, in regard to many points he will make 3,

A GRO('P OF WORKERS OF THE REFORMED CHURCH OF' NORTH JAPAN

brief description of its work and. prospects do for all. This does not
,mean disparagement of the very similar work being done by the foreign and native "evangelists of other missions, or of the very valuable
services of the Methodist and Baptist ladies in the education of girls.
The prefecture nearest Tokyo, that of Fukushima, seems ripest fol'
the Gospel. The provinces on the west side, fronting the Sea of Japan,
have been most inaccessible, and, partly on account of the missionaries'
neglect, partly on account of the people's conservatism, remain up to
this time practically unevangelized. But the city of Send ai, on the
east side, is probably more under Christian influence than any other
city in Japan.
This city, which is not much older than Boston, has had Christian
associations from the start. It was founded about three hundred years
ago, on the edge of the great plain of Miyagi, by a famous chieftain
named Date, who, as "King of Oshu," had diplomatic correspondence
with his contemporary, Pope Paul V. That was just before Ieyasu
put an end to the intrigues of the Romanists and sealed up the counelectronic file created by cafis.org
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try. Among Sendai's treasures are found a beautiful oil portrait of
Pope Paul V., an illuminated document giving the freedom of the
city of Rome to Date's representative, crucifixes, etc.
The city now has a population of about eighty thousand, not
including the suburbs, a garrison of many thousands of conscripts,
and thousands of studentI' in public and private institutions of all
kinds.
The missionaries and three or four teachers employed by the government are the on~y foreign residents. When, in 1899, the. treaties
granting foreigners the right of residence in any part of the country
went into effect, the people expected a great inrush. The fact that
not one foreigner came to do business convinced them that their
country was not coveted as much as they had imagined. It may be
more than a mere coincidence that the revision of the treaties was so
soon followed by a Christian revival. Anything that diminishes the
dread of being overwhelmed by foreigners and so disposes the Japanese to consider Christianity on its own merits is an aid to our cause.
The fact that the American missionaries in Sendai are the only representatives of their country there has given them great social influence,
for America is highly respected as a nation. Opportunities thus
afforded have been wisely utilized under the leadership of Dr.
DeForest, of the American Board, and one of our Japanese Christians
who served for some time as assistant to the mayor. 'I'he general
desire for social fellowship with us has had the result that Sendai
society pretty definitely puts its ban on concubinage and on certain
convivial customs. Visits of distinguished Americans, such as Minister Buck, of the legation at Tokyo; President Jordan, of Stanford
University, and Professor Wright, of Oberlin College, prepared the
way for the magilificent reception given by the city to Dr. Oharles
Cuthbert Hall last year, whereby he was enabled to preach the Gospel
to many of the most intelligent citizens.
Another encouraging feature is the spirit of harmonious cooperation that characterizes the missionary community. Seven missions
are represented in the city. With the exception of the Episcopalians,
all the missionaries and native Christians unite heartily in regular
meetings for prayer, and, since last fall, all use bu t one hymn-book.
Special evangelistic movements are conducted in common. The missionary community owns a tent, in which meetings for the crowds that
gather on various festival occasions are held. The missionaries also
own a house, in which the most pitiable cases of poverty that are discovflred in the city are cared for. In these enterprises Rev. E. H.
Jones, of the Baptist Missionary Union, has been the leader. Where
such cvidences of unity exist, division into denominations is not so
great an evil as some people imagine.
The oldest church was founded by Japanese evangelists several
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years before the first missionaries arrived. Just twenty-five years ago
two young men connected with the Nihon Krista Kyo7cwai (Reformed
and Presbyterian Ohurch) visited the city for the first time. Two
years later the Nibancho Ohurch was organized. In 1885 the church
asked the mission of the [German] Reformed Church to come to its
assistance. Early in its history it had bought out a defunct Buddhist
temple in a back street. This has now become a principal thoroughfare, and the site is one of the most valuable in the city. With the
aid of the mission, a brick church was recently erected on it at a. cost
of *8,000. It is the central rallying-place for the Protestants of the
city, and is often used for interdenominational meetings. The total
attendance at various meetings on a Lord's Day sometimes exceeds
sixteen hundred. 'rhe local congregation has been financially independent for years.
Altogether there are ten congregations in Sendai. Next to · the
public offices, the Christian churches aud schools are the most prominent buildings. About one-fourth of the children of the .city are
reached by the Sunday-schools.
The Reformed Church Mission has here two of the largest Christian educational institutions in Japan. North Japan College, or '1'0ho7cu Ga7cuin, will soon be enlarged, so as to have a capacity of four
hundred students. Miyagi Girls' School has room for two hundred
pupils. Two other girls' schools, Baptist and Methodist, are doing
invaluable work, each of a distinctive character.
North Japan College is the only Ohristian school for young men
north of 'rokyo. The management is in the hands of a self-perpetu-

THE BIBLE WOMEN'S HOUSE AT ~ENDAr) JAPAN
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ating board of directors, composed half of Americans and half of
Japanese. This arrangement has proved very satisfactory. It may
well be added in this connection that the Japanese who held property
for the mission until a corporation could be chartered were entirely
honorable. The affair of the Doshisha has bulked too largely in
America's eyes if it has given the impression that the Japanese generally are characterized by a light regard for the obligations of a trust.
The president of the college, Missionary Schneder, enjoys the confidence of the Japanese to an extraordinary degree, and has gathered
about him a brilliant and devoted company of native pr?fessors. The
dean of the faculty is a Japanese evangelist's son, who took his doctor's degree at the University of Bonn. Four others have studied in
America. Nine, including these five, are zealous and acceptable
preachers.
Young men whose relatives are nnable to pay their expenses at the
college, or unwilling to do so because it is a Christian institution,
are aided by an industrial home, which furnishes cheap, wholesome
boarding, and pays regular wages for three hours' work a day. The
chief industries are printing, newspaper delivery, dairy, and truckfarm~ng.
Spiritually and morally the home has been a decided
success.
In the general or academical course, which takes five years, the
English language is thoroughly taught. It is made a specialty in the
literary or collegiate course, of three years, which prepares the student
for the regular theological course. The aim of the institution is to
develop Christian leaders, and no man is intellectually fit to be a
spiritual leader in Japan to-day who thinks only in Japanese. It is
also a fact that our most forceful men in North .Japan are those who
have supplemented their training by travel abroad. It is accordingly
a part of the mission's policy to send promising teachers or evangelists,
who have been tried and found faithful, to America for postgraduate
work or observation. It is of course true that scholarly evangelists
must live and work under the pressure of a strong temptation to enter
the service of the government. As professors, most of them could at
least double their salaries. It is doubtful if average American ministers in similar circumstances would show a devotion equal to that of
our evangelists in North Japan. And it is debatable if the policy of
giving evangelists barely living salaries is the best way to hasten the
financial independence of the native Church. At any rate, our experience proves that the English-trained evangelists average highest in
practical efficiency.
It is at once the strength and the weakness of the Japanese Church
that it is composed so largely of the classes that move about from
place to place. It is so hard to reach the old residents who live by the
graveyards of their ancestors. Iu many a place the local congregation
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consists entirely of people who have moved in from other provinces.
This is the strength of the Church, because, as in the apostolic age, the
seed is widely sown. It is a weakness, because it is difficult to build'
up permanent churches with such impermanent materia1. In this
may be found the explanation of the fact that the Church is so strong
among the Japanese officials and merchants in Formosa, and so weak
among the peasants and shopkeepers of North Japan.
In America pastors study how to get the young men. In a church
in Sendai we have to be on our guard lest the students come in so fast
as to swamp the congregation. Let it not be supposed that it is English that the students want. They want religion. In the spring

THE FIRST CHRISTIAN CONVERTS IN A COUNTY WITH

60,000

POPUI.ATION

A farmer, his wife, mother, daughter, and four sons. The young man standIng, first became
a Christian in Sendal

vacation last year the Student's Young Men's Christian Association
of Sendai arranged, after the manner of a summer-school, a course of
lectures on Christian themes, occupying three hours daily for a whole
week. Two hundred and forty students, most of whom came from the
public schools, attended these lectures faithfully, and paid for the
privilege.
Another straw that shows which way the wind blows is this: there
are three daily newspapers in Sendai. The one owned and edited by
Christians is now the best and most influential. The Buddhist organ,
noted for its readiness to print calumnies about the missionaries, has
lost ground, and is now the weakest of the three.
Such evidences of a trend in the direction of Christianity are
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cheering, but the stubborn fact remains that the nnmber of selfsupporting churches is not increasing rapidly. The seed has been
sown and the harvest is ripening. The Christian religion has won the
confidence of the best people in the land. But the work of establishing churches has scarcely been begun. A more determined effort
must be made to reach the permanent popu lation.
In this work we depend mainly on the local evangelist, but he
needs to be supported from the base of operations. Frequent visits
by missionaries aud professors have the effect of helping to sustain his
faith, and strengthen"his hold on the people. His work may need to
be supplemented by a traveling evangelist having the special gift of
moving people to a decision. Last fall our mission engaged Mr.
Kimura, a former student of the college, and afterward a student at
Moody's Bible Institute at Chicago, to do this kind of work. In a
little over two months he visited forty-seven stations and secured the
names of eight hundred and fifty-eight new seekers. 'rhe work is not
accomplished by anyone man or through anyone method. Success
depends on combining different kinds of agencies. There are at least
two country districts in the prefecture of Fukushima in which
Christianity has become the dominant religion.
The following incident is instructive. Just a year ago a farmer
from West Okitama County, on the west side of the island, came over
to Sendai and asked me for baptism. I was amazed, because I had
long grieved over the fact that, so far as I knew, there was not a single
Christian in his county, the population of which is sixty thousand.
He is an earnest, conscientious man, the father of a large family of
boys. The oldest, whom he sent to a government college, was ruined
and finally put into Lhe penitentiary. The second came to Sendai as
a student, and was baptized by me at our East Sendai chapel. It was
the admirable conduct of this Christian son that moved the father
to wish that all his sons might become Christians. Then it occurred
to him that if he wished them to be Ohristians he ought first to
become one himself. I found him thoroughly prepared for baptism,
and baptized him, warning him at the same time of the difficulty of
maintaining Christian faith without the support of other Christians.
He and his son have since worked among their neighbors with such
zeal that a little congregation of fourteen has been formed. Twenty
joined in the celebration of Christmas; there might have been more
if there had not been five feet of snow on the ground. This I believe
to be a typical case. It is significant that I was advised not to visit
, the place until the movement was well under way, because the appearance of a foreigner would arouse a strong prejudice against it. But
.the missionary, too, has his part in direct evangelistic work. The
farmer came to me, not to a Japanese minister, because he wanted the
most direct testimony he could get. Without the support of a missionary an evangelist in some instances can not win the full confidence
of the people as a reliable exponent of the Christian religion.
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A RUSSIAN MISSIONARY AT WORK IN JAPAN*
AN ACCOUNT OF BISHOP NICOLAI AND THE PRESENT CRISIS
BY REV. J. T. GRACEY, D.D., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Bishop Nicolai, of Japan, has attracted considerable attention as
representative of the Greek Church. As this is the State Church, he
receives his support in part, at least, from benevolent societies in
Russia. He claims, however, to be of the Greek Church which has
its headquarters in Athens and not in St. Petersburg.
Bishop Nicolai is a unique personality. t He is a bachelor nearly
seventy years of age, who has been in Japan many years. He came
to Japan in 1861, forty-three years ago this June, then being twentyfour years old. He occupies a small house, tho in Russia his rank
would be that of the nobility. In this small eight-room house he has
his dining-room and study, containing one bed, two chairs, one table,
one small chest of drawers, and a few book-shelves. He rises at six
o'clock; at half-past seven he begins his day's work, and spends the
forenoon in translating. At two o'clock he receives men ou business.
From six to nine o'clock he writes letters or translates. 'rhe bishop
remains at his duties the year through, never taking a vacation. The
Greek Church in Japan was founded by Bishop Nicolai.
A writer in the periodical of the Greek Church says that the mission guards against intruding foreign customs; that they aim to
have their work of a purely Japanese type, and carried on by Japanese
only, and that Bishop Nicolai is the only foreigner connected with it.
A writer in the Japan Mail enters his strictures on Bishop Nicolai
and his methods. He thinks it would be well if all the missionaries
had Bishop Nicolai's power of endurance, but they have not, and any
attempt on their part to imitate him in this respect, would prove disastrous, and that the lack of sociability and asceticism would be only
deleterious, showing abnormal ways which could never become a pattern to the ordinary Japanese. This is an argument which the writer
in the Fukuin SMrnpo is in nowise responsible for, so long as he
narrates the facts of Bishop Nicolai's personal habits. "His devotion,
his self-denial, his untiring industry are ever before us as a model
and a stimulus. However poor any of us may be, there is no one
poorer than he; however industrious some of us may be, there is no
one so industrious as he." It is when the writer compares some other
Protestant missionaries with Bishop Nicolai and the results of their
course that his special pleading is manifested. Then he lays himself
open to the criticism that the social helps of the other missionarie.s
* This review of the pOSition of Bishop Nicolai in Japan is of special interest, since the
same situation might arise in case the American government:should be at war with a nation
were American missionaries are working.-EDITORS.
t We are indebted to Ishi-Kawa Kisamburo, in the Fukuin Shimpo, for the following facts
about Bishop Nicolai.-J. T. G.
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largely bring home to people's minds and hearts the great truths
which they need to teach. There is more than one side to the Greek
and Roman churches' view of the necessity of confining church work
to the semi-private house-to-house visitation.
The organ of the Protestant Episcopal mission gives Bishop
Nicolai's views on the attitude of the Greek Ohurch in the war between Japan and Russia. The less the Japanese converts have to do
with politics the better, war or no war, is the bishop's opinion. They
have nothing to do with mode of settlement of the issue or of the
issue itself, but he thinks the Japanese have but one course open to
them: that of manfully taking the side of Japan, nolens volens. Tho
many of the Japanese have received their Ohristianity at the hands of
the Russians, Russia has become their political enemy, and war is
carried on without hatred because they wish to vindicate some principal on which the State insists to save their country from being
oppressed by some other State. Personal feeling should not be allowed
to influence the combatants. The bishop was, in the early days, suspected of owing allegience to the Russia established church, and
therefore in the control of vast sums of money; he had at his back a
Ohurch which was ready to spend any amount in ot:der that the Greek
Church might be established in Japan. This did the bishop a great
wrong, as what money he received was donated not by the government
as by a small Russian missionary society, the chief object of which was
to evangelize Siberia, a small sum of money being granted to Japan,
which has never been increased since.
Under these circumstances Bishop Nicolai was led to give his entire salary to the good of the work. The mission has thus the advantage
of $70,000 spent directly on the work. To be sure, the mission has two
hundred centers. '1'he money was, according to Mr. Kisaburo, devoted to erecting buildings, publishing books, and salaries of evangelists, all of which are receiving aid from this central fund. The converts now number about twenty-eight thousand. About one-third of
the money is spent on schools of various grades. Thus, tho the mission has but one foreign missionary-Bishop Nicolai-he wields more
influence than "a hundred ordinary men."
The Russian branch of the Greeek Church in Japan has, with consideral unanimity. decided that Bishop Nicolai should remain in Japan,
notwithstanding the open rupture between Russia and that country.
'fhe extreme ethical situation has been solved. The question arose in
the minds of some whether the bishop should take Russian money. It
was maintained that this was in no sense given by the government,.
and it was only the governments that were at war. The people were
not giving the money to the mission as Russians. Bishop Nicolai,
altho a Russian, has no relation with the government, and is in Japan
with the express object of helping to advance the propagandism of
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Christianity, and the Gospel as its exponent. The Greek Church in
Japan is not necessarily the" Orthodox" Russian form, for the Russian Church is only a branch of the Greek Church, and the Czar is
not necessarily the head of the Greek Church. .Japanese Greek Church
Christians have, therefore, no direct connection with the Russian government.
Such being the case, the bishop need not leave Japan, nor refuse
to take money voluntarily given to the work of the Greek Church in
Japan. Accordingly, the bishop remains in Japan. He has no concern about being protected by the Japanese government. He prefers
to attend to the one business of preaching the Gospel and fostering
the growth of the Greek Ohurch.

ON AN EVANGELISTIC TOUII AT KOREA

HOW THE GOSPEL CAME TO PANG YENG*
BY REV. H. G. UNDERWOOD, D.D., SEOUL, KOREA

Some few years ago, during one of the many political upheavels
and turmoils in Korea, where the patriot of to-day is the rebel of tomorrow, and in ~urn is apt to be the patriot of the day after, a number of officials were sentenced to banishment for life to various islands
on the coast of Korea. Among these was an official who belonged
neither to the highest nor lowest ranks, but at the same time one who
had not sufficient influence at court to cause his sentence to be commuted. His son-in-law had some time before become a Christian, and
had often spoken to his father-in-law of God, of Ohrist, of sin, and of
• TIlustrations with this article are from" Fifteen Years Among the Top·knots," by Mrs.
Underwood. Amerlcan Tract Society.
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salvation. The old gentleman had politely listened to what had been
said, but it had really had no effect. On his sentence to banishment,
his son-in-law inserted a copy of the Scriptures in his baggage, and
the official went down to what was likely to be his lifelong island
home.
The island to which he was banished is called" Pang Yeng," or
"White Wing," and is on the west coast of Korea, about thirty miles
from the mainland. It is opposite the well-known county of Chang
Yun, where there are several large and flourishing, self-supporting
Presbyterian churches, centering round the Presbyterion church of
Sorai. After arriving at the island, the official was led to read
his Bible, for the sake of passing away the time. It was not long before he became convinced of the truth of what the Bible said, and
anxious that this new truth should be known to his new neighbors and
to the people of the island. He began to tell them, as fully as he
could, of the new religion, of the new faith, of the new hope that he
found in the Bible, and he told them that if they wanted to know the
truth they would better cross over by boat to the village of Sorai and
inquire further from an elder in the church there, named Saw Kyeng
Jo. He also told them that they had a number of books that would
throw light upon the subject. So, taking money for the purchase of
books, some islanders crossed over to the mainland and paid a visit to
the church at Sorai. '1'he people of the congregation gladly received
them, entertained them as long as they Wflre willing to stay, and, having providud them with books, sent them home. Most earnest were
the requests for a teacher. Pressure of work, however, prevented Jo
or any of the leaders from going over to the island, but frequent visits
to the mainland were made by the islanders in search of more light.
GradutOlly a number of believers were gathered together, with the official as their leader.
About two years after the first visit, Elder Saw, with one or two
others, was enabled to visit the island. It was the fall of 1899, and a
large Ilum ber of the islanders had completed preparatioIls for the
annual offerings to the deity that the people believed presided over
their destinies. A large amount of food had been gathered together,
beer had been brewed, stronger liquor distilled, and a large number of
pigs brought together for the sacrifices. All was ready at the time
when Jo landed. The few Christians had done their best to oppose
the preparations, and they hailed the coming of Elder Saw as of one
sent from God. Taking him to the conconrse of people that had
assembled for the sacrifices, they besought for him a hearing. This
was willingly given by the islanders, and, after a few words of prayer,
Elder Saw addressed them in his strong, forceful Korean manner,
pointed out the uselessness of what they were doing, and gradually
led them to Bee the real sin which they were about to commit. The
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presence of the Holy Spirit was so manifested that they at once said:
"What must we do to be saved?" The beer and liquor was speedily
poured into the sea; the pigs that had been proposed as a sacrifice for
heathen deities were sold for food, and the money was handed over to
the company of Christians as the first funds toward the erection of a
church for the worship of the true God. A large proportion at once
destroyed every vestige of heathen worship, and asked for instruction
as to how they should worship God.
Brother Saw spent a number of days in their midst, instructing
them in the truth, and when he returned to the mainland he had
seen the beginning of the preparations for the foundation for a Chris-

EL)n;R S A.W AND HIS FAMILY, OF SORAI, KOREA

tian church, the building committee accompanying him in the boat to
make the necessary purchases. It must not be thought that all these
people are earnest Ohristians (many of them still are in heathen darkness), but they are feeling for the light. Some have seen a little light
and are firmly trusting in the Lord Jesus Ohrist as their Savior, and
we believe that He who has begun a good work in them wiII also complete it.
All up and down the coast of Korea there are a large number of
islands on which there is a large opportunity for work among the
primitive inhabitants. '1'here is a wide door through the length and
breadth of Korea to-day, and the Koreans are realizing more and more
the uselessness of their old heathen worship; they are feeling after
the true God, and it is the privilege of the Church of Ohrist to-day to
give this Gospel to them.
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PERSECUTED, YET REJOICING, IN CHINA
BY WILLIAlI COOPER

*

Some years ago I went to a village called Nap.-ts'uen, three days'
journey overland from Gank'ing, to visit a few Christians who had
been gathered out of heathen darkness through the instrumentality
of a Mr. Li, otherwise known as Pelt-fult (Hundredfold-happiness).
This man, when engaged in conducting a law-suit in the Prefectural
City, heard the Gospel in our hall from Mr. John Reid, and became a
follower of Jesus. He abandoned the case in the courts, and returned
to his home to preach the Gospel to his relatives and neighbors. God
blessed his labora, and a little church was formed there which met in
his house for worship.
Another brother and I arrived at his house tired and weary with
the long tramp over the mountains, and while partaking of a cup of
tea heard from him of the progress of the work and of the sore persecutions which some of the Christians were suffering. At this point
a man came running into the house in great excitement, his faee
bleeding and tears flowing, and, without noticing us, began to tell Mr.
Li his story.
He lived in a village about four miles away, and cultivated a little
land on the hillside. He had been attending the meetings for some
time, and, altho very poor and ignorant, seemed to be quite sincere in
his abandonment of idolatry and in his desire to follow Christ. A
well-to-do farmer who lived near by set himself to persecute this man,
with the avowed object of making him give up attending the meetings at Mr. Li's house. On coming down from his little plot on the
mountain side that day, the Christian had occasion to pass the farmer's house, when the latter came out and reviled him, charging him
with having stolen some Food. The Christian denied this charge,
and then the lUan struck him. The Christian having learned that
Jesus taught his disciples, when they were struck on the right cheek,
to turn the other also, followed the injunction, and the man then struck
him much harder and cut his face.
Mr. Li tried to quiet him and to make him forget his trouble, but
altho he had obeyed the letter of the Word, he was far from obeying
the spirit of it, for he was so filled with anger and bitterness at the
persecutor that his only thought was revenge. He had run over to
Man-ts'uen to urge Mr. Li to gather the few Christian,S together, that
they might go back with him in a body and beat the man, so that he
would not dare hurt him again. I saw that argument would have but
little effect upon him while in that temper, and when praying for
guidance the Lord seemed to say to me: "Take him to the Word."
• This paper was written by Mr. Cooper some time before he sealed his testimony with his
lliood at the hands of the Boxers in 1900.-EDITORS.
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Opening a New Testament at Matthew v: 11, 12, !said to him: "You
believe this Book, do you not?" " Yes," he said. " Well, then, read
what Jesus says in these verses." He read them, and I said: "Does that
man revile you?" "Yes, he calls me all sorts of bad names." "Does.
he persecute you?" "Yes, every day.'" "Does he say all manner of
evil against you? " " Yes; he said I was a thief and stole his wood,
and I did not do any such thing." " Then the evil things he charges
you with are false?" " Yes." " You are quite sure of that?"
"Quite sure." "Then why does he do it?" "Because I am a Christian." "Then it is for Christ's sake?" " Yes." " Well, now, Jesus
says when they do these things to you for His sake you are blessed."
" But he has no right to do these things to me."· "No, he certainly
has no right to do it, but that does not alter the fact that Jesus says
when he does those things to you, you are blessed. Now, see the next
verse as to your duty in the matter. 'Rejoice and be exceeding glad,
for great is your reward in heaven.''' "What!" he said," does Jesus
say I am blessed in suffering for His sake, and does He say I am to
rejoice? " " Yes," I replied; "Jesus does say you are blessed, and He
tells you to rejoice and be exceeding glad."
I never saw such a transformation come over-a man's face as came
over his as this trnth seemed to take hold of him; the anger died away,
and a sort of heavenly smile appeared, as he again said: "Does Jesus
say I am to rejoice? Then I 1vill rejoice," and he gave a jump to
express his joy. He went away and washed the blood off his face, and
came and sat down quietly for further teaching from the Word.
I said to him: "Well, do you want to beat the man now?" "Oh,
no," he replied, "I have no need to do that; I am blessed and i am
happy, and all he can do to me will only increase my blessedness."
Surely this was the work of the Spirit of God applying His own
Word, for it is not a natural thing for it human nature to rejoice in
tribulation; but there is power in the wqrd of truth to comfort, and
God is able to strengthen us with all might according to His glorious power, unto all patience and long suffering with joyfulness
(Col. i: 11).

MISSIONARY EXPERIENCES IN ALASKA
BY REV. S. HALL YOUNG, D.D., ALASKA
Missionary of the Presbyterian Church

In 1879, John Muir, the California naturalist, and myself made
our first of several long voyages together. We entered Glacier Bay,
where the Muir Glacier is situated, and camped at Taylor Glacier. It
is a mile and a half across its front-large enough to hold seven hun. dred or eight hundred of the mer de glace. Unlike most glaciers, it
is advancing more rapidly than it melts. On its way it has inserted
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its solid plowshare of ice under a granite mountain, and is cracking it
into a million pieces, and carrying the mountain bodily to the sea. It
has swallowed up a salmon stream, at the foot of which an old Hoona
. chief had pitched his camp. He thought that we had some mysterious connection with the strange and powerful god who was near him.
He came and asked me to pray to my God to make the mountain of
ice stop moving. He said; "Do you see how that great ice mountain
is coming down every year like a live thing, and how it is spoiling my
salmon stream? Right there used to be a fall in the river, where I
would catch my large red salmon, but now my stream is almost
spoiled. Last summer I prayed to my god, and sacrificed two of my
slaves-an old man and woman-to the spirit of that glacier, but it
will not stop. Now I want you to pray to your God and see if He
can make that ice mountain go back." He thought no more of murdering that old man and wife to appease the spirit of that glacier than
an old Jew thought of sacrificing a speep. Four years later we baptized that old man into the Presbyterian Church at J unean, and
lalgely through his influence Fred Moore, his grandson, has become
one of our most efficient native teachers and helpers. When snch
results can be obtained, it is worth while to expend money and teachers and missionaries upon those natives. The result of our work in
this comparatively short time is this: You can scarcely find a young
man or WOluan who has grown up in that Archipelago within the last
twenty or twenty-five years who can not read and write and talk the
English language. Almost all of them nave made somr urogress in
civiljzation, and are at least nominally adherents of the Christian
religion.
At Point Barrow, the northernmost point of the continent, four
missionaries have been labtp'ing for several years among the ignorant,
uncivilized, ill-smelling Eskimos. At Nome, five years ago last autumn,
I was seated in my tent on that treeless shore. Nearly eight thousand gold-seekers were camped there; about four thousand of them
remained over winter. While we were camped there in the mnd a
band of these heathen Eskimos appeared. 'fhose natives of the far
northwest are perhaps the most unprepossessing of any of OUr natives
of North America, and this was one of the worst of the bands who
had never been tanght the first principles of Christianity or of
civilization. l'heir presence could be detected when they were half a
mile away if they were to the windward. Men and women dressed
alike, and were all indescribably filthy, looking and smelling as if they
never washed. As their custom was, they lifted up the flap of my tent
and stared at me. While I was wondering how I could get rid of
those people and the atmosphere they brought with them, two miners
came along and stopped to look at them. I heard one say to another;
« Jim, look there; do you t4ink them things has souls?"
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"Well," said Jim, '" I suppose so, tho they don't look it, and if they
have, they will have to go to Heaven, sure, for the devil wouldn't have
them around."
Three years later I was appointed a commissioner to the General
Assembly from the newly organized Presbytery of Yukon, Alaska, and
my associate commissioner was Kumia, an Eskimo elder from Point
Barrow. Five years ago he was a heathen, living on an invariable diet
of seal oil, and knowing nothing of the true God or of the ways of
civilization; now he can read and write and speak English, and has
made such progress in Christianity that we considered him fit to represent us before the General Assembly. When such results can be
obtained in so short a time, it is worth while, even tho preaching to
the Eskimo involves the very extreme of self-sacrifice.
Soul-seeking among Gold-seekers

But I wish to speak especially of the work among the miners in the
camps along the Yukon. In 1897, when the marvelous discoveries of
gold became generally known, multitudes of men from all walks of
life and from all· parts of the globe hastened to the Klondike. 'rhe
peculiarity of that crowd was that not one in ten had ever mined
before. They were largely from the cities, plenty of lawyers and doctors and merchants and railroad men and clerks, as well as farmers'
boys. It is only thirty miles from Skaguay to the navigable headquarters of the Yukon. But what a thirty miles! Granite mountains crushed into sharp fragments and heaped up, narrow gorges
with precipitous faces of solid rock;. glaciers hanging on momltain
breasts; threatening avalanches, and above sheer cliffs with glaciers
at their base. Half that crowd turned back before they got across
the Chilkut Pass.
I landed the last of August, and, after two months of struggle, and
by sacrificing more than half of my goods in order to get the other half
across the mountain, I reached Dawson.. It was on the 9th of October,
1897, in the midst of a jam of ice floating down on the Yukon for
two hundred and fifty miles in zero weather, with a foot of snow on
the ground, and in the midst of four or five thousand houseless and
homeless men. What a camp that was! What confusion! What
ignorance of conditions! Hardly any of those men knew where
they would get their gold, or how, but they expected to get it. We
could not buy a pound of any kind of provisions for less than a dollar
a pound.
Conditions were not very favorable to holding religious !lleetings,
but the devil was at work and I could not be idle. I went to every
gambling hall, every dance hall, every saloon, every large building in
Dawson, asking the privilege of preaching the Gospel there. I was
refused everywhere, not because they were enemies, for many had
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been my friends years before at Fort Wrangel, but they said that they
could not olear out the crowd or keep them quiet. .At last llound
an unfinished log house capable of holding about a hundred men, and
I paid $850 in cash for it. Two men were touched by the first
sermon in that building, and confessed Ohrist at our first prayermeeting. They joined our church at its organization as charter members on confession of their faith.
I will never forget that first Sunday. .At night we had a still
larger congregation than in the morning-men not able to find even
standing-room. I saw we were going to have great difficulty in lighting that building. Oandles were a dollar apiece and very scarce; kerosene was $20 a gallon. I said to the men: "Now, you will have to
help me out in this. Blowout the candle you would have used in
your cabin to-night, and light it here." In that way they lighted our
buiJding all that winter at a good deal of sacrifice to themselves.
Under those circumstances we commenced our service, but after a
winter of work our building burned down, with a loss of a thousand
dollars, for which I was responsible. We organized on Easter Day,
1898, the first Presbyterian Ohurch of Dawson, with fifty-nine charter
members. To our great pride and joy, seven of those charter members were women, for good Ohristian women were very scarce in the
Klondike. The first thing those good ladies did was to organize a
Ladies' Aid Society; they gave a supper to payoff the debt, charging the prevailing price, $3.50 a meal. When the rush came in we
paid off the debt. We made that church self-supporting, and it has
continued a strong, self-supportIng church ever since. We built a
church at the cost of $3,000, paying for it; built a hospital at the cost
of some $5,000. Then I turned over the mission to the Oanadian
Presbyterians, and started the Presbytery of the Yukon. I organized
another mission at Oouncil, and that has been in charge of a theological student. At Teller we opened a mission in charge of a good
Presbyterian elder until we could get a minister to carryon the work.
But you cau not always measure the effect of preaching the Gospel
in Ala,ska or elsewhere by church organizations or even by professions of Ohristianity. There is no people in the world that needs the
safe-guarding of precious Ii ves from all manner of loose morals as in
those camps. When the saloon is the only place to congregate, when
there is no restraint of law or order, and no restraint of Christianity,
men will drift with the tide. How often in our prayer-meeting have
men said, with tears in their eyes: "If it was not for this church or
this mission, I would be just drifting with the crowd." The Gospel
is the only thing that can correct the evils of society and the only
thing that can safeguard those precious lives.
We do not need sympathy for physical hardships, but there are
trials much greater. All manner of vice marched with that company.
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I heard the mine"rs say: "God does not exist here in the Klondike."
And by the oaths that sounded from lips unused to them before; by
the vast moral loss that many men met with; by the sad fall of many
a professing Ohristian into all sorts of vice-by those falls you gauge
th.e moral stamina of a man. The saddest part is to see the wickedness
of those who have been trained in ways of Ohristianity.
We have many vices there-all the vices and lusts; but of all, I
believe the most universal, deadly, dangerous, and soul-killing is that
mad lust of gold. I know nearly all the men who "struck it rich"
at Bonanza and Eldorado and other rich creeks in the Klondike, and

A. HISSIONARY MAKING PASTOlU..L CALLS IN A..LA8XA..

to nine out of ten of those men their gold-dnst has brought nothing
but trouble and misery, for they knew not how to get any real good
out of it. I knew one young man who was brought up in a Ohristian
home, aud who came there a big, stalwart, lovable fellow. 'rhree
months later he sold a claim that he had staked for $25,000. In two
weeks he had not a cent of it left; one wild spree, and it was gone. A
cr~wd of those gambling and confidence men flocked around him, and
kept him giving and treating the town, and having, as he thought, "a
big time." The outcome of it was attempted suicide as he went back
to work for wages on the claim that he had sold.
One thing that impressed me was the futility of a mere secular edncation to safeguard a life from moral failure and ruin. I knew many

* Courtesy of Home MiS8ion Monthly.
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college-bred men, some of them educated in Oxford and Cambridge, in
England, or in Yale, Harvard, Princeton, who are now saloon-keepers,
barkeepers, superintendents of a faro table, or the mere hangers-on
and stokers for saloons and gambling halls. '1'he worst savages I have
ever known-the most filthy, hopeless, irreclaimable savages-were educated, college-bred men from Christian communities. But if the ~an
is strong in character, and especially if he has that strength that is
from above, he becomes tenfold stronger and more noble in the face
of such temptations. No more lovable and admirable men exist any
where than the men of those camps in the NOl'th. The hard rubbing
that destroys clay, polishes the diamond.
In the rough logging camps, and away up in dark little cabins up
those creeks, I have met men ready to discuss any question. The
brightest congregation I have ever ministered to and the hungriest for
the Gospel was in Alaska. Some of those men come regularly every
Sunday from fifteen to twenty miles to hear the sermon. Many of them
had not heard a sermon in months, and thousands of men scattered in
the wild camps of Alaska have not a chance all winter to hear the
Gospel. One old timer, whom I had known seventeen or eighteen years
before at Fort Wrangel, said he had not been to church since he saw
me last. He came merely for music, but presently he began to be
touched; he began to study the Bible; he joined the Bible class; and
at last that old" forty-nineI''' got up to give his testimony in the rough
language and slang of the camp. He said: "You all know me. I've
lived the life of the camps, and I had no thought of what was going to
come hereafter. I've been in every camp on the coast, from Oalifornia
to the Arctic, and I've had all sorts of luck; but, partners, this is the
first time that I've ever struck it real rich." I never knew the joy of
service until I experienced the service of preaching the Gospel to those
miners of the North.

BENIN. "THE CITY OF BLOOD"
TURNING FROM SAVAGERY TO CIVILIZATION
BY REV. JAMES JOHNSTON, A.T.S., DARWEN, ENGLAND

The Oity of Benin, the capital whose government, customs, and
superstions were previously identified with those of Ashanti, is seventythree miles inland from the mouth of the Benin River, and has a
population of about twenty"thousand souls. In former times the kingdom of Benin, in western Africa, lying between the lower Niger and
Dahomey, was one of the many powerful dynasties in West Africa, but
is now broken into smaller states of minor importance, while all the
coast-line is British, included either in the colony of Lagos or in the
Niger Protectorate, which are separated by the Benin River.
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So recently as the year 1896 the city groaned nnder the most cruel
system of barbarism and oppression that the world has probably ever
known. Human sacrifices were of daily occurrence, no man's life or
property being secure. The favorite form of sacrifice was a horrible
one, called" Crucifixion," too loathsome for description. In 1898 the
ex-King of Benin, who had just then been taken prisoner, told a
British officer that he had always been in the habit of sacrificing his
people, even when he wished for rain or dry weather. Happily,
these sacrifices and fetish outrages are to-day a thing of the past, the
natives enjoying as much immunity from danger as the dwellers in
American or British cities.
The present deputy commissioner of southern Nigeria has stated
that recently, on it tour of inspection, he was sitting with a numher
of chiefs considering assessment cases, and found them willing to
unite cordially with the British in everything most conducive to the
welfare of their people. This was a picture in striking contrast to that
of five or six years ago, when the same swarthy rulers were engaged
in committing the most diabolical crimes, and ready to massa')re any
white man rather than receive him as a friend. In the government
schools-largely supported by the chiefs-the commissioner was much
impressed with the aptitude shown by the young native children, their
work, on examination. favorably comparing with th/tt done by school
children in civilized lands. The natives are evidently contented and
prosperous, and had not the crushed, fear-haunted e:xpressson which
their countenances bore under the old savage regime.
Trade, according to civilized methods, is developing, and numerous
government buildings are visible, erected from bricks made in the
locality. In other directions there are signs of immense benefits accruing from British control, especial1y in the shape of order, protection,
and liberty, severally evolved from savagery and oppression.
Some extraordinary works of art, which were taken from Benin at
the time of the British expedition in 1897, are of unusual ethnological interest, and may be seen in the British Museum. These include
three hundred artistically moulded bronze tablets, some two feet in
height, dating from the sixteenth century, products of native African
skill, yet bearing traces of the presence of Europeans in western
Africa three centuries ago. Other relics consist of mammoth ivory
tusks, strangely carved, probably two hundred years old, together
with bronze vases and curious armlets.
A brighter day has dawned in that densely populated region, where
the advantages of civilized rule will increasingly be appreciated among
races whose representatives congregate in vast numbers in Benin for
purposes of barter and commerce. Missionaries have already begun
work here, and much is expected from thair influence.
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MISSIONARY MARTYRDOM IN PERSIA *
THE MURDER OF REV: BENJAMIN W. LABAREE AND ITS
RESULTS
[Some brief notes have already appeared in our pages in regard to
the murder of the Rev. Benjamin W. Labaree by a fanatical Moslem
bandit, Sayid Kafiar, and his band. For two years this" descendant of
Mohammed," as sayid implies, has been plundering Christian villages
near Urumia. Dr. Cochran and others appealed to the governor last
year, on behalf of the poor villagers, and as a result the sayid was put in
prison, but was released on demand of his friends. Last fall he murdered
Rev. M. G. Daniels, a Syrian who had been eleven years in America
and had become a Canadian subject. The British Ambassador took up
the case of this murder, and so pressed the governor that he tried to
arrest the sayid; but he fled, and his father and brother were imprisoned
in his stead. The sayid has been going up and down threatening to kill
Christians, and consorting with the wild Kurds in Tergawar. There is
said to be another party who shares the responsibility for the murder of
these innocent men; this is a Moslem ecclesiastic, who protects the sayid
and emboldens the Kurds. The victims are respectively an American
citizen, a British, and a Persian subject.
Mrs. Labaree has elected to remain in Persia to work for the salvation of Persian women and girls. Rev. Robert M. Labaree has also
come forward to take the place of his martyred brother. Thus, father,
wife, and brother will be giving their lives, as Mr. Labaree gave up his
life, for those who so greatly need the Gospel in Persia.-EDITORB.]
LETTERS FROM MRS. MARY SCHAUFFLER LABAREE *
How can I ever write this letter, and where can I begin the story of
these awful days? It is only at odd moments that I can write a few
words between the calls of our sympathizing friends and the demands of
the home, which are greater than ever just now. Thank God that He is
fulfilling His promise, "As thy days so shall thy strength be," and is
giving Father Labaree and me the needed physical strength for the awful
strain that is on us every moment.
The last mail took my letter, telling how Ben had started Friday,
March 4, for Khoi, a city three days' journey away,
taking as
his servant Israil, a good Christian fellow who has bfen in our service
for some years, and who was delighted at the idea of this trip.
Monday they reached Khoi, and Ben stayed thereuntil Wednesday, when
he started back, as planned. That evening some travelers brought word
to Kasha Y ohannan and one of our young doctors that they had seen a
body near the road which looked like a foreigner. Kasha started out as
early as possible next morning with Dr. Shlemon and government servants. In the road on the pass they found the body of IsraH. They had
to search a long time before they came upon Ben in a little valley about
two miles away, killed with daggers thrusts, and stripped of his outer
clothing. They took the bodies to Ula, and telegraphed to Dr. Cochran.
He happened to be here in the city, and had seen us a few minutes before,
and father was most surprised to have him come up to his room. Then
they both came down to me, while I was singing with the children, and
father told me. Can you imagine how absolutely stunned we were, and
how we had to be assured over and over that there was absolutely no
mistake in the telegram?
. It was only on our knees before God
as a stricken family that we could begin to think at all calmly. The

* Written to ber family from Urumia, Persia, March 12 and 14, 1904, and rublished by
vermission of her father, Rev. H. A. Schaumer, in Wom~n'8 'Work for Wom~n.
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poor little children-how shall I tell of their grief and their beautiful
child-faith? Leonard said, as I kissed him good night, "Mamma, do
you remember that verse I found last Sunday, 'I will not leave you comfortless, I will come to you'? That is good for us now, isn't it?" And
little Clara, during a restless night, kept whispering words of comfort, and
one time awoke from her troubled sleep with the words, "God knows
best, mamma, doesn't He ? "
The news spread like wildfire that night, and when the death-bell
tolled from the seminary, people were out on their roofs, lining the
streets and filling our yards, all sobbing and mourning. In the nearly
seventy years of this mission no foreign-born person has ever been killed
in this part of Persia, and all who hear of it are stunned. Yesterday and
to-day we have had two hundred and fifty-four calls of sympathy, and
this is only the beginning. Hard as it is to see the people, it is a great
comfort to feel this universal and heartfelt sympathy. They are all
brothers and sisters in this awful sorrow. Conditions in our mission of
late years have been such that it seemed as if there were a gulf between
missionaries and the people, no matter how they strove against having
it so. We have worked and prayed and wept over this, and begged God
to show us if we could in any way remedy it. It seems as if He were
using this awful affliction to accomplish this end, and for this reason,
and others, we would not if we could avoid the strain that these calls
involve. Moslems, Armenians, Syrians, Englishmen, French, Russians,
and GermtulS vie with each other in expressing their sympathy. The
Russian Consul called yesterday to express both privately and officially
his deep feeling in the matter.
There are no wOl:'ds in the language to tell the anguish and terribleness of it all, and if there were it
would not be right to afflict you with them.
I had hoped to be
able to have Ben bro.ught to our own dear home once more, but in Persia
there is an unwritten law against bringing dead bodies into a city.
When I found how it would probably aggravate the feeling of Moslems
against Christians, J felt it was only right to give up our wishes in the
matter, and Father Labaree fuUy agreed with me. So they will be taken
immediately to the college.
March 14.-We have been laying away the form of our dear one, and
you can imagine the strain and fatigue have been very great. .
When we had to send the :Moslem general a full description of the horses
and wearing apparel which were stolen, father and I were moved to send
word also, begging him not to make this a personal matteI:', or of revenge
for a private wrong, but only to do what is necessary for the safety of
the community-foreigners and Christians.
Yestel:'day came word that Mr. Shedd would be in, in the afte!'noon.
The Christian population wenitout to meet and do honor to the dead.
Dr. Cochran and Mr. Blackburn went about six miles, and met them at
the very spot where they had bidden Ben and his party good-by just ten
days befme. All the road was lined with thousands of mourning Christians, one company of Moslem women beating their breasts, another
company of Moslem men of this quarter respectfully saluting the cart
which bore the two boxes. At the college gate Father Labaree and others
met them.
This morning, before eight, we started out to the college. Our English servir:e was held in Dr. Cochran's parlor, where so many have been
beld in joy and sorrow.
Some of the younger Syrian pastorlj
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bore the casket up to the college chapel, whither Israil's had already~
been taken.· The chapel could not begin to accommodate those who
came; there were benches outside and the yards were full. There were
between one and two thousand people present. Ben's modest soul would
never have dreamed of such universal mourning for him and such honors
paid him. The Syriac service 'Vas conducted by Mr. Shedd, who from
the time they were little boys here together, and again fellow students
in college, has been to him like a brother. A number of Syrian pastors
had been invited to take part, and did so acceptably and beautifully, and
the college boys sang, sweetly, "Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone?" . . .
Israil's brother had begged that the faithful servant be laid by his
master in our mission cemetery at Seir, and all the station agreed to this
most cordially, and no difference was made between the two in all matters. We had made the one proviso that, if we had the funeral together,
his relatives should try to control themselves, and they did so beautifully. The old widowed mother sat with head bowed on the coffin all
through the service, and the brother crouched by her side, but they were
perfectly quiet. As the coffins were being carried out, I sat down on the
step by the mother, with my arms around her, and others of the family
near, sobbing quietly, till it was time to leave.
. The crowds were
something tremendous, escorting us down to the river, weeping but quiet,
lovingly respecting our efforts at self-control.
Many went the
whole six miles on foot, and could not be persuaded to turn back.
Crowds from the Moslem village of Heiderloo, below Seir, gathered to
greet us as we passed, and many fell in with the procession. The whole
village of Seir was gathered at the brow of the hill, and the bell tolled as
we came near. The scene at the grave was· very impressive. So we laid
them away, till the resurrection day, in that beautiful spot, which I have
alwayo considered the most sacred in Persia, overlooking the rich plain
of Urumia, the blue lake and the snowy mountains beyond-the land for
which my dear one gave his life. As one of the speakers said: "We
have many times come to this spot to layaway the faithful workers
from a foreign land, but this is the first martyr." And he added, touchingly: "Our nation has also given one to be a martyr with him in this
service of Christ. " .
God is very close to us, and His help is real and wonderful. As I
realize more and more what He is to me, it makes my whole heart yearn
to teach these people of this poor, wicked land to know Him.
Miss G. Y. Holliday, of Tabriz, was in Khoi during the visit of Rev.
B. W. Labaree, and two days later went to Salmas, over the same road
he traveled. She wrote on March 31:
It seems to me that the crucifixion of Jesus was not for six hours
only, but that it has been going on for six thousand years from the blood
of righteous Abel to this last martyr who has suffered because his deeds
were righteous and his brothers' were evil. We can pray for his murderers, "Father forgive them, for they know not what they do."
We know that there are fOUl men on whose brain is photographed a
dying scene, on whose ears fell his last words, and we desire that God
may revenge his death on them as He did Stephen's on Saul of Tarsusby bringing them to repentance and snatching from the hand of Satan
those souls for whom Jesus has died; Tho justice requires their temporal
punishment. let it not be an eternal death. I know this is what he would
wish, and so we are praying for those murderers. What a loud call this
is to the Church to evangelize the Moslems!
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BY REV. K. E. KEARNS, SUN-CHUN, KOREA
Missionary of the Presbyterian Board

The town of Sun-chun is in North Pyeng-an Province, one hundred
and ten miles north and west of Pyeng-yang city and fifty-five miles
southeast of Eui-ju (\Vi-jul. The missionaries of the Presbyterian mis_sion, nine adults and five little children, were the only foreigners north
of Pyeng-yang, except the American settlement at the gold-mines of
Unsan (Wonsan), ninety miles away, on the east side of the province.
The little mission station, established in 1901, rapidly developed work
among the Koreans, until at the outbreak of the war there were about
five thousand adherents, grouped in over sixty churches scattered
throughout the province; Nearly two thousand of these were in the
populous magistracy of Eui-ju, which lies along the east bank of the
Yalu HiveI'. The people were eager to learn, and the Christian community soon won the respect and tolerance of the heathen population.
About a year ago Russia first began to encroach upon Korea, using
the timber concession in the Yalu valley as an excuse. Yongampo, near
the mouth of the Yalu, was selected as an advantageous site for a port,
and substantial brick buildings were erected.
Being so far from the world and with a very slow mail service, the
rumors of approaching war did not effect the little missionary community at Sun-chun seriously. There was always the hope that the question
bet wen .Japan and Russi,a might be settled without war, and if not, that
the fighting would be done in Manchuria and not in Korea. But certain
precautions were taken, Orders were left with a larger missionary
station at Pyeng-yang for the stoppage of Sun-chun mail and its forwarding by private courier at the first sign of disorganization of the
Korean post. If it became necessary to remove the ladies and children,
the only means of transportation was by chairs carried by coolies, and
the order was left for twenty-four chair-bearers to be sent from Pyengyang to bring down the ladies and children at the first indication of
fighting or an uprising near Sun-chun. These precautions taken, all
work went on as usual. The Koreans were quiet but somewhat anxious,
anda few of the wealthy men began to buy horses in the back country,
away from the main road, and get their possessions ready to move out
suddenly.
Early in February we heard of the threatened riots in Seoul, and of
the coming of the foreign legation guards, and the lawlessness of the
Korean soldiers in Pyeng-yang, and the great activity of the Tonghaks
in South Pyeng An and 'Vhang Hai provinces. Russian scouts also
began to be seen to the west of us, and about February lUth twenty of
them passed through Sun-chun and went down the main road toward
Pyeng-yang. Many Koreans began to be frightened, and a few moved
out. We received a telegram, saying that the United States ~Iinister
was alarmed by movements toward the Yalu, and wished American
citizens to stop-traveling in the interior, keep together, and be ready to
come to a place of safety should war break out. Three days lat.er twenty
more Russian scouts went down the road, and the Koreans began to flee
to the country. All the roads leading out of Sun-chun were filled with
• Condensed from The Korea Review.
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the household goods of the people who were hurrying to get their families
as far from the main road as possible.
The Ohristian population still held firm, and looked to the missionaries to tell them when it should be necessary to leave. The great event
of the year, the annual Bible class, had been scheduled to begin on the
18th. This is a sort of Ohautauqua assembly that brings hundreds of
Ohristians from all over the province together for a fortnight of Bible
study and conference. In accordance with the policy of going on wi6b
all work and doing everything possible to prevent a panic, this class was
allowed to convene, in the hope that the war might hold off at least until
the conference was over. In spite of the anxious times, a larger number
appeared for the opening day than ever before, many coming even from
the towns near the Yalu River, on the opposite bank of which a large
Russian force was lying, which rumor said would soon cross into Korea.
The 18th and 19th were very busy days registering and organizing into
divisions the hundreds who had come at their own expense, many from
distances of from one hundred to two hundred and fifty miles, all eager
to study, and forgetful of the overhanging danger.
Saturday, February 20th, a telegram came, saying that chair coolies
had already been sent from Pyeng-yang, and urging that the ladies and
children be sent immediately to Pyeng-yang. Hasty preparations were
begun, but were stopped in a few hours by the arrival of four hundred
Oossacks, who seized houses and prepared to camp for the night. The
Koreans were in a panic and fleeing from their homes by scores. The
main road was fast becoming deserted. An American woman traveling
in Korea requires at the minimum about eight coolies, four to carry her
and four to carry her baggage. To move the five women and five children of Sun-chun station to Pyeng-yang would take at least fifty Korean
coolies, and if the houses along the road were deserted, how was such a
force to be fed? To take food enough for fifty men for a four or five
days' march was impossible. And would the Russians let us pass through
their lines when we overtook them on the road? And if we succeeded
in getting through the Russian lines we were likely to meet the Japanese
advance from Pyeng-yang, and a road filled by a marching army would
hardly be the route for women and children who wanted to go in the
opposite direction. Last and worst of all, with the panic at its height,
how could men be bribed or argued into going as coolies? The twentyfoul' professional chair-bearers from Pyeng-yang, if they came through
all right, could be 1 elied on to go back when the route was toward their
own home; but could the rest of the force possibly be recruited in Sunchun for any sum?
The chair coolies arrived on Sunday morning, bearing urgent messages from missionaries in Pyeng-yang. After consultation a narrow
mountain path parallel to the main road was selected as a possible route.
This side road was longer than the main road and much more difficult,
but it was far enough from the beaten track to insure the possibility of
getting in to Pyeng-yang without meeting either Japanese or Russian
troops in any large numbers, and it was also probable that the people
along such a narrow by-way would consider themselves safe and not
desert their homes. Ohristian coolies were final!} 'lecured, after much
effort. The only condition on which they would go ras that the missionaries who remained behind should attend immedIately to sending
their families out iuto the mountains. This was faithfully promised.
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and Monday morning three ladies and one child, escorted by one of the
men, started on the difficult trip with ten professional chair coolies, one
horse, and a few Ohristian men from Sun-chuan to carry the very small
amount of baggage which it was possible to take. This amount was
decreased on the journey as coolies gave out or deserted, and their loads
bad to be abandoned. By the end of the second day this force had
diminished to nine men, two of whom acted for the rest of the trip as
chair-bearers, leaving seven men and the horse to carry what was left of
the baggage. The missionary walked, and his riding donkey was pressed
into service as a baggage carrier.
A second party, consisting of another missionary with his wife and
two small children, left at noon on Monday, taking the same road. Notes
were left by the first party at all stopping-places for the guidance of this
second party. The narrow winding mountain path was made doubly
difficult by a heavy fall of snow that lay on the ground. On the third
day a Japanese disguised as a Korean, and speaking Korean perfectly,
made himself known to us, and told us that the first body offour hundred
Oossacks, which we had seen pass through Sun-chun, was then at the very
village where we had planned to make our noonday stop. This caused a
change of route, by which we passed some distance to the northward of
the troops. The change of plan brought us that night to a Tong-hak vil.
lage, the inhabitants of which were very hostile to foreigners. Scarcely
were the loads off and everybody comfortably disposed, when there was
a great uproar outside, and we learned that we would not be allowed to
stop. There seemed nothing to do but go on if we wished to avoid
tronble. Fortunately there was a moon, but there was no other inn for
thirteen miles. The next day we crossed the river half way between
Pyeng-yang and Sun-chun, and passed within seven miles of Anju, where
the telegraph office had been seized by two hundred Oossacks. For the
next two days we traveled parallel with a party of scouts, who were going
down the main road on the other side of a mountain range. By traveling late on Friday night we reached Pyeng-yang about nine o'clock.
Saturday night eight Oossacks slept in a village only an hour's ride
from the city walls on the main road, and Sunday morning several of
them came in sight and exchanged shots with the Japanese sentinels.
There was momentary expectation of a battle, and the Japanese Oonsul
sent a note to the mission compound to say that he would be glad to
receive the ladies within the walls if they felt disposed to go inside the
city. There was considerable anxiety about the second party from San·
chun, but they arrived safely about noon, having seen nothing of the
skirmish, which seems to have been the first exchange of compliments on
land, and was reported as quite a battle at the time.
The station physician and family with one other man remained at
Sun-chun, in spite of the arguments of their culleagues, who felt that the
wife and children ought not to remain. They have been able to help the
Koreans greatly in this crisis, and so far have been unmolested by the
Russians. They have trusted servants at hand, and a place of refuge
prepared should it be necessary to flee suddenly because of a battle at
Sun-chun. They are in constant touch by couriers with their brethren
in Pyeng-yang, and the departure of most of the station leaves them
supplies enough to stand quite a siege. It was originally intended that
the two men after seeing the ladies saf@ in Pyeng-yang, should return to
Sun-chun to help look after the mission property, but the skirmishing
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between and the peremptory prohibition of the Japanese military authorities prevented that.
The first bodies of Russian cavalry were followed soon by a couple of
full regiments of cavalry and a small field battery. The general in command rode in a carriage, which caused great amusement to the Koreans.
They also brought heavy baggage-wagons. The commissary department
bought provisions of the Koreans, but did the buying through their interpreter and the local magistrates, which means that most of the _money
lined the pockets of those worthies. The officers took great care to
restrain their men and to permit no depredations, but of course there
were isolated cases of theft by the Cossacks. When the Koreans understood that the foraging soldiers were unarmed, quite a num bel' of fights
occurred, in which the offending soldiers were handled pretty roughly.
The Russians on Korean soil are badly handicapped by their ignorance of the language. Their interpreters take advantage of the people,
and the Russians are hated for it. Even their spies, who are paid fancy
wages, bring them false reports to alarm them and get out of the country.
There is very good reason to believe that the first retreat of the Russians
was due to lying reports from Korean spies of overwhelming Japanese
forces in front. While they held Anju, the telegraph line was kept in
repair. As soon as they retreated from Anju, the line was destroyed all
the way back to the Yalu River.

SOME LIGHTS AND SHADOWS IN MICRONESIA *
REPORT OF A TOUR IN THE MORTLOCK ISLANDS
BY MISS ELIZABETH BALDWIN, RUK, CAROLINE ISLANDS
Missionary of the American Board

The reports which had come to us from the Mortlocks since the German man-of-war carried four of our Christian young men to Po nape as
prisoners had been very distressing, and we were glad of an opportunity
to visit them, to carry them anew the precious Gospel message, and to
dispel from their minds, as far as possible, the false impressions they
,had received.t
Namaluk was made our first stopping-place. It was a sad story
there, for almost all of the professed Christians had gone back to the
painting of their bodies and the heathen dance, in the hope of attaining
favor with the government, and only a very small company were able to
sit down with us at our Lord's table. Those who had yielded to the
temptation to deny their Lord were very desirous of still being counted
Christians and of partaking with us·the emblems of his broken body and
shed blood; but we were all of one mind in telling them that this could
• Condensed from The Missionary Herald.
t Last October, Mr. Stimson. Mr. Jagnow, Miss Elizabeth Baldwin, and the native preacher,
Moses, with six native teachers and their wives, embarked on The Vine for the tour of the
Mortlock group. The hearts of the missionaries had been greatly burdened with reports of
defections on the part of teachers and church-members. Word had been diligently passed
among the islanders that the German authorities were opposed to our missionaries, and
desired that the heathen practises in which they had indulged should be resumed. These
reports were easily believed, because they,were in the line of the depraved tastes of a large
nuinber of the natives.
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not be allowed until there was evidence of repentance and the putting
away of former things that they might be the true children of God.
We anchored off Satoan, October 13. Pilli, the teacher here, was
accused of having fallen into sin, and had gone to his home at Lukunor.
So far as we could learn, the people had not relapsed into heathenism, as
at Namaluk, and but three church-members were disciplined. Action
was deferred in reference to a teacher for this station until we had opportunity to see Pilli. Shortly after dinner the following day the vessel
anchored at Rutu, and we went on shore iQ.lmediately. There was a
large number of people gathered to greet us, and we were delighted to
find the work here in so good condition. The other islands had urged
these people to join them in returning to the old ways, but they had
replied that they would" stand by the Book." At the communion service the next morning thirteen children were baptized, a new deacon was
elected and set apart to fill the place of the one who had died during the
year, and seven were received into church-membership. Of the seventynine children baptized' at this station last year, only one had died, and
the Christians had been, as a rule, faithful.
There was a very hearty welcome awaiting us at MatI' when anchor
was cast there. The following day, Sunday, communion was administered in the morning, a large number partaking. Eight children were
baptized and two new deacons were set apart to assist in the work, as
two of the deacons are invalids. In the afternoon Mr. Stimson introduced Puenan to the people, and spoke to him from Paul's words of
advice to Timothy.
From Motr we returned to Satoan, as Pilli the teacher had come on
board the vessel at Rutu. The woman who accused him was called, and
before the chief, deacons, and ourselves told her story, which we all
believed to be true, altho Pilli denied it. The people were very desirous
of having a teacher with them, so Amon and his wife Alis were brought
from the ship and presented to them at a public service.
Ta was the next station visited, and many discouraging features
were found in the work there. Three of the teacher's sons, young men,
had all gone astray during the year, and so had m~ny of the other churchmembers.
Lukunor was reached at noon the following day, and we had a very
cordial reception. We had heard some very unfavorable reports of the
teacher and the work here, but almost all of these were denied as false in
our presence, and for lack of sufficient proof to the contrary we accepted
their word. A similar experience awaited us at Oniop, the other station
in the Lukunor lagoon; a very fair face was made before us, and few
church-members were disciplined at either place. Some days later we
learned that these two teachers had deliberately planned to deceive us
and escape the discipline exercised at the stations first visited. They
called the people together and made them promise not to reveal the true
state of things, and to deny all charges brought against them. The chiefs
at Lukunor had urged that the truth be told, but the others prevailed.
A letter was sent back to these teachers, reproving them for leading
their people into sin, urging them to full repentance and confession of
their guilt, and warning them to beware lest while teaching others they
themselves be cast away.
On Tuesday morning Pis was reached, and we were glad to find that
Ezra and Beulah, the young teacher and wife who were left in charge of
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this station last year, had been faithful in their work, and the people
had not relapsed into heathenism, as at other places. Fourteen were
received into church-membership. At Losap also the work was in very
good condition, considering the fact that they were left without a teacher
shortly after our visit last year. and the services had been kept up by one
or two of the Christian young men of the place. Three men here united
with the church.
But what shan we say of Nama, the last station visited? Formerly
one of the most promising, it is now almost utterly given over to spirit
worship and the deeds of darkness that accompany it. Even Allik, the
teacher, who was faithful for so many years, has yielded to temptation,
and not only left his people without reproof for their sin, but entered
with them into it. His wife has become since our visit last year a raving lunatic, or a demoniac, and it seemed to us that the latter statement
most clearly fits her case. One deacon, who had been faithful, met us as
we landed and greeted us. He was soon fonowed by Charlie and Maria,
formerly teachers at one of the stations at Ruk, who had also stood firm
in the terrible tide of temptation which has swept over these islands.
While service was being held in the church the mutterings of the people
engaged in spirit worship in houses near by could be heard. Yet even
here there was the little company who could sit down with us to celebrate our Savior's dying love in giving Himself for us. The teacher,
Allik, was dismissed, and the church left in the care of the deacons and
the Christians, as we had no suitable teacher with us for that station.
I hope that these reports may in no way lead to discouragement, but
rather to more earnest and prevailing prayer. One needs to have lived
among these people to understand how great the temptation has been to
return to those former heathenish practises which unprincipled men have
taught them to believe would give them favor in the eyes of "the powers
that be."

A .. MISSING LINK"-" THE LIVING LINK"
BY DAVID M'CONAUGHY
Forward Movement Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions

In dealing with the question of the relative advantage Or disadvantage of assigning "specific objects" to churches, societies, and individuals contributing to the support of the work of missions, an ounce of
actual experience is worth more than many pounds of mere theory. With
a view to getting the benefit of such experience, the pastors of one hundred Presbyterian churches where the Specific Object plan has been in
operation for periods ranging from two to thirty years, were recently
asked for "a frank opinion as to the advantage or disadvantage of the
plan." The letter included a series of questions as to the methods employed and the effect. Of eighty-two detailed replies received, an overwhelming majority pronounce emphatically in favor of the plan. Only
six speak with any uncertainty as to the effect, altho in everyone of these
instances, as in the others, contributions have been very substantially in-creased in consequence. Careful consideration of each of these situations
shows that whatever f.ault there is, lies not so much in the plan as in the
working of it. One pastor replied: "Our church supports a missionary
in China, but I really can not recall his name." No. 1 has no committee
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and has helU'd from the missionary only .. occasionally, but could wish
that these letters were more frequent." No.2 has no committee, no
monthly missionary meeting, no correspondence with the field (except
between the women and their special representative); lit.tle wonder the
effect is said to be .. comparatively small one way or the other, except in
cuse of the women." No.3 has no committee, no meeting, and correspondence is weak; "in the pressure of other work, have not made as much of
the relation as we might, and still hope to do." No. 4 leaves the matter
to the Session, and maintains but a very intermittent correspondence;
believes in the Specific Object, "but it does not create as much enthusiasm
as expected, altho it has by no means failed." No.5 says nothing of a
committee, or a meeting, or of any correspondence, but the pastor admits that the arrangement has been too much his own and "amounted
to little because the church as a whole had but little interest in the matter" ; $1,000 goes to the board annually, besides $1,000 from one individual, but there has been no general plan of individual, systematic contributions for the purpose; think .. the idea a good one, but it must be
brought home to the hearts of the congregation, and this rests with the
pastor." No.6 has no committee, no meeting, and infrequent correspondence; believes that .. all our missionaries do noble, self-denying work,
and most of them successful work, but very few of them either by personal address or by correspondence can tell of their work in a way to
interest the uninterested."
Of fifty-seven emphatic testimonies to the advantages of the plan,
space will admit of only a few:

Washington, D. C. (Metropolitan).' "Weare very decidedly of the
opinion that it has been an excellent step for our church; it has undoubtedly stimulated interest in the church and in the cause of Foreign Missions, has almost doubled the gifts made to this object, and at the same
time has increased, rather than diminished, the gifts to other objects. It
is also a stimulus to our missionary to know that a body of praying and
giving Christians in this country are directly and specially interested in
him and his work."
Oakland, Cal. (Union Street): .. Our substitutes are a constant inspiration. Our Foreign Missionary gifts have increased one hundred fold
-from $12 to $1,226. At the same time, the gifts of our Woman's Society
(in addition to the above) have· steadily increased from $250 to $400 a
year."
Monte Vista, Col. (contributing $1,080 a year): "It has made a missionary church of what was before an indifferent church. The reflex effect
is great, and, what is best of all, we obey our Lord's last command-' Go
ye.' "
St. Louis, Mo. (Washington and Compton Avenues): "Our entire
Bible-school is organized into a missionary society, and each class selects
a special missionary each year to pray for and to write a letter to. It is
done with great pleasure, and the letters are read to the class and to the
society. We raised $3,300 for these missionaries last year, and we hope
to do more."
Clearfield, Pa . .' "When the plan was first taken up, many feared
that gifts to other objects would be diminished, but the effect has been
quite the reverse: all gifts have been more than doubled, and we have
now our Home missionary, as well as Foreign."
New York City (Rutgers): "The effect of the Specific Object plan is
most stimulating, the people feel the personal element, missions are less
abstract in their minds, they feel specific responsibility for one field,
while at the same time their sympathies are quickened for all fields. Our
aim is to raise as much as we need for the Specific Object, and at least as
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much more for the general field. We are and will continue emphasizing
the general field, our own Special Object being only a more luminous
point on the field."
It is interesting to note that of these eighty-two churches, twentysix have definitely entrusted their missionary enterprise to a committee
appointed by the Session, in most cases consisting of members of the
Session; fifty-four maintain a monthly ulissionary meeting; sixty-seven
are in constant correspondence with their representatives abroad, the
letters from the field, in most cases, being read from the pulpit, and in
nine instances published either in the church bulletin, or year-book, or in
local newspapers.
Cumulative experience extending through year, in churches of all
sorts and sizes, in city and country, serves to show beyond reasonable
room for doubt:
(1) That there is throughout the Church a wide-spread lack of interest
in Foreign Missions, especially among the men, to the great majority of
whom" Foreign Missions" are foreign indeed.
(2) That one of the reasons for the lamentable lack of interest is the
lack of information.
(3) That the lack of information is due in a large measure to a lack of
definiteness-both as to the purpose I1nd expectation of accomplishing
what has been undertaken, and also in the plans for awakening and
maintaining interest. The subject of "Foreign Missions" is so broad
that most people are either too busy or not sufficiently intelligent to take
in a generalization so broad as to embrace all sorts of work among all
kinds and conditions of people throughout the greater part of the inhabited earth. Only here and there can be found those of such breadth of
both intellect and sympathy as to grasp "the world "-to begin with, at
least. And if so large a demand is made upon them; in nine cases out of
ten they will give it up without even attempting to take it in. Until
the subject is brought down out of the clouds and reduced to the feasible
proportions of a concrete proposition, it will inevitably continue to be a
vague abstraction to the great majority of church-members.
(4) The lack of definiteness can be obviated by the adoption of a consistent and well-concerted plan, which will afford a point of contact with
the field-a" Living Link" between the work at the front and the constituency at home.
Is there need of argument to prove:
(a) That it is of the very nature of knowledge to grow from the known
to the unknown.
(b) That the natural order is, inductively, from particulars to generals, and from generals to the yet broader generalization, rather than
conversely.
Then why not proceed in accordance with these well-established principles in order to develop interest in missions:

(1) Concentrate interest, to begin with, at a given point, always of
course with a view to diffusion.
(2) By a process of education, carefully planned and steadily sustained,
intensify the interest, until it hecomes intelligent and hence permanent;
then gradually extend it out to the" uttermost parts? "
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Christian Work at the St. Louis Exposition
There are always innumerable
dangers to body and soul in connection with a great concourse of
Qj30ple bent on pleasure-seeking,
such as is gathering at St. Louis
this summer. Thousands of human
lions are going about seeking whom
they may devour, and spare neither
toil nor money in their effort to
make their traps attractive and
sure of success. Some statements
have been made through the press
concerning a ,. Vice Trust" to lure
young girls and men to their ruin.
While this is denied, it, is nevertheless true that many hidden dangers
lurk in the path of young people
who are unguided by parents or
guardians.
The Christian public has not been
unmindful of these conditions, but
a more widespread interest should
be taken in the work which a few
are doing to counteract the allurements of the devil and his friende.
Among the agencies seeking to
overcome these evils are the
Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Ass 0 c iat io n s,
which stand ready to direct applicants to suitable hotels and boarding-houses. They have a great opportunity to do effective work, both
in prevention and redemption.
An organized rescue work for
women and girls is carried on under
the supervision of Mrs. E. M. Otto
(2813 Lucas Avenue, St. Louis), the
Purity Superintendent of the District W qman's Christian Temperance Union. Mrs. Otto writes that
there is great activity among keepers of disorderly houses, and that
she and her trained workers, connected with" The Hephzibah Rescue Home," are greatly hampered
by lack of funds. Besides the physicians and other work;ers at the
Central Home, there are six who

visit the slums to save girls from
ruin. There is a training-school
for unfallen girls, and a rescue
home for the unfortunates to whom
help has not come soon enough.
Shall the zeal of evil men and women in their hellish business outstrip the zeal of God's children in
doing the work of .Jesus Christ? *
Missionary Work at St. Louis
Various other agencies are engaged in more or less active propaganda in connection with the different classes of people at the Exposition. A missionary from North
Africa has been delegated to spend
his furlough in work among the
the Mohammedans who are employed on the Pike and elsewhere.
.Jewish missionaries and others will
also devote time to work for the
special classes whose salvation they
seek. The Baptist churches of St.
Louis are prepared to hear the expenses of an evangelistic campaign
among the .Japanese for four
months.
These are movements of the
greatest importance, and call for
earnest prayer that many souls
may be saved and permanent impressions made on the thousands of
visitors from heathen lands. There
are Indians, Eskimos, Ohinese. Filipinos, and others, including from
2,000 to 4,000 .Japanese, whose
spiritual needs should receive
Christian care.
*
Home Missions and the Exposition
It was a happy thought-an inspiration-which has led to the
call for a great Christian celebration in St. Louis, October 29th,
30th, and 31st. The Louisiana Purchase doubled the national area
and gave us our great field for
home missionary work. Millions
of dollars have been spent, and
thousands of lives have been given
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to establish God's Kingdom in this
great territory. The country can
never repay what it owes to the
pioneer home missionaries, whether
they be famous for great feats, like
that of Marcus Whitman, or obscure laborers who have merely
lived in poverty, doing faithful
work among farmers, cowboys,
lumbermen, and miners. As a result of their labors more than 30.000 Protestant churches, with over
2,000,0000 communicants, have been
established at the cost of $70,000,000,
schools and colleges have also been
erected, and some of our finest
citizens come from the West. A
splendid program is being arranged
for the Home Mission celebration.
Dr. Charles L. Thompson is the
chairman and Dr. Joseph B. Clark
the secretary of the committee. *
Sixty Years of the Y. M. C. A.

On April 29th, at Exeter Hall, in
London, the Central Young Mens'
Christian Association, which was
formed in London in 1844, celebrated its sixtieth anniversary, or
Diamond Jubilee. It was a great
occasion, and Sir George Williams,
the founder of the association,
presided. It is very unusual for a
man to be permitted to see 60
years of the progress in an organization begun by himself.
This association started with 12
members, with themodestexpenditure of 2 shillings and 6 pence (30
cents) weekly for rent. The work
spread, first of all, to Montreal,
Boston, ~.rew York, the Continent
of Europe, aIid elsewhere, until
now there are over 7,5(10 branches
in every part of the world. The
total value of buildings is reckoned
at £6,000,000 ($30,000,000). and the
membership is over 650,000.
The jubilee meeting was addressed by th(l president, th(l general secretary, Mr. J. H. Putterill,
the Archbishop of Canterbury, and
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the editor-in-chief of this REVIEW.
So intense was the interest exhibited that over 2,000 people were
turned away, unable even to gain
entrance into the hall. It was this
association that organized the two
courses of lectures delivered in the
winters of 1903 and 19()4. by t~
editor.
These lectures
were
crowded out of the lower hall after
the first of the course, and the great
upper hall has been well filled every
Friday night with an audience approximating 3,000.
The Outlook for the Papacy

The recent conflict between
France and the Vatican, due to the
visit of President Loubet to the
King of Italy and the arrogant
pretensions of the Pope, call to
mind various facts which tend to
alarm many Protestants in this
and other countries. For example,
the advances of the papacy in
Great Britain are proceeding with
amazing rapidity, and the public
indifference to this is equally
amazing.
The increase of convents and monasteries is said to be
tenfold within comparatively a
few years, and the boldness of
these Romanists, or Romanizers, in
their advance is astonishing.
Meanwhile,
however,
papal
countries are more active in opposition to papal measures than professedly Protestant countries like
Great Britain. The Italian government recently gave notice that
the laws for the suppression of religious congregations would be
rigorously applied. This, of course,
refers to the expUlsion from
}<'rance, and the possible invasion
of Italy, of exiled monks and nuns.
But, strange to say, the whole of
England is open to them, and they
are not slow to enter the open
door.
Great changes have taken place
in the power and extent of the
papacy. Once all Europe was
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papal, except tha,t which held to
the Greek Church. Now in the
west, the center, and the north
are governments opposed to the
pope. No Protestant country has
become papal, a~d there is a great
change relatively.
Now, France, once so powerful
an ally to the Pope, seems about to
become Protestant; Spain and Portugal, formerly the great defenders
of Romish faith, are in their decadence; Italy, the citadel of the papacy, is becoming more and more
free from papal dominion; Austria
is shorn of her strength, and Poland, once expected to win back
Sweden and subdue Russia, is no
more a separate nation.
England, Prussia, Russia dominate Europe, and Rome is the capital of united and free Italy! The
temporal power of the Pope has
long been a fiction, and his eccle·
siastic power is on the wane.
Special Objects and Special Interest

We give. this month, the story of
another of those churches which is
an example of what may be done
by a band of Christians who are
aroused to a sense of their personal
obligation to obey our Lord's Great
Commission. The Central Presby·
terian Church is only one of a
number of churches that have ex·
perienced the blessed results at
home from taking a definite, active, and large interest in the extension of Christ's Kingdom abroad.
The larger giving in these churches
is almost always the result of spe.
cialization in the support of a par·
ticular missionary pastor or sta·
tion.
Some secretaries of mISSIOn
boards and others are convinced
that this extensive special-object
giving is a mistake, and that the
boards should be trusted with the
distribution of the money contributed. There are certainly some
disadvantages in permitting indio
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viduals to indicate the placing of
their gifts, for any general adop·
tion of this plan might mean the
failure to keep the machinery run·
ning, and the neglect of less pictur·
esque and encouraging fields and
features of the work. Some also
argue that, in obedience to Christ,
we should give as largely as possible to the general work, and
should not wait for particular appeals to untie the purse-strings.
But who shall say that the desire
to help an individual whose need is
known is less noble and Christlike
than the response to a general appeal, where the gifts can not be
traced to their destination r The
matter of special-object giving may
easily be overdone, and has its disadvantages, but, to our mind, it has
been a great blessing in bringing
Christians in the home churches
into more vital touch with the
workers in foreign fields.
HundrE'ds of churches have increased
their missionary offerings tenfold
in making a change from gE'neral
to special-object giving. This indicates not less loyalty to the cause
in general, but more knowledge of
some field in particular. To secure
generous gifts we must add to the
spirit of Christ a definite knowledge of need. It is our belief that
if our missionaries and our secretaries would tell more definitely of
the special needs on the field, and
depend less on general statements
and cries of ., debt," there would
never be a deficit.
In our May number we published
the picture of pariah villagers in
India coming to plead for a Christian teacher. Immediately there
came offers for assistance in sending and supporting a teacher. We
are thankful to say that these villagers have now a teacher; but
their case is typical of multitudes
who are Fsking for instruction in
the Christian faith, and whose need
can not be supplied because of
overdrawn treasuries and overworked missionaries. Let us give
systematically and generously, and
then follow up our gifts with our
prayers and a definite study of the
needs of particular fields and individuals.
..
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BOOKS FOR THE MISSIONARY LIBRARY
THIRTY YEARS IN MADAGASCAR. By Rev. T.
T. Matthews. Illustrated. 8vo, 384 pp.
68.
Religious Tract Society, London.
1004.

The story of Madagascar is one
of the most thrilling and romantic
in the annals of missions. The
main facts are familiar to many,
but the specific details which show
the darkness of heathenism, the
fidelity of missionaries, and the
heroism of early Christians are too
little known.
Mr. Matthews, of
the London Missionary Society,
tells this fascinating story most
graphically, having gathered much
of his informa,tion from ea,rly
native accounts. No fiction could
hold the reader more spellbound
than this sitnple, straightforward
narration of facts. When the missionaries came, they found no word
for moral purity in the language,
and the king was in the habit of
proclaiming days for the unrestrained practise of licentiousness;
some of the early Christians were
burned at the stake, buried alive,
rolled over the precipice, stoned or
speared to death. The Bible was
translated, however, before the
missionaries were expelled, and
this was a means of keeping the
Church alive. French rule has not
been favorable to Protestant missions, but the Jesuits are not, apparently, growing ih power, and
the outlook is full of promise. It
is well for Christians to read this
book, that they may realize more
fully how much they owe to Christ
and how little they are called upon
to suffer for Him.
AT OUR OWN DOORS. By Rev. S. L. Morris,
D.D. 12mo. 268 pp. $1.00, net. Fleming
H. Revell Co. 1904.

Books on home missions are becoming more numerous, and while
no successor has yet been found to
take the place of "Our Country,"
several recently published are of
real value and interest. For a gen-

eral treatise on conditions in the
West and Southwest, Dr. Morris'
book is one of the best. Altho he
is secretary for Home Missions in
the Presbyterian Church (south).
he has considered the subject
broadly, so as to include city missions. mountaineers, negroes, Mexicans, Indians, frontier missions,
etc. There is not much definite
information as to the work already
accomplished (except where the
Southern Church is concerned), but
much is said as to the character of
the fields and the problems involved. The negro question is
thoughtfully
treated from
a
Southern point of view. and the
first great need is rightly held to
be spiritual regeneration.
*
THE REDEMPTION OF THE RED MAN. By Belle
M. Brain. 16mo, 146 pp. 35 cents.
OUR MEXICANS. By Rev. Robert M Craig.
16mo, 102 pp. 35 cents. Board of Home
Missions of the Presbyterian Church, U.
S ..A., New York. 1904.

These two little volumes supply
compact and useful information on
two important phases of honie
mission work.
Miss Brain, who writes on the
red man, is already well known for
her timely contributions to missionary literature. She gives here
an account of Presbyterian missions to the Indians of to-day. with
many incidents and facts connected
with this work of God. The story
of the Nez Perces is one of the
romances of missions, and the Pentecost among the Pirnas is less
known, but not less inspiring.
Many of the chapters are so brief
as to make the additional references indispensible.
Mr. Craig is a synodical missionary in the Southwest, and writes
with a first-hand knowledge of
work among the Mexicans. He
tells many interesting facts about
them and the results of Christian
missions.
*
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The Ohristian Endeavor Society has
in the United States
44,360 societies and
2,661;600 members. It has societies
in Alaska, Oanada, Mexico, the
W est Indies, Oentral America,
South America, Hawaii, the South
Seas, Australia, Japan, Ohina,
Korea, India, Siam, Bur m a h ,
Persia, Turkey, Madagascar, and
throughout European countries. It
is organized in the church, home,
army, navy, prisons, factories,
schools, business houses, and wherever there are young people to respond to its methods and purposes.
World-wide
Christian
Endeavor

Rev. Louis Meyer,
one of the editors
of the Jewish Era,
publishes in the May number of
that magazine "A Review of the
Whole Jewish Field," and in a table
gives these figures:
World-work
for the Jews

COU}I.'"TRIES

~

.~

o

t

~

~

----------1-- ---1. Great Britain ........... .

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Germany ............... .
Switzerland ............ .
France ... , .............. .
The Netherlands ....... .
Scandinavia ............ .
Austria-Hungary ....... .
Russia ................... .
Africa ................... .
10. Asia ..................... .
11. Australia .............. ..
12. America ................ ..

38 628
139
17
19
9
2
3
3
1
4
3
3
5
3
5
15
9
1
1
1
3
8
2
3
3
3
7
15
7
1 ........... .
37 140
88

Totals................. 118

836

217

Missionaries We have received a
from Amherst list of 139 graduates
of Amherst Oollege,
College
who have served as
missionaries in the foreign field
since 1823. Among them are such
men as Elias Riggs, Henry J. Van
Lennep, and George Washburn, of
Turkey; Daniel Bliss. of Beirut;

Aldin Grout and Josiah Tyler, of
South Africa; Joseph Hardy Neesima and Otis Oary, of Japan. The
class of 1870 furnished 7 missionaries.
The largest number (35)
have labored in Turkey, but 18
fields have received light from the
sons of Amherst.
*
The New York Foreigners' Mis s ion,
which works among
various races in
lower New York, proposes to utilize its field to give experience to
students who are preparing for the
mission work at home or abroad.
The plan of this Missionaries' Experience School offers a course in
the actual work on the field, varying from class work in the missions
through all the forms of evangelistic work on the street and in the
neighborhood.
The course proposed is to be supplementary to
other well-known missionary and
Bible training-schools, and yet
open to persons of fair education
and considerable knowledge of the
Bible who may not have taken a
missionary COurse elsewhere. Some
special courses, not taught elsewhere, will, however, be covered,
such as a kindergarten course, vocal
and instrumental music, physical
culture, etc.
The lines of work
proposed will include street preaching, courtyard work, colportage,
tract distribution through streets
and tenements, Sunday-schools,
Gospel meetings, inquiry meetings.
and Bible classes; also teaching of
the English language in nightschools for adults, teaching in sewing, physical culture, carpentry,
etc., such as may be needed ill institutional church work. *
A School of
Practise for
Missionaries

* Students wishing to prepare for the mission field are invited to correspond with th~
New York Foreigners' MiSSion. 21 MottStreet,
New York City, N. Y.
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The Christian and
Missionary A I I i ance reports an income of $219, 642 last
year, which was better than ever
before by near $10,000. The income
from the foreign field was $34,032.
Over 800 were baptized, making a
total of about 3,200. The number
of new missionaries sent out was
27.
Work of the
Missionary
Alliance

Southern
The Southern BapBaptist Success tist Convention has
work inC h ina,
Japan, Africa, Italy, Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina, carried on by
6:3 men and 75 women from America, in cooperation with 68 ordained
and 147 unordained natives. Last
year 2,076 were baptized, 1,255 in
papal and 821 in pagan realms. The
income (as well as the ingathering)
was the highest ever secured, reaching $247,630.
At a recent educational convention
Bishop Galloway,
of the Methodist
Church, South, said the fact could
not be disguised that in his State
the negroes, even the most intelligent and conservative, were becoming disheartened at the increasing
hostility of the whites toward
them, and that those holding property felt that their values were insecure. He declared that a crisis
was at hand, and if the negroes
should be driven away industrial
disaster would follow. The first
duty of every Southern patriot is to
remove these strained relations.
These things, he said, may be considered as finally settled:
1. In the South there will never
be any social mingling of the races.
Whether it be prejudice 0,' pride of
race, there is a middle wall of partition which will not be broken
down.
.. 2. They will worship in separate
churches and be educat~d in separate schools. This is alike desired
A Methodist
Bishop on
the Negro
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by both races, and is for the good
of each.
3. The political power of this section will remain in present hands.
Here, as elsewhere, intelligence
and wealth will and should control
the administration of governmental affairs.
4. The great body of the negroes
are here to stay. Their coerced
colonization would be a crime, and
their deportation a physicalimpossibility. And the white people are
less anxious for them to go than
they are to leave. They are natives
and not intruders.
Methodists
An exchange says:
Refuse a
" The Board of ForBequest
eign Missions of the
Methodist Episcopal Church has declined the bequest of $80,000 made in the will of
the late W. W. Cooper, of Kenosha, who lost his life in the Iroquois Theater disaster. It is understood that the reason for this
action was 'because Mr. Cooper
met his death in a place of amusement not countenanced by the
Church.'
In his letter to the
county clerk at Kenosha, declining
the gift, Dr. A. B. Leonard, secretaryof the board, gives no reason
for the action, but says that the
decision was unanimous. The refusal has caused a sensation in
Methodist circles. Mr. Cooper was
a leader in the church, and was one
of the founders of the Epworth
League,"
President William
De Witt Hyde, of
Bowdoin College,
Maine, offers the
following platform
as a basis for an agreement between
the N.orth and SO,uth on the negro
questIOn:
The differoncfls between the races
are deeper than the skin, and must
find expression in the relations between the races.
The identities between the races
are even deeper than the differences, and must be recognized in
the enactment and execution of
law.
A Baais for
Agreement on
the Negro
Question -
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The treatment of the negro that
is possible and desirable in sections
of the country where negroes are
few and exceptional, differs from
the treatment that is necessarv
and inevitable where all sorts o"f
negroes are present in l&,rge numbers.
Suffrage is not the right of any
race as a race, but of those indio
viduals of any race who are able to
exercise it with intelligence and
responsibility.
Granting the suffrage to thriftless and illiterate negroes was the
gigantic blunder of the North;
withholding the suffrage from intelligent and responsible negroes
would be an even greater blnnder,
if generally adopted by the South.
Punishment of brutal crimes committed by members of one race
against members of another race
must be swift, sure, and severe;
but the protection of white and
black alike demands that such punishment be by due process of law.
Segregation in school, church,
and society, wherever the negroes
are numerous, is in the interest of
racial integrity and racial progress.
Industrial opportunity must be
open to the negro of trained and
approved efficiency.
Wherever adjustment between
the races is difficult, and relations
are liable to be strained. there must
be the greatest practicable restriction of the sale and use of intoxicating liquors.
Outspoken condemnation of illicit intercourse between the. races
as the lowest depth of degradation
must be visited upon guilty white
men and negro women by all decent
people of both races.
White and black alike must have
thorough elementary education,
with industrial or normal education for such as can profit by it,
and academic and collegiate education for those who are to be leaders
of their respective races.
The North must appreciate the
tremendous burden such education.
involving as it does a double school
system, lays upon the resources of
the South, and honor the splendid
efforts that the leaders of education in the South are making to
bear it.
Northern philanthropy, in its aid
to Southern education, must subordinate all abstract and sentimental considerations to that accurate knowledge and sympathetic
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appreciation of Southern conditions
which ar~ represented by the Gen·
eral Education Board.
Federal aid to education in the
South must wait until local taxation prepares the way for it, and
until the sentiment of the South
asks for it and guarantees its equitable division between the races.
Then it must come, not as an im·
position or a charity, but as an act
of justice, by which the nation as a
whole bears its part of a national
burden which otherwise would fall
disproportionately upon a single
section.-The Outlook.
The new missionary vessel for Micronesia, which has
been purchased by
the American Board, is to be ca\led
by the time honored name: Morning Star. Her length is 140 feet,
over all, and 30 feet beam; her
draft is 9Yz feet, and her tonnage is
403, net. She has 2 masts, and can
readily steam 10 knots an hour.
Hundreds of Sunday-schools have
sent pledges, but there are literally thousands of Congregational
schools still to be heard from. A
school in Arizona, numbering 80
pupils, has taken 350 shares. A
large American flag has been furnished by the school in Newton
Center, Mass.
The students of
Wellesley College have furnished a
fine collection of books for the
library. The vessel is still in want
of a small safe, a set of carpenter's
tools, a marine glass, a compass,
and a flat-top desk.
*
The New
" Morning
Star"

The report of the
year1903,thetenth
year of the life of
this mission, has
just been published. It shows that
in spite of small meanG-only $931
was the total income-excellent
work has been done.
he number
of Jews in Toronto is 3,000, according to the Jewish Year-Book, many
of whom are igilOrant and very
poor. As in all other Jewish missions, the help which educational
Jewish
Mission in
Toronto
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work gives to the real mission
work is acknowledged. The whole
report is hopeful, and records the
continued willingness of the Jews
to hear the glad tidings of salvation in Jesus Christ.
M.
On the Tundra we
have come in contact with the Greek
Church. The Greek
priest from
the
Yukon has baptized all the people
in one village, and appointed one
man helper. The people are confused by his actions. The priest
baptizes everyone, whether they
know what it means or not, and
then declares them to be his people.
Some of the people do not care,
while others think that they have
really been made members of the
Greek Church, and are then afraid
to go to another church.
In one village the people asked us
what the difference between the
Greek and the Moravian Church
was. We could only reply that
our rule and practise is determined
solely by the Word of God; that
we do not t.rust in any forms or
ceremonies, but only in Christ; and
as everyone must search for salvation for his own soul, they must
determine which way brings real
peace of soul to them. If the
people are Greeks, we do not visit
them unless they ask us. It is unpleasant to be obliged to almost altogether ignore another Church,
but the Greek Church does hardly
anything for its people, and does
not teach them at all.-Periodical
Accounts of Moravian Missions.
The Greek
Church
Mission in
Alaska

t
EUROP·E

H. M. Stanley This famous exas a
plorer, so recently
Missionary
deceased, is seldom
thought of as deserving a high rank among
heralds of the Cross. But there
can be no doubt that during his
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months of closest fellowship with
Livingstone on Lake Tanganyika,
he caught the missionary spirit
and never lost it. As the allsufficient and most impressive evidence of this fact, his days of residence with King Mtesa, of Uganda,
are to be recalled., and his talk on
Christian themes which led to a
request for Christian teachers to be
sent. At once also Stanley wrote
his famous letter addressed to the
British churches, and containing a
ringing appeal, and which led within a few days to an offer from each
of two men of £5,000 to the Church
Missionary Societ,y to assist in establishing a mission, soon increased
to £24,000 ($120,000); as well as to
the offer of B men to go as founders
to East Africa, with Alexander
Mackay among them, and with the
now famous Uganda Mission as the
result.
A Picture
Most Woful!

One of the Labor
Members of Parliament has recently
said that in London alone there are
900,000 people" whose lives are a
funeral procession from the cradle
onward." The problem of the unemployed is being forced upon
thoughtful minds in a very pathetic
way from Lancashire and many
other parts of the country, where
there is an appalling amount of
that "able· bodied helplessness,
with able-bodied starvation." And
W. Bramwell Booth declares in the
London Times that an investigation made by a committee of the
London City Council developed the
fact that on one of the coldest
nights last winter more than 2,000
persons, incluing women, young
boys and girls, were found in the
northern half of London with no
shelter other than the streets. The
regulations fol' maintaining order
in the streets are so stringent that
such homeless ones are not allowed
to sleep on stairs, under arches or
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such places. Hundreds have to
seek a sleeping· place in open places,
such as drain-pipes and railway
trucks. Mr. Booth makes an appeal to the London public to furnish $500,000 to provide and maintain permanent shelter for such'
people, where a night's shelter can
be had in return for some sort of
work.

of not being in possession of the
final figures of the past financial
year. We do know, however, that
receipts exceeding those of la.st year
by over £53,000 have been paid
into the society's treasury, and that
the total is the largest ever received,
even in the years which were
swollen by centenary gifts. For
this we render praise and we call
upon our readers to render praise
to our prayer-hearing God.

Salvation Army Next summer beWorld
tween 5,000 and
Conference
6,000 S a I vat ion
Army officers
(white, brown, and black), from all
parts of the world, will meet in
London, England, for a great international congress, to last four
weeks. Two previous congresses
-in 1883 and 1893-have been held,
but on a much smaller scale than
the coming one. The most impOI·tant feature will, it is expected,
be the statement of General Booth's
plans for the army's future. A
large temporary building, in a central position, will be erected for
the meetings and conferences, and
meetings will also be held in various halls and, if possible, in all the
principal suburban theaters. July
5th will be a gala day, and 100,000
people are expected to be present.

A Scottish The Rev. Andrew
Missionary to Moody has retired
the Jews
from active service
under the Jewish
Mission of the United Free Church.
More than forty years he served
the cause of Christ among the Jews
faithfully, a few years at Prague
and all the rest at Budapest. In
accepting his resignation, the committee said of him: "He has had
under his hand for instruction
thousands of the youth of Hungary;
as a preacher and evangelist, his
voice has sounded forth the Gospel
in persuasive tones; he has done
much, directly and indirectly, to
promote the preparation of Christian literature and the translation
of the Scriptures, and to place these
in the hands of the people; and he
has had the joy of leading many
into the fold of the Good Shepherd." We wish the tired, faithful
laborer a joyful time of rest. M.

A Note of In view of the fact
Thanksgiving that some days before the society's
year closed, the C. M. S. had received almost £400,050 ($2,000,000),
the Gleaner for May contains this
fitting outburst of gratitude:
" The Lord hath done great things
for us, whereof we are glad."
These words and the whole Psalm
(the 126th) in which they are found
were most appropriately read by
the Hon. Clerical Secretary in the
course of the committee meeting
of April 12th, before we knelt to
pour out our grateful thanksgivings to God for His goodness in
answering our prayers. It is true
we did not know the full tale of the
Lord's goodness, and these notes
are written under the disadvantage

How Lapland One of the m 0 s t
Babies Attend curious customs of

Church

the Laplanders is
the manner of taking the babies to church, described
in the Ram's H01'n. The mothers
go regularly, even when they have
wee, tiny babies. Sometimes they
ride ten or fifteen miles in a sleigh
drawn by a reindeer. They all
have warm clothes on, the baby in
particular. Often it is wrapped in
bearskins. As soon as the family
arrives at the little church and the
reindeel' is secured, Father Lapp
shovels out a bed of snow and
Mother Lapp wraps baby snugly in
electronic file created by cafis.org
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skins and lays it down there. Then
Father Lapp piles the snow all
around it and the parents go into
the church. Over 20 or 30 of these
babies lie out there in the snow.
The little ones are not strong
enough to knock the snow aside
and get away, so they just lie still
and go to sleep. When church is
out the father goes to the spot, puts
his hands down into the snow, and
pulls the baby out and shakes off
the snow; then the reindeer trots
off and takes them all home again.
Pius X.
From some recent
Not a Luther indications, it is
much to be feared
that the present incumbent of the
papal chair is not much better than
his predecessors. Take this as the
last and worst of his doings. It is
nearly fifty years since Pius IX.
forced the dogma of the immaculate conception of Mary upon the
Roman Catholic body. The present
pope, having learned nothing from
history, takes the opportunity of
this jubilee to enforce that dogma
once again. In his encyclical he
says, among other things:
There is no surer or more direct
road than by Mary for uniting all
mankind in Christ, and obtaining
through Him the perfect adoption
of sons. . . , Through Mary we
attain to the knowledge of Christ;
through Mary also we most easily
obtain that life of which Christ is
the source and origin.
The whole encyclical extols Mary
as mediator, and emphasizes the
value of Mary's intercession.

ASIA
More of the The Turks have taken
Armenians advantage of the RusMassacred sian situation to engage in another massacre of Armenians. According to
the dispatches, the Turks in a recent
conflict lost 700 men and killed 900
Armenians. Russia has lost her
position as the protector of Christian Armenia by persecuting the
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Armenians within her borders,
striking them in their tenderest
spot-their religious organization.
The American missionaries have
been wise enough to avoid making
converts, confining their work to
schools and helpful advice, and to
the great example of their own
ha r d - w 0 l' kin g, simple lives.
Neither Turks nor Russians can
complain that our missions place
religious dogmas before humanity.
If that lesson could only be learned
by Russians, Turks, and Persians,
the desolate wastes of Armenia
might become the home of millions
of contented people.
Somehow the Armenians seem to
be always maintaining an attitude of self-sacrifice. They are ready to
be massacred, and their anticipations are not unrealized. It is officially announced at Constantinople
that in the Sassun district there
has been serious fighting between
Turkish troops and Armenian" insurgents," who are said to have
numbered 2,000. There are 10,000
troops in the district, and the Kurds
are active fishers in these troubled
waters, as usual. Twelve or fourteen villages are said to have been
destroyed.
This Sassun district
was the scene of a series of massacres ten years ago, in which the
Kurds played the chief part.-

Christian Work.
The Christian and
Missionary A 11 iance is endeavoring to minister to
the Hebrews resident in the Holy
City, and the following is taken
from a private letter of the superintendent, Rev. A. E. Thompson:
A Mission to
the Jews in
Jerusalem

The Lord has graciously answered the prayers of years for a
simple place of worship in Jerusalem. It is a very humble huilding,
finished inside in wood, and outside
in corrugated iron. It will accommodate about 200 people.
The
ground is leased, but we can reelectronic file created by cafis.org
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move the building if necessary. We
continue to pray for money to purchase a building here. Our Sunda ysphool is very encouraging. We
have an average attendance of more
than 80. This and our other meetings, except the English meeting
on Sunday afternoon, are held in
Arabic. Most of those who attend
are either Protestants or devotees
of the Eastern churches, but we
have a sprinkling of Jews and Moslems. In Hebron the work is largely
among Moslems and Jews. It goes
on against many obstacles and
much opposition.
M.
The Outlook Much interest cenfor Union
tel'S in the meeting
in India
of the Presbyterian
Alliance, to be held
on December 15th at Alla,habad, to
organize a General Assembly to
have jurisdiction over all the presbyteries in India. The missionary
societies that are expected to cooperate in this Indian General Assembly are the following:
Board of the General Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church in North America, with fields in the United Provinces and
the Punjab_
Board of the Presbyterian Church of
U.S.A.
Board of the United Presbyterian Church
of North America, with its field in the Punjab.
Missionary Society of the Calvinistic Methodist Church of America, with its field in
Assam.
fie9~~:'h~~t!ii1':,~~~rian !lIission, with its
Presbyterian Church of England.
United Free Church of Scotland Missions.
Established Chnrch of Scotland Missions.
Missions in the Central Provinces of the
united Original Session, Synod of Scotland.
Presbyterian Church in Ireland.
Jungle Tribes Mission of the Irish Presbyterian Chnrch, with its field in Gujarat.

The alliance will probably include also some of the Congregational churches. The American
Madura and Arcot missions have
agreed to join the alliance, and
the London missions are being approached.
This marks a significant step in
the progress of the Kingdom of India. The great ad vantage of the
union lies in the fact that the federated churches will not be under
foreign ecclesiastical control, but
will be thoroughly Indian. This
does not mean that the foreign
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missionary's work is finished in
India, but that some churches are
ready for self-support and selfgovernment. The foreign missionary will hold the same position in
the alliance as he has already, only
under another name.
He will
probably be in the majority, and
will be able to do more than if he
were ilOl direct authority over the
Indian churches.
*
One Woman'. Bishop War l' e n
Work in India writes in the Western Christian Advocate: "I met a native Indian
woman to-day whose work among
her sisters here gave me so much
pleasure that I determined to
share it among my sisters a,t home.
She is an unusually quiet woman,
but with a strong personality that
tells on any work that is undertaken. She was the first member
received in full into our church in
Madras. In 1885 the presiding elder, A. W.Rudisill, received a gift of
$250 from his old church in Eutaw
Place, Baltimore, and at once
determined to begin zenana work.
He put a woman in charge. At
that time access to the homes of
the people was exceedingly difficult
to obtain, especially to those of the
higher classes. Both pride and
diffidence kept the stranger, especially if a foreigner, far away. But
she was no stranger to all the ways
and feelings of her own sisters.
There are now 500 zenana homes
which she and her 7 helpers visit
regularly every month, some every
week, with 1,400 pupils and 800
more listeners.
Besides these
homes where there are regular
pupils, 24,151 non-Christian families
have been visited in the year, with
an average of 11,507 listeners a
month. Of course, such work, like
Christ's, must extend to adjacent
villages. She visits 17, and in one
the elder said he had often seen
1,000 people listening to her and
electronic file created by cafis.org
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her assistants at once, while she
unfolded to them the abundant
grace of God.
This woman has an orphanage in
which over 100 girls are being trained for more workers in the field, or
for the heads of Christian families.
She also has 10 day-schools, with
1,000 pupils, and 10 Sunday-schools,
with 1,073 pupils. For these there
are other teachers than the 7 assistants already alluded to."
Mrs. Besant Sattihiavarthamani,
on Idolatry apparently a Hindu
periodical, writes as
follows respecting Mrs. Besant and
her defense of Hinduism:
'rhere is not a shadow of doubt in
in our mind that her power in. India
lies chiefly in her method of appeal
and approach. She devotes herself almost entirely to the work of
catering to the national, superstitious prejudices of the people. The
evil which she is doing India to-day
by her efforts to rehabilitate old
and decadent superstitions and
worn-out customs is incalculable.
In her lecture the other day she
made an elabQrate and absurd
endeavor to support idolatry, or
image-worship, on the ground of
magnetic influence imparted to
the idol which renders it potent as
an object of worship. In like manner she defended the ignorant use of
Sanskrit on a certain application of
a so-called scientific theory of
sound. Now what charms the Hindu is to hear this Western woman
(even tho in her life she violates
every Hindu principle of domestic
and womanly propriety) giving a
specious defense of those practises
of his religion which he had already
abandoned as untenable. And she
does all this in the name of science!
But a more ridiculous abuse and
perversion of scientific data we
never heard before, nor do we expect to hear again.-The Harvest
Field.
t
Ten Years of The last decade will
Plague and long he rememFamine
bered as one of the
most disastrous in
the history of India. Two great
famines and many visitations of
plague and cholera have left a ter-
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rible mark on the land. What the
results would have been a few gen.,
erations ago one shrinks from imagining. In the famine of 1896-7
the area affected was 300,000 square
miles, with a population of 63,000,000; in 1899-1900 the area was 400,000, and the population 60,000,000;
and a large part of the country fell
under the scourge of both these
famines. Four million people were
on relief in the height of the first
famine, and 6,000,000 in the second.
Cholera swept away 4,000,000 during the decade, and plague nearly
1,000,000 during the six years of its
visitation.
We do not believe
that the British expedition agai n st
Tibet is justified. It was undertaken merely for commercial reasons, and has turned out a bloody
affair.· The Tibetans have proved
themselves brave soldieI's, tho their
fight is hopeless. The advance of
the British may open the way to
the missionary, but will not be
likely to open the hearts of the
people to the Gospel which the
missionary brings. The road to
Lhassa will be blood-stained. It
will take long years of self-sacrificing labor to lead the Tibetans to
the Cross of Christ. Let us pray
that this expedition may be overruled for the good of these benighted Butldhists, and that the Gospel
may gain free entrance into the
" Forbidden Land."
*
The Invasion
of TIbet

King of Siam's
Tribute to
American
Missionaries

The King of Siam
introduced an important change, last
year, by the appointment of an
American citizen to the position of
"Foreign Adviser in Chief to His
Majesty." This post of honor has
always, hitherto, been filled by a
European. The man selected is
Edward Henry Strobel. professor
of international law at Harvard
electronic file created by cafis.org
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University. It wa,s the king's own
wish to have an American, and no
better evidence of royal appreciation of our missions in Siam could
be asked for. Nearly all the Americans with whom the king has
been acquainted were missionaries.
They have been in his kingdom for
more than two generations. Their
lives and influence, their schools,
hospitals, and books are under his
majesty's own observation ..
Chulalangkom Dr. Eugene P. Dunlap, of Siam, writes
Gives to
that a new hospital
a Hospital
is to be erected at
Nakawn.
Siamese officials and
nobles and American friends in
Siam were asked to contribute, and
all responded so readily that in
about three weeks donations were
received amounting to about 12,000
Hcals (a lical is equal to 60 cents
silver). The cause was then presented to the King of Siam, who
has in the past made so many lib.
eral donations to the Presbyterian
mission. He responded with a donation of 4,000 licals ($2,400), the
largest gift that his majesty has
ever made td the Siam mission,
thus showing his appreciation and
abiding interest in the work that
the American missionaries are doing for his people. These gifts will
erect a good hospital, in keeping
with the taste and progress of New
Siam, and will also be sufficient for
the growing medical mission work
in Nakawn.
*
China Facing There is no quesa Grave Crisis tion that the present is a highly
critical time in the history-and
again we say it is not in the sphere
of politics that our thoughts reo
volve-of Ohina. There are unmistakable signs that the long mental
torpor of ages has received a shock.
A yeast has got into the mass and
a fermentation is manifestly at
work. The annual report of the
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Society for the Diffusion of Ohristian and General Knowledge
Among the Ohinese (a truly impracticable name, which, only for the
society's remarkable vitality, must
have strangled it at its very birth)
is before us, and among its interesting contents are a number of questions culled from those set at the
simultaneous provincial examinations of the empire. Instead of
questions dealing exclusively with
academic and mostly puerile questions relating to the Ohinese
classics, candidates for the Ohu Jen
degree, which may be compared
with our M.A., are now asked
about foreign agriculture and commerce, about the regulations of the
press, post-office, railways, banks,
schools, and taxation in foreign
countries, about free trade and
protection.
They are asked the
bearing of the Oongress of Vienna,
the Treaty of Berlin, and the Monroe Doctrine on the Far East, and
that of the Siberian Railway and
Nicaraguan Oanal on Ohina; wherein lies the naval supremacy of Great
Britain; what is Herbert Spencer's
philosophy of Sociology; how
could the workhouse system be
started throughout Ohina; how to
promote Ohinese international
commerce, new industries, and
savings-banks, versus the gambling-houses of Ohina; and they are
asked to trace the educational systems of Sparta and Athens, and the
origin of Egyptian, Babylonian,
and Ohinese writings I-C. M. S.
Intelligencer.
Sir Robert Hart The London Chrison Missions tian remarks:
"Very trivial appear the miserable little attacks
upon the objects and the methods of the Bible Society, in view of
the recent tribute from Sir Robert
Hart. As a civil servant of the
crown, occupying the high position
of Inspector-General of Oustoms
electronic file created by cafis.org
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and Ports in Ohina, Sir Robert has
a wide knowledge of Eastern life,
and is familiar with much of the
missionary effort both in Ohina
and the neighboring countries. His
testimony, which is a very practical one (for he enclosed a check
for 100 guineas toward the society's centenary fund), has, therefore, special value when he says:
"It is an honor and a privilege
to have even the smallest share in
your magnificent work; and I wish
your appeal the fullest success."
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net gain of more than 60 during the
last fo~r years. When the troubles
of 1000 and the subsequent Boxer
unrest is remembered, it will be
seen that there is much cause for
thanksgiving. The first Protestant
mission station was opened in 1877
by Mr. J. McOarthy. Eighteen
years ago there were only 2 cities
occupied by Protestant missionaries in the whole of the province.
Now there are 32 centers where
missionaries reside; and the lists
show about 90 walled cities and 130
smaller places where Ohristian
worship is observed.

Vicissitudes
Not many fields
in Manchurian have been called to
Missions
pass through more
Why
It is important
ups and downs in
Christians Hope that the Japanese
so brief a period as those located in
for
people s h 0 u I d
Manchuria, as the Chinese Recorde1'
Japan'. Success realize why so
suggests. Not much longer ago
many in Ohristhan the opening of this decade the
beginnings were made by the Pres- tian lands are praying for the sucbyterians of Great Britain, next in cess of Japan rather than for that of
1894-5 came the excitements of the a great Ohristian (?) power. They
Ohina-Japan war. then within a ...need to realize that, that in spite
few years the number of Ohristians of all that is said in support of the
rose to 30,000, with the Boxer out- phrase, "Blood is thicker than
break following, which "swept water," in these days the ethical
away everything material," and bond between nations is stronger
now the Russo-Japanese conflict than the racial, and that so long as
they adhere firmly to those princihas Manchuria for its theater.
pals of civil and religious liberty
Missions in
In the January is- which characterize their national
West China sue of the West life, the sympathies of all who beChina Missionary lieve in free institutions will in the
News is given a list of Protestant long run rest with Japan.
missionaries in West Ohina at the
" It is unhappily true that some
close of 1903, together with a list of lovers of freedom, especially in
the stations and outstations occu- Oontinental Europe, seem for the
pied by the various societies. From time being to give their moral supthese lists it appears that, in the 3 port to Russia; but it is because of
provinces, Si-chuen, Kuei-chau,
their doubt, terribly unjust we beand Yun-nan, there were in all lieve, whether the new life of freesome 265 missionaries, including dom is really accepted by the Jap'
those on furlough. The total given anese nation at large, and whether
four years ago was 177, besides the really genuine tendencies of the
Bible Society agents, so that there people are not rather to be judged
has been a gain, beyond the filling by the life in prerestoration days
of vacancies caused by death and than by that of Meiji Era. Howremoval, of over 80 workers. Si- ever, the truth will eventually prechuen, with a total of 207 mission- vail. If the party leaders, by their
moderation and self-restraint, and
aries at the close of 1903, shows a
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the government, by its stern suppression of bureaucratism, will adhere loyally to the imperial constitution, the days of such strongly
mistaken jUdgments will soon be
numbered."-Mission News (A. B.
C. F. M.) Yokohama.
t
The Golden The oldest newsRulein Japan paper in Japan, exhorting the people
to regard Russian captives kindly
and to harbor generous feelings toward their enemy, says:
"Revenge is a sin; it isa barbarous
act! An eye for an eye, and a tooth
for a tooth belongs to an old law
which is obsolete. We are living
under a new law of universal
brotherhood and love. " We may
call Japan a heathen and Russia a
Christian nation, but we can not
deny that these sensiments represent the spirit of Christ. And
Christians may feel safe in wishing
victory to any people with whom
these sentiments are supreme. This
is not saying, either, that Russians
do not cherish similar sentiments.

-Congregationalist.
Galen M. Fisher,
Y.M.C.A.
with the
one of the American
Japanese Army Secretaries of the
National Young
Men's Christian Association of
Japan, is in America to raise funds
to enable the Association to keep
its representatives in the field with
the Japanese Army.
Early in January, before trouble
came to a climax between Russia
and Japan, the Young Men's Christian AS30ciation undertook to do
for the soldiers of the Japanese
Army what the American International Committee did for the enlisted men in the Spanish-American
war. After months of delay, and
through pressure brought to bear
by eminent Japanese and by several of the foreign Ministers in
their personal capacity, orders
were given permitting associations
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to send six Japanese and six foreign
men forward with the troops. Four
of the Japanese are members of the
National Committee of the Associations of Japan, one of the men
is an American Association Secretary, and five are missionaries.
The associations establish tents,
containing correopondence materials, reading matter, musical instruments, games, and such features as may be provided for social
and relief purposes, at the principal
camps in Korea as far north as the
Yalu River, in which section over
100,000 men are concentrated. Between 300,000 and 400,000 men have
been mobilized and will go to the
front, passing largely through the
camps where the Association will
operate.
*
Japan
The Japanese govForbid.
ernment in ForFoot.binding mosa has decreed
the abolition of
foot-binding in the island. A fine
of $100 will be imposed for every
breach of the law, and Chinese girls
under six years of age whose feet
have been bound must now have
their feet unbound. After that age
the feet are hopelessly deformed,
but young children's feet, even tho
already bound, may still return to
their natural shape if the cruel
bandages are unwound. Chinese
mothers are making a great lament
over the enactment, but in a. few
years the enforcing of the law will
be acknowledged to be wise and
beneficial.
Not long ago the
Japanese
editor of a daily
Christians
Taking Prizes paper in Tokio,
Japan, offered valuable prizes for original poems.
Tho the author was allowed to
choose his own subject, when the
manuscripts were examined it was
found that everyone of the 600
represented voiced Christian sentiments; while the 8 prize-winners
were professing' Christians.
electronic file created by cafis.org
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AFRICA
Conditions
The kidnapping of
in Morocco the American millionaire Perdicaris
for a ransom by the bandit Raisuli,
in Morocco, has drawn attention
to that ill-governed country in
North Africa. Our correspondent
from Fez writes, under date of
May 16th:

The treaty recently concluded between Great Britain and France
will doubtless have an important
effect upon the future of Morocco,
for it puts an end to the jealousy
which ha" hitherto prevented either
power from a vigorous policy here.
The wishes of the Moors, of course,
have not been consulted. It is not
likely that France will undertake
a policy of force in getting control
of her long-coveted prize, but rather
a more pacific, if not less vigorous
and effective, policy of intrigue
and bribery. Judging from the result of French influence in other
mission fields, the friends of the
Lord's work have every reason to
fear that the increase of that influence in Morocco will be also unfavorable to the work of the Gospel.

*
The Laborers To preach the GosFew in
pel and to evanNorth Africa gelize among this
6,000,000 of human
beings, there are at present 69 missionaries.
Twenty-five of these
working in 5 cities, belong to the
N. A. M" while 44 belong to other
societies, or work independently,
and thus 8 other towns also are
occupied. In order to institute a
rough.comparison (without vouching for exactitude in any of the
figures), let us take the population
of Morocco as 6,000,000; this is then
about the same as that of Greater
London. The number of preachers
of all denominations in London
amounts to 2,189 in the metropolitan area, and probably a largl:\r
number still in the suburbs. And
the number of lay-workers, unordained preachers, mission workers,
Sunday-school teachers, Y. M. C. A.
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and Y. W. C. A., and Christian
Endeavor workers, is legion. Even
with all these there are thousands
who are not touched with the Gospel in London. Suppose, instead
of this multitude of Christian
workers, there were only 69 ministers and less than 50 converts!North Africa.
ff Christians "
The atmosphere of
Making Trouble Africa seems to
have a damaging
in Africa
effect upon
the
morals of European officers who
are, by their residence among the
natives, removed from observation
and restraint. Following closely
on the publication of the atrocities
in the Belgian colony of the Kongo,
comes news of a rebellion in German Southwest Africa. The German possessions on the west coast
of the Dark Continent cover an
area half as large again as that of
the German Empire. These possessions are valuable on account of
their agric~ltural and mineral resources. The southern plirt is the
home of Hottentots, and the orebearing northern mountains are
the native soil of the Hereros.
These people have broken their
agreement with the Germans, because, as they affirm, the German
traders have persistently robbed
them and been guilty of outrageous
cruelties to their women and children.

A vast new world,
almost untouched
by Christian missions, is waiting to
be won for Christ. The Sudan is
as large as the whole of Europe,
minus Russia, and has 80,000,000
people. There are 10 great kingdoms in the Sudan as large as ours
in Europe, but scarcely any mission work is being done in them.
Besides these there are about 100
distinct free heathen tribes in the
Sudan with not a missionary
Dearth of
Toilers in
the Sudan
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among them. The 4 mission stations in the Sudan (Khartum,
Dolaib Hill, Gierko, and Patagi)
are about as far apart as if in
Europe we had 2 stations in Norway and 2 in Spain, with no preachers of the Gospel in England, none
in Scotland, none in Ireland, none
in France, none in Germany, none
in Austria, none in Italy, Turkey,
or Switzerland, Denmark, Holland,
or Belgium.-London Christian.
The first gathering
of this kind, representing all the societies at work in
that portion of the
Dark Continent, is set for July 1320, and is to be held in J ohannesburg. All manner of pertinent
themes will be discussed in connection with carefully prepared
papers, and the opportunities afforded for making acquaintance
and for Christian fellowship can
not but be of the greatest value.
General
Conference of
Missionaries in
South Africa
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to all misunderstanding, and that
in the future peace, love, and
unanimity shall prevail among all
Churches, and especially between
us, who were of old, and are yet,
so closely knit together in doctrine,
discipline, and worship."
The native names
are too long and too
difficult of pronun·ciation for the
white man, and hence he bestows
upon those with whom hehastodo
not only such as John, Jim, Charles,
etc., but also such as these: July,
August, Brandy, Whiskey, Station-lliJaster, Napoleon, English,
Sixpence, Shilling, etc.
English Names
for African
Servants

The paragraph under this heading in
the March number
of this REVIEW
may give a mistaken impression,
unless supplemented by something
more. The. writer, lVI. Guerlac, is
Brotherhood in We have a beauti- evidently unacquainted with all the
South Africa ful example of the
facts of the case. It would be cerspirit of Christian tainly supposed, from what he says,
brotherhood among the Dutch Re- that the work of English and Norformed Churches of South Africa.
wegian missionaries had been alThe General Assemblies of the Es- most entirely taken over by the
tablished and the United Free Paris Missionary Society; but this
Churches of Scotland sent a depu- is far from being the case. Soon
tation to South Africa to visit and after the French conquest of the
encourage the English-speaking' island in 1895 and 1896, the
churches there, and to hold out;the French Protestants came to the
hand of fellowship to the brethren aid of the English missionaries,
of the various Reformed churches. and for two or three years took
They were cordially received by all over all the Protestant church
parties. The Supreme Courts of schools, both in Imerina and Betthe Dutoh Reformed Chm ches were siles (the two central provinces).
not in session, but the people gave But this was too heavy a burden
them a hearty welcome, and at a
upon the Paris Society, and in 1001
later time the Synod of the Re- the L. M. S. and the Friends' Misformed Church of the Orange River sions resumed the superintendence
sent a reply to the communication of the schools connected with the
left for it by the deputies, in which churches under their care. Before
the language and spirit were of the this time, however, the L. M. S.
best brotherly cast. Referring to had handed over to the Paris Sothe war, it says: "We hope and ciety about half of the districts
pray that an end has now come which, up to that time, had been
Protestant
Missions in
Madagascar
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under their guidance, and in 1002
these were the statistics:
Churches under care of the L. M. S......•
Churches under care of the Paris Soc. . .•
Churches under care of the Norwegian M.
Churches under care of the Friends' Mis.
Churches under care of the S. P. G. (about)

650
521
515
184
60

Malagay Protestantism certainly
owes a great deal to the efforts of
the Paris Society and of French
Protestants for the great work
they are doing here, and we shall
never forget the help given by the
visits of Messrs. Lauga, Kriiger,
Escande, Boegner, and- Bianquis,
the last of whom has just returned
to France. But it is certainly a
mistake to say that the Paris Mission "had to provide 500 schools
and 500 churches with teachers and
missionaries." The great majority
of these had already teachers and
evangelists trained by the L. M. S.
The Oollege of the London Society
for the last 20 years has trained
some 550 students. and a number of
these are still working in the districts now under the charge of the
Paris Society. "The new college
in Antananarivo," of which M.
Guerlac speaks, was a small superior school, conducted by M. Ohazel,
meeting in a hired house, but the
French government objects to its
continuance, as not needed, in view
of the official schools they have established. The Theological Oollege
of the Paris Mission is not at Antananarivo, but at Ambitomanga,
about 15 miles east of the capital,
and here M. Ie Pasteur Vernier, recently returned from his furlough,
will, I have no doubt, train many
good and useful Malagay for the
service of the Protestant churches
J. S.
in Madagascar.
ISLANDS OF THE SEA

A Christian
Church in
Guam

The missio.naries of
the American
Board have been
doing good work in
Guam, and as a result Rev. F. M.
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Price has organized a Oongregational church, with 31 membertl.
Thirty other applicants formembership were organized into a
Ohristian Endeavor Society as probationers.
Schools have been
opened, and young men from these
schools go on evangelizing tours
through the villages on the island,
whose area is about 300 square
miles. The missionary work in
Guam includes day and boarding
schools for boys and girls, equipped for practical training in industrial arts. The present population of Guam is about 10,000.
The people are sturdier but less
spirited than their Filipino kinsmen, and their island may yet become a center of light for the
Pacific.
*
This is the name of
a society designed
for the betterment
of the aboriginal inhabitants of New Guinea, which is
to have a capital of $250,000, and is
to push the cultivation of marketable products and other industrial
pursuits, with attention first paid
in particular to the cocoanut. Rev.
F. W . Walker is the prime mover
in the enterprise, who has had
fourteen years' experience in that
island as a missionary, and six
years as a trader. A large number
of prominent business men are to
share in the undertaking, whose
attempts will be watched with deep
interest and good wishes.
Papuan
Industries
Limited

" We held our AnA Good
New Guinea nual ' May' MeetCollection ings for the Islands
of Badu, Mabuiag,
and Mua on November6th," writes
the Rev. E. B. Riley from Daru,
New Guinea, "and we had over
1,000 people present. There was a
strong spirit of rivalry between the
islands, and I was afraid there
would be heartbreaking over the
collections. I thought the p~ople
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were never going to stop bringing
their money up to the table. First
came Mabuiag (population 300),
with £207 lOs.; then Badu (165),
with £112 2S., and Mua (82), with
£22 2s. I shall never forget the
look on. their faces when I stood up
to announce the totals. I had to
choose my words carefully, lest I
should utter some word of praise
about one island that would give
offense to another! So I simply
baid that all had done their best,
and we would thank God for their
offerings. After a short prayer I
announced the amounts. When I
came to Mabuiag there was a scene
of wild enthusiasm. People stood
up in their seats and cheered again
and again. It was a great meeting, and I am thankful everything
passed off so happily."
There is a society of
Ohristian Endeavor
in the Samoan Islands, out of which
have gone 250 members, with whom
it still keeps in correspondence,
and through them it has established 16 other societies. Best of
all, it has sent out from its own
membership more than 100 earnest
missionaries, most of them to the
deadly climate of New Guinea.
Samoan
Christian
Endeavor

A Petition from A petition has been
extensively signed
Islanders in
by natives of the
Australia

various South Sea
islands now resident in Queensland.
It is addressed to King Edward,
and entreats his Majesty to take
action in order to secure that justice may be done to the natives
who are about to be expelled from
Queensland, despite the fact that
in many cases they have spent a
great part of their life in Queensland, and came there with a guarantee that they would be allowed
to remain. The petition reads in
part as follows:
Your Majesty's humble petition-
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ers, certain" Pacific Island Laborers," domiciled in that portion of
your Majesty's Dominions known
as the State of Queensland, in the
Commonwealth of Australia, present their humble duty to your
Majesty, and beg to submit to your
Majesty this their humble petition,
which showeth that,
1. They were engaged in their
islands and brought to Queensland
under the pro visions of the Queensland Act of 1880.
2. If they wished to return to
their islands at the end of their
term of service, they were to be
provided by their employers with
return passages.
3. They could not be sent back to
their islands unless they desired to
return, but on the termination of
an agreement they could claim their
free return passage if they so willed.
40. By a Queensland Act of 1892,
the protection and rights of Islanders who had not desired to return
to their islands at the expiration of
the first term of service were further assured to them.
5. Many of us have learned to
read and write, and have long since
ceased to work in service, and have
acquired leasehold land which we
have improved and built upon, and
are now engaged in gardening.
fruit growing, fishing, boat building, rough carpentry, net making
or mending, shop-keeping, hawking, and such-like occupations.
6. Many of us have been continuously resident in Queensland for
upwards of twenty years, and during these years our parents and
brothers in the islands have died,
and we are forgotten there; villages
have disappeared, and some of our
tribe have been exterminated; we
love the land in which we live, and
all our friends are here.
7. Many of.s have been married
in Queensland churches to women
belonging to islands and tribes with
whom our tribal law would n)t
permit us to marry. If we took
our wives to our old homes they
would be killed, as also would we
if went to theirs.
8. Many of us are Ohristians, and
yet some of our islands are entirely
heathen and cannibal. If we are
sent back to such, we shall be killed
or have to deny our religion.
9. Many of us have children who
have for years attended the State
schools of Queensland and the Sunday-schools. They are free-born,
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and we thought that we had attained at least such freedom as is
enjoyed by other colored aliens
who came to Australia.
10. In our deep distress we approach your Majesty in the only
way we know of mercifully provided by the Constitution for all
those who have become domiciled
under the flag.
*
Progress in Rev. Dr. William
the New
Gunn writes from
Hebrides
Futuna:
"Cunsumption continues
its ravages among the heathen, and
they are dying out, whereas among
the worshiping people the general
health was good, and there are
so many children among them
that within the past few years
there has been an increase of population. Indeed, the improvement
brought about by Christianity is
wonderful, and so far from Chrfstianity being the cause of decrease,
it preserves the natives, whereas
heathenism everywhere is destroying the natives.
" The teachers
visited
the
heathen every Sunday, and conducted services in their premises,
which they, in almost all cases,
attend; but many of them are still
afraid to enter church, and it is, as
yet, only a small fraction of the
population of the heathen district
that may be called 'worshiping.'
The people there, however, have
given up the practise of heathen
ceremonies, which, in the earlier
days, many of the church-going
people did not. There appears to
be a general improvement among
the population, tho some of the
worshipers are inconsistent, and a
number of helpful young men are
rising among them."
*

MISCELLANEOUS
Says Dr. Cuthbert
WorldHall: ,. As from the
Evangelization midst of suffering,
error-stricken India I look back at the Church at
home, it seems to me as if the realiA Passion for
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zation of her duty to the world is
most imperfect and inadequate.
The perennial temptation of the
Church at home is to be satisfied
with her local prosperity and to be
immersed in her local interests.
Her world-view is deficient. Too
few of her members consider what
the stewardship of the Gospel
means as the Church has received
that Gospel from the pierced hands
of her Lord and Master. Too few
of her ministers have made it their
business so to study the world and
its neens as to acquire a world-wide
view and to be stirred with the
passion for world-evangelization."
A writer in the
North American
Review asserts that
manual training is almost as good
a preventative of crime as vaccination is of smallpox.
" What per Clint. of the prisoners
under your care have received any
manual training beyond some acquaintance with farming?" a Northern man asked the warden of a
Southern penitentiary.
" Not one per cent.," replied the
warden.
"Have you no mechanics in
prison? "
"Only one mechanic; that is, one
man who claims to be a housepainter."
"Have you any shoemakers?"
asked the visitor.
"Never had a shoemaker."
" Have you any tailors?"
"Never had a tailor."
" Any printers?"
"Never had a printer."
" Any carpenters?"
"Nevel' had a man in this prison
that could draw a straight line."
A Cure for
Crime

OBITUARY
Pastor
We are sorry to
Grove.Rasmussen learn of the death
of the honored
editor of the Dunsk and MissionBlad, Pastor Grove-Rasmussen.
He has held the editorship since
1882.
Pastor Rasmussen, in his
time, has also labored among his
countrymen in America.
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We often hear too much of the trials and self-denial of missionaries; we are repeatedly reminded of their perils and privations. Altho
to some extent and in some fields these are real, they are, nevertheless,
largely the sentimental background for pathetic pleas to awaken pity
or open the purse-strings of the emotional. The greatest difficulty
that besets the average missionary is ltim8elf. His real trials and privations are subjective, not objective. When Paul recounts the su1Ier~
ings of his ministry, he puts the climax to the long catalog by saying: "Beside those things which are without, that which cometh upon
me daily: the anxiety for all the churches." The sufferings of his soul
were the soul of his sufferings. Of the Mastel' Himself, we read:
" Then was Jesus led up of the spirit into the wilderness, to be tempted
of the devil"; it is no wonder, therefore, that of His brethren also it
is recorded, not only that "they had trial of cruel mockings and
scourgings of bonds and imprisonment," but that "they were tempted."
Solitude and isolation are the devil's favorite environment for hiH most
subtle temptations. He carne to Eve when she was alone, to Elijah
in the desert, to Christ in the wilderness.
Christ's temptation in the wilderness is not only typical of all
temptations in their various forms, bu t is specially typical, we believe,
of temptations that come to His ministers, His apostles, His missionaries. "He was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin ";
and because" He himself hath suffered being tempted, He is able to
snccor those that are tempted."
We might hesitate to compare the temptations of the missionary
with those which the Son of God endured and conquered were it not
that He told us: "As the Father hath sent Me, even so I send you."
We are sent not only to continue H'is work as prophet, but to endure
temptation such as He endured-tho on an infinitely lower plane, yet
equally real. In the great arena of Gospel conflict we "wrestle, not
against flesh and blood, but against the principalities, against the
powers, against the world-rnlers of this darkness, against spiritual
hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places." When we talk glibly of
., the evangelization of the world in this generation," we must not
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omit from the problem the awful fact that" the whole world lieth in
the Wicked One," and that the prince of this world is the devil. It is
a great, world-wide, spiritual conflict, without truce or armistice. The
Gibraltar of every mission station is the heart of its missionary, and
Satan knows it. When that- proves traitor, or capitulates, or makes a
compromise with the enemy, the day is won for the kingd'om of
darkness.
We propose to trace a resemblance between the threefold temptation of Christ and the three typical temptations that assail the missionary, to illustrate these temptations from the history or the
methods of missions, and to point out Christ's victory over each as the
only way of escape.
Distrust and Despair

I. The first temptation is to doubt God's providence and despair
of His promises. "If Thou be the Son of God, command that these
stones be made bread." "Thou still clingest to that vainglorious
confidence that Thou art the Son of God, carried away by those illusory scenes at the Jordan. Thou wast born in a stable-but Thou art
the Son of God! A carpenter's roof supplied Thee with a home, and
in the obscurity of a despicable town of Galilee Thou hast spent thirty
years-yet still Thou art the Son of God 1 Be it so. But, after that,
surely Thy days of trial should have an end. Why linger for weeks in
this desert, wandering among the wild beasts and craggy rocks, unhonored, unattended, unpitied, ready to starve? Is this befitting the Son
of God?"
In a similar way does doubt assail the missionary-distrust in God
and. despair of His love. And as the temptation, so is its occasion and
environment. There is a solemn contrast in every missionary's life
between the hour of farewell to the home land and that of arrival on
the field. One has only to read personal missionary correspondence
(not the printed reports), or the letters of Henry Martyn, for example,
to find abundant proof. Every missionary's diary will show it.
It is one thing, in the fervor of consecration and enthusiasm before
an assembled congregation, to feel hands laid on you, and to be set
apart to the work. (a work which makes you conscious of the heroic,
and this self-consciousness is fostered by sympathetic friends); it is a
day on the mount of transfiguration; on the next, you descend to the
Jewish rabble and the demoniac.
It is quite another thing to arrive on the field and find every circumstance and condition different from the ideal picture painted on
the imagination; to find your whole environment not only strange
(yea, often shocking), but to feel bitterly disappointed that things are
not ail you expected them to be. Yet this is the. experience of nearly
everyone, I believe, who goes out to the foreign :field; in a sense,
utterly opposite to the words of the Queen of Sheba: "The half had
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never been told." It is too often a one-sided picture that is drawn in
missionary books and reports. We are all sinners; and our reports are
too roseate. A recent writer says:
How hard it is for the missionary to be patient when his friends
at home are so impatient, and how great is the temptation to embellish the account of his annual labors. I fear there are grave scandals
connected with reports, but the fault lies with the subscribers rather
than with theomissionary agents. For the simple, pious folk who take
great interest in missionary enterprise, but who are entirely ignorant
of the circumstances of missionary work, the sun must always shine;
a cloud on the horizon is intolerable; this is, as it were, the condition
of their support. The result is the issue of reports positively grotesque
in their optimism, in which Scripture texts jostle strangely with
palpably exaggerated retrospects and forecasts.
To the missionary comes a sudden awakening as out of a dreama realistn that shocks the ideal as when a man falls upon a live electric wire. And the result-a spiritual desert and the tempter!
Yon have left civiliza.tion, and are now with the wild beasts. Home
and companionship are behind-you stand, or fall, by yourself. The
moral atmosphere is a miasma that oppresses, makes faint, stifles.
Yon learn for the first time from the window of the mission house
that the dark place~ of the earth are full of the habitations of cruelty.
You see the last verses of the first chapter of Romans in a daily panorama on the street. Yon are ignorant of the language, and yet are
surrounded by it; its horrid tentacles take hold of you like a devilfish on all sides; you do not look at the language, but it rises like a
monster and looks at you. You thought you came to lJreach, but find.
that you have come to wait (to wait in such a wi~derness I), and to
hunger and thirst for the privilege of preaching forty days and forty
nights. A horror of great darkness comes upon you, and the horror is
only the greater because you hide it in your bosom, and never whisper
it to. the committee at home or your fellow missionary. Except that
you find relief in prayer, your spiritual life becomes a desert.
Now, I ask you candidly, where could there be a better opportunity
for the Tempter? It is the supreme test.
At the London l\fissionary Oonference, Professor Drummond said:
I have met men in mission fields in different parts of the world who
muke zealous addresses at evangelistic meetings at home, who left for
their fields of labor laden with testimonials, but who becarneutterly
demoralized within a year's time. . .. I would say that the thing to
be certain of in picking a man for such a field as Africa, where the
strain upon a man's character is tremendous, and the strain upon his
spiritual life, owing to isolation, is even more tremendous, that we
mnst be snre that We are sending a man of character and heart morally
sound to the core.
0, Thou Son of God, who didst overcome for us, nerve Thy disciples
with such perfect trust, and make them to so live by the Word from
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the mouth of God that their moral fiber may endure the strain!
Under the awful weight the cables may stretch and swing and twist
and tremble, but while He holds them they can not snap asunder.
"Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that
fear Him. For He knoweth our frame, He remembereth that we are
dust." "Simon, Simon, behold Satan hath desired to have you, that
he may sift you as wheat, but I have prayed for thee that thy faith
fail not; and when thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren."
Presumptuously Testing God

II. The second temptation in the Gospel history is directly in contrast with the first. That was to doubt/ this is to pre8umption. " If
Thou be the Son of God, cast Thyself down, . . . for it is written."
Jesus had overcome the first temptation by simple, absolute trust.
This was the time to act upon this very trust as the occasion for the
temptation. "Cast thyself down," and trust in God. But, as Lange
says, " Jesus proves Himself victor over temptation a religious fanaticism which mistakes excitement for spiritual emotion." It was the
temptation to a faith without obedience, to a yrrtyer that shows no
self-surrender, and to action that has no warrant from on high. It
was the temptation to the use of the spectacular and sensational coordinate with a pseudo-faith in the miraculous interposition of God.
This sort of temptation also assails the missionary. It comes most
often in the time of spiritual exaltation. "The devil taketh Him up
into the Holy City, and setteth Him on the pinnacle of the temple."
It comes to the missionary both at home and when in the field. If
the shafts of whispered doubt and despair do not pierce the breastplate, perhaps an arrow from behind may find its way through the
joints of the harness. . The tempter argues: "Because you arc a missionary (one sent of God) He will care for you-your body as well as
your soul. Tho you place yourself on the pinnacle of a moral precipice and cast yourself down, He will give His allgels charge concerning
thee, and in their hands they shall bear thee up, lest thou dash thy
foot against a stone." You are a mi88ionary, not one of the common
lot of Christians-a higher consecration is yours-yours is a life fully
surrendered to God. Surrender it yet more! It is His life and He
will care for it, no matter what risks you take. Remember the special
promise to missionaries; it is written: "They shall take up serpents,
and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt them; they shall
lay hands on the sick and they shall recover." Depending on this
promise, it is impossible to take typhoid fever, tho yon drink swamp
water in West Africa; and" the snn shall not smite thee by,day," tho
you carry no umbrella in the tropics. Those who hedge themselves
about with comforts and precautions, who carry medicine-chests and
water-filters and luxuries are showing a sinful want of faith.
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Such is one form of this temptation: and just because the external
features of it are spectacular and sensational, the crowd is attracted,
and the missionary that yields to the temptation becomes a hero if not
It martyr. It is easy to find onlookers when we advertise that we will
cast ourselves down from some temple pinnacle.
A few years ago a party of American missionaries lauded at Sierra
T...eone; two of their main principles were faith-healing and pentecostal gifts of tongues; no medicines were to be taken, no grammars
or dictionaries made use of. 'rhe party was attacked by malignant
fever; two died, refusing quinine. When the garrison surgeon called
on the survivors, he found their minds fixed not to take medicine.
Other similar cases could be quoted from recent mission history. A
band of zealous workers, under the same delusion, were dashed to pieces
at Aden before they reached their destination, East Africa; this happened only two years ago. An independent missionary in the Persian
Gulf, some three years ago, who was an earnest Christian, came holding similar views, and with the idea of crossing the Arabian peninsula
in the heat of summer, a chest of Bibles his only outfit; needless
to say, he did not succeed. This temptation is very insiduous, and
creeps in when and where we least expect it. Alas! it finds endorsement in some missionary societies. Whether called by a fairer or more
attractive name than faith-cure, it belongs often (we dare not say
always) to the same category. Certainly this theory stultifies the wonderful agency of medical missions; if a person can pray over the sick,
anoint them with oil, and trust to miracle-faith for all sorts of cure,
there is no use in costly hospitals or an army of physicians.
Again, there seems to be a belief in some quarters that missionaries
should become ascetics in order to evangelize successfully. But is it
not the same temptation under another cloak?
The World's Gospel Union, of Kansas City, not long ago issued
the following statement:
For some years we have believed tha,t there was no hope that the
world would ever be evangelized by salaried preachers and missionaries,
and one of the foundation-stones of our movement has been that the
laborers should in reality follow Jesus in the giving up of all things for
His name and for their needy brethren, and go forth to a life of trust in
God, and, if need be, of hardship and suffering. We are also reminded
that what have become to be generally understood to be the necessities
and comforts for the body are not always essential or helpful in the matter of spiritual power and blessing to the world, and we desire to keep
before our eyes the words of the great apostle, "Even unto this present
hour we both hunger, and thirst, and are naked, and are buffeted, and
have no certain dwelling-place," and to remember that, the "Captain of
our salvation was made perfect through suffering."

Now, however much we admire such zeal (and it is worthy of
admiration), it is not according to knowledge. These are not sound
missionary principles. With all respect for the earnest men who
wrote them, we can not but believe that such a method is presumpelectronic file created by cafis.org
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tion, and that those who stand on this platform unwittingly stand on
a pinnacle, and are in danger of tempting God.
In all nature we see God's wise provision against heat and cold and
exposure. "Oonsider the lilies how they grow," and the beasts of the
field how' they are clad. God did not put the polar bear on the
Kongo, nor the hippopotamus in the heart of Arabia. The animal is
adapted to his environment. The beaver builds his house according
to the severity of the winter and the depth of the stream. Brutes
take no risks on their health. Lambs are provided with wool, and it
is a lie that God tempers the winu to the shorn lamb. He does not
need to temper His wind, because He does not shear the lamb.
'fhe apostle Paul took care of his body, altho he professed to die
daily. He traveled from Jerusalem to Illyricum evangelizing and
planting churches, and yet sent back for the cloak which he left at
'froas, lest he take cold in the damp Mamertine prison of Rome. He
was abstemious, and sacrificed everything to win Ohrist and preach
Him crucified, and yet he told his helper, Timothy, "Drink no longer
water, but use a little wine for thy stomach's sake and thine often
infirmities." When he suffered shipwreck and came onshore drenched,
he did not sit down to hold a prayer-meeting or take rheumatism on
cold Melita, but rushed about to kindle a fire, and gathered brushwood to make the blaze big. His was not only "the spirit of love and
of power, but of a sound mind." The Son of Man was not an ascetic;
He came eating and drinking. Our bodies are the temples of the
Holy Ghost, and must not be allowed to fall into decay or, before
. God's time, to hang together in such a dilapidated state that they are
unworthy of the heavenly tenant.
The churches at home may need a diet of martyred missionaries to
stimulate their missionary appetite, or to awaken their apathy, but
the Ohurch abroad can only be built up if the missionaries are alive.
If the Jesuit missionaries of South America had believed in faith-cure
the world would be without ipecacuanha and quinine, which they first
discovered and brought into blessed use for the Kingdom of God.
Roman Oatholic missions have much to repent of, but they have never
been guilty in modern days of that kind of faith·healing which ends
in the premature sacrifice of valuable lives.
A third possible form of this temptation comes in the matter of
missionary support. Here we tread on delicate ground. The whole
question is still under discussion and, we may say, under experiment.
But let one instance suffice to show how near the precipice of presumption such faith sometimes walks.
About seven years ago a man came to Syria from North Africa
with new missionary ideas .. His theory was that modern missions are
a failure because we depart from New Testament principles and practise, that the Divine order of work is laid down in Matthew, tenth
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chapter (without purse, scrip, change of raiment), and that the only
missionaries whom God blesses are the «free-lances" who live on the
Lord's bounty. This Matthew X. mission began work at Mogador, in
Morocco. After a short time The Reaper, their missionary organ,
reported: "Since we hal'e not received snpernatural power in this
ml:ssion (at least, to perform miracles of healing, as the apostles did),
we believe it is incumbent on ns to do what we can by medical skill
and the use of natural means . . . the discontinnance of the title,
, Matthew X. Missionaries' leaves us free to take action in this direction," . . . and so on. This open abandonment of the original idea
plainly indicates wha.'t we may expect in other similar cases.
Mrs. Grattan Guinness contributed a very wise paper on the whole
subject in Regions Beyond (1891), and speaks from sad experience:
In China and India self-support is scarcely possible unless Englishmen care to compete with natives who can live on two or three pence
a day. Missionaries must either be supported by the natives or from
home; but in Central Africa the thing is simply impossible, if rapid
and effective evangelizing is to be attempted.
(To be concluded)

A FEW WORDS ON MOHAMMEDANISM *
BY THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Mohammedanism is a field of missionary effort which has thus far
proved more impenetrable and invincible than any other. This whole
subject seems to demand a careful review, in order that we may understand what the obstacles are, and have some conception of the methods
by which these barriers are to be surmounted.
There are five requisites for every true Moslem:
First, The Creed. which is very brief but comprehensive: "There
is no God but Allah, and Mohammed is his prophet."
Second, Prayer. Every Moslem is bound to offer up prayer five
times a day-at daybreak, midday, afternoon, sunset, and one hour
and a half after sunset. The times are indicated by a public crier, or
muezzin. After the call the Moslem may perform his prayers at any
decent place, spreading his prayer-rug under him, but on Fridays th'ey
are to be performed in a mosque. They use a kind of rosary, devoutly
reciting the ninety-nine attributes of God, followed by the name of
God itself, according to the one hundred balls strung on a coral
string.
Third, Fasting. This continnes through the entire month of
Ramadan; there must be fasting all day, from sunrise to sunset, but
the Moslem may feast all night, from sunset to sunrise.
* We have arranged for a series of articles by eminent missionaries to Moslems, In which
they will give their Vlew of the main characteristics of Islam and how to cOIlquer it.-EDITORS.
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Fourth, Pilgrimage to Mecca (or the Hadj).
Almsgiving. Every Moslem who is not abjectly poor must
give the fortieth part of his property to his poorer fellow Moslems.
One great obstacle to the vatlquishment of this system is that we
have to encounter the fanaticism of the Moslem. For this fanaticism
there are several strong reasons:
(1) The fact that the origin of the system of Islam is to be traced
to thp. idolatry and image worship, which prevailed among the Ohristians of the sixth century, when Mohammerlanism had its rise. 1'he
Ohurch had then relaxed into an almost Pagan idolatry, and God permitted this system to grow up to be the sconrge of the idolatrous
Ohurch, just as He used captivity to cure the Jews of the idolatries
which had crept in.
(2) The Moslem faith claims to be the only true religion, and a
part of its creed is the duty of the extermina>ion of all others as a
matter of duty. The Mohammedan considers that the truth has been
revealed to him, in order that he may wage war against all other faiths
as forms of fatal error.
(3) The repeated conquests by Ohristians in all parts of the earth
threaten to destroy and wipe out Mohammedanism altogether if its
onward march is not arrested; hence, the Mohammedan feels bound to
resist Christianity, and, if possible, exterminate Christians.
(4) Mohammed set the example, in his later crusades against the
invaders, by offering the acceptance of the faith or its only alternative-death by the sword; so that his followers feel that they approximate nearest to loyalty and fidelity to their leader by following the
example of his intolerance.
(5) The system is fatalistic. The Mohammedan is taught that
everything is decreed by Allah, and that if he is doomed to die, it is a
doom which can not he escaped; therefore, he meets whatever comes
with a sort of stolid stoicism.
(6) Such rewards are promised to those who die on the battlefield in the defense of their faith, that in many cases a devout Musselman courts death rather than avoids it.
But there is another class of obstacles which meet us in the campaign against Mohammedanism:
1. In the first place, the Christian missionary usually finds among
Mohammedans total abstinence in the use of intoxicants, which contrasts painfully and disastrously with the drunkenness which prevllils among men from Ohristian nations.
2. He finds among the followers of Mohammed a hatred of idolatry. Their faith lllay be corrupt, but their practise in this roopect
is pure, and contrasts again very strongly, for example, with the
obvious idolatry and image worship prevailing jn papal churches, and
also largely permeating even Protestant bodies in a modified form.
F~fth,
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:3. 'rhe similarity of Mohammedanism to Christianity in so many
respects makes aggressive campaign work among Moslems very difficult. For example, the Moslem recognizes among his sacred books the
Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Gospels, together with the Koran;
he acknowledges the Old Testament patriarchs and saints as genuine,
and even elevates the Lord Jesus .Christ to a high position as a prophet,
only insisting that Mohammed is greater than all of them put
together.
Some such difficulties as these will at least in part account for the
fact that thus far so little progress has been made in securing converts from Islam. Other features of the problem will be considered
in subsequent numbers.

THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR AND CHRISTIAN
MISSIONS IN THE EAST
BY REV. HOMER B. HULBERT, SEOUL, KOREA
Editor of The Korea Review

History is said to be addicted to the bad habit of repeating itself,
bu t is it not as often true that it reverses itself? In the middle ages
the Golden Horde of the Mongols swept the whole of Asia into the
fist of Kublai Khan, and then, setting its ruthless foot across the
boundary, impinged upon Christendom. '['he whole of Europe stood
aghast at the imminence of the pagan peril, and all good men banded
together to avert the scourge. The right-minded applauded this
attempt to dam the stream of barbarism that was pouring in from the
Far East. The Mongols had no cause except thirst for conquest, blind
greed for universal dominion. It trampled on all justice and civilization, made rapine its handmaiden and lust its councillor. It was
heathendom against Christendom.
To-day we see a mighty conquest going on from west to east
across the same meridians that heard the hoof-beats of the Golden
Horde. This is a so-called Christian nation reaching out after the
heathen East. She has eaten her way eastward across the continent
of Asia, breaking down the opposition of the weak native tribed, only
to weld them into instruments of further aggression. At last she finds
herself face to face with the real civilizations of the Far East, where
Buddhism, the cult most affected by the Mongols, still holds sway,
and she knocks at the d~ors of these peoples in the same way and for
identically the same reasons that the Mongols screamed their insulting
summons across the Danube. History has indeed reversed itself.
If we turn to ask the opinion of the civilized world, we see the
astonishing spectacle of a great majority of Christian people applauding the attitude of Japan in calling a halt to the aggressions of
the Muscovite - Japan, which is to-day a stronghold a Buddhism!
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They wish her to overcome and drive back the Russian, and make it
forever impossible for Russia to achieve a dominant interest in the Far
East. There must be some good reason for this almost universal championing of Japan's cause-a cause which is recognized to be Korea's
and Ohina's as well. .
It is not because Ohristian people want to see Buddhism triumph
over Christianity, but because they see that Japan, Buddhist tho she
is, has brought forth better fruit than Russia, with her corrupt type
of Ohristianity. They see that pure religion has freer course in Japan
than in Russia, and that t.here is more hope of a speedy evangelization
of the great East under Japanese sway, or even as it is now, than there
would be if Russia should gain control.
What true Ohristianity has always demanded is freedom of thought
and opinion in religious matters. She demands an " open door" and
free competition. She is willing to stand or fall by a fair test. It
was this demand for an intellectual open door that cost true Ohristianity so many sanguinary persecutions in the past. Now, Japan
has granted that open door, and has given to every man the right to
subscribe to whatever form of religious faith he may please. But in
Russia this first great essential to progress is lacking. Religion is
regulated by the state. Freedom of choice in matters of faith is practically unknown.
But there are many people who care little for the religious aspects
,of the question. It is still easier to see why they should side with
,Japan in this struggle. Russia is fighting to retain a false position.
:She has no moral ground on which to stand, and while the public is
[said to have no conscience, it still remains true that it can be readily
:swayed by a moral argument. The press of the world to-day is evidence enough that the moral rectitude of Japan's contention is a strong
argument in her favor among the masses.
Again, while Japan can not be said to be a Ohristian nation, she is
a strenuous advocate of those enlightened products which we deem to
be the results of a Ohristian civilization. She forms an unique experiment. The world is waiting to see whether, having put OIl the
garments of Ohristian enlightenment, she will grow into them and fill
them out. She will either do so or she will cut the garment down to
fit her Asiatic form. Most people believe that she will do the former,
and it is this which fosters the idea that the East is safer in her hands
-than in Russia's.
We shall find one cause of Japan's moral superiority to Russia in
the fact that she has passed through all the phases of feudalism, while
Russia has taken only occasional lessons in that preparatory school to
enlightenment. Every enlightened country to-day owes her liberal
government to that school of feudalism, and the degree of enlightenment attained by any people is in direct ratio to the completeness with
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which they workild out the feudal idea. In those countries of southern Europe, where the centralizing influence of the Roman Church
checked the development of the full feudal principle, we find a lower
type than in some northern lands, where it was allowed to work out its
legitimate results. In Russia there has never been even a moderaie
development of the feudal spirit. She resembles Ohina in this respect, for in that country there have been times when the population
was broken up into separate states, thus giving rise to the notion that
feudalism existed; but it was no such feudalism as that of Germany"
or France, or England, in which the people came to understand that,
they, and no other, were the ultimate court of appeal. Nor can it be
said that Japanese feudalism developed the consciousness that the individual is the social unit, and that in the last analysis the people
must decide their own destiny; but we can say with confidence that
it fostered a feeling of personal loyalty to a local overlord, which
needed only an incentive to be transferred to the central government
and blossom into what we believe to be true patriotism, and a feeling
of personal responsibility for the honor and well-being of the "state.
And so when the ripe time arrived Japanese nationality came forth
full-winged, like a butterfly from a cocoon. Fortunately, the standard
set before her was the best product of Protestant Ohristian civilization, and a strenuous effort was made, and is being made, to live up
to that standard. There has been a constant effort to discover the
way in which the native Buddhism can be worked over so as to prove
its right to exist in the white light of these new days. To the thinking Japanese this has been a lamentable failure, and Buddhism is
looked upon as a worn-out superstition; but the Buddhist clergy have
made a desperate attempt to repopularize the cult by appealing to the
fervid national feeling and pride of the people, and by tacking to it
some of the methods of aggressive Ohristianity. But Buddhism is
essentially pessimistic, and the attempt to adapt it to the strenuousness of the new Japan is like trying to change a requiem into a triumphal march without changing the notes. There is all the differ-·
ence between the minor and the major keys.
As soon as the advocates of Buddhism learn that this is an impossible
feat, Christianity in its present form, or in some other and, it is hoped.
equally evangelical form, will gain the day. The Japanese are done
with shams, and just as they pierced the thin shell of Korea's empty
declaration of neutrality, so in time they will throwaway the empty
husk of Buddhism. It is the general opinion among thinking men
that Japan is desperately determined to find the truth at any cost, and
it is this which makes them side with non-Ohristian Japan against socalled Ohristian Russia.
We remember the two sons whom their
father ordered to go and work. One of them' said he would go, but
went not; the other said he would not go, 'bu t went.
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A short time since it Was our fortune to be in Moscow. In the
most sacred shrine in the Kremlin lay the bodies of the patriarchs,
each in his sarcophagus. The bodies were covered with heavy giltembroidered robes, but where the robe covered the forehead a round
hole had been cut and a portion of the skull was exposed. Everyone
of the crowd of hungry, ragged, straw-shod pilgrims that streamed
continually through the building stooped and kissed this loathsome
spot with passionate fanaticism. The exposed disc of skull and the
surrounding garment were fairly reeking from the contact of a million
unwashed faces and unkempt beards. It was a more repulsive spectacle than any to be seen at Nikko, or Nara, or Miajima.
It is because Mohammedanism gives Christ a place, albeit a second
place, that makes the follower of the prophet the bitterest enemy of
Christianity; and in some such way, but to a lesser extent, the mummery of the Greek Church forms a bar to true progress.
The Effect on Korea

An this makes the present struggle one of vital moment to those
who have Christian missions at heart. Korea is known as one of the
most hopeful fields for the lJropagation of Christianity in the world.
There are many more Americans interested in this than in the development of trade in this land. They are asking what the effect of
the war will be upon this flourishing work. There can be but one
answer. The Protestant Christian missions in Korea have everything
to hope from Japanese success. It will mean a well-administered
Korean government, where Christian people will not be discriminated
against, where there will be entire freedom of religious belief, and an
added incentive to self-improvement. Education will be reinstated
in its rightful position, and the people will be encouraged to take an
intelligent interest in the world at large. All of these things manifestly work directly in the interests of Christian missions.
If Russia should gain control of Korea it is not easy to say what
would happen, but of oue thing we may be sure: after the adoption
by the United States of sllch a friendly attitude toward Japan, and
the opposition that has been shown toward Russian aggression in
Manchuria, by urging and secnring the opening of two ports to foreign
trade in that province, it seems certain that Russia wonld see to it that
every American was removed from the peninSUla at the earliest possible
moment. Judging by the policy adopted by Russia elsewhere, we fear
that she would make short work of Protestant missions, and would
hold the Korean populace as an exclusive field for the propagandism
of the Greek Church, which seems to flourish best where ignorance
furnishes a soil fitted to the growth of superstition.
Despite the disturbance caused in northern Korea by the op~ra
tions of the war, the missionary work has gone on without serlOUS
interruption. In some case~ the Ch~istians had to. find refuge in ~is
tant monntain retreats, but III so domg they carned the Word wlth
them, and now that the tide of war has passed on, it is found that
this scattering of the seed is to bring forth fruit.
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A PAN-RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE IN JAPAN
BY JOSEPH COSAND, TOKIO, JAPAN
Missionary of the Friends' Missionary Society, 1881>-1900; United Brethren, 1901-

Representatives from the three great religions in Japan-Shintoism, Buddhism, and Christianity-met in Tokio on May 16th, to discuss the relation of the Russo-Japanese war to religion. This meeting
was the first of its kind to be so much as thought of in Japan.
The Japanese government has, in various ways, thoughtfully taken
pains to make it known to the public that the object of the war is for
the safety of the empire and the peace of the East. This announcement has seemed necessary, lest some misguided or malicious persons
-native and foreign-should think that, since Japan is a so-called
non-Christian land and Russia a recognized Christian nation, this is a
war of heathenism; or Buddhism, against Ohristianity. On both sides
of the struggle this idea has been ventilated, and, if unchecked, it
might lead to much harm to Christian missions in Japan. The Greek
Ohurch especially would be likely to suffer, and it might also endanger
the lives and property of Ohristians. On the other hand, it would be
likely to create a prejudicial sentiment against Japan in the West
among those nations whose good esteem she has, and which she most
highly prizes. Ill-informed and irresponsible representatives of other
religions in the East are apt to say: " Now is the opportunity for us
to strike a deadly blow at Ohristianity." A similar spirit of antagonism is manifested against Japan among some Westerners under the
guise of "The Yellow Peril." This falsehood seeks to make it appear
that Japan is disqualified by race and religion from attaining to Western standards of morality and religion, and. consequently, will eventually come forward as the leader of Asiatic races and the opponent of
Ohristianity to conquer the Ohristian nations of Europe and the world.
Thus it was a significant event that representatives from the several religions were able to meet on a common ground and amicably
discuss the subject. Each delegate was given a small bow and pin, as
a token that he was entitled to be present. The hall soon filled to
overflowing. and the gates were ordered to be closed to prevent overcrowding.
Shintoists, Buddhists, and Ohristians addressed the meeting, and
also the Governor and Mayor of 'Tokio. No discordant note was heard
among them. Rev. Kodo Kozaki, ex-President of the Doshisha, was
one of the Christian speakers. The foreigners were represented by
Dr. James Imbrie, of the Meiji Gakuin.
One point strongly emphasized by Dr. Imbrie was the freedom of
religious belief and worship granted to the people by the Japanese
Oonstitution. He said, in substance:
It is very easy for us to profess that the present war has no conneeelectronic file created by cafis.org
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tion with the subject of religion, but if asked to prove our assertion, what
reply could we give? For answer, I would refer to the Constitution.
One article of the Constitution given to the nation by the emperor
grants religious freedom. That Constitution is inviolable. It must
stand forever. If the government is waging a war against or in the
interest of a religion, it is trampling under foot the Constitution. That
it can not do. This fact is of itself sufficient proof that the war has not
for its object an attack on any religion.

All representatives present were requested to secure as wide a circulation among their own people as possible of the following resolution, which was adopted at the meeting:
Resolution adopted at a meeting of representatives of all religions in
Japan, held at the Chukon Shido Kaikwan, Tokio, on the sixteenth day
of the fifth month, thirty-seventh year of Meiji (May 16, 19(4):
The war now existing between Japan and Russia has for its object,
on the part of Japan, the security of the empire and the permanent
peace of the East. It is carried on in the interests of justice, humanity,
and the civilization of the world. With differences between races or
religions it has nothing whatever to do. "\Ve therefore, meeting together
without distinction of race or religion, agree that we will endeavor to
publish to the world, each in a manner accordant with the methods
observed in the religious body to which he belongs, the real purpose of
the present war as now described. We also express a most earnest desire for the speedy accomplishment of an honorable peace.

WHAT INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IS DOING FOR
THE NEGRO*
BY REV. H. B. FRISSELL, D.D., HAMPTON, VIRGINIA
Principal of Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute

I have been asked to write on the results of the industrial training
of negroes. It is important, first, to understand what is meant by
industrial training. In slavery days industrial training of a certain
sort was given on the plantations. 'fhe men who received instruction in carpentry, blacksmithing, and other trades were a superior
class of negroes. This training affected their economic value. I
recently looked over a bill of sale of thirty slaves who were sold in
Oha~leston in 1857. It was interesting to observe that the common
laborer brought between $300 and MOO, while carpenters brought as
much as $1,065. The negro mechanics were, as a rule, also superior
morally. Oonsiderable freedom was allowed them. They were often
hired out by their masters, and in many cases secured their own free-_
dom. It is an interesting fact that many of the older negroes who
have come out of slavery, and have become successful since the war,
have been of that class. The industrial training which these men
* These articles will be followed by three on "What the North is DOing for the Negro."
"What the South is Doing for the Negro," and "What the Negro is Doing for the Negro."EDITORS.
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received was largely that of the hands alone, with little or no education of any other kind.
The sort of training which General Armstrong endeavored to give
to the children of the ex-slaves, and which the Hampton school and
its outgrowths are still tryiug to provide, is well stated by Dr. M. E.
Sadler, of London, in his admirable monograph on "The Education
of the Colored Race." He says:
The new work was not to provide industrial training alone. It was
to be no mere revival of the benevolently patronizing idea which had had
too large a place in the plans of those who, in former generations, had
started schools of industry for the laboring poor. Nor, on the other
hand, was it to provide the opposite evil-the flashy, superficial, bookish
instruction of the type which was only too attractive to the colored race.
Nor yet again was it to be nothing more than a skilful blend of these
two elements of literary and industrial productiveness, and (in the narrower sense of the words) economic well-being. General Armstrong's
greatness lay in his fusing together two separate and apparently conflicting ideals of primary education-the literary ideal and the industrial
ideal. He wove together the threads of two traditions into one cord.
But the power through which he did this work was a moral power. His
sympathy gave insight into their weakness as well as confidence in their
strength. He knew that they needed discipline, right surroundings, an
atmosphere of hard work for the sake of duty, training in the bearing of
responsibility, protection against the temptations of a shallow sort of
politics, a new sense of the dignity of labor, the stimulus of noble example, autere restraint of the emotions, exact training in verbal expression,
a morally uplifting sense of being able honestly to earn a good and
respectable living by the practise of a useful trade; but, above all, leaders
whom they could love and trust and admire, and the esprit de corps
which comes from membership of a great institution devoted to other
than self-regarding ends.

The kind of industrial education for which the Hampton school
stands produces some very definite results. First, it develops character. The struggle toward self-support which the school requires, the
regular hours of labor combined with study, military drill, and religious instruction, unite to make strong characters of the young men
and women who are placed nnder its care. Second, it produces economic independence. No graduate of Hampton becomes a drag on
the community to which he or she goes. The young men, with their
knowledge of agriculture and the trades, become self-supporting citizens. The young women, with their knowledge of teaching, of cooking, of sewing, and of other household work, are eagerly sought for as
instructorl-l in public and private schools, as home-makers, or for
domestic service. The graduates of such industrial schools as Hampton
are not only able to help themselves, but are able to help others toward
self-support. Hampton's record of returned students shows that 65
per cent. of those who have learned trades are either practising or
teaohing them. Eighty-seven per cent. of· the school's graduates are
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known to be profitably employed. Many are leauers in business. A
building and loan association, largely controlled by Hampton graduates, illustrates the sort of work done by many others in helping the
colored people to buy lands and get homes. It commenced business
in 1889, with twelve stockholders and eighteen shares of stock. It has
grown, until now it has 636 stockholders owning 2,212 shares and a
paid-in stock of $105,000, of which the colored people alone own
$75,000. More than $200,000 have been loaned to the c?lored people
of the vicinity, and over 350 pieces of property have been acquired and
homes built through its aid.
As showing further the results of practical industrial training like
that given at Hampton, the case might be cited of a young clergyman

ILU[ING PRACTICAL FA.RMERS AT HAMPTON INSTITUTE

who obtained the idea of making the Kingdom of God come in better,
cleaner homes. He had a little church one mile outside the City of
Portsmouth, Virginia. Here he started a model negro settlement.
With the aid of others, he bought thirty acres of land, divided it into
building lots, and commenced to sell to colored people working in
Norfolk and Portsmouth. When the settlement began, $500 would
have bought all the property owned by the colored people there. They
now own over 125 buildings. costing from $350 to $2,500 each. Over
300 colored people live in this settlement, and there has never been a
saloon in the town or an arrest for crime.
In tide-water Virginia there are twelve counties where over 80
per cent. of the negro farmers own and manage their own land. In
one of the counties, where the representatives of a certain industrial
school are most numerous, 90 per cent. of the negro farmers own and
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manage their land. In this particular county, as in many others
where these graduates have gone, the relations between the whites and
blacks are of the best. For more than five years no negro has gone
from this county to the state penitentiary, and the migration to the
cities has almost completely ceased. The following figures have recently been obtained from a representative of the United States Department of Agriculture at Washington, as showing the increase of
assessed acreage owned by colored people. While this increase can
not be a1tog~ther attributed to industrial education obtained in certain schools of the State, there is no doubt that these schools have had
much influence in the matter. There WaS an increase of 435,000

TUSKEGEE STUDENTS BUILDING THEIR OHAPEL

acre3 owned by negroes and assessed by the State of Virginia between
the years 1891 and 1902. This is equivalent to an increase of 61.5 per
cent. In the same period the assessed value of buildings on land had
increased from $1,393,766 to $2,626,580-a gain of 88 per cent. There
has been between th ese dates a gain of two-thirds in lands and build ings owned by colored people. It is interesting also to note that this
increase of land is not among the old negroes brought up in slavery,
but among the young who have received their training in the schools.
There have been fewer migrations from the country to the cities of
the State within the time mentioned among the blacks than among
the whites.
It would be easy to show the effect of the industrial training of
negro girls by citing example.'! of improved homes where they have
gone. One young woman, a graduate of one of the larger industrial
schools, became a pioneer in teaching sewing and cooking in the pubelectronic file created by cafis.org
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lic schools of her own city. She has helped to train a large number
of teachers of cooking and sewing, has started mothers' meetings and
village improvement societies, and is one of the teachers of the Southern Industrial Classes, by means of which lessons in cooking, sewing,
gardening, and housework have been given to thousands of children
in Virginia.
In a recent number of the Atlantic Monthly, Dr. Booker T. Washington, who is a graduate of one industrial school and the founder of
another, and therefore well qualified to judge of the value of industrial
education, declares that it has had more influence than any other one
agency in bringing together the North and the South, the blacks and the
whites. He believes that the Southern and General Education Boards
would never have been possible except for the industrial schools. He
contends that it has drawn the attention of the people away from politics to the improvement of homes and land-a work in which whites
and blacks can cooperate. In his book, "Up From Slavery," he shows
how the starting of the brick-kiln by the Tuskegee School established
business relations between the whites and blacks of that community;
how the blacksmith and carpenter shops and printing-office tended to
confirm those relations, and how this industrial school, because it was
of service to the community, made itself respected, and so helped in
the solution of the race problem. Tuskegee's history has been repeated in a smaller way through all the South, and the negro industrial
school has thus helped to bring an answer to one of the most important questions which this or any other country has to solve-how the
rich and the poor, the employer and the employee, the black and
white, can live together in harmony and mutual helpfulness.

WHAT INTELLECTUAL TRAINING IS DOING FOR
THE NEGRO*
BY W. E. BURGHARDT DU BOIS, PH.D., ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
Author of "The Soul of the Black Folk"

How easily one generation forgets the problems of its fathers! We
call it still the negro problem, and yet it has changed its form in every
decade. Our fathers asked, Can the negro be educated ? We are asking, How shall the negro be educated? The very asking of this latter
question shows that the former has been answered. We still differ as
to the objects and extent of the training that ought to be given to the
negroes, but no sane man to-day questions of their ability to be
educated. Indeed, how can it be~questioned? Compare the statistics
of illiteracy. They are crude measurements of knowledge, and yet
they have their value. In 1870, just after emancipation, four-fifths of
• This article is based largely on Atlanta University Publications, No.6 (" The Negro
Common School "), to which publication those wishing further information are referred.
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the negroes ten years old and over could not read and write. Ten
years later this was reduced to seven-tenths, in 1890 to 57 per cent.,
and ill 1900 to 44.5 per cent. If we had not been so busy discussing
Mr. Roosevelt's dinner list in recent years, we would have hailed the
educational returns of the twelfth census with a chorus of generous
approval for colored people, for to-day, for the first time in history,
the majority of American negroes can read and write. The exact figures particularly for the South are of great interest:
STATES

I Illiterate colored persons ove1' nine years old
1870

1880

1890

1900

District of Columbia ....
Missouri. ...............
West Virginia .........
Florida ...... _...........
Maryland .... ...........
Delaware ................
Arkansas ............
Texas ....................
Tennessee ...............
K~nt.uc;ky ..............
Virginia.................
North Carolina ..........
Mississippi ..............
South Carolina ..........
Georgia .................
Alabama ................
Louisiana ...............

70.5
72.7
74.4
84.1
69.5
71.3
81.2
88.7
82.4
83.8
88.9
84.8
87.0
81.1
92.1
88.1
85.9

48.4 •
53.9
55.0
707
59.6
57.5
75.0
75.4
71.7
70.4
73.2
77.4
75.2
78.5
81.6
80.6
79.1

35.0
41.7
44.4
50.6
49.5
53.5
52.5
54.2
55.9
52.7
60.1
60.9
64.1
67.3
69.1
72.1

24.2
28.0
32.3
38.5
35.2
38.1
43.0
38.2
41.6
40.1
44.6
47.6
49.1
52.8
52.3
57.4
61.1

United States ...........

79.9

70.0

57.1

44.5

-50.1

I
!

I

I

I

I

Nor is this solely the result of the nation's generosity to the freedmen. In the first place, the nation did all it could to keep negroes
ignorant in the earlier years, and, in the second place, the public-school
system of the Sou tit is the child of those very negro governments
which it is the fashion now to dam 11. The tale is not too old to tell:
Alabama, in 1832, fined anyone teaching negroes to "spell, read, or
write," $250 to $500.
Georgia, in 1770, fined such persons £20, and in 1829 declared:
If any slave, negro, or free person of color, or any white person, shall
teach any other slave, negro, or free person of color, to read or write
either written or printed characters, the same free person of color or
slave shall be punisherl by fine and whipping, or fine or whipping, at the
discretion of the court; and if a white person so offend, he, she, or they
shall be punished with a fine not exceeding $500 and imprisonment in
the common jail, at the discretion of the court.
Louisiana, in 1830, provided imprisonment from one to twelve months
for such malefactors.
Missouri, in 1847, passed an act saying that "No person shall keep
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or teach any school for the instruction of negroes or mulattoes in reading
or writing in this State."
North Oarolina prohibited negro schools in 1835, and South Oarolina
did the same by her acts of
1740, 1800, and 1833.
Virginia prohibited all
teaching of negroes in
1831.
The Northern States,
too, either impeded or gave
no encouragement to the
teaching of negroes in the
early half of the nineteenth century.

Thus untrained, and
suddenly, violently, thrust
into freedom and respon,
THE OLD
sibility, what did these
TypIcal home of an Ignorant Southern negro
Many
black men do?
things, without doubt, extravagant and wrong. But Some things they
did do well, as Albion W. Tourgee has so clearly shown:
They instituted a public-school system in a region where public
schools had been unknown. They opened the ballot-box and jury-box to
thousands of white men who had been debarred from them by a lack of
earthly possessions. They introduced home rule into the South. They
abolished the whipping-post, the branding-iron, the stocks, and other
barbarous forms of punishment which had up to that time prevailed.
They reduced capi~al felonies from about twenty to two or three. In an
age of extravagance, they were extravagant in the sums appropriated for
public works. In all that
time no man's rights of
person were invaded under
the forms of law.

Thomas E. Miller, a
negro member of the late
Oonstitutional Oon vention of South Carolina,
said:
The gentleman from
Edgefield (Mr. Tillman)
THE NEW
speaks of the piling up
The cottage that Is tainng the place of the old log cahln
among poor but educated Southern negroes
of the State debt, of jobbery and peculation during the period between 1869 and 1873 in South Oarolina; but he has no
found voice eloquent enough, nor pen exact enough, to mention those
imperishable gifts bestowed upon South Oarolina between 1873 and 1876
by negro legislators-the laws relative to finance, the building of penal
and charitable institutions, and, greatest of all, the establishment of the
public-school system. Starting as infants in legislation in 1869, many
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wise measures were not thought of, many injudicious acts were passed.
But in the administration of affairs for the next four years, having
learned by experience the result of bad acts, we immediately passed
reformatory laws touching every department of State, county, municipal, and town governments. These enactments are to-day upon the
statute-books of South Carolina. They stand as living witnesses of the
negro's fitness to vote and legislate upon the rights of mankind.

Altho recent researches have shown in the South some germs of a
public-school system before the war, there can be no reasonable doubt
but what common school instruction in the South, in the modern sense
of the term, was founded by tl).e Freedmen's Bureau and missionary
societies, and that the State public-school systems were formed mainly
by negro reconstruction governments.
But a public-school system without teachers is a body without a
head. Whence were the teachers coming for the negro schools? Not
from the white North, for, try as they might, they could send but a
few; not from the white South. Negroes themselves must teach
themselves. "Oould they?" asked the nation. The negro answered
with thirty thousand black teachers in charge of two million school
children a single generation after emancipation. Not only is this
true, but the negro contributed largely to the support of their own
schools. Their schools in the South cost about five millions in 1899;
of this they contributed in direct and indirect taxes nearly four
millions, if we may trust the estimates of the Sixth Atlanta Oonference.
The cost of white and negro schools in the Southern States may
be summarized as follows:
Total whites, 5--20 years of age........... .....................
7,065,115
Total negroes, 5-20 years of age. .............................. 3,263,016
Percentage of whites, 5-20 years of age ....... ____ .... " . . . . . .
68.40
Percentage of negroes, 5-20 years of age ............. , . . . . . . . .
31.60
Cost of white schools ................................. $31,755,320 (87.20%)
Cost of negro schools •................ ,...............
4,675,504 (12.80%)
If the negro schools were equal to white schools, they would
cost ........................................... , ..... , ... $14,6'70,586
Net deficiency of negro schools ...................... ,......... 9,995,085
Total actual cost of white and negro schools, 1899 .....•.•.... , 36,430,825
Total cost of schools if negro schools equaled white schools .. " 46,425,006
If white and negro schools were equal to Massachusetts
schools, they would cost, approximately ................ 150,000,000
Net annual deficiency which the United States government
might contribute to, in part, approximately., . , " ... , ... 100,000,000

For higher training the negroes have something less than two hundred and fifty high and normal schools, and about ten small colleges,
doing effective work. Nor is this more than is needed. The United
States Oommissioner of Education says:
While the number in colored high schools and colleges had increased
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somewhat faster than the population, it had not kept pace with the general average of the whole country, for it had fallen from 30 per cent. to
25 per cent. of the average quota. Of all colored pupils one (1) in one
hundred was engaged in secondary and higher work, and that ratio has
continued substantially for the past twelve years. If the ratio of colored
population in secondary and higher education is to be equal to the average for the whole country, it must be increased to five times its present
average.

If this be true of the secondary and higher education, it is safe to
say that the negro has not one-tenth his quota in college studies.
How baseless, therefore, is the charge of too much higher training!
We r..eed negro teachers for the negro' common schools, and we need
first-class normal schools and colleges to train them. This is the work
of higher negro education, and it must be done.
Beside these facilities, we have an increasing number of manual
training and trade schools; about one hundred institutions give some
such training, out of which five or six are thoroughly equipped, and
have sent out over a thousand trained artisans.
What has been the result of all this education? It has increased
the intelligence and efficiency of negro workmen, it has led to the
buying of twelve million acres of land and at least $300,000,000
worth of property, and it has doveloped a class of aspiring young
colored men and women who are striving for the full enjoyment of
American citizenship, and have become the group leaders and ideal
makers of their people. On the other hand, education has not settled
the negro problems; it has merely changed them. It has, however,
more and more focused national thought upon the real kernel of these
problems-viz., Shall black men be treated as men? So long as it
could be answered, They are not men and never will be; they can not
be educated; they will not work voluntarily and save-so long as this
could be said, the real question was clouded. But to-day American
negroes are as intelligent as most European peasants, a large and
growing class is as intelligent and moral as the average of the nation,
and a select few compare with the very best of the white race. The
crucial negro problem is the treatment and rights of these emerging
classes. Will education settle these newer negro problems? No; it
will aggravate them. What, then, shall we do? Give up the training
of black men, or cheapen it, or train them simply as "hands"? No;
let us be honest and straightforward, and realize that if making men
better, wiser, and more ambitious brings "problems," then let the
problems come, and let good men try to solve them righteously rather
than to avoid them.
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ARE NEGROES BETTER OFF IN AFRICA 1
CONDITIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF NEGROES IN AMERICA AND
AFRICA COMPARED
BY . JOHN L. DUBE, NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA
Superintenden: of the Zulu Christian Industrial Mission

The differences in the condition of the negro in various parts of
Africa are much greater than those existing among the negroes in the
various states of America. In the United States they all have a
measure of Christian light and civilization, while in our country these
things have touched us only in spots-a few spots. In certain localities Gospel light has been enjoyed a shorter or longer time, but in the
vast stretches of this great continent the negro is still in his primitive
heathenism.
From a Christian standpoint the black man of America is highly
favored above his African cousin, in that he is born into and is reared
and lives in Gospel light-within reach, at least, of the rudiments of
Christian education. He lives in the midst of Christian people, and
is often born in a Christian home. The evils connected with slavery
led some negroes in America to divorce Christianity from moral character. They did not see any great inconsistency in professing religion and at the same time gratifying their animal desires, without respect to the laws of God and man. Still, they absorbed many of the
principles, morals, customs, and culture of Christian civilization from
their surroundings, and for the past forty years have made great progress. The African, on the other hand, comes into life and passes his
days in darkest degradation and ignorance. He learns the superstitions and all the vices of his people by his environments; what his
tribe and people are, he becomes. The advantages of birth and training in these two classes are as different as day from night. The environments of the home, of society, of religion, and of industrial life
are total contrasts. The children of American negroes have advantages of some of the best schools in this country, while the African
children are taught to believe in idols and superstition. In view of
these facts, Christianity can come more speedily, with less expense and
labor, among the American negroes than among the negroes in
Africa.
But what are some signs of promise of, and what are some of the obstacles in the way of, the development of these two sections of our race?
Every race and nation has a providential mission in the history of the
world, and in the mission and work of the Christian Church. The
race of Ham is no exception; for God made it, and has in singular
ways already scattered it over many portions of the globe. In these
countries the Africans are being educated and fitted, I believe, for the
part they are to take in the evangelization of Africa. They must first
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develop under the instruction of the Anglo-Saxon Church, and lay
strong and broad foundations, that they may aClluire ability and devotion, the efficiency and unselfishness. Having acquired these virtues,
no one can predict what they will accomplish in Christianizing and
civilizing the Africans. But they must be possessed of special qualifications before they are ready to return to their fatherland. It would
not do to send ignorant negroes to Africa. A great mistake has already been made in South Africa by some who went there and preached
to the natives, " Africa for the Africans," and caused a great race feeling which is hard to bear. But under the leadership of wise men,
like Bishop Coppin, we hope for better things.
Recent events, like a great search-light, have turned the attention
of the Christian world upon the two chief sections of this great race.
The negro problem is looming up large and portentious in the United
States, and much the same in South Africa with native problem. If
ever there was a time for the friends of the black man to stand by
l,1im it is now. There are obstacles to the education and development
of the negro in both countries. 'There are those of his own and of the
white race in both lands who foment discord between the races, and
who wish to keep the black man from rising. No olle of the superior
families of mankind has reached a high stage of development without
"coming up out of great tribulation" of some kinQ, and, doubtless,
our race will not. I think in all this they are being taught lessons
which they need very much as a race. The lack of unity and harmony among them here, as ill Africa, where man is against man and
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tribe against tribe, may be made more friendly by these persecutions.
It is sad to see how the negroes in America disagree, even in religious
matters. They quarrel in their churches, and diiIering denominations
too often undertake to plant new churches in districts where others
have been already planted and can hardly pay expenses. These hard
lessons will eventually teach love one to another .
. But, divested of all merely political bearings in both continents,
this problem is how to make the negro Christian, how to make out of
him, as a man or a people, what God designed to make out of man, any

man, every man-no more, no less.
The black man is ill the United . States in large numbers, and is
probably there to remain and multiply. He was in Africa before any
civilized man came there to gather its riches with superior skill
and appliances, and he will remain in his native land. The great
problem here is the same which has for some time been forcing itself
to the front in most of the missionary fields of the world-the problem
of Christian industrialization. 'l'his is a great need in missionary
work to-day among heathen and semi-civilized people. Events have
projected this matter to the very front in the case of the negroes in
both hemispheres. It is believed to be a meaus indespensablein saving the black man in heart, head, and hand. The New Testament
ideal for every saved man is that he be transformed in heart, instructed
in mind, and trained to use his hands for good works. This is the need
of the black man as of the white. The Son of Man WIlS a workman
with heart, mind, and hand, and both His example and teaching were:
« To every man his work" (Mark xiii: 34) .

.I. NEGRO FAMILY AT HOU IN AKlIiRlCA
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General Armstrong saw the need and the possibilities of Christian
industrial training for the freedman of the United States, and was
the first to test the plan to any considerable extent. He saw that this
helpless people could be taught to help themselves, and Hampton Institute is the result. Booker T. Washington, son of a slave, sat at General
Armstrong's feet, received industrial training under his eye, imbibed
his philanthropic spirit, and went out to start a little school in the
great black belt of Alabama. Tuskegee has grown to a great institution, with over a thousand of pupils. Many schools, carrying out the
plan of industrial education, have been planted in the South, and this
work for the negroes of America has heen carried on long enough to
show from actual results what Christian industrial education can do
for them. The facts speak for themselves, and can not be disputed.
This same kind of educational training is needed for the African
Christians. The times and conditions require it. They are intelli~
gent and capable, and such training has been tried among them
sufficiently to show its value and possibilities. The South African
makes as good and as skilful a tradesman in the various industries as
his American cousin. He has not enjoyed many advantages, but he
is eager to learn and improve his opportunity. Industrial schools are
greatly needed in Africa, to enable the people to make the most of
themselves and to acquire the financial ability to take their part in
evangelizing their own continent. Industrial education, going hand
in hand with the teaching of the usual branches, will work wonders
in uplifting and developing the African people, especially the South
African. Their ability, their eagerness to learn and improve, and
their natural independence of character, make them a superior material to take on an energetic Christian civilization. Once rightly
instructed along all good lines, they will not only soon become thrifty,
industrial producers themselves, and so able to send the Gospel to
others, but they will become teachers of others. Once developed and
put in possession of their own faculties and resources, they will become
uplifting forces and will do their part in making the world better.
Ethiopia is stretching out her hands unto God, and she is stretching
out -her hands to the Church in Ohristian lands for help to be put in
the way to do for herself and for others.
The attempts to keep the black man down will not win ultimately.
The negroes of both countries are being Christianized and industrialized as never before, and the good work will go on, until the purpose
for which God made them is fulfilled.
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AN UKAMBA VILLAGE, BRITISB EAST AFlUCA

PRAYING AND WORKING IN BRITISH EAST AFRICA
BY CHARLES E. HURLBURT, KIJABI, BRITISH EAST AFRICA
Director of the Africa Inland Mission

If Africa is to be evangelized in this generation, there must be a
speedy awakening to mighty intercession. Something more than
interest is needed: more than thrilling tales of the darkness of Africa's
sin, more than word-pictures of possible dangers to be met. The
present generation of African souls can only hear the Gospel through
a great awakening in the prayer-life or God's people, and such prevailing intercession as will speedily move the Arm omnipotent.
When Livingstone and Stanley told the world of Africa's need the
Christian Church was greatly roused to prayer. As a result, missionaries are pushing toward the interior from almost every point of the
compass. The number of missionaries has greatly increased. Fruit
has come that has gladdened the Church the whole world round, and
many are saying and more are thinking: "Africa has almost ceased to
be a ' Dark Continent,'" and with the glad thought has come a lessen- 'Iing of the earnest prayer for laborers.
'
Let us look at a single section of one field, which is only an ilh-:&!'tration of many others. The Protestant missions of British East
Africa sustain the kindest relations to each other. There is no jostling in the advance work toward the interior. Conferences have been
held and advance lines agreed upon, so that no energy need be lost.
The Africa Inland Mission has marked for its advance a line covering,
with Borne windings, nearly a thousand miles to the Nile. Its nearest
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missionary neighbor, on the right of its frontier station, is nearly one
hundred miles away, and on the left over two hundred. Along the
line of its proposed advance there are no stations for some hundreds
of miles either way. This line is said by Sir Harry Johnston and
other English explorers to be as thickly settled as any part of Eastern
Equatorial Africa. To establish a narraw lane of stations along this
line, placing them twenty miles apart, and not more than two or three
on a station, will require from one hundred to one hundred and fifty
workers. To this number must be added: missionaries for two sorely
needed new stations in Ukamba, where the work was first started,
extra helpers to hold the field at some of the older stations, while the
missionaries take a needed rest, and some special laborers to keep pace
with the growth of the work already under way. The new missions
must be started as tho we had DO stations; that is, unknown languages
must be learned and reduced to writing, and the people must be taught
to read; translations must be made of the Scriptures, and put in the
hands of the people; we may not expect to reach all without native
helpers, nor can there be strong Christian life without access to the
Word of God.
Suppose that a new worker is able to take up a totally Dew language, learning it word by word without any help, reduce it to writing,
secure a vocabulary, and master its peculiarities of construction in two
years. This would be a good record for the most competent man.

1JlUM1IA HUT AND OHILDREN. BRITISH EAST AFRIOA.

.. Of such Is the Kingdom of -

(P) "
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Suppose that in the next five years he is able to translate a. large part
of the Bible. How many of the people of "this generation" will have
passed into eternity without a ray of Gospel1ight during the two years
of learning the language? How many outside the narrow lines of the
mission station will have passed away during the years of translation?
But if the one hundred and fifty are not forthcoming this year, who
can measure the loss involved in a year's delay? If we double this
line, .and measure on a thousand miles beyond the Nile through a
wholly unevangelized country, and add to this similar lines for every
society working in this section, the field grows too vast to picture.

MASSAI HUT AND PEOPLE, BRITISH EAST A.FRICA

We may not add the workers pushing up the Nile from the north, the
societies in the northwest, west, southwest, south, and southeast.
Let us look at another phase of the problem. The Ohurch Missionary Society, the largest body of missionary workers in British East
Africa, having a vast field, doing an aggressive Gospel work, reported
last year in the East Africa Protectorate Year-book a staff of European
workers nnmbering forty-four, and this after thirty-two years of work.
Suppose their bishop should send home for three hundred or six hundred miEsionaries to come out at once, would not the society, which has
the largest force of any society in the world, answer that only God
could meet this request?
A still further reason for prayer may be found in the fact that the
various governments among whom the continent has been divided are
pushing forward rapidly to secure and develop their respective secelectronic file created by cafis.org
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tions. Occupation by so-called Christian governments does not mean
evangelization unless missionaries keep pace with government forts.
In East Africa, British occupation means the introduction of Mohammedanism through soldiers and servants, and thus a new and sore
delay to the Gospel. To meet, then, the necessities of fields already
<occupied, and to go forward to occupy the unevangelized parts of the
continent, demands at once a force of trained workers so vast that
even faith would stagger had not our God revealed to His children
His wonder-working power. If only God's faithful children will think
of this need until they feel it, study his promises until they believe
them, then meet in little groups in every corner of every city and in

THE MACBAKAS CHAPEL, BRITISH EAST AFRICA

every country village for definite, earnest believing prayer that the
"Lord of the harvest would thrust forth laborers into His harvest,"
then, and only then, will the light of God penetrate the darkness of
the Dark Continent. Fellow Christian, will ymt pray for Africa? Do
not wait for numbers. Do it now. "Two or three" are sufficient to
meet for prayer and claim the Master's presence. " Pray YE the Lord
of the harvest."
God is moving on here. The work-headquarters of our mission
are now located at Kijabi, near the railroad. A long line of territory
stretches out before us all unevangelized. The accompanying map
shows the proposed line of advance. Help us pray for workers to occupy the field. Chapels have been dedicated at Kambui and Machakos. Good, steady work is being done at Kangundo and Thembigwa,
and nineteen workers are now on the field. Work has developed with
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remarkable rapidity. Daily services are held in three languages-Kikuyu, Kikamba, and Kimasai. There are some professed followers of
Christ whom we are seeking to lead into clearer light, and the transformation from demon-dancers to humble seekers after truth, from
wild dances to prayer-meetings, is a marvel to them and to us.
My heart breaks with the unutterable need, the openness of the
door, and the strategic importance of the present hour. Surely there
must be a speedy awakening to the greatness of the need just now~
and to prayer.

MISSIONS IN THE SPRING COUNCILS OF THE
DENOMINATIONS
BY REV. H. O. DWIGHT, LL.D.
Secretary of the Bureau of Missions

The great annual Meetings of the Denominations might well surprise a bystander by their likeness to one another in aim and motive.
The Methodists of the General Conference in Los Angeles, the Presbyterians of the General Assembly in Buffalo, the Baptists at the
Anniversaries in Cleveland, and other gatherings, all alike showed
loving devotion to Jesus Christ, yearning to possess spiritual gifts in
larger measure, and conviction of the need of a life more abundant in
fruitfulness. They came upon common ground in all their deepest
experiences, highest aspirations, and noblest utterances, thus giving
to the meetings a value that can be appreciated in all Christendom.
The same fact is notable in all the other denominational conferences
of the season, both South and North. Students of the art of war in
these days are giving close study to the methods and experiences of
the two great armies in the Far East, and are trying to make profitable generalizations for those whose trade it is to kill men. Somewhat,
in the same way, those whose hearts are set on the progress of the
Kingdom of Jesus Christ can profitably study and compare the plans
and enterprises discussed in these councils of the various bTanches of
the Church in order to bring together with some precision facts of
importance to all who follow the Master in His work of teaching men
to live.
The Impulse Toward Union

In all of these great meetings it was felt that" union is in the
air." The Presbyterian General Assembly (North) took steps to facilitate closer relations with the Southern Presbyterian Church, to
cooperate with all the churches in the Pan-Presbyterian Alliance, to
forward federation of the Presbyterian and Reformed Churches, and,
after a long and spirited debate, adopted by an overwhelming majority
resolutions looking to organic union with the Cumberland Presbyterians. The Cumberland Presbyterian 'General Assembly, at Dallas,
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Texas, adopted similar resolutions, and the question now goes to the
Presbyteries in both denominations for the vote which is expected to
allow the union to be carried out.
The Southern Presbyterian General Assembly at Mobile was moved
by the same impulse in its cordial response to ~he initiative of the
Northern Presbyterian body. In Canada a like spirit led the
Presbyterian General Assembly to appoint a committee to discuss
further with committees of Congregationalists and the Methodists
the practicability of organic nnion between these three Canadian
churches.
The same impulse showed itself at. Cleveland, where the Baptists
appointed a committee to join in arranging for a General Conference
of all Baptists in 1905, and to consider a renewal of the old Triennial
Convention of Baptists North and South. It was seen also in the
General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, which took
action for arranging with the Southern Methodist Episcopal Church
the adoption of a common hymnal, a common catechism, and a common order of worship, expressing a desire to promote practical fraternity, with exchange of ministers and members, and planning to
give further effect to these desires by cooperating with other branches
of Methodism for a united Methodisrrr in the mission field of Japan.
Such a common impulse, dominating these great meetings, and
silencing the counsels of exclusiveness, suspicion, and conservatism, is
no small thing.· Men long that revivals might stir the Church. This
general impulse to fulfil the purpose of Jesus Christ is in itself a token
of revival. As was said by leading men in the Presbyterian General
Assembly at Buffalo, "churches all over the world are preparing for
union. It is an indication of the leadings of God. When there is a
noise in the tops of the mulberry trees it becomes all thoughtful men
to listen."
New Methods in Administration

Hitherto the Methodist Episcopal Church has carried on its home
and foreign missionary enterprises through a single missionary society.
But it has had separate societies for fostering Education, for Freedmen's Aid and Sou them Education, and for Church Extension; besides
a Sunday-school Union and a Tract Society. To a bystander these latter societies appeal' to be mere branches of the home missionary
enterprise, and all the societies have now been consolidated into three
-viz., (1) The Board of Foreign Missions, with headquarters in New
York; (2) The Board of Home Missions, with which is united the
Church Extension Society, with headquarters in Philadelphia; and,
(3) The Board of Education and Freedmen's Aid, with headquarters
in Oincinnati; the Freedmen's Aid and Southern Educational Society,
the Sunday-school Union and the Tract Society beiJlg all united in
this one board. Sundry legal obstacles may delay for a time the full
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consolidation that has been decided upon. It can hardly be doubted,
however, that greater efficiency, and, in the end, greater economy, will be
gained through this measure. The new arrangement will also benefit
the average church-member, who wishes to give intelligently, but has
been perplexed by the number of appeals, each for the moment claiming precedence over all others.
Another decision of the Methodist General Conference, which
shows a purpose vigorously to press the foreign missions of the Church,
was the election of one additional missionary bishop to Africa, two
additional missionary bishops to Southern Asia, and a missionary
bishop to Japan and Korea.
Of the same class is the action of the Presbyterian Church, South,
appointing Dr. Egbert Smith as foreign missionary secretary coordinate with Dr. S. H. Chester, but with special reference to the field
work. This church has al80 reduced the machinery of its benevolences. The Education Committee and the Ministerial Relief Committee have been consolidated, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.
Expansion in Missions

In all of these great meetings the work of nllSSlOns was presented
as growing. This growth proceeds at a rate which would awaken foreboding did it not arouse enthusiasm as the sign of the right arm of
the Most High. The vast extent of the home-mission enterprise of
the churches becomes apparent on looking at the list of its various
branches: Evangelism, Education, Ch urch Extension, Pu blication, and
Sunday-school Development. In the home field the need of yet greater
exertion is clearly to be seen by all, because the character of the demand for energetic work is changing. The greatest growth of population is not now in distant frontier regions, but in towns and cities.
As was well said in the Methodist General Conference, "The frontiers
now are around the great cities."
In the Baptist Church, according to Dr. A. H. Strong's figures, the
amount. spent for home missions in 1850 was $26,442, and in 1903,
$635,396. In the Southern Baptist Convention the receipts for home
missions in 1903-4 were $134,000, an increase of 23 per cent. over last
year. In the Methodist Church the gifts for home and foreign missions, including those collected through the women's boards, amounted
to $7,122,563 in the four years 1896-1899, and $8,817,896 in the period
1900-1903. Duriug the last four years, by the w-ay, the Women's
Foreign Missionary Society has spent in India fully $45,000 more than
the parent society. The Presbyterian Church in United States (North)
received for foreign missions during the last year $1,131,51O-the
largest sum it has ever collected in one year for this purpose. Its expenditures exceeded this amount by about $40,000, chiefly for new
work. The American Baptist Missionary Union announced, at its
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annual meeting, receipts amounting to $735,585.02, and expenditures
amounting to $723,029.09.
'I'hese great sums for missions are not by any means the limit.
The Oumberland Presbyterian Woman's Board announces that 1905 is
the twenty-fifth anniversary of its organization, and that its ideal is
to have by that time twenty-five missionaries, 25,000 members in its
auxiliaries, and a free-will offering of $25,000. The Southern Baptist
Oonvention has increased its annnal contributions for foreign missions in the seven years, 1898-1904, from $124,249 to $247,629. But
in the same period the church· membership on the mission field
increased from 4,760 to 9,969 souls. So the convention is encouraged
to open a new mission in Argentina, has decided to open a mission
in Persia, and at its meeting at Nashville it decided to try to increase
the contributions this year for home and foreign missions by twentyfive per cent.
The American Baptist Missionary Union deems it desirable to have
an additional $50,000 assigned to it each year. The pressure for enlargement in the forejgn mission field comes from several directions.
Where the native church is thoroughly established, the need must be
quite different from that in a new field. In the meeting of the Baptist Missionary Union, Dr. N. E. Wood, of Newton Theological Seminary, urged the pressing need of educating native evangelists, providing well-equipped schools at strategic centers, with missionaries for
instructors. The time is now ripe for setting many natives to work
in effective evangelism. Dr. Wood brought in a plan to raise $500,000,
which would be invested in this country as an endowment for educational work in foreign field.
At the Methodist Episcopal General Conference a resolution was
introduced, authorizing the Oentral Oonference of Southern Asia to
celebrate its jubilee year by raising a fund of $200,000 for the equIpment of publishing houses. This is a wonderfully compulsive scheme,
since the literary department in foreign mission fields is often overlooked in reports, as tho books and tracts for aggressive work may
appear by spontaneous generation. A type of demand for ill creased
means which is met by all missionary societies working in India appeared in Bishop Warne's description of the critical situation of Hinduism. He pointed out that Paul found no obstacles at Athens,
Ephesus, or Rome so powerful as the philosophical religious system
faced by missionaries in India. Hinduism antedates and has outlived
the Greek and Roman philosophy. It has successfully resisted Buddhism, has checked the onward rush of Mohammedanism, and there are
still two hundred millions in India who hold to this ancient philosophical system. Christianity, however, has made a beginning of a
successful attack upon Hinduism. While the general population of
India increased seven and one-half per cent. in ten years (1891...1901),
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the Christian population increased thirty per cent. in the same time.
Small as the Ohristian body is, this ratio of growth is a magnificent
beginning which proclaims that effort may not be slackened.
A curiously irresistible call for more funds reached the ears of the
Oanada Presbyterian General Assembly from Formosa. The Japanese
occupation of that island has raised the general standard of education,
and is developing female eduootion. If the schools of the mission,
now under the critical eye of Japanese officials, are to keep their prestige and their influence, they must have a better equipment and more
instructors. Still another type, encountered by several societies, of
demands for increase in expenditure appeared in Bishop Moore's
address at Los Angelos when he drew a vivid picture of the situation
produced in Western Ohina by news of the British expedition into
Tibet. The Ohinese Christians saw at once the far-reaching influence
of the guns of the Younghusband expedition, and instantly responded:
u On to Tibet!"
The answer to those who find fault with expansion in missions is
that Jesus Ohrist was perfectly aware, when He gave the command to
teach all nations, how quickly obedience to it would strain and test
the loyalty of His followers. When General Grant ordered the first
general assault upon the fortifications of Vicksburg, he knew perfectly what the effect of the order would be upon individual soldiers
in his army. An old story of that bloody day illustrates the true
spirit of the soldier, and has its application to the relation of individual church-members to the question of duty toward missions.
The assaulting columns at Vicksburg drew near to the enemy's works,
but broke under the fierce opposing fire, and found shelter from the
storm of bullets by lying flat on the ground. One burly farmer's boy,
a new recruit who knew no better, pressed on, climbed the parapet,
and only discovered that his comrades were riot with him when the
enemy rushed to take him prisoner. The young giant seized the first
man who attacked him and turned back to rejoin his regiment, dragging his struggling enemy with him. As he reached his comrades
lying helpless on the ground, he cried: "Boys, why didn't you come
on? You might each have got one! " The fruit of success is greater
opportunity. Expansion is the only possible order of the day in the
Ohristian Church. It is the necessary result of faith in Jesus Ohrist;
and everyone who makes use of the Lord's prayer is an Imperialist,
pledged to bear his share of the cost of bringing in the Kingdom.
Systematic Giving

The financial means for the world-wide missions lag behind this
necessary expansion. Were it not for caution as to overlapping fields
already occupied, and especially were it not for the steady increase of
contributions from the native churches in all the missions, the whole
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foreign missionary enterprise might easily be wrecked. The subject
of ways and means took an important place in discussions of missions
at these meetings. There is a growing dissatisfaction with the method
of collect.ing needed funds by special appeal. All the denominations
seem to incline toward undertaking continuous culture of systematic
and proportionate giving. In the Methodist Church a laymen's committee has taken the matter in hand, circulating literature through
pastors and others with good results. At the Baptist Anniversaries
it was strongly urged that every state convention appoint a special
committee to press home the duty of system in giving. This is in
effect the measure just adopted by the English Baptists. Each association in the British Baptist Church is asked to appoint a missionary
committee to foster and guide organized effort for missions. At the
same time, all-day meetings will be arranged to be held in all cities,
not to collect money, but to educate the people to realize that they
are Christians for the sake of service to Christ.
M. Bonet-Maury, of Paris, writing in recent numbers of the Revue
des Denx Mondes on the" Civilizing Influence of Missions," generalizes from masses of facts taken from Protestant and Roman Catholic
missions alike when he says: "The most efficient agent of civilization
is the missionary." Multitudes who give to missions in an intermittent and barely tolerant way have grasped neither this truth nor
its meaning. They do not know what great things they have been
doing. as fellow laborers with God, in making a new earth. Perhaps
they have begun to falter, appalled, as the vast enterprise unfolds in
its grandeur. But the lesson as to missions taught by a cursory survey of these great spring assemblies of the denominations is that
whatever the position of the rank and file, the leaders are united in
appreciating the greatness of the enterprise of missions and the
majesty of the Divine purpose which its unchecked progress reveals.
It is this unity of aim and motive in all the denominations which
insures that the great undertaking will go forward in the power of Jesus
Christ, until His enemies have become His footstool. But, as was
said by Dr. Mackay in the Canadian Presbyterian General Assembly,
the first step in securing effective results from this unity of aim and
motive must be to lead every individual Christian at home to realize
that Christ is Lord!

*

"Seep. 611.
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MISSIONARIES IN CONFERENCE
THE TWENTY-FIRST SESSION OF THE
MISSIONARY UNION

INTERNATIONAL

The sessions of the Union opened on Wednesday evening, June 1st,
and closed Tuesday evening, June 7th. From the memoranda kept
during the meeting we present the following:
At the recognition meeting there were, a~ usual, missionaries from
lands all over the world, who introduced themselves-this time by
years of service. About eighty-five were present at this first meeting.
On Thursday morning memoirs were read of fourteen deceased missionaries: Mrs. Rebecca T. Lore, of the Methodist Episcopal Board,
and one of the earliest missionaries to Buenos Aires, South America;
Rev. R. M. Luther, M.D., Secretary of the Baptist Board; Miss Sarah
F. Gardiner, of the Union Missionary Society, Calcutta, India; Rev.
Isaac Van Schoick, M.D., of the Dutch Reformed Board, China; Rev.
Robert Hoskins, of the Methodist Episcopal Church, India; Mrs. J.
R. Goddard, of the Baptist Board, China; Rev. William C. Davidson,
Methodist Episcopal Church, Japltn; Mrs. F. S. Miller, Ceylon; Mrs.
C. C. Vinton, Presbyterian Board, Korea; Mrs. S. W. Howland, of
Jaffna, Ceylon, American Board; Rev. J. J. Hall, of Mexico and Cuba,
Southern Presbyterian Church; Rev. William Spear, Presbyterian
Board, China; and Mrs. Nancy Monelle Mansell, M.D., Methodist
Episcopal Board, China. Mrs. Mansell drew up the petition that was
presented to the India government to raise the marriageable' age of
India's women.
The devotional hour was conducted by Mr. David McConaughy,
and as the prevailing idea was the indebtedness of the missionary
world to the Bible societies, the thought that was uppermost was that
they who were to carry the Gospel to others must themselves be the
embodiment of that Gospel. Dr. Haggard, of India, led the meeting
in the afternoon on " Providential Openings and Enlargement During'
the Past Year." Dr. George F. Herrick, of Turkey, referred to the
special providential openings in the matter of education, which are
very marked. He also spoke of progress in medical work, particularlyof the need of hospitals, and the negotiations of the United States
government with Turkey to secure permission to open hospitals.
Rev. Dr. R. H. Nassau, of Africa, spoke of great educational
opportunities, which are so desired that the people may be able to
read" the white man's book," which they think contains the secret of
his power. They find young men in their schools offering themselves
for the ministry. He laid emphasis on the importance of industrial
work.
Rev. Dr. William Ashmore reported that great things are being done
by the Lord in China. The whole of the Asiatic heart is being stirred,
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and is opening toward the truth as never before. The results of
thirty or forty years are being realized.
Rev. G. A. Huntley, M.D., of China, said that the cartoons, which
caused so many uprisings by misrepresenting Christians, have been
suppressed. The chief man in getting up these cartoons has been arrested and imprisoned, and the printing house which issued these cartoons has been torn down.
Dr. Boggs, of the Telugu Mission, India, said that the Telugus
have recently sent one of their own number as a missionary to South
Africa. He had just received a letter from him from Natal, telling of
great prosperity. Every speaker told of increase so great that it was
an embarrassment, for they could not take care of the people that
were coming. Another told of a whole class of llighway robbers
who had been converted.
Rev. H. A. Crane hinted at the vast movement now going on in the
Methodist Episcopal Church in North India.
"Christianity in contact with Buddhism and Shintoism" was the
topic for another day.
Rev. J. T. Cole, of Japan, said. that Christianity is more than a
system of doctrine-it is a life, something that men can see in those who
represent it. Buddhism is a pretended system of religion. Shintoism
is not a religion, but a system of rites and ceremonies which has more
reference to the dead than the living. It stands for ceremonies of
loyalty and reverence for the emperor.
Rev. J. S. Thomas, M.D., of Siam, referred to the fact that the
King of Siam is the only Buddhist king living. Of course, he accepts
the belief of transmigration. He visited the king, who said to him:
"We welcome you medical missionaries." The priests are the only
ones who can read. One-fourth of the converts are ex-priests. Buddhist temples are going to decay, and no new ones are being built.
A Buddhist said he would like to be a Ohristian, but could not, for he
was heavily in debt, and if he became a Christian he would have to
pay his debts; now it made no difference.
"Oonfucianism and 'raoism in Contact with Ohristianity" was discussed. Taoism was described as having two parts-one for the common people, and another for the priests. Oonfucianism had such a
hold on the people that it was difficult often to introduce Ohristianity.
The Ohinese prize education, and so children come to the schools. As
to the women, it seems to make but little difference which of the false
religions they embrace, for they practise them all. The result and
influence of Christianity on them is marvelous. Cohfucianism never
transforms the life, as the most ardent of them live il! vice. Ancestral worship holds China back from progress without outside influence.
Dr. Ashmore said that Oonfucianism starts with denial of knowledge of or faith in a supreme God. Rvery heathen religion has the
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heart eaten out. They say it does not matter what-you think of God if
you treat your fellow men right. But we say to them, as we say to
men here, You will neYer treat your fellows well until you treat God
right. This system has exhausted its initial energy, and shows it is
on the wane. Christianity and heathenism are in conflict, not in
accord, and the battle is the Lord's.
Mohammedanism was discussed by Dr. G. F. Herrick, of Turkey,
and others. While Christianity demands truth, Mohammedanism
justifies and demands deception; as a system, it is absolutely destitute of mercy or of personal purity. They appreciate our schools
and books on science; they read the productions of the Bible Society.
In twenty years 151,000 volumes of the Bible or parts have been sold
to them.
Mr. H. W. Fry, who has traveled extensively in the East, spoke as
an observer of the fact that Buddhism is expecting a greater than
Buddha; that Confucianists are looking for a greater than Confucius;
that Mohammedans are looking for a greater than Mohammed.
In Africa, great opposition is met with from the Mohammedans.
Dr. T. J. Scott and others discussed" Cnristianity in Contact with
Hinduism." "More," said Dr. Scott, " have been won from this on!)fifth of the race than from all other heathen religions. It is admitted by
the Hindus themselves that Christianity is the most powerful of all
religions, and must eventually overcome all."
One of the most interesting and helpful sessions was given to the
work of Bible societies.
Young People's and Woman's Work

The work of young people in connection with the Student Volun··
teer Movement, the Young Men's Christian Association in foreign
lands, and the work of the Young Women's Christian Association
had a very helpful session. 'I.'he Woman's Meeting, which is always
held on Friday afternoon, is so called, not because the audience is
supposed to be principally women, but it is conducted by women and
the speakers are women. Ten women were present whose aggregate
term of service was three hundred and fifty years. 'fhe one who
headed the list for longest term was Mrs. G. F. Herrick, of Turkey,
having spent forty-four years in that empire, and the next Mrs. T. J.
Scott, who had been connected with the North India Mission of the
Methodist Episcopal Church for forty-two years. Different phases of
woman's work in eight countries was presented. One young woman
was present and introduced who leaves this coming fall for the province of Shansi, China .
.The Business Session and Farewell Meeting

At a business session of the Union, a committee on resolutions
presented two memoranda-one, on the present war, and its probable
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bflarings on the future of mission work, prepared by Dr. Ashmore;
the other, on the liquor traffic in Africa, prepared by Dr. Nassau.
Both were discussed, and unanimously adopted. Other resolutions
were presented, and among them one of thanks and appreciation for
the hospitality of the Sanitarium. In discussing the one upon the
magnanimous generosity of Dr. Henry Foster, of Mrs. Foster, and the
Faculty and Trustees in the work which they have done and are doing
for missionaries, in giving free treatment to the sick, and in the ftee
entertainment to the Union from year to year, the statement was
made that during the last year the Sanitarium had given not less
than thirty-five thousand dollars' worth of free treatment.
'l'he last afternoon was devoted to the discussion of home matters,
apathy of the Church, the need of consecrated giving, and Dr. Boggs
spoke of the" Key to the Missionary Problem," by Andrew Murray,
and" Things as They Are," by Miss Drysdale, as two of the best books
.
published to stir up inactive Christians.
At the farewell service, presided over by Dr. C. C. Thayer, the
exercises were exceedingly impressive.
Forty-four missionaries
expecting to return to their work during the year-among them, four
going for the first time-sat upon the platform, and seemed exultant
at the prospect. Nearly all of them said a few words expressive of
their hopes. Rev. Dr. Scott made a most practicable and able address.
Rev. H. C. Crane was elected vice-president, the other officers remaining the same.
The Liquor Traffic in Africa
BY R. H. NASSAU, M.D., D.D.

Protests against traffic in intoxicating liquors among aboriginal
populations p,omc from various sources. First, they come from the
lips of missionaries in charge of native churches, where a careful estimate claims that the membership would be tenfold the present numbers were it not for the temptation set by the drink habit. If there
be such a thing as « moderate drinking" possible to the colder-blooded
and stronger-willed Anglo-Saxon, it is not possible to the enervated
populations of tropical countries. Second, ~t is not true of those
countries that their own native drinks, and not the foreign liquors,
are responsible for their drunkenness, and that they would be equally
drunken even if the foreigner had not introduced his rum. Native
palm wine and plantation beer and other drinks are not as intoxicating-do not so sodden the mind, or destroy the physical organsas the poisonous compounds of the rum trade. In Africa, for instance,
the native at first disliked the taste of rum; he did not accept it.
until it was urged on him. When the Gospel was first carried into
the Ogowe River, West Africa, in 1874, the interior tribes were only
beginning to learn its use. Third, native chiefs, such as the Ohristian
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King Khama, of South Africa, and the Mohammedan chiefs of the
Niger Delta, have petitioned almost in vain that the trader be not
allowed to bring in his liquor. Fourth, some of the very men who
are trading in liquor would be glad to have it abolished. To it is
largely, due the loss of white life in countries like Africa, and
the only pecuniary gain is its use during initial stages of the trade
or afterward, when it is sold directly over the counters of a shop.
Where trade is carried on in what is called the "trust system" there
is no gain. This is admitted by most foreign traders. For the liquor
is drunk up at once by the natives to whom it was entrusted, before
he has made even an effort at seeking native produce in return. At
this stage of the trade, many white traders would be pleased to have
governments step in with a prohibition that would be enforced on all.
Individual agreements not to sell have at times been made; but they
are broken by some treacherous signatory to the contract, in the greed
of rivalship in trade. Fifth, even where there exists prohibition by
the government of some one country, the law is evaded, and smuggling
is carried on over the bord er of an adjacent country. Were there uniformity and universality in tariff duties of an amount practically prohibitive, the evil could soon be extinguished. There are European
trading-firms in Africa, and probably in other countries, who would
welcome such legislation.
Ratio of Missionaries to Population
BY J. R. ROBINSON, LUCKNOW, INDIA

We present the following as a sample of the communications
received by the Union:
An attempt to definitely answer the question as to what consti~utes
an adequate evangelizing agency in any of the foreign mission fields,
at once compels recognition of the fact that these fields differ, and
what would be adequate in one would fall short in another. Dense 01'
scattered populations, barbaric or semi-civilized conditions, ignorance
or enlightment, friendly 01' obstructing climate, ease 01' difficulty of
access-these and other conditions are to be reckoned with.
Aside from this, different estimates will be given by different persons because of different conceptions as to what is to be brought about
by this evangelizing agency. He who believes that when the people
of any given locality have heard the Gospel they are made accountable
at once for its acceptance or rejection, and are to be classed thenceforth as among the evangelized, will naturally feel that the work can
be accomplished by a smaller number of missionaries than will he
who is convinced that it is not only necessary to preach to the people
once or twice, but that it must be line upon line and precept upon
precept, that the hearers must have the Gospel pnt before them so
often and so forcibly that the essentials or that Gospel may be clearly
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grasped by minds naturally obtuse, and that there must be the opportunity for those influences of moral and intellectual and personal persuasion that have so very much to do with the inauguration of the
Christian experience among people of Christian lands. The man who
holds the latter theory will not only insist that there must be men
enough to preach time after time to the same people, but that there
must be men for the schools and the colleges and the hospitals that
naturally accompany the preaching of the Gospel, for evangelization
in effect means nothing less than building the Kingdom of God among
men.
The ideal condition on the mission field would be to have as many
missionaries for the' population as there are ministers to the same
number of people in the home land. But this is beyond the possible.
It is estimated that at present Malaysia has one missionary to each
142,000 of population; China, one to each 132,000; India, one to each
7'4,000 ; Japan, one to each 60,000; and Africa, one to each 50,000.
Reading these numbers, one can only be impressed with the feebleness
of the effort that is, up to the present, being put forth for the evangelization of the world, and with this impression comes the feeling that
until in these fields there is present and working a minimum of one
missionary for each ten thousand of inhabitants, the Church of Christ
on earth can lay no claim to having seriously attempted the execution
of the Great Commission of its Founder.
LIST OF MISSIONARIES PRESENT
YEARS OF
SERVICE

100418501879-

YEARS OF

NAME

FIELn

Arnott, Miss Nellie J ..... Africa
Ashmore, Rev. W m ...... China
Ah
JChina
s more, M rs. W m .... 1
Japan

Baker, Rev. J. M ......... . India
Baker, Mrs. J. M..... . . . . . "
1004- Bawden, Rev. S. D......... "
1890-- Becban, Miss Emily ...... Am. Indians
1879-81 Belden, Mrs. W. H ....... . Bulgaria
1886- Bigelow, Miss Gertrude S .. J apan
1856- Bingham, Rev. Hiram ..... Micronesia
1872-88 Bliss, Rev. E. M ........... Turkey
1886-00 Bliss, Mrs. E. M ........... . Micronesia
1847-00 Bliss, Mrs. Isaac G ........ Turkey
1878- Boggs, Rev. W. B ......... India
1886-87 Bond, Rev. G. A ........... Malaysia
1887-96 Bostwick. H. J ............ Cl::.ina
1887-96 Bostwick, Mrs H. J ....... "1004- Butzhack, Rev. Albert.... "
1897- Carter, H. L ............... C. America
1896- Carter, Mrs. H. L... .. ... .. ..
1882-96 Cartmell, Miss Martha J .. Japan
1896- Chapman, Miss Ella L ..... Burma
1892- Clarke,Rev.G.H .......... Africa
1900- Clarke, Mrs. G. H......... "
1867-88 Coan, Mrs. Titus .......... Hawaii
1883-94 Cole, Rev. J. Thompson ... Japan
1892- Crane, Rev. H. A .......... Indla
1892- Crane, Mrs. H. A .••..• , .
18951895-

I •

"

SERVICE

NAME

FJELD

18~,6-

Craver, M rs. S . P ........ { S.
Mexico
America
1878-79 Cushing, Rev. Cbas. W ... Italy
1889- Davis, Mrs. Lydia L ....... Chlna
1867- Drysdale, Mrs. H. F ....... India
1888- Dunlap, Rev. J. B ......... Siam
1888-' Dunlap, Mrs. J. B......... "
1872- Elwell, Mrs. C. H. R ....... Burma
1892- Ferguson, Mrs. Henry S ... China
1894- Fraser, Rev. Melvin ....... Africa
1896- Fry, H. W ................. India
1888- Gardner, Miss Sarab ...... Japan
1881- Gault, Mrs. W. C .......... Africa
1998- Glenn, Miss Grace C....... Japan
1861-68 Gracey, Rev. J. T .......... India
1861-68 Gracey, Mrs. J. T.......... "
1892- Haggard, Rev. F. P... .. ... "
1857-81 Harris, Mrs. J. E .......... Burma
1867- Hazen, Rev. Hervey C..... India
J884- Hazen, Mrs. Hervey C..... "
1904- Heebner Miss Flora K .... China
1858- Herrick, Rev. Geo. F ...... Turkey
1861- Herrick, Mrs. Geo. F. .. .. . "
1897- Hill, Mrs. C. B. ..•......... India
1867- Hoskins, Mrs. Robert G... "
1872- House, Rev. John H ....... Bulgaria.
l Sni'-- H oust on, M'ISS Ed'th
1
. . . . { Mexico
Cuba
'-I

1880-

H ous'ton, M'ISS Janet H "1J Mexico
Cuba
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TIlE MISSIONARY BISHOPS OF TIlE M. E. CHURCH
YEARS OF

NAME

}I'IELD

Ilumphrey, Rev. J.L., M.D.India
Humphrey, Mrs. J. L..... .. '
Huntley, Rev. G. A., M.D .. China
Irvine, Miss 11'l. J.. . . . . . . . . ..
Jackman, Rev. L. W. B ... Assam
Jones, Rev. W. Y .......... Japan
Jones, Mrs. W. Y.......... ..
Kelhnpt'r, Rev. Ernest. ... China
1878- Kelsey, Adeline D., M.D. 1~~~~
1873- KUban. Rev. Chas. W ..... Africa
1881-02 Kingsbury, Fred. L., M.D .. Bulgaria
1881--02 Kingsbury, ~{rs. Fred. L.. ..
1853-76 Knowlton, Mrs. L. A ...... China
1885- Kyle, Miss Theresa J ...... India
1892- Malcolm, William, 'LD .... China
1892- Malcolm, Mrs. William.... "
1895- Marshall, Rev. G. W....... "
18ll6- Marshall, Mrs. G. W....... "
1888- Mason, Miss Stella ........ Assam
1889--02 McConaughy, David ....... India
1889-02 McOonaughy, Mrs. David. "
1888- McKillican, Miss Janet .... China
1876-02 Meacham, Rev. G. M ...... Japan
1895- Mellen, Miss Laura M ..... Africa
1897- Melton, Miss !lIary E ...... Japan
1883-95 Merritt, C. P. W., M.D .... Ohina
1885--93 Merritt, Mrs. C. P. W ..... "
1896- Murray, Miss Effie .. .... "
1861- Nassau, Rev. R. H., M.D .. Africa
1896-Newton, Rev. C. H ........ China
1896-- Nicholls, Miss ElizabethW.India
189;,- Nichols, Miss Florence L.. "
1895-- Partch, Mrs. Geo. E ....... China
1899- Patterson, Rev. J. C.,..... "
11l99- Patterson, Mrs. J. C....... "
1878-80 Priest, Miss Mary A ....... Japan
1893- Raff, Rev. William A ...... Africa
1904- Ranck, Rev. Clarence E ... China
1853-62 Ranney, !III's. 111. E ........ Burma
1903- Ransom, Miss Delight. .... Assam
1857-00
1857-00
188918911903189518841904--

j

SERVICE

18781892-96
1895-96
1889-

18881897186218621889-~8

1880-88
18691868-73
1868-73
1893189318861886188918891848-57
18911875--

NAME

FIELD

Robinson, Mrs. Ritter T .. India
Roscoe, H. L.............. "
Roscoe, Mrs. H. L.. . . . . . . . "
Sanders, Rev. W. H ....... Africa
Sanders. Mrs. W. II....... ••
Schenck, Mrs. J. W ........ Japan
Scott, Rev. T. J ........... India
Scott, Mrs. T. J ........... "
Stone, Rev.J.Sumner,M.D. "
Stone, Mrs. J. Sumner. . .. "
Stott, Mrs. Grace .......... China
Thayer, C. C., M.D ........ Turkey
Thayer, Mrs. C. C... .. .... "
Thomas, Rev. J. S., M.D .. Siam
Thomas, Mrs. J. S......... ..
Touzeau, Rev. J. G ........ S. America
Touzeau, Mrs. J. G........ "
Wall less, W. J., M.D ...... India
Wanless, Mrs. W. J ....... "
Wight, Rev. J. K ......... . China
Williams, Mrs. Alice M.... ..
Wyckoff, Rev. John H .... India
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED

Africa .......................................
As.am ......................................
Bulgaria ....................................
Burma ......................................
Central America.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
China ......................................
Cuba ......................................
Hawaii ......................................
India .......................................

y:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::
Malaysia ....................................
Mexico .....................................
Micronesia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . ..
North America.............................
Siam ........................................
South Amprica.. ... .. .... ..................
Turkey .....................................

11

8
4
4
2

29

2

1

3J

Il1
3
Il
1

4
8
6

Total. ................................ 122
Total Number of lUissionaries ............. 117
Number of Outgoing Missionaries ......... 44

THE MISSIONARY BISHOPS OF THE METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
BY REV. WILLIAM INGRAHAM HAVEN, D.D., NEW YORK
Secretary of the American Bible Society

The entire episcopacy of the Methodist Episcopal Church is a missionary episcopacy. It has been distinctly such from the beginning.
The general superintendents have regularly visited the missionary field
and administered therein. This they probably will long continue to
do, for it is in accord with the genius of the Church to cvver all its
length and breadth in all lands by the superintendence and unifying
influence of its general episcopacy.
'Two policies stand out in the present attitude of the Church toward
its missionary fields-one, that of fixing residences abroad for its general superintendents, with the implied intention of requiring a someelectronic file created by cafis.org
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what diocesan service in these fields irom the bishops assigned to them
for particular periods, without thereby in any way distracting from
their right and authority to administer at home or anywhere throughout the Church. Thus. residences have been fixed for the coming four
years in Shanghai, China, to which Bishop Bashford has been appointed; in Zurich, Switzerland, to which Bishop Burt has been appointed; and in Buenos Ayres, South America, to which Bishop Neely
has been appointed. It is expected that the conferences in China and
the conferences in Europe and the conferences in South America
will, during the coming quadrennium, be largely under the oversight
of these bishops.
The other method which is being tried by the Church in its foreign
work is what is distinctly called a" missionary episcopacy." These
bishops are chosen to serve in particular fields. They have all the
functions and authority of the regular general superintendents within
the territories for which they are elected. 'l'hey are chosen by the
General Conference, and are consecrated with the other bishops. They
have, however, no jurisdiction outside of their respective fields. They
are held in honor and affection by the whole Church, and in their
visits to the home land are an inspiration and a blessing wherever they
go. Few men in the whole history of Methodism have had more 1Ilfiuence in its councils than Bishop Thoburn, Missionary Bishop for
Southern Asia.
This idea of a missionary episcopacy is about fifty years old. It
took its rise in the needs of the missionary work in Liberia, on the
west coast of Africa, the first of the foreign missionary fields of the
Methodist Episcopal Church. The journey to that field from the
United States was at that time a long and somewhat perilous one, and
yet the Church felt that the mission should have Episcopal supervision.
The first missionary bishop, therefore, was Rev. Francis Burns, a
colored man born in Albany, New York, who sailed for Liberia in
1834. He was ordained a missionary bishop October 14, 1858, at the
Genesee Conference in New York State, after election to that office
by the Liberia Conference in January of the flame year, under the
provisions of the General Conference of 1856. Bishop Burns died in
1863. The second missionary bishop was also a colored man, born in
Petersburg, Va., who emigrated to Africa in 1838-Rev. John Wright
Roberts. He was consecrated bishop in St. Paul's Church, New York,
June 20, 1866, and left immediately for his field of labor in Africa,
where he died in 1875.
Nearly ten years passed by before the missionary episcopacy was
revived. This was occasioned by the election of that wonderful apostolic spirit, William Taylor, as Missionary Bishop for Africa by the
General Conference of 1884.
The next General Oonference, in 1888, elected James M. Thoburn,
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a beloved -missionary in India, as Missionary Bishop of India and
Malaysia. The labors of these godly men lifted up into great prominence the idea of the missionary episcopacy, and commended it to
the attention of the Church, so that it was not strange that in 1896,
on the retirement of William Taylor, Rev. Joseph C. Hartzell, for
years associated with the Freedmen's Aid Society of the Church as its
corresponding secretary, was elected Missionary Bishop of Africa. It
is as his coadjutor that Rev. Isaiah B. Scott, an honored negro minister, has just been elected by the General Conference of 1904 as Missionary Bishop of Africa. To these two bishops has been committed
the care of the three conferences in Africa-the Liberia and the West
Central Conferences on the west coast, and the East Central Conference on the east coast. There are more than five thousand members
and prohationers in these conferences, fifty-five men and women missionaries, and more than one hundred ordained and unordained
ministers:
The field is vast, and entails long and wearisome journeys. Bishop
Scott was born in Kentucky. He graduated from the Central Tennessee College in ] 890. He has been a pastor and presiding elder and
college president in Texas, and for eight years editor of the Southwestern Ohristian Advocate, published in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Dr. Scott has been a member of five General Conferences, and of the
Ecumenical Oonferences in Washington and London. He brings to
his work a balanced judgment and a consecrated heart.
Four years ago the Church said that the burden of administration
in India and Malaysia was too heavy to rest upon the shoulders of
Bishop 'rhoburn. They therefore at that time elected two new
bishops for that field-Bishops Ed win W. Parker, who very soon after
his return to India was called from his labors to his reward, .and
Bishop Francis W. Warne, who, with Bishop Thoburn and the cooperation of the general superintendents, has been incessant in toil
throughout his extensive diocese, which includes India, Burma, Malaysia, and the Philippines. For this region, at the General Conference in Los Angeles, California, in May of this year, two new bishops
were set apart to preside over seven conferences, with a population
of one hundred and fifty thousand Christians and millions of unconverted souls needing the message of salvation. Bishop Warne, in his
recent report, recalling the words of Livingstone, says: " After a quadrennium of travel in India, I can see the smoke, not of a thousand
villages, not of a hundred thousand, but of five hundred thousand villages in ;Which there is not a Christian." '[,hese new missionary
bishops for Southern Asia are William F. Oldham, himself born in
India, and"J(jhnEdward Robinson, a native of Ireland, for years editor of the Indian Witness and a missionary worker in India. Both
Bishops Oldham and Robinson have resided in the United StMIea, reelectronic file created by cafis.org
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ceiving part of their education in the nHiversities and
schools of the Church in this
country.
Bishop Oldham
opened the missionary work
in Malaysia in the Straits
Settlements, where he labored
as pastor of the Eng lis h
Chu rch, as superintendent of
the mission, and as presiding
elder of the Burma district.
Failing in health, he returned
to the United States, where
he was a pastor in Michigan
and Pennsylvania, and later
Professor of Modern Missions
in Ohio Wesleyan University
and Assistant Secretary of the
Missionary Society, with his
headquarters
in Chicago. He
BISHOP J. C, HARTZELL, OF AFRIOA
is unusually qualified to take
up his new duties. So also is Bishop Robinson, who is known and
loved throughout the Church ill India.
'
The election of Merriman C. Harris as Missionary Bishop of Japan
and Korea was a new step forward. Dr. Harris will have under his
care two conferences in Japan and one ill Korea, with a staff of about
sixty missionaries and their wives, and more than thirteen thousand
mem bers and probationers.
Bishop Harris has been a mi~sionary
in Japal!.. He was the first Protestant
missionary to the Island of Yezzo.
Since 1886 he has been in charge of the
Japanese work on the Pacific Coast. lIe
is a man held in honor among ' his
brethren, and is especially adapted to
handle the delicate questions involved
in this new episcopacy. He was born
in Saint Clairsville, Ohio, 1846.
The preRent Board of Missionary
Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, therefore, consists of Bishops
Hartzell and Scott for Africa, Bishops
ThobuIin,Warne, Oldham, and Robinson
for Southern Asia, and Bishop Harris
for Japan an d Korea-a body of men i
upon whom rest apostolic burdens.
BISHOP 'P . W. WARNE
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INDIA STILL IN NEED
BY REV. C. B. WARD
Presiding Elder of Godavery District, Bombay Methodist Episcopal Conference, India, 1904-

A. marvelous change in the conditions of things has taken place in
almost every part of India. There are still some conservative missions
that gather in yearly but few, and see not much in prospect. But the
missionary movement in all India is faced with multitudes, who have
broken with their old faiths and now beg admission to the Ohristian
fold. The Methodists alone report 100,000 inquirers at the present
time, asking to be enrolled as Ohristians. Formerly the mission sought
inquirers; now inquirers seek the mission with an importunity it is
difficult to put off.
Divine blessing in the distribution of the work of God in the languages of the people, the steady increase in the evangelistic forces in
the field, the spread of education, coupled with the severe judgment
God has suffered to come upon India in the last few years, have combined to shake the grip of old faiths, and, beyond question, Ohristianity
has come to the frout as the hope of the world. In the trying ordeals
of famine and plague in the empire, Ohristianity has come tremen-'
dously forward in heroic service and magnificent philanthropy. When
plague comes the Ohristian grapples with the monster, and, by sanitation and faith, wins and lives. The Hindu and Mohammedan flees
from home, or stoically sits down to be carried off to the graveyard.
There has been the progress of a generation in the last. ten years.
It is impossible for one not on the scene of action to fully appreciate it.
With all the marvelous development of missionary and government
educational enterprises, still the Ohristian missions have essentially
illiterate masses to deal with. In spite of all that has been done to
reach the higher classes and castes of India, by way of the readingbook and college, the multitudes at present round the doorway of
missions in India are from the utterly illiterate masses. Ohristian
schools, especially those of the more expensive grade, are well filled
with caste boys and girls, and a few of the children of well-to-do
Ohristians. But in every prosperous mission in India the converts in
numbers are from the illiterate rural popUlation.
Here lies the condition that constitutes a serious need of missionaries but little anticipated. It is hardly to be expected, even if the
advisability were assumed, that the present proportionately large
investment of missionaries in educatioual work (which, while counting
some, does not count much in the direction of the present and prospective ingathering) will be abandoned. But it is certain that a tremendous problem is upon the missions of India, to take in hand these
incoming hundreds of thousands, rescue them and their children from
illiteracy: Imd make them an intelligent, Bible-reading, Christian
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people. This must be done, if we ever have a Bible-observing
people.
It is not too much to say that the present army of inquirers are
not coming from quarters whence many missionaries have expected
them. But God is at work in India, as Ohristian people at home can
little appreciate; but this cause for heartfelt praise should be better
understood ou that side of the sea.
Every successful mission in this land has been undermanned for
the last ten years. There has not been an adequate supply of young
men coming to take the places of the old men, who, under double
burdens, are wearing out prematurely. '1'here is no comparison between the life ltnd work of a pastor at home and that of an active missionary here, who has administration, financial, literary, and other
work few men at home ever see, that compels him to work day and
night. Let me repeat: no adequate supply for some years has been
sent to prepare for the oncoming breakdown or retirement of these
old and strong men. It takes ten years to make a strong missionary.
Language and experience do not come in a day. Then while the
above is true regarding the old work, what shall we say when we look
out upon the literally hundreds of thousands of men and women
cFowding about the door? Practically little has been done to provide
for this new work.
Men are called for with the abilities of generals and statesmen.
The older work will not, can not, supply the working force for the
leavening up of these masses. Out of their own numbers men and
women by the hundreds must be taken, taught to read, teach, and
sing, and preach, and be supervised and led. What a work! There
ought to come to India in the next year one thousand missionaries to
cope with the emergency God is thrusting upon us. In a large measure the battle must be reshaped. The regime of the past can not be
extended to meet the emergency. The present demand is evangelistic,
and all machinery must be put out on this line.
'1'here seems to me no prospect that the year to come will see onequarter of the missionaries needed sent out. It is too great a step
for our churches at home, loaded down as they are with a large element whose interest is too largely selfish and worldly. The missionary spirited people in the home churches are, in the prayer-meetings,
a golden minority.
I am glad to believe there is a great missionary quickening at
home, especially among the young people. There is hope in this. But
in this sore hour of emergency in India, if not in the world, I feel
constrained to plead for a new wing to the missionary service in all
the societies in the field. We have an object-lesson in the deaconess
movement among the Methodists, where scores of young women are
consecrating themselves to work for Ohrist in foreign lands aud at
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home on what is estimated to be a bare support. There is no provision for the savings-bank or luxuries. I plead for a new wing of
the service among men, to which young men and married men may
consecrate themselves for Christ's sake and that of these perishing,
who cry for bread, on a humble support only-a wing of the service
in which men can follow the steps of Him who "tho rich," yet for
our sakes" became poor," and stayed so, till He left for the exceeding
glory.
I am now a missionary in my twenty-eighth year in India. I have
never worked under a salary for any society. I have found a joy in a
line of life financially much humbler than the ordinary society salary.
I confidentially affirm from experience there is a safe, a humble line
of support that God is pleased to own and bless, by which a greatly
increased number of missionaries can be put out for the same money.
Oh, let us have it in these times, when we are straitened for men and
money!
Can we not persuade 0?t1· old societies and new to inangumte a wing
with, for a single man, $400; a married man, $600; a veteran, $800 a
year? Let transit, furlough, housing, and other conditions for all
wings of the service be the same. But let there be a wing of service
to which volunteers may consecrate ·themselves-one that will appeal.
to the heroic, the self-denying, the consecrated from the younger body
in our churches at home; a wing of service which will appeal to
friends who are especially anxious to support substitutes wholly or in
part, and hasten the work of evangelizing the world.
It seems to me there must be hundreds of young men in Christian
America and England, ready to say, " Here am I, send me." Is it not
possible more will volunteer in this new wing than in the old one?
. Bishop Thoburn secured aud sent to India, a few years back, twelve
young men, who have been by some one called "twelve apostles."
They came on half pay for· four years. Then they drop into the regular society salary, and the movement dies. Let us have a volunteer
wing of the service to contillue, an emergency adjunct to the regular
wing, but to be permallent.
'l'here are some few societies in India whose salary to missionaries
is not more than I propose. 'l'here are two htm.dred independent
missionaries in India to-day who live as humbly. For Christ's sake.
may I not plead with a thousand young men in America to volunteer
to join the self-denying wing of the service? Can it be that young
women alone haye the consecration to come out on this principle? It
can not be. If so,it is a great shame. No, it is not so.
VOlltnteers, speak out to pastors, bishops, and secretaries, and that
right early! Friends with missionary sympathy, speak out!
Had we the missionaries, we could take in 100,000 this year, 1904.
We could train their teachers and evangelists. We should soon see
such a work in India as has never been witnessed in the Christian era.
Does not the possibility-yea, the present emergency-involve a
grave responsibility?
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THE CIVILIZING INFLUENCE OF FOREIGN
MISSIONS *
BY PROF. GASTON BONET-MAURY, PARIS, FRANCE

Professor of the Protestant Faculty of Theology in the College of France

The influence of the Christian missionaries in foreign lands has been
mightily in the direction of civilization and morality. It is due to the
influence of the Moravians that Germany is beloved by the negroes of
the Antilles and the Eskimos of Labrador; to the influence of the Pic pus
Fathers in the Sandwich Islands, and the Dominican Fathers in Algeria
and equatorial Africa, that tho natives revere and respect the French
republic. The civilizing influence of Christian missionaries is made evident in two ways: by their scientific work and by their social and moral
influence.
The scientific work of foreign missionaries gives us a long list of
names of those who have contributed to the advancement of science.
From La Perouse and Franklin to Lamy there have been many missionary martyrs to the cause of science. The Jesuits, Ricci and Secchi, were
eminent astronomers. In the thirteenth century a Pope and a King of
France sent civilizing, educated monks among the Turks. The Franciscans and Dominicans by their great learning exerted a powerful influence over the Grand Khan. One of the Lazarists, Pere Huc, traveled
extensively in Tibet and China, and his books of description are still
l\uthorities. Pere Armand David corrected the maps of China. Pere
Chevalier, a French priest, did such excellent and valuable hydrographic
work in Tongking that, in 1898, the French Geographical Society presented him with a medal. It was a French Catholic mission which
founded and still cond'ucts the celebrated astronomical observatory at
Zi-ka-wei, founded by the Jesuit Fathers, Lelec and Colombel, the
meteorological observations of which have been used by Sir Robert Hart
since 1898 to determine the approach of typhoons throughout China,
Manchuria, and Korea. The Protestant missionaries came later than
the Catholics, but they also have made important contributions to
science. Rev. Edward Robinson, in 1838, wrote a work on the geography
of Palestine, and (in 1856) Dr. F. W. Holland 'Yrote one on the Sinai peninsula. Missionaries have been the inspiration and backbone of the great
exploration societies: the English Palestine Exploration Fund, the German Palestine Society, and the American Palestine Exploration Society.
In Borneo and Sumatra the American, German, and Dutch missionaries
have thoroughly explored their fields of work. In Africa and the two
Americas, Catholic orders, Protestant missionaries, and French Huguenots have opened up vast regions to civilization and progress. In the
history of Canada and the United States, such names as Hennepin, Le
Jeune, Marquette, Joliet, Roger Williams, and John Eliot are eloquent
tributes to the zeal and heroism of missionaries. Norwegian pastors
explored and mapped Greenland. The continent of Australia was
explored by an English Catholic and an American Protestant missionary, and the islands of the South Sea bear the impress of the work of
such men as Taylor, Donarre, Williams, Ellis, Chalmers, and Coufi'e. As
linguists and dictionary makers, Ulphilas, the apostle of the Goths, and
Cyril, the apostle of the slavs, head the list. The Catholic Zottoli and
• Trauslated and condensed frOID the Revue des Deux Mondes.
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the Protestants Giitzlaff and Faber became authorities on Ohinese literature. Dr. James Legge, the Scotch missionary, studied Ohinese for thirty
years in Hongkong, and afterward became professor in Oxford University. Merson, in Burma; Ziegenbalg, in Malabar; Bore, in Persia;
Couerdoux, Barthelemy, and William Jones, in India; Bollig and Gismondi, in Syria; Lepsius, in Egypt; Isenberg. in Abyssinia; Cust and
Koeller, in equatorial Africa; Hans Egede, in Greenland; John Eliot,
among the American Indians; Pedro, in Mexico and South America;
Janssen, Fair, and Gordon, in the South Seas-these are men whose
names history will write high for their contributions to the world's
knowledge of the languages of strange or unknown peoples.
As to the moral influence of missions, there is no doubt that, entirely
aside from the moral elevation brought about in the lives of individual
pagans, whole peoples are raised and purified. Pride, laziness, lying. and
deceit, intemperance, and sexual immorality, all pagan vices, gradually
disappear, in large measure. before the march of the Christian missions.
Missionaries persuade the native peoples, if they are nomads, to settle
down and cultivate the soil, to free their slaves, to choose the ways of
peace and learning, and thus to get free free from the domination of their
former superstitions. They persuade the natives to work regularly, and
endeavor to overcome their apathy. The professional schools opened by
the Protestant missions at Lovedale, in South Africa, have succeeded, bit
by bit, in persuading the heathen to attach himself to the soil, to respect
the property of his neighbor, and to develop a love of justice and truth.
If they have the ear of the government, the missionaries try to obtain
prohibition of the sale of opium and of alcoholic drink. Upon their
petition, the Mikado of Japan has prohibited the importation of opium
into Formosa and Khama, has exerted all his personal effort in the cause
of abstinence from intoxicants. The missionaries refuse the sacraments
of the Church to drunkards, and care for the worst of these in special hospitals. It has been due to the influence of missions that public prostitution has been abolished in several Asiatic countries. Many illustrious
native converts have added to the civilizing work of the missions, among
whom are Maka, in the Gilbert and Hawaiian Island, and Pundita Ramabai, in India. The tone of family life has been raised, war has decreased,
and slavery almost entirely abolished through the influence of missions.
Missionaries brought about many reforms in the Kongo and the amelioration of prison conditions in Japan. In public sanitation, mission·
aries have done a noble work. Following the example of the Catholic
bishops and the Hospitaler orders of the middle ages, the missionaries
of all denominations, Dominican priests and American Protestants,
Sisters of Charity and Deaconesses of Kaisewerth, have founded hospitals and established dispensaries, taking care of infirm old people who,
especially in Africa, are abandoned; looking after neglected children, of
whom the greater part-at least, in China-are condemned to death or
prostitution. • . • To Scotch and American missionaries belongs the
glory of having formed a large corps of well-trained woman doctors, infirmary professors, and deaconesses, who can penetrate into the most sacred
corners of the harems 9,nd zenanas, and carry there, with the consolation
of the Gospel, the relief of medical art worthy its name.
We withhold our admiration for such saintly characters as William
Carey and Father Damien for their work in India and among the lepers,
We have a well-founded right to say that the most certain and effective
agent of civilization is the missionary.
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MISSING LINK "_'f THE LIVING LINK "-II
BY DAVID M'CONAUGHY

Forward Movement Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions

While recognizing the reasonableness of the demand for Specific
Objects in developing interest in missions, it is necessary to fairly face
the difficulties involved in giving practical effect to the plan. That it is
inadvisable, and, in fact, impracticable, to assign, individually, native
objects-such as workers and scholars-the accumulated experience of
the various boards has demonstrated beyond question. Because of the
intolerable burden involved in attempting direct communication with
the already vast and ever increasing number of native workers and
scholars; because of the probability of the effect upon the beneficiary
proving prejudicial rather than beneficial; because of the disappointment
liable, in many cases, to result to the donor; because of the dislocation
of the arrangement, sure to occur frequently, in the very nature of the
case; and, above all, because of the unfavorable effect which such an
arrangement is calculated to have in undermining the spirit of self-support in the native church-for these, among other reasons, it has been
found necessary to abandon this practise, even after making eVErY effort
to meet the demand for such individual assignment.
The assigning of missionaries sent out from the home lands is likewise attended with very real and serious disadvantages:
(1) Wherever the connection is made to depend upon an individual,
it is, in the nature of the case, unstable and liable to be broken at any
time. Owing to death, or withdrawal from the field, or transfer to
another section or to other work, the arrangement may be broken at
any time.
(2) The arrangement is often disappointing, too. For some missionaries can not write interesting letters, while others will not write regularly, even at long intervals. Some are engaged in work which, while
no les~ useful and essential, is less picturesque than that of others, and
affords little to write about that is of inspiration, or even of very much
interest to most people. Sooner or later, in many cases, the arrangement breaks down.
(3) It is a narrower interest which centers in a single worker than
that which is attached to the work. For not only is the worker a variable factor while the u'ork is a constant qtwniity, but the latter affords
a fuller fund of information and incident upon which to draw.
(4) It is likely to set an artificial and arbitrary limit to the financial
inte:>est of the supporting constituency, when the fixed amount of a salary is the objective in view. Whatever arrangement is made should
admit of expansion as ability at the base of supplies increases with
growth of interest. In some cases it is quite beyond the ability of a
church to rise to the support of a missionary, while in many others it is
nothing short of a shame for a church to stop at any such limit when it
should support a whole station as its parish.
(5) The assignment of a number of missionaries to a single church,
on the other hand, tends to monopolize those who should serve as " Living Links" not to a single church, but to an ever-widening contltituency
at home.
Sooner or later, therefore, there arises a very real objection to the
assigning of the missionaries in~ividually, as Specific Objects, even as in
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the case of native workers and scholars. And, in fact, some of the missionaries themselves object to the arrangement which, while often proving quite agreeable, has in not a few cases been attended with embarrassment and heart-burnings, sometimes on the part of "the party of the
first part," and sometimes on the other side.
And just because of such obstacles as have been named. some boards
have resolutely refused, under any circumstances, to assign specific
objects. Others, after resisting the demand as long as possible, at length
yielded to pressure and went the length of assigning individual native
objects of all sorts, until, after reaching a sort of reductio ad absurdum
on a large scale, the plan broke down by its own weight. And now, out
of a wide range of experience, the principal boards have found a via
media in "The Station Plan." Gradually what is merely incidental has
been differentiated from what is really essential in the Specific Object,
and fundamental principles are emerging more and more clearly into
view. It is seen now that people C!Ln scarcely be expected to give adequately to what they are lIot interested in; that they are not likely to be
interested in that about which they are not informed; and that, in order
to be informed, there must be something, to begin with, about which
even the busiest can be informed.
But it is also being realized that there are just two things vitally ,
essential in the process of creating and maintaining intelligent interest:
(1) A point of contact-a Specific Object-on the field upon which
interest can at first be concentrated until it becomes intelligent, intense,
permanent, a knowledge which, in the very nature of the case, can be
expected to" grow from more to more."
(2) A Living Link of communication between the object on the field
and the supporting constituency at home.
And here is the very heart of the problem-to make this link really
living. This can be accomplished only as the board, on the one hand,
shall serve in a very real and effective way as a clearing-house for duplicating and distributing information; while, on the other hand, the missionaryat the front shall do his part faithfully and efficiently in furnishing such information as is wanted at regular, if not frequent, intervals
and in an interesting form.
The Baptist Missionary Union, after several years of experience with
the station plan in its simplest form, testifies: "It grows. in favor, and
gives perfect satisfaction to both board and contributers. The plan has
not been changed nor even modified since its inception, and has increased
the contributions to the treasury, as well ft,s awakened an intelligent
interest on the part of the contributors. It is relieving the board of
much embarrassment."
Under the plan, as this board has worked it:
..
(1) The entire appropriation for each station, including the work of
every class, as well as the support of the workers, is divided into shares.
There is no splitting up of the word into various classes and no assignment of individuals, whether native or American.
(2) The home constitup-ncy is furnished statedly with information
about the particular" Object" supported, embracing(a) A detailed description of the station and work carried on there;
(b) A biographical statement about each missionary in the station;
(c) A quarterly letter, giving fresh incidents, etc.
The tie between the constituency at home and the work which it supports is strengthened by personal visits from the missionaries when
home on furlough, and in every other way possible.
It seems clear that the board which succeeds in most thoroughly perfecting the working of a plan such as will afford definite points of contact with real living links between the work abroad and the supporting
constituency at home, will be first to solve the financial problem of the
misSionary enterprise.
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THE "APOSTLES" OF MADAGASCAR *
BY M. E. PECHIN

For several years the Protestant churches of Madagascar have been
greatly influenced by certain preachers whom the people call" apostles."
.Judgments differ very much about these men. Some call them "dangerous pretenders, disturbers, who ought to be shut up or shot," while
others maintain that at least the churches ought to be shut against them,
and yet others receive them with open arms, as messengers of heaven.
The more violent threats proceed only from a few civil functionaries.
A band of these "apostles," five men and one woman, recently paid
a visit to my own church. One was a former governor, one an evangelist, and one a teacher. The leader was the ex-governor, whose dignified
visage is framed in a beard of most white. A long vestment flows down
to his bare feet. He it of a spirit deliberate, calm; he weighs his words;
there is nothing of the pious phraseology so common in the Malagese
preachers. He has in a high degree the tone of command, derived from
his former eminent place. Aforetime unjust and oppressive, like most
of the Malagese judges and governors, he is now completely transformed.
The teacher alone has an air a little exalted, and is the most impetuous
in his exhortations and expressions. The evangelist appears to me the
type of the native Christian destined one day to replace the missionary
when the Malagese church shall have become custonomous. Simple,
modest, but of a living faith, well versed in the Scriptures, his sermons
are thoroughly edifying.
The imposition of hands in exorcism and for bodily healing are now
performed more quietly than formerly, so that the indifferent and the
heathen no longer throng to see their real or supposed miracles. Yet,
altho humble, and in other points docile, neither the" apostles" nor their
followers c:tn be persuaded that evil, either bodily or spiritual, is due to
anything but diabolical powers, to be overcome only by faith and prayer,
with the imposition of hands. Their exorcisms appear to be directed not
so much against a supposed bodily possession as against a spiritual possession by the power of evil. Their .imposition of hands is viewed as
imparting a fuller measure of the Holy Spirit. Psychological science is
more amenable to such a view now than once. They also impose hands
for the relief of bodily ailments, and are so far successful that they are
greatly resorted to for this purpose. Here also modern science, whatever
its theories, has a more consenting attitude than formerly. I have found
no well-attested case of a sudden cure wrought through the "apostles."
Some of them have been suffering seriously from fever, yet nothing can
pe1'8nade them to take remedies.
Other sides of their work are unmistakably good. There reigns
among them a deep brotherly love, and they are truly messengers of
peace, carrying it wherever they go. Theil' countenance is serene. No
trace of agitation, of anxieties. They' are pervaded by a notable calm.
The power from on high is employed to govern the mind and the body.
Friends of the humble and the lowly, resting on God for themselves,
they have killed the germs of discord by putting away ambition and
selfishness.
They do not baptize, but refer their converts to the missionaries for
• Translated for the REVIEW from the Journal des Missions.
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doctrinal instruction and baptism. They are greatly attached to their
respective churches, over which they do not seem to assume either doctrinal or disciplinary control. They urge strongly the near coming of the
Lord. Where this is believed, it imposes an awful hush on mundane
interests, and binds men's souls to the message of the salvation and
judgment.
They themselves do not deny that, with the introduction of new
customs, there is danger of taking accessories for essentials, and that, in
their rapid flights through the country, they can hardly be very sure of
the spiritual state of those whom they receive. They are very docile to
correction out of the Word of God, but are rather hard to persuade that
they make too much of signs and wonders. On the whole, I am convinced
that their work is a work offaith, not without faults, but radically sound,
and of happy results.
What we must emphasize in this religious movement is that it is
genuinely Malagese, and exhibits a real effort of the native Christians to
put on the true Christian character, aud to distinguish themselves from
heathenism. It is a manifestation of native piety which has come forth
independently of the missionaries, who have simply favored it. Like the
Moravian Brethren in Europe, the" apostles" are the best support of
the community in which they are found, without setting up a new church
or attaching themselves exclusively to anyone.

VILLAGE LIFE IN INDIA *
BY A. S. ALBRECHT, RETACHINTALA, INDIA

Missionary of the American Lutheran Church

An Indian village is a little world in itself. Men live and die in the
little village in which they were born, often without going beyond the
village limits in their lives, or feeling the need of going. Their livlihood
is there, their wants are few, and these wants can be supplied by their
neighbors. Some villages are much larger than otbers, and some have a
few educ8,ted men, while in others no one can read or write but the
munsiff, or head man, and the karnam, or village accountant. The
style of houses vary in different parts of the country, and also according
to the size or wealth of the village, but in most respects all villages are
alike. The houses are close together in two long rows, with small side
streets branching off here and there.
If we enter the village from the east end, first we see a group of little
huts, constructed chiefly of split bamboos, and not high enough for any
one but a very swall child to stand erect. These are the dwellings of the
yanadi, or thief caste, who are employed as village watchmen, perhaps
on the principle that" it, takes a thief to catch a thief." At any rate,
they never allow anyone to steal.what they are watching. Next come
the houses of the Sudras, rich and poor, but the Sudras are by no means
all one caste, as many suppose. The reddis and the kammos are the
principal farmers, and when any religious procession takes place, each
struggles for precedence. Here is the bonse of the vilJage mUnsijJ, who
is a government servant, and whose duty it is to try all small cases of
theft or disturbance, and report all others to the higher authorities.
There, where the blue smoke is curling up, is the house of tbe potter,

* From The Lutheran Observer.
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whose wheel is always turning to supply the earthen pots used by the
village for cooking and for water. Those houses that are locked belong
to the shepherds, who are away in the fields with their flocks and herds,
and whose food must be carried to them by the women of the family.
Next come the rich merchants, who sell cloth, grain, curry stuffs,
and the other things necessary for daily use. They are also the moneylenders, and take from 12 to 100 pel' cent. from their neighbors, who want
money for a wedding or a: funeral feast, or to pay their taxes; and, sad to
say, there are few who do not at some time fall into their clutches, and
fewer stilI ever get out again.
Adjoining is the village post-office, kept in the house of the Brahman
postmaster; next is the karnam's and the schoolmaster's, if there happens to be a native school, and the other Brahmans who occupy the
adjacent houses are gentlemen of leisure, living from the income of their
lands and on the fees they get for performing weddings, foretelling
auspicious days for marriages, journeys, etc.
Peep into the next hOllse, and you will see the goldsmith at work,
making a gold collar for some dark-skinned beauty, while his little son
sits in front of him, blowing the bellows anJ learning the trade. Here
are some more boys also learning a trade. They are the barber's sons,
shaving their little brothers for practise, while the father stands neal',
giving directions, first to them, and then to another boy who is learning
to beat the drum. for the barbers are also the drummers. Down that
side street are the houses of the dhobies, or washermen, who wash for the
whole village. A very rich lady, who has a fine cloth she is afraid the
dhoby will spoil, will sometimes wash it herself, but otherwise, no one,
rich or poor, not even a beggar, will wash his own clothes. That is the
dhoby's work.
Down that other street are the houses of the Mohammedans. In
many places the Mohammedans are numerOllS and wealthy, but here
they are few in number, and usually poor. Here is to be found the government toddy shop, which brings more poverty and misery to the people. In sandy places where the palmyra trees flourish, are also found
the toddy tree climbers. There are also the Sudra weavers; the pichagU11ta people, or gypsies, who go from house to house, telling stories,
singing songs. and begging, and the mutthurachalu, who have long guns,
licensed by government, and who often bear a bad reputation for their
use of them.
At the extreme end of the village are the tank-diggers and roadmakers, who say they used to be a very good caste, but it was spoiled
from their eating field rats. Next to them often are to be seen little
temporary huts occupied by the yellaka people, a wandering tribe of
gypsy fortune-tellers, who weave baskets, and on their wanderings take
from one place to another salt, cows, and donkeys.
All these, and others not mentioned-for instance, the carpenter and
the huuter-are caste people, and most of them belon'g to the Sudra caste,
They are divided and subdivided, and many will not eat with each other,
and none of the subdivisions wiII intermarry.
Nearest to the tank-diggers, but separated from all of them, are the
outcasts-the Malas and the Madigas. The Malas weave much of the
cloth used by the villages, which must be washed in caste water before
it can be worn. The Madigas are the leather workers, and the servants
of the caste population. They make the shoes for the village, the leather
collars, etc., for the bullocks and plows, and do the coolie work in the
fields of the farmers.
They are not paid daily wages, nor for the goods they supply, but at
the harvest time are given grain for the year. They also get the carcases of all cattle that die from disease or old age, and are depised beca.use they often eat the flesh, as well as take the skin for their work.
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of missions are instantly suggested
by the fact that Liberia is a mission field; by the fact that it has
CLASSES
hitherto been rather isolated, and
Young people tend to be materi- by the circumstance that the native
alists, and the younger they are, negroes there are in a far lower
down to the age of dumb adoration stage of development than the
of the milk-bottle, the more wholly American negroes, who will inevitare they satisfied with material ably have closer relations with
things. The Acts of the Apostles Africa if the new company sucdo not attract boys of twelve or ceeds. To suggest another instance,
sixteen, because a skilful teacher the war in the Far East can not
only can make a bridge to connect reach an end which will leave misPaul and Barnabas permanently sions in China, Korea, and Japan
with the interests of the twentieth just where they were when 'it
century. A defect in mission study broke out. It-can not reach an end
classes is that for this reason the that shall not affect the prospects
interest of members is often arti- of Asiatics generally. Its events
ficial. Without perpetual effort are full of interest to all who know
and the inventive powers of a
that there are things more imporgenius on the part of the leader tant than ball-gamp,s and horsethe members of the class are not races. Let mission study classes
held together. Such classes rely report from the secular newspapers
on the interesting style or material all items of news which relate to
of books to hold the attention of missions, or indirectly affect their
young folks and encourage them to prospects or the general advance
read continuously. But what is • of the Kingdom. The interest of
only interesting is not long inter- discovery and of building up relaesting.
The interest must lead tions will then join with other
somewhither, or the subject will interest in justifying the study and
soon be dropped like a worn-out in finding through it tangible and
toy.
worthy results.
We have no radical change in
We need not add that any others
these classes to suggest, but a use- than students who are interested
ful auxiliary in their effort to keep in missions and in the building up
up interest. Scholars in the public of the Kingdom of God can greatly
schools are sometimes made to re- profit by searching the secular
port on the news of the day. They press for news that touches, or may
thus gain the habit of noticing have relations to, this great enterthings, breadth of vision, and prise of the Christian Church. D.
general alertness of mind. Our
snggestion is that members of misThe Missionary Calibre
sion study classes use an exercise
The New York Sun recently
of the same sort. For instance,
the newspapers mentioned, not found a morsel to its taste in a letter from a Japanese student at
long ago, the organization of a
company in New York to send Yale to a paper in Japan, in which
steamers regularly to Liberia. The the young student wrote" that the
. capitalists who formed the com- students in other departments of
the American University than the
pany were said to be negroes.
Hosts of questions for students theological are 'young men of fine
Newspapers and Missions
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appearance,' 'but when it comes to
the theologues, beggarlike faces
are in the majority,' and the feeblest of the lot 'go as foreign missionaries,' 'the ones who are unable to get a suitable place here.'''
This young Japanse is said to be a
Christian, but he goes on to speak
contemptuously of the foreign mis-'
sionaries: "If you examine their
erudition, their ideals, their purposes, the most of them are worthy
of only a smile; .
• the missionaries and their satalites are
nothing but vulgar fellows, ignorant, and without brains."
As to the charge that the divinity
students are an inferior lot. with
beggarlike faces, it would be interesting to test this young Japanese
student's judgment by mixing up
the divinity students with an equal
number chosen at random from the
other departments of the university, and let the young Japanese
distinguish the divinity students
by their appearance. Doubtless
the authorities of the Yale Divinity
School would be perfectly ready to
have such a test applied. vVith
reference to the criticism of the
missionaries, probably any missionary board would be willing to
have this young Japanese student
and any average missionary subjected to a competitive examination. The critic saves himself by
a statement which makes it possible for him to recognize as exceptions any missionaries who might
be named who would refute his
view - men like Verbeck and
Brown, and Alexander and McCartee, to speak of the dead, and
Hepburn, ,Green, Davis, Imbrie,
and scores of others among the living.
This young Japanese student
would probably contend that very
great progress had been made by
his country in recent years. In
the New York Evening Post of
December 19, 1903, Dr. Edward Ab-
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bott quoted a remark made to him
by Colonel Buck, the United States
]\Hnister to Japan, to the effect
that the r.,esult of his observations
in Japan ~as that Christian missions had done more for the advancement of the Japanese people
than all other influences and forces
put together. vVhen Dr. and Mrs,
Hepburn left Japan in 1892, after
thirty-three years' work, the Japan
Gazette said: "We may rest assured that it was the daily lives of
Dr. Hepburn and his fellow workers, in the early days, which moved
Japan first to tolerate and then to
welcome the missionaries to these
shores, and it is to the missionaries
that Japan owes the greater part
of her present advancement. The
missionary has been Japan's instructor, an influence wholly for
enlightenment and good." If the
missionaries are such feeble-minded creatures as this young Japanese
student represents, it is difficult to
know which to admire the morethe docility of the Japanese, or
their ingenuity in learning so much
under missionary influence.
s.
Perennial Objections to Missions

There are certain people who find
in every event an opportunity to
object to the sending of missionaries to preach the Gospel in nonChristian lands.
The capture of
Miss ~tone gave them an opportunity to declare that she had no business in Macedonia, but the kidnapping of Perdicaris was not used as
an argument against American
citizens residing abroad.
Wars
and uprising in lands where missionaries work are usually credited
to them by many ignorant 01' prejudiced antagonists, but the blame is
not placed by the same critics on
the merchants or foreign officials,
tho it often belongs there. Thus it
is in all kinds of circumstances:
men see what they want to see and
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judge according to preconceived
ideas. Those who are not truly
following Jesus Christ, and are refusing to help carry out His Great
.Commission, will ever find occasions to decry missionary work.
Somewhat along this line the
Calwer-Missionsblatt says:
In consequence of the Herero rising, in Southwest Africa, German
Protestant missions are yet again
dpcried in many journals.
The
missionaries, it is declared, have
spoiled the natives by indulgence,
and have seduced the colonial
government to follow suit; they
were, it is said, aware of the rising
beforehand, and delivered up to the
enemy their own German countrymen, who had fled to the stationsin short, have approved themselves
guilty of high treason.
We
scarcely believe our eyes when we
see, in the Colonial Zeitschrijt,
"Malaria, Blackwater-fever, Locusts, Missions-·the first and last
alike ineradicable." 'Vith men
who hate missions to such a pitch
there can, of course, be no further
argument. Sad and humilating is
it that any such thing can be
printed in Germany.
This is a strong argument that
missions are alarming the kingdom of Satan, that they are arousing Satan's adherents at home to
such an insane intensity of hatred
against them, altho in the two
Anglo-Sa.xon countries their relatively greater influence renders the
devil's children somewhat more
rational in their attacks.
MI'. Poultney Bigelow says that
he believes the missionaries are doing more harm than good in China,
because they are irritating the
people. Inasmuch as it is Jesus
Christ Himself who has said, "I
came not to send peace on earth,
but a sword," it is plain enough
that MI'. Bigelow looks upon Jesus
Christ as a mischief-maker, and
upon all His apostles and their
effective successors as mischiefmakers. His notion of their ancestral religion is very good and
fine, but that Christianity has

really some points of superiority,
of which it might not be amiss to
take advantage. The man can not
see, because he will not see, that
the higher order almost always
provokes the lower to bitter opposition before it prevails over it.
Buddhism itself, in China, had to
win its way to the top through
times of severe persecution-nay,
even Confucianism was sometimes
sharply persecuted by unfriendly
emperors. If we ourselves ale not
still hanging up men as sacrifices to
Odin, or burning them in wicker
images to the old British gods, it is
not the fault of the Poultney Bigelows of the olden time.
t
Miss Stone and Mr. Perdicaris

The kidnapping of Mr. Perdicaris
in Morocco by the brigand Rais
UIi very naturally recalls to mind
the case of Miss Stone's capture by
Saraffof's men in Macedonia. It
has peculiar interest, too, as show-_
ing that one event may befall nonmissionary and missionary alike
wherever laws have lapsed through
lack of energy to enforce them.
These two cases are exactly alike
in their main particulars. Both
victims were acclimatized residents
in countries whose governments are
pledged by treaty to prevent their
subjects from making lawless attacks on Americans; both were
seized for ransom in their ordinary
haunts, and without reference to
their personal qualities or actions,
and the opportunity for both outrages was due to a flabby governmental degeneracy which promised
impunity to the brigands whatever
the fate of their victims.
Any appearance of difference behveen the two cases is due to the
course followed by the American
government in each. In the Stone
case the government tolerated, if it
did not suggest, the payment by
private individuals of the ransom
which the brigands asked. It
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treated the affair as tho private interests only were involved, and it
has not yet secured from Turkey
redress for the outrage. Such a
line of inaction has, of course, so
far encouraged brigandage in Turkey as a safe if not an honorable
method of raising the wind.
In the Perdicaris case, however,
America demanded the release of
the captive from the party responsible (that is, from the government
of Morocco), and so terminated the
affair in fewer weeks than the
method used in the Stone case required months. Of course, the Sultan of Morocco passed some exceedingly bad hours. Nerve shocks in
a culminative series were produced
by successive arrivals of big American war vessels, followed b~' hints
from the news-bureaus that there
are others. His Majesty had no
option but to save the captive at
all costs; and if he is permitted to
remain on his throne, the nlemory
of this moving experience will insure that he will make it exceed
ingly warm for Rais UIi later on.
He will thus effectively dissuade
his intelligent subjects from adopting kidnapping as a profession.
The principle on which America
acted in Morocco is worth noticing,
since it has a bearing upon the
rights of missionaries established
in such countries. The merchant
or missionary who goes to ltve in
the cannibal islands assumes, himself. all risks to his life, and retains
no right to call for protection from
his native country. But in the domain of a treaty the situation is
quite different. America, by making and promulgating treaties of
intercourse with Turkey and Morocco, has certified that it rates
those governments as worthy of
confidence. If either of them sets
the treaty at naught, America is
bound, for the sake of its own dignity, to see the wrong redressed.
Experience in these two cases of
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kidnapping seems to offer to the
consideration of missionaries the
following principles:
1. American citizens, of whatever quality, while within the domain of a treaty of intercourse, on
any lawful business, have a right
to expect protection.
2. The duty of America when one
of its citizens is deprived of his liberty in violation of treaty is to hold
responsible the government of the
country where the outrage occurs.
This duty is not a favor to the victim, nor does it have any relation
to his personal qualities. It is a
genera,} duty that arises from It
violation of treaty which attacks
the dignity of America, the possibility of future peaceful intercourse, and the safety of all American citizens .
. 3. In cases like those under consideration the payment of ransom
by the captive or his friends is
against public policy as encouraging brigandage, and should not be
tolerated.
D.
Vacation and Missions
There are certain animals that go
into winter quarters, and there are'
many church-members who go into
summer quarters! From October
until June these earnest home
workers give much time, talent,
and thought for the upbuilding of
the Kingdom of their Divine King;
but when the hot weather sets
in their ardor cools, their zeal
slackens, and golden opportunities
slip by unheeded. Let this summer be an exception! While absent from your church, you are
still present with your Lord. Filled
and guided by His Spirit, wisdom
will be given you so to think, speak,
and act among the many strangers
whose lives your life shall touch,
that from you shall go forth an influence for the good of man and
the glory of God. On the farm, by
the seashore, among the mOUllelectronic file created by cafis.org
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tains, in your native land or across
the waters, let your light shine this
summer as never before, and catch
the spirit of Him •. who went about
doing good." Wherever you are,
keep in mind and heart a worldembracing Love, a world-conquering Faith, and a world-saving Redeemer.
T.

Open-air Evangelism
The advent of the summer
months brings to our attention this
important phase of Christian work.
In many cities churches are conducting regular campaigns with
special evangelists. The fifty-first
year's record of "The Open-air
Mission" of London is worthy of
the attention of all interested in
this work. It reveals SOHle startling facts, which prove the need
for such evangelism-for instance,
that on Sunday mornings people
on their way to the great racecourse have been counted at the
rate of 1,000 per minute. In Manchester alone 5,000 shops, besides
public houses, are regularly open
on the Lord's day, while in London
the total number is 22,000. In one
borough the number of men entering public houses on a recent Sunday was many thousands in excess
of the whole male popUlation of the
borough-for example, 83.500 male
visitors entered the public houses
at Paddington; this is nearly 18,000 in excess of the male popUlation of that borough.
This "Open-air Mission" has
sent forth evangelists to no less
than 1,235 different places, visiting
nearly 60,000 homes, and holding
about 3,500 special services. The
workers visit races, fairs, markets,
cattle shows, regattas, barracks,
seaside resorts-in fact, any place
where a concourse of the people
may be found. It is estimated that
a total of 500,000 people have been
met at these various resorts. Over
1,000.000 TestaPlents, tracts, etc.

have been distributed, and- over
100,000 miles traveled. The results
have been most encouraging.
suggestions for Workers

It may be weIl to add certain
suggestions for open-air preaching,
published by this society, as they
may be of assistance to others engaged in similar work:
1. Let there be an acknowledged
leader with each group.
2. Preach the great truths of the
Gospel.
3. Say what you have to say
briefly.
4. Do not attempt fine language
or artificial manners, but speak in
a natural tone, and explain and
persuade.
5. Study the character of your
audience, and adapt your address
accordingly.
6. Always speak courteously,
both to a group and to individuals.
7. Never resist the police. If you
think you are unjustly interfered
with, write to the Secretary of the
Open Air Mission.
8. Avoid service at late hours,
noisy singing, unseemly tunes,
shouting, and ridiculous gestures.
9. If a person wishes to debate,
walk and talk with him, or get one
of your group to do so, or arrange
for a private conversation.
10. Try to induce others to assist
you in the singing and the speaking.
11. Always speak reverentially
of God, and avoid everything trifling in manner.
12. Do not attempt to make openair preaching so much a service of
worship as an evangelistic effort to
bring thoughtless and careless persons to give heed to the things of
God.
13. Never thrust tracts at persons, but offer them politely to all
who may be willing to accept them.
14. When the open-air service is
finished, do not remain gossiping.
15. The committee are strongly
of opinion that no woney collection
should be taken after an outdoor
evangelistic service.
Donations Received
No. 295. Ramabai's Work ............. $10.00
No. 296. Ramabai s Work. ..... ....... 21.00
No. 297. African Missions........ ,..... 15.0()
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SAMUEL CHAPMAN ARMSTRONG. By Edith
Armstrong Tit/bot. Illustrated. Svo, 801
~~~~'.
Doubleday, Page & Co.,

Ve;..

n{iw.

Samuel Armstrong was an unusually noble and unique personality, and his daughter has succeeded
in giving a most captivating picture of the man and his career.
Many biographies are dry reading
because they deal tuo much in
generalities or too largely in trivialities. This gives the broad outlines of the philanthropist's career,
and with master hand Mrs. Talbot
fills in the essential and interesting
details. There was profound depth
to the man, and great variety in
his experiences. Weare shown,
first, the lad in his Hawaiian home,
full of energy and fun, pure-minded
and noble-hearted. Next comes the
student, molded under Mark Hopkins, at Williams, then the soldier,
and, finally, the philanthropist and
man of affairs. The book pulses
with life and overflows with humor.
The quotations from letters and
diaries abound in wise epigrams
and sta tesmanlike
utterances.
Truly the world would have lost
much had this biog-rapical study
never been written.
*
WOaKING WITH TIlE HANDS. By Booker T.
Washington. Illustrated. 8vo, 246 pp.
$1.50, net. Doubleday, Page & Co., New
York. 1904.

This sequel to" Up from Slavery"
describes the author's experiences
in industrial training at Tuskegee
Institute, and gives his convictions
on the subject. It is a strong argument for the value and need of
manual training for the American
negro, and is written in Mr. Washington's forceful style, abounding
in good sense and strong faith.
He passes from what industrial
training accomplished for him to
tell of Tuskegee struggles, methods,
and the results on individuals and
communities.
He stoutly holds
and proves that ne€(ro education
has not been a failure, and that the
kind of training needed by the
masses is that which teaches them
to earn their bread by the sweat of
their brows, and at the same time

leads them to serve their fellow
men in the spirit of Christ. No
education is safe which is not permeated with Christian principles,
and none is effective which does
not show practical results in character and usefulness. This is a
great contribution to the literature
on the American negro problem.

*
NEW BOOKS
RUSSIA. Described by Famou~ Writers. Edited by Esther Singleton. Illustrated.
12mo, 361 pp. $1.60. Dodd, Mead & Co.
1904.
RUSSIA: HER STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS. By
Wolf von Schierband. Maps. 8vo. $1.60,
net. G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1204.
MANCHURIA. By Alexander Hosie. Maps,
diagrams, illustrations. 8vo. 293 pp.
$2.50, net. Charles Scribner's Sons 1904.
lIIANCHURIA AND KOREA. By Il. J. Whigham.
Map and illustrations. $2.00. Imported
by Scribner's. 1904.
KOREANS AT HOME. By Constance Taylor. II·
lustrated. $1.50. Cassell & Co. 1904.
JAPAN: THE PLACE AND PEOPLE. By G.
Waldo Browne. Illustrated. 438 pp. $2.50.
Dana, Estes & Co., Boston. 1904.
SAMUEl" CHAPMAN ARMSTRONG. By Edith
Armstrong Talbot. Illustrated. 12mo,
301 pp. $1 50, net. Doubleday, Page &
Co.

1904.

HANDS. By Booker T.
Washington. Illustrated. 12mo. 246 pp.
$1.50, net. Doubleday, Page & Co. 1904.
PROBLEMS OF THE PRESENT SOUTH. By Edgar
Gardner Murphy. 12mo, 288 pp. $1.50,
net. Macmillan Co. 1904.
THE NEGRO CHURCH. A Social Study. Paper,
50 cents. Atlanta University Press. 1904.
AT OUR OWN DOOR. By S. L. Morris, D.D.
12mo. $1.00, net. Fleming H. Revell Co.
1904.
WONDERFUL STORY OF UGAN!)A. By G. D.
Mullens. Illustrated. 12mo, 224 pp. 1.•.
6d. Church Missionary Society, London.
1904.
AFRICA FROM NORTH TO SOlJTH THROUGH
MAROTSILAND. By Maj. A. St. H. GIbbons.
Illustrated. Maps. 2 vols. 8vo. $7.50,
net. John Lane, New York. 1904.
THE ESSENTJAL KAFFIR. By Dlldley Kidd. A.
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WORKING WITH THE

AT the request of Dr. Otto Pautz
we can a.ttention to thefaet that in
our review of his book (November,
1902, pp. 863-4) his name was misspelled Pantz. The name of the
publishers should have been J. C.
Henrichs'sche Bushhandlung. *
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AMERICA
America's
Porto Rico is only
Vast Domain 18 degrees from the
equator. Panama
is only9. Alaska reaches to within
19 degrees of the North Pole.
Forty-two degrees of longitudinal
expansion, and most of it within
35 years. By latitudes we have
likewise gone by leaps and bounds.
First a fierce struggle with nature,
savages, and Great Britain for 14
degrees along the eastern coast.
Then a contest with 3 EUropean
nations for a thousand miles westward. Then suddenly by diplomacy over the Mississippi and over
the Rockies, a half continent at a
bound. Then a reach to the middle Pacific-a decade of rest on the
Hawaiians-and then a bound to
the borders of Asia, and an unfurling of the well-starred standard in
the Philippines. One hundred and
eighty degrees of latitude, half of it
in less than 2 decades! We have
expanded.
The question is no
longer academic. It is an accomplished fact. It has startled the
world-it has astonished ourselves.
REV. C. L. THOMPSON.

A Phase of
Y. M. C. A.
Growth

As an illustration
of the recent development of the
Young Men's Christian Association, tn,ke the State of
Pennsylvania, and compare the
figures of 1875 with those of 1904.
The number of associations has
grown from 103 to 231; of railroad
associations, from 3 to 27; of members, from 10,172 to 50,625; and the
property valuation, from $216,200
to $3,891,000.
Those who attend
the St. Louis Exposition should not
fail to visit the Jerusalem reproduction, and also
notice the model of the Campus
Model of
Beirut College
at St. Louis

and the buildings of the Syrian
Protestant College. The model is
14 feet long by 10 feet wide, and was
prepared by the Rev. H. H. Jessup,
D.D., assisted by his daughter.
Each one of the 13 buildings is reproduced by an exact model cut out
of Mt. Lebanon limestone of soft
texture.
*
An effort is to be
made by Baptists
to raise an endowment fund of $500,000 within 5 years, with which to
educate a nati ve ministry in foreign
fields. President Wood, of Newton Theological Seminary, who
championed the policy at the annual meeting of the Missionary
Union, says that it is the most important action American Baptists
have taken in years, and that if the
money is raised and set at work it
will produce results on the mission
fields ten times greater than an
equal investment of funds in American missionaries could. It is a
part of the plan to found or endow
an educational institution in each
of the great fields occupied by this
body, for the thorough training of
native converts for Christian service.
Baptist Forward
Moveme~t for
Education

In Tur,key, India,
and Ceylon, China,
Africa, and Japan,
the American
Board has a total
of 42 dispensaries and 28 hospitals.
These hospitals and dispensaries
last year treated 253,800 patients,
the work having been performed
under the superintendence of 40
American physicians, 12 of whom
are women. It is an astonishing
fact that all of this medical work,
which is so far-reaching in its influence, cost the board last year,
ap'ut from the mere support of the
missionary physicians, not more
The
American Board
and
Medical Mil$ions
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than $12,000. This equals $1.00 for
every 21 patients treated.
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when it will begin the publication
of the Bible in the Revised Version
or what proportion of it.. output
will be of the morfl modern work.
*

A unique service
was hE'ld in Oberlin, June 12th, in
connection with the departure of
Rev. Paul L. Corbin and wife, both
graduates of the institution, for
China, to reopen the Shansi Mission, which was destroyed by the
Boxers, with the murder of the
missionaries and of most of the
converts.
The memorial arch
bearing the names of those and
other martyrs was ncar by, and
among the speakers were two
Chinese, Fei Ch'i Hao and K'ung
Hsiang Hsi, who escaped from the
slaughter, and are now Oberlin
students preparing for service in
evangelizing their native land.
K'ung is a lineal descendant of
Confucius.

This institution is
to!lave anew bome
n t Lexington A ven ue and Fortyninth Street, New
York City. A large nine-story
building has been leased, which
will serve both for classrooms and
dormitories. This will be for New
York something like the Moody
Bible Institute in Chicago. Many
who wish to have the advantages
of a thorough training in the Bible
for work at home and abroad will
be glad to avail themselves of this
opportunity. Rooms not needed
for students may be rented by
other Christian workers.
*

The Bible
The Am e ric a n
Soc'ety and Bible Society has
the Revision decided to amend
the constitution of
the society so as to permit it to
print the Revised Version of the
Bible. With the publication of the
notes of the American revisers, together with the demand created for
the revision of the Old Testament.
and the growing demand of scholars
for popular editions of the Revised
Bible. the Bible Society managers
have been led to realize the changed
situation and to act accordingly.
Consequently, the Bible Societywill
publish in one volume the New
Testament revision published in
1881, and the Old Testament revision published in 1885, together with
the Bible as further revised by the
American committee, and printed
in 1001. The churches are increasingly making use of the revised
Bible in their pulpits, a; practise
which will doubtless be greatly
promoted by the action taken by
the American Bible Society. The
society has not yet determined

A t Los Angeles. in
connection with the
Methodist General
Conference, w ~ s
presented a missionary exhibit on
a larger scale than has ever been
attempted. It had a whole building to itself, and nflarly the entire
field was represented. The decorations were flags, Chinese and
Japanese lanterns and umbrellas,
while the wall space was devoted
to maps and charts illustrating history, geography, and ethnology, all
of the highest scientific value.
There were 300 copies of the Bible,
each in a different language, a
Chinese altar, with joss and incense
sticks, a zenana, accurately modeled after an Indian zenana. in
which sat a woman in Hindu dress
grinding grain at the primi ti ve mill
still used in the-country. A Japanese tea garden was also reproduced.
'rhis and the Chinese temple attracted the Orientals, of whom
there are many living in Los Angeles, and who came in large numbers~
bringing their families.

A Farewell
to Missionaries

The Bible
Teachers'
New Trainingschool Home

A Unique
Missionary
Exhibit
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The Pitkin
Memorial
atYa!e

The Yale c I a s Emates of Horace
Tracy Pitkin
(killed at Paotingfu, North China, by the Boxjij,l's, in
July, 1900) have erected a monument to his memory in MeulOrial
Hall, New Haven. Public dedication exercises 'were held on June
28th, President Hadley making the
address of acceptance for the university, and the Rev. O. H. Bronson speaking for the class.
The monument was designed by
the architects of the building, and
consists of a marble form about
12 feet high by 4 feet wide. Thp inscription occupies the lower part.
Above is a bronze medallion, with
the head of Horace Pitkin in relief.
Says the Central
Presbyterian,
0 f
Richmond,
V a.:
" The largest church and the largest
congregations in connection with
our General Assembly are not within the United States, but on the
Kongo River, in Afri~. The membership of the two churches there is
upward of 2,000. And the attendance on each church is upward of
1,OOO'-l!Iometimes 1,500, or more.
When a native Afl'ican from that
region witnessed church services
here, with an attendance of 100 or
200, his remark was: 'The people
of America do not go to church
much.' This Church (Southern
Presbyterian) received during the
ecclesiastical year just closed $236,529-a gain over the receipts of the
previous year of $56.070."
A Religious
Phenomenon

The "Best

The Foreign Mission Committee at
the Northern Assembly, Dr. C. B.
McAfee, chairman, reported that
the board has this year sent out
more missionaries than any board
ever before sent in anyone year82 new missionaries and 66 returnYear" for
Presbyterians
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ing to their fip-Ids. The churches
have given more this year than
ever before, and the board has
spent more than ever before.
Col. R. H. Pratt It is a disappointand Carlisle
mentamongmany

friends of the In~
dian to learn that the President
has removed Col. R. H. Pratt as
head of the Carlisle Indian Schoel,
where he has done such splendid
work. Without knowing the full
reasons for the President's action,
we understand that it is due partly
to Colonel Pratt"s criticism of the
direction of Indian affairs in articles published in The Red Man.
General Pratt entered the army as
a second lieutenan t at the reorganization after the Civil War, having
served through the war in the Indiana volunteers. He organizpd
the CarUsle School in 1879, and has
served continuously at Carlisle
since, being the first and only superintendent of tne institution up to
this time. Colonel Pratt made a
great success of the Carlisle School
for a quarter of a century, during
which time he brought thousands of
Indian boys and girls from the
West to Carlisle to be educated.

.

The
A letter written
Cooper Bequest- by Dr. John F.
A Correction
Dodd, Assistant

Recording Secretary of the Missionary Society, corrects a false impression given in
our note on this subject on page
546 of our July number. Dr. Dodd
says:
It is true that the Missionary
Society of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, the intended beneficiary in
a certain sense of this bequest, has
formally declined to accept the
same; but it is not true in any
sense or degree that it declined" to
accept the money on tl).e ground
that the testator was attending a
theater when he died." That particular incident was not at all con~
sidered and had no bearing what-
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ever upon the action of the Committee on Legacies making the
report recommending declination,
which was adopted by the Board of
Managers. The real and only reason for such declination was found
in the peculiar provision of the will
requiring that the amount, somewl'at uncertain, being one-half of
thJ lesidue. should be invested as a
perpetual fund, requiring interest
payments to a widow and daughter,
aged, respectively, under 50 and
under 22, during t.heir lifetime;
and, further, that after the decease
of the said parties the income of
said fund only to be used for all
time to come for the cause of missions.
*
The two years since
the inauguration of
the Forward Movement have been the
years of greatest advance in giving to foreign missions.
For this period the percentage of
increase has been larger in the
Southern Presbyterian Church
than in any other in North America. The increase for the year just
closed has been $56,070.72, or 31 per
cent. The results are shown by
the following analysis of receipts:
There are now 317 churches and
27 individuals in the Forward
Movement. They assume $131,055
annually for the support of individual missionaries and mission
stations. They have paid 90 per
cent. of the amount due on their
pledges.
Forty·one
of
these
churches have renewed their pledge
for a third year, and 168 have completed the first year and renewed
for a second.
The Forward Movement was not
inaugurated until aftel' the close of
the fiscal year 1902. The following
year barely one-balf of these
churches entered the Movement,
and last year only three-fourths
gave on this basis for the entire
year, yet in the 2 years they have
increased their gifts $39,110. Their
gift per member has advanced from
$1 to $1.58, while the other
churches in the assembly have decreased 61 cents to 59 cents per
The Southern

Presbyterian
Forward
Movement
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member. The number of churches
not making any contributions to
foreign mi!lsions is diminishing
each year.
Sad Loss for The Treadwell Isan Alaskan
I and,
A I ask a,
Y. M. C. A. Young Men's Christian
Association
lost its building by fire a few weeks
ago, but is now occupying the jail
for temporary quarters. Since the
association was organized a year
or more ago, and everyone of the
miners on the pay-roll of the company (some 200) became members,
the saloons and gambling-places
lost their business, and the jail has
had but one or two occupants.
During the conflagration, in which
several buildings were burned and
the destruction of the entire town
was threatened, there was R
scarcity of water, but the bucket
brigade used the beer to stay the
flames in one of the big saloons on
the edge of the town. The Y. M.
C • .A. is planning to rebuild, and
will be aided"s before, by the mining company. The building had
just been insured for $8,000 (cost.
$20,000).
The " Foreign The eyes of all the
Problem " in world are to·day
Canada
turned Canada ward
-Canada, with her
almost illimitable extent of territory, compdsing 3,500,000 square
miles, and constituting more than
one-third of the empire. No greater
tribute could be paid to the natural
resources of our }9.nd, or the freedom of our commonwealth, than
the mighty influx of people who
have come knocking at our doors
within the past twelve months.
Previous to this year, about 60,000
foreigners had emigrated to Canada
to make for themselves homes in
some part of our dominion. But
this year over 115,000 have entered
Canada and passed through Winnipeg, the" Gateway of the West."
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The congested countries of Europe
are eagerly sending forth detachments, a thousand strong, who are
peopling our great Northwest.
Besides the influx this past year
from the United States and the
British Isles, France, Germany,
Italy, Spain, Portugal, Russia,
Poland, Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, and even Iceland' and China,
have each and all sent their representatives.-Missionary Outlook.
Promise of Organic union beChurch Union tween the Congrein Canada
gationalists, Methodists, and Presbyterians in Canada was one of the
principal subjects dealt with at the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Canada, which
was held in St. John, New Bt'unswick. The three bodies have had
committees " on correspondence
with other churches" which have
TIlade fraternal exchanges from
time to time. All three have expressed
themselves
cordially
toward such union. In April a
joint meeting of representatives of
the Methodist, Presbyterian, and
Congregational Churches was held
in Toronto. The following resolution was adopted unanimollsly:
Wbile recognizing the limitations of our authority as to any
action that would commit our respective churches in regard to a
proposal that is yet in the initial
stage, we feel ft'ee, nevertheless, to
say that we are of one mind: that
organic union is both desirable
and practicable, and we commend
the whole subject to the sympathetic and favorable consideration
of the chief assemblies of the
churcbes concerned for such further
action as they may deem wise and
expedient.
There seems to be a growing
recognition of the economy in the
use of resources as well as the more
adequate expression of the spiritual oneness of the Church that
would result from a union organic
in form. The laymen are even
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more pronounced in favor of union
than tbe ministers.
Glad Tidings Statistics just received show
refrom the
markable progress
Antilles
in Porto Rico and
Cuba. After five years' work in
Porto Rico there are at least 29
preaching stations, 11 of wbich are
organized churches.
These are
ministered to by about 15 ministers
and native helpers. Only 8 of these
are from the States. The churchmembership,. as reported, is 1,089.
In Cuba, after less than three years
'of work, there are 16stations, with
3 organized churcbes and over 200
memnel·s.
Australasian' It was in 1899 that
Mission in
the first band of
South America you II g W 0 I' k e l' s
sailed from the Antipodes for South America, under
the auspices of the Australasian
South American Mission. Since
then they have been joined by
others. Up to the present they
have labored chiefly among Spanish-speaking people in the Argentine Republic, and, after attempts
in various directions, a :settlement
has been made in Campana, a town
sixty miles north of Buenos Ayres,
and there a flourishing school and
mission are being carried on by Mr.
and Mrs. Cook and Mr. Grimson.
Much has been done in circulating
the Scriptures in conjunction with
the American Bible Society. One
of the pioneers, Mr. Allan, has,
however, felt from the beginning
that his work would be among the
descendants of the renowned Inca
Indians, those famous races who
held a great part of the South
American continent, with a considerable degree of the arts of civilization, when it was acquired by the
Spanish conquerors four centuries
ago. There are 3,500,000 of these
pure Indians, who all speak the
Quechua language. Last year
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Messrs. Allan, "\Vilson, ano Guerrero made a journey through Bolivia, extending over six months,
carrying Bibles on pack-mules, and
selling a considerable number to
Spaniards, at the same time spying
out the land in order to commence
a mission among the long-neglected
Incas.-London Christian.
EUROPE
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The Kongo
Refonn
Association

There has been or·
ganized in England
a movement known
as the Kongo Reform Association, which has for its
object. the securing for the natives
inhabiting the Kongo State the
just and humane treatment which
was gnaranteed to them under the
Berlin and Brussels Act. It is
sought to accomplish this by secur·
ing the restoration of their rights
in land and products of the soil, of
which they have been deprived by
the Kongo State; also to secure the
restoration of just and humane administration of the individual freedom of men, women, and children,
of which they have been deprived
by oppressive taxation, illegal
coercion, and inhumane treatment.
The means to be employed to
achieve the object are: (1) The distribution of information through
the press of the world; (2) by pub.
lie meetings and lectures; (3) by in.
viting the influence, interest, and
support of all humane persons who
will help the cause.
The association has for its president the Rt. Hon. Earl Beauchamp,
K.C. N.G. P. D. Morel, Esq .. is
the honorable secretary.

General Booth The founder of the
at
Salvation Army has
Seventy.five jm;t completed his
seventy-fifth year.
It is forty-two years since he began
the formation' of the Army, but he
is as alert as ever. His activity
was never more aston ishing. Within the last few months he has been
preaching and organizing in America, France, Germany, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, Scot·
land, and Ireland, and he has just
started for a tour of Scandinavia,
Germany, and Switzerland. Asked
whether he were satisfied with his
life-work, General Booth said:
"No! Satisfied? Who could be
satisfied amid the indifference and
disbelief of to day? Look at the
multitudes around us who care
nothing for God. Look at the
growing agnosticism of the people.
C. E. Z. M. The general review
Look at the wretchedness and suf·
Statistics
'of last year shows,
ferings of the poor. Look at our
in addition to the
national sins. Never was selfishness so marked as a national vice 211 missionaries in home connecas it is to-day. How can a man be tion, 105 missionaries and assistsatisfied when sin has got hold of ants in local connection, 323 native
.-Bible women and nurses, and 571
the nation so ? "
native teachers. With regard to
C. M. S.
According to the the work done, 6,397 zenana pupils
Statistics
last report, just is- have been taught with more or less
sued, the figures for
regularity; 10,669 children are on
the Church Missionary Society are the rolls in 213 day schools, with
as follows:
an average attendance of perMission Stations, 5HO.
haps two-thirds of that total: 669
European. mi8,ionaries-ordained 422' lay
159; wives, 388 j ladies, 393 ; total, 1',362.'
,
more are in 32 normal or boarding
Native clergy, 39~' teachers, 7 679.
schools and orphanages, besides a
Native Christian adher"ntR, 308,439.
Native communicants, 87,1 Ol.
considerable number in converts'
Baptisms durillg the year, 24,736.
School~, 2,535; schola rs, 132,549.
home; in hospitals containing an
Medical work ~beds, 1,946; in'patients,17,aggregate of 348 beds, 2,979 in071; visits of out-patients, 831,404.
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patients have been received, while
290,610 visits have been paid by outpatients to hospitals and dispensaries; and the Gospel message has
also been given in 2,756 villages.
Universities' The report of the
Mission to
Universities' M i sCentral Africa sion to C e n t I' a I

Africa, just issued,
speaks of steady if not rapid progress. The Bishop of Zanzibar last
year confirmed 460 candidates, and
the Bishop of Likoma 487, the time
of probation and training prior to
reception into. the Church in all
these cases lasting for months, and
sometimes for several years. At
the present time the mission staff
consists of 113 Europeans, 32 clergy,
26 laymen, and 55 ladies. There are
also 243 natives, of whom 17 are
clergy, 12 readers, and 2J.! teachers.
This organization,
which dates from
1795, has now 275
European missionaries laboring in foreign lands.
There are 100 in India, 72 in Ch~na,
31 in Madagascar, 31 in South
Africa, and 35 in Polynesia and the
West Indies. The official summary,
which has recently been issued,
shows that in addition there are
943 ordained native ministers, 3,672
nati ve preachers, 1,579 teachers,
and 208 Bible women. The church
members number 69,607, and there
are 100,026 native adherents. Over
£29,000 was raised in the past year
at the mission stations, the sum including medical mission receipts
and school fees.
London
Missionary
Society

The retirement is
announced of Mr.
Alfred Henry
Baynes, who long
and worthily has
filled the office of secretary to the
Baptbt Missionary Society. Dr.
Alexander
Maclaren
writes:
"Without Mr. Baynes one can
English Baptist
Missionary
Secretary
Retires
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scarcely think of the Baptist Missionary Society as existing. I am
one of the very few whose memorit's go back to the earliest days
of his connection with the society;
but all the Churches know how his
encyclopredical knowledge,
remarkable business ability, concentration of will, contagious enthusiasm, and warm heart have been
devoted unstintingly to its service."
The amount contributed last year
was
£ 219,141
($1,095,705), made
up as follows: Revenue at home (inclusive of Livingstonia mission and women's foreign
mission), £119,383; foreign mission
revenue abroad, £84,121; Jewish
missions,
£8,080 ; Continental,
£4,150; Colonial, £3,404. The total
is more than £18,000 above last
year; but this large increase is accounted for chiefly by the special
efforts on behalf of the Emergency
Fund and. the Livingstonia, Building Fund. The ordinary congregational giving for the various missionary funds of the Church shows
only a slight in'!:rease.
Missionary
Income of the
United Free
Church

The London Society for the Propagation
of the
Gospel among the Jews reports an
income last year of $191,858. No
less than 212 workers are employed
by the society at 51 mission centers
in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. From all stations progress is
reported.
From North Africa
comes most encouraging news:
hundreds of Jews in Abyssinia
are earnestly seeking the truth,
and in two places alone there were
from 300 to 400 converts. In Persia congregations of over 100 Jews
are reported at the mission services,
while 400 come to hear the Gospel
at Damascus. In Tunis, the good
seed, sown faithfully for lUany
London's Work
for the Jews
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years in church and schools, begins to bear fruit.
M.
What the
The Rhenish SociRhenish Society ety carries on work
Reports
in 8 countries,
and is able to report native Christians (adherents)
to the number of 96,881, an increase
of 5,757 over a year ago, Of these,
55,685 are found in Sumatra, ]6,316
in Cape Colony, 13,909 in German
Southwest Africa, 7,568 in Nias,
1,963 in Borneo, and 1,277 in China.
Work has just been begun in New
Guinea.
Dr. Washburn. June 14th marked
of Robert
the close of the
work of the Rev.
College
George Washburn,
D.D., at Robert College, Constantinople. For thirty-five years he
has stood at the helm, and now, at
the age of seventy-one, retires and
returns to America. His presidency has been an era of the greatest prosperity for the college.
After the noble and heroic pioneer
work of the late Dr. Cyrus Hamlin, Dr. 'Washburn took charge of
the yonng institution in 1869, when
its very continuance was a matter
of grave doubt. From a mere handfulof students, it has grown to an
institution of over 300, with a large
faculty and nine buildings. The
influence of the college on the formation of Bulgarian character was
so marked as to lead the first Bulgarian sobranje, or parliament, to
pass a resolution of thanks to Dr.
Washburn for what he had done
for the Bulgarian people.
The more than 2,400 former studen ts of the college still li ving look
back with grateful memories to the
wisdom, the tact, and genuine affection shown them by their beloved president. On the recent
commencement day, the alumni, to
commemorate their love for him,
have founded a free scholarship, to
be known as the Washburn Schol-
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arship. They have already collected $1,540 toward this object. Resolutions adopted by the trustees
and by the faculty were also read,
and also an engrossed memorial
address on the part of the British
and American colonies of Constantinople, with over 150 signatures.
.The influence of Dr. and Mrs.
Washburn on the entire Constantinople community has been very
marked. For eleven years before
assuming the presidency of the college Dr. Washburn was a missiona.ry of the American Board, and
his lifelong acquaintance with
Eastern affairs has made him the
valued counselor and warm personal friend of many American
and British diplomatists and statesmen. Mrs. Washburn has also
long occupied a warm place in the
hearts of all with whom she comes
in contact. The charm of her hospitality has made "Kennedy
Lodge," the president's house, a
center of happiest social reminiscences.
Dr. Washburn's successor, Dr. C.
Frank Gates, was formerly President of Euphrates College, Harput.
Thus, the three presidents of Robert
College have all been missionaries,
and the institution, altho from its
foundation independent in support,
has been strongly Christian in its
influence, and thoroughly in sympathy with the missionary work.

c.

T. R.

ASIA
High Honor A statue to Presi·
to a Veteran dent Daniel Bliss,
the founder of the
Syrian Protestant College at Beirut, was unveiled May 6, with a
large audience present, composed of
Christian converts, American residents of the missions throughout
Egypt, Turkey, and Persia, with a
representation of American travelers. Dr. Bliss went out to Persia
48 years ago, and, in connection
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with other missionary work, at once
proceeded to collect funds for the
establishment of the college. It
was successful from the start, and
bas been enlarged from time to
time,· the founder being al ways able
to interest his friends in its behalf.
lts alumni are widely scattered
throughout the East. The exerdses at the unveiling were in English and Arabic, and a poem in the
latter language was read.
Dr. S. M. Zwemer,
of Bahrein, writes,
under date of May
26th, that they are
having a taste of
what a cholera epidemic is like. The
people were dy ing at the rate of 60
a day. There was panic in the
ibazaar, budals at night, suspicion
of Christians, and the rest. The
disease also got among the little
band of Christians. Ameen's wife
died, and 2 others recovered. The
ladies of the mission were out day
and night on errands of mercy. Dr.
.Zwemer adds:
It is pretty hard to see them die
like sheep without a shepherd, and
to realize how helplel's one is in
preaching sanitat.ion or salvation.
The British agent estimates the
death-rate at 500 a week in a population of 20,000. The type of the
disease is very virulent, and people
die in six hours. It is putting a
stop to evangelistic tom'ing even as
the plague did last year, but the
hospital is proving of great value.
A despatch from Tiflis says that
there are 300 deaths daily in Teheran, and that the cholera epidemic
is spreading rapidly in Northern
Peni~
*
Cholera
Raging in
Arabia and
Penia

Rev. G. Fischer, of
Karkal, India, hitherto a very unfruitful field, has lately had much more
encouragement, finding himself
ana his cr.techist surrounded from
morning till night hy inquiring
crowds. He has talked with some
rich Hindus, one being a governA New Era
for India
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ment officer. The latter seems to
be a theosophist, but says:
We feel that a new era has now
dawned for us and our children.
Christianity is winning victory
after victory. I tremble; not that I
am unwilling tn become a Christian
if the time comes for such a change.
But I foresee what a conflict must
needs hreak out in the bosom of Illy
family, among those who nevertheless love one another greatly. This
conflict can not fail to issue in an
alienation either temporary or permanent.
And this man told the truth.
His personal experience confirmed
his words.-Le JJliswionarie.
t
The Religious
Decadence
Arnong Parsees

A correspondent in

the Voice of India
has been calling attention to the
causes of Parsee religious decadence. He considers that the ignorant priesthood is the chief
cause. To the Parsee priest religion consists in meaningless ceremonies, which the modern young
Parsee naturally learns to despise.
The correspondent suggests serious
ac tempts to create an educated
priesthood. He says:
\Vhat is wanted is not priests
who can officiate at petty ceremonies having no significance, but men
who can guide, advise, and instruct.
If one such man for every 1,000
Parsees is secured at first, it should
suffice. The Parsee population being about 80,000, we want, say, SO
first-class priests, a number that
can be gradually recruited from the
college. The chief functions of
these reverend gentlemen should
be to preach rational discourses to
Parsee congregations on fixed days,
to keep strict supervision over the
petty Mobeds in each parish, to
superintend and rationalize the
ritual at the pra.yer-house, to look
after the spiritual affairs of every
family in the parish-in short, to do
all that is expected of an enlightened clergyman or chaplain in
Christian countries.
It is needless to say that no such
scheme will prove effective. A
dead man can not be resurrected
except by Divine power.
*
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Not long since in
India the religious
sf>ntiment of an entire district was
changed by the digging of a well. The people had
been made to believe that if wells
were sunk beyond a certain depth
the gods would be offendf>d and
would punish them. In a time of
severe drought a missionary persuaded some to dig deeper, and a
fine spring was found; whereby
faith in their divinities was shattered better than could have been
done by a thousand sermons.
Religious Value
of Some
Non-religious
Work

Tibetan
Theology

The theology of the
Tibetan Buddhist
is fearfully and
wonderfully made. It is contained
in a ponderous Bible in lOS volumes
of 1,000 pages each, divided into
1,083 books, and weighing half a
ton. These are printed from handcut wooden type, kept by the lamas,
and are of almost priceless worth.
In addition to these, there are 225
volumes of commentary.-Religious Intelligence.
t
Protestant Missionaries in China
Unlnarried
Men

English ..... 602
American ... 460
Con tinen tal. 171

Total. .. 1,233

Wives
419
347
1~

Ladies
462
310
77

Total
1.483
1,117
300

868

849

2,900

One miasionary for every 133,000
inhabitants.
The London The opening of the
Mission College London Mis s ion
in China
College in Honkow
recently was a great
occasion.
Its fine building, intended to accommodate both theological and normal schools, is a free
gift from Dr. Griffith John, the
veteran pioneer of that society in
Central China. For 50 years he
has preached the Gospel, and during the last 40 he has planted many
flourishing chllrches in the provinces of Hupeh and Hunan. The
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college is a legacy to provide·
preachers, teachers, and pastors for'
future years.
At the opening service Dr. W. A.
P. Martin said:
I hail this event as making a new
departure in the policy of the Lon-·
don Missionary Society in China.
Leader in the opening of missions,.
and foremost in the work of evangelization, that noble board has not.
kept abreast of others in the work
of education. Education I Educa-·
tlOnl is the cry that comes up from
all quarters. Sixty schools were'
opened in Wuchang last week, and
70 near Peking a few weeks ago.
For want of competent teachers of
their own the Chinese are seeking
light from Japan. It is a pale and
feeble light in comparison with that
shed abroad by our great mission
schools.
*
A Message
to Students
from China

The Student V olunteer Mov{~ments of
America, G l' eat
Britain,
Australasia, Scandinavia, and Germany
are now represented in China by
over 500 volunteers. A committee
appointed by a representative meeting of these volunteers at Kuling
last summer prepared a message
addressed to the students of all
lands, which has since been signed
by 343 student volunteers in China.
The conviction that the missionary service. demands not only men
who are strong in faith, but also·
broadminded and thoroughly trained, constitutes the reason for such
a message. The remarkable unity
of the Chinese race, the immense
possibilities of the people, and their
peculiar plasticity at the present
moment are made the basis of a
special claim on the interest of the
student world. Four great convictions of these men and women
who make the appeal are deliberately and forcibly presented: (I}
That the religious forces at work
in China, apart from Christianity,
have failed to save her. (2) That
Christianity is proving its ability
electronic file created by cafis.org
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to meet every oae of China's needs.
(3) That the present favorable conditions for Christian leadership in
China may not last. (4) That the
missionary work in China affords
fnll ;,cope for every diversity of
tlLlen t. The problem of China's
Evangelization is then summarized
in words of profound significance:
But the problem is primarily a
spiritual one. . We do not aim to
produce mere intellectual adhesion
to the truths of Christianity, nor
admiration of its moral teaching,
for these call not save the race.
"Ve seek to lead individuals and
communities to such an experience
of the power of Christ as shall rouse
the heal·t and conscience, and transform the whole life. In order to
accomplish this end, the leaders of
the Church in China should be men
of mental culture, but the essential
qualification is faith in God.
A Missionary Hon. John Fowler,
Rest-Hous. United States ConatChefoo
suI at Chefoo,
brings news of the
inauguration of a project which
will gladden the .hearts of many
missionaries.
The climate and
conditions of life in China are peculiarly trying to the American
constitution. After a few years
the energies flag, it becomes almost
impossible to work or sleep, and
the missionary must pay the heavy
expenses of a journey home, or
render himself liahle to a permanent breakdown. It has, however,
been found that there is in Shantung Province an ideal resort,
where there is pure air, sea breezes,
and revivifying conditions
There are in China about 3,COO
Protestant missionaries, and among
these there are many to whom the
opportunity of a few weeks in
bracing air would be an invaluable
boon. If a sanitorium were built
and equipped, a very moderate
charge, within the narrow missionary means, would render it selfsupporting. Stffficient money has
been received to purchase an eligi-
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ble site, and plans have been 9.rawn
for a building to COEt $12,000. It is
intended to make the institution
entirely undenominational, and to
put it under the charge of a board
in which the various missionary
societies are represented.
The
chairman of the preliminary committee is Dr. Hunter Corbett, of
the Presbyterian Mission, and Rev.
John A. Stooke, of the China Inland Mission, is secretary.
Bishop
Having finished
Schereschewsky'S his translation of
Plans for Work the Old and New
Testaments into
the classical Wenli, and thus giving the entire Bible to an empire
of more than 300,000,000 people,
Bishop Schereschewsky has no
thought of rest. When Bishop
Graves went to Tokyo a few months
ago to consult him concerning his
plans for further translations, he
found the aged bishop in good
health and working as enthusiastically as ever upon the great tasks
he has set himself. Summer and
winter, a.lmost without break, he
does eight hours' work a day, and
his vigorous mind outruns the abilityof bis native scribes to keep up
with him. At the request of the
American Bible Society, he is now
preparing a Chinese reference Bible.
This in itself is an undertaking
that might well tax the entire energy of a much .younger man.Spirit of Missions.

The news items of
the daily warbudget throw an
unexpected I i g h t
upon the care and good judgment
that is exercised in choosing stations or places of miSSionary residence in countries selected as fields
of labor. When a missionary goes
to a foreign land he does not sit
down at the first village to which
he comes, in order to build his house
Strategic
Centers in
Manchuria
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ana church and school there. He
,carefully surveys the whole field,
;1S a general surveys the country in
which he is to meet the enemy.
When he has learned where the
,cross-roads are, and the places
where men flock together for trade,
he chooses among those places the
{)lles where missionaries ought to
reside. The man or woman who
has traveled thousands of miles to
influence the people of a land thus
makes sure of the widest opportunity to influence them.
By reading the war news one has
become familial' with the names of
the great strates;ic centers in Manchuria. One knows the general
location of . Mukden, Liao-yang,
Hai-che;lg, and Niu-chwang, as
well as the enormous importance
<>f those places to any Russian plan
,of campaign. One knows, too, the
names Feng-h wang-cheng, Taku.shan, and Sill-yen as strategic
p0ints essential to a successful J aranese aggression. A faet worth
noticing is that everyone of these
towns, of which we knew nothing
until they became storm-centm's, is
a missionary station chosen long
ago for strategic reasons, and
-equipped, according to its importance, with chapel and school, or
church, college, hospital, and publishing house.
The rules of influence and control
.are the same, whether the plan is
to exercise control over a people by
bullets or hy the Bible. It is satisfactory to have evidence brought
to light by the war that the three
missionary societies in Manchuria
have used good generalship in
choosing their stations.
D.

The Importance To multitudes of
of Manchuria intelligent people
Manchuria, with its
,365,000 square miles, and 18,000,000
inhabitants, is scarcely more than
a name. But Senator Beveridge
tells us that it is as large as Ger-
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many and France together; that
England, Scotland, Ireland, and
Wales are not one-third as extensive as Manchuria; that Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, all
of New England, Indiana, Illinois,
and Iowa together are hardly equal
to this colossal province. And it is
a splendid agricultural land, well
wooded and watered, and fuJI also
of gold, iron, and coal. It is little
wonder that Russia is determined
to keep it.
The Korean
Conference
Postponed

We have received
word from Korea
that the proposed
missionary conference, which was called to called to
meet in Korea in the autumn, has
been postponed on account of the
Russo-J apanese war. Due notice
will he given when events make
it advisable to hold the conference.
Dr. H. P. MacKay
wri t.es to the Presbyte1v ian 0 f the
needs of the work in
Formosa, as follows:
Peculiar
Needs in
Formosa

"The arrival of the Japanese
has changed the conditions. They
will not allow a hospital to receive
patients unless in charge of a doctor of good standing. We have a
hospital at Formosa that did much
good in Dr. G. L. MacKay's t.ime,
but is now closed, because we have
no medical missionary. One should
be appointed without delay. The
standard of education in Formosa
has been mTlch raised, as in Japan.
In order, therefole, to hold our
own, we must raise the standard of
education in t.he T,uIlsui College by
adding a preparatory department
and appointiY'g at least one man for
that. The gil'ls'school ought also
to be strengthened by the appointment of two ladies. The Japanese
give prominence to the education
of girls, and un leEs we keep up the
standnrd the girls will go to other
schools. and we shall lose our grip
of the population. Dr. MacKay
anticipated ~dl this before he died,
and now it has come."
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Only Christian One of the signs of
Chaplains
the times is the per.
Wanted
mission granted by
the Japanese govermnent for the sending of 12 Christian chaplains to the front, to take
rank as officers. Arrangements are
being made for 6 Japanese pastors
and 6 foreign missionaries to go in
the capacity of chaplains to the
soldiers of Japan. Already names
have been suggested and some appointments have been made by the
respective missions. Only English
and American missionaries will be
permitted to go.
The Sabbath There is a Sabbath
question in Japan
Question
as well as in the
in Japan
Un it e d S tat e s.
Some of the Japanese Christians
sell fish or vegetables on the Lord's
day; others write up their trade
accounts, or Inake purchases, or
deliver political speeches, or attend
athletic sports on the day set apart
for rest from toil and secular cares
and for worship. Some even say
the "Sabbath of the missionaries
is impossible." American Christians are not in a position to throw
stones at their Japanese brethren.
Many Methodists are lax in their
observance of the Sabbath, and
they have not the excuse which
might be given for the Japanese.
They are new Christians, to whom
the Sabbath means little more than
the day for public worship.-

lVorld-wide Missions.
AFRICA
Three Periods ~r. Stewart divides
in African
the nineteenth cenEvangelization tury, as regards
missionary work in
Africa, into three periods-from
1790 to 1840, from 1840 to 1860, ·and
from 1860 to 1900. The first period
was largely one of preparation.
The British oeCllpflt,ion of the Cape
of Good Hope in 1795 and finally in
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1806, the abolition of the slavetrade in 1807, and the Slave Emancipation Act of 1&'34, had much to do
with the opening of doors. So had
the e:x:ploratioll which marked the
second period: the Nigel' expedition, Livingstone's journeys, and
th08e of Burton, Speke, Grant, and
Bakel', of Krapf al1d Rebmann.
The third period was one of expansion.

Bishop Tucker recently returned to
Mengo from a long
journey
through
Budu, Ankole, and Toro, during
which he confirmed 751 candidates,
and saw a great deal to cheer and
encourage him.
He was much
struck with the need for women's
work in Budu, and with" the great
opportunity that in the providence
of God has presented itself in the
Acholi country." Acholi is in the
Nile Province of the {T ganda Protectorate. This bishop says of this
special opportunity:
Mr. A. B. Lloyd has at the
present moment with him at<
Hoima no fewer than 45 stalwart
young men, who have come from 5of the principal chiefs to ask for
teachers. Mr. Lloyd has himself
visited the country, and speaks of
the opening as of the most wonderful kind-the people ready to receive us with open arms. . . •
This work, I may add, will be the
commencement of missionary enterprise in the Eastern Soudan.
Appeal from
the Eastern
Soudan

Writing in The
East and the West,
the Archbishop of
Canterbury says:
Half an hour ago I read in today's Time8 the summaJ'y of the
"Blue Book" upon the affairs of
<Uganda. Prominent among the
forces which are at. work in transforming that tract ofsav!.ge Africa
into a civilized protectorl·,te of the
empire, str"nds the work of the
Christian missionaries. In words,
the weightier hecans(~ they are unimpassioned, the commissioner in
his official r8port to onr home~ovThe Guspel
in Uganda
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ernment records his appreciation
of what the missionaries ,. have
done during the year in the cause
of education, and the progress of
civilization" ; and, after specifying
some of the linguistic and other
services rendered by Bishop Tucker
ltnd his clergy, he goes on to say:
"Some idea of the scope of the
work undertaken by the mis!!ion
may be gathered f!'Om the following statistics: Church Missionary
Society, 32 stlttions, 24 ordained
English ministers, 9 lay missionaries, 17 lady missionaries, 3 doctors, 3 nurses, and 35 native clergy;
native churches, ],070; 16 permanent schools, 30 nati ve school-teachers, and 1,900 general native teachers; baptized Christians, 40,056;
adherents of the, mission, about
250,000."
He fnrther shows that the Roman
Catholic "adherents" in Uganda
number about 146,000. I refer to
such facts as the foregoing merely
as an illustration, drawn quite inciden tally from to-day's newspaper,
.of the dimensions of the missionary
factor, whether people like it or
not, in the imperial work of England beyond the sea, and of the
JSheer absurdity it would now be
were any responsible public man to
.disregard it as it was disregarded
11, century ago.-The Christian.
This seems a needless and insulting
question, and yet
there is a general
belief among those
who are ignorant or not in sympathy with missions that a Christian convert is less honorable in his
.condilCt than is his unconverted
neighbor.
In the Presbyterian
Churchman, the organ of the Presbyterian Church of South Africa,
there recently appeared the following paragraph:
A most valuable discussion took
place last month in the Witwatersrand Church Council, at which de-'
.cisive proof was adduced that
natives who had been educated in
various churches formed an almost
insignificant element in the criminal class. Mr. W. Hosken put
the proportions in Natal recently
ltt 4 per cent.; while Mr. H. H.
Pritchard, Public Prosecntor of
Are Native

Christians
Worse Than
Heathen?
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Boksburg, stated that of 13,000
natives convicted there during a
lengthy period, of offenses against
the law, ranging from being without passes to the crime of murder,
only four had heen educated in one
or other of the native churches.
Facts like these ought to silpnce
those who repeat the baseless insinuation that the earnest labor of
so many of the most single-minded
servants of Christ is not only futile
but mischievous.
What Lovedale The numbers under
is Doing
instruction at Lovedale this session are
710. Over 500 of these are resident
boarders, one-third of whom have
their. homes beyond the Cape
Colony proper. Bechuanaland (including the Protectorate) contributes 44; Transvaal, 39; Basutoland,
36; Natal, 24; and Orange River Colony,17. Of the Transkeian territories, Tern buland furnishes 105, and
East Griqualand, 35. The most fertile source in these territories for
youthful aspirants to learning
seems to be Cala, there being over
20 from that locality alone. The
total number of new ooarder entrants for the present session was
167. The following are the religious denominations represented in
these figures:

~~:l~~~;~~~.'.'.':::.'.::::::::::::::::::: '.:::: ~

CongregationaL,. ", .......... , .. ', .. " ....
Church of England."""",."""".,.",
Followers of Mzimha." .... " .. "',, .......
French Protestant.""""""""""""
Lutheran, , ........ " .... , ..... , ........ , ...
Dutch Reformed, .. , ...... , .... " .... , .... ,
Moravian, .... , ..... , ...... , ...... " .. , .. , ..
Americau Methodist Episcopal. ' , . , , , , , , , ,
Unattached, .. ,., , .,'" ,. ,,,,,,., " " , "'"

25
19
10
9
3
3
3
1
2

Total. ..... , , .. " , .. , .. , .. "" " ..... 167

-Christian Express.
MISCELlJ\NEOUS
The problem of the
What
Theological divinity school is
Seminaries this: not how to
Should Do
train an occasional
man for the foreign
field, but how to kindle the missionary passion in every man that
passes through the school, that he
may thereby become an able min-
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ister of Christ. The primary and
,essential thing is that there shall
be within the school a sacred altar
·of missionary passion, whereat the
torch of every man shall be kindled,
.and the lip of every man shall be
touched with the living coal. For
the sake of the man who possibly
has gifts for service abroad, the
divinity school should be hot with
zeal for evangelization, should be
.charged with solemn anxiety for
the world's condition, so that no
man can live within its walls without facing for himself the solemn
question, Is it Christ's will for me
that I go forth to serve Him in the
regions beyond?
CHARLES CUTHBERT HALL.

A Mr. Meston, of
Greenland,
say s
Director Kluge in
the Allgenteine Mis.sions Zeitschrijt, wearied the Danish government into granting him
an island on which he might civilize some 200 natives, "without any
mixture of Christianity."
After some five years he announced that these natives were
perfectly civilized.
Thereupon,
·officers of the government and
i;heir ladies came down in great
,state to view the illustrious result.
Mr. Meston had got his men suitably clothed and drilled in their
behavior. The ladies' boat came
first. Soon it slackens course, then
turns about, and in all haste makes
back to the ship. Wbile Mr. Meston was welcoming his eminent
.guests, his "converts of culture
without Christianity" had broken
into the storeroom, got thoroughly
drunk, stripped themselves stark
naked, and thus stood ready to receive their visitors. Mr. Meston
was promptly relieved of his
charge, and the Fraser's Island was
made over to the Colonial Church
Mission.
Contrast this with the 'Moravian
Civilizing
Without
Christianity
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Settlement at, Port Musgrave, to
the northwest. There, out of a
race of savages and murderers, has
sprung up a village of some 30 neat
cottages" with well-tended gardens
and fields, large herds of neat and
small cattle, and over all the imprint of religious peace, Culture
through Christianity does seem to
have decided advantages over culture without Christianity.
t
Rev. John Stewart,
of Madras, says:
" If the churches of
Christendom sent
forth their missionaries in the
same proportion as the Moravian
Church, there would be on the field
400,000 instead of 14,000, and if only
a quartor of the members and adherents of the Protestant Church
gave one half-penny per day, the
amount raised would be $25,000,000
instead of $4,000,000." As it is, the
Church is at present in touch with
less than one two· hundredth part
of those for whom Christ died, and
30,000,000 are dying without a
knowledge of salvation. The work
will certainly never be done nnless
a very different and higher standard of consecration to God is
adopted by the Christian men and
women of our land. " The urgent
need, the absolute duty, the unspeakable blessedness, and aetual
possibility of living wholly for God,
is the ground on which not only
our responsibility, but our appeals
for the evangelization of' the
heathen world must ever rest."
What the
Church
Could Do

AMuttonChop We have recently
Which Brought heard of a Scotch
,12.000
woman who lived
on oatmeal that she
might give to missions. A friend
gave her a sixpence to buy a chop,
but she said: "I have been without chops nine years; I can do
without the chop." The friend,
some time after, being at a dinner
where a number of wealthy people
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were present, told the story of that
chop. Many were deeply impressed,
and one lady among them spoke up
and said: "I never went without a
chop for Christ yet. I will give a
thousand pounds for missions."
Another and another spoke, until,
around that dinner-table, the old
Scotch woman's sixpence worth of
mutton chop had grown into $12,000
to send the Gospel to the heathen.
An Orphan
To show the wholeGirl's Great Gift some effect of an

unselfish act of devotion, the American Board is relating the following incident:
Not long ago an orphan girl
made to the American Board a gift
of one whole week's wages for missions. This led a • Pennsylvania
Presbyterian' to offer .to be one of
100 to follow the girl's example.
The time limit set for securing the
100 donors expired March 1st. The
proposition resulted in securing
within that period of time 107 gifts
and pledges. Two of these pledges
were for $500 each, two for $200
each, and the smallest were from
two children of 25 cents each.
N at very long ago
there came to this
country aman from
Turkey, who pretended to be raising money for a
school in that empire. The man
married an American wifE:, spent
his summers at Bar Harbor, and
lived at an annual expenditure of
over $4,000. The little school across
the water received about $150. Yet
this man deceived our churches,
our Sunday-schools, and benevolent
people, who gave him their money
with freedom. You see what the
result was: Over 96 per cent. of
what was raised he spent on himself, and less than 4 per cent.
reached the little school across the
sea. If $100 had been put into the
hands of anyone of the great foreign missionary hoards, about 93
Beware of
Fraudulent
Appeals
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per cent. would have gone to the·
front, and only 7 per cent. would
have been used in expenses.

s.

B. CA.PEN.

OBITUARY
Fran~ois

At about the time·
when our b I' i e f
sketch a f Pastor
Coillard appeared.
in the June Review he passed away
from the scene of his earthly lao.
bars. having been stricken with
blackwater fever. He died on May
27th, at seventy years of age, after
forty-seven years of service in
South Africa. He has been a great·
power in Barotsi land; and his account of his labors, as narrated in
"At the Threshold of Central
Africa," is one of the best missionary books ever written. By his·
death the Paris Missionary Society
has lost a faithful worker, many in.
Europe, America, and Africa a truefriend, and the Church of Christ an.
efficient ambassador.
..
Coillard, of
the Zambezi

Rev. A. G. Fraser, This honored serof India
vant of God pass-

ed away at Cal-·
cutta, at the advanced age of 92.
He arrived in India in the year 1845,
a missionary of the Free Church of
Scotland, and gave over 58 years of
continuous service for Christ in
this land, without once taking a·
furlough.
Dr. Fraser was for some years
associated with the Presbyterian
denomination; then for several
years he met with those who felt it
more in accordance with New
Testament teaching to meet alone
in our Lord's name. He much
sympathized with the late George
Bowen, of Bombay, in his intense
desire to promote love and sympathy b~tween the Indian and
European members of Christ's
Church in India.
*
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WATCHERS ON THE BORDERS OF TIBET
BY REV. HENItY OTIS
Secretary of the

lJWIGI!T, LL.D., NEW YORK
H

Bureau of Missions ,.

Between uinety and one hundred missionary men and women
belonging to different branches of the Church universal are established
as near as may be to the frontiers of Tibet. They are watching, as
they have watched for years, to see some crumbling of the barriers that
shut them out of the" Great Closed Land."
These watchers attract notice by their personal qualifications. Some
of them are eminent linguists, like J aeschke and Heyde, whose ITsearches the British government of India has used for the instruction
of its own officials. Some arc daring explorers, like Miss Annie Taylor and IIlany other less-known workers, who have reconnoitered the
slopes, valleys, and passes of the Himalayas, the plains of Kokonor
and Menia, and the swamps of Nag-chu, Litang, and Batang. Some,
both men and women, are highly educated physicians, whose skill
draws patients from places hundreds of IIliles within the border.
Others arc skilled writers, eloquent preachers or teachers, whose
classes train native men and women for important service to their race.
'['he watchers are also worthy of attention because of the strange,
out-of-the-way, and generally unknown places which their purpose
requires them to inhabit. The most of these places are on barely
accessible routes of Tibetan trade. Shrewd traders there afe among
the people of the highlands of Asia-men whose calling is fixed by
their ingrained love of bargaining. They carry into India gold and
sil ~~er from their western mining region, and salt in crystals from the
weird lakes of their northern plains. '1' hey buy, in India, cloth, indigo,
sligar, spices, rice, and tobacco, and, in China, hardware, silk, and tea
by the thousands of yak loads. To Lhasa, the holy city, all their trade
routes finally lead, and the chief of them reach that city from east
or west by skirting on the southern edge rather than by crossing the
broad, sparsely inhabited northern plains.
On the west of Tibet the Moravians established themselves in
1853-55, at Kailang (Kyelang), in one of the dependencies of the
Pu njab. It is nearly one thousand miles from Lhasa, and is high in the
Hymalayas, ten thousand feet above sea-level, and hidden in a narrow
gorge, through which, in the season, passes a steady stream of traders
and pilgrims. Later the Moravians occupied five other stations, chosen
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because they are important resorts of Tibetans. Strategically the
most important of these is Leh, in Kashmir, through which passes the
great trade route from Lhasa to Turkestan and Central Asia. Farther
south, in the United Provinces, missionaries of the London Missionary
Society, at Almora, have thrown out to Bhot, on the rugged skirts of
the Himalayas, close to the frontier of Tibet, their outpost among the
border tribes. In a southeasterly direction from Almora is Darjiling,
about two hundred and fifty miles from Lhasa, on the trade route
through the Chumbi valley-the route by which the Younghusband
expedition climbed into 'ribet. At Darjiling and vicinity, and in the
little mountain protectorate of Sikkim, the Church of Scotland has
nineteen missiolJaries, men and women, with more than one hundred
native workers. Here in Sikkim too the American Scandinavian Alliance has two or three missionaries. At Gnatong, in the same district,
Miss Taylor established her mission, after returning from her adventurous tour from West China into Tibet.* Another important Tibetan
trade route enters India throngh Bhutan, at Dewangiri, about fifty miles
north of the American Baptist Missionary Union's flourishing station
at Gauhati. No special mention, however, is made as yet of work for
Tibetans in this part of Assam. One or two independent missionaries
have been laboring for the AboI' tribesmen (at Sadiya) a little farther
to the east, in the upper Brahmaputra valley.
Another group of missionaries look toward the eastern border of
Tibet from the westcrn provinccs of China. The China Inland Mission has a station at lfsining-fu (Sining) in Kan-su. At this point is
the great Tibetan Illonastery of Kumbum, and, besides the roads leading into the northern plains of Tibet, a trade route goes winding
thence along the river valleys to Lhasa, about nine hundred and fifty
miles away. The saIlle society also has stations at Sung-pan-ting
(Song pan) and Ta-tsien-Iu (Ta-chien), in Sz-chuan. From the lastnamed place large caraYans carry tea by the roads of the river valleys
nine hundred miles to Lhasa. The Christian and Missionary Alliance
has also had a. station at Tao-chau-ting, in Kan-su. These towns of
the Chinese border are frequented by numbers of Tibetans, many of
whom wear the Chinese dress and learn the Chinese language. '1'he
stations have been seriously disturbed by the Boxer troubles, but
the normal force occupying them is about fifteen missionaries, men
and women, Besides these, the American Methodists and the English
Church Missionary Society, which haye stations in the western part of
Sz-chllan, also have their eyes set toward Tibet.
The watchers on the border, without exception, suffer intense discomfort. In Kailang and Poo, for instance, from April to October
* Aliss Taylor later opened a medical and trading station at Yatung, just across the border
of the Forbidden Land. This is her present station, and wbile she can not do much direct
Gospel work, except in the sale of Scriptures, she is the only missionary in Tibet proper.EDITORS.
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every year the Moraviam are shut up by the snows in those clefts of
the mighty mountains. In all of the border stations the missionaries
are isolated as to social privileges, are deprived of numberless things
which we deem necessaries of life, and are surrounded by people who
rarely sympathize with and often despise them. Withal, they face a
dead wall which permits no passage. The reason why these cultured,
able men and women stand and wait in these forbidding places is
their belief that the Bible message can help Tibetans as it has helped
multitudes belonging to other races, and that barriers made by human
ingenuity can not stand against the Divine purpose to bless all sorts
of men through .J esus Christ. When Gu tzlaff, in 1850, urged the
Moravian!'; to send a mission to the western border of Tibet, he thought
it a way of access to China quite as hopeful as approach from the seacoasts of the great empire. For in 1850 the interior of China was as
hermetically closed to foreigners as Tibet now is. The tremendous
change which, since then, has dotted all China with little groups of
Christians, confirms our confidence in the fulfilment of present-day
hopes as to Tibet. When the set time comes the walls of Jericho must
fall.
Meanwhile it is well to know what these watchers on the border
are doing. The general principle is by every means to try to win the
confidence and regard of Tibetans who come over the border for trade.
The means used are the familiar means-preaching, personal work (i)f
man with man, schoolo, pUblication of books, tracts, and even a newspapel' (by the Moravians), and medical work. In SOhle places the
stereopticon is used with good results. In other places knittingschools for Tibetan women have proved a means of gaining influence.
All this work is recognized as preparatory, it calls for er-dless patience,
and it yields small results, for the lamas are everywhere to warn people
against the foreigner, and to organize a relentless boycott against all
converts to Christianity.
The missionaries give much time to touring, seeking out the people
in their inaccessible aeries among the mountains, that they may win
them to trust the Christian. In the Kumaon district, north of
Almora ill India, two devoted women of the London Missionary
Society have established themselves with a tribe of Tibetan Bhotiyas,
traveling with them as they wander higher up the mountains in the
summer, and coming back with them as they descend again when winter is near. All this wearisome homelessness is submitted to for the
sake of winning the women and teaching the children to read!
The missionaries on the border do not limit their efforts to the
Tibetans and Buddhists, for Mohammedans, Hindus, and spiritworshipers are among their converts. The missionaries are daily
learning to know the Tibetans better, and all acquaintance adds stress
to the impulse to help this wretched people. 'l'hecommon people are
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held like serfs under the iron rule of the lamas. It is almost impossible to conceive of the filthy state in which they live. ,['hey are black
with the smoke of unchimnied hOllses. They never have washed, and,
except they be taught, they never will wash themselves. They are
degraded in life, mechanical as their prayer-wheels in religion, and,
llossessed by a most unspeakable folly of superstition. When some of
the Ohina Inland missionaries visited a Tibetan encampment, and
with infinite difficulty had induced a little group to hear what they
had to say, they sang a hymn, thinking to impress the people. Before
the first line ended the whole congregation had fled in terror, thinking
the singing a sorcerer's spell that would harm them. Other missionaries have found the Bible on a shelf in a Tibetan house, but the
people had not read it j they lighted candles before it in worship.
Nevertheless, Some Tibetans have been cOllverted, some have been
trained in mission schools, and are doing good service as itinerant
preachers. At Kalatsi, one of the Moravian outstations in Kashmir,
the pastor of the little Ohristian congregation is a lama from Lhasa,
who was formerly pastor of the Buddhist congregation in the same
place.
One may ask how long these watchers will wait amid the discouraging and repelling circumstances of the Tibetan border. The question would not be asked if they were land· hungry" rustlers" waiting
for the opening of an Oklahoma. It is curious that these missionaries
are not discouraged. They are there to stay! Ten years the Moravians at Kailang waited before they won a single convert. Now, after
fifty years of diligent effort, they have but one hundred and twentythree baptized Ohristians altogether in the 'Tibetan border stations,
and most of these are from the serf class. The missionary Heyde, one
,of the founders of the Tibetan mission, who is eminent in language
and letters, has just returned to Germany for the first time since he
was appointed in 1853. To him fifty years is not much to sacrifice
if thereby Christianity may gain firm footing in the Forbidden Land.
With such persistence behind them, the labors of the missionaries on
the Tibetan border are slowly telling upon the exclusiveness to which
the people are brought up. Missionaries at the Tibetan fair at the
Kumbum monastery in Kan-su, at the traders' camping-gronnds at
Kalimpong and Simla, in India, and at Leh, in Kashmir, tcnd to
wear away exclusiveness. At the same time the raising up of native
Ohristian Tibetan preachers powerfully reinforces the agencies at the
disposal of Ohristendom. The value of the native worker has just
been illustrated by Russia. She has secured her treaty of intercourse
with Tibet through Buriat Mongol ambassadors, while England has
almost failed because its ambassador, tho of polyglot training, was
not an Asiatic born and bred. 'l'ibet will open before all these steady
efforts in the name of the Lord, and the missionaries will not turn
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back from their circle of investment on the border until access to the
land is free.
Why should we of the West take notice of these watchers on the
Tibetan border? The question whether or not a nation has a right to
view contact with Ghristendom as a calamity has been settled in
China, in Japan, and in Korea. In all the world no lands but the
Mohammedan holy land of Arabia and the northern Buddhist sacred
territory of Tibet absolu tely refuse to let Christian feet press their
noble soil. A Buddhist can enter the cities of Arabia, and Mohammedans, Hindus, fetish-worshipers, and what not, can roam at will
through 'I'ibet. Christians only are boycotted, ordered away, and
refused food, save on the principle applied to ironclads that seek to
buy coal of neutrals in time of war. The honor of Christian nations
requires that this unreasoning prejudice be overcome. Those prudent
and skilful missionaries on the borders of Tibet are the ones more
than any others fitted to overcome it, and it concerns us all to see and
know how they progress. But another reason is found in the command "Go teach t" given by the Master. It is a command whose
fulfilment is duty to all in this sense: that if all disobey, all are guilty;
while if a sufficient number perform the duty, all who will to obey
are held to have fulfilled the command. These devoted workers on
the borders of Tibet, whether Moravians, British, or Americans, are
our representatives in the duty of teaching the Tibetans. Let us, then,
carry these lonely watchers ~n our hearts, and plead their cause as
our own in our prayers.

THE MISSIONARY SITUATION IN MANCHURIA
BY REV. JOHN ROSS, D.D., OF MUKDEN, MANCHURIA
Missionary of the United Free Church of Scotland

Immediately after the Boxer outbreaks in 1900 the missionaries
entered into the interior of Manchuria along with the Russian army.
'l'ho the fury of the Boxers was spent, the whole country was still simmering with discontent, agitation, and excitement. The people were
living under the shadow of the dread of another Boxer outbreak on any
day. No Boxer has ever been called to judicial account in Manchuria,
and the lawless, therefore, continued to "breathe out threatenings,"
their secret societies holding together as closely as ever and dominating
the country. The misery of the Christians whose lives had been spared,
but who had lost all their available property, was pitiable. The first
care of the missionary, therefore, was to see that the Ohristians might
not starve. The tall millet, which, in its growth, had shielded them
from their death-dealing foes, provided such an abundant harvest that
grain was cheaper than for years. In this, and in many a hairbreadth
escape when death seemed unavoidable, the Christians saw the power
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and love of God especially manifested. They realized, as no preaching
could have shown them, that God was verily with them in the furnace.
From all parts they came to see their pastor's faces, and to pour into
their sympathetic ears the endlessly varied story of their trials and
escapes, many of which were truly marvelous. During the recital the
lips were imprinted with a smile while uttering their words of gratitude, but their eyes could not control the tears, which would run
down their cheeks. The hardest heart could not have listened unmoved, but especially trying was it to those by whose instrumentality
they had come to know the truth on account of which they had
suffered.
As the greater number of our. out-stations were still at t.he mercy
of the Boxer element, it was considered undesirable for the missionary, or even a native evangelist, to visit them, lest the hostile people
should be irritated into activity. But steps were taken to send messages of condolence and sympathy to everyone. The stationg which
could be visited without danger to the people were attended to, and
gradually repregentative men came in from all the other stations.
Close relations were thus reestablished with the greater number of the
the stations. It was found that throughout the critical times in most
of the stations and outstations, meetings had been regularly held by
the Christians for Scripture reading and prayer. These meetings were
confined to the houses of the members, and to prevent the attention
of their enemies they sang no hymns.
The evangelists carried with them everywhere words of comfort.
They were also commissioned to take down the names of all who were
still desirous to continue publicly in connection with the Church, notwithstanding all they had suffered. Returns were secured from most
of the stations. The names handed in numbered a full half of our
total membership before the Boxer outbreak. Some stations could
give no returns, as every movement of the Christians was keenly
watched. Not a few sent messages to the effect that they continued
believers, that they read the Scriptures, and held worship in the
secrecy of their families; but they conld not yet appear publicly as
Christians, being few in number, far from other Christians, and surrounded by active Boxers. Not a few had fled to Chihli, to which
province they had originally belonged, and others slipped away to
newly opened country, where every man was a stranger to his neighbor. This latter sort have spread the Gospel beyond its former
bounds.
'1'he following year about two thousand more names were added,
making over twelve thousand in all. All church rolls had been either
lost or were regarded as extinct, and advantage was taken of the establishment of new rolls to drop off names of men who were considered as of quelltionable character.
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\Vithin a brief period all forms of church-work were again in full
operation throughout most of our widespread mission. '1'he political
atmosphere all over China was in a state of agitated uncertainity; we
therefore considered it wise, during the first year, to abstain from
opening our public street-preaching for the masses. As our social
conditions were peculiar, we were the more desirous to avoid every
. occasion of possible public disturbance. Personally, knowing the
Chinese as I do, I did not think that public preaching would produce
any trouble; but we felt that for a time prudence was the more desirable policy.
The Hussians were then responsible for the preservation of the
peace all over Manchuria. Feeling that we should consult with them,
we laid before them fully all forms of our work among the Chinese.
The Russian authorities could not have shown more kindliness nor be
more conciliatory had they been our own countrymen. They expressed
their approval of the methods of our Church in carrying on its work.
One official of high rank expressed his hope that we should be able to
carryon not only our congregational, educational, and medical work,
but that shortly we should be able to carryon our public chapel-work
also. The work of preparing a native ministry seemed to them of
special importance and utility. '1'he only reason why they would wish
us meantime to abstain from public chapel-work was the disturbed
condition of tIre country, and the consequent risk of trouble on the
part of the pagans if street-preaching were conducted under the existing conditions. The Russian authorities expressed themselves as
obliged to us for abstention meantime from that more public form of
work.
Since then the street chapels have been opened in almost all our
stations. I think Kirin was the first place to open its street chapel in
the interior. There has nowhere been any trouble. Hearers are at
least as interested as ever. The number of Bibles and Christian books
sold is equal to our former best times. Several hundreds have been
baptized of those who were catechumens before the trOll ble. The lists
of catechumens are again swelling everywhere, tho they are far from
the number of those who were applicants for baptism before the
persecution.
The Effect of the Present War

At the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese war the work of the Church
had become normal. Our industriQus people had recovered their
former position. The finances were as flourishing as ever-a proof that
tho large numbers of our best men had been murdered, and others had
dropped out of sight, neither the zeal in working nor the heartiness in
giving had been curtailed. Our theological class, with twenty-two
students, had completed the most important work of the session. At'
least half a dozen young men were ready to be called as pastors to as
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many congregations able to support them when the present deplorable war burst upon us.
After the war had been prosecuted for some time, and when it
appeared imminent that the railway west of the Liao River to Tientsin
would be seized by one or both of the combatants, the Russian railway east of the river having been already declared closed to ordinary
traffic, it was decided in Mukden that the women and children should
be escorted to Tientsin while yet the railway continued open to traffic.
'1'he missionaries west of the Liao River have none or them left
their stations, as the war has been carried on in, ancI is likely to be
confined to, the east. Even the stations east of the riYer, all of them
in the line of the war, are still occupied by several men, and in one
instance by the wives of the two missionaries. All the work of the
Ohurch, therefore, congregational and evangelistic, has gone steadily
on up to the present. Every evangelist is at his post in the country
stations, and only the other day came word of a considerable number
of new applicants for baptism frolll an isolated out-station. The missionaries now in the various centers, and the native evangelists at their
separate stations, are to continue working on under all circumstances
short of compulsory expUlsion-a thing which is not likely to occur.
After their former cruel experiences, it was but natural that the
Ohristians became nervous on the outbreak of hostilities-not from fear
of either of the combatants, but from the suspicion that general disorder wonld follow in the wake of war, and that the lawless element in
the community would again seize the upper hand to the special
detriment of the Ohristians. That suspicion has long subsided, and
they are now everywhere" at peace."
That the Ohristians, in comlllon with the ordinary population,
have already suffered considerable inconvenience and loss, and are
likely to suffer hardship from the scarcity and enhanced p:,ice of provisions, is inevitable. But they are not at all likely to suffer in any
other form.
Forces Influencing the Future

In any endea\'or to forecast the future of the native Ohurch there
are four distinct forces to consider.
1. The Ohinese lawful authority represented by the officials and the
great majority of the people are the first Jorce. As a rule, these bear
no great love to us or to our converts, because we represent to them
the foreign nations which have so humiliated Ohina. But the lesson
of the Boxer movement has sunk deep into their hearts, and they
would' not countenance any course avowedly and seriously menacing
the Ohristians.
2. There is, secondly, the lawless Chinese, forming a considerable
minority, the source and main support of the Boxers. These are as
eager as ever to snatch at any occasion for riot and loot. But howelectronic file created by cafis.org
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ever willing some of them may be to reenact the persecution of the
past that they may gain their reward in plunder, allY attempt on their
part to persecu te, except in a petty social manner, will be sternly pu t
down by the Chinese authorities where the power is in their hands,
and by the Uussian armies where they hold the ground.
3. The Russian army is the third forco. It has, since Boxer times,
bulked more largely than both the legal and the lawless Chinese
forces. And from the Russian army the native Christians have nothing to fear. With whatever feelings the Russians regard us missionaries, they have shown only marked kindness to the native Christians
wherever they have come into contact with them, in city or village.
The common solJiors, who are not credited usually with much civility, have everywhere in the country districts fraternized with the
Christians. In remote out-stations, when Russian soldiers heard the
hymn-singing of the Christians at their evening worship, they entered
the litt"le chapel, behaving with decorum and treating the Christians
as tho they were their own countrymen.
4. The Japanese army, now well above the horizon, is the fourth
possible source of interference with the native Church. But if the
Christians have no great reasQn to dread the Russian army, they have
even less to fear at the hands of the Japanese. Not that the latter
will manifest special friendliness to the Ch ristians. In the former
war in Manchuria the Japanese acted with such justice and wisdom
that they gained a reputation which any army might envy. They
have gained the esteem and even the affection of the Chinese people,
who are certain to welcome them everywhere, not for political, but for
social reasons. The propriety of their conduct in the past is to the
Chinese an assurance of similar conduct in the future. They know
from experience that "honesty is the best policy." Justice pays best
ultimately. There is no reason why the Japanese should treat the
Christians here with special favor. The eyes of the worlJ are upon
them, and they will in the future, as in the past, carry out as a policy
the liberty of the people and the freedom of conscience. They will
continue to do all in their power to secure and to retain the respect of
all Christian nations, which are so deeply interested in the new birth
of the Japanese nation.
The only visible source of possible trouble for the Christians is,
therefore, the lawless element in Chinese society. As far as present
appearances enable us to judge, there is no great danger from this
source. All the officials, high and low, with whom I have had intercourse since the Boxer times, have with one consent declared their
determination to keep down with resolute hand any recrudescence of
the Boxer sort and any rising of any similar society. It is true that
these officials have not been quite their own masters, but I think they
have sufficient power, as they certainly have the will, to prevent any
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persecution especially directed against the Christians. Within the
purview of the present there appears, therefore, no great risk of personal danger to the Christians.
To forecast the future, when we know nothing beyond the uncertainties of war, is, of course, impossible. All we can say with assurance is that He to whom the fire of war is a servant will by its means
accomplish His purposes, all of which, however slowly, move toward
the evolution of the Kingdom.
As to the missionaries, there i.s but one duty before us. Weare,
without exception resolved to carryon the work of Christ and of Hi.s
Church in the future as in the past, whatever changes may occur in
the world of politics. Under the Chinese we had as much freedom in
the execution of our multiformed work as is given lly any Christian
nation, and more than is permitted by most. There is no reason to
suspect a change for the worse if the Japanese are successful in this
war and unite with the Chinese in exercising authority. And, personally, I am aware of no reason why we should look for other treatment from the Russians if they become supreme. They know now
what our work is, and they are well aware of, and have often expressed
their satisfaction with, the mode in which our church-work is carried
ou t. They know that we do not desire to interfere in politics, and
not a few of them are earnest Christian men, who fully sympathize
with our efforts to turn the darkened minds of the Chinese to the
light of the life-giving Son of Righteousness. Of the permanent
policy of the government we are ignorant. We can only judge of the
officials on the spot.

PRIMITIVE RACES OF SOUTH AMERICA
BY WILLLur A. COOK, MINNEAPOLIS, MIXN.

Scattered over the vast wildernesses of Central Brazil, there are
dwelling to-day about 1,300,000 savage "children of the forest."
They compose three hundred tribes, and live, for the most part, as
they have lived since ti.me immemorial, speaking a multitude of languages and dialects. For this great mass of extremely needy human
beings no regular Gospel mission is being conducted.
In the little country of Paraguay dwell 80,000 more of these savage peoples, composing many tribes, with a Gospel mission for but one
or two of the tribes.
On the Andean slope, stretching through Bolivia and parts of Peru
and Ecuador, there are 3,000,000 or more of the primitive races and
tribes of South America, only a part of whom are pure savages, while
the larger part live in a state slightly more ad vanced. This great
multitude likewise is neglected by Christians.

~.
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In the other South America.n countries also there are unnumbered
tribes of savage and semi-savage men, but the merest handful of whom
have ever heard the Gospel of God's love. It seems quite certain that
the banner of the Cross is not to-day waving among all the primitive
races of South America at more than half a dmr,en points.
Multitudetl of these peoples live in accessible and fairl y healthful
regions, and even in delightful climates, and would welcome gladly
those who would come to them animated by the love of Christ. The
Christian woman, especially, whOM sou l was filled with the spirit of
the Lord Jesus would be looked upon as a queen, and would have vast
iufluence Over her poor, degl'aded, and downtrodden sisters.
What an enviable life-work it would be to go and live among any
one of these tribes or races, reduce their language to writing-for few
of them have a written language-translate at least a portion of the
Word of God into it, teach the people, find lead them up to the Founelectronic file created by cafis.org
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tain of Life and to a truly Christian ci vilization! If one is nnable to
participate personally in this great work, may he not have a part in
enabling others to engage in it ?
All the savage tribes of South America live in a state of complete
or almost complete nudity; some, perhaps many, are cannibals, and
those of their enemies whom they catch in war they march home
to their villages, fatten them, and on a great festal day appointed for
the purpose, amid pomp and ceremony, and while engaging the victim
ill song and dance, he is slain, and the body dismembered, roasted, a1ll1
devoured. They have even been known to rear to adult age the babies
taken from the enemy, fatten, slaughter, ana devour them. These
cannibal banquets were" the religion, pride, and joy of the Brazilian
savage . . . the triumph of the captor, and an expiatory saerifice to
the spirits of their brethren who have been slain."
By the" civilized" peoples of South America the savage and semisavage races are regarded as mere wild beasts, to be preyed upon and
annihilated. A high official told me that a rubber company, wishing
to rid certain rubber forests of its human denizens, gave them poisoned
rum, while a chief magistrate of one of the states told me that he had
nothing for these savages but bullets, and sent troops to fall upon
them suddenly aud slaughter them. At other places, where employed
in extracting I'll bber, they have been gi ven demijohns of powerful rum
for their pay. In this way they become beastly drunk, and return to
their wilderness habitations without receiving any further recompense.
Wherever possible, they have been and are made the slaves of the
" civilized" man.
I traveled thousands of miles far into the interior of Brazil on
horseback, by canoe, by raft, and on foot, and visited many villages of
the savage tribes, and studied somewhat their mode of life. A village
of the Bororo triae, in central l\'Iatto Grosso country, that I visited,
consisted of about thirty low palm-branch huts, encircling, quite irregularly, one very large central hut. The former are the d weIlings, and
are occupied by from one to four or five families. The interior is
always dark, dismal, and foul-smelling; decaying rubbish lies about in
the greatest confusion, for there is never any house-cleaning done in
this abode of samgery. When a village becomes so filthy that even
its savage citizens can not longer endure it, they remove their few
effects, construct a village on a new site, and burn the old one. 'L'he
oceu pants of these savage residences were practically naked, as were
the occupants of all the many savage abodes that I visited. 'rhey were
to be seen sitting or reclining on palm. branch rugs, the husband
making bows and arrows or ornaments, and the wife preparing the
food, while the children were amusing themselves in various ways.
'rhe woman is the slave of her husband, and is responsible for providing food for the family. She tramps many miles through the for~
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est, returning .later in the day, staggering under a load of one or
two hundred pounds of small cocoanuts, hearts of diminutive palms,.
and other fruits and vegetables that constitute their staple food. Perhaps along with her load of provisions she will also be carrying a two
or three year old child. If she fails to provide food, or in other
respects fails to perform her duty,
her lord will drive her to the
great central hut, which, among
other things, is the pn blic house
of prostitution, where she may
become the prey of all the men of
the village.
In the Bororo tribe the female
is often betrothed when a mere
baby, perhaps to a man who is
already twenty-five or thirty years
of age, or much older, and already
has one wife. 'fhe betrothal comes
abont in this way. A man who
thinks he would like to have a
certain little girl for his wife some
day catches a very large fish that
is greatly prized. This he deposits at the entrance to the hut
of the parents of the little girl,
who become aware of what he
wishes in return for his gift, and
consider their daughter as betrothed to him. When the little A BORORO WOMAN MOVING HER HOUSEHOLD GOODil
girl reaches the age of ten or
twelve years, her to-be bridegroom catches another highly prized fish
or animal, which he again deposits at the entrance to the habitation
of the little girl's parents. '['he parents then take their daughter
and deliver her at the hut of the man in question, and she becomes
his wife without further ceremony. If the little girl should reach
the age of twel ve or thirteen years before becoming either betrothed
or married, she will be seized some day, dragged to the large central
hut, and become the victim of the passions of all the men of the
village. The females of the Karaoh tribe that I visited in north
central Brazil do not marry until they reach a more mature age, as
they must attain a certain amount of physical strength before being
allowed to marry. A group of those who are supposed to be about
ready for marriage have their strength tested by being made to run
around the circle of the village carrying a section of the trunk of a
large palm tree, which is kept in the water, and weighs from two hunelectronic file created by cafis.org
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dred to two hundred and fifty pounds. This they pass from the
shoulders of one to another with wonderful dexterity as they run.
D nless they can run well with this great weight, they are not allowed
to have a husband. 1'he young men are also obliged to pass through
this same ordeal with the same log.
Not only through terror of the public house of prostitution, but
through terror of the" bope" also, are the wives kept in absolute su bjection to their husbands. The" bope" are believed to be disembodied
souls, or demons, who are supposed to occupy themselves in annoying,
or in threatening to annoy, men in the flesh. Some evening in the
gloaming, as the world surrenders itself to the rule of night, a member of the tribe descries, or thinks he descries, strange, uncanny figures

A BORORO HUT IN NORTH CENTRAL BRAZIL

in the bush. Immediately the whole population of this city of savagery
is thrown into consternation. They are threatened by some unknown
evil. The men at once retire to the great central hut, and construct
instruments which are hung on the end of a line and rod, and swung
through the air. They emit loud sounds pitched all the way from
a sepulchral diapason wail to an unearthly shriek. No female of the
tribe, woman or child, is allowed to see this instrument, under pain of
death. 'l'hey are warned before it is brought forth, and hide themselves in their huts. Should a woman see the instrument, no doubt
the priest or conjurer would have her put to death.
At death the soul is supposed to take up its abode in the bodies of
certain fish and animals, and when one of these fish or animals is
caught the soul must be exorcised by the priest, or conjurer, when
it seeks a new abode. The sun is looked upon as the supreme
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power, and is said to become the dwelling-place of the souls of the
priests.
All the savage tribes live almost altogether upon what forest and
river furnish them without cultivation. They have no means of tilling the soil, even where they desire to do so. l\hny of them are wonderful fishermen, going to the bottom of the river and exploring its
depths for the fish, aud either harpooning them there or bagging them
in a huge sack net.
I am planning to spend the remainder of my life in the great
South land, if God wilIs, and hope to see the good seed of the Kingdom planted among many of the primitive races of South America.

NEW ASPECTS ON AN OLD FIELD
THE

PRESENT CONDITIONS

IN THE ZULU

MISSIONS

BY REV. (C. W. KILBON, ZULU 1IISSION, SOl:TH AFRICA
"Missionary of the Alnel'ican Board of Comn1issioners for Foreign Missions

South Africa is an old mission field. The Moravians and the London Missionary Society occupied it in the eighteenth century, and the
American Board established its Zulu Mission in Natal in 1835.
'rhese early missionaries found in the natives a degraded, benighted
people. God was not known by any name, nor was He worshiped
through any form. The chiefs recei yed the highest homage offered
to any being-in their persons while living, as spirits when dead.
There was a vague belief in the existence of spirits and of witches, and
these were the two sources of all calamities, such as death, sickness,
famines, etc. Witches were accordingly punished, and the spirits
were propitiated by sacrifices and offerings. Spiritual and moral principles were not inculcated nor practised as such, loyalty to their
chief, expediency, and utility being the highest governing motives.
Having no nse for spiritual terms, none existed in their language.
Yet they were extremely sociable, of a kind, happy nature, hospitablenot revengeful, nor savage.
Among such people the heralds of the Cross went to make known
the grace of God in Jesus Christ. l\Iany followed the pioneers, and
now England, America, Germany, France, Switzerland, Norway, and
Sweden have sent representatives ·of the Church of Christ who are
making efforts to evangelize and Christianize South Africa.
When is a given field so evangelized and Christianized that the
foreign missionary may consiller his work finished, and depart? To
what stage would these early missionaries in Africa naturnJly look forward as the culmination of their aim? Presumably they had no
definite purpose beyond establishing Christian instituti.ons that could
and would support themselves, and perpetuate and propagate Christian
truth. We of to-day begin to realize that consummation is being
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reached, at least in some degree. This is the first new aspect on the
ord Zulu mission field that attracts attention, viz. :
1. The e;cistence a/lully or[/wlized, se{f-lIIltintailling, self-developing
Christian i/lshtutions.
•
Until within a few years past this goal has been looked forward to
as being still remote, but in recent years developments have proceeded
rapidly in South Africa-not on sound principles always, but irrisistibly, until before the missionary realizes what is happening, he
finds that his relations to the work have undergone a change, and that
the old policy needs reconstructing. Self-maintaining churches have
been born-rather prematurely, he thinks-but here they are, and the
situation has to be considered as a fact. Since 1894 church and evangelistic work in the Zulu Mission have been carried on without any
financial aid from the Board at home, bnt only until just recently
has the management of these churches been in the hands of the
natives. Even now it is feared that they are undertaking the responsibility before they are prepared for it.
The results of past efforts in the Zulu Mission are expressed to-day
by its twenty-four self supporting churches, its theological school, its
three boarding-schools (two for girls and one for boys), its system of
primary schools, its thriving medical work, and its far-reaching publications in the Zulu language. These churches are by no means ideal
in their spiritual development, and they will long need, and, it is
hoped, will earnestly desire to receive spiritual nurture, from those of
larger experience; bll t Ute11 are self-supporting awl sclJ:mallaging.
The medical department and- the publication department maintain
themselves by their receipts, except the salaries of the two missionary
superintendents. The boarding-schools receive support in part, and
the primary schools chiefly, from government grants and pupils' fees.
Education by natives alone is exhibited in the Zulu Christian Industrial Mission. This is a boarding and day school started and
managed by Rev. John L. Dubi\ a child of the Zulu Mission, a son of
one of its early pastors. He receives funds from abroad, besides fees
from the pupils; but these contributed funds come as a result of his
own appeals, and not through the mission or the home Board. This
institution is now several years old, and it has always been well
patronized by the natives. It thus seems to have proved its timeliness,
its correctness of principle, and its permanence. It is distinctly
industrial (tho scholaFltic as well), and owns, in freehold, two hundred acres of land. Its principal instructors were formerly pupils,
and afterward teachers, in the American Board mission schools.
Thus, in its origin and in its continuance, it is the ripened fruit of
t he American Board work. This school is a standing inspiration to
self-supporting enterprises among the Zulus.
In view of this large measure of self-support, the Zulu Mission has
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reached a distinct stage in its history. The past forms, in a sense, a
closed period. The questiou arises if the time has not now come for
the foreign missionaries to prepare to withdraw and allow the natives
to assume charge by themselves. Here the mission is met by a new
view of the situation not foreseen by the fathers, and which only
recent years have disclosed. This new aspect is:
2. The wider opportnnity that confronts ns, and the new method of
evangelistic work that comes with it.
God has, during the generation past, been opening up Africa.
Explorers, hunters, traders, politicians, settlers, and missionaries have
all had a hand in it. Fabulous wealth has been revealed below the
surface; cities have sprung up like mushrooms; governments have
staked off or conquered territory for themselves; lines of commerce and
communication are fast extending over its surface from the Cape of
Good Hope to Cairo, and from eastern shores to western; steamships
converge there from North America and South America, from England, Europe, Asia, and Australia, and pour into it streams of their
respective inhabitants and articles of trade.
The native does not know what is happening in his land. His
quiet life is ended. His services are called for to help on the white
man's enterprises. He hears the call, and responds from the east and
the west, the north and the south, from regions near and remote, and,
finding his way to the great and small industrial and commercial centers, he enters in, for a brief period of time, for his small share of
the spoils, in the shape of meager wages. Johannesburg and vicinity,
before the war, had some eighty thousand of these transient laborers,
and will probably have more still, unless the contemplated importation
of Chinese restricts the demand. But no num bel' of imported Asiatics
is likely to prevent the congregating of natives flt these centers in
large numbers.
This massing of natives at these centers is the Churcn's opportunity
to accomplish the greatest results by the minimum of effort. 'l'hese
men remain at service but a short time, and then return home. Meantime they are hearing with their ears and seeing with their eyes all
the new things in their unaccustomed surroundings. No traveler ever
had more to tell on his return than these men will have on theirs, and
the impress their characters and lives receive in their sojourn can
never be erased. What they learn will be far more to their detriment
than to their good unless God intervenes. It is for the Church to
intervene, in God's name, and give these men the Gospel while they
are within our reach. What an opportunity the Church has here to
enlighten benighted Africa! How from these centers the seed may
be scattered 1 Let the Gospel be among the new and novel things that
these returning workmen treasure up to recount, with their wonted
ardor and fidelity.
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We now see, as not formerly, that these self-sustaining institutions
which missionaries have hitherto been building up are not the end, but
rather the means to the end. They are just what are now needed as a
base of operations for this larger field. God has been preparing the
means for the coming time of need.
'l'his great opportunity brings with it a simplified method of working. Hitherto evangelistic work has been carried on laboriously in
South Africa. There are no native villages in which to centralize
effort. The natives live in single, isolated establishments scattered
over the hillsides, near together, it may be, or widely separated from
each other, and often difficult of access. A missionary could hardly
expect to visit morc than three or four of thesc habitations in a day,
under the hot sun. Even then he is likely to find the inmates away
in their gardens or absent at a beer-drink. This is the way the unevangelized have had to be reached in the past.
The new method God is disclosing brings the un evangelized to
us. 'The missionary can now place his dwelling on the borders of a
native com pound (in Johannesburg, for instance) where from 1,000
to 4,000 natives are housed, and can go out at any hour of the day
(for the gangs work in relays), and get groups to whom to tell the old,
old story, and through them to proclaim it to what a distance and to
what a multitude he knows not. Thus the new opportunity and the
new method are coincid en t.
3. TIle spirit of independence that is rife in all South African
mission fields.
Hitherto missionaries have mourned that the natives showed so
little activity on their own account; now they are saddened that they
show so much. Formerly-they were willing that the missionary should
do everything, they waiting to be told to do the least thing. Now
there is a widespread desire that the missionary keep his hands off
and leave the control to them. This comes largely from the habit and
training of the native in the past. He must either serve or rule;
there is no stage bctween ; he can not cooperate on equal terms. He
can not come gradually to a stage of self-control by progressive steps.
When he ceases to serve, he begins to rule; when you cease to be his
lealler, you become his servant. Developing intelligence has led the
native to perceive that, as a race, they are behindhand. that other
races are strong and self-acti ng; and so, in order to remedy matters,
they assume self-direction, and are forging ahead. They are feeling
around for their footing, bewildered. often unwise and inapt, but irresistibly determined. This moyement seems to be grounded in a normall'ace pride, but it lacks ballast.
It shows itself am~ng the mission natives first of all, bucause they
are the thinking natives. They are the ones most impressed by the
lack of advancement of the mce, and the first to aspire to something
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better. The result is that the extreme advance section of this move·
ment discards missionary leadership altogether. It promotes disaffection and schism in mission churches and communities. The term
" Ethiopians" has been adopted by these extreme schismatics. They
remain near the old and loyal churches, drawing to themselves discontents, and thus constitute camps hostile to their former connections.
They appealed, a few years ago, to the African Methodist Episcopal
Church of America for recognition, and received it. A bishop of this
Church went to South Africa, and without first carefully investigating
the situation on all sides, he set his seal on the movement, and South
Africa was made the fourteenth diocese of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church of America and its leading mission field. An American colored bishop has been located at Cape Town.*
The movement is a menace to the peace of South Africa in the
eyes of those in authority, and needs watching and repressing. The
Natal government has already forbidden mission work to be carried
on under native leadership, where it has the power to prevent. Mission plans and mission progress are considerably restricted thereby.
Only on mission lands, or private property, can natives be placed in
charge of work. On the immense native locations this is not allowed.
'rhus, expansion and self-propagation are impeded. Missionaries can
not press for a relaxation of the order, as they might do if they did
not perceive a certain measure of political prudence in it.
4. The fourth aspect is the Race Problem.
We have in South Africa much the same question of adjusting the
white and black sections of the population to each other that exists in
the United States. Many aspects and conditions are practically the
same, only the numerical relation of the two races to each other is inverted. The tension between the two is yearly increasing in South
Africa, even more rapidly than in the United States, and it is fast
reaching an acute stage.
'l'he question with the whites is how to deal with the native population, and a government commission is now sitting on South African
native affairs, with a view to the framing of a uniform native policy
throughout the South African colonies. With the natives the question is how to secure what they believe to be their rights' and privileges as men and as fellow citizens.
This race question affects mission work, inasmuch as leaders in
Christian work are in the forefront of all progressive movement!!, and
the missionaries also will feel constrained to see that principles of justice and right rule in the adjustment, as far as they have any influence.
Neither side is likely to be wholly right or wholly wrong. Booker T.
• For an illustration of the way this movement is sadly antagonizing mission work, see the
letter of Rev. F. Coillard, of the Barotsi Mission, in the Lovedale Christian Express (South
Africa), April 1, 1904, page ;;3. See also the article on Ethiopianism, by Rev. F. B. Bridgmall,
in the MISSIONARY REVIEW for June, 1904.
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Washington's principle is sound: that each race must seek the wellbeing of both races.
5. The convening this year (in J~dy, at Johannesburg) of the First
General Conference of South African Jfissionarieli.
In view of the new aspects already named, and of conditions generally in the land, the conference is well timed. The present is a
period of great responsibilities and possibilities in South African work.
The stage already reached is important and critical in itself, and the
next twenty, or even ten, years are destined to see very great developments. It is impossible to predict just what is corning.
The land is now under British control, which is an assurance in
itself of material progress. Political, commercial, social, industrial.
and religious forces are having their respective influence in the coming llnfoldings. The white man is restless, and he has made the natiye
restless. All heathendom is astir, never to revert to the old stagnation and despotism. God is in it all, tnrning and overturning, till he
whose right it is shall reign. His aim is to bring men back to their
allegiance to Himself. The Ohurch, sensible of its ohligation to God
for His grace, can never be satisfied until all hearts in South Africa
and elsewhere render loyal love and service to Him.

WHAT THE NORTH IS DOING FOR THE CHRISTIAN
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUTHERN NEGRO *
THE GREAT CHRISTIAN DENOMINATIONAL AGENCIES AT WORK
IN THE SOUTH
BY HEV. A. F. BEARD, D.D., NEW YORK
Secretary of the American lIIissionary Association

It is the purpose of this article to indicate as briefly as possible the
scope of the great missionary associations, and their methods for the
Ohristian life and development of the negro. It would be impossible
to mention the independent endeavors which have been carried on,
and some of which are now in operation, outside of these Ohristian
sociflties and educational boards.
A number of these have been
prompted by a spirit of consecration, and have been so conducted as to
be tributary to the Ohristian enlightenment and salvation of the negro
people. These, however, are reJatiyeJy few; the missionary agencies,
with the schools and churches, which owe the beginning of their life
to them, have furnished, and still do so, the chief help which goes
from the North for the evangelization of the negro.
The first, and still the most notable of these. both for the extent
and quality of its missionary work, is " The American ~lf1:ssionary Association." Its purpose, as announced in the first article of its constitu-

* These articles will be followed by two on "What tl1e Negro is Doing for the Negro in
4merica" and" What the Ne!?ro is Doing for the Negro in Africa. "-EllITOR~.
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tion, is "to conduct Christian missions and educational operations in
our own and other countries."
At the breaking out of the Civil War it entered the wide doors for
missionary activity at once, and now for forty-three years has directed
its main efforts for the Christian life and development of the Southern
negro. Within seven months after the storming of Fort Sumpter the
Association had a school in operation at Fortress Monroe, protected by
the Army, and this at the very coast where the first slave-ship had entered the lines of the American continent, more than two hundred
years before. This school was developed by the Association until,
under the magnetic leadership of General Armstrong, it was made over
to a board of trustees and became the famous Hampton Institute.
The first slave-ship and its consequences, and the first school ever
opened from the North for slaves, stand for the beginning of erasthe one was barbarism, the other Christian civilization. '1'0 measure
the positive Christian influences of Hampton Institute alone would be
impossible. The Association from that time followed closely upon the
advances of the Northern armies, and with its devoted teachers and
preachers soon had thousands of men, women, and children in their
rapidly extemporized churches and schools.
It soon became evident that the Association, whose work had heretofore been as simple as it was plain, must not only have a missionary
purpose, but must also plan with a far-reaching policy, and with methods that would consider the millions of ignorant and undeveloped people
who would need to be led out of darkness into Christian manhood and
womanhood, and to a future where they should have educated teachers
and ministers of their own race, who should take upon themselves the
needed redemptive work. Experience had already found that while the
skin of the individual varies in color, human nature is all of the same
color. What wisdom and experience, therefore, had found to be good
for Christian and civilizing influences of other peoples, it was decided
would be good for these children of Africa. Hence, in the way of
permanent influence, and because the blind can not lead the blind,
particular stress was placed upon Christian schools. The common
schools were to lead to those which were graded, these were to take on
normal departments, and these to higher institutions for those who
should, in lower grades, gi ve promise of exceptional ability and Christian influence. Meanwhile, chiefly in connection with these schools,
little churches were organized, the teachers in the schools guiding
them and leading them away from their ignorance and superstitions
ideas into the true light of the Gospel.
These schools were accompanied by teachers' homes, which made a
practical social settlement, from which was given out the influence of
personal character and example in home life and in Christian conduct.
rrhus the poverty, barrenness, and degradation of the negro homes
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were made to feel the elevating touch of the Christian teachers. It
was religion all through the week, permeating and vitalizing character
and homes with its saving power.
Besides these common graded and normal schools, eight institutions were soon chartered for higher study. These were in Virginia,
Georgia, 'l'ennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas.
Three of these are now independent, under the care of their own
trustees, this policy being considereu desirable when the permanence
and Christian character of the institutions can be safely guaranteed.
The emphasis in all of this educational work is upon the word
"missionary." As early as 1867 industrial training was introduced
along with the courses of school study, the Association using this
method of grace as a tributary force to Christian life. No teacher
was appointed to instruct even in agriculture or mechanics who diu
not engage in this work with Christian motive for spiritual results.
I have introduced the work of the American Missionary Association thus historically, because it has not changed its methods from the
b,eginning, and has found with each succeeding year, in the results,
their confirmation that these are in the highest degree fruitful. The
material progress of this people has been found to keep pace with their
intellectual and spiritual growth. At the present time there are fortyfour normal and graded schools, fourteen smaller schools, and ·five
chartered institutions. In these there are 476 instructors and 14,429
pupils. Of these, ninety-seven are students of theology preparing for
the Christian ministry, and 646 are pursuing collegiate studies. Out
of these schools and their influence chiefly have been organized 230
churches, with a present church-membership of 12,549. There were
added to these churches last year, on profession of faith, above a thousand members. Their contributions for benevolence were $3,678, and
for their own church support, $38,369. The expenditure last year for
the negro work was $218,000; or, including tuition, $271,000.
In 1888 the American Missionary Association was reenforced by
the generous gift of Mr. Daniel lIand, of Connecticut, of $1,000,000,
and subsequently in his will auditionally by more than $600,000.
From 1860 to 1904 the expenditures of this society for negro work in
the South have reached above $14,000,000. This society is set forth
more in detail, because a great part of its work has been done without
reference to denominational lines. Most of its pupils have been those
of other churches than those who have had this society's direction. It
therefore stands for a common work.
" Tlte Freedmen's Aid Society" of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
which was established in 1866, has likewise a blessed and shining
record. In its first report, in 1866, it says: "The control of the educational1Vor1c connected with missions (i.e., churches) was as necessary
to success as the work itself." The schools of this society were all, as
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far as possible, connected with churches, but in general the same theories and methods obtained as those in the American Missionary Association.
As the same conditions in the South existed, and as one may stand
for all, they need not be redescribed, with the exception that the
Freedmen's Aid Society found a natural constituency among the
negro people calling themselves Methodists, who had been nominally
"converted" while ill their condition of ignorance, and who especially
looked to the great Methodist denomination for their guiuance. It
could not be otherwise than that its educational work should also be
subordinate and tributary to the religious demands found in the character of those so long enslaved. The fundamental purpose of this
society was, therefore, and has been, the same as that of the Church
itself, to which it looks for support and direction.
The history of this noble society reveals a steady progress in Christian achievement. From its humble beginnings, with one teacher and
a borrowed capital of $800, it expended during the year 1903, for
Christian work among the negro people alone, the sum of $282,520.
It has one theological school, ten collegiate institutions, and twelve
academic, with a total of 415 teachers. In college courses there are
enrolled 149 students; in academic, 5.,188; in manual training and
trade schools, 3,520; while 189 are preparing for the ministry. The
total attendance of pupils, 11,161. Its entire expenditure from 1866
until now amounts to more than $7,500,000.
The Presbyterian Church lv-orth put forth its" declaration in favor
of special efforts in behalf of the lately emancipated African race" in
1865. In its schedule of school work for 1871 it reported church
property in sixty-seven churches to the amount of $70,!J34. The next
year the number of schools was forty-five, with fifty-eight teachers
and 4,530 pupils. In 1880 the Presbyterian schools had somewhat
increased the annual expenditure to $'12,000. In 1888 the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church North authorized the incorporation of " The Presbyterian Board of Missions for Freedmen of the
Presbyterian Church in the United States of Ameriut." The annual
expenditure of the board has now risen to $108,120. The schools have
increased to sixty-fIve-all strictly parochial-with 6,995 pupils and
129 teachers. In 1897 the number of superior schools had increased
to six. At this time $1,000,287 had been expended for the mission
work among the Southern negroes. In its report presented to the
General Assembly in 1902, it says: "The central and supreme purpose
of the board is the proper discharge of the share of responsibility that
belongs particularly to the Presbyterian Church in the North, which
God has in this generation assigned to the Christian people of this
land in giving the Gospel of His 80n Jesus Christ to the negroes of
the South." The amount received for the year was $185,804. It
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reports six boarding-schools in five different states, twelve coeducational schools, nine academies, and sixty-one small parochial schools.
It adds: "Nearly eleven thousand pupils have come not only under
Christian but Presbyterian instruction. Over eighteen hundred of
these young men and women have been sheltered in our boardingschools, and have been given the advantage of a Christian home training. Industries of various kinds are taught in all these schools. The
number of ministers was 209, and the number of churches 353, in
which $38,946 was raised for self-support. 'The number in Sundayschool was 21,299.
" Tlte Prates/ant Episcopal Ghnrch" began its work for the negro
in 1866. A" commission," established by the" General Convention,"
consists of a board of managers, five bishops, five presbyters, and five
laymen, and its work is wholly under ecclesiastical control. Its chief
purpose is " to provide educated and consecrated ministers alive to the
conditions and wants of their brethren, to labor to dispel their prevailing ignorance, and to lift tbem to a higher plane of Christian intelligence and life." For the first twenty years the Protestant Episcopal
Church expended $315,514 for its combined church and school work.
In the sllcceeding ten years this bad risen to $793,000. Its five cllief
institr,tions are in North Carolina, 'l'ennessee, District of Columbia,
and Virginia. Two of them covel' the usual type of normal and industrial schools, with about five hundred pupils and twenty-three teachers. Three theological schools have thirty-two students. '1'here are
now about one hundred clergymen ministering to eight thousand communicants in two hundred churches and chapels. The expenditures
in 1903 were $66,857. It has abon t seventy-five mission schools connected with its churches. Every year reveals an increasing interest in
this part of mission work in the Protestant Episcopal Church and an
evident purpose to extend it.
The Baptist Church of the Northern States was one of the earliest
to recognize the exigent call of God to the Southern negro. It began,
as did the other societies, in an experimental way to meet the appalling ignorance. The purpose soon was plain to promote a competent
leadership from the people themselves, especially for the duties of
teachers and preachers. For more than thirty years its schools have
been developed with the best ideas of intelligent Christian educators.
They found at once a natural constituency among the colored people
who bore the dp,nominational name, but who needed to be brought
into an enlightened appreciation of its meaning. The surest, and
doubtless the shortest, way to the interests of the Church was through
the school. 'The theory of the society is that the training of leaders
should be its chief work. If the quantity of the missionary school
work has been reduced at times, there has ever been a careful regard
for its quality, Its twelve higher institutions are located in Alabama,
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Arkansas, Georgia, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia, Mississippi, Tennessee, North Carolina, and Kentucky. 'l'hirteen secondary schools
are wisely distributed in various states. These twenty-five schools
have two hundred and ninety-six instruetors and a total of seven
thousand pupils, of whom five hundred and seven are students for the
ministry. The total expenditure for these Ohristian schools last year
was above $158,600.
The Society of Friends began early, and in 1867 reported six dayschools and twenty-two,Sunday-schools, with 1,600 colored pupils in
attendance. In 1869 the Pennsylvania Friends engaged in the work
, for the negro reported twenty-nine day-schools, forty teachers, and
2,000 pupils. Friends in New York and New England have established seminaries for higher education in North Carolina and Tennessee. A flourishing school under the care of Pennsyvania Friends is
located at Aiken, S. C.
It will be seen that through these missionary agencies alone the
North has not forgotten those who were bound as bound with them.
We sometimes hear of certain widely ad vertised schools as jf they were
the chief hope of the colored people, while what the Christian churches
are more quietly, but far more extensively and effectively, doing for
the salvation of a needy people is not sufficiently considered. The
hope of the unreached millions is not in any educational system or
propaganda. It is in what is represented by the churches of Christ.
There remains to the churches in our own land a great field for most
earnest Christian effort. Our Lord came to seek and to save those
that are lost. At least, five millions of negro people need this seeking and this salvation. For this there are none too many agencies, so
long as they continue to work in harmony and to supplement and to
aid each other. Together they are doing economically and successfully a common work for our Lord and Master.

WHAT THE

SOUTH IS DOING FOR THE NEGRO

BY PROF. S. C. MITCHELL, RIUHlIOND, VA.

This subject is not only a pertinent one at the present time, but is
also suggestive of the two complementary inquiries, what the North
is doing for the negro, and, above all, what the negro is doing for
himself. '1'he progress of the colored people is the result of these
three interacting agencies. It is manifestly unfair to disparage any of
these in favor of one with which a writer may be identified. We
rejoice rather in the gratifying achievements which these triple influences are together working out. Such schools as Hampton Institute
and the Virginia Union University, both supported largely by Northern philanthropists, are doing excellent work in elevating and eduelectronic file created by cafis.org
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cating the negroes of the South. The Martin Fund, given by a New
York gentleman for the purpose of employing religious teachers to
train colored preachers in summer institutes and otherwise, is a helpful agency, while many of the home mission societies in the North
carryon extensive work among the negroes in the black belt.
So intertwined are the affairs of the two races in the South that it is
difficult to enumerate, or disentangle, the various influences exerted
by the whites to the advantage of the blacks. Can a child particularize what it is in his home life that proves helpful to him, certain
tho he is that his character in all its nobler aspects is the resultant of
the kindly and gentle influences of that home? So in a thousand
subtle ways, too elusive to permit of analysis, the civilization of the
whites in the South affect £01' good the negroes. No Southern man
could wish slavery restored--for economic reasons, if for no othersyet it is worth while remembering that in slavery the blacks were the
recipients of these stimulating and enlightening forces that sprang
necessarily out of their hourly ass00iation in home and field with their
white masters. Slavery was, perhaps, a necessary school for the savage;
and while now we justly deplore whatsoever was harsh and arresting
as regards development in that past system, we should not forget the
ensemble of progress to which it gave rise. Tho slavery no longer
exists, the relations of the two races are still so intimate in many ways,
the old feeling of affection on the part of the one and of dependence
on the part of the other is so strong that much of the beneficial
effects of the former social order cqntinue unabated, while the positive
advantages of the new order are apparent to all. Bearing in mind,
then, this modifying condition of the interlaced life of the two races
in the South, we may treat separately five different ways in which the
white people are helping the negl'Os:
I-In a Religious Way

The South has always sought to bring the truths of the Gospel to
the negroes, either by having them attend white churches or by preaching to them after they established churches of their own. For a
num bel' of years President Robert Ryland, of Richmond College, was
at the same time pastor of the First African Church. Many in
Mississippi will recall with affection and admiration Colonel Ball, a
brave Oonfederate officer, who gave his energies after the war to missionary work among the negroes in the valley section of his native
State. These instances could be multiplied indefinitely. The average
Southern pastor is wont to preach upon occasion to the negroes in
their own churches.
The home mission societies of the various denominations have all
along carried on work among the blacks. And it is most gratifying
to note at the present time a heightened sense of duty in this regard.
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'l'o give only one example, the Home Mission Board of the Southern
Baptists, during the year ending April 30, 1904, spent for work
among the colored people the sum of $2,150. But for the current
year $15,000 has been already appropriated for the enlargement of this
work-too small an amount still, I grant you, but it is nearly seven
times what was expended the previous year, That ratio of increase is
significant of awakened consciences as to the necessity and opportunity
of the Ohristian people of the South to evangelize the nine millions
of negroes living among us and affecting our every vital interest.
Not only has a larger snm of money been appropriated by this particular board, but a special secretary for work among the negroes has
been employed to supervise these growing plans. To this important
office Rev. A. J. Barton, D.D., of Arkansas, has been called, one of the
most esteemed men in the Southern ministry-a fact which speaks
more than volumes as to the determination of the white people of the
South to do all in their power for the religious betterment of the
blacks committed by Providence, in a peculiar sense, to their care.
One other step taken by the Southern Baptist Oonvention, at its meeting in Nashville, in May last, must be mentioned. A special commission, consisting of one representative from each Southern State
and territory, was appointed to study the best practical approaches to
this problem of the negroes' religious condition, with a view to formulating a progressive and sympathetic policy for the future.
II-In an Educational Way

Since the Oivil War the Southern States have expended for the
education of the negroes above $110,OOO,OOO-a sum whose import can
be understood only wheu you recall the poverty and depression resulting from a long and bloody conflict. The taxes in Virginia for school
purposes are divided according to population. The negro child has a
school within reach, and in many instances books are provided for the
indigent at the expense of the State. True, the salaries of the teachers
are small-sometimes less than $20 per month; true, the school term is
short-often not more than four or five months; true, the ability of the
teachers is questionable, because of the lack of sufficient normal schools;
yet it mnst be remembered that all of these difficulties are inl)ident to
the white schools no less than the colored.
In Richmond-to give some concrete instances-there are excellent
grammar schools for the negroes, with colored teachers and white
principals, while the high and normal school offers a strong course of
instruction given by white teachers only. The State of Virginia maintains at Petersburg a large normal and industrial institute-an admirable building in a commanding location. In this school all the teachers and officers are colored, and its management is excellent. Recently
many helpful changes in the curriculum, especially as regards the inelectronic file created by cafis.org
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troduction of industrial branches, have been made, under the direction
of Captain O. E. Vawter, the rector, both an experienced educator,
aud the captain of Stollewall Jackson's sharpshooters during the
Civil War. I know personally that he takes the deepest interest in the
development of this institute, wishing to train teachers who can furnish, ill the common schools, adequate instruction in all the elementary and industrial branches. Other states in the South are doing
similar work for the negroes. This enlightened policy will, in my
opinion, be steadfastly maintained, despite the reactiollary attempts of
such men as Goyernor Vardaman, of Mississippi.
III-In an Economic Way

It is no doubt the economic opportunity in the South for which
the negro has to be most grateful. The industrial situation in that
section is favorable to the black man in many respects. The climate
is such as to invite outdoor life, a fact which lessens the mortality
otherwise arisillg out of the unsanitary cO!lditions prevalent among
the negroes. The mildness of the climate permits the negro to live at
the lowest possible cost as regards clothing, fuel, and shelter. The
fact that the dominant interest of the South is agriculture works
tremendously to his advantage, so fitted is he by nature and habit for
that noble calling. Lands are cheap, and many small farms are now
owned by negroes. It is in agriculture that the largest door stands
wide open to this race. Here is possible an inviting, happy, useful, and
quite independent life for him and his family. Hence, all agellciesreligious, educational, and economic-ought to be exerted to implant in
the negro the purpose to make the most of this favorable circumstances.
Numerous, however, are the other vocations open to negroes. As
mechanics, masons, barbers, and domestic servants they are desired and
fairly compensated. In Hichmond there are negro physicians and lawyers, while several banks and benevolent organizations are successfully
managed by the members of that race. If the negro, facing boldly the
facts of his present situation in the South, resolves to move along the
line of least economic resistance-agriculture, above all-his future is
assured, just in proportion as he avails himself of all the means of advancement in skill, mental ability, and character afforded by church,
school, and social environment. The danger just now lies in his failing to see and to seize this economic opportunity, in his wishing to
abandon the farm for the often thriftless and vicious life of the city.
Nature has been kind to him industrially; his white neighbor lIas the
utmost good will to him also in this regard; his future wiII be of his
own making. Hence, the essential need of such schools as Tuskegee
and Hampton to bring home to the negro the prime fact upon which
his destiny turns-fidelity to the farm. Here he can stand erect, pursuing a virtuous and peaceful life, surrounded by his family, and enelectronic file created by cafis.org
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joying the esteem of all his neighbors. I would not exclude the negro
from any calling in which his talents fit him to sllcceed; but, believing that the farm is at present his readiest road, I would enamour him
of that course. Home, self-initiative, thrift, material progress, virtue,
service to mankind-these are the tempting offers of the farm, when
rightly worked, to the negro. If this were not so, if the climate were
rigid, the lands sterile, and the whites jealous of his economic endeavors, the future of the black man would be indeed dark. Let us
rejoice that certain fundamental factors, both natural and social, in
this problem are on the side of conciliation, progress, and hope.
IV-In a Political Way

As regards the negro, the economic factor is subordinate to the
moral, and the political to the economic. Politics has been his bane,
this because of blunders for which past times sufficiently account.
Yet, in the uplift of the black man, political schooling has a part, and
no one who believes in the principles of popular government will seek
to deny it in word or practise. I am sure the condition of things
under the new constitutions in the Southern States are infinitely better than those existing from 1870 ulltil the present order was introduced. He is not a friend of the negro who believes he can be saved
only by political recognition. Oertain stubborn facts in the status of
Southern society set at naught all the deductive reasonings of the political theorist. There stands before the negro four doors of opportunity: (1) Thrift, (2) Education, (3) Religion, and (4) Politics. Pity
that he was induced to bolt first for thc last door. But the vision of
all parties is assuming the right focus, and we may hope for harmony
of action on the part of all patriotic men.
It is to be remembered that negroes vote in all the Southern States.
The limitations put upon the suffrage are due, not alone to color, but
also to partisanship. There is a dnal solidarity politically in the South
-black Republican solidity and white Democratic solidity. Tha:t is to
say, the racial question has been aggravated by partisan and sectional
considerations of a perplexing nature. More and more will the intelligent and virtuous negro acquire the ballot, while, if conditions in
political life in the South should so change that either the white or
black man would cast his vote according to his independent judgment
on social and economic facts, the suffrage matter would easily work
itself out satisfactorily. Meantime, freedom the negro has, and let
him bend all his energies to acquire that fitness in character and intelligence which will make him serviceable to his country in all possible
ways.
V-In a Domestic Way

After all, the chief benefit which the whites are confening upon
the blacks is embraced in the complex of domeetic relations. Hard
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to define, almost impossible to elucidate to an outsider, it is this close,
affectionate, and intensely influential domestic contact which makes
for the well-being of the negro. It is here that the negro learns from
the refinement of the white matron; it is here that the negro comes
to appreciate that bedrock of kindly feeling which the white man has
for him. Anything that tends to mar or breed suspicion as to the
existence of this national and time-honored relation between the races
strikes at the very root of any healthy social order. "Love never
faileth."
May I cite a striking instance of the beneficial effect of this kindly
regard usual to hoth races in the South. A few years ago the three
libraries in Richmond each had a colored janitor, who acted really as
an assistant librarian. They had all been long connected with the respective libraries, were well mannered, capable, knew the location of
the books, and "e'e highly esteemed for these positions. It so happened that about the same time the janitor at the State Library died and
the one at Richmond Oollege resigned. The State Librarian, Mr. Scott,
published in the leading Virginia paper a rather lengthy account of
the high character and efficient services of William. At the meeting
of the Library Oommittee of Richmond College, at which Christopher
West's-the colored janitor-resignation was announced, Dr. C. H.
Ryland, the librarian, said, in an impressive way, that he had been
acquainted with" Chris" for twenty years, had watched him closely,
and had never known him to do or say anything unbecoming a Ohristian gentleman. Poor" Ohris!"-beloved by every student and teacher
in the college-he, too~ passed away only recently, his funeral being
attended by many white friends. The third colored janitor to whom
I referred is still in the State Law Library, where his faithfulness is
highly prized. A few daJs before I left Richmond the .News-Leader,
a representative paper, had a picture of him, together with some
account of his long service in the Law Library. These three cases
well exemplify the real feeling existing between the races where character and efficiency abound. The politicians may try to make believe
otherwise, but the tender ties which many a white man feels for
"black mammy" is a sufficient rebuttal of their mischief-making
alarms.
I am unable to determine which works most harm in dealing with
the negro problem-ignorance or prejudice. Certain it is that when
these two baneful foes are conjoined, then we have a terrible situation.
Believing that humanity, charity, and sound enlightenment will triumph
over every force that seeks to set the two races in the South in conflict
with one another, I rejoice in evel'J evidence of good-will between
them, in every proof of the black man's desire to advance, and in every
achievement on his part which shows increasing moral character, and
industrial efficiency.
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BELGIAN TREATMENT OF KONGO NATIVES *
WHAT WILL AMERICA DO ABOUT IT?
BY E. D. )!OREL, LrVERPOOL, ENGLAND
Han. Secretary of the Congo Reform Association; Editor of the West African Mail

The treatment of the Kongo natives at the hands of the Administration-" if Administration it can be called," as Lord Cromer t scathingly puts it-may be briefly described. They are enslaved in their
own homes, and every Kongo village where the power of the Kongo
State extends is a penal settlement. Civilization is confronted today with a revival, uIlder different forms, and under cover of law,
order, justice, and progress, of the slave-trade. The slave-trade, under
a cloak of spurious philanthropy, is in full swing in the Kongo territories at the present moment. And the slavery which has been introduced, maintained, and perpetuated on the Kongo is worse-ten times
worse !-than the old slavery; it is more destructive of human life,
more destructive of human happiness, more degrading in its effects
upon the victims, and upon the instruments of persecution. Englishmen were largely instrumental in founding the" Kongo Free State";
we have followed its career very closely, and so absolutely convinced
are all sections of party, and opinion generally, of the truth of these
terrible charges we bring against the Kongo government, that I verily
believe the nation is on the point of becoming aroused as it has never
been since Gladstone thundered against the Bulgarian atrocities.
Yon may judge of the unanimous feeling pervading all classes in these
islands when I venture to remind you that in May, 1903, at a period
of particularly bitter party strife, the House of Commons passed, without a single dissentient voice, a resolution calling upon the government to make representations to the powers to adopt measures" to
* For definite instances sho-wiug what is the treatment of the nativt'K hy the Kongo State
government \ve refer our read erR to 1\11'. H. R. Fox-Boul'ne'8 book, .. Civili8ation in Congo
Land ., : 1 to l\Ir. l\Iorel'H volume ... Affain5 of "\Yest Africa
'.! to various pamphlets:3 written
and published by MI". :lIorel at. variou~ times, including the weekly, IVest African J[aU" ; 4
to the pamphlet, Congo Slavery, n puhlished by Dr. Harry Guinness, head of th~ Congo
Balolo Mission (Harley House, Lonuon). In these publications will be found an incontrovertible and uncontroverted rnUH8 of evidence extending over a decade, and providing interesting
material for a study of European criminology under the African sun-a record, as Lord
Edmund Fitzmaurice (Lord Lansdowne's brother) rightly declared in the House of Commons,
on May 20th, last year, \vhich lllade H civilization ashamed of its name. ll The Official ,\Yhite
Book, issued by the British government early this year, contains the detailed report of H. ill.
Consul in the Kongo, nIl'. Roger Casement, an officinl of wide African experience and kno,yledge of African peoples and African conditions extendinG" over t\"\renty years-a nlan whose
personal character stan us exceedingly high, quite apart for his almost unrivaled capacitya.
a student de vis II, of tropical African problems ("' Africa."
No. I. White Book. Eyre & Spottis,,"oode, Fleet Street. London. 8y€d.)
H

;

H

1 P. S. King & Sons, London.
1903.
2 W. Heinemann. London.
1902.
:) ," Trading Monopolies in 'Vest Africa," 'rile c.ongo Slave State," both with T. Richard~
son & Sons, Liverpool. ,. The New African Slavery," with the International Union, Mowbray
House, London, etc.
44, Oldhall Street, Liverpool. New York agents, Probst & Warden, 66 Beaver Street.
H

t " Africa." No. I. Op. cit.
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These natives have been mutilated by State soldiers because they have failed to bring in
the required amount of rubber. 'Vornen, being the chief workers, are usually deprived of
their left hands, but men loose their' right hands or both.
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abate the evils prevalent in the Kongo State." Even more significant.
perhaps, than that incident is the formation of the "Congo RefornJ
Association," only a few weeks old at time of writing, but which hUE
already secured as its president the Wght lIon. Earl Beauchamp, and
as its supporters politicians differentiating as radically as Mr. John
Morley and Sir Gilbert Parker; Church of England bishops, like
the Lord Bishops of Rochester, Liverpool, Durham, and St. Asaph,
side by side with the leading non-conformists, such as Dr. John
Clifford, Rev. F. B. Meyer - men between whom a"nd the bishops,
owing to the Education Act, there exists much acute controversy;
peers, like the Earls of Listowel, Aberdeen, and Daruley, Lords Kinnaird, Denman, Overtoun, and French, meet on a common platform
with sturdy democrats like John Burns. This association has been
formed to "bring home to the British public, and to the public
of the continents of .Europe and America, the actual state of the
natives under the conditions prevailing in the Kongo State: (1) By
the organized distribution to the world's press of facts bearing ppon
the question. (2) By public meetings and lectures. (3) By inviting the
influence, interest, and support of all humane men, persons who will
help in the cause."
Meetings are being held all over the country by the association,
and before very long we hope to organize some means whereby the
truth of this awful business may find its way to the hearts and minds
of our cousins across the Atlantic. In Germany our movement has
already secured many sympathizers, and we hope that when the French
colonial press, which unhappily is largely under the influence of the
clique who run the Kongo territories, has awakened to a true perception of the state of affairs, the movement will make appreciable
progress among a people for whom we have great liking and respect,
whose government, we are glad to say, has lately been brought into
closer touch with onr own through the just-signed Anglo.French
Convention, and many of whose citizens are becoming alive to the
true state of affairs.
Gradually, owing to the influence of the Aborigines Protection Society and its devoted secretary, Mr" H. R. Fox-Bourne, to the exertions
of the Rev. W. M. Morrison, D.D., of the American Presbyterian
(Southern) Mission, and the findings of the conference held in
Washington last May, Americans are beginning to understand the
question. Now, if the're is one thing that the Sovereign of the Kongo
State is afraid of it is of American opiuion in this matter. He knows
full well that if, in this great humanitarian cause, America can be induced to back up the representations of Great Britain with no uncertain voice (recollect that if the United States did not sign the Berlin
Act, the government did ratify the Brussels Act, and thereby assumed
moral responsibility for the precedent act of which the Brussels Act
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was the complement), the days of Kongo misrule are doomed. America
can by no stretch of the imagination be regarded otherwise than absolutely impartial in this matter, and any reluctance which may be
shown by some of the continental powers at this juncture would be
singularly lessened by the adherence of America to Great Britain's demand for a new conference of the powers. Hence, the full diplomatic
paraphernalia of the Kongo State is spread out to mystify and confuse American public opinion. It is said that England wants to annex
the Kongo, and that this humanitarian crusade is merely an eXCuse to
cover the most sinister designs. This is said to be a quarrel between
a mighty power and a poor little nation like Belgium. It is stated
that the fons et origo of the whole matter is the desire of English merchants to see the rubber which now finds its way to Antwerp go to
Liverpool instead. The Kongo State poses as a philanthropic institution which only desires the good of the natives; altho atrocities do
occur, they are said to be severely punished when detected. The names
of some great Englishmen are falsely quoted to you as being in favor
of Kongo State methods. The fact that an ex-British non-commissioned officer, an ex-employee of the Kongo government, made certain
specific charges against one of his former colleagues in that government, charges which he was unable to substantiate in a court of law,
and which consequently landed him in damages for libel, is given as
proof that the indictment of the Kongo government's atrocious maladministration has been exploded. Many such absurdities are being
told you. America is being flooded with pro-Kongo literature, treatises by Belgian jurists, inspired cuttings from newspapers attached to
the Kongo State, and so on, and so on. In fact, everything is being
done which a powerful and wealthy organization, controlled by one of
the astutest diplomatists in Europe, can do to throw dust in the eyes
of American public opinion. Against this flood of misrepresentation
our weapon is truth, and truth always will prevail.
When the reality of the Kongo affair is made clearer to them,
Americans will have no difficulty in understanding the grotesqueness
of the insinuation that England has territorial ambitions in that quarter. Unfortunate the lot of those, whoever they may be, whose task
in the future will be to put some order into the chaos and destruction
which King Leopold's rubber collectors have wronght. Would men
like John Morley, John Burns, and the Earl of Aberdeen lend themselves to the alleged craving of English rubber merchants, or to an attack upon a "little nation" ?
No, what we want America to understand is this: the whole of the
Kongo territories have been appropriated, both in regard to the land
and everything of value which the land produces, by the Sovereign of
the Kongo State and the financiers he has gathered round him. The
native has been deprived, officially and by decree, of his land and the
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produce of his soil. He has become, by legislation, a tenant on his
own property. r1'he Kongo State, apart from its published legislative
acts, expressly admits that it has su bstitu ted itself and its nominees
for the natives in the ownership of the country. An enormons army
of regular and irregular levies-larger than the forces of Great Britain,
France, and Germany combined in West Africa-has been raised from
the fiercest elements of the population, set over tribes strangers to
them. A vast system of forced rubber production has been organized,
from which a few individuals in Belgium profit. The facts are simply
beyond dispute. '1'he basis of the Kongo State's legislation is: State
or State-delegated appropriation of the land and the products of the
soil; the export and import returns of the country; the vast military
force which is kept up.
'l'hese are the tests which may be applied to Kongo State evils by
anyone unfamiliar with the crushing weight of testimony which has
come to hand during the last decade from tropical Africa.
The conception of State appropriation or State-delegated appropriation of land and the products of the soil is, as everyone who
knows anything at all of the conditions of tropical development, an
imbecility (because neither now, nor at any future time, can anyone
but the native be the collector and cultivator and producer of economic products in those regions) without the application of.ruthless
and perpetual coercion upon the peoples of tropical Africa. That can
only be enforced by arming and drilling vast numbers of savages to
coerce tribes with which they have no lillk in common save color, and
the danger and the folly of the conception, from the point of view of
European statesmanship in tropical Africa, needs no demonstration
from me. Its attempted justification in theory, based upon various
judicial treatises as to the rights of proprietorship owned by the State,
is merely an ingenious attempt to assume a legal basis for organized
immorality. By what right can one man, sitting in Brussels, decree
that the one million square miles of African territory, with everything
of value contained thC!:ein, bfllongs to him or his nominees?
A study of the export and import returns of the Kongo, which I
have no space to develop in this article, reveals the fact that in the
last four years raw produce collected hy the natives have been exported
from the Kongo of the value of over seven and one-half millions
sterling ($38,000,000). If that produce had been collected in British,
French, or German tropical African possession, it would have had a
purchasing capacity in European goods of over six and one-half million pounds. That is to say, the native producer would have received
that amount of European goods for his self-imposed labor; for let us
never forget that, in any tropical African possession administered on
civilized lines, what the native produces ontside his own requirements
in food stuffs is purely a voluntary production, and is due to his keen
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cQmmercial instincts, and to the fact that he has been put into touch
with European markets, where he can dispose of the fruits of his labor.
What do we find? We find that the total value of all the imports into
th e Kongo State in that period has only amounted to three and one-h alf
mi11i ons, and that out of that three and on e-h alf millions the Kongo
State has directly or indirectly imported material for its own administrative nse amounting to over £2,000,000. This fact alone proves
that the colossal quantities of rubber (for nearly the whole of the exports from the Kongo are composed of rubber) which are sent to
Europe, obtained, as the world is led to believe, on legitimate lines,
is, in point of fact, forced au t of the natives at the point of the
bayonet.
As for the third test, what greate r proof can one have of the
nature of Kongo State rule than the fact that there is a regular army
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of 20,000 men, and an irregular army of at least 10,000 men? * What
are these soldiers for? Whenever this point is raised, the Kongo
State apologists endeavor to meet it by the ridiculous statement that
they have had to overcome Arab rule. But, so-called, Arab rule w:}s
overcome in 1893, and the regular army of the State then amounted
to only 3,500 men! Since then the Kongo government has had no
organized native opposition to deal with. The tribes are incapable of
combining, and, with the two exceptions of the rebellions of its own
troops, the only fighting that the Kongo government has had to do
has been fighting brought on by the iniquitous regime which it has
forced upon the unhappy people of these territories. It serVES little
to indulge in strong language. The facts are, and must be sufficiently.
patent to eve!y honest man. No system so atrocious, so utterly cynical, and accompanied by hypocrisy without parallel in wrong-doing,
has ever been imposed upon a primitive people. It constitutes a public affront to civilized mankind, and I can not believe that civilized
mankind, wha.tever the apathy and the indifferentism of the day may
be, will allow this monstrous evil to continue. Its wickedness is only
equaled by its folly, and if the policy pursued were pursued for national ends, which it is not, one would stand amazed at the incredible
stupidity of ruining a whole country in order to get immediate results
But it is not a national policy. Belgium as a nation is deriving little
or no profit from the enslavement of the Kongo people, and jt is precisely on account of the fact that only a small handful of men are
benefiting, and who are prepared to say, " After me the deluge," that
the folly of the conception is lest in the immorality of the proceeding.

INSTANCES OF BELGIAN CRUELTY

I~

AFRICA

BY REV. A. E. SCRIVENER, BOLOBO MISSION, UPPER KONGO RIVER
Missionary of the English Baptist Missionary Society

I deeply regret that it should be necessary to publish any account
of Belgian inhumanity toward the Kongo natives. When I joined
this mission nineteen years ago, and started for tile Kongo" Free"
State, as we then called it, I little thought that I should ever be
engaged in such a task as that now before me.
Bolobo is situated on the east bank of the Kongo, some one hundred and sixty miles above Stanley Pool. Due east from us is Lake
Leopold II., some one hundred and sixty miles away. The country
between Bolobo and the lake we have recognized for some time as the
sphere of this station, but only in recent years have we been able to
travel freely among the people. We have now two ontposts about a
day's journey toward the lake. The people living about these outposts are made up largely of refugees from districts in the vicinity of
* Estimate of British Consul.
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the lake. When first reported to us by onr evangelists, it seemed
impossible to credit their statements; bu t last year an opportunity
presented itself, and I mad e a journey to and from the lake, passing
through the districts from whi ch
some of these people had come. 1
saw evidences on every hand of a
very recent large population, awl
in answer to my inquiries I was
in every case told that the peopl e
had fled from the cru elti es and
slaughter which seem to be inseparable from the collection of
ru bber ill th is land. I was compelled to believe what I had heard,
and in some places furth er proo f
of massacre was forthcoming ill
the decaying human remains surrounding a State rubber post. I
will give you one or two samples
of the kind of stories I heard at
many places. These that I give
and mauy more were vouched for
by eye-witnesses.
A party of natives arrive at a
State post with their monthly
supply of rubber. They are a
basket short. For this the white
man demands that a man be given
him, and himse1f drags one from
among the poor t I' e m b lin g
wretches, makes him stand a littl e
apart from the rest, and shoots
him with his own hands. Th e
others run away, but are made to
return and take away the body of
their murdered companion.
At another place, where a
A CHILD VICTIM OF B E L G[AN CRUE LTY [N THI!!
KONGO STATE

soldier WitS in charge, the people
were crying around the body of a child just deceased. The soldier
bursts in upon them, demands to know why they are not cutting
rubber, and when they excused themselves on the score of th e dead
child, fired on them and killed a man.
At another village, one day, two soldiers came to complain tha t the
rllbber brought in was insufficient, there being one basket short in
their last consignment, and without hardly any warning, and without
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any provocation on the part of the people, fired on them, and killed
four men and one woman. /
At one large post a house was being thatched, and all the men
from the neighboring villages were ordered to the post to do the work.
The white man was not satisfied with the number who carne, and sent
a soldier to the villages to kill on the spot any men he saw. One, at
least, was shot by the soldier for not corning to the thatching.
A rather influential chief, residing now not very far from Bolobo,
went one day with a number of his people to a big State post with
their rubber. They were a few baskets short of the number demanded
from them. The white man, in a terrible rage, seized upon one man,
had him tied to a palm-tree, and shot him with his own hands. He
then gave orders to the soldiers standing by to fire on the others, and
this they did, killing twenty-seven.
In many places, to enforce the rubber tax, the women were tied up,
and a certain number of baskets of rubber demanded to redeem each
one. Many died in the prisons from the awful stench and from starvation.
Another witness tells of a man being beaten to death with a large
piece of wood: another, of men and women being tied up hands and
feet, and thrown into a stream; another (in fact, several), of the terrible mutilation of the bodies of men to prove to the white man that
they killed men and not only women. Several others tell of how they
were stood up by a white man and told they were to be shot, but only
blank cartridges were fired at them. Judging by these witnesses (aud
I myself feel bound to believe that what they say is true), some of the
white men and their satelites seem to have killed on the very slightest
pretext: on suspicion of stealing, for a supposed saucy word, for
resting or leaving work for a few minutes, for failing to salute a soldier, etc.
The presence in our immediate neighborhood of many hundreds
of refugees from a very large stretch of country west of the lake
proves that these deeds were not cO'l~fined to anyone white man and
the soldiers under him. It seems to have been the rule, and the only
recognized way of procuring rubber from an "uuwilliug" people.
In many cases the demands were altogether in excess of the possible
amount, and often the rubber was collected, to the total neglect of
their farms, and hunting, and fishing, and other necessary work.
And when at last they could support the treatment no longer and
decided to fiy, many died on the journey of starvation on arrival
among the Batende (not a generously inclined folk) before they
could procure the meallS of Stl bsistence. The general verdict concerning them is that they are industrious (many of them are blacksmiths
and brass-workers), and so far have, on the whole, been law-abiding,
peaceful folk.
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METHODIST MISSIONS IN MALAYSIA
BY CHARLES S. BUCHANAN
Principal of the Anglo-Chinese School, Singapore

Malaysia, as the term im plies, is that part of Asia, the early inhabitants of which were the Malays, and consists of the East Indian Archipelago (Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, Flores, Sumbawa, Timor, the
Moluccas, the greater part I)f the Philippines) and the Malay Penin··
sula. In 1885 it was decided by the Methodist Mission in India that
work should be opened in Malaysia, at Singapore. They put forward
two men, and the lot fell upon the Rev. W. F. Oldham, just out from
America, where he and his wife had recently finished their collegiate
training. Bishop TilOburn, accompanied by Mr. Oldham, sailed from
Calcutta for Singapore, and while some have criticized the undertaking becanse of short finances, those who believe in the fulfilment of
Joel's prophesy, "Your old men shall dream dreams, alld }'our young
men shall see visions," could have had no fears. A short time before
the arrival of the bishop and the new missionary, Mr. C. Phillips, a
Presbyterian elder, a gentleman of prominencc ill Singapore, had a
dream. In the dream he saw a ship pulling up to the wharf, and some
few passengers on board were fixed vividly in his imagination. A
few days after the dream he was actually at the wharf, and saw a ship
drawing near which was an exact likeness to the one he saw in his
dream. As it drew nearer he noticed a party which, more wonderful
still, were the very people he saw on board in his dream. Imagine
his interest in these people! He welcomed them, took them to his
home, and kept them for three weeks, charging nothing. 'rhis story
I have twice heard told by Bishop Thoburn, and once by Mr. Phillips.
All these years his interest in the Methodist Mission has been keen,
and the older he grows the surer he is that his dream was a vision.
The work was begun by first holding English services in the town
hall and organizing a church. One of our first adherents was the
municipal secretary, Mr. John Polglase, a Cornishman and a IV esleyan.
He was (May, 1904) our first lay delegate to the General Conference,
this being our first privilege of sending delegates.
From this beginnillg we have grown, until we are located not only
in Singapore, bu t in Penang, Province Wellesley, Perak, Selangor, and
Malacca (all really belonging to the Malay Peninsula), and, more recently, in Borneo. How marvelously the Philippines were opened up
all know. There the growth in these four years has been so rapid that
they outnumber us, and are now to strike out for themselves. For
Malaysia proper, I append the following Methodist statistics:
r--Baptisms--.
Quadrennian
Local
Ending
Preachers Children Adults

1892 ........
1004 .......

3
66

19
261

58
375

]..7ative hfembers
and Probrt\'rs

92
1,491

English Members
Total
and Pruba'ers Membership

88
136

180
1,627
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The work here is slow, owing to the fact that the people are constantly on the move, and many are lost to us, tho not lost to the
Kingdom of God, we hope, as we often hear of them turning up in
other places. Just now one of our Japanese converts is in a big tea
firm in New York Oity. The latest Singapore schoolboy to be bap.
tized has already gone to 8watau in the interest of the Ohina Mutual
Life Insurance Oompany, from which headquarters he will travel up
and down the coast. One has recently returned to his home in the
Oelebes. Another is in Billiton, E. I. These are only of the schoolboys converted in our school here in Singapore. Oonversation with
our evangelistic workers would make these facts stand out, still larger.
Another drawback is the prosperity itself of the country. The people
see no need of Divine help, and sin is not a naturally realistic fact to
Asiatics.
When we have occupied this country as long as we have been in
Ohina and India, given poverty, famine, rebellion (yes, I believe without them), the home Ohurch will be surprised at the magnitude ofthe
Malaysian harvest.
The need that the home Ohurch should actually pour men and
money into this field is seen from the fact that we are entering a
country rapidly filling up with India's and Ohina's surplus millions.
It is a vast region, in the hands of the Dutch and British. '1'0 British
territory every ship brings scores and hundreds from China, seeking
fortunes and even homes. They are now immigrating by colonies. The
story of the Mayflower is being repeated over and over, and, indeed,
sometimes the experiences of Oaptain John Smith in the Jamcstown
colony. Mr. Hoover, of our Borneo work, says of "New Fuchau '.'
there, that many of the colonists never before farmed, but were small
shopkeepers in Ohina. Only at this last February conference we
again cut our staff to supply such needy work. Mr. Van Dyke, of the
school here, was sent as missionary to the colony just out from Ohina
less than a year. Then these lands are rich in minerals, and much is
valuable agricultural soil, and is capable of supporting an immense
population~ Java can not be said to be sparsely settled, for it is
an island of less than 50,.000 square miles and a population of 35,000,000. Not so with the others, however, of which Borneo, about 235,000
square miles, has but 2,000,000, more or less. While Java is about
the size of New York, its population is about six times greater, tho
Batavia, its largest city, has but 100,000 inhabitants. Borneo is as
large as New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and Indiana, while its population is that of Indiana alone. If Borneo
can sustain a population as dense as that of Java already, it will some
day have twice the present population of the whole of the United
States!
But note, please, that the missionaries of Malaysia will probably
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have less and less of the fluctuation to deal with year by year, as the
incoming hordes become more and more permanent. Great island
empires are to be built up here in the corning decades-perhaps a
hundred years distant-and note, we are not dealing with decadent
states, but with nascent empires. Glorious are our brethren's viQtories in India and China, but ill the years to come our work wjH
stand forth (if we ever do it) with ever-increasing importance.
Nation building? The Malaysian missionaries, as none other, are laying the foundations of future empires! Mission statesmanship must
see that this country .is won for Christ, while the men and means
needed are only a fraction of what will be wanted a hundred years
hence.
If one observes the map of Malaysia, he will notice a long, narrow
neck of land extending southward from further India, right down to
within 1 0 17' of the equator. At the southern extremity of this
"Malay Peninsula" is the island of Singapore, 270 square miles, with
a population of 225,000-al1 but 25,000 living in the city.
Situated thus, Singapore commands all the trade of this great
Malayan world, and all of that from China and Japan to India and
Europe, and all of that from Europe and India to China and Japan.
This" Coal Hole of the East," with no hinterland, is one of the greatest ports of the British Empire. Here, more than in any other city of
the world, mingle" all the families of the earth" -however, I have
never seen a red Indian. Let one stand for one honr at any important
street corner, and a panorama of humanity will be seen-British,
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Swiss, German, Scandinavian,
Russian, Austrian, Greek, Turk, Armenian, Syrian, Persian, Arab,
Parsi, Hindustani, Gujerati, Punjabi, Bengali, Tamil, Telegu, Malabar,
Singhalese, Burmese, Siamese, Anamese, Javanese, Sundanese, Filipino,
Chinese (Hokien, Teochew, Cantonese, Hakka., etc.), Japanese, the
negro, Ethiopian, Moor, Somali, etc.
This meeting of the world's populations, civilizations, religions,
philosophies, and business methods and social customs is in itself a
liberalizing agency, such as is not at work in any other part of the
world. The Buddhist, the Hindu, the Shiutoist, the Confucian, the
Mohammedan-all lose much of their bigotry, and come to look upon
the others as more or less their equals. This done, the fortifications
against Christianity are practically taken. Malaysia, and Singapore
in particular, is peculiarly the field for large and aggressive missionary
effort.
May our Lord hasten the day when the mission leaders and the
Church at home see this.
In spite of the very ad vantageous conditions that prevail here, Malaysia is the least known of the great
mission fields, and at present one of the most feebly worked.
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THE TEMPTATIONS OF A MISSIONARY-II
BY REV. SA3!GEL M. ZWEi\fER, D.

n.,

BAHREIN ISLANDS, ARAcBIA
H RaYlllund Lull," etc.

Author of .. Arabia the Cradle of Islaul 1"

III. TIH3 third typical temptation is that on "the exceeding high
mountain," when all the kingdoms of the world and their glory Ull"
roll in splendid vision before t.he Son of God. Satan offers to gire
away his world-kingdom in exchange for olle act of aJoration. En t
the tempter is foiled. Altho the attraction of power and the desire
to exercise it absolutely are the two greatest temptations of the religions leader, altho all other so-called national reformers fen uIJder the
power of this temptation, Christ stands finn-firm as the grauite rock
against which the tide-waves beat high for centuries and the foam
dashes harmlessly.
Even as the first temptation is a conflict between dOUbt anJ trust,
the second oetween presumptions pride and lowly obedience; so tllis
third temptation is a conflict between the allurements of the world
and loyalty to God. The first was to doubt the word of God; the
second to presume upon the word of Goa; the third to reject the
word of God. Christ's answer was: "Tholl shalt worship the Lord
thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve." 'rhe whole force of the
. temptation lies bare ill a single word of that reply: Oilly.
" No man [and, therefore, no missionary] can serve two masters,
for either he will hate the one and love the other, or else he will holJ
to the one and despise the other. Y w can not serve God and mammon." "If allY man love the worla, the love of the Father is not in
him." The allurement of C01I1J)TOmise is the constant temptation also
in the work of evangelizing the world.
Primarily, this temptation of Christ was not a temptation to idolatry. The point of the temptation lay in the boldness of the design:
Satan spreading out all at once a rushing picture of absolute swa)
over the world and its glories, and then offering it to the lowly son of
David on condition of yielding to the (levil on only olle point!
Using the World's Weapons

Such is also the character of this temptation in the foreign field
and to the missionary. Its profound subtlety can not be described,
ou t only experienced. Nor can its power be overrated in these latter
days, when, on every hand, we see signs of an unholy alliance between
the Church and the world, even at home; ill these latter days, when
the temptation to lean on the arm of flesh is so strong, and ends often
apparently so auspiciously for the Kingdom.
In the early days of missions the missionaries found most governments hostile to their efforts, and Christian· rulers indifferent to their
plans. Now all has changed. Africa is an exampie. The opening up of
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the Dark Continent and its partition among the European powers has
had a tremendous influence 011 the whole problem of African missions.
It has HOt only opened doors for the Kingdom of Light, but has given
opportunity to the rulers of darkness. As a writer in the Encyclopedia
of Missions, speaking of governments and missions, says: " The
danger of alliances with rulers and powers of this world is nowhere
greater than in Africa. Petty potentates of every tribe are only too
happy to avail thetllselves of the resources and science and prestige
of a European or American to overcome a rival or to regain a throne."
That was a very telling cartoon which appeared in the New York
Herald llOt long ago, representing, on one sidl', a Jesuit of the early
days with a crucifix and Bible before a savage audience, and, on the
other side, a modern German Jesuit missionary with nplifted sword
and a Maxilll gun in Kaio-chau harbor, pointed at helpless Chinese!
Such cartoons are caricatures, but still they can teach us a lesson.
Even the world that lieth in wickedness calls us to remember the
words of our Master to Pilate: "~tly kingdom is not of thi80 world, else
would Jlly servants fight for it." In Dr. Cust's recent book on Missionary methods, he devotes a whole section to the consideration of this
evil, and, altho we can not always agree with him, no one can fail to
feel the force of his remarks. We quote three extracts:
A relying on the arm of the flesh has been olle of the sins of missionaries from the earliest centuries to the present hour. I do not know
which is more odious,the arm of flesh against the promnlgationof Christian tru th or in favor of it. I really think the latter is the more odiolls;
it affects the character of the missionary. Instead of relying on the
arm of God, he learns to truckle to the chartered company, the local
government, the jack in office, the consul, and this destroys his holy
energy.
Any vengeance taken for the slaughter of a missionary is wrong.
We can not, in the same breath, talk of martyrs and take vengeance by the destruction of women and children in their villages
with gunboats, or use l1iplomatic pressure to get compensation for the
families. Only imagine the families of Isaiah, or Stephen, or Paul
getting a compensation in cash for snch deaths as have given new life
to the world. It shows want of the assurance of faith and a contemptible hungering after filthy lucre to ask for a money compensation by
the arm of the flesh. Do we offer our martyrs for gold?
Have nothing to do with the civil rulers. Never appeal to the arm
of the flesh,either to annex a country, as in Uganda; to give compensation for losses, as in China; to exert political influence, as ill Turkey
and Oceania. It is unworthy of a Christian missionary. He ought
to trust in the arm of the Almighty alone.
"Thus saith the Lord, Cursed be the man [mission] that trusteth
in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth from the
Lord. For he shall be like the heath in the desert, and shall not see
when good cometh; but shall inhabit the parched places in the wilderness, in a salt land and not inhabited. Blessed is the man [mission]
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that trusteth in the Lord, anf! whose hope the Lord is. For he shall
be as a tree planted by the waters, and that spreadeth out her roots by
the rivers, and shall not see when heat cometh, but her leaf shaH be
green; and shall not be careful in they ear of drought, neither shall
cease from yielding fruit" (Jeremiah 17: 5-7).
Was there ever a more telling illustration of this grand passage in
Jeremiah than the history of the Ohurch Missionary Society in Fuhkien province, and of the Ohina Inland and other missions in the
Boxer uprising?
In 1895 occurred the awful Kucheng massacre: nine witnessesmothers and children-butchered by a cruel mob! But, true to their
missionary principles, this society refused compensation from the
Ohinese officials for property destroyed or the lives of their martyrs.
The most glorious revival in the history of their mission followed, and
thousands joined the Ohurch!
How directly opposite to a gunboat Gospel and the intrigues of
politics for. the cause of missions was the plan for the Sudan mission,
as outlined by the late noble Wilmot Brooke and his companion.
They wrote:
Political Status.-As the missionaries enter the Moslem states under
the necessity of violating the law of Islam, which forbids anyone to endeavor to turn Moslems to Christ, they should not, under any circumstances, ask for British intervention to extricate them frolll the dangers
which they thus call down upon themselves. But also for the sake of the
natives who have to be urged to brave the wrath of man for Christ's sake,
it is necessary that the missionaries should themselves take the lead in
facing these dangers, and should in every possible way make it clear to
all that they do not desire to shelter themselves, as British subjects, from
the liabilitil)s and perils which would attach to Christian converts from
Mohammedanism in the Suda.n. They will, therefore, voluntarily lay
aside all claim to protection as British subjects, and put themselves,
while outside British territory, under the authority of the native rulers."

This may well be called the heroic method of solving the difficult
problem and meeting the insidious temptation to rely on the arm of
flesh.
The whole problem of the relation of missions and missionaries to
existing governments at home and abroad is exceedingly difficult,
and is growing more so every day. Every missionary must face it,
and every student of missions should know its bearing on the fields
he studies or expects to labor in.
The Temptation to Compromise

If the missionary does not lean on the arm of flesh and seek support in the rulers of this world and the princes of the heathen, the
devil tempts him to link arms with him for a more rapid and sure
world conquest by compromise: to fall down before certain aspects
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of heathen religion and philosophy; to believe that religions differ
only in uegree and not in kind; to yield a little to Mohammedan
prejudice where principles are at stake; to choose the highway of
civilization and culture instead of the narrow via dolorosa-the way of ~
the Cross.
How great is such temptation all the history of mediawal and
modern missions testifies 1 How great the fall if the missionary yields
can be seen in the awful results of the so-called Malabar rites in South
India and the Ohinese rites in North Ohina-the consequence of
Jesuit mission methods. The end, far from justifying the means, is a
dark blot on the history of Romish missions, they themselves being
judges.
" Ohristianity," says Monier Williams, "can not be, must not be,
watered down to suit the palate of Hindu, Parsec, Oonfucianist,
Buddhist, or Mohammedan; and whosoever wishes to pass from the
false religion to the true, can never hope to do so by the rickety
planks of compromise or by the help of faltering hands held out by
half-hearted Ohristians. He must leap the gulf in faith; the living
Christ will spread His everlasting arms beneath him and land him
safely on the eternal rock."
"'['hou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou
serve!" A si~gle act of homage to any other God than Jehovah, or
any other intercessor than His only begotten Son, is to fall under
this temptation of the devil, vanquished. But the spirit of compromise is abroad, and in nearly every field there are illustrations of its
power as a temptation.
Ancestral worship in China was at one time tolerated by the
Jesuits, then it was declared absolutely wrong by the infallible decree
of Pope Benedict XlV., but at the Shanghai Protestant Missionary
Oonference, in the year 1890, we heard two distinguished Protestant
missionaries taking opposite ground. One stood firmly with the pope,
and the other sided with the Jesuits. One counseled" that missionaries refrain from any interference with the native mode of honoring
ancestors," while the other ended his paper by saying: "In Ohristians
there must be a complete separation from ancestral worship in all its
forms; nothing which savors of idolatry or superstition can be
allowed to remain in the Christian Ohurch." Toleration of any form
of idolatry, however specious, is treason to Christianity. In this re··
spect the Mohammedans in China are more orthodox than some Protestant missionaries-at least, in theory; for they allow no ancestral
worship in any form whatever.
Yet the power of this temptation to compromise appears from this
statement, made at the London Missionary Oonference by a Korean
prince: "If the people were allowed to observe these old ancestral
customs I believe all Korea might become Ohristian in three years."
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" If thou wilt lallllown and wor,lhip me, all these things will I give
thee." Polygamy ill the native chlFch, with all its arguments pro and
con for toleration or prohibition, is another instance, we believe, of this
temptation.
;
What shall we say of the missionaries of the Church of Home who
purchase slaves from the siave-liealer and then baptize them? Dr.
Oust denounces it with indignation as a sinful practise, and yet how
near it comes to what is otherwise known as work for rescued slaves.
But there is a distinction between a purchased slave and one rescued
from purchase. The one encourages the slave-trade, the other 'puts
an end to it. Satan here also appears as an angel of light, and Tippu
Tib himself would gladly supply enough slaves at a fair price to furnish con verts to all the mission stations in Africa!
Again, how great is the temptation to mod~fy Ohristian doctrl:ne to
suit the prejullices of Mohammedans, for example, on the mystery of
Holy Trinity. It is easier to stand by the Nicene Oreed and the
Athanasian in the seminary classroom than on the field of battle with
a polemic Moslem. A modified Arianism or Sabellianism, or, better
still, a pure Modal Trinity, can be so simply and beautifully illustrated
-yes, almost demonstrated. Why should you needlessly offend by urging Christ's essiential deity-" God of God, Light of Light, very God
of very God"? "Be wise as serpents and harmless as doves"; if
you urge that point you will drive away an inquiring soul; yield to
the testimony of the Koran in this one particular, or at least leave it
in the background, and you will be the victor in the argument. "Get
thee hence, Satan, " for it is written." "He that hath the Son hath life,
and he that hath not the Son of God hath not life." "Who is a liar but
he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ? He is Antichrist that
denieth the Father and the Son."
Such, then, are three of the typical temptations that assail the missionary; we have not touched upon others eqnally powerful, but have
only followed out these three in their bearings on our work.
Two Practical Thoughts

First, to those who never expect to work in the foreign field, but
who will, therefore, plead the cause of missions at home and in the
churches: "Brethren, pray/or your missionaries. They sorely need
the continual and continued earnest intercession of God's people. Ye
are to them as Aaron and Hurr, who held up the hands of Moses. Snffer not the missionary conceit to disappear utterly or to dwindle down
to a lecture course on the various fields; pray, pray, PRAY! A revival
of prayer at home will sweep away the remaining barriers not only
among the heath ell, but in the hearts of your missionaries, and then
days of refreshing shall come with great ingatherings and rejoicings.
Plead with God, not ouly that the missionaries may live long, but that
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they may live holy. Demand in the conduct of your missions and
mission boards spiritual methods and spiritual men for a spiritual
work. Beware of a missionary pessimism that leads to despair, and
of an easy optimism that presumes upon God and dictates to the
Almighty.
And, secondly, to those who feel called to go, or who call upon
others to gO: Brethren, count the cost of being a missionary. There
is no "candidating" in the foreign field; there is no discharge in
that war. "No man having put his hand to the plow and looking
back is fit for the Kingdom of God." "Which of you intending to
build a tower sitteth not down first and counteth the cost? "
" If thou hast run with footmen, and they have wearied thee, then
how canst thou contend with horses? And if in the land of peace,
wherein thou trustedst, they wearied thee, then how wilt thou do in
the swelling of Jordan?"
Is it not, perhaps, true of the Student Volunteers as of the Kingdom of God-" many are called, but few are chosen"? May the Lord
of the Harvest choose many of them, and thrust them out into the field
and the fight. But let them remember it is a Holy war, and the
enemy comes in like a flood. '1'he Spirit of the Lord has raised up a
standard against him. In hoc signa vinces. "'rhe God of peace shall
bruise Satan under your feet shortly." "Go ye into all the world and
preach the Gospel." " For this purpose was the Son of God manifested,
that He might destroy the works of the devil."

THE WAR AND CHRISTIAN WORK IN JAPAN
BY REV. THEODOUE M. MAcNAIH, TOKYO, JAPAN

It is still too early to say what effect the war is likely to have upon
the Church in Japan; but there are indications pointing to an enhanced prestige and a larger influence upon the national life than
that which now obtains. One of these indications is a series of statements recently made by the prime minister, in an interview which he
gave to Dr. William Imbrie, a Presbyterian missionary.* They included the following, and were uttered not only for the premier himself and his assoeiates in office, but also for his majesty the emperor:
"The number of those professing Christianity in Japan must be
large, t and with a larger number who are Christians in their affiliations.
The Japanese Christians are not confined to anyone rank or class. They
are to be found among the members of the National Diet, the judges in
the courts, the professors of the universities, the editors of leading secular papers, and the officers in the army and navy. . . . There are
Christian Churches in every large city. . . . There are numerous
• See page 698.
t The number is over 100,000, including Protestants, GreekS, an.d

RollW,{I CathoU«~
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Christian newspapers and magazines. . . . Christian schools are
found in important centers. Property is held in accordance with express
government enactment-held even by foreigners-for such definite Christian purposes as, to quote from the official documents, • the extenRion of
Christianity, the carrying on of Christian education, and the performance of works of charity and benevolence.'"

These statements were made to demonstrate the reality of the freedom of religious belief which is guaranteed by the national Constitution, and they were coupled with assurances that the intentions of
official Japan are the farthest removed from anything anti-Christian.
"The war has nothing whatever to do with differences of race or religion. It is carried Oil solely in the interests of justice, hUlllanity, and
the commerce and civilization of the world."
With the thousands of Grcek Church Ohristians in the empire, and
the not inconspicuous place they have come to occupy in the eye of the
nation, it is nothing strange that among ignorant and unthinking
people animosity toward them should have been manifcsted on the
breaking out of the war. Nor is it to be wondered at that, with Russia inviting the sympathy of the Ohristian world, on the ground of her
being the Christian party in the present struggle, some of the native
religionists of Japan should have tried to stir up an anti-Ohristian
feeling here, directed primarily at the Greek Church, but incidentally
at all Christian believers. It does not appear that this movement had
made much headway. tho in certain places disturbances did occurreligious meetings were interrupted, and the peace and safety of Christians were threatened more or less seriously. The government, however, is distinctly beaurocratic, and is powerful enough to check such
tendencies without difficulty. It did so in this case by means of instructions sent down to all local officials, and also to teachers in the
pn blic schools. and to the heads of religious bodies generally, emphasizing the need of a self-restraint and decorum consistent with the
national professions and spirit.
This effort on the government's part dates from early in the year.
It has since been well supplemented in connection with the joint
meeting of Buddhist, Shinto, and Ohristian adherents, recently held in
Tokyo, * the influence of which seems to have gone all abroad throughout the country.
It bas lately been reported from America that steps are being
taken in Japan to establish 11 Japanese Christian Church" which will
help to popularize Christianity, and causo it to be recognized as a
national religion." Nothing at all has occurred to justify this report,
and nothing out of which it could naturally have grown, unless it be
this remarkable meeting, of which some visitor chanced to hear, and
into which he read an intention never intended,
• See August REVIEW, palle 1573,
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Christians of the sev(,l'al dellominations are drawing together,
no doubt, in their appreciation
of the great needs of the time,
for joint action in the relief of
distress, and for the administration of comfort, and in using
advantageously the varied opportunities that offer for the proseeutioll of Christian work. The
Evangelical All ian c c is one
medium for giving expression to
this purpose now as at the time
of the l'aikyo Dendo, or great
awakening, of two 01' three years
ago. The Young .lVIen's Christian
Association is another. And there
is also the association of missionaries centering ill the so-called
COUNT KATSURA
"Standing Committee on CooperPrime Minister of Japan
ation." To the latter have lately
been added the representatives in Central Japan of the Church
Missionary Society, the first Episcopalians as yet to take part in this
mo\'ement.
Arrangements have been made under the combined
auspices of these three agencies
to send Japanese and also foreign
" comforters" to be with the
soldiers "at the front," tho the
tlate of their departure is not yet
fixed.
In temperance work, moreover, the interests of Christians
ill earnest alliance is centering in
an appeal to the spirit of patriotism. Men are urged to save what
is spent for the daily dram, and
use the fund which accumulates
ill the purchase of war bonds.
Conspicuous in this temperance
activity is the Hon. Ando Taro,
a prominent Methodist Christian,
once the Japanese representative
in Honolulu.
The sympathy for Japan on
HON. T. ANDO
President of the National Temperance Leagae of
the
part of the Christian West,
,)~pl\n
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which is at once so general and so generous, is deepening here the
feeling of gratitude which already shows every evidence of having
come to stay, and the sentiment is one from which the Church should
reap decided benefit in the time to come.
The Perry Memorial, which had its origin in a great meeting held
in the Y. 1\1. C. A. hall-a meeting, by the way, which was conducted
by Christians, and was largely religious in character-was an early
expression of the sympathy which has only grown the stronger as the
intervening months have passed, and the forty thousand dollars then
raised in aid of the destitute families of soldiers and sailors has been
so splendidly augmented from over the sea.
The coming of the band of American nurses to help in the military hospitals has also contributed to the volume of proof of American
friendship, and the way the people feel about it 11as been shown in
the nature and persistE'nce of the welcome accorded these good women
in the public press and from men and women of every class. Monster
meetings were held. and the fetes and functions to which they were
invited day after day bade fair to shut them out wholly from any
exercise of their eleemosynary gifts.
Only the other day an offer was made to the army medical staff, for
its use, free of charge throughout the period of the war, of a spacious
building and grounds belonging to one of the Tokyo missions. It
was thought that the place might prove of service for hospital purposes.
"There it is," remarked the doctor to whom the matter was first mentioned, as he turned to an associate; "just another evidence of the
extreme kindness and sympathy of these people! It will certainly not
be forgotten."
There are days of stress and anxiety ahead, long and weary ones,
and the additional hospital wards that are being built are already beginning to fill; and what may be seen in Tokyo is typical of the
scenes and prospects which present themselves, only in lesser degree,
in many other places throughout the empire.
One thing is clear: that of occasions for the doing of deeds of
kindness there will be a plenty in the homes of the poor, these
homes, many of them, which have contributed virtually their all to
the nation's weal-homes, too, to which the wounded son or father
may presently be returning. And with the visit of sympathy and
material help-bringing there may go, without hindrance, the message
of still better things, of the best things of all, which the Christian
is commissioned to convey. May the Master's servants be like Him
in spirit and in effective ministry in such a day of enlarged opportunity!
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WORK FOR THE YOUNG MEN OF CHINA *
BY ROBERT E. LEWIS, SHANGHAI, CHINA

Y. M. C. A. Secretary; author of" The Educational Problem in the Far East"

The men of Ohina! You might attempt to impersonate the subject
by thinking of eighty millions of personalities, of men-not jellyfish, but
men. The differences between the men of the Occident and the men of
the Orient sink almost out of sight after you have gone about the world
and have labored in different climes. Their anatomy is practically identical with our anatomy. They have similar headpieces upon their shoulders, in which there are mental processes and battles similar to those
whieh you and I are fighting out. Not only so, but they are men who
have hearts. They love ardently, and they hate with all their souls.
We sometimes think that the Oriental is stolid and immovable. In his
countenance he may be, but not in his heart. His passions take a vital
and complete hold of him. They overmaster him. They may be good,
or they may be evil passions. We sometimes think of our own as the
strongest race, and. possibly we are men of the highest ideals, but in the
Orient there are men of ideals, and when their ideals take hold upon
them, they take hold of the whole man. Eighty millions of men-more
men in the Ohinese Empire than people-men, women, and children-in
the United States of America.
The Modern Student Class

The field of the Young Men's Ohristian Association among these
eighty millions of men divides itself into three natural divisions.
Filst I would speak of the modern student class. They are gathered together in thirty Christian colleges, in different parts of the Chinese
Empire. They are gathered together in thirty government colleges, and
universities a~o, widely scattered, for that is the greatest empire of Asia,
and Asia is the greatest continent of the world, and we deal with distances when we deal with Asia. In these Christian colleges about onehalf of the students are not yet Ohristians. In the goveinment colleges
Ohristianity is absolutely tabooed. Not long ago imperial edicts were
issued which made it impossible for a Ohristian student to remain in a
government institution of learning, and yet we do not shut those institutions out of the field of our operations. If we can not work in the classroom, inside the halls of the institutions, we will work outside. Our work
must go on.
The importance of the modern colleges of Ohina is easily seen from
a Christian standpoint. It would be absolutely impossible for men and
women from any other Ohristian nation to evangelize the Chinese
Empire. The only way such a mass of humanity can be evangelized is
by calling out chosen leaders from among Ohina's sons, filling them with
the power of the Holy Ghost, and committing to them the operations of
the Ohurch of God among their own people. 'Vhere will those leaders
come from if not from her colleges? The Young Men's Ohristian Association, therefore, has taken the colleges of Ohina as a legitimate field of
operations, because in them it can train, and in them the Spirit of God can
anoint the men who are to be the pastors, the evangelists, the secretaries,
the Christian teachers for the Christianization of j,hat heathen empire.
• Condensed from the report of an address.
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The work among the student class of China is so difficult that I
would scarcely venture upon a discussion of the difficulties here. And
yet the work is making hea,dway.
During my first year there, as traveling secretary, there were 646
Chinese students who covenanted in the presence of their fellow students
and professors to keep the first half hour every day holy unto God for
the study of His 'Vord and for communion by prayer. Mr. Mott says
that a largfr per cent. of the students in the institutions of China are
systematically studying the Bible than in any other country ofthe world.
I wish you might have been in the commercial capital of that empire at
midnight two years ago last fall, when the students and the delegates generally were assembling for the great national convention to be held in the
City of Nanking, and when you might have s~nn at midnight 139 of these
men going down to the steamer which they had chartered, every man a
Christian-students, professors, and business men. They sailed up the
Yang-tsi, up to the old southern capital of the empire, and there, meeting delegates from other parts of China, they assembled in the bamboo
auditorium, fitted not with electric lights. but with ox-horn lanterns
swaying to and fro in the autumnal breeze. I wish you might have read
the newspapers (thirteen are published daily in Shanghai), in which they
characterized that load of men as the most remarkable that ever embarked on a steamer on the coast of China, and that gathering of Christians as the most influential ever convened in the empire. Ohristianity
and the work of the Young Men's Christian Association is taking hold of
the student class in the moder'l colleges of China.
The Literati

The second division of our field relates to what we usually call the
literati-that is an Italian word, and is used for want of It better term to
define the largest number of students in any country in the world. There
are enrolled every third year in the Chinese Empire 960,600 students, for
the purpose of passing examinations controlled by the Chinese government. What is the student constituency of the United States? Much
smaller in numbers, and much easier of access.
Before Abraham left Ur of the Chaldes to found It family, a clan, a
nation for God, China had an educational system, and that system, with
some modifications, is in existence to-day. The degree men produced by
this system are our field. The literati are important because, first, from
them all officials throughout that empire are drawn. Secondly, because
the litel'ati of China control the literature (>f that empire-and I do not
hesitate to say they are the most literary people in the world. Literature
has a mighty sway in that empire. They control it. In the third place,
we take the literati as a a field of labor, because they are the public mentors. They control public opinion in village, in hamlet, in city. If, then,
we would control public opinion in China, if we would control the literature of the literary nation, if we would control the political life of that
empire. we must win men who are leaders among the literati.
The Great Cities

A third division of our work is in the great cities of China. In a secretaries' council we agreed that it was a fair statement to make that, in
addition to the few cities which we have already manned, no city that
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had a million people should longer go without a Young Men's Christian
Association. 'Ve will not speak of the cities of 500,000, or 200,000, or
800,000, or 50,000, or 25,000, but that all cities of a million people in that
empire demand and have a right to have Young Men's Christian Associations.
In the Young ~Ien's Christian Associations in the cities we reach
students and literati to some extent, but our particular field is the
Chinese business man, and he is as keen and capable a man of affairs as
any business man you deal with. If your eyes are not wide open, he
comes out of the bargain the better of the two, and he is the most honest
Oriental business man of whom I have heard. These are business men
who dAal in large figures as well as in small. They are not staggered by
large propositions. The Young Men's Christian Association goes into
the cities and attempts to reach those men. 'Yhat is the environment
of the young men of such a city? In Shanghai, for example, the law, the
legal systems of eleven different nations prevail: American law rules
over Americans; British law rules over Britains; Chinese law rules over
Chinese; Russian law rules over Russians; Spanish law rules over the
Spanish, etc.-eleven different legal systems prevail in the foreign City
of Shanghai. That portion of Shanghai includes about 450,000 people,
not speaking of the contiguous walled city and suburbs, making altogether more than 750,000 people. Eleven different legal systems prevail.
That means this: that the vices and evils permitted in Orient and Occident are allowed to flourish there. The police report to me that there
are 5,801 women of prostitution living in the foreign settlements of Shanghai in 914 houses in that section of the city which Christians are Sllpposed to rule O\oer. Do you see what that means to young Americans
coming out to the Orient and settling in the Chinese commercial capital?
Do you see what that means to the Chinese business man as he comes to
the market city from the interior of China? N at only so, but the foreign
settlements of Shanghai are the center of a clandestine slave-trade.
Slaves! but no auctions. You do not see them standing upon the block
as we suppose slaves are sold. Almost all business is done by the bargain system-a man sees something he wants, and he buys it. So it is
with the slaves in China. And they are all women or girls.
The Money Passion

I used to think in traveling on the Pacific coast of America that we
were the greatest money lovers of any people. It seemed as tho people
in the trains and hotels and everywhere talked money, price, profitsnothing but money. But in the Orient you find the man who is controled, body and soul, by the money passion, and you see what this does
for him. It gives him fictitious values; it places fictitious values upon
life-what it is to live; upon happiness; upon usefulness; upon his own
body; upon his own soul.
Take another circumstance surrounding young men in Oriental commercial cities which may be interesting for us to note in passing. We
find a large and increasing class of men who have no religion. Now,
that is a very ominous circumstance in the Orient. I believe I would
rather have a devout heathen, tho he bows to idols, than to have a rampant atheist who has no God. We have an increasing number of those
biatant fellows who go about doing a great deal of damage to young
men and to the moral life.
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I would like to say a word in regard to the commercial importance
of these young men. China has a coast-line about 2,500 miles long. In
the north is the City of Tientsin; in the center is Shanghai, while down
at the south are Canton and Hongkong. The lines of trade which radiate from those cities show that they absolutely control every dollar of
goods exported or imported into China. I wish you could see that great
belt of territory, a thousand miles broad in places, and nearly 2,500 miles
long, extending from the Pacific Ocean back to the Himalaya Mountains,
the foreign commerce of which is controlled by the single city of Shanghai, and you would realize the commercial importance of such a city.
We have found in the Orient that the trade routes are the Gospel routes.
If Shanghai, Hongkong, Canton, and Tientsin control the commerce of
China, they also are the focal points out of which radiate other than
commercial influences. Ideals, ideas, and principles are propagated from
these great centers. If, therefore, we would accomplish the task of
influencing China for God, we must set up temples to His name in which
there shall be enrolled young men by the hundreds in these great Oriental
cities, whose influence will ramify out through the channels of commerce
to the very confines of the Chinese dominions.
Why the Association is in China
Why is it necessary that the Young Men's Christian Association
should go into that field? We are in the college field because the educators of China, en masse, as well as severally and individually, came to us
and said they believed the college branch of the Young Men's Christian
Association could cultivate the Christian life of Chinese students better
than any other organization of which they knew. Secondly, we are in
the colleges because we are the only national, interdenominational organization-or, I might say, organization of !,Lny kind-which is pressing
upon Chinese students the supreme obligation of giving their lives to
China's evangelization.
Why are we in the field among the literati? Because the missionaries have said to us, not once but repeatedly, that in order to win China
we must win this great class who fill the offices, who control the literature and public opinion of China, and because they believed the Young
Men's Christian Association can cultivate that field to greater advantage
to the Christian Church than can any other organization.
Why are we in the city field of China? For reasons similar to those
I have already mentioned, and for another: because if China is ever to
evangelize herself, she must not only give men (and the Chinese colleges
now have 250 volunteers among them), but she must produce the money.
In these great commercial capitals there is heathen wealth enough to
evangelize China; no doubt of it. Our great opportunity, and one of our
greatest perplexities, is to lay a Christian hand upon that money. With
God''3 blessing it can be done.
Are we achieving anything along these lines? We have not attained, but we are attaining. The men in Shanghai have organized a
metropolitan association which numbers 1,084 members. During 1901
they raised in Shanghai and expended on their current expenses $8,000
in American currency. During the past year they spent in Shanghai
$13,375. Not a single dollar for the maintenance of this Young Men's
Christian Association comes from the United States. We do not ask it;
we would not receive it if you offered it to us. We have said to those
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men from the beginning: .. You may have the Young Men's Christian
Association, but you must support it," and they are supporting it. Be.fore the European branch in Shanghai was organized, in which there are
now 402 members, the merchants and bankers of Shanghai put their
names upon a guarantee subscription list which has made possible, from
the beginning, a rented association building of brick and stone four
stories high, all occupied by the association. It is too small now, utterly
outgrown in two years. These men guaranteed, for rent and furniture,
$14,960. The last two weeks I was in Shanghai, heathen-not a single
Christian man among them-promised $25,000 in land and money
toward the location on which they ask Christian men in the United
States to erect a building. We only ask for $50,000. It would be a more
suitable proposition if I came asking $200,000 or $300,000. Some of the
heathen business men came to me and said: "We will build this whole
structure." I said: " No; if you will give the money for the land, we
will get Christian money for the building." A temple of Christ built by
Buddhists! It would not do. They might be preaching Buddhism there
five years from now. It would be perilous. By and by, when those
men lay their lives upon the altar of Jesus Christ, then there will be
money for China's evangelization. There are also conversions to Christianity. The grandson of the Chinese Ambassador to the Court of St.
James confessed Christ, and was disowned by his family for it. I happen
to think of a man who is one of the best known literary men throughout
the Chinese Empire. He edits a magazine that goes into all the great
yamens in the country. He came upon our little platform in our rented
building of the Chinese branch, and stood before an audience there. He
told them why he never had believed in Buddhism; why he once had
believed in Confucianism, and now why he believed in Christianity.
That address not only rang out through that auditorium, but it was published in the magazine of which he was editor, and went through China.
In the Shanghai association 250 men are meeting for systematic study of
the Bible. We conduct twenty-two Bible classes and religious meetings:
per week in that association-not mass-meetings, like you do here in,_
many of your associations, but smaller groups.
In some parts of China they do not dare ask in a meeting that aU'
men who would accept Jesus Christ should stand, because, possibly, every
man would stand. You doubt that fact. I know a thousand mission-,
aries in China. I have traveled north, south, east, west. They tell me,
the time is coming when our greatest peril is going to be a mass movement. Mass movements in Europe brought on the dark age/i. "\Ve could
duplicate that situation in China now if the nation should embrace
Christianity too rapidly. There are mighty problems. I might press
them upon you, but probably it is not necessary. We are perfectly willing to be out there on the firing-line of your Christian battle, providing
we know that we are supported by the strong columns here at home.
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THE JAPANESE PRIME MINISTER ON THE WAR
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IN JAPAN
AN INTERVIEW WITH COUNT KATSURA *
REPORTED BY REV. ~WILLIAM IYIBRIE, D.D., T()KIO, JAPAN,
Missionary of the Presbyterian Boar{l

The friendship of the American people for Japan (said Count Katsura)
has continued unbroken for fifty years, and its sympathY with the
nation in the present crisis of its history is most grateful. These are
things which Japan will not forget. I notice, however, occasionally, even
in articles which express a cordial desire for the success of Japan in the
war now in progress, a shade of solicitude regarding the future. There
is a vague fear that perhaps, after all, Japan is not quite that she is said
to be; and at least an apprehension, in case she should attain to a position of leadership in Eastern Asia, that her influence might be exercised
in ways injurious to the rightful interests of \Vestern nations, and in particular to the extension of the Christian religion.
The object of the present war, on the part of Japan, is the security of
the empire and the permanent peace of the East. That snch [~ war is
necessary is plain. Koone can look at the map and recall the course of
Russia without seeing that that course is an imminent pedl to Japan,
and that the peril must be met without delay. No less cleal' is it that
Russia is, and if allowed to be will continue to he, the gr'eat disturber of
the peace of the East; and that there can he no permanent peace until
she is put in bonds which she can not break. Regarding this also there
can be no delay. Therefore, I say that the object of the war is the security of the empire and the permanent peace of the EnsL
But the war is not a war for the supremacy of race over race, or of
religion over religion. \Vith differences of raep ()J' religion it has nothing
to do, and it is carried on in the interests of jnstice, humanity, and the
commerce and civilization of the world.
Immediately upon the opening of hostilities, communications were
sent to the recognized representati ves of all the religious bodies in the
country (Buddhists, Shintoists, and Christians alikp), asking them to
take pains to discountenance any wrong tendellcies among the more
ignorant of the people. Among the points emphasized by the government are these: That the war is one between the State of Japan and the
State of Hllssia; that it is not waged against individuals; that individuals
of all national ties, peacefully attending to their business, are to suffer no
molestation or annoyance whatever; and the questions of religion do not
enter into the war at all.
The imputation is made that if Japan is successful in the present conflict., the day will come when, to serve her own ends, she will not be above
utilizing the antiforeign spirit that is now lllrking among the masses of
China-the spirit that held the legations in Peking in peril of life; that
massacred hundreds of helpless foreigners and Chinese Christians, and
that brought deep anxiety and sorrow to the whole world.
No
candid man can say that in all that trying time Japan was derelict in the
performance of her duties, and no one has a right toinsinnate that in
the future she will be less broad-minded, less honorable, less humane, Or
, CondenBed from the Japan Mail, May 27. 190 •.
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less the friend of the civilization of the 1Vest, than she was when her
army went to the relief of the foreigners besieged in Peking. Many
think that, in some respects, it would be an advantage to Japan in the
present war to have China for an ally. But those who are rightly
informed know that from the very outset of the war and ever since,
Japan has steadily endeavored to limit the field of operations and to preserve the neutrality of China. And one great reason for this has been
precisely to avoid the danger. with all its terrible possibilities, orfanning
into a flame the antiforeign spirit in China. When, therefore, Japan
says the permanent peace of the East, she does not mean the East in
arms against the rightful interests of the 1Vest or the civilization of the
world.
The argument against Japan is sometimes put in this form: Russia
stands for Christianity and Japan stands for Buddhism.
The t"uth is that Japan stands for religious freedom. This is a principle embodied in her Constitution. and her practise is in accordance
with that principle. In Japan a man may be a Buddhist, a Christian, or
even a Jew, without suffering for it. This is so clear that no rightminded man acquainted with Japan would question it; but as there may
be those in America who are not familiar with the facts, it will be well
to enumerate some of them. And as in America the matter will naturally be regarded from the point of view of Christianity. I will confine
myself to that point of view.
There are Christian churches in every large city and in almost every
town in Japan, and they all have complete freedom to teach and worship in accordance with their own convictions. These churches send
out men to extend the influence of Christianity from one end of the
country to the other as freely as such a thing might be done in the
United States, and with~mt attracting much if any more attention.
There are numerous Christian newspapers and magazines which obtain
their licences precisely as other newspapers and magazines, and as a
matter of course. Chl'isrian schools, some of them conducted by foreigners and some by Japgnese, are found everywhere; and recently an
ordinance has been issued by the Department of Education, under which
ChristIan schools of a certain grade are able to obtain all the privileges
granted to government schools of the same grade, There are few things
which are a better proof of the recognition of rights than the right to
hold property. In many cases associations composed of foreign missionaries permanently residing in Japan have been incorporated by the
Department of Home Affairs. These associations are allowed to "own
and manage land, buildings, and other property for the extension of
Christianity, the carrying on of Christian education, and the performance of works of charity and benevolence." It should be added also that
they are incorporated under the article in the Civil Code which provides
for the incorporation of associations founded for "purposes beneficial to
the public"; and as "their object is not to make a profit out of the conduct of their business," no taxes are levied on their incomes. Presbyterian, Congregational, Baptist, Episcopal, Methodist. and other American
missionaries all have such associations. In passing it may, perhaps, be,
worth while to ask the question, How far do the facts to be found in
Russia correspond with all theRe facts now stated? The number of those
professing Christianity in Japan I do not know, but it must be a large
number, with a much larger number who are Christian in their affiliatioDS.
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The Japanese Christians are not confined to anyone rank or class. They
are to be found among the members of the National Diet, the judges in
the courts, the professors in the universities, the editors of leading secular papers, and the officers of the army and navy. Christian literature
has entrance into the military and naval hospitals, and a relatively
large number of the trained nurses employed in them are Christian
women. Recently arrangements ha ve been made by which six American
and British missionaries and six Japanese Uhristian ministers are to
accompany the armies in ~Ianchuria, in the capacity of spiritual advisers
to the Christian soldiers. These are facts patent to all, and therefore I
repeat what I have already said: that Japan stands for religious freedom. It is hardly necessary, I think, to point out that to abandon that
principle, either now or in the future, would be to violate the Constitution, and would create deep dissatisfaction throughout all Japan. \Vhat,
then, becomes of the argument that Russia stands for Christianity and
Japan for Buddhism?
But sometimes the argument against Japan is stated in this way:
There is a general idea that Japan holds, in common with the \Vest, the
great fundamental elements of the civilization of the West; but this is a
very superficial view of the case.
Now it is quite conceivable that a nation might accept certain of the
products of the civilization of the \Vest, and at the same time value very
lightly its characteristic principles. The newspaper, for example, is a
product of the civilization of the West, and yet a nation might have its
newspapers without having anything of the freedom of the press. . . .
One of the essential elements of the civilization of the West is the
education of the West. That Japan has accepted with all her heart.
Students in Japan are taught precisely the same things that students in
Europe and America are taught, excepting that little attention is paid
to Latin or Greek. This education is given through a system beginning
with the kindergarten and extending to highly specialized university
courses.
This jS the system sustained by the government. It
may not be perfect, but Japan has searched and is searching the world
over to find the best, and she is doing all in her power to solve a problem
that presents many difficulties. In addition to the government system
there are many private institutions, some of them of a high grade.
Every child in Japan, unless exempt for specified reasons, is required to
complete the primary school course. Education is yeast, and the education of Japan is the education of the West.
Law, and the administration of law, and in particular the rights of
the individual under law constitute, as any thoughtful man will admit,
a dominent element in the civilization of the \Vest. Since the beginning
of the Era of Afeiji, Japan has entirely remodeled her laws, both criminal and civil. This was done after a most painstaking study of the
laws of Europe and America, with the aid of foreign experts, and Japan
has no reason to be ashamed either of her laws or of the administration
of them, even when judged by the standards of the \Vest. Japan also
accepts her place among the nations of the \Vest as bound by the principles of international law both in peace and in war, tho she regards a
judge, sitting in highest court of arbitration in the world. as exceeding
his duties, when he introduces into his judgment uncalled-for criticism
of a nation in no way connected with the case under consideration.
Perhaps there is nothing more peculiarly characteristic of the civilielectronic file created by cafis.org
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zation of the vVest than government under a Constitution, tho there are
nations which belong geographically to the ,Vest in which a Constitution
is not regarded as advisable. Japan has a Constitution which provides
for an Upper and a Lower House, through which the will of the people
finds expression. In one particular also the Constitution of Japan has,
in the eyes of Japan, a peculiar glory. It was not, as has been the case
in many countries, the fruit of a long struggle between the nation and
the throne. It was the gift of the emperor-freely given, gratefully
received; a sacred treasure, which both alike will guard with care. . . .
The object of the war, then, on the part of Japan is the security of
the empire and the permanent peace of the East. It is carried on in the
interests of justice, humanity, and the commerce and civilization of the
world. With differences of race or religion it has nothing whatever
to do.

A TOUCHING APPEAL FOR A TEACHER*
FROM CHINESE VILLAGERS

To the aged and honored church teacher. ,Ve respectfully and humbly approach you. vVe are the inhabitants of a mean and wretched village, who, all our lives, have been oppressed by idolatry. We are like
people sitting in a dark house without a single ray of light. We have
fortunately met with your teacher. He came through our village and
saw several of us together. Wishing to save us, he earnestly preached
the doctrine. 'Ve, having heard his words, know there is a Savior who
can save our sonls, redeem our sins, and deliver us from walking in the
wrong road. So now we are like men who have had a glimpse of the sun
and of heaven. 'Ve are afraid if we can not have the teacher always
with us, and hear more of the doctrine, we shall always be men of hell.
vVe earnestly besought the teacher to remain in Ollr village, that he
might teach us ignorant men, and open our hearts, lest we lose the light
of the Gospel. He said he could not without your permission. 'Ve know
how difficult it is to build a large church, but we do not ask you to do
that; we will get our own room and the furniture necessary, and will
not trouble you in any way. Some of us might manage to go for worship'
to Sunga (eight miles away), but the women and children can not go so
far; besides, if we had a church here we could come every morning and
evening to learn, and so run away from the devil and get near to God.
This would be a great advant.age. Sometimes one of our rich men will
bestow alms and tltke care of the bodies of the poor around him. Our
souls are more important than OUI' bodies, and we earnestly ask you to
take care of them. Our great hope is that you will let the teacher come
and have a school here, that our women, and girls also, may hear the doctrine and become children of God. You need not fear that we want to
trouble you about any other things. We beg you not to sit still and let
us be lost, but do let the teacher come, that we may know how to walk
the heavenly road to life. If you do this, it will be like creating us anew,
and will bring praise to the Savior; if not, we can not enter the happy
heavenly place. The report of your love is spread abroad. Do stretch
forth both your hands to help us; do not fold your arms and let us go to
perdition. In a letter it is difficult to express all our hearts feel, but
your permission would be valued as a gift of a thousand pieees of gold.
• The following translation of a request from some Deng-uong people for a catechist was
sent by the Rev J. B. Carpenter (C. 1\1 S.), of Hok-chiang. Fu-Kien. who writes: "This place
is in the Hok-chiang district. I am now sending the Gu-leng catechist there each week, and a
real work seems to be going on. I visited the place about Ii month ago, and found their room
packed with people who had learned a ?:ood deal in so short Ii time, and were anxious to learn_
more of the good nllws of Jesus Qhrist. '-Church Missionary Gleanor.
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EDITORIALS
Cave.blindness in Missions
Animals that live in the gloom
of a cave lose some of their keenness of sight. So long as there is
little to be seen they do well
enough. But with more light for
seeing or more objects to be seen
they fail. It is not our genius, but
that of Bacon, which applies this
fact to the illustration of the effect
of narrowness upon processes of
the mind. One who lives and sees
in the semi-light of a cave must
think in a narrow sphere.
That this cave-blindness is a danger in observing or trying to describe missions appears in many
current attempts to convey information on missions. For instance,
a returned missionary, in addressing the students of a Denominational college, remarked: " I have
not the honor to be under the Denominational society, but I have
seen so much of your denominationalist missions that I can give
quite an idea of their work." Afterward one of the students came to
the missionary, saying: "If you are
not under our Denominationalist
Mission Board, pray what are you ?
I did not suppose that the?'e ?UtS
any otlLe?' missionary society but
ours! '
A writer in one of the missionary
magazines desires w show the need
of increased effort in India. The
desire is good, and the need is
pressing. But the means used to
bring home the need to the reader's
mind are defective. The writer
says that Patna, a city of 135,000
inhabitants, has but2missionaries,
and Cawnpur, with 197,000 people,
10 missionaries.
He must have
lacked power to perceive recent
things or power to percei ve things
beyond the limit of his own little
church group. He certainly lacked
power to perceive the fact that in
tlv<tn~elism
the native worker

weighs about as much as a missionary.
At all events, the facts,
which ought to ,be correctly given
when argument is to be based on
them, are that in Patna there are
9 missionaries and 11 native workers, and in Cawnpore and neighJ;,orhood, 29 missionaries and 104 native
workers.
Once more: A metropolitan weekly directly declares and indirectly
implies by its name a purpose to
enlighten its readers upon all sorts
of Christian work. Being desirous
of emphasizing the duty of the
Ohurch to preach Christ to Mohammedans, and being also affected
with cave-blindness as to matters
beyond its denominat.ionallimits, it
published, not long ago, the following extraordinary statement: "The
only mission to Islam in all the
world is the Presbyterian Mission
in Persia." It then bases its lecture to the church upon that text.
The lecture is needed. But it loses
all persuasive force and sets up It
violent reaction as soon as one discovers that its text is rubbish-a
mere fragment of glass, to which
some one afflicted with cave-blindness has given the setting of a diamond! In fact, a dozen denominations besides the Presbyterians are
laboring among Mohammedans.
Some 50 missions to Mohammedans
can be counted up. They are found,
like the one noted by this caveblind editor, in Persia, Turkey,
Arabia, Beluchistan, India, Malaysia, Egypt, the Soudan, the Barbary States, Nigeria. British East
Africa, and the Uganda protectora':;e.
No one will believe in the possibility of carrying through a scheme
of evangelization which assumef
that the burden of it has to be
borne by one group or one sect.
Whoever cannot recognize another
missionary society as quite as
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worthy of notice [IS his own, or
call not rate the achievements of
other missionaries as highly as
those of his o\yn denomination, or
feels that the duty of evangPli~a
tion lS not \Yell performed unless
his own religious kin arC' performing it, thro\ys stumblinr-blocks in
the way of missions.
The Kingdom of our Lord .Jesus
Ohrist is to possess the whole earth.
But cn \-e-blindness in tho~e who
champion lIlissions obscllres this
glorious fact.
D.
British and Belgians in Africa

One has bnt to contrast tbe condition of things in Uganda with
that on the Kongo, to realize the
difference between goYel'nment for
the sake of the governed and t ba t
which is solely for the sake of the
pockets of the governing classes.
The King of BelgiulIl is despised as
selfish, and his government is COIldenmed as barbaric. No amoullt of
improvements in the way of railroads and snch signs of mat~rial
progress can offset oppression of
weaker men and women. Let the
governments of Europe a_nd America demand and insist on an investigation, and let them appoint a
sufficiently powerful and impartial
commission to see that the needed
reforms are carried into effpct.
The Missionary's Personal Influence

The
Indian
TVhite Ribbon
vouches for the truth of the following story, which should certainly
lead us to consider the influence of
our example on other's, and the
possible evil which may come from
self-indulgence in seemingly harmless and trifling things. The incident is as follows:
A missionary addicted to the use
of tobacco led a young Japanese
Prince to Ohrist.
For sevearl
months the convert seemed very
happy. One day he said to the
missionary:
.' Sir, sometimes it is in my heart
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to wish that YOll had never come to
Japan, for you are a stumblingblock in the way of my friends.
There are five or six young men of
the royal family who are my close
associates, and I tried earnestly to
persnadp them to accept the Ohristian religion, hnt they say they
have no faith in it, for you, who
are its exponent, do not live in accord with your doctrine.
You
preach allout olle Paul, who said
the body is the temple of God, and
His 1:lpirit dwells in it, and it should
be kept pure, which is a reasonable
service, but yon defile it in every
way by the uSP of tobacco."
The missionary was amazed, and
said:
"If YOIl can prove to me that
this is true, I will never touch
tobacco again while the world
stands."
The prince ran from the room
and quickly returned with the
young IIIen, his princely friends,
who all declared that the testimony
of the prince was true. The missiowH'~- unhesitatingly brought the
remainder of his cigars out and destroyed them in the presence of
the young men, vowing never to
touch tobacco again. The young
prince hUI'I'ipdly left the room
again. Returning in a few minutes,
he brought a package carefully
wrapped up in paper, which he procepded to unwrap, disclosing the
stump of a cigar.
"I used to watch you as you
\~-alked up and down the orchard
smoking, and one day saw you
throwaway this piece of your
cigar. T took it up, and, carrying
it nj) to my room, placed it where
all .Japanese plaC'e thpir gods-over
the doorway-and every day I
would kneel under it, and pray my
God to deliver you from your god
-tohacco. My prayer has been
anslVered."
In the course of time the prince
had the happiness of seeing all his
young friends accept the religion
of Christ.
\Ve do not sit in judgment upon
those who have habits not condemned in Scripture, but which we
believe would be detrimental to our
own character and usefulness. \Ve
are, however, convinced that all
such matters should be decided in
the light of the principles found in
Romans xiv; 19--2.3,
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BOOKS FOR THE MISSIONARY LIBRARY
THE BETTER NEW YORK. By William H. Tolman and Oharles Hemstreet. Illustrated.
xiv. and 320 pp. $2.00, net. The Baker &
Taylor Oompany, New York. 1904.

The City of New York declare!>
with great roar of labor and din of
struggle its chase after the dollar,
and it advertises with glitter of
tinsel and witchery of music its
pu rsuit of pleasure. One may think
these the characteristic features of
life in the city. But in every district, almost in every street, quiet,
self-forgetful, kindly people are always working to improve the conditions of life for those who would
otherwise be conquered by their
environment. Such people have an
influence far beyond their means,
for the wealth of the city is behind
them. "The Better New York" is
a guide-book to the good works of
the people of the great city, both
in their corporate, municipal capacity, and in their individual
quality as Christian or Hebrew,
Roman Catholic, Protestant, or
agnostic. A good Index admits the
student instantly to the complicated mazes of each class of beneficences, delicately drawn and artistic vignettes fix in mind the more
important landmarks, while flexible
covers woo the saunterer to let the
book have a place in his overcoat
pocket.
As a guide to the city, this book
should be read first by every visitor,
and it will generally make search
for another guide needless. It is a
kindly garrulous friend, with a
chatty description of every humane
and benevolent undertaking in each
district, and with a trick of remembering at the right moment the historic traditions which cling to almost every street corner. It is a
unique work, full of surprises; and
for planning and composing it the
Institute of Social Service deserves
well of the citro
1?

STORY OF OOMMANDER ALLEN GARDINER.
From His Diary. With an Account of the
Opening of Ecuador and the Work of the
Gospel Missionary Union. 16mo, 108 pp.
Gospel Union Publishing 00., Kansas
Oity, Mo. 1904.

The story of Captain Gardiner's
missionary work in South America
is a remarkable one, and should
be familiar to all Christian readers. It is here gathered in compact form from his diary, the
pages of which were scattered in
various places for some time after
his death.
They were finally
brought together, however, and
are now carefully preserved in
London.
His adventures, hardships, perseverance, and progress
among the degraded natives of
Tierra del Fuego, make stirring
reading, and are a standing proof
of the power of Christ to induce
self-sacrifice and to convert even
the lowest of human beings.
*
Missionary Picture Postals
The REVIEW has undertaken to
supply what we believe wiII be a
most useful means of advertising
missionary meetings in our churches and societies. A set of 32 Missionary Picture Postal Cards have
been issued, with striking half-tone
reproductions from photographs of
scenes in mission lands at home
and abroad. They include unique
views and portraits from Japan,
Korea, India, Laos, China, Tibet,
Persia, Turkey, Arabia, Central
America, South America, Mexico,
Alaska, Africa, Islands of the Sea,
and the West Indies. Space is left
for a personal message, or for a
written or printed announcement.
They are so attractive that they
demand attention, and will not be
cast aside unnoticed. The cardboard used is not wholly satisfactory, but will be improved in
later editions. The price is so
low that any society, mission band,
or church can use them to advantage. We believe it will pay
those interested to send for samples. Price (one kind or assorted),
1 cent each, 10 cents a dozen, 75 cents
per 100. MISSIONARY REVIEW, 60
East Twenty·third Street, New
York\
~
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AMERICA
The Presbyterian
Evangelistic Committee having in
charge the Gospel
work during the 'Vorld's Fair season ill St. Louis, is conducting an
average of eight meetings a day in
tents, auditoriums, in shops at the
noon hour, and with the Gospel
wagon. Not less than three thousand people are being reached daily,
a large percentage of these being
11On-church goers.
Three tents are in operation in
the east end of the city, and at one
point a large shed is being used.
The Gospel wagon is employed at
two or three points every night in
the down-town districts. Admission has been secured to some of
the largest factories in the city,
Itnd at some of these meetings there
has been an attendance of nearly
one thousand working people.
During the month of July Sunday-afternoon meetings were conducted in the auditorium of the
Christian Endeavor Hotel. Definite
results are being secured at all of
these meetings, an average of fifty
persons accepting Jesus Christ
every day.
Evangelistic
Campaign
in St. Louis

REV. CHARLES STELZLE.

St. Louis, with its
50,000 Jews, has one
m iss ion, The
Friends of Israel
Union )'Iission, 821 Washington
Street, whose sole object is to
preach the Gospel to the Jews.
None can assert that the workers
are too many, but especially not
when it is taken into consideration
that during the'VorId's Fair period thousands of Jews from all
parts of the world will be added,
for a longer or shorter time, to the
Jews resident in the city of St.
Louis. Recognizing the·ir duty and
Work for Jews
at St. Louis
Exposition

accepting the most favorable opportunity of reaching these numerous Jews with the Gospel, an Evangelistic Committee to the Jews for
W orId's Fair vVork has been organized. It consists of well-known St.
Louis ministers and laymen, and
its chairman is Dr. Harris H. Gregg,
the widely known pastor of the
Washington and Compton Avenue
Presbyterian Church.
He b r e w
Christian ministers and missionaries from other parts of the country are cooperating with Mr. Lev,
the missionary of The Friend~ of
Israel Union Mission. Gospel meetings are held, in personal approach
the glad tidings of salvation in
Christ are proclaimed, and much
Christian literature is distributed
aIllong the Jewish visitors to the
YVorld's Fair, whogladlyreceivcit.
Similar efforts, blessed with great
success, have been made at the
great expositions of Paris and Berlin, so that the St. Louis friends of
Israel are not undertaking an UIltried work. 'Ve recommend thp
effort to the prayers of our readers.
M.

In connection with
the recent sailing
of JIorn'ing Stm',
No. ;;, Rev. E. E. Strong writes
thus, in the Congregationalist, concerning
missionary
ships
in
general:
Since the day wheu on the Lake
of Galilee Jesus asked His disciples
to provide a small ship for His service, a great many vessels, large
and small, have been commissioned
to do Christian work in the world.
No complete catalog of them
could be given here. FOllr vessels
bearing the name of the Harmony
have been employed by the Moravians of Europe for their work in
Labrador and Greenland; also four
ships called the John Williams
have been built bv the London
Missionary Society "for the Southern Pacific. The Society for the
" Ships of
Peace .,
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Propagation of the Gospel has sent
several vessels to work in the
southern seas, and the American
Board has just sent out its fifth
.Warning Star for service in Micronesia. At present there are several
missionary steamer6 on the inland
waters of Africa, Lakes Victoria,
Tanganyika, and Nyassa, as well as
on the Congo. \Vhat a stirring
sight it would be if all the missionary vessels now sailing under the
flags of different nations, but over
all having the banner of the Cross,
were to be anchored in a single
harbor! We should want to change
the wording in our song, and make
it:
Like a mighty navy,
Moves the Church of God.

What Park
College Has
Done for
Missions

Not far from Kansas City, Mo., Park
College was founded, in 1875, by Rev.
John A. McAfee,
has had a wonderful growth, and
has a present enrollment of 406
students. All college students are
professing Christians, while less
than a dozen of those in the
academy are professedly out of
Christ. Two hundred and fortyseven of the alumni are men, 246
women. The teaching profession
has claimed 118; the ministry, 135;
foreign missions, 46; 11 more hltve
offered themselves to the foreign
mission hoard for commission this
fall. They are now residents in 34
States of 0111' Union, and in Africa.
Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, Chili,
('hina, India, Japan, Korea, Laos,
Mexico, Persia, Siam, and Scotland.
A summer school
for the systematic
presentation
0 f
various phases of
foreign missionary effort was held
. last July at Northfield, Massachusetts. The school was under the
auspices of the In.terdenominational Conference of Women's
Boards of Foreign Missions of the
United States and Canada, and was
argely attended by those interSummer School
of Missions
at Northfield

[September

ested in missions. There were lectures, Bible classes and discussions
as well as missionary study courses
and lectures on Dr. Griffis' "Dux
Christus," the new study book
on Japan, by the author, and
also by .Miss L. M. Hodgkins,
Mrs. William A. Montgomery, and
Prof. '1'. H. P. Sailer, Ph.D.
Altho no plans have as yet been
made, it is probable that similar
schools will be held in future years.
The missionary speakers at the
August conference were also unusually interesting and represented
the world-wide field.
*
A Business Firm This item from the
Applying the
Religious Tel e scope, if not disGo!den Rule
tincti vely missionary in theme, nevertheless sets
forth the Gospel spirit which
prompts to evangelizing effort:
The National Cash Register Company, of Dayton, 0., which has a
world-wide reputation for dealing
most generously and intelligently
with its employees, has just given
another proof of its whole-llPartedness in this direction. On June
30, at a great gathering of the employees of the company, President
Patterson mad!' the following announcement: "For all heads and
assistant heads of departments,.
foremen and assi"tant foremen and
their wives, about 400 in all, the
company will pay their fare to St.
Louis, $11 each, or $4,400 in all;
their sleepers, $4 each, or $1,6CO in
all; 50 cents for each of the days
they will be there, admission to the
grounds, or $2,400. But we want
to do a little more than this. \Ve
have 600 young women, and we decided to-day that we wanted them
to go very luuch, and because we
want them to go we are going to
pay their fare to the Fair and back.
We want them to stay at least five
days, during which time we will
pay their admission to the Fair.
Each fare will be $8, and admission
to the grounds will be $2.50, $10.50
each, or $6,000 in all." Such generosityof a great firm toward its
employees has no parallel in the
history of this or any other
country.
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By the will of the
late .'HI's. SaI'ah G.
B a II , o f For t
' " 0 r t h,
T e x as,
$240,000 are hequeathed as follows:
Twenty-five thousand dollars to
the Fort \VoI'th Bl"OadwayPreshyterian Church, $25,000 to the First
Presbyterian Church of Galveston,
$15,000 to the Galveston Orphans'
Home, $15,000 to the Letita Rosenberg Home for Old \Vomen, $75,000
for missions, $75,000 for the Austin
Presbyterian Theolugical Seminary, $10,000 to the Young Men's
Christian Association ci Galveston,
gi ven as an endowment fund to the
respective boards of trustees, the
prineipal to he invested by them
for the benefit of the respective institutions, the increase to be used
by the trustees as thought best by
them. The bequest for missions
provides that the $75,000 be turned
over to the Board of Trustees of
till' General Assembly of the
Southern Presbyterian Church as
an endowment fund, to be distributed as follows: $25,000 for the Executive Committee of Foreign Missions, $25,000 for t he Executive
Committe (,f Home Missions as an
endowment, $25,000 to the Executi\-e CUlllmittee of Sustentatiun as
an endowment.
A Large Sum
Wisely
Bestowed

70i

number has increased to sixty
eight. None of them are paid more
than living expenses, Inany receiving only $15 and none more than
$30 a month. The president is the
Rev. Edward O. Guerrant, D.D.,
of Kentucky. The society is supported entirely by voluntary offerings.-Christian Work.
*
The American The eighty-eighth
Bible Society annual report of
the American Bihle
~eport
Society shows total
receipts of $496,194. The total issues of the year, at home and
abroad, amount to 1,770,891. Of
these 929,823 were issued from the
Bible House in New York, and 841,068 from the society's agencies
abroad, being printed on mission
pre~s's in China, Japan, Siam,
Syria, and Turkey. These figures
show a decrease from those of a
year ago amounting to 222,667 vollunes, 159,036 of which is on the foreign field. The total issues of the
society in eighty-eight
years
amount to 74.441,674.

EUROPE
The
Society
of
in the Great Sou I '" inn e r s,
who are undertakSmoky
Mountains
iug
undenominational religious
work ill the monntaiu regions of
the South, have a field which includes 86,000 square miles of mountains with 2,600,000 .inhabitants,
nearly all of Scotch-Irish and Anglo-Saxon descent. Nearly half of
these people dweI1 in regions so reI.ote as to be unreached as yet by
any of the Home Mission Boards,
and it was to help teach these scattered peoples that in 1897 a little
company of nlen and women undertook to reach them along lines
more nearly those of the Sabbathschool Union and the Bible Society
than of denominational missions.
From one evangelist, with which
the work began, in five years the
A Mission

Among the notable
gatherings of the
year must be named
the Great International Congress
of the Salvation Army in London,
its activities now extending to the
ends of the earth, and earl'ying
blessings to well-nigh every land.
The increase of ten years is given
as follows: Societies, from 4,533 to
7,210; officers and cadets, from 7,200
to 9,539; local officers, from 19,672
to 45,300, and social institutions,
hom 222 to 420. As the Congregatiollalist well suggests:
Few reversals of judgment in history are more complete or more
dramatic than present praise of the
army contrasted wi th early condemnation of or contempt for it. General Booth, with all his shortcomings as an arbitrary commander,
must be reckoned as one of the
great
constructive,
organizing
Salvation
Army Jubilee
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minds of his time, and the army
as a vital, redeeming force in society. Its ( ) 1 val in international and COSlllOpolitan scope of
work is the Church of Home; next
to these, and not so very far behind, we should rank the Internatit/nal Y. M. C. A.
The Mildmay This organization
Mission to
was launched in
the Jews
Lon don twentyeight years ago as a
small branch of the Mildmay Institution, by the Rev. John Wilkinson, the present director, and father
of Mr. Samuel Wilkinson, superintendent, who is expected in this
country to give a series of lectures
and lantern exhibitions in various
cities, beginning with the conference of the Chicago Hebrew Mission, September 6 to 8. This mission is now one of the largest and
most important missions to the
Jews in London. It has an annual
expenditure of about $50,000 in support of its large institutions. A
very important branch of the work
is the free distribution of the Hebrew and Jargon New Testaments,
of which over 1,000,000 have been
scattered in var-ious parts of the
world, and a large portion over the
great field of Rllssia.-Jewish Era.
Religious
Crisis in

There is a growing
sentiment for the
France
separation of State
and Church in
France, and we believe that this is
bound to come. There is also a
movement for the closeI;' affiliation
of Protestants. All the churches
are urged to unite, and a federation
committee has been appointed by
the General Synod of the Reformed
Church. The following basis of
union has been proposed:
L The Reformed Church of
France invites all the churches,
free or connected with the State, to
form a fraternal alliance on the
basis of the Reformation.
2. This alliance will leave lIltact
the principles, discipline, lituq:;y,.
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and organization of the different
churches.
3. The immeaiate purpose is to
protect the freedom and the rights
of all the churches which al'e united
in the league.
4. Its object is also to form an
inner alliance of the Protestant
churches for works of chal'ity and
love.
5. A special committee shall net
as the agent of the united churches.
This has met with some favor,
but also with opposition. Pastenr
Haillens, of the Baptist Chnrch,
says that the dogmatic basis of the
league is too vague, as it should at
least be that of the Evangelical
Alliance, especially in its declarations on the subject of the divinity
of Christ, His resurrection from the
dead, and the absolute authority of
the Scriptures.
A newly organized "Pel'manent
Commission" has sent out a general
appeal to the churches to l'edouble
their prayers and strengthen their
faith, that the Protestants may he
able to meet the crisis successfully.
This organization
dates from 18.'36,
and has work in
India and Africa,
done at 55 stations and 253 outstations, by 67 male missionaries
and 629 native toilers. The native
Christians number 21,749, and the
pupils in the schools, 11,036.
Work of
the Leipsic
Society

ASIA
A New Station Kuweit, the latest
in Arabia
British protectorate
in Arabia, has recently been opened as an out-station of Bahrein. Our correspondent, Dr. S. M. Zwemer, writes
that the work there is progressing
favorably under the care of the colporteur Salome Antoon, a Mosul
Christian, trained in the C. M. S.
mission at Bagdad. Dr. Zwemer
says:
As Kuweit has a much drier climate than Bahrein or Busrah, we
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an ticipate no interference with
work on the score of health.
Visitors frequent the house, and
I had two interesting conversations
with a Jewi'Sh rabbi. Another visitor was a Moslem mystic, whom I
had met at Bagdad several years
before.
Our Bible-shop at Kuweit is in a
splendid location near the main
bazaar and opposite to the principal mosque. Two motto texts in
Arabic tell the passer-by that
"\Vith God all things are possible."
and that" In God we put our trust."
I found these beautiful words
among the Koran texts which a
Persian shopkeeper kept on sale in
gilt frames, and put them up.
Thel'e seems to be a call for educational books and stationery. Bible
safes have been good, and our colpOI'teur has managed to do a great
deal of canvassing without awakening much opposition.
*
A Hindu
It is more and more
Restive Under evident that orthoCaste Rules dox Hindus are
opening their eyes
o the serious and manifold evils of
caste. As proof and illustration,
we find the Indinn People saying:

Perhaps there is no religion so
bewildering in its interminable intricacies and worship as Hinduism.
There is no svstem of belief which
you can des'ignate as Hindu, as
popular Hinduism goes. In fact,
a Hindu lIlay believe whatever he
likes, so Ion I{ as he follows certain
rules of eating and drinking. Hinduism, in short, has come to mean
caste. Break the caste rules and,
however Ol·thodox vour helief
might be, you are no longer a
Hindu. Preserve the rules of caste
strictly and scrupulously, and you
can remain a Hindu, in spite of
your heterodox beliefs. . . . Caste
is also terribly handicapping us in
the direction of political progress.
There can be no true patriotism,
]lO national unity so long as even
the best and noblest of educated
llIen take pride in heing the members of a'S <Jxclusive a coterie as
possible. As YIr. Ranade once remarked, the holiest and hest man
i8 he who will not allow the shadow
of even his nearest and dearest
friend to fall upon his food. There
are castes and sects within castes,
ill every dpep there is always a
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lower deep. You have to count
them not by hundreds, but by thousands. There are certain Brahman
castes in Upper India in which the
husband can not eat the food
cooked by his wife, if she happens
to belong to a sub-caste below his
in the social scale. Can human
stupidity go further? And as long
as these innumerable sub-divisions
with their thousand~ of petty and
harassing differences last, we can
not have any patriotism, any nationality.
The Bible
in India

InterefSting reports
are coming of the
observance in many
parts of India of the centenary of
the British and Foreign Bible Society. Special services were held
in Bombay, Calcutta, Madras,
Lucknow, Bangalore, and at other
central points. Emphatic testimony was given it all these meetings as to the wonderful influence
which the Bible has had upon the
life of multitudes of people in India,
including many who ere not enrolled among the number of Christians. A striking ineident is related by the British Hesident of
Mysore. Sir James Bourdillon, illustrating the power of this 'Vord
of God, even when possessed but in
part and with no one to expound
it. 'I'he story, as told by Sir James
Bourdillon, is as follows: "Some
25 or 30 years ago there lived in
the northern part of the Bhagalpur
District of Bengal a fakir who had
made a great name as the teacher
of a new religion; his disciples increased until he had a considerable
following. Attracted by his reputation, a missionary of ODe of the
German societies sought out the
man anl1 induced him to explain
his teaching. When he had done
so the
missionary exclaimed:
, 1VlIy, you are teaching pure
Christianity t' and begged for further explanation. It then appeared
that the fakir's teaching was based
upon a sacred book in his possession, and after further pressing he
electronic file created by cafis.org
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produced from its hiding-place a
tattered copy of one of the Gospels
in Hindu, which had somehow
come into his hands. The pnd of
the story is that many of the fakir's
followers, after further instl'llctioll,
were baptized into the ('hl'istian
Ohurch. "-Missionar?J lIe)'(/frl.
.. The Preshyterian
Church in Tndia " is
the title propospd
for the I\ative
Ohurch which will he pstuhlished
next December in Allahahad. Thp
Presbyterian Alliance clllbl'lU'CS 10
Presbyterian bodies 'carrying 011
missions in India, from England,
Scotland, Ireland, \Yales, Canada,
and the United States. The large
results of this mission work, in native churches apd ministers, are
now to become a separate and native Ohurch of Christ. They speak
8 languages. A confession of faitn,
a constitution, and canons have
been prepared, translated into all
the languages, and to be adopted,
or amended and adopted, in the
formation of a General Assembly.
Wholesale
Presbyterian
Union

A Notable
Conversion
in India

Lord Radstock recently wrote the
following account
of signs of the progress of Christianity in Oalcutta:
On all hands there seems to be
.. a sOllnd of abundance of rain"
coming. Large numbers of educated nativps are in a state of inquiry, and the prejudices against
Christianity are fading away. Indeed, the criticism one hears is not
against Christianity, but against
the lives of many who bear the
name of Christ; while those who,
like the present Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, boldly speak for
Christ on all occasions, and live the
Ohdstian life, have the respect of
most devout Hindus, \Vhat stdkes
me most, after having hef'n fourteen yqars away fran Oalcutta, is
to see how much there is of seeking
after God among Hindus; even
where, as yet, there is not" faith in
our Lord Jesns Chl'ist," on all sides
one hears of inquiry. On Saturday
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last 1,800 Ohristians gathered in
Calcutta to praise the Lord. All
races were there, and all classes
from the Lieutenant-Governor to
the humblest native Christian.
There was one person there whose
pI'esen~e. we trust, will be the openir,g of It lIew chapter in missions,
The Swami Dhamsananda is an
ascetic of the highest caste of Brahmins, who has 2,000 disciples among
the edu~ated people of Bengal.
Seventeen years ago he heard at a
meeting at Delhi-in an English
e\'angelist's meeting-" I am the
True Vine." He becaIlle an inquirer, learned Hebrewalld Gree-k
to read the Bible, Arabic to read
the Koran, traveled in England,
America, Australia, spent much
time in Rome, went to Constantinople, Mecca, and now, after seventeen years, is witnessing that, having tested Hinduism, Buddhism,
Mohammedanism, Theosophy, he
has fOllnd rest in J eflUS. After his
baptism, he intends to show that a
passage in the Vedas, where there is
a prophesy that God would be a saerifice to cleanse "spotted men,"
was fnlfilled in Christ; that the
teaching of Abraham in Genesis
xxii" "God will provide Himself a
Lamb for a hurnt offering," is the
message for the Mohammedans,
who acknowledge Abraham as one
of their six prophets, and the fire
purification of Parsees is fulfilled
in the coming of the Holy Spirit.
He has been a pilgdm to 230 holy
places, the dust of which he carries
in an amulet, and will be a mighty
witness to Christ.
*
At the Missionary
Oonference of the
South India Missionary
Association, Honorable Sir James Bourdillon, K.O.8.I., the British Resident
in Mysore, presided at one of the
sessions, and, after highly commending the evangelistic, medical,
and educational mission work in
India, continued as follows:
I have no time to enlal'gt' on the
influence for good that is exercised by every mission station in
an ever-increasing circle; if they
do nothing else. and if no apparent fruit is gathered in, they pl'esent at least an example for the
respect and affection of the nonSir James
Bourdillon on
Bengal Missions
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Christians around, and are lights
shining brightly in the darkness, so
that even those who do not share
their belief at any rate respect and
admire them for their blameless
life, their devotion, and their catholic charity. In times of trouble
and distress, in plague, calamity,
and famine, the teaching of the
schoolroom and the pUlpit. is carried into practise, Rnd I believe
that the object-lesson of the missionary's life often does as much to
commend the Gospel which he
preaches as the words which fall
upon the careless ears of the bazaar.
*
Christians in According t a the
Travancore O. M. S. Intelliand Cochin gence1', Travancore
and Cochin may be
called the garden of India as regards the number of Christians, for
they represent more than one-fifth
of the population.
They are 900,000 out of a total of
some -1-,000,000. Roman Oatholics
number 600,000: Syrian Ohristians,
200,000: and Protestants, 100,000, of
whom 60,000 are connected with the
London Missionary Society in
South Travancore, and 40,000 with
the O. }I. S. The stations in Travancore and Oochin have increased
since 1890 from 152 to 212, the clergy
have about doubled in number, the
lay agents have advanced from 26!
to 655, schools from 189 to 290,
schoolboys from 5,000 to 9,000, and
girls from 1,300 to 4,000, baptized
Christians from 22,000 to 40,000.
These ,10,000 may roughly be classed
as follows: Those whose parents or
ancestors were Syrians, 6,000; those
converted from Hindu caste people, mostly Ohogans, or descended
from converts, 6,000; Hill Arrians,
3,800; and the remainder, the great
bulk af the whole, little short of
30,000, are from the depressed classes, the lowest of the low, the outcasts who have been treated worse
than dogs.
The Student Volunteer report tells of
a convert of the
Methodist mission
at Madras, an exceedingly attractive young lady, a
very high-caste Brahman of immense wealth and exalted social
What Grace
Did for a
Brahman
Woman
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position. She was a sincere and
devout idolater, but had no peace
until she gave herself to Jesus.
Neither the entreaties nor the
threats of her grieved and angry
kindred could bribe her or terrify
her to deny her Lord, and so with
bitterest imprecations they disowned her, and publicly celebrated
her funeral rites. Now this child
of luxury is content to labor with
her hands to earn honest bread;
but her chief joy is to serve as a
Bible woman, telling others, even
thoseoflowcaste, from whose touch
she once shrank with horror, of
Him who died for our salvation.
The Ho are an abSome
Exceptional original tribe in
Hindu Women Chota Nagpore.
Their women are
indeed a marked class among the
women of the land. They seem to
be unique in every respect. It is
said that the Ho men are admirable specimens of the "noble savage," but that the Ho women are
stronger, larger, and finer looking.
These remarkable women do not
marry early, and many of them do,
not marry at all. It is probable
that snch women are amply able to·
look out for themselves. At any
rate, their fathers put such a value
upon them that they do not always
make a matrimonial market. The
Hos seem remarkable in other
ways. Truthfulness and honesty,
it is said, are among the most conspicuous features of the Ho character, and they even go so far as
to voluntarily yield themselves up
to justice after having committed
some crime. Pity such a nice sense
of honor should not keep them from
the crime.-Indian }Viiness.
How the Gospel The Baptist Mi8Advances in siona'l'g Magazine
Burma
for May is, to a
great extent, given
up to "Burma, Our First Mission
Field. " We are reminded again of
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the measure of heroism not only to
bring to, but to keep in such a place
as Burma was ninety-one years ago,
Adoniram Judson and his brave
wife. A pen picture of Burma at
that time is given, and a more uninviting picture is seldom brought
before us. And yet Judson lived
there and wrought mightily. A
momentary enthusiasm, a romantic
interest, might have brought many
a Inan or woman to such a place,
but it would never have kept them
there. The changes which have
taken place in the last fifty years or
so are marked by nothing more
than by the mission work which
has sprung from that first attempt,
from the human standpoint so utterly hopeless. ~Ve venture to say
that it is largely to this work that
the awakening of Burma is due,
making possible this comparison of
the new and the old given by one
contributor to the magazine: "Old
Burma sat on an oxcart, and
dreamed about his ancestors.
Young Burma is sitting on a bicycle in every town, and goes scorching toward the future."-Ind<ian
Witness.

Rev. J. Aberley, in
the Lutheran Observer, says: "India abounds in idols.
Besides the temples and the wayside shrines, every house among the
twice-born, or highest castes, has
its idol. Among lower classes, the
head man of a family alone has an
idol in hi~ house in which the whole
relationship has its rights. I have
just been purchasing some idols.
They are made of copper and brass,
so they are cheap, costing only 10
to 15 cents each. They are of different shapes and sizes. Krishna
is most popular. One can buy him
either ast\le boy engaged in his mischievous prank~, or with some allusion to his innumerable exploits.
He is alwa~'s black and hideous, but
How Gods
are Made
to Order
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yet the gl'eat favorite among these
people. I also procured Venkateswarudu and wife, who have a temple in Guntur; Narasitnhaswami
and wife, who have a more famous
temple at Manjalapiri. Narasimhu
is the fourth incarnation of Vishnu
-half - man, half - lion.
Besides
these, I bought a Nandi, the com_
mon symbol found in all temples
sacred to Siva. These and a few
others cost only about $1.00. They
are only specimens. One loses himself in utter confusion when trying
to name or catalogue the gods. But
these are not yet gods. They arE'
only images. The merchant has no
scruples about selling them to any
one. To nlake such an image a
god, an expensive ceremony is
necessary.
It requires feasting,
processions, and, above all, a Brahman who knows effective charms or
verses, called mantrams, costing
altogether often thousands of
rupees, to consecrate a god, and
give him, as they regard it, life.
'Vhen that ceremony is once performed, then it is regarded as a god,
and a Hindu will almost part with
his life before he consents to part
with it. It is this cerelllony, and
not the shape or material, that
makes a bit of metal or even of clay
an object of worship and especially
of fear."
Progress in
Self-support

Principal Miller, of
Madras, writes in
the
Hibbert

JOIl'l'nal:

To take another sign of the times,
one may point to the rapidly
increasing measure in which the
native churches are becoming selfsustaining and self-propagating.
Those connected with a single mission in a single one of the 22 districts of this presidency contributed last yeal' Rs. 53,340. This
does not include a single gift from
any European, or any gift by
which the giver profited. School
fees, for example, are excluded. It
is the contribution of purelv native
churches to purely religious ob-
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jects. In 1892 the corresponding
sum was Rs. 29,586. Christians
have, indeed, increased during the
ten years, but not very greatly in
this particular district. The numher in those churches has risen in
ten years hy 5 per cent., but their
contl'ibution, as shown by the figUl'es, by 80 per cent.
A Novel Way A Hindu who had
of Confessing turned from idols
Christ
to the worship of
the living God, announced the fact to his neighbors
by publishing a card ill a Christian
newspaper, proving thus at least
that he had the courage of his new
convictions, and was not ashamed
to 0 wnhis new .Master.
Tedious
The Laos field is
Traveling for our remotest misMissionaries sian. Even
after
an American has
taken the long, long voyage to
Bangkok, Siam, he is still practically farther from the Laos than
he is from :Sew York, for the boat
journey up the river to Chieng Mai,
tho but 500 miles, takes 6 weeks.
Chieng Tung is 20 days farther.
"How tedious," we exclaiIn, "and
in case of illness how agonizing!"
Here we are nearing the end of our
long and dreadeil river journey!
Not our journey's end. tho, by any
means. For the Chieng Tung members of our party there will still be
20 clays of actual travel by pony 01'
elephant after we reach Chieng Mai,
which we expect to do now in a
few days.
e sailed from San
Francisco on October 31st. nearly
four months ago.- TVol1lan's lVork
fOl' lVmnnll.

"r

Winter Work The British have
for Lamas
entered Lhasa. and
news about Tibetans has an added interest. Mrs.
Isabella Bishop writes in her
"Amopg the Tibetans":
As the winter is their busiest
season, one of the most important
of the winter religious duties of the
lamas is the reading of the sacred
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classics under the roof of each
householder. By this means the
familv accumulate merit, and the
longer' the reading is protracted,
the greater is the accumulation. A
twelve-volume book is taken in the
houses of the richer householders.
each one of the 1:2 or 15 lamas taking a page, all reading at an immense pace in a loud chant at the
same time. The reading of these
volumes, which consist of Buddhist metaphysics [tnd philosophy,
takes 5 davs, and while reading each
lama has 'his chang cup constantly
replenished. In the poorer households a classic of but 1 volume is
taken, to lessen the expense of feeding the lamas. Festivals and ceremonies follow each other closely
until March.
Dr. and Mrs. Shelton and Dr. Susie
Rijnhart. of the
Christian Foreign Mis'3ionary Society, reached Ta Chien Lu, West
China, on March 15th. After much
difficulty they were able to rent
some buildings. Suitable buildings
in that part of China are scarce.
They had to pay rent for two years
and a half in advance. This is in
accordance with the customs of the
place. Even then the buildings
rented had to be repaired, and the
missionaries must pay for the repairs. A teacher has been employed. A dispensary has been
opened. The work has been begun.
The missionaries report that living
is more expensive there than nearer
the seacoast.
At Work
for Tibet

Mr. Montagu Beauc h a III P, 0 f the
China Inland Mission, writes to us
from Ku'ei-fu, near Ichang, Hupeh
Province, that a great spiritual
tidal wave is sweeping oyer that
country, "bringing a'!l kinds of fish
into the Gospel net. To us and to
all the Church of God there has
come a most solemn responsibility
and a most glorious opportunity."
He continues:
Multitudes of
Inquirers in
Central China

In August, 1903, two stations were
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thrust upon me. One in the city
(Kuei), one in the country (Miao
Yi.i Tsao), thirty English miles
apar-t. In both places hundreds
and even thousands cr-owding for
admission, purchase of Scriptures,
and instruction. For the first five
months I was single-handed. But
thank God I have with me a Chinese boy, an unpaid native helper.
In a short time I had a few local
volunteers, who were willing to be
with me on the same conditions as
the boy above-mentioned. They
came, Biblein hand, seekinginstruction primarily, and willing to wait
on me in every way, and do all the
Book-selling, either in my immediate presence, or taking short journeys, as I suggested. Food and
coolie hire was pl'Ovided out of the
British and Foreign Bible Society
funds. So far I have had eight or
ten of these whom I know. There
have been others, one a B.A., another an ex-secretary who got
Scriptures from other sources and
went out unknown to me. And
God has blessed this, what we may
call, self-sown seed.
Other towns are calling earnestly
for teachers, but the need can not
be supplied.
Of the outlook in
his part of the mission field, the Rev.
Dr. Squibbs, of
.Mienchuh, writes:
There are numhers seeking after
the truth, and wishing to join the
church; scarcely a day passes without some one cOIning to see me
definitely with this object. Most
of these are men of the tradesman
class, between twenty and forty
years old, ancl they buy Bibles,
prayer-books, and hymn-books,
and are ready to place themselves
under instruction. Our little makeshift church is filled to overflowing
every Sunday, and 50 men and from
10 to 20 women attend the weekly
Bible-classes-a truly hopeful prospect, in which we seek to rise to the
occasion in an attitude of believing
expectation that the Lord will work
a mighty work in ourmidst.
The Outlook
in
West China

The Baptist ~Ii8sionary Herald of
England prints an
earnest appeal for special work in
Chinan-fu, the provincial capital
An Appeal
for Chinan-fu
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of Shantung, and the home of the
Boxer movement of 1900.
This
city is, next to Peking, the most
influential in North China, and has
between 200,000 and 300,000 inh:\bitants. There are here 3 Confucian
colleges and the New Government
College of Western Learning, with
about 300 students. GovernIllt'nt
examinations are attended by ove!'
20,000 students annually, and from
these come the future rulers and
leaders of China. There is a great
need nnd a unique opportunity for
a special mission among this student class, and the conditions are
especially favorable since the Boxer
upl'lsmg. The plan is to establish
a museum as a bait for the student
class, with reception rooms, lecturehall, chapel, reading-room, etc.,
with one or Inore missionaries especially set apart for this work.
The plan has already proved successful in Ching Chou-hI.
The
initial cost would be about $15,000.
Now is the time.
The Chu),ch /I{issional'Y I'll telligencel' for May
has a striking engraving, showing
a large crowd gathered in Fuchau
City to witness the suicide of a poor'
widow, an f1ct whieh was deemed
by the people to be specially meritorious. It seems that the practise
is not uncommon, and is attended
with various ceremonies, such as
the visiting of a certain temple,
afterward ascending a platform to
receive the worship of her brothers
and her husband's brothers; a cord
is then pulled either by herself ot·
some relative, and she is thus publicly hung. That this practise is
approved by the people is shown by
the fact that it is made the "official duty of certain mandarins,
either in person or by deputy, to
offer oblations at this temple in the
spring and autumn of each year,"
and that incense is hnrupd twice
Suicide as a
"Religious" Act
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each month before the tablet where
the names of these suicides are inscribed.
Chinese Hunger The China Chrisfor Western
tian Literature SoLearning
ciety has co mmenced publishing
a weekly paper in Chinese, in order
to grasp the present opportunity
for circulating Western ideas
among educated Chinese.
The
Change produced in China by the
regulations of 1902 for civil service
examinations seems incredible.
The question which has hitherto
blocked progress in China has been:
"Does this accord with ancient
usage? "
The Chinese of to-day
are beginning to ask: "Is this up
to date?"
The Tide
Bishop
Gra ves
Setting Towa~d wdtes in the Spirit
Christianity
of ""'fissions that in
the Province 0 f
Kiang Su, district of Shanghai:

More encouraging than ever before.
Hitherto we have had to
persuade people to be taught. Now
they corne of themselves, not one
by one, but in numbers. From
several places petitions for teachers
have been received, in one of which
nearly 100 men put down their
names on a 1'011 as inquirers. That
there is a strong movement toward
Christianity is evident.
Gilbert Reid's
International
Institute

Since the Boxer
outbreak not much
has been heard of
Rev. Gilbert Reid's
International Institute. But, according to the semiannual report
recently
published, substantial
progress has been made. No less
than 30,000 taels have been subscribed by· Chinese officials and
merchants, with which a plot of
ground is to be purchased in Shanghai, with a view to the early erection of buildings for class-work,
lectures, library, club-meetings,
etc. Nearly a half-hundred students are em·oIled.
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The Japanese Minister to Korea recently summed up
the Korean situation and the plans of Japan for that
country as follows:
Heretofore there has been no
definition of imperial and ministerial functions. There must be a
government, and palace intrigues
must end. The useless army of
Korea must be reduced, a living
wage must be paid to the officials,
and" squeezing" must be stopped.
When complaints are entertained
and acted upon extortion will
cease.
There must be education of the
proper sort. The majority of the
Koreans who speak foreign languages and have been educated
abroad are absolutely without administrative ability, and stand for
little save speculation.
Japan is confronted by a most
difficult problem-to rnaintain the
fiction of Korean independence
while practically establishing a
protectorate, and yet to avoid assuming the responsibilities of a
governing power.
*
Japan's
Intentions in
Korea

Carrying News Korea is a land that
in Korea
has no newspapers
that tell of the doings in the capital. Rumor and
hearsay are all the natives have to
depend on, and the rapidity with
which these fly is truly surprising.
A postal express could scarcely outdo them. In interest and picturesqueness it would fall far behind.
All the way to the outskirts of the
em pi re speeds the word from tongue
to tongue, growing in intensity as
the miles increase. If it is a good
story, before it reaches the far
north it is intensely good, embellished by the best hands at storytelling, each one of whom, as he
passes it on, adds his touch at ornamentation and heightening of
color; if the story is bad, it grows
unspeakably vile long before 200
miles are covered. So rumor may
sweep over the far East on angel
wing; or, ngain, it might flap by
like Abaddon, forked and winged
and tailed.
.J. S. GALE.
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Queer Customs Bishop Ridley has
been visiting in
in Japan
Japan, and writes
thus in the Gleaner of what he
terms •• back-aching courtesies" :

An old lady in a lightish blue
dress and with short cropped hair,
signifying that she never meant to
remarry (these little things must
save Japanese women much trouble), came in as a purchaser. The
seller was a much younger woman.
Down the v both went on their
knees facfng each other-farther
do\vn, till their noses nearly brushed
the floor; up again to look at each
other, like two mechanical dolls
muttering something all the time
that meant-nothing. Down again
till their crowns nearly met; up
again to face each other with hands
resting on their knees or just above
them; down once more and again
and again, till the younger woman
gently rose to her feet to attend to
somebody waiting, and finally the
old woman with a sweet smile on
her face, stood up and looked as
graceful as any little old queen
could. Then she patronized somebody else, and seemed as fresh after
it aR when she entered the room.
I do pity our very tall missionary
ladies who must go through such
back-aching
gymnastics
wany
times a day. Let the tall ones go
to China and the short ones to
Japan, where the latter, who feel
undersized in England, will feel
q l1ite illlPortant wor'king 1111Hmg
the dear little Japanese ladies. My
insteps felt as if they would crack
and I longed to roll over a little on
one hip for relief, but I bore with
the fashion like a woman.
The Methodist pn blishing honse, Ginza, Tokyo, is the
only distinctively
Christian publishing house in Japan under lllissionary auspices. .J ames L. Cowen,
nephew of Bishop Thoburn, is our
efficient agent, and the growth of
our business during the past few
years has been phenomenal. It is
rapidly growing in popularity with
the general public, as well as with
Christian people. The sales for 1903
were nearly 40,000 yen, an increase
Christian
Publishing
House in
Tokyo
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over the previous year of almost
10,000 yen, or $5,000. We print in
Japanese, English, and a few other
languages, and do also our own
stereotyping, electrotyping. and
binding by native hand. The new
union hymnal for all the Protestant
Christians, excepting the Episcopalialls, is now entirely printed from
our own presses at the special request of the union committee, tho
there are sharp competitors. We
also prepare and print a series of
the Sunday-school lessons for the
leading denominations. In 1902
our presses, brought from America,
turned out 21,000,000 pages of wholesome Christian literature.-Pittsburg Christian Advocate.
Japan is among the
missionary nations.
Several Protestant
Christian missionaries are working in Formosa, supported by Japanese Christians. The
first Japanese Christian missionary
to Korea also lately arrived in Seoul
with two assistants. They were sent
ont by the Methodist Episcopal Society of Japan.
Japanese
Foreign
Missionaries

AFRICA
Hev. E. B. Allen, of
Toledo, writes thus
of a Y. P. S. C. E.
convention he attended in Egypt, April 24:
It was a unique meeting. Here
were twoscore girls from the girls'
school, 100 delegates from the Sunday-school convention, travelers in
Egypt, missionaries whose service
rnns from two to forty years, converted Jews, red-fezzed Egyptian
converts, once Copts or Mohamlnedans, and women whose conventional veil no longer hid their calm,
Christian faces. A man fro III India
prays; Massachusettsand Washington testify; Tennessee gives an address; Egypt furnishes an anthem
and striking testimonies; Scotland
speaks; England brings greetings;
and an Ohio man leads. The subject is, .. How Christ Transforms
Lives," a vital qne1!tion. Can He
Christian
Endeavor
in Egypt
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do it in Egypt? It is worth a great
deal to look into the faces of these
Ohristian youths of the land of the
Pharaohs,· and mark their earnestness, joy, intelligence, and fidelity.
In our dear mother tongue the
familiar songs ring out, while
through the open court we catch
some strains from the lneeting in
the room below, where the Arabic
is used. God understands all languages, and even as we clasp hands
with some of these dark-skinned
fellows in fez and flowing robe of
brilliant colors, whose words we
can not translate, we feel the
"Tie that binds
Our hearts in Christian love."

Can it be possible!
In the land of the
Nile is to be found
Egypt
a Christian organization of 7,324 members, with a
community of at least 25,000 persons, forming 53 organized congregations, cared for by 31 ordained
ministers and 18 licentiates. It
pays $43,305 out of the $77,213 expended on missionary schools. Its
Sabbath-schools constitute a goodly
army of 10,000 boys and girls. Its
Sabbath morning congregations
average 14,512 men and women, to
whom the Gospel is presented each
week. It gave last year $9,284 to
the salaries of its pastors and evangelists; $9,260 to other congregational expenses and church buildings; $3,357 to the poor, etc.; and
$1,548 to missions in the regions beyond Egypt-i.. e., in the
Sudan .•
Presbyterian
Synod in

This is a British
society, an d its
name tells in what
field its work lies. The workers
num bel' 84, and are largely women.
There are converts forming"'mall
native churches at Fez, Tangier,
Tunis, Ojeman Sanaridg, and individual converts at other stations;
Spanish congregations at Tangier
ano. Tetuan; and an Italian congl'egation at Tunis. Medical missions with qualified practitioners at
North Africa
Mission
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Tangier, Casablanca, and Sousse;
unqualified medical workers at several other stations; and medical relief at nearly all the stations. The
New Testament has been translated
into Kabyle, and adapted in Kabyle
language for the blind. There is
industrial work, chiefly carpetweaving.
There are boys' and
girls' schools in Egypt, Arab girls'
schools in Tunesia, Moorish girls'
schools at Tetuan and Tangier, and
a Spanish school at Tangier.
The Ohurch Missionary Society began work in Sierra
Leone just one hundred years ago. Arrangements are
being perfected for celebrating the
one-hundredth anniversary in a
manner worthy of the occasion.
And when the notable day arrives,
what a notable story can be told of
sorrow and of joy, of trial and
triumph, of terrible loss, but of
eternal gain.
Missionary
Centennial in
West Africa

A Specimen
This is what GenPrison in Kano eral Lugard found
on his first visit to
the chief city of the Sudan:

A small doorway, 2 feet 6 inches,
gives access in to it. The interior is
divided (by a thick mud wall, with
a similar hole through it) into two
compartments, each 7 feet and 11
feet high. This was pierced with
holes at its base, through which the
legs of those sentenced to death
were thrust up to the thigh, and
they were left to be trodden on by
the mass of other prisoners till they
died of thirst and starvation. The
place is entirely air-tight and unventilated, except for the one small
doorway, or rather hole, in the wall
through which you creep. The
total space inside is 2,(318 cubic feet,
and at the time we took Kano 135
human beings were confiner'! here
each night, being let out dl1ringthe
day to cook their food, etc., in a
small adjoining area. Recently as
many as 200 have been interred at
one time.
As the superficial
ground area was only 238 squnre
feet, there was not, of course, even
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standing-room.
Victims
were
crllshed to death every night, and
their corpses were hauled out each
Illorning. The stench, I am told,
illRide the pla(:8 when Colouel Morland visited it wa'! intolerable, tho
it was empty, and when I myself
wfOnt inside three weeks later the
etllllvilllll was unbearable for more
than a few seconds.
A putrid
corpse even then lay near the doorwav. It was here that the two
,,- ~st African Frontier Force soldiers were confined. One of the
great pools in the city is marked as
the place where men's heads were
cut off; another, neal' the great
market, is the site where limbs were
amputated almost daily.
At a missionary
meeting in England, recently, Sir
Harry Johnston,
the British High
Commissioner of Uganda, expressed his appreciation of the
great value of missionary work in
that country. He said that it is
impossible for anyone knowing
anything of African life where missions are not at work, and then
seeing the changed eonditions
brought about through Christian
teaching. to think that the untutored savage was happier in premissionary days. The consistent
and successful effort of the missionaries has been to elevate the people
as natives of Africa and as citizens
of their own country, and not to
Europeanize them. Missionary influence is being thrown steadily
against the native societies which
lila ke secret murder a fine art.
Throughout the continent missional'ies are t.raining the natives also
to work intelligently and pl'Ofitahly
with their hands. Commissioner
Johnston concluded by saying that
whenever any act of a government
is opposed by the generaJ body of
missionaries, it is safe to conclude
that the policy in question is not
only unfair to the natives, but unpractical; for in the long run it is
always unpractical to do wrong. *
Sir
Harry Johnston
on
Uganda Missions

[SeptenJ ber

The
Missionary
Herald says that
the native force of
the Zulu mission, consisting of 531
preachers and teachers, draws no
part of its support from the Board.
Of the 23 churches in the mission,
18 are self-supporting, and the
others are supported by the natives.
Of the 67 day schools, 18 are selfsupporting, and the others are
maintained by the natives and government grants.
Self-support
in Zululand

Railways 8S '1'he value of the
Mission Helpers railway from Mombasa to the Victoria
Nyanza Lake has already been
proved by the Church Missionary
Society, who have a great work in
Uganda, and it is of service to the
new East African Mission field of
the Church of Scotland at Kikuyu.
The great Cape to Cairo Railway
promises to he an immense hoon to
the missions whose territory it will
traverse. It is now laid 200 miles
beyond Buluwayo in the direction
of the Victoria Falls on the Zambezi. I t will make Barotseland,
where the Paris Missionary Society
is at ,york, accessible in a manner
very different from the present. It
takes months for a great ox-wagon
to reach that conntry, with all the
toil and privation and risk to health
entailed by such a journey. The
railway will cover the distance in a
few days and nights. Perhaps as
remarkable an example of the benefit of the railway to missions as
any is that afforded by the Kumasi
Railway. It is only a year or two
since KllInasi FOI,t was beleaguered
for w~ks by hostile Ashanti chiefs,
and the British Governor of the
Gold Coast, with his wife and some
of his staff and the Basel missionaries, had to break through and
fight their way to the coast. By
the railway which was opened last
December the journey through the
unhealthy jungle will be shortened
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and shorn of its perils, and a great
impetus will be given to civilization and the spread of the Gospel.

-Life and Work.
The vVesleyan missions in the Transvaal and Swaziland
district, South Africa, report a wonderful growth
during the past year: an increase
of 3,228 full members and 2,662 on
trial, making the number 12,546
full members, and 6,187 on trial.
Nearly every circuit reports fresh
openings for successful work, and
there are urgent demands for more
missionaries and more means to
support native workel's.
Wesleyan
Achievement in
South Africa

French Mi.sion This mission takes
to the Basutos rank among the
successful ones in
South Africa, as these figures will
show. The last report shows H,16S
communicant members, and 7,352
catechumens, a total of 21,520 adult
converts to Christianity out of a
total population of 260,000. But
there is still a large population lying in abject heatlwnism, especially
in the remoter and more mountainous districts. The report mentions
that in one parish, where there are
barely 100 Christians. 440 children
attend school, of ,vhom full v three··
fourths are frol1l heathen homesa fact full of promise for the future.
Besides 17 European missionaries,
there are now 8 native pastors, who
take a full share of responsibility,
and 366 native evangelists and
teachers. A Bible school for the
training of these contains 64 pupils.
The educational and industrial work
dOlle among the Basutos has been
of the gl'eatest value, and has raised
them to a remarkable degree of intelligence and prosperity. There
are, according to the last report of
the mission, 12,633 children in the
schools of the mission, being 1,000
more than in the previous year,
This educational wOI'k is conducted

entirely in English; the training
college for teachers is under the
superintendence of Rev. T. H.
Dyke, and contains 143 pupils.
Universities' The seat of the
Mission to
work is Zanzibar,
Central Africa the shore of Lake
Nyassa, and several
points lyi l1 g between the coast and
the lake. The following statistics
are reported:
3,:~~tized

natives-males, 3,829; females,

1,g~mnlllnicants

- males,

2,477;

females,

Persons haptized and confirmed in 1903, 918.
Adherents-males, 6,610; females, 6,713.
Scholars-hoys, 3,680; girls, 1,663.
Eur.ope-an missionarie~, lUt
AfrlCan clergy, 17; African teachers, 248.

ISLANDS OF THE SEA
The Status The women of the
of Filipino
Philippine Islands,
Women
unlike their sisters
in the surrounding
Oriental countries, take a very
prominent part in matters political,
social, financial, and, as a natural
sequence, religions. A large majority of the women carryon business ventures quite independent of
their husbands, and in many cases
are the mainstay of the family.
vVomen mingle freely with men in
gatherings of all kinds, be it in
church processions, at the markets,
or in the cock-pit. It is easy to
understand, therefore, that work
for women and children has developed along very different lines
than those known as "'oman's
'York in China, .Japan, or India.
The women, almost from the first.
have attended all meetings witl~
the men, and the development of
the Christian life has been through
the regular church services, prayermeetings, Sabbath-schools, Bible
classes, and Christian Endeavor
meetings.
A Filipino
Contribution

Rev. .J. A. Hall
wdtes from Iloilo:
"On Sunday I had
the pleasure of opening the chapel
at Leon, which had been built by
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the people themselves without any
outside assistance. Here are some
samples copied from the subscription-list: Ceriaco Calaong, 9 canes;
Vernandina Capiphe, 5 cotnes; Village of Dosacan, 6 canes; Narcusco
Chapero, 18 hundles of grass. In
all it took 178 canes for the frame
and walls, and 528 bundles of grass
for the roof. Everyone contributed
a handful of rice pel' day for the
workmen, who gave their time for
their food only. The little chapel
was more beautiful to behold than
many a more costly structure, for
this was purely a labor of love, and
was filled with th(;se who in their
simple faith had gathered to celebrate the communion of the Lord's
Supper. Thirty-one received baptism on confession of faith, an~:
over 70 took communion. The
building was full of people, and
there were as many more outside."
Not long since a
call went to India
for Christians to
carry the Gospel to
their Hindu brethren in South Africa. And now word comes from
Australia that application has been
made by the Board of Missions to
the 'Vesleyan Missionary Committee for 2 Indian catechists from
India for work among the Indians
in Fiji. This application has been
passed upon by the committee to
the Rev. Ed ward Martin, chairman
of the Lucknow district, with the
request that he will, if possible,
procure suitable evangelists for the
work.
Good News Dr. 'Vest, of the
from Borneo Methodist Malaysia Mission, writes:
On a recent trip in Borneo I hap.
tized 30 women and girls, and they
need a woman teacher, leac;er,
friend There is hut one Methodist
missionary in all the great island,
Rev. J. M. Hoover, who has 6
stations under his charge, w)th
about 600 members and probationHindu
Evangelists
for Fiji

[Septelll her

ers, all Chinese. But the Dyaks
want a Christian teacher.
0 win g tot y p 0graphical err 0 (. s
and a mistake in
copying, the paragraph on page 039
of our August number was somewhat mixed. Mr. Meston's experi·
ment was near Australia, for he
came from Queensland (not Greenland), and the grant of land was by
the British, not the Danish, government. This errol' came to our
notice too late for correction before
printing. The lesson is the same,
tho the locality is different.
Civilizing
without
Christianizing
-A Correction

OBITUARY
Dr. Herzl.
The death 9f Dr.
the Zionist Theodore
Herzl,
the originator of
the Jewish Zionist Movement in
Vienna, July 3d, to say the least,
puts that undertaking in greatest
peril. It was he who secured the
holding of the first congress in
Basle in 1896, whose watchword
also was, "Let us return to true
Judaism, and then to the Holy
Land." As he himself expressed it,
his purpose was" to force the Jews
of Europe to show their colors,"
and to secure for them a land
" where we may not only carry' '
burdens, but also enjoy the priv
ileges of citizenship."

A recent cablegram
from Africa tells of
the death of Rev.
Thomas L. Gulick of fever, at a
station of the Africa Inland Mission, while traveling in British
East Africa. Mr. Gulick was a missionary of the second generation,
born in Hawaii, a graduate of Williams and Andover, and was himself a missionary in Spain, under
the American Board, from 1873 to
1883. Last year he was elected Vicepresident of the International Missionary Union.
Rev. Thomas
L. Gulick
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THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S MISSIONARY MOVEMENT
Organized December 12. 1901

EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE. 1904

HARRY ,VADE HICK", ('J/(( 1:I'1Hltlt. FOI' tlll'ee yem's the Spcl'etary of the
Christian Association of Cornell l~niversity; late I' Trayeling Secretary of the Intenlational COlJlmittee of the Y. 1\f. C. A., and
Bihle Study Secrebll'y of the StlHlent 1)ppartment; since the SUInlller of 1902 Assistant Secreta1'Y of the A. H. C, F. :'II., with especial
reference to developing it Department for Young People.
S. EARL TAYLOR, Secretary of the Young People's 'York in the ::\lissionary Society of the :'IIetho<1ist Episcopnl Church.
JOHN \VILLlS BAER, formerly (ieneral Sel'l'ptal'Y of HlP 1~nite<1 Sod!"ty
of Christian Endeav01'; !lOW Assistant Spr'I'ptary of the Presbyterian Board of Home )1 issio!ls.
HE'-. 'VILLIAM :\1. BELL, D.D., Secrpfary of the ::\fissionary Society of
the Fnited Brethren in Christ.
HEY. A. \\-. HALSEY, D.D., formerly pastor of the Spring Street Presbyterian Church, New York; since lSOD Secretary of the Prpshyterian Board of Foreign ;\Iissions.
HEY. 'V. R, L.UIDUTH, :\I.D., D.D., :'IIissionary in ('hina. Hnd Japan,
IH77-1HOl; now Hecretary of the Board of 2\[issions of t lIP :\I ethodist
Episcopal Church (South).
HI£Y. H. P. MACKAY, D.n., Sen'etal'Y of the :'IIissiollat'y Societ,y uf the
Presbyterian Church in CanHrla.
HI£Y. A. DE 'YITT J\1Asox, Presifjpnt awl ('orresponrling Secretary of
Young People's :'Ifission "-ork of the Heforllled (Dutch) Church in
America.
F' HRY S. MYERS, formerly PriJlcipal of the Preparatory Department
of Hillsdale College, .:\IichigaJl; since 18\)6 General Secretary of
the Ur,ited Society of FI'ee Baptist Young People.
·~EY.

A. L. PrnLLIPB, D.D., lllPmher of the Execllth'p COllllllittee of
Fot'eign Missions of the Southern Presbyterian Church, ]900-1001,
and General Superintendellt of the Rabhath-s<'lwols and Young
People's Rocieties, and Secretary of Puhlication, H)01-190.l.

])ON O. SHELTO'll, Assodate Secretary of the Congt'pgatiollal Home
;\Iissionary Society.
F. C. STEPHENSON, Secretary of the Forward :\Iovement alllong Young
People of the Methodist Church of ('anarla.
JOHN \1'. \YOOD, General Secretary of the Brotherhood of st. Andrew,
1890--18rn:J; since then Corresponding Heel'ptary (If the J)OIlIestic
and Foreign }Iissionary Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
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.JOHN W. 'YOOD
New York, N. Y.

S. EARL T AYLOR
New York

F. C. HTEPHENSON
Toronto. Canada

WILLIAM M. BELL
Daytoll\ (Jhio

HARRY WADE HICK

Boston) Mass.

A. L. PHILLIPS
Ridunond, Va.

JOHN WILLIS BAER
New York

A. DE WITT MASON

New York, N. Y.

SOME LEADERS OF THE l\lISSIONARY LEADERS OF THE FUTUHE

HARRY S. MYERS
Hillsdale, Mich.

W. R. LAMBUTH
Nashvil1p, Tenn.
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HOW TO WIN MOSLEMS TO CHRIST
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SOLUTION OF THE MOHAMMEDAN
PROBLEM
I-Introductory
REV. SAMUEL l\L ZWEMER, D.D., F.R.U.S .• BAHREIN ISLAXDS~ ARABIA

l\Iissiollal'Y of the Reformed Church ill America

This series of articles, prepared at the request of the editor, represents not theory but experience. The Mohammedan missionary
problem is so vast and complex that there is wisdom in exchange of
views, and encouragement in signs of success from any qnarter of the
field. The difficulties of work among Moslems have not been exaggerated, but they have, alas! often proved a barrier to enterprise or a
stumbling block to faith. '1'he Gospel is equal to the problem. A
missionary from Teheran writes: "'rhe devil never started a lie that
helped his cause more than that the religion of Jesus Christ is not sufficient to reach Mohammedans."
The way to conquer Islam is to leave America and preach to Mohammedans in the regions beyond. Fanaticism and prejudice are never
overcome by fear, but by faith. Islam is only strong when it is not
put on the defensive. In contact with light and truth it shows its own
weaknessGently, gently stroke a nettle,
And it stings you for your pains;
Grasp it like a man of mettle,
And it soft as silk remains.

We have found that neither compromise nor a paring down of the
truth, but positiveness and a full Gospel awaken the respect, if not the
assent, of intelligent Moslems. Faith and prayer and patience will
open barred gates and hardened hearts. Our methods are old, but we
try to put new life into them:
(a) Bible distribution by means of shops and colporteurs, using a
few educational books and periodicals as bait on the hook. A bookshop of the Arab classics gives a raison d'etre for entering a new town.
(0) Preaching and discussion by the wayside, in a coffee~shop, or at
night, with the lantern in a sheltered corner. But slJecial1y and daily.
in the dispensaries, where l;learts are open to receive the truth. In
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using lantern-slides we avoid pictures of our Savior, but preach from
the parables, and find a Gospel message even in secular scenes. Queen
Victoria's portrait preaches the emancipation of Moslem womanhood;
Thorwaldsen's angel of death preaches the resurrection; Koran texts
on the screen afford a reading-lesson, and introduce texts from the
Gospel.
(c) Medical missionaries' work and missionaries' medical work.
The former by qualified physicians in hospital and dispensary, the latter by clerical or lay workers in distant villages with limited outfit.
This latter method has objectors, but has proved successful on the
principle that it is wise to do something" till irhe doctor comes," and
in obedience to the Dutch adage: "In the land of the blind, One-eye
is king."
(d) Oontact with Moslems socially. Get close to them. Eat from
the same dish. Travel together. Discuss politics, commerce, homelife, and the world to come. Love them, after the manner of Paul in
the thirteenth chapter of First Oorinthians. Even among the straitest
sect, the Wahabis, we have found this parody on Pope's lines to hold
true:
A Ohristian is a monster of such frightful mien
That to be hated needs but to be seen;
But seen too oft, familiar with his face,
They first endure, then pity, then embrace.

To speak kindly to a child and to salute every wayfarer are two
other methods of reaching Islam.
II-Signs of Success in the Nile Valley
REV. J. KR"PIDENIER, CAIRO, EGYPT

lIiissionary of the American United Presbyterian Ohurch

The American mission in Egypt does not claim to work among
anyone class of people here in particular, bu t seeks to come in contact
with all, to work for all, and to win all. Should you look over the lists
of our church registers you would find a people whose antecedents
claim different faiths, different llationalities, and varied degrees of
social standing.
As this suggests our policy, so it suggests our method. Unity in
diversity has been our practise, or a Protestant organism taking root
everywhere, throngh which the mission, as such, seeks to send a lifeconveying power to Egypt's millions. AI' a matter of course, the rise
and fall of this spiritual river depends upon a higher power. We venture to assert, however, that the arable soil touched by this river's
waters is becoming, year by year, more extensive, and the spiritual
irrigation more effective as time rolls on. To prove this we refer to
the yearly increase in Ohurch-membership, to the Scriptures and other
literature distributed, to the boys and girls who visit our schools (one-
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fourth of whom are Mohammedans), and to the contributions obtained
in Egypt from all sources for the work of the Lord.
Without argument it is eYident that, in a country where nine-tenths
of the population are Mohammedans, a living Protestant organism like
our Evangelical Churr,h, with almost eight thousand communicants and
a constituency of thirty thousand scattered throughout Egypt, is bound
to do much for Islam.
Apart from the hundreds of Moslem children in our schools, and
the thousands of books sold among the Moslems, which two factors
exert a mighty influence upon them, the very presence of an agency
such as our mission, with a right hand so powerful as our Egyptian
Evangelical Church has proven to be, must act and react beneficially
on Islam. The social, moral, and spiritual forces thus set in operation
are bound to exert a transforming power. Our churches, schools, and
colportage know no restrictions, and our hospitals receive all without
discrimination. Through these means hundreds of Mohammedans
have heard of the Christ, many have received Christian instruction,
and a number have joined the Church.
You ask, How is this accomplished? While writing these words
the clapping of hands and the excited speech of a crowd of people in
front of our Cairo mission house reaches my ears. Who are they, and
where are they from? Thcy are Mohammedans and a few others who
have been attending our special meetings for Mohammedans held
eyery Monday evening, and conducted by a convert from Islam, a man
who, having received his education at the EI Azhar University, now
confronts his Mohammedan brethren with the unconquerable truths
of Christianity.
As I look out of my window a surging crowd of between two and
three hundred men are excitedly giving vent to their feelings, having
listened to the impassioned eloquence of a man well versed in the
Koran and .Mohammedan literature, fully equipped linguistically, and
not a tyro in the word of God. Humble, courteous, tactful, he has
now worked for more than four years in these special meetings. He
invariably spends about three-quarters of an hour in a simple Gospel
service. By this I mean that, after opening the meeting with prayer
and the reading of the 'Yorn, he ehooses a text and preaches on it very
acceptably; thereafter he may speak on a selection from the Koran or
other .Mohammedan book, setting forth its fallar,iousness, and proving,
logically, the superiority and truthfnlness of the Scripture. He may
choose to speak, too, on some subject of general importance-for
example, a fast or a feast; or, again, on an incident from the life of
Mohammed. He may take up a question propounded to him, written
out and handed in the previous evening. These discussions frequently
stir up an immense interest, and not infrequently speakers from among
Islam will arise to oppose him in argument.
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'['hus far this man's equal has not yet been found. God gives him
wisdom and grace to calmly meet and eviscerate all counter arguments.
He meets many a one, too, in his own home, and visits others privately,
going unprotected and unmolested.
Whenever converts of this type can be secured we believe their
services should be utilized at whatever costs. Some of our native pastors make laudable efforts to reach Mohammedans, and through their
instrumentality a number have been led to the Savior. Missionaries
and laymen of the Church find frequent opportunity for personal
work, the results of which are difficult to gage.
Whether it be, therefore, through church, Sabbath-school, and
day-school, or through colportage, personal work, and special effort,
the truth is being introduced, and its presence is becoming more and
more apparent. This is, with reference to Egypt, not merely a theoretical conclusion, but a fact, as evidence proves. 'fhere has never
before been such a spirit of inquiry, neither has controversial literature ever obtained a better market than now. The number of actual
inquirers is on the increase, and a larger number of baptisms take
place. I believe that God is hearing the prayers which have been
sent up to Him from our own and other missions for the conversion
of the Mohammedans, and is blessing the special efforts that are
being attempted.
While we are progressing, our arch-enemy is not resting, however.
The attitude of the leaders of Islam, particularly their religious
chiefs, is more determined than ever. Antichristian literature is produced and circulated increasingly, and the very government lends a
willing hand in checking any efforts, through publications or otherwise, that may promise success from a Christian standpoint.
A sister mission, in the columns of its periodical, ventured to proclaim the truth about Islam faithfully and rather plainly. Its assistant editor, the author of some articles, was soon inquired after and
deposed by government authority.
Only last week a convert from Islam was baptized by one of our
missionaries in one of our principal mission stations. As soon as it
became known that a baptism had actua1ly taken place, the Mohammedan judge of the place ordered the police to bring the man before
him. The brethren there, in seeking to protect him, claimed that the
judge should visit the clerical authority (the missionary), and in his
presence present his claims and arguments against the man; but he
would not. The man was taken by force (on the way, many with cln bs
showed their determination to molest him) to the cadi, or judge, and
there made to recant through the unusual pressure brought to bear
upon him.
Whenever a Copt or a convert from any Christian sect becomes
a Moslem, he is brought before the cadi to forswear his faith and be
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received into Islam. This privilege, accorded to a would-be Moslem,
was in this case transformed into an argument to compel a would-be
Christian to return to Islam. '1'he poor convert did not possess the
martyr's spirit, and so yielded, but in private conversation evinced his
determination to leave the town and go where he could confess his
Lord; he claimed to love Him still, and at heart not to have changed
a whit. God grant it may be true. The above incident may be made
a test case by us, whereby we may gage our future conduct in defending our con verts. We will not let the matter rest where it stands.
I am pleased to see in all this agitation and opposition the hand
of God. We are standing upon our watch-towers, eager to herald the
day; but while night has not yet lifted its sable mantel from upon this
fair land, we are pleased to report the struggling efforts of the king of
day and in joyous anticipation to wait.
III-Some Suggestions for Work Among Moslems
BY AN ARMENIAN CHRISTIA.N EVANGELIST

The prime requisite for successful Moslem work is unfeigned
Ohristian lo~'e, obtained by immediate contact with the heart of the
Master of Love. One has said, "When God laid upon my heart the
burden of the Kurds and commanded me to carry the Gospel to them,
His word burned like a fire in my heart, and I found no rest night or
day. But I found still in myself some remnant of race hatred. How
could I forget what these had done to my people, and how much innocen't blood they had shed? I cried to my Savior: '0 Lord Jesus,
who didst pray for Thy murderers and didst bless those who cursed
Thee, give me Th y grace! Else how can I do this thing wi thou t Thy
Spirit of love?' He heard and answered my cry. When I went to
them the older ones were as my parents, the children as my own little
ones, and all my brothers and sisters, Iloved them so truly. But, what
was most wonderful, their love to me was even more than mine to
them; so they recei ved me to their homes as a guest, and I lacked nothing. They said: 'We hate the Armenians, but you are not one to us,
bu t our OWn son.'''
From this love springs tact, which teaches how to approach men.
An evangelist unarmed, alone, in a solitary valley hears the cry
"Halt 1" and a robber appears from behind a rock. "Stop, or you are
a dead man 1 What are you doing here? "
" I came to find you."
" Me! What business can yon have with me? ,.
" I have a message for you."
" From whom? "
"From God."
The robber listens, is WOIl, and takes the traveler home as his
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guest for two days, so his village hears the good news. Five brigands,
armed to the teeth, are encountered; the guide fiees. The preacher
goes straight to them, Bible in hand:
" 1£ anyone should photograph you now and the picture remain,
you would always appear with dagger, sword and gUll, ready to kill
men. But I have another kind of sword which destroys not men's
bodies, but the sin of their souls."
The robbers wonder, "~What manner of salutation is this?" and
guard his exit from the place of danger after they have listened for
an hour to the Word of God. 'l'l!ey are heard of afterward as warning
villages that if the preacher suffers from them they shall not go
unpunished.
Love teaches sympathy. The preacher, passing through the bazaar,
studies from day to day how to get hold of a certain shoemaker. He
prays about it, and God teaches him what to say.
"Yon have made me happy to-day," he says to the man.
" I! How? What have I done?"
"I see you working so hard at an honest trade, not stealing or
idling away yonI' time, but trying to support your family and doing
God's will, which is that we should be diligent."
When he has won the man's heart he tells him of Jesus, and hears
from him: "Oh, I do thank you; yon have so cheered and helped me
to-day; come again."
What can he say to these bakers? "I admire your trade; it is the
most needful of all. The baker feeds the king himself. What could
we do without you! Let me tell you about another kind of bread."
And now when he passes the bakeshop there is a call: "Come, mirza,
come and tell us more about the Bread of Life."
He who will speak to Moslems must not be IIfraid ~f tit em or hesitate to speak the truth in love. They respect the honest man who will
not dissimulate or conceal his real convictions. lYe must believe that
we shall not suffer unless God wills it, anci if He does we must be reauy.
The salvation of souls is worth it. One said: "Since I have entered
this path of Moslem evangelization I know well where it leads. I constantly see myself dead and in my grave, but I have never been so happy.
I feel as if I were going to a wedding." It is no kindness to the Moslem to let him suppose you think his religion true or his prophet sent
from God. It is better to encounter anger, scorn, or violence than to
have the Moslems curse our unfaithfulness at the judgment-day,
while we.ourselves see there was rea1Iy nothing to fear.
He who speaks to Moslems must have some knowledge ~f their d£visions and tlleir different bell'~fs and practises. He mnst know, for
instance, that the Shiahs believe in man's free agency, while the Sunnites, or at least some of them, carry fatalism so far as to make God the
author of our sins. lIe must know something of their history, must
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have read the Koran, and some traditions, so that he wiII not speak of
a subject of which he is ignorant.
Most indispensable is a thOJ·01~gh knowledge of the Bible, and as he
becomes familiar with false doctrine he will wonder to find a new
weapon ever ready to hand from the old armory. To those who believe, like the Ali Illahis, in the transmigration of souls, and that man
may be born again as a lower animal, he cites the permission to slay
and eat animals, tho cannibalism is forbidden. To the BaLi who tells
him of successive births of Christ, he opposes" Christ being raised
from the dead dieth no more, death hath no more dominion over
Him." 'fo the claims of the Arab prophet, he replies that the Deliverer must come from Mount Zion, and therefore be a Jew. Texts
which had no particular meaning for him acquire a new use and significance as he notes how every error has been foreseen and provided
against. Let there be much practise of and acquaintance with the
sword of the Spirit. "There is nOlle like that."
Do not let tlte J£oslem assume that he IS to require proof of you for
the truth of Christianity, OJ· that you act solely on the defensive. It is
his to defend Islam as a new faith, and never forget to press on him
the need of substantial evidence of its claims. How do they know
their prophet was sent from God? What evidence did he bring?
What good does their religion do them? One of the strongest arguments is onr personal witness of our relation to Christ, and what He
has done for us. "If yon have received this salvation," asked one
Moslem, "why should not I?" As I told two young men of salvation
in J esns, their Kurdish servant, sitting by, leaned forward to listen,
and finally broke out with: "Khallum, is it for the Kurds too?"
Among our weapons we must include patience and courtesy, kindness and gentlelle~s. "Put yourself in his place" is a good rule. 'fry
to feel as the man does, or the woman, with whom you are talking,
whom you are striving to win, to make allowance for heredity, environment, trainillg. Some missionaries find great difficulty in speaking
of the doctrine of the Trinity, so obnoxious to Moslem ears. The
most ignorant village woman you meet will proudly assert "Allah
wahid dUJ"" (God is one), as if it were a totally new truth, and glare
at you as if expecting to be contradicted. Weare so accustomed to
take the doctrine of the Trinity for granted that few are grounded in
it before coming into contact with Moslems, but I am persuaded it is
the strategic point of controversy, and can not be ignored or lightly
treated. Let us be ready on this point to gire an answer for the faith
that is in us. As Dr. Henry H. Jessup says of Kamil, the doctrine
never seemed to present any difficulty to him, because, being under
deep personal conviction of sin, he felt the only remedy lay in God as
manifested in the Trinity; so will it be with truly converted Moslems,
and I feel it is what they require aboye all else.
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The tiuings of the need and possibility of regeneration, unO. our becoming through Christ partakers of the Divine nature alld sons of
God, are specially needed with Moslems, bn t I will not enlarge on these.
Strive to cOllvince tIle head, but not less to touch the heart. TIlere
can be no mOre dangerous state than that of a man, intellectually convinced of the truth, who knows he onght to yield to it, and fails to do
so. If conversion does not follow cOllvictioll, all is useless.
In conclusion, expect ?'esults, and not at some jaJ'-d£stant day, but
NOW. "I sent you to reap."
The sowing has been going 011 a long
time-at least, since the day of Henry Martyn. ,Ye seem to stand outside a locked and barred door, as hopeless as the gate of Peter's prison.
We touch it with a trembling finger, and lo! it swings open, and behind it we find human hearts beating with fear and apprehension,
heavy with Sorrow and hungering for the bread and water of life which
we do not know how to appreciate because it is so mnch a matter of
course. "Let us go up and possess the land, for we are well able to
overcome it."
IV-Methods in the Deccan
R~:V.

M. G. GOLDSMITH, HYDERABAD,

Missionary of the Church

~1issionary

l~DIA

Society

In the Church Missionary Society's South India Mission for Mohammedans, five methods have been employed for bringing the Gospel to
the people-viz., open-air preaching, tract distribution, the circulatio"n
of books, visiting and conversation, and public discussions.
1. The open-air preaching has been disapproved of by some, and
if badly conducted may be a bad thing, but most of our converts seem
to look upon it as the most right and proper thing, and are ready to
join in it. If soberly and heartily managed, and with the help of a
few benches for the front rank of the audience to sit upon, and with
a chair or two for the more respectable of Ollr chance hearers, and in
the front of SOme room or house to which to retire for further conversation or discussion, there seems no more direct lIleallS fol' drawing
attention to our message. In British territory the police gCllCrally are
found to have orders not to allow the Christian preacher to be unreasonably disturbed. If any opponent wishes to set forth his views, the
police allow him to stand and do so at forty paces' distance, and this
regulation prevents any acute friction.
It is undoubtedly an objection to open-air preaching that opposition is, so to speak, courted; and a ~lohalllmedan audience yery soon
resorts to opposition preaching. In lIyderabad, 80011 after we commenced in ]890, an Anjll'llwn-i-l'abUghi jl;1rlm (Society for the Propagation of Islam) was instituted, with paid preachers and workers,
which, after a sbort time, reported an accession of two hundred converts from Hinduism and Christianity. From time to time this has
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died down and been again revived, supported by the exertions of occasional apostates from our ranks.
Whenever possible, our experience suggests that a preaching-hall
should be secured, for in a suitable building it is generally easier to
obtain quieter audiences with less liability to interruption, and a better
hearing for the Message. It is true that spies may be posted to prevent anyone attending to the preaching. The open-air preacher can
shift his spot and evade such hindrances, while the fixed place in a shop
may be rendered utterly empty by well-organized espionage. But the
opposition will die down in due course, or may be partially frustrated
by inviting a public discussion, the attraction of which overcomes
most other considerations. With regard to the style of preaching, we
strongly deprecate anything polemical; we believe that the simple
statement of God's truth, illustrated by such facts and incidents as
help to make it attractive and understood, is what is really needed;
"things new and old," set forth with the power of the Holy Spirit,
and explained, when practicable, by quotations from their own
books.
2. We circulate a large number of Gospel handbills. Compared
with thirty years ago, the supply of these is now great and good.
There is always room for improvement, but the various tract societies
have been active and deserve gratitude. The number of people in
India who can read is great, and, if respectfully presented, the handbills
are seldom resented. 'l'here, however, have beeu times when many used
to be torn up before our faces. One remedy for rough treatment is to
head them with quotations from the Koran, or to give them attractive
titles. 1£ handbills are printed in a Mohammedan press, care must be
taken to see that there is nothing in the ornamentation introduced by
the printer or 1cr1tib (copyist) to damage the text. Formerly in the
North India handbills, human faces (utterly abhorrent to all "faithful" Moslems), and pigs, ingeniously worked into the margin or
elsewhere, were to be found to horrify the reader and afford a valid
excuse for the immediate destruction of the hand bill. *
3, The mission presses in India are now producing excellent books.
Besides the fiue revised Bible in Urdu, there are most useful religious
books. The sales of these are very small in the two book-shops under my
care. It is to be hoped that better days may come for selling. Meanwhile, when we can not sell, and many of our inquirers are hardly in
a position to buy, we lend a good many.
4. In order to reach the higher classes, visiting them in their houses
seems necessary. But the vexatious delays that often occur are tedi• The Dakhani Book of Genesis, printed in England about forty years ago, had to suffer
from the inexperience of a printer, who unwisely adopted an elephant as his trade-mark.
This quadruped was sufficiently like a pi" to arouse the alarm of pious Moslems, and we
were always obliged carefully to cut out the title-page on which it appeared, to prevent rough
handling of the otherwise well-printed book.
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ons. However, it may happen that other visitors are also waiting for
an audience, and the waiting-time need not be totally lost. Any new
books that may be respectfully presented are also willingly accepted.,
At railway stations, and in the railway trains, books, etc., often
meet with a hopeful reception, and very profitable times for conversation can be found. Mohammedans are always more or less ready to
talk about religion, and a conciliatory tone can secure very attentive
and thonghtfullisteners.
5. Discussions have the double advantage (1) of attracting a large
audience; (2) of being often welcomed in their own houses or mosques.
An opponent will invite the Christian to some building (school or
mosque, etc.,) of his own in order (perhaps) to show off his superiority,
and large crowds will attend on such occasions. In order to turn this
to account, it is important to have a definite subject for consideration,
and to insist on its being stuck to. When the opponent is bent
on discovering some logical flaw or on some hair-splitting, without
regard to higher issues, the result is not likely to be hopeful. It
should always be remembered that "honest and good hearts" may
be present in the company, even when the spokesman seems most
perverse and unspiritual. If, therefore, the Christian acts calmly and
patiently, a good impression may be left, even when the antagonist is
noisy and blustering. There is the promise of "a mouth and wisdom " for such occasions, and that promise may be claimed and realized.
V-The Opinion of a Converted Moslem (Translated)

*

'1'here are three classes of Moslems as regards their attitude toward
the Gospel. First, there are those whose daily bread and social position depends on Islam; these are the mollahs, and most of them
are prejudiced and fanatic. Second, there is the large class of those
who are utterly ignorant, even of their own reJigion, and are easily
moved by the first class to oppose the Gospel. But there is a third
class who are intellectually convinced of the truth of Christiauity,
bu t fear the rulers, or their relatives, or the persecution of their neighbors. Each class should be dealt with differently.
The best means of reaching Moslems is a holy walk and conversation on the part of missionaries and their helpers. Medical work and
schools are good as a means to get an audience for the Gospel. The
circulation of the Scriptures undoubtedly awakens opposition and
arouses fanaticism, even because the Bible is Divine and speaks to the
conscience. But it is one of the best means to reach Moslems. I was
first convinced of the truth by reading a penny Gospel. Controversial
books and tracts are of two kinds-the useful and the harmful. Of

* Seyyid M- A - has been a faithful colporteur in Arabia for over two years, and suffered exile and persecution for the Gospel. His opinions were noted in reply to a series of
questions.
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the first class are" Sweet First Fruits" (Khidmet-es-Salam), "Proof
of Christ's Death," the tract on the integrity of the Gospel, etc. Of
the second class there are books which are too strong and sharp for
the average Moslem, like" El Hidaya," " Makalet-fil-Islam," and" The
Sources of Islam." These books, if genetally given out, may turn a
timid seeker after the truth back to his old prejudices; altho the
authors rightly think the argument used unanswerable, yet the books
have no attractive effect. These latter books, however, have their use
for Ohristian con verts and workers among Moslems.
VI-Experience among Mohammedans in Tunis
A. V. LILEY, TUNIS, NORTH AFRICA

Missionary of the North Africa Mission

Experience has proved that in dealing with a Moslem to lead him
to Ohrist it is best to begin upon ground in which you and he are
likely to agree rather than to differ. Such points of agreement are
the unity of the Godhead, the creation, and the fall of man. It is
first necessary to show the justice of God, and to point out that if
God punished Adam, whom the Moslems call a prophet, for one act
of disobedience (Surah xx : 119), how shall we escape? If the Moslem will listen, explain Gen. iii: 15, and draw his attention to the institution of sacrifice; especially pointing out that Noah offered a sacrifice, also Abraham befo1'e he had a son. It is necessary to make clear
also that an atonement was required for sin even from the high priest
Aaron, whom the Moslems call a prophet. The listener, or inquirer,
may then be led to refer to various prophecies respecting the Lord
Jesus, such as Ps. ii : 22, Isa. liii, Dan. ix : 26, Micah v : 2, etc., and
how these were fulfilled as shown in the New Testament. The first
quibble may bflgin at the fall of Adam, for Snnnite Moslems say
that God, having foreseen all things, foreordained the fall, in order
that the world might be peopled; that all power of the body or the
will is from God, man not being a free-will agent. Here Gen. i : 27,
28 may be read, to show that the command to replenish the earth was
gi}'en before the fall.
Should the Moslem maintain his assertion, it must be pointed out
that he makes God to be: 1. The author of sin. 2. U njnst; for He
punished Adam by turning him out of paradise, for an act which was
forced upon him. 3. 'That God is 'agiz (impotent), as He is unable to
people the world without the disobedient act of man, His own creation. 4. It must be shown that if man is not a free will agent there
could be no punishment and 110 reward.
The next objection may be on the subject of sacrifice. Moslems
state that God has no need of these, as in His sovereignity He can
pardon or punish as He pleases. Here one must make known from
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the Old Testament that God has entered into a voluntary covenant
with mall, and that it is as binding on the Creator as on the created. It
pleased God to institute sacrifice, and for the blood to make an atonement for sin (Lev. xvii: 11), which offerings were shadows of the full
and perfect atonement made by" the Lord Jesus Christ.
The Moslem asks: "Why should God the Father require the death
of what you Christians call His Son in order that sinners lllay be
saved? If God is lore, He must be a cruel Pat her." The answer is
that Christ's death was a voluntary one (;\1at. xx: 28; John x : 18).
The Lord J eSllS knew He had come to die, and spoke of the sacrifice
He must accomplish on several occasions to His disciples.
The J\los]em's next objection, a very favorite one, will be the Sonship. We maintain, with the Moslem, that" God was not begotten,
neither doth He beget," in their seJlse-i.e., the material; but that
spiritually Ohrist was the Son of God.
VII-Among the Persian Moslems
BY MISS A. 1tIo:!'·nGOMERY, HAMADANI PERS1A

Missionary of the AllIerican Presbyterian Church

Our method of winning men to Ohrist must be the method of
love. This is specially to be emphasized in dealing with the people
of Persia, most of whom are simply grown-up children. We must
have close contact of life with life, but if our hearts are not full of
love-true, deep, and Christ-like in its self-sacrificing devotion-we will
not be able to draw .Moslems near to the Lord of life and love. No
mere professions of love will do in this land, where the people have
the sure instincts of little children, are clever physlognomists, expert
mind-readers, and close obselTers whether the power of a risen Christ
is Been in a life of purity and holiness among those who call themselves the disciples of the Lord Jesus.
The story of a young moHah, now one of our most successful physicians, shows that the power of snch a life is one of the most successful means of reaching Olle class of Moslems. This young man was
the son of n well-known teacher in the capital of Kurdistan-a Kurd
of the Kurds. He was as zealous for the faith of Islam as ever Paul
was for J ndaism; so earnest a Moslem, that he not only fulfilled all
the demands made by the straitest interpretation of :Moslem requirement, but went far beyond them; hating Ohristians, and instead of
saying to them "Salaam," which means peace, by a clever turn he
changed the word to mean a curse. He was fully aware of the evil
fruit Islam bore in his own life and the lives of those about him.
He felt the burden of sin, which all his making of merit by prayer
and fasting would not remore; he saw only vileness in the lives
about him. So that whelJ a Nestorian preacher came from Urllmia,
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fired with the zeal of the missionaries there, and filled with the spirit
of Christ, he soon fell under his influence. This man, he found, spoke
the truth, and altho he tempted him in many ways, could not induce
him to lie in act any more than in word. The young Moslem concluded that a religion which will keep a man from lying must be
worth looking into, and forthwith began to study God's own Word for
himself, and soon found Him by whom alone we can be cleansed from
sin and have peace with God. He then became a living witness to the
fact that sinful, degraded man can be changed by Christ's spirit alone
into the Divine image, and can bring forth the fruits of righteousness to the praise of God. His conversion and his subsequent life
have proved the power of the love of Christ. The Gospel manifested in a life is more potent to COll rince men than that of books or
scrolls.
As soon as this young man confessed his faith in Christ, his brother
tried to kill him, and he fled to Hamadan. There he grew up among
us, was baptized after long probation, studied medicine, married one
of our Christian teachers, and has a beauliful, well-ordered home, and
a most successful medical practise. How many Ii ves he has influenced
can only be estimated by Him who is Omniscient. In his two journeys to England to lIlany of his fellow travelers did he tell of Christ;
among the Stundists in Russia he found believers like himself, and he
witnessed faithfully where,'er he went in Sweden, in England, Scotland, and Ireland. On his way home from his first journey he was
stopped outside of Resht, and taken back to see an Englishman who
seemed to be dyil1g from typhoid fever. He was the means of saving
his life, and witnessed as faithfully to this man and his traveling
companion as he does to his pOOl' countrymen. The travelers took a
good deal of trouble to come to Hamadan to see him, and it ,vas encouraging to hear them give snch warm testimony to his nne character and pure life. When they were dining with us one evening and
were telling of his goodness, one of them, whose name is well-known
in the English political world, assented to the conviction that if missions in this land only gaye us th is man it would well repay all the
cost.
Of course, this Christian Moslem prayed for the brother who had
tried to take his life. The first hopeful sign was that he followed him
to Hamadan, and at last his unbelief yielded to the testimony of the
Old Testament Scriptures and in answer to the prayer of a little Armenian boy, who had come to our school from a distant village. 'l'his
boy kn-ew nothing of Christ but Ilis name when he came, but he soon
learned of His love, and began to trust Him to answer prayer. The
brother was won and was baptized, and a few years after all his beautiful children were dedicated to Christ's service in the same ordinance.
His wife was won in a different way. Coming to us first to learn to
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darn stockings, so that she might earn something for herself, then being taught to read God's word, and hearing every day of the great love
that gave Ohrist to die for sinners, she believed, and when married
she wanted the Ohristian ceremony after the Persian one, and so is the
one wife of a man who, if he had not become a Ohristian, might have
had fifteen or twenty. In this degrading custom of polygamy we
often find a text by which we show how inferior is the religion of
the false prophet to the blessed, pure religion of the Lord Jesus. One
never finds a Moslem woman who will deny Ohristianity this superiority over the religion of the false prophet.
With the young men who have studied English with me, I have
always begun with the first chapter of the Gospel of John, and, without intending it, simply thinking of learning the English words, they
have the blessed truths fixed in their minds. The third chapter brings
us to the core of all our teaching: the necessity of the new birth, the
possibility of obtaining eternal life by all through faith in the cruci. fied Ohrist becans8 of God's love for the world, and the awful alternative of the wrath of God on those who believe not, and love the
darkness rather than light. Thus, tho pupils only remained a short
time, they learned of the Lamb of God who taketh away the sin of the
world, that He is Oreator and the Son of God.
Another convert, a Khan, came to an Armenian woman, who was
noted as an eye doctor, to have his eyes treated. He saw her reading the New Testament, asked for one, became interested, applied
for a position, and, as teacher, heard all parts of God's Word read.
The sword of the Spirit slew his enmity, he believed, and was baptized.
Another Moslem between here and Tabriz became a true Ohristian
through no other instrumentality than his own perusal of God's
Word, and without any contact with Ohristians until after he was converted.
In our school work boys and girls, among the day pupils, are won
by loving contact and by loving care for bodies and souls of the
boarders, day and night. The teaching always begins with "God is
love."
On Fridays we have meetings for women, and always have Moslem
women, who hear the simple Gospel of God's love. Mrs. Hawkes tells
the story on alternate Fridays, and most of the days in the week gives
the same glad tidings to numbers of women who come for bodily healing to the dispensary. There is also the faithful preaching and teaching of the Gospel in two places in the city every Sabbath, and the
medical and evangelistic work done in Hamadau and the surrounding
villages.
From all our experience, what is the conclusion? Give Ohrist's
Gospel by the hands of those who love the Moslem as Ohrist loves
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them, and live lives thus consecrated in homes of purity and peace.
Give God's own Word, assured that His promise is true, that it shall
not return void, and let those who teach and preach ad vance to the
attack of every heart-citadel on their knees, and the Crescent shall
wane in the light of the Cross, and the Moslem world shall soon confess that Jesus is Lord, true prophet, priest, and king, to the glory of
God the Father.
VIII-Methods of Work in Yemen
BY REV. JOHN C. YOUNG, M.4,'l M.B.C.l\i., ARDEN, ARABIA

Missionary of the United Free Ohurch of Scotland

Before anyone can stem the tide of Islam, I believe that he must
not only be pure and peaceable, but thoroughly conversant with the
language and laws of the people among whom he dwells. He must
know the trend of their thoughts and be acquainted with the tenets
of their belief, so that when called upon to interfere in behalf of an
oppressed indi vid ual, he may be able to decide at once whether or not
to interpose on the sufferer's behalf, and whether or not a door has
been opened for the Gospel message that he carries.
Opportunities such as these ought to be taken advantage of for
pointing out the evils of polygamy and the baneful effects of the Moslem code in the home life of the people as a whole. But other means
will be necessary for drawing people to hear the message of sal vation,
and when traveling in the interior I find that nothing attracts a crowd
more rapidly than a lantern lecture; for tho it is said that "angels
never enter a house where there are pictures or dogs," the average
Moslem never seems to have any hesitation in gazing upon pictures or
listening to a lecture on such subjects as "Joseph before Pharaoh," or
"Jonah fleeing from Nineveh." 'l'hen when the audience is thoroughly
interested, a picture can be thrown on the screen that will enable the
lecturer to "speak a good word for Jesus."
I have also found the day-school of great service in breaking down
prejudices and ellabling us to meet Moslem thought in its early stages.
Shortly after I took over charge of our school here I discovered that
children came for a day 01' two and then left, and when I went to discover the reason I learned that the Arab masters had in every case
gone to the boy's parents and said that if they continued to send their
child to school he would be made to speak English in heaven, and no
person would understand him. Happily this stage is now passing
away, and we look upon the school as a very helpful adjunct to the
other work.
Far and away, however, before all others as a help to Christian
work among Moslems is the medical mission, which is a true handmaid to the Gospel. I know of nothing which will more quickly open
a way for the man with his message than a properly performed Sllr-.
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gical operation. It sets every person talking, and draws people from
a very great distance for surgical help.
Among those who have been treated in our hospital during the past
year more than 30 per cent. of the patients came distances that varied
from three to three hundred miles, expressly to put themselves under
the care of the Ohristian doctor, while gO per cent. of those who live
in our midst would tell you that the missionary's medicllle is good because it is mixed with prayer.
A medical missionary, however, must never forget that the course
of Islam is not to be stopped by surgery any more tlulll immorality is
to be cured by free breakfasts, or drunkenness cured by a dose of ammonia. To meet Islam one must attack its weak points, and make
thinking men to be dissatisfied with its illogical and nnreasonable
base. But before one can do this he must be sure of his own ground,
and be ever ready to give a reason for the faith that he holds.
Once when I was preaching in the dispensary a shereef interrupted
me with the question, " Oan a thing be made to stand still that never
moved?" and when I replied, " No, assuredly not," he said," Then
why does your Bible say that Joshua commanded t11e sun to stand
still?" My reply was, " , Y e do err, not knowing the Scriptures,' for
a careful reading of the passage would show you how far wrong yom
thoughts are, and a simple illustration will make that plain. I suppose you were up in time for prayer this morning, and saw the sun
rise between the horns of the devil?" and when he said "Yes," I
asked why, a minute or two before, he had said the snn never moved,
and now said that he saw it rising. I then went on to explain that
common every-day language was used in the Bible, and no person that
wanted to know the truth could mistake the meaning.
As, however, he had asked one question, I begged to ask another,
and when leave was given I asked him if a man could cleanse a tarred
wall with a tarred hand, and, if not, how could Mohammed with the
tarred hand of his own iniquity take away our sin. He said that Mohammed could not, but God would, at Mohammed's request, do so.
This -brought up the whole question of God's justice, and I was enabled
to show the people that God could not be jnst and yet justify the sinner until the penalty of sin had been paid by a sinless one.
During Ramadhan a globe to represent the earth is a very useful
means of showing the Moslem that the so-called command of God to
fast from the time that one is able to distinguish a white thread from
a black one till sunset could never have come from heav m; for the
Kingdom of Heaven ruleth over all, and is acquainted with other parts
of the world than Arabia.
A red tarboosh held up against a white wall wearies the eye, so
that when removed a green mark, the same size and shape, appears
where the cap has been; so a concelltered gaze, we tell them, on the
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sinful progenitor of Islam blinds every Moslem to the white light of
God's love revealed in Jesus.
I think, too, that more might be made of the fact that Mohammed
never really assumed the r61e of a prophet, according to the Scriptural
definition in Deut. xviii: 22, while our Savior did, and nearly all His
prophecies are fnlfilIed, while we confidently trust that the rest will be
fulfilled as He said.
The missionary's aim, in my opinion, ought ever to be that of raising a spirit of inquiry among the people; and, having raised that spirit
of inq Lliry, he ought to put God's Word into their hands, pointing out
the fact of the Koran's declaring that it was sent down to confirm the
Scriptures, which have never been abrogated, for, according to the
Koran, no person can ever abrogate God's word.

THE NORMAL STATE OF AFFAIRS IN TURKEY
ITS BEARING ON MISSIONARY WORK
BY ONE WHO KNOWS FROM EXPERIENCE

*

Since the Treaty of Berlin, in 1878, it has been the established
policy of the European governments to maintain the status qltD of the
'furkish Empire. Two or three seeming exceptions to this rule have
hardly sufficed to nullify the principle; for they have had more force
on paper than in fact, except in the cases of Eastern Rumelia and
Crete. In 1885 a bloodless revolution made the former a part of Bulgaria; but as it had formerly been a self-governing province, the internal change was not great. In 1898 Prince George of Greece was
made High Commissioner of Crete, thus completing the virtual abdication of authority over that island by Turkey after a struggle with
revolu tionists beginning before 1866. The territorial modifications in
the readjustment of boundaries after the Grieco-Turkish war of 1897
are too insignificant to demand attention. The principle of maintaining the status quo was then abundantly illustrated by the fact that
Tllrkey was forced to give back to Greece the rich plain of Thessaly
after driving the Greek armies out of it. The same principle has been
a healthy deterrent to the excessive zeal of Bulgaria in demanding reforms for Macedonia during the past two years.
After the Armenian atrocities of 1894-1896 the Porte was compelled to introd nce "reforms" in the Anatolian provinces as a means
of pacifying, not the Armenians, but Europe. Snms were appropriated for Armenian relief, but these were usually immediately extorted again for the payment of new taxes or back taxes. Part of the
• For obvious reasons this article is anonymous.
are unknown ill 'l'urkey.-Eo!'+'oI\S,

Free speech and freedom of the press
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taxes in certain districts were remitted for a term of years; but as
soon as that time had passed, if not sooner, the entire amount for
all those years was demanded, and mercilessly collected, even to confiscation of property and ruthless imprisonment. A system of Ohristian su bgovernors was in troduced, ostcnsibly to act as a check upon
the religious zeal of the Moslem governors, and to secure representation in administrative affairs. But the Greeks or Armenians selected
to fill these posts were from the most dissolute and venial class; and
on being asked what his official duties were, one intelligent subgovernor said: "My duty is to say' Pek eyi, ~ffendim' (' Very well, Illy
lord '), whenever the governor speaks to me." The ineffectiveness of
the" reform" is well illustrated by the fact that not a word of remonstrance has been heard, either from the people or from Europe, at the
abolishing of the office of subgovernor this spring in the Vilayet of
the Archipelago. The truth is that all the reforms introduced in
1897 have proven absolute failures, and in the grimmest sense of the
words the status quo has not been affected by them.
Russia and Austria, with the backing of the other powers, are now
engaged in "reforming" Macedonian administration. It is too early to
predict results; but when a cancer has once obtained a foothold in a
man's stomach, all the soothing syrup he can be forced to swallow will
not cure it. As far as the European powers have indicated their intentions relative to the future of 'l'urkey, the status quo is to be maintained. If only the" normal conditions" can be preserved-by which
is probably meant the absence of armed confiicts between the races,
and the prevention of plots against his majesty-Europe will be satisfied.
Now what is this normal state of affairs, and how is it related to
the missionary work? Would that some pen could outline, for the
benefit of American Christians, the normal state of affairs in the
United States, and the way in which it necessitates the cm·tailing of
missionary work in 'L'urkey and elsewhere, because of insufficient offerings of the home churches! It is the aim of the present paper to show
some of the difficulties placed in the way of Christ's messengers by the
normal state of Turkish affairs.
The first part of our Lord's last command is: "Go ye"; and Turkey has tried to put all possible obstacles ill the way of ohedience to
this. It is the only country claiming a species of civilization where
an American passport is worthless away from the seacoast. A Turkish
tezkere, or permit to travel, not only requires a fresh vise for each journey, but must be registered a half-dozen times during each trip, with
a corresponding loss of time. But an American missionary can hardly
reckon his difficulties in this regard as worthy of mention in comparison with those of a native preacher or evangelist. Almost without
~<xceJltion, natives are required, before they are allowed to travel, to
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furnish bailor security that they will return at a specified time. And
when an itinerant evangelist visits a place where there is not already
an established alld duly recognized Protestant community, he is liable
at any time to be expelled by the government. Such was the experience of a Greek preacher a short time since at a town near Adrianople. There were many souls seeking the light who wanted him to
preach to them; but the orthodox bishop stirred up the governor to
forbid his 1?reaching, on the ground that there was no evangelical com-

This is a passport ({ood only for one lunar year. On the back may be seen a number of vises
which must be renewed for each journey and registered a number of times
during each trip

munity there. Thus the seed sown must for the most part be sown in
secret, until a full-fledged organization is possible.
Travel is further hindered by the wretched condition of public
highways. 'rhe government tax on every male subject is theoretically
fifty cents a year for the maintenance of roads; but the sum is often
doubled by local ofilcials, and many instances might be cited where,
after paying this doubled tax, men have been forced to go and work
out the full amount in labor as well. The roads may go many years
without any attempt at reparation; but woe to the individual who
starts repairing without government permit. I have bumped over
hummocks and hollows where it seemed as if every jolt would smash
the wheels or springs, and have heard the driver beg the stonecrushers by the roadside, for the love of God, to throw a couple of
boulders into some especially deep hole, that he might drive over
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them. On my asking him why he did not do it himself, he said: "I
should be arrested and fined; this is a government road, and no unauthorized person has a right to tamper with it." Driving through
plowed fields is often resorted to as a more pleasing alternative to
using the "road."
Colporteurs must expect to be arrested as they travel from village
to village, and are often confronted with the command of some petty
governor: "You have no business wandering, gipsy-like, from place to
place; if you want to sell your books, hire a shop in the town, and stay
there." And the case must come before the American legation or the
British embassy at the capital to be settled aright.
But travel, after all, is only a small part of missionary work.
Three great branches are often allnded to as comprised in missionary
activity: the evangelistic, the educational, and the medical. The work
of pu blication, industrial missions, philanthropic work, and other forms
of effort might be added. In each line the crafty Turkish government
has found oppression easy, and has aimed at suppression.
Evangelistic Work.-No building can be erected without official
permission, and especial restrictions are placed upon the erection of
churches or schools. A permit for a dwelling-house is usually granted
with the written stipulation that it shall never be used as a church or
as It school. It may take many years to obtain permission to build one
of the latter. There are to-day two evangelical Armenian churches in
Constantinople, and one evangelical Greek church. The Armenian
congregation in Pera, the European quarter, purchased a site for a
building in 1846, which was exchanged, some thirty years later, for a
better one; and in spite of numberless strenuous efforts, no permit for
a church buildiug has yet been obtaineL On the other side of the
Golden Horn the Vlanga church purchased a site in 1880, but permission to build was withheld. In 1894 a temporary structure was
hastily put up in a single night, and the police, thus eluded, tried in
vain to tear it down. This" shanty" was never a fit place of worship, but is utterly past using now. The Greek congregation has never
had a chapel of its own, but is generously given the nse of the chapel
of the Swedish legation.
Such opposition to the erection of churches is perfectly" normal"
on the part of the government, for they have persisted in it for fiftyeight years ill the instance first cited. It is, however, a serious obstacle to evangelistic work. For the authorities do not authorize meetings held in private houses. When a Greek preacher moved last fall
to Constantinople the police immediately called on him to ask who
and what he was, and whence he carne and why. On receiving satisfactory answers, they said: "Very well, this is your residence; but
you must remember that you are forbidden to hold meetings here,
and we shall watch to see who comes and goes here." Thns are neigh-
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borhood prayer-meetings interfered with, and must often be held, if
held at all, withou t singing. to avoid attracting attention. Any organization of young men is looked upon with suspicion by the authorities;
and, for fear of bringing suspicion on the institution, the Y. M. C. A.
at Anatolia College, .Marsovan, has been suppressed as an organization,
tho the meetings continue informally. For the same reason, intercollegiate conferences are impossible, nor can one college send a delegation to another college with fraternal greetings. Imagine, you college

A PATIEN'r DErING BROUGHT TO THE HOSPITAL AT MAD60VAN

The sufferings and injury to a sick man, caused by being brought over rough roads on a
springless ox~cart, can be better ilflugined than described.

leaders in America, the stagnation in Christian life that would result
from similar restrictions there. How hard it is to imagine such a
thing!
Ed7tcational fVork.-All sorts of obstructions are put in the way
of pupils wishing to go to mission schools and colleges. This amounts
in most instances to absolute prohibition for Mohammedan students.
Terrorism is sometimes tried where other means fail. Two recent
and flagrant instances of this deserve notice here. In February, 1902,
seven young men, students in Anatolia College, Marsovan, were
arrested and taken under guard to the capital of the subprovince to
await trial. All sorts of effort were made to hasten tteir trial, but in
vain. One of the seven was sent back as being too young for detention; the rest were all confined in prison for fifteen months, and then,
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Tbls is as t he building appeared when it 1Hld heen erected hy the congregation in

fi.

Ringl e night

at the conclusion of their trial, immediately released. Naturally
enough, the vagueness of the charges against them, combined with
their long imprisonment, deterred many from coming to the college
in September of that year. The pnrpose of the authorities who
arrested these innocent boys was thus accomplished.
I n May, 1903, within a few days after these students were released,
Professor Tenekejian, of Euphrates College, Harpu t, was arrested on
a trumped-up charge of conspiracy. More than forty persons were
then im,prisoned, and after most urgent appeals by the U 11 i ted States
diplomatic and consular officers for a prompt trial, tl1e investigation
was begun in August and ended on Febru ary 6th.* Both cases were
direct attempts on the part of officials to intimidate stud ents, or PI'ospecti ve students, and thus hurt American institutions. It is gratifyin g to add that in both cases th e offending governors have been
removed, tho it remains to be seen if their zeal will not be rewarded
by assigning them to a higher post, as was done with the VaH of
Beirut, recently removed at the demand of Admiral Cotton, and
immediately received by the sultan in private audience and appoillted
Vali at Brousa, the ancient capital.
Another method of interference was recently illustrated at Oonstantinople. A kindergarten was opened, under missionary supervision, in September, and an official permit was requested. Instead of

•

• A f uller account of this case was published in The Congregationalist of April 30th last
from Dr. H. N. Barnum, an eye-witness.
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ref using this, the authorities, after allowing the school to run on
smoothly till April, visited the parents of every child, and told them
to withdraw their children on pain of arrest. So building and teacher
are n ow without a job-officially boycotted,
Time would fail us to tell of text-books forbidden and others
mu t il ated (I myself have been required to cut out of a reader a piece
on "The Dogs of Constantinople" before the book could be sanctioned), of teachers remoYed, of buildings closed, and other such
annoyances. These are usually the deeds of local officials, acting
under t he general principle. whi spered them from headquarters, to
harass missionary in stitutions wh erever possible. But it is well to
remind ourselves again that all t hese happen in a perfectly" normal "
state of affairs .
.Afedical Work.-To practise medicine in the Turkish Empire an
American physician must pass an examination at the capital, either
in French or in Turkish. Of course, much time is required to
familiari zo one wi th the med ical terms in either language; but if this
were all, it might not be called wasted time. Much hard er to bear is
the delay in granting any examination at all. A missionary physician
reached the capital in Octobe r last, and applied for his examinations,
but was put off on on e pretext or another for two months and a half,
and this, altho he was trying to hasten matters with the help of the
United States C011sulate.
After the doctor reaches his fiold he has two principal obstacles to

THE VIANG..\. CHURCH

llUJ.!..DI~G

AS IT A P PEA RS 'ro-DAY

·The Turkish goycrul..'"lcnt ha-s not al10wrd the co ngr e~ntlo n to add n single board or tHe to
this shanty sh ce it wa s bui lt , te': \ years ngo
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face besides the difficulty of learning the language. One is the customs regulations, which forbill the introduction of wany of his most
useful drugs, lay exorbitant taxes on others, and practicltlly shut out
all electric apparatus. He must revise his materia medica, and use
substitutes for many of his favorite doses. The other obstacle is the
opposition of local and ignorant practitioners, who do their best, privately and through the local courts, to compass the downfall of the
medical man. At a missionary hospital some years ago, an operation,
tried as a last resort, failed, and the patient died. The case was plainly
desperate; yet the local Armenian doctor w-ent to the court and swore
out a warrant for the arrest of the American surgeon on the charge of
manslaughter. '1'he rights of extra-territoriality gave the surgeon the
opportunity of refusing to appear except at the summons of an American consul. But the excitement stirred up by this jealous rival injured
the medical work in that hospital for many moons. Nevertheless, aU
the official and private opposition in the country has not prev('nted
the medical branch from becoming one of the most powerflll bl'anches
of missionary service.
Publication Work.-The hindrances placed in the way of publishing Christian literature are such as to cOlllll1and the respect of the
greatest obstructionists in political life. The censor is a party to be
reckoned with every time. So many stories of Tu rkish press censorship have been told that a quarto volume of them might be gathered
together. The American Bible Society was recently pLl blishing a
revised edition of the Turkish Scriptures when a zealous censor
demanded that such verses as Proverbs i.: 14-17; vi: G, 1G-10; xix:
29; xx: 21; xxi: 7; xxii: 28; xxiv: 15, 16; xxvi:26, be omitted, as
bearing too pointedly on the present condition of affairs in rrurkey.
It took some exertion to COIl vince him that the right to publish the
Word of God intact had been secured by treaty.
The editor of the weekly religious paper Avedaper was publishing
a series of articles about eschatology, but was forbidden to use the
word" millenium," as that seemed to intimate that there could be a
more blessed period than the reign of Abdul Hamid II. Instead, he
must refer to "the event mentioned in Rev. xx: 4," which might not
be considered derogatory. Greltt difficulty has ltlso been experienced
this past two years in the Sunday-school lessons. The manuscript for
the lessons for 1903 in Greek was prepared with great labor and care
during the summer of 1902, and immediately submitted to the censorship. There it lay until October, 1903, when it was returned, with a
few passages excised. Of course the printing of them for 1903 was
out of the question, and they were pu bUshed, at much loss, for 1904
Another sort of interference has been indulged in for the Armenian
lessons of the cnrrent year, where the study of the '<'Divided Monarchy" and the reign of Hehoboam is forbidden, as being too suggestelectronic file created by cafis.org
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ive of possiuilities in this land. Other lessons must be substituted
for these.
Not content, however, with the time-honored censor's work, and
fearing lest too much might be published with no further barriers, the
administration had until recently a second censorshi;1 in a board of
revision, to whom the first printed copy of each work must be submitted before publication.
It is easy to see how
much extra and unnecessary expense results from any such
revision, to say nothing
of the loss of more
time. But each department distrusted
the other, and undesirable statements must
be suppressed at all
costs. Such a flood of
complaints came in,
however, that this
second censorship has
been abandoned.
We might likewise
go into detail as to
A TURKISH. PEASANT SOWING SEED
obstructions to all
branches of philanthropic work. But perhaps enough has been said
to show the careful reader that the status quo, the" normal" state of
affairs, is eminently undesirable, so far as missionary activity is concerned. Evangelists, educators, and physicians, pu blishers and Christian
philanthropists, find obstacles placed before them at every turn by the
Turkish government. It is only by most patient diplomacy that many
other hindrances have been overcome. There remains but vue point
more to be considered in this connection at present, and that is the
effort the American government is making to secure for its citizens
equal rights with France, Hussia, Germany, alld Eugland. Three
years ago the French republic, taking advantage of certain financial
claims long unsettled, and by exerting the pressure of sending its fleet
to .Nfitylene and seizing the custom-house there, forced upon the Turkish government the following four points:
(I) The recognition of the It'gal existence of the French schools, or
those under French protection, respect for their freedom of operation,
and the maintenance in their favor of the customs immunities accorded
to religious orders.
(2) The recognition of the legal t'xistence of the churches, chapels,
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PART OF THE HARBOR AT CONSTA.XTINuPLE

This 8110'\\'8 the British and French gunboats which have been stationed in the harbor since
18B5 to vroteet their eonntries' interest. This is rendered necessary by the
IlOnntll statt' of affairs in Turkey

hospitals, dispensaries, orphanages, asylums, and other French establishInents, or those under French protection, their exemption frOIn the real
estate tax, and the maintenance in their favor of the customs immunities
accorded to religious orders.
(3) The authori7:ation of the construction and enlargement, or repair,
of a certain number of French establishments, or those under French protection, mentioned in a certified list, and their legal recognition in their
new dimensions.
(4) The engagement to consider as legally authori7:ed, with the benefit
of all the exemptions and immunities fiowing from this authorization,
the future creations 01' constrllctions of scholastic, religious, or other
similar establishments, by Frenchmen 01' French proteges, and also the
repair or future enlargement of establishments analogous to those
already existing, if within a delay of six months, to be reckoned from the
notice gh-en by the embassy, the Sublime POl'te has not formulated in
writing its objections with the reasons.

It will be seen at a glance that such wide-sweeping, imperial recognition and immunity are of the utmost importance to missionary
work. The other countries mentioned were prompt to take action
demanding the same rights as those accorded to France; and, urged
on by a number of forces, notably by the missionary boards working in
Turkey, the United States instructed its Minister at Constantinople
to make a similar demand for American rights-rights already technically ours by virtue of the" most favored nation" clause. Yet,
altho this matter was presented to the Sublime Porte two years ago,
the only definite answer up to July, 1904, has been a categorical refusal, on the ground that no such step was necessary. It is not given
to those outside the pale of official circles to know the plans of our
government. If it is intended to use the powerful United States fleet,
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now assembling in the Mediterranean, to demonstrate to his majesty
that our demands mean something, he would readily accede without
necessitating the firing of a single shot. Everything short of such a
demonstration seems to have been tried, but in vain. Let it be clearly
understood that these demands are not missionary demands for prit·.
ileges for missionaries, but are American demands for the rights of
American citir-ens. They have, however, wide-reaching possibilities
of help to the advancement of Chri8t's Kingdom. '1'he present state of
affairs is one to be deeply regretted, in view of the four great immuni·
ties obtained by France for the Homan Catholic missions in Turkey,
but as yet unjustly refused for our own.
The author of this article is neither pessimistic as to the future of
this empire, nor a revolutionist arguing for the demolition of this government. A glance at the conditions prevalent twenty years ago in
'rurkey, as compared with the present status, would cure any pessimist; and if a likc ratio of progress is maintained for the next twenty
years, the country will be scarcely recognizable. But reforms are necessary to insure the prosperity of the Church militant, and much more
radical reforms than the governments of Europe have as yet suggested.
~When travel is safe and easy, when churches and schools are accorded
the same privileges as are now given to mosques and rum-shops, when
medicine is recognized to be better than witchcraft, and the printingpress is allowed to work its work of true enlightenment, then we may
look for an era of prosperity that shall redeem this shadow-cursed land
from fanatical devotion to ignorance.

YILDIZ KIOSK AND HARMIDIEl CONSTANTINOPI.E

The sultan's palace and mosque, showing the procession attendiu.2' the sultan's return
from the mosque
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SOME SIGNS ON THE WORLD-WIDE HORIZON
BY THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On every side, at the present time, significant events are occurring.
The absorbing topic just now is the great conflict between Japan and
Russia, which may yet involve far wider interests than we imagine.
Sagacious men of the remote Orient tell us that Japan's prime purpose
is to awaken the great emlJire of China, and stimulate that wonderful
nation to take such a position in the world's affairs as four hundred
millions of people are capable of assuming; and there are indications
of complications which may involve not only China, but India, Germany, and Great Britain. Certainly Japan has suddenly risen to the
position of a first-class military and naval power, and it is evident
already that Hussia will not find it so easy to overcome H these venomous dwarfs," as she calls them.
At the same time it is most encouraging to know from missionaries in Japan that the war is not interrupting Christian work, and
that, aside from the increased prices of needful articles of food and
raiment, the work in the Sunrise Kingdom is rather accelerated than
retarded.
From China we have a report of the recent annual meeting of the
Central China Religions Tntct Society, held at Hankow. * The Rev.
Dr. Griffith John called attention to the remarkable development of
this work. The Society dates froll! the year 1876, in which the circulation was only 9,000 pu blications; in 1889, 1,026,305; in 1893 it rose
to 2,171,055. During these twenty-eight years the Society has sent
out 20,938,213 publications. He continues:
But are these books and tracts read? Yes, they are. I do not
mean to say that t hey are all read, but that they are widely read, and
in many cases the meaDS of turning men from darkness to light, and
from the power of Satan unto God. Mr. Stewart, one of the China
Inland missionaries at Changteh, Hunan, mentions an interesting circumstance in connection with the recent distribution of books at the
B.A. examinations at Changsha:
"Having had occasion to invite a teacher to help in my studies, I
engaged a Mr. Liu in that capacity. When I had been reading with
him for a month or more, I noticed that he asked questions which
implied some previous knowledge of the Gospel. He asked me one
which caused me immediately to ask where he got the information
that led to it. He then informed me that he was ono of the many
students who received books at the Changsha distribution. That he
had read these books carefully is proved by his questions. One of the
books was Genesis, and another your 'Gate of Wisdom and Virtue.'
Lin is quite an intelligellt yonng man, and it id one of the hopeful
signs in China to-day that men of his stamp not only read but think
of the contents of our books. I don't suppose that he has any present
*' See a.Iso

p. 778 for" Remarkable Exarnination Questions in China."
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intention of becoming a Christian, bnt he has told me much that indicates a deep sense of something lacking."
There are thousands of schol!rs in these two provinces to-day who
might be classed with Mr. Lin. They are reading our books, and have
a sense of something lacking. Let llS pray that they may find Christ.
At the beginning of last year H. E. Han, the Yachou Taotai,
called on me. In religion he is a Buddhist, and an idealist. He is
well versed in the Buddhist classics and charmed with the Diamond
Su tm. At the close of a long and very interesting conversation on
religious BU bjects, I gave him a copy of Dr. Martin's" Christian Evidences" and one of "'1'he Gate of Wisdom and Virtue." Soon after
his return to Yachou I received a long letter from him, in which he
tells me that he hl1d read both books carefully and with much interest. He also calls attention to certain points in our teachings which
he, as a believer in Buddhism, can not accept. '1'he whole letter
shows that he had not only read the books, but mastered their contents also. There was a time when men in his position would not
have condescended to look at a Ohristian book, but officials who have
been reading our books are to be met with constantly in these days.
Hopeful Signs of God in China. Africa. and India

At the Mildmay missionary meetings Mrs. Howard Taylor, in giving a most impressive report with regard to what she had seen herself
of the supernatural work of God, said:
We see the manifestation of the supernatural, perhaps, most of all
in heathen lands. '1'he supernatural purpose of the missionary work
came from God. Preaching the Gospel to every creature has been
beset with difficulty, but God has brought about the seemingly impossible. We think of Morrison, the first missionary to China, and the
wonderful way in which, hiding himself away, he was tanght the Chinese language by natives'rho risked their lives in so doing. Again, it
is only fifty years since MI'. Hudson Taylor landed in China, and not
forty since he devoted himself to the opening up of the interior; but
to-day there is not a town or city where missionaries could not go and
settle and preach the Gospel with as much freedom as in Great Britain,
and certaiuly more than in Ireland. Only sixteen years ago missionaries had to anticipate the "yearly riot" in some places, but at the
present time there are thousands of inquirers in one province alone.
'rhe new work opened by Mr. Montagu Beauchamp has been blessed
to a wonderful degree. The Word of God is being studied, and invitations to open stations are numerous. Messengers come beseeching
Mr. Beauchamp to go and teach the people. One town sent a sedan
chair, with an escort, and an urgent request to go and give Christian
instrnction. At one placc the people are willing to build a chapel out
of the funds of the heathcn temple, antI at another they would build
one at their own expense. As showing the lJew spirit which is abroa.d,
the Viceroy of Hunan and Hupeh has issned a proclamation that in
the two provinces all the temples are to be eleared of their present
contents and devoted to educational purposes. Supernatural love is
the chief motive force of missionary effort, and the su pernatural power
of the Holy Ghost, working with the Gospel.
Mrs. Taylor also told a thrilling story of a demon-possessed woman
who. after hearing the story of the demoniac of Gadara, and learning
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for the first time of Christ, was converted, and became an earnest and
efficient evangelist. When the missionaries were driven out in the
Boxer troubles, this woman, wonderfully transformed, carried on the
work, and when the missionaries returned they found new converts
won for Christ through her ardent labors.
There were many other most interesting reports from various countries at these same Mildmay missionary meetings. In Uganda the
drum calls to morning prayer, and thousands assemble in the Cathedral)
and there may be heard to declare with one voice: "I believe in God
the Father Almighty." At sunset the drum sounds again, the call to
evening prayer) and the families gather to worship the Lord in their
little huts.
From Livingstonia, Lake Nyassa) Mr. D. Crawford sends the last
sheet of the new Luba Testament, and asks fellow Christians to rejoice
with them because of this completed work. He says:
For many years, against storm and wind and tide, we have sought
to win for our God from Africa's babel this translation of His Word
into the great Luba language. At last, after nearly fifteen years' labor)
God has graciously crowned our unworthy service, and Africa's
dark center has His own Word. Dark and far-stretching as our needy
interior is, we truly greet God's Lamp with joy, for ours is midnight
hour of need. While many have fallen by our side) we have been
spared with many a loud reminder of our God's goodness. We bless
our God that He still uses the weak things of this world to cast down
all human imaginations that in the mind of man exalt themselves
against the knowledge of our High God.
This is our God who
worketh wonders, and who stillraiseth up the things that are nothing
"to break the bar of Damascus and burn the wall of Gaza with fire."
Upon the head of that One who was called the Word of God there
were many crowns, and we have thus sought to add one more crown to
the written Word. Over the head of the Christ they put three mock·
ing translations in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin; on the same holy head
God placed many crowns! That Word of God too, as we read, went
forth conquering and to COIl queI', and bere in Africa tbat very noun
" ""Vord " means" '1'he Conqueror." A king, the African says, has no
need to wield a spear or weapon of war; he speaks the word only, and
his will is dOlle! So the phrase " Word of God" really means" 'rhe
Conqueror of God." It is written that it was given Him, the lV' ord of
God, that all languages should serve Him. A language serving the
Christ-how momentons the thought! Here is a Book that will never
take the fever, never need furlough, never be fruitless!
The simple story of our methods in translation needs only a few
words of explanation. '1'here was first of all the long preparation of
ten years, a preparation this that no term of study in England could
supply. What is wanted is the true echo of Bantu speech, for without this every man can not hear in his own tongue. Note-books wero
in constant use, in which was stored the genuine native speech as
spoken among the tribe, and from those note-books we built grammar,
the nouns, verbs, and adjectives of the work, playing very much the
part of that purple, blue, and gold in the making of the 'L'abel'llacle
of old. God's Word is also His Tabernacle, and therein does He long
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to dwell in this dark Africa. Of course we had our blunders, and they
were legion.
One of onr number quaintly asked a native what the word for an
ax was. The native, not knowing what the question was, asked,
"What do you say?" Thus his qnestion was calmly written down as
the word for ax! A similar errol' was in the case of the Australian
word, kangaroo. Seeing aIle of these animals bounding away, a settler asked its name. "Kang Roo?" asked the native, meaning, " What
do YOll say?" On this same principle you will find rivers mapped
solemnly in African maps as "I don't know River," or " "lfountains
Mountains," and so on. Nearly all the govAl'Ilment officials too in
this land refuse to learn the native language, on the plea that it is beneath them. They forget that one of God's solemn curses was that
very thing-the bringing up against His people a nation whose tongue
they would not understand. Confusion of tongucs was Satan's darkest plan for the sorrow of the race. God redeems man from the curse
by letting eyery man know the Gospel in His own tongne. rrhe Lord
Christ went back to the Father with the glad message: "I have given
them Thy Word." So would we seek to have fellowship with Him in
all hn miIity.
From India, with its 294,000,000 people, speakillg one hundred and
forty-seven tongues or dialects, there is a report of an increase of about
nine per cent. in the number of Mohammedans, with an increase of
thirty-one per cent. of Christians, through the proclamation of the
Good Tidings. The Mohammedans are by no means hopelessly alien
from Christ; in the Punjab, for example, eleven out of eighteen native
clergy of the C. .1\1. 8. are MohammfJdan converts.
We also hear from India most interesting aceounts of a praisemeeting at Calcn tta, to which nOlle wcre adlllitteu wi thou t a ticket declaring them followers of the Lord ,Jesus-a meeting consisting of upward of eighteen hundred persons, four-fifths of whom were native
cOllverts.
Evangelism and Criticism in Great Britain

'rurning from the ~ast to the \Vest, we see that Great Britain IS
just now the center of many interesting events. The Illission of Dr.
R. A. Torrey and his colleague, :\11'. George Alexander, has been manifestly successful in the main objects for which it was instituted, and
both at Blackpool, among the multitudes of people who throng that
seaside resort, and at Keswick, with its Christian leaders, he has been
greatly used for the quickening of spiritual life.
'rhe Pan· Presbyterian Council recently met at LiYerpool, and it is
perhaps a significant faet that the opening sermon, preached by Dr.
John Watson (Ian Maclaren) on "Heasonableness the Touchstone of
Truth," takes broad positions, which seem to many rationalistic.
The text was II. Corinthians x: 1, "The Reasonableness of Christ"that word being substituted for" gentleness." 'Ve make the followi.ng
extracts:
One can see the developmen t of a sixth sense in the race, and
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may well believe that with every age an increasing number of persons
will hear the voice of God as did Abraham and Isaiah, St. Paul and
St. John. It is one thing, however, to believe that God is truth and
has specially declared Himself through a receptive race, and another
to accept all)' book, 'Without que1ltlon, as an 'Infallible standard of
truth. It is evident that such Scripture could only come to us through
a human medium, and nothing can guarantee the veracity of the
medium except the inherent reasonableness of His message, and of
that the human reason, as the reflection of the ])i vine, must be the
judge. . . .
Christianity, of all religions, should be the last to appeal to
credulity, and to teach superstition; its appeal should be ever to a
man's judgment, and its hope to establish it in truth. '['he business
of reason is to sift what is real from what is unreal, to crush and wash
the quartz, to gather the particles of pure gold, and to offer the precious
metal for the acceptance of faith. Reason, searching the Bible and
traveling through the history of the Church, leaves the chaff and
keeps the corn-taking Abraham's splendid faith, leaving the intended
sacrifice of Isaac;. taking the pity of God over Nineveh, and leaving
the fanaticism of Jonah; taking the spirituality of the Psalms, and
leaving their fierce invectives; taking St. Paul's love for Christ, and
leaving his Rabbinical arguments. . . . And we know what to
take by its radiant reasonableness, because nothing can be more
becoming, more winning, more satisfying, and more like God, etc.

Tlte London Christian very naturally asks, "Where are we?" and
says:
In making a few inquiries, arising out of these paragraphs, we confine ourselves to the application of the argument and to the illustrations by which it was enforced, for the instances adduced in proof
give the real bearing of the argument.
Are we, then, to receive as
settled principles:
That the Bible consists partly of corn and partly of chaff ?
That reason is to decide which is corn and which is chaff?
That while Abraham's splendid faith is to be acconnted corn, his
intR,ntion to sl'.C\'ifi~", ha,a,~ is to b", l'.C~o\mt",d ~h~\f!' ?
If so, how are we to understand the Lord's arrest of Abraham's
hand, because his not witholding his son had proved that he feared
God? (Gen. xxii: 12).
If Abraham's intention to offer up Isaac was" chaff," how are we
to understand the commendation of his faith, in that when he was
tried, he offered up J saac? Why is it recorded as the gron nd of his
faith that he accounted that God was able to "raise him from the
dead" ?
Is that part of James's Epistle (ii: 21-24) "chaff" in which he
asks, "Was not Abraham jnstified by works when he had offered Isaac
his son upon the altar?" and when he accounts for his being called
the friend of God by the fact that his obedience in doing 80 proved
his faith in God?
Other qnestions might be asked concerning this righteous intention and act of Abraham, as well as concerning the other instances
given in this strange sermon; but these may suffice for the present.
At Bradford seven so-called "evangelical ministers" protested
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against the teaching of Hev. R. A. Torrey, and a distinct issue was
made as to the acceptance and rejection of doctrines long held by the
Christian Church. It seems as tho the forces of the Church were
taking their stand on opposite sides of the great qnestion of the
su pernatn ra1.
The recent Mildmay Conference took" The Supernatural" as its
topic, and spcnt three days ill discussion of this subject nncler three
heads: the Sll pernatural-in the W01'<1 of God, in the person of
Christ, awl in the experience of the believer. Thousands attended
these meetings, and the interest was profound.
The Salvation Army Congress has been held in this great metropolis with a monster meeting in Albert lIall, and scarcely inferior
meetings in the iron building erected on the Strand.
1'he British National Conference of the Young Women's Christian
Association Convention was going on simultaneously at Morley Hall,
delegates gathering from all parts of the United Kingdom to the
number of about five hundred, and many friends being present representing this great association in foreign parts.
Meanwhile the city has been deeply moved by the facts set forth
by the National Vigilance Association concerning the white slave
traffic. An international conference of the powers was assembled at
Paris, on the invitation of the French government, and agreed on a
number of arrangements, with the object of putting down the infamous trade; and among these were included the tasks of watching
ports and railway stations, making special inquiries regarding foreign
women, and exercising surveillance over registry offices. Under the
first of thes~ heads a notable experiment has been made in this country. With the approval of the government, this "watching work"
was entrusted to a body of ladies under Mr. Coote's direction, and
succeeded admirably. Forty to fifty ladies, each speaking several
foreign languages, have patrolled the chief metropolitan stations, and
have dealt with any girls whose circumstances or surroundings suggested moral danger. Workers were also stationed at the chief ports.
In the conrse of six months no fewer than two thousand five hundred
young women, one thousand seven hundred and fifty of whom were
foreigners, were thus interviewed, and it is estimated that forty or
fifty per cent. of these would have fallen into serious trouble bnt for
the efforts thus put forth for their warning and rescue. The year has
been a busy one in the legal department. Several tragic cases have
been successfully dealt with under the Criminal Law Amendment Act,
while another important undertaking was the suppression of the trade
in picture post-cards of a questionable character. Another effort, also
international in operation, is to make inquiries for, or concerning,
young women. The growing confidence of the public in the Association brings with it applications from all sections of society and from
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many countries. 1'he object is to safeguard and protect young women
upon whom attempts are made to inveigle them into positions inimical
to their moral well-being. Some four hundred and sixty-seven such
inquiries were made during the year.
The Scripture Gift Mission is another great work of God carried
on in this center of Ohristian activity. Efforts have been made recently to extend operations to Normandy, Brittany, Picard}" and other
regions of France. In these districts there are more than eight thousand towns and villages containing a population of nearly seven millions, the greater number of whom have never heard the pure Gospel,
l""ld to whom the New Testament is an unknown Book. Describing tlle
efforts put forth last year, Mr. A. E. O. Brooks writes:
From April to July the Divine commission to "sow beside all
waters" has been obeyed. From Dieppe, in the northwest, to the old
Huguenot town of La Rochelle, in the southwest, a distance of nearly
three hundred miles, and over the vast extent of territory from Paris
to Brittany, in the west, and from Bernay to Orleans, in the center of
France, the good seed was sown. Later on distributions were made
among the large agricultural popUlations of La Vendee, in Ohatellerault and in Loudun. On all hands are fonnd "open doors." Sometimes two thousand country people, brought together, perhaps, from
fifty different localities, are found in the periodical fain; and the annual agricultural shows.
The Scripture Gift Mission has been permitted largely to help on
this work, for in eighteen months nearly sixty thousand ilInstrated
Gospels and Epistles, prepared by them, were put into circulation
among people living in more than two thousand different localities in
France.
Breaking the Shackles of Romanism

A leading Ohristian worker of London reports a deeply interesting
meeting with a leading :French priest, whose name we are not permitted to give, but who is perhaps onc of the most important preachers and teachers in the French republic, and who is evidently living
in the deeper spiritual life, aUll rests in the Lord. Tho a professed
Roman Oatholic, he cordially welcomed this prominent Protestant to a
private conference, received and returned his ca11, and expressed himself as delighted to have met him, and to recognize in him a true disciple full of faith. He significantly said that he had far more sympathy with a living Protestant than a dead Roman Oatholic. Tho not
at present ready to withdraw from the Papal Ohurch, he is quite prepared to acknowledge spiritual life in all who manifested the Spirit of
Ohrist, and asked for prayers for himself. 'Yhen he parted with our
friend it was with the fraternal kiss of Ohristian affection. The we11known servant of God from whom we have these facts has had much
contact with Roman Oatholics on the Oontinent, and he testifies that
he has found many who put Ohrist far above Roman Oatholicism, while
many Protestants on the Oontinent put Protestantism before Ohrist,
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and so are leading their followers back to to the very errors from which
Roman Catholics are emerging, putting forward the outward form of
Church government as the ground of safety rather than the living
Lord Himself. .

MISSIONARY LEADERS OF THE FUTURE
BY HEV. HENRY OTIS DWIGHT, LL.D.
Secretary of the Bureau of Missions

The Young People's .Missionary .Movernent took form in July, 1902.
The name of the organization inuicates the manllel' of its coming into
being. It is, in fact, a "movemell t" representing one of those widespread impulses toward betterment which are commonly called" spontaneous," through a vague impression that the word contains some
Itxplanation of their power. Leaders in the Sunday-school work and
the Young People's societies of several denominations gradually fell to
conferring about methods of cultiYl1ting interest in missions. They
quickly found that each group had something of experience, or some
result of investigation, whic~ all other groups needed to hear and to
use. Such a situation led to the adoption of a simple and practical
plan for supplying this need. An Executive Committee was formed,
composed of representatives of a number of denominational missionary boards, and a general secretary was chosen.
The aim of the Movement was clcarly defined. It is to strengthen
missionary. purpose in those who are now under training in the various Sunday-schools and Young People's societies, to be leaders in the
church-work of the future. It seeks to concentrate for this end the
wisdom, the experience, and the prayers of all denominations. 'rhe
methods of the Movement are simple amI cffecti yeo A deep spiritual
life is essential to any real appreciation of Christian duty. Without
this no missionary impulse can be permanent, and both teacher and
taught will find themselves beating the air; for the young Christian,
by nature, expects to be fed rather than to learn to feed others. The
culture of spiritual life, therefore, underlies the whole program of the
.'\lovement. Prayer and earnest study of the Holy Scriptures pervade
all of its exercises and undertakings.
One of the acti vities of the Movement is the provision of attractive
missionary literature for young people. It selects or compiles studyoutlines, leaflets, and books upon missions, organizing those of more
permanent value into attractive sets or "libraries," which are sold at
an extremely low cost. But the name of the Movement does not
appear upon these publications. All the literature chosen or prepared
by the committee is issued under the imprint of the regular publishing agencies of the varions denominations. Many thousands of copies
of valuable missionary books have thus been distributed already among
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the Sunday-schools and Young People's societies of the United States
and Canada.
Perhaps the summer conferences of the Movement best 'illustrate
its characteristic work. Three such conferences are annually held:
one at Winona Lake, Indiana, another at Lookout Mountain, Tennessee, and the third at Silver Bay, Lake George, N. Y. At the annual
confm'ences one sees men and women closely acquainted with the problems which spring thickly the moment one tries to make missions
interesting and attractive to boys and girls. To gain from such experts ideas that will stand in practise, the Young People's societies
and Sunday-school organizations of many denominations send their
strongest workers. With them are sent, too, others whom propel'
training will make leaders of missionary work among young people.
Rules never lack, and rarely lack a certain stringency in such
gatherings of young folks. At Silver Bay this year, where nearly four
hundred delegates came together, a rising bell sounded at half-past
six, and breakfast was at seven. Meetings in small groups for morning devotions followed. At quarter before nine short and tender
devotional exercises of the whole body were conducted under skilled
leadership in the great auditorium. 'fhen at nine o'clock began three
hours of solid work. Dinner came at twelve and supper at six. A
general assembly was held again in the evening for an hour and a
half. Separate meetings of denominational groups followed, dis, cussing particular needs to which the salient lessons of the day must
be adapted. At ten o'clock the night's silence reigned o,"er the conference grounds.
The characteristic note of all the studies, lectures, and discussions
was the doctrine that missionary work is a chief end of man, and that
God expects every Christian to do his share ably, without making
artificial distinctions between home and foreigu missions. The first
hour of the morning session was given to the study of methods of
personal work, conducted, with great wealth of illustrative material,
by Rev. Dr. Howard Agnew Johnson. Few who attended those
studies day after day have any scales of self-complacency left upon
their eyes. One of them can not imagine a vision of a call, for
instance, to go win son Is in China before he has tried, or thought of
learning to try, to win his next neighbor to Christ. The second hour
was a missionary institute. It was a sort of committee of the whole,
under an intelligent chairman for discussing such subjects as the
literature of missions, systematic giving, the conduct of missionary
meetings, etc. One of the con victiom suggested by such discussions
to a bystander was that if Sunday-schools alld Young People's societies
are to have an interest in missions, they must have a strong missionary
committee, a fervent spirit of prayer for guidance, and good missionary books for study and reference. Another principle that became
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prominent when good working ideas were willingly handed over by
one denomination to the others, was that the work is one; so that the
grandest thing about these discussions is the common interest and
common concern displayed ill advancing the general welfare.
Model study classes in home and foreign missions occupi.ed the
third hour of the morning. They were as scientifically devised as a
German professor could wish, and when the bell sounded at twelve it
was generally the case that the mental and emotional strain of the three
hours of the morning vindicated to the full thJ wisdom that dedicates
the afternoons of the conference to tennis, boating, and walking
parties. After the recreation of the afternoon the delegates were in
vigorous fitness for the work of the evening, which necessarily made
its strongest appeal to the spiritual emotions.
A noticeable feature of the conference was its belief in its own
object. It was a purposeful gathering. The members seemed to enter
the conference with a definite, earnest, and devout expectation of
learning practical truths that will have staying quality. Such a body
of young people is inspiring to behold. Everyone has a note-book
which is constantly in use, everyone attentive, alert, instantly appreciating any new idea or any strong enforcement of an old truth.
There are in the assembly those who have learned the characteristic
difficulties of the work. 'l'hese promptly respond to any question,
giving suggestions, explaining methods, illustrating their operation,
and so throwing side-lights of experience upon the discussion. There
are also younger leaders who are silently absorbing information and
incentive that will have effect in many widely separated communities.
And there are, too, those who have come, sincerely anxions to learn
and to do their duty, but perhaps have turmoil within their own
hearts. Such will acquire from the conference thoughts that may
weigh in the choice of life-work, and even in the fundamcntal decision
whether to serve the Lord or to serve self through all the years. Those
halls become places of solemn import as soon as one realizes that within
their walls may occur, in more than one case, the turning of the scale
in favor of giving the life to missionary service, and that with more
than one of the young people presellt everything heard has quick
effect in strengthening the impulse to yield to Jesus Christ or in suggesting new excuses for neglecting Him. It has often been found by
experience that wherever a particularly strong effectiveness in missionary interest appears in any Young People's Society, it may be traced
to one of these conferences, where leaders are trained and their spiritual growth is gently stimulated.
The task of arousing interest in missions and rendering it practically fruitful is not denominational. It belongs to the whole Christian
Church, just as missions as a whole belong to the great Head of the
Church. That the Young People's :Missionary Movement has discov-
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ered and applied this truth is its title to encouragement and support.
In its relations to the problems which confront missionary leaders in
Sunday-schools and Young People's societies, then, the organization is
a device for centering upon the one purpose the forces possessed by
the whole group of denominations.
In its relation to the denominations, however, this" Movement" is
simply a means of cooperation between many Boards of both Home
and Foreign Missions. It is a clearillg-house to which all bring their
exchanges, and from which all take away precious capital for denominational work. In that denominational work, of course, the clearinghouse does not appear. Having provided a means by which the best
thought of all active Chrhtiuns may influence the young folks who
will be the missionary leaders of the future, the organization effaces
itself, so that the practical results of this cooperation may reach the
young people through existing denominational channels. The Movement is thus servant to all, and thus serves the object of its existence
as an instrument in the hand of the Master.
The Policy for the Coming Year

At the interdenominational conferences of the Young People's
Missionary Movement it has become the custom to outline a written
policy which aims to set forth the ideals of missionary organization in
the various departments of local church life, and the missionary
methods which embody the best experience of Sunday-school leaders,
officers of the young people's societies, and pastors. Since this 1\10vement is interdenominational. and has for its officers and leaders the
secretaries of home and foreign missionary societies especially charged
with the development of missionary interest and work among young
people, the policy adopted this snmmer at the conferences of the
Movement may be cOllsiderrd the strongest general declaration of purpose and practical ideals for rn issional'Y work among the young ever
published. It reads as follows:
1. Relating to the General Jlfissiunal',I/ Orgllwizai'ion.-To enlist the
young people, and to secure their thorough training for' the work of the'
'Vorld's Evangelization, we pledge ourselves to use such proper means as
we can command to effect the speedy organization of a distinct YOUllg
People'S Department in each denominational Missionary Organization
here represented, and the employment of a secretary to have charge of
the department, and we would suggest that the functions of the Young
People'S Department be:
(1) To c()operate in the preparation and distribution of missionary
periodicals an,1 literature.
(2) To adopt and promote the use of text-books and outlines for Mission Study, with appropriate helps for class work. In the choice of such
textlJOoks, we recommend for consideration the Forward Mission Study
Courses of the Young People's Missionary Movement.
(3) To provide systematic missionary instruction for children; a
monthly missi()nary program or exercise to be used in the Sunday-school;
missionary hymns and books for children from the ages of five to twelve
years; and the enlistment of some individual in each Sunday-school who
shall have charge of its missionary interests.
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(4) To train and to use missionary campaigners, especially district
officers and committee men, pastors, missionaries, laymen, and students.
(5) To secure the publication in our Sunday-school literature of missionary stories ana items of.special interest to children.
(6) To prepare a leaflet of methods to be sent to the president or
chairman of each Snnday-school missionary organization.
(7) To prepare special missionary programs for Easter and Christmas,
with provision for special offerings where feasible.
(8) To collect an eaucational missionary exhibit which will represent
the various phases of missionary effort in the mission fields of our
respective denominations, and to arrange for its display as opportunity
affords.
.
(9) To promote earnest, definite, systematic prayer for missions by
devising ana utilizing such means as may be adapted for that purpose.

2. Rclating to District Ol'ganizations.-We also urge that the district organizations cooperate as far as possible with the plans of their
respective :i\Iissionary Boards, and that they endeavor especially,
(1) To organize a thoroughly effective supervisory department or
committee.
(2) To organize and conduct sectional training conferences or schools
of methods (aenominational or otherwise), to be conducted by experts.
(3) To use district campaigners and to train individuals in local
societies upon whom district committees may depend for the execution
of their plans.
(4) To come into personal contact with the local organizations by
visitation.
(5) To secure an educational missionary exhibit for use in conl)ection
with district meetings, group meetings, and local chapters or societies.
3. RelaNng to Local Young People's Soc-ieHes oj All Grades.-vVhen
the policy of our respective denominational Boards permits, we also urge
each local young people'S society so far as practicable,
(1) To thoroughly organize the missionary department or committee,
providing specific duties for each member.
(2) To make a comparative study of successful methods as outlined
in various manuals provided for missionary committees.
(3) To organize and conduct a mission study class, uSing the course
adopted by the denominational Board or Boards.
(4) To conduct monthly missionary meetings.
(5) To purchase and circulate missionary libraries, missionary periodicals, pamphlets, and other literature adapted to the needs of the
young people; and to urge the use of special reference libraries, prepared
for mission study classes.
(0) To promote individual, systematic, and proportionate giving.
(7) To support in whole or in part a mission station or missionary
r~presentative when approved by the denominational Board 01' Boards.
(8) To use maps, charts, cnrios, pictnres, as accessories in missionary
meetings and mission study classes.
(9) To cultivate in the home and in meetings, definite, systematic,
and intercessory prayer by the nse of calendars, year books, and prayer
cycles, adapted to the needs of the local society.
4. Relat-ing tu 8t1nday-schools.- ,Ve urge each Sunday-school,
(1) To conduct missionary meet,ings or exercises at regular intervals,
preferably monthly.
(2) To organize the Sunday··school into a missionary society, or to
appoint a strong missionary committee or superintendent, whose function it will be to direct the general missionary efforts of the Sundayschool.
(3) To encourage habits of systematic and proportionate giving.
(4) To secure and circulate missionary libraries suitable for children.
(5) To train the Sunday-school teachers, so as to qualify them to give
missionary iRstruction, and to keep before the members of their classes
the claims of mission fields upon life service.
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THE LAYMAN'S PLACE IN THE MISSIONARY
CAMPAIGN
BY H. W. FHY, ESQ., NEW YORK CITY
Secretary of the Industrial Missions Association of Alnerica

The great conflict between Briton and Boer in South Africa taught
many things, and one of the great secrets it revealed was the immense
power of the laity as a class when in active cooperation with, or even
in conflict against, the professional classes.
There was a nucleus on both sides of trained and professional
men of all ranks, but the great bulk, especially of the Boer army, was
composed of men who, as laymen, had had very slight military training, and yet who were able to cope successfully with the highly trained
British regulars, whose very training in a measure disqualified them
for dealing with a force which often acted contrary to the ordinary
usages of war, and which action could not be readily met by ordinary
military measures.
One result was that government appealed to
Great Britian and her colonies for volunteers from among the laity,
who would cooperate with the professional forces, and utilize their lay
experiences to reinforce military professionalism. No sooner were
they called upon with urgency than the response was so great that
the difficulty the authorities met with was sifting the qualified from
the unsuitable, and to allot to each VOllll1 tee l' his proper position.
And nobly they did their work, :1nd justified the call made upon
them. The bush-dwellers of Australasia, the backwoodsmen of Canada,
the sporting men of Great Britain, and the farming classes generally,
and last, tho not at all least, even the business men and clerks from
city shops and office stools all over the empire, developed a warlike
capacity which was of the utmost value to the military authorities,
and without which it is doubtful whether the professional forces could
ever have attained their purposes. These lay fighters were, some of
them, adapted by their very callings in life, and possibly too by the
very absence of over-rigid training, to meet the orthodox tactics of the
enemy.
And while the fighting forces were doing their duty in the fighting line, the laymen who could not go to the front were equally
nobly supplying the financial and other needs of the war. The call to
. take part in the campaign was almost universally recognized even by
those who disapproved its objects, and all cooperated, each in his own
sphere.
The Boer war, therefore, made evident, first, that when the laity
were properly appealed to for cooperation they responded with avidity,
some to go to the front, others to cooperate at horne; and, secondly,
the immense value and power of the lay community when they take·
up a cause with enthusiasm and devote themselves to it in a spirit of
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loyalty. What the professional classes by themselves can not accomplish the active cooperation of the lay community may therefore make
feasible.
The experience thus gained by the British government needs to be
considered by the leaders of the great missionary campaign being
waged in heathen lands.
The Command to Go

It is, of course, neeessary that ordained or specially qnalified men
be sent out from Christian countries to ordain native men who may
become their converts, and who in their turn are ministers to their
own countrymen; but what is also needed is that these ordained professional men should be su pplemented by Christian laymen, who, while
working in suitable localities at their trades or professions in any particular missionary field, would not only be instructing the native laity
in various trades, a most important work, but also teaching them, by
precept and example, how to take their proper place in the native
churches as self-supporting lay workers, as so many do in home congregations. But this great opening for laymen in the missionary field
is not sufficiently recognized, either by professional missionaries or by
the laity themselves.
The mistake appears to be that the Church as a whole, ministers
and laity, home or foreign, do not consider that what is called "The
Great Commission" is addressed to them. That Christ, whom they
admit as their King, intended that they should involve themselves in
the missionary campaign-that is, the preaching of the Gospel in the
regions beyond their own limited border-never occurs to them, or, if it
does, a modest subscription to the missionary board of their denomination seems to cancel all obligations and quiet the conscience most
conveniently.
If this is the fanlt, at whose feet does it lie? Is it possible that it
may lie at headquarters? How far do the professional missionary
brethren recognize the importance of making every member, both of
the ministerial and lay classes, the latter especially, throughout home
and missionary fields realize that Christ's command to evangelize all
nations and to preach the Gospel to every creature is a most solemn
personal obligation on every minister and on every layman, whether
merchant, banker, mechanic, or other, both at home and abroad-an
obligation which can not be cancelled by mere subscription to missionary funds? The call, if it is anything at all, is most definite, and every
Christian merchant, every Christian layman and woman, European
and native alike, will have to give an account of how they received
this particular call, and what they did in compliance with it. No
minister can escape this reponsibility, and no layman.
But how far is this taught by the representative of the missionary
societies? Is it not the tendency with them to assume that all the
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laity have to do is to find them increased funds with which to do the
work?
If reinforcements of men and women are required. they are generally sought among the laity; bu t when suitaule persons are found, they
are transferred, as a rule, from the lay ranks to professional ranks·
But that a merchant should remain a merchant, or an engineer remain
an engineer, and yet be a true missionary is not recognized. The laity,
as laity, is looked npon as neither needed or competent, and surely
here is a vast power wholly neglected. These thoughts apply just as
much to missionaries dealing with their native laymen and women as
to ministers at home dealing with their congregations, tho the manner
of dealing with them may differ. A similar conservatism prevailed in
the British War Office, until necessity compelled the authorities to
appeal to the laity throughout the empire.
Why should not a Christian merchant, or architect, or dentist, or
accountant, or lawyer, or contractor, or engineer. be encouraged to
reason thus to himself, provi<led his circumstances are favorable:
It comes within my duty to found a business or to extend my
present operations. I must place it somewhere; so if God may so
guide, I will place it in a missionary field. If I go there myself, I will,
as far as possible, cooperate with the local missionaries. If I send out
representatives, I will send men of like spirit, and will encourage them
in so doing. If the particular market the Lord leads me to is not
likely to be so profitable to me as some other, that is part of my sacrifice in loyalty to my King, and I do not grudge it for one moment.
If the way does not open for me to go abroad, I will make missionary
interests the Illain object of my life at home by assisting in every way
I can those who do go abroad. 'I'his is my call to cooperate in the
missionary campaign, and I mean to act accordingly, and if I am blest
in my husiness or profession, a large portion of the proceeds will go
into the campaign treasury. I must, of course, snpport Christian
work at hOllle in various forms; but the great climax is Christian
work ahroad, and to this my personal attention must, in the main, be
addressed.
Those Who Can Not Go

But a great many Christian men have already tied and fixed themselves in sllch a manner that they are not now free to choose their
field of labor, or to abandon that to which, without perhaps any leading from God, they have tied themselves. ~What can they do?
When they once realize the fact of their personal responsibility,
would they not reason as follows: "Rightly or wrongly, I am thus
settled. "'hether I like it or not, whether it suits me or not, it is
quite evident that the command to join in the evangelization of the
world applies to me as much as to anyone else. It is a responsibility
I can not acquit myself of, if I wish to. How can I best meet it? I
will, at all events, acknowledge my obligation. I will always encourage
other laymen to face their responsibility, and do so myself in future,
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risk or no risk, convenient and agreeable, or otherwise. If I can not
cooperate with missionaries In the field, I will at least do so to the best
of my ability at home with my means and with my experience as
opportunity offers, so help me God!"
And every Ohristian woman, as much as every man, is bound to
argue with herself along the same lines, but, unless in exceptional
cases, they never will do so until, man and woman alike, they are compelled to face the personal question with becoming seriousness.
But if on the part of the professional missionary the cooperation
of the laity is undervalued, on the part or the laity the notion is much
too prevalent that it is the foreign missionary who is to run all the
risks and all the inconveniences of the heathen campaign. He is
expected to take up his position in the forefront of the battle, and
remain there in the facer maybe, of a deadly climate or a hostile
population, and, if necessary, lay down his life in honorable martyrdom for Ohrist's sake. If he professes to desire a missionary career
and is afraid of these risks, he is voted unsuitable for the position or
an un worthy volunteer for Ohrist's service.
But on what ground are all the risks delegated to the professional
. missionary? Where is the call for him to be a good soldier of Jesus
Ohrist, to suffer hardships for Ilis sake, to be a partaker in His sufferings, and on this condition to reign with Him, which does not equally
apply to every industrial person throughout the whole world who calls
himself a Christian?
Is the missionary the only one expected to fulfil these conditions
of warfare, while laymen generally inherit the same promises lly living
a life of ease and luxury because there is no opening for their efforts?
How many of the Ohristian capitalists of this country, who hope to
share with missionaries thc honors of the completed campaign in
Ohrist's future Kingdom, will risk their capital, as the missionary risks
his life, for the cxtension of that Kingdom in the present dispensation?
Yet surely this is what is expectcd of them by their Lord, and the
fact should be urgently pressed upon them. Surely the same gift
which enabled them to utilize their capital, by trading in America,
or England, or elsew here in any Uhl'istian country on their own account,
would enable them to use a portion of it profitably in missionary
industries on the Lord's account.
A Lesson from Student Volunteers

Looking through the publications of the Student Volunteer Movement, we find:
Students need to be brought to face the question of their lifework. A study of the lives of hundrRds of students has brought
the deep conviction that the great peril of the Ohristian student
to-day is that he will not decide this supreme question of his life with
sufficient prayer and thoughtfulness. lIe needs to be helped to
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conclusive thinking. He neeus to be held to the question until he
may" understand what the will of the Lord is."
Now why use the word "student" in this statement? What is
there in it which should not be applied to every young man or young
woman as well as to every layman? As a matter of fact, the student
is a layman; but why confine this call to him? Why confine it to
men commencing life? If older people have lived more than half
their lives without recognizing their call, it ought surely to be put
before them with all the greater urgency. We read again:
It is not enough that one face the question of what his life-work
shall be. He must settle it. He must discover, so far as he may, God's
plan for his life, and then decide to fall into his place in that plan.

But suppose we apply this to the average layman who has never
recognized God's plan for his life, and has settled himself down in
ease and comfort, according to his own plan, in his commercial career?
Is his responsibility never to be brought to his notice? Is he not to
be confronted with the personal call? Is he not to be warned to "fall
into his place," even tho it be at the eleventh hour? Another extract
is: "The cause of missions demands that there shall be something
which will bring many more students to the decision to become foreign mIssIOnaries. The lost world, the unrepealed Commission, the
scarcity of laborers, call loudly and incessantly for missionaries by the
thousands; but they are going only by scores! Surely something
needs to be done to enlist greater numbers of workersl It is the
mission of the Volunteers' Declaration to help in this enlisting of
whom God may choose."
Again we say, why "students"? If missionaries are needed by
thousands and are going only by the score; if "something needs to be
done to enlist greater numbers of workers," why do we address ourselves to a student constituency numbering thousands, and ignore a
self-supporting constituency numbering millions? If university circles are worthy such urgent solicitation, and doubtless they are worth
it, surely commercial and industrial circles are at least equally valuable; and yet they are neglected. Of course, the student may be the
most suitable class to go abroad; but the argument and call which
sends them abroad may well be urged upon all who stay at home,
that the responsibility is theirs in equal degree to support and cooperate with those who go abroad. The call is not so much to every
one to go abroad as to everyone to undertake their part, whatever
it may be, in presenting the Gospel to all the world.
One more quotation:
Our weak human nature too easily forgets the purposes formed in
our holiest moments. To put these determinations into writing will
not in itself enable us to keep them, for God's Spirit alone can give the
power to the faithful. But the experience of the Volunteer Move-
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ment, both in Great Britain and America, clearly proves that just
as the new convert needs to make a public confession of his faith in
Ohrist, so the volunteer is greatly helped by stating with no uncertain
sound the missionary purpose which God has given him.
Let us alter the word" volunteer" and insert" layman," and instead
of the Student Declaration, let us substitute a declaration suitable for
any layman to sign, and the very same arguments apply, as do a great
many more of the arguments advanced by the Student Volunteer
Movement to students, and which should be impressed on every layman. The Declaration signed by Student Volunteers is as follows:
" It is my purpose, if God permit, to become a foreign missionary."
This would scarcely be suitable for a general lay constituency; but
it could be amplified to include all classes, men and women, young
and old, rich and poor, financiers or mechanics, and might perhaps be
made to read somewhat thus: "It is my purpose, as God may give
me power, to cooperate in foreign missionary enterprise," and every
man, woman, and child ought to have this call brought specifically
before them for definite decision, so that they must either reject or
accept it.
A New Missionary Order Needed

Why should not all the missionary boards in the country cooperate
in establishing a new Interdenominational Missionary Order, to hold
somewhat the same relation to the missionary regulars as the militia
or the commissariat do to the regular army, and to be comprised of
ministers and the laity all over the country, and, where possible, of
nati ve Ohristian laity? They should be registered as members on
the signing of a suitable form of declaration similar to that suggested
above, and they should be given to understand that their declaration
binds them, in all solemnity, to do their utmost to support the foreign
missionary campaign, offering their services for the foreign field if the
way opens, or by assisting, as opportunity offers at home, in supporting
the denominational or other missionary societies as liberally as possible with funds or with other support, snch as prayer, meetings, distribution of literature, or in any other feasible manner.
The members of the order would mostly be independent, honorary
workers, making their own living as commercial men, industrial workers, assistants in one way or another, whether at home or on the missionary field; but as definitely attached to the missionary cause, whether
in connection with their own denomination or otherwise, as those students who volunteer their services as missionaries. Ministers also of
all denominations should be invited to join it. The order should be
recognized as just as much an integral part of the missionary fraternity as the commissariat is an integral part of an army, tho the sphere
of operation may be different. Each member must clearly realize that,
as laymen or women, they are as definitely called to foreign mission-
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ary service as any ordained missionary on the staff of an established
society, tho their opportunity for usefulness may be only limited.
The existence of such an order would bring before the people at
home the claims of the missionary fie1d in a way which would greatly
help them to realize their responsibility, for a personal appeal is just
as necessary in the case of the laity as it has been found to be in the
case of students.
If the noblest service to which man can be called is the foreign
missionary service, it is a thousand pities that devoted laymen and
women should have the mistaken notion that its ranks are not open
to them. They may not be called to share the risks and privations of
foreign lands, but there is ample scope for some out there and others
at horne to share just as definitely, tho somewhat differently, the selfdenying life to which we are all alike called.
We must not, however, forget that there is much very excellent
Christian work carried on at home QY most worthy persons, but we contend that, if we look at thillgS from the truly spiritual standpoint, all
Christian work at home, just as all commercial work at home, may,
and should be made to, cooperate in some form with foreign missionary work, the home field being in both the training-ground for the
foreign field and the ground from which supplies of all kinds are
largely drawn. This is the great honor and privilege of Christian
countries and Christian people, and ought to be better recognized. It
is, moreover, often stated that the more the foreign work is supported
the better llOwe work thrives.
We may also be encouraged by bearing in mind that there are
among the laymen and women of the country noble KanIs who will
rejoice to learn that there are open doors for them in the foreign missionary service, which they look upon as so sacred and honorable a
profession, and which they llave mistakenly considered closed to them.
These noble souls are scattered throughout all ranks and conditions of
society, and they are to be found in places where we least expect to
find them. God's Spirit may be touching the hearts of the most unlikely laymen; and if we faithflllly gi re our message to them, and
claim them as coworkers, we may have cause to rejoice in a way we
now have no faith to believe.
Surely there must be capitalists who would rejoice to know that
with the investment of a portion of their capital, and the utilizing of
their commercial experience, they could be the means of blessedly
serving the cause of Christ, and immensely strengthening the hands
of our missionary brethren, by the establishment, perhaps, of an industry which would support itself, support the congregation, and,
through t11em, SUppOl't the work, not for a year, but for an time, and
in an increasing degree? Surely there must also be other noble souls
in humbler ranks who would rejoice to know as managers, foremen, or
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workers in such a factory, or in some other industrial capacity, they
might be~ome active members of a foreign missionary station, earning
their own living in their own trade, yet the missionaries'right hand
in many matters, and partakers with them of their most honorable
calling, and fellow heirs with them of the great reward?
We should be doing great injustice to the bona fides of American
or European Christianity if we doubted this; therefore, let us seek
these noble souls, and place before them individually the privileges
which they will appreciate and the openings which they will adorn.
We may conclude, therefore, that every Christian layman, whether
white, black, brown, or yellow, is definitely called by J esns Christ himself to cooperate with foreign missionary effort in the regions beyond,
as every Christian layman member will have to give an.;tnswer to this
particular call. If the native laity in native congregations arc ever
to become useful, self-supporting Christian workers in the native
chnrches, as lay workers are in home congregations, they will, in many
cases, need the cordial assistance and technical instruction which
American or European laymen only can give.
Opportunities in Industrial Missions

The missionary societies should, therefore, much more definitely
claim the cooperation of laymen of all races. Industrial missionary
work should be one outward expression of the lofty principle by which
the layman takes his position in the missionary campaign as capitalist
at home or commercial or industrial missionary worker abroad.
If the contributions of the laity from their surplus income, douated
to existing missionary societies, have been the means, under God, of
accomplishing through the instrumentality of our missionary brethren
what has already been done in missionary fields, what might we expect
if the commercial am1 industrial Christian community at home and
the mil'sionary fields were, in addition, to devote themselves and their
capital, as well as their business experiences, to the same work as bOil({
fide auxiliary Illissionaries? It should result in a multiplication of,
rather than mere addition to, present achievements; for, in addition
to larger gifts from surplns income, we should have to reckon as a
powerful new factor the capital which makes income, not ollly for the
capitalist, but for every worker who handles the capital and makes it
productive. Imagine what an immense gain this might bE) to the
effecti veness of existing methods!
But, after all, it is not so much the money, whether as capital or
income, as the men and women we need to win. They are in themselves of infinitely greater value than all their money. The greater
contains the less, and if the heart is secured all is secured, possessions
included, and the same power which WillS the heart will rightly dispose of the talents. Let ns, theil, make it a very great point to win
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the personal service and the interest of every layman by echoing the
call of their great Master and ours, which He addressed in His last
moments on earth, not merely to the persons who actually heard Him, •
but also to every layman of the whole dispensation, and let us realize
more than we have done in the past that while there is a limit to the
number of men and women who can be supported ill the missionary
fields by the societies, there is no limit to the number of commercial
and industrial missionaries who can support themselves where suitable
openings exist or can be made, and that the key to the missionary
problem is the layman, and "the layman's place in the missionary
campaign" is shoulder to shoulder with the professional missionary,
running parallel if different risks, rendering parallel if different service, whether the sphere of his operations is at home or abroad;
whether he serves with his hands, or his brain, or his means.
If the laymen have the grace and wisdom to comply with the command of Jesus Christ and take up His honorable calling in, sincerity,
they, too, Wltj share with our good missionary brethren the honors of
a well-f'''loght field, w~th "solllething ventured, something won!" *

THE BIBLE IN LATIN AMERICA
BY REV. GOODSIL F. A RlIIS, CHILE, S. A.
:liissionary of tile American Metllodist Episcopal Churcll, 188&-

Before the harvest there must be the sowing. The sowing has been
going on, the harvest is now beginning. Yet the sowing is still going
on, and is ever increasing. That done through the American Bible
Society in South America has doubled during the past three years, the
total circulation reaching more than one hundred and eleven thousand in 1903. I suppose the same is true of the British and Foreign
Bible Society.
The great transformation that is taking place in South America is
clearly witnessed in the history of the distributidn of the Word of
God. The colporteurs are usually the pioneers in missionary work,
and in the effort to introduce the Gospel of salvation into several of
the republics they have shown themselves true heroes, facing every
kind of persecution, suffering cruel imprisonment, stoning, beating,
and, sometimes, death. They have not counted their lives dear unto
themselves, and some of them have won the martyr's crown. The
story of their lives, detailing the experiences through which they
passed, the dangers they braved, the persecutions they suffered, and,
more, telling of the souls perishing with hunger whom they met and
to whom they gave the bread of life, is more fascinating than romance.
, Mr. Fry is the founder and secretary of the Industrial Missions Association of America,
with Ileadquarters at 287 Fourth Avenue, New York. This has been incorporated with the
purpose of helping native Christians to secure employment, and to invite the cooperation of
laymen in missionary work. An Industrial lIIission Oriental Bazaar is to be opened in New
York to sell mission·made goods.-EDIToRs.
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AMERICA

On my way to Ohile, in 1888, I entered the port of Guayaquil, the
chief port of Ecuador. I was told that no one could pass the customhOllse with a Bible. Not long before, the American Bible Society attempted to begin Bible c!istribu tion in Ecuador. A large consignment
was sent to Guayaquil. 'l'he Bibles were confiscated, and the order
was given that they be burned in the central plaza, but finally the
agent was allowed to ship them out of the country. Seven years ago
General Alfaro led a revolution that placed the liberals in power.
Now, the selling of the Bible is encouraged, the colporteur is protected,
freedom of worship has been declared, and the Ohurch has been separated from the State.
Peru, the seat of the ecclesiastical authority, and of the inquisition
for SOll til America, and till the present the residence of the papal
legate, has bitterly opposed the Bible. The beloved and saintly Pensotti was kept ill a dirty cell in company with common criminals for
eight months. and Bibles were not allowed to pass the custom-honse.
Now, colporteurs are visiting nearly every part of that republic. As
the colportel11's now enjoy a certain degree of protection from the govel'llmen t, the priests can not use the violence of former days, and they
, are adopting other methO(ls. The following copy, occasioned by the
visit of Senor Julio Espinoza to Puquio, will show one of their ways:
ATTENTION!
There arri vcd here yestEn'day an itinerant, selling books which are
prohibited by the Church as containing corrupt and subverting doctrine,
and because they teach hatred, vengeance, prostitution and crime!
These books are not to be bought, and those who may have bought
them are bound to deliver them to the parish priest. They are covered
with tlw Illask of hypocrisy, proof that the anthors admit the malevolent object for whieh they are designed. They begin with words of
affected piety, and end, vomiting out blasphemous and infernal insult
against 0111' most holy beliefs and institutions.
l~athers of families and husbands, beware! .
'fhese books pervert the heart, foment insubordination in children,
and incite wives to infidelitv. Never has human wickedness in itsaberrations produced anything worse than these books.
(Higned)
JosE V. CARDENES, Rector.
PUQUIO, Decembel' 10, 1902.

Two men have been foully murdered who entered Bolivia to carry
the ,Vord of Life. Now the President of the Repu blic, over his own
signatnre. grants the permit for the sale. The translation of this notable docn men t is as follows:
MINISTRY 01<' GOVERNMENT,

La Paz, November 23, 1901.
Considered the memorial of the American citizen, C. G. Beutelspacher, in which he asks authorization to sell freely the Holy Bible and
parts of the same; in virtue of the rights accorded by Article IV. of the
Political Constitution, let there be granted to the said Beutelspacher the
permission that he solicits.
'
Register and return.
(Signed) Pando.
A. CAPRILES.
BOLIVIA,

In the more enlightened and progressive republics of Ohile and
Argentina the Bible'has been freely sold for years, and the people have
been very ready to buy.
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In Brazil the circulation of the Bible and portions last year was
exceptionally large, reaching over seventy thousand copies. The old
methods of violence can not now be used against the sale, but the more
fanatical of the priests and friars still resort to the same means. In the
Oity of Pernambuco, in November, a great feast was made for the burning of Bibles. The act, however, was condemned by prominent men
through the secular press, and in the Oongress itself by a memher
from the State of Rio Grande do Sul. In this case, as in many others,
the fanatical attack reacted against its promoters. The work is of
God, and can not be stopped. The Rev. Dr. Alexander. of the Un:versity Presbyterian Ohurch, New York Oity, recently visited Brazil.
He wrote: "Many churches, now vigorous and growing, trace their
origin to a single copy of the Scriptures carried far beyond the range
of the missionary, and making for itself a lodgment in some beliering heart." Testimony of a similar nature is being received from the
other republics. Successful work is being done in the Guineas, Venezuela, and Colombia.
I can not, however, enter into the details. Another most interesting phase of the work must be mentioned; that is, the translation. of
the Scriptures into the language of the native Indian races, and the
revision of the Bible in the Portuguese. Sillce the beginning of this
century a part of the New Testament has been translated into the
language of the Araucaniall Indians, one of the bravest and noblest of
the Indian races who inhabit what was formerly called Patagonia.
A far more important work yet is the translation of Mark, Lnke,
.John, Acts, and Romans, in Qnechua. l\Iatthew is now bei'lg translated. 'This translation puts the Gospel into the language of three
and a half millions of the old Inca race, of all the races the one which
reached the highest civilization with the best organized alld most
humane government. To give the Gospel to three millions and a half
of such a race in their own language, the ollly language for most of
them, is occasion for the singing of the 're nenm in heaven. In what
language would it be sung? Possibly in the Quechua, a verse from
the first hymn of which I give:
Cusicuichis huarmacuna,
Inatacya machucuna
Kancharinsi intillanehis,
Jesus, Jesus! quespichinchis.

The other great work is the revision of the Portuguese Bible.
There are now two versions in common use: the Almeida, which was
made from the original languages by a Protestant in I3atavia in 1748,
the other from the Latin Vulgate by Figureido, a Roman Catholic
ecclesiastic. A committee, representing the British and Foreign, and
the American Bible Societies, and also the missionary societies working in Brazil, is now working on the revision. Speaking of the cen-
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tennial of the British and Foreign Bible Society, in the last issue of
Zion's Iferald, is the following statement: "Withill the borders of
the Indian Empire alone there are one hundred and eight languages
used by seventy-four million, in which the Bible does not speak."
Bishop Thobnrn stated at the Philadelphia convention that the work
under his supervision is now being carried on in thirty-five different
languages. In Brazil is a territory more than twice as large as India
or China proper, and destined to have a larger population than either,
where one language serves for all. Add to this Portugal and all the
Portuguese colonies where that language is and will be used, and the
importance of the work of revision which is now going on becomes so
great that it can not well be comprehended.

A MOTOR-CAR MISSION IN FRANCE
BY PASTEUR. J. E. CERISIER, PAUlS, FR.ANCE

It is a painful reality that at the beginning of the twentieth century, in this country of light and of liberty, there are millions of onr
countrymen who know nothing of the grand and joyous news of free
sal vation through Christ. Several methods, it is true, have recently
been started in order to carry the knowledge of the Gospel to different
regions of our land. But more needs to be done. We believe it to be
the duty of the disciples of Christ to use for the service of their Master
all the recent discoveries and scientific inventions. Therefore, a special missioll has been started in Paris by two pasteurs of different denominations-O. Fonlquier, of the Free Church, and J. E. Cerisier, of
the Heformed Church -for tbe purpose of using the motor-car to spread
the Gospel in the suburbs of Paris.
The main object of this mission is to go about in the towns and
villages with a motor-car, and to stand in market-places and sell copies
of the Scriptures to the venders of provisions and other articles, and
to hold open-air meetings and explain the essential truths of the
Gospel.
A Parisian friend has kindly given the necessary funds to buy a
good machine, and last spring the two pasteurs commenced their
peculiar mission, under the guidance of a committee. An amount of
interesting details might be gathered about the work that they have
thus accomplished, awl several papers have published striking incidents of this automobile mission. M. FOl1lquier and M. Ceri8ier limit
their operatiollS to a radius of twenty or thirty miles around Paris.
They start early in the morning, as the market is generally held from
6 to 11 A."I. They stop with the machine in the vcry center of the
place, and there people gather around, listening to the address, discussing some points of belief or asking for explanations, and buying some
copies of the Gospel, which is a new book for them. The two pasteurs
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are generally well received everywhere. Many times wo.rkmen who
profess to be socialists, freethinkers, or at;1eists, argue with a certain
amount of intelligence, but they are always civil and respectful.
qne day we were speaking about God as our Maker and Father.
«'Well," said a mason, "as for me, I only believe what I can see. I do
not see God; therefore, I can not believe in Him." "That is all right in
one way," we replied, "but there are many things which you do not
see, and yet in which YOll believe; for instance, you can not see your intelligence, and still do you not believe in it? You have a conscience,
I suppose, which helps you to choose between good and evil. If anyone
were to tell you that you have no conscience, you would not feel alto-

PASTEtTRS FOULQUIER AND CERISIER IN THEIR MISSION lWTul{,-CAR

gether pleased, and yet you can not see it. Why, then, should you not
believe in God?" That man was struck by the simplici ty and the
force of the argument, and no longer opposes our explanations.
We have already visited many towns and suburbs of Paris, Bagneux,
Villeneuve St. Georges, Essonnes, Mern, Montfort l' Amaury, Mantes,
Moriel, Isle-Adam, Mery, Maisons-Lafitte, Confians, and other places,
and we have sold a large number of copies of the Scriptures, distributed many tracts, and delivered in each of those places addresses on
Christian truths. We go on with the work as far as the funds permit,
trusting that our God will continue to help us to promote His kingdom,
and firmly believing that, accoTding to His promise, " our labor is not
in vain in the Lord,"
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THE TWELVE MISSIONARIES *
BY REV. JA)fES M. WHITON, NEW YORK

It is only by a trick of words that this title does not at it glance
reveal who are the persons referred to Just such a trick was played on
the readers of the Bible when the word Ch'LL1'ch was substituted by King
James's intimation to the English translators that so it should be, for
the word congregation, as Tyndale had given it. ,Ve all believe that the
men whom Jesus ehose for His first disciples beeame missionaries. But
they are not so termed in our English Bibles, which always call them
apostles, and it is commonly thought that there have been no apostles
since the death of John, the last survivor of the Twelve. Then ended,
according to Ohurch historians, the "apostolic age." And if in reading
Luke vi: 13, "He chose twelve, whom also he named apostles," one
should substitute the word missionaries for apostles, many would suspect
him with meddling with the text. But such a reading is literally correct,
and it has the advantage of r-arrying a clear definition of the idea, as the
word apostles does not.
These two words are, in fact, of identical meaning, their only difference being that apostle is a Greek word, and miswionary a Latin word.
Each of them is deri ved from a verb that means to send, and each of
them means a person who is sent. In John xiii: 16 the marginal reading of the Revised Version so explains it. Jesus Himself so defines
apostle in His prayer at the Last Supper: "As Thou didst send Me into
the world, even so sent I them into the world." And so He gave them
from the first the name apostles.
The word apostle, or apostles, occurs in the New Testament nearly
fifty times, and seven times as often in the Pauline portion (including
the third Gospel and the Book of the Acts) as in all the rest. This is significant. vVe naturally ask why it should be so. Evidently, because
Paul was the chief missionary in that time. More than half the book of
the Acts is concerned with his missionary journeys and activities. He
himself tells the Oorinthians: "I labored more abundantly than they all,
yet not I, but the grace of God which was with me." Yet he says: "I
am the least of the apostles (missionaries) that am not meet to be called
an apostle (missionary), because I persecuted the Ohurch of God." In
the person and work of Paul, Jesus' designation of His first disciples as
missionaries was abundantly justified. The word is matched by the deed.
How appropriately he begins his letters-" Paul an apostle of Jesus
Ohrist." How much more significantly to our minds, long blinded by
the trick of a word ill understood, when we give that ancient term its
modern and luminous equivalent-" Paul, a missionary of Jesus Ohrist."
It would be worth while to do this-at least, in our private reading,
and perhaps on other fit occasions-when we come across the ancient
Greek term in our English New Testament. See, for instance, Matthew
x: 2-" The names of the twelve missionaries are these": Luke xvii: 5"The missionaries said unto the Lord, Increase our faith"; xxii: 14"Jesus sat down (at the Last Supper) and the missionaries with Him ";
Acts ii: 43-" Many wonders and signs were done by the missionaries."
Oarrying this substitution through the New Testament has an effect like

* From The Horne Missionary, June, 1904.
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that of clearing away the mould from an illegible inscription in a graveyard till the letters stand out distinctly.
Other results follow both naturally and inevitably. Missionaries
come to their rights. Even in the Church, except among a well-informed
and earnest minority, the missionary-that is, the man and his ,York-is
not rightly valued, and so. is not rightly supported. 'Yhen he has done
a great work, and returns, the father of churches that he has planted on
the frontier or in non-Christit:L1l lands, there is, of course, the gPlleral
rising up to do him honor, which is the world's way of recognizing brilliant aehievement. But when he goes forth to Afriea, Alaska, or anywhere as a recruit, a beginner, eonseientious and chivalrous, as all
sound-minded people must believe him, many yielded him this tribute
with an undertone of regret for what they aeem rather visionary, misjudged, impractical; thinking, if not st:Lying, ""-hy go to the ends of the
earth for duty when there is so much of it to do at home?" This is a
most unchristian mistake. The missionary is the original Christian
institution, antedating the Church itself, and older than her saeraments.
So, at any rate, we are informed by Paul himself. Head the list of "holy
orders" that he sent to the Church in Ephesus: "He gave some to be
m·issiona1'ics (translated "apostles "); and some, prophets; and some,
evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers." Thus is emphasized by the
man who of all the Twelve showed most of the mind of Jesus, the
thought of Jesus in designating the Twel ve as His" apostles."
The real truth in regard to "apostolic succession," so belabored and
beclouded in futile disputes, now comes out in clear and convincing light.
If the New Testament is permitted to speak Oil this question with final
authority, the genuine apostolic succession is a missionary succession.
Of the first admission to it, after Jesus' time, we read that to supply the
vacancy created by the apostasy of Judas, Matthias WIIS chosen, "and he
was numbered alIlOng the eleven apostles (missionaries}." Many a humble missionary, on whose head no bishop's hands have ever been laid, is
numbered ill this succession. Outside of it have been many mitred and
throned prelates, "princes of the Church."
A more important question is also settled: vVhat is the true Church?
Paul is the conclusive witness. He tells the Church at Ephesus that it is
"huilt upon the foundation of the apostles (missionaries) and prophets,
Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner-stone." And agreeably to
this, the seer of the Apocalypse beheld in his vision that future City of
God, of which the Church on earth is but the dim prototype, as haying
for its wall, "twelve foundations, and on them twelve names of the
twelve apostles (missionaries) of the Lamb." The house of God must
stand square on its foundations. The mark of the true Church is its fidelity to its original design. A Church is a Church of Christ only so far as
animated by the spirit of the Great Missionary whose name it bears.
Bishops or no bishops, creeds or no creeds, matter little, but this matters
everything for the right of the Church to be ..
The corollary to this requires final mention. 'Vhat is true of the
Church is true of each member of it. None is what Paul calls" a man in
Christ "-tho he may be a "babe in Christ "-in whom Christ's missionary spirit is lacking or undeveloped. He must find or make a way to
expand it, to exercise it without partiality for a special interest, and a
conseqnent narrowing of Christian sympathy for those whom Christ
would heal. For this the Holy Spirit was originally given when Jesus,
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on Easter eve, said: "As my Father hath sent me, so send I you," and
then" breathed upon them, saying, Receive ye the Holy Spirit."
",Vhen Christian conciousness gets firmer hold of these foundation
facts of Christian faith Christian character will be enriched, Christian
enterprise will expand, the day of small things will be succeeded by a day
of power, and scoffing tongues wiII be dumb.

THE ARITHMETIC OF HEAVEN *
BY REY. HARRINGTON C. LEES, KENILWORTH, ENGLAND

Man is a great arithmetician, but a poor reckoner. He talks of large
subscriptions, } et the greatest subscription on record was less than twopence (four cents) of our money. The Lord hears the heavy fall of a rich
'man's handful, and says: "Much." A widow's gift rings light and timid,
and He says: "}Iore." Thus does He baffle our brains and turn our eyes
in the direction of His gaze, inward, for He "looketh on the heart"
(I. Sam. xvi: 7). This familiar incident, contained in four verses (Mark.,
xii: 41-44), and often but lightly scanned, will well repay attention. It
falls naturally in three divisions: The'Vatching Master, The \Vorshipers' Money, The 'Vidows' Munificence.
1. The }Vatching L}Iaster.-Our Lord had been parrying controversial
thrusts, answering ignorant questions, and scathing the shifts of hypocrisy; now He turns, as always, from hearing men's words to watching
their deeds. He sits down in the court of the women, opposite the thirteen chests placed there to receive the various gifts of God's people.
"He beheld." The word llleans more than mere sight; it implies
scrutiny and intelligent perception. He keenly watched, and divinely
fathomed, both men and their motives. "He beheld how." It is not only
what we give, hut how we give it, that matters to Him. In the light of
these three words, every offertory and each subscription become invested
with importance. The" eyes of His glory" (Isa. iii : 8) are upon us. We
are regular givers perchance, and we thank God for it: there was a Pharisee once who did the same (Luke xviii: 12). But how do we give?
Proudly? "'V ell, that is pretty good, at any rate." Self-conciously?
"The Vicar will be pleased with that, I feel sure." Half-heartedly?
" One must, I suppose." Down to the very root He follows the intricacies of our motives, only half-guessed by ourselves. Joyfully? "God
loveth a hilarious giver" (II. Cor., ix : 7). The delighted generosity of the
child kindles a deep emotion in the responsive Father.
2. The }Vol'shipers' kIuney.-The Lord beholds not only how, but
what we give. Crowd as they might, His eyes marked each gift singly.
vVho were the givers? Wealthy men, "full," as the original word suggests. .Men with houses full, pockets full, treasuries full. And not one
here and there only, but" many" of them.
"They cast in much." But much of what? It was only copper, after
all-l1wrg. (" small money," as Lightfoot calls it). Without a word of
disparagement, there is yet a suggestion of inadequacy. You may get a
heavy bagful of copper for a sovereign, but as a rich man's gift it evidently does not rank very high in the honor-list of heaven.
And where did it come from? "Out of their abundance "-literally,
"out of their overflow." This is a very pregnant thought, worthy of
• From the Cht<rch l1Iissionary Intelligencer for March, 1904.
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fuller development. Look at some city reservoir in the heart of the hills;
that resembles our capital. At the lower end there are outlet pipes to
supply the regular daily needs of the community; that represents our
interest. But when there is too much water-more than either the outlet pipe demands or the reservoir requires-then a sluice at the side, dry
at other times, is opened, and takes off the rest. That is the overflow,
and our Lord says that it is just from here that the rich man is in danger
of giving habitually. 'Ve have our sunk capital, we have what we need
of our interest, and aft6cward we give the Lord from the overflow, and
call it an offering. He says: " Give .Me to drink," and we think it is well,
because we reply, "Yes, Lord," but we take care to give it to Him out of
the waste-pipe! Ah! the copper gift of some rich men, often literally
copper, as the wardens at many a fashionable church can testify! Rich?
Yes, but in what direction? "Not rich toward God," was the condemnation of a lost soul (Luke xii : 21). The earthward current is full and
deep, the heavenward stream shallow and intermittent. May the channel deepen heavenward from to-day, and may we, who have the right to
be filled with all the fulness of God, yield to Him, for the building and
repair of His world-wide temple, the earthly fulness He has given to us,
so that each day's commerce and profit shall yield its due share for the
God who giveth power to get wealth (Deut. viii: 18).
I have sometimes wondered whether these gifts were even clean.
There is a certain suggestiveness in the way the passage tells of men who
grew rich by robbing widows' houses (Mark xii : 40), and then proceeds to
describe the almsgiving both of rich men and a widow. Was the handful
of copper really theirs, or had it belonged to the widow? Had they taken
the poor man's lamb to set before the waiting Lord (II. Sam. xii : 4) ? Let
us all beware how we come by our money. There are trades whose
profits are dripping with the blood of poisoned souls, there are golden
gains which are sweating ,,·ith the life-dew of overdriven workwomen
and underpaid maidens. Jesus still sits opposite the treasury watching
keenly whether our gifts be clean of stain, adequate in amount, and simple in their unobtrusiveness.
Having seen what lessons and warnings we may learn from the
watching Master and the wealthy worshipers, let us turn to the third
section of the story.
3. The lVidow's Munificence.-In contrast to the crowd of rich men
in gorgeous raiment, stands a pathetic and solitary figure-" one poor
widow," as St. Mark graphically says. They, trusting in themselves;
she, a disciple who, through shadow and storm, has grasped the promise
given to the Edomites in their hour of calamity: "Let thy widows trust
in Me" (J er. xlix: 11). She is not only a widow; she is poor, and more than
poor. There are two Greek words translated" poor"; the one (IIi'I/E~)
means a man who works and is poor; the other (IIr(J[)XoS) indicates one
who is reduced to begging. The second word is used here of this widow.
Like Lazarus, of whom the same word is used (Luke xvi: 20), she begged
her bread; and yet it is of her, and those like her in spirit, of whom the
Lord spoke the pauper's benediction, the pledge of the Kingdom of
Heaven (Luke vi : 20).
"She cast in two mites, which make a farthing." The gift is as
pathetic as the giver. Think (1) what it was to the world. A poor, puny,
paltry sum, scarce worth giving, certainly too obscure to mention-the
price of two sparrows in the market, the very lowest sum permitted by
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the temple authorities, who, turning God's services into slavery, refused
to accept one nlite alone.
But (2) what was it to her? All she /tad. Verily she was a grateful
soul to give God a thank-offering because she possessed a farthing. Men
with pounds have upbraided Him before now for failure in paternal care.
Their bread should have been meat, and their cotton silk! "All her living" (fJioS), but not all her life (SOOT/). She, like Paul (Phil. iv: 12), had
learned Christ's "secret," that the life-principle depends not merely on
bread, but on delight in the will of God (Matt. iv : 4)-not on feeding, but
on following.
And God takes her very last farthing. Who but God would do that?
And who but God could repay it a thousandfold? As hy the command
of God, Blijah accepted the "two mites" of another widow (I. Kings
xvii: 12), the last scraping of the meal-barrel, and the drippings of the
oil-cruse-bread out of the mouths of the starving household-and then
with royal regularity provided the unfailing meals till the famine ceased,
so we may be sure the Lord who took this widow's" uttermost farthi"ng"
(Matt. v: 26)-no payment for sin, but the wistful munificence of a loving heart-the same Lord cared for her body and soul, till she sat down
at His table in the presence of her King. Be that as it may, she, without
reserve, gave to her Father in heaven that which perhaps but a few
moments before some God-touched soul had given her.
" Out of her want," or shortage, or deficiency. The word is used of
the beggared profligate in Luke xv : 14, and it is mentioned as one of the
insignia of the life of faith in Hebrews xi : 37. Like the saints in Philippi
and Thessalonica and Berea (II. Cor. viii: 2), she had such" joy" in the
Lord that the "deep well of her poverty" miraculously "overflowed
with wealth."
For (3) consider the encomium Christ bestowed upon the two miteswealth! People talk of the widow's mite, but it was two. She gave with
both hands. Most of us give with one hand and hold back with the
other; and the hand behind our back is generally full, while that extended is often almost empty. In these days of immense accumulations of
private wealth on the one hand, and largl> deficiencies in the public agencies for building God's world-wide Temple and preparing Christ's Kingdmn on the other, are we sure that the lavish self-emptying of the early
Pentecostal Church (Acts iv : 34) is not calling for some measure of imitation? (God keep us, however, w~thout an Ananias.) We have been
giving our shillings to a deficit fund, and perhaps we called them our
mite. If you gave your mite you ought to give half YOU?' capital. But
if you were to give the widow's mites you would give all that you possess
in the world!
"More than they all." How much one person can do! The throng
of wealthy men have left the world no legacy, but this one poor -widow
--"this widow, the beggar," as our Lord with loving exultation calls
her-has surpassed them all, and sowed a seed which has borne golden
fruit all over God's vineyard.
Thel'e are some ideals which defy imitation. The sacrifice of Christ
is the supreme instance: He .' beggared Himself" for us (II. Cor. viii: 9).
Among his disciples the magnificent self-abnegation of St. Paul (Phil. iii:
7,8) stirs us, but for tender pathos that calls a blush to ~he cheek of many
a Christian niggard, can we match the tale of the beggar of Jerusalem,
who, bel'eaved of husband, perchance robbed of patrimony, flung away
with sublime recklessness her one visible prop because, leaning on the
strong arm of her Beloved (Sol. Song viii: 5) she knew she should come
up out of life's wilderness into the wealth of a Kingdom and the glory of
the Paradise of God?
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NEW EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN CHINA *
The Society for the Diffusion of Christian and General Knowledge
Among the Chinese ca,lls attention to the won(lerful questions nt the late
examination for the Chu Jen (J\1.A.) degree. Tho the new education in
China is not being carried on exactly on "'estern lines by teaching universities, hut IlIninly by that of e.I'ulIl'ininy bodies, the following questions at the sinnlltaneolls examinations last nu( umn show that the whole
empire, formerly so impervious to all modern and foreign ideas, is now
in a great ferment with them. 'Yitnpss samples from the following
provinces:
HONAN.-'Yhat improyements are to be derived from the study of
foreign agricultnre, commerce, and postal systems?
KIANGSU AXD ANHUEI (NANKnW).-"\Yhat are the chief ideas underlying Austrian and German prosperity? How do foreigners regulate the
press, post-oftiee, commerce, railways, banks, bank-notes, commercial
schools, taxation-and how do they get faithful men? 'Yhere is the
Caucasus, and how does Russia rule it ?
KIANGSr.-How many sciences, theoretical and practical, are there?
In what order should they be studied? Explain Free Trade and Protection. 'Yhat are the military seryices of the world? vVhat is the bearing of the Congress of Vienna, the Treaty of Berlin, and the Munroe
Doctrine on the 'Far Bast? 'Yherein lies the nayal supremacy of Great
Britain? 'Yhat is the bearing of the Siberian Railway and Nicaragua
Cal1iLl on Ohina?
SHANTUNG.~ What is Herbert Spencer's philosophy of sociology?
Define the relations of land, labor, and capital. How best to develop
the resources of China hy mines and railways. How best to modify our
civil and cl'iminallaws to regainanthority over those now under extraterritoriality privileges. How best to guard land and sea frontiers from
the advance of foreign powers.
FL'KIEN.-"\Vhich 'Yestern nations haye paid most attention to education, and what is the result r State the leading features of the military
systems of Great Britain, Germany, Russia, and France. "\Vhich are
the best colonizers? How should tea and silk be properly cultivated?
'Yhat is the government, industries, and education of Switzerland,
which, tho small, is independent of surrounding great powers?
Kw ANGTUNQ (CANTON).- vYhat should be our best coinage-gold,
silver, and copper like other 'Yestern countries, or what? How could
the workhouse system be started throughout China? How to fortify
K wangtung prOvince. How to get funds and professors for the new education. How to promote Chinese international commerce. New industries and sadngs-banks 1)er8U8 the gambling-houses of China.
HUNAN.-"\Vhat is the policy of Japan-only following other nations,
or what? How to choose competent, diplomatic men. "\Vhy does Ohina
feel its small national debt so heavy, while England and France, with far
'~'I'eater debts, do not feel it?
HUPEH.-State the educational system3 of Sparta and Athens.
'Yhat are the nayal strategic points of Great Britain and which should
be those of China? "\Yhich nation has the best system or stamp duty?
State briefly the geological ages of the earth, and the bronze and iron
ages. Trace the origin of Egyptian, Babylonian, and Chinese writings.
It is encouraging to the missionary to find that in one province,
Anhuei, they ask how foreign na,tions get faithful men, and it is encouraging to the Diffusion Society to find that some of these questions are
taken from our publications, proving that the seed is not sown in vain.

* From an annual report.

H.
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EDITORIALS
The Crisis in the United Free Church
of Scotland

The United Free Church of Scotland is just now in a crisis that, so
far as we know, is absolutely without precedent,
At the time of the great disruption, sixty years ago, the Free
Church held, in common with the
entire body previously known as
the "Church of Scotland," to the
principle of state establishment,
The issue upon which the split occurred was the Erastian controversy, and hinged upon the right of
tbe state to force on a congregation
a I.:linister not of their own choice;
ana Chalmers and others who led in
the secession were careful to state
" we are not voluntaries." The real
name of the new body was "The
Church of Scotland, Free." At
that time also the body was thoroughly Calvinistic and orthodox.
About thirty years after there began to work in the Free Church
two leavening influences: first, the
principle of church establishment
was regarded as a dead issue, and
voluntaryism took its place, thus
removing the only real harrier to
union with the United Presbyterians; spcond, a broad church tendency became manifest which has
rapidly modified the stricter orthodox of a half century ago, until the
most advanced views of higher
criticism have largely pervaded the
whole body.
'Vhen the recent amalgamation
took place between the Free Church
and the United Presbyterian
Church, under the name of the
United Free Church of Scotland, a
small minority of Highland ministers bitterly opposed it to the last.
Immediately on adjournment of the
New United Assembly they kept
their seats, and at once organized as
the true and lawful Free Ohurch,

electing a moderator and clerks, and
claiming to be the only orthodox
and regular succession, treating al1
those who had joined in the union
as secessionists and disloyalists.
They promptly appealed to the
Scotch courts for control over al1
the funds and property of the Free
Church, and when they failed to
get a favorable judgment, appealed
to the highest British tribunal,
"the Law Lords," where four out
of seven judges decided in their
favor. The Lord Chancellor declared that the Free Church, in
joining the United Presbyterians,
had abandoned its principle of
church establishment, and that in
modifying its doctrinal views and
preachings it had abandoned its
Calvinism, and that as a church it
had therefore failed in fidelity as
custodian of trnst funds committed to its care by both dead and
living donors, and that the control
of its churches, manses, and college
property, as well as missionary
foundation~, belonged to the dissentients.
There is no doubt that, construed
legally and literally, there is a basis
for this decision. Yet it seems
equally patent that there is a miscarriage of justice. It is a case in
which the letter killeth. Probably
not one in fifty of those who have
been donors to the property and
funds of the Free Church wouldregal'd the principle of establishment
as worth contending for, and the
more serious departures from the
faith are not regarded by an immense majority as an abandonment
of fundamentals. In any case, the
emergency is without any ecclesiastical parallel. The dissentient parties number but twenty-eight
ministers, four of whom are without charge. To them church property worth from four to five million
pounds sterling, with respollsibili.
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ties correspondingly enormous, is
thus judicially transferred. 'rhe
situation is tragical from one side
while almost comical from another.
The partie'> who triumph in the
courts are ludicrously liable to defeat in the arena of action. They
have neither pastors for the hundreds of vacant pulpits, professors
for the vacant chairs, nor missionaries for the foreign stations; yet
all these posts they must fill, or a
disaster comes to churches, colleges,
and missions, quite beyond repair.
'Vhether the position is to be relieved by special parliamentary
action, or by some compromise between the contestants, does not yet
appear.
But a very serious matter of
wide and lasting import is suggested by this remarkable and
somewhat ultralegal decisionnamely, whether donors and legators who give or leave rnoney 01'
property to churches, singular or
- collective, should not, in some uniform and legal method, gWlI'd
against a possible reversion of gifts
to incompetent hands. 'Ve have
personally regarded, with deep sorrow and misgiving, the rapid retrograde movement in doctrine in the
Free Church of Scotland since the
days of Robertson Smith.
But
there is no doubt that the church
contains many grand and true
mem bel'S and missionaries, and that
in its pulpits are hundreds of faithful Gospel preachers. And how a
score of men, however loyal to
truth and God, can assume charge
of hundreds of pastorless congregations, supply competent teachers
for a large group of theological
chairs, and man important stations
abroad; or how they can even administer properly a million-pound
trust fund suddenly committed
to their keeping does not now appeal'. Certainly donors should provide against such possible emergencies in connection with their gifts.
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Moreover, it is conceivable that
changes in both doctrine and polity
may be desirable. If errors are
abandoned, and a larger chari ty displaces bigotry; if dissension and
division give way to unity and
harmony, it would be doubly a disaster if some antiquated and mistaken creed or equally untenable
practise must be the perpetual rule
of faith and conduct, or the alternative be virtual destruction of
church activity and prosperity. If
the late decision of the House of
Lords accomplishes no more, it
should lead to the more explicit
definition of the conditions under
which a church shall retain in its
cnstody trust funds or property
left in its charge. It should be
made impossible for a technical
legal decision to entail calamity
npon a large body of nlinisters and
adherents.
The Intolerable Missionary
A certain ciabs of newspaper
writers have lately formed a habit
of telling us in varied language
that Chinese, or Turks, or caIlIlibals of Africa like neither the idea
of con version nor the missionary
who suggests it, and that consequently the missionary longs for
the support of armed force, and
will not be happy until he gets it.
The inference in the minds of such
writers is always pvident: of all
classes of cheerful idiots missionaries take precedence, and consequently invite suppression. Answering a fool according to his
folly, one might simply remark
that the same logic would lead the
city fathers to expel the pinkcheeked school-mistress as intolerable, because little Johnnie Smith,
liking neither her nor her multiplication table, roars defia.nce every
time his mother tells him to go to
school.
But many Christians, tho anxious
to know the value of missions, if
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any there be, seem bewildered by
the catchy phrases that remain
after each outburst of this clamor:
"Gunboats always "follow the missionary," "The missionary equipment includes bombs as well as
Bibles," "Missionaries want cannon to make people treat them in a
friendly way," etc. Such Christians
need to be reminded that if there
were not truth somewhere under
the charge, the lies could not circulate. This truth once clearly defined, the place can be more easily
noted where it gives place to evil
imaginings.
Now as to the fallacies that
spring from failure to recognize the
difference between fact and imagination, they all have one object impossible of fulfilment-to stop the
development stimulated by the influence of Jesus Christ. Some of
them are urged merely because the
standpoint of the well-meaning
writers is badly chosen. A man
who has no personal acquaintance
of Jesus Christ may naturally take
the point of view of the unconverted part of the population of Turkey
or of China, which truly does not
want the missionary.
But the
Christian will take the point of
view of the tens of thousands of
people in China and Turkey who
have learned the way of life from
the missionary, who have the germs
of growth in their souls, and want
and need and love the missionary
and his teachings. Henceforth this
part of the nation will always weigh
more in influence than in numbers.
Among them, as among those who
grasp their point of view, no one
has ever thought of expelling the
missionary like a crazy crank.
Another group of fallacies are
urged through ignorance. The missionary cause is a good deal greater
than the missionary; and even if
the charge were true that some missionary somewhere has wanted
gunboats to support his appeals-
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and no shred 6f evidence supports
the charge-this would not be a
reason for giving up support of
missions. A governess, restrained
in the matter of spanking, once
tried to secure discipline by rubbing red pepper on the gums of her
young rebels. But her foolishness
was no reason for deciding that
education is dangerous.
Narrowness of vision explains another series of these fallacies. The
complaints of the newspaper men
refer to missionaries living in
China, but rarely to those in Japan;
to Turkey and Persia, but hardly
ever to India. The missionary living where absolutism prevails in
government is the one criticized.
It req aires It range of vision extending but little beyond one's nose to
discover why despots are grieved to
find the imbruted sUbjec"t changed
into the man through the teachings
of the Bible. They are not only
grieved, but astounded, as Balaam
was when the ass opened her mouth
to rebuke his injustice. It- is not
surprising that the despot should
he angry with the missionaries.
His people are being taught to
know more than he does, and he
himself has to hustle to keep up
with the procession. But fn this
'Vestern world only a narrow ultraconservative, without real love fDr
growth, can rate the despot's indignation as of greater importance
than the enlightenment of his people.
The truth underlying all these
objections to missions, and trumpeted abroad as a modern discovery,
is the fact that no unconverted
man anywhere wishes to be converted. He will resist fiercely disturbance of the bonds that hold
him down, just as a patient will resist the surgeon's knife that is to
save his life. In Paul's day missionaries were attacked for" turning the world upside down." Even
Jesus said; "I came not to send
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peace on earth, but a sword." Yet
neither Jesus nor Paul are now
classed as anarchists. Conve1'8ions
-quite as stt'iking as that which
transforms the" Heathen Chinee,"
with his sleeves full of cards, into
a pure, strong, active Christian
leader, full of good works-have
been going on all over the world
these many centuries; but no nation
has ever been harmed by the
preaching of the silllple Gospel of
Jesus Chrbt. Disturbance there
has been, as there always must be
where improvement is to be radical.
But such disturbance is as natural
a thing as tha t which ruins [1 kernel
of corn-perfect in form, delicate
in tint, polished like a gem-when
it is put into tile ground, that we
may shortly see I'ising from it a
queenly stalk, bearing [1 hundred
kernels as perfect as the one that
was spoiled.
The Christian answer to current
objections to missions is th[1t the
natural symptoms of [1wakenpd life
ought not now to be looked ilt with
timorous snspicion, and that doubt
of results should not, ill this ngp,
turn aside any man from determining to support, until its triumphant
completion, the unfinished work of
the Master missionary. The work
of Jesus Christ always will be opposed, as it Was in Jewry; but it
will not be finished until the whole
world
has
been
transformed
through adopting,- in greater or
less degree, Christ's standards of
manliness. His life alld character
and purpose h[1ve a power that has
er[1sed from the lists of practical
dynamics every question of checking their influence. The race today faces a manifest destiny of submission to Him in spite of itself.
D.

THE peculiar malignity of the
German press, or a large portion of
it, toward missions is explainahle,
remarks Le lJIissionnaire, by the
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fact that it is so l[1rgely in the
hands of unbelieving Jews.
Goldwin Smith remat'ks that the
press of Americr~ is coming more
and wore largely into Jewish
hands. If so, we may expect that
here also the same unfriendliness
toward Christian missions will soon
appear in our newspapers.
t
Mission Study at St. Louis

"'Ye get but what We bring" is
the fil'st line of an old quatrain
thnt has in it milch of philosophy.
And in nothing is it mOre true than
in a visit to the unparalleled exhibit at the Exposition at St. Louis.
'Vhat one sees there will depend
very much on what one expects or
plans to see.
Some visitors will come away
with [1 comprehensive view of educational methods throughout the
world. Others will be simply interested in the display of decoration
and color, and others will know
only The Pike.
,Ve raise the question, \Vhy not
make the Fair a study itl missions?
True, it was not planned with that
end in view, but it affords rich opportunities for such a study.
Compare, for instance, the manufactured products of thr" lands that
are permeated with Christianity
and the lands that are only just heginning to feel its influence, and
those lands also where its influence
is perverted by half faiths.
,Yhere are the most striking revelations of human energy? Under
what systems has the hnman spirit
come to it::; best and highest?
There will also he a rare opportunity at this gathering-place of
the n[1tions to observe groups of
the very peoples among whom our
missionaries are laboring.
The
Filipinos, the Indians, the Chinese,
Syrians, Japanese, and many
others, high and low in the scale of
civilization, are there, and are ac.
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cessihle fot' conversation and acquaintance.
If one set about it, he could undoubtedly at this Fair wake friellds
in all the chief countries of the
world.
Careful observation would give,
in a week's study, all approximate
estimate of the obstacles ,,'hich
confront those who go out to permeate India and China, for example, with the Spirit of J eSllS
Christ.
It would be worth while simply
to study the art exhibits at this
great exposition, to see what are
the spiritual ideals giving life to
the art forms, and to ask one's self
what task Christianity had before
it to thoroughly possess the artistic
genius of the world.
One could profitably make their
entire visit a period of missionary
study, and if they should do so
they would CGme home with a renewed sense of the mighty work
still ahead of the Christiall Church,
and wi th new courage after the
consideration of what God hath
wrought.
H.

The Church and the Saloon
The action of Bishop PottL'r in
opening the" Subway Tavern" in
New York with an address, prayer,
and the doxology has raised tt storm
of criticism, some of \vhich hetrays
the indiscriminate violence of the
cyclone.
Personally, we regret
Bishop Potter's course, but there is
no warrant for impngning the motives of this prominent prelate, tho
there is room to question his prudence and discretion. The main
feature of this "Subway T:1vern "
is that its professeCi aim is to furnish unadulterated liquOl'S at the
lowest rate and with the least
offensive surroundings.
It must be borne in mind that
the Bishop of New York is not the
first man who has undertaken to
modify the drink habit in despair
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of its abolition. There are other
earnest, broad-minded, pious, philanthropic men who believe that the
saloon is here to stay, and that the
antagonism which vainly aims at
its eradication might better be
changed for n, determined effort to
improve the conditions :1nd diminish the ruinous tendencies of the
saloon. They think prohibition is
a failure.
Mr. John 8. Hawley, of Yonkers,
suggests six measures for lessening
the drink eyil:

1. Encourage the better class of
liquor dealers to improve the conditions of the trade.
2. Secure by governmental measures the manufacture and sale of
pure liquors.
3. Prohibit a,nd prevent the production 01' vending of all the low
grades of liquor.
4. Banish all inside sample-rooms
and bar-rooms and disguised (ll-inking-pla{;es.
5. License two classes of saloons:
one for ales, porter, beer, and light
wines, the other for the standard
liquors, and without chair, bench,
or table.
6. FOl'bid and punish all sale or
delivery of drink to minors.
To onr minds, the drink question
is perhaps the most difficult and
perplexing of all ethical problems.
No other compares with it except
the social evil. The abolition of
both implies a very high moral
standard in the community. He
will rank as a statesman and refonner of the first rank who can
devise any scheme whereby either
or b()th these terrible curses of
society can ever he essentially restrieted, not to say abolished.
Meanwhile it seems to liS clear
that it is not wise to do anything
which shall put on the drinkhouse the sell I and sanction of the
Church of God. 'Ve fear that this
is only one way of gilding with respectability what is to the great
majority of those who enter it
only a gateway to hell going down
to the chambers of death.
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BOOKS FOR THE MISSIONARY LIBRARY
THE DEVELOPMENT
JURISPRUDENCE,

OF l\IUSLUI THEOLOGY
AND
CONSTITCTIONA~

THEORY. Duncan B. :Macdonald, M.A.,
B.D. Charle" Scribner's Sons, New York.
1903. 16mo, 386 pp. $1.50 net

This compact and scholarly little
volume, from the pen of the Professor of Semitic Languages at H artfOl'd Theological Seminary, is of importance to the studen t of missions,
altho it does not touch the problem
of the evangelization of the Moslem
world directly. For a correct understanding of the relation between
jurisprudence and theology in
Islam, and for grasping the intricacies of the origins of the various
sects, the book has no equal. One
hundred pages treat of the development of the Moslem state and of
civil law; the rest of the book traces
the conflict between orthodoxy and
heresy, according to :Moslem ideas,
up to the complete triumph of
barren traditionalism. The treatment of the topics is clear and authoritative. In one or two places
the author follows the lead of those
who have never seen Islam in its
popular results, and so falls into
error-c.g., p. 124: "The earlier
Moslems seemed to have labored
under a terrible consciousness of
sin." If they did, it is not evident
from their writings or their lives.
The Moslem creeds, translated from
the Arabic and given in an Appendix, are invaluable to the reader,
and the bibliography excellent.
Missionaries to Moslems should
read the book.
z.
THE CHINA lIIARTYRS OF 1900. By Robert Coventry Forsyth. Illustrated. 8vo. 7s.6d.
Religious Tract Society, London. $2.00.
Fleming H. Revell Co ,New York. 1904.

The literature on the Boxer outbreak is still increasing. This latest
volume is, however, a valuable addition to what has gone before.
vVhile much of the material has
appeared in other separate volumes,
we have here gathered together a
more complete resume of the suffer-

ings of the missionaries and of the
Chinese. Christians than has yet
been presented in any single volume. 'Ve note much additional
matter, especially the fine biographies of the martyred missionaries,
the very full tho heart-rending account of the massacres in Manchuria, and an excellent record of
the memorial services held in honor
of the martyrs.
vVhile the field the author had to
cover was very large, and the material extensive, yet he seems to have
shown rare discrimination in selection and great skill in classifying,
so that the reader is enabled to get
some conception, even if it is inadequate, of the splendid traits of
character exhibited both by the
missionary and native Chinese
Christian. Leaders of missionaries'
committees who are in search of
stimulating topics for missionary
gatherings will find in this volume
good "fuel for missionary fires."
A.w. H.
H()LDI~G THE: ROPES:

FOR

WORKERS

l\IrsSIOXARY J\IE.'l'HODR
AT HOME
By Belle ~i

Brain. 12mo, 230 pp. $1.00, net.
Wagnalls Co., New York.

Funk &

The contents of this volume are
enlarged from a series of exceedingly valuable articles which recently appeared in the REVIEW.
The author's purpose and plans are
quite original, and are developed
with not a little skill. They deal
in a masterful way with methods
of arousing and maintaining missionary interest in the home, the
church, the Sunday-school, etc.
Best of all, the book is not filled
with mere philosophizing or theorizing, but from first to last is the
product of laborious and painstaking experiment. Miss Brain is a
very earnest and active and successful missionary worker in her home
church and city and State, and
what is here suggested for the
benefi t of other toilers for the
world's evangelization has first
been thoroughly tested and found
to be good.
***
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AMERICA
Samuel H.
}ll'. Samuel H. 'VilWilkinson
kinson, of London,
in America
who is connected
with his father,
11ev. John \\-ilkinson. in what is
known as the .\1 ilduJaY :11 issioll to
the Jews, is now on a l'isit to this
country for the promotion of .Ie\\,i"h enlllgt'Ji:tation thronghout tht'
worlel. ,,-e know }f r. "'ilkinson,
and can cordially comuwnd both
the Illan and his methods to the
Uhristian public, and especially to
friends of Jewish missions, He is
not a man who sounds n trumpet
before him; he makes no direct a ppeal for financial help, or even for
a hearing, but goes where the Lord
leads and takes what the Lord gives
through free-will offerings of His
people,
After October 1 his itinerary embraces Baltimore and 'Vashington
(October 2-8), Philadelphin (9-20),
Toronto (21-20), nnd New York (October 30-November 15), Mr. 'Vilkinson is ready to address Christian
assemblies, and so stimulnte interest in work mnong the Jews, nnd to
visit such missions and give counsel
nnd help in the prosecution of them.
He desires to rench London again
December 15, and those who wish
to ava.il themselves of his valuable
services would do well promptly to
communicate with him, He is prepnred to illustrate his lectures by
stereopticon and cinematograph,
having a large and unique set of
ordinary, panoramic, and cinematographic subjects adapted both to
illustrate his themes and instruct
his hearers. The Russian field is
made prominent in these lectures.
because of its paramount importnnce. Any who desire to reach
this much-esteemed lecturer, whose
modesty is only equaled by his
merit, TIlay COllllnunicate with him
through the editors of this REVIE"-,

or }h', '1', '''istm' Brown, Jr" 518
Flollth Street, Philadelphia, o!' Emil
B. Lind!', 210 Chl'j'stie Street, New
York, who unselfishly undertake
to aid 1\11-, ",Tilkinsoll in al'rnnging
llIeetings.
A. '1'. P.
Rear-Admiral Mc('alla, of the United
Htatps Navy, has
just set an exam pIe
that is rather out of the line of the
ordinary disposition of
gifts.
'Vitb the prize-money received by
him from the Spanish-American
'Val' he has purchased a site for a
building for the benefit of the men
of the navy nt the Mare Island
Navy-yard, California, and Mrs.
McCalla has rnised a considerable
amount toward the cost of a
$65,000 building on that site, which
she nnd the admiral have leased
to the Young Men's Christian Association, to be conducted in connection with its several naval
branches.
What a Naval
Officer Did with
Prize-money

The Jl'i8sionm'y
lIcl'ald reports that
"an AI' meni an
n a tll e dAr s I an
Sahagian died recently in Yonkers, N. Y" and left
his entire wealth, amounting to
about $80,000, to the American
Board. He was one of t,he first
graduntes of Bebek School at Constantinople, which insti(·ution was
the precursor of Hobert College.
He was for mnny years a successful
furniture dealer in Yonkers. Thus
one of the pupils of the illustrious
Cyrus Hamlin becomes n grateful
and generons donor to the trea Bury
of the Board. So far as is known,
}Ir. Sahagian is the first Armenian
to bequenth such a large sum to
this society.
The Al'edapl'l', 11
religious jourllal ill Constantinople,
with pardonable pride makes record
of :\11', Sahagian'S benefnction,
An Armenian's
Bequest to
Foreign
Missions
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which it considers as one of the
most encouraging signs of the
times."
The officers, teachers, and scholars of
the Chinese Sund a y-s c h 0 0 Iso f
Brooklyn resolved
in Sepwmber, 1903, to adopt ways
and means to supply a New Testament in Chinese and English in all
the Chinese laundries of this borough. Upon investigation, these
facts were obtained:
There are in Brooklyn 1,500
Chinese.
There are 10 Chinese Sundayschools, either self-supporting, or
connected with some church, with
a total attendance of about 200
scholars.
This leaves 1,300 heathen men
outside of the reach of the Gospel
in this city of churches; and no one
appointed to take them the Gospel,
and nothing ever contributed to
give them a Bible.
It is known as a fact Chinamen
have lived in this city 26 years and
never heard of the living God or
salvation. Therefore, it was resolved by the Brooklyn Chinesp
Sunday-school Union to try to gi\-e
them the Gospel in their own language and in their own homes if
they will not attend the mission
schools.
The treasurer of the Union is Mr.
Edwin B. 'Woods, 596 Macon St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Brooklyn
Chinese
Sunday-school
Union

Two years ago it
was a troop of
Cuban teachers who
were brought to the
United States for a
few months of summer training,
and this year a similar boon was bestowed upon 550 teachers and normal school students from Porto
Rico, with Harvard receiving the
larger numbrr and Cornell the I'esi·
due. The teachers contributed each
Splendid
Treatment for
the Nation's
Wards

[October

one month's salary and the students each $25, while all other expenses were met by generous-hearted persons in this country, except
that the ocean voyage was made in
a government transport.
They
returnedl"ia New York City, Philadelphia, and'Vashington.
A Forward
Missionary SecreMovement, First tary S. H. Chester,
in Mc.ney, and of the Presbyterian
Now in Men
Church, South, re-

ports as follows:
H'aretofore our Forwarll Movement has been altogether in the
line of finances, and the committee
har3 been distressed at our seeming
inability to find reinforcements for
the missions. But now it seems as
if the many earnest prayers that
have been offered. that the laborers
might be thrust forth into the harvest, are being answered. Twenty
new missionaries are now under
appointment; 4 others are before
the committee only waiting compliance with SO,ne formalities before their appointment will be consummated. Of these, 1 will sail for
Brazil on the 5th of August; 4 will
~ail for Korea and 4 for China on
the 15th of August. All the others
are expected to sail either in September or October. The largest
number of missionaries sent out III
anypreviolls year was 21, sentontin
the fall of 1903. It is very probable
that the total reinforcements which
we shall be able to report to the
next General Assembly will not be
less than 30.
According to a Moravian missionary,
"of sanitary laws,
of the nature of diseases, the people know nothing.
Toothache is ascribed to a worm
boring and biting its way tb.rough
the tooth; rheumatism to hidden
'thorns in the flesh,' and wily women have carried on quite a business by extracting such thorns:
they rub the skin, make a slight
incision, and pretend to pull a thorn
or a fish-bone from the wound,
which they had hidden dexterollsly
between their fingers. So far their
" Medicine" as
Practised in
Nicaragua
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doings would be harmless, but
there are rogues among them who
pretend that every disease originates from poisoning by somebody
else, and that they know how to
expel the poison. The potion which
they cause their victims to swallow
is in most cases drawn from poisonous herbs, and ':\Ir. Grossmann
relates four cases in which death followed the drinking of this medicine
almost immediately."
The Bible for The Rev. Andrew
the Quechua M. Milne, the La
Indians
Plata agent of the
American Bib 1 e
Society, whose work covers also
the Pacific Coast countries of South
America, has long been intensely
interested in the Quechua Indians,
and has longed to reach them with
the Gospel. At last, by the generous help of a gifted Peruvian lady,
Madame Turner, as translator, he
has published for these people the
Gospels of Mark and Luke and
John and the Acts of the Apostles.
Already these Scriptures have
brought light to the individuals
alllong these poor peoples, and
readers are going out to minister
these mercies to others who are
not able without help to understand the printed Gospel.
H.
EUROPE

The United Free
Scotland's
Foremost
C h u I' C h of ScotMissioll Church land, now passing
through a great
crisis (see p. 779), is able to report
an income of $596,625, with $421,160
besides, received abroad in the
shape of grants, native contributions, etc. The m iss ion fields
number 15.
Ordained European missionaries.......
111
European InedlCal nllS~;lOnarIes... .. .. .
37
Missionaries' wives.....................
126
Ordained native pastors........... .... .
45
Total native agency ............. ;.. . . .. 3,441
Principal stations......................
168
Out-stations. . . ... . .... .. ... ... . . . . .. .. .
834
Church-members (1902 ~ 39,644) ........ 43,804
.A.tteud~Dce at 1,093 schools ............ 63,220
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The report of this
organization for
1903 has corne to
hand, and is a model
for excellence of maps and illustrations.
Ten fields are occupied,
mainly in South and East Africa,
and 2 in China, with 86 stations
and 295 out-stations. -With the 104
ordained and 14 unordained male
missionaries, 1,052 native workers
are associated. The native Christians number 47,022, and the communicants, 21,158.
Berlin
Missionary
Society

Six ordained and 5
European
Lutherans and unordained In i ssionaries are at
the Jews
present employed
among the Jews-of Europe and Asia
by the different branche& of the
Lutheran Church in Scandinavia,
Germany, and Russia. The Central Committee for Jewish Missions
(Norway) has 2 stations, Galatz and
Braila, with 2 laborers and 5 teachers. The Swedish Society for Missions to Israel employs 5 missionaries at fonr stations-viz., Stockholm,
Budapest,
Odessa, and
Urmuia, and 2 Bible women in
Goeteborg and stockholm. An
industrial horne for Jewish inquirers is also supported. The Danish
Society for J\Ii~sions to Israel continues to support the work of the
Leipzig central organization in
Stanislau, Galicia, and has added
to its force a traveling missionary
for Denmark.
The Lutheran
Church of Russia now employs a
missionary at Lodz, while the Leipzig central organization employs 2
missionaries, one at Leipzig, the
other at Bucharest, and, together
with the Danish society, carries on
the work at Stanislau.
M.
In Italy the Waldensian Church, the
ancient Church of
the Alpine valleys,
has contributed 6,000 of its members to the Italian colony which is
Italian
Protestant
Activity
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settled upon the Platte River in
Uruguay, South America. Italian
Protestants have established a
Christian college for their ppople
in that country. An American
woman has given $10,000 to the
theological seminary at Florence,
and the college at TOlTe Pellice, in
the Alps, has now 10 professors.
From these two institutions go
forth the ministers, evangelists,
and Illissionaries establishing new
mission stations every month. This
Church claims" neYer to have been
reformed, because never corrupted
from the simplicity of the New
Testament."
The National Bible
Society of Scotland
maae itR way into
Spain as far back as 1865. The
story, as told by a secretary of the
society, is a remarkable one:
'Vhile yet the Bible was confiscated at every frontier, Manuel
Matamoros showed us how the
book might be printed in Spain itself for the use of the fai thful souls,
who, meeting in secret and under
feigned names, were feeling their
way toward the light. In a back
room in a back street in the Cathedral city of Malaga, at a rickety old
hand press, with scanty supply of
type, a godly printer, with his own
hands and such help as his wife
and boy could render, printed at
the cost of the society 3,000 large
type New Testaments, in the course
of seventeen months' labor, during
every hour of whieh he stood in
danger of arrest and the galleys-a
feat which will live in history with
the achievements of those who
counted not liberty or life dear to
them for the sake of Christ and His
Gospel.
How the Bible
Entered Spain

ASIA
The phrase," massacres of Armenian
Christians are recom men c i n g in
Eastern Turkey," has been repeated
in the current news several times
since last May. There have been
several intimations also that influRumors of
Massacres in
Armenia

[October

ential gentlemen are preparing to
urge President Roosevelt "to do
something. "
There is no doubt that there has
been disturbance and bloodshed in
the district of Sassun, which lies
some 70 miles west of the American
Board's station at Bitlis, and some
20 miles south of Moush, the most
important outstation of Bitlis.
Some authorities declare that in
the month of May of this year 50
Armenian villages were destroyed
and 3,000 Armenians were slaughtered by Turks and Kurds in the
Sassun district. This is very terrible, and the horror of the story is
barely diminished by the detail,
which seems equally true, that the
massacre followed an attempt of
Armenians to revolt under the lead
of Russian Armenians who came
into Turkey for the purpose of
making things lively. Yet the
Sassun district is so inaccessible a
patch of wild mountain land that
to this moment it has been impossible to learn what really did take
place laf;lt May in those grim valleys.
The ola traditions derive the
name Sassun from one of the sons
of Senacherib, who fled to the region after murdering his father
(II. Kings xix: 37). The descendants of this man were reckoned
among the great princely families of old Armenia. Since his
time the region has always been a
resort of violent men. Up to the
year 1894, when a Turkish army
ravaged Sassun, the Armenians,
like the Kurds whom they serve,
carried arms and used them too,
refusing to pay taxes to the Turkish government, on the ground that
the Kurds collect taxes from them
for the protection that Turkey docs
not afford. It has long been the
custom in Sassun for the Armeni·
ans to suffer from the quarrels of
their Kurdish masters, many of
whom, by the way, are Armenians
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who have become Mohammedans,
and are in no wise of different
stock from other Armenians of the
district. If one Kurd wishes to
injure another he kills the Armenian serf of his enemy. If revenge
is to he taken for this injury it is
obtained by shooting an Armenian
~erf of the first aggressor. If the
'l'urks are seized by one of their intermittent ardors to collect taxes
from these untamed mountaineers,
it is the Armenians again who are
put forward by the Kurdish lords
of the manor to meet the common
foe and settle with him as best they
can.
The situation in Sassun is horrible; it is due to Turkish ineptitude. But one may not predicate a
general massacre in Eastern Turkey upon the anarchies of that
dreadful dilStrict. Reports from
Sass un should be received as credible, but they should not be treated
as proving that the Turks have
gone mad on massacre again, nor
as requiring President Roosevelt,
for the sake of humanity, to apply
some vague discipline to Turkey on
their account.
D.
Investigating Secretary Hay has
the Armenian directed Dr. Norton, American ConMassacres
suI at Erzerum, to
start on a tour of investigation
through the regions where Armenian massacres have recommenced.
This follows an old precedent, Secretary Fish having sent Mr. Eugene
Schuyler on a precisely similar inquiry during the time of the Bulgarian massacres. The Armenians
have doubtless been aggressive
against the Kurds, who are in the
employ of the sultan; but we can
scarcely realize the provocation
they are undel', and the necessity of
their taking up al'ms to defend theil'
homes and families from spoliation.
Secretary Hay's diplomacy has
been successful in obtaining from
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the sultan acquiescence in the
claim of the United States that
American schools in TUl'key shall
have equal pl'ivileges with those
conducted by citizens of other
countries. The graduates of the
latter, and of medical schools in
particular, are allowed to share in
government examinations, which
open the doors to practise. These
schools may add to their build·
ings without tedious delay, and
are protected from official interference. Abdul Hamid, in an interview with }Iinister Leishman, has
promised reform in all these particulars, but it remains to be seen
how the promises will be fulfilled.
Turkish officials acknowledge no
obligation to keep faith with "infide Is, " tho they may promise under
compulsion.
Light and Heat Those friends of the
for
American College
Turkish Girls for Girls at Constantinople,
who
have known in detail about the
needs of the institution, have felt
for a long time the great need of
better facilities for heating and
lighting the main building. The
labor involved in warming the
rooms by more than 6{) stoves, and
in caring for a, corresponding number of kerosene lamps, with the
great risk of fire all the while, has
seemed very wasteful. The sanital'Y arrangements, too, have been
entirely inadequate to the need.
Now many hearts will rejoice to
know that by the generous gift of
a faithful friend these wants can
be supplied, and in the near futUre
the college will have full equipment of conveniences for health
and comfort.-uIiswiona1'Y [Jerald.
Filling the
Friends will call to
Silver Teapot mind the old tea-set
With Gold
of beaten silver

given last year for
the work in Marsovan, and the call
made by President Tracy that the
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silver teapot be filled with gold, to
be used for the better establishment
of the self-help department in Anatolia College. vVith pleasure we
report that of the $6,000 required,
well-nigh half has gone into the
teapot or has been pledged. All
names of contributors, when given,
are preserved, with the idea of a
special record on tha accomplishment of the object. The sum of $10
furnishes, and $50 establishes, sustains, and names a bench, at which
4 students will work each day
for their own support in education.
Gifts for the" teapot" may be sent
to President C. C. Tracy, or F. H.
\Viggin, Ii Beacon Street, Boston,
Mass.-Miss'ionary Herald.
The Hejaz railroad,
to connect Damascus with Mecca, is
to be a religious line. It will convey pilgrims to Mecca over the most
difficult stretch of their pilgrimage,
and hence its completion will be
hailed by the faithful with the
wildest enthusiasm. Mohammedans all over the East are contributing with generosity, and the original idea was to have none but
Mohammedan materials and workmanship enter into its construction
and management, so that the holiest might use it without defilement.
Bu t that had to be given np, be~ause
Mohammedanism does not produce
steel rails, locomotives, or engineers; so the road will be a triumph
to Christian bmins, while it carries
Mohammedan bodies.
To Mecca
by Rail!

Led to Christ A young mollah of
Through the Bokhara had been
awakened to feel
Koran
himself a sinner.
He searched the Koran, and there
he learned that Christ was a great
prophet. It struck him that perhaps Christ could saye him from
his sins. For nine years he sought
and longed for the knowledge of a
Savior. At last the Swedish Mis-
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sion sent a young Nestorianasmissionary to Bokhara with New
Testaments. He one day left some
of his books for sale in a shop. The
mollah came there to purchase
some article, noticed the books, and,
when he heard they were the Christian's Bible, bought one. Theman
in the shop told him he could only
understand it if he began at the
beginning and read it straight
through.
The young mollah read it night
and day, and when he had finished
it came to the shop to thank the
man for the wonderful Book. " If
you do not understand it all I
know a young man who could explain it to yon," said the shopman,
and gaye him the address of the
Nestorian.
Many conYersations ensued, and
the mollah was finally led to believe
in Jesus.
He then wished to win his wife
to the same faith. She noticed he
no longer prayed five times a day,
and that he ate on the fast days,
and threatened to denounce him to
government.
Her husband was
specially kind to her, and alSked if
he was better or worse since his
new belief. She could not but admit he was kinder and better. Then
he read to her the pages where. a
man is commanded to have one
wife. As the object of every Mohammedan wife is to keep her
husband from taking another wife,
she was intensely interested. He
went on to read that a man should
love his wife as himself. This, so
contrary to Oriental practise,
struck her forcibly. Slowly her
mind began to open to the truths of
Christianity, and now they are
both desiring to be baptized.
In Bokhara, tho a conyert is
hated, he is not persecuted. There
seems an open door, yet ther') is but
one Christian missionary there,
the young Nestorian we have
spoken of, who labors there alone,
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earning his own living.-M.
CLA Y in The Life of Faith.

BAR-

A Blue Book contains figures about
the Indian Empire
full of interest. 'Vhile the population is over 294,000,000, less than
3,000,000 are Christians.
In an
analysis of the population according to "occupation," nearly 4,000,000 are supported by servants engaged in the administration of the
State, 130,000 by sport, 2,230,000 by
herdsmen, 2,340,000 by barbers and
shampooers, while tailors, milliners, and dressmakers have to find
sllpport for over 1,000,000 people.
A glance at religions shows that
Hindus number over 200,000,000,
Mohammedans,
61,300,000,
and
Buddhists less than 10,000,000. The
complex work in India is further
evidenced by the great number of
languages-there being no fewer
than 42 Indian, 11 A siatic, and 19
European languages spoken in the
empire,. besides a greater number
of dialects. There are 23,000 lepers
and 150,000 deaf-mutes, while no
less than 350,000 never see the light
of day.-Young jlfen of India. *
Some Facts
about India

Truth, a Hindu
newspaper, asks in
an editorial, "\Vhat
is the religion of the educated Hindus of the day?" and finds itself
unable to give a clear answer to the
question. "They are neither," the
editor says, "Hindus, nor J\Iussulmans, nor Buddhists, nor Christians." He concedes that they may
be classed as Brahmos. He does
not give them a high character:
Mutual distrust, meanness, selfishness, want of confidence in one's self
and in others, want of punctuahty,
want of admiration for good qualities in others, want of capacity for
working jointly, backbiting, attempt to gain personal interest at
the sacrifice of public interest, and
want of fear of any religious bindThe Muddle
of Hinduism
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ing-these and other traits of character reign supreme, and this
brings them into conflict with tIw
aims and aspirations of the women
in their homes, who cling to the
anciellt creeds. He exhorts the
people to unite and call upon their
pundits to frame a new code, after
Manu, to guide in social and religious life. "Let us have soml'lthing
defini te," he exclaims, "and not
this chaos of Hindu religion! "
Rev. A. French
writes thus in the
Mission Field of
one of the peculiar institutions of
India:
An Indian fair is one of the
quaintest places in the world, and
the blending of the civilization of
the West with the primitive ways
of the East is very curious. The
idolatry is stupendous, as are also
the ignorance and degradation of
the superstition manifested. The
paternal government never shows
to better advantage than in its care
for these simple children. Trains
run when the pilgrims want them.
Children astray are caught and
sent around with a bell-man. Nine
hundred and fifty to 1,000 shops are
licensed to supply wood. Wells
are dug, roads are made, and even
covered with grass to keep down
the dust.
Hospitals, isolation
camps for plague patients, ambulance brigades, police stations, are
all provided; and a government establishment is sent down, with 25
English officers at its head, who
parade the fair Dn elephants, camels, and horseback. As you press
along the crowded road, past the
little shops, here is a phonograph
next door to performing parrots,
the pavilion of the" Cow Society,"
which declares that the prosperity
and intelligence of India depend on
the nourishment of the cow. Here
one sees an ascetic, in the fakir establishment, his head buried in the
earth, while another reposes naked
on a bed of thorns, etc.
A Hindu
Phenomenon

The Y. M. C. A.
in Calcutta

Of all Christian enterprises set on
foot in the city during the twelve and a half years I
spent there, the Y. M. C. A. was
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lOctooer

the boldest and the lllost imporoperative interference. Tnrning to
tant. None other supplied such a
the spiritual results, wp find that
200 persons have heml addpd to the
felt want, or attained so rapid and
distinct a success. It was begun Church in baptism as a, direct outand carried forward in faith, aJl(1
come of the medical work, and we
with a clear-sighted judgment of
(loubt not that in many another
what the needs of the tillle and of
heart the hospital teaching and inthe place demanded. Aml it has . fluence have been the indirect
had the reward which faith workmeans of preparing the ~'ay for the
ing with an unselfish purpose and a
acceptance of the Gospel message.
sound judgment may always con- -Jfercy (l)icZ T1·lIili.
fidently expect.
The College
Education of
The South Indian
Branch of the Y. ]\f. C. A. was esMoslem Women :\lohummedans are
tablished just when the missionacoming to have a
in India
ries in the Christian colleges of the
more enlightened
city were feeling that their ,,-ork
view of female education. It was
for Christ among the students
said at their recent Educational
needed supplelllenting.
The reConference at lVIadras: "If we eduquirements of the government
cate a boy, the good of it mostly
education system had tended to
redounds to him alone. If it i" a
shorten the hours which in these
girl, the benefit of it descends to all
colleges could be devoted to religher children. "-EvangeZischcs Mi8ious teaching, and had laid upon
8ion8 J1fagazine.
t
the missionaries an unprecedented
A Rousing
Rev. E. \V. Simpburden of nightly preparation for
their secular classes. The lectures Y. P. S. C. E. son wl'ites of a
Christiall Endeavor
and Bible classes held at the Y. M.
C. A., together with the personal gathering he attended in Ahmednagar: "There were about 2,000
conversations and visitation of the
Endeavorers present, and it was a
students in their lodgings and
thrilling sight to see the bannered
boardillg-houses, which the Y. M.
host sweep through the streets of
C. A. workers were able to undertake, have formed a most appro- a heathen city, and fill to overflowing the largest building that
priate and much-called-for recould be fonnd there! The place
inforcement of the work of the
resounded with Christian song and
educational missionaries.
stirring speech, and was an earnest
REY • DAVID REID.
of the still greater multitude which
God is prepal'ing to take this land
The Work of The medical misfor Christ. It lllay interest you to
One Hospital sion page of India's lYomen and know that the society in Ahmednagar is next to the largest in the
China's DCl1IghteJ's for June is deworld. "\Vhen the collection was
voted to an abridged report, by
taken I saw, for the first time, the
Miss Hewlett, of twenty-four years'
cowrie shells, which are yet used
work in the C. E. Z. M. S. Hospital
at Amritsar. During that period as money in some parts of King
Edward's empire."
more than 6,000 cases of illness of
all kinds have been nursed in the
How Hindu
This s tat e men t
wards of St. Catherine's Hospital; Christians Gave comes from one of
765,298 out-patients have received
the missionaries of
treatment in the dispensaries, and
the Allleric.an Board:
21,843 maternity cases attended,
On April 7 the Manamadura
upward of 500 of which called fo1'
church held its harvest festival and
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annual meeting, the largest and
best in its history, certainly of late
ypal'S. The attendance was large,
and from all parts of the pastorate;
the addresses, singing, and attention were excellent; the offering
amounted to about 150 rupees, the
largest ever received. The equivalent of this sum is $50; but when it
is remembered that it takes a man
J days, and a woman over 6, to
earn a rupee by field labor, and
that this represents over 750 days'
work, it means as much as $1,000
would to the average conn try
cllllrch at home. Anel this offering
is in additioll to the regular weekly
Diles, anll the extra effort that the
churdl is making to build a much
llPefied stone wall about its premises. The communion service at the
close of the day welcollled (j uew
members, and was followed by the
settlement of a misunderstanding
between two of our helpers in the
school. 'Vhen we parted at one
o'clock the following Jtlorning the
pastor told me it was the happiest
day of his five years' pastorate.
The m u I' del' of
Bishop Vel'haegen
and two Roman
Catholic priests in
China has given rise to rumors
of fm'ther tronbles from the an tiforeign rabble in Northern China.
Some missionaries are said to have
left Pe-chihli Province, and mission
property is reported to have been
destroyed. A band of missionaries
on furlough in America have received orders to await developments before returning. 'Ve understand, however, that the reports of
disturbances have been exaggerated, and we do not anticipate
serious trouble.
Fear of a
New Boxer
Uprising

At the an n u al
meeting of the
London Missionary
Society, Rev. R.
'Yardlaw Thompson, secretary, referred to the evidence of appreciation of the work of the society
alllong the native peoples themselves, clearly shown by the fact
that nearly $150,000 was given by
How Some
Chinese
Christians Give

them during the year in aile form
or another.
They contributed $23,705 to medical missions, and two sums in ];hat
amount have an interesting story.
Chine;;e gentlemen in Hongkong,
appreciating the services of the
medical missiun, contributed upward of $5,000 for the erection of a
maternity hospital, which they
have handed over to the society to be
managed by those terri hie missionaries who are said to have done
such mischief in China all through
these years! They contributed that
sum, and now they are paying the
salary of the lady medical missionary who is presiding over the hospital.
And then, far away in
Hunan, in that anti-Christian, antiforeign province, which God has so
wonderfully opened to us, in the
farthest of our stations, Heng
Chow, the people of the place COIltrihuterl $1,8,;0 towarrl the erection
of the mission hospital.
A Strange
A teachpr in the
Friend,,' girls'
Missionary
school (English) at
Agency
Tung Chuan, in
in China
Yunnan. China,
says that the Chinese girls at'e wild
over basket-ball. Four of the girls
have unbound their feet, two are
unbinding, and others are trying to
get permission fmm home to do
likewise. The enticement of the
game has done what no amount
of exhortation ~ould have accomplished in the way of setting free
these young women bound by Satan
for many years.
Signs of Good In the Chine8e Rein China
corder for June,
Rev. C. A. Stanley,
of Tientsin, has an interesting article upon" The New Conditions,"
which are evident in all classes toward both foreigners and Christianity, and specifies a greater
friendliness toward missionaries
and their teaching, a greater desire
to secure 'Vestern learning, a
great PI' number of inquirers, and a
clearer understanding of the difference between Protestants and
Catholics.
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" I have been sending my studentassistants out
preaching on Sundays," writes Dr.
Arthur Peill, of T'sang Chou,
"and they have come back radian t.
Everywhere the people are ready to
listen, willing to receive, courteous,
interested. . . . And when my colleague comes back from a tour
through the district, what reports
we hear! Incident after incident
pours out in a wondrous stream till
one tingles with delight and feels
inclined to cry' Hallelujah!' 'Ve
hear of Christians striving to-finish
their chapel before the deputation
arrives; of the giving of their own
time, mules, carts, etc., to the
work, without a penny of cost to
the society; of preaching to audiences of hundreds and thousands
at fairs and markets en Tuuteto the
out-stations; of eager attention,
and interesting after-conversations; of new groups of inquirers
starting building little chapels; of
new schools commenced; of earnest
work by men and women stirred up
by the winter class; of persecution
bravely endured. "-London ChTonicle.
Is Pentecost
at Hand?

The Empress The Dowager EmDowager Makes press of Ohina has
given 10,000 taels,
a Donation
Or $14,000, to the
e~tablishment of a medical college
in Pekin. It is a large institution,
fonnded and sustained by the combined effort of the London Mission,
the American Board, and the Presbyterian Board, and is to cost
$50,000. It is hnped that the example of the empress will be followed by Chinamen of rank and
wealth.
It m[LY show a great
change of mind in the empress
that she endorses and supports a
missionary enterprise.
Medical
missions are proving the means of
conciliating and cpening the way
to many minds and hearts.

[October

What One
The Ohina Inland
Society is
Mission had on
Doing for China January 1, 1904, in
199
stations
in
China, 743 missionaries, men and
women, besides 15 still engaged in
study, and 25 engaged in home
work or not yet assigned to stations; 465 of its missionaries are
women. The receipts of the society for 1903 were $225,458. It
reports the number of conversions
in its stations in China in ]903 at
1,700. Ten years ago the annual
number of conversions was about
700. Comparison of the two figures snggests that the pOwers of
evil prepared the way of the Kingdom when they sought to barricade it by that terrible outburst in
1900.

Their majesties the
Emperor and Empress of Japan have
gran ted 2,000 yen to
the Okayama Orphanage. The gift
is designed to assist Superintendent
Ishii in securing the much-needed
endowment of 200,COO yen before
the institution reaches its twentieth
birthday in 1907. This is believed
to be the first instance in which the
emperor has given a special grantin-aid to a distinctively Ohristian
institution. Ooming as it does in
the midst of a war between Japan
and one of the great 'Yestern nations, it is a significant proof of the
broad-minded spirit of Japan's enlightened rulers. - Congr-egationRoyal Gifts
Also from
Japan

alist.

A missionary
writes: "The war
has been a marvelous revelation of Japan's capacities
and character. I believe, too, that
if Russia comes to ask for terms
she will find her brave antagonist
far more generous and large-hearted than many think. 'Yhat preserves the nation throughout is that
From Japan
in Wartime
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it not only loves to create high
ideals, but keeps its gaze IJLeadily
on them. It is quite a passion with
the nation at large to show itself
reasonable and considerate of other
nations' just claims. The continued
successes do not intoxicate, but
rather the contrary: they sobel' the
nation with the sense of enlarged
responsibilities. Colonel MacPherson was calling here yesterday. He
had, at Hiroshima, visited the Hussian wounded among the prisoners,
and watched them being tended by
Japanesc nurses. Just think of the
wonder of this, when we let the
memory run back some sixty years
and think what Japan was then,
and of all that has happened since,
to lead up to the scene of Japanese
trained nurses in Hed Cross uniform
doing all they know for the wounded of the enemy, and that enemy
one of the strongest military
powers, but checked unexpectedly
by Japan in the very midst of its
expansion to the seaboard of the
Far East."
In the BookloveT's
J1clagazine Harold
Boice quotes a
Japanese university professor, who said to him:
Our empire has Falted all the seas
that have flowed into it. The West
can not hope to Christianize Japan
when our amhition is to Japanize
Christianity, and to carry the new
doctrines, the gospel of rational
ethics, to the millions of Asia, and,
in timp, to all the world. 'Ve shall
go to China-in fact, we are already
there-with aharrnonious blending
of the best precepts of Buddhism,
Confucianism, Bushido, Brahmanism, Herbert Spencer, Christianity,
and all other Rystems of thought,
and we shall h~ve, I think, little
trouble in awakening the naturally
agnostic mind of the Chinese to the
enlightenment of modern free
thought.
'Vhat the Far East
needs is a religion as modern as
machinery. \Ve have had m're
gods than were good for us. We
believe that a cosmopolitan gospel
tolerating the existence but miniJapan's Religious
Mission to
the Orient
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mizing the potency of prayers,offerings, shrines. temples, churches, litanies, and gods, and dwelling more
on the time that now is and the relation of man to man, will create a
wonderful reformation in Asia.
'Ve confidently believe that it has
been assigned to Japan to lead the
world in this new intellectual era
in the progress of mankind.
Japan acquired the
island of Formosa
as a result of the
war with the Chinese. Since that
time about 50,000 Japanese have
settled in the island. "The Church
of Christ in Japan," which is the
Japanese
native
Presbyterian
ChUt'ch, at once organized mission
work in Formosa. It found in the
north of the island the remarkable
work of Dr. l\Iackay, the Presbyterian missionary of the Canadian
Church, and in the south the extended work of the English Presbyterian Church.
A railroad has
been opened from north to south,
bringing the two sections into close
touch. It is proposed to unite the
Presbyterian mission work into
one church. Dr. Mackay years ago
married a Christian Chinese ,YOman. Two of the valuable Christian ministers of the island are his
sons-in-law. The Board of Foreign
Missions of the
Presbyterian
Church in the United States has
been asked to send to Formosa 2
ministers and 2 women. The wife
of the present Japanese governor
of the island is a Christian, and the
way is opened for mission work
everywhere.
AFRICA
The Moorish The Perdicaris case
Government discloses yery clearand Missions ly the helpless condition of the Moorish government-totally helpless to
resist any demand of one of the
Powers, and entirely unable to enforce order in not less than onehalf of its own dominions. Since
Moorish officials realize their helpProgress in
Formosa
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lessness, and know something of
the llecessity for keeping on good
terms with the Powers, foreign citizens in Morocco are generally
treated witI1 respect. There is no
official interfer'ence with missionary work, so far as I know, and no
annoyance. Ptlblic work is pretty
much limited to hospital, dispensary, and refuge work-the latter
only on the coast. Any active
work in the way of street preaching, even infol'mal addr'essll1g of
groups that might gather, would
meet with speedy protest and warning to desist, altho if the preacher
determined to proceed, I doubt
whether the i\Ioorish offiGia ls would
dare to do anything about it, except to complain to Oonsular authorities. Members of our mission
were warned by the Basha last fall
not to talk religion llor to try to
sell books, but we almost daily
offer the books for sale at J\fOOl'lc h
shops, and have sneh conversations
as we can, but without attracting
public notice.
As to the real attitude of the
people, of course their' fear of their
own government is what makes
them respectful to foreigners, for
Moslem bigotry is unchanged. A
few of the merchant class and wellto-do city people see advantages in
foreign innovations and might
favor them, bllt the 111ajority of
the tribes talk as if Jwy would be
glad of a chance to clean out the
foreigners and start a "Holy
'Var."
GEORGE C. REED.
The Sudan
The first party of
United Mission the Sudan l;nited
Mission sailed for
Northern Nigeria in July. Four
young men left England for Burutu,
on the Niger, and will travel by
steamer to Lokoja, and on, up the
Benue River, to Ibi, where the
land journey of 1;)0 miles begins up
to the Bautchi Hills (the center of
the work).

[October

The medical missionary of the
party, Dr. A. H. Baterllan, is a
graduate of the University of Durham. Scotland is represented by
JUl'. John Burt, who has had two
years' training in the Glasgow
Bible Institute. Ireland has given
an earnest worker in l\Ir. John
Maxwell, who has resigned a good
post in the Civil Service in order to
preach Ohrist in the Sudan. And
Germany is represented by Dr.
Karl 'V. Kumlll, the leader of the
party, who has already had some
experience of African travel and
service, in missionary work in
Egypt, Nubia, and the Lybian
desert, and has lately spent some
months in Tripoli studying Hausa,
the trade Janguage of tlle 'Vesterll
and Central Sudan.
The mission aims at commencing
work among the pagan tribes, the
Jarowa, Guaris, Tangelas, and
others in Bantchi, a district more
than twice as large as Ireland,
which ha~ never had It missionary
yet. Many of the heathen peoples
of Hansaland have thus far resisted
the inroads of Islam, which is
threatening to conquer the whole
of that vast British protectorate, a
~phere as large as one-third of
[mlia.
The aim of the Sudan
United Mission is to evangelize
these races, that they may turn
from heathenism, llot to Islam, but
to Ohrist. At present Hausaland,
probably the most populolls section
of British Africa. has but three
British mission stations <md some
dozen British workers, none of
whom are laboring among the
pagan tribes, altho some of these
have been for years asking f01'
Christian teachers.
LUCY E. KUlUM.

"The Liverpool
cof
West Africa "

The town of Lagos,
the capital of the
YOI' U b a country
and of the Oolony
of Lagos, has a population of 50,000
natives and thref:l or four hundred
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Europeans. It is one of the most
important, if not the most important town in vVest Africa. It is not
without justice that it receives the
ti tIe of the "Li verpool of vVest
Africa." Lagos, with its suburb of
Ehute Meta, is divided into 6 parishes, each with its church, Sunday
and day school. Some of these
parishes have also one or two district or mission chapels attached
to them. These parishes are worked
by the native clergy of the Lagos
church on much the same lines as
an English parish. Of these
churches St. Paul's, in the BrK.<lfruit distri.-t of the town, is said to
be on the site of a slave-market.
Chri"t Church alone is in charge of
an English clergyman. 'l'he members of these churches number
about 3,000, of whom 1,500 are communicants. 'Vith the members of
other missions the number of professing Christians in Lagos reaches
probably 7,000.
vVe sometimes ask
what the negro is
doing for the negro.
Tuskegee is doing
an unlooked-for hit
of missionary work in 'Vest Africa.
Three or four years ago the German
government itpplied to Dr. Booker
'Yashington for Tukegee gradua tes
to teach the people of the 'I'ogoland
colony to raise cotton. The Togo
negroes had not only to be taught
but to be coaxed to try cotton
planting.
The Togo cotton, too,
had run wild so long that none of
its three varieties were ,,'orth
Illuch, while American seed will
not endure that climate.
The
Tuskegee men have changed all
this. By judicious crossing they
have originated a new cotton plant
that flourishes in Togoland and is
of good, long staple. They have
also disarmed sWipicion among the
natives and aroused enthu«iasm
about cotton culture, to the extent
Tuskegee
Graduates in
Southwest
Africa
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that the crop of 1904 will be about
1,000 bales. They have also started
an industrial school, where 45
picked Togo boys are heing taught
SOIlle of the energy of their Japanese namesake and its applicatioll to
scientific agriculture. All these
achievements have conquered the
skepticism of the Germim colonial
officials as to the profits of improving the condition of the natives.
The import of this unforeseen influence of Tuskegee upon blacks in
Africa can not yet be measured.
But it is not too early to ask
whether the men who have stood
by Booker 'Vashington financially
are not finding in this extension of
the good work the satisfaction of
an extra percentage of return from
their investment.
D.
". M. Stanley's vVe can scarcely
Work for
overestimate the
Uganda
importance of the
service which Stanley rendered to Africa and the world,
in helping to sa ve Uganda from the
domination of Islam, by persuading
King l\1utesa to invite missionaries
from England. Lady Stanley has
received the following letter from
:Mengo, Ugu,nda, dated June 10, and
signed "Apolo Kakwa Katikiro" :
I am very grieved to hear the
death of your husband. For ]\11'.
Stanley was the first helper in our
country, and he aided us in settling
our country. '" e therefore are
very grieved for the death of our
dear friend.
I myself saw him
when I was in England. I was ten
years of age when he came lwre at
first, and when he came the second
time he found us in the country of
Aukole, as we were sent away from
our country, being persecuted by
other people for our religion. He
encouraged us, and promised that
he would tell the English to send
soldiers to help us, and so he did.
As we were greatly troubled the
English came and helped us, until
now our country is increasing in all
wisdom. It was he who reported
the religion of Christ to our fathers
when they were trying to learn the
::\Iohannnedall religioJl. And SO he
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preached to the late King Mutes:!'
that there is a better religion of
Christ, the Son of God, who will
save all people. And so the king
agreed that it would be necessary
the people should learn that religion, and our fathers tried to learn
it. And after OLlr fathers we have
tried to learn it since the English
teachers came to OLlr country, and
the religion extended everyw here.
Now, Mr. Stanley seemed like our
first guider in the religion, and because of this we are very grieved at
his death. ::-.Tow, I have told you of
our beloved Stanley, what he did
in our country, and have nothing
more to say, except that we are
greatly grieved, and ask you to ac·
cept my most sincere sympathy in
your great IOS8. I send my greetings to your son Denzil. May God
comfort you always.
*

The Will of This heroic misFranlfois Coillard sionary, to whom
the work of the
mission on the Zarubesi had been
the one absorbing interest, naturally inserted a clause in his last
testament to the following effect:
On the threshold of eternity and
in the presence of my God, I solemnly bequeath to the Evangelical
Church of France, mv native land,
the care of the work of the Lord in
Barotsiland; and in His holy Name
I adjure them never to abandon it
-and thus to despise and renounce
the rich harvest that is to be expected as the fruition of seed sown
in suffering and tears.
These words, from the heart of a
great missionary, will not be unheeded, for the Paris Missionary
Society has already announced its
intention of vigorously continuing
the work.
ISLANDS OF THE SEA
Christianity The present nUll!in Sumatra
bel' of Sumatran
Christians
under
care of the Rhenish Society is
55,685. The Calwcl' 3fonatsblattc1'
ioayS:
When we read the reports of
the various stations we see how
diligently the work is carried on in
the schools, and in the care of souls,
in attendance on sick and well, on
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young and old; how, more and
more, by means of missionary
sisters, the female sex also is
brought under Christian influence
and
training.
Relapses into
heathenism, and yet more into
Mohammedanism, do occur, but of
the apostates and excomnhmicated
many return after a while. Taken
all in all, we gain the impression
that a day of salvation has da wned
for Sumatra; that it behooves us to
redeem the time, before the night
cometh, in which no man can work.
The great point in Sumatra is to
anticipate Islam, which is pressing
in from the east coast.
t

The ComplelC The Filipinos have
Nationality of no nationality .vith
the Filipinos which to a!Ssume
government of the
archipelago. In Luzon there are
the Christian Tagalogs, the Christian Matebeles, who murder Tagalogs as a tribal virtue, the nonChristian Igorrotes, various tribes
of head-hunters, and a miserable
race called Negritos. In the Visayan group is another tribal division
from Tagalog, and in the great
island of Mindanao and in the Sulu
and Tawi groups are the Moros,
Moslem ~avages continually waring among. themselves.
In all
the islands, according to the eRtimate of Senor Buencamino, Aguinaldo's former secretary of state,
there are not more than 25,000 who
speak any Spanish; that is to say,
less than half of one per cent. of
the population know the educated
language which alone can be used
for purposes of intercommunication.
DA VID GRAY.
Baptisms in
New Guinea

On Sunday, .T anuary 24th, baptism
was administered
at Mukawa, when 13 converts wore
baptized, all being adults. Among
the number was a boy who said in
the earlier days his parents had
deceived the missionaries by telling them he was dumb, and so was
no good, and by that means he was
kept from school and church. One
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day Mr. Carlin found him in the
house asleep, and pulled him by the
leg and woke him up. The boy
was afraid, and said: "I an'! coming, Bada," and so the deceit of his
dumbness was at an end. He has
been living on the mission station
for nearly three years, and seems
contented and happy, and hopes to
be confirmed at the first continllation the bishop holds in this district.
A Memorial of Miss Patteson, the
Bishop Patteson surviving sister of
the late Bishop
Patteson, of Melanesia, has just
presented to the society a relic of
unique interest. It is the palm
frond with the four knots tied on
it which was found on Bishop
Patteson's body after he had been
murdered by the natives atNukapn,
September 20,1871. The four knots
were tied by the natives in order
to signify that the bishop had
been killed as an act of retribution for the murder by traders
four of their own companions.
The palm frond and part of the
mat in which Bishop Patteson's
body was wrapped, also a cross
made of the wood of the bishop's
hut, are enclosed in a box made of
sandalwood brought from Nukapu.

of

MISCELLANEOUS
Native Rulers A traveler who has
recently c i I' cum.
in Fear of
the Bible
navigated the globe
with unusual facilities for conversations ,yith the rulers of all the nations visited, altho
not friendly to evangelical Christianity himself, as is witnessed by
his frequent sneers at its professors,
reports that everywhere he found
the native rulers asserting that the
Bible was the enemy most dreaded
by themselves. The men in authority in Japan, China, India, Egypt,
and Turkey all said to him that
the missionaries were quiet and
well disposed, and, personally, they
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were peacemakers in any community. But the Bible brought "a
sword." In the Sunrise Kingdom,
where the fundamental principle
of all government rests upon belief
in the Divine ancestry of the mikado, our American was asked what
would become of Japan's government should the people come to see
in the mikado only cowman clay?
In China the bed-rock of the home
and the State is worship of the past.
Teach a man that hc must" forsake
father and mother," and cut loose
from the whole past, if need be;
teach him to stand alone, and be in
himself accountable before God-is
that to be accomplished without a
revolution? Caste and India are
synonymous. Bnt wlHtt becomes
of caste if men are to be told that
God made" all men of one blood" ?
~o long as the Koran sanctions
polygamy, and commands war
against the " infidel," the Turk
must remain "unspeakable. "-Interiol'.

A Hundred
Years Ago
and Now

Christian England
laughed when Sydney Smith sneered
at vVilliam Carey
as a "consecrated cobbler," going
on a fool's el'rand to convert the
heathen. Carey died, aged seventythree years. He was visited on his
deathbed by the Bishop of India,
the head of the Church of England
in that land, who bowed his head
and iUToked the blessing of the dying missionary. The British authorities had denied to Carey a
landing-place on his first arrival in
Bengal; but when he died, the government dropped all its f1ags to
half mast in honor of a man who
had done mOl'e for India than any
of their generals. The universities
of Engl:tnd, Germany, and America
paid tribute to his learning, and
to-day Protestant Christianity
honors him as one of its noblest
pioneers.
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Bishop Prank "",'.
\Varne, of India,
gives the following
account of his early
lnissionary experiencp,:
J was but a hov in Canada, and
when the annual inissionary meeting was held and the collection was
about to be taken, the preacher
said: "I want every person in the
house, including boys and girls, to
subscribe something, no matter how
small, and two months will be given
in which to pay the subscriptions."
The collectors carne down the aisle
with a slip of paper, and the people
wrote their names on the paper. J
had never subscribed to anything,
but I decided I would subscribe one
dollar, and when it carne to me I
took the paper and wrote my name,
promising to give that amount. I
was very much excited, and began
at once to plan how I should earn
the money. I saved pocket· money,
ran errands, found eggs, and, as it
seemed to me, long before the time
I had my dollar ready, and wished
either that the collector would
hurry up or that I had subscribed
more. I got so much pleasure and
profit out of that subscription that
I have been giving ever since, and
at last I gave myself.
How a
Missionary
Was Made

The Rev. Alden
Grout, who was
driven away from
three successive stations in Africa, and waited eleven
years for his first convert, said:
If I was II, fool in the eyes of some
men, I have lived to see It hundredfold more done than I ever dreamed
that I might effect in a long life.
and have enjoyed a hundredfold
more than I expected.
Every
promise of God has been abundantly fulfilled to me.
Long Waiting
and
Rich Reaping

OBITUARY

Andrew Alexander
died at Lake Mohonk on .Tuly 2!J,
1004. Born in Ireland in 1831, "Mr.
Alexander wa,,; the descendant of
Scotch-Irish Reformed Presbyterians (Covenanters), and as such
received the thorough religious
training of these sturdy people.
A. Alexander.
of New York
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Coming to New York more than
fifty years ago, he engaged successfully in the shoe business. In early
youth Mr. Alexander united with
the Reformed Presbyterian Church,
arid for 47 years he was a ruling
elder in the Second Reformed Presbyterian congregation of New
York. He was a director of the
National Temperance Society, a
manager of the American Tract
Society, aud a memberof the Presbyterian Union of New York. For
many years he was It member of
the Board of Foreign Missions
of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church, and became the chairman
six years ago. Foreign missions
always held the chief place in Mr.
Alexander's affections. He was a
delegate of his church to the London Missionary Conference in 1888,
and to the Ecnmenical Missionary
Conference in 1900. His gifts to
the support of the Reformed Pres'
byterian work in Syria, Asia
Minor, Cyprns, and China were
regular and large, and in his will
he remembered the work with a
gift of $25,000. l\Jr. Alexander did
not forget the work at home, and
the missions among the negroes,
the Indians, and the Jews received
large contributions; the endowment fund of the Reformed Preshyterian College at Beaver Falls,
Pa., was liberally increased, and
fUltny a poorly pltid minister of the
Reformed Presbyterian Church reo
ceived an unexpected increase of
his salary through this humble servant of Christ.
M.
John Murdock, On August 10th ocof India
cUl'l'ed the death of
Rev. Dr. John Murdock, of the Christian Literltture
Society in India. He was 81 years
of age, Itnd nver It year ago resigned
the secretaryship of the :l\1adras
branch of the society, bnt he was
an active missionary worker to the
last. He was born in Glasgow, and
went to Ceylon in 1844. He (lid
much for Tamil missions, and tn
give It Christian literature to India.
-It
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THE WORLD AND THE CHURCH, AND THE
SPIRIT OF ENTERPRISE
SOME LESSONS FROM THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION
BY THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

When our Lord said, "The children of this world are in their generation wiser than the children of light," He announced that fact
without approving it. The world shows wisdom, not in the ends
chosen, but in using the means best fitted to reach the ends; the children of light, while choosing the best ends, often fail to use the means
most adapted to insnre success.
The St. Louis Exposition is a striking example of both sagacity
and capacity yoked to a worldly enterprise, and suggests many hints
too unique and valuable to be dismissed with a hasty glance.
1. For instance, mark the lavishness of outlay. Some $40,000,000
were laid on the 'altar of enterprise for a six months' exhibit. At first
view, this seems reckless waste. ' A city of beauty, more than realizing
the dreams of the" Arabian Nights," springs up, as under the enchanter's wand, to yanish, as suddenly, when its brief mission is over. God,
who has infinite resources, can afford to paint huge cloud pictures of
sunrise and sunset, to destroy them in five minutes; but man's poverty
forbids prodigality, and yet all this elaborate and costly splendor is
created for a few weeks' existence, then to dissolve into nothingness,
leaving behind only a memory.
The world denies that this expenditure is wasteful. Beyond the
summer treat for excursionists, the political statesman and the mercantile seer discern a new impulse to trade and commerce, and a permanent advance all along the line. Even the materialist knows the
eternal value of ideas that may stir some creative brain to fresh
activity and achievement, kindle into new flame the inventive or construction genius of some new Bacon or Newton, Franklin or Faraday,
Arkwright or Edison. To add to civilization some new force or factor
millions of golden treasure and months of herculean labor seem to men
a paltry price; and, from a worldly point of view, it is so. What the
last decade of years has brought to light, in the one realm of science,
that is absolutely new, or relatively new in its application and adaptation
to human wants, shows what the mind of man can do when quickened
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into activity. Wise men urge national governments, at public expense,at least once in every decade, to provide a new exposition, looking for ample returns for all outlay in permanent progress and prosperity.
2. This exposition is a triumph of earnest cooperation, of thorough
organization, system in perfection. The most intelligent, experienced,
public-spirited men and women meet,
and outline a scheme that is gradually
wrought out into the most minute
details. Then, from the genius that
plans, it is but a step to the talent that
executes - the selection of the best
architects and builders, artists and
workmen, the purehase of material, and
the supervision of every department of
the work.
The whole community is searched
for the wisest and ablest citizens to
give the dream visible shape, and who
link wisdom and wealth, the seer and
statesman with the merchant and manufacturer, for the success of the one
scheme.
Those who have had to do
RON. DAVID R. FRANCIS
President of the St. Louis Fair, who Inter- with prevJous expositions are asked to
viewed three Kings and a Pre,Ident within two weeks. He has been Mayor of St. give tlie results of their experience and
Louis, Governor of Missouri, and Secre· observation, one man being commistary of the Interior
sioned for a two years' tour of investigation of over twelve hundred industries.
.
Oooperation such as this is not secured without cultivating friendly
relations; conciliation must first take the place of contention, and persuasive arguments of repellant antagonism; and so, not only va.rious
States of one nation, but even foreign peoples, so united in one enterprise that it was like a harmonious anthem or international oratorio.
Hostile rivalries gave way to wholesome emulation. Every land contributed its best, lavishly giving for the general good its richest ideas as
well as products, the result being a display not only of the actualities
but the possibilities of a high civilization, charming the eye and enchanting the imagination. It is a unique sight-nations joining hands in
a grand exhibit which might stir both brain and brawn to do their
best, compelling men to realize what. already is, and to catch a glimpse
of what is to be and maybe, inspiring new invention and discovery,
resolve and endeavor.
3. Another marked feature was oblivion of the past. Every such
exhibit is a deliberate and laudable attempt to outdo all that went
before. Spinoza counted as the fatal hindrance to progress self-comelectronic file created by cafis.org
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placency, and the laziness it begets. The world is never content with
past successes; its goal of yesterday is its starting-point for to-morrow.
The new must excel, if not eclipse, the old, and the year past is beginning to be thought of as comparatively a remote period. Colossal as
was the Chicago Exposition, that at St. Louis covers twice as much
Rpace-a square mile-and, besides lagoons, a varied contour of hills
instead of Chicago's monotonous flatness, and on this site sixteen
hundred buildings, one covering sixteen and another twenty acres. In

Copydghtt'd by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
AN AZTEC FORGE IN MEXICAN COPPER-MINE EXHIBIT

This was in striking contrast to the modern mines shown in full operation

one structure the booths had, on the various aisles, a frontage of nine
miles.
.
" Progress" was written large over the who.1e exhibit. Everywhere
comparison even with that of eleven years before reminds one of
Gladstone's sage remark, that in our century a decade of years
eclipses, in invention and discovery, a cycle of the past. Humanity
has put on the fabled "seven-league boots," and moves forward by
great strides and leaps. A backward look to 1804 shows that almost
all the master improvements of the ages in the secular sphere belong
to the last century; but the pace of progress has been of late 80 much
more rapid that days now count for years, and 1914 will leave 1904
hopelessly behind. Fifty thousand fertile brains' are busy with the
most improved instruments-telescopic, microscopic, spectroscopic,
electric, telegraphic, chemical, exploring the unknown, and radium
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hints how startling may be the possible revelations of the immediate
future. One hundred and fifty thousand dollars were appropriated to
encourage experiments in aerial navigation. Man's next triumph over
the elements may be to sail in the air as now on the water.
The world promptly abandons what is old for what is obviously
better. The tallow candle is forgotten in the oil lamp, the lamp in
the gas-jet, and this again in the electric arc; the old stage-coach is
displace:l by the steam-car, and that in turn by the electric train; and
gas engines and electric motors bid fair to banish even steam as a
motive power. The old wooden plow gave way to the iron one, and
the hand cradle to the horse and steam reaper; and now eight gang
steam plows furrow forty acres a day, and the ground is fertilized,
cultivated, sown, and harvested by machinery, new patents displacing
the old so fast that some Western farmers feel it to be scarcely worth
while to house their agricultural implements over winter because they
will be out of date before they are worn out. The telegraph promises to transmH, mechanically, a thousand words a minute, and may
largely -displace the penny post by making instantaneous communication so cbeap and easy that we may soon be sending fifty words for
a dime, not only to Oregon and Alaska, but to India -and China. The
woTld impatiently dismisses as antiquated any device that does not
best serve its ends. There is no veneration for mere age and custom,
but the controlling question is, How can any desired work be best and
quickest done? Utility rules the day, and tbis is counted not waste
but wisdom. Time is sbort, and must be saved; toil is wearing, and
must be spared. Progress is a giant that, armed with the iron flail
of Talus, goes about demolishing whatever is found to be an inferior
method of securing a given result.
Learning Through Eyegate

4. This exposition illustrates the uses of the eye, the power of the
spectacular. Theories are reduced to practise and em bodied in visible
forms and object-lessons, for Eyegate, as well as Eargate, opens into
Mansoul. The projectors of this exposition have learned that it is a
great thing to make a fact visible and to utilize the power of Gontrastj
and so T~incoln's log cabin, with bis mother's spinning-wheel, and the
old chimney, by whose log fire the boy read his" four books," is seen,
side by side with the model dwelling with its superb furnishing and
finishing, its electric light and heat and perfection of detail, and the
pioneer locomotive is contrasted with the newest French model, warrantedJo surpass all others in speed; rudest ancient vehicles stand
beside the automobile and electric trolley; and from the original vil~
lages of the rude Filipinos and Igorrotes one looks upon the finest
models of city architecture, dress, and manners.
But the main use of the spectacular here is to instruct and inform
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Copyrighted by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
A MORO HOUSE IN THE PHILIPPINE EXHIBIr

thronglt the eye. What descriptive book would ever impress we reader
as the observer is here impressed by the real coal-mine, 1,750 feet long,
or the mining-gulch, with all its active operations, constructed at a
cost of $60,000; or the model schools, with living teachers and classes,
and the various manufactures, as of a shoe, from the rawhide to the finished foot-wear; the cooking-classes, with electric ranges; the rock
drilling and blasting; the oldest sr.lelting-furnaces side by side with
the newest Denver smelting-works, and the modern forge, with its
giant steam-hammer and busy workmen?
'fhis is an exhibition of the ntility of science, insuring exactness
and accuracy, even in cutting and weighing a piece of cheese, detecting water in milk, disease germs in food and drink, and destroying
what is hurtful to health. Charts show, at a glance, comparative
intelligence and illiteracy, expenditures of all sorts, the proportion of
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classic and scientific students, the location and capacity of school.
houses in a State, the comparative size of different foreign countries
as compared with the -various states of the Union, the work of agricultural and mechanical colleges and experiment stations-for which
latter exhibit alone the United States spent $100,000. A map with
small red circles represents agricultural stations, and their distribution in North and South America and Europe; and, as South America
shows but ten, while all Europe is starred with them, it is a wonder
no more that the European harvests average twelvefold greater. The
photograph and biograph put before the eye all the German universities,
with their perfected medical apparatus, and show the model factories

Copyrighted by t.he Louisiana Purchase Exposition

IGORROTES COMING FROM SCHOOL IN THE PHILIPPINE EXHIBIT

of Paterson and of Westinghouse, four hundred views maKing the
observer a visitor, without interrupting a business where eleven thousand are employed. But the maximum of lessons taught through the
eye is reached in the Belgian map, showing every schoolhouse in the
kingdom, and the number of pupils in each pledged as life abstainers.
Out of 103,830, 41,034 are on this list, and since this plan was set
on foot a total of 88,976 have taken this pledge of warfare against
strong drink.
Oonstant appeals are made to the eye, as in stalactic caves and
turquoise-mines, oil-wells, with derrick in use, with the boring
machinery forty times heavier than that first used, tile process of preparing clay and making the finest pottery, etc. Wireless telegraphy
exhibits its miracles, and wireless telephones challenge trial. Even
the story of Oreation is represented by an elaborate system and series
of scenes and tableaux vivants. and there are illusions to illustrate
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Shakespeare's saying, that" our eyes are made the fools of our other
senses."
In a word, here, as never before, is a practical recognition of the
vast power of the eye as a channel for impressions to reach the brain.
The whole display is meant to dazzle yet not dim the vision. Those
who have neither the time nor will to read technical books can not
help seeing what science
and invelltivCl g e n ius
have discovered and devised. The exposition be·
comes a vast illuminated
vol u me, unconsciously
read by people of all
tongues, without tram;lation and at a glance. The
capacity of man to take
in visual impressions has
never been measured or
appreciated. But the eye,
as the great educator of
the race, is beginning to
be used as never before.
Moreover, the appeals to
the eye are irresistible.
every accessory of form
and color being studiously
arranged so that even It
cursory glance a r res t s
the visitor and he finds
him s elf involuntarily Copy<ighl'd by Ih, Louisiana Purchase Exposition
EDUCATED YISAYAN MAIDENS AT ST. LOUIS
stopping to observe and These fifteen and sixteen year old "irls from the Philippines talk
excellent English after only four months study
study closely.
5. Most of all, this
exposition shows the world's jealous care of t'tself. Whatever man's
wants or wishes, his craving must be met. No pains are spared to
make it easier for the workman to do his work, the traveler speedily
and luxuriously to journey, or the scientist and student successfully
to pursue his investigations. "Rapidity" and "facility" are the
goal of modern inventions. To lessen wear and tear, increase pleasure
and profit, and set both brain and brawn free of fetters-this is a
sufficient inspiration and incentive. Federal aid, granted by the
United States alone to institutions of agriculture and mechanics,
covers $16,000,000 in land, and as much more in money. Germany,
in the one city of Berlin, builds two hundred and sixty model schoolhouses, stocks them with stuffed birds, vases, etc., that pupils may
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sketch direct from the object, and provides model apparatus for limelight lectures.
The world studies comfort, as in the model trolley ·car with its
crystal chamber for the motorman, its easy-chairs for the passenger,
and its private salon for the elite, and, because safety is a condition
of comfort, invention is taxed to secure immunity from accident.
What new care also for human health! In nothing, perhaps, has advance been more rapid than in the discovery and destruction of disease
germs, and we are only at the starting-point yet. The German section so magnifies hygiene that the special catalogue is one of 246 pages,
and in this is laid down this fundamental law :
"THE MAINTENANCE OF THE HEALTH OF THE INDIVIDUAL IS THE
CHIEF REQUIREMENT OF THE HEALTHY GROWTH OF THE STATE."

Thus the state, for the sake of self-preservation, seeks popular
health, for the power of a nation to defend and advance itself hangs
on the healthy growth of every citizen; and, therefore, Germany nurtures a sinewy and robust manhood and womanhood, and with great
results. In 1902 there were in the whole empire but two hundred
and twelve smallpox cases, while New York and St. Louis together
had about four thousand in 1901; in that year Germany reports but
one fatal case of typhoid to a million inhabitants-only one-sixteenth
the fatality of a quarter century before 1 The fireless engine is devised
for mines where dangerous gases hide, water is purified by automatic
filters, and a thousand devices protect human health. Men are taught
how to banish smut from wheat crops and malarial mosquitoes from
their villas, to diminish risk of fire and flood, to detect adulteration in
food, to prevent as well as cure disease. Worldly genius and talent
combine to promote health and prolong life, and make what life we
live more comfortable and enjoyable. The world may forget what is
beyond the grave, but it is zealous enough for a smooth pathway from
the cradle to the inevitable tomb.
6. This exposition was meant to show the value of social enlightenment, what education is doing for the race. Japan's great ,,!xh ibit is
startling: the hermit nation of 1854, fifty years later is ill the front
rank of world powers, civil and military. Whatever any nation learns
it teaches. The world is coming to recognize that man forms a great
family with family ties and interests, and the treasures of each are to
enrich all the rest. What is created is to be distributed until the
whole race is raised to a higher social and intellectual level.
There is a special pride in exhibiting what an enlightened age is
doing for UJornanhnd. Her new status is displayed here on an nnprecedented scale, her legal standing as a citizen, property holder, voter,
participator in business and professional employments, her emancipation from menial drudgery. By the increase of household conve-
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niences, mechanical contrivances for sweeping and dusting, heating and
lighting and cooking, and even washing dishes, Invention is seen to
triumph by releasing from the menial and mechanical, that there may
be more leisure and liberty for the intellectual and artistic.
And education is provided in new and strange ways. The printingpress and postal system are subsidized for the conduct of over two hund red " correspondence
schools," one of which
registers twenty thousand
students, with a staff of
twenty teachers; and anD the r, seven hundred
thousand stUdents, with
three thousand two hundred instructors and employees. Courses of study
number one hundred and
fifty. In chemistry, for
example, the studies cover
five years, at a cost of but
$90, with text-books at
nominal cost and examination by post. In teaching foreign tongues even
phonographs are used to
il!-sure accuracy in pronunciation and accent.
All the discoveries and
inventions of the age arc
thus yoked to the car of Copyr(p:llted by the Louisiana Purchase lUposition
hu man progress.
A GLIMpSE OF THE JAPANESE IMPERIAL GA.RDEN
Some Leuon. of the
Exposition

This fs a part of Japan's mammoth exhibit, Which covers Jo aU
148,361 square feet

These are a few of the striking features of this the latest World's
Fair, showing the indomitable spirit of enterprise which thus makes
possible the most gigantic achievements. We have not stopped by the
way to draw lessons and point a moral, partly because the inte1ligence
of any reflective reader will have made it unnecessary. !tis difficult
to look at such an enterprise so carried into operation, and not feel
how the best energies and endeavors of the Church of Chl'ist are both
outstripped and put to S}Jl~me by the eArnestness and absorption manifested where worldly ends are sought. But it can not beamiss to lay
SOJl)e stress upon a few of these features of this great exposition, as
illustrating the duty and privilege of God's people in the department
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of church life and work. By as much as Ohristian ends are superior,
so should the means be wisely adapted to the goal in view.
For example, what ()ould not be done for Ohrist and humanity in
this higher sphere were there any such generous outpour of money!
While this peaceful drama of the nations draws millions of visitors
an awful tragedy is being enacted in the Far East, in which millions
of dollars and t.housands of lives are sacrificed every week for waging a conflict which, but for a selfish spirit of aggrandizement, never
would have been. 'rhis war has already cost in blood and t~easure
more than all the missions of a century! And yet so reckless has
been the outlay of both men and money that for the sake of what is
called « patriotism" there is not even a halt in the terrible march to
death. Yet, while the army of Christ is engaged in a peaceful campaign for the spiritual conquest of the world, not to destroy lives but to
save them, not to wreck but to build up homes, not to win fading
laurels but immortal crowns, our missionary boards are perp,etual1y in
debt, money comes slowly and in driblets, and there is at times talk
of suspending mission work because, it is said, the mission field is a
cemetery of workers. If, for the sake of material interests, men of the
world can furnish $40,000,000 for a summer's exhibit, what ought not
the Ohurch of Ohrist to do in lavish giving to furnish a saving Gospel message to the desolate, degraded, depraved souls of a lost race?
Where is our enterprisefor God ?-our courage and constancy, our
hopefulness and heroism? What hinders our thorough organization
and cordial cooperation when we are joined not only in one political
bond or racial relationship, but in the mystic Body of Christ? Where
is the spirit of conciliation that makes much of great points of agreement and little of minor matters of difference, and where is the zeal
for God's work that prompts every member to accept his full share of
labor and sacrifice for the general good. Shall a selfish world outdo
us in altruism, more ready to give its best for the common uplifting
than disciples are to dispense the bread of life?
How slow we are to forsake what is outgrown, and sometimes even
cramping and crippling, and take what is newer if it is better! How
foolishly conservative the Church often is, holding fast a dead creed or
dead forms, or dead works, instead of shewing a holy impatience with
what has no longer life and power ! We forget Cyprian's proverb, that
custom is often only the old age of error. It has come to be too easily
accepted that nothing that is new is true. Essential truth is eternal,
but its expression and adaptation are ever changing. The work for
God is one in all ages, but its methods and measures fit each new age
only by new study of that age, We can not too soon leave behind us
what is obviously no longer useful for the highest ends.
We have only begun to understand the val1te of vision, as well
as hearing, in impressing spiritual facts and truths. Not until
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of late has the Church really begun to use maps and charts and visible
objects to ad,ance the education of her members.. What is a missional'Y meeting without a missionary map?
Thank God for the
Student Volunteers, with their charts of comparative evangelization,
expenditure, and occupation, and especially for the Church Missionary
Society, with its pioneer effort at missionary expositions where the
facts of the mission fields are set forth before the eye, the customs and
costumes, native huts and habits, and the improvements realized under
Gospel teaching. There is room for a thousandfold increase in this
direction. Every live church should have its complete series of maps
and charts to make the facts and needs of the world field potent and
impreSSive.
Surely man's spiritual enlightenment far outweighs all mere social
and political improvement. If children are worth such effort to make
them abstainers from drink, what of their salvation from impurity
and impiety. Shall schoolmasters use more systematio endeavor to
secure signatures to an abstinence pledge than parents and Sundayschool teachers and pastors to lead them to subscribe with their own
hands to the Lord? If a child's nature is so impressible to the
example and precept of temperance, may it not be molded iuto Christliness?
A Challenge to the Church

The exposition is a challenge to the Church to prepare her members for work, patiently and persistently using the press and the post
to disseminate information, until disciples understand the facts of
human need, the work that is doing, and the fruits of missionary toiL
God has given invention and discovery to be subsidized and utilized.
Back of human brains and hands is the universal Mind, and He who
said" Go into all the world and preach the Gospel to every oreature "
has, in the devices of man's ingenuity, furnished new implements for
His work and new weapons for His war. We need to read history
rightly by seeing God in it alL He means that the world shall have
the Gospel, and He is providing steam and the press and the post
and the telegraph, and every other great engine of progress and bond
of intercommunication, to speed the work and. make it easier. These
are all so many paths to the great goal, so many means to the grand
end. Education and civilization are mighty forces for promoting
intelligence ancI enlightenment. But the culture of the ages has supplied no new lever to uplift human souls to the level of salvation.
The Gospel of Christ still remains the one and only hope of saving
men from sin. Even the highest civilization, if it be Godless, only
builds a Babylon doomed to destruotion. God ollly oan oonstruot that
New Jerusalem which is let down out of heaven, the true city of God.
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CHRISTIAN WORK AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION
BY THE REV. CHARLES STELZLE, ST. LOUIS, MO.
Author of "The Working Man and SociaIProhlems," etc.

It has been argued that a World's Fair season, with its attendant
excitement, on account of a great host of visitors, is no time for the
prosecution of an evangelistic campaign. One is reminded, however,
that the greatest revival in the history of the Church was witnessed
in Jerusalem, on the Day of Pentecost, when the city was crowded
with the people of all nations.
Ever since that memorable occasion good men have been praying
for" Pentecostal" revivals of religion. Who will dare say that
God may not again pour out His
Spirit upon the natiops as they
come from all parts of the world
to the greatest exposition since
the world began? He is bold
indeed who declares that God can
not repeat what He has already
done, under what in many ways
were more unfavorable circumstances than those which prevail
CHARLES STELZLE
in St. Louis in this year of grace.
General Secretary of the Presbyterian Evangelistic
Some, at least, are a wake to
Committee of World's Fair Campaign, St. Louis
the possibilities along evangelistic
lines which the Louisiana Purchase Exposition has brought to Christian workers, and they are laboring aggressively to meet the needs of
the hour. There is no union movement in the city, altho a dozen or
more evangelists are conducting" union" services. No doubt they
are all doing good. 'rent services are being held by independent
organizations or by independent evangelists in different sections of
the town, and many others are planning to come to the Fair as the
way seems to open. Indeed, St. Louis is the Mecca not only of the
foot-loose preacher of a Gospel that rings with genuineness, but it has
become attractive to the teacher of every fad and f!tllCY of which the
human brain can conceive. At times it would seem a slander on mankind to hold it responsible for some of the vagaries which are heard
on the streets or in the tents. But all this makes the Word of God,
spoken in sincerity and in the power of the Spirit, stand out more
clearly.
The nearest approach to a union movement in the city is the effort
being put forth by the Presbyterian Ministers' Association, which is
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composed of all branches of Presbyterians represented in St. J.Jouis,
cooperating with the Committee on Evangelistic Work of the Presbyterian General Assembly (North).
This work was inaugurated early in July, under the direction of
the writer, who was appointed a special representative of the Evangelistic Committee for the World's Fair campaign. Grad ually the work
has grown, until there are now being h eld from eight to ten meetings
every day, with an attendance of from three thousand to seven thousand daily. At least five hundred conversions per week are being
reported. The meetings are held in tents in the east end of the city,

THE EVANGELISTIC TENT, "GLAD TIDINGS , " ON A RA INY :N IGHT'

and in the west end, where working people live. Two Gospel wagons
are being operated in the down-town districts, and shop meetings are
held daily in the largest factories, at which there has sometimes been an
attendance of nearly one thousand working people. Sunday meetings
are held in the city jail. The manager of the Inside Inn, the largest
hotel in the world, and within the Fair grounds, has invited the committee to hold meetings on the porch every Sunday afternoon, offering
every facility that would help the services. The audiences are made
up entirely of strangers in the city, and the attendance has never been
le3s than one thousand. Meetings have also been held in the auditorium of the Christian Endeavor Hotel on Sunday afternoons. Mnsic
Hall, which is in the 11eart of th e down-town hotel district, is being
used on Sunday nights. It will seat three thousand persons, and at
every meeting the hall has been filled. Meanwhile every Presbyterian
Ohurch in the city is open, and the pastors and the people are pushing
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an aggressive campaign in their own neighborhoods. This is true of
practically every other church in the city, even tho no outside evangelistic work may be attempted. Among those who have assisted in
the work thus far are the Rev. J. Wilbur Ohapman, D.D.; Rev. L. W.
Munhall, D.D.; Rev. Henry Montgomery, D.D., of Belfast, Ireland;
Rev. Oharles H. Tyndall, Ph.D.; Rev. William A. Sunday, Rev. George
B. Stewart, D.D.; Rev. Teunis Hamlin, D.D.; Rev. W. H. Hubbard,
D.D.; Rev. David E. Jenkins, D.D. ; Rev. Joseph Odell, of Birmingham, England; Oharles N. Hunt, Rev. D. S. Toy, and Ohester Birch.
Among the singing evangelists
were: Prof. D. B. Towner, Oharles
M. Alexander, Prof. W. S. Weeden,
George A. Fisher, L. W. Brown,
Frank Dickson, and S. D. Goodale.
Beginning about the first of October, Dr. Chapman will come to
the city to hold noonday meetings
in a downtown theater, the night
meetings to be held in the Washington and Oompton Avennes
Ohurch.
In addition to the work being
don e among English-speaking
people, the Presbyterian Evangelistic Committee is carrying on a
work for the .foreigners. The Rev.
Shosaku Baba, of Osaka, Japan,
SAM RAN
conducted services for the JapanChr1stian Chinese missionary workiug at
ese,
and for work among the
tbe St. Louis Exposition
Ohinese the committee has secured
the services of Mr. Sam Han, recently of New Orleans. Mr. Han
is a graduate of the Ohinese mission school of Rev. Huie Kin, in
New York. Later he studied in Pennington, N. J., the Dwight
School in New York, and the University of Michigan, where he studied
medicine. Mr. Han spends mucn of his time among his 'countrymen
in the city and at the World's Fair gronnds, visiting the sick in thtl
hospitals, carrying to them Ohristian literature, and assisting them as
he has opportunity. -Once a week the wagon is used for an open-air
meeting in Ohinatown, where the Gospel is listened to attentively by
crowds of Ohinamen. Assisting in this work is the Rev. E. W.
Thwing, Superintendent of the Ohinese Mission in the Hawaiian
Islands. Directly in charge of the work among the Chinese is the
band of workers from the Washington and Compton Avenues Presbyterian Church, of which the Rev. Harris H. Gregg is pastor. For some
years work among the Ohinese has been conducted in this church, but
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seeing the opportunity for doing evangelistic work among the Chinese
visiting the city during the WorId's Fair season, arrangements were
made to have the Rev. Huie Kin
come to St. Louis for a short
season.
During his stay the
Chinese laundries and stores of
the city and at the World's Fair
were thoroughly canvassed, and
on the evening of May 29th a
Chinese missionary rally was held.
Such a gathering of native Christian workers and representative
business men of China who actively participated in this meeting
had probably never been held in
this country. A Christian Endeavor Society was formed by
many of those present, which now
holds weekly meetings in the
home of Dr. Mary H. McLean, a
Christian physician of prominence in this city. The members
of this society are principally exhibitors at the World's Fair. The
Young Men's Ohristian Union,
which is composed of Chinese
Christians in the city, meets every
Sunday afternoon in the Washington and Compton Avenues Presbyterian Ohurch, where Chinese
visitors are invited. A simple
meal prepared by themselves is
served between six and seven
o'clock.
From eight to nine
o'clock the regular meeting of the
Union is held.
Every Sunday morning services
are held in the Ohinese, the J apanCopyrighted by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
ese, the Indian, and the Filipino
PRINCE PU LUN
villages. A Sunday-school is also
Royal Cblnese ComlJliEsioner to tbe Exposition
conducted in the Chinese village
by one of the workers. A large number of testaments have been
distributed among the Chinese who speak the Cantonese dialect.
Recently Dr. McLean invited to her home the one hnndred Filipino students who have been selected to come to this country to study
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our methods, and then to return to .their own country to put into
practise the best things here learned. Dr. Gregg addressed the young
men, speaking to them about a well-rounded manhood, after which
they were entertained and instructed by about forty Christian workers.
Literature printed in many languages is being distributed. Besides
the thousands of ordinary English tracts, the committee is sending
out, through the Rev. A. B. De Roos, of Central America (a most
remarkable worker), Bibles, Testaments, and Tracts to the Spanishspeaking people, the French, the Italians, and the Germans. Mr.
De Roos speaks six languages. He gives his entire time to personal
work on the Fair Grounds and to the holding of Spanish meetings on
Sunday mornings within the grounds. It will be of interest to note
that Mr. De Hoos was converted at one of Mr. Moody's meetings in
Chicago while the Fair was in progress.
Reference has aheady been made to the work of Dr. Mary H.
McLean in connection
wit h the Presbyterian
Evangelistic Committee.
In addition to the work
being done for the Chinese
and others, Dr. McLean
has been operating a
Gospel wagon at her own
expense. Her special interest, however, during
the World's Fair season
has been in the girls and
young women coming into the city as strangersoft e n unsophisticated
country girls, who fall an
easy prey to designing
men who plot their ruin.
Connected with the Union
Committee of Christian
women, which has this
work in charge, there
have been two trained
women working in Union
A. B. DE ROOS AND FILIPINO SOLDIERS
Station for f 0 u rt e e n
.Mr. De Roos Is a Central American missionary now working
months, seeking to help
among the Spanish-speaking people at the Exposition
such girls. Just before
the Fair opened the committee opened Emmaus House for women,
furnishing comfortable room and board at reasonable rates to women
who needed such a home. The home can accommodate thirty, and,
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Copyrighted by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
SIOUX CHIEFS AND PU)l:BLO INDJANEZ AT THE EXPOSITION

as the stay of each girl is comparatively short, the committee has
taken care of a large number of girls from all over the world.
The Friends of Israel Union Mission is pushing with vigor its
work not only among the fifty thousand Jews who are permanent
residents of the city, but it is seeking to touch the thousands of visiting Jews who are coming to the Fair from all parts of the world. The
work is in charge of Mr. Mark Lev, who is being assisted by workers
of experience from many cities in this and other countries. Meetings
are held regularly in the halls on Wash Street and on Franklin
Avenue, in the Ghetto, but open-air meetings are held every night,
and sometimes the workers in the mission speak from the Gospel
wagon owned by the Presbyterian committee. Among those who conducted services for the Jews were Dr. Benedict Ben-Zion, for forty
years missionary of the British Society in Odessa, Russia, and in Oonstantinople, Turkey, and Philip Sidersky, editor of The Voice of Israel
and Signs of tlte Times.
There are perhaps four hundred Japanese in the city. Among
other agencies at work among them is the effort of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Barnes. A few months ago a teacher from Japan, who had never
been brought under missionary influences, came to their home to read
the Bible. In two weeks he was converted. He brought others to the
home of his friends, until as many as ten came every evening except
Sundays. Regular classes are now taught every Monday and Friday
night, and a Bible school is conducted on Sunday afternoons in the
Immanuel Baptist Ohurch. Dr. Beunett, of Japan, and Mr. Takabashi, of the Louisville Theological Seminary, have been assisting in
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the work. Dr. Bennett recently sent to New York for all the New
Testaments aud portions of the Gospel printed in Japanese that could
be found in this country. 'rhese are being sold or given away. An
effort is being made to systematically reach every Japanese in the city
with helpful leaflets or by other means.
Erected and maintaine,d jointly by the international, State, and
local committees of the Young Men's Christian Association, a large,
well-equipped tent is doing a splendid and much-needed service for
the military and semi-military organizations which are corning to the
Fair. 'rhe tent is pitched on the edge of a city of tents which is occupied by the militia of the various states and the visiting regulars. Of
. these there are always between two and three thousand living in the
tents. The work is intended also for the Jefferson Guards (of whom
there are abont eight hundred), the United States MarineR, the Filipinos, and the civilized Indians on the grounds. Later quite a number of semi-rnilitary organizations will occupy the tents, and there is
no doubt tha.t many of these will be benefited.
Religious services are conducted every Sunday at 4 and 7.30 P.M.
The tent is IBually crowded at these meetings. For the social life of
the men the managers make ample provision. Good reading-matter,
writing facilities, games, ice-water, and whatever may be dQne to minister to the needs of men is to be had. The work is in charge of Mr.
W. A. Reid, who is a pioneer in Y. M.C. A. work in Alaska among

T'SE YOUNG HEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCU.TION TENT AT ST. LOUIS

Thi. I. especially fitted up for Boldlers attending tile Exposition
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the gold-seekers. Mr. De Roos conducts a Spanish service in the tent
every Sunday morning.
Wben a colporteur for tbe American Tract Society receives an invitation to attend a dinner given by the Bohemians, whose interests are
in matters literary and scientific, it _indicates that the man has made
something of an impression. This recently happened in St. Louis,
when Mr. Frank K. Ringsmuth was asked to attend a reception in St.
Louis given to the President of Prague Univen;ity by the leading
Bohemians of the city. On this occasion Mr. Ringsmuth tnade clear
his mission to St. Louis, and he was heartily received by the guests.
':l'here are about twenty thousand Bohemians in the city, ten thousand

GIANT PA'rAGONIANS FROM SOUTH AMERICA AND TItEIB SInN TENT AT ST. LoUIS

of whom are Catholics. The ,other half are mainly infidels. To this
number should be added the great company who come as visitors,
either as individuals or in connection with one of the fraternal or
benevolent societies. Recen tly snch an organization, with representatives numbering over one thousand, rnet in this city. Mr. Uingsmuth
had the privilege of addressing maRY of these delegates in a church
situated one block from the hall in which the society met. He discussed, mainly, th~ questions relating to socialism as they are viewed
from a Christian standpoint. Besides -preaching in a Chluch every
Sunday and teaching the people the Word of God, Mr. Uingsmuth
spends most of his time as a colporteur, distributing large quantities
of Jea.flets ana portjons of ScrjptJJJ'c. .As opportunity prelSents itself
he speaks in the open air, and for a time one of the tents of the Pres·
byterian committee in the Bohemiandistrict was turned over to him
for one night a week.
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One of the.first evangelists on the field was Mr. Charles M. Crittenden, who came to St. Louis in his car" Good News" with eight of
his workers. Evangelistic services were begun in Centenary Methodist
Church, continuing each night for two weeks. A second series of
meetings were held in Pilgrim Congregational Church. At the close
of the Pilgrim Church meeting, nightly services were begun in the
Christian Endear·or Auditorium, with two services on Sunday. Mr.
Crittenden also conducted meetillgs for business men and others at
the noon hour for two months in the hall of the St. Louis City MisSIon. Street meetings and meetings in bar-rooms and other resorts

.A. GROUP OF AINU FROM JAPA:N AT THE EXPOSITfON

were also held, besides services in public institutions. At present,
while Mr. Crittenden is absent from the city, the Sunday meetings are
being conducted in the Christian Endeavor Auditorium, and on three
nights each week speakers address those who gather. The street meetings are continued, four missionaries are at work, two on the Fair
Grounds and two in the city proper, and a trained nurse is employed.
Headquarters are maintained in the Fair Grounds at the Woman's
Anchorage. A large amount of literature has also been distributed by
Mr. Crittenden and his workers.
It is impossible to tabulate the results of the work as it is being
done by the individuals and the organizations engaged ill the World's
Fair campaign.
Strong witness is being borne to the thousands of
strangers who are thronging the city of the power of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ, and many who came simply to see the wonders of man's
creation are going away with the power of a new life in Christ.
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MORMONS

BY ItEV. HENRY OTIS DWIGHT, LL.D., NEW YORK
Secretary of the Bureau of Missions

Mormons and Mohammedans are at one in claiming that conversion of their members to any other faith is impossible. "Once a
Mormon, always a Mormon," and" Once a Mohammedan, ~lways a
Mohammedan," are phrases that have the force of maxims. It is said
of Brigham Young that when an eminent Presbyterian minister asked
him, in 1864, whether there would be any objection to the establishment of a Presbyterian mission in Salt Lake City, he astounded the
questioner by answering: " Not at all; I should like my young people
to know what the other denominations believe." This frank confidence in the impregnable position of Mormonism may have been
partly assumed. 'l'he bearing of the wily president of the Utah religious organization toward the Presbyterian missionaries, when in due
time they entered that sacred territory, suggested anxiety, to say the
least. Nevertheless, one still sees a sturdy confidence among the
Mormon leaders which implies that they dread neither the message
nor the endurance and ability of the Ohristian missionary.
Little more than forty years ago railroads opened Utah for Gentile settlement. Then Methodists, Episcopalians, and Presbyterians
were quickly summoned to relieve these settlers from a dilemma.
People settling in Utah had to choose between attending the Mormon
tabernacle or going altogether without religious services on Sunday.
The work of the Christian denominations in Utah was thus based
upon the settlements of Gentiles. It soon looked to influencing and
convertillg Mormons also. At the beginning of 1904 there were fiftytwo Presbyterian churches in Utah, with thirty-one schools maintained by the Presbyterian Woman's Home Missionary Board and
1,679 scholars attending these schools. There were also twenty-six
Sunday-schools with 1,300 scholars. There were twenty-seven Methodist Ohurches, forty-two Sunday-schools, and 2,534 scholars. There
were twelve Protestant Episcopal congregations, with twenty-ono
Sunday· schools and 1,457 scholars, besides a fine boarding-school and
a well-appointed hospital at Salt Lake City. There were h'elve Oongregationalist stations with about 800 Sunday-school scholars in
twelve Sunday-schools. There were sixteen Baptist stations and outstations, with thirteen Sunday-schools and 1,012 Sunday-school
scholars. In all of these Christian churches together there seem to
be not far from 5,000 church-members. Besides these settled and permanent agencies for evangelizing Utah, there are Illso a number of
less well-known missions, prominent among which is the Utah Gospel Mission, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio. This is undenomielectronic file created by cafis.org
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Much of the initial missionary work must he done with the gospel wagon and the gospel tent
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national, and its agency is the Gospel wagon as a means of colportage
and evangelistic appeal to the people.
A type of the adventurous life of the missionary to the Mormons,
even so lately as twenty-five 01' thirty years ago, may be found in that of
Dr. D. J. McMillan. He was a Presbyterian minister stranded in Utah,
seemingly by accident, in 1875. 'rhe Mormons looked at him with
amusement, much as the Athenians looked at Paul, or much as a big
New Yotk church might look at a Mohammedan who opened a preaching-stand on the other side of the street. Then men felt his strange
power, and thought to make an end of his preaching without stickling at the means. A brave challenge cans a halt to outlawry. This
preacher's revolver played this part, and more than once weighed as
an argument in favor of his rights. Perhaps the man would not have
used, it; he did not, however, leave it under lock and key, lest he
should be provoked to use it. One night a man, revolver in hand,
cliinbed to the preacher's window, expecting to shoot him sleeping.
Just as he was straining to rise the last six inches that would let him
bring his weapon into play, he met the cold muzzle of a revolver thrust
in his face by his intended victim,and climbed down again with speed.
At another time a crowd of angry Mormons filled the hall where the
preacher was to hold service. Some among them were bonnd with an
oath to shoot him aG he stood belore them. 'rhey watched him come
in and take his place at the table which served for a pulpit.; they
glared at him as he opened the Bible and quietly selected the chapter
which he would read; but they were thunderstruck when he coolly
took out his revolver and laid it on the open Bible, showing that he
knew the purport of the armed crowd in that hall. The hesitation of
the first surprise confused the Mormons and showed them their need
of a leader. The Gentile preacher made himself their leader, poured
out his soul in prayer while they doubted what to do, and then gave
them so tender a sermon on the life ruled by love that when he had
done speaking they went out, one by one, leaving him unharmed.
His" coolness at another time in proclaiming the doctrine that the
American flag carries with it liberty from arbitrary compulsion, and
even liberty to preach, was a challenge that no Mormon dared to take
up. This was in 1875. It showed that in last resort the power of the
government was still supreme, even >in Utah. The missionary was
under no compulsion to stay in that hostile territory. But he stayed
for the sake of Jesus Christ; he stayed until the great Mormon president in person ordered the people to keep away from him; he stayed
until he found himself libelled, charged oy the leaders of society with
hideous crime, and he stayed until the great fact of his pure, godly
life outweighed and overcame Brigham Young's foul slanders.
This IIlissionary was friendless, weak, and without money, surrounded by fanatics strong in their wealth, their religion, and their
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invincible organization. But he soon laid his finger on the weak
spot in the defenses of Mormonism. It was the craving of the people
for education. Their masters of the Endowment House could not
afford to let the people have this. Their policy made empty the souls
of the hungry, and caused the drink of the thirsty to fail. The
Christian school, therefore, is the instrument of attack on the Mormon stronghold that can not be turned aside from its purpose, and is
now the center of every successful mission in Mormon territory.
This one case is referred to because it is typical of the passionate
opposition encountered by the one hundred and twenty-six missionaries laboring in Utah to this day.. In 1857 the popUlation of Utah
was entirely Mormon, and Gentiles confident of their right as American
citizens to enter Utah were killed in cold blood. In 1875 Gentiles
had entered by the thousand; open massacre of those who seemed to
threaten Mormonism was no longer possible, but soci,al ostracism,
intimidation, and personal assault were recognized means of defending the Mormon people against Christianity. In 1904, of the two
hundred and eighty thousand people in Utah perhaps ten thousand
are Gentiles. But opposition to the free proclamation of the Gospel
is as determined as ever, altho the forms which it can take are restricted to the boycott and the bishop'S ban. The missionary in a
Mormon community is looked upon, and sometimes treated, as a
strike-breaker is treated by members of a trade-union that is playing
dog in the manger.
This is not the place to discuss the religious belief of the Mormons.
So far as the common people are concerned, they are sincere believers,
industrious, thrifty, and faithful to the instructions given by their
astute leaders. Three characteristic qualities of the Mormons must,
however, be borne in mind, for on these qualities depends the attainment of the aim that makes Mormonism a danger to our country and
our liberities. The Smoot investigation has brought to light many
illustrations of the deep-seated purpose among Mormon leaders which
would deny to those who are not Mormons the liberty of opinion that
our Constitution promises every man whose lot is cast in our land.
One characteristic of the Mormons is the isolation of exclusiveness.
There can be no admission of Christians to religious equality, because
the man who is not a Mormon is a "Gentile" of the outside herd,
doomed to perdition. There can be no social equality between Christians and Mormons, because the "Gentile" stigma extends in the
teachings of the hierarchy to Mormons who intimately associate with
disbelievers. There can be no political equality, because Mormon
politics call for subservience to one will. Christians must be treated
as opponents, unless they can be used by the Mormon body politic for
its ends. All interests of Mormons are, and must be, separate, and,
perhaps, antagonistic to the interests of "Gentiles."
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Another quality of the Mormon masses is unspeakable ignorance.
Gathered from all nations, because of stolid working ability, the exclusiveness of the system carefully shields the Mormon masses from
knowledge that would unsettle their faith or make them restive under
control. None of the common people know anything, for instance, of
the history of the Mormon sacred books, of tl;e Bib,lical origin ()f hundreds of passages in the Book of Mormon, of the thousands of changes
that have been introduced into their sacred writings in order to remove
evidence of ignorance or short-sightedness in the original writer.
None of the Mormon common people know that their prophet, Joseph
Smith, died dishonored-lynched for licentiousness on denunciation
by his own people.* This ignorance is the toy of those to whom they·
look for instruction .. Great numbers of the Mormon common people firmly believe, for instance, that the Mount Nebo in central Utah is
the veritable mountain where Moses stood to view the promised land,
and which contains his grave, known to angels only. Numbers of the
European recruits of Mormondom suppose that Utah is that wonderful United States of America of which they have heard from childhood; that the Mormon doctrine is "the religion of the United
States," and the Mormon chief magnate is also President of the United
States. In outlying districts people have been as carefully guarded
from seeing the American flag as if it alone were able to paRS over to
them the contagion of a love. for liberty.- It is this ignorance and
its profitableness to whomsoever would rule the people that led
Brigham Young to utter his famous warning tu the dignitaries of the
Mormon body, that unless they found speedily some way to counteract the schools of the missionaries, Mormonism would be blown to
atoms.
Any effective training or stimulus of the mental powers is a danger to a system that profits by the ignorance of the masses. The
bearings of this fact of Mormonism may be elucidated by a single
anecdote. In 1902 Dr. D. J. McMillan (see ASl5embly Herald, October,
1902, p. 401) met a Mormon priest in New York, who believed Joseph
Smith's later declarations as to the origin of the" Book of Mormon."
Its translation was made by Divine interposition through the instrumentality of a pair of miraculous spectacles, which showed the English meaning of the unknown characters of the "golden" tablets.
There could be 110 question, therefore, of the perfect and authoratative
quality of the translation. Dr. McMillan showed the priest a copy of
the first edition of the « Book of Mormon," and pointed out in a late
edition two thousand alterations of the original text. The priest
found himself confronted by this dilemma: Either the original version was a fraud and Joseph Smith a liar in his statement as to its

* See Gunnison (Lt. J, W) " The Mormons," pp. 122, 123, and Tucker (Pomeroy) " Origin,
Rise, and Prowess of Ma,-monism," pp 188,189,195.
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origin, or the later version is a fraud because it departs from that
which was Divinely given.
The astonished priest consulted his superiors, who advised him to
have nothing to do with Dr. McMillan; he was unworthy of trust,
having circulated a false statement that Brigham Young taught that
Adam is our God and Father, and the only Gorl with whom men have
to do. The priest was convinced, and called upon Dr. McMillan publicly to retract that statement as a preliminary condition of further
discussion. Dr. McMillan, however, opened the first volume of the
"J ournals of Discourses" of the Mormon prophet and apostles, revised
and authorized by them, and on page 50 of this official record he
showed the priest that very statement as to Adam. The priest had
been grossly deceived by his superiors. They, on the other hand, had
relied too far on the poor man's ignorance. Instruction so elementary
as that given by the Christian minister on two points in the Mormon
sacred books broke the man's fetters. Sadly and tearfully he said,
"You have opened my eyes; I have done with Mormonism forever,"
and he has been since that day a faithful Christian worker among the
Mormon perverts.
This case is typical. Adult Mormons in some numbers have been
led to renounce their delusion by the awakening of their mental powers, either by such controversial (and therefore uncertain) instruction,
or, through spontaneous revolt against the tyrannies of the hierarchy.
The power of the mission school lies in its tendency to form in the
young permanent habits of thought and inquiry.
Besides the school the contagious influence of pure Christian life
is almost the only means, so far, effective in penetrating the shell of
Mormon ignorance. From the point of view of this latter fact every
measure that fosters the Christian culture of Gentiles living among
Mormons is a step toward the redemption of these fair lands.
Another characteristic of the Mormons is their obedience to the
hierarchy. The principle inculcated upon all is "Whosoever obeyeth
the Elders shall be saved, and whosoever obeyeth not shall be condemned forever." Religion is the affair of a hierarchy, whose guide
is a continuous Divine revelation. The masses have but one religious
duty-submissive acceptance of the word of the man next above in
rank. This obedience is enforced by some sixty thousand men of different ecclesiastical ranks set over the people. Every family is thus
closely watched and admonished, and the condition of the whole organization is under constant surveillance of its highest officials. Exclusiveness, ignorance, and obedience play into each other's hands.
'1'hey form a vicions circle, binding like a steel band a compact mass
marvelous in efficiency for attaining whatever aim the men at the tiller have in view.
The aim of the Mormon leaders, set forth by Orson Hyde in 1838,
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was the modest one of taking possession of the United States, and
ultimately of the world. The Mormon body then consisted of one
thousand or so of men and women. Now that it numbers more than
three hundred thousand souls, there is no evidence that this aim has
been ahandoned, altho there is reason for its more serious study by
those who would deal with the Mormon problem. As to the methods
used to foster the aim, besides the exclusiveness already suggested
there is a most complete system of missions, an admirable system of
colonization, which fills with Mormons any territory that demands
prompt occupation, and an elaborate system of tithing, which puts
into the hands of the hierarchy sums so enormous that millions of
dollars have been expended on the Mormon temples, while the general
property of the organization available for any secret purpose represents a value so vast that in any European country the central government would insist on controlling its use.
A single illustration of the action of Mormon missions will suggest
their effectiveness alllong ignorant or ill-balanced souls. Mormonism
always uses Christian forms of expression when trying to seduce Christians. It professes to have a passion of good-will to the oppressed, and
to live a life of faith, hope, and charity. The ignorant all over the
world can be drawn to listen to such appeal. If it chance that they
are so submerged that such kindly words reach them first from Mormon lips, they attribute to Mormonism the introduction of brotherly
love into the world. Little by little the inquirer is taught that the
temple has been reestablished in the promised land, that Jesus Christ
will appear there when He returns to earth, and that believers must be
in that land to receive Him. Then a systematic policy of denial, if need
be, as to polygamy, and of slander as to Christianity is resorted to by
teachers and preachers. Great care is taken never to let the common
people hear commendation of anything outside of Mormondom. It is
constantly declared in discourse, and in the church papers and other
literature, that Christians have no Bible, no church, no faith, no clergy,
and that Christian ministers preach merely because there is money in
it. So the Mormon body is built up, is fortified against outside influences until it has become, as Dr. J. D. Kingsbury says, "a compact,
rich, powerful, socialistic body. It receives the tenth of every man's
income, and the aggregate is immense. It controls the produce of the
intermountain realm. It has churches and halls and endowment
house and tabernacle and temples. It cares for the bodies while it
rules the souls of men. It preaches on Sunday in advocacy of sugar
mills, woolen factories, or other schemes that make for opportunity,
for wealth, and for thrift." It also provides evening amusements for
the people, that they may not wander far afield. It makes no demand
for moral conduct, and condemns nothing that men do, provided they
obey orders implicitly. By such means Mormonism has become treelectronic file created by cafis.org
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mendous in its power of resistance or of aggression, and awful in its
menace of everything that makes for liberty and purity and spiritual
development.
The present evangelistic agencies that would cope with this great
fungus growth are entirely inadequate. True, many 'thousands have
turned from Mormonism and have become as other men are; "thousands of them," says Dr. McMillan, "have turned to the Savior, and
become dovout and consistent Christians." But with a system of immigration that is checked by neither contract-labor law nor Chinese
exclusion act, the Mormon hierarchy are able to smile at minuM defections. The Mormon population of the United States has doubled
in a little more than ten years. In St. George, a Mormon centre near
the Arizona and Nevada boundary, and sixty-five miles from any railway, a single Presbyterian missionary is the only llIan to preach Jesus
Christ in a district of two hundred and thirty square miles. In the Vernal region, in the northeast of Utah, there are eight thousand people,
with no church to attend but the Mormon. In Utah and the south of
Idaho together there are one hundred and forty-five thousand people,
mostly Mormons, who have no Christian preaching where they live.'
There is not even proper provision for the spiritual needs of the" Gentile" settlers. In several districts in Utah non-Mormon settlers attend
the Mormon services because no one can supply them with Christian preachers. "Over thirty towns in Utah," says one missionary report,
"are never reached by evangelists." Milford and Frisco, in Utah, have
occasional preaching. But no one has been able to find money for a
church in either place, and it seems like a satire on our Christianity
that tho money for churches can nQt be found, a concentrating mill
costing $1,000,000 is now being built there. The very essence of success in permanently attracting the Mormon masses consists in cultivating strong vital Christianity among the non-Mormon popUlation,
that before the eyes of the people there may be object-lessons in pure,
noble manliness. Without this supporting community, missionaries
among the Mormons are sappers and miners, as Dr. Wishard says, but
"they are doing their work in the murky atmosphere of the most
dense snperstition and in the face of a fierce and reckless fanaticism."
Such a situation calls for the suspension of denominational rivalries. The battle-field in the presence of a common enemy is not the
place to gratify purely personal ambitions. Yet in glancing through
different home missionary reports one comes across this sentence
(omitting the names): "At - - ' (in Utah) the - - denomination have
a fine school and a strong body of workers, but our Missionary, Brother
X, has done very well." That" but" is a terrible revelation. Jesus
Christ can not win control of this hostile land if His different bands
are to throw such" buts" in each other's way.
Bishop Funsten, of Idaho, asks: "What are we here for? Is it
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simply a romantic adventure to try to establish the Ohurch in the
newer parts of our great country?" He reminds us that our object is
to lay in Christianity the foundations of greatness in these newly settled regions. This purpose is antagonized and can be defeated by this
subtle and crafty combination called Mormonism, whose chance of
continued existence requires it to lay blasting charges of conu ption
under everything that the Church and the nation undertake. 'fhe
Christian forces now employed are utterly inadequate both as to men
and means to cope with Mormon methods. We have dallied with the
question of reaching the ignorant mass of Mormons for thirty years,
and in the last ten of the thirty, we repeat, the Mormon population of
the United States has doubled.
Unless the Christians of America wake up and take seriously in
hand the question of evangelizing and instructing the Mormon masses,
the wild dream of the Mormon bosses will come true. One of these
has said, with the frankness of presumption: "We are building up a
political power which in time will command the homage of the demagogues of the country. Our vote is solid, and will always remain so.
We possess the ability to turn the politic'al scale in any particular
. community we desire. To-day we hold the balance of power in Idaho,
we rule Utah absolutely, and in a very short time we will hold the
balance of power in Arizona and Wyoming. You can imagine the
results which wisdom may bring about with the assistance of a church
organization such 'as ours. It is the completest the world has ever
seen" (Bishop Heury Lunt, of Cedar Oity, in 1879).
There is no occasion to take an alarmist tone, for ignorance can
not always continue to bind a people. But there is occasion to find
adequat.e measures to enlighten quickly these ignorant masses of Mormonism. If there be one spot in the whole world in which considerations of self-interest, of love to country, of love to mankind, and .of
love to Jesus Christ join in summoning the churches of America to
unite missionary forces for combined effort, it is the domain of Mormonism. Utah, with its dependent colonies in- Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico, is nursing forces for an
assault on Christianity and on the republic, which few appreciate but
which none can afford to ignore. Whatever Ollr denominations do
elsewhere, in the Mormon domains they ought to work in consnltation,
if not as a single body. The seriousness of the task nemands a pooling, not of resources, but of wisdom and of experience. There should
be an annual conference of the home missionary secretaries who have
to deal with Mormon territory, just as there was a conference, in special emergency, of all foreign mission secretaries having dealings
with Ohina. 'l'here should be an end of the scandal of neglecting
great districts where the Mormon church and dance-hall is the only
place of worship that the people know. There should be concerted
action to educate the moneyed men of all denominations in the tremendous importance of equipping schools, so that they shall not have
to be suspended every two or three years for lack of a few pitiful hundreds to pay the teachers' board. All who love the Lord Jesus Ohriat,
in short, have at this time a direct and penetratillg call to vindicate
the honor of His name by union in effort and in prayer such as He
will not fail to bless.
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WHAT THE NEGRO IS DOING FOR THE NEGRO
IN AMERICA
BY BOOKER T. WASHINGTON
Principal of Tuskegee Institute, Alabama

The negro has had much done for him by the white people of the
North and the white people of the South, and in these days of reckoning we hear more and more the insistent question: "What is the negro
doing for himself?"
Oivilization is not gained by bequest, it is gained by conquest; not
by absorption, but by work. Hence, the degree to which the negro
has assimilated the civilization of America may best be discovered not
by the number and enrolment of the schools and colleges given him
(in requital for two hundred and fifty years of unpaid labor) by the
white people, but by the accumulating results of his own efforts.
However, it must not be forgotten that the public-school system
of the Southern States, so often ascribed exclusively to the philanthropy and forethought of the white people, was in point of fact first
projected upon the statute-books of the South by the wickedly manipulated negro reconstructionists. The fact that those men, in their
ignorance and inexperience, were the instruments of many grievous
errors and, if you will, crimes, does not justify us in forgetting or
denying that, as a matter of history, they did provide on the statutebooks for the common schools which have done so much to introduce
the negro people into civilization. Moreover, it is incontestable that
the support of these common schools is in very large part due to the
taxes of negroes; the laborer feels the incidence of more taxes than he
directly pays. Indeed, it is more than probable that in very many
even predominantly black counties in the South the negro schools do
not cost the white people one cent. The black counties that are known
as Middle Florida have meager school facilities for whites and:blacks,
but the State Superintendent of Florida-a just and clear-headed man
-says frankly in his official report that the taxes of negroes in that
group of counties not only pay the bills of the negro schools, but pay in
addition some of the bills of the white schools! How many other
cases like this exist I have no means of knowing, but I am certain
that if the analysis that Superintendent Sheats gave to the financial
statistics of the common schools in Middle Florida were extended to
other counties in other states of the South, the results would be surprising and highly instructive. So the negro has rendered two distinct services to his race and to American civilizatio~: he projected
the system of common schools, and by his taxes he has very largely
supported that system, and more and more is doing so to-day.
Two other important services the negro has rendered and is rendering his people through these schools. He has lengthened the school
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tenns and improved the schoolhouses, and got better teachers through
voluntary local taxation. For example, it was found at the 'l'enth
Annual 'l'uskegee Conference that in the case of over 25 per cent. of
the schools the patrons voluntarily contributed moneys which lengthened the school term from one to two months each year; and a careful study of the twelfth and thirteenth conferences shows that the
support of the negro rural schools through such taxation has become
increasingly popular and effective. To be sure, the conference group
is distinctly exceptional, reflecting the powerful influence for social
uplift of Tuskegee Institute; but that negroes all over the South are
increasing the efficiency of their schools through voluntary local taxation is indubitable. Another service the negro is rendering his race
and our civilization through 1;he schools: he is supplying the teachers
in nearly all the common schools for negroes in the Southern States.
The negro teachers receive less pay for the same grade of work than
do the white teachers,.their apparatus for teaching and the total environment of their schools are incalculably less good; and yet, responsive
to a noble passion for social service, many of these teachers labor without one word of complaint, earnestly, and efficiently.
I have said that negro schools in very many cases cost the white
people not one cent; this not only means that the inarticulate black
masses feel the incidence of much taxation-it means that there is a
large and growing class of thrifty and advancing negro property
owners. In illustration of the latter fact, I would cite the following
statistics of the number of negro owners of farms in various states
in 1900:
Georgia ................ 11,375
Arkansas .............. 11,941
Alabama ............... 14,110
North Carolina.... " ... 17,520

Sou th Carolina ........ 18,970
Texas ................. 20,139
Mississippi •.......... 21,973
Virginia .............. 26,566

"Of the 746,715 farms operated by negroes . . . in 1900," says
the Census report, "21 per cent. were owned ent.irely, and an additional
4.2 per cent. owned in part, by the farmers operating them; in other
words, forty years after emancipation, 25.2 per cent., or about onefourth, of all negro farmers had become landholders." The Census
rep01·t then goes on to show that the value of property owned by
negro farmers was probably $230,000,000. The negro is greatly serving the negroes of this and subsequent generations by the rapid acquisition of landed property. I have long been convinced that no surer
pledge of good citizenship can any group of people give America than
the increasing ownership of landed property.
To cite only one more illustration of my theme, I would mention
the development of the negro Church. There is no element in the
American population in whose life the Church plays'a greater or more
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significant part. The amounts of money spent by my people in the
erection and equipment of their churches is beyond doubt greater in
proportion to their income and accumulated wealth than the amounts
spent by any other section of our population. Admittedly, the negro
Church is not all that it should be, but its quality and efficiency, and
the breadth of its usefulness, have in the last ten years notably
increased. There is ground for the criticism that my people spend a
larger proportion of their income for church building and build more
churches than are reasonable, but it must be remembered that the
Church is among us not only a religious institution; it is the core,
the heart, the center of orgltnizlttion in our social affairs. And under
the wing of the Church social life is apt to be more refined and wholesome than under any other auspices. I am safe in saying that the
magnificent accumulations of church property-and they are truly
magnificent-are the material expression of the most characteristic
yearning of the negro people, and that through the Church the negro
is doing incalculable good for his people and for American civilization.
The School, the Parm Home, and ~he Church-each of these
beneficent institutions is being developed and strengthened by the
enduring energy and aroused intelligence of the negro people: thus
much and infinitely more is the negro doing for the negro.

FIFTEEN YEARS OF PROGRESS IN EGYPT
THE WORK OF THE AMERICAN UNITED PRESBYTERIAN MISS'ION
BY REV. J. K. GIFFElS", DOLAIB lS"ILE, SOBAT RIVER, SUDAlS"

The mission in Egypt, under the Board of Foreign Missions for
the United Presbyterian Church of North America, and generally
known as the" American Mission," will soon complete its fiftieth year
of work in the Nile Valley. During this period vast changes have
taken place throughout the world. In the world of thought, of scientific research and investigation, exploration, invention, and in the social
and religious life of every nation, these changes have been felt. The increased facility in transportation and communication, and the consequent decreased expense, have brought all nations nearer together, The
ends of the earth have met. The influence of one nation upon another
has become marked, and both good and evil have worked like leaven on
the whole lump. No other country, perhaps, has felt these changes
more than Egypt. Few countries have experienced greater comparative
prosperity, even in thil! period of universal commercial success. In
the Mohammedan world there is no other people so prosperous, so
happy, so free and enlightened. This state of things in Egypt is largely
due to the beneficent rule and influence of the British government.
It is a matter of sincere gratitude from all interested in any mission
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enterprise in the Nile Valley that the events of 1882 did not lead to
an Anglo-French Protectorate of Egypt, but rather led out of it.
God's providence surely directed to this result: that we no longer have
a dual or triple control, but a single power, and that Protestant. And
in this state of things no religious body has reason for regret or complaint, for all have the fullest liberty and protected rights in teaching
their peculiar faith-Moslem, Jew, Ohristian, or Pagan alike. This
liberty is insured to-day all along the Nile Valley, from the Mediterranean to the equator.
The American Mission, along with all other societies operating in
the valley of the Nile, but perhaps more than any other, has felt the
material prosperity that has come to Egypt, and shared in the good
and evil that has resulted therefrom. Dr. Watson, in his" American
Mission in Egypt," so clearly states the aim of the mission, which is,
perhaps, the aim of every mission everywhere, that we will quote from
his book, page 411:
" Our missiC)n in Egypt was established in obedience to the command of the Lord to preach the Gospel to every creature, no matter
what may be his nationality or religious faith. The Gospel is for sinners of every clime and profession. It has been the aim of Ollr mis-'
sion to proclaim the Gospel in Egypt to all, whether Jews, Mohammedans, or nominal Ohristians. Our schools have been open to all. The
printed Word has been carried throughout the length and breadth of the
land, and offered io all alike.
We rejoice to be able to say that
the members of our churches belong to all classes of society, all trades
and professions; some of them are rich, some poor, some highly educated, some can not read-inhabitants of cities and towns as well as
country villages..
Drunkards have becomA total abstainers,
thieves have become honest, the impure in thought and vile in action
have become chaste, and the proud have become humble. Some have
contributed liberally of their means, others have given much of their
time for the spread of the Gospel."
Whatever the method employed, the one great aim· has ever been
kept before the missionaries and the native converts. The Gospel of
Christ has been presented in its simplicity and purity, and inquiry
and investigation encouraged. The worship has been simple in form,
contrasting notably with the unintelligible service of the Eastern
churches and the meaningless formulas of the followers of the false
prophet. Right living and right thinking have always been insisted
upon. The methods employed have been similar to those in other mission fields, and the mission has kept steadily before it as the end to be
reached an evangelical Ohristian community so intelligent, so completely organized and thoroughly equipped. with pastors and teach~
ers from among the people, that it will become permanent and selfsupporting in every particular.
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All the wOl'k along every line has been stamped with permanency.
The missionary coming on to the field has been impressed with the
thought that he is, or should be, undertaking a life-work. It is urged
to thoroughly qualify himself or herself before arriving on the field
and afterward. A knowledge and good use of the language, an
understanding of the customs, life, and religious thought of the
people are persistently insisted upon from every missionary. Nearly
four years are given almost entirely to this preparatory work. Frol!l
the beginning educational institutions have been maintained for the
people, that they might become intelligent Ohristians, and be fitted not
only for service, but also commend the Gospel to others. In this
respect the evangelical community, in a very marked degree, is vastly
superior to any other in Egypt. In them has been demonstrated and
verified this truth: "The opening of Thy words giveth light; it giveth
understanding unto the simple." The training of a native ministry,
men able to teach and conduct church courts, has been given careful
attention and the labor of the best missionaries. Early (1863) in the
history of the mission congregations began to form and organization
to take shape. Pastors and presbyters had to be trained for this service,
, as well as for the preaching of the Gospel. Thus, little by little, all the
parts of the machinery of church organization were put in place and
men taught to skilfully operate it. All of these things have given
character, permanency, and influence to the work of the mission.
In the last fifteen or twenty years, because of the great material
prosperity of the country, there has come into the life of the once
careless and most indifferent people a strong desire for a practical
sort of education-something that can be turned to increase the
material good and comfort of life. It has, in more recent years, become almost a mania. Schools for all kinds and grades have sprung
up everywhere in the valley. But the object of these schools has not
beeu primarily the true intellectual training, but, as I have suggested,
merely to fit youth for service. The great majority of these pupils
had in view some salaried position in the government service.
Still, however deficient the ideals, there has come about a real
revival in learning. This in turn created a demand for newspapers,
magazines, and printed books. Men everywhere began to read and.
think. The missionaries were not slow to recognize thig, and as fast
as possible to provide a literature for the people. Oontroversial books
were prepared and widely distributed. Especially on the Mohammedan controversy have books been published that are, perhaps, the
best to be found in the Arabic language.
But the multiplication of schools did not relieve the missionaries of
their educational work, but rather increased labor along this line.
The mosque, government, and private schools to which we have re'ferred are essentially religious in their teaching and influence-Moelectronic file created by cafis.org
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hammedan in their morals. The dangers to Christian youth were
multiplied. In order to compete with these and save our Christian
youth the standard for mission schools was raised.
That the Christian youth have been saved from the influences of
Mohammedanism and Paganism is told in the fact that last year there
were 2,670 Protestant children and 6,370 Coptic children in the schools
of the mission. Of the 570 students enrolled in Assiut 'rraiuing Coll~ge, 499 were classed as Protestant. " This means that the evangelicals are giving their sons the advantage of a higher education. It
means also that they are loyal to their own college. It gives large hope
for evangelical workers."
For many years, long before the educational mania seized the people
generally, the native evangelicals had maintained, at their own expense,
pr"imary schools in connection with religious work. These were feeders for the higher training-schools and colleges. The teaching in these
was necessarily simple, but essentially religious. The cost was not
great; but as the general standard was raised, these schools became
more expensive and difficult to maintain.
However, the evangelical community still takes the lead, and had
(in 1902) 147 of these schools, with 8,759 pupils, of which 2,045 were
Mohammedans. These schools cost $26,725, of which the natives paid
all but $5,705. This is, perhaps, the cheapest agency the mission employs, as it costs but 65 cents a year to keep a chIld in one of these
schools under the influence of the Gospel and Christian training, and
at a period of life when the child is most susceptible to influence.
These primary or "village schools" are distinctly an evangelizing
agency. They are often situated in towns of from ten to forty thousand inhabitants, and are the only lights in the town, or for miles or
scores of miles around it. And even in towns where there are congregations, lives are reached and influenced that can be reached in no
other way. Nor is it the work in the school only that counts, but the
true teacher is an evangelist as well, and his upright life and conduct
place before the people a higher ideal of manhood or womanhood than
they have ever known before.
'rhe higher grades of schools have always been under the direct
control of the missionaries, and they have been carefully watched during these years of educational awakening in Egypt. The teaching has
been made more thorough, the coursp. of study more extensive, to comply with the requirements and spirit of the people. The teaching staff
has been more carefully selected and better qualified than formerly.
More English language studies have been introduced, and the French
language has been almost entirely eliminated. More American teachers and managers have been employed than they were accustomed to.
At the same time, there has been no lowering of ideals, but rather
the creation of new and higher ideals has been the constant effort of
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the management in every high school and college. The religious work
has been more effective and the results more gratifying, in spite oUhe
spirit of materialism which is felt everywhere, and more of the pupils
are professing their faith in Christ than ever before.
A strenuous effort is being made to add to the number of these
effective higher grade training-schools. Large sums of money will be
expended for grounds, buildings, equipment, and in endowments. The
college at Assiut, with an annual enrollment of about six hundred
pupils, is being enlarged, and with industrial and business departments added; ground has been purchased for the enlargement of the
girls' Loarding-school at Assiut; a large boarding and day school for
girls has been opened at Luxor; a college for girls is to be built at
Cairo, for which the ground is purchased; a college for the Delta is
contemplated, and high grade schools for boys and girls at Alexandria.
All this means much more for the awakening intelligence of the people
of Egypt than anyone at this date can tell.
The mission was rather slow, perhaps, to make use of medical missionaries as an agency in the Lord's work. But in recent years it has
shown great enthusiasm for this, a most helpful branch of Christian
mission work. In this, as in every other department, it has shown wisdom in doing well what it has done, rather· being content with careless work. There are only two stations employing medical missionaries-one at Assiut, in Upper Egypt, and one at Tanta, almost in the
center of the DeUa. The former has been in operation for twelve years,
and the latter since 1896. The one at Assiut is managed by male
physicians with trained nurses, and the other by female physicians
and nurses. At both stations they have their hospital aud daily clinic,
and treat scores of patients every day. Religious work is carried on
in connection with the hospital and clinic. This is from its very
nature a kind of work that can not very clearly count its results; it is
rather an influence, the results of which go to strengthen every other
departmen~ of mission work.
Egypt is a Mohammedan country. About nine-tenths of its population are still Mohammedan. To enlighten these and bring them to
a knowledge of Christ has been the constant desire of the mission.
No other class of people are so difficult to reach or hard to move as this
is. Besidcs the nearly three thousand pupils from Moslem homes in
the various schools of the American Mission, books and tracts that
have been propared and distributed on the sn bject of religion for
Mohammedan readers, more special work is being done than ever
before. There was never before the same liberty and opportunity to
teach the people that there is to-day.
After years of prayer and waiting, a man from among them has
been raised up and divinely prepared to teach the Mohammedans.
Mikhail Mansoor, a Mohammedan coo vert, is now preaching the Goselectronic file created by cafis.org
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pel with power to large audiences of his former coreligionists in Cairo.
He is thoroughly prepared for this work. He was trained in the great
University of Islam at Cairo as a Moslem. He has a thorough knowledge of the Koran, and the interpretation put upon it by his own
people. He speaks the Arabic language perfectly, enunciates clearly,
and clothes his thought in simple forms of speech. But, above all, he
is thoroughly converted to Christ, and has a large measure of His
spirit. He has also a remarkable knowledge of Scripture. Certainly
there is no other man in Egypt, or perhaps elsewhere, so well qualified
to preach the Gospel to Mohammedans. He goes even within the
precincts of the Mosque EI Azhar, the greatest center of Moslem education and influence.
But the strongest power of the American mission in Egypt has
been its evangelistic work. In the l' eport of the Board of Foreign
Missions for 1903 I find this passage:
" We find that the progress of the Kingdom during the past year has
been intensive rather than extensive. The Egyptian Church is coming
nearer and nearer to the ideal of all missionary effort-the realization
of a self-directing, self-propagating, and self-sustaining Church. She
is coming to regard the newly opened and needy field of the SudaR as
her proper mission field, so that we now have the picture of a foreign
mission Church which has become herself a foreign missionary Church.
She has sent forth to Khartum, at her own charges and as her missionary representative, the Rev. Gebera Hanna, and she has purchased
a lot and is erecting a building for missionary work."
There has been nothing, perhaps, in all the previ.ous history of the
mission and the Evangelical Church in Egypt that has so strongly
marked the policy and character of the work of the mission as this
move to strictly foreign mission work.
From the earliest beginnings the policy has been to touch a single
individual in any community, and from this one life to work out in
ever-widening circles until the whole was thoroughly leavened. A
life, a family, a village, a group of villages, a district; the individual,
a school, a congregation, an evangelist, an organized congregation, a
pastor-this has been the law of Gospel work in Egypt. And now the
organized congregation, the presbytery, the synod-the organized
machinery of the church-has found its proper sphere for influence
in a foreign field. This is a matter for sincere gratitude and thanksgiving; for had the influence of the Church stopped within the limits
of its own field and among its own people, the circle of influence of
the Egyptian Church would have been contracted, its usefulness
lessened, its power weakened, and its very life would have been
threatened.
The contributions of any Church are, as a rule, a very good measure of spirituality and life of the people. The Church in Egypt will
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measure up with most of churches in America in this respect. The
sum of their last annual contribution amounted to $22,680, or $3.63
for every church-member. 'fhey spent for their foreign mission
work a sum equal to that spent for Ohnrch expenses (not including
pastors' salaries) at home.
We can not close this article without reference to the appeal for
missionaries which was made by this mission in conjunction with
the mission of the United Presbyterian Ohurch in India. The appeals
were forwarded a year ago to the home Church. The initiation was
from the India mission, but heartily seconded by the Egyptian mission.
The appeals were based upon a careful study of the conditions and
needs of the two fields. They include within their scope tho territory
only which Providence has clearly assigned to the U liited Presbyterian
Church, but do not include the Sudan, which has been recently entered,
and with a population almost equal to the fields of India and Egypt
combined.
The appeals are for one ordained mi~sionary and one unmarried
lady missionary for every fifty thousand within the bounds of these
mission fields. The call is for one hundred and eighty new missionaries for India and two hundred and eighty for Egypt.
The object of this appeal was to bring before the Church at home
the need of the field and the obligation of the Ohurch to evangelize
them. It is set forth in a resolution, of which the following is an
extract:
"'fhat we believe it to be the duty of the Ohurch to secure
the evangelization of this field within the period of a single generation-that is, so to bring the essential principles of the Gospel to the
attention of all classes in that time that no one of mature understand-.
ing could say that he was not acquainted with the way of everlasting
life."
In setting forth the needs of the field, due allowance was made for
the portion of evangelization other societies working in the field
might reasonably be expected to do.
'fhe United Presbyterian Ohurch, through its general assembly,
has endorsed these appeals from its mission fields; and it is believed
by those who know the resources of the Ohurch, in men and money,
and have faith in her liberality, that as soon as she comes to comprehend the full meaning of the appeal, and her measure of responsibility,
she will discharge her debt in a response to meet the need.
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THE REAL HUMAN NATURE OF THE HEATHEN
BY REV. JOHN W. CONKLIlf

The term" heathen;' is here used to include all who are not, in the
general sense, called Christians. In the time of Christ they were
commonly called "dogs." Some people to-day .• I fear, if they were
shown a raw, untrimmed heathen would incline to look for the third
and fourth legs and the tail. We are not th us inclined. We are
not conscious that we have in thought or word implied that the average heathen is not human through and through. We hold nominally
tilat all nations are of one blood, and that Jesus died for the Fijians
and Hindus as well as for the members of our Church. But most of
us hedge a little in our inmost thought. The heathen is human-but
not our kind of humanity. Suppose we learned that Jesus had a
Chinese body, that John was of the Zulu type, and that Paul was in
appearauce the counterpart of Sitting Bull! Perhaps our feelings
would not be changed, nor _uur affections lessened-perhaps. It will
not harm us to take soundings in our seas of thought as to the real
depth of the popular ideas, "common humanity" and "universal
brotherhood."
My chief concern now is to inquire if some common notions regarding missionary philosophy, aim, and policy are not ullsound,
because they rest upon a partial failure to realize the full humanity
of the heathen body, soul, and spirit.
1. It is quite commonly held that if the heathen is not .certainly
lost eternally, in ignorance of the Gospel of Christ, then missions are
unnecessary and absurd. Would you send food to the heathen writhing in famine? Not unless they are lost, and this will help keep them
out of hell. Would yon send medical missionaries to heal the sick
mothers and l:abies, the men with broken limbs and bleeding wounds?
Not unless you can preach the Gospel to every patient. Would you
send teachers to open windows in their unlettered, darkened, mouldy
minds ? Not unless they purpose to become Christians. Would you
go or send others to help woman to rid herself of foot-binding, slavery,
child marriage, perpetual and accursed widowhood? Not unless these
would add names to the rolls of Christian proselytes. You wouldn't!
Then YOll do not half believe in the humanity of the heathen. They
are not as human as you, or your children, your neighbors, your community. You would help these latter in hunger, disease, ignorance,
family disabilities, without a further question. You would give to
hospitals, soup-kitchens, free kindergartens, divorce-reform leagues
here without any question of conversion as a condition. Churches as
churches set up and support all such institutions in the name of the
Lord Jesus, and, they do well. Thus do they try to be the real body of
Christ, who fed and healed the multitudes, often without any condielectronic file created by cafis.org
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tion. If the heathen are absolutely human, then we'll freely give as
we have freely received. Help them just to get rid of famine? Yes.
Just to have better care in sickness and to overcome the bubonic
plague? Yes. Go just as a school-teacher? Yes. Go to teach them
what the words home, wife, mother really mean? Yes. Go if there
be no life after death? Yes. It means something to live as an average heathen seventy years on earth, with every year three hundred and
sixty-five days, every day twenty-four hours, every hour sixty minutes,
and every minute sixty seconds. I would do in Amoy, Madras, Nagasaki, or Muscat, what I'd do in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, or
Manila. We believe in a common humanity.
The heathen is lost. He knows not the way home. He can not
find his Father. His spirit need is the deepest of all his needs. The
true missionary seeks to save souls from death as his Master did and
does. He wants the life of every lwathen to be made new in Christ
Jesus. But he will not allow his aid to any human being to be conditioned by any doctrine of eschatology.
So too we often hear the fear expressed that we shall add to the
heathen's stripes by giving him the Gospel. Why increase his responsibility, and run the risk of increasing the heat of his furnace ? We
never hear the same argument from parents regarding children, Sunday-school teachers, and pastors regarding their charges. 'rhey are
just as truly adding responsibility with every bit of light they give.
Yet they keep on gi ving. But that is different. These latter are not
heathen.
2. Some doctrines concerning the purpose and policy of foreign missions seem to assume that the heathen are not of the same flesh and
blood as ourselves. What is the aim of foreign missions.? When I
was in India there was quite a run in this country upon the phrase
" bring the Gospel into contact with every heathen." 'rhen the Church
would have fulfilled her commission. At the Ecumenical Conference
of 1900 the aim of missions was declared to be "to make Jesus Christ
known to the world" or " the evangelization of the world or to preach
the Gospel to the world."
The world thus referred to can not be made up of people thoroughly
human, like us. The aim of our work with our children, or Sundayschool scholars, or parishioners is not to make Jesus Christ known to
them-and nothing more. Our aim is not fulfilled even if they are
converted and come into the full communion of the Church. We want
to make them fishers of men, winners of other sinners. But they
are not the heathen. The aim of foreign missions must be that which,
when accomplished, will cause the work of foreign missions to cease.
When will foreign missions be discontinued in any given country?
Not when Jesus Christ is made known to all the people, or when they
are evangelized in the common sense of that term; but when there is a
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Christian Church established in that country strong enough to finish
the work without foreign aid. Foreign missions continued in Greece,
Rome, Britain, Germany, and our own country until these nations were
Christianized, until the churches in them could dispense with leadingstrings. Why are we so afraid to use that word" Christianize" in relation to China, India, and Africa? It was a favorite word with Livingstone. "Evangelize" is a far more tlJin-blooded term. It lacks
robustness. It is only applied to heathen. Furthermore, the making of
Jesus Christ known to the world is only a surface description of the New
Testament idea of the mission of the Christ and His followers. Jesus
said: "Preach the Gospel to every creature," but He went far deeper.
,. Disciple all the nations." "'Peach them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you." "The Son of man is come to seek and
save that which was lost." Paul says: "I am made all things to all
men if by all means I might "-what? Bring the Gospel in contact
with them, evangelize them, make Jesus Christ known to them?
No I "If by all means I might save some." Why should we seek to
dilute such a purpose as that? Why squirm and shirk just when we
are making reference to the heathen ? We should not be afraid to
stand up to the project our Captain has handed down to ns. Christendom should face her problem in its full scope and not try to plead
any baby act because she has hardly begun to "awake and put on her
strength." No wordy recipes will suffice for those nations which have
been so sadly neglected during the long centuries. The best we have
is none too good for them, for they are human and the Christ was lifted
up to draw them unto Himself.
3. There is also a common failure to realize the humanity of the
heathen when we expect that having taken the yoke of Christ they
must be less prone to fall than Christians here at home. rI'hey must
have no babyhood in Christ, but be electrically and instantaneously
transformed into strong men. There is no warrant for such an idea
in the history of the apostolic churches. '['he Corinthians were not
exactly perfect in the opinion of Paul. Nor do we find any evidence
that our own heathen ancestors were able, as SOOI1 as they became
Christians, to overcome the world, the flesh, and the devil in every
fight. They may have been miracles of grace, but they surely were not
miracles of perfection. 'rhe heathen are human, with passions like to
those of Elijah and ourselves. Heredity, habit, surroundings-all
these affect their blood and nerves and thoughts as they do ours.
They can not jump from the kindergarten to the postgraduate school
of Christian attainment. As individuals and as churches they must
pass upward by means of great struggles and many falls, both in doctrine and life. Let us be patient, considering our temptations, and
pray hard for the youthful disciples of Christ among whom there will
be successors of Peter, Thomas, Demas, and Judas.
The heathen are human, with the same humanity which the Son of
God filled with His deity. The Master gives us sure footing as to the
treatment of the heathen, body, soul and spirit; as to the rock-bottom
purpose of missions; and as to the human frailty of every child of Adam
until he "sees Him as He is."
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DIFFICULTIES IN THE MADURA DISTRICT
BY REV. H. O. HAZEN, ARUPPUKOTTA, INDIA
Missionary of the American Board, 1867-

If one considers the difficulties of missionary work in this district,
he will see the following:
1. Difficulty of caste. Much has been written on the subject, but
we can scarcely exaggerate the evil. We meet with it at every turn
and in most unsuspected moments. In the Madura District alone
there are eight Moslem and two hundred and fifty-one Hindu castes.
These are divided and subdivided again and again. Even the Pariahs
(outcastes) have many subdivisions, and the antipathy between the
castes and subdivisions is so great that when one becomes Christian
all the others stand aloof. When A is in the church, B is out; and
when B is in, A is out. Sometimes we gain a foothold among two
castes of a place '['hen all the tact and faith and patience of both
missionary and catechist are required to harmonize the two elements.
Each wants a separate catechist and church. If they come into the
same church, by a sort of instinct they seat themselves on caste lines,
and would even like caste cups at the communion-table. All such
claims we firmly resist. It remains to be seen what effect the individual communion-cups, just now being introduced in a few churches,
will have on the caste question.
When it is borne in mind that different Hindu castes will not only
never intermarry nor eat together, but that high castes will sooner
starve thall receive food from low caste men or Europeans, that they
will not give to or take food from other castes to save life, one sees
how cruel is this system. Cases frequently come to our attention of
sick persons lying two or three days in a public street of a large place
and left to die there without food or drink, simply because no one of
their particular caste happened to come along. Thus, caste is utterly
destructive of patriotism, of all brotherly feeling, and of all love. And
as love is the center and heart of Chri8tianity, caste and Christianity
are in utter antagonism.
Moreover, caste has been so woven into the warp and woof of the
Hindu life for many generations that long after he has let go his
religion he holds on to caste. In view of this, it is not strange that
it shows itself in our churches. Like cork in water, it continually
comes to the surface, unless the firm hand of the missionary holds it
down.
2. Another difficulty in our district is the huge temple at Madura,
covering fourteen acres of ground, with an immense revenue for its
maintenance. Its tall pagodas, which can be seen many miles distant,
are a standing challenge to Christianity. The large number of Brahmans who live by the temple shrewdly keep up the great annual feselectronic file created by cafis.org
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tivals, to which the people flock in crowds from all parts of the district.
The popular ear and eye are caught by the noise and show at these
festivals. They look forward during the whole year to these times as
their great holidays as well as hOly days. An is in marked contrast
to the severe simplicity of Christianity, which those who have the
form without the power of true religion feel; but those who have the
real joy of forgiveness and peace only look with pity upon ·this attempt
to bolster up a false and hollow system.
It is thought by some that car-drawings, such as used to be wit·
nessed at Juggernaut, have been abolished by government. This is
a mistake. I know from personal observation that idol-cars are annually drawn at five different places in the Madura District. In fact, the
car-drawing is the principal business at the festival; that is the climax to which all look forward. Government has prohibited the voluntary immolation of victims before the car, but men and women roll
behind the car, and occasionally, without any warning, or before any
one has a suspicion of what is going to take place, a woman will throw
herself in front of the moving car and be crushed before it can be
stopped. This is, of course, snicide, with religious fanaticism as the
supposed cause, helped along, no doubt, by misery in the home lite.
Incredible tho it may seem, " hook-swinging" is still practised in
the Madura District. A hook is passed through two strong muscles
in the back, and then the man is swung high into the air, and the car
is slowly moved along. A vast throng is eager to catch the flowers
which he scatters, which are supposed to contain great merit, as if they
had fallen from heaven. The man who endures all that is looked upon
as a god, and makes enough money by it to live in idleness during the
remainder of his life.
Many of the lower castes in Southern India are devil worshipers.
They worship the devil because they are afraid of him. 'fhe wily
priests prophesy to the people when they try to become Christians·
that many calamities will overtake them if they forsake their father's
god: houses will take fire, crops will be destroyed, cows and sheep will
die, children will sicken and die, etc. These unscrupulous priests
have ways of fulfilling their own prophecies, and all the heathen are
with them in the plot. We have many sad illustrations of this state·
ment. One entire family was wiped out one after another by poison,
the priest warning the wife and mother at each step; but she held ou t,
true to Christ, till all were gone, and she was carried to a distant place
and never heard of afterward.
Thus we have had to fight the devil inch by inch, but we are gaining ground every year. We are bringing up our parallels, laying our
mines, and sooner or later Hinduism must collapse and Christianity
triumph. What is needed is a mighty effusion of the Holy Spirit.
The Madura Mission is one of the oldest missions of the American
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Board, having begun work in the Madura District, Southern India, in
the year 1834. It is a compact mission, all of the ten stations centering around the City of Madura, where are the headquarters, and no
one is more than seventy miles distant. This is convenient for general business meetings, which are held three times each year, and for
the annual gatherings with all the native helpers and with large numbers of the Christians, who come to the popular meetings.
The mission is also well equipped for all the work that a mission
should try to do. It has a college and theological seminary, 5 high
schools, 2 normal schools, 1 Bible woman's training institution, 7
boarding-schools, 2 industrial schools, 16 caste Hindu girls' schools,
200 village schools, 2 hospitals, and 3 dispensaries. During these
seventy years fine and substantial buildings have been erected for the
above institutions, and women are given an equal chance with the men.
The workers are 14 missionaries with their wives, 1 male and 1
female physician, 11 single lady workers, 23 native pastors, 165 catechists and evangelists, 88 Bible women, and 344 teachers.
There are 5,349 church-members, 17,940 adherents (i.e., churchgoers), and 9,301 pupils in all the schools.
At no time have we had any great wave of revival that brings in a
multitude, but it has been a steady, healthy growth from the beginning. All our gains have been by means of prayers, faith, hard and
patient work.

A PRACTICAL PLAN FOR UNION CHURCHES IN
THE FAR EASTERN PORTS
BY THE REV. EDWARD A. WICHER, B.D., KOBE, JAPAN
Pastor of the Union Church

In the April number of the REVIE~ the writer has spoken of the
urgent importance of doing something to meet the religious needs of
the foreign communities in the Far Eastern parts. All that he has said
there he assumes here, and has in mind briefly to outline a practical
plan of working, of which he has thought much while engaged in his
own pastoral duties in Kobe. He has had much discussion of this
subject with merchants, missionaries, diplomats, and tourists, and has
heard a great variety of opinion expressed. He is free to confess that
he knows no plan which will work out completely satisfactorily while
the Church at home is in its present divided state, and while there are
such diversities of creed and forms of service, as well as of language
and race, among the members of even the smaller communities of foreigners resident in the Eastern cities. But, nevertheless, some plans
are better than others, and the impossibility of finding a perfect plan
need not deter us from inquiring what is the best practicable plan.
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The discussion may be summed up under three heads: the responsibility for the support of these pastors, the constitution of the committee in the home land, and the method of appointing the men who
are chosen for the work.
After considering the question from various points of view, it has
seemed to the writer that, apart from the cities with large foreign settlements, such as Hongkong and Shanghai, the responsibility for support must rest upon the churches in America. Not but that a large
part, and, in some individual charges, the whole of the support may
be obtained from the communities themselves; these Eastern residents
are usually very generous toward any benevolent or religious enterprise which commends itself to them. But the community is too
.shifting. A congregation in the East is always more or less of a procession. The men who are most serious and purposeful in their religion, the men who constitute the strength of a congregation anywhere,
are usually men who come with definite church attachment at home,
who look forward to the time when they will return to their home and
their home church, and who regard themselves as being simply sojourners in a strange city. Sometimes they are even pledged contributors
to charities at horne. In any case, their life is not to be spent in the
East, and while they may be willing to pay toward the support of an
Eastern church, and even to act upon its committee, they will not and
can not assume the responsibility for its continuous activity, as they
would in the case of a home church~ The truth is, we are all camping
out. We may be going home in a month, or a year, or three years;
none of us, unless it be the. pastor, expects to stay for a lifetime, none
of us wants to do so. There may be a score of active, earnest men in
a congregation this year, and next year not a one. But what is certain
is that there will be hundreds-nay, thousands-of these campers all the
time, and a majority of them young men. 1'hey will probably support
the church, but they can not be responsible for its support; the responsibility must rest at home.
And in some of the smaller communities, such as Nagasaki and
Seoul, where a pastor is urgently needed, self-support is, for the present at least, quite out of the question. Tho in reference to certain
even of these settlements, it is not unreasonable to hope that if they
are properly cared for now, the day will come when they will be selfsustaining.
Enough has been said to show that in these fluctuating communities of the East the continuity of administration can only be in a strong
committee in America.
The next point to be considered is how shall this committee be
constituted? Shall it be an entirely new organization effected for this
purpose, or shall it be one of the existing missionary committees with
its fUDctions so enlarged as to comprehend this work, or shall it be in
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some coordination of all the various existing missions that are willing
to cooperate in this new activity?
A new missionary society established'for the purpose of supplying
ordinances to the American residents in the East should enlist much
sympathy in the churches of America. It should enlist sympathy
from a large class of men who are not willing to do much to convert
the heathen, but would be willing to do something to aid, in a religious
way, their fellow citizens living abroad. It should especially enlist the
sympathy of the large American firma doing business ih the East and
sending their employees out into all the dangers and temptations of
Oriental life. But such a society would 'add one more to the nlany
already in existence, and would necessitate a new set of machinery and
a new propaganda.
Or the existing missionary societies might· enlarge their scope so
as to include with the mission to the heathen a mission also to' the
white foreigner. An objection to this method would be that no single
dflnorriination could command the united following of all the different
denominations. Whatever organization undertakes this work should,
if possible, officially represent all evangelical denominations in one
unTted movement. Nor wonld the method of having different churches
occupy different cities be likely to be permanently satisfactory. 'rhe
whole of the Far East is in many ways' one commnnity, a life with comIrion: characteristics and habits of its own, whose residents are constantly shifting backward and forward from one settlement to
another. Now if we call the church in Yokohama a Methodist church,
and that in Kobe a Presbyterian church,and that in Seoul a Gongregational church, the man who goes from Yokohama to Kobe or Seoul
will not find the church which he already knows, and to which he is
already attached, but another and a strange church. It seems to the
writer to be much the best way to call them all Union churches, and
to place them under the administration of a committee, which, while
being controlled by no one denomination, shall yet really represent
them all.
'
How, then, could such a committee be formed? Perhaps out of
many possible plans the best would be that the different evangelical
mission boards should each choose one representative, and that the
representatives thus chosen should act together as a committee to raise
money to find suitable men and appoint them to their places in the
fields. Part of the money could undoubtedly be raised by,appealing
to indi vid uals and business houses, as mentioned above; the rest would
be raised by a pro rata contribution of the various interested foreign
mission boards. If twenty boards cooperated, and the total annual
cost of the work, exclusive of the money raised upon the fields, should
amount to $10,000, this would be an annual charge of $500 upon each
mission board. The amount here mentioned is the outside limit of
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cost for ten foreign pastors, but probably when it came to the actual
working it would be found that half this amount of money would
suffice, the rest being obtainable from the churches in the East. 1'he
propriety of using foreign mission money in this way has already been
dealt with in the preceding article; it is here assumed that in the
interest of missions to the heathen such a use is proper.
A committee constituted in such a manner would send out ministers who would represent the whole evangelical Church and the whole
American people, and as such would undoubtedly command the confidence and support of all the national representatives, as well as the
missionaries, and be placed in a position in which they could do their
most effective work.
As to the manner of appointment of the men chosen, the committee in America should in GYer.y case seek the cooperation of the
foreigners living in the place to which the pastor is to be sent, they
should consult local feeling and do everything possible to deepen the
sense of responsibility felt by the local congregation. The missionaries who live in and near to each settlement should be consulted as a
body; they in turn would be able to· influence at least a few other
foreigners; this whole company together C0111d do something to prepare for the coming of the pastor, to give him a hearty reception, and
help to emphasize the importance of the work which he had come to
do. In no case would it be wise to send a minister to any settlement
without first consulting with those foreigners on the ground who
might be favorably disposed toward such a movement.
But even if these greatly needed Union church pastors were all
secured for the East, the work would not be completely organized.
There would still be the necessity of providing for the social activities
of these churches. There would be wanted church-halls and clu bhouses, libraries and gymnasia. There would be the consideration of
the question how far these things could be most effectively provided
by the Young Men's Christian Association, and how far by the Union
Church. In any case, the respective spheres of these two organizations
would not be quite the same, and the American committee would have
to comider the whole question of the social responsibilities of the
churches to the committees.
If our brethren at home could only see the importance of the work
here proposed; if they could see the multitude of young men tempted
to vice almost beyond endurance; if they could see the pride of race,
the contempt of man, the indifference to purity, the sin against love,
the gilded gaiety which vainly seeks to hide the awful sadness of
Oriental fatalism, the mute endurance of pain, the hopelessness of the
hereafter; if they could see foreign society denationalized and deChristianized, and exerting its oftentimes unwholesome influence
upon a slowly awakening heathenism (for every foreigner in the
East, whether he will or not, is It missionary, a representative of the
West to the East, for weal or woe)-if our brethren in America could
see these things, they would feel that for the sake of their kindred
in Asia, and for the sake of the Asiatics themselves, they should do
something and do it quickly.
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THE PROGRESS OF CHRISTIANITY IN INDIA *
AS INDICATED IN THE REPORT ON THE CENSUS OF 1901
BY SIR CHARLES ELLIOTT

The main results of the Census of 1901 as regards the classification
of the people by religions were published towards the end of that
year, and the hearts of all who are interested in missionary enterprise
were gladdened by the news that the spread of Christianity was continuing unchecked. The increase in the number of native Christians,
which in the period between 1872 and 1881 had been 22 per cent. and
in the next decade 33 per cent., was found to be 30.8 per cent. in the
decade between 1891 and 1901. The total number of native Christiaus rose from Ii millions in 1872 to 2 millions in 18\J1, and to 21
millions in 1901. 'fhe same encouraging tale was repeated as the
results came out Province by Province; in some parts the increase was
larger, in some it was less, but nowhere was there any seriolls retardation of the rate of progress, still less any positive setback or relapse
from Christianity on a large scale. Since 1901 we have had the
separate reports of various Provinces issued from time to time, and
now at last the general Census Report for all India has appeared, summing up the statistical results for the whole country, and containing
the comments and mature conclusions of the two Census Commissioners, Mr. Risley and Mr. Gait, the two men who probably know more
of their subject than any other living men in India.
It is with the results of the Census as regards religion, and especially
as regards Christianity, that this article is concerned. The only
thing that need be said respecting other religions is that 70 per cent.
of the population profess the Hindu religion, 21 per cent. the Mohammedan, and 3 per cent. the Buddhist: and that the numbers of the
two latter religions have increased during the decade at the expense of
the Hindus, not as it appears through proselytism on their part. but
because the Mohammedans in Sindh and Easterll Bengal, and the
Buddhists in Burma, have occupied the only parts of the country
which have been free from drought or any other trouble, and have
multiplied greatly in consequence, while the Hindus have suffered
grievously from the two calamitous famines of 1896 and 1900.
While the growth of the general population during the last decade,
which would ordinarily be about 10 per cent. during ten prosperous
years, was kept down to the low rate of It per cent. by the unfavorable character of the period, the growth of Christianity has been far
more rapid, and the number of its adherents among the natives has
risen by 30.8 per cent. and stands now at 2,664,313. Including
Europeans and Eurasians, the number is 2,923,241, but we are concerned here only with native Christians. "The degree of success,"
says the report, "attending missionary effort at the present day is
even greater than would appear from the rate of increase disclosed by
these figures." There is a great inert mass of Christianity in Cochin
and Travancore, the stronghold of the Syrian Church, among whom
the impetus of proselytism is quite or nearly extinct. The Roman
Catholic missions in Upper India, especially in parts of Bengal and in
Burma, are very active, but, taken as a whole, the Roman Catholic and
• Condensed from the Church Mis.•ionary Intelligencer.
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Syrian Churches, which together number 1,694,000 persons, have only
increased by 17 per cent., while the Reformed Churches, which now
number 845,000 converts, have increased by 43 per cent.
'rhe number of denominat.ions which are .comprised under the
head of Reformed Churches is large, the converts naturally returning
themselves for the most part under the head of the Missionary Society
to which they are attached. Some indeed, whether from ignorance
and confusion, or from a catholic dislike to any title which seems to
conflict with one common Christianity, have entered vague, indefinite
names in the schedule, such as Protestants, Un sectarian, and so forth,
or have returned themselves simply as Christians, with no specific
denomination, and these are as many as 144,000 in number. For the
rest, the missionary societies have been grou ped together in a similar
manner to that which was adopted in Mr. Blaine's Census Report for
1891, and in: the statistics Protestant missions appear under six main
heads: Anglican, Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist and Wesleyan,
Calvini~t and Congregational, Lutheran German and Moravian.
Some
changes in the grouping have, however, been made with very unfortunate results, for they go far to confuse the comparison which I
should like to make between the results of the two censuses. The
Welsh Calvinist Mission in Assam, who returned their converts in
1891 as Methodists, now made a special application to have them
tabulated as Presbyterians, on the ground that their form of government is akin to that of the Presbyterian chnrches. Those who
returned themselves as Protestants have been grouped under Anglicans; they were 49,000 in 1891, and were tabulated separately; now
their numbers amount to 92,000, and go to swell unduly the Anglican
total.
I have, however, prepared a table showing the number of native
Christians under each of the six main heads, with the figures of the
previol1s census attached by way of comparison. They are arranged
according to the main territorial areas into which India is divided in
the Census Heport, omitting only some of the small units like Uoorg
01' Beluchistan, in which the numbers of Protestant Christians are
insignificant, and in the case of the large Provinces uniting the figures
for the native and tributary States attached to those Provinces with
the figures for theresidents in British districts.
Looking first at the final column, which shows the total number of
Protestant Christians enumerated in either census, we see how great
the increase has been in almost every case. In Assam and the United
Provinces the .number has trebled; in Bengal it has more than
doubled, chiefly owing to conversions among the tribes in Chota Nagpur by the Anglican and Lutheran missions; and in the Punjab it has
increased by more. than half. These are Provinces in which missionary work has been active and no special disturbillg conditions
have existed. The same may be said of Madras, where the increase
has been more than a half, but there tne numbers are 80 large and the
faithJlus been so long established that the natural growth of population must account for a great deal, as well as the impulse of proselytism. In Burma, on the other hand, with similar conditions, a prosperous and rising population, and active missionary enterprise, the
numbers have actually fallen from 83,000 to 80,000. This is caused
by·a great reduction in the numbers of American Baptists, to which I
.shall refer later on. But it is in the tracts most severely afllicted by
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Table A-Census Statistics of Native Christians of Protestant Denominations
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47

29

10
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the recent famines that the greatest influx into the Christian fold is
seen. In the Central Provinces, which were hardest hit of all, the
number of converts has risen from 1,000 in 1891 to 1Q,000, and in
Bombay from 5,000 to 33,000. In Berar the number has risen from
37 to 745, in Baroda from 41 to 7,168, in Central India from 155 to

* Page 179, Oensus Report, 1890.

t Page 399, Census Report, 1900.
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1,189, in Rajputana from 89 to 1,009, and in Mysore and Hyderabad
the increase is equally remarkable. Here, no doubt, we have a new
agency at work, that of the Orphan Asylums, into which so many of
the helpless waifs of the great families were received; and besides this
we see the effects of the emotions of gratitude and affection which
were aroused by the devoted labors of the missionaries, to whose zeal
and untiring energies every spectator, including Lord Curzon, the
Viceroy, hail paid such liberal tribute.
Turning to the grouping of the six main denominations and looking to the three bottom lines of the table, which contain the total figures of converts attached to the different denominations as shown in
the Census Reports for 1891 and 1901, we see the general results of the
campaign against heathenism carried on by the great missionary organizations at work in the country. The number of converts who belong to the Anglican communion has risen from 207,546 to 305,917an increase of 98,371, or 47 per cent.* These are mainly attached to
the Church Missionary Society, with its daughter the Church of England Zenana Society, and to the S. P. G. 'I'he Presbyterian churches
nave raised their numbers from 33,329 to 43,064, or 29 per cent. The
Baptists have increased from 197,487 to 216,915, a rise of 10 per cent.
The Methodists and Wesleyans return an increase of 180 per cent.,
while the Congregationalists show a decrease of 19 per cent., but this is
due to the fact that the missionaries of the London Mission in some
parts of India, especially in Madras and Travancore, instructed their
converts to record no denomination, on the ground that they wished
to discourage the idea that there were any real differences of belief between different Christian sects. The Lutheran missions, including
the Danish Mission in Chota Nagpur and the Basel Mission on the
West Coast of Madras, record the greatest growth of all, from 67,925
to 153,768, or 126 per cent. The total increase under all these groups
is 248,758, or 43 per cent.
We have, however, another source of information on the subject
which should uot be neglected in the" Statistical Tables of Protestant
Missions," which are based an returns sent in from the different missions. 'fhese show the number of persons whom the mission heads
return as belonging to their communities, while the Census statistics
show what the people return as regards themselves. The mission figures work out to a total of 808,210 native Christians, which involves a
smaller difference, from the 825,466 of the Census Report, than one
might have expected. If we compare the two sets of figures for each
group of denominations the results are as follows:
GROUP OF DENOMINATIONS

By Census
Tables

Anglican.. ... ... . ...... .. .... ........... . ........... 805,917
Presbyterians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 4.~,064
Baptists............................................. 216,915
Methodi~ts. .. ... . ...... ..... ...... ..... .. ...........
68,489
Congregationalists.................................. 37,313
Lutheran............................................ 153,768
Total ....... " .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 825,466

By Statistical
Tables for Protestant Missions
184,274 (f)
57,065
154,078
133,446
171,130 (1)
108,217
808,210

It would seem from this comparison that more converts have returned themselves as members of the Anglican, Baptist, and Lutheran
communities than their pastors would admit as belonging to their
• Erroneously put at 98,471, or 48 per cent., in the original article and table. See also note
on page 857.-Editors of THE MISSIONARY REVIEW.
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flocks, and, on the other hand, fewer .Presbyterians and Methodists
and far fewer Congregationalists have done so. Table B, compiled
from the "Statistical Tables," shows the numbers assigned to each
group of denominations in the different territorial divisions for which
statistics are there given, as well as in the larger administrative areas
adopted by the Census Report.
When we pursue the comparison of these figures into the different
Provinces and States we find a number of difficulties and discrepancies, which are partly explained by the change in the system of grouping referred to above, but in some cases seem to be due to other causes.
Thus iu Assam, according to the figures iu Table A, the Presbyterians
have risen in ten years from 7,000 to 16,080, and the Methodists have
fallen from 6,750 to 4,000. This is due to the fact that the converts
made by the Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Mission are now tabulated
as Presbyterians instead of Methodists. Looking to Table B, we see
that the Scotch Mission returns its members as thirty-nine and the
Welsh Mission returns 8,703, the total of the two figures being considerably less than the Census return attributed to "Presbyterians."
Again, in Madras the Presbyterian figures of the Census show a
decrease from 16,742 to 8,339, and in the Punjab from 9,~35 to 4,151.
In the Punjab there are a large number of active societies belonging
to this. group, the American Reformed Presbyterian, the Reformed
Church of America, the Presbyterian Church of the U. S. A., and the
Church of Scotland Mission, and, according to the figures given in t~e
"Statistical Tables," their numbers have risen from ahout 14,000 in
1890 to 22,242 in 1900. Similarly, in the Madras Presidency, where
in 1890 they had hut few missionaries, they now return over 14,444
converts, and the census figures disagree strangely in both cases.
These mistakes seem to be connected with those which have affected
the figures for the Congregationalist group, and possibly for the Methodist group also. The total for the Congregationalist group was
returned iu 1890 as 46,009, but the details recorded against each Province work out to a total of only about 7,500. Whether the total was
vitiated by the inclusion of some of the" Minor Denominations," or
of those who only returned themselves by the vague name of" Protestant," or whether some figures have dropped out in the Provincial
details, it is at this distance of time impossible to discover; but it is
evident that the comparison of the Denominational figures of the two
censuses must not be pushed too far, as justifying any conclusion as
to any great increase, and (lspecially as to any decrease, of the number.
Again, the statistics given for Burma are perplexing. According
to them there has been a large increase in the number of Anglicans
and of Methodists, but a fall of 14,000 in the Baptist community.
Turning to the" Statistical Tables of Protestant Missions" for both
periods, we find that the number of Baptists is returned as 81,805 in
1890, with over 30,000 communicants, while the number of converts
for 1900 is given as only 37,929. The mission in Burma is conducted
by the American Bap~ist Missionary Union, and I have not had access
to any report of this society which might explain the cause of this
decrease in numbers.
Besides the converts who are grouped under the leading denominations, there are a considerable number outside of these groups, and a
still larger number who have not given the name of any denomination
to which .they belong~ There were nearly 110,000 such in 1890, and
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• the number has grown to 145,199 in 1900. Definite comparison can
only be made in one case-that of the Salvationists; whose numbers
were 1,138 in 1890, and are now 18,847; they are fouud almost entirely
in Bombay, Madras, and Travancore.
It is possible that many of those who returned no denomination
may belong to the Roman Catholics, but, omitting these, all the rest
can be classed as Protestant, whose total number will, therefore, be
628,368 for 1890, and 868,745 for 1900, 8 rise of 240,377, or 38 per cent.
It is time now to leave the statistics and tables of the Census and
to turn to the report itself. It is a matter for congratulation that the
duty of reviewing the figures and pointing out their meaning should
have fallen to one so sympathetic and large minded as Mr. A. E. Gait.
In some previous Census reports we have noticed a tendency to treat
the question in a rather distant and purely arithmetical tone, as if the
variations in a sect which numbers, only some Ii millions or 2 millions were scarcely worthy (if consideration to a writer who is dealing
with the fortunes of 250 or 300 millions. But here a different and a
much more sympathetic tone is adopted, the causes which have inlluenced the conversion are thoughtfully considered, and several interesting ;facts and arguments are set out which will be valuable to those
who advocate the missionary'cause on public platforms.
A warning is given against too much haste in admitting catechumens to bILptism. Mr. Burn writes of the Methodist mission in the
United provinces: "The results show that if a high standard is not
. It is obvious that
insisted on, converts are easy to obtain.
where conversion has been so easy, relapses are likely to occur, and
there is, in fact, a wide difference between the statistics of this mission,
which show between 80,000 and 90,000 members, including probationers, instead of 50,000, as record.ed in the Census." * This point
has, Its the Census Commissioner remarks, "an important bearing on
th.e ~tatistics s.ho~ing the relative degree of success attained by the
misslOUlilry bodIes, and on the permanence and completeness of the
work. In the district of Nadiya, in Bengal, the evil effects of the
wholesale '.admission to the Church of many imperfectly converted
persons wh'o.came under the influence of the missionaries during the
famine of I~38 continue to make themselves felt even at the present
day."
.
.
.
But the m<,>st important portion of these pages in the report is
devoted to analyzing the motives whi9h have led to this great change
of religion, and the effect it has produced in the lives and conduct of
the Christian converts. Weare met on the threshold by the objection,
which is so often clleard in hostile mouths, that Christians are bought
by bribes of money and employment, and that conversion is due to the
prospect of advancement in life. This objection, at any rate in the
crude form here setdown, is amply met by a remark quoted from Mr.
Burn, the Census Offiper for the United Provinces:
In the early days of Christian missions it was almost a necessity thaI;
the missions should provide means of su bsistence for their converts, and
the result of this is stm felt as a hindrance in mission work, and the
charge is freely made that the converts change their religions for material gain. Such a charge ca,n not be maint~ined now when numbers have
increased so enormously, while the expenditure of this [the Methodist]
• Compare 'the figures for the United Provinces in the column headed "Methodist
WesleYa,Ds" in Table A. 50.629; in Table B, 92,725.
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Native Chrbtians in .. Statistical Tables of Protestant Missions for 1900"
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Table B
PROVINCE OR STATE

Angli-

Presby-

cans

terians

---~

Assam ........................

.:s ~

Baptists

---~

<:l ...
-"

... ~

.,,<:l

~~

9,972

8,703

Bengal: Oalcntta ............. 2,142
South of Calcutta .......... 3,801
East and North of Calcutta. 6,204
East Bengal. ....... '" ...... 1,201
North BengaL ..............
Sikkim ......................
Orissa........................
Chota Nagpur ............... i5~i27
Santhal.. .................... 3,954
295
Behar........................

496

842
1,845
289
9,262
665

925
644
1,573

163

United Provinces: East Div ...
Oudh ........................
West Division ...............
Total, United Provinces ...

i2;803
361

~--

5,477

32,255

2,269

No figs.

2,752

· i~7i9

136
302

6,007

3,988

2,572

683

-----

3,725

2,243

2,169
5,857
84,699

48'J

9,921

22,242

188

1,544

2,360

Bombay: Sindh ...............
Gujrat ......................
Bombay City ................
Nortb of Bombay ...........
South of Born bay ...........
Canara ......................

167

· 3~238

204
4,667
721
145

353

-- -Total, Bombay ............ 7,866
5,143

Central India..................
Berar ..........................
Oentral Provinces .............
Hyderabad ....................
Mysore ........................

47,278

123,702

- - - - - - - ----

Punjab ........................

235
50
1,620

707

5,189
7,477
8,2'24
10,701
725
3,489
6,188
61,698
17,902
2,109

4;;~57i
583

Rajputana .....................

904
5,942

2,064

5,737

---~

171

2,403
1,026

'i;076
1,112

495
12

107
606
7,576
3,653

9,880

1,912
5,737

7.649

34,820

4,291

2,000
107
6,816
11,586
5,251

--- ---- - - 8,925

560

2,832

63;152

17,276

io~i02
1,265
1,069

'''688

113

800

300

969
276
768
227
2,308
1,029

52,031

. 2;386

370

370

';;;035

18,95.~

1,271
12,591
414

909

272

· i~OO3

681
2,422
231
1,248
2,449
79
20,486

965

·9;274

5,882

77

1,320

35,983

371
7,905
10,574
6,137
4,096
5,737

· 8~7i';'

Coorg..........................
Madras: Bellary .............. 6,243
Malabar .....................
Tinnevelly ................... 35,515
Madura ..................... 3,976
Tanjor ...................... 3,286
Trichinopoly ................ 2,642
Coimbatore..................
Nilgiris ...................... · i;339
Salem and Arcot ............
776
Chingleput ..................
Madras ...................... · 4;16i
NelIore ......................
Cuddapah ................... · 3~834
Kistna ....................... 13,103
Godavery .................... 1,767
Vizagapatam ...............

- 1011,920
-4,072

211
---~ --~

7,492
6,676
89,752

280

2,000

84.q

---~

20,939

---- - --762
438 92,725
1,585

Total

,.:j~

784
1,187
34
238

6,11lS

· i:14ii

-- ---

Total, BengaL ............ 32,724

!!

~6

"'i'l
:5t

------~

39

60
3,489

~~

~~
~
---

2,225

124

t

"<l;>'

6,03.~

98,667
22,523
16,796
3,332
1,949
2,360
14,308
4,599
8,772
54,480
13,875
35,975
7,649
1,397

--- ---- ---- --- --- --- ----

Total, Madras ............. 76,592

14,444

71,392

5,572

Cochin .........................
99
Travancore .................... 35,515
Burma.........................

,18,179

311,667

99
63,152

9,385

, Grand Total. ............... 184,274

95,488

37,929
57,065

618

154,078 133,416 171,130'

98,667
279

48,211

108,217

. 808,210

• Mr. Eugene Stock, of the Church Missionary SOCiety, says that "the London Mission,"
included among" Minor Denominations," is the London Missionary Society, and therefore its
figures (10,321) should be added to the Congregationalists. He also points out an apparent
error in the table on page 857, in the summary of figures from the Statistical Tables of Protestant Missions. In the column headed Congregationalists, 63,152 represent the Christians of
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mission shows a lower rate per head than that of any mission in the
Province.

But the fact remains that the converts belong mainly to the lower
castes and to the aboriginal tribes, and the nature of the mixed causes
which contribute to this result deserves to be, and has been, carefully
analyzed. Speaking of the great increase which has taken place
among the Mundas and Oraons, aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur,
"where the Lutheran missionaries who sympathize with them in their
disputes with their landlords, and who maintain excellent schools,
have raised the number of theil' converts from 23 to 69 thousand,"
while the number of Roman Catholics has risen from 78 to 90 thousand, the Census Commissioner writes: .
One of the oldest missionaries in Chota Nagpur tells me that the
movement among the aboriginal tribes of that tract is purely social.
They look to the missionaries for help in their disputes with their
landlords, and they see in Christianity a means of escape from the
payment of fines imposed on witches and on those who are supposed
to have neglected the demons, and from the persecution to which they
would be subject if unwilling to meet the demands of the Bhuts
(spirits) and their earthly servants.
There is no doubt that the converts in Chota Nagpur are the class
among whom, more than any others in India, the motives for conversion have been, to a large extent, material and earthly, but no one can
suppose that these uneducated and uncivilized tribes are able to rise
at once to a high spiritual conception of the new faith. Mr. Francis,
in the Madras Report, dealing with the lower castes of Hindus rather
than with aboriginal tribes, puts the case in a clear and more encouraging way:
The classes of Hindus which are lowest in the social scale .
have little to lose by forsaking t,he creed of their forefathers. As long as
they remain Hindus they are daily and hourly made to feel that they
are of commoner clay than their neighbors. . . . But once a youth
from these people becomes a Christian his whole horizon changes. He
is as carefully educated as if he were a Brahman; he is put in the way of
learning a trade or obtaining an appointment as a clerk; he is treated
with kindness and even familiarity by missionaries who belong to the ruling race; takes an equal part with his elders and betters in the service of
the Church, and in due time can choose from among the neat-handed girls
of the mission a wife skilled in domestic matters and even with some little
learning. . • . The remarkable growth in the numbers of the native
Christians thus largely proceeds from the natural and laudable discontent with their lot which possesses the lower classes of the Hindus, and
so well do the converts, as a rule, use their opportunities, that the community is earning for itself a constantly improving position in the public
estimation.
'
Causes of the Increase

I will close these quotations with one in which the Census Commissioner, Mr. Gait. records the aspect of the question presented to
him by a Madras missionary of forty years' standing.
According to him the chief human causes (for the increase) are:
1. Antecedent labor, or the cumulative result of the efforts made in
previous decades.
thE' London Mission in Travancore, but. just before, there appears exactly the same figure,
63,152, against Tinnevelly, where the L. M. S. has no mission. ThiR makes the total given for
Congregationalists, 171.130, which is manifestly wrong by this figure of 63,152. 'finnevelly i~
only credited with 35,515 Anglicans, whereas the right number is not far sbort of 100,000. Per
haps the 63,152 stated to be Congregationalists in Tinnevelly ought to be added to the Anglican.
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2. Increased efficiency in missionary workers, both foreig!l and
native, who are better qualified than at any previous time; the former
have studied not only the vernaculars, but also Sanscrit literature, and
are thus in closer touch with the spiritual perplexities of the Hindus.
3. The translation of the Bible into the vernaculars, and its extensive
distribution among all classes.
4. The improved status of the native community, who by their intelligence, education, and energy have won for themselves a much higher
position than they had formerly.
5. The spread of Western education, which has broken down old
superstitions and prejudices.
6. The help rendered to the needy in famine years, which has made
them feel that the Christians are their best friends, and that the religion
which prompted this help must be the best.
7. The impartiality and disinterestedness of the British Government.
which has conferred so many blessings on the people and is known to be
a Christian government.

It is-highly interesting to compare the three views represented in
these extracts. The old missionary of Chota Nagpur, whose experience lies in the part where, tho the numbers have been extremely
large, the religious character of the converts is less satisfactory than
elsewhere, writes in a tone of much discouragement. '],he government
official in Madras takes a broad administrative view of the rise in the
standard of civilization and comfort which Christianity has brought
about. The old Madras missionary, living in the parts where the
preaching of the Gospel has had its earliest successes and has struck
furthest into the roots of the popular mind, takes the deepest, most
spiritual, ahd most sanguine view of its effects. '1'here is truth in all
these views. While rejoicing in the Census statistics of conversion,
we must not suppose that the whole Christian fldifice is built up at
once simultaneously with the profession of the faith and with baptism.
The task of maintenance and of edification is as important as the task
of evangelization, and demands a constant and concurrent growth in
the number of the pastorate, to raise the converts t.o a constantly
higher level. Those who know t.he country can quote many instances
of the highest courage, faith, devotion, and piety among them. But
it is no small matter to have placed the convert's feet on the first rung
of the ladder, to have obtained even the first step toward success by
baptism, to have cut off the contamination of heathen surroundings,
superstition, immorality, oppression, and cruelty, to have placed him
under such influences as those which emanate from the church and
the mission-house, and to have opened out to him the possibilities of a
larger life and a higher civilization.
'1'hese are the thoughts, full of hope and encouragement, with
which a perusal of the Oensus Report on the growth of Christianity in
India must fill every healthy mind, and as we rise from its study the
thought springs to our lips, "How mightily grew the Word of God
and prevailed."
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EDITORIALS
The Prayer Spirit in Missions

To our minds, the most interesting and hopeful sign on the horizon
is the multiplication of circles for
prayer, for every great crisis of
missions has been turned by believing prayer.
Prayer is needed for the thrusting forth of laborers into the harvest-field. But in Zech. viii: 20--23
another phase of prayer for missions is suggested-the effect directlyon the heathen world in impel~ing them to come to the praying
people of Gall, as well as to impel
God's praying people to go to them.
Zechariah represents the inhabitants of many cities as coming up
with one common agreement to
pray before the Lord, and as a
consequence ten men out of all
languages of the nations lay hold
of the skirts of Him that is a
Jew, saying: "We will go with
you, for we have heai'd that God is
with you."
Prayer is represented in the
Word of God as bearing to missions
a vital relation, and this is four~
fold:
1. THRUSTING FORTH LABORERS
(Matt. ix; Acts xiii).
2. EMBOLDENING LABORERS IN
TESTIMONY (Eph. vi).
3. ASSURING TO THE 'VORD FREE
COURSE (I. Thess).
4. AWAKENING THE NATIONS TO
SEEK SALVATION.
To this last this text specially
refers, and it is the most neglected
and forgotten phase of the whole
subject. True prayer is but the
echo of God's voice in the suppliant, and hence but a sign of purposed blessing on His part. He who
moves His people to pray moves
also the lost and destitute souls
for whom they pray to hunger
and thirst after salvation, so that
they do not even wait to be ap-

proached, but themselves come to
seek God's people.
Dr. R. McKiIliam writes:
Our hope was centered in Mr.
Radcliffe's visit to old Medrum. a
small Aberdeenshire town. I shall
never .forget the night on which
he_ gave hissimple message. The
Free Church, of which Mr. Garioch
was pastor, an exceptionally large
building, was crowded. People of
every denomination, and from all
parts for .many miles round, had
flocked to hear him. I think most
of us were disappointed. We had
expected something entirely out of
the ordinary in eloquence and
learning. The address was short,
and was more simple than we were
accustomed to. At the close Mr.
R. invited those who were anxious
to receive the salvation of their
souls to remain. Some of us, I
regret to say, did not expect many
to stay after the disappointing
sort of address to which we had
listened, and we had what we expected-nobody remained.
Then we had such a rebuke
and such a lesson of simple faith in
God as the writer will never forget.. That man of childlike faith
stood up and said to the handful of
workers who had remained behind,
looking at him with blank disappointment written in every face:
'Friends, have faith in God. Let
us ask God to send them back'!
Then he prayed as a child would
speak to his father. While he
prayed, one by one the people began to drop in; by and by, in twos
and threes; and, later on, in crowds,
until, before the prayer was finished .and a hymn sung, the big
kirk was again one-third full.
Then what a night we had!
There was a wondrous breakdown;
boys, girls. young men and women,
old gray-haired fathers and mothers wept together like babies. Dear
old Mr. Garioch was quite at home
in the blessed work of pointing out
to burdened souls the way of life.
Our brothel' R. was able to be with
us only one night at the time. Yet
for many, many months we continued to reap, and the place was literally changed. On that first night
of the revival in old Medrum some
of us began to learn the secret and
SOllrce of revival; and blessed be
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God, for well-nigh forty years we
have never quite lost the practical
results of it from our life and ministry. "-Life of Reginald Radcliffe,
pp. 72,73.
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text. Details must be had, or tbe
class-work is juiceless if not fruitless.
'
One naturally turns to the denominational magazine. But it
often happens that generalities
only can be fonnd concerning the
point/to be illustrated. For instance, supposing the point to be
pressed is the reality of conversion
among Chinese Christians. The
missionary magazine has vivid details illustrating some other point,
but the only fact near to the present needs of the class which it contains is something like this: "A
letter from West China mentions
the pleasing fact that an earnest
native Christian is preaching every
Sunday without receiving any salary." The statement can make no
picture in the minds of the class.
If one could question the missionary who wrote the letter alluded
to, the same fact-for we use for
illustration an actual fact-would
be told somewhat as follows:

The Martyr Spirit i~ Missions
There is preeminent need in the
mission field of the martyr spiritnot the dying martyrdom, but the
living martyrdom. As Paul said:
"I die daily." "Neither count I
my life dear unto myself."
There are two or three recent
books which are especially of use
in emphasizing this aspect of missions: Miss Carmichael Wilson's
"Things As They Ate," Mrs. Howard Taylor's "Pastor Rsi," and
James Chalmers' Biography. The
first gives us a glimpse of the
real destitution and degradation of
women and girls in India-it is a
glimpse into hell as it now exists;
the second exhibits the niggardly
spirit that is found even among
Christians everywhere, both in
working and giving; and the third
shows us a man who is so absorbed
Old Ching is a villager living in
in his work for souls that he cares the Hsuchau district of the Szechwan province, West China. He is
for no furlough, and dares any danjust a plain, every-day villager, with
ger, and welcomes even death, if he
faded clothes, weather-beaten face,
may but save souls from sin.
thin, straggling grey heard, and a
One peril in Christ's work is head like polished iVl)ry. He is
sixty years old, but every Sunday
learning to do it easily, cheaply,
and without cost of effort and sac- morning, rain or shine, finds him
at a village ten miles from his
rifice. The romance of missions home, sending the crier through
must be dispelled before the real the street with a gong to call the
work of missions is even truly be- people to hear the " Jesus doctrine." When the congregation has
gun. It is easy to aspire to herocome together, old Ching sings a
ism, but it is not so easy to be a
hymn-if croaking recitation in a
hero.
quavering voice can be called singing ; he reads a few verSes from the
New Testamen t, and then expo.unds
Side-Lights for Mission Study Classes
the truth with a vigor and a wealth
The man or woman who has to of homelv Chinese illustration that
plan out the work of the mission fairly forces the new thought into
study class quickly sees that the sluggish minds. After a fervent
book to be studied is necessarily prayer, the preacher hurries away,
for he has other work to do. He
little more than an outline. To trudges ten miles through dust or
question a class upon its contents mud back to his own village, and
is almost as insipid as questioning there. with crier and gong, he imthem upon a list of rules or a cata- mediately collects another congregation, and drives home another
logue. What such a leader of classes Gospel truth. By this time it is
now longs for is side-light upon the two o'clock, when all the villagers
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go to dinner. So Mr. Ching goes
to his house to rest. At evening
he reappears; the booming gong
calls up the village again, and another passage of Scripture is given
to the people in a form that they
can use. Every Sunday the old
man spends in this way. He has
done so for almost two years. Why
does he do this? Not for money,
since he is not paid for his fatiguing
labor. If you ask him why he does
it, he will answer: .. There is no
one else; and I have to tell my
neighbors of the Savior who has
done so much for me, because they
need Him, too."
Half a dozen particulars have
now thrown light upon the statement, and have proved that the
Gospel has taken root in this peasant's heart for all time.
Our object in calling attention to
a commonplace principle is to point
out the service which the MISSIONARY REVIEW is rendering to those
leaders of study classes who know
what itis. It has room for details;
it sends to the ends of the earth to
get details, and it plans to make
them become illuminating sidelights. Current numbers always
have some material definitely related to the study of missions in
China. When tbe study of Japan
is taken up, the REVIEW may be
relied on to be the best of helpers,
because it collects facts from the
whole field. The sixteen bound
volumes of the MISSIONARY REVIEW form a great treasury atored
with the ethnology, sociology, and
theology of the non-Christian
races, and the history, biography,
and other lore of the mission enterprise.
The moral of these remarks is
that recourse to the MISSIONARY
REVIEW is an opportunity which
the leaders of mission study classes
can not afford to neglect. The
teacher who can bring to his class,
from real life, one or two incidents
like the one given above, which fit
the point of the lesson, has driven
that point home and clinched it.

[November

The LUton' Outlook for 1905
In our advertising pages will be
found some of our plans for making
the REVIEW a power and a pleasure
to our readers during the coming
year. Some of these plans deserve
especial emphasis here.
We are pleased to announce that
we have entered into an arrangement with the Bureau of MiSSIOns,
whereby their active editorial cooperation is secured, and Drs.
Dwight. Haven, and Tupper become co-editors. We have also the
promise of advice and assistance
from many of the officers of denominational and inter-denominational missionary societies.
As to specific points in our outlook, we refer our readers to the
prospectus. The names among our
contributors would alone insure
articles of the highest order. Few
realize the wide range which these
contributors and articles cover, or
the value and diversity of material
found in one volume of the REVIEW. The yearly index is worthy
of study.
We mention only a few items
from our bill of fare for 1005 :
Robert E. Speer-" A Review of 19Q4."
Dr. A. F. Schauffier-" City Missions and Social Settlements."
G. S. Eddy-" Unoccupied Fields in India."
Rev. H. P. Beach-" Educational Missions."
A Christian Chinese-" Obstacles to Missions
in China."
D. C Oreene-"Japanese Christian Leaders."
Rev. Samuel A. Motfet- H Gospel Miracles in
Korea."
Dr. Charles R. Watson-" Hindrance to Missions in the Sudan."
Dr. William I. Haven- H Denominational Missionary Campaigns."
S. Earl Taylor-" Missionary Exhibits."

We shall aim to make the REVIEW increasingly of specific value
to those who seek to awaken missionary interest and give missionary instruction at bome. The spirit.ual element of missions will also
be emphasized.
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ISLAM AND TilE ORIENTAL CHURCHES: Their
Historical Relations. Students' Lectures
on Missions, Princetou Theological Seminary, 1'.lO\l-3. By William Ambrose Shedd.
253 pp., with 2 maps. $1.25, net. Presbyterian Board of Publication, Philadelphia.
1904.

The lectures contained in this
book which will prove most useful
to the ordinary reader are the 4th
and 5th, as grouping together a
considerable amount of information in regard to early Nestorian
Missions in Asia, their success, and
the method of their extinction.
Mr. Shedd points out that the
widespread Christianity of Asia,
which had no permanence, is an
object-lesson for modern missions.
In order to be permanent, "Christianity must enter into the intellectual life of the people, and if
there is no such life it must create
it. . . . Christian schools, the
Bible, and other Christian literature in the vernacular-the creation
of a truly national culture-are indispensahle to the conquest of a
nation." Nestorian missionaries
seem to have done little-they may
not have had the ability to do
much-for the Christian culture of
their converts among Turks, Arabs,
and Persians. For this reason,
when the sword of Tamerlane had
purged the continent, even the very
memory of Chrh;tianity was extinct in Central and Eastern Asia.
On the other hand, Greeks, Syrians, and Armenians in Western
Asia received a new culture, a system of thought, and a literature
through Christianity, and the tenacity of their hold upon the faith
delivered to their fathers is proverbial.
The scope of the book is restricted in the main to a field that does
not extend west of Persia, Mesopotamia, and Arabia, to that part,
only, of Church history which refers to the Nestorians and Jacobites, and to a period of time that
ends with Tamerlane and the four-

teenth century. Moreover, while
those parts of the lectures which
relate to the Christian Church bear
the marks of original research in
Syriac texts, those referring to
Mohammedanism are gathered almost entirely at second hand, and
are of the quality to be expected in
generalizations founded on the generalizations of some one else.
These two peculiarities (frankly
admitted or implied by the author
in his Introduction) might well
have suggested the choice of a title
less comprehensive and therefore
less open to the accident of misleading those who resort to the
book with expectations that the
author did not intend to satisfy.
D.
SOCIAl. PIlOGRESS: A YEAR-BOOK. By Dr.
Josiah Strong, Editor. 8vo. 273 pp. $1.50.
The Baker Rnd Taylor Co., New York.
1904.

Dr. Rtrong has a genius for statistics. A glance at the Index of this
volume will reveal something of its
value, especially to public speakers
and students of social problems and
the world's progress. As President
~of the "American Institute of
Social Service" the editor has peculiar facilities for gathering and
issuing such a book of statistics.
It may be, and doubtless wiII be,
weIl used by some and abused by
others, for too much or too little
may easily be deduced from mere
figures. The scope of the book is
broad and its character is comprehensive, taking in the areas and
populations of continents and
countries, the relative financial,
commercial, and military strength
of variolls nations, immigration
statistics for America, birth Il-nd
death rates, illiteracy-in fact, almost every department is represented not only in figures but by a
digest of the laws on the subject and
reviews of social progress in various
countries. Would you know how
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much alcohol or tobacco is consumed? Ask Dr. Strong. Would
you know the priNciple societies
working for social betterment?
Look within this book. Would yuu
like to quote police or vital statistics? Ask the same encyclopedia.
The figures and facts are gathered
from reliable sources, but it takes a
genius like Dr. Strong to use them
as powerfully andas graphically as
he has done in "Our Oountry."
..
CHILDRIllN OF THE FOREST. By Rev. Egerton
R. Young. Illustrated. 8vo, 282 pp. $1.25
net. Fleming H. Revell Co., New York,
1904.

This is a love story of life among
the Ojibway Indians of Canada. It
is a rather ordinary tale of rivalry,
parental opposition, and adventure, except that it is unique in its
picturesque and romantic surroundings. There is also an educational value in the description of
Indian customs and the bits of
Ojibway folk-lore. Children will
find it interesting, like all of Mr.
Young's books, but it is not distinctively missionary,
..
AFrER A HUNDRED YIllARS. Illnstrated. 8vo.
124 pp. The British and Foreign Bible
Soriety, London. 1904.

This is a popular illustrated report of the British and Foreign
Bible Society for the centenary
year 190~, and as such has a peculiar interest and value for all who
are working for the spread of the
Gospel. There are in it many Interesting incidents showing the
power of the Word of God to transfurm men.
..
EVANGELISM. By Rev. G. Campbell Morgan,
D D. 12mo. 100 pp. 50 cents. The
Bookstore, East Northfield, MRSS. 1904.

Dr.- Morgan is a prince among
preachers. teachers, and evangelists. His lectures to theological
stqdents given in these pages' are
exceedingly suggestive and stimulating not only to those who are
preaching the Gospel at home, but
also to missionaries abroad. They
deal with the preachar, his message, his methods, and the present
needs.
*
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FOR CHRIST IN FUH-KIEN. Illustrated. 12mo.
28. 6d. Church Missionary Society, London. 1904.
.

This is a new edition of the interesting story of one of the China
missions of the C. M. S. That it
has been deemed worthy of a fourth
edition is sufficient recommendation. It tells a story of progress in
this province which is remarkable
in many ways. Last year nearly
1,000 Christians were baptized in
this one mission.
*
AT the request of Dr. Otto Pautz
we call attention to the fact that in
our review of his book (November,
1902, pp. 863-4) his name was misspelled Pantz. The name of the
publishers should have been J. C.
Henrichs'sche Buchhandlung. ..
NEW BOOKS
A SHORT HANDBOOK OF MT$SIONS. By Eugene
Stock. Is. and ls.6d. Church Missionary Society. London. 1904.
HOI.DING THE ROPES. By Belle M. Brain.
12mo. $1.00 net. Funk&Wagnalls Com·
pany, New York. 1904.
EVANGELISM.
By G. Campbell Morgan.
12mo. 50 cents. The Northfield Book·
store, East Northfield, Mass.
THE PENETRATION OF ARABIA. By David G.
Hogarth. Maps, drawings, photographs.
Frederick A. Stokes Co. 1904.
MIF-TAH-uL-GORAN. By Rev. Almad Shah.
A concordance of the Koran. 10 rupees.
S. P. G.
Mission House, Hamirpore,
Upper India. 1904.
ISLAM AND ORIENTAL CHURCHES. By William
A. Shedd. 12mo, 253 pp. $1.25 net. Presbyterian Board of Publication. 1001.
CHINA MARTYRS OF 1900. By Robert C. Forsyth. Illustrated. 8vo. 78. 6d. Religious Tract Society, London. $2.00 net.
Fleming H. Rev ...n Co. 1904.
}<'OR CHRIST IN FUHKIEN. Illustrated. 12mo,
183 pp. 28. 6d. Church Missionary Society, London. 1904.
Dux OHRISTUS. An Outline Study of Japan.
By William E. Griffis. 35 cents. MacMillan Co. 1904.
SUNRISIll IN THill SUNRISE KINGnoM. By J. H.
Deforest. Illustrated. 60 cents. Young
~~~~~e'i~isslonary Movement, New
MISSIONARY PIONIllERING rN BOLIVIA. Illustrated. 2•. 6d., net. H. A. Raymond. 16
Paternoster Square, E.C., London. 1904.
SoUTH AMERICAN REPUBLICS. By Thomas C.
Dawson. 2 parts. 12mo. $1.35 net. G.
P. Putnam's Sons. 1904.
CAPTAIN ALLEN GARDINER. 75 cents. Gospel Union Publishing Co., Kansas City,
Mo. 1904.
KING LIllOPOLD'S RUI.E TN AFRICA. By Edmund D. Morel. Illustrations and maps.
William Heineman, London. 1904.
NORTHERN TRIBES IN CENTRAL AUSTRALIA.
By Baldwin Spencer and F. J. Gillen. 8vo.
MacMillan Co., New York. 1904.
THill PRESENT SoUTH. By Charles Murphy.
8vo, 3..'14 pp. $1.50 net. MacMillan Co.
1904.
SOCIAL PROGRESS. By Josiah Strong, LL.D.
8vo. $1.50. Baker & Taylor Co. 1904.
CHILDREN OF THE FOREST. By E&,erton R.
Young. Illustrated. 12mo. $1.25 net.
Flemillir H. Reven Co. 1904.
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at the source; and when I ask for
the motive, I can find none whatever in the line of profit or advantage to the monster!:! who engage in
that propaganda. I set it down to
the direct instigation of the devil .
and if I had any doubt of the exist:
ence of evil spirits, thirsting for the
destruction of souls and bodies in
hell, that doubt would disappear
before the statistics of the infernal
work of the systematic crime-breeders of the day.
You have had a long and hard
battle in your time, and have earned
the thanks of all lovers of righteousness, and the favors of the
pure and holy God in that conflict.
May your life be prolonged to wage
war for truth, virtue, and 81eanliness against the powers of darkness, moral or spiritual, wherever
and whatever they be.
A. T. P.

AMERICA
The Battle The thirtieth anAgainst Vice nual report of the
and Crime New York Society
for Suppression of
Vice is a very interestiilg and
alarming document .. The facts it
reveals are unknown to most people, but ought to be known for the
preservation of society.
The details are too bad to be fully
spread before the public, and the
secretary has to be content with
hinting at their vileness. The books
and pictures scattered broadcast
are unmentionable for filthiness;
but there are some manufactured
goods, meant to promote sexual
vices, which are even more vile and
des gusting.
Anthony Comstock
can only say: "Imagine the worst,
and you will not overreach the mark
of devilish intent and purpose."
This society seized catalogs of 46
academies and insti tutions for boys,
and others of girls' schools. by
which these venders of hell's goods
can get the addresses of youth.
Circulars are seized, obscene pictures and negatives for producing
them-in one case over 1,500 of each!
Another man had in his possession over 90,000 of immoral books,
leafiets, pictures, and circulars.
Some of the work of these manufactures are for the nse of women
and girls, and are indescribable.
The total arrests for the year are
58, and the gross weight of seized
matter over 4 tons! It is a fight
with the" wild beasts of Ephesus."
Mr. Comstock dares a martyr's
death to unearth all this diabolical
plotting against human purity.
Dr. Morgan Dix writes to him:

Work for the Rev. Louis Meyer
Redemption writes that last
of Israel
May the M. E.
Church (South)
Board of Missions made an appropriation for the support of work
among the Jews, and appointed as
missionary Rev. Julius Magath,
himself a Hebrew Christian. In
1894 the Reformed Presbyterian
Church opened a station for work
in behalf of the Jews in Philadelphia, and at its last meeting the
Synod appointed aBoard of Jewish
Missions. Rev. M. Greenberg is the
missionary in charge. The New
York City Mission and Tract Society, through Rev. B. Angel, holds
three Gospel meetings each week
for Jews in the DeWitt Memorial
Church, with an .attendance steadily increasing. The sewing-school
held in the same church by Miss
Schabka attracts crowds of Jewish
girls, to whom the story of the
Cross is told.

To. me there is nothing more inexplIcable on any grounds which
wDuld justify it even to bad people,
than the steady, cold-blooded diabolical effort to corrupt the y'oung
and poison the spring of human life

This body of ChrisUnited
tians sustains misPresbyterian
Work in Figures sions in Egypt and
North India, andas
the following statement shows,
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taken from the last report recently
published, has attained to good
success:
Ordained missionaries .................... 41
Physicians-men 3, women 5.............. 8
Women missionaries, unmarried......... 46
Wives of missionaries .. , ... ..... .. ....... 43
Total foreign missionaries .... , ......... 138
Total foreign workers............
154
Native ordained ministers........ 48
Licentiates........................ 31
Other native workers ............. 717
Total native workers ........... .

796

Total workers, native and foreign
Mission districts ..................•
Total membersbip ............... .
Received on profession in 1903 ... .
Total qhrist.ian community ...... .
Sabbath-school scholars .......... .
Boarding and high schools ....... .
Pupils in same ...... " ............ .
Day and village schools .......... .
Pupils in same ...... ·· ........... .
Total schools ..................... .
Total pupils in same ............. .
Native contributions for church
work ............................ .
Native contributions for all purposes ........................... .

950
24
16,434
1,954
39,231

15,069
25
4,175

254
15,791
295

20,964
$26,382

$96,238

The American MisWhat One
Home Mission sionary Association
Society is Doing has issued a list of
all its workers, missionaries. pastors, and teachers, in
its various fields for the present
year. The list comprises 762 names,
appointed from some 40 states and
territories, from Canada, Alaska,
Porto Rico, and the District of
Columbia. Of the entire list the
State of Georgia is credited with
91, Massachusetts follows with 64,
while Tennessee stands third with
57 names to its credit. In these
lists, issued from year to year, the
noticeable thing is the steady increase of appointments from the
Southern States, and a most encouraging state of affairs, since the
greatmajority of persons appointed
from the South are those who have
had their training in the schools of
the association. It would be a
strange and most discouraging fact
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if, after all these years of training,
men and women of character and
attainment suited to the news of
the work were not to be found in
considerable numbers.-Congregational Work.
This statement and
appeal, taken from
the Missionary
.Fferald, relate to a
phase 0;" benevolence of which the
average giver has rrobably never
thought:
The request for spectacles, made
in our February number, has met
with a most generous response.
Parcels containing them have come
from many directions, even from
as far west as Wisconsin. Some
answered the request very quickly,
and were shipped elLrly in the
spring; others have been received
more recently, and ILre now stlLrting across the ocean toward their
destination. Last year over 500
pairs were sent out; this year 1.050
pairs are on their way, mostly to 5
different stations in India, but some
to Eastern Turkey as well. When
a missionary from India told us
the other day that the cost of a
pair of srectacles in her station
was equa to two months' wages,
we could easily understand how
greatly the gift of a pair would be
appreciated. We are sure that the
missionaries to whose care they are
sent will rejoice to have such a
supply from which to select aids
for our native workers, that
through these gifts many weak
and failing eyes will be enabled to
read the Word of Life with greater
ease, and that givers and recipients
will alike be blessed.
Second-hand
SpeCtacles
Wanted

Concerning the Mrs. l\1. V. White
Sitka School writes as follows
in Alaska
in the Herald and

Presbyter:
At the Sitka Training School are
133 of the cleanest, happiest boys
and girls to be found in all this
•• Great Land" of ours. Eskimos
from the north, Aleuts from the
west, Haidas from the south, Tinneh from the interior, Tsimsheans
and Thlingits from the coasts {tre
living together in most friendly
fasbion in our mission schools.
And yet the grandparents, and
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even the fathers and mothers, of
these children were bitter enemies.
An insult was never forgotten. The
mother taught her children to hate
and revenge, and when the children grew up they, in their turn,
taught their children the same
wicked lessons. That is the reason
why it seems almosta miracle that
representatives of all these one·
time enemies should live so lovingly together.
This school emphasizes industrial
work for both boys and girls. It is
the aim to give the boys a practical
knowledge in carpentry, shoemaking, boat-building, and other industries. The entire plant is kept in
repair and new buildings erected
by the boys themselves, under the
supervision of the teacher in
charge. All the shoes for the pupils of the schools are made by pupil apprentices, under the direction
of a native teacher, who learned
his trade at the school.
The girls receive training in
kitchen, dining-room, dormitory,
sewing department, and laundry.
They are divided into sections or
divisions, each serving in turn in
the various departments. The work
of kneading two or three sacks of
flour for baking is too heavy for the
girls, hence two boys do this in the
evening; but the girls rise early,
mould it into loaves, and by ten
o'clock they have turned out 90 or
100 loaves of bread.
New Missions At the Church Misin Valdez,
Near Valdez sion
Alaska, both the
evangelistic and hospital work are
progressing satisfactorily.
The
Rev. F. C. Taylor, the missionary
in charge, has begun services at a
neighboring army post, Fort Liscum, where several of the officers
and their families are Church people. He is also planning the opening of a mission at the new town of
Seward, on Resurrection Bay, about
thirty miles east of Valdez. It is
probable that this town will be the
southern terminus of the new railway which it is proposed to build
through Central Alaska to the Y ukon River. In the hospital, which
has been much improved, even
Deaconess Deane's capacity for

hard work has been overtaxed by
an unusually large number of patients, for whom she has to be cook
and housekeeper. besides giving
the necessary nursing and medical
care. The little church is proving
too small for the congregations.The Churchman.
The Heroism
Las t
m 0 nth
of a
brought new anxiMissionary Nurse eties to Bishop
Rowe. Word
reached him that a serious epidemic of diphtheria was raging
among the native people at Fort
Yukon, on the upper river. There
were 150 cases of the disease, and
many deaths had occurred. Miss
Lizzie J. 'Voods, our missionary
nurse at Circle City, on learning of
the situation, and, knowing that
there was no one caring for the
sick and dying, and no supply of
medicines at Fort Yukon, acted
with the promptness and heroism
characteristic of the Alaska staff.
There was no way of communica·,
ting quickly with Bishop Rowe, so
she took from our hospital at Circle
City such supplies of m,edicine as
could be spared, hired a canoe, and
made the journey of 100 miles down
the river to Fort Yukon. There,
for several days, she battled, practically single-handed, against the
epidemic, isolating some of the
people, sending the unaffected
away, caring for the sick, preparing the dead for burial, and serving, as Mrs. Wooden wrote, as "a
very angel in the midst of the peo-

ple."-Spirit of Missions.
Transformed from Before I went to
Antimissionary to Labrador I was
Promissional')' not
altogether
what might be
termed a promissionary, and for
this reason I thought that, tho
the intention and aim of the missionary were beyond praise, the
execution (I mean the administrati ve execution) sometimes left much
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to be desired. Labrador taught me
that in one part of the world, at
any rate, the work of the Christian
is being carried on in a manner
which could hardly be improved
upon. Turn now to another scene.
Imagine the long northern twilight
settling down over the Labrador
ice and snow and wind and" barrens "-a land dedicated from immemorial time to the survival of
the fittest, where the wolf kills the
weakest of the caribou herd and
famine is never very far distant
from the weaker man. Here and
there, at the heads of frozen bays,
some settlers' huts-miles and miles
apart. Nevel' a made road in the
whole country. What is a man,
woni·an, 01' child, wounded in mind
or body, to do in such a country as
that? I remember asking a settler
what he would do if he fell ill. "I
should go to the missionaries 01'
they would come to me," he answered. And in that answer is
summed up, I think, one side of the
work of the Labrador missions.
They form cities of refuge, built
upon the rim of that gaunt and
desolate level, their very presence
robbing the long winter of half its
terrors-resthouses upon the road
of life, as well as to the other road
-to Jesus Christ, to which these
heroes point the way.
H. HESKETH PRICHARD.

The Y. M. C. A.
in Mexico

Encouraging reports have been
received from the
American branch of the Y. M. C.
A., which was estahlished in the
City of Mexico less than two years
ago. It now has 549 members, and
is the general headquarters of the
American colony in the Mexican
capital. The association is picturesquely housed, occupying one of
the old Spanish mansions, which is
built, in Spanish fashion, around
an open court with a fountain in
the center, surrounded by a garden
and fruit· trees. The demand for
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mem bership on the part of Spanishspeaking young men has become so
great thata branch has been organized for them, with Hon. Ramon
Corral, Vice-President of the Republic, as chairman of the advisory
board. Many of the prominent
and professional men of the city are
associated with him, among whom
are the Governor of the Federal
District, General Powell Clayton,
the American Ambassador, members of the National Senate, president of the American Bank and
traffic manager of the national railroad of Mexico. A building to cost
$10,000 will be erected and equipped
at once for the Spanish association, which is the first ever established on this continent. The central branch is in such a flourishing
state that its receipts for one month
were $955.-The Advance.

An Appeal
from Haiti,
West Indies

Haiti - the Black
Republic, as it is
called-has on the
whole island some
2,000,000 inhabitants, all of whom
are Africans. Altho a brave people
(as proved by the manner in which
their forefathers fought and won
their freedom from slavery more
than 100 years ago, under that
noble negro chieftain Toussaint
Louverture), yet to-day they are in
the most pitiable condition, materially, politically, and morally.
Since 1800 the recognized island
religion is the lowest type of Rom anism, tho the people generally, if
not entirely, are blind devotees of
voodooism, who in addition to immoral orgies, frensical dances, and
other disgusting and revolting
practises connected with the devil
worship, at times sacrifice human
life, even the blood of jnnocent
babes, to slake the thirst of their
demon god, whom they have been
taught for centuries, both in Africa
and Haiti, by the Papa Lois (witchdoctor) to fear and dread.
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At the da.wn of this century it is
almost incredible that there should
be at this moment an island five
times the size of Jamaica, and with
over three times its population, in
such a benighted and deplorable
state, and without organized effort
by more than one or two of our
great missionary societies to evangelize its heathen.
The National Negro Baptist Convention of America have undertaken to enter this region in 1904,
providing the funds are forthcoming.
The Protestant Episcopal Church
is doing a good work in Haiti, but
the country is still in need of the
Gospel.
*

EUROPE
The Work of The Mi88ion Field,
the S. P. G. the organ of the
Society for
the
Propagation of the Gospel, publishes these statements:
During 190~ the society's Board
of Examiners considered 34 offers
of services; 28 were recommended
for work-9from Cambridge, 7 from
Oxford, 2 from Dublin. But in addition to these, 56 were placed upon
our lists by bishops abroad, many
educated in the society's colleges
abroad, none of them sent from
England. The number of ordained
missionaries, induding \} bishops,
upon the society's lists is 768, an
increase of 39 over 1902. In Asia,
266; in Africa, 200; in Australia
and the Pacific, 47; in North America, 143; in the 'Vest Indies and
Central and South America, 70, and
36' chaplains in Europe. Of these,
131 are natives laboring in Asia,
and 55 in Africa. There are also in
the various missions about 3,000
lay teachers, 3,200 students in the
society's colleges, and 40,000 children in mission schools in Asia and
Africa. The society's income shows
a steady but not a great rise. The
general fund-that is, the main portion of our income from ordinary
Sources and not earmarked in any
way for special objects-has increased by £10,691. Including special funds and legacies and dividends, the income of 1903 rose last
year to £158,642 as against £152,529
in 1902.

A Record Month Says the British
at the
Foreign Bible SoBible House
ciety
Reporter:
The issues from
our warehouse in Queen Victoria
Street continue to make record figures. During the month of June 48
tons of Scriptures were dispa.tched,
in 440 cases and 70 shipments. This
represented 116,370 books, in 114
different languages. The following
is a list of the places to which the
hooks were sent:
Adelaide
Alexandria
Algoa Bay
Amsterdam
Athens
Bagdad
Berlin
Bombay
Brisbane
Buguto
Buluwayo
Calcutta

g~ro!ob,;;n

Constantinople
Demerara
Dry Harbor (Jamaica)
Ekaterin burg

Ekwendeni (13. C.
Africa)
Eritrea
Free Town
Guatamala
Hamilton
(l3ermuda)
Helsingfors
Ispahan
Kingston (Jamaica)
Kobe
Lahore

Las Palmas
Leghorn
Lokoja
Lome (Togoland)
Madras
Manila
Mauritius
Melbourne
Mexico
Napier (N. Z.)
Naple"
New York
Niue
Onieha (W. Africa)
Ontario
Ottawa
Palamcottah
(Madras)
Palmerston (N.Z.)
Paris
Port Said
Rosario
Shanghai
South Nigeria
Suva (Fiji)
Sweden
Sydney
Tamatave
Toronto
Valparaiso
Yokohama

The Guinness T his institution
Missionary dates from JanuTraining-school ary, 1873, when Dr.
Guinness founded
the East London Institute for
Home and Foreign Missions,- at 29
Stepney Green. This building,
though outgr'own, is still connected with the work, and there one
may see the little dining-room
where Dr. Guinness "and Dr. Barnardo, then in the early days of
his work for the little ones, used to
preside at meal-times." One hundred students applied for training
in the first year. More room being
demanded, Harley House was spcured in 1874. Many additions were
made, as the growing work required, and in 1884 Mrs. Guinness
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opened Doric Lodge, where women
missionaries are trained. Since the
beginning in 1873 more than 1,200
students have been trained for mission work. These men and women
represent nearly 40 different nations and about 30 denominations,
and they have gone forth to work
with 40 Protestant missionary societies.
A Missionary The S. P. G. is arMagazine for ranging to issue a
the Blind
monthly magazine
for the benefit of
the blind. The magazine will COllsist, for the most part, of extracts
from the Mission Field for the current month, and will be issued in
the Braile characters. It is proposed to begin in the first instance
with a limited number of copies,
which will be prepared by the help
of the volunteer Braile typists who
have kindly offered their aid for
this purpose.
The Dufferin The n in e tee n th
Fund for 1903 annual report of
the Dufferin Fund
has been published.
There are
now 41 women doctors of the first
grade, 78 assistant surgeons, or
practitioners of the second grade
(these have been trained in India)
256 hospital assistants, or practitioners of the third grade, besides
a large number of midwives practising in various districts. There
are at present 144 European, Eurasian, and Indian women training
as assistant surgeons, 95 as hospital assistants, and 281 as nurses,
etc., besides 194 daies who are being trained under the Victoria
Memorial
Scholarship
Fund.
'l'hrough the pra/.'titioners 1,793,000
patients
have
been
treated
/;hroughout India.
Not Less at In a recent address
Home. but Mrs. Howard TayMore Abroad lor. of the China
Inland Mis s ion,
made the statement that while the
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Wesleyan Methodist Church has
20,000 preachers in the home land·
it has only 34 missionaries in China.
There are more Methodist ministers in Leeds than missionaries of
that Church in China. where there
are to-day 1,400 cities and 1,000,000
towns and villages where the
people are wai/;ing for the Gospel.
Nor are the English Wesleyans a
whit more derelict in this great
matter than their brethren in their
sister churches.
If the French So strained are the
Concordat is relations of the
Annulled?
French
Republic
with the Papacy, it
seems certain that the famous
treaty established between the two
parties a century since will soon be
abrogated, and so in France State
. and Church will become separate
and independent.
One effect of the rupture would
be to leave the vast missionary interests of the Roman Catholic
Church in China and other Asiatic
countries without the strong protecting influence of the diplomatic
representatives of the French republic. France has been very zealous in upholding the Church in
heathen countries, tho it has often
seemed lukewarm toward it at
home. Thanks to the energetic
action of the French Minister at
Peking, the Church of Rome has
enjoyed extraordinary privileges in
China. It is re.ally in civil matters
a state within the state. It has an
official status recognized by imperial decree.
Its officials take
rank with Chinese nobles and magistrates.
Chinese priests and
Church officials are responsible to
the foreign ecclesiastics, and native
members are organized into bands,
each having a leader who looks
after all their civil interests, reporting to his foreign superiors.
All such doings would speedily
come to an end if France ceases to
stand sponsor to the Pope.
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A Jewish MissionMissionary
Conference in ary Conference was
Eastern Europe held, at the invitation of the Rev. J.
H. Adeney, at Bucharest, Rumania, May 29 to 31. The local
workers of the London Jews Society, and of the Leipzig Central
Organization, as well as those of
the Norwegian Society for Missions
to Israel at Galatz, were in attendance. Rev. Weinberger, of Constantinople; Rev. Zeckhausen, of
Cracow, and Missionary I. Sunlight, of Lemberg, were other workers of the London Jews Society who
took part.
The conference was
very helpful to the workers in attendance, and it greatly impressed
the 45,000 Jews of Bucharest. M.
ASIA

At present there
are being put
through the press
15,000 Bibles, 14,000
Testaments, and 69,000 portions-a
total of 98,000 copies of Scriptures.
Very few of these will go into
stock when printed, but will at
once be forwarded to fill orders, as
many of our editions are entirely
sold out. When one considers the
fact that during it period of thirtytwo years ending December 31, 1903,
there have been issued from the
press at Beirut, under the auspices
of the American Bible Society, 105,808 Bibles, 144,118 Testaments, and
598,691 portions, or a total of 848,617 copies of Scriptures, in Arabic
alone, one can form some idea of
the vastness of the work accomplished by the Bible Society during
that period.
The Bible
Going Forth
From Beirut

Mohammedanism Says Dr. S. M.
Not
Zwemer, of BahInvulnerable
rein, Arabia:

The Spirit of
God moves 1tpOn the waters, altho
daJ'kness still covers the deep. Educated Moslems in India are trying
to whitewash their prophet and his
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book by a species of higher criticism. Two learned Mohammedans
there prepared a commentary on
the Bible from a Moslem standpoint. At Lahore they are printing parodies of Christian songs for
spiritual food. The increase of
Bible circulation in all Moslem
lands is astonishing. The word of
God has been translated into nearly
every Moslem tongue, so that while
the Arabic Koran is a sealed book
to millions, the Bible speaks the
language of the home and the market. The press of India and Egypt
testify that Islam is on the defense
even now. The Moslem apologist
has abandoned positions, within the
last decade, which were once
thought impregnable. There is
thirst for spiritual truth-witness
the growth of the Babi-movement
and the New Islam in India. Moslems are beginning to see that in
religion, as in mathematics, there
is only one straight line between
two points; all other lines are
crooked. Jesus Christ is the only
way of salvation between a holy
God and a helpless sinner. If you
believe that, come and help conquer the Mohammedan world for
Christ. There are deserters coming
in every day from the enemy's
camp, and we are looking forward
to their unconditional surrender if
reinforcements do not fail us.-The
Intercollegian.
Brahmanism too The follow in g
is Giving Way facts show the failure of non-Christian religions in India, and indicate
the opportunity of Christianity.
In the district of Punjab, in India,
only 40 families of Brahman priests
are left, where formerly there were
360. Numbers of Brahmans are defying the curse and taking up secular callings, because the office of
priest no longer affords them a living. Popular education and Bible
study have broken down the adoration formerly paid to the priests,
and their vocation is gone.
Legal Help for Miss Cornelia So:
rabji, to whose proWomen in
posal to provide feIndia
male legal assistance for certain Purdah women in
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the managemen t of their affairs
attention was drawn in The Times
of September 26, 1902, has been ap. pointed Legal Adviser to the Court
of Wards, Government of Bengal.
Her position will enable her to
communicate directly with Purdah
WOmen whose business relations
with their male agents or managers are confined to conversations
through a curtain or screen. Purdah women Dlay, in consequence,
easily be the victims of fraud, and
Miss Sorabji bas long ad vocated tbe
employment of female medical advisers on tbe analogy of tbe system
of female medical assistance organized by Lady Dufferin. Miss Sorabji has now an opportunity of
putting her proposals to a practical
test, and she bopes that if the experiment should prove successful
the example of Bengal may be followed by other provinces. Miss
Sorabji is well fitted for the legal
duties of bel' office; she is a B.C.L.
of Oxford and LL.B. of Bombay,
and has for years practised in India, devoting herself chiefly to giving advice to Purdah women. She
has also appeared in COUl't, under
special sanads, or permission to
plead.
The hill people of
Burma, the Karens,
have been the most
Karen.
promising field of
Christian effort. Most of the converts are from tbeir number. Rev.
F. S. Hatch, of Boston, who has
just return ad from his three years
of Christian Endeavor service in
India and Burma, says that the
Karens make aggressive, alert,
generous Christians. They are
people of force and character, and
go heartily into the new way.
Within a generation or so they, as
a people, have made tremendous
strides. Their progress has been
simultaneous with their evangelization. The leaven of the Gospel
The Gospel
Among the
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bas lifted up their entire life. The
whole-heartedness of the converts
is illustrated by the fact that when
the 1902 missionary conference met
there for a week all the expenses
were met by a single Karen, a
Christian business ma,n. Of the 700
Karen churches, 500 are self-supporting.
Garo men, as well
as Garo wonlen,
\"ear large brass
rings in their ears,
and /,he nUll1ber' is often so large
that the lobe of the ear is elongated
to a considerable length, a part of
the weight having to be borne by a
cord wound about the head. The
women weal' more than the men,
as many as 76 having actually been
counted in one ear. The primary
object of these rings is not ornamentation, tho that has a share in
the purpose of the wearer; but
there lies behind it all a superstition-namely, that after death the
spirit hastens away, and is sure to
meet the evil spirit that the Garos
so much feaI', which has swallowed
the moon, Whose eclipses probably
have given rise to the idea. To
distract this spirit, the fleeing soul
of the Garo tosses its earrings to
the ground; and while engaged in
gathering up these baubles the
great spirit will be too much occupied to chase the Garo, and he wiI!
make his escape to the happy place
he seeks, which is guarded by this
dreaded sentinel.-Bapttst Missionary Magazine.
How and Why
Rings are Worn
in Assam

His Majesty the
King of Siam has
made a donation of
4,000 ticals (about
$1,000 gold) toward the erection of
the Memorial Hospital, which is to
be built. The main building will
be erected by contributions from
friends of Dr. Swart and the late
Mrs. Swart, in America, at a cost
of about $2,000. There will be two
Memorial
Hospital in
Nakawn. Siam
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parallel wings extending back from
the main building, each containing
two or three wards with an accommodation of ten beds each. The
amount necessary for the erection
of these wings, about $4,000, has
already been subscribed by Siamese
friends and Americans in Siam.
What it costs to be
a Christian in the
Himalayan regions
appears from the
following extract
from a letter written at Leh by Mr.
H. B. Marx on July 4th, 1904, giving his first impressions:
Every person who comes over
from Buddhism to Christianity is
mercilessly driven from home and
family, loses his rights of inheritance and everything upon which
his livelihood depended. The stern
commands of the lamas even forbid
relatives to have any intercourse
with such faithless ones. Now the
outcast turns to the missionary
who won him over for faith in
Christ. What is to become of him?
The mission has not the chance of
offering another Christian an occupation. All positions in connection
with the houses, schools, gardens,
the hospital, and the meteorological station ha ve alread y been filled.
Is the convert to starve because he
has become a Christian? This
state of things almost deprives one
of courage to seek io win souls. A
change will not take place until the
fearful might of lamaism has been
broken. At present it seems to be
determinedly resisting Christianity. But the Lord mllst possess
ways and means to adequately provide for His own, and for those
who come out and commit themselves to Him. - Moravian MissionB.
*
Missionary
Hardships
in the
Himalayas
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chants and to allow traffic between
Tibet and India along existing
routes and those which may be
opened in the future. To cover
the expenses of the British" diplomatic mission," Tibet is to pay
$2,550,000 in three annual instalments. British troops will occupy
the Chum bi Valley until the indemnito shall be paid. With communication thus established and a treaty
signed, it can not be long before
the Gospel can enter Tibet, and
missionaries by the score be seen
flocking in from the south and east.
Reactionfrom A remarkable
the Boxer
change seems to
Movement
have come over the
Chinese people in
regard to the work of the missionarim'.
Everywhere schools are
crowded, chapels are filled to overflowing, and there is an eagerness
to receive the religion of the foreigners such as has never been
known before. In one place two
opium shops,· hitherto very prosperous, have been obliged to close
their doors for lack of customers,
the Christian young men of the
town having conducted such a successful crusade against the opium
habit. Another fact indicates a
great change. Formerly the selling
of portions of the Scriptures was a
slow and difficult task. Nowa man
can sell 1,000 copies a month. The
people buy and the people read.

Pinched Feet to The Ad1'ance of the
be Tolerated Na iura 1-foo ted
no Longer
Woman's "RTorkfor
Woman states that
Tibet the
The treaty negoti- foul' viceroys of provinces have now
'. Closed Land" ated at Lassa be-' issued proclamations against the
no Longer
tween the proxy for foot-binding of girls, and that the
Governor of Hunan has forbidden
the grand lama and
it in his province. At Ichang the
the English invader, and which
has been sent to Peking for ratifi- magistrates issued a placard to
cation. is printed in the London this effect: ""\Ve have received advices from the Hupeh authorities
Times. The Tibetans agree to establish three depots for trade be- saying that they have printed <100
tween British and Tibetan mer- copies of books preaching that
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women should not bind their feet,
as formerly, and also telling us to
send such notice to every district.
We therefore call public attention to all families not to bind
their feet as before. If there are
any girls under ten years old who
have bound their feet already, they
must loose their bonds gradually.
By thus acting, there will be no
girl with bound feet after ten
years." A striking proof of the
great change going on is found in
the fact that there are now in
Shanghai a number of shops full of
shoes for natural feet, whereas ten
years ago there was not one pair
to be bought in all Shanghai.
The Church The Shanghai misAsking
sion of the ProtImpossibilities estant
Episcopal
Church is receiving
constant requests from the Chinese
to extend its lines, while its staff
is diminished and more than ever
likely to overwork in the endeavor
of its members to help all the
human need that comes crowding
upon them. From one point of
view, the condition is critical.
Bishop Graves speaks none too
strongly when he says:

The Church at home expects impossibilities of us. How would the
Missions House prosper if, every
time a new clerk was needed, or the
place of a secretary had to be supplied, it was necessary to send to
Russia for him, wait months before he could come, and then gi ve
him two years to learn English?
This is practically our condition in
the mission to-day. To work a
mission without a reserve force of
missionaries is to roll stones up a
hill only to see them roll down
again. The slightest accident overtUrns the best-laid plans.
Bishop Graves wants recruits at
once-young clergymen, women to
work among Chinese families, men
and women physicians, and trained
nurses. Shall he have them?-The
Spirit of Missions.
*
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An Opportunity Christian missionfor Teachers aries are forecastin China
ing and preparing

for the great overturn of metbods and subjects of
study in Chinese education, of
which the signs are already numerous. The whole governmental
system of China is founded on its
schools. The road to political preferment is through the studies and
examinations. Already many of
the great mandarins are busying
themselves with educational reform, and some of the examiners
are beginning to ask questions
quite out of the rut of Confucian
literature. The traditional system
is one of dead memorizing-the innovations are all in the direction of
independent thought as well as
Western knowledge. It is essential that teachers should be trained
for this va,st change, and desirable
that many of them should bE
trained in Christian schools. Such
a normal school has been planned
for Amoy, China, where the London Missionary Society and the
American Reformed Church have
missions. Rev. J. Sadler, of the
London Society, sends out a prospectus and appeal for this school.
It is to be put" upon the broadest
and most libera.l Christian basis.
Literary men of all shades of religious belief are to be admitted. The
curriculum will extend over three
years." This is a great opportunity
for some one.-The Congregationalist.
Chen Tsai Hsin, a
teacher of Mathematics in Peking
University, was the leader in the
recent remarkable religious movement in that university, in which
over 30 young men banded themselves together in a consecration of
their lives to religious work among
their own people. He was graduated from Peking University with
A Case of
Consecration
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the Class of 1901, acted as Secretary
of the North Ohina Lay Electoral
Oonference, and was elected alternate lay delegate to the General
Oonference of 1904. A year ago he
said: "The way I look at life is
this: It matters not whether I have
enough to eat or enough to wear;
if I can be in the place where, according to my ability, God can use
me to the best advantage, that is
where I want to be; and I believe
that that is in Pekin University,
helping to build up Ohristian character among our young men." Such
development of native initiative
and leadership is significant and
prophetic.
Progress in The
Presbyterian
Central China missionaries in Oanton report 1,008 converts the last year, and 3,000 added
to the various churches; also that
the Ohinese are more approachable
than ever before. In the divinity
course of the Theologicial Seminary
are 25 students, and upward of 70
in the preparatory courses. Never
were the applicants for bapt,ism so
numerous, nor were they ever put
under such close scrutiny as to fitness, now that Ohristianity bids
fair to become the most popular
religion with the well-to-do classes.
The building of the railway toward
Hankow is named among the forces
which have broken down prejudice.
Eating Babies Do we realize what
in China
it is for a missionary to speak of the
Gospel to a totally new and unaccustomed audience in such a superstitious land as the Ohinese Empire? Here is an example. In the
province of Kiang-si, Miss F. was
speaking to a group of Ohinese
women, and for a wonder they were
quiet. Up comes a masculine looking woman and begins to shout:
"Ohl oh! those are the women that
eat babies! I know all about them.
They invite you to oome to see them
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and then they make an end of you,
and tear out your eyes and pluck
out your hearts. I know all about
them! They are the ones who go
all over the land eating all the
babies they can get hold of! I know
all about them!" Such a time is
the moment to remember Him who
said: "If the world hate you, it
hated me before it hated you." *
According to the
Missionary Directory of Japan for
1904. (published in
Tokyo), theOhristians in Japan
number 140,806. The statistics of
the Protestant Ohristians are given
as follows: Japanese ordained ministers, 406; unordained helpers
(men), 474; Bible-women, 361.
Total number of Ohristians, 55,354;
Oommunicants (or full members),
43,272.
Baptisms during 1903:
Adults, 3,644;
children,
877.
Ohurches wholly self-supporting
including payment of pastor's
salary), 94.
Amount raised by
Japanese churches for all purposes
during 1903-yen, 134,941 (£13,494),
more than 3 yen per head. The
Roman Oatholics number 58,086,
and the Russian Orthodox Ohristians (Greek Ohurch), 27,300.
Status of

the Gospel
in Japan

One of the most
heroic figures of the
present day is a
man whose very
name is known to few and whose
life is familiar to even fewer. He
lives in a small hired house in the
city of Tokio, Japan. His name is
Samuel 1. J. Schereschewsky.
For six years he was missionary
bishop at Shanghai.
Nineteen
years ago illness, brought on largely through his work, rendered him
almost helpless. Refusing to be a
burden to the mission, he resigned
his office. But he would not consider that his working days were
over.
His paralyzed body prevented him any longer going about
A Christian
Hero and
Translator
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the work of evangelization, but he
could sit in a chair and work for
Ohina by translating the entire
Bible into easy Wenli, so that more
of the common people might read
its message. This he has been
doing for many years, working
with such restless energy. tho
struggling against pain and helplessness, that he has kept two secretaries busy. He wrote his translation of the entire Bible in Roman
characters upon the typewriter,
tho he could use only ope finger of
one hand, and needed eight years
to complete the task.
*
For some twenty
years past, the priHer Work
vate secretary of
the Empress of
Japan has been a Ohristian woman
who is an active member of the
Oongregational Ohurch. Another
member of the Congregational
Ohurch, active in religious work,
is the wife of Marquis Oyama,
commander-in-chief of the great
army that has been pushing the
Russian army back to the north.
She is a graduate of Vassar Oollege
(1883). and was socially and intellectually one of the leaders of her
class. It is not well to claim for
Ohristianity too great an influence
in the makIng of the new Japan.
Yet when one learns that these
brilliant and influential women
have made their Ohristianity prominent during their long and important career, one has assurance
that Ohristianity has weighed
somewhat in bringing about the
new order of things.
*
A Christian
Japanese and

The Bible

Fifty years ago the
Bible was an unknown
book in
Japan. There are doubtless millions of Japanese who know comparatively little about it to-day, as
there are millions in all parts of
what we call Christendom. Yet
that the Bible has made something
in Japan
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of an impress upon the populace of
Japan is indicated by a cartoon
which recently appeared in the Jiji
Shimpo, a popular vernacular
newspaper, in which Japan as a little David is represented as smiting
on his forehead Russia, a huge Goliath, with a stone from out llis
sling. The appearance of this cartoon in an illustrated native paper
presupposes a wide-spread knowledge of the biblical story among
the Japanese.
AFRICA

An interesting Blue
Book, issued by the
Foreign Office recently, contains the report of Sir
William Garstin, Under Secretary
for Public Works in Egypt, upon
the basins of the Upper Nile, and a
despatch from Lord Cromer, the
British Minister and Oonsul General
in Egypt, which says the in'igation and railroad schemes suggested by Sir William Garstin represent an estimated expenditure of
about $107,000,000, of which about
$65,000,000 will be used in the development of the Sudan, and about
$40,000,000 in the development of
Egypt. The whole irrigation plan
is based on utilizing the White
Nile for the benefit of Egypt and
the Blue Nile for the benefit of the
Sudan. Lord Oromer says that the
carrying out of the greater portion
of the program may be postponed
for the present, but about $27,000,000 should be utilized at an early
date in canals for Egypt, in raising
the Assuan dam, in the completion
of the Suakim-Berber Railroad,
and in other developments of the
country which will largely increase
the revenue from taxes.
Egypt's

Great Future

The backwardness
of the Anglican
Ohurch in raising
money is well illustrated in Khartum, where efforts
are being made to build an English
An English
Church for
Khartum
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church. Only £2,000 has been collected as the result of a four years'
appeal, and that mainly from residents. The Ang-lican community
outnumbers aU other Christian
communities at that place-Copts,
Greeks, and Romans. The Romans
have collected all the money they
want, and Greeks and Copts enough
to begin their churches, but British
residents are still reduced to worship in a room in, the palace lent
for the purpose.
A lesson may
well be learned from the Coptic
Patriarch, the 124th successor of
St. Mark, who, altho nearly ninety
years of age, journeyed 1,500 miles
in the hottest season of the year to
lay the foundation-stone of the
new Coptic Church at Khartum,
and has collected £1,000 for the
work.-Mission Field.
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about 4 missionaries whose sole
duty wiII be to visit, strengthen,
and encourage these evangelists,
and to examine and baptize all
who shall be converted at these
stations. He and his coworkers
thoroughly believe that the Christianization of the great masses of
this people wiII depend largely upon
the native evangelists filled with
the spirit of God, who know so
well how to handle their own language and are acquainted with all
the characteristics of the people.T~e l11issionry.

First Missionary The first General
Conference in Conference of MisSouth Africa sionaries in South
A f ric a met in
Johannesburg from July 13th to
20th.
About 100 tnissionariesAmerican, British, Dutch. French,
Growth of the A remarkable show- German, Norwegian, Swedish, and
Gospel in
ing this: The Yo- Swiss-connected with 25 different
West Africa
rubapeoplereceived missionary organizations, attended
Church Missionary the conference. The number was
Society missionaries at Abeokuta not very large in proportion to the
missionaries at work, tho not many
in 1846. They were then pagan,
organizations
under the charge of
used human sacrifices in worship,
and sometimes practised cannibal- white missionaries were unrepreism. Iu 1904 the whole charge of sented. By the courtesy of the
the Anglican church work at Abeo- South Africa General Mission, the
kuta, both educational and evan- conference sat in their hall. Congelistic, is in the hands of both na- siderable attention was paid to
" EthiopianisUl," which was deemtive pastors and teachers raised up
from the old pagan stock within ed a movement most mischievous.
fifty years, and the paramount This statement is a summary of
the conclusion:
chief of Abeokuta calls at the C.
This conference desires, in the
M. S. missionary house in London,
to express warmly his sense of the spirit of Christian charity, to call
the attention of these negro
benefits his people h~e received churches of America to the fact
from the society.
that by entering fields long occupied by other missionary societies,
Native
Rev. W. H. Shep- by receiving into their memberEvangelists pard says the plan ship native bodies separated by
in Africa
of the Kongo M is- schism from these societies, by acsion is to use the cepting for ordination and ordaining men totally unfit, morally and
mission stations, Ibanj and Luebo, intellectually, and by lack of attenas centers, to train and prepare tion to strict Christian discipline,
more evangelists, and then station the conference believes that these
churches are causing injury to the
them at all the villages, north,
cause of Christ.
Moreover, the
south, east, and west, within a
operations in South Africa of the
radius of 200 or 300 miles, and have African
Methodist
Episcopal
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Church of America and kindred
bodies are feeding the prejudice
existing among many Europeans in
South Africa against missionary
endeavor, and are placing obstacles
in the way of the advance of native
churches to that ultimate selfcontrol and self-propagation which
is the recognized goal of mission
work.
The great cathedral
on Namirembe
Hill, Mengo, was
con sec rat e d by
Bishop Tucker on June 21st. 'Vhen
the doors were opened an immense
crowd of peoplewhohad been waiting some time rushed in, and it was
with difficulty the dom-keeper prevented an accident. About 3,000
people were admitted; the rest
(some 5,0(0) had to remain outside.
The king and his majesty's commissioner were present. The offertory was quite unique, and a European visitor who gives in the Times
and interesting account of the service says: "The latest figures I
could obtain were as follows: In
currency: 1,613 rupees, including
about 90,000 shells, worth 1,000 to
the rupee; in kind: 36 bullocks and
cows, 25 goats, 31 fowls, and 154
eggs," more than sufficient to wipe
off the deficit on the cathedral, for
which purpose the collection was
taken.
The Ethiopian The African MethChurch and odist E pis c op a I
the A. M. E. Church has been
severely and, in
some cases, justly criticized for its
connection with the Ethiopian
movement in South Africa. This
has been due to the fact that some
of their representatives have seemed to work more among converts of
other missions than in virgin soil.
The A. M. E. Church bishops have
now made a declaration to the effect
that they will seek the best interests of South Africa without anything detrimental to the established government or to the interMengo
Cathedral
Consecrated

...
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ests of other denominations. We
believe this to be uttered in good
faith, and hope that the representatives of the Church will do all in
their power to connteract the evil
tendencies of Ethiopianism.
*
ISLANDS OF THE SEA
Glad Tidings The American
from the
Presbyterian MisPhilippines
sion
in Manila
sends home cheering reports of very full attendance
at its church services. "What
would you think," writes Dr. Ros.
siter, in the Assembly He1'uld, "of
a Sunday evening audience two.
thirds of which were men?" The
Filipinos make much of Good Friday night, and this year it was enthusiastically celebrated in the 30
Catholic churches of Manila by
long processions bearing images,
symbols, and lighted candles, a
band playing solemn music. Almost everyone in the streets joined
the processions. But at the same
same time a mission church was
crowded with some 800 persons,
drawn together to hear a simple
presentation of the Gospel truth.
.. Far into the night the service of
prayer, with congregational singing and preaching, was prolonged,
and anyone who had previous
doubts of the willingness of the
Filipino to receive the Gospel would
have had them all dispelled by that
service. And this is the phenomenon that is visible all over these
islands, explain it as you may."

The past year has
been a year of many
changes.
Despite
these changes and three deaths, the
progress of the work has not been
hindered.
School children have
increased from 914 to 1,043, catechumens from 227 to 378, communicants from 113 to 212. The average church attendance is 2,356;
there were 94 baptisms and 124 confirmations. Services are held in
New Guinea
Mission
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89 places, and some 10,000 people
are in touch with the mission.
The European staff, however, is
only 19, against 25 a year ago.
Clergy, a layworker, a carpenter,
and several South Sea Islanders
Jtre needed. The bishop lately held
two confirmations-at Boianai, 37
males, 22 females; at Mukawa, 26
males, 18females.-S. P. G. Mi8sion
Field.
MISCELLANEOUS
A man of a comA Receipt
Not Required mercial
race,
a
stranger and not a
Christian, recently brought a considerable sum of money to a missionary for safe-keeping. The missionary gave him a receipt. "What
is that?" inquired the man. " A
receipt stating that I have to-day
received this money from you,"
said the missionary.
The man
immediately asked: "You have the
money all right, haven't you?"
•• Yes," said the missionary. •• You
are a missionary, aren't you?" "I
am," replied the missionary.
"Then what do I want of this
paper?" asked the man, as he tore
up the receipt and threw it upon
the fioor.
SECRETARY BARTON.
" A Debt. but The Intelligencer
Not a Deficit·, has often pointed
out the distinction
between a deficit and a debt, but
we fear from the persistency with
which the terms are frequently
confused that some of our friends
regard our definitions as too subtle
to be grasped. Perhaps a few words
spoken last April by Dr. A. T. Pierson before the Baptist Missionary
Society may succeed better than
our own have done in making the
point clear. He said:

I do not myself believe in the
•• healthiness of a debt"; at any
rate, I have preserved my own
health best without any. But while
I deprecate debt, I can understand
that where there is a growing work
for God there may often be a tem-
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porary deficit. When I was a boy
I grew so fast that it was all my
mother could do to keep me in
clothes! But that was the fault
not of weakness but of vigor. It
was the penalty of growth and
health. Let us not, then, be surprised or find fault if there is a
temporary deficiency. Only let the
temporary deficiency not become
an embarrassing debt, but at once
let it be met, and give the growing
work a new suit!
This explanation exactly applies
-to the recent deficits of the C. M. S.,
with the additional circumstance
which goes nearer, we think, to the
root of the dist.inction, that the society's capital fund has far exceeded
the amounts of our largest deficits,
to say nothing of other funds and
properties. We shall all rejoice,
nevertheless, to have a period of
growth without deficits.-C. M. S.
Intelligencer.
OBITUARY
Mrs. Hudson The many friends
Taylor. of of the Rev. J. Hudson Taylor, the
China
founder
of
the
China Inland Mission, will sor.
row with him in his severe bereavement. Mrs. Taylor died at
Chevalleyres, Vevey, Switzerland,
on Saturday, July 30th. She was
the daughter of J. Faulding, Esq.,
formerly of Barnet and Hastings,
and was one of the famous "Lammermuir" party, with whose going
forth to China in May, 1866, the
work of the China Inland Mission
practically commenced.
A few
years later she became the second
wife of Mr. Hudson Taylor, and
since that time has shared in the
stress and the sacrifices of his
arduous career.
One who knew
her, writing in the Life of Faith
says:
Mrs. Taylor had no special gift
for public work, but with her whole
heart she served her Lord in the
many important opportunities that
came to her, and with patie!!t and
uttermost kindness sought to cheer
electronic file created by cafis.org
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and bless His servants, There was
a most remarkable delicacy and refinement about her spirit and character, which has left an indelible
impression upon all of us who knew
her well. Sweet, very sweet, for
her will be the rest of the Father's
House!

*

Mrs. Thayer. The death of Mrs.
Clifton Springs C. C. Thayer, secretaryof the International Missionary Union, at Clifton
Springs, N. Y., on September 9,
1904, will leave a wide circle of mis·
sionaries to feel bereaved. She had
become well acquainted with over
2,000 missionaries connected with
the several societies and fields, and
had been accustomed to send communications to them on behalf of
the Union, besides being the first
to welcome them in the name of
the Sanitarium for many years.
J. T. G.

Mrs. Isabella Mrs. Isabella Bird
8. Bishop, Bishop,
traveler,
Traveler
philanthropist, and
author, died in England on October 7th.
Mrs. Bishop was earlier known as
Miss Isabella L. Bird, and was regarded as one of the most daring
women travelers who ever lived.
She was born in Yorkshire on October 15, 1832, and at· the age of
twenty-two she began her travels.
She spent eight years traveling in
the interior of Asia, rode 1,000 miles
in Morocco, and made extensive
journeys through Siberia, Japan,
Persia, China, Tibet, and India.
She was connected with philanthropic work in various forms,
especially in the medical mission
field, and built five hospitals and
an orphan asylum in the Far East.
She was converted to missions by
seeing the need of them.
Mrs. Bishop was the first woman
elected a Fello w of the Royal Geographical Society. She was also an
Honorable Fellow of the Royal
Scottish Geographical Society, and
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Honorable Member of the Oriental
Society of Pekin. The result of
her travels are recorded in her interesting and well-known books,
"The Englishwoman in America,"
"Six Months in the Sandwich Islands," "A Lady's Life in the Rocky
1I1ountains," " Unbeaten Tracks in
Japan," "The Golden Chersonese,"
"Journeys in Persia and Kurdistan," "Among the Ti betans," "The
Y angtse and Beyond," and" Korea
and Her Neighbors." Mrs. Bishop
had been an invalid for some years,
but had done much in the interest
of missions.
*
Dr. Althausen, This veteran worka Jewish
er in the Jewish
Missionary
mission field fell
peacefully asleep at
Una, on Monday, June 13th. He
was born in 1840, and was educated
as a teacher of the Talmud. At
the age of 28 Adolph Althausen
gave up this profession and went
to Lemberg to study medicine.
He became acquainted while at
Lemberg with the missionary
Daniel Edward, and by his means
was led to Ohrist. In 1851 he returned to Russia to practise his
profession, and shortly afterward
was baptized. His children, and
last of aU his wife, gradually came
to believe in Ohrist, and were in
their turn baptized.
In 1887 he became connected
with the Mildmay Mission to the
Jews. In that year the Rev. James
Adler went to Russia, and the work
of the distribution of Scriptures
was commenced at 'VUna. Mr.
Adler and Dr. Althausen attached
themselves to the. Russian Bible
Society, and thus became possessed
of the right to sell 01' distribute
Scriptures to the Jews.
Dr. Althausen continued to
superintend the depot at Wilna
till April, 1896, when he retired
from active work, but he still occupied himself with converts and inquirers, and took an ardent interest in the work and in everything
that concerned the Jews. A. T. P.
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THY NEIGHBOR THE IMMIGRANT
BY REV. HENRY OTIS DWIGHT, LL.D.
Secretary of the Bureau of Missions

Some years ago-quite a number of years ago, now that I think of
it-it was my fortune to be at a mansion in the beautiful town of
Northampton, Mass., when a charming, silver-haired, cultured lady
returned from a long residence in the South. She had pride in the
home of her childhood as a place untouched by the turmoils of a sordid world, simple in its aims and interests, and precious because of
ineffaceable memories of its delicious seclusion. This dear old lady
had scarcely caught breath after the first glad greetings when she said
to her sister, also well on in years:
"Oh, Mary! What do you think? I saw an Iri8hman on Main
Street as I came up! It seems as if there could be little pleasure in
living here now, if they are here too!"
'fhe cause of the charming lady's grief was her inbred assurance
that New England was the almost perfect model of all well-ordered
and well· tested social organizations. Any alien with unathorized
peculiarities of dress, speech, or habit must be looked at with repugnance, if not with horror. To have such come to Northampton placed
Northampton on a level with foreign lands, to which one sends missionaries but not invitations to a house-party.
Repugnance toward foreigners that rests on the fact of their being
foreigners is natural. It is.in some degree general. But, nevertheless, it is essentially a pagan emotion. It is one of the innate tendencies of the pagan heart that Jesus Ohrist sought to drive out, because
it is inconsistent with the establishment of His kingdom. Happily,
Ohristianity has had this much of effect upon us, that we no longer
kill an alien on sight, as djd the Philistines of old.
There have been few years since the advent of the Irishman in
Northampton when this repulsion from foreign immigrants has not
been rampant among some of our people. What we have to show for
cherishing such feelings is knowledge of their impotence in the matter
of staying the tide of immigration, and of the fact that they do not
depend at all upon the quality of immigrants whose arrival calls them
forth. Last year Dr. Ives, at the annual meeting of the Congregational Home Missionary Society, told a great audience that fifty differelectronic file created by cafis.org
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THE IMMIGRANT STATION AT ELLIS ISLAND, NEW YORK

ent nationalities are crowded into New England to-day, driving native
help from the factories, buying up farms sanctified by the prayers and
the labors of the forefathers of the nation, holding the balance of
power in political and moral questions, and making the future of even
the churches of some sections dependent upon their favor. Ninety
per cent. of the people of Woonsocket and Fall River are of foreign
parentage; Holyoke has 83.2 per cent.; Lawrence, 83.1 per cent.;
Lowell, 77.9 per cent. of foreign population; and even in New Haven
25 per cent. of the people are Italians and Hebrews. In 1903 about a
million of immigrants came to America as full of assurance in their
enterprise as tho coming up to the promised land to possess it.
A peculiarity of the attitude of many of the good people of America toward these immigrants is that this feeling of repugnance is not
confined to the class to which our Northampton lady belonged. The
grandchildren of the Irishman whose entrance upon these wellrestrained streets seemed so shocking have doubtless many times
expressed the same feeling toward the later arrivals. Ezra Brudno,
writing of Hebrew immigrants * not long ago, points out that the
first Jews to come in numbers to America were from Spain or Portugal, and their coming caused serious forebodings among our people.
After becoming established in the land, the Spanish Jews raised an
outcry of disgust and doleful anticipation when in the fifties German
Jews began to appear in large numbers. Later, when the German
Jews had acquired a domicile as Americans, from their vantage-ground
of citizenship and solid business success, in the eighties they in turn
raised protesting clamor when the long-haired, cadaverous Russian
Jews began to flock into our cities.
The fact is that the people of the United States own a goldbearing land. The lower caste multitudes of Europe, who have received neither the gold due to faithful toil nor the jewels of liberty
and intelligence, will come, whether they are wanted or not, whether
loved or hated, just as surely as those who hear that gold nuggets may
• In World's Work.
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there be dug out of the ground will flock to Cape Nome and scatter
over the tundras beyond. To cherish our natural repugnances against
these aliens is quite useless; it is also in some degree ludicrous, for,
as an Italian in New York remarked to Mr. John Foster Carr not long
ago, " Americans are not a race; they are just a society of different
races, and I have a right to join them too." Furthermore, it leads to
clumsy devices, like those of the ancient king whose monumental disaster through injustice to immigrants grew from his decision: "They
are becoming more and mightier than we; come, let us deal wisely
with them, lest they multiply."
Wholesale denunciations of races or nations are sure to be unjust,
and it is important for the purpose of this article to prove at once
that denunciations of aliens are not exceptions to this rule. The
Syrians are among the immigrants deemed least" desirable." Why,
is not so evident. One finds it hard to specify. conclusive facts.
They have dark skins; they peddle laces, embroideries, and kimonos;
they dress in costume fashioned early in the last century, and speak a
language which is not American street slang. But these reasons do
not prove them undesirable colonists. Such reasons are like that of
the sick man refusing to eat wine jelly "because it wiggles." All
that is proved is that they have not the habits and customs of nativeborn Americans.
Mr. Lucius Hopkins Miller has lately made a minute study of the
Syrians of New York, and has written a valuable monograph upon
their condition and their prospects. Mr. Miller shows that the Syrians
arrive in New York in small numbers-as yet nof, more than 4,fiOO
arrive in one year. They are scattered all over the country, with their

NEW ARRIVALS ON TilE WAY TO TilE .. IMMIGRANT CLEARING HOUSE"
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largest mass in New York (2,500), but with groups of Eiome size in
Fall River, Worcester, and Lawrence, Mass., in Oleveland, Chicago,
and St. Louis. They are officially called" Turks," and are commonly
supposed to be Mohammedans and looked upon as generally uncanny.
In New York Mr. Miller found the largest group of Syrians established in the worst tenements in Manhattan, between West and
Greenwich streets, from Battery Place as far north as Oedar Street.
Here they are huddled together, two-thirds of the three hundred and
five families paying from $1 to $9 per month rent for their unwholesome quarters. This is the poorest of the Syrian colonies in New
York. A smaller colony at South Ferry, Brooklyn, is somewhat better
off, and another group in South Brooklyn is decidly more comfortably
established. Mr. Miller regards these three colonies in New York as
illustrating the progress of the Syrian immigrant. The newcomer
lives in the Manhattan colony. After some time and much hard work
he is able to rise a little into the class represented by the South Ferry
colony. Then after a time he attains to success, of which the South
Brooklyn colony is an example.
Examining the colony in Manhattan in detail, 68 per cent. of the
poorest of the Syrians were found to be really clean. Few of them
are so unclean as some Polacks, Italians, or even Irish of the same
district. In the colony of South Ferry, Brooklyn, 93 per cent. are to
be classed as clean. In South Brooklyn all the Syrians are clean in
appearance and habits. Mr. Miller's investigations dispose of the
impression that Syrians as a class are dirty creatures.
Looking at these immigran ts from the point of view of their worth
as members of the community, of the colony in Manhattan a little over
46 per cent. are classed unhesitatingly as of worth, and 51 per cent.
as being still of doubtful worth; less than 3 per cent. are fairly classified as positively worthless. In the South Ferry colony 76 per cent.
are clearly of worth, and in the South Brooklyn colony more than 92
per cent. are of tangible worth and none may be classed as worthless.
Here, too, Mr. Miller shows conclusively as the result of a long, careful study that the Syrian immigrant is of more valuc than popular
prejudice would admit.
The possibility that some good may come from the Syrian immigrants is fed by their attitude toward education. In the poorest
group-that living in Manhattan-nearly ';'5 per cent. of the children of school age are enrolled in schools: 36 per cent. in the public
schools, and the rest in Roman Oatholic or Protestant parish schools.
In the South Ferry colony 89 per cent. of the children attend the
public schools. This general impulse of these Syrians toward educating their children strikes a chord of sympathy in every heart that
loves America and the general principles known to 'European conservatives as " Americanism."
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Auother point established by Mr. Miller is thai; the Syrian immias a class, are among the law-abiding people of New York; that
they become naturalized as American citizens, and that they work,
make a living, get on in the world, and do not become public charges.
Nearly one-half of the eligible Syrian men in New York are naturalized citizens,and one-fifth
of the remainder have
made their declaration of
intention.
As to the work which
these people find to do in
a land of which they know
nothing, the earliest step
toward independence is
petty trading. As peddlers the Syrians scatter
over the country in the
spring and return before
winter has set ill. Another large part of the
AMERICA.N BORN NEW YORKERS AND THEIR l"JEIGHBORS *
The propOl'tluD of American and other nationalities in
colony find employment
N~w York Is shown by the rel~th'e sile of spRces In which
in factories. Others be- the Old 'W orld sovereigns are represented- England, Germany,
ScnndanR.vla., Russia, Austria, and I taly. Tbose of American
come s hop k e e per s or p3.rentage
are represented by Washington
clerks in mercantile establishments, while some are professional men (doctors, lawyers, and
teachers). Six Arabic newspapers are published in New York by
Syrians. Some of the Syrians are thoroughly established in business
as wholesale dry-goods merchants or importers of Oriental goods.
They sen to Syrian dealers all over the United States, Canada, West
Indies, and South America, and turn over from $60,000 to $100,000
worth of goods in a year.
From a religious point of view the Syrians of New York may be
chiefly classed as Roman Cathollc Greeks and Maronites, the next
'largest group being Orthodox Greeks (Eastern Church), and the smallest, but most prosperous, gronp being Protestants. There are about
one hundred Syrian Jews in the city, but they are not classed with
Syrians, preferring to live in the Hebrew districts. The average New
York Syrian is much more religious than the average New York
American. The Orthodox Greeks and the Maronites nave their own
places of worship, and the New York City Mission provides a chapel
(on Washington Street) for the Syrian Protestants of Manhattan. It
is clear, however, that this is only a temporary arrangement. As the
Syrians become established and learn English, they attend American
rather than Syrian churches. The children become Americanbwd ill
the public schools, lose the Arabic language, and have to attend Amergrant~,

• By courtesy of the Federation of Churches.
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ican churches if at all. Mr. Miller is of opinion that the Maronites
and Roman Oatholic Greek Syrians will be absorbed in the Amllrican
Roman Catholic chnrches, the Orthodox Greeks will become members
of the Protestant Episcopal Church, and the Protestant Syrians will
soon be lost to view among the
Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Methodi3ts, and others.
The case of the Syrian immigrants has been presented in
detail, because they are generally
considered to be among the most
undesirable of the nationalities
now rushing into our open doors.
If the point has been made clear
that these despised Syrians are
not unclean, shiftless parasites,
but people with aspirations, it is
also clear that they are in a fair
SALVATION ARMY SCANDANAVIAN BRANCH IN
way to grow into useful citizenBROOKLYN
ship, altho at the time of arrival
they were ignorant, superstitious, and amazingly deceitful.
The Syrians are not alone in possessing more weight than our eyes allowed. Italians are coming into this country in a stream which threatens
to swamp all existing institutions. Perhaps they receive, next to the
Syrians and other people of the borderlands on the Asiatic side of
Europe, the most sweeping condemnation in popular prejudice and in
the name of contumely applied indiscriminately to every creature of
Italian blood. Yet the unchristian quality of such sweeping judgments can be proved from their history as immigrants. New York
has about four hundred thousand Italians, and more coming. The
Italian is often ignorant, often afflicted with moral blindness, but he is
not a burden on the country for a single day. If he includes beggars
among his kin, he takes care of them. If he has no place to work, he
makes one; and then makes a better. One has only to look about the
city and see the rise of sturdy Italian business houses, the number of
able Italian professional men, the swarms of Italian children becoming
Americanized in the public schools, and especially the number, variety,
and efficiency of Italian benevolent enterprises, to realize that in this
race, too, there are elements' of growth which our people can not afford
to ignore. "This New York is such a sad city," said an Italian bootblack the other day. He was homesick; tired of being left in isolation; resentful at being known to Americans only as a "Dago," and
downcast at the injustice that does not meet half way the man that
means to do the best that he call.
The Russian Jew is another specimen of the so-called" undesirelectronic file created by cafis.org
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able" class of immigrants. In language, dress, habits, and aims he is
outlandish, an alien of the aliens on the day of his landing. The
average American looks at his coming to the United States as intolerable. It is the straw added to the citizen's burden which, brings it
near to the crushing point. Yet here, too, judgment of the mass by
appearance is unfair. The Russian Jews who land in New York are
chie~y of the very lowest class of their kind, held down by a restrictive environment until their development has become hopeless. Yet
they, too, coming to New York by the hundred thousand, have not
become a public charge. The Jew begins without a trade, but with a
set purpose of finding a footing, and he finds it. At first he works as
a push-cart man or a peddler on borrowed capital, then on earned
capital; then living in the poorest quarters on the east side, h.e works
for the one object of winning a better place in the world for his children.
The man himself is a conservative, and can not take np new habits.
But because he has chosen America to be his own country, and has determined to have his children educated as American children should
be, he makes a contribution to our population that none can brand as
without value.
For the second §,'eneration of Jews is American
through and through, differing from other Americans only in the degree to which enforced isolation has prevented their gaining full
knowledge of what Americanism implies.
Each of these examples of the immigrant who is "undesirable"
weighs in forming the conclusion that in these crowds that are coming to possess the land we have to do with men. 'rhe outlandish
dress, foreign language and unsavory habits, the unstable moral equilibrium and detestable ignorance, are not essentials. They are the slag
that fills much space in the crucible, but underneath it all is the button of precious metal of true manhood. The short-sighted only will
propose to throwaway the whole, mass of rough ore because it requires thought and care and work to save and use that which is of
worth.
The Threatened Dangers

Let it not be supposed that these suggestions imply any belittling
of the danger which threatens our national life, our future, and the
very character of the American type of manh~od through the ceaseless streams of immigrants which pour into the land. Many of the
immigrants are taken from the commonest people-the masses of
Eastern and Southern Europe. In the lands bordering on Asia and
in diminishing degree as one goes westward along the Mediterranean
axioms among the common lJeopJe are that deceit and falsehood are a
necessary part of every man's equipment, essential to personal advancement, and that government is the tyrannical enemy of all the
people; and these ideas are fostered by nnimaginable superstitions and
impenetrable ignorance. Only a few months ago a party of gypsies
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detained at the immigrant station of Ellis Island were thrown into
commotion that threatened desperate deeds by a rumor that their
children, taken to a hospital sick with measles, had been drowned by
the authorities. The only way by which these poor creatures were
quieted was by allowing a deputation of mothers to visit the hospital
and see that their children were actually alive and well cared for.
Among the immigrants who took
refu ge in America last year 230,000
were Italians, and of these th ose
from the north of Italy includ ed
13 p er cent. who could neither I' ea( ~
nor write, while of those from
the south of Italy 48 per cent.
were illiterate: 206,000 were
Austro-Hungarians, and of these
24 per cent. could not read or
write; moreover, they were s pI i t
up into a medley of.different races,
consisting, in the illiterate part of
the group, of no less than thirteen
different brands of ignoramuses.
There were 136,000 RussiansJews and Poles - and of these
again 25 per cent. could neither
A R USSCA.N JEWIS II PEDDLER
read nor write.
Viewed from the standpoint of their capacity to earn their living,
to be independent, to serve the public by their labor and then to find
well-being as citizens, these immigrants can not be truthfully classed
as undesirable. It is from the standpoin~ of their ignorance of the
principles on which the power of America has grown up that such
people of arrested development may become a danger to the nation.
The founders of the nation lived and breathed in and were nourished
by the Bible. These immigrants of the later landing know neither ,
the Bible nOlO its morals. It is for us to see that they are kindly and
patiently taught. Otherwise they will tend to retain their ignorance and
their wrong theories and standards, and gradually to lower the mental
and moral and spiritual tone of our own people by the sheer weight of
exanJple. The grave national and social prOblem which their comillg
places before us is thus stated in its simplest form: " We have succeeded in absorbing Saxon and Scandinavian; can we now digest Latin
and Slav and Hun?"
The favorite remedy proposed by writers in the secular press is that,
repeating the folly of the Chinese exclusion laws, we proceed to " fearless. enforcement of drastic and intelligent l'estrictive legislation."
Such a proposal might apply t o anarchists or other actual criminals,
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to idiots, and to the victims of contagious or chronic disease. But it
is superficial and short-sighted as to the mass of immigrants, because
the greater part of these people, being anxious to learn and to adopt
and apply the secret of the power of Americans, can be developed into
worthy and useful citizens whose loyal devotion to their new homeland will be proportioned to the degrading influences from which it
has given them release. If they are to be despised and jeered at as
"undesirable" by the people ofthe land, being dismissed from thought
as "dagoes" and" sheenies" and" niggers," they are simply thrust
back into separation from influences which might hasten their Americanization, and which many of them already dumbly crave in vain.
One of these" undesirable" immigrants, after ten years or more of

AN ITALIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL AT TONTITOWN, ARKANSAS $:

The teacher Is an enthusiastic Italian and the pupils are enthusiastic Americans

struggle in New York. told me of his own feelings in regard to the
isolation which natural repugnance on the part of our people had
made him feel.
"You see," he said, ",Americans do not care to make friends with
foreigners-at least, not with one whose tongue is as stiff as mine. The
children who come here from abroad learn the language and are treated
like any other Americans; but the parents always remain strangers in
a strange land. In my first year I used to think this country a perfect hell. Now I know better; I know that there are angels as well as
devils here. There is heaven and there is hell, and the one is just over
the other.
"Ouriously enough, the most of those in the heaven do not know
• From the World's Wo'rk.
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• that there is a hell just below them, while those in the hell suppose that
the whole nation is gnashing the teeth as they do. Yet the people of
the heaven are kind in giving to the poor, and they are always ready
to give one a chance to climb up. But these kind people think kindness means help in money. They have never been helped with mOIley;
how should they know that such help never goes to the heart? Many
a poor fellow from outside dies here without knowing America, cursing it because kindly people just a little above his reach do not think
of the hungry hearts of those below them-at least, they do not speak
to those whose hearts ache for one kind word."
What this man meant by his discovery of angels in New York was
that after long, lonely groping for some friendly guide, he had
stumbled upon one of the many Ohristian enterprises that lead such
as he to that wllich they -all seek-the knowledge of the source of the
manliness of Americans. Once taught, he was convinced that in the
simple Gospel lies what he sought. From that moment he became an
interpreter to explain to immigrants like himself what actually underlies Jrhe busy, careless, unthinking life of the people of the country, so
strangely attractive and yet so unsympathetic.
Seeking to Save

Deep in the soul of everyone of these immigrants is that inextinguishable craving after God which prepares the way for a new life
so soon as the word is spoken that clears away doubts and superstitions. It is the appeal of Jesus Ohrist which has power to draw
these" undesirable" ones to a higher level and a useful citizenship.
This is proved again and again in the work of different branches of
the Ohurch among the immigrants. We find all over the country
churches composed of the most unlikely material where the crust of
ignorance has been broken, the improvement has progressed, and the
power of loving service to foster a better life has been proved. Foreign
missial1s have come to us. The Congregational churches of Massachusetts have renewed to-day the gift of tongues; Germans, Swedes,
Norwegians, Poles, Italians, Syrians, Greeks, Armenians, French, and
Finns in the homes of the Pilgrim Fathers hear the Gospel preached
in their own tongues. The Oongregational churches in Oonnecticut
have thirty-three nationalities upon their rolls, and one-sixth of their
church-membership is of foreign parentage. In Pennsylvania among
the rough miners of the coal regions-the most hopelessly unapproachable foreign laboring population-there are two or ~three Oongregational churches composed of Slovak Bohemians, with services in the
Slovak dialect. This is what one denomination is doing, and all
denominations have a part in the work of winning the immigrants to
Ohristian Americanism.
Few can realize, who have not tried to learn, what services the
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churches of New York and their various offshoots are rendering the
country in Americanizing these people. Beginning at the Battery
Park where immigrants land, and where are the well-known establishments of the Lutherans and Methodists, and extending to the Bronx,
there is a long chain of lighthouses to guide and comfort the foreigner_
The Salvation Army haIls and refuges, the Italian Mission of the New
York Oity Missionary Society, the New York Foreigner's Mission, the
various neighborhood settlements, and literally hundreds of similar
enterprises are at work upon the problem, while the Tract Society,
with its polyglot abnndance of inspiring literature, and the Bible
Society, with its Scriptures and portions in every tongue, are reaching
the seclusion of those who will not venture their skins within the
doors of a mission.
Everyone of these enterprises has become an illustration of what
Ohristian kindness can do in this field. Even the Russian Jew confesses that he is powerless to resist sympathy, kindness, and love.
The feeling with which one comes from any examination of the subject, however, is a more in tense dismay at the extent and gravity and
complexity of the problem thrust upon America by the rush of nations.
As Mr. Jerome said the other day, theory will not solve the problem;
men and women must work, and the workers must follow the simple
rule: « Whenever you see a head, hit it." 'fhe need of a more universal grasping by Ohristians of the fact that an opportunity has been
laid upon them is the truth most needing to be proclaimed, for it is
few only in proportion to these teeming populations who give even
the most transient kindly thought to the immigrant.
The multitudes of the common people in Poland and Lithuania,
Western Russia, and Hungary and Bohemia and Italy, are not of the
stuff that fosters enterprise. Yet they break out of inertia, come to
America, and are still coming, following one another like sheep, and
only waIting to see that the first comer seems safe. Snch a migration
is one of the marvels of the age. Are we not jnstified in seeing in it
the hand of God. Long years He has waited for the learned and
powerful of those lands to take in hand the culture of the mental and
spiritual nature in these ignorant peasants, that they may have liberty
to grow and kindly stimulus in growth. He has waited in vain; and
this twentieth century of the era of Jesus Ohrist sees these poor
people still in ignorance of the essentials of the free manhood that
Jesus came to teach. Is it presumption to see in this great movement a remedy provided by the Almighty? He will move them for
their good across the ocean to a land where there is opportunity for
the downtrodden to rise. He places them at our doors as a revelation
of His wHl; it is for us to rise and do His will by giving them the
kindly help they sorely need in order to be men.
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THE MIRACLES OF MISSIONS-NO. XXXIV
THE SILVER JUBILEE ON THE KONGO *
B,Y THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

How convincing the logic of facts! In July last, at Wathen, on
the Lower Kongo, the twenty-fifth anniversary of the establishment of
the Baptist Kongo Mission was appropriately celebrated by a sort of
Feast of Tabernacles. The success of missions had a practical demonstration.
Liketbe gathering of the tribes of old. at Jerusalem, the people
came from far and near. The area now worked from Wathen
embraces about three thousand square miles. Some came from the
State frontier, almost a hundred miles distant. The total attendance
was upward of thirteen hundred, of whom three hundred and fifty
were station scholars and a hundred, villagers adjoining the station.
But the harvest thank offerings came in before the people, some of
them the prod ucts of the earth, others the proceeds of sales, because
it was easier and cheaper to send money than bulkier gifts. The
chapel was becomingly decorated with palms and flowers, and the
plantains, yams, and other harvest gifts were heaped up in front of
the platform. Let ns not forget that all this was in the heart of the
Dark Continent and the tribute of native converts.
What a joy to those missionary workers to welcome these throngs,
whose radiant joy made even their weariness to be forgotten! Now a
troop of women and girls that had come sixty miles, some of them for
the first time visiting the station, and curious to see the premises and
all the novelties there presented. Then perhaps a band of young men,
some of them teachers, leading their converts or advanced pupils; or
a deacon of some local church, with some members and inquirers.
The missionaries greet those for whom much prayer has been made,
who will be their crown of rejoicing at the Lord's coming, and they
have a few fitting words for each, of comfort, encouragement, exhortation, or, it may be, caution and reproof. 'rhey grasp hands of former
converts and pupils, now pioneers ill new districts, coming back to tell
of God's blessing on their work, or of new openings and opportunities
and demands for more workers. How blessed to see a growth which,
like that of a healthy boy, makes all previous equipments, like outgrown clothes, inadequate. A healthy progress always brings new
straits.
The happiness of the pilgrims can scarcely find expression. Smiles
are not enough, or laughter; they must clap in unison, after the native
custom.
The Lord's Day comes, and opens with a sunrise meeting for
prayer. Then a ten-o'clock meeting, with Mr. W. Holman Bentley in
• For fuller ItGcount, see Baptist Missionary Herct!d. October, l\lO4.
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charge. The chapel (80 x 37 ft.) is crowded, and the wide veranda
takes the overflow; indeed, mothers with their little ones are seated
in the yard outside. Mr. Bentley has prepared, in dark green cloth,
a bold map of Africa, marking the evangelized districts in white, so
that at a glance it may be seen how gross darkness still wraps the
people. The northern part is nearly all under Islam's sway, and the
central and southern portions are covered with a pall of paganism.
Then Mr. Bentley traces the story of the quarter century of mission work. He tells of the lamented Thomas Comber" and his persistent efforts to reach Stanley Pool, and how, tho the Tungwa people
were friendly, he was shot two hours beyond, at Makuta. This was
seventeen. years ago. Some thirty or forty Tungwa and Makuta
people are present, and, in that part of the district which in those
earlier days obstructed all progress toward the interior, there is now
a church of nearly two hundred members. Further back than Mr.
Comber, Mr. Bentley rehearses the story of the settlement at' San
Salvador in 1879, and the attempts to penetrate by that route to the
heart of the continent. Further back even than that, he traces the
story of Africa's exploration, of the work of Livingstone and Stanley,
and Robert Arthington's suggestion of the mission now keeping its
jubilee.
To many of his hearers this story is new. The heavy mortality
of past years has swept off many early workers and converts, and the
rapid progress of the work has brought many new converts whose
connection with the mission is recent. Mr. Bentley's historic discourse reminds them of the slow toil of mastering the language, writing hymns, and translating the blessed Word, and the first hymn of
all, written by Comber himself in 1880, is sung. How interesting tho
tale of the opening of new roads, the building of the mission boat,
The Peace, the exploration of the upper river, etc., and the planting
of new stations for one thousand throe hundred miles inland and one
hundred and twenty miles south, to Zombo. How pathetic the story
of the cost, not in money only, but in life: in twenty-five years, fortynine in all-thirty-three men and sixteen women-having bought, like
Hannington, with their blood, the road to the heart of the continent.
Sunday afternoon witnesses a communion scene, where three
hundred and seventy partake of the bread and the oup (more than
half of the entire church membership), while a host of non-communicants look on from outside the thronged chapel. Do" missions pay" ?
Let anyone dare to ask a question so profane who remembers that, of
these nearly four hundred now commemorating Christ's dying love,
the most were englllphed in heathen darkness ten years ago, and six
new converts join this solemn feast for the first time!
Rev. Frederick Beale, who was present, says: "I shall never forget
the scene as I viewed it from the platform-the reverent worshipers
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thronging the building, filling every available space, the communicants
occupying the center, a large number of people being compelled to
stand outside and listen through the open windows. It was a sight
to thrill one's being. and to almost force the lips to frame the • Hallelujah' which welled up in the heart. As I looked along the row upon
row of Christians from all parts of the Wathen district, and even
beyond, and reflected on their past condition compared with what the
present scene represented, and from that scene looked forward to that
time when these people with others of ' every kindred and people and
tongue' shall stand before God and swell the Great Hallelujah Chorus,
I felt deep gratitude to God for what I was permitted to see, and for
the high privilege of being His messenger to these people as soon as I
am able to break silence in Kongo."
The evening gathering is a missionary one-when the work oJ"the
Swedish, Kongo Balolo, and other missions is discussed, and Mr.
Moody, of Lllkunga, tells of the work on the upper and lower river,
and Mr. Gordon, of the Arthington district. This was followed on
Monday by a rehearsal of the work at Wathen itself--of the early persecutions, the martyrdom of Ntetela, of Vunda, the native preacher
who for his zeal was caught and drowned in the Kongo. Mr. Cameron
told a curious story of the boycott which broke· up the first school,
and of the opening up of the whole district far and near. It was
interesting to all, and, moreover, elicited a piece of information from
one of the teachers, explaining the boycott. It was always thought
that it was a bona fide famine, bu t from him it was learned that it was
a "boycott." The missionaries were making bricks to build their first
permanent house. When the natives learned what they were doing,
they decided that since such a thing as burning the earth had never
been heard of before, it must be It bad business j. so tlie word was passed
rmtnd to stop the supply of food. They were in great straits. Now,
for the first time. they know why!
After this there was a spirited auction of the harvest thank-offerings that had been brought in in kind, which realized 412 francs
($82.00).
'rhis "sale of gifts" was a most exciting and interesting scene.
Messrs. Frame and Stephens, assisted by one of the deacons, acted as
the auctioneers. 'rhe church-members exhibited a very worthy spirit
of rivalry and a determination that the things should fetch good prices.
Mr. Beale tried to buy, bnt with commendable competition they outbid him again and again, even altho he offered three times the market
value! Nguba, kwanga, bananas, plantains, paw-pew, sugar-cane, eggs,
live fowls, peppers, cloth, mats, fish-traps, pIates, knives, etc., rapidIy
went under the hammer, until the varied expressions of" thanksgiving"
had been disposed of and the auctioneers retired exhausted, but glad
at heart.
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Gospel Triumphs in 'the District

On Monday afternoon several leading nati re Ohristians spoke on
What the Gospel had Done for the District."
Nlemvo, who has helped Mr. Bentley for twenty-four years in literary work, told how he came to him in 1880, and went to England
with him in 1884. He spoke of the compilation of the dictionary, and
after that the translation of the New Testament, and showed what a
blessing this new literature was, especially the New Testamen t. IIe
recalled the time when he had to learn to read without books. IIow
could the country make real progress without literature, without the
Bible? It was a happy work for him, tho he was only a helper,
and in that way did his share. A nut has a kernel and a shell. "Mr.
Bentley," said he, "is the kernel and I am the shell, and so between us
we have worked long, and, please God, we will work together for many
long years more."
Mayenda, a leading evangelist of the American mission at Lukunga, said: "I went as a soldier for the State, but God protected me
in many dangers. On my return home I went to school. My relations would have nothing to do with me because I was learning to
read. They took all my pay for my soldiering. I said: 'Never mind,
God has given me ten fingers.' I went as a teacher to Kasi. They
were wild people, but I worked there until they were tamed. After
that I started work at Ntombo. There are eighty there baptized and
many inquirers. My nephew, who was a magistrate, when dying,
wanted me to succeed to his chieftainship. I would not. The kingdoms of this world pass away; 1 seek the heavenly Kingdom." He
concluded: "See what the Gospel has done for us. Bnt for that we
should be strangers and enemies, but now we are friends and brethren
in Christ, and we joy together with yon."
Blldimbu, also of Lllkunga, followed. Then Mbandila, one of the
best teachers, showed what the Gospel had done for this land. "Formerly violence, robbery, and murder were rife; they sold each other.
He himself had been pawned into slavery for a debt. The mission
had come to teach them to love one another, to cultivate friendship,
mutual help, and kindness. Still, in the dark districts, the old style
of things prevails; but where the Gospel is there is light and kindness. With Ohrist we have light and love, and where the Gospel is
the great change has come. We have great cause for thankfulness."
Kuyowa, a deacon, showed how in the old days all was enmity, and
many in his town had never been in Kindinga, only an hour away. "A
woman was married as you might buy a pig; she of.ten knew nothing
about it. 'rhe mission has brought the light and a great blessing. In
the dark days we did terrible things; now the change has come,
thanks to God!"
Dianklllu, another Lukllnga evangelist, told that, when he first
«
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went out to teach, the people came out to kill him, and drove him
away. "We went elsewhere near Kimoko, and were driven away again.
Then I went to help my brother who was a teacher, and when he died
carried on his work. Mr. Moody sent me to another town. The
people round were going to buru the town because they received me.
They hated me because I protested against their murderous ways. I
was shifted to Nkama, and the people there gave me 'medicine,' which
should do me great harm, and make all my hair fall off, but it did me
no harm. The people were much impressed. Now there are ninety
Christians there, and two hundred in the district round."
Mabilama, a deacon at Tungwa, spoke of the friendliness of their
elders to Thomas Comber in the early days. 'fheir friendliness, indeed, nearly destroyed the town. A caravan of ivory was also attacked
in consequence. He told how Mr. Bentley went to his town and got
some boys to come to Wathen. Since then the work has increased
and widened. For a long while he was indifferent to the Gospel, until
he learned that even if his brother was saved it would not help him;
he must receive the Gospel into his own heart. Now that he had the
light he had become fearless, and his townsfolk had made him their
spokesman in all their troubles. The road to Wathen used to be full
of danger, and on the plateau they had many enemies; but now all was
friendliness.
Mbala, a teacher, closed with some interesting reminiscences of the
early days, when there were no Christians, and no one wanted to be
taught. When he left the station to go home, in 1895, there were forty
members in the church; now there are six hundred and seventy-seven.
The Old and the New

In the evening Mr. Bentley spoke on the contrast between the old
and the new. He said: "The times of violence when there were no
State authorities to whom to appeal, when everyone did what was right
in his own eyes, and wrong as well-when it was right as far as he was
concerned. This is a well-nigh forgotten state of things, and we
need to be reminded of it sometimes." It was a terribly dark picture.
" The great darkness and ignorance in the hearts of all resulted in
the grossest folly-the folly of those wholly under the influence of the
evil one. Fear of all that was good-----':fear of the Gospel, education,
and right ways. With all this there was the reign of violence-the
strong oppressing the weak; the roads closed, and only traversed by
the payment of blackmail, while those who could be safely robbed had
their goods seizfd. People were attacked; robbed, and killed in revenge
for wrongs in which they were in no way concerned. Sometimes travelers were killed for the fun of the thing, or even in reckless boastfulness, that the murderer might become notorious for his wealth and
the indifference with which he paid a huge fine for the violence comelectronic file created by cafis.org
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mitted. All this violence has passed away over the greater part of
their own district in the Kongo Free State, altho in full sway on the
French side of the river.
"Then, too,ietishism reigned supreme, with its nameless fears, the
perpetual dread of witchcraft, and senseless fury toward those who
were suspected of the imaginary crime. The chief, Lutete, of Ngom be,
the town nearest, killed h~s own mother, because suspected of having
bewitched her nephew. Mr. Oameron fonnd an execution in prog}'ess
in one of the towns he visited in Mbamba, and could do nothing to
stop it. At Vivi, years ago, a canoe overturned, and six men were
drowned. It was considered so serious an affair that two witches were
found for each death; so twelve more had to die. I knew some who
were killed, and tried to persuade them to run away. 'rhe ordeal of
poison was frequent; everyone's turn came to take the Nkasa ordejtl.
Fetishes were a man's only hope of health or security.
"Then, too, the people were always on the lookout to work up a
lawsuit, and to get others into trouble, in spite of the fact that there
was no such thing as justice. Brihery and corruption were the rule,
and the most cruel wrongs were done. A man dies suddenly, leaving
a sack of salt unpaid for. 'rhe owner of the salt works up a case, and
gets the chiefs to fine the relatives two hundred francs. A man's wife
dies, and her friends abstain from attending the funeral, so that they
can work up It case, and get the husband fined two' hundred francs for
burying her on his own account. The.3e are two fairly recent cases in
out-of-the-way corners of the district, where no one would think of
appealing to the State.
"Marriage customs, not yet set right, but improved, were a fruitful
source of lawsuits and extortion. Polygamy was rife, with its jealousies and murder of the rival's children.
,. Dirt in many towns and households, inadequate clothing, unsanitary ways, and absence of all comfort made life wretched. There are
one hundred blankets in use now for everyone that was used twelve
years ago, and the clothing in the enlightened districts is far beyond
the possibility of the past. Better houses, some of them very fine, are
the order of the day.
"Many cruel punishments are no longer heard of. Mutilation-ears
cut off for some indecorum, burial and burning alive, beating to death
(as they still do their pigs in many market-places)-belong to the past.
Slaves were substituted for capital punishment in the place of rich
rascals. In this neighborhood, if anyone was to be put to death, his
arms and legs would be broken, and he ti:Jl'own down a pl'ecipice-this
is stopped. Wars and fighting, constant until a few years ago, are not
heard of. Slavery, the reckless murder of slaves, enslavement on the
smallest pretext-even a debt of twopence not promptly paid-were
everywhere the rule; large families and their connections were enelectronic file created by cafis.org
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slaved en bloc over a small matter. Drunkenness, debauch, and obscene
dances have not yet wholly disappeared, but the temperan(]e and other
Christian work has wrought great changes. Quarrelsomeness, greed,
jealousy, cruel hatred, and unmerciful natures are stilI to be found,
but not as they used to exist."
The Future of the Work

On Tuesday, at eight o'clock, Mr. Stephens spoke of "The Future
of Our Work." He urged that each must do his duty, or the district
would not be evangelized. There needs to be much more general industry and activity. Work is slow, and there so many excuses for not
working. There is too much laziness. School work should be more
appreciated, and the schools better attended. Scholars should complete their course; the elders .should look after this. He advised that
they should be liberal in God's work, persevere, be earnest in prayer.
It was a call to energy and activity, and earnestness in Christian work
and life, that the district be won for Ohrist.
In the afternoon Mr. Frame preached from Luke xvii. 17-19:
" Were there not ten cleansed?
. thy faith hath saved thee";
and Mr. Moody.• of Lukunga, afterward addressed the meeting on God
reconciling the world to Himself, and making us His ministers.
At the close Mr. Frame spoke of the desire of some to send a contribution for Mr. Cameron's work at Mbamba, as a thank-offering to the
society, worthy of the occasion. Nlemvo spoke in support of the project, and laying down twenty francs as his share, asked for a liberal
collection. Promises were sent in, and 220 francs (£8 168.) were remitted as the Wathen natives' contribution toward the Silver Jubilee
Station at Mbamba, to commence which Mr. Cameron was just leaving
Wathen.
In the evening there was a meeting for praise and thanksgiving,
several natives taking part.
On Wednesday morning ad~resses were delivered by Mr. Jennings
and Mr. Gordo:l, of Arthington Station, Stanley Pool. At the close
Mr. Oameron gave thanks for the donation for the work to which he
was going, and asked prayers and practical help in the manual work,
and that some would go as the first evangelists and teachers-this to
be the foreign missionary work of the church, which, it is hoped, will
be done. Four go with Mr. Oameron, engaged to help him. As yet
the time has not come for the church to support an evangelist there.
Then followed a feast: sports in the afternoon, swings, football,
etc., and. in the evening a magic-lantern and phonograph entertainment.
During the proceedings the Wathen brass band played in a very
creditable manner at fitting times, while four native bands of ivory
horns played in season and out of season for the glory and magnificellce of this festive occasion.
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There has been much to stimulate thanksgiving and praise-from
those who have been privileged to carryon this work, and from those
who have been brought from darkness to light and from the power of
Satan unto God, having received remission of sins and an inheritance
among them that are sanctified by faith in Jesus.
Thus closed these memorable gatherings, so full of interest to all,
but how great to those who have toiled for the salvation and enlightenment of these people for so many years, oftentimes amid well-nigh
heartbreaking discouragement and disappointment!
Those who have" come out" in order that others may be "brought
in " rejoice with full hearts, and pray that those at home who read
this accouut of the commemoration of twenty-five years of labor for
Christ in Kongo, may have their hearts so stirred as they see" what
God hath wrought" that they shall, "out of their abundance," give in
prayer, effort, and money for the coming of Christ's Kingdom in this
dark land.

HOW SOME HEBREWS HAVE FOUND CHRIST*
BY REV. LOUIS MEYER, HOPKINTON, lOW A

The great Church historian, August Neander, called David Mendel
before his baptism, attended the Gymnasium Johanneum in Hamburg.
Its president, Dr. Gurlitt, tho himself a rationalist, pointed the young
Jew, who stood at the head of his class, to the prophets and to the
wonderful history of the Jewish people. Helped by the prayers and
counsels of some Christian fellow students, David Mendel became convinced of the truth of the Christian religion, and was publicly baptized
in 1806. He received the name Johann August Wilhelm, to which
he added Neander (new man), to express that he had been born again
and become a new creature.
The missionary martyr Isidor Loewenthal, who was murdered by a
fanatical Mohammedan in far-away Afghanistan, once was a Jewish
peddler. He had not heard of salvation in Jesus Christ until in the
hospitable home of a pious Presbyterian minister in Delaware, at
family worship, he had the first glimpses of Christianity and of a
Christian home. The Jewish peddler became a student at Lafayette
College, where God's providence caused a pious Hebrew Christian,
Victor Herschell, to become the roommate of the Jew, in whose heart
truth and Jewish unbelief were struggling. The prayers and the
earnest words of his roommate, together with the prayers of the minister in Delaware, brought Isidor Loewenthal to Christ.
* The purpose of the following sketches is not so much to show the value of missions to
Jews as to illustrate, by specific instances, what it was that influenced these eminent men,
once enemies of Christ, to become His disciples. All these Hebrew Christians, except one,
have finished their course and have kept their faith. May the sketches of their conversion
brief as they must be, prove belpful to the earnest reader.-L. M.
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Theodore J. Meyer, whose pupils are scattered over the earth and
found in many missions alld English-speaking countries, was a rabbi
in Mecklenburg Schwerin, when
the seed of the truth, sown by a
pious Ohristian teacher in his
early youth, took root. In the
time of sore struggle God brought
him again into contact with the
pious teacher of his youth. At
his suggestion the New Testament,
which hall been read before by the
inqlllrmg Jew, was earnestly
studied. The Messianic prophecies of the Old Testament were
diligently compared with the life
and works of Jesus. Slowly, by
the help of God, after years of
struggle, the truth was made
known, and the Jewish rabbi
REV. THEO. J. MEYER
acknowledged Jesus Ohrist m
baptism.
Joseph W olt!, Hebraist, traveler, and missionary, was the son of a
Jewish rabbi in Bavaria, and was taught to despise Ohristianity as the
worship of a cross of wood. At
the age of seven the precocious
boy began to feel that he was a
great sinner, and he was in great
distress every time he committed
a fault. A Ohristian barber and
his wife tried to show the way of
life to the Jewish boy, who firmly
believed that the Messiah would
appear very soon. "Oh, my dear
child, Jesus Christ, whom your
ancestors did crucify, was the
true Messiah," said the compassionate barber one day. The boy
listened intently, pondered over
the statement, believed it, and two
days later went to the Lutheran
clergyman of the town. He said:
JOSEPH WOLFF
"I will become a Ohristian."
The clergyman answered: "Yon are yet too young; return to me
after a few years." Four years later Wolff received private in
struction in Latin and universal history from a teacher who was a
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Roman Catholic. One day the teacher spoke about the future state,
and said: " It is an impossible thing to be a moral man without God,
~ithout Christ." He then began to read the Gospel with his pupil.
The boy was delighted, and soon declared pnblicly: "I will embrace the
Ohristian faith." After many mistaken steps and a most erratic
course, the young Jew, who never
gave np his decision to follow
Christ, was baptized into the
Roman Catholic Church in 1812.
Recognizing the errors of popery,
Wolff joined the Church of England in ISU), and, by the grace of
God, became a " meteor upon the
missionary heavens." Sir Henry
Drummond Wolff is his son.
Ridley IIaim IIerschell, father
of the late Lord Herschell, Lord
Chancellor of England, was the
son of pious Jewish parents in
Poland, bnt wandered far away
from home and God. A New Testament, given to him by his ChrisRtDLEY HERSCHKLL
tian landlady in London, he threw
aside without looking at it. . The
news of the death of his mother made a deep but brief impression
upon him. One morning he purchased an article in the shop of
an uubeliever. It was wrapped up in a leaf of the Bible which
contained a portion of the Sermon on the Mount. Struck with the
sentiments contained npan the leaf, Herschell was desirous to read
the, to him, unknown book from which it was torn. A few days
after, he saw a New Testament upon the table of a friend. He took
it up, impelled by curiosity, and soon beheld the passage which he had
read upon the leaf. He borrowed the New Testament, and read chapter after chapter with great avidity. Soon he faced the question, Is
Jesus of Nazareth the promised Messiah, or was he an impostor and
deceiver? Intellectually he became speedily convinced of the truth
as it is in Jesus, but only after a long struggle carne peace and happiness into his soul. After his baptism Herschell became a · successful
and widely known minister of the Gospel in London.
Christian surroundings in the school which he attended at Munich,
his native town, exerted some influence upon Frederic Julius Stahl,
the son of a Jewish banker. When he entered the Philosophical
Institute of Professor Thiersch, this pious Christian man had a deep
influence upon his inner life. Protestant Christianity corresponded
to the longing of his heart, and appeared to him the highest spiritual
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force. When seventeen years of age he came to a decision for Christ,
and in due time became the famous Pl'ussian statesman and scholar.
Joachim R. H. Biesenthal was a well-known Jewish scholar in the
University of Berlin when a strong friendship sprang up between
him and the great Orientalist, Vatke. The latter's liberal ideas caused
the pious Jew to search the Old
Testament the more diligently.
At the same time Biesenthal discovered that the most respected
ancient rabbis had believed in the
suffering Messiah. A faithfnl and
prayerful search of the New Testament followed, and soon Hiesenthal accepted Christ as his
Savior.
A young Jew read the open
pages of some Christian books
which were exibited in a missionary's show-case in, Ham burg. Th ll S
he gained his first ideas of the
Chritltian religion.
Later he
found his way to Palestine Place
Chapel, in London, where, after
ADOLPH SAPHUt
many discussions with the missionaries, he was persuaded to study the New Testament. A tremendous struggle ensued in the breast of the young Jew, but the
truth prevailed, and Henry Aaron Stern, afterward the well-known
traveler and missionary and captive of the King of Abyssinia, was
won to Christ.
I Alfred Edersheim, whose" Life .and Times of Jeslls the Messiah"
has given him a most prominent place as an interpreter of Jewish history and New Testament times, became acquainted with t.he truths of
Christianity through Rev. Wingate, the celebrated missionary of the
SC9tch mission in Budapest. H e diligently searched the copy of the
New Te3tament which Mr. Wingate gave him, and the sincere seeker
soon found the light.
As a little child, Adolph Saphir read the national history of the
Jewish people in the books of Moses, the Psalms, and the Prophets,
with great diligence, and often wondered why the God of Israel was
not now with them, known, loved, and followed. One day he read
the title of a book in his father's library, " Immanuel: God with us,"
and he exclaimed: "Oh, if it were true that God shoutd appear in
human form, what a blessing it would be!" Thm prepared for the
entrance of the truth, he heard the celebrated missionary, Dr. Schwartz,
preach on Isaiah Iiii. The veil was taken from his eyes. He joyfully
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told his family: "I have found the Messiah." The boy's decisive
stand helped the other members of his family, who had believed in
Christ for some time, to overcome their hesitation, and all were baptized at the same time.
The founder of German Methodism west of the Missiouri, Ludwig S. Jacoby, was baptized in
Germany, simply because as a Jew
he had little hope of gaining a
higher position than that in which
his parents were founn. A few
years later he came to Cinciunati,
where, under the preaching of
the well-known German Methodist, Dr. Nast, he was converted.
A young Jewish rabbi, Leopold
Lichtenstein, was forced to spend
a Sabbath in Base1. Some of his
Jewish friends in that city told
him of a young Jew, Jacob Boerling, who, they said, had deserted
Judaism, and was now preparing
himself for missionary labor in
the mission house in Basel. LichtJOHN LEOPOLD LICHTENSTEIN
enstein's heart was moved with pity
that a SOll of Abraham should be thus misled, and he decided to visit
the apostate and prove to him that all the claims of Jesus were wrong.
BoerIing received the young rabbi most cordially, and both went into
the garden of the mission house, where they could talk without being
molested. r1'he conversation lasted from before noon until nine o'clock
at night, and its one subject was the question, "Is Jesus of Nazareth
the promised Messiah?" None but God overheard it, and it was carried on in calm and devout manner. Its effect was marvelous, for
when the stars appeared in the heavens Lichtenstein had found Christ.
He who had come to conquer was conquered, but happy. John Leopold Lichtenstein became a prominent Presbyterian minister, writer,
and lecturer in Cincinnati.
The first Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem was Michael Solomon Alexander. When, in his twenty-first year, he came to England to be a
teacher of the Talmud and of the German language, he did not even
know of the existence of the New Testament. Soon, however, a handbill of the London Jews' Society aroused his curiosity. He obtained
and read the New Testament, but did not become convinced of its
truth. At Plymouth, where Alexander settled as rabbi, he gave lessons in Hebrew to the Rev. Golding. The faithful minister of the
Gospel spoke to his teacher of Christ, and the rabbi almost came to
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the conviction of the truth of Christianity. IIe used to steal silently
down to Mr. Golding's church on the evening of every Lord's Day, to
listen outside the building to the little of the service which he could
hear. Finally h~s congregation became aware of his inclination toward
Christianity. He was dismissed, then began to attend the services of
the church regularly, and soon was
converted.
'1'he late Bishop of Huron,
Isaac Hellmuth, was a student of
classical and Oriental literature
in Breslau, when he became ac.
quainted with the pious Professor
S. Neumann, a Hebrew Christian
and agent of the London Jews'
Society.
He drew his Jewish
scholar's attention to Christianity.
Isaac Hellmuth became convinced
of its Divine origin, went to
England, and was baptized.
The still-living translator of
the Bible into Chinese, Bishop
S. 1. J. Schereschewsky, received a
Hebrew New Testament when
a student of theology. He read it
S. 1. J. SCHERESCHEWSKY
carefull.v, and, becoming persuaded
Missionary allel Bible Translator; Bishop of the
American Protestant Episcopal Church
that Jesus is the Messiah, he went
to the United States to acknowledge him there in public baptism.
The name of Paulus Cassel is better and more favorably known
among the Jews of Germany than that of any other Hebrew Christian,
and the sincerity of his efforts to help them and to do them good was
never doubted by them. He was a well-known journalist and politician when the influence of the Christian men by whom he was entirely surrounded became apparent in his heart and in his writings.
He studied carefully the history of Israel, and, at the same time, diligently read the New Testament. The spirit of the Gospel made a
deep impression upon him. He sought the society of earnest Christians and talked with them about religions matters. Thus, assiduously searching for the truth, he found Christ.
The conversion of several friends led John MoseR Eppstein, of J erusalem, to study the que,tion at issue between Christianity and Judaism. He began to read the Old Testament without any commentary,
which was quite against the Jewish custom, and prayerfully compared
Scripture with Scripture. '1'he students of the London Jews' Society's
Hebrew College at Jerusalem and some of their teachers assisted him
in his search after the truth, and they supplied him with a Hebrew
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New 'restament and several tracts. He was obliged to study these in
secret, and in their study became more and more convinced of the
Messiahship of Jesus. One day some of these tracts fell from his sash
while he was going to the reader's desk in the synagogue. The Jews
quickly recognized their Christian origin. A storm of wrath arose,
and the persecution drove Eppstein to the house of Rev. Nicolayson,
a missionary of the London Jews' Society in Jerusalem. He sought
instruction, became converted, and served the society in faithful and
successful service.
The leading missionary author of Scandinavia has been Dr. Christian A. H. Kalkar, of Copenhagen. Son of a prominent rabbi, he entered the University of Copenhagen to study law. There he came in
touch with fellow students who were true followers of Jesus Christ.
'fheir influence caused him to search the Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments, and after a struggle of three years he came to Christ.
The last of the eminent Hebrew Christians whom we would mention to-day 'is Professor Carl Paul Caspari, the Norwegian theologian
and champion of soundness in the faith. His early religious education
was that of a Reform Jew, and he did not believe in the Divine inspiration of the Old Testament. The New Testament was entirely unknown to him when, more than twenty years old, he entered the U niversity of Leipzig to study Oriental languages. There his friend
Graul (afterward the President of the I . eipzig Evangelical Lutheran
Mission) persuaded him to read the Acts of the Apostles. He commenced with the story of Paul's persecutions. 'l'hat seemed historical
truth to him, and he read on. The Gospels made a mighty impression
upon him, and he was drawn to Christ. Graul and other Christian
friends, among them Franz Delitzsch, helpp,d the inquiring Jew with
counsel and prayers, and after years of hesitation Caspari followed the
Savior.
We could increase, almost ad libitum, these sketches of the way in
which eminent Hebrews have found Christ, for the number of Hebrew
Christians is exceedingly large. But these few will suffice to show the
reader the marvelous influence of a consistent Christian life and the
power of the private presentation of the truth as it is in Christ. Well
do these sketches illustrate the-lasting influence of pious teachers upon
the young. And grandly do they prove that" the Gospel of Christ is
the power of God unto salvation to everyone that believeth; to the
Jew first, and also to the Greek."
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THE PROBLEM OF REFORM IN INDIA
BY

REV. WILLIAM B. BOGGS, D.D.
Missionary of the American Baptist Union

The time of India's long dead calm is past, and that ancient, wonderful land is now passing through an intensely interesting transition
state. It can no longer be called" the changeless East." Hitherto its
deep contemplativeneAs and imperturbable indifference to the world's
movements have been proverbial, and are well expressed in the lines:
The East bowed down before the blast,
In silent, deep disdain;
She let the legions thunder past,
Then plunged in thought again.

This has no doubt been the attitude of India until a comparatively
recent period, but she is at last awake. While the awaking and activity and the progress of reform in India are less rapid and intense than
in Japan, yet the slumber of ages is certainly broken ~nd will return
no more. So great an authority on Indian affairs as Sir W. W. Hunter
said, in an article in the Oontemporary Review, twelve years ago: "The
uprising of the Indian intellect, the awakening of Indian thought and
Indian aspirations are such as the world has not seen since the Revival of Learning in Europe."
If we search for the causes of this great change, we call to mind
the fact that Great Britain has been powerfully influencing India, for
upward of two hundred years, through her firm rule and manifold
masterly administration. Western life and civilization, with their
principles of justice and freedom and progress, have been poured into
the midst of India's multitudinous population. The light of Western
education has been shining, the vigor of Western intellect has been
working in their midst, while science and commerce have been breaking down barriers and making stagnation no longer possible. Five
great universities, at Calcutta, Born bay, Madras, Allahabad, and Lahore,
with one hundred and forty-one affiliated colleges, and tens of thousands of schools all over the land, represent the educational forces
which have been at w~rk, and have contributed so much to the awakening of India. But the cause above- all ..others which has helped to
quicken the mind of India, to arouse the spirit of inquiry, and to cause
dissatisfaction with the old conditions, is the work of Christian missions. This has been frankly acknowledged in the highest official
circles.
The problem of reform may be regarded as threefold-viz., political, social, and religious.
The Indian National Congress, a purely native movement, organized
eighteen years ago, represents and gives utterance to the political aspielectronic file created by cafis.org
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rations of awakened India. It meets annually in one of the great
cities of the land, and is composed of some five thousand educated native
gentlemen, delegates from all parts of India, the vast majority of them
being non-Ohristians. It discusses questions of state, and criticizes
the government, and airs its views in English speech that would do
credit to any assembly. While young India (and especially the conceited and discontented) may have much to say in this gathering
which appears extravagant and foolish in its proposals and demands,
yet the congress voices the opinions of many mature and enlightened
minds. Some of the measures which they have proposed for the government's sanction and adoption seem reasonable and just. Among
those which the government has already approved and granted are the
following: That the natives shall be more largely represented in the
legislative councils of the provinces of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, and
the Northwest, and in the council of the viceroy; that municipalities and district boards shall have the privilege of electing their own
representat.ives to the provincial legislative councils (hitherto they
have been directly appointed by the governors of the provinces), and
that the native members of these councils shall have the right to ask
questions in council, as members of the British parliament do. The
British government, while too cautious to grant at once all requests
of the National Oongress, is yet so fair and just as to give due consideration to whatever appears right. A large degree of political privilege has already been granted, and will, without doubt, be increased
as fast as the people are able to use it wisely. All district and taluk
and municipal boards are composed chiefly of native men. In the
provincial services 2,449 natives are employed in high judicial and
administrative posts. To all offices below that of governor of a province natives are eligible. '1'here are native judges of the high court,
and the Indian civil service, so long reserved exclusively for Englishmen, is now open to natives.
To show how highly the English raj is appreciated by the most
enlightened men of the land, I may quote from an address recently
delivered by a well-kuown political leader in Bengal (Habu Surendra
Nath Banerji):
"Our allcgiance to the British rule is based upon the highest considerations of practical expediency. As a representative of the edu_
cated community of Inllia, I may say that we regard the British rule
in India as a dispensation of Di vrue Providence. We are anxious for
the permanence of British rule in India, not only as a guarantee for
stability and order,but because with it are bound up the best prospects of our political advancement. Mllrvelous as have been the industrial achievements of the Victorian era in India, they sink into
insignificance when compared with the great moral trophies which
distinguish that epoch. Under English influences the torpor of age
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has beeu dissipated; the pulsations of a new life have been communicated to the people; an inspiriting sense of public duty has been
evolved; the spirit of curiosity has been stirred, aud a moral revolution, the most momentous in our annals, culminating in the transformation of national ideals and aspirations, has been brought about."
In addition to the Indian National Congress, the aims of which, as
we have seen, are political, there is the Indian Social Conference,
which also meets annually, and at the time of the congress, and which
aims to bring about reforms in the social and domestic life of the
people. It is composed of Hindu social reformers, who recognize the
great Avils of this kind which exist, and are striving for the emanci·
pation of their peoplc from tIle debasing influence and the bondage of
these things. Among other things, they are asking the government to
refuse to recognize child marriage as binding, and to remove by legislation the restrictions imposed by custom on the remarriage of Hindu
widows. In the Madras Presidency alone there are over 87,000 widows
between the ages of ten and fourteen, 16,270 from five to nine years
old, and 3,600 under four years. To bring these social reforms to
pass is not so simple a matter as one might suppose, because the illiterate of the people, the vast, overwhelming majority of India's population, and all orthodox Hindu's, stand solid against all innovations.
They reverence the past, and hold sacred all customs which have come
down from antiquity. They even regard it as impious t,o call i~ question either the wisdom or the rightness of any custom which has long
held sway. And, moreover, child marriage and the enforced celibacy
of widows are virtually requirements of the Hindu religion, and the
British government is pledged, by the queen's proclamation of 1858,
not to interfere with the religion of the people. Government can not,
therefore, directly grant either of these requests, but it is indirectly
doing what it can to meet the wishes of the enlightened men who form
the Social Conference. The Hindu Widows' Remarriage Association is
steadily promoting its objects and is seeking to cultivate a reform sentiment, but meets with strenuous opposition from the orthodox and
conservative Hindus.
Under the powerful search-light of Western civilization and educl1tion many respectable educated Hindus are becoming ashamed of the
great evils and glaring absurdities connected with their religion-e.g"
the utterly false and fabulous cosmogomy; the senseless superstitions,
almost inconceivable in their absurdity; the consequent stagnation of
the Indian intellect until aroused by Western education; the debasing
influence of idolatry; the ignorance of woman; the cruel bondage imposed by the caste system, than which nothing ever separated man
from man more cruelly and completely; the shameless, indescribable
abominations sanctioned, Bupported, and defended by orthodox Hindllism.
.
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Many of the thinking men of India see clearly what is coming;
they know that Hinduism is gradually tottering, and must eventually
fall unless they can succeed in buttressing it up. Not a few of them
frankly acknowledge their conviction that Christianity is destined to
supplant all other religions in that land and become the prevailing
faith of the people. But they want to make as good a stand as they
can and to uphold their ancestral faith as long as possible.
There is much religious unrest in India. He who has declared
"I will shake all nations" (Haggai ii: 7) is shaking India. He who
shook Baal and Moloch and Ashtoreth and Osiris and Zeus and Odin
from their thrones, and brought them and their altars and worship
down to dust and oblivion, is shaking Vishnu aud Siva and all the
Hindu pantheon from their ancient seats, and they too will eventually
become only a memory. Hinduism is doomed; it is a vanishing religion, and no power on earth can bold it up. But a religion wbich
bas held sway for three thousand years, and embraces upward of two
hundred millions of earth's inhabitants, will die hard and slowly, as
the religion of ancient Greece did.
One of the earliest and most conspicuous movements in the line
of religious reform in India ill recent times is the Brahmo Somaj
(Divine SocietyJ. This, or, more accurately, a movement out of which
this grew, was founded in 1830 by a learned and devout Hindu named
Ram Mohun Roy. It originated in a desire to reform Hinduism, and
to purge it from the two greatest evils which disfigure it-viz., idolatry
and caste. He believed it possiblfl to combine Hinduism and Christianity, and the society which he founded was an attempt to do this.
He died at Bristol in 1833, during a visit to England for the purpose
of enlisting the sympathy and help of English people in his work of
religious reform. A deep interest was awakened by his personality,
his religious views, and his public addresses. After the death of this
noted man a great schism occurred in the body, and there have since
been other divisions.
The number of members of the Brahmo Somaj, never large, is,
steadily decreasing. It is now not more than four thousand. This
eclectic society may suit the tastes of a few learned liberal-minded
Hindus, but it affords no haven of rest for the poor, sinful, sorrowladen maSSBS. Nor can any religion which has no Redeemer be a help
to them. The Brahmo Somaj has been weighed in the balances and
found wanting. It can never meet India's need. There are various
other kindred movements, differing more or less in the tenets or
practises of Hindnism, which they reject, and the elements of other
religions which they adopt.
There is the Arya Somaj (Aryan Society), founded by a Brahmin
named Dyanaud Sarasvati, born in 1825. This is a more popular move,
ment than the Brahmo Somaj. Altho at present it has no frieuuiy
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feeling toward Ohristianity, chiefly because it is a foreign religion, yet
it may prove to be one of the stages in the transition of India's people
from Hinduism to Ohristianity. It numbers forty thousand members.
Then we may briefly mention the Ahdhe Somaj (Original Society)
and the Prarthana Somaj (Prayer Society), etc. The central idea in
all these is to reform Hinduism by freeing it from its most objectionable and manifestly bad features, in order that they may defend and
retain it, and establish their position that India has no need of any
foreign religion.
Another well-known effort in the same direction is the establishment recently of the great Hindu college at Benares, the aim of which
is chiefly the cultivation of Sanscrit learning, in order to bring abon t
the revival of Vedic Hinduism. A prominent feature in the reform
movement is the attempt to resuscitate and promote the Vedanta philosophy, and thus furnish India with an all-sufficient religion of her own.
Theosophy is still another cult which has to be noticed when considering the problem of religious reform in India, tho the theosophy
which we meet there at present is not indigenous but foreign. Its
founders in India, some twenty or twenty-five years ago, were Oolonel
Olcott, an urbane and shrewd American, and Madame Blavatsky, a
Russian Spiritualist. She might be called the high priestess of the
cult. The society in India has its headquarters at Adyar, a beau tiful
suburb of Madras.
When we look at this wretched hybrid, the offspring of Western
spiritualism on olle side and Eastern superstition and jugglery on the
other, the thought of it affording any help to India's sinning, suffering,
sorrowing millions is superlatively, unspeakably, supremely absurd.
The reform movements, except that of theosophy, have arisen
among the Hindus; but the Mohammedans also Me waking up, and
are beginning to adopt new things, and striving to infuse new life into
their religion.
I have a curiosity entitled "The Prayer-Book for Muslims," published by the Mohammedan Tract and Book Society of the Punjab.
That Mohammedans, the most bigoted, narrow-minded and intolerant
of all religionists on the face of the earth, should adapt to the use of
Islam tho Book of Common Prayer of the English Ohurch, and in the
English language, too, instead of the sacred Arabic, is indeed a wonder.
And casnal references have recently come to my notice of still
another movement-a new Mohammedan sect in northern India calltd
"The New Ohuroh of Islam." But the movement is so recent that it
is but little known as yet. It is, however, an indication of the present
trend.
A survey of present religious conditions in India, with the agitations and attempts, experiments and expedients, and the widely prevailing unrest, leads us to two principal conclusions:
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1. These things can never meet India's need. They may, for a
time, open up interesting religious studies for the speculative, but they
utterly fail to reach the people. And even if these new forms of religion were brought to the masses, they have for them no message that
they need. No religion can meet India's need but one that brings a
message of infinite mercy and inspires immortal hope; that reveals for
submerged millions Divine compassion and help-limitless, available,
free as the air. No religion can reach India's heart but one that comes
with a solace as deep and tender as the love of God. No hand can
bind up India's many wounds but the nail-pierced hand from Calvary.
2. India now presents one of the grandest opportunities for influencing the thought and molding the character of a great people.
Now that the stagnation of ages is past, and unrest and inquiry are
prevailing so widely, in the midst of the failure of so many experiments, and encouraged by so many indications that ., the fulness of
the time" has come for India's speedy evangelization, an opportunity
presents itself there worthy to enlist multitudes of the strongest characters and vastly multiplied resources.

THE AUSTRO-RUSSIAN REFORMS IN MACEDONIA

..

BY JOHN HENRY HOUSE, D.D.
American Board; Salanic.. , Turkey

The Balkan Peninsula, with all its troubles and pressing problems,
seems to have been almost lost sight of in America in the presence of
the all-absorbing interest arollsed by the great conflict going on in the
Far East between Russia and Japan. The diplomats of Europe, however, whether desiring to do so or not, have not been permitted to lose
sight of Macedonia, whose smoltlering fires may at any time break out
into a conflagration at their very doors. 'l'hey, at least, are watching
with deepest interest the attempt which is being made by Russia and
Austria to introduce reforms into those provinces, and are doubtless
hoping that the attempt may 00 crowned with at least a temporary
success.
A simple historical statement of this reform effort, together with
its present status and prospects, seems to be much needed.
In the latter part of the year 1902 the disturbances caused by
revolution'iry bands in Macedonia had become so serious that the
European powers began to agitate the question as to whether it were
safe for them to longer neglect the questions which had for a long
time been pressing upon them for a solution there, in consequence of
the nonfulfilment of the Treaty of Berlin of 1878, which had virtually promised to the province an autonomous government.
The reports of the French consul at Salonica in 1902, on the sad
conditions of the country, aronsed from apathy not only the French
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people, but also the French Ministry. A good deal of philosophical
interest was also awakened in England. It looks now as tho France
was ready to lead a movement for reform there. Russia, however,
was not pleased that France should take the lead in a movement which
might affect her claims upon this portion of the world, and immediately began negotiations with Austria, with whom she is reputed to
have an important agreement concerning Macedonia, of some five or
six years' standing, as to their respective spheres of influence there.
These negotiations ended in a specific agreement between the t,wo
powers to propose conjointly to the Porte a scheme of reforms for the
disturbed province which they tllOnght would be consistent with the
pre:>ervation of the status quo, and yet bring about peace in the disturbed district. 'l'hey had set themselves a herculean task, and it was
not until February, 1903, that the protocol for these reforms was
presented to the Porte. This scheme contemplated the appointment of an inspector-general for the three vilayets of Salonica,
Monastir, and U sku b; the reorganization, under European officers, of
the police force (gendarmerie) ; the abolishing of the farming out
of taxes, and committing their collection to the villagers themselves;
the expenses of the civil administration of these provinces, together
with those for public improvements, were to be the first charge against
the revenues, and only the surplus was to be transmitted to the imperial treasury; the inspector-general was to be a Moslem, to be
appointed by the sultan with the approval of the powers, and was to
hold office for three years; the gendarmerie was to be recruited from
all nationalities in the provinces without distinction as to religion,
and proportionally to the numbers of each. 'These were the most
important points of the scheme. '1'0 the surprise of everyone, the
scheme was immediately approved by the sultan, and Hilmi Pasha
was appointed inspector-general with the approval of the European
powers.
This scheme was coldly received by the insurgents as lacking, to
their minds, the essential element of reform-viz., the European guarantee. This, together with the half-hearted dilatory way in which the
powers went about the matter of seeing that the provisions of the plan
were put into operation, at last led the leaders of the insurrection to
believe that the two powers were only trying to throw dust'tnto their
eyes, and they finally gave up all hope and proceeded relentlessly with
their rebellious campaign of 1903, which ended with the laying waste
of scores of villages by the Turkish troops in their efforts to put down
the numerous flying bands, and the rendering homeless of more than
fifty thousand people, to say nothing of the large number of noncombatants, men, women, and children, who were killed, and the thousands from the border-lands who fled as refugees to Bulgaria.
n finally became evident to the powers that the scheme of 1903
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had failed. Russia and Austria set to work again in the autumn of
this same year to see what additions must be made to these basal principles, so as to make the scheme successful. Again the patience of the
other powers interested was sorely tried by unaccountable delays
in presenting the new scheme, but finally, on October 22, it was
sent to the Porte. These additions were summed up under nine
heads-viz. :
1. Two European assessors, one Russian and the other Austrian,
were to be joined to and sit with the inspector-general as he wandered
over the three vilayets.
2. The reorganization of the gendarmerie was to be effected under
a foreign officer of the Turkish army, who was to be assisted by foreign
officers of all the powers.
3. There was to be a change of territorial divisions to suit the
various nationalities.
4. The reorganization of administrative and judicial institutions,
so as to make them accessible to Christians.
5. A mixed commission equally divided between Turkish and
Christian members to investigate political and other crimes committed
during the disturbances. The Russian and Austrian consuls will take
part in this.
6. The Turkish government is to be requested to set apart sums:
(a) for repatriation of Christian inhabitants who have fled to Bulgaria
or elsewhere; (b) for support of Christians who have lost their propertyand homes; (c) for rebuilding houses, churches, and schools destroyed by the Turks. A commission to which Christian notables are
to belong is to settle the distribution of these monies, and the consuls
of the two powers are to watch over the application of this.
7. Repatriated Christian inhabitants are to be exempt from taxation for one year.
.
8. The Ottoman government to undertake again to put into operation the project of reforms of February last.
9. Since most of the excesses have been perpetrated by the Ilaveks
(second-class reserves) and Basl1i Bazouks, it is urgent that the former
be dismissed, antI the use of Basha Bazouks be entirely forbidden.
Postscript: The two powers reserve the right to increase the personnel of their consular representatives, and the right to demand plenary amnesty to those who have committed crimes not requiring the
death penalty.

Altho this plan was presented to the Porte in October, and soon
after accl!pted in principle by the Porte, the most provoking delays
were permitted in the working out of the details. The assessors were
easily agreed upon and appointed. They were, on the part of Russia,
M. Demiric, and, on the part of Austria, M. Miiller, both experienced
and able diplomats. There was much more difficulty in agreeing upon
the nationality of the important foreign officer who, after being received into the 'l'urkish army with increased rank, was to command
the gendarmerie. But at last this too was settled by the appointment
of General de Georghis, a distinguished officer of the Italian army. A
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good deal of opposition was encountered in persuading the Porte to
accept of him and give him the stipulated rank in the Turkish army.
Again everything was delayed by the needed elaboration of the scheme
for the gendarmerie and the appointment of the other foreign officers
with the delimitation of the spheres of each. The greatest difficulty
arose in delimiting the respective spheres of Austria and Italy. It
was finally agreed that the Austrian officer of gendarmes should be
stationed at U sku b, the Italian at Monastir, the Russian at Salonica,
the French at Serres, and the English at Drama.
It was not until Febrnary 29, 1904, after the patience of the other
powers was pretty thoroughly exhausted, that Russia and Anstria were
able to present to the Porte the detailed plan of the gendarmerie.
This produced an outbust of indignation at the Porte. The executive
powers given to the foreign officers were said to be a violation of the
sovereign rights of the sultan, and the Porte seemed inclined to reject
it in toto. On March 5th, however, the two powers insisted upon its
acceptance, but, to sooth the susceptibilities of the Porte, said that it
was badly drawn up, and the Porte waited for explanations. It was
finally agreed that it should be explained verbally by General de
Georghis, and the document itself was committed to the foreign officers for exegesis. This they accomplished in two sittings. The Porte
in the meantime, on March 17th, sent a long note giving its objections
to the scheme. On March 19th the two powers replied, brushing away
the Turkish note and insisting on the acceptance of the so-called
Miirzteg program in its entirety, warning the Porte of. the great re-.
sponsibility it would incur in rejecting the enclosed explanations.
The Porte now ceased its opposition to this point, but there were
new delays which provoked much criticism in Europe, and the state of
English opinion at this time is understood by the following extract
from the London Times of March 26th. Speaking of the policy of
Lord Lansdowne toward the sultan, it said:
.
That policy, it is true, is not and can not be·acceptable to him, as it
aims at real and effective reforms, and it means to have those reforms
carried out. It is content for the present to see these reforms carried out
by the Miirzteg program, but if that program breaks down it reserves to
this country the right to substitute other and more drastic proposals of
her own. It is very painful to Abdul Hamid, no doubt. but after all is
not a scourging with Lord I.ansdowne's whips, which are plied with due
regard to the powers of Europe, likely to prove less cruel than a scourging with radical scorpions wielded with all the reckless severity of outraged humanitarianism?

The last remark was aimed at any hope that the Porte might have
of a change in the British Ministry.
Reluctant consent to the main points in the scheme were at last
given, but the Porte seemed immovable on one point: it could not
agree to there being as many as sixty foreign officers in the gendarmerie. Twenty-five it would allow, and no more. The powers seemed
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inclined not to withdraw their demand of sixty or more, but to commence with the twenty-five allowed by the Porte.
Now, what has been accomplished so far by this reform movement?
The assessors are at their work by the side of the patient and optimistic inspector-generlll, Hilmi Pasha. General de Georghis, commander
of the gendarmerie, arrived in Salonica, his headquarters, on April
17th, and was received with all the honors of his rank, and seems to
have set about his arduous task in good earnest. The other foreign
officers are on the ground. Already some amelioration of the untoward
conditions has been accomplished by· the assessors. The gendarmerie
of various nationalities is being organized. It is also reported that the
revolutionary committee are restraining the movements of their bands
until such time as it may be shown whether or not the reforms are
really effective in giving relief to the population of the district. It is
reported also that more than four thousand of the refugees who fled to
Bulgaria were returning to Macedonia, and a lesser number were returuing to the disturbed district of Adrianople. The consuls of the
two powers, it is reported, were giving pen:onal attention to the repatriation of these returning refugees in Macedonia. What has been
accomplished certainly should give us hope for an improvement in the
disturbed condition of those provinces.
It ought to be admitted, however, that letters from persons well
informed upon the ground are far from optimistic. The dilatory.way
in which the scheme is put into operation exhausts the patience of all.
The revolutionary bands are not satisfied; the 'l'urks are as little satisfied as anybody; misery, want, commercial depression, and uncertainty as to results are far from reassuring.. Then it is very easy to
see the faults of the scheme. It is complicated amI clumsy in its general plan, indefinite in its statements, which may be differently interpreted by the Porte from what was intended by the powers. It way
easily be hindered, if not rendered futile, by the intrigues of rival
powers. That the scheme is distasteful to the Porte goes without saying, and it is to be expected that its influence will be exerted to make
the scheme a failure. But the real question, after all, is whether a
real European guarantee is obtained by the complicated machinery of
the Miirzteg program? Notwithstanding all, there are many observers
of this curious experiment who will hope for good results, and rejoice
in any that are really attained. One point in favor of its success is
the entente which has been attained between Bulgaria and Turkey, in
which 'Turkey promises to carry out the reforms not only in Macedonia, but also in Thrace, the Adrianople district; and Bulgaria agrees
to put a stop to raids of revolutionary bands from Bulgarian territory.
If Bulgaria really cares to help on this scheme of reforms she can do
much to make them a success, and it would really seem that she is
making efforts toward this desirable end.
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THE OUTLOOK FOR FEDERATION IN CHINA
BY REV. COURTNEY H. FENN, PEITAIHO, NORTH CHINA
Missionary of the American Presbyterian Church

Among the signs of the times, and possibly epoch-making in its
importance, was the conference of two days and a half, held at Peitaiho, the North Ohina seaside resort. This conference met August
24-26, 1904, at the call of a committee of the Peking Missionary Association, to consider the taking of radical steps in the direction of
Christian unity. It was the outcome of a discussion in the Peking
association during the winter of 1902-03 following the presentation,
by Dr. Thomas Oochrane, of the London Mission, of a paper on" Some
Problems in Mission Work." A committee had been appointed by
the association, representing all the Protestant missions in the city.
This committee, after mature deliberation, and rather amazed at its
own temerity, yet with a faith and a foresight greater than any member
knew, had written to all Protestant missionaries in Ohina requesting
answers to the following four questions:
1. Would you approve the preparation of a Union hymn-book?
Would you be willing to abide by the decision of a majority on this
point?
2. Would you approve of the adoption of a common designation for
our churches and chapels; such, for example, as Yiesu Chiao Li Pai Tang
(Jesus Church Worship Hall), for churches in which Christians worship,
and Yiesu Chiao Fu Yiu Tang (Jesus Church Gospel HaU) for street
chapels; and where further designation is needed, the use of local rather
than foreign names?
3. Would "fou be willing to adopt common terms for "God" and
"The Holy Spirit," as, for example, Shang Ti (Supreme Ruler) and
Sheng Ling (Holy Spirit)? Would you be willing to abide by the decision of the majority on_this point?
4. Would you favor the federation of aU the Protestant churches in
China, and the appointment of a representative committe to consider the
question?

The first intention of the committee, to begin with North Ohina,
was soon expanded to embrace the whole empirfl, and the circular letter met with a cordiality of response and a unanimity of sentiment
beyond the wildest hopes of its originators. As an affirmative response
of more than 90 per cent. to all questions seemed to insure a lurge
measure of success for the movement" a conference was called to meet
at Peitaiho for further discussion, and the initial steps toward the
formation of a representative committee.
This conference chose.as its chairman the chairman of the Peking
committee, Doctor Cochrane, and as secretaries Revs. C. H. Felln
hnd J. B. St. John. The chairman presented a voluminous digest of
correspondence from all parts of the empire, and urged the thorough
discussion of its propositions without controversial debate on the old
bone of contention, the" term questioll," recommending the formaelectronic file created by cafis.org
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tion of a large representative committee to carry to a successful issue
the work already begun.
The first question, that of a Union hymn-book, was introduced
by the Rev. W. S. Ament, D.D., who declared" federation" the watchword of the twentieth century in Ohristian work as well as in other
things. Various hymn-books had struck root in different localities
for various reasons, not necessarily because of the inherent superrority
of one or another. The result is most unfortunate, it being extremely
trying to attend church, perhaps in another mission in one's own town,
and be unable to join in hymns of praise because while set to familiar
tunes, they are different translations than those in one's own book.
The chief difficulties in the way of uniformity are, first, the different
dialects, in some of which either a mandarin or wen-li (the literary
style) book would be almost useless. Even there, however, a book in
the colloquial corresponding in contents to the Union book would
afford a possible solntion. Second, the question of literary style, some
fearing the wen-li, others desiring it and it alone. A combination of
the two styles is quite possible. 'Third, the stifling of hymn production by limiting the number of hymns to be included. On the contrary, the production of good hymns would be stimulated by the hope
1)1 larger use. Fourth, denominational differences. If necessary,
these can find expression in a denominational appendix, as in America.
Fifth, the" term question" -i.e., the long, vexed question as to the
most appropriate Ohinese equivalents for" God" and "'l'he Holy
Spirit." This can be removed either hy adopting the compromise terms
suggested or by using all the various terms in vogue.
Dr. Oochrane reported having sent copies of the letters of inquiry
to 480 missionaries in North Ohina, of whom 314 sent replies, Z!JS decidedly in favor of the Union hymn-book, io doubtful, and only 6
opposed. The question afl to the literary style preferred not having
been definitely asked, but 44 stated their preference, of whom 36 desired chiefly mandarin. From central, western, and southern China
351 replies were received, of which 295 were in favor and 23 doubtful,
not a few eVen where a " colloquial" was in common use, stating that
a mandarin book would find a large use. A strong letter of approval
from the English Baptist Mission in Shantung was read.
Not a little discussion was aroused over the question of literary
style, the sinologues strongly urging the use of wen-li throughout, as
the only style adapted to poetical expression, and, if simple, readily
intelligible to all; while those whose work has lain largely among the
uneducated, or with women and children, pressed the claims of that
la:,ge majority of the native church to whom they find wen-Ii an
unknown tongue, appealing, as it does, to the eye rather than to the
ear. The following resolution was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this conference that a Union
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hymn-book for all China should be prepared, to comprise approved
hymns both in wen-li and mandarin; the wen-li, for the most part, to be
simple and perspicuous; the mandarin, for the most part, to be pure and
dignified, but to include a considerable number of hymns suitable for use
among the uneducated.

The Rev. John Wherry, D.D., introduced the discussion of the
second question, saying that the committee's correspondence had
evinced practical unanimity of opinion as to the desirability of adopting uniform designations for ehurches and chapels; hut also great
divergence of opinion as to the best designations to adopt. While
this matter is, perhaps, less important than the others, yet uniformity
of practise would do much to convince the Chinese of the unity and
power of the Protestant Christian Church.
Dr. Cochrane presented a resume of the correspondence on this
point, showing that, in North China, 96 per cent. of the missionaries
are in favor of uniform names; in the rest of China, abollt 94 per cent.
Many expressed a desire to omit the names" Jesus" and" Christ" from
these designations, lest these sacred names come to be used too lightly,
while others wished to use the latter, but not the former, as conforming to gelteral usage in other lands. l'he general discussion which
followed developed, as the root of many differences of opinion, the
need of a uniform designation for the Protestant Church itself, and
the following resolution was adopted;
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this conference that uniform designations for chapels and churches should be adopted by the Protestant
Church in China; for the former preferably Fu Yin T'ang (Gospel Hall),
and for the latter preferably Li Pai T'ang (Worship Hall); and that we
recommend also to the committee which may hereafter be appointed the
careful consideration of an appropriate distinctive designation for the
Protestant Church.

The discussion of the third question was opened by the Rev. H. H.
Lowry, D.D., who said that the reorganization consequent upon the
upheaval of 1900 had afforded a manifest opportunity for closer cooperation among the missions working in China. The North China
Tract Society, therefore, had attempted the practical solution of the
vexed "term question" by the revolutionary measure of printing its
books and tracts only with the compromise terms. This is a question
which will never be settled by discussion, but may be settled by compromise on the part of the new generation of missionaries, to whom
the question does not appear a vital matter of conscience aR it did to
the last generation, and with. whom the question of cooperation has
assumed larger importance. About 92 per cent. of the missionaries in
North Ohina 8ppe8ring to be read? for the compromise, discllssion
would seem to be no longer in order. It is not held that these terms
and these only fitly translate the ideas" God" and" The Holy Spirit,"
but that they are, doubtless, the only terms on which the Church can
unite at the present time.
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The chairman reported that 288 out of 314 North China responses
were in the affirmative, while only 12 were distinctly in the negative.
From other parts of China, 273 gave favorable response, 36 unfavorable, while 48 were doubtful or made no reply, indicating, for all
China, nearly 85 per cent. in favor of the compromise-surely a " working majority." The discussion which followed was one of the most
interesting of the conference, consisting largely of a most c0raii>1 surrender on the part of everyone present who had previously expressed
reluctance to accept the compromise. As Drs. Sheffield and Stanley
and others gave their allegiance to the movement, the applause was
resounding, and the doxology was sung with fervor after the unanimons adoption of the following resolution:
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this conference that the time has
come to unite in the use of Shang Ti and Sheng Ling as the terms to
designate" God" and" The Holy Spirit" in the Bible and other literature, Shang Ti, however, to be the definite designation of the Supreme
Being, while Shen is used as the generic term for God, all missionaries
to be left free to employ such terms as they see fit in preaching.

'l'he discussion of the fourth question was opened by the Rev.
John Wherry, D.D., who said that the committee had made its suggestions most timidly, fearing the charge of presumption, and with
no thought or securing such a degree of unanimity in response to its
inqumes. This was particularly true of the fourth question. Yet
why should the conception of Protestant Christianity presenting a
united front be regarded as visionary? Who would think of dividing
an already united Church on the basis of the differences in doctrine'
and polity which now hold the Protestant bodies apart? Can we
believe these multitudious divisions of real advantage? The native
church finds it hard to understand them; haye we a right to force
the.m upon it? 'fhe fact that we are able to agree upon the division
of the field is evidence that we do not really regard our differences as
vital. The failure to cure a curable schism is as wrong as the creation
of a schism.
The chairman's exhibit of responses showed 305 yeas, 6 nays, 3 no
answer, from North China; 317 yeas, 17 nays, 17 indefinite, from the
rest of China, being 97 per cent. and 90 per cent., respectively, in favor
of federation. The correspondence showed some degree of uncertain ty as to the meaning of the" federation" proposed, and a very
large per centage went beyond the suggestion of the circular, and
declared their readiness to proceed at once to the organization ofa
Union Protestant Chinese Church, some of the Episcopal and Baptist
replies, however, indicating the presence of an" irreducible minimum"
in their thoughts of union. A long and interesting discussion followed, resulting in the adoption of the following resolutions:
Resolved, In view of the almost complete unanimity of sentiment
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manifested in the correspondence presented to this conference, that it is
the opinion of the conference that the formation of a Federation of
Protestant Churches in China is both feasible and greatly to be desired.
We are confident that it will at least secure the organization of such a
representative council as will enable the churches to put in execution such
measures of comity and cooperation as will naturally lead to greater
unity.
Resolved, That for the consideration of this and the previous resolutions of this conference, and to formulate plans for the consummation
of the end in view, .we appoint the Peking Committee on Union as a
committee of this conference, with instructions to secure the formation
of a general committee by requesting each mission in China to appoint a
representative; the completed committee to deal, as a whole or by suhcommittees, and in conference with leaders in the native church, with
all questions which have been considered by the conference.

An enthnsiastic vote of thanks to the Peking Committee on Union
was passed, this committee having done a vast amount of hard work,
and having, with rare foresight, or rare faith, opened the way for
deliverance from a question which has given rise to days and volumes
of acrimonious discussion, and for an advance toward unity, which had
hardly been anticipated during this generation. The chairman, a layman, has been indefatigible in labors, bold in initiative, fertile in
resources.
There were some members of the conference who thought that the
movement should be confined for the present to North China, lest the
committee to be formed prove unwieldly; but the general response
from all parts of the empire, and the fact that West China has already
accomplished much in this direction, determined the conference to
include all China in its plans. 'rhe spirit of the conference was
thoroughly and delightfully Christian, loving concession and mutual
conciliation being the order of the day from beginning to end. It is
the Lord's work, and marvelous in our eyes.

MARVELOUS PRESERVATIONS OF MISSIONARIES
BY BELLE M. BRAIN, SPRINGFIELD; OHIO
Author of " Fuel for Missionary Fires," " Holding the Ropes, " etc.

It is a notable fact that tho missionaries, especially those in J ndia
and Africa, are constantly exposed to danger by reason of wild beasts
and venomous reptiles, there is not, so far as the writer has been able
to discover, a single case on record of a missionary who has met death
in this way. The peculiar promises made to the Seventy (in Luke x: 19)
and to the disciples (in Mark xvi: 18) seem to have been wonderfully
fulfilled.
This is the more remarkable in view of the fact that great numbers
of persons lose their lives from such causes every year. In India alone,
during the year 1900, no less than 3,444 persons were killed by tigers
and other beasts of prey, and the mortality from snake bites reached
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the enormous number of 25,837. Yet, thanks be to God, no missionary's name was found in either list.
The number of deaths resulting from similar causE'S in Africa,
tho not tabulated, as in India, is known to be very large. Snakes are
a constant menace to safety, and lions, hyenas, and leopards prowl
around continuously, seeking human prey. Owing to the depredations
of lions there was a reign of terror for months during the construction
of the Mombasa-Lake Victoria Railway. It was impossible to provide
adequate protection for the workmen, and scores of natives and some
white men were carried off, many of them being boldly snatched from
open cars standing on the tracks. During this period many missionaries passed over the route, going to and from their stations in East
Central Africa, yet not one of them was harmed.
The following instances of remarkable deliverance from danger,
some of which are as lJIanifestly due to Divine interposition as any
recorded in the Bible, may serve to strengthen the faith of the individual Christian, and can be used in missionary programs, especially
those designed for boys.
Wrestling with a Leopard in South Africa

The story of John Henry Schmidt, a Moravian missionar~T, and hi~
experience with a leopard in South Africa, reminds one forcibly of
David and his encounter with the lion and the bear.
In 1808 Schmidt was sent with a brother missionary to establish a
new station among the Hottentots at Groenekloof, about forty miles
from Cape Town. Here he had a thrilling experience. In August,
1811, the flocks of the station were constantly ravaged by hyenas, and
Schmidt started out with a party of natives to rid the place of the
marauders. Early in the hunt one hyena was wounded, but it escaped
in the bush and could not be found. After long and fruitless effort
the chase was about to be abandoned, when suddenly a great shout
arose from the lookers-on. Thinking the wounded beast had been at
last discovered, Schmidt left his horse in charge of a native and started
on foot for the spot. What was his dismay to find that the dogs had
started, not the hyena, but a leopard! 'rerrified beyond measure, the
Hottentots all fled save one, a man named Philip. Instantly the infuriated beast sprang upon the native, pinning him to the ground in
such a way that Schmidt dared not shoot at the beast for fear of killing the man. His efforts to aid the poor fellow, however, soon drew
the leopard's attention to himself, and, leaving its first victim, it
turned upon the missionary, attacking him at snch close quarters that
he could not use his gun. Then began a wrestle for life or death that
seemingly could have but one ending.
With uplifted arm, Schmidt succeeded in warding off the first
blow, but the ferocious creature snapped its jaws around his elbow,
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and with its paws tore the clothing from his breast. Notwithstanding this, the missionary managed to clutch its throat with one hand
and grasp its forepaw
with the other. Then,
as in the days of Samson, "the Spirit of the
Lord came mig h til y
upon him," and with
m ore than human strength
he threw the huge beast
to the ground and
planted his knee on its
breastl
Philip could
render no aid, so severely
was he wounded,bu t the
cries of the two men soon
brought assistance. OIlC
of the natives, pointin g
his gun under Schmidt's
arm, shot the leopard
through the heart, and
ended the fearful struggle.
Terribly lacerated and
suffering exquisite pain,
Schmidt was removed to
DR. AND MRS. JOHN SCUDDER
his home. A raging fever
at once set in, and for a time his life was despaired of. Eventually, however, both he and Philip recovered entirely from their wounds.
Mrs. Scudder in the Tiger's Lair

The wife of Dr. John Scudder, the pioneer medical missionary to
India from America, once passed a night of peril in a tiger jungle
that greatly strengthened her faith in God and proved the power of
Divine protection.
While undertaking an important journey across h.dia, Dr. Scudder contracted jungle fever, and became so ill that his life was despaired of. When Mrs. SClidd er learned of his condition she decided
to go to him at once, notwithstanding the fact that the journey was a
difficult and dangerous one. A tent having been loaned her by a
friend and provisions prepared, bearers were engaged, and she started
without delay, accompanied only by her little son. In her anxiety to
reach her hu sband before death ensued, she determined to travel by
night as well as by day. This greatly enhanced the danger, as much
of the way led through dense jungles infested by wild beasts which,
as a rule, keep under cover during the daytime, but come out at night
to seek their prey.
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All went well until one night, in the worst part of the jungle, the
bearers became so terrified at the roaring of tigers and other wild animals that they ran away and left the missionary alone with her little
child. With none to protect her save the God of Daniel, she spent
the dark hours of that long and lonely night in prayer, pleading again
and again the precious promises recorded in the Word. Ever and
anon she heard not only the tramp of elephants that could crush out
her life in an instant) but also the low, menacing growls of tigers as
they prowled around her tent. "All night long;' says her biographer,
"they seemeu to be circling round that little spot, but-ah! wonderful 'but'- God held t!torn back. There was an inner circle. (The
angel of the J..;ord encampeth round about them that fear Him, and
delivereth them.'"
Perilous as her position was, no harm whatever came either to her
or to her child. Next morning the journey was resumed, and when
at length she reached her destination it was to find the crisis passed
and Dr. Scudder out of danger.
Livingstone a.nd the Lion

The most famous of all missionary encounters with wild animals
was that of Livingstone and the lion, which well-nigh cost his life.
As it was, his afm was permanently injured. A false joint, resulting
from the crunching of the bone, seriously inconvenienced him during
the thirty years of arduous toil that followed. It rendered an important
service, however, after his death, by furnishing a conclusive means of
identifying his body when it was brought to England by his followers
in 1874.
In 1843, two years after his arrival in Africa, Livingstone opened
a new station at Mabotsa, a place infested with lions. Not long after
nine sheep were killed on a small hill opposite Livingstone's house.
Greatly exasperated, the people started out to kill the lions, and, hoping to inspire them with courage, Livingstone went with them. After
a time, finding his assistance not needed, he started home, bu t in passing around the hill, discovered a lion sitting on a piece of rock behind
a small bush. Taking deliberate aim, he fired both barrels into the
bush, wounding the lion, but not killing it. What transpired as he
proceeded to reload can best be told in his own words, as recorded in
"Missionary Travels":
When in the act of. ramming down the bullets, I heard a shout.
Starting, and looking half round, I saw the lion just in the act of springingupon me. I was upon a little height; he caught my shoulder as he
sprang, and we both came to the ground below together. Growling horribly close to my ear, he shook me as a terrier dog does a rat. The shock
produced a stupor similar to that which seems to be felt by a mouse after
the first shake of the cat. It caused a sort of dreaminess, in which there
WM no sense of pain nor feeHng of terror, tho quite conscious of all that
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was happenillg. This pecuJlai' state is probably produced in all animals
killed by the carnivora, and if so is a merciful provision by our benevolent Creator for lessening the pain of death. Turning round to relieve
myself of the weight, as he had one paw on the back of my head, I saw
his eyes directed to Mebalwe [a native assistant), who was trying to
shoot him at a distance of ten or fifteen yards. His gun, a flint one,
missed fire in both barrels; the lion immediately left me, and, attacking
Mebalwe, bit his thigh. Another man, whose life I had saved after he
had been tossed by a buffalo, attempted to spear the lion while he was
biting Mebalwe. He left Mebalwe and caught this man by the shoulder-,
but at that moment the bullets he had received took effect, and he fell
down dead. The whole was the work of a few moments, and must have
been his paroxysms of dying rage. In order to take the charm out of
him, the Bakatla on the following day made a huge bonfire over the carcass, which was declared to be that of the largest lion they bad ever
seon. Besides crunching the bone into splinters, he left eleven teeth
wounds on the upper part of my arm.
Face to Face with an Infuriated Elephant

Dr. Robert H. Nassau, the veteran Presbyterian mIssIonary to
Africa, who for more than forty years has rendered invaluable service
in the Gaboon and Corisco region, relates the following story of anal"
row escape from an infuriated elephant.
One day word was brought to the village _that a herd of elephants
-ten in number-were feeding in a grove about half a mile distant.
As elephant's flesh is greatly prized for food, the wildest excitement at
once prevailed, and hundreds of men, women, and children were soon
on their way to the spot. On
their arrival, in accordance wi,11
African custom, they proceeueu
with all possible haste to build 11
fence around the grove to prevent
the elephants escaping.
Saprlings were cut and stuck in the
gron nd at in tervals, and strong,
tough vines tied from tree to tree.
In an incredibly short time the
fence was complete, and the unsuspecting elephants prisoners
within.
The witch-doctors. were then
consulted concerning a propitious
time to begin the killing, and
prayers were offered to the spirits
to assist in the work. When the
RflBERT HAMILL NASSAU
time set arrived the chief llI'ged
Dr. Nassau to go with the people, his assistance being invaluable, not
only on account of his skill as a marksman, but because 'his rifle was.
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new and trusty while theirs were old and unreliable. This the doctor
readily consented to do, knowing that any help he gave them would
increase his influence over them, and give him added power for good.
Arriving on the scene, he found that four elephants had already been
killed, and one had broken through the fence and escaped, leaving five
still alive within the enclosure. Foul' of these were quickly despatched,
but the remaining one took refuge in the bush and was completely
hidden from view. So eager were the people for food that the exciternent became intense, and they could scarcely restrain themselves.
Dr. Nassau, therefore, decided to go inside the fence and complete
the slaughter, in order that the feasting might begin at once.
At first the chief demurred on account of the danger, but Dr.
Nassau felt no fear, and finally, accompanied by the chief and seven
of his most skilful hunters, entered the enclosure. The elephant was
found standing in a thicket about three hundred feet away, and, kneeling on one kne~ to get good aim, the entire party fired at once. When
the smoke cleared away Dr. Nassau made a most terrifying discovery. Instead of lying on its side dead in the thicket, the infuriated
elephant was coming directly toward him. Its gait was so rapid and
the distance so short that it was useless to run, and death seemed inevitable. For two seconds he stood face to face with death, all the
events of his past life going through his mind like a flash. "I am
going to die," he thought, "but it won't hurt much. He will simply
put his probosis around my waist, lift me up, and then tramp on me;
that's all. But what will my friends in America think? I came to
Africa to preach the Gospel, and here I am losing my life at an elephant hunt."
But God mercifully interposed to save his servant from death.
Suddenly remembering that an elephant can not see well out of tIllcorner of its eye, Dr. Nassau lifted his hear~ to God in prayer, and
jumped aside just in time. The momentum of the huge beast carried
it past its victim, and suddenly discovering the chief and his huntel ~
running toward the gate, it started after them. Seeing it coming, the'.'"
all turned and fired their guns directly in its face. Blinded by tb('
powder, it sank down on its haunches, when the crowd outside rushed
in and thrust spears into its side until it fell over dead.
Hannington's Lion Story

Few missionaries have been more continuously exposed to danger
from wild beasts and poisonous reptiles than James Hannington, the
martyr bishop of Uganda. An utter stranger to fear, at times his
courage almost verged on rashness; yet he was marvelously kept from
harm.
Once while crawling on all fours through a jungle so dense that
t,he only path was a track made by hyenas and smaller game, he dis.-
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covered a deadly puff-adder just ahead of him. It was a narrow escape;
had he touched it the result would probably have been fatal. On
another occasion, when so ill that he had to be carried in a hammock,
a green snake fully Eight feet long suddenly darted out of the grass
and disputed his progress. The terrified bearers were about to
drop the hammock and run, when Hannington leaped out and demanded his gun. He was too weak to use it, but one of the men
advanced toward the snake with a stick, when, strange to say, it
retreated and crawled into a hole. While in a canoe on Lake Victoria
Nyanza he was chased by three hYl'popotami, which are more
dreaded by Africans than lions or snakes, but fortunately was able to
outdistance them. One rainy night, shortly after, while asleep on
shore with an umbrella over his head, he was suddenly awakened by
the tremendous roar of a hippopotamus close by. He was alone and
without means of defense, but the huge creature merely paused a
moment, and then, "bellowing out his surprise," turned and ran off
Lions, however, were his most frequent foes, and
to the lake.
many were the dangerous encounters he had with them. The most
famous of these, so incredible that some have declared it "not a lion
story but a lying story," is told in his own inimitable style in his
" Illustrated Letters to the Youngsters at Home":
\Vhile hunting for insects in a short mimosa tangle up to the knees,
I disturbed a strange-looking animal about the size of a sheep. I took
my gun and shot it dead-yes, quite dead. Away tore my boy as fast as
his legs would carry him, terrified beyond measure at what I had done!
What, indeed? I had killed the cub of a lioness! Terror was written on
every feature of the lad, and his fear for the moment communicated
itself to me. I turned to flee, and had gone a few paces, when I heard a
savage growl, and a tremendous lioness bounded straight for me.
In spite of the loaded gun in my hand, it seemed to me that I was
lost. I began to realize that I was in a dangerous situation, for a lioness
robbed of her whelp is not the most gentle creature to deal with. I retreated hastily. No; I will out with it in plain language-I ran five or
six steps; every step she gained on me, and the growls grew fiercer and
louder. Did I say she gained? They gained, for the lion was close behind
her, and both were making straight for me. Will they pause at the dead
cub? No; they take no notice of it; they come at me. What is to be
done?
It now struck me that retreat was altogether wrong. Like a cat with
a mouse, it induced them to follow. Escape in this manner was impossible. I halted, made a full stop, and turned sharply on them. This new
policy on Illy part caused them to check instantly. They now stood
lashing their tails and growling, and displaying unfeigned wrath, but a
few paces from me. They were a right royal pair, of a variety noted for its
fierceness, the knowledge of which by no means made my situation more
pleas[lnt. There we stood, both parties feeling that there was no direct
solution to the matter in hand. I C[ln not tell you wha,t passed through
their minds, but they evidently thought it was unilafe to advance upon
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this strange being, the like of which they had never seen before. I can
not tell yon, either, how long we stood face to face. Minutes seemed
hours, but perhaps the minutes were only seconds; but this I know, that
my boy was out of hearing when the drama was concluded.
And this is how it ended. After an interval I decided not to fire, but
to try what a little noise would do.
So I snddenly threw up my arms
in the air, set up a yell. and danced
and shouted like a madman. Do
you know, the lions were so astonished to see your sober old uncle
acting in such a strange way that
they both bounded into the bushes
as tho they had been shot, and I
saw them no more! As the coast
was now clear, I thought I might
as well secure my prize-a real little
beauty. So I seized it by its hind
legs and dragged it as quickly as I
could along the ground. When I
had gone what I deemed a sufficien t
distance, I took it up and swung it
over my back, and beat a hasty
retreat, keeping a sharp eye open
in case the parents should lay claim
WILLIS R. HOTCHKISS
to the body, for I should not have
been dishonest enough not to let
them have it had they really came to ask for it. . . . The arrival of
the cub in camp caused a tremendous sensation among the natives;
dozens of men came to see it, nor would they believe, until they had seen
the skin, that I had dared to kill a "child of the lioness," it being more
dangerous than killing a lion itself.
Between Lions and Rhinoceri

D'uring the four years of pioneer service in Africa, Willis R. Hotchkiss, the consecrated and courageous young missionary now connected
with the Friends' Africa, Industrial Mission, hadmanyd angerous
encounters with wild beasts. He records no less than nine occasions
on which he was in great peril~twice from snakes, three times from
lions, three times from rhinoceri, and once from lions and rhinoceri
together. No olle who has had the privilege of hearing him relate
these thrilling experiences can doubt the reality of the Divine Presence, or believe that the day of miracles is fully past. One of his most
remarkable deliverances is told in his book, "Sketches from the
Dark Continent," as follows:
One morning we were crossing a ravine, when we discovered five lions
on a rocky prominence jutting out from the hillside, about two hundred
and fifty yards to our left. On the crest of the ridge was a clump of
trees which would afford us safety, but to reach them we had to pass in
full view of the lions. As we started up they began to pace llP and
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down on their rocky platform, and lash the ground with their tails in a
manner that boded ill to us. 'Ve did not dare to take our eyes off them
for an instant. At length, to our relief, the lioness, taking her three
full-grown cubs, disappeared from view. She was the dangerous factor,
and I now dared to turn to see how near we were to t,he rocks. Judge
my amazement when I saw the way blocked by two huge rhinoceri,
which had evidently come up in the meantime, and, being short-sighted
animalR, had not seen us.
There was nothing to do but turn back. I had just broken the intelligence to my companion when fL blood-curdling roar fairly liftecl us
from our feet, and we turned to see the lioness dash down the rocks and
come bounding toward us! 'Vith every leap she emitted a roar of defiance that made the rocks vibrate. Just for an instant we forgot oursel ves and started to run, but seeing the folly of it, kneeled down and
began to fire at her. But she was an uncertain target, and only one
bullet struck her, wounding her slightly. All my ammunition was soon
gone. Then, with empty rifle in one hand and hunting-knife in the
other, 1 lifted np that mightiest of all weapons-prayer 110 God; not a
nicely formulated prayer, just the wordless expression of a desperate
need. But it was enough. The infuriated beast had gotten within
seventy yards when without apparent cause-but God-she suddenly
turned at right angles and dashed away. The day of miracles past?
Never! So long as the God of mirfLcles lives and reigns, so long will he
manifest His power to deliver His own in peril. What became of the
rhinoceri? Frightened by the charging lionESS or the reports of our
rifles, they had run away, and when we turned to look for them, they
were nowhere to be seen.
Some Added Incidents

Instances such as the foregoing could be multiplied almost indefinitely. During more than fifty years' service among the Indians of
North America, David Zeisberger encountered hundreds of rattlesnakes. They strnck at his limbs as he journeyed through the
forests, and coiled themselves under his pillow at night, yet he never
received the slightest injury from them. John Heckewelder, one of
Zeisberger's assistants, in recounting the special providences of God in
his behalf, says: "Four times I have met panthers, twice when I was
quite alorie, wbicb, however, after stopping and sitting down opposite
to me for a short time, rose again without attacking me, and slunk off
to the forest. At another time I killed, in my encampment at Cuyahoga, in or.e day, with the assistance of the Indians, six rattlesnakes."
Gertrude Egede, while in Greenland, was terrified by the advent of a
huge polar bear that suddenly broke into the house. With rare presence of mind she dashed a kettle of boiling gruel into its face, when it
retreated with a cry of pain, and left her in peace and safety. Hannah
Marshman, writing from India in 1805, tells of treading on a snake
which twined itself around her limb. It gave her heel a "hard smack,"
but she shook it off and felt no harm. Dr. George L. Mackay, in
"From Far Formosa," speaks of no less than six occasions on which
his life was in danger from poisonous serpents, and Dr. Jacob Chamberlain, the veteran missionary of Madanapalle, in his two volumes,
" The Cobra's Den" and" In the Tiger Jungle," relates some fascinating stories of thrilling escapes from snakes and tigers.
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ARE MISSIONS A FAILURE IN INDIA*
THE IMPRESSION OF ONE VISITING INDIA FOR THE FIFTH TIME
BY LORD RADSTOCK

I am amazed at the great changes which are silently but surely going
on in this wonderful empire. Ill-informed people are in the habit of saying that mission work has been a failure. The last census, which show(d
a growth in the number of Christians to the extent of 25 to 30 per cent.,
and in some places of 50 per cent. in the decade, would be an answer to
this. But any thoughtful observer will see movements on a gigantic
scale, which are clearly to be traced to the indirect effect of Christian
teaching.
Let Ipe give examples from what has taken place here in the last few
weeks. A boys' refuge to be conducted on thoroughly Christian lines
was opened by the lieutenant-governor. His audience consisted of two
hundred Europeans, Eurasians, and some five hundred to six hundred
Hindus, yet when he spoke of his own faith in Chris]; and of the blessing
he had had from early Christian training, he was warmly applauded by
Hindus as well as Christians. A few days later a testimonial was being
given to Mr. K. C. Banerji, a Brahman of high birth, but who forty years
ago became a Christian, and had been one of the most able and foremost
leaders of Christian work. He had been recently appointed Registrar of
the University by the Senate, of whom the very large majority are
Hindus, and the testimonial was subscribed for largely by Hindu mem
bel'S of the university. A most orthodox Hindu, ex-Judge Banerji, was
in the chair and presented the testimonial. In acknowledging the pres
entation, Mr. C. K. Banerji said that whatever success he had in life he
owed it all to Christianity. This speech was loudly applauded by the
highly respected Hindu chairman. A week ago a lecture was given on
the Bible to some one hundred and fifty native gentlemen (non-Christians).
At the close of the meeting a Brahman professor of the Presidency College gave a most beautiful tribute to the Bible as the source not merely
of enlightenment, but of peace and comfort, more especially as it revealed
the character of Jesus. He was followed by an orthodox Hindu editor
who spoke of the benefits conferred by British rule, hut said the greatest
benefit was the introduction of the Bible.
Another remarkahle witness is coming on the scene-Swami Dharmanandg, one of the most remarkable Hindu ascetics in Bengal. He had
a large number of disciples from among the highest classes, including
magistrates, lawyers, and judges. Seventeen years ago he heard in an
address by an Englishman in Delhi the inspired words: "I am the true
vine," and it seemed to give him a faint glimmer of a communicated
life. He learned Hebrew and Greek in order to read the Bible in the
original, he learned Arabic to read the Koran, has traveled in Europe,
spent a long time in Rome, went to Armenia, Constantinople, and from
thence to Mecca, China, Japan. After seventeen years' study of Buddhism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity, he has now avowed his faith
in the Lord Jesus Christ, and has written a bo,ok to show that our Lord
Jesus Christ is the Savior and Messiah, the only Redeemer for now and
all ages. He expressed to me his opinion that India owed her civilization and her education to the missionaries.
• Condensed from the London Times.
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Such a testimony from a man of such high birth that Brahmans take
a low place before him, and who has in an amulet the dust of the two
hundred and thirty holy places of India to which he has been a pilgrim,
can not fail to awaken a yet deeper inquiry among the two hundred
millions of Hindus in India, and is an evidence of how profound is the
impression of the truth of the Christian faith made by the present condition of Christianity in India. It is also deeply interesting to see the
indirect effect of the Bible on Hinduism, and the very marked return to
Monotheism and to the recognition of moral obligations as more important than observance of ritual, which is seen in many leaders of thought.
It is quite common to hear Hinduism defended on the ground that its
earlier monotheistic teaching is like Christianity.
In the first fortnight of my time in India I had the opportunity of
speaking to about three thousand students, who listened with an interest which, I think, would not have been found in an equal number of
English undergraduates. At a recent conference of missionaries from
all parts of Bengal there were reports indicating not only a dying out
of prejudice and a growing appreciation of the reality of the Gospel Message, but a marked increase of the number of baptisms. 'I'here is a
general and growing feeling that there are multitudes who are convinced
of the truth of the Gospel, but who are waiting for a leader, in order to
break the family traditions which have held them in bondage fQr so
many centuries.
Nor is this remarkable movement interesting merely from a religious
point of view; it is closely connected with the underlying spirit which
alone will make our rule of India, which can only be at the bottom a
moral one, acceptable to the masses whom we are rightly or wrongly
instructing in political history and in whom we are inculcating the desirability of representative institutions. R.ace hatreds are ever ready to be
evoked by any small accident, while religious fervor can arouse the
wildest fanaticism among the scores of millions whuse life is molded by
their conceptions-alas! so terribly distorted-of the infinite.
But when the spirit of Jesus the Lamb of God reveals Him to them
and forms the Christ-life in them, the spirit of love and peace reignsinstead of a struggle for personal advantage and political power. The
enmity fades away. I have just seen a striking proof of this. Yesterday
the town hall was filled with a stormy meeting discussing some administrative changes in Bengal. To-day we had one thousand eight hundred
Christians-English, Eurasians, Bengalis-from the lieutenant-governor
to the humblest native Christians, all united in a praise meeting, where
the same hymns were sung in English and Bengali, and all joined in the
Lord's Prayer and silent worship, closing with the hymn, "All hail the
power of Jesus' name." In a prominent place was a Swami, whose nickname had been" Hater of Christ," and who was the editor of a paper
called the Anti-Christian, but who came there to " own Jesus aR his Lord
and R.edeemer." Race distinctions and denominational diversity of
method were all forgotten and merged as they sat under the banner" Y e
are all one in Christ."
If our empire is to remain, Christian ideals must be the fundamental
principle of our policy and administration. All educated natives recognize our Lord as the ideal man, and those who are known to be followers
of Him command their respect and confidence.
But those who bear the name of Christ yet live in a way unworthy
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of that name not only bring reproach on their professed faith, but are
looked on with critical, if not suspicious, eyes.
It can not be too often enforced on those who rule at home that, as
our rule can only be a moral one, it is of unspeakable importance that not
only our legislation should be governed by Christian ethics, which all
educated India accepts as the standard of conduct, but that those who
administer government, even in subordinate positions, should be seen in
their administration and lives to be guided by the loftiest ideal. 'Vherever they fail the natives instinctively see the failure as a weakness, and
consequently, instead of being willingly led by a' superior intelligence,
only yield to a superior force, which at heart they do not venerate, which
they will resist, and from which, when occasion arises, if possible, they
will liberate themselves. It need hardly be pointed out that the growth
of non-Christian education creates a craving for increased political power,
while it utterly fails to give either the power or even the ideal of subordinating private interests to the great principle that the good of the
masses should be the first care of all governors or legislators, and paramount to any considerations of personal profit. If, therefore, they see
in government officials a low ideal, they will be the more encouraged to
think that they themselves are fit to exercise a political power for which
our government education tends to create aspirations.
Meanwhile the lack of governing Christian principles in character
makes it utterly impossible to entrust power but to a very small percentage of the educated natives who, because they have seen political power
exercised by others, who in the main have been taught to act uprightly,
imagine that they too are fit to exercise it, antI regard any hindrance to
its exercise as deprivation of just rights to which they are entitled and
for which they will contend.,
A Wonderful Work in Peshawar

Since writing th" above I have visited Peshawar, and have had remarkable confirmation of the importance of mission work. Peshawar is
only nine miles from the mouth of the Khaibar Pass; th~re the tribes
are so wild that, tho two or three generations have elapsed since they
came under our influence, carayans can only pass twice a week when the
hills are specially guarded and a strong escort protects front, flank, and
rear of column, while anyone straying from off the road would be in
great peril from the villagers, who live in villages like sIDall fortresses,
where blood feuds are continually being avenged by death-yet every
day in Peshawar city in the medical mission may be seen about one hundred men, many of them from these very villages, or from Kabul, or
frOID Central Asia, listening to the story of the love of God to man.
Probably about twenty-five thousand wild IDen come there annually
as out-patients, and find they are cared for by Christian men. At
Bunnu, another very wild place beyond the Kohat, there are probably
as many who get their first idea of Christian care from the servant of God
who conducts the medical mission with such devotion and success that
he has a far-reaching influence aIDong the lawless tribes who continually
raid our frontier. The Mullahs are the principal agitators, and their religious influence makes them the most formidable factor in the whole
frontier; but when once the teachings of the Gospel begin to influence
these tribes, the greatest element of danger among the wild men who
live across our frontier twelve hundred miles long will be eliminated.
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Hitherto the policy of the government has been to forbid any mission
work across the frontier, and the result is that no approximation to security of life has taken place. Yet within our frontier, where the same
kind of races are subjected even to the indirect influence of Christianity,
Christian ladies are as secure as in Paris. In Peshawar city, with its
streets crowded by wild men, the Gospel of Christ daily proclaimed
finds many thoughtful listeners. The Cross of Christ, which has changed
European nations from ignorant barbarinns and given them the Christian
ideal as their ideal, will have the same power over these sons of Asia when
they come under its influence.
People in England have not the faintest idea of the state of things in
a center where Mohamedanism unchecked by British rule is paramount.
Speaking lately with one of the ablest of our frontier officers, he gave
examples from the history of the last three months to show what" holy
men" among them are capable of. Some time ago a noted holy man
died, leaving foul' sons. Three of these" holy men" murdered their elder
brother in order to get his property. Not many weeks ago another
"holy man" had a great following, but a third "holy man" wanted to
oust him and raised a force and besieged him; after some time he surrendered, all the promise that his life should be spared. For a time he
was kept as a prisoner, but within a we~k or so was murdered by the
"holy man." Meanwhile every lIlan claims the right to sell his wife and
daughters, and the" holy men," including mollahs, are often looked upon
as among the worst criminals. A leading native gentleman lately said
to the frontier officer to whom I have referred: "You speak of Sodom
and Gomorrah, but they were pure compared to Peshawar," a verdict
confirmed by the hospitals, and this a city where Mohamedanism reigns
supreme, and yet we heal' in England too often the superficial chatter of
ignorant people who eay " one religion is as good as another! "
Meanwhile, from many quarters we hear that leaders of Hindu thought
are wishing that the Bible should be introduced into the educational system as the highest standing of moral teaching, while people who call
themselves Christians oppose the propagation of those Holy Scriptures
on which their professed faith is based, who, moreover, contribute to the
formation of lawless principles in the rising generation which would lead
to the abyss in which France was plunged by the great Revolution, "ni

Dieu ni maitre."
In conclusion, I am aware that many will say that relations of theirs
who have been to India have never seen real Christianity in the natives,
and therefore argue there can be no result of Christian missions. The
answer is exceedingly simple. The population of India is nearly three
hundred millions. Supposing we take the number of real Ohristians as
distinguished from those who are only Christians in name at two hundred and fifty thousand, it is perfectly intelligible that people may have
met thousands of natives and yet never met a real Christian, especially
if they did not take any pains to find them out. Meanwhile, let them
remember the difference between seed time and harvest. A cockney going into a cornfield where wheat had been sown and where only little
. green blades were to be seen would possibly calI them weeds andsav that
farming was no good, but those who had tilled the land and sown the
seed would be quietly waiting for the great harvest-home when" he that
soweth and he that reapeth will rejoice together."
t I thought it well to suhmit this to others who know India, and I have therefore read it
to over twenty who are in different parts of India; they have all thought it a fair representation of the >tate of things.
R.
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MISSIONARY LESSONS FROM THE FIRST THREE
CENTURIES *
BY PROFESSOR GUSTAV WARNECK, HALLE, GERMANY

It is without douht an advantage for missions of to-day that missions
of the past lie behind them. Like all history, the history of missions
should also he a teacher for us, serving us as an example and warning,
encouragement, and incentive to critical self-examination. The New
Testament does not give rules binding upon all ages as to the manner of
conducting missionary enterprise, so that even the early Church's methods of missionary work can not be regarded as of standard authority,
and we should not copy those methods. For in the history of the spread
of Christianity in the apostolic age and the days of the early Church
momentous factors of contemporary history played a part, which were
very essentially conditional to the success of those missions-factors
which were altogether beyond the control of the missionary organization
of that time, and which it is quite beyond our power to weave into the
history. of missions in our own day. These al'e :
1. The widespread influence of the Jewish religion by reason of the
Jewish dispersion.
2. The existence of a universal language-namely, Greek.
3. The political unity of the world under the Romans.
4. The universally undermin~d condition of heathenism.
5. The uniform state of culture in the world. Besides being helped by the above-mentioned outward circumstances,
the spread of the Gospel was much speeded hy the nature of the missionary agencies used in the early Church. The success of the early Church's
missions is a splendid illustration of the parable of the living seed. The
vital powers of the Gospel of Christ were at work, and that not merely
in the Word as it was preached, but in the \Vord as it was lived.
It was no attenuated Gospel which was presented to the heathen; it
may have been simple, but it was the whole Gospel. The" teach them
to observe all things whatsoever I commanded you" was faithfully followed out and energetically worked into a Christianity of deed.
Besides the moral zeal manifested by the Christians, there are four
things in which their missionary power consisted:
1. \Vith regard to every sort of idolatry, they preserved an altogether
exclusive attitude.
2. By their endurance, and that not merely in times of dire persecution, they manifested an all-conquering might.
3. Of even more potent influence in the spread of Christianity was
the many-sided exercise of charity by the Ohristians- their magnanimous
care for the poor, widows and orphans, the sick, those in prison, and
slaves.
4. There was finally something very winsome in the brotherly love
which united the believers among themselves.
Instruction for Missionaries of To-day
1. Itinerating evangelization is of only preparatory importance.
2. The rallying, organization, and educative care of congregations is
the sure basis for the spread of Christianity, and therefore that is really
the principal part of missionary work.

* Condensed from

Allgemeine Missions ZeitschriJt.
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AN ARTIST'S PICTURE OF A DYIXG CHURCH

3. Membership of a congregation should be made to depend less on a
definite alllount of religious knowledge than on belief in essentials and
the resolve to break with heathenism and all its unholy customs, to be
obedient to the laws of Christ, and to bring offerings for the sa ~e of the
Gospel.
4. Educative care of congregations consists in training them to put
their faith to practical proof by a life after the example of Christ, as well
as in confirming and deepening that faith by grounding them in Christian knowledge.
5. In connection with this twofold education there should, from the
very first, be awakened and continually quickened in the congregation
the consciousness that it has a missionary vocation.
6. Of the utmost necessity is the early institution of a native pastorate.
7. However much care is to be expended on the training of such a
pastorate, the congregations must not becnme accustomed to passivity
because the missionary office is laid on Es shoulders alone. The missionary activity of congregations consists, above all, in the Christian life led
by its members, and which wins for their faith the esteem of the heathen.
8. Finally, the missionary power of congregations as such must be
mobilized. This is effected by the cultivation of the feeling of brotherhood, peaceable unity, the common exercise of charity, and by organizing different branches of work for the members.
These are all very simple and almost self-evident things, but realized
they are living powers. Where they are lacking or do not operate,
emphasis is being laid on methods; where they are potent, they replace
all artificial means. Our present-day missionary apparatus can not be
screwed down to the primitiveness of the first centuries; but if this lesson be learned from the self· propagation of Christianity in those daysto lay more emphasis upon simplicity than on artificial methods-it will
gain much strength. It has been a great mistake that the spread of
Christianity has been too exclusively in the hands of foreign missionaries, and then entrusted to paid native assistants. It is generally
accepted now that independent native Christian churches are the goal of
missions; but in the desire to reach that goal, too often a structure is
raised which lacks its natural foundation, and this natnral foundation
must to-day be, as it was in the days of the early Church, the matured,
self-edifying, and self-missionizing congregation.

AN ARTIST'S PICTURE OF A DYING CHURCH
An artist was once asked to paint a picture of a dying church.
Instead of putting on canvas a small, feeble, poor congregation in an old
building, he painted a stately, modern edifice, through the open portals
of which could be seen the richly carved pulpit, the magnificent organ,
and the beautiful stained-glass windows. Just within the entrance,
guarded bn either side by a "pillar of the church," in spotless apparel,
was a contribution plate of goodly workmanship, for the "offerings" of
fashionable worshipers. But, right above the plate, suspended from a
nail in the wall, there hung a small box, bearing the legend, "Collection
for Foreign Missions," and over the slot, through which certain contributions should have gone, was a huge cobweb!
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EDITORIALS
The Christian Forces in Japan
Weare accustomed to read in the
daily press of the First, Second, and
Third Japanese armies in Manchuria, or 01' the Army of the East and
the Army of the West and, the
Army of the Center. We have followed their movements now for
months, so that we know fairly
well their leaders and their equipment and their strategic positions.
How little we know of the Christian forces in Japan itself and their
disposition! And yet a very strong
argument could be made for the
contention that these forces are not
without intimate relation to that
awakening of the Japanese national
consciousness which has made possible the achievements of its military forces on the Continent of
Asia.
The best summary of the Christian situation in Japan is a pamphlet with a rather obscure title,
called" The Christian Movement in
Its Relation to the New Life in Japan (Second Series)." It stirs one
profoundly to study its statistics
and its statements. Almost every
important branch of the Christian
Church in America and Great Britain is represented in Japan. And
these various missions are for the
most part acting together in great
harmony. They have a common
version of the Bible, circula(;ed by
the Bible Societies of l'jngland, Scotland, and America, and a common
hymnal that has come to be used
in all the Protestant churches (except the Episcopal). This is a condition thus far without parallel.
The Christian forces are engaged
in educational work, in the care of
hospitals and orpanages and many
other phases of social reform, in
the publication and distribution of
Christian literature, and in distinctly evangelistic work and
church building. Every form of

this activity shows progress in the
last year of record-1903. Twelve
schools of Christian learning for
young men show a gain in attendance of 23 per cent. They are discussiIl'g some form of federated
relationship under a Board of Regents.
Recent decisions of the
Board of Education of the government have given them very favorable relations to the whole system
of imperial education. All these
Christian schools, with possibly
three exceptions, require attendance at chapel and Bible classes.
They place emphasis, too, on the
humanities rather than a distinctively utilitarian education. There
are in these schools an increasing
num her of candidates for the Christian ministry.
The membership of the churches
shows a gain of nearly 9 per cent.,
and their gifts for religious work
an increase of 12 per cent. in one
year.
In Bible and tract work 166,835
copies of the Scriptures and nearly
300,000 copies of Christian books
and other pUblications were circulated. Who can calculate the influence of this seed-sowing?
The Protestant body of more
than 55,000 is alert and influential
far beyond its numbers. It has
representatives in the Diet, in the
officers of the army and navy, and
its ideals are doing much to shape
the life and thought of modern
Japan.
Missions and Church Expenses.
"Moreover, it is required in
stewards, that a man be found
faithful."
Everything that a
Christian has-life, strength, ability, opportunity, money-all are
but held in trust for God, and we
shall be called to give an account
of our stewardship. Many things
which are good or harmless in
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themselves become evil and pernicious by standing in the way of
what is better or best. Is this not
true of many things for which we
spend energy and money in our
personal and church life? Take,
for example, the matter of costly
buildings and expensive music. It
is right that we should seek to
make a hou15e of God as substantial and attractive as is required for
the best results, and should not
make our homes luxurious while
our church homes are plain, limited, and uncomfortable. It is true,
however, that the building up of
God's Kingdom is of infinitely
more importance in His sight than
the erection of ornate and expensive churches.
Is it pleasing to
God that His work be hindered by
lack of funds, in order that houses
ostensibly dedicated to Him may
be made unnecessarily large and
elaborate?
The matter of church music has
recently been seriously considered
hy some congregations in its relation to gifts for missions. The
Knox Presbyterian Church, in
Toronto, voted not to increase its
appropriation for a more costly
choir, in spite of the fact that this
was strongly urged by many members on the ground that they must
keep up with other large churches.
It would be interesting to find out
how many people have been saved
or permanently helped in their
Christian life by the singing of
highly paid choirs. True, a certain class of people are attracted to
some churches for the same reason
they would go to a Sunday concert
-and receive no more benefit from
attendance on one than on the
other.
The amount spent on music in
many churches would support two
or three missionaries, or would pay
all the expenses of one or two
churches in some place where
Christ is not known. The sum
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which might be expended for the
best music is almost unlimited.
The surplus over and above wha.t
is required for good precentors in
all our churches would certainly
support not less than 1,000 missionaries. Is it right for churches to
spend as much on music as they
give to missions?
Each of these questions as to
personal and church expenditure
should be decided solely on the
ground of what is most likely to be
well-pleasing to God, lest He say to
us as to Israel: "Take thou away
from Me the noise of thy songs,
for I will not hear the melody of
thy viols (Amos v: 23).
Christ and His Gospel have not
lost the power to attract if they are
faithfully presented, and the music
most acceptable to God is that of a
life in harmony with God, and the
highest order of praise is that of a
'heart overflowing with thanksgiving.
*
Peace and War
The awful slaughter of man by
man in the Far East brings again
to the front the question of international arbitration to settle all
disputes. Has the time not come
when nations will agree to the establishment of an international
court with absolute power to decide all difficulties. The present
method is as barbaric in international affairs as it would be in nationallife to allow personal disputes
to be settled by a public hand-tohand fight to the finish; and justice
is no more likely to be in one case
than in the other.
The International Peace Congress, held in Boston, Tremont
. Temple, beginning October 3d last,
was a memorable occasion, and
may exercise an immense influence
on the future of the world. Mr. Edwin D. Mead presided, and the Secretary of State, Mr. John Hay,
who has none among the American
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statesmen who has outshone him
in intelligent zeal for the ad vance of
international harmony, spoke. He
gave assurance in behalf of the existing government that strenuous
efforts will be made to maintain
peace with all nations, and that the
President is now preparing to submit to the Senate propositions
which look to treaties of arbitration
with several other governments.
It was sublime to see men and
women from all the chief peoples
of the world conferring to promote
world-wide peace.
The foreign
delegates placed much stress on the
act of the Massachusetts Legislature in 1903 passing a resolution in
favor of a regular international
congress to consider matters of importance to all nations, a measure
which looks beyond mere arbitration, and gi ves to Massachusetts the
honor of taking the first step looking to the Organization of the
World. This was indorsed at the
recent Interparliamentary Conference held at St. Louis under the
auspices and at the expense of the
government of the United States,
and the President has announced
his readiness to call a conference to
consider this and other matters of
international interest at the proper
time.
All parts of the world were represented, and in many varieties of
attire. The only uniform feature
was intelligence and a love for
peace. Brief addresses were made
by Baroness Von Buttner, of Austria; Rev. Charles Wagner, of
Paris; Dr. Booker T. Washington,
of Tuskegee; Miss Jane Addams,
of Chicago, and others.
Very appropriately a "Prayer
Union for International Peace"
has been started recently among
missionaries of the "Prince of
Peace." The plan of the Union is
to have all who are interested in
the spread of the Gospel of Christ
join regularly in praying that the
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Church may realize her great calling as a peacemaker, and that
statesmen may be convinced that
there is a hetter way to settle disputes than by war and violence. *
Our Dependent Peoples
The twenty-second conference of
the friends of the Indian, which
has lilore recently embraced also
the dependent peoples brought into
connection with the United States
by the recent war with Spain and
the annexation of the Hawaiian
Islands, met on the 19th of October
at Lake Mohonk House, at the invitation of Mr. Albert K. Smiley
and his wife, who have distinguished themselves by a like hospitality
during the past twenty-two years.
The conference was attended by
about ISO invited guests, prominent
among whom were Charles J.
Bonaparte, Esq., who was called to
the chair; Dr. Merrill E. Gates, exPresident of Amherst College; Commissioner Jones, of the Indian
Bureau; Senator John Sherman,
and a number of prominent men
and women who have been more or
less closely connected with the administration of affairs in Porto
Rico, in the Philippine Islands, and
in Hawaii.
In the first place, it became evident from the quite unanimous testimony that the Indian tribes are
not yet likely to cease soon to be
objects of our solicitude and care.
Their condition is not such as that
they can, at the present time, be
abandoned to themselves; they
will need for years to come to be
the wards of the government, and
the objects of brotherly interest
and effort on the part of Christian
philanthropists. It was shown that
they have definite assurance in
writing that the manufacture, sale,
and introduction of intoxicants

* Those who wish further information on
this Prayer Union m'ty write to F. S. Hallowes, Mussoorie, U. P., India.
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shall be forever prohibited within
the Indian Territory, and one thing
upon which the conference emphatically insisted was that if the Indian Territory shall become a State
these provisions for prohibition
shall continue part of the inalienable constitutional law of the state,
at the Indians' request.
As to the Filipinos and the Porto
Ricans. it was equally plain from
the testimony of experts that they
are not ready for a condition of in_
dependence, and that to cast them
upon their own resources at this
time would be disastrous. They
must be prepared for self-control.
So, in a measure, with the Hawaiian
Islands. One interesting fact was
brought to the notice of the conference: that the percentage of native
Hawaiians is but about fifteen per
cent., whereas the Japanese numbel' nearly sixty-one pel' cent., and
the Chinese twenty per cent. of the
population; so that the Hawaiians
are slowly disappearing as a factor,
and the children of the Japanese
and Chinese will, in the next generation, form the majority of the
voting residents of the islands.
The spirit of the conference was
most amicable, and the papers were
remarkable for condensed information, for moderation, for clearness of statement, and for intelligence.
We append a portion of the platform which was unanimously
adopted, and would recommend all
those interested in the questions
discussed to send for copies of the
report to Mr. Frank Wood, of Boston, the treasurer.
It is the sense of this conference that the initial steps should
soon be taken by Congress looking
to the closing up of the business of
the Indian Bureau so soon as it
may safely be done, leaving to the
operation of the laws of the nation
and of the several states and territories the protection of the Indians
in their rights of person and property. the education of their chil-
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dren, and in securing to them the
privileges and responsibilities of
citizenship. . . .
Where the local authorities of
state and country are unable to
provide these, the general government should make adequate pro~
vision for the propel' educating of
its citizens. Day-schools for Indians, where such are necessary.
should be extended. Reservation
schools and Indian boarding· schools
must be continued for some time
to come, but we believe they should
not be enlarged nor increased
in number, nor heavy appropriations made for permanent improvements. . . .
We especially commend the wise
system of education that has been
put into successful operation in the
Philippines. We would urgently
recommend the extension of this
system until the people shall all receive the inestimable advantages
that will result from it. . . .
We commend the wise action of
the government in the revision of
the laws of Porto Rico and in the
establishing of an admirable system of education there. We are
unable to suggest any improvement in this system, but we strongly urge the expenditure of our
government of whatever sums may
be necessary to secure the advantages of education to all the children of the island. At the present
time but one in five of the children
of school age receive educational
advantages. . . .
The conditions in Hawaii are so
different from our other islands
that quite distinct problems are
there to be met,. The large Asiatic
population already there places
upon the government a serious responsibility for such an education
of their children as will prepare
them for the dnties of citizenship.
We recommend to Congress such
action as may be necessary to secure the use of the English language in legislation and the courts
as will comply with the conditions
already stipulated. . • .
The real duty before us with all
dependent peoples is the upbuililing
of character. This must be accomplished by the combined influences
of religion and education. Our
government can provide for the
latter, but it devolves upon the
Christian people of our land to see
that the vast interests of religion
are not neglected.
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BOOKS FOR THE MISSIONARY LIBRARY
A book
written by a Mormon in defense of present·day Mormonism.
Neh L. Nelson.
'Svo. 347 pp. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New
York. 1904.

SCIEN'!IFIC ASPECTS OF MORMONISM.

The author, Nels L. Nelson, is
Professor of English in the Brigham Young Academy, at Provo,
Utal,. It is a fanciful, tho in a few
lines not wholly unsuccessful attempt to harmonize the conclusions
of modern scientific research with
the distinctive tenets of Mormonism. The general public has long
been puzzled at the strange use of
Ohl'istian terminology by the followers of Joseph Smith, Jr., and
Brigham Young. Now we are to
have Mormonism interpreted in
terms of science! With the exception of a rather coarse grain here
and there cropping out, the book is
well written.
The Mormon conception of God
as the natural progenitor of the
human race may be gleaned from
the statement: "It would seem to
argue unusual temerity for a handful of people like the Mormons to
hold up and proclaim the old-fashioned conception of God as a glorified, perfected, personal being, the
Father of the human race and its
prototype in every sense; physically, intellectually, socially, morally and spiritually." Again: "God
is conceived as the Father-in a
very literal sense-of the spirits of
all men." "These sons and daughters do not belong to an order of
beings lower than that of God Himself, and are therefore not 'totally
depraved.''' "Our Father in heaven
is the perfected Man." "It [Mormonism] believes that the Father,
like the Son, is a perfected Man"
(p. 237). The author regards as the
sublimest utterance of modern
times, if not of all time, the famous
Mormon dictum: "As man is, God
once was: As God is, man may become." Throughout the book man

is regarded as 'Coeternal with
God."
Professor Nelson falls in with the
Socinian error of denying to Christ
the eternity of Godhead and coequality in power and' glory with
the Father: "Christ evidently had
a beginning in His capacity as God,
for the relationship of Son itself
implies not only a beginning of organized life, but a limitation of
power" (p. 237).
Mormon Polytheism is defended
in chapter xxi., where the author
charges Christians with polytheism
for believing in God the Father and
God the Son, and then affirms:
"'Vhatever reasoning can reconcile the unity of God with the
Christian's limited polytheism, can
equally reconcile it with the Mormon's
unlimited polytheism."
Again: "There must be an infinite number of beings related to'
each other by sequence, yet all
reigning coordinately as Gods."
The hook teaches the preexistence of the human soul. There are
myriads of spirits in the other
spheres awaiting embodiment in
this world. On p. 86: "There never
was a time in the universe when
there was not a man and woman
capable of physical generation, for
generically speaking, Goel is man,
and man may become Goel. Adam
and Eve were probahly translated
beings brought to this earth from
another world for the express purpose of beginning the work of
furnishing tabernacles for spirits
awaiting a Inortal career."
The doctrine of polygamy is not
exploited in the book for the reason
that the writer intends to publish
a companion volume on the" Social
Aspect of Mormonism" when this
notorious practise will be dealt
wii'I' ott length.
'lHe author reemphasizes the
vapid contention that MormoniSIll
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is the primitive type of Chr'istianity restored to the world in all its
purity by Joseph Smith, and consequently the only true Gospel in
the world to-day; the rest are
merely man-made religions and all
evangelical denominations are in
the same category. There is much
that is true and commendable in
Mormonism as thus presented, but
the strange and repellent teachings
of the system are so great a part of
the whole, and its claims so monstrous as to offend, if not disgust,
ordinarily intelligent people. Ministers would do well to peruse the
book if only to find out what a singularly coherent system of crass
materialism here flourishes under
the name of religion, and also to
note the specious way in which an
educated Mormon can present his
peculiar views in terms of religion
and science.
B.
By Samuel
McLanahan. 16mo., 104 pp., with diagrams. 50c., net. F. H. Revell Company, New York. 1004.

OUR PEOPLE OF FOREIG~ SPEECH.

This is descri bed as "a handbook
distinguishing and describing those
of the United States whose native
tongue is other than English." It is
a fine piece of work, acccom plished
through patient toil, which those
only can measure who have tried
work of this class. The author has
also brought together in this handbook needed information about the
origin, language, and the religions
of aU the immigrants who are now
steadily pouring into this country.
Thirty-six different nationalities
are examined, located, described;
and tho religious work of Roman
Catholics or Protestants for them
is summarily indicated. The whole
work of classification and description is marked by a surprising accuracy of details.
The safety of the nation demands
study of these people, so that
their needs may be met by the
Church and School. For the safe·
ty of the nation, home mis-
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sion's among foreigners must be
vigorously pressed. The various
denominations should combine or
federate forces or specialize work
with a view to the most telling efficiency. The Bible Society and the
Tract Society must be supplied
with funds greatly to increase their
own peculiar polyglot work. All
patriots must join in measures to
insure that assimilation of these
people takes place.
Mr. McLanahan agrees, however,
with the writer of the article on
" Immigrants" in this number of
the REVIEW that our people, especially need to feel and to show mOl'e
of kindly sympathy toward these
aliens in our midst.
Dux

CHRISTUS. An Outline Study of Japan.
By William Elliot Griffis. xiii, 296 pp.
and map. 30 and 50 cents. The Macmillan Co., New York. 1904.

This volume is the fourth of the
Study Series issued under the auspices of the Women's Central Com~
mittee for the United Study of Missions. The first three chapters,
occupying rather more than onehalf of the book, relate to the land,
its people, its history, and its religion, and is an interesting and informing presentation of the case.
The second three chapters, which
relate to modern missions in Japan,
show signs of haste in composition, and might have been improved
had time been taken for arrangement of the abundant matter.
Each chapter is preceded by a
good chronology and followed
by excerpts, which serve as sidelights from various authors. Suggestions of themes for special study
and of books for reference are included in.the material given under
each topic.
As a text book for study classes
this work has defects besides those
already alluded to. Haste is also
evident in the paragraph headings.
These are often misleading and
sometimes absurd, as, for instance,
on p. 172, where a blackfac~d headelectronic file created by cafis.org
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ing, "The Gospel in the Northern
Islands," even rends asunder the
discussion of Baptist missionary
enterprises in South Japan. The
names Y ezo and Hokkaido are used
interchangeably (and to some confusingly) throughout the hook; but
the index does not collect into one
place the variolls mentions of that
island. In fact Hokkaido does not
appear in the index. The index
makes no mention of the :Russian
Church mission, and its only mention of Bis"op Nicolai carries one
to a chance allusion to the man instead of giving a clue to the paragraph in another section which describes his work. Many similar
faults make the Index almost useless to a study class.
By John
H. DeForest, D.D. Illustrated. 2331'P.,
and colored map. 60 cents. The Young
People's Missionary Movement, New
York. 1904.

SUNRISE TN THE SUNItISE KIXGDOM.

The Forward Mission Study
Course, edited under the auspices
of the Young People's Missionary
Movement, is distinctly enriched
by this study of the Christianizing
influences at work in Japan. The
descriptions given of the country,
the people, and their religious beliefs are brief, but elear and comprehensive as well as interesting.
Some may question Dr. DeForest's
visions of past good fruit from
aged religious systems that are
clearly "nigh unto vanishing
away" But the generous discovery
of what fragments of truth and
virtue unbelievers may possess is a
presupposed condition of sympathetic relations with theIll at any
point.
The saIlle qualities of brevity,
clearness and intereEt characterize
the chapters relating to t.he history,
methods, and present condition of
Christian work in Japan. Dr. T. H.
P. Sailer has added to each chapter
suggestions for study with penetrating questions that compel a
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class really to posf'ess the information made available by the book
and the outside relldings suggested.
Appendices contain further suggestions for study, a chronology,
and a capital Bibliography. A
good analytical index and a clearly
printed map complete the aids to
study offered by this admirable little volume.
NEW BOOKS
ENCYCLOPEDIA 0>' MISSIONS (Revised Edit.ion).
Edited by ~. O. Dwight, H. A. Tupper,
Jr., E. lH BlIss. 4to. 851 pp. $6.00. Funk
& Wagnalls Co., 1904.
MISSIONS AND MODERN H,STORY. By R. E.
Speer. 2 vols. 8vo. $4.00, net. Fleming H.
Revell Co., 1904.
THE BIBLE AS A nl,SSIONARY BOOK. By R. F.
Horton, D.D. 2s. 6d., net. Religious Tract
Society, London, 1904.
OUR PEOPLE OF FOREIGN SPEECH. By Samuel
McLanahan. 161110. 104 pp. 50c., net.
Fleming H. Revell Co., 1904.
hIPORTED AMERICANS. By Broughton Brand(,Ilburg. ]l\ustrated. Kvo 303 pp. H.60,
net. Frederic A. Stokes Co., New York.
190.
THE MORMONS. By Samuel E. Wishard, D.D.
IliuHtrat.ed 16mo 121 pp. 35c. Home
Mission Board of Presbyterian Church,
New York, 1904.
SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF MORMONISM.
By Ne1s
Z. Nelson. 8vo. 347 pp. G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York, 1904.
SABBATH-SCHOOL MISSIONS IN ,,'TISCONSIN. By
Rev. Joseph Brown. Illustrated. 8vo. Hia
pp. 75c., net. Presbyterian Board of Publication, Pbiladelphia, 1904.
PIONEERING IN BOLIVIA. ByW. Payne and C.
T. Wilson. Illustrated. 8vo. i48 pp. H.
A. Raymond, London, E. n., 1904.
FETISHIS>I IN WEST AFRICA. By Robert H.
Nassau. Illustrated. 8vo 389 pp. $2.50
net. Charles Scribner's Son:o:;, 1904.
'
THE RELIGIONS OF INDIA.
By J. Murray
nlltchell. JUap. 58., net. HeJigious Tract
Society, London, 1904.
INDIAN LIFE IN TOWN AND COU"TRY. By Hubert Compton. Illustrated. 281 pp. $1.20.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 19[4.
A>IONG THE BUR>IANS. By Henry P. Cochrane,
Illustrated. 12mo. 281 pp. $1.25, net.
Fleming H. Revell Co., 1904.
NEW FORCES IN OLD CHINA By A ..J. Brown.
Illustrated. 12mo. $1.50, net. Fleming H.
Revell Co., 1904.
A YANKEE ON THE Y ANGTSE. By W E. Geil.
Illustrated. 8vo. 312 pp. $1.50. A. C.
Armstrong & Son. 1904.
CHINA M,SSIONARY STATISTICS. Edited by
Timothy Richard. $1.00. Presbyterian
Mission Press. Shanghai, 1904.
THE LAND OF SIWIN. Illustrated report of the
C. I. 1\1. 8vo. 132 pp., paper. Is. China
Inland Mi"sion, 1904.
JAPANKSE LIFE IN TOWN AND COUJ'\TRY.

By

George William Knox, D.D. Illustrated.
12mo. 275 pp. $1.20. G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1904.
JAPAN. OF TO-DAY. By Dr. Scherer. $1.50. J.
B. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1904.
STORY OF THE LONDON l\iISSIONARY SOCIETY.

By C. S. Thorne, M A. Illustrated. 12mo.
460 pp
Is., net. Simpkins. Marshall
Hamilton, Kent & Co., LondOli, 1904.
•
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AMERICA
The American The meeting of the
American Board,
Board and
Congregational held at Grinnell,
was a large and
Council
eminently inspiring meeting. An important action
taken was the el8ction as Horne
Secretary of Rev. Dr. C. H. Patton,
of St. Louis. A special contribution was made for the establishment of a new station at Beira, in
Portuguese East Africa. But the
great importance of the meeting
was its spiritual uplift that made
all know it a privilege to have a
share in the foreign missionary
work.
The American Board cut short its
meeting on the third day, in order
to allow its members to attend the
Triennial Congregational Council
at Des Moines. This council was a
remarkable body of men, and its
meeting was felt to mark an epoch
in the history of the Congregational churches. In the first place,
the council took a step toward centralization where federation has
been the rule, by giving to its moderator, the Rev. Dr. \Vashington
Gladden, the duty of serving the
churches by advice and counsel in
the interim between the present
council and the meeting of the next.
Another marked feature of the
council was the strong feeling in
favor of the proposals for organic
union with the United Brethren
and the Methodist Protestant
churches. It will take some years
to execute legally the details of any
decision to unite, but union of purpose seems already accomplished.
The greatest height reached by the
council, however, was at the time
of its adoption of the report of the
Committe on Evangelism, and the
reconsecration of the members of
the whole body to the work of

simple soul-winning under guidance of the Holy Spirit.
The Triennial Convention of the Episcopal Church in the
United States held
its sittings in Boston during October.
Interesting reports of the missionary work of the Church were
given, and meetings of the Women's
Auxiliary were attended by hundreds of women.
The Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society has disbursed
nearly $2,000,000 for missions during the past three years, which
is but a part of the amount actually
given by the Church for the entire
or partial support of 20 bishops
and 1,120 other missionaries in the
home field. In the foreign field
the board has made appropriations
for the support of 8 bishops, of 47
clergy, 56 foreign lay workers, men
and women, and 533 native workers, clergy, teachers, catechists,
Bible-women, and other helpers.
The total of these appropriations
is $335,635.
The large audiences attending
missionary meetings, the increased
contributions
throughout
the
Church, and the intelligent presentation of missionary work by such
bishops as Tuttle, Brewer, Brent,
and others, indicate that the cause
of missions is gaining ground
rapidly.
The last meeting attended by the
Archbishop of Canterbul'y was a
great missionary assembly in Tremont Temple. Every seat was
occupied, and hundreds were standing. The reception to Bishop
Bren t was overwhelming, and as he
closed an eloquent address with the
words, "what you and I want is a
church hospital in Manila to cost
$25,000," there was not a hearer who
Missionary
Enthusiasm at
the EpiscoPll1
Convention
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was not certain that the bishop
would get the money. The Archbishop's address was a fine tribute
to Christian missions as the grandest subject that could occupy the
thought and enlist ihe aggressive
energy of Christian people.

[Decem be.

ohserved as a Home Missionary
Day in many churches throughout
the country, and thank-offerings
were made by the people to home
missionary boards.
*

The missionary convention
of
the
The missionary spirit was moved
Church of the Disto enthusiasm by the dramatic inci- ciples, in St. Louis, was one of the
dent of the Woman's Auxiliary most encouraging and inspiring
bringing forward its magnificent ever held in the history of that
donation of $a3,000 (afterward in- Church.
The meeting occupied
creased to $150,OOO) to the mission- seven days: two with reports of
ary enterprises of the Church.
women's work; two by the foreign
With all this, which stirs sym- boards; two by the home boards,
pathy in every Christian, one can and on the Lord's Day more than
not but regret that the convention one hundred pulpits wpre filled l:>y
refused to appoint delegates to the delegates.
National Conference on Federation
The Christian Woman's Board of
of Churches, which is to take place Missions filled two days with renext year. This refusal seems to ports of the work carried on by
be out of harmony with the great them in Jamaica, Mexico, Porto
and general movement toward Ricu, India; and almost every State
Christian fraternity that marks in this country. They represent
the present time.
1,897 auxiliary missionary societies
in as many churches, with a total
Home Missions A great interdenom- membership of 41,210 Christian
at St. Louis inational celebration
women, who gave $131,398.18 to
was held at Festival missions, and who raised enough
Hall, St. Louis, on Saturday, Octo- more to bring the total up to $180,ber 29th, and Monday, October 31st. 108.05, an advance of $20,000 upon
The opening address was hy Dr. A.
the previous year.
B. Storms, Principal of the Iowa
The Young People's Department
State College, and he was followed is very encouraging, with 2,692 local
organizations among the children,
by speakers of national reputation
representiujl the various home mis- with a total enrolled membership
sionary boards. Dr. Storms repre- of 46,003, who raised last year and
gave to missions the sum of $27,sented the Methodists; Dr. W. N.
Lawrence, of Chicago, IlL, the Bap- 127.56. They also report 1,829 contists; Dr. Cyrus Northrop, of Minversions to Christ.
Convention Sunday ill the Disneapolis, Minn., the Congregation·
ciples' missionary conventions is
alists; Dr. J. H. Garrison, of St.
Louis, Mo., the Disciples; Dr. Cor- always a "high day." More than
nelius Brett, of Jersey City, N. J.,
one hundred pulpits in St. Louis
were opened to the visiting preachthe Reformed Church; Bishop D.
S. Tuttle, D.D., of St. Louis, Mo.,
ers, and in the afternoon a communion service was held in the mamthe Episcopal Church; Dr. A. S.
Hartman, of Baltimore, Md., the
moth coliseum. Fully 11,000 people
were in attendance.
Lutheran Church; and Dr. S. J.
Niccolls. of St. Louis, Mo., the PresThe next two days the Foreign
byterian Church.
Christian Missionary Society was
Sunday, October 30th, was also
in session, which presentee" the best
AUGUSTUS STODDARD, D.D.

Disciples in
Convention
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year's work in its history of achievements. At a glance it is summed
up like this: Fields occupied, 12;
missionaries, 143; native helpers
and evangelists, 295; whole number
of workers, 438; new missionaries
sent out last year, 17; receipts for
the year, $21l, 318. There was a
gain of 12~ per cent. in the offerings by the churches. Ten thousand
Sunday-school children gave one
dollar each to save the heathen.
All the schools gave a total of $56,832.47. The Endeavor Societies also
gave reassuring reports of their interest in saving the lost-a gain of
34 per cent. in their offerings, and
also a gain of 200 rontributing societics.
The next two days were devoted
to home missions. A brief summary
of the work shows that 353 home
missionaries were supported wholly
or in part by this board; that they
brought into the Church about seventeen thousand souls. For home
missions the churches raised $85,755.96,
and home missionaries
planted 165 new churches last year
in the United States.
The general outlook for the work
was never brighter than at the
present time. The next international convention will be held at
San Francisco, in August, 1905.
S. T. WILLIS.

Our Foreign- Last year 102,431
bom Children children under fourteen came.to America in the steerage. From every
remote corner of the globe they
came. Almost a thousand of them
were Syrian. Half a thollsand were
Japanese, 16 were Filipino, 8 Turkish, 32 Chinese, 242 negro from
Africa, 43 Korean; 3 were Pacific
Islanders, 5 East Indian. There
were 1,185 Greeks, immigrants from
that nation having just begun to
bring their wives and children
here. Only 282 Spanish children
came, as against over 2,000 Portu-
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guese. There were 1,807 Finnish
children, 1,137 Lithuanian, 2,141
Magyar, about 400 each of Russian
and Rumania, about 200 each of
Welsh and West Indian, nearly
1,000 each of Scotch and French,
over 1,100 Croatian and Slavonian
nearly 2,000 Bohemian and Mor'avian, nearly 2,000 Dutch and Flemish. Then the list jum[.s into the
big figures: 7,761 Polish, 8,390 Scandinavian, 3,300 Slovack, 13,377 German, 19,044 Hebrews, and 25,OCO
Italian.-The Home Missionary.
These items are of especial interest in connection with Dr. Dwight's
article in this number.
As a factor in the
creation of trouble,
our Italian population is larger than its numbers.
Not a day passes that it fails to
figure in the police returns because
of its robberies, its assaults. its
riots, its bomb throwings, its
strikes, and its murders. From the
killing of our song birds to the killing of our fellow men, these people
exhibit a determination toward
violence than even our none too
peaceful Americans find it hard to
understand and much harder to endure. And the remedy is not in
law, for that has no effect on them.
In their assassinations they stand
together as a unit, sufferers and
malefactors alike, to conceal those
who have committed the crime.
The remedy must be sought in
moral training, of which it is obvious that they have had none.Brooklyn Eagle.
Our Italian
Perils

Says a recent despatch from Des
Moines, Ia.:
When the will of
James Callahan was opened here it
was disclosed that Booker T. Washington's institute had been enriched
by a gift of $100,000, and 5 other educational institutions had received
$55,000, Mr. Callahan, whose estate is valued at about $3,000,000,
A Great
Legacy for
the Negro
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had deep interest in the work of
elevating the negro race, and he
left many thousands to other institutions besides that at Tuskegee.
He left $50,000 for a home for drunkards and their wives, to be handled
by the Iowa Humane Society. to
which he left $20,000 to carryon its
other work, on condition that Mrs.
Elizabeth Jones be retained as secretary as long as she lives at a salary
of $800 a year.
The American
Peace Society of Philadelphia was
left $10,000. The Salvation Army
rescue homes for girls in Des
Moines and other charitable institutions were generously endowed.
The officers of this
exceIIent society, in
their eighty-eighth
annual report, say that progress is
evident in the increase of benevolent gifts received through every
channel, and in which the total issues of the year, at home and
abroad, amount to 1,770,S91. Of
these, 929,823 were issued from the
Bible House in New York, andS41,068 from the society's agencies
abroad, being printed on mission
presses in China, Japan, Siam, Syria, and Turkey. These figures
show a decrease from those of a
year ago amounting to 222,667 volumes, 159,036 of which is on the
foreign field.
The total issues of the society in
88 years amount to 74,441,674
copies.
*
The American
Bible Society

Ballington Booth
reports as follo,vs
con c ern in g his
work:
During the past year over 800
women have been cared for, and
over 18,330 beds have been provided
for young women in our Homes of
Mercy. There have been about 550
children received into, and carl'd
for, in the children's homes, and
many thousands of little ones have
been helped with clothing. The
Volunteer officers and workers
have visited and aided 29,271 families during the year. No fewer
than 236,042 people were lodged
during the year in the homes and
What the
Volunteers
are Doing

[December

institutions for working and destitute men and women, not counting
the many sheltered during the
floods and during extreme cold last
winter. There were 230,961 persons
fed with substantial meals at a
nominal cost in these institutions,
and SI.l,244 persons were given temporary relief and food. Over 4,000
quarts of fresh milk were donated
during the summer, principally to
sick children.
Over 14,000 prisoners, living reformed lives, have been enrolled in
the Volunteer Prison League during six years. The Volunteers are
in touch by correspondence and
meetings with 29,000 men within
the walls. Tens of thousands of
poor people and children were
given an outing into the fresh air
during the year through the organization.
The Volunteers attracted 1,060,310 persons to their Sunday and
week-night services inside, and, despite the almost unprecedented cold
winter, 2,207,233 to their 11,664
open-air services. In addition to
the
Volunteer
reading-rooms,
thousands of copies of Christian
literature are circulated in States'
prisons, gaols, hospitals, soldiers'
and children's homes.
The Year's
'Vhen the books
Income of the closed Septem ber
American Board 30th it was found
that the donations
for the year were $602,618-an increase of $5,500 over the regular
gifts of any preceding year. This
gain is especially noteworthy, as it
follows one of $49,000 a year ago,
and makes the gain in donations in
two years about $55,000. The gain
is really more than $5,500; for, a
year ago, there was received from
the Conditional Gift Fund $8,100,
which went into the current receipts of August, while this year
year there was but $200 to be so
credited. The gain, therefore, from
living donors is really over $13,000.
The legacies, however, were but
$100,983, making the total receipts
$703,601. The legacies were $21,000
less than a year ago, and about
$40,OCO less than the average legacies for the past ten years. They
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,are at the lowest level reached in
-seventeen years,
Missionary
Zeal Among
the Friends

A writer in the
Friends' ]}Iissionary Advocate claims
that, in proportion
to its membership, no other Yearly
Meeting has so many foreign missionaries and missionary candidates
as Oalifornia.
The membership of the Yearly
Meeting is 2,040, yet it is represented 2 missionaries at Kotzebue, 1 at
Deering, 4 at Guatemala, 2 at \Vhittier, 3 at Needles, and 1 in Jamaica
-a total of 13 in the field-while
there are 8 candidates preparing.
This gives about one missionary or
missionary candidate per hundred
of the membership. The workers
in Guatemala are located in a city
of 10,000 inhabitants; yet, altho it
is a Roman Oatholic country, there
is at present in that city no resident
priest. From Kotzebue most encouraging records are given of the
work of Dana H. - and Otha O.
Thomas. Almost all the Indians
within reach of Kotzebue have be
come Ohristians. Their mem bership recently stood at 560; and in
one of the last letters it was stated
that all within a distance of 40
miles had been converted. Oalifornia Yearly Meeting has a missionary training school at Los Angeles, where new premises of 55
rooms are expected soon to be filled
by men and women preparing for
distant fields,-London Ohristian.
The following figures are quoted
from the Presbyterian:
Seventeen churches of our city
contributed above $1,000 each to
home and to foreign missions during the past year. The following
table indicates the amounts contributed:
Philadelphia
Presbyterians
as Givers

CHURCRl<B
Home Mis. For. Mis.
Second ...................... $7,914
$4,318
4,172
Tenth....................... 4,848
Bethlehem .................. 4,420
1,060
Second, Germantdwn...... 3,933
'885
3,588
Walnut Street.............. 3,463
Northminster............... 3,142
2,023
Arch Street................. 2,820
2,178
1,913
Oxford. ..................... 2,675

CHliRCHES
Home Mis.
Calvary .................... , 2,587
North Broad Street......... 2,584
Princeton .................. , 2,350
First, Germantown. . . . . . . . . 2,334
Woodland. ................ 1,691
Tabernacle ....... '" . .. .... 1,622
nit. Airy, Germantown .... , 1,576
Bethany. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . 1,550
First........................ 1,457

For. Mis.
2,385
1,175
2,725
2,781
1,298
1,001
1,338
12,357
l,2i!7

Four other churches contrihuting
over $1,000 to home lllissiollS are:
Central ...... , ..........................
Olivet...................................
Westside, Germantown .............. '"
First, Northern Liberties.. ..... . . . .....

$1,711
1,165
1,149
1,136

In round numbers, the total
amount contributed to home missions by the two Philadelphia Presbyteries was $76,000, and to foreign
missions, $66,000. 'l'he 21 churches
mentioned above contributed $56,000 to home missions and $47,000 to
foreign missions-leaving $20,000 as
the contribution to home missions,
and $19,000 to foreign missions, by
the remaining 120 churches of the
two Presbyteries.
A SemiThe United PresbyCentennial terians are making
Coming
great preparations
for fittingly celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of
the beginning of their now flourishing missionary work in Egypt and
India, The main features of the
proposed celebration are: Extensive deputational work, presenting
the facts of the half century of
foreign missions; a general observance throughout the Ohurch of the
Foreign Missionltry Week, December 4 to 11; and a convention at
Pittsburg, December 6 to 8-national, as far as this Ohurch is concerned.
A Wierd
Rev. J. B. Driggs,
Eskimo
M.D., writes thus
Graveyard
in the Spirit of
Missions from
Point Hope, Alaska:
About a mile to the west is the
native village called by the people
Tigara, and a short distance south
is the wierd Eskimo graveyard,
electronic file created by cafis.org
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two miles and more in length by
about a third of a mile in width, a
part of it no doubt very ancient,
where from time immemorial the
Tigara people have not buried their
dead, but have elevated them above
the ground on the implanted jawbones of the whale. Hxposed to
the weather, the jawbones have
bleached so that thev resemble the
trunks of blasted trees, and the
bodies have dissolved. Many of
these ancient so-called graves have
fallen into utter ruin, and the bones
and clothes that shrouded the dead
lie scattered on the graund. But it
is pleasant and hopeful to see growing up among them delicate wild
flowers of the most beautiful forms
and colors-the daisy, the yellow
poppy, the forget-me-not, both blue
and white, the monk's-hood, and
many others new and strange to
me, emblems of the resurrection at
the last day when these dry bones
shall live. More hopeful still it is
to see the rude wooden cross that
marks the more recent graves
where rest the bodies of the Christian dead, sometimes buried under
the ground, but as often placed
above it (but not elevated on whale
jaws), for in this climate, so rigorous in winter, no other course is
really practical.
Outlook for
At the recent Peace
Peace in
Congress of the CenCentral America tr a 1 Am eri can
States, held in Corinto, a proclamation was issued by
the Presidents of Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Guatemala, in
which the following outspoken
declaration was made:
After a conference in which the
present political problems of Central America were discussed, and
taking into account all of the factors which contribute favorably
and adversely to the development
of our nations, we have agreed to
make the following declaration to
the people of Central America:
"The maintenance of peace is the
primal object of 0111' governments,
not only because it is a necessity
for the peoplE;l, whom we represent,
but also because it is a duty which
must be fulfilled by the SpanishAmerican nations.
"Weare, therefore, firmly determined to overcome all obstacles
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that might disturh this peace, and
we will unite our efforts to frustrate the intentions of those who
try to spread among us distrust
and unfounded jealousy, guided by
a spirit of ambition, hatred, and a
love of disorder.
" A striet fulfilment of the international treaties that bind us shall
be the rule that shall guide us in
our actions, so that all efforts to
break our unity shall be vain and
futile, as all must needs acknowledge that the generality of the agitations of the enemies of each administration are not aimed at a
laudable purpose, but are inspired
by egotistical interests, by personal
enmities, by the aberration of some
frenzied mind."
Insurrectionary movements are
not to be started in one country
for the purpose of invading another.
To check these movements the
governments will hereafter keep a
close watch out on their respective
frontiers and allow no organized
bands to cross them.
*
J. L. Jarrett sends
this statemen t from
Cuzeo, Peru:
From all parts of the country
have come messages, reports, and
requests, showing that there is a
great dGsire to know the truth.
Colporteurs have visited them, and
a circle of helievers exists in each
place, but they have no preacherthey are literally sheep without a
shepherd. So we could name a
score of other places in this Southern Peru-places which ought to he
occupied in view of QUI' Lord's command to preach the Gospel to every
creature. These nre real opportunities-doors which God in His providence has opened, and which we,
his servants, ought to enter. The
time is ripe, the opportunity unique,
the call urgent. Dr. H. Grattan
Gninness (Harley House, Bow, E.)
will gladly give further information.
Open Doors
in Peru

EUROPE
A New Mission- In September last
ary Magazine the Wesleyans of
Great Britain took
a notable step forward by beginning the publication of The Foreign
electronic file created by cafis.org
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Field, which at once takes rank
among the best of missionary periodicaJs. The contents are varied,
and are of high literary character,
while the paper, type, and illustrations are all thoroughly up to date.
Contributions appear upon the
pages from a surprisingly large
number of eminent men of various
denominations and lands.
Of the Wesleyan Missionary Society the statistics are as follows:
Circuits, 310; chapels, etc., 2,710;
missionaries, 237; native ministers,
203; paid agents, 3,529; unpaid
helpers, 6,667; members, full 56,541,
on trial 18,566; scholars, 104,689.
If the numbers now reported by the
West Indian Synods are added,
there are now in the mission field
more than 100,000 members, with
21,700 on trial, or a grand total of
over 122,000.
The Muller Soon after the death
Orphanages of the venerable
founder of the institution, an article appeared in
one of the popular magazines, in
which it was asserted that "the
days of fanatical giving had now
passed," and that therefore it could
not be expected that the extensive
work originated by the deceased
philanthropist could be in the future successfully carried on by the
same methods which had hitherto
been pursued. Yet for five years
the work has gone on, and is going
on to-day, on precisely the Flame
lines on which it was conducted for
the previons 64 years. All of the
money needed in the last 5 years,
amounting to $158, 150 (nearIy $800,000) has been obtained" simply in
answer to believing prayer to the
living God, in the name of His beloved Son, without any appeal, verbal or printed, to the public, or
solicitation for help addressed to
one single individual." I t is surely
a sufficient and striking testimony
to the power of believing prayer
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and the faithfulness of a covenantkeeping God that since the commencement of the work the enormous sum of £1,119,928 (more than
$5,500,000) has been given for the
orphans-besides all that has been
contributed for the other ohjects of
the institution-without anyone's
having been personally applied to
for a single penny, and purely as
the result of prayer.
REV. F. J. HORSEFIELD.

Bible Lands This unique and
Missions' Aid most useful organ iSociety
zation is just completing its first half
century. It sends out no missionaries of its own, but assists various
others engaged in work in the
Orient. To quote from its own
statement:
This society exists to aid Gospel
workers by money grants in Bible
lands, but it does not initiate mis!lions nor employ agents. These
lands include the following countries: Greece, wherein by mission
enterprise an Evangelical Greek
Church has been founded, which
yet needs foster·help. Macedonia,
so famous in apostolic s~ory. Asia
Minor, in which American missionaries for 80 years have won
noble results. Persia, once covered
by Nestorian churches, long since
blotted out by Moslem conquest.
Arabia, the cradle of Islam, and
nuw entered by Christ's missioners.
Egypt, the land where for fifty
years the American United Presbyterian Mission has been greatly
prospered of God. Finally, Palestine, Syria, and Cyprus, countries
laden with the richest memories
of Christ and His apostles. The
entire amount raised and expended
during fifty years reaches nearly
$550,000.
Status of the Last year the inC. E. Z. M. S. come of the Church
of England Zenana
Missionary Society aggregated
$227,500. It sustains 211 missionades in India and China, as well
as 105 in "local connection," 323
native Biblewomen and nurses, and
571 native teachers. Zenana pupils
are taught to the nnmber of 6,397,
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and in 213 schools 10,912 children
are found. In hospitals, 348 beds
a,re supplied, and 3,291 patients
were received last year, while
295,794 visits were made by outpatients to hospitals and dispensaries.
Status of the The fifty-second anZ. B. and M. M. nual report of the
Zenana Bible and
Medical Mission shows that there
are 106 European missionaries with
55 assistants, 199 native teachers in
zenanas and schools, nurses, etc.,
and 90 Biblewomen, making the
number of workers 450; zenanas
visited, 2,~12; zenana pupils, 3,023;
visits paid by Biblewomen to villages, 1,042, to houses, 9,906; schools
and institutions, 61; pupils, 3,030;
under training in normal schools
and institutions, 228; hospital and
dispensary in-patients, 1,719, outpatients, 21,607, patients attended
at home, 466, lady doctors' visits,
1,241, total attendance at dispensaries, 67,008.

remarkable
This
movement still
progresses. During
the first half year
of 1904 the Lutheran Church in
Austria received 1,906 persons, of
whom 1,850 had previously belonged
to the Roman Catholic Church.
During the same period the Reformed Church received 268, of
whom 219 had been Roman Catholics. Within the same six months
the Lutheran Church lost 279, of
whom 269 went to the Roman
Church; and the Reformed Church
159, of whom 142 went to the Roman
Church. The net gain to the Protestant Churches has thus been
1,697, of whom 1,588 came from the
Church of Rome.
Missionary
Treasuries empty,
Deficits in
and worse, would
Germany
appear to be the
order of the day in
the land of Luther. For a statisticLos von Rom
Movement
in Austria
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al table, covering 13 missionary societies, has just appeared, but only
4, leave blank spaces in the deficit
column. Berlin leads off with
308,687 marks, the Moravians follow with 176,166, Basel with 143,«0; Leipsic, 127,000; Rhenish,nO,000, etc.
The secretary of the
society first named writes: "The
Lord has blessed our work, but we
are pressed by the opportunities to
extend it permanently, so that our
income is far too small. Might it
please the Lord to strengthen the
love and missionary spirit in our
German churches!"
Evangelical Religious persecuMissionWork tion continues
in Russia
against evangelical
believers in Russia,
in spite of the imperial ukases of
religious liberty; it has changed in
form, but for aggravation, not improvement. Fines, imprisonment,
and banishment for life, with the
loss of civil rights, are continually
employed against the faithful worshipers. Besides, illegal persecu·
tions against them are common, as
fanatical priests excite the superstitious people to ads of violence,
in consequence of which several
murders have been committed
lately. Perhaps this is the reason
why evangelical missionary. societies refrain from this important
mission field. The Lord's people,
however, must not be deterred by
such things.
The Russian people are more open
to the Gospel than any other people with whom I have come in contact. At their European frontiers
many are enjoying evangelical liberty, and through their missionaries take the Gospel to a distant
country beyond the sea. Notwithstanding, very little is done that
]50,000,000 people in the Russian
Empire may have a share in this
message. It ought not to be so
any longer.-The Christian.
*
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ASIA
What Mission The Presbyterian
Schools are school at Teheran
Doing in Persia has held its commencement lately,
graduating 4 young men, who delivered orations in English, Arabic,
and Persian. These were deemed
so excellent that the principal journal of the city published two of
them in full, and in the highest
terms commended the work of the
mission. Native Persians ask why
Americans do not plant in this
chief citY!J,n :nstitution of the highest class, 3uch as that in Beirut.
When the school was started seventeen years ago the best education
a Persian received was less than
that imparted in an American district school. To-day the desire for
education is spreading through all
the better classes.-Interior.

A few statistics
gathered for the
years 1901 and 1903
may indicate the
growth of the work during the past
two years:
Progress of the
Y. M. C. A.
in India

STATISTICS

Number of associations .........
Number reporting .. '" .........
Membership in city associations
Membership in college associations ..........................
Taking bible study ..............
Keeping the morning watch ....
Attending religious meetings ..
Attending social meetings ......
Conversions reported ...........
Attending missionary meetings
Attending lectnres..............
Volumes in libraries ............

1903

1901

110
99
4,617

151
122
4,500

2,340
1,951

2,052
1,394

1,5~0

883

3,822

3,278

1,949
267
914
2,354
15,128

1,928

2,721
8,824

The number of associations has
decreased by 41, for altho a few new
associations have been formed
about 50 have been dropped fro~
the roll, because, no reply could be
elicited frOID them.
But there are other signs of progress during the period under review.
Buildings and sites have
increased in value from Rs. 8,47,000
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to Rs. 11,13,353. In Calcutta buildings for the central branch and
boys' branch have been completed;
Rangoon, Colombo, and more recently Bombay have begun new
buildings; Simla have acquired a
fine property, and Naini Tal has
been presented with a good building for an association and hostel;
Allahabad, Bangalore, and Lahore
have all enlarged their borders by
taking new quarters and organizing new branches. Madras has a
good soldiers' work, and Oalcutta
a fine boys' department.
B. R. BARBER.

The Inhumanity The papers from
of Hinduism
India during the
past few years have
brought repeated illustrations of
the fact that in times of need, such
as prevalence of famine or plague,
or similar disasters, Hinduism
offered no help to the sufferers.
The priests were selfish and cowardly, and neither by word nor act
brought comfort or succor to the
panic-stricken people.
Only by
government agents and Ohristian
missionaries was there any attempt
at organized effort for relief. The
Harvest Field of India quotes from
a correspondent, who declares that
the sights witnessed in the last half
year are enough to brand Hinduism forever as impotent to do
aught but ruin, and this correspondent adds: "You may pass through
a plague-stricken town day after
day, and a dozen times a day, but
you will never find a Brahman
priest visiting the sick, or cheering
the frightened, or comforting the
bereaved, or burying the dead.
Most of the temples are deserted,
for the priests have fled. Only in
the tCIrple of Good-luck did a few
timid souls herd together beneath
the genial smile of the elephant god.
But when plague snatched one of
their number even frOID, that last
retreat, they fled hopelessly anyelectronic file created by cafis.org
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where, and Ganesha smiled blandly
on a deserted shrine." The people
of India are not Rlow of sight, and
the contrast between the conduct
of their Hindu leaders and that of
the missionaries of Christ will have
a marked effect upon their estimate
of Christianity.-Missionary Herald.
A Brahman and Dewan Bahadur
N. Subrahmanyam,
also a
Christian I Adm i n i s t rat 0 rGeneral of Madras,
who is now on a visit to this country, and who presided at the conference miss~onal'y meeting, is a distinguished refutation of the Abbe
Dubois' gloomy prediction, after
forty-five years' intimate acquaintance with the Brahmans of India,
that no Brahman would ever be
won to Christ. As a boy in our
N egapatam high school he carne
under the influence of the Rev. "V.
O. Simpson, and in spite of the tremendous barriers that confront the
young Brahman, he ac.::ept.ed and
confessed Christ. He resided in
England for some years and was
called to the hal' here. At that
time he was well known on English
missionary platforms, and now,
full of years and of honors, he is
one of the foremost Christian gentlemen of India. A great hope for
the Christian future of India lies in
the ingathering, tho it be only by
units, of men and women of the
cultured Brahman class, who will
be the guides and patterns of an
intelligent and lofty Christian life.
-Foreign Field.
A Great
Opportunity
in China

The Rev. George
Cousin", of the London Missionary Society, has just returned home after a tour through
eleven of the eighteen provinces of
Ohina. Mr. Cousins calls attention
to the exceptional opportunity offered now to Christian missions:

LDecernber

"If China is not yet ready to embrace Christianity, she is ready to
graft on to the Chinese system all
that is strongest and best in W estern thought and science. And if
the work of instructing her young
men is in the hands of the Christian
missionaries, the result is obvious.
All over China large buildings have
been erected expressly for the purpose of imparting Western teaching. This was in obedience to an
edict issued from Peking. But in
many places the colleges are empty,
because no teachers can be procured. In some province" the officials have implored the missionaries to supply them with teachers.
Sometimes boys in a low form in
one of our schools are suddenly
taken hold of by prominent officials, and are at once placed in the
position of teachers in the colleges.
'Vhat an opportunity is here for
the Christian Church! "

A" Missionary Mr. W. E. Curtis,
one of the ables1;
Boom" in
China
and most intelligent
of living
correspondents, writes in the Chicago
Record-Herald, after a visit to the
Orient:
There is a missionary boom in
China. The reaction in favor of
foreign methods and modern sciences, which has geen gaining impetus since the Boxer troubles, has
affected Christianity in a similar
manner. It has made the missionaries useful from a material point
of view, and indeed indispensable
among the literati who were their
most uncompromising antagonists
before, because the mission schools
until recently have been the only
sources of information, and the
missionaries the only available instructors in some of the provinces.
A better acquaintance leads to a
better understanding. The literati
recognize the sincerity, the zeal
and usefulness of the missionaries,
and the latter find among the mandarin families many agreeable and
valuable friends, in places where,
until recently, their only companionship was among the illiterate
electronic file created by cafis.org
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coolie class. Thus the hated and
despised messenger of Christ is being appreciated; his character is
being respected and his purposes
are better understood. \Vhether
its motives be selfish or otherwise,
the policy of the government toward the missionaries, as I told you
the other day, is much more liberal
than it ever was before. and every
nook and corner of China is now
accessible to them under the protection of the officials.
A Chinese Baptist
living in a village
near Hsuchau (Suifu) in the province
of Szechwan, is sixty years old,
but every Sabbath morning he appears at a village ten miles from
his home, sends out the town-crier
with a gong to call the people together, and preaches Christ to
them. He is untaught except in
the Bible, which he knows from
Genesis to Revelation. His sincerity and a vivid imagination, which
brings homely Chinese illustrations
to his help, capture his audience.
Afterward he trudges ten miles
back to his home, and there also
sends out the crier with his booming gong. There he preaches again.
In the evening he holds another
service. Th~s he has done every
Sabbath for two years-a pure
labor of love, for he has no salary.
What One
Chinaman
Is and Does

In view of the present agitation ofthe
International Reform Bureau to lead the United
States government to ask Great
Britain to release China from the
treaty compelling her to tolerate
the opium traffic, the following
paragraph is of especial interest:
The opium habit is increasing
and is draining the resources of the
people, and consequently their purchasing power, writes the Rev.
George Cornwall, from Chefoo,
China.
This aspect of the evil
habit, tho it can not be placed beside the moral harm which is being
wrought, is one which should not
be overlooked. In his book, "The
British Opium
in China
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Heal Chinese Question," Mr. Chester Holcombe emphasises the same
point. He says: "No extended
argument can be needed to make
plain the inevitable results of the
opium traffic upon every phase of
development and progress in China.
It has been a triple bar against
both, since it has impoverished the
Empire in purse, muscle, and brain.
-Britain's Opiwin HaTvest, London.
*
Two Crying Of the 2,700 ChrisNeeds in
tian missionaries in
China
China, it appears
that only about a dozen have been
set apart for the task of (translating Christian works into Chinese,
and to become trained editors to
guide public opinion. These two
objects are pressing needs in the
China of to-day, for not only is the
influence of Japan extending largely (most of the professors in the
military and normal schools being
of that nation), and the education
is being secularized, but there is a
huge influx of cheap Japanese
translations of anti-Christian bias.
This materialistic propaganda can
only be met by a counteracting
movement from the Christian side,
but at present the workers are few,
and the China Christian Literature
Society is burdened by want of
both money and men.-The ChTis-

tian.
Idols Burned. "T he educational
Foot-b:nding movement in China
Suppressed is moving forward
rapidly," writes the
Rev. C. G. Sparham, of Hankow.
"A number of temples have recently been turned into government schools, the idols being publicly burned. If the missions can
rise to the opportunity, most of
the thoughtful Chinese will gladly
place their children in Christian
schools.
'l'he officials, too,
are now taking stringent measures
for the suppression of foot-binding,
even going to the extent of threatening with fine and imprisonment
any men who come on to the streets
to sell the wooden heels worl1 bv
the women with bonnd feet."
.
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All friends of missions will be glad to
know that the Yale
Mission is
now
sending out another representative
into its field in China-Rev. Warren B. Seabury, son of Rev. Joseph
B. Seabury, now of Wellesley Hills,
Mass., who left on September 15th,
and will be associated with the Rev.
Brown well Gage, who went out last
year and is now the sole representati ve of the Yale Mission in China.
Rev. Harlan P. Beach and wife
have recently visited China in the
interests of this mission. and were
most warmly welcomed by their
brethren of the Ameriean Board
with whom they were formerly
associated ill North China. It is
the plan of the Yale Mission to establish an educational institution
at Chang-sha, in the province of
Hunan, of which all missionary
boards laboring in that section of
China can avail themselves, thus
making it a truly interdenominational agency.
The Yale
Mission
Reinforced

Superstitious Japanese pad their
clothes with prayers, written out (at so many pennies
per prayer) by the Buddhist priests.
They are taught that prayers tend
to divert bullets in battle-a doctrine which like other pagan notions has foundation in a truth.
Surgeons have now reported that
trivial wounds in many cases have
proved fatal because bits of these
talismanic papers have been carried
by the bullet into the body. The
paternal Japanese government is
now forbidding the practise of
wearing in battle Buddhist prayer
pads.
Japanese
Superstitions

The following statistics of the Nippon Sei Kokwaii.e., the Church of Japan-are
taken from the C. M. S. Japan
Quarterly for July. The Nippon
Episcopacy
in Japan
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Sei Kokwai includes the missions
of the C. M. S., S. P.G., and Canadian and American churches.
Missionaries:
Ordained. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... . . . .. .. ..
Lay........ ....... ...... ......... .....
Single women. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wives of missionaries................

Total................................
Japanese Clergy:
Priests...... ....... ...... ........ .....
Deacons...............................
Catechists. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Bible-women..........................
Total..... ...........................
Baptized lIfembers .....................
Communicants on roll ... " ... . ..... . . ..
Catechumens...........................
Baptisms (1903):
Adults. ...... ...... .. ... .. .. .. ... . .....
Infants................................

71
10
82
54
217
40
13
133
75
266
12,102
5,985
1,002
1,035
543

Total.. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. 1,578
Theological Schools....................

4

Students in same.......................
41
Schools:
Day...................................
24
Boarding.. .. .... . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ..
13
Scholars. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . 2,492
Contributions. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Yen 20,247

"The C. M. S. and S. P. G. are
the only English missions working
in Japan (with the exception of the
small contingent of the Salvation
Army). The above figures show
that the Nippon Sei Kokwai is fast
becoming the largest individual
Church in Japan, the Congregational and Presbyterian Churches,
tho at present each havIng a membership of eleven or twelve thousand, are not progressing at nearly
so great a rate as the Sei Kokwai."
-Harvest Field.
Conversion
Some years ago a
of a Buddhist young
Japanese,
Priest
named
Kimura,
went to America,
and entered the Moody Bible Institute. After completing the course
he returned to Japan, and has been
doing evangelistic work with much
success. It is a new thing in this
country, and it is to be hoped that
many of the pastors and preachers
will catch the same spirit.
At a service held'in Tokio, in May
last, there was present a young
priest, named Eko Kano, of the
Nichiren Shiu, which is the most
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bigoted and one of the largest of
all the Buddhists sects in Japan.
Mr. Kimura preached upon the subject of the Prodigal Son. The Lord
helped his message, and 18 persons
accepted Christ as their savior.
Among them was the priest. The
following night he appeared again,
and said: "Many years I have
longed for peace, but I could not
find it in the teachings of Buddha.
I do thank God for what I have
found, since Christ has pardoned
all my sins and accepted me as His
child. "\Vhat a blessed thing this
is! I can not describe it to you. It
passes all comprehension by those
who have it not. You can never
know what it is until your sins
have been washed away in the blood
of Christ."
He has since come to Tokio, and
has entered the training school for
evangelists.
Already 10 persons
have given their hearts to God as
the result of his earnest efforts.
Among them is Mr. Kimura's
brother, who had long listened unmoved to the Gospel message.
H. LOOMIS.

AFRICA
The "Cape to
Cairo" railway, of
which Cecil Rhodes
dreamed. is fast
passing from vision to fact. The
Rhodesian 'Railway" Company,
Limited, is now in operation from
Cape Town to Victoria Falls, on
the Zambesi River, 1,644 miles. It
is five days' journey in trains with
all modern equipments, first-class
sleeping and dinillg cars, smoking
and writing rooms, over a steel
track and steel bridges; fare for the
distance, $90. The company has
issued a folder that is described as
being as handsome as anything of
the kind evel' printed, having forty
half-tone and six colored pictures
and two maps, presenting glimpses
of scenery, views of towns, fine
Africa's
Greatest
Railroad
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bridges, elegant stations and hotels,
and" also a grain field where white
men are harvesting with a selfbinding reaper-all in Matebeleland and Mashonaland, of which
Selous, Kerr, and many others were
writing sixteen years ago that
Europeans could enter these countries only at the peril of their
lives. "
What a Slave A slave w 0 man
Woman Did
named Ogunro, living in the Ilale
country west of the Niger, longed
for freedom, and worked hard until
she secured it, Then she traveled
to another region to enjoy life.
There she was converted to Christ.
This gave her a new longing. What
she now longed for was to tell the
Ilale people, among whom she had
been a slave, what good things she
had learned, She went back to
Ilale, worked hard, earned money,
got a church built, and late in 1903
she placed the church at the disposal of the nearest Christian pastor.
The Chunh Missionary Intelligencer now reports that 5 young
men from Ilale have been baptized
through these efforts of the exslave. It Seems that Anglo-Saxons
have no monopoly of the strenuous
life. The Christian name gi ven to
Ogunro in baptism was the appropriate one of Dorcas.

M.
Rams eyer,
speaking at Basal,
says: "Three years
ago I had sorrowfully to confess
that our work in Ashantee seemed
completely overthrown. To you
to-day, as we return once again
from the field of battle, I say: Give
thanks with usl The standard of
the Cross floats forth again at
Coomassee and in many localities
of Ashantee. The experience which
we have had roughly encourages
us.
Our Lord will prevail in
Ashantee. In a fetish town, one
day, there chanced to be a catechist,
Progress
in Ashantee
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The chief was a cruel man, however; during the last rebellion he
had remained faithful to the English government, and so enjoyed
some consideration. In my presence he was all honey; in secret he
was an enemy. He signified to his
people: 'If anyone resorts to the
catechist, I will chastise him severely.'
One man braved the
prohibition.
Brought to public
trial, he answered courageously:
'Yes, you are my master; my body
belongs to you, but my soul belongs to the Lord!' Yet this man
was a heathen. Is it not true, my
dear friends, that the dawn begins
to gleam in the empire of Ashantee! "
A monarch of this country said,
twenty years ago: "We have no
need of your Bible or your schools.
Our children have something else
to do than to be going over a, a, 0,
o. Off with you, we will never
turn Christian. 'Vhat would he
say to-day? The king's son has
long since been baptized; a grandson 'is about to be made a catechist."-Le klissionwin.
t
How they Build Can 0 n Scott-HolChurches
land, when visiting
in South Africa Johannesburg last
September, spoke of
South Africa having produced little
or nothing in the way of literature
or art. One of the'missioners, Mr.
Crosse, referring to this. humorously remarked that at least there
is one thing we can produce here
with extraordinary rapidity, and
that is churches. At one of his
missions the rector of the parish
told him that he was afraid there
would be no church ready in a certain district at the commencement
of the mission. It had been started
the day before, but he was afraid it
would not be ready by Sunday;
"h01cever, 'it wUl be finished by
JVednesday!" Certainly just now
we do seem to be building churches
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very rapidly. During the past two
or three months several have been
started or completed in Johannesburg alone, and there are more to
come. But only those who live
here can realize how great our
needs are yet, if we are to do for
the extension of God's kingdom
all we ought to do. During
the past year and a half the number of the clergy in the diocese
has more than doubled. and more
are on their way. But we need a
hundred instead of sixty clergy to
meet even our most pressing requirements. \Vell, we must pray
and work r nd hope great things.
and in God's good time all will
come.-S. A. ChU.l·ch Chronicle.
Recently two of
the most promising
young men ever
trained in the Mt. Silinda (East
Central Africa) school have been
sent to work among their own
people in the Lowlands. Both have
married Christian girls trained in
the school, these girls coming to
the mission school only a few years
ago, unclad, heathen children.
Special interest attaches to this case
from the fact that the farm on
. which they will live in the Lowlands is a grant to the mission from
the Portuguese government. Both
these young men have successfully
endured the test by leading Christian lives away from contact with
the missionaries, having wO['ked
three years at the mines, surrounded by the most unfavorable influences.
Two African
Evangelists

A Wonderful
Conversion in
South Africa

Many know of the
t err i b I e murder
committed in the
beginning of the
year, when six of the wives of the
late King of Swazieland, who are
now the property of his brother,
killed a cowife of whom they were
jealous. They were imprisoned,
and in April tried and condemned
electronic file created by cafis.org
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to. death, a sentence, however,
which had to be confirmed by the
Governor of the Transvaal. While
awaiting his verdict those in authority knowingly gave permission
for our nativt evangelist to visit
them, and later for us to accompany him. Besides these six women
there are three others also sentenced to death for a previous murder, and for six weeks or so some
of ns visited them every \Vednesday. They all now profess to believe in Jesus, and their favorite
hymn is a translation of "Nothing
but the blood of Jesus." A few
weeks ago word came that the sentence was mitigated to seven years'
hard labor.
This Wednesday meeting has led
to our obtaining permission to hold
a service on Sunday afternoons for
all the prisoners. Two Rundays
ago Gurmede, our evangelist, re.ported that after speaking on the
rich man and Lazarus, he asked all
those who were willing to forsake
sin and follow Jesus to rise while
the last hymn was sung. Beside
the nine women. eleven men roseall those who have been listening
now for several weeks.-Souih
African PiOleC1'.
Ingathering in Last June 50 men
East Africa and women were
admitted to the
catechumen's class at Blantyre.
The similar class at Domasi has 190
members. The class at Zomba reports 14 new members. The native
workers of Mlanje visit every Sunday 48 villages and groups of villages, preaehing the gospel. Mr.
Armitage has made splendid progress in building a new school at
Mlanje.
British Rulers For some unexHindering Chris- plained reason, a
tian Work
Christian
school
can not be erected
in British Central Africa without
government permission, while no
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such condi tion is made for the opening of Mohammedan schools. Mohammedanism is not an old established religion in Central Africa,
and is not, therefore, as in some
parts of the world, so closely bound
up with the framework of society as
to claim such consideration on the
ground of political expediency. It
is really a missionary competitor
with Christianity. Yet a Christian
government opens the door to the
non-Christian faith, and closes it
against the representatives of the
Christian religion.
Bishop Tucker gi ves
these figures, which
set forth the remarkable development of Christian work in Uganda,
the statistics for a year ago being
in parentheses: Native clergy, 32
(27); lay teachers, male, 2,076 (1,847),
female, 392 (352); adherents, baptized, 43,868 (35,897); catechumens,
3,324 (2,947); communicants, 13,112
(11,145) ; baptisms, adults, 5,492
(3,965), children, 2,829 (1,571);
schools, 170 (49); scholars, bnys,
13,846 (7,042); girls, 7,841 (5,527);
seminarists, 542 (292).

A Year's
Growth in
Uganda

ISLANDS
Australian
Aborigines
Decadent

OF THE SEA
The Mission Field,
in an article on
West
Australian
aboriginals,
calls
attention to the fact that the
Australian natives are one of the
most primitive of races. They are
now diminishing, and are dying
out with grea.t rapidity. In 1778,
the year of the settlement of
Australia, the governor estimated
the native population at considerably over 1,000,000. To-day it does
not number 50,000. The aboriginal
is extinct in Tasmania, and almost
so in Victoria, and in New South
W;tles he numbers less than 4,000.
It is only in \Vest Australia, South
Australia, and Queensland that he
abounds in any numbers. In his
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natural native condition he wears
no clothes and builds no houses.
His fighting weapons are all made
of wood, and are very primitive
indeed. His ordinary life consists
in catching snakes, lizards, bardibardis (large maggots), and any
other animals living in the bush
which he regards as fit for food.
The Christians in
the little island of
Sangir,
Celebes,
have sent £40 toward the Centenary Fund, through
the Rev. P. Kelling, of the Sangir
Mission. In the letter accompanying the donation, Mr. Kelling
writes: "This is money received
from a collection made in the different Ohristian churches as a
thank-offering to God for the loving
help which the B. F. B. S. has given
to the Sangirese people, especially
of the Islands of Siauwand TaguIan dang, by printing the New Testament, proverbs, and psalms in
their native tongue."
The Bible
Prized in
Celebes

Prized Also in The New Hebrides
New Hebrides Auxiliary has contributed £59 15s. to
our Centenary Fund. The Rev. R.
M. Fraser, the treasurer and secretary of the auxiliary, writes: "We
greatly rejoice in the hearty recognition which the work of the Bible
Society is receiving from the entire
Protestant world. "Ve beg to assure you that this small contribution to the Centenary Fund is only
limited by our own numerical
weakness, and in no way adequately
represents the desire we have to
honor and help the society in the
grand work before it. Last night
(June 26th) we held our annual
meeting for 1904. The venerable
Rev. J. G. Paton, now in his eightyfirst year, presided. Tho far from
well, and under orders not to speak,
he could not be restrained from
testifying to his love for the Bible
Society and admiration for its
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work. It should be mentioned that
a large part of our centenary contribution is contributed by the
Christian natives. The annual contribution will be sent later on, and
promises to be about the usual
amount."-Bible Society Reporter.
MISCELLANEOUS
Are Missionaries "If anyone is in
Miserable? dou bt as to the happiness of missionary life, I would only say, 'Try it.'
In spite of loneliness, discouragement, failure, and a deep sense of
one's inefficiency, and of work that
can not be coped with. I would not
wish to exchange with anyone."
The above "testimony" occurred
in the last journal, dated March 14,
1904, sent home by the late Miss
Hester Kelsey; from Baghdad,
Turkish Arabia, and by it she,
" being dead, yet speaketh."
~rhus, very
much
to the
purpose,
does Helping Hand
moralize:
" The days of sacrifice are over in
foreign missionary work," says the
unsympathetic observer, as she
pays her" dollar," thoroughly comfortable in her own unmistakable
call to stay at home. "Not as it
was in Judson's day," sighs an old
saint who deplores the unspirituality of the age. " You will never
make me believe it is right for a
woman to leave her children for
the heathen," obstinately affirms
another who has never read Matt.
x : 37. "Oh, how I would like to be
a missionary, andgo out to the dear
heathen," gushes another. And
the missionaries, what do they say?
"Don't think of us as martyrs.
We expect to have some hard
times, to be sure. This going se( ms
about as hard as anything could be,
but already there have been compensations. As we have parted
from home. and father and mother,
'Lo, I am with you,' has come with
new meaning. As we think of trying climates and shortened lives,
we enter more fully into the meaning of the life everlasting. We do
not want your pity. We are glad
to go, but give us your sympathy,
your support, and your prayers."

Don't Pity,
but Help
and Pray
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